
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  7:52 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Mid-term 1 

Well, the question is really whether the 16th and early 17th centuries successfully "followed through" on the 
promise of Pico’s quote (And yes, free will, choice, and confidence in the dignity of man are at the heart of it) 
There’s lots of evidence suggesting "yes," and lots suggesting "no" It’s up to you to decide which evidence 
carries greater weight and can sustain your generalization about the period 
On 7:34 PM,                wrote: 

Hi, 

My name is            and I am in your Tu/l-h His[.    class. I am having a little trouble 
understanding what exactly we are supposed to be arguing or supporting for our Mid-term 1 essay. You give 
the quote from Pkio della Mirandola, and you tell us to build a stance for seeing the 16th & 17th century 

Europe as a fulfillment of his vision or a rejection of it. My question is what "vision" are you asking us to 
make a case about. From reading the quote, I got the impression that he was stating that man has free will 
to chart whatever couNe he wants. I don’t understand how we are supposed to argue or support that. Are 
we supposed to write about how 16th and 17th century Europe shows that man has had the power to make 
his own destiny? Any help with this would be great. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmifl~’a;email unc edu> 
Monday, Februa~5" 25, 2013 8:03 PM 

Short51 Kleimnon             ~a)nc rr com> 
Re: [progfac] Question from N&O 

I’d ralher not in dais case It’s better for bofla UNC and thc N&O if oflacrs wcigb m (I’ve been quoted on olher firings too 
much latel3 ) 
On 2/25/13 7:57 PM, Shen)l Klehaman 

Do you wont to talk to Jane Stancill about it’? Please contact her, if yes 

On 2/25/13 7:45 PM, 

Yes, Ihc professional schools were a little ahead of the College, for some reason, but I believe all 
urfits arc having to offer proof Ihat Ihcy have a mechanism for vcri~hag Ihat we’re actually teaching 
thc classes we claim to be teaching I’m not sure ho\~ much of dais is SACS (somclhing Iclls mc 
that SACS doesn’t make ever3" Universitw do this) and how much is overkill from UNC 
administratorst~5"ingtomakeupwith SACS Bttt it’s obviously a consequence ofour "strictly 
academic" scandal (Apparently there have been monitors going to classrooms to see if people are 
in them Amazing) 
On 2/25/13 7:29 PM. Jeff Hirsch wrote: 

It’s happening at the law school, as part of tbe new syllabus requirement--both of 
which are in response to the no-show class scandal I don’t know of any campus-wide 
details though 

On Feb 25, 2013, at 7:17 PM. "Shert3"l Kleinman" 

Does anyone know about this? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:question 

Datu:Mon, 25 Feb 2013 18:26:26 -0500 
From:Stancill, Jane </slm~i]!~n wsohscrw-r corn> 

To:Shcn) 1 Kleirmaan 

HiSheriM. 

Do you know anything about this effort to document, prove that classes 
are indeed meeting at UNC-CH, as part of the upcoming SACS visit? Is it 
actually happening and how? What are facultw saying about it? 

Thanks, 
Jane 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, I                 10:04 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hist 

--no, I ask that you focus only on the texts I’ve assigned (and the lectures I’ve given) In any case, 
Diderot was writing in the late 18th c, so it wouldn’t be appropriate to use him for this question 
On 9:26 PM,                    wrote: 

Hey, Jay! 

I’ve been working on my fi~t midterm paper and was wondering if I could use Diederot’s essay, "Who are 
you, then, to make us slaves..." I accidentally read it for homework one night and was wondering if that 
was okay. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                8:17 AM 

~kenan-flagler unc edu> 

Re: Availabilty for Meeting at 12:30 

Sure, that’s fine 
On        10:28 PM.                wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I spoke briefly with our TA about catching up on a lecture I missed. Would 12:30pm on Tuesday, 
work for you? I am going to do a little research on the key words so I won’t come in blind and we can 

work through tying it all together. I also have a couple questions about the paper. If that time doesn’t work 
for you, which time(s) work best for, Tuesday,           ? Also, I apologize for the late email! 

Thanks, 

Cell: 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                8:3 1 PM 

~live uric edu> 

~live unc edu>; 

Re: paper thing 

@live unc edu> 

I think so, but I’m not sure Who’s in charge here? 

On        8:30 PM,                     wrote: 

Hello all, 
Here is my response to the Furet/Hunt readings. We were supposed to email them to 
everyone, right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                9:35 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Question about the Quiz 

The correct answer was indeed ’all of the above’ The question asked which things "could" the painting be 
about, and since the title is ’Maids,’ I think one has to concede that one "could" say tl~at Some of the answers 
might be better than the others, but the realm of possibility includes all of them 
On 4:15 PM,                       wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

My name is             and I attend your History class on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2PM. Today 
we took a quiz that mentioned a questioned about Valazquez’s painting Las Meninas. Although I do not 
remember the question very well, I do remember being stuck on two of the answer choices. I know the 
main point of the painting is to show the power of sovereignty held by the King and Queen (which is what I 
chose). Their was also an option to choose "all of the above". I would have chosen that answer but it 
included the answer choice of"the maids" (yes, I do know Las Meninas means the maids). I don’t thinkthe 
maids are AS significant as the King and Queen and their portrayal of power in this painting. If I picked the 
wrong answer (King and Queen) can you explain why? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                  9:47 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: HIST    midterm 

Citing evidence does not mean incorporating quotes (n¢c¢ssa~ily), il 
nleal~s citing ?’our evidence by referring to a texX or a lect~re m 

cites you lmve--we just want you to take care to "ground" your argmment 
m plent~ of evidence 
On 9:41 AM.             wrote: 
> Good morning Professor S~rdtlk 
> 1 me:rot to ask you tiffs yestet~lav in class, but it slipped ~m." lrd~ld Tbe assigmnent sheet sa?s to use about 5 citatio~ts of evidence per 
page A 1,000 wold essay is about 4 pages Do you expect us to use about 20 quotes? Will points be taken off if we dofft use tlmt 

> Tlmnks so nmch! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, I 0:59 AM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 
Re: movement? 

file DTH, l hnagine they’ll wait until nexX week to mn the stoiy, 
especially in light of the              bombshell tlull’s gelling all 
file attention at file moment I’ll let you kalOW what I learn from Jm~ as 
soon as she tells me ml? tlting (thaugh I would be shocked if it does not 

On 10:53 AM. Wa31~e Lee wrote: 
> Jay, 
> Am" tespoitse from Jan to our doc? I was interviewed by the DTH, but 
> ]la’, e as ye[ seen 11o at0cl¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  12:59 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Jarausch, Konrad H <jarausch@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu>; Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Re: Good news on Weiss Award 

On I 1:33 AM, C~ nthia Radding wrote: 
> D¢ar Jay and Konmd: 
> We have good news: was awarded the Weiss 
> Livabilfly Award This gives her a on¢-~ car supplem¢nlal slip¢nd 
> $6,000 plus it pays for her fees, tuitiolk m~d health h~Slmmce 

>Best, 
> Cynthia 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  6:14 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reflection Paper 

OK, here’s your assignment (again in 250-300 words): Identify which of the women discussed in Fonte’s work 
would have been most likely to identify with Anna Buschler, and explain why 
On 3:56 PM,              wrote: 

Hello, 

I spoke to you yesterday about writing a reflection paper for "The Worth of Women". You told me to send 
you an email so here it is. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                  9:22 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Meeting 

--I was probably a li111¢ Ioo flip Ioday aboul meeting Iryou’r¢ 
flee tomorrow between 10-L please stop by Always good to talk Plus, 
I nccd to hear your critique ormy article -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, Februal?¢ 28, 2013 I : 15 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu> 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [progfac] Honor court vs broader issues 

h too, agree with Katen flint we want to keep our eye on the ball and 
not gel sidclmck¢d by a discussion over Ihe honor court and its merits 
or lack tha~eof But the honor court is and has been a teal part of the 
sexual assmllt problem at UNC, m~d so "judicial programs" reform 
absolulely has to b¢ part ol’whal we discuss 

htcidentall), I understand from at least one well-hffonned somce that 
fire "new" panel that now haat~ sexaml assault and harassment cases, 
since Ihcir removal from honor courl j urisdiclion last summer, is in 
Pact hat~ll) am" better than the l/onor court itseff It’s still (1 tlfiitk) 
mn by sludcnls, and Ihos¢ sludcnls ha~¢ nol been Imincd in Ihc 
bandling of these allegations and the parties involved The basic 
problem of compclenc3 has not been adrdcss¢d, in other words In 

and called II something else Thai is no solubon 
On 2/27/13 2:49 PM, Andrew J P¢nin wrolc: 
> 1 agree vet5 much with Kaien - I would dilly pohtt out fl~at one of fire 

> On 02/27/2013 02:45 PM, Booth, Kaien M wrote: 

>5 fear tbat in focusing on fl~e honor court m~d on whether it is "good" 

>5 Ultiversti) and natiol~all? (as well as inten~atiol~ally) The most 

>5 isacfime WhetherornottheHonorCourtisgoodforsomeflfings 
>5 or iegai~lless of how linked or not lhtked it is to facallt) or 

>5 or deciding on cases such as the htitial rape accusation (xx hich it 
>5 dismissed) or m~? actions ielated to it (note fl~at the AG uses the 
>5 fact fl~at the HC disirtissed the rope case as .justification for its 
>> upholding or Ihc "hoslilc climal¢" complalnl -- so II is relying on 
>5 its own incapaciB" to judge evidel~ce in fl~e case of crimes to "prove" 
>> Ihal Ihc slander case is valid!) 

>5 theie are several, including mas callimt) and male privilege, meifs 

>> talked aboul here) whal it means I’or a university 

>> to meffs violence, flint is, as some sort of oasis of protection ~md 

>> HC-blanting h~ a wa? that is not ultimatel? useful Even if we want 

>> -----Original Message ..... 



>> Sent: Wednesday, Fcbr tkqt3 27, 2013 I 1:43 AM 
>> To: The progffac nmilmg hat 
>> Cc: The progffac nmilmg hat 
>> Subjccl: Re: [progfac] sexual assaull more dclalls on relalialion 
>> 
>> Pll let Jay and othet~ clfime in too, but in3 experience alld I believe 
>> that of mare" otber facubs" brae is that the studel~t-mn honor court 
>> frcqucnlly and syslcmically is unable Io handle dm rcsponsibilily of 
>> holding tbeh colleabmes responsible for infractions, some of them 
>> major l ]late iiluch mol~ experience wilh [lie academic infraclion side 
>> than with fire "conduct" side that tiffs case teptesm~ts, but 
>> combina/ion nf [licit blexperience and [heir gullibilily has convinced 

>> me that a sta~dent-mtl3 system like fire one we have now is a vets" bad 
>> idea 

>> One of our colleabmes described it as sometking like: a bunch of kids 
>> hoping to go Io la~ school, dressing up in fancy clothes and playing 
>> allo~ley (Ihough I can’l rind Ihe original so Ihis is my paraphrase) 

>> I ant haPP3 for fltme to be disagreement on tkis poi~t, and tecogmze 
>> Ihal olhars may Ihink Ihe sludenl "empowem~enl" is wotlh a 
>> d.~ sfunctimmljudicial s3 stem I do not 

>> Best wishes, 

>>> Dear Andrew or olhers, 
>> > For thase of us with less experience, czm you sa3 a bit mote on wit3" 
>>> Ihe HC s} slcm should nol be sludenl-run? (Ie wh} is Ihis 
>>> question nf composilion of personnel rather than procedures. 
>>> policies, el�?) I am relalively new Io UNC and don’l ha~e much 

>> > sympathetic to students demandhtg a strong voice ha tbe 
>>> adminislm/ion of Iha universily 

>>> Bcsl. 
>>> Neel 

>>> On Feb 27 2013, at 10:03 AM Andrew 1 Perbm wrote: 

>>>> Jay is correcl on Ihe process of Ihe Honor Courl and Ihe appeals 

>>>> pmmlt~ will be attached to tbis outrageous charge I tbitik we 
>> >> shauld focus on tbe Pact that the? chase to accept tbe charge at 
>>>> all. as ~11c3 certainly have *some* discrClion and Ihe combin,q/ion 
>> >> of fieedmn of speech and obvious retaliation ougbt to have been 
>>>> enough ~ have diem exercise Ilia/discrelion 

>>>> More broadly - lha Honor Courl is an embamlssing anachronism, and 
>> >> tiffs is just the ~nost public ~nost egregious exmnple of flint fact 

>>>> comhtg But rm also intplessed at fire lm’el of din’orion it conmmnds 

>> >> get where we shauld, wkich is a faculty, pmtel, staff orgmfized, 

>>>> trustees on flint broader pohtt could be one productive avenue 

>>>> On 02/27/2013 09:45 AM. Jay Smilh wmle: 

>>>>> case, site could appeal lust to tbe U mvet~its, Hearings Boat~l (1/3 
>>>>> faculty, 1/3 slafE 1/3 sludenl) and, ir she’s turned back there. 



>> >>> discretion on wNch appeals to ltear I admit that I thit~k it bigl~l), 
>> >>> lfiglfly mflikel) that sbe will s~fffer ml) peimlfies for her nlleged 

>>>>> Still, fl~e outrage is that sbe has been charged at all and fltat sbe 

>>>>> Judicial Programs Officer 0Erik Hunlcr), Ihe Dean or Slndcnls 
>>>>> (Jonafltan Sauls), m~d possibly tbe facubs" ach-isoiy boat~l for the 

>>>>>> up -- one nfigbht be to ask about fl~e process -- for exmnple: 

>>>>>> public? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Stron~a~k Deborah L" 
Scnl: Feb 26. 2013 6:09 PM 
To: The prograc mailing lisl 
Subjccl: RE: [progfac] scx~ml assaull more dclails oll 

>>>>>> ~etnliation 

>>>>>> Here’s Ihc response Io my inqui~) aboul rattling wilh 

general: 

ilffommtion ale you loo!dng to get from meeting with ber? 



>>>>>> 9198430336 

elyse 

..... Origitml Message ..... 
Fmln: Ja? Snfith 
Scnl: Feb 25. 2013 6:20 PM 
To: Tha pro gffac nmilmg fist 
Cc: Tha pro gffac nmilmg fist 
Sul~iect: Re: [progfac] sexual assmilt mote details on 

>>>>>> retaliation 

>>>>>> Dil/o wha/Don Nonini said 

>>>>>> Them Imve been changes "pending" in Iha honor s} stem for 
>> >>> > litemll? 2-3 years I would like to tbitik that tltis outrage 
>>>>>> gives 
>>>>>> facully jusl Ihe opening we need Io force things through a/ 

>>>>>> Bul we would need Io be vocal aboul il Things Imve been 

>>>>>> a glacial pace for a mason The Honor Syslem has many 
>> >>> > defmlders 

>> >>> > In a Tbi~tkPmgress piece about fltis stray toda?, I saw tl~at tl~e 



On 2125113 6:08 PM, Nomm, Don wrote: 

alwws assumed is that file facullF need educating by and 

>>>>>> like Ilia/evidenl ill Ihis case’? (After all, il’s a crucial 

>>>>>> well) And 

>>>>>> What l’m targeting is Ihe widespread adminislmlive-folk 

>>>>>> of apparenlly any kind? And could il be Ihal facldly 

>>>>>> bul because they find ils workings all Ioo predictably 
>>>>>> arbdrm.~" mid incmmnensurate with facallv knowledge of 
>> >>> > isstles 

>>>>>>     such as academic integrity? 

>>>>>> Don 



Tbe newly forined conumt~ee met for tl~e first time Friday to 

lmtiatives proposed in fl~e meeting h~cluded supporting 

>>>>>> crea/ing educa/ional videos aboul how the court works, and 
>>>>>> platming visits to acadeimc department nleetings 

>>>>>>      Jml Boxi[1, clmmx onmn of the faculb’, said she Ires 
>>>>>> fmmd in 
>>>>>>      l~er reseatvh tlmt mm~) famdt~ lnembers don’t fidl) 

Tbese liaisoits would be able to answer questions about the 
Honor Court and give adx ice aboul proceedings, she said 

explain fl~e honor system to acadenfic departanents bring a 
faculb" conmfirtee member to add legifimac) 

BoxiH said she has heard anecdoles from facully IIICl~lbers 
>>>>>> who 
>>>>>> find Ihal dieir lack of underSlanding of how the court 

>> >>> > deters tbem from utilizing it 

>>>>>> Reporting and detecthtg plagiaris~n - one of fire ltDior 

>> >>> > wl\~ tbe s) stein is under review - was also discussed at tbe 

>> >>> > Kell? Hogan, a bioloD" professor and member of tbe 

>>>>>> said she found Ihat when she put a particular plagiarism 



..... Original Message ..... 
Front: "Eiclmer, Maxine" 
Senl: Feb 25, 2013 12:57 PM 
To: Tbe progfac lnailhlg list 
Sul~{ecl: RE: [progfac] sexual assault more delails on 

II really does seem Io me Ihal tim facully overseers 
should be stepping in to squelch this, but [ can’t 

oul who Ihey are Does an5 bod5 else know? 

-Max 

frequently been shown to be, let us say, suspect Wltat 
boggles Ihe nlind in dlis case is thai Ihe Judicial 

court never stepped into say--wait, do you not see 

>>>>>> UNC 

>>>>>> pret~." 

ovet~lue is a coinplete m-ltaul of tbe Honor System 

Lei~et~ of cmnplaint to the DTH would seein like a 

good place Io start, no’? 

On 2/25/13 12:37 PM, Bemtei~, Trade A wrote: 



There is a sio~) about this in Jezebel Ioday: 

Sul~iccl: [progfac] scxlml assault news 

Colleabmes: 
I wanlcd to share Ihis disheartening cmail Ijusl 
received from Melinda Manldng The Honor Court 
distinguishes ilselr once again--charging one of 

the Ulfiversit) Tlfis outrage nmst be resisted -JS 

in the complaint was formalb 

>>>>>> Ihis 

provides more details about 
relalia/ion (Iha/Jay dcscfibcs bclow) including 

>5>>55 On Moil Feb 25, 2013 at 7:08 AM, Crave3", Altha J 



clmrge is "creathlg a Nuassing em,ironlnent" 

sick since I heard Ibc news I reel like sending 

boil1 of m) diplomas-as wet1 as my award for tbe 

people If you ate so moved, also cow,sider emailing 

Sincerely-Melinda Manning 

Assistant Professor, Department of Sociolog) 
Book Review Edilor, Social Forces 



<ul> 

~i> -- You at~ curremly subscribed to 

progfac as: <a 

60582236 80cgcl’4¢dddd439288653 b2716413467 ~a lislscr~ uric cdu 

>>>>>> <maillo:lcn~c-32802113 -60582236 80c9cr4cdddd439288653b2716413467 ?~,li 

progffac as: <a 



<fly -- You am camently subsciibed to 

prograc as:<a 

<[i> -- You are currcnlly subscribed 
</u]> 
prograc as:<a 

<li> -- You are curreNl? subscribed to 
<hd> 

56223020 18abcb43200370a~c 12481b56 fc leb9b@lislse~ ~mc edu</a 

>>>>>> <maillo:lea~e-32804687-56223020 18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fc I eb9b~ali 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  3:26 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm Paper 

-please bring in a copy and drop it off with the History staff here on the 5th floor of Hamilton Hall 
(Tell them I want them to sign the paper and note the time it was turned in You won’t be penalized if the 
paper is the same one you’ve sent me 
On 2:00 PM,              wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 
My laptop started to malfunction last night and has continuously frozen since then. I have my paper done, 

but my laptop won’t allow me to connec~ to the university printe~. I can email it to another computer and 
then print it, but I haven’t had time to before the star~ of class today when it’s due. I’m attaching it to this 
as proof that it’s done please let me know what I can do about giving you a paper copy. Should I print one 
and bring it to your office hours? 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  4:58 PM 

Re: tomorrow 
@uncedu> 

It’s al Ihe Pll, lpm 
On       4:23 PM,                   wrote: 
> Hi Dr Smith. 

> When and where is that rally tomorrow? I was t hi~lldng to attend as well 
> 

> That~k you, 
> 

> 

> From: Jay Smllh [jaysmllh~acmail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Wednesday 11:01 PM 
> TO 

> --ate you goh~g to be around tomorrow around 4:30? If so, we cm~ 

> can’t escape, but I should be free around 4:30 A~other possibility: 
> Friday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 5:58 PM 

Melinda @gmail corn> 

Re: Have the students contacted you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 6:42 PM 

Melinda @gmail corn> 
Re: Have the students contacted you? 

Mclinda--j ust cuitous, would il b¢ just as good if I found olhcr facully 
voluNeers to sa~" a few wo~ds? (For exzunple, front the progressive 
faculty nct~ork?) ljusl suspect thai Ihcy nlighl speak ~ith more 
authottt~" Tl/ough, as I said I’m lmpp3 to sa~" a few well chosen wot~ls 
it’the~ want me specifically to speak 

> I just heat~l from            -zmd the3 would teall3 like for you to say a 
> Few wot~ls (it" you are willing) I tlit~ik they ate scared to contact facults" ditectl3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  I 1:17 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: FW: Jackson Award 

Congrats, 
On 

A well deserved feather in your cap 
9: I I PM,                wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

See below. Thank you again for writing a nomination! Much appreciated. 

Best wishes on the rest of the semester, 

From: Lambert, Tammy M [lambert2@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:55 PM 
To: 
Subject:     Jackson Award 

I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected as this year’s recipient of The E Eugene 
Jackson Award 

This award was established by the Class of 1989 in honor of E Eugene Jackson, whose 
contributions to the University are a model of selfless service It is given annually to the member of 
the graduating class whose leadership and selfless dedication have strengthened class pride and 
University loyalty, enriched the lives of seniors, and made a significant contribution to the 
University 

This award will be presented at the annual Chancellor’s Awards ceremony, held this year on 
at 3pro in the Ca-eat Hall of the Frank Porter Graham Student Union We will be sending out 

formal invitation letters soon, and I am writing to ask you for the mailing address where you would 
like us to send yours We usually copy the recipient’s parents on the letter, and there is a space on 
the attached fom~ for that information 

The form also requests other basic infom~ation for use in preparing for the ceremony, the programs, 
and related press News Se~wdces asks that we find out the names of the recipient’s parents, 
hometown, year in school, and major to include in a news releases to be sent to hometuwn and local 
newspapers After the ceremony, the names of the recipients will be posted on the Chancellor’s 
Awards website, found at httu://chancellorsawards unc edu/ 

The news release will not be sent out until the day of the event, and we ask that you generally not 
announce that you have received this award until after the ceremony 

Please let me know this information as soon as possible Do not hesitate to contact me if you have 
questions, or if you have concerns about any of the information to be released to the media or used 
on the website To fulfill FERPA guidelines, I am attaching a form approving release of the 
requested information 

Please complete both forms and return them to me within the next two business days, as we want to 



get your letter of invitation to you as quickly as possible You may email a scan of’the forms to me 
at lambert2{rt~email unc edu, fax them to me at 919-962-3719, or drop them off with me in room 
3103 of the Frank Porter Graham Student Union between the hours of 8am and 5pm, Monday 
through Friday 

Thank you, and congratulations on your award 

Tammy Lambert 
Chancellor’s Awards Committee 
3103 FPG Student Union 
UNC-CH Campus Box 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 
Phone 919-966-3128 
Fax 919-962-3719 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             9:5 1 AM 

South building 
~uncedu> 

--I Ihink Ih¢ rally has been moved to South B~dlding, FYI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 6:30 PM 

Melinda ~gmail corn> 

Re: AAUP Committee on Women -- 

wish rd seen you! I was ve~T impressed by all the speakers They are a poised and courageous group 
On       5:28 PM, Melinda wrote: 

Yes-behind a tree :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

Thanks for keeping me in the loop Were you there today? 
On       4:14 PM, Melinda wrote: 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fo~-arded message: 

From: Anita Levy <~dc 
Date:             2:26:59 PM EST 

Co: ~’;cn aii !m~ cdu" < 

Higginbotham 

<           ,~:nm]com , MarthaE Chamallas 
<chvm~a![as ] igosu efl~a>, "Mary Gibson 

~g ~mai! corn)" 

"su zaan<.tay]or(~-: m i cd*~" 

Subject: AAUP Committee on Women -- 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Please see the attached letter and supporting documents from 



the AAUP’ s Committee on Women in the Academic 
Profession regarding the situation of 

Sincerely, 

Anita Levy 

ANta Lew, PhD 
Semor Program Officer 
American Association of Ultivet~it~" Professors 
1133 19th Street NW, 2rid Floor 
Waslfington, DC 20036 

Pl/one: 202-737-5900 or 800-424-2973 
Fax: 202-737-5526 

Follow us on Twitter: ht~p_://t~itter com/AAU P 

Facebook: ltt~p_://www facebook con~’AAUPNatimml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              8:18 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Midterm Paper 

rll see if we can get to it by the end of the day 

On       11:07 PM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay Smith, 

I am taking your HIST 
day to drop classes and pass/fail. 

Thank you, 

class and I wanted to know if my paper has been graded yet. Tuesday is the last 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               10:14 AM 

Re: Midterm Paper 
@uncedu> 

On 

-ifyou could drop it in my mailbox, either today or tomorrow AM0s that possible?) I’ll look atit 
9:37 AM,                    wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I just read      paper over, and I think it is a judgment call. It’s well wriRen with a s[rong thesis 
statement, discusses numerous historical actors, and integrates historical evidence and events beRer than 
any paper I’ve read so far. However, it does almos[ no textual analysis. The sole citation is two sentences 
from Montaigne. I think she misunderstood the point of the essay, because it draws mostly on lec[ure and 
not readings. Also, there is no counterargument except for the Catholic Reformation being a "period of 

confusion" (she does not explicitly present this as counterevidence). 

Does this sound like a B or a C paper to you? I would give it a mid-high B if the prompt had not so explicitly 
required lots of textual analysis... 

Thank you, 

From: Jay Smith [~2£:4m[th@emall 
Sent: Monday,             8:17 AM 

SubjeCt Fwd: Midterm Paper 

-think you might be able to get to this one by the end of" the day? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Midtenn Paper 

Date:Sun, 23:07:03 -0500 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M 2]~vamith~o~-mal! m~c ed~> 

Dear Jay Smith, 

I am taking your HIST class and I wanted to know if my paper has been graded yet. Tuesday is the last 
day to drop classes and pass/fail. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             8:36 AM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: questions 

-definitely keep in mind the FHS for spring 
though 

The call for papers won’t go out until much later, 

Sorry I never got back to you about Colbert I think you shouldn’t WO~Ty about that Given the setting in which 
the Compagnie was reinvigurated--Law and his attack on conventional thinking--you’ll easily be able to make 
the case that the recharging of privilege in the 18th c is both new and counter-intuitive in the context of the 
times 

And yes, I know Shovlin well I think we’re even friends (He’s one of the handful I haven’t alienated) 
On       3:52 AM,           wrote: 

Should I be thinking at all about upcoming conferences like the western or SFHS? I wasn’t really 
planning on doing the conference circuit till next year, when I have a solid chunk of stuff written, 
but several people I know here are planning on going to these conferences, so thought I would 
double check 

Also, do you think it is any issue with my argument that I’m talking about how the monarchy was 
"using" privilege to push innovation in the 18th centm2¢ when it had done so before under Colbert-- 
and indeed was continuing many of Colbert’s policies? Does that dull the impact of the argument, 
or make me need to just incorporate a new threat or two into it? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 12:10 PM 

K Larres < @yahoo corn> 

Re: 577 

Klaus--Since the Cold War course (presumably) would need a topics number for next year, I think it would be 
best to go with the 577 as the large course next spring That’s not to say that you shouldn’t develop the Cold 
War course or eventually make it your big course, but for now I think this is tbe best strategy -Jay 
On 3/4/13 11:49 PM, K Larres wrote: 

Hi there Jay, 

Yeah I also thought about it 
What about growing the Cold War course with TAs etc? 
You wanna talk about it in the next couple of days or so? I think this would be a rather popular 
course 

It could be either "The United States and the Cold War" or "The Cold War: International 
Perspectives" oracombinationofboth What do you think? 

Cheers I<laus 

--- On Moll, 3/4/13, Jay Smith 2"~:.~*~i~lae~.~ail,~c.ed~:: wrote 

From: Jay Smith 
Subject: 577 
To: "K Larres" < 
D~te: Monday, ~vlarch 4, 2013, 9:42 PM 

Klaus--for next spring, is it OK to plan on "growing" your 577 to a big course with TAs? I 
seem to recall that that was our plan I think there’s an audience for a large course on 
foreign policy -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             12:12 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: meet 

yes 

9:51 PM, wrote: 

OK, so 3:30ish? 

Subject: Re: mee~ 

I should have about 45 rains tomorrow after class I have another meeting at 4:30, I’m afraid 
On       3:03 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Are you free Tuesday any time? Or this week? If so, I promise I will not be a 
flake. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             1:47 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: just a random thought/question 

I can’l say that l know thai one Bul I’ll look it up[ HistoD 
professors ate alwa~’s worth saving 

On I:23 PM,            wrote: 
> Professor, 
> 
> 1 was at hmne this weekend, and as I fhpped through in" cbmmals, I came across an interesting movie that I wondeied ff you have 
ever seen It’s called TimeIine, and it’s about a group of archeologists who have to trm’el back in thne to save tbeir lfistot3 professor 
Tile reason wily 1 found il inlercsting lies in the fact thai Ihey go back Io France in 1357 during tile Hundred Years War[ Thoughl 
nmybe if you had not seen it, I’d let you know about it I mean, it’s not Oscar worfl\v, but it wmdd be interesting to Mlow it" the film 
was correct on dress and ¢vcnls (warfare) 

> Modem European Histot5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             1:48 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm Paper 

On 

-heading to class in a moment I’ve looked at your paper Let’s talk for a minute before or after class 
II :07 PM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay Smith, 

I am taking your HIST class and I wanted to know if my paper has been graded yet. Tuesday is the last 
day to drop classes and pass/fail. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:27 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Fwd: FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: 
Thursday Night Football Game 

Richard--Faculty Council is this Friday Unfortunately, it looks like rll be introducing our document I’ll t~7 to 
keep it brief And yes, the predictable rhetoric from Holden and Bubba yesterday was, well, perfectly 
predictable Also embarrassing 

Hope to see you later -Jay 
On 3/5/13 9:47 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Jay, 

As you well know, Holden’s comments as well as those of Bubba and the rest of the UNC 
administration are completely consistent with Charlie Clotfelter’s position and those of other 
academic/jock capitalists who see college sport as a marketing platform to increase a university’s 
brand This view, in which education is a product to be packaged and consumed, has almost 
completely come to dominate higher education over the past twenty years Within this context, a 
fall-break football game makes perfect sense 

I’m t~Ting to clear my schedule to come to the FAC meeting today I’m meeting with MatT earlier 
in the day and trying to get some other things completed before the day’s done By the way, did I 
miss the faculty council meeting? I’ve been on the road a great deal lately, having been to Texas 
A&M, which was an interesting experience, given the nature of football on that campus:) 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr P, achard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 
Office 919.952 g507 

Cell 

Fax 919.952 5235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: g~ww.t!l%._e~h2[~:~r[ 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: v~. ¢..,~.:sri ~:. nf.re’= ,~ .:e c rg, 

Life is an obligation We re ot here to die slm~ 1.% ~ e’re 1 ere to li~ e full? 



"This is a great opportunity to showcase our University on national television" Depressing and 
even a wee bit insulting 

At least he’s excited for the season, even though he’ll be watching from St Louis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Thursday Night Football Game 

Date:Mon, 4 Mar 2013 20:39:23 -0500 
From: <char~ceilor~m 

Reply-To: <char~cel!o~lmc cdl~> 

Dear Faculty and Staff, 

The ACC 2013 football schedule was released last week. Coach Fedora i$ 
already working hard to prepare the team for the year ahead, and I’m 
sure our fans share my excitement for the upcoming season. ~ong our 
home games this year, we will play a Thursday night game during fall 
break for the second time in school history. We will welcome Miami to 
Kenan Stadium on Oct. 17 for a televised 8 p.m. game, to be shown on 
ESPN. This 1$ a great opportunity to showcase our University on national 
television. 

Those of you who were here in 2009 remet~er that we held our first 
Thursday night game during fall break that year. We hope to repeat the 
success of that event, but we’re going to do a few things differently 
this year. 

Most importantly, we will net end the workday early. Since the game 
occurs during fall break, most of our faculty and students will not be 
on campus, but it is a regular workday for staff. 

We expect a lot of traffic coming into Chapel Hill that afternoon, and 
people may want to head out before things become too congested. But 
that’s a choice I want our employees to be able to make. In conjunction, 
I want to encourage supervisors to be flexible with employees’ needs and 
schedules if they would like to leave work early that day and arrange to 
make up the time. 

In addition, leaders at UNC Hospitals are working on plans to ensure 
that patient care will not be disrupted at our on campus hospitals and 
clinics. We know that traffic in and around the hospital area will 
become heavy that afternoon and we will do everything we can to keep the 
hospital and campus operating as smoothly as possible. 

As we work out the details for game day, you will receive additional 
information from our Office of Human Resources and Department of Public 
Safety. We want to make this a successful event for everyone on campus. 

Sincerely, 



Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 
~J,,%699884 3cOd~i3968952~:cddd594a’d848 rP23e6~,~’ istser’,’ unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             6:15 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: man in the iron mask picture 

Nice Yes, I think I remember seeing this 

Anyway, I love secrecy Just can’t get enough of it (Lots of gender and theater and Rousseau angles to play 
up, too) The police archives still a possibility We’ll need to think about others 
On 5:03 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I’ve attached the picture I was telling you about. The author who used it got it from the 
Bibliotheque nationale, and the date is 1789, I believe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 6:40 PM 

allen sack <        @yahoo corn> 

David ridpath <ridpath@ohio edu>; PhD Jason R Lanter < 

Re: Hutchins luncheon 

@gmail com> 

Allen: 
I’m quite sure that Mary will have a list for you From my group, I think there are 8-10 people who would be 
very interested in coming (probably all of them signatories to our statement of principles--though let me know if 
you need help with emails) They are: 
Lew Margolis 
E Willis Brooks 
Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld (_c_,~[~l !~2_~d0 
Jonathan Weiler 
Richard Cramer 
W Miles Fletcher 
Silvia Tomaskova 
Debbie Stroman 
Wayne Lee 
And me--I hope I’m invited 

Someone who might be extended an invite, but who is (alas) one of the guardians of the fortress to which we are 
laying siege, is Chair of the Faculty Jan Boxill, ~boxj~f~a,ai[ ~nc ~) You might invite the Chancellor, 
Holden lhorp, if only to make him feel ashamed [!], but I wouldn’t expect him to show -Jay 

PS Don’t know Kiper Any relation to Mel? 
On 3/5/13 3:47 PM, allen sack wrote: 

Jay, 

We are woking on the luncheon and compiling a list of people to send an invitation to so we can get 
RSVPs The Hutchins luncheon will be held on Thursday, April 18 from about 12 to 1:30 in the 
Friday Center (room to be determined) The lunch will cost around between $25 Do you have the 
names of people who would likely come to the event? I will ask Mary if she has people for the 
list ]-he room we get will probably hold 50 I just started developing a list and have about 24, 
including UNC people who paid dues and not including the press The room may not be big 
enough So I am reaching out to people like you to help get a realistic estimste Should we invite 
the UNC President?! If you can give me names, I can probably trsck down email addresses from 
the UNC website Thanks By the way,do you know Jacob Kiper He emailed me 

Alien 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I 0:58 PM 

Annie Clark <           @gmail corn> 

Re: the rally 

Annie--it would be great to meet you 
On       10:44 PM,            Annie Clark wrote: 

Thanks so much for your continued support I will be in North Carolina in later March and I hope 
to get the chance to at least touch base 

Sincerely, 
Annie 

On Fri,            at 11 : 11 AM, Jay Smith <~ysmith%cmail mc cdu> wrote: 
¯-you were eloquent today Great job Ditto         I had hoped to meet her after, but 

the swarm was too large One of these days You’re both ve~2¢ brave; your efforts make us all 
proud -Jay 

Project Dina11, Co-Chair 
Peer Educator, ONE ACT & HAVEN 
Student Representative. Student Harassment Advisor~ Board~Title IX Search Committee/ 
Sexual Assault and Relationship Violence Training and Education (SARVTAE) Committee 

Annie E. Clark ’11 
Former Project Dinah Co-Chair 
Peer Educalor, ONE ACT & HAVEN 
United Nations Commission on lhe Status of Women Presenter 
UN Women North Carolina Board of Directors 

Please reach us via email at            (~g~’aiLc¢~m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               12:38 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Silent Sam/Histurical monument documentary 

Got me My instinct would be to say no But I admit I’m unsure 
On       6:27 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Would appreciate guidance on this one 
ngs 

From: ~_0!aiL£~ ~3~a~[£elq] on behalf of 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:41 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: Silent Sam/Historical monument documentary 

Hello! 

My name is              and I’m a junior English literature major at UNC I’m currently making a 
multimedia project--which will most likely become a documenkal"y--on the presence of the Silent 
Sam Statue on UNC’s campus In my project, I also hope to capture the value of historical 
monuments in general, and what role they play in society I am trying to get a survey out to as 
many people as possible regarding their views on Silent Sam, and possibly get some people to do 
short intelw-icws with me as well I thought that the history program listselw- would bc a great 
resource, and was wondering if there was a way I could go about having the histu~7 department 
send out my sut~ey to its members 

This is a link to sutw-ey: Sile~t Sam Startle Surreal The sutw-ey itself only takes about thirty seconds 
Please let me know if this would be possible! Thanks for your time! 

Sincerely, 

University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
B.A. English, Minor in creative writing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 5:07 PM 

history-faculty <hist o~a£-faculty @list serv unc edu> 

Honor System 

I bope tlfis doesn’t coum as ml abuse of tbe listserv (of wNch I have a 

I wanted to forwaid to you all a lit~k to a petition that some nmy wish 
Io sign II otiginalcd wilh Jodi Magncss (RELI) and Jeff Spinner-Haler 
(POLl), mid I persotmll~ could l~ot agree with it mote It’s leally l~ot 
at all about the "       affair," but ratber reflects accmnulathtg 
frustrations with Honor Couri actiol~s over the yeat~ As some of you 

would like serious lefomL htcludhtg greater ~acldt) htvoh-ement in tbe 
process, plcas¢ consider signing The 13clillon will cvcnhmlly go Io 
EPC and from Ih¢r¢ Io Facully Council (w¢ hope) This only lak¢s a fcw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 6:51 PM 

Stancill, Jane <jstancill@newsobse~er corn> 
Re: Reform proposals to be introduced Friday? 

Jane--rm glad you’ll be at Faculty Council Honestly, though, I think it’s a little premature to say we’re 
proposing changes Mainly we’re proposing a public, extended conversation about what needs to change We 
want Faculty Council to schedule some town hall meetings Sol think what we’re doing is maybe more 
modest than you’d imagined Ifyou’dliketotalkaboutthistomorrow, letmeknow-Jay 

On 3/6/13 4:17 PM, Stancill, Jane wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I’m a colleague of Dan Kane’s I’ll be covering the Faculty Council on Friday I understand some 
faculty are proposing changes to athletics at Friday’s meeting? Would you be able to talk to me 
about the proposals? 

If so, please call me on my cell phone at I’d be grateful 

Thanks, 
Jane Stancill 
staffwriter 
The News & Obse~wer 
Raleigh, NC 



Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               I 1:50 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: lecture 

Thanks If you can save me from having to go find Bacon’s title page 

tic. I’ll b¢ in your dcbl .... 
On      11:43 AM.             wrOlC: 
> Looking rot il 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmilb~aemail uric ¢du] 

> S¢nl: W¢dn¢sdax,              9:26 PM 

> Sul~iect: lectme 

>       -He3", ~ememhar that leciut~ you did for me a year ago? Can 1 
> have it? Will you send it? I’ve been flfitiking all semester long flint 1 
> had tbat lectm~ rocked away in m? 158 lectmes folder, but I don’t 
> I’d t~all? like to use it, or parts of it, ff you have it hzmging around 
> somewhere And specificall?, I’d like to use it tomorrow So I need 
> it, like, 2 hams ago Hope you get tlfis [ 

> How’s tha wrltillg coming? I didn’t mean to be difficult wilh the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               I 1:59 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: lecture 

1’11 managc, thanks[ (Though 1’11 bc culling half Ih¢ powcrpoinl mosl 
[ikel) How can I lectme on stuff I don’t undet~tund?) 
On 11:57 AM.             wrotu: 
> Guess file powerpoint did send Bacon’s Atlantis is fltete Let me know if you need sometltfltg else or cla(fflcation on fidiculousl3 
convoluted Wind documents 

> From: Ja3 S~mth l ia~s~mth~a;enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Thulsda3,                11:51 AM 

> Sul~iect: Re: lecture 

> O11 11:49 AM. wrotu: 
>> The docalment is huge, but the lectme cmtsists of the first ten or so single-spaced pages: Galileo discussimk new epistemolog3, 

>> 1 lmve something cohment but h~complete We will see whine I mn in a few weeks Grading West Civ papers now 

>> From: Ja) Snfith I)aysnfith~aeinail m~c edu] 
>> Smut: Wednesday,              9:26 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              3:33 PM 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 
Re: [histo~7-graduate] Graduation Applicants 

Joy--I j ust realized, when reading this, that I never write a letter endorsing              entrance into the PhD 
program (after her December MA defense) I’ll Wy to generate that right now and put in the mailboxes of her 
committee members (Don Reid is on leave, though) -Jay 
On 2:51 PM, Jones, Joy Mann wrote: 

Grad Students: 

If you have applied to graduate in May, please check you r transcript (which ideally you would do each 

semester) and make su re that you don’t have any missing or incorrect grades. If you do, please contact 

your professor immediately and have them correct this. If each of you will be your own advocate with this 

issue, it will save the Grad School and me a great deal of time with the tedious tasks involved with 

graduation clearance for all of our applicants for M.A. and Doctoral Graduation. 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Joy 

Joy Mann Jones 
Graduate Coordinator 
UNC CII Department ol llistory 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histo~7-graduate as: <a href "mailto:iaysmith~?email unc edu">iaysmith~?email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 5:35 PM 

Welch, Ellen R <el~,velch@email unc edu> 

Honor System reforra 

Dear Ellen: I’d nmch appreciate it ~f you’d be willhlg to cknulate 

sign II o~igina/cd wflh Jodi Magn¢ss (RELI) and Jeff Spinner-Haler 
(POLI), and I personally could nol agree wilh it more II’s really not 

know, ~eforms lmve been bottled up in comnfiRee for two yeat~ If you 
would l~ke serious ~eform, h~cludh~g greater Pamdt~ h~volvement in tbe 
process, please cm~sider sigmng The ~efitionwi[1 event~all) go to 
EPC and from tbme to Facults" Council (we hope) 

Ja) S~mth (History) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:l0 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] tomorrow 

Richard: 
Stone Center. Hitcbcock room ~ ~alne as fl~e September meeting) 

> After following tbe fltread over tbe past ~nm~tbs and continuing to 

>but 

> ~ne where the faculb" com~cil will be beld? 

> 1’11 look fore at~l to discussing tbe upcotmng Rawlings Cmmnission and how 
> ~nake tbe best oftbe lilmted opportulfi~" it will provide for dialogme 

> Dr Richard M Soutlmll 

> Graduate Program Coot~linator 
> The Umvet~it) of North Camlitm at Clmpel Hill 
> Dircclor - College Sporl Research lnslil~tl¢ 
> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 

> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here Io live 
> fully 

> O113/7/13 9:28 PM. "Jay Smdh" "~jaysnlilh?i,email unc edu> \~role: 



>> listserv and this group, wlfich I no longer wmlt to lead 

>> click here: 

>> facult~--atbletics-fonm~&o 32851202, or send ablmtkemailto 
>> Icavc-32851202-48699884 3cOdR!3868952acddd594aO8487223c6~a lislscr~ unc cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, March 7, 2013 11:09 PM 

Washburn, Sean <sean@physics unc edu> 
Re: Honor court business 

Smith honor case doc 

Sean--the petition was olfl) partly precipitated by rite 

What’s teall? driving it is rite mnnber of egregious cases 
hlvolving acadenfic dishonests" over the past several yeat~ Mare" of us 
ha~c become convinced Ihal the judgm¢nl of the Honor ~ffl jusl can’l b¢ 
Iruslcd I’m at/aching a loller I wml¢ 4 years ago; several other 

(includhtg B~ El~nmm~ Jodi Magness, Jeff-Spi~er-Halev, and 
olhers ) -Jay 
On 3/7/13 9:19 PM, Sem~ WaslNurn wrote: 

> Ja? - Wlmt is the background on tl~se i~mppmpfiate verdicts? Mine of 
> the foolball debacle? l am happ} to see ~cully involvemenl on 
> principle, but tNs is stenfly wot~ed m~d I wonder why Pm sine 

> On Thu. 7 Mar 2013, Jay Smith wrote: 

>> Rcligio~m Sludics ) I wonder if you I~o would be willing to sham 
>> the lh~ with your colleagmes? We’ve ]Dted flint few people from the 
>> sciences am ¢nlisled yet Thanks for considc~ng il Hope all is well 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              I 1:07 AM 

McImosh, Terence V <terencemcimosh@unc edu> 
Re: rejects 

Terry--rm afraid I don’t have a list of the ones that need a second reading I didn’t keep very good records on 
t|le first run-through But I can tell you which ones from med/e-m are either admitted or still in the running: 

Some of our rej ects, probably quite a few, already have two or more readings (If you wouldn’t mind noting 
flmse, too, I’d appreciate it) If you can’t get through the whole list, just let me know where you stopped And 
give me your list when it’s ready Thanks -Jay 

On 10:56 AM, Terence McIntosh wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Sure H1 read the medieval/early modem applications Could you send me a list of the names? 

Best, 
Tent 

On 10:22 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Terry--you mentioned that you’d be willing to give some of our "not to be admitted" 
people a quick second reading Would you mind having a go at either the 
MedievaVEarly Modem list or the Germany list and letting me know which 
inadmissibles can be safely informed? (This would be evetTone, really, except the 8-9 
people still in our pool, whose names I will recognize So no worries about making a 
mistake) Thanks -Jay 

Department of History 

CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 

Telephone: 919 962 3969 

Fax: 919 962 14@3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 11:55 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: Fall 2013 another approved course 

I’m glad you asked Sevea                                                won’t be teaching in the fall 
We need to cancel his courses (I thought we had done so, but must have forgotten) 
On 3/8/13 I 1:38 AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Jay, 

Sevea is down for a 390. His 331 "SEX, RELIGION AND VIOLENCE: REVOLUTIONARY THOUGHT IN MODERN 
SOUTH ASIA" 
Has been approved. Does 331 take the place of 390? 

Thanks 

Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             2:45 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 

I just now leinen~bered tlmt I never subinllted to Cv tllllla the letter 

lelter and will be putthtg a cop3" ht your boxes--first Lloyd’s, 1 

of C.x nlhia’s doghouse (which she may not realize I’m in yet [) Thanks 
-Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 11:51 PM 

thearg@listserv unc edu 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

new list 

You’re receiving tltis message because I’ve included you in a newl? 
rcconslitulcd "ThcARG" lislsct~ lfyou’d like Io opt oul. let m¢ or 
Nancy Scbooimmker know and we’[1 get you deleted If you tbJt~k fl~e 
better idea is to sbut down all listsetn" coimnuoJcafion once mid for 
Icl me kno~ and l’ll counl Ihc voles Maybe our group is done I can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, March 9, 2013 1:41 PM 

Spinner-Halev, Jeff <spinner@email unc edu> 
Re: Honor Court 

On 3/9/13 1:06 PM, Spilmer-Halev, Jeffwrote: 
> Tucsday al 10am. do¢s Ihal work? 

> On Mar 8, 2013. at 4:55 PM. "Jay Smilh" <jay smilh~a cmail unc ¢du> wrote: 

>> O113/8/13 9:42 AM, Sphincr-Halcv, Jcffwrol¢: 
>> > 1 zun meeting with the student attorney general a week from Tuesday Does am’one wm~t to j oin me? Maybe ja), becmlse we a~e 
payl o1" Ihc EPC? Or il can just be me? 

>>> On IVku 8, 2013, at 9:28 AM, "Magness, Jodi" <magness@email uric edu> wrote: 

>>>> Sent from m) iPhone 

>>>> On May 8. 2013. at 9:07 AM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXIJ~L@¢mail uric ¢du> wrolc: 

>>>>> Hi Jodi, 

ahing mcely The Co~mniltee on Student Conduct, which is clmited by Professor Richard Myers, Associate Dezm of fl~e Law Schooh 
rccciv¢d proposals from Ih¢ Task Forcc in D¢ccmbcr Thc3 ha~c bc¢n wofldng diligcnlly and will b¢ b~inging major rcgonns to 
Facult~ Council at fl~e April meeting 



>>>>>> Yes, what’s going on right now is ~eally a~ul! 
>>>>>> Best, dodi 

>>>>>> On 2/26/2013 9:55 AM, Boxill. Jon 

>>>>>>> Jodi 
>>>>>>> Thanks With all fllat is 1lOW going on with the Honor COUll~ perhaps fllOSe who do not warn to see siglfifiCallt changes will 

begin Io be moved 

>>>>>>> -----Original Message ..... 



>>>>>>>>> -----O~igina[ Message ..... 

>>>>>>>>> Sent: Monday’, Febnla~y 25, 2013 3:59 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Nubjccl: Re: complainl aboul a rcccnl Honor Courl vcrdicl 

>>>>>>>>> Hi Jay, 

>>>>>>>>> On 2/25/2013 3:59 PM, Jodi Magncss wrolc: 
>>>>>>>>>> Dear Jan (if I nmy), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, March 10, 2013 10:14 AM 

David Gray < @yahoo corn> 

Re: Question 

On 3/10/13 8:46 AM. David Gray wrol¢: 
> Wlfich is more vahlable to societs’- atl~letics or tha study of post modern France? 

> Nol It3 ing Io be rude, but it is a qucslion worlhy oC discussion As I said, I was a varsity a/hlclc at an I~y L¢aguc school prior to grad 
scbool at UN C I find flint tha lessol~s I learned thiough sport halp me be successful much more titan mare" of in? courses 

> Also, 1 sense a strong racial bias hi :ill this anti athletics rhetoric Tha suggestiol~s you and your colleaglles will have a profound 
cfl-ccl on ACrican Am¢rican studcnls II will remove oppothtnily UNC is a pl~blic school While ille3 mighl no1 m¢cl your definition of 
scbolac tha expefiellce of being in an emilronlnent like UNC is a huge help to thase kids 

> I would cxpccl a hislo~3 processor to live hi I11¢ pasl, bul il is hill� Io look Cor~ ard I suppose 1~3 ing Io lake advantage ir Chancellor 

town and hi? advice would be to piesent a posithie, inclusive message He or sha will not appieciate being assaulted by wlmlers from 

> 1 anl willhlg to adnfit flint nam.’be I do not mlderstand your pohlt of view If perhaps you could explain what your desiied end game is 
I mighl belier be able Io undcrsland 

> As ahvays, I will have an exXm ticket am’time you would like to join a group of successful, hlteliigent Tar Heel fairs in Kellan 
Stadmnl 

> David Gva? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March I I, 2013 10:38 AM 

Norman Allard <      ~me corn> 
Re: Warrant: Agent sent UNC player box of cash 

The hits keep coming 
On 3/I 1/13 10:34 AM, Norman Allard wrote: 

Vie~, classic vcrsio~ I Vice, fl~ll site 

N ews 

Warrant: Agent sent UNC player box of cash 

Story posted2013 03 11 at 10:26 AMEDT 

A search warrant made public Monday shows the Noah Carolina Secretary of State’s oft]ce 
continues to look into allegations of improper conduct by professional agents with members of the 
UNC Chapel Hill football team The warrant includes the bombshell allegation that a man in 
Georgia sent one player a box of cash in order to gain his favor 

Click here to read the warrant (pdf) 

The Secretary of State’s office is investigating possible violations of North Carolina’s Uniform 
Athlete Agents Act - specifically, if agents - or anyone acting for them - gave UNC players 
impermissible benefits 

The warrant alleges investigators have uncovered probable cause to suspect that Georgia-based 
agent Terry Shawn Watson, of the Watson Sports Agency, gave players cash and gifts with the 
intent of encouraging them to sign with him when they turned pro 

The warrant alleges Watson contacted players Ma~in Austin and Michael McAdoo before he was 
officially registered as an agent in North Carolina- a violation of the Unifom~ Athlete Agents Act 

The warrant also quotes an interview conducted by investigators with Austin in which he alleges 
Watson sent him money 

The warrant also says a fiiend of Watson confessed to sending packages of money for the agent to 
students he was trying to recruit 

In the wa~+ant, Austin is quoted as saying he got a box with $2,000 in cash in it that was sent to his 
Chapel Hill address 

The warrant says Watson has refused to cooperate with investigators He now faces possible felony 
charges 

The Secretary of State’s office opened the investigation in 2010 after UNC announced it was 
looking into allegations of plagiarism, tutors who violated rules, faculty who failed to provide 
oversight, alleged unethical conduct by an assistant coach, and allegations that players got perks 



from professional sports agents 

During tbe 2010 season, more than a dozen players were suspended for all - or part of- the season 
while the school and the NCAA investigated 

The NCAA said the school was "responsible for multiple violations, including academic fraud, 
impermissible agent benefits, ineligible participation, and a failure to monitor its football program" 

Penalties imposed by the association included a one-year postseason ban, reduction of 15 football 
scholarships, vacation of records, and three years probation 

The weight of multiple campus scandals led to Chancellor Holden Thorp stepping down UNC 
fired former head football coach Butch Davis and former athletics director Dick Baddour resigned 
Both Davis and Baddour said they had no knowledge of improper behavior 

Classifieds I Report A Type I Send Tip I Get Alerts I See Click Fix 

Follow @abcl I on Twitter I Become a fan on Facebook 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <iaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               2:18 PM 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email unc edu> 

Hi Sandi--rd like a cop3" of the paper whenyou get a clmnce -Ja?. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               2:22 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

a new wrinkle 

as well as received $ from ml agent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               3:38 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] a new wrinkle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:18 AM 

Catherine Maley < ~bellsouth nel> 

Re: publicity 

Cathy--thanks The Faculty Council meeting was hellish, but I’m going to keep fighting 

And yes--i can make it on April 12 In fact, i think this is the second time I’ve heard about this; i must have just 
forgotten to respond earlier Or I have early onset demenda I ought to be demented by now 

On 3/I I/I 3 5:16 PM, Catherine Maley wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Congratulations and BRAVO on your speech at the Faculty Council’s meeting last week! You did a 
great job and bon courage keep up the good work 

I trust you are now enjoying some ’ofP time from your academic life and maybe even having some 
peace and quiet and able to work on something you’ve had to put off 

I’m leaving CH on 3/14 this coming Thursday and won’t return until Sat March 30 I think Lloyd 
might have mentioned this item to you I’m tt’ying to get the old and new officers of the LFA to get 
together on Friday, April 12 at 5:pm chez moi (wine and snacks will be served) to inform the incoming 
officers about their jobs Jema Wilson has already written a good description of the Ireasurer’s post, I’ve 
asked Lloyd to do the same for the secretalT’s job and I’m preparing a description for the pres’ job 

It sounds like a lot of work but I don’t think it will be We need to solidify and make clear who does 
what mid when and evet’yone needs to be aware of this info 

I know both you and Lloyd will be at the faculty meeting that day but he thinks you can get to nay house 
by 5:30 so, would you be so kind to put this on your calendar .... 

Many thmlks, 
Cathy 

Dr. Catherine A. Maley 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Past President Institut Francais d’Am6rique 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:09 PM 

David Morrison <David Morrison@news-record corn> 

Re: Academics/Athletics balance sto~’y 

David--I could talk for a few minutes this afternoon around 3 You could use my home number: 
-Jay 

On 3/12/13 11:56 AM, David Morrison wrote: 

Prof. gmith 

My name’s David Morrison and I’m a writer with the Greensboro News & Record. 

I’m working on a story on the balance between academics and athletics for a series of stories on 

conference realignment I’m writing, and I wanted to see if I could get you on the phone for 10 minutes 

today to talk about your views on what’s happened at UNC and what needs to be done about it. 

I realize this is short notice but, if you could let me know what would be a good time and number to call 

you today, or if you could give me a call when you have some free time, I’d really appreciate it. 

Thanks, 

David Morrison 

Greensboro News & Record 

david.morrison@news-record.com 

(office) 336-373-7008 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:39 PM 

John Powell ~gmail corn> 

Re: this is painful to watch 

You’ve hit the nail on the head I thought, one year ago, that we were about to seize control of the national 
dialogue on college sport Instead, as you say, stonewalling and denial have become the MO of a great 
University And it is becoming further entrenched with each passing day 
On 3/12/13 I 1:46 AM, John Powell wrote: 

I think most "big time" college athletes are admirable They are motivated and hard working kids 
That has nothing to do with whether embracing "big time" athletics is healthy for UNC 
If we don’t address motive, we will never correctly address the issue 
The culture around "big time" athletics, especially basketball, at UNC is amazingly strong and 
pervasive 
I’m very disheartened that the University has decided to pass on the "perfect storm" opportunity 
presented by the confluence of our own scandal coming to light and the PSU situation 
It was right there and we chose to stonewall and wait for the stum~ to pass 

On Tue, Mar 12, 2013 at 10:30 AM, Jay Smith ~5.rnith@~a~Lunc~d_u> wrote: 
I wish I had been faster on my feet on Friday Copenhaver said two ridiculous things, to which I 
didn’t offer adequate responses I) It’s unfair of me to criticize athletics because the "vast 
majo6ty of our student-athletes are good actors" (which seems to me beside the point), and 2) all 
the "problems" arose because of an academic breakdown, a faculty member’s misconduct So 
that’s where the attention should be 

But as you have heard from Gil, the misconduct of that single faculty member has brought about 
all sorts of sweeping changes to our academic processes Meanwhile, the problems associated 
with the "small minority" of athletes have led to no meaningful changes in athletics and--indeed-- 
a stern refusal to look too closely at what they do over there They "bristle" at the suggestion that 
we need a closer look 

It is so depressing to hear faculty talk like this 
On 3/12/13 10:16 AM, John Powell wrote: 

I had a talk with Karen Gil the other day And its true that changes have been made, 
and that some of them are ve~T good changes But I dontthink the right cahnges 
have, or are going to be, made 
Looking in windows to see if classes are meeting is not the answer Removing the 
motivation for "content free" classes is And that means not admitting marginal 
students Period There’s really no other sensible approach 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 9:59 PM, Jay Smith <.l~ysnthh@et~a~h!aacedu> wrote: 
John--Again I say (how many times now?), thank you for caring And for being 
as engaged as you are 

The N&O story about the Friday faculty council meeting didn’t convey 
pa~iculafly well the hostility that Copenhaver (and others) expressed toward me-- 
after I had made the "radical" suggestion that the campus needs an open and 
honest debate about what we’ve just experienced Get a load of this letter to the 
editor, if you can stomach it: 



things going forward" in good faith 

complicit in" conversation as do donors 

did they trade a lack of constructive and needed standards and 
oversight for autonomy (dressed up as "academic freedom"), 
oblivious to the deal? 

did i give money based on a (nearly fraudulent) myth without doing 
real due diligence? (i have to say "yes, in part") 

wow this is heartbreaking again and again 

john ba ’77 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:09 PM 

Brooks, lEdwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] Margaret Mead 

Truer winds never spoken I hope you get a t~sponse [ 
On 3/12/13 9:39 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrol¢: 

> I’m thinking IhaI Holdcn only has Slat Wars 1 in his playbook Enough missil¢s and some gel Ihrough I know IhaI reality didn’t 
bolhcr Ronnic back Ihcn. bul l’m Ihinking Ihal Ihcrc arc lois or quivers being used We arc Ihc mosl rcaso~u~blc folks involved, ir only 
he would open ltis eyes to fltis t~quest OK, even our arrows have points, but the poison tips also have curative qualities 

> Will 

> -----Ofigi~al Message ..... 

> Subject: Re: [th¢arg] Margarcl M¢ad 



each thne we have einaile d lmn) and consider sending the whole exchange off to someone who would be nlom successfld at our 
purpose (not to assume fadme on out" part) 

>> -----Origitml Message ..... 

>> Sellt: Sunda~L March 10, 2013 11:38 AM 
>> TO: Brooks. Ed~in W: Flclcher, W 
>> Sul~ject: Re: [thearg] Margaret Mead 

>> l’nl now t ltmking Males should do it alone (or with you) Holden "bristled" at me Fdda? --to the point of intem~pting IW 

only make his c.~cs roll Miles--are you willing Io lake Ihc lead? 
>> On 3/10/13 11:33 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

>> > Thmlks. but helping illdividuals is a long way from chmlgiug h~stitutions, or the folks who sit belfind file parapets We still 
need to break htnch together El~ioy die Spring Break, Ihcn [cI!s get togclhcr 

>>> Has our joinl let/or Io Holden hit his hard drive yel? There arc slill diverse parlies nipping al similar Shtff (vide Dan Kant’s 
piece hi todw’s N & 0), but none tr?ing to do what we are after hi tiffs exm~rsion 

>>> Will 

>>> -----Original Message ..... 

>>> Scnl: Slmday, March 10, 2013 1 I: 18 AM 

>>> Subject: Re: [themgI Margmet Mead 

>>> On 3/9/13 7:39 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrol¢: 

>>>> Willis 

>>>> -----Orighlal Message ..... 



blank cmail I~ Ica~c-32856501-61803888b835¢6061c75aagb2¢d73bd5f5ff4clfzt, lisls¢~unccdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 10:51 AM 

Lotchin, Roger W <rlotchin@email unc edu> 

Re: [histoly-faculty] Honor System 

Roger--yes, tlris is tbe undergraduate bonor court we’re talMng about 
here TO the bcsl ormy knowledge. Ihcrc’s no place Io reporl a facully 

On 3/13/13 10:48 AM, Roger Lolchin wrote: 
> O113/6/2013 5:06 PM. Jay Snlilh 

>> wish to sign It originated with Jodi Magness (RELI) and Jeff 
>> Splinter-Haler (POLl), and I pet~o~mlly could not agree with it mote 

>> ~eflects accumulating fmstrafiot~s with Honor Court acriolts over fl~e 
>> years As some of you know, ~efornts lmve beenbot~led up in 
>> conumttee for t~vo years If you would like serious ~eform, h~cluding 
>> greater facult3 im-olvement h~ tbe process, please cot~sider sigmng 

>> Colmcil (we hope) This only lakes a few seconds 

>> Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 6:33 PM 

Anthony J Vogt <      @eatthlink net> 

Re: Academics & Athletics 

Our regular meeting times, at least this semester, are 3:30-5 I think there’s a reasonable chance that the March 
19 meeting is going to be canceled or rescheduled (I know that I, for one, can’t make that meeting) 

Would you like me to add you to the listsew for the group? It includes a few emeritus faculty already (George 
Baroffand Willis Brooks, for example) That way you could be sure to get any updates 
On 3/12/13 3:33 PM, Anthony J Vogt wrote: 

Dear Professol Smith, 

Thank you for response to my emaJh ! met with Professor Rupen eailier today, and he as well as I 

are implessed that a faculty ’ Athletic Reform Gro~p" has been formed. The front page story in this 

mornings N & O underscores that the p~ob[em is "athletic" as weil as academic. 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, March 09, 2013 6:53 PM 
To: Anthony J. Vogt 
Subje~: Re: Academics & Athletics 

Dear Professor Vogt: 

Thanks so much for you r email, and for sharing your very sensible letter. It’s good to know that the 

administration is hearing many of these messages from many different angles, even if they’ve made little 

im pact as of yet. We would love to have you get involved with the Athletic Reform Grou p--I believe we 

have meetings tentatively scheduled for March 19 and April 9, place TBA. Let me know if you’d like to 

come and I’ll be sure you’re sent the coordinates. 

We need more faculty, and emeritus faculty, to get involved. Right now, the voices favoring serious 

reform--or at least the contem Nation of such--are being drowned out by those who favor the statu s quo or 

want only a don’t-rock-the-boat approach to reform. The N&O didn’t quite convey the outright hostility 

expressed to me by Greg Copenhaver, or the fact that many faculty in the room seemed to want to stick 

with the orthodox position that the whole scandal was the fault of two crazy rogues in an academic 

department. There’s a real reluctance to put athletics under a microscope. The more strong voices we 

have, the better our chances will be. So by all means join u s when you can. day Smith 
On 3/9/13 4:30 PM, Anthony J. Vogt wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith: 

I read with interest this morning’s N & 0 story about yesterday’s Faculty Council 

discussion of academics and athletics at UNC CH, your comments on the subject, and the 

start up of an Athletics Reform Group. I applaud your leadership in addressing these issues. 

You may be interested in the attached letter. It addresses academics and "big 



money" athletics at Carolina. Retired professor Rober[ Rupen and I sent it on September 28 

to Chancellor Thorp, Faculty Council Chair Boxill, and Donald Boulton~ President of the Retired 

UNC-CH Association. We have head nothing back from Chancellor Thorp, nor from Professor 

goxill. Donald Bouton acknowledged and commented favorably on the letter, and I spoke to 

the Retired Faculty Association about the recommendations in the letter at the Association’s 

meeting last November. 

If I can be of help to you in efforts related to the Athletics Reform Group, please let 

me know               I would also like to know when the Reform Group meets and 

hopefully attend some of its meetings. The attached letter was truly a joint effort of 

Professor Rupen and myself. We met about fou r or five times last Septem bet developin~ the 

ideas and recommendations in it. However, Professor Rupen e is wheel chair bound, and it is 

difficult for him to get around. This may limit his ability to participate in deliberations of the 

Reform Group. Nonethelsss, if I can somehow contribute to the Reform Group’s work, I’d be 

most happy to do so, and I’d be in contact with Professor Rupen in the process. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony J. (Jack) Vogt 

Retired School of Government faculty member. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, March 14, 2013 8:52 AM 

Washburn, Sean <sean@physics unc edu> 

Re: Honor court business 

flmt~ks watch out for sun stroke 
On 3/14/13 4: I 1 AM. Scan Washburn wrom: 

> O11 Tu¢. 12 Mar 2013. Jay Snlilh 

>> tough life 
>> On 3/12/13 3:32 PM, sean{a pl\x sics unc edu wrote: 
>>> OK rll tt5 to sigl~ but in hawaii on slow cmmecl~on now 

>>> Bmnper sticker: Fight term~isln -- ride a bicycle to wink 



>>>> On TlU~ ? Mar 2013. Jay Smilh 

>>>>> Hello scicnlisls: 
>>>>> Some colleagues and I arc collccling signalurcs For a pclilion 
>>>>> calling For Honor Courl reform ~ll slarlcd wilh Jodi Magncss in 
>>>>> Religious Sl~tdics ) I wonder iF you ~wo would be willing Io share 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               9:36 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: French seminar on Sunday 

Lloyd--yes. I can come Io this -Jay 
On 10:20 PM, Kxmner. Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 

> I’m hi Florida for a few days, enjoyhlg a little cNmge of pace from fl~e usual U NC activities/events But r[1 be back in N C by 
Saturday and I am dcfind¢ly planning to altend Ihc French sludies group on Sunday evening bccansc               is presenting I 
dofft know ff you ate platming to attend, but I bope you’ll be able te do this rm wlithtg because Don Ires asked me to orgmfize a 
snmll di]mer with a few pardcipmtts in the se]hi]mc partly to affirm mtd support          I tlmtk J etemy Popkht will be fltete and a 
couple of grad smde]~ts; and rll be tbe bost I would like to i]~chide you ff you thl]tk you could join us We’ll probably go somewbele 

hmnediately after tbe se~m~mr ends at 7:00 

> Hope your break is going well and you’re finding a ]illle lime Io revive and calch up on sluff 

> All the best, Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               9:47 AM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu> 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Emergency 

I’d reall) prefer that not be brougbt in Sbe Ires otber firings 

On       9:44 AM. Sarah Shields wrolc: 
> Thanks to all of you for your ~espot~ses 

> rA’s for 

> nllght be willing to do some extra teaching to pick up some more 

> Saralt 

> Bown~m and Got~lon Gr~" Disthtgmisbed Term Professor 

> CB 3195 
> Univcrslly orNorlh Carolil~l 
> Chal~el Hill, NC 27599 
> Phone: 919 962-8078 
> Fax: 919 962-1403 

>> I’m sort5 to see fltat      Ires fltis fmrdl? emergency, but he may 

>> The sitamtion may stabilize and be cml continue If he 

>> offcrhig (as Jay nolcs) a significanl increase in Ihcir slip¢nd We 

>> someone left in nlld-tenn becmlse of a new baby. and this ~equired an 

>> special compensation) The biggest clmllenge would probably come in 
>> tbe extra grading 

>> would be fantlli~u with tbe ~eadings? We might co~tsider askhig such a 
>> person for help as well: and this person (with extra compensatiou) 

>> Meanwhile, I know this is unsettling for everyone 

>> Best, Lloyd 

>> From: Ja?. Snfith Ijm’snfith~aeinail m~c edu] 
>> Sel~I: Tbut~da), 9:06 AM 
>> To: Radding, Cynlhia 
>> Cc: Shields. Sarah D; Kmmcr, Lloyd S 
>> Sul~iect: Re: Fwd: Emergency 

>> I agree fltat ff he pulls out of tbe semester; we sbould be flee to 

>> he’s gone, say, 2 weeks, I’m gqlesshlg that Sarah and tbe otber TA’s 



>> purposes? (Again. if Ihis is a sborl-Icml Ibing ) If longer lenn, 
>> perhaps each of ti~e otlter Bye TA’s *nfight* be walling to overload for 
>> additiolml money? 
>> On 8:40 AM. C5 nlbia Radding wrol¢: 
>>> Sarah: 
>~> rm in Mexico Cit) fight now: r[1 let Ja) and Lloyd weigh m heie 
>~ > with further suggestions I understmtd your womes Is it possible 

>>> C) nlbia 

>>> On         8:26 AM, Santii Shields wrolc: 
>~ >> Thaitks for your quick t~sponse, Cynflfia Needless to sa?, I mn veiy 

>~>> Tlfis is even mole comphaated becmlse I mn supposed to leave Tuesda? 

>>>> Charlie Kutzn~m (Sociolog9) will be lecturing on the lrmfian 
>>>> Revolulion on Tlmrsday 

>>>> I don’l bare an AT Toing nol Io lose sleep over won) ing aboul 
>> >> tiffs 

>>>> Sarah 

>>>> Bo~man and Gordon Gray Dislinguisbcd Tcnn Professor 



>>>>>> From: Saral~ $1~ields [ssl~ields~(tenmil unc edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 0:42 AM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: Signed, Sealed, Delivered 

thanks 
On 9:06 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I signed the le~er for 
from there. 

and put it in my box in the interdepartmental mail envelope. You can pick it up 

Don 



you have more allies than you realize they just can’t ~alk about it out loud. 





8O 

The New York Times 
212-556-g940 (ollice) 

(cell) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

........ ~ ,~qginal Message ........ 
Subject:F()RMAI, NOTICE A&ninisl~ative Review of Ieslie C Sl~obm ID Vice 

{2hm~ccllor & General Cotmscl 
Daie:Thu 14 Ma~ 2013 2031:13 -0400 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:01 PM 

ecramer@alum mit edu 
Re: I seem to have struck a nerve 

Indeed you did She’s extremely defensive about all this The fact is, none of those Parr Center events can 
substitute for a campus forum where we get to ask our leaders what they hell they’ve been doing and challenge 
them openly She and the other FC leaders (e g, Vin Steponaitis) want none of that They’re more interested in 
protecting the feelings of Holden, Gil, Bubba and the rest than in protecting our University (I was responsible 
for that Nocera event, and I’m not exaggerating when I say that she tried to hijack it I had prepared introductory 
remarks When she showed up--I had asked her to moderate, out of courtesy--she had her own opening remarks 
and wanted me to cede the floo!! I refused) 

Jan is a nice person, basically well meaning But she is terribly compromised and, worse, seems not even to 
know it By the way--there are a few interesting comments on your online version of the N&O letter 
On 3/15/13 3:48 PM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Letter to the Editor 

Date:Fri, 15 Mar 2013 15:43:14-0400 
From:Elliot M Cramer 2 

Reply-To: ec~ ~r~ er~2~al u~t~ ~ n t e~u 
To:Boxill, Jan Z.IMBOXILL(a:em~ilunc:edff~ 

Thank you for your note; of course I was referring to your actions as Chair of the faculty and your 
public comments as reported in the N&O I would have thought that you would have been in a 
unique position to respond, given your association with the athletic program, particularly as 
academic counselor ever since your a~Tival here 
Holden is a wonderful person but he has failed in responding to the football scandal and other 

issues- LesUe ; t chm 
Due to his inexperience as an administrator he has relied on PR people and others who have given 
him bad advice, but the Kupec fiasco was his own doing; how could he possibly stay on after that 
and how could you, as Faculty Chair, ask him to stay on? With regard to seating for faculty 
council meetings, when I attended, there was one row in the back and a small number on the sides 
I am glad that you now have 100 chairs but there are over 3000 faculty members; this speaks to the 
apathy of the faculty with regard to the t~aculty council I know that others agree with me regarding 
its impotence 

Elliot 

On 3/15/2013 12:48 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 

Good Morning Elliot, 
I appreciated your letter in the N&O I appreciate your opinion, but I would like 
respond to some of your points I was a indeed a counselor for 3 Olympic sport 
teams, and I also designed and implemented a Freshmen Academic Success Program, 
which was designed to help entering students learn about the resources available at the 



university For those sessions I would have outstanding faculty and staff give 
presentations on specific topics Eg Note taking [Willis Brooks], time management 
[Lawrence Rosenfeld & Jack Richman], Selecting a Major, Career Services, Test 
taking strategies [Learning Center], tips for writing papers [Writing Center Staff] 

As for doing "precious little" with regard to the football issue and athletics in general, 
in the past 2 years I, as director of the Parr Center and as Faculty Chair, have 
sponsored a series of open discussions on issues of athletics on campus, at least 6, if 
not more All were widely publicized They were held at various locations to attract as 
many people as possible Three were at Hyde Hall [one with Bill Friday and Amy 
Perko; another with Richard Southall and Barbara Osborne; one where I discussed my 
concerns]; another was held at the Campus Y Anne Queen room [Athletic Director 
Dick Baddour, Lissa Broome, Steve Resnik] another at the Hitchcock room at the 
Stone Center, co-sponsored with the BSM and Black Caucus [former student athletes, 
including Jimmy Hitchcock, moderated by Deb Stroman]; another at SASB-UPENDO 
room again co-sponsored with the BSM and Black Caucus [Faculty from UNC & NC 
Central, a Coach, students, non athletes and athletes], and one at a Faculty Council 
meeting [Bubba Cunningham, Lissa Broome, Joy Renner ] And I moderated a 
discussion and question and answer session with Joe Nocera Even before all the 
scandal, I moderated a panel discussion entitled, "The Challenge of Ethics in Sports" 
Panelists included Bill Friday, Dick Baddour, the Faculty Athletics Rep from Duke, 2 
UNC coaches and 2 UNC athletes, and student body president Most of these events 
were well attended Indeed since 1970, I have been asking the vetT questions that 
Jay is now asking; I address them in my course, in my writings and presentations 
Several years ago, I was one of the originators and coordinators of the NCAA 
Scholarly Colloquium that brought scholars from across the US to address these issues 
Myles Brand, then president of the NCAA, was very much in favor of this as he, along 
with Bill Friday, saw the bigger picture Much to our distress, the present NCAA 
president has decided not to fund because of critical analyses of the NCAA 
Fortunately we are going to be able to continue publishing the Journal of 
Intercollegiate Sports, [for which I was Associate Editor] And I joined with Jay at the 
FC meeting in calling for more open discussions However, they must be open and 
honest where we listen to others The issues are complex and must be addressed 
reasonably 

Lastly, Faculty Council The meetings have been quite well attended by FC members 
and non members, and we have had engaging discussions on many topics, including 
athletics, university changes due to the scandal, and the Strategic Plan We have had 
many issues to deal with during these years, and so haven’t had nearly as many open 
discussions as I would like, but we have had several I also have changed the 
committee reporting where we only bring to floor those that have issues that need to be 
addressed, otherwise we have the Chair of the committees in attendance for questions 
and then just admit them into the Council minutes I will agree that sometimes there 
are some seemingly boring issues that have to be dealt with, but in the interest of 
transparency, we must deal with them in open session 

With regard to seating, there are about 100 extra seats, both in the back and on the 
sides, rese~wed for general faculty and media, and they are usually filled We have 
more seating now than in previous years We have discussed moving the meetings to 
other locations, but in our su~weys, the Stone Center seems to be the most convenient 
for evetTone 

Respectfully, 
J an 



Jan Bo×ill 

Clmir of fl~e Facubs" 
D~rector. Pall Center for Ethics 

U niversits" of Nor~ Caro[ilm at Clmpel Hill 
Chapel Hi[l, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 

Elliot M. Cramer 
PO 428 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Department of Psychology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Elliot M. Cramer 

PO 428 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:14 PM 

ecramer@alum mit edu 
Re: dan kane 

Sure I know Dan pretty well I doubt he’ll be too surprised! (I’d appreciate your not sharing with others, 
though, at least at this point) 
On 3/15/13 4:07 PM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

I have been COlTesponding with Dan Kane about this and other issues; would you be comfortable in 
my sharing your comments? I attended that meeting; I don’t agree with him about paying salaries 
but I do agree with you regarding other issues 

Elliot 

On 3/15/2013 4:01 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Indeed you did She’s extremely defensive about all this The fact is, none of those 
Parr Center events can substitute for a campus forum where we get to ask our leaders 
what they hell they’ve been doing and challenge them openly She and the other FC 
leaders (e g, Vin Steponaitis) want none of that They’re more interested in protecting 
the feelings of Holden, Gil, Bubba and the rest than in protecting our University (I was 
responsible for that Nocera event, and I’m not exaggerating when I say that she tried to 
hijack it I had prepared introducto~ remarks When she showed up--I had asked her to 
moderate, out of courtesy--she had her own opening remarks and wanted me to cede 
the floo!! I refused) 

Jan is a nice person, basically well meaning But she is terribly compromised and, 
worse, seems not even to know it By the way--there are a few interesting comments 
on your online version of the N&O letter 
On 3/15/13 3:48 PM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Letter to the Editor 

Date:Fri, 15 Mar 2013 15:43:14-0400 
From:Elliot M Cramer2 

Reply-To:ecJiaF!e! (~2 alum: m) edu 
To:Boxill, Jan <!MBOXILL~c~m~il 

Thank you for your note; of course I was relenTing to your actions as Chair 
of the faculty and your public comments as repotted in the N&O I would 
have thought that you would have been in a unique position to respond, 
given your association with the athletic program, particularly as academic 
counselor ever since your arrival here 
Holden is a wonderful person but he has failed in responding to the 

football scandal and other ssues - B[L i’l(,ler._, U"/ (lilaC Vice 

Chancellor ke~lie Strohm acd UNCI 



Due to his inexperience as an administrator he has relied on PR people and 
others who have given him bad advice, but the Kupec fiasco was his own 
doing; how could he possibly stay on after that and how could you, as 
Faculty Chair, ask him to stay on? With regard to seating for faculty 
council meetings, when I attended, there was one row in the back and a 
small number on the sides I am glad that you now have 100 chairs but 
there are over 3000 faculty members; this speaks to the apathy of the 
faculty with regard to the faculty council I know that others agree with 
me regarding its impotence 

Elliot 

On 3/15/2013 12:48 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 

Good Morning Elliot, 
I appreciated your letter in the N&O I appreciate your 
opinion, but I would like respond to some of your points I 
was a indeed a counselor for 3 Olympic sport teams, and I 
also designed and implemented a Freshmen Academic 
Success Program, which was designed to help entering 
students learn about the resources available at the university 
For those sessions I would have outstanding faculty and staff 
give presentahons on specific topics Eg Note taking 
[Willis Brooks], time management [Lawrence Rosenfeld & 
Jack Richman], Selecting a Major, Career Selw-ices, Test 
taking strategies [Eearning Center], tips for writing papers 
[Writing Center Staff] 

As for doing "precious little" with regard to the football issue 
and athletics in general, in the past 2 years I, as director of the 
Parr Center and as Faculty Chair, have sponsored a series of 
open discussions on issues of athletics on campus, at least 6, 
if not more All were widely publicized They were held at 
various locations to attract as many people as possible Three 
were at Hyde Hall [one with Bill Friday and Amy Perko; 
another with Richard Southall and Barbara Osborne; one 
where ! discussed my concerns]; another was held at the 
Campus Y Anne Queen room [Athletic Director Dick 
Baddour, Eissa Broome, Steve Resnik] another at the 
Hitchcock room at the Stone Center, co-sponsored with the 
BSM and Black Caucus [former student athletes, including 
Jimmy Hitchcock, moderated by Deb Stroman]; another at 
SASB-UPENDO room again co-sponsored with the BSM and 
Black Caucus [Faculty from UNC & NC Central, a Coach, 
students, non athletes and athletes], and one at a Faculty 
Council meeting [Bubba Cunningham, Lissa Broome, Joy 
Renner ] And I moderated a discussion and question and 
answer session with Joe Nocera Even before all the scandal, 
I moderated a panel discussion entitled, "The Challenge of 
Ethics in Sports" Panelists included Bill Friday, Dick 
Baddour, the Faculty Athletics Rep from Duke, 2 UNC 
coaches and 2 UNC athletes, and student body president 
Most of these events were well attended Indeed since 
1970, I have been asking the very questions that Jay is now 



asking; I address them in my course, in my writings and 
presentations Several years ago, I was one of the originators 
and coordinators of the NCAA Scholarly Colloquium that 
brought scholars from across the US to address these issues 
Myles Brand, then president of the NCAA, was ve~T much in 
favor of this as he, along with Bill Friday, saw the bigger 
picture Much to our distress, the present NCAA president has 
decided not to fund because of critical analyses of the 
NCAA Fortunately we are going to be able to continue 
publishing the Journal of Intercollegiate Sports, [for which I 
was Associate Editor] And I joined with Jay at the FC 
meeting in calling for more open discussions However, they 
must be open and honest where we listen to others The issues 
are complex and must be addressed reasonably 

Lastly, Faculty Council The meetings have been quite well 
attended by FC members and non members, and we have had 
engaging discussions on many topics, including athletics, 
university changes due to the scandal, and the Strategic Plan 
We have had many issues to deal with during these years, and 
so haven’t had nearly as many open discussions as I would 
like, but we have had several I also have changed the 
committee repotting where we only bring to floor those that 
have issues that need to be addressed, otherwise we have the 
Chair of the committees in attendance for questions and then 
just admit them into the Council minutes I will agree that 
sometimes there are some seemingly boring issues that have 
to be dealt with, but in the interest of transparency, we must 
deal with them in open session 

With regard to seating, there are about 100 extra seats, both in 
the back and on the sides, reselwed for general faculty and 
media, and they are usually filled We have more seating now 
than in previous years We have discussed moving the 
meetings to other locations, but in our surveys, the Stone 
Center seems to be the most convenient for everyone 

Respectfully, 
J an 
Jan Boxill 

Clmir of fl~e Facults" 
Dir¢clor. Parr Ccnler for Ethics 

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



Elliot M. Cramer 

PO 428 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Websites 

Elliot M. Cramer 
PO 428 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Elliot H. Cramer 

PO 428 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              5:57 PM 

Re: Academic Integrity 
~live unc edu> 

Thanks, 
On 

I need these emails 
5:46 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 
Thank you for working on this hydra of a academic/athletic scandal. It mus~ be just exhausting to fight 
against those who want to cover up, minimize, slide by, but I’m grateful you are doing it. 
Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 10:l I AM 

ecramer@alum mit edu 
Re: has she invited you? 

She came to see me in my office once And we exchange emails from time to time But the problems--both with 
goveraance and with athletics--are structural and require serious reform She’s not interested in serious reform 
It could get in the way of women’s basketball Or the Faculty Athletics Committee 
On 3/16/13 9:55 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Letter to the Editor 

Date:Sat, 16 Mar 2013 13:04:39 +0000 
From:Boxill, Jan 

Hi Elliot, 
Thanks for your response I agree with you in many ways I did one op-ed piece, but if we are 
serious about making real positive changes, then I believe it is incumbent on us to have discussions 
in an academic setting where we can have reasoned and informed interactions among people who 
disagree 

Yes there are over 3000 faculty members, but FC is the governing body It’s not necessarily apathy, 
but dependence on and trust of a representative body In fact this year several of our sessions have 
had many people standing As I said we have been trying to find a more suitable location But it 
isn’t feasible for all faculty to meet together at any one time to accomplish any governing In 
discussing how our Faculty Governance works with Faculty Chairs across the 17 campuses, most 
are surprised at how active ours is! Of course that doesn’t mean don’t have a lot to be improved 

I would welcome having coffee with you to talk about your concerns 

,]an 

Jan Boxill 
Chair o f the Facully 
Director, Parr Center for Elhics 
Master Lecturer. Department of Pbilosoplr¢ 
UniverSily o f North C~rolina al Chapel Hill 
Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
OlI~ce Pbone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Pbone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 

Elliot M. Cramer 

PO 428 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,                12:48 PM 

Re: papers 
@uncedu> 

L¢t’s hold off unbl afl¢r I’ve had a look 
On       12:14 PM,                   wrote: 
> Hi Dr Smdh. 

> Can do 1’11 let you know wben I’ve put fltem fltele tomorrow 

> I just fidisbed tabulating ever5 thing, and m? average is an 83 The~e was a good nun~ber of outstmlding papers, but also mata) C’s, 
mostl? because students did not include zm? counter-evide~ce, and tbet~ were lots of basic writing errot~ I gave C’s for lacking 
counte~-evide~ce as we disca~ssed, and moved grades up if the students t~all? vindicated fltemselves in otber ways I gave o~e D 

> Should I upload Ihe grades to Sakak or would you miller tlull 1 wait unlil you’ve looked over nly woN’? 

> Bcsl regards, 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmitl~acmail uric edit] 
> Sent: Sunda),                11:07 AM 

> Sul~iect: papers 

>        -1 wonder it’you could leave h~ my nmilbox tomorrow a 
> representative sampling of’A’, ’B’, and ’C’ papers’? I should ha~¢ a 
> look before we turn eve~yflitng back to fl~em on Tuesda) Not tl~at 1 

> 1 haven’t graded a shlgle papec I’m afraid Too much otber stalff going 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                I : 12 PM 

Tempel 
~uncedu> 

basfft arrived I conunumcated directly with tbe desk cop3" person at U 

get you a cop3" of the book 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Monday,                10:23 AM 

@gmNl corn> 

Re:Wednesday 

To be sffe, let’s say 3:30 See you then 
On        10:21 AM,               wrote: 

I will be free from about 2:30-5:00 Anytime in that range works for me! 

On Mon, at 10:12 AM, Jay Smith <~avs~li/h(tgel~a~l/~rlc ed~> wrote: 
Are you by chance free later in the afternoon on Wednesday? Say around 3 or so? I 

may be tied up late morning through early afternoon -Jay 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                I 0:36 AM 

Empire of French Culture pptx 

@uncedu> 

¯ -it’s m~tdl> late for me to be springing this on you, 1 M~ow. 

fve almad> got the lecture prepared (tltough you could add to it or 
t~ eak it as you like), and it focuses on Frm~ce and French culture fm 

of course fll lmve fl~e quiz mad)" to go as well 

The reason for all tiffs: I’ve been invilcd to Texas A&M Io talk 
about college sports (m? new specialts" ) fll be gone late WednesdW 
Ihrough F~iday tltal week -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:31 PM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu> 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Re: Joy - ? ARG meeting tomorrow 

Good ideas, Rudi Maybe I should just have Wayne (or Miles, someone in Histo~T) added as a list manager; I 
can unsubscribe and avoid the tensions that way 

If you’d like, I can tell Joy that the ARG is not going to meet tomorrow (since it’s a rump group that’s meeting), 
but that we’re still planning to convene in April I can also give some non-committal response for now on the 
listse~w- I’ll wait for your instructions 

Jay 
On 3/18/13 2:07 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

HI Jay and Wayne, 

In tbe long run, [ think ti~e more open ARG is the better. !t needs to build a const[tuermy and a strong, 

independent voice. 

suspect it would be more useful to have a rr~eeting without Joy Rennet at the moment to th~nk ~bout the 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Narch :18, 2013 1:2:1 PN 
To: Lee, Wayne E; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf 
Subject: Fwd: Joy - ? ARG meeting tomorrow 

Wayne/Rudi I’m tempted to dump this in your laps, though I realize this probably isn’t fair (and I’II respond 

to Joy if you think I should.) My thought in the days before spring break was that ARG should reconstitute 

itself as a "lobby" or interest group, moving beyond its former role as a neutral fact gathering body and site 

for "discussion." It was for that reason that I re-did the list, omitting those (like Joy) who are really (in my 

view) double agents people who have an interest in what we’re doing largely so that they can preempt or 

undermine it. I struck maybe eight people. 

Maybe I was rash, and maybe we should let anyone and everyone back on the list and back in the group. 

Or maybe we should tell Joy that ARG is regrouping and rethinking its strategy and that we’ll be back in 

touch when we’re ready. I’m not sure. I know, speaking only for myself, that I can’t bear any more 

meetings with Jan, Joy, Perry, Vin, Andy or the others who actually want to head us off at the pass rather 

than facilitate our work. I’m done beating my head against that wall. 

But for the group, going forward, it may make more/better political sense to be open as can be. I don’t 
know. I can’t make the call. One more reason why I’d rather be a follower right now. (By the way, I can’t 

make tomorrow’s meeting because I have...septic tank issues. Idealism meets hard reality.) -Jay 

Original Message 

Subject:Joy ? ARG meeting tomorrow 



To:Smith, Jay M <iavsmith@email.unc.edu> 

HiJay! 

I have on my calendar there is an ARG meeting tomorrow afternoon. Is that meetin8 still on? 

I saw your messase about not havin~ the previous listserv available anymore. Do you think there will be 

another listserv started for sharin~ about issues related athletics and academics anytime soon? 

Thanksforthe update. 

Joy 

919 966 5147De~k 

Cell 

919 966 6951 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               4:38 PM 

Re: 

 uncedu> 

Solmds good 

As for tim ¢xams--I hope Ijusl got a bad balcb One A-. the other 
evelfl? split bet~veen C’s and B-’s One D (hacause be was docked 15 
points for lateness) And than tbeie’s file plagiarist Yeesh My plml 
is I0 dlive Io calnplts and pick up die exams Ibis eVellillg, give Iham a 
quick glm~ce over. m~d give them all back to you tomorrow before class 

Don’t upload m~> grades just yet But ham ate ~n~l~e: 

On 2:45 PM,                   wrote: 
> Hi Dr Slnitk 
> 
> 1 have never lectmed on m~x topic befme, but I think I could do tlfis I mn nervous about tbe prospect of fielding questimts--I knew 
almost nothing about tha ancien regime before taking 776 with you I mn vmy good, however, at sa? ing "Tlmt’s a good question: I 
will get back to you," wben I dofft know something If you think that      would be better equipped to lecture on tlha topic, fltat is 
quite abight with me it’you hand this to bet; ofllem ise, I would be glad to begin developing m? lectubmg skills 

1 put 1 / essays in ?,our nmitbox tlha month~g--, each of A s, B s, mid C s, mid fl~e one D tbat I gave out I wrote down those grades, 
so uoless you need me to change mtv of fl~em, I will be glad to upload tl/ose grades along with tha ~est of what I have f[1 be up late 

> From: Ja? S~rdth [ja?slrdth@enmit unc edu] 
> Sent: Monda?,                10:36 AIM 

> Subjccl: 

>       --it’s awfidly lale for ine Io be springing Ibis on you, I know. 
> but I wonder it’you nfight be able to lectme to the class on 
> I’ve alrcad3 got Iha lecture prepared (Ibougb you could add to it or 
> tweak it as you like), m~d it focuses on Frm~ce and Flench culture fm 

> get Nicole or someone else to do it for me It’s also a quiz da?, aud 

> The ~eason for all this: I’ve been invited to Texas A&M to talk 
> about college sports (m? new specialts" ) f[1 be gone late Wednesda? 
> dlrougll Friday thai week -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 5:56 PM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E 
<wlee@unc edu> 

Re: Joy - ? ARG meeting tomorrow 

OK, I think rll put Joy on hold for now, and tell her we’ll be in touch when we’re ready to move again rll also 
hint that I may not be the one who contacts her 
On 3/18/13 5:27 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

SortT to be slow; I’ve been driving all day I agree with all this We can talk about it tomorrow as 
well 

Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wlee@unc.edu 

}~{w.amazon.com/Wayne E. Lee/e/B001KHRXKW/ref ntt athr dp pel i 

On 3/18/2013 2:07 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:21 PM 
TO: Lee, Wayne E; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
Subject: Fwd: Joy - ? ARG meeting tomorrow 

Wayne/Rudi--l’m tempted to dump this in your laps, though I realize this probably isn’t fair 

(and I’II respond to Joy if you think I should.) My thought in the days before spring break was 

that ARG should reconstitute itself as a "lobby" or interest group, moving beyond its former 

role as a neutral fact gathering body and site for "discussion." It was for that reason that I re 

did the list, omitting those (like Joy) who are really (in my view) double agents people who 
have an interest in what we’re doing largely so that they can preempt or undermine it. I 

struck maybe eight people. 

Maybe I was rash, and maybe we should let anyone and everyone back on the list and back in 

the grou p. Or maybe we should tell Joy that ARG is regrou ping and rethinking its strategy and 

that we’ll be back in touch when we’re ready, l’m not sure. I know, speaking only for myself, 

that I can’t bear any more meetings with Jan, Joy, Perry, Vin, Andy or the others who actually 

want to head us off at the pass rather than facilitate our work. l’m done beating my head 



against that wall. 

But for the group, going forward, it may make more/better political sense to be open as can 

be. I don’t know. I can’t make the call. One more reason why I’d rather be a follower right 

now. (By the way, 
Idealism meets hard reality.) Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Joy - ? ARG meeting tomorrow 

Date:Mon, 18 Mar 2013 12:29:04 0400 

From:Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner(~med.unc.edu> 

To,Smith, Jay M <iaysmith~email.unc.edu> 

Hi Jay! 

I have on my calendar there is an ARG meeting tomorrow afternoon. Is that meeting still 

on? 

I saw your message about not having the previous listserv available anymore. Do you think 

there will be another listserv started for sharing about issues related athletics and academics 

anyUme soon? 

Thanksforthe update. 

Joy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 6:09 PM 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 

Re: Joy - ? ARG meeting tomorrow 

Joy--sorry to be slow Spring break intervened and we’ve not been able to communicate very efficiently in the 
last few days We’re going to ask that you be patient for a bit as the group figures out its game plan going 
fo~vard A few of the regulars (without me) will be meeting for a while tomorrow to talk about various things, 
but it’s not going to be a regular meeting with an agenda, etc I think there’s a chance that the group could decide 
to dissolve and then rise, phoenix-like, as something else with a slightly dift’erent purpose Or it could decide 
tl~at what really matters now is a membership drive, an information campaign, or who knows I’ll let you know 
when I know For now, though, hold the April 9 date Someone from the group (rm hoping someone who will 
have taken the mantle from me by then) will be in touch before long -Jay 
On 3/18/13 12:29 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

HiJay! 

I have on my calendar there is an ARG meeting tomorrow afternoon. Is that meeting still on? 

I saw your message about not having the previous listserv available anymore. Do you think there will be 

another listserv started for sharing about issues related athletics and academics anytime soon? 

Thanksforthe update. 

Joy 

JovJ Rennet, M,A., RT(R), FAEIR~ 
AssodaLe Pio~esso[ and Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Monday,                I1:10 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re:Aboutthe Thursday quiz 

Would 4:15 be OK? 
On        8:02 PM,        wrote: 

Wednesday seems the most likely. How late af’~er 4 on Wednesday? 

From: Jay Smith ~)]k~)~!Bj._t!L?£<?~I~] 
Sent: Monday, 2:32 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: About the Thursday quiz... 

I’m aft-aid I’m not available then, though I could be free late in the day on Wednesday (after 4) 
Or Thursday AM during my regular oflSce hours 
On        2:46 PM,         wrote: 

Is there anyway we can meet Wednesday morning or Tuesday around 12:30 so I can 
complete my notes from the last class before spring break? I have most of it, just the last few 
slides were in bits a pieces. 

Thanks, 

From: j~3sn3idg@emsfl=u!?,’:,edu [Zsys[niLiq@ernal.unc~au] 
Sent= Monday,             9:19 AM 
Subject: About the Thursday quiz... 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
I’ve just now posted the keywords for all the lecture material since I want 
to remind you that I reversed the order of two of the lectures listed in the syllabus, so 
the.            lecture dealt with social hierarchy and aristucratic identity rather than 
baroque art (the keywords of course reflect this) 
So a fair amount going on this week 

This fol~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: ! HS I" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,               10:53 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Thesis Defense Follow Up 

You bcicha 
On 10:37 AM. wrote: 
> Hi, Professor Smidl, 

> 1 bope tlfis entail finds you well I just wtmted to follow up with you about the emad I sent a few weeks ago t~gat~ling my fltesis 
dcfcnsc To recap, Professor Walson and I Ihoughl i l behoove me I,qkc a bil of CXlm lime Io finish my MA and a fl¢r clca~ing il wilh 
Professor Radding, we a~e fi~all? ~ead? to set a date for the defense I would like to ask k[’you still be wdlmg to sit on ~m." conmfit~ee 
and k[’you are available               during t~adhtg period, for tbe defet~se 

> Thank you [or yo~tr considcmlion 

> Sinc¢rcly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:14 PM 

Owre, Max <owre@email unc edu> 

Re: Status 

i think it’s set at 50 And it’s in a room that can’t expand We *might* be able to change that Would you (I’m 
guessing you would) prefer to go big and work with TA’s? 
On 3/19/13 12:05 PM, Owre, Max wrote: 

Hey 

Any idea of class size at this point? 

M~ximilian Owre, PhD 

Associate Director 

Program in the Humanities 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Owre, Max 
Subject: Re: Status 

Max I’m pastinginthisstorysoyou’ll beabletorecallmygeneralappearance: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/O3/OS/2736432/unc-chapel-hill-faculty-want- 

debate.html#disqus thread 

But first (second?) let me apologize for waiting, like, 3 weeks to answer you r email. This is par for the course 

for me these days. Since I became (in)famous, I typically wait a month or two before responding to emaih Or 

I never respond at all. It’s part of my celebrity persona. 

Oh, the :140: not only did I assume you might want to teach a :140. I actually scheduled it! T/TH 3:30. I hope 

that works for you? If not, my incompetence will show again. And I hate that. day 

On 2/28/:13:12:30 PM, Owre, Max wrote: 

Jay, 

You’d asked me a little while back about teaching :140 in the fall. If you have any news on that 

front, I’m still very interested. 

I hope our paths cross in person sometime soon--I forget what you look like. 

Cheers, 

Max 

Maximilian Owre, PhD 

Associate Director 

Program in the Humanities 

Lecturer in History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              11:33 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re:     Quiz 

On 

-come see me after class on Thursday -JS 
10:36 AM,           wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I already emailed you back on but I had to miss class on because I attended 
my friends memorial service in that day, so unfortunately, I missed that quiz. I’m aware that 
one our lowest quiz grades is dropped and I was wondering if that one will be dropped or either excused 
due to the circumstances. Whatever you decide about that    quiz is fine, I just wanted to follow up on 
another email since I never heard back from you that week. Thank you for understanding. 

See you in class this af[ernoon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 11:42 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] today’s meeting 

Richard--I don’t drink you n¢cd ad~ ice from m¢, bul I’ll say an~ way thai 
fl~e thing I tlmtk needs e~nphasizh~g is fl~e caste system in athletics 
The 700 a/hlctcs Copcnhavcr weeps for lu~v¢ II~cir lives padded for Ihcm 
b3 fl~e 75-100 afltletes who ate paid neifl~er in $ nor in tree m~d 
legithnate U~m-et~it) educations How can moral adults countelmnce such 
a Ihing? How can Universihas live wdh Ih¢ h} poc~isy Ihal lifts casle 
s3 stem requires? Make Rawlings see what Brm~ch called fl~e shame of 
college sports At the vet3 least, a place like UNC should say: we’re 
not pla3 ing mtless we cm~ be sine we’re providh~g evely athlete a 
Univcrsily educalion worth5 ofa pld)lic ivy 

I now feel dirly ev¢n walching a colleg¢ bball gam¢ Th¢ NCAA 
Iounu~menl is a Ihing of Ihc pasl for me I’m done in more ways Ihan one 
On 3/19/13 9:23 PM, Soudulll, Richard Michaal 

> Thanks for Ihe up&~l¢ I apohlgiz¢ for nol b¢ing able to a/l¢nd I drink 
> the stmteg3 of developing specific tesohlfiot~s mtd callhtg for facult) 

> 1 waned to let the group know Holden has asked me to speak before the 
> Raw[ings Panel on April 19 I have ~ot heat~l ata) tltfltg subsequently, but 1 

> contention fire B 1G will coltsider ~eclass~ing to D-Ill, I would welcome 
> the oppommit) to offer that as an option for UNC (Just kidding[) 

> Dr Richard M Southall 
> Associate Professor - Sport Admflfistvation 

> The Ulm-etsit) of North Carolitm at Chapel Hill 
> Dircclor - Coll¢ge Sporl R¢search hlshln[¢ 
> Woollen Hail 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 



> O113/19/13 7: I 1 PM, "Way nc Lcc" <wclcc@email unc edu> wrolc: 

>> l Ihoughl we had a good discussion Ioday We decided that al leasl 
>> for now, given Ihe ve~3 aggressive and hoslile response Io our 
>> msolutiol~s at tbe last Famllt~ Council (a but~len borne p~imaril? by 
>> Ja?), tlmt we would nmintain tiffs list on its m~rrently fairl? 
>> resl~icled basis 

>> We also agreed thai we would seek Io bring specific reform 
>> ~esolutim~s, one at a time, before tbe council for a vote, forcing 
>> aclual decisions Io be made publicly (wdh news coverage of course) l 
>> will pen one; Mat5 will pen anoflter We will cimulate tbem l~ele for 
>> commenl and revision I ha~e alread) emailed Joe Ferrell for advice on 
>> how to get a resolution moved befme fire Com~cil 

>> morn we were in Ioday: around the comer!) 

>> Wayne 

>> Wayne E Lee 
>> Professor ofHistot3 
>> Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 
>> wlee{aunc edu 

>>www area/on com/~Vayne-E-Lee/c/B001KHRXKW/re~nllalbr dp~el I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               8:51 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Important message about Tuesday 

ok 
On 1:59 PM, wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

I forgot to stop at the printer before class and wanted to email you the answer to the question you 
had emailed us last week; attached is my response 

Best, 

On , at I : I I PM, ja smitl,@email ~at c ~:du wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

Like you, I hate to see the final hours of spring break dwindle away But there’s 
excitement ahead 

Tuesday and Thursday we’ll be focusing on the witchcraft trial of Tempel Anneke, an 
interesting women from Brunswick in the Holy Roman Empire I’ve uploaded the 
following as a Word document under Study Questions at Sakai, but I’ll paste it in here, 

too I’D LIKE YOU TO WRITE OUT A BRIEF RESPONSE, TYPED OR HAND 
WRITTEN, TO QUESTION #5--AND THIS TIME I WILL COLLECT THEM 
BEFORE CLASS I look fox.yard to beginning the discussion 

This week we’re focusing on a fascinating witchcraft trial from Germany in the mid- 

17th century For the first part of your Tempel Anneke reading (check the pages in the 
syllabus), please consider the following questions as you read: 

I Quick review: What are "maleficia" and "diabolism"? 

2 How might the political/juridical context of Brunswick in 1663 have played into 
the trial of Tempel Anneke? 

3 If you had been living at the time and in the same community What would have 
been the reasons not to like Tempel Anneke? What were the reasons to like her? 

4 Do you think the accusations against Tempel were sincere? 



5 Does it seem likely, here in the opening stages of the inquest, that Tempel Anneke 
is going to receive a "fair" trial? Why/why not? 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST 007SP " site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: tzAS7 007S? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,               4:17 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Daily Tar Heel Article about 

-v¢~ nic¢ job oll Ihe arlicl¢ Ioday You’re a good wtil¢r and 
you told rite story seamlessl) Keep it up -Ja) Snfith 
On 10:28 AM,                  wrol¢: 
> Dear Dr Slrfith, 

> Looking forwatit to speaking with you [ 

> On at 7:36 AM, Jay Slnith wrote: 

>>      --I don’l Ihink I have 20 rains wotlh Io say aboul    and this sloU (You should really sp¢ak to his former advisor, Don 
Raleigh ) But it’you’d like a few conmlents fmln nle, l’ln wdling to talk for a few nitns late flits AM, bet~x een 11-12 rll be in nl? 
office, 2-3949 -JS 
>> O11        6:31 PM,                    wrote: 
>>> Dem Dr SnitflL 

Heel, mtd I ant writing a stray about U NC graduate tecentl) mmounced pmge of acadmmc plagiaitsm in Russia under 

>> > I mn interested to hea~ your perspective on tbe pmge and its possible effects Are you m’aitable for a 20-mhnlte pbone htterview 

>> > Thmtk you for your cmtsiderafion 1 bope to speak with you soon[ 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              8:15 AM 

Chase, Diana Margaret <dmchase@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [history-graduate] FW: SlLS Used Book Sale - 

Diana--in case I forget for the millionth time, please try to remember that I need to pick up my W-2 
today! Thanks! 

Jay 
On 8:03 AM, Chase, Diana Margaret wrote: 

Mark Your Calendar! SILS Used Book Sale - 

You’ve cleaned your bookshelves and contributed donations; now it’s time to find new 
treasures at the annual SILS Used Book Sale! 

From Tuesday,        through Thursday,         the Student Chapter of the American 
Library Association (SCALA) will hold its annual sale outside of Davis Library’s main entrance. 
The sale will run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day. We have thousands of volumes for sale, 
including recent bestsellers, classic fiction and nonfiction, and academic works. Most 
hardcovers will be $2 and paperbacks $1, with other media and ar[ books priced at $5 or less. 
All profits will benefit the Prison Books Collective and student organizations at UNC’s School 
of Information and Library Science. Cash payments only, please. 

Questions? Please e-mail ri~live uric edu. We look forward to seeing you there! 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-graduate as: <a 
href="mailto:iavsmith@email, unc.edu">iavsmith(~email.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 0:14 AM 

Re: 

~uncedu> 

sure 
On 10:13 AM, wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Any chance we could reachedule our meeting for nex[ Tuesday? I’m afraid that I haven’t been able to get 
through my reading for today. 

Thanks and see you this a~ernoon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                12: I 0 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Matthew Andrews 

mac corn> 

belmld, fllough evidemly Ires no financial "need" (a 5), alld I 

The oflter applic~lt I teall) liked was      --both because she, too, 
bas clear goals and an obvious passion for lfistot5 mtd Gernutn culture 
and also because she has a/Icasl a bil of "need" (she rotes a 3) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               3:55 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Meeting this Friday 

--happy to meet I have free time between 1:30 and 2:45 Just let me know when I should expect you 
(I’m in Hamilton 564) -JS 
On 3:36 PM,                       wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 
My name is and I spoke with you after class about meeting tomorrow to discuss my 
midterm paper and questions I have about the class. You mentioned meeting between 2:00 and 3:00 
tomorrow (Friday) a~cernoon and I wanted to confirm my appointment. I would really appreciate your time. 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               4:20 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: FW: MUN Conference Excused Absence Email 

sure, that’s fine 
On PM, 

Professor Smith, 

I am going to attend a Model UN conference at UVa next weekend and will miss class on Thursday 
I know we are scheduled to have our second reaction paper due that day, so I can just email 

that to you by Thursday, unless there is another way you would prefer me to mm that in 

The email from our faculty advisor excusing us from class is available below the cut 

Thanks, 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas [ns[einer~vnc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,             9:55 AM 

Subject: RE:MUN Conference Excused Absence Email 

Dear Colleague, 

The students listed below, presumably one o1 more of whom are in your class, will be 
attending a Model United Nations conference from Thursday           to Sunday 

at the University of Virginia. As a result, I would greatly appreciate it if you 
would consider excusing them fiom attending your class for these dates. 



At this conference, students not only discuss impolCant international issues, but develop 
teamwork, leadership, and communication skills, all while building relationships with 
college students around the world. These experiences are valuable learning and personal 
development opportunities, i appreciate your flexibiliiy and consideration and please let me 
know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Niklaus Steiner 

MUN Faculty Advisor 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 



[~ Desc[iption 
http://cgi uric edulimageslmigration- 

horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: ht[p flamzn.com/0415772990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               7:29 PM 

Re: Essay [HIST ] 
@uncedu> 

thx 

7:28 PM, 

Thanks for CC’ing me. I can meet with 

Best regards, 

on Monday. I’ll email him. 

--I have only a little time tomorrow ( 1:30 to 2:30--though one other person is also coming in), 
and will be out of town through Monday evening But you might be able to find a little time with 

(who, I believe, is the one who graded your paper) I’m copying him so you’ll have his 
email address -JS 
On 5:50 PM, wrote: 

Professor, 

I am            and am in your Histo~T    course Prior to rewriting my paragraph I 
would like to speak to you briefly about my paper There are some comments at the 
end of the piece, but I am not sure which hold more weight in regards to grade 
I received In regards to that there are some comments about my analysis and I would 
like to delve deeper into why my interpretation missed the point 

I know this is short notice as revisions are due Tuesday I have a few hours of time 
tomorrow between 11 and 2, and on next Monday I am available after 9:15 until 5:00 

Thanks, 

Senior, Economics 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Linkedln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 I 1:30 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu> 

Re: Boyatt 

I’m good with whatever you decide, KatNeen 
On       11:28 AM, Duval, Katlfleen A wrote: 
> D¢ar Mall and Jay, 

> As in Ih¢ ~lll. we ha~e less monc3 Io give a~ay Iban us~ml so w¢ can’l go dc¢ply inlo Ib¢ lisl or give much Io an3 of Ih¢m I’m nol 
slim wh3 lifts is excepl Iha/Ih¢ fired isn’l per fomling as well as in Ih¢ pasl 

> L¢I me suggcsl Ihal w¢ reward     and      bul give      significanlly more because of need: 
>      $1500 

> 

> We could also give $500, but I’m t~hictmlt to spend that nmch becmlse I want to t~serve mot~ for fire Boyatt Research 
awalfls for hoi~ot~ tbesis staldents (the fired has a total of $5,000 in it rigbt now, and I tbii~k tbe t~search awat~ls ate inot~ important) 

> But let me know k[’you disagree That~ks agahl for your belp, mtd on short notice 

>Best, 
> Katbleen 

> Frmn: Andrews Mattbc~ P 
> Sent: Thiusda.~, March 21, 2013 2:03 PM 
> To: Dural, Katldeen A Smith, Ja> M 

> 
> Hi Kathleen and 
> 
> 1, too, thaught ~ application was tbe best, though I put her lower on tbe list because of lack of need (thaugh I concur; 

candidate 

> So I had my lisl as: 

> Hope this helps, Kathleen I’m happ? to add mote if needed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              2:10 PM 

Re: Quiz question 
@uncedu> 

I wanted to punish all the people who skipped class before spring break (including, especially, the two girls 
who got up and walked out halfway through our Galileo discussion) OK, rll make tbe next one easy 
On 12:17 PM,                     wrote: 

Thank you. This will bring up the average a liRle bit... But I still think it was a tougher quiz than previous 
ones. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Friday, 8:20 AM 

Subje~: Re: Quiz question 

oops Funny, in tbe back of my head I thought I might be messing that one up; yes, it’s Christina 
On        10:20 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I think that one of the answers on the key was wrong... About the charac°Lers in The Worth of 
Women. You had the answer for "all of the following except" marked as Lucretia, but she’s in 
there. Was the correct answer Chri~ina? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              2:46 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu> 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

Re: response? 

IVJJles--if I nmy nmke one flW suggestion Relnember, inyour tespmtse, 

grades were changed in a 
On       2:45 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
> Dear Will, 

> 1 had plmmed to sign both of our ~mmes to the request 

> Miles 

> From: Brooks, Edwin W 
> Senl: F~iday, 2:29 PM 
> To: S~mth, Jay M; Fletcher W IVfiles 
> Subject: RE: response? 

> Agreed, agreed Miles, please sign m? 1mine to that inqui~ykequest (it does need to be both, teall? : ie, ffyou have it, please shale 

> -----O~iginal Message ..... 

> Sent: Frida~’~ 2:27 PM 
> To: Fletcher. W 
> Cc: Brooks, Edwin W 
> Subject: Re: response? 

> Miles: Agreed Good thflt!dng 
> O11       2:25 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
>> Dear Wall mtd 

>> Upon reflectimt I thi~tk that m? first step shauld be to reply to Chmtcallor Thorp to explain flint I gather front lfis response that the 
University has compiled data aboul Ihc unaulhofizcd grade changes for SACS and Io ask if [he 01113 are public in fonnalion and how 
and when I can gain access to that data After all, if the results of the SAC S ~eview will m~swer the questimts that Will and I posed, we 

>> Miles 

>> -----Ofigitml Message ..... 



>>> -----Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Brooks, Edwin W 
>)> Sent: Erida?, 9:22 AM 
>~> To: Fletcber, W MAles; Shrifts, Ja? M 
>>> Sl~iecl: RE: response? 

>>> Miles, 

>>> Fine wilh me--we always can expand How do we conlacl SACS? 

>>> Jay, should we include Ihe cortes 0ondence aboul         ? (Miles. Jay and I reel wdh Ihe Judicial Programs Officer while 
seekhlg charges of plagiarism against That person adnfit~ed that be bem~l facult~ complahtts about the Honor System all 
fire time, but when we lemhtded lthn tbat he is tbe official in charge of mmthtg the Honor Systenk under tbe Cbancellor, he ~ef~sed to 

somcdling Iha/SACS will/should look af? 

>~> -----Origitml Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Frida?,,                9:15 AM 
>>> To: Brooks, Edwin W; Smdh. Jay 

>>> Dear Will and Jay, 

>~> -----Origitml Message ..... 

>>> Senl: Friday,              9:13 AM 
>>> To: Smdh. Jay M; Flelcher, W Miles 

>~> MAles and Jay, 

shauld send our letler and Thatp’s t~spo~tse both to SACS mtd to Dan Kmte Let him do the public ~ecolds t~quest--and put 
pt~ssut~ on SACS than our shnple forwarding of nmil nfight A counter argn~me~t migbt be that a faculb" imtiative (ie, withaut tbe 
Kane part) lmgbt keep it ’acadenfic’--show UNC facubs" disma? -and be mo~e effective Thaugllts? 

>>> -----Original Message ..... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              2:54 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm 1 

I know it’s tough to stay within a word limit (especially one this short), but yes, the limit does matter If 
you went over 25 words, we wouldn’t care But if you went over 100, we definitely would (One reason for a 
word limit is to establish a level playing field If you write 1300 words, then eve~?~one should have the same 
opportunity We choose a low threshold because we think concision is valuable, and something we all need to 
learn) 

As for "referenced" Here’s what you might have said instead: "Montaigne pointed out (or noted or obsel~ed) 
that although Europeans referred to natives as cannibals, the Europeans were the actual" In general, I’d say 
banish from your mind the thought that any word or phrase should sound "scholarly" Sure, it need to be 
academic/professional (sono slang, no contractions), but don’two~vy about "scholarly " Using simpleand 
direct language usually works best If you have trouble with the next paper, feel fiee to email or me to 
ask for guidance -JS 
On 2:45 PM,                        wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

This is           from History I had a few questions with regards to Midterm 1, but most of my 
questions are on the Iogis[ice side. I completely agree with my grade for the paper, so I have no qualms 
there, I would just like to get some feedback from you so I could clear up some confusion in my head and 
hopefully improve the quality of my writing for nex[ time. 

The tint thing I’m wondering about is the rigidity of the word length of the paper,      commented in a 
few places that I needed more detail. When I made my first draf~ of my paper, I had a lot more detail, but I 
realized I had exceeded the word limit. I think my firs[ dral’~ came in at about 1,400 words, so I knew I had 
to trim it down a lot to reach the 1,000 word limit. In that trimming I felt like I cut some important 
information, but I felt the information that I lef[ with 1,000 words was absolutely necessary. I guess my 
question is, for the next midterm would it be bet[er to go over the word limit a bit and make sure everg[hing 
is discussed clearly, or would going over the word limit be more detrimental to my grade? 

The other thing I’m struggling with a bit is word choice. I read your Nine Rules, and I’m trying to avoid 
using the bland verbs you mentioned, but I’m struggling sometimes to find another word that has the same 
connotation. For example, in my paper I wrote, "Montaigne referenced that even though Europeans referred 
to natives as cannibals, the Europeans were the ac[ual cannibals because of their unethical behaviors." 
Referenced was crossed out and WC was writ[en above it. I realized that I was a bit repetitive with my word 
choice in that sentence, but I didn’t really know another word to use that wouldn’t have been in the same 
category as a "bland verb." But I guess my question is more general than just that example. I’m just 
struggling a bit with differentiating between whether or not a word or phrase is appropriate for these types 
of history papeN. Up until this point, I’ve only really written for English professors, and most of them want 
flowery, pedantic language and I’m struggling to make the swap towards the more analytical writing you 
want. I guess my ultimate question is do you have any suggestions for determining whether or not a word 
or a phrase is scholarly enough for this type of writing? 

Thank you in advance for all of your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              4:50 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Cardinal Richelieu 

Whole doggone thing It goes pretty fast 
On       3:27 PM, 

Hello again Prof~sor Smith, 

It’s           again, apparently I’m just full of questions today. I noticed on the syllabus that we are 
supposed to discuss Cardinal Richelieu’s Political Testament during next Thursda,/s lecture. Are we reading 
the entirety of that work or only specific pages? 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               6:16 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: tMI     class 

I doubt it They have more flexibility Maybe he could move his .... 
On        4:56 PM,                   wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Are you aware that your Early Modern Europe class overlaps Bill Reddy’s cla~s at Duke (3-5:30 Thursdays). 
Could you possibly move yours? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              9:59 AM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: fall     grad seminar: What is Modernity? 

Thanks I need to become a more careful reader 
On        9:58 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I put it in my mailbox because when I was in the department wasn’t open. You can get it from there. I think 
it is in an interdepartmental mail envelope, but in any case it’s there. 

Don 

From: Jay Smith rjaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 AM 
To: Reid, Donald M. 
Subject: Re: FW: fall grad seminar: What is Modernib/? 

Don--totally unrelated question Do I remember correctly that you turned in              letter to 
Joy (or Cyntbia?) I ask because I just realized that I never saw the letter again Unless it’s in a pile 
on my desk, which is possible -Jay 
On        8:38 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Good luck. There was a time when the graduate programs at the two schools consulted on 
scheduling, but when Duke greatly reduced its graduate offerings, I think this was dropped 
except in particular fields like military history. 

Don 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:35 AM 
TO: Reid, Donald M. 
Subject: Re: FW: fall grad seminar: What is Modernity? 

I’ll email him 
On        8:25 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Oh no! It seems so rare that Duke (or at least Reddy) offeN a graduate couNe. I 
wonder if there is some way you and Bill could negotiate different times for the 
two courses. 

Don 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:16 AN 
To: Reid, Donald M. 
Subject: Re: FW: fall grad seminar: What is Modernib/? 

Yes, thanks. Naturally it’s scheduled against my 711. 
On       8:14 AM, Reid, Donald M. wrote: 



HiJay, 

I wanted to make sure you knew Bill was offering this ne~ fall. I 
forwarded it to            and 

Don 

From: William M. Reddy rwmr(~duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            ; 10:59 AM 
TO: steven vincent(~ncsu.edu; Kramer, Lloyd S; Reid, Donald M.; 
’John Jeffries MarLin’; ’Peter Sigal’; ’Jocelyn Olcott’; ’John French’; 
’Malachi Hacohen’; ’Rich Freeman’; ’Sumathi Ramaswamy’; ’Reeve 
Huston’; sarah.deutsch@duke.edu; ’Thomas Robisheaux’; ’Kristen 
Neuschel’; ’Philip Stern’; ’Bruce S. Hall’ 
Subject: fall :    grad seminar: What is Modernity? 

Dear all. Please forward to any interested persons. 
Thanks, 

IIST 790S-1d-01 (3,158) Readings in Cultural 
I listory (Seminar) 

What is Moderntty , 
Fall Th 3:05pm-5:35pm, Cart 
229 
William M. Reddy 

Tile first five authors on the below list have 
recently offered influential or controversial 
d~ finitions of "modernity," d~ finitions that focus, 
one way or ~ll1otbeF. Oil late scventcenthccntury 
tral]sformations, il]cludil]g the scientific revolution. 
the Glorious Revolution ill ~nAland, 
the rise of reliaious toleration, and the 
"disenchantment" of the ~orld associated with 
these 
changes. We will examine Lbol~l and have a look at 
some of the review ~lrticlcs ~ind debates th~it 
b~wc been inspired by these books. We will ~ttcmpt 
to sort out Lbo v~lrying ingredients of these 
definitions and their implications, and Lo determine 
which features of those definitions have the 
greatest merit, or offer Lbc most fruitful guidance 
to historical research. 

We will also look at some recent, more detailed 
studies that bear directly on the question 

of modernity. Students will write some brief book 
revie’~\ s or col¢1lA~risons. 

Dipesh Cbakrabarty, Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial 
Thought and Historical Di~[erence 

(Princeton, iX. J.: Princeton t niw.rsity Press. 2000; 
"reissue, with a new preface by the 
author, 2008") ISBN: 0691130019 ; ISBN 
9780/~911300~9 

Talal Asad. Formaffons o.f the Secu[or: Christianity, 



Modernity (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
t 12iv/,rsiLy Pr/,ss, 2008) ISBN: 0804747687 : 
ISBN 13:9780804747{;84 

SLevo Pincus, 1688; The First Modern Revolution (New 

2009) from Barnes & Noble: ISBN: 0;~001714;~9 :_ 
ISBN-I:~: 9780:~0017143;~ 

J onathan israel, Radical Enfightenment: Philosophy and the 
Making of Modernity, 1550 1750 
(Oxford: Oxford tnivcrsityPress, 2001); ISBN: 
0199254567 ; ISBN 13: 

SLephen Gaukrogcr, The Emergence of a Scientific Culture: 
gcience and the ghaping of 

Modernity, i200-1585 (Oxford: ~[[~rclldoll PF(’SS, 2005); 

_ ISBN: 0199550018 ;_ 
ISBN-113:9780199550012 

the Cultivation of Virtue (Chicago: ]. niversity of Chicago 
Press, 200(}); _ ISBN: 
0226409554 ; _ ISBN-13:978022(3409559 

Joan-Pau Ruble s, Travel end Ethnology in the Renaissance: 
5outh Indta through European Eyes, 

125o-1625(Cumbridgc: Cumbrldge t nivcrsiLy Prc’ss, 

2000): _ ISBN: 052152(3132 : _ 
ISBN-13:9780521526135 

Raf Gelders and S. N. Balabangadhara, "Rethinking 
Orientalism: Colonialism and the. Study of 
Indian Traditions," ~istory o~Reggions 5 ] (2011 ):~ O ~ - 
~28 

N.J.: Prh~ceton LJnlvcrslLy Press, 
2003); 1SBN:0591115176 ; ISBN 13: 
9780[;9111’o 177 

(New York: Random lIouse, 
2013): _ TSBN-13:9781400060689 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              11:35 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: meet 

ok 
On 11:31 AM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I don’t think I can meet this week. I am currently going crazy. 
But I will definitely see you Wednesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I 0:53 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Hunt etc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I : 18 PM 

@gmail com 

meeting 

Hello? Arc you and coming today? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I O: 19 PM 

another postponement 

~uncedu> 

of an afternoon meeting Fin sor~" about tNs Slmll we ahn 
for Monday morning at 9? Tuesday in the AM or early afternoon? 
Wednesday AM before 10? -Jw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                12:48 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: reaction paper 

OK, but we’ll need a hard copy eventually 
On        12:47 PM,             wrote: 

Here is my reaction to the Richelieu reading 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja} sn~ith a, email unc cdu> 

Thursday.                12:49 PM 

(//y~hoo toni> 

Re: Response Paper #2 

OK, bring a hard copy nex~t time you’re in class 
On        3:07 AM,                wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
As the lateness of this cmail might indicate, this week has been raffler hectic for me, m~d will continue to be 
so tomorrow, or rather later today I hax e to drive to Oxford to conduct an interview for another class (and I 
can provide documentation of that fact, if asked) I am scheduled to conduct the intern Jew at noon, it is 
scheduled to last m~ hour, m~d Oxford is about m~ hour ax~ ay All clsc being equal, I should be arriving in 
Chapel Hill right as class is starting 
As Richelieu said, by the use of foresight "one can easily prevent many evils which can be corrected only 

with great difficultn" if allowed to transpire" I will almost undoubtedly be late to class, and something like a 
flat tire of bad traffic jam could prevent my attending entirely Thus, I mn sharing with you a digital copy of 
response paper (a Google Doc: I do all my work in Google Docs following several disastrous computer 
failures), although I hope to hand you a hard copy 
Hcrc is the link for the Googlc Doc: 

Thank you for your understanding 
Sh~cerely, 

UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                1:39 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Regarding Quiz 4 

M) nmne is                  mtd Fin in your Histmy    lecture on mesdw’s and thut~dw’s from 2:00pro - 3:15pm You retalrned 
q~dz to me yesterday widl an g out of 10 oll Ihe top ofil and when I checked tile grade book on Sakai. a 7 out of 10 is recorded for 
quiz It ~nust be stone sort of nfistake but I just waned to check with you about rite issue SorD" for the incom’emence 

Sincerel), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               8:35 PM 

Re: here’s the draft 

@uncedu> 

Thanks for file feedback I’ve Iricd Io clari[x various Ihings The 
cat’s out of the bag. since I just posted it I predict that 3 -5 of our 

On       6:36 PM, wrote: 
> Hi Dr Slnitk 

> What tim I tlrilik tlris wdl ]nake for reall> mteresring responses And it’s ]rice to allow students to choose to write eiflter a dialobme 
or a morn convenfiotml analyrical essW (1 know I would have chosen the dialogme [) We were just t a[king in the Teaclring Pracflcum 
class last ~right about how to come up wiflt evaluarimts that ate not written exants 

> Since n~m) students tmght not have had an assigmnent like flris before, mtd it ~equi~es mine ctearive and mini) rical thought thtm the 

flthik fltat Galileo and Richalieu would be able to come to agreement, or mote for them to explme mid compare each man’s worldview 

> 1 flritik fltat grading these papers tmght be pret~i mess) uoless you specifs" a few mine particulat~ 

> Thatik you for fore arding me the emad front 
to apologize 

> Besl regards, 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmith~acmail unc cdu] 
> Sent: Tlnusda?,                1:48 PM 

I ant sort~ Ibr that nfistake, and I just changed her grade and sent her an entail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               9:42 PM 

Spinner-Halev, Jeff<spinner@email uric edu>; Magness, Jodi 
<magness@email unc edu> 

honor follies 

Tltis INDY article on the        case is p~et~ chilling The Honor 
s) slem ~lil¢d her in Ihe same ways il ~liled me 4 years 
ago--inefficiency, imma/ure personnel not knowing Ihe rules, making her 
feel she was on Ifial, elc Again, il ~mderlines Ihe main problem: 
sludents in charge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               9:43 PM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 
INDY a~icle 

Court faihues a~e oh so fmnilizu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              8:41 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: apologies 

It’s OK Much better to turn in something early and in person than late by email 
On        I I : I 8 PM,       ~e,l~ail unc ed~ wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Professor Smith 

I just wanted to apologize for coming into your office so abruptly today and turning in my reaction 
paper early                                            and I had to get home as soon as 
possible Thank you for being so understanding Enjoy the long weekend! 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST 007 SP " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: ~IIST 007SP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              4:45 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: FOLK Course 

Catastrophe averted, I guess Good thing Bill got right on it 
On        4:37 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

As you can see, a whole team has now been mobilized to den with Bill’s issues. So here’s a [it~!e update for 

Best, Lloyd 

Sent: Friday,             4:16 PH 
To: Ferris, William Reynolds; Harr, Tim 
(:c: Richardson, Mark; Katy O’Brien; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd S; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; 

Subject: RE: FOLK Course 

From: Ferris, William Reynolds 
Sent: Friday, 2:41 PH 
TO: Harr, Tim 
I~e= Richardson, Hark; Ferri$, William Reynolds; Katy O’Brien; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Herman, Bernie; Cowan, Tara L 
Subject= Re: FOLK Course 

Dear Tim, 

Thanks so much for your assistance with this issue If this process will allow me to teach Southern 
Music    , as I have done for the past twelve years, I will be happy If there is any way to prevent 
this from happening again, I will be forever grateful 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

I 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:59 PM, "Marr, Tim" <marrat~unc edu> wrote: 



is already on the bookswitb an enrollment of 24 in the lOVE House 

Can we change FOLK    to FOLK 

Love House, 

and change the room for the cross-listed course to the 

Km not sure where the student received the information about six available seats, as Connect 
Carolina is showing no present enrollrnent [n either cou rse. If that is the case then this change 

Does this nlake se!lse? 

DUS, AMST 

From: Richardson, Mark 
Sent: Friday, 1:29 PM 
TO: Ferris, William Reynolds 
Cc: Katy O’Brien; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd S; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Herman, 
Bernie; Marr, Tim; Cowan, Tara L 
Subject: RE: FOLK    Course 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks for your message, fm bringing Tim Mart and Tara Cowan into this exchange since they 

worked closely on the fall     schedule. We’l check into this. 

Mark 

Mark Richardson 
Administrative Manager 
Department of American Studies 
Department of Eaglish & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 
210 Greenlaw Hall, CB # 3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Voice: (9!9) 962-5483 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 



From: Ferris, William Reynolds 

Sent: Thursday, 11:10 PM 

Ce~ Katy O’Brien; Richardson, Mark; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd S; Brundage, William 
Fitzhugh; Herman, Bernie 

Subjeet~ Re: FOLK    Course 

Dear 

Thanks for your message. I regret that I am not teaching "Southern Literature and the Oral 

Tradition" Folk    in the fall. I teach that course in the spring. 

The course I teach in the fall is "Southern Music" History    /Folklore    . I have attached a 

syllabus for that course to give you a sense of how it is organized. If you want to enroll in that 

course, I would be happy to have you in it. 

Sincerely, 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9927 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919 962 4433 (FAX) 

emaih wferris@unc.edu 

Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues (www.GiveMgPoorHeartEase.com) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 9:55 PM 

TO~ William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: FOLK    Course 

Hi Professor Ferns, 

Southern Literatu~= and Oral Tradition com~e in rite fall 1 sm~ olflil~e that the course olfly has 6 
available seats left, alld I was wondering how I could be added to rite class I ant ve~5 il~teiested in the 

BCSL 

U niversiB" of Norflt CaroIil~a at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                10:09 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: Histotay Department Boyart Study Abroad Award 

Thanks, Kathleen Did      get all the money? (A reasonable thing to do, I think) Just curious 
On        10:06 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a BoyatL Award in History supported by the Michael L. 
and Matthew L. Boyatt Fund. The History Department has awarded you      toward your tuition for the 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and wish to pursue their 
academic interests in a Study Abroad Program. The History Department has selected you for this award on 
the basis of your excellent record in the History Department and a thorough review of your application 
materials for the Berlin program. 

The History Department will allocate the award toward the tuition for the program. In order to activate this 
award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the Accounting Technician for the Department of History. Her office 
is 559 Hamilton Hall. She will ask you to sign the attached release agreement and eligibility form indicating 
that you were not born in Germany and have not resided there for three or more months during the past 
fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would like to know something 
about you, and so I am asking your permission to share with him some information from your application, 
such as your hometown, academic interests, career plans, and grade point average. Please reply by letter 
or email to formally accept this award and to give permission to share information from your application 
with him. I encourage you to write a note of appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. His address is: 

Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen supporter of 
undergraduate study abroad. 

Congratulations on your award. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 

ench Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement 
Boyatt Award Release 

cc: Lloyd Kramer 
Jay Smith 
Matthew Andrews 



Joyce Lo~in 
Joy Jones 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 
Michael Tsin 
Sharon Bardachino 
Mary Cain 
Susin Seow 
Mary Cain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                I0:13 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: Histotay Department Boyart Study Abroad Award 

Oh[ Disreeard last email 
On        I 0: I I AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and wish to pursue their 
academic interests in a Study Abroad Program. The History Department has selected you for this award on 
the basis of your excellent record in the History Department and a thorough review of your application 
materials for the Vienna program. 

The History Department will allocate the award toward the tuition for the program. In order to activate this 
award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the Accounting Technician for the Department of History. Her office 
is 559 Hamilton Hall. She will askyou to sign the attached release agreement and eligibility form indicating 
that you were not born in Austria and have not resided there for three or more months during the past 
fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would like to know something 
about you, and so I am asking your permission to share with him some information from your application, 
such as your hometown, academic interests, career plans, and grade point average. Please reply by letter 
or email to formally accept this award and to give permission to share information from your application 
with him. I encourage you to write a note of appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. His address is: 

Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen supporter of 
undergraduate study abroad. 

Congratulations on your award. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 

ench 

co: 

Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement 
Boyatt Award Release 

Lloyd Kramer 
Jay Smith 
Matthew Andrews 
JoyceLoffin 



Joy Jones 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 
Cemil Aydin 
Sharon Bardachino 
Mark Nielsen 
Susin Seow 
Mary Cain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                1:31 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: courses 

--this is fine (though your course and my old regime France course will be competing, but that shouldn’t be 
a huge problem) Is a MWF schedule OK? I 0AM OK? -Jay 
On I 1:48 AM,,                wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Thank you for getting in touch I’m happy to teach the undergrad course for the fall, and was 
thinking of a course on the Enlightenment, which would build on my background in eighteenth- 
century French histo~T while also allowing me to incorporate a variety of digital resources into the 
class In particular, I am hoping to make extensive use of the Mapping the Republic of Letlers 
project at Stanford and the ARTFL materials from Chicago (where, actually, I’ve received an 
invitation to go in     to meet with Robert Morrissey and other people involved in ARTFL to talk 
about potential collaboration and integration of their resources into my teaching at UNC) As a 
course title, I’d suggest "The Enlightenment Through a Digital Lens" 

I am, of course, happy to suggest other ideas for the undergrad course as well if this one does not 
seem like a good fit Please let me know 

Best, 

On Wed, at 10:38 AM, Jay Smith <i_ay~fith.(d;~l~.~!~Jaa;i X!u> wrote: 
Dear 
I’m writing to inquire about your teaching interests for next year Lloyd told me j ust yesterday 
that you had accepted the Digital Humanities postdoc (glad to hear it), and as associate chair I 
now need to figure out which courses to schedule for you next year Fall is rather urgent, in fact 
My thought is that it would probably be best to have you teach the undergrad course in the fall, 

the grad course in the spring Though we could talk about that Whichever way we proceed, I’ll 
need to get a course title from you very soon--preferably by next Monday It" we go undergrad 
for the fall, we could have you teach a "topics" course on a theme of your choosing (though I 
guess something digital would have to be featured) Let me know your thoughts -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, March 31, 2013 1:36 PM 

Eren Tasar ~gmail corn> 

Re: welcome 

Eren--this sounds good And yes, the 140 will have two TA’s You’ll lecture twice a week for 50 minutes 
(some weeks you can lecture 3 times if you’d like), and the TA’s will run recitation/discussion sections on 
Thursday or F~iday 

Not knowing if you would be a late or early person, I’ve schedule the course at 9AM If that poses a problem, 
let me know (I hope it doesn’t!) We could possibly move you to 3pro if the 9AM doesn’t work -Jay 
On 3/29/13 6:15 PM, Eren Tasar wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
As I mentioned during my campus interview I’m happy to teach 140 Is this one of those large 
lecture courses that runs with TAs? I’m still a little unsure on the terminology which is rather new 
to me: TA, grader, recitation 
For the topics, could I do my Central Asia since the Mongols class as a lecture course capped at 30 
(or whatever the exact number was for a smaller lecture class)? 
Thanks, 
Eren 

On Fri, Mar 29, 2013 at 1:07 PM, Jay Smith <~j~_i~ cdt_;> wrote: 
Eren--apologies for the ~idiculously long delay in responding Not only has this been a terribly 
busy month for me, but i also had to check the tentative schedule for Pall and run my plans by 
Lloyd before I could tell you anything definitive 

So anyway I’m going to ask that you hold off on one of the ’topics’ courses for fall and teach 
140 (The World since ’45) instead I had you penciled in for one of those all along, and because 
of staffing developments since January (i e, Don Reid going on leave next fall), I need a regular 
faculty member more than ever in that important sutwey course for the fall The spring is 
reasonably well covered, but Pall has no regular faculty (besides you, that is) in the 140, and that 
would be a bad thing for us So I’m hoping you can live with this 

Which topics course would you like to schedule? Either one would be fine from my perspective 
I’ll also be in touch early next week to finn up the spring 2014 plans 

On 3/17/13 5:52 PM, Eren Tasar wrote: 
Dear Jay, 
I have been in conversation with Don and would like to propose 
possibly doing my Central Asia (could be called Central Asia since the 
Mongols) sulw-ey as HistolT 192 this Fall, and another class called 
Nation and Religion in Russia as Histotay 292 Could you please let me 
know if you think this might be acceptable to you and the department? 
Thanks! 
Eren 

On Fri, Mar 1, 2013 at 7:20 PM, Eren Tasar ;1 ~m~?ll corn> wrote: 
Dear Jay, 



Thank you velN much for your kind message and for your hospitality 
during my visit I am thrilled to be joining you and look forward to 
running course ideas by you soon 
Eren 

On Fri, Mar I, 2013 at 6:09 PM, Jay Smith <i~:~7,’smi tln@email u~nc edu> wrote: 
Dear Eren: 
Vet-y glad to hear the news that you’ll be joining us in the fall I’ll 
undoubtedly be in touch about teaching issues later in the spring, but I 
wanted to take a second just to say welcome, we’re delighted you’re joining 
us! 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                1:49 PM 

Bums, Kath~Tn J <kjbums@email unc edu> 

Re: spring    course request 

Migm el is givhlg an 820 in tbe fall But fltis shauld be OK 
On 10:48 AM, Ka/hun Bums wml¢: 
> Hi Jay, 
> Righl. how Coldd I forget our cool expclilllClllal COItrbC? Thai one’s a 
> keeper[ 
> 
> The grad course idea does seem good. 1 think, in place of Ihe 398 
> Two incoming Duke grads will be colonial Lalin Americanisls, and ir 
> we’re htcky,              will accepl our offer (though 
> now seems hke she won’t) Added to that ate the Latin Amencatusts 
> who’ll be entering theh second or tlti+d year and still taking courses 
> (                , m~d I believe         m~d       ) I’ve also been 
> cm~sistentl? picking up 2-3 folks from otber fields (at Duke & UNC) -- 
> Rehgious Studies, SpaNsh, Anthropologw 
> 
> So I do thit~k I can get 7-8 people -- esNciall? if it’s Hist820 
> (We’ve offmed plent? of Hist713 lately) And I t fifltk it’d be the 
> only Lalin AIII COllielll seminar Oll offer nexl year. dlOltgh definilely 
> check me on Ihal Thanks for being open Io Ihis possibildy, 
> Kalht3 n 

> On 10:36 AM, Ja? S+rtith wrote: 
>> Katlu3 n: 
>> You’re down for the temn-taught topics course on empire and a 398 1 
>> could probably live without your 398 and put you in a grad course 
>> insl¢ad--i f you and Ihe field could more or less g~mmnle¢ Iha/Iherc 
>> would be a decent ¢nmllm¢nl (7-8 people?) Do you Ihink Ihal’s 
>> possible? -Jay 
>> On 6:21 PM, Ka/hun Bun+s wrote: 
>>> Hi Jay, 
>>> I’m nol able Io find a cop3 of m3 course requesl for spring    , so 
>>> would love to know wha/you’ve lentatively scheduled me to leach! 

>>> As I mentioned, wben tbe Lath~ American section met to dismiss grad 
>>> adntissimts, we ~ealized (belatedly) we badn’t put h~ for am" grad 
>>> semhmt~ next year with a Latin American focus I’d be bappy to 
>> > offer m~e, if that nmkes sm~se but lust, it’d be good to lalow 
>>> what fm scheduled for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,             6:57 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Tuesday 

> From: Ja> Slrdth Ija>s~rdth@email uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday,                10:43 AM 

> Subjccl: Tuesday 

> Iha/Iopplcd Chaylcs I in Ib¢ lal¢ 1640s You should wrilc on Ibis 
> subject: wlfich of tbe ~,vo main contributot~ to the Pumey debates (the 
> sccond docum¢n0 b¢sl rcflcclcd Ihc spirit ol’lh¢ ’Agrccm¢nl 
> People’ (111¢ firsl docunlcn0? 

>JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             8:07 AM 

Re: Reaction Papers 

~uncedu> 

--I’m afraidit’s going to haveto be after class on Tuesday(unless you’re free eady afternoon 
today/Monday--around 1?) 

Ya know, I only just realized that I didn’t take any reaction papers to grade Sorry about that And it’s going to 
be a challenge getting those paragraphs back to you before I leave for Texas Wednesday AM I’ll have to leave 
them in your mailbox -Jay 
On 4:40 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 
I just finished grading the Richelieu reaction papers. They diverged pretty wildly. A number of students 
misread the prompt and wrote about whether Richelieu would have agreed with the prosecution of Tempel 
Anneke, and many others tried to write it without having read the book (i.e., there were no references to 
Richelieu’s views of women at all). 

Is it possible for us to meet early next week~ I have read several more books, and I was also hoping to talk 
about the lecture for Thursday. I could meet anytime Monday that works for you, or Tuesday after lecture. 

Thank you and I hope you have a good weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April I, 2013 10:41 AM 

~gmail com 

Beik article 

Past and Present-2005-Beik- 195-224 pdf 

.nat m-ally I found that Beik article moments after you left the 
office Hero il is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             I 0:49 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction Paper 2 

In class is fine 
On       10:34 AM, 

I can do that[ Would you like me to drop a hard copy by your office today, or should I just bring it 
to you in class tomorrow? 

Thanks, 

On , at 12:48 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

OK, please bring a hard copy when you return 
On        11 : 14 AM,               wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Attached is my reaction paper for the Cardinal Richelieu reading¯ Thank you 
again for letling me submit the paper via email so I can 

¯ I really appreciate it. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             I 1:39 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

@live unc edu> 

Re: FW: Update of personal website - Hagemann 

Yes, thanks It should stay But I’m going to raise the issue with Kathleen Dural so her committee can look at 
this We normally end crosslistings when we can no longer be sure the course will be taught by someone 
trained as a historian I don’t know who the RELI guy is (though maybe he is indeed a historian) -Jay 
On 11:25 Aivl, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Thanks        Wit’s crosslisted, it should go in both places But I’m copying Jay because I know 
that might raise issues 

From: (;gm~i! con~ I___    ~)~n~ait.c%~] on behalf of I 
Sent: Monday, 11:22 AM 
To: Schoonrnaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: Re: FW: Update of pe~onal website - Hagernann 

For the course listings, I took out a duplicate and corrected the title of Bill Ferris’s class (was 
originally listed as Gender in Chinese History) With Bayne’s class, it’s listed in Connect Carolina 
as being cross-listed with Histo~’y and Religious Studies; should it stay on the Histu~T course 
listings in addition to MEMS? I made sure that it’s on the MEMS site as both HIST/RELI 454 

On Mon,.            at 11:04 AM,                    ~livc u~zc czlu> wrotc: 
Sounds good! I just finished most of the updates for Prof Hagemann’s page, except I don’t think I 
got an attached updated syllabus in the fox.yarded email, just an Easter image Will go look at the 
course listings now! 

On Mon, at 10:49 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay <nancvs%’_.~ma~ I t~ ~c edt~> wrote: 

I will definitely tray to find things you can do from home 

Adam is on staycation all week 

Hope you aren’t too sick[ Whatever I had lasts a couple of days and makes you achy and 
queasy but other than that is not too bad 

There are some corrections to make in the Histo~ay course listings, like removing Bayne’s 
course on The Restoration, which belongs in the MEMS course listings 

Another thing you could do is take a close look at the MEMS and SXST WordPress sites and 
transfer all the updates made in Plone to those as well 

And of course continue to work on PHE as you are able 

ngs 

From: ~qmail corn [ ~c~mNLcom] on behalf of 



Sent: Monday,            10:45 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray; Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: FW: Update of personal website - Hagemann 

I was actually just drafting an email to you and Adam (who it seems isn’t in today???) about 
feeling much less than superb today, not sure ifrm just exhausted from my weekend out of 
town or if I actually picked up a bug ~      parents were both a bit sick) I think I’m going to 
take a me-day, if that’s all right? Of course if you need me there I can totally come in! I don’t 
want to leave anyone hanging, if y’all need the help 

And I’m definitely available from here-- getting on that update for Prof Hagemann right now, 
and totally send me anything else I can help with 

Hope you had a great weekend! 

P S I Io~’e the DRC flyer, I think it looks really awesome! 

On Mon, at 10:28 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy <nanc ~¢),emad! ~tnc edu> wrote: 

If you’re coming in today, rll lob this one into your court 

Haven’t heard back from Cynthia about the DRC flyer 

ngs 

From: Karen Hagemann, UNC 
Sent: Friday, 3:41 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: RE: Update of personal website - Hagemann 

Dear Namcy 

Tin’e is ~mo~l~er c!~angc: C~a yo~ piea~.c add to ~,t~e list of grad~atc :,tudents 

(co-advised with Kom’ad H. Jm’ausch) 



As soon as ! can! Have a happy weekend 
ngs 

From: Karen Ha~lemann, UNC 
Sent: Thursday, 4:58 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: Update of personal website - Hagemann 

Dear Nancy, 

Can you please do me the favor and update my personal website: 

1) take down the linked syllabi of the following courses: 

HIST/WMST 259 

HIST~PWAD 263 

HIST/WMST 730 

2) Please delete the following two graduate students from my list: 

¯ (advised by KonradH Jarausch) 
(advised by Wayne Lee) 

and add 

It should read: 

Graduate Students Advised by Karen Hagemann 

(co-advised with KonradHJarausch) 



3) and link the attached updated syllabus 

Many thanks and best wishes, 

Karen 

Jmnes G Ketmn DistingNished Professor of Histoiy 

Ulfivcrsily o f North C~lrolina al Chapcl Hill 
History Departlnent 
Hamilton Hall. CB # 3195 
Clmpel Hill, North Carolitm 27599-3195, USA 

James G Ke~mnDisfingqfished Professor of History 

Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 
HistoD Department 
Hamillon Hall, CB # 3195 
Chapzl Hill, Norlh Carolina 27599-3195. USA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April I, 2013 I 1:44 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: town halls? 

The RaMings Ihing is fcalurcd on Ihc UNC home pag¢ 

April 1 I mighl bc a little tight, bul I guess il would depend on 
whether am’one would need to be invited 1 la~ow that Bob Orr (th~ 
forn~er supreme court judge,                       was vet) interested 
in doing a panel discussion on the NCAA and govenu]nc¢ issues He 
fl~ought he could get a group togefl~er vet) quickly You ntigl~l ask him 
what he thin,ks His email: ron@poyners corn 

I leach Thursday afternoons, bul if Ihat’s the bcsl lim¢ I’ll maybe jusl 
need to miss the first one 
On 4/I/13 11:31 AM. Boxill, Jan wrolc: 
> Hi Jay, 
> Thanks for your cmail Where did you sc¢ an announc¢mcnl2 

> I had hoped Io gel Iogclhcr wdh Richard Io see aboul gelling al Icasl one done b¢ fore IIic RaMings panel I know we have bolh been 
swamped wilh olhcr dulJcs Bul do you Ihink il is possible to set on¢ up for Thu~ly, April 1 I lh in Ihc a flc~oon, or is Ihis too sho~ 
of a notice? W~t do you tNtk? 

>Jan 

> -----Ofigi~ml Message ..... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April I, 2013 12:55 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Re: Town Hall Meeting 

By the way, I think it would be great to publicize your April I N ’town hall’ to the whole UNC faculty And 
doubly great if we could make it one of FOUR big discussions in April, including Rawlings 
On 4/1/13 12:09 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Jan and Ja?, 

I would be glad to help facilitate a town hall meeting on April 11 It will be short notice mid we would need to 
decide the context and participants very quickly, bat it could bc done 
In addition, wc might consider dovetailing with the schadulcd town-hall meeting @ CSRI Thursd%, April 18 
(4:35-5:35pm) in Gt~mmann Auditorinm at the Frida? Center We could allow UNC faculty" to attend tbat event 
which has been scheduled to discuss tbe refunding of the Scholarly Colloquium 1 onl? suggest tbis as either a 
follow-up opportunit? to an April 11 town hall or in addition, or not an option 

Here’s a link to the announcement re: tbe Rawlings Panel We have a cotfference call scheduled for tomorrow to 
discuss this more 

Let me know how you think I might be able to help 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www.unc edu/csri 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ww~v.csrico!!ferenceorR 

Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fitly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,             2:23 PM 

Burns, Kathryn J <kjbums@email unc edu> 
Re: update re spring teaching request 

AI Ihis poinl, I’d prefer the grad course 
On 2:13 PM, Kaflu3’n Bun~s wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> As it happel~s, I just got an entail from Cyntl~l that 
> has turned us down And it sounds from entail like she’s 

> If you ~eed a 398 for the schedule nex~ spring, go ahead mid keep me 
> signed up for flint I’d enjoy offering Hist820 -- mid could probabl) 
> gel enough people, I Ihink Bul it seems less urgent now! (Unless 
> Migm el is on leave for file entire yeac wlfich is one thing I don’t 
> know) 
> best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            7:55 AM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: meet 

--I’m afraid not Tied up all day and then I’m out of town through the end of the week We could talk by 
phone or even skTpe if you’d like 

Jay 
On I:05AJvI, wrote: 

HiJay, 
Are you free any time today(Tues) orthisweek? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,            8:11 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc edu> 
Re: Missing Instructor 

Malinda Maynor Lower3 is the instyuclor. Bobbi 
On      8:25 PM, Owen, Bobbi A wrote: 
> Tomorrow is fine I d~oughl Wan&~ was a\~ay for a bil 

>B 

> Sent front m3 iPhane 
> 
> On           , at 5:55 PM, "Ja3 Snfith" <javsnfith@enmil uric edu> wrote: 

>> Bobbi--with the office now closed, 1 dofft know that 1’11 be able to fred out who facadt3 member # 79 is before tomorrow AM (Is 
Iha/soon enough?) lr I knew I could figure oul his advisor, bul I’m a fnlid I don’l If Iomon’ow is OK, we can gel Ihis Io 
you as soon as Wanda gels in -Jay 
>> O11 5:29 PM. Bobbi Owen 
>> > Hi Jay - 
>>> Wdh Wanda Wallace ou[, l lure [o you as Associa/e Chair Io reined5 a schedule anomaly There is one remaining course in I1~¢ 

College being offered this semesler Ihal does nol Ila~e an inslntclor of record, HIST -079 There is one sludenl. 
mtrolled (Master’s Tbesis) 

>>> If you lel me know, I can ha~¢ II~c inslruclor name replace "slaff" Wanda would be able to do Ihis herself bul I can gel il done 

>> > Thmtks - 
>>> Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            10:48 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Discussing Paper Two 

--I got in late because, I admit, I forgot all about it Let’s talk after class for a minute about the next 
options ..... 
On 10:35 AM,            wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I came to your once this morning around ten to discuss my ideas for paper two. I may have misunderstood 
the time we had planned to meet today. Are you still available to discuss papers during your once hours on 
Thursday? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            11:05 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: FOLK Course 

rll talk to her about this .... 
On       10:23 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

To: Cowan, Tara k 
(:c: Ferris, William Reynolds; Marr, Tim; Richardson, Mark; Kab/O’Brien; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd 

Subject: Re: FOLK    Cou~3e 

Dear Tara: 

many thanks, 

Bernie 

On at 1:46 AM, "Cowan, Tara L" <tlcowanabemail unc edu> wrote: 

lust checked, and FOI K has been created, but not cross listed Consequently, there is no scheduling 

From: Ferris, William Reynolds 
Sent: Friday, 2:41 PM 
To: Marr, Tim 
(:c: Richardson, Mark; Ferris, William Reynolds; Katy O’Brien; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd S; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Herman, Bernie; Cowan, Tara L 
Subject: Re: FOLK Cou~3e 

Dear Tim, 



Thanks so much for your assistance with this issue If this process will allow me to teach Southern 
Music    , as I have done for the past twelve years, I will be happy If there is any way to prevent 
this from happening again, I will be forever grateful 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

I 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:59 PM, "Marr, Tim" <mmT(a)unc edu> wrote: 

Ilere’s what I’ve uncovered: 

[lIST is already on the books witi~ an enrollment of 24 in the LOVE House, 

FOLK in now on Connect Carolina with an enlo[Iment of 20 students. 

The times of ti~ese courses are the same: TR 8-9:!5 

Can we change FOL~    to FOLK    and change the room for the cross-listed cou[se to the 

Love House, 

The seminar in the Love house holds 20 students, 

It would seem that the enrollment should be 10 students in FOLK and ~0 in HIST 

I’m not sure where the student received the information about six available seats, as Connect 

From: Richardson, Mark 
Sent: Friday, 1:29 PM 
TO~ Ferris, William Reynolds 
Cc~ Katy O’Brien; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd S; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Herman, 
Bernie; Marr, Tim; Cowan, Tara L 



Subject= RE: FOLK    Course 

Mark 

Mark Richardson 
Administrative Manager 
Department of American Studies 
Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 
210 Greenlaw Hall CB # 3520 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3520 
Voice: (919) 962-5483 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 

From: Ferrig, William Reynolds 
Sent: Thursday, 11:10 PM 

Cc: Katy O’Brien; Richardson, Mark; Wallace, Wanda L.; Kramer, Lloyd S; Brundage, William 
Fi~hugh; Herman, Bernie 
Subject: Re: FOLK Course 

Thanks for your message. I regret that I am not teaching "Southern Literature and the Oral 

Tradition" Folk    in the fall. I teach that course in the spring. 

The course I teach in the fall is "Southern Music" History ! /Folklore .. I have attached a 

syllabus for that course to give you a sense of how it is organized. If you want to enroll in that 

course, I would be happy to have you in it. 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 9:127 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919 962 4433 (FAX) 



emaih wferris(a~unc.edu 

Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues (www.GiveMvPoorHeartEase,com) 

From: @[ive.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 9:55 PM 

TO: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: FOLK    Course 

Hi Professor Ferns, 

I ant a dsmg semor nu~iofing in southam studies and journalism, and I would like to e[troll in your 
Southern Literatu[~ and Oral Tradition course in rile fall 1 sm~ Olflille that the course oifly has 6 
av~filable seats left, aild I was wondering how I could be added to rile class I ant ve[5 imeiested in the 

Iopic and have been wailing Io have you as a professor[ 

BCSL 

Univ¢rsily orNorlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 

?~ive uric cdu I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith ~iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            11:59 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nm~cy Gray <nancysCa email unc edu> 

Re: Missing Instructor 

Got it. thanks 
On       l 1:53 AM, Schoonmaker, Nanc5 Gra5 wrote: 

SorD this one slipped past me yesterday adviser is Malinda 

Nmlcy--do you l~ow this by chmlce? I tlfink whm we need is the instructor code ’79’ I know I’m 34 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Missing Instructor 

Date:Mon,           17:29:48 -0400 
From:Bobbi Owen ::2~2:e~¢_Lm: edR2~ 

To:Jay Smith 

Hi Jay 
With Wanda Wallace out, I turn to you as Assocmate Chair to remedy a 
schedule anomaly. There is one remaining course in the College being 
offered this semester that does not have an instructor of record, HIST 

079. There is one student, , enrolled (Master’s 

If you let me know, I can have the instructor name replace "staff." 
Wanda would be able to do this herself but I can get it done. 

Thanks 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 

NC 27599 3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            hS0 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Tuesday 

I’m afraid I’m out of town then But let’s talk in class I’m thinking of making an announcement ..... 
On       1:09 PM,                   wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I hope that you are doing well. I was wondering if there was anyway that we could meet on Wednesday or 
Friday to discuss the second midterm? 

Thank you, 

From: j~snlith~i!email.tmc.sou [j02¢~mith{~:e!!mll.u!!~:.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:40 AN 
Subject: Tuesday 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
Gqeetings: 
I’m asking tbat you read two short documents for Tuesday--ve~-y important documents in Western 
constitutional/political histo~’y They were produced in the late 1640s in the midst of the English 
Revolution (which 1’11 be telling you more about on Tuesday), and they put focwmd very 
"democratic" principles 
Pay special attention to the debate (in the "Putney debates" document) between Rainborow and 
Iretun What’s at stake in their exchange? 
See you Tuesday 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST 007SP " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
th~s s~te: ]4!~I 007SY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:19 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Class Absence 

--good for you I’d be happy to recommend some canonical or just plain interesting histota£ books on the 
early-modern period for you if you’re interested before you decamp Best of luck in (Or are you 
still deciding?) -JS 
On 4:04 PM,            wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

I’ve been accepted to the English doctoral program at    as an early modernist--as a matter of fact, I 
took your class to fill in some of the gaps in my knowledge of Renaissance history, particularly in continental 
Europe, with which I’m not terribly familiar. I’m happy to say that it’s been very helpful! 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Monday, 11:40 PM 

Subje~: Re: Class Absence 

--as it happens, I have to miss class that day, too        will be lecturing (on France and the 
empire of French culture from Louis XIV fox.yard), so you’ll miss a different sort of lecture Too 
bad, but I’m sure you’ll smwive And grad school is kind of important (What field?          is 
certainly good at veta£ many things) As I’ve mentioned to you, you’re doing a wonderful job in the 

-JS 
O~ 8:45 PM, wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I’m in your HIST    class, and I must miss class on Thursday to make a quick trip to check 
out the grad school at the I believe there’s a quiz scheduled that day, 
so I guess I’ll have to miss it. I know it’s a large lecture and you don’t take attendance, but I 
still felt compelled to let you know. 

See you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            7:07 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu>; 
@unc edu> 

quizzes 

Quiz 5 Vsn A docx; Quiz 5 Vsn B docx; Quiz 5 Vsn Cdocx 

Dear Wanda: 
I’m going to need 3 0 copies of each of tbese quizzes by tomorrow 
(Wednesday) afternoon somethne Could you please not~ both 
me when you’ve put them in in) lnailbox? Tlmt~ks[ 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            9:30 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEME!NTS 

Just posted them 
On       8:02 PM, 

Professor Smith, 

Thank you for extending the midterm #2 due date. Will there be vocabulary words up for this week and 
nex[ week’s quizzes, or do we need to just review the notes? 

Sincerely, 

From: J~smith@!email.tmc.sou 
Sent: Tuesday,            7:24 PM 
Subject: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
As I mentioned in class today, I’m pushing back the due date for the second paper to (from 
the original        indicated on the syllabus and elsewhere) You’ll still ALSO be having a quiz 
that today, but I thought at least some of you would appreciate having a bit of extra time for the 
paper and pedmps an opportunity to visit me during my office hours next week 
Those new, next-week-only oft]ce hours are: 
Tuesday: 10-12 
Wednesday: 12-2 
You’ll have a very interesting lecture Thursday delivered by a mystery guest Don’t wanna miss it 

This fo~,varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST 007SP " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: ]4!~I 007SY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, April 2, 2013 9:33 PM 

Seipp, Adam R <aseipp@neo tamu edu> 

Re: visit 

I’ll pl:m on seehlg you tomorrow about 8:15 
On 3/29/13 9:26 AM. Seipp, Adam R wrole: 
> Jay, 

> Thai was high on m) lisl o f Ihings Io lalk Io you aboul 
> 
> L¢l’s plan to me¢l by Ihe ¢nlmnc¢ Io Ihe MSC at 8:15 Wednesday ev¢ning II will be Ihe Honor Enlmnc¢. righl by Ihe hol¢l doors 

> If plans clmnge, call or tex~ 

> Admn 

> Sent from m) iPad 

> On Mar 29, 2013, at 12:45 PM, Jay Smllh qia)slrdth@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> By Ihc way, Adam, 1 looked you up on the A&M wcbsll¢ and s,n~ Ihat you had double majored in African sludics! I musl grill 
you aboul dlis Don’l know how closely you’ve followed 

>> O113/29/13 6:39 AM. Adam R Seipp 



>>> On Mar 28, 2013, al 5:06 PM, Jay Smilh < j ay smilh@cmail unc cdu > 

>>> Mcanl Ihis Io be addressed I~ And5/Adam. nol And5/And~ 

Origitml Message ........ Sul~iect: visit 

>~>Date: Thu, 28Mar2013 12:52:53 -0400 

>~>Front: Jay Slmth <ja?slmth@enmiluncedu > 

>~> To: Andrew Kirkenda[1 < Andykirk@tmml edu ~, "Adam R Seipp" < aseipp@neo tamu edu 

>~ > Hi A~d?/And? --I’m co~mng to town nex~ week (aren’t you excited?) 
>>> chance you I~o would ha~¢ lime for a d~ink or som¢lhing Ihc nighl I gel 

>>> in? (I amvc around 5pro Wednesday) -Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 1:13 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: do you have time for a phone call or visit today or tomorrow? 

Richard--my cell is I’m an hour earlier than you, but if you call me around 11-11:30 my time I 
should be free -Jay 

On 4/3/13 12:40 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Jay, 

If you can give me a call, or let me know a number and time to call tomorrow, that would be great 
I’m going to forward you a draft of my comments, which is related to what I want to talk about 
perhaps have you incorporate my recommendation section into your comments 

I’ll forward you my comments later this afternoon I have a bit of wordsmithing to do 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southal[ 

Associate Professor - SporL Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director College Spork Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell 

Fax 919.962 6235 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.cslic,:)~lf: !~:rlcP.org 

Life is an obligation We’re not hcrc to die slox\l}, ~c’rc here to li~e full} 

Richard--in transit to Texas A&M today, not back until Friday evening It looks like I’ll have time 
tomorrow late morning (or maybe around noon your time) Could maybe talk by phone then Let 
me know, I’ll be checking email -Jay 
On 4/3/13 7:22 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Jay, 



Wanted to check with you to see if you have time for a phone call or visit today or 
tomorrow 
I’d like to run something by you 

Richard 

Dr Richard M $outha[I 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 20gc 

Office - 9 J.9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9 J.9.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI webs[re: www ~mc ed~Jicsr! 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www,csricon!e~e ~ce,or~ 

Life is an obligation We’re not here to die sloMy, we’re here to li~e full?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,             9:20 AM 

@liveuncedu> 

Re:Midterm2Question 

No, a "counter-argument" isn’t really called for in this case It’s enough of a challenge to figure out what their 
respective "arguments" would be 
On 7:49 PM,                        wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

In regards to Midterm 2, I was wondering if a counter-argument is needed for this paper. Since we are 
presenting the conversation that Richelieu and Galileo would have had based upon the evidence we chose 
for them to see, do we need to present another way they could have interpreted the information? 

Thank you for all your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            4:34 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: MA thesis 

--I have no idea, and I must say--this is a bit of a failure by Joy Jones and/or our grad program You 
should have been given instructions on this (Of course I’ll never say that to anyone) 

I *suspect* this is important only if’you want to go to the graduation ceremony But I don’t know that’s the 
case You might have to apply in order to receive the degree Check with Joy Monday and see what’s up It’s 
probably just a short application form to fill out -Jay 
On 3:28 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
One of the other grad students told me about the MA graduation deadline which is next 
week? Do I have to worry about this? I thought this was only for students graduating and 
doing a terminal masters. I was looking at the graduate handbook which had all these 
elaborate format guidelines, and it says it has to be submitted electronically by 
Maybe I can apply for a time extension? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            4:36 PM 

Re: Student conflict 
@uncedu> 

Don’t worry about it She’s earnest but (can’t find a way to say this politely) dumb as a doorknob I’ll explain if 
she comes to see me 

On the quiz honest to God, I can’t believe how little certain staff people can be trusted I’ll figure out a 
solution Don’t worry (But yes, go ahead and grade them) 
On 4:01 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Just a heads-up-- you might receive an email from an angry student. I met with             today, 
mostly to discuss the midterm. But she also was very upset at doing badly in the course. She told me that 
she has had trouble in the past responding correctly to writing prompts. We looked at her second reaction 
paper on Richelieu’s view of women, and she made a mistake that many students made for this one--failing 
to cite a single instance where Richelieu explicitly discusses women, and instead arguing deductively using 
other statements he made. She seemed to be answering the question "What would Richelieu have thought 
of the conviction of Tempel Anneke?" rather than "What were Richelieu’s views of women?" She argued that 
Richelieu had a logical reasoning style, which was more similar to Fonte’s style of argument than that of the 
judges of Tempel Anneke. 

She did not understand why she did not do well on this assignment, because she answered the question 
and used quotations. And I kept explaining that if she had looked at any of the times that Richelieu 
mentioned women, it would be very difficult to support the argument that his view was similar to Moderata 
Fonte’s view. We could not come to a point of understanding and just kept talking past each other, so I 
told her she was welcome to contact you. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Samrday,              I1:01 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Hist Midtenn 2 Question 

: Not quite sure what you mean by "outside knowledge," but the question allows you to assume that they 
had access to whatever parts of the trial record you want to use Those other "scraps" can include anything you 
want from the Morton book -JS 
On 6:13 PM,                    wrote: 

Hey Professor Smith, 

I was looking over the prompt for the second paper and have a couple clarifying questions about it. Do 
Galileo and Richelieu know anything else about the trial of Tempel Anneke? I would like to incorporate 
Richelieu’s religious views into my paper, but I don’t know if Galileo and Richelieu have any outside 
knowledge about the trial. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              I I: 12 AM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: HIST 

¯ -if you don’t mind, just be patient Keep ttaying to get in from time to time, and if you can’t get in the usual 
way we’ll get you in the class in the fall manually if we need to I prefer not to overload if I can avoid it, but am 
always willing to overload by a handful in the first days of classes -JS 
On 1:29 PM,           wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith, 

My name is          , and I am a rising sophomore French major I would be very interested in 
taking your class on Old Regime France in the coming fall, but it seem s that the last seat was just 
taken before my enrollment period, and there appears to be no wait-list Would it be possible to be 
overloaded into the class? I certainly understand if this is not possible or to your preference 

Thank you ve~?~ much for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,             7:24 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm 2 

On 

See CAP~ 
1:37 PM, wrote: 

Prof. Smith, 
I had some qu~tions about Midterm2fromthe a~signment sheet: 

1. I’m assuming that three texLs you refer to are "Political Testament," The Trial of Tempel Anneke," 
and Galileo’s "Le~er to the Grand Duchess Christina"? YES 

2. I understand that to quote something, you just put the name of the author and 

page number in parenthesis. But I am writing a dialogue, so would it be appropriate 
to have R or G quote themselves? For example, could R say "As I stated in 

my Political Testament..." or should I just have them repeat a main idea from their 

own text and cite it like normal? THE LA~-ER OPTION SEEMS BLI I EP~ TO ME. 
3. When you mentioned Hans and Anneke, do you mean they should have equal space, as in both of 

their point of views of the situation should be considered equally? And could Hans represent all of the 
people accusing Anneke of witchcraft, since we are allowed to use the entire trial, not just his 
particular story? IF YOU WANT TO USE HANS TO GENERALIZE ABOUT "PEASANTS" OR "SIMPLE 
PEOPLE," THATS OK, BUT YOU PROBABLY WANT TO STAY PR~ ~ ~ g CLOSE TO HANS TO AVOID 

SAYING THINGS THAT HAVE NO TEXTUAL BASIS. SO, ONCE YOU MAKE YOUR GENERALIZATION, 
SOMEHOW BRING IT BACKTO HANS. DOES THAT MAKE SENSE? 

4. Number 8 on the tips list is confusing to me ("Be sure to give R and G defined opinions, even if the 
evidence requires that those opinions be nuanced and/or complex.") Does this mean that R and G 
are allowed to have conflicting opinions at times, just so long as their overall point is conveyed? 
MAINLY THIS MEANS THAT YOU NEED TO SHOW US THAT YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT G AND R’S 
THOUGHTS WOULD HAVE BEEN. THEY MAY HAVE HAD CONFLICTED FEELINGS ABOUT SOME 

THINGS, BUT THEY HAD STRONG THINGS TO SAY ABOUT ALL SORTS OF THINGS THAT HAVE 
SOME RELEVANCE TO THE QUESTION (E. G., THE NATURE OF REASON, THE CAPACITIES OF 
ORDINARY PEOPLE, ETC.) HOPE THAT HELPS. FEEL FREE TO WRITE BACK. 

Sorry forthe length ofthese ques~ions, Ijustwanttomake sure I understand eve~hing you’re asking me 
to do! 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,             I1:06 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: Institut Fran~ais d’Am~rique - Minutes from Board Meeting 

one gmest (my wife) 
On      1:34 AM,               wrote: 
> Dear Membet~ of fire IFA Boat~l of Trustees, 

> Pleas¢ find a/lach¢d the minules from Ih¢     Board of Tntst¢¢s meeting They arc being dist~ibul¢d in ad~ ancc oflhc upcoming 
meeting so fltat ever5 one can have a clmnce to review them before the upcoming meeting on 

> IFA~a unc cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,             I 1:45 AM 

Re: Quiz mess 

~uncedu> 

I think we’re going to have to allow them to drop the TWO lowest quiz grades Just grade them best out of 7 and 
rll explain on Tuesday 
On II :30 AM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

How do you think we should account for the problem with the quiz? I think the average will be around a 
5/7, which is a very low C. Many students wrote in an answer for question 8, which didn’t have the multiple 
choice answers listed, so maybe we could count this as extra credit, but that might have other students 
crying no fair, because it was not part of the directions. 
Also, many students completely ignored the T/F question about Richelieu, because they were rushing, I 
think. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,             3:31 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Yes, creativity is good Just don’t become so enamored of your own creative powers that you forget to do all 
that the question requires 
On 3:21 PM,        wrote: 

We can be creative with this paper right? As long as it reflects each character well? 

From: 3ay Smith 
Sent: Thursday, 8:19 AM 
To: 

Subjecti Re: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The question calls on you to provide the likely perspectives of G and R when confronted with this 
textual artifact (plus other "scraps" of your choosing from the witch trial case) You need to know 
the texts of G and R pretty well to guess whether they would have found "t~ault’’ with either T or H 
You’ll need to be a little creative, since the text they’re confi-onting is ambiguous and out of context 

I’m out of town until the weekend You might ask 
questions .... 

On       9:48 PM,        wrote: 

after class today if you have further 

I was slightly confused about what the 2nd midterm is asking me to do. Just to be clear, I am 
to write a conversation about Anneke and Tiehmann from Galileo and Richelieu’s point of 
view. Is it to include an opinion of Tiehmann and Anneke? I don’t understand how either of 
them were wronged, the only wrong I see is what happened to the poor man with kids. I 
understand by trial that you mean Temple Anneke’s witch trial but when you refer to the 
analysis of the situation, do you mean the situation with the trial or do you mean the situation 
with the pots and pans. I’m slightly confused, sorry. 

Thanks for your help, 

Sent: Tuesday,            6:24 PN 
Su~ect: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
As I mentioned in class today, I’m pushing back the due date for the second paper to 

(from the original        indicated on the syllabus and elsewhere) You’ll 
still ALSO be having a quiz that today, but I thought at least some of you would 
appreciate having a bit of extra time for the paper and perhaps an opportunity to visit 
me during my office hours next week 
Those new, next-week-only oflSce hours are: 
Tuesday: 10-12 
Wednesday: 12-2 
You’ll have a ve~ interesting lecture Thursday delivered by a mystery guest Don’t 
wanna miss it 



This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIS] 007SP " site To reNy to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: HiS’_I~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,             3:34 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Paper #2 

--ve~ay happy to meet with you (And I remember you) I won’t be able to read your draft, but I’d be 
delighted to talk through it with you I’m having hours on lues (I 0-12) and Wed (I 2-2), so stop in -J S 
On       2:53 PM,                       wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

My name is             and I attend your History    lectures on Tuesday and Thursday. I have met 
with you once before about our first midterm and what I can do to improve my paper writing skills. 
Althouah I’m almost finished with the second midterm, I found it more difficult to write than the 
first,      mentioned you might be willing to read my paper and give me insight because not a lot of 
students are coming to office hours this semester. Please let me know if you would be willing to meet with 
me. I need to do VERY well on this paper. Thank you for your time. Enjoy this beautiful weather! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,             I I: l0 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hist    Midterm 2 

On      10:27 PM,                  wrote: 
> Hi Professor Snlilh- 

> Just a few quick questions about tbe paper Wben as!ring about the assumptions and motives on displa) hi tbe excbange, is that just 
Ihc ¢xclu~ngc b¢lwccn Ti¢hmann and Annck¢ or 111¢ Itial as a whole? THEY WOULD NEED TO RESPOND TO THE EVIDENCE 
BEFORE THEM--SO, PRESUMABLY, THEY WOULD FOCUS ON THE EXCHANGE THEY’RE READING, THOUGH OF 
COURSE THEY MIGHT DRAW GENERAL CONCLU SIONS BASED ON THAT EXCHANGE And about tbe emotio~ts inspti~d 
b) fire assumptions and motives, is that referencing haw tbe men would have felt about Almeke’s trial as a whale, or just tbe one 
exchange bct\~ con her and Tichmann? x,V~I A T ASSUMPTIONS ARE ON DISPLAY IN THIS EXCHANGE’? THAT WILL GUIDE 
YOUR RESPONSE FOCU S ON THE TEXTUAL EVIDENCE THEY HAVE BEFORE THEM THERE’S A LOT YOU CAN 
READ INTO THAT EVIDENCE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, 9:42 AM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

meetings 

@gmail corn; 
@live unc edu> 

Contrades: There’s no wa> on God’s green earth that I can meet tltis week 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:55 AM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] meeting Tuesday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             10:16 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Office Hours (HIST    ) 

ok 
On 9:52 AM, wrote: 

I would like to meet with you tomorrow, af[er class to talk about the paper that is due on Thursday. 
Tomorrow is the only day that I can meet. Please let me know. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             I 0:49 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Office Hours 

-I have someone coming at 10 Do you want to aim for 11? 

mentioned that you were upset about the last reaction paper I’m sorry to hear that I hope we can clarify 
some things together tomorrow -JS 
On 10:41 AM,                   wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I hope that you are doing well. I was wondering if we could meet tomorrow to discuss the upcoming paper 
and the previous paper, along with my academic standing within History    . I am very much concerned 
about this class, and am hoping for a bet[er understanding of what is expected in writ[en work. 

Sincerely, 

Sent: Tuesday,            7:24 PM 
Subject: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
As I mentioned in class today, I’m pushing back the due date for the second paper to (from 
the original       indicated on the syllabus and elsewhere) You’ll still ALSO be having a quiz 
that today, but I thought at least some of you would appreciate having a bit of extra time for the 
paper and perhaps an opportunity to visit me during my office hours next week 
Those new, next-week-only oft~ce hours are: 
Tuesday: 10-12 
Wednesday: 12-2 
You’ll have a ve~’y interesting lecture Thursday delivered by a myste~’y guest Don’t wanna miss it 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HISI 007SP " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site I__~2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Monday,             11:18 AM 

@emNluncedu> 

Re: Midterm 2 

fltat’s fight 
On 10:54 AM wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             1:28 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

I’ll be free until 12:30 
On       12:32 PM, 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to check and see if you can still meet tomorrow at 12 to discuss the HistotT 

Thanks! 

paper 

On , at 9:34 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I can see you Tuesday at noon I’m free until 12:30 Remind me about this with an 
email early next week ..... 
On       9:32 PM,         wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I unfortunately have class during your listed office hours for next week, but I 
would like to talk about the paper. Is there any way we could schedule another 
time to meet on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday? On MNV I am free before 
11:00 and after 3:00. On Tuesday I am free from 12-2 and after ou r class at 
3:15. 

Thanks so much! 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

As I mentioned in class today, I’m pushing back the due date for the 
second paper to _      (fiom the original       indicated on the 
syllabus and elsewhere) You’ll still ALSO be having a quiz that today, 
but I thought at least some of you would appreciate having a bit of extra 
time for the paper and perhaps an opportunity to visit me during my office 
hours next week 

Those new, next-week-only office hours are: 

Tuesday: 10-12 

Wednesday: 12-2 



You’ll have a ve12¢ interesting lecture Thursday delivered by a mystet2¢ 
guest Don’t wanna miss it 

This fotaxarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST 007SP " site To reply to this 
message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
[lIST (i07 SP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             4:43 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: Comps question 

-I’m sorry to say that I just saw this email that I never bothered to respond to Sorry about that I’m 
guessing you’ve figured it all out by now 
On 9:07 AM,            wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am writing to ask if you have office hours or if I could set up a meeting with you. I am taking a comp with 
Terry McIntosh in Early Modern Europe, and he recommended that I ask you for suggestions on the France 
portion of my list (aLtached). If you have a few moments to spare, that would be great. 

Thank you and best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             6:31 PM 

paragraphs? 
@uncedu> 

one or two B-’s (fltough these were for C papers ) Most grades were A’s 
and high B’s. Ihough -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             9:22 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Historiography for 

Jay 
On 

--I haven’t forgotten you I’m going to try my level best to get to this sometime tomorrow AM 

10:16 AM, wrote: 

Good morning Jay, 

I wanted to send you the first section of my historiography paper to see if you had any comments or 
suggestions Our next section is due in two weeks 

Enjoy your traveling! 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             9:23 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: prospectus (maybe) 

I’ll try to get to this by Wednesday 
On       1:20 AM, 

Hi Jay, 
I’m supposed to turn in my prospectus to you today, and so I’m attaching what I’ve 
written for Fitz Brundage’s class with all the parts: an intro, a sort of mini historiography 
and mini theory part, among others that are still half-formulated. But I would really like to 
talk about it, and some other ideas I’ve had in the past week. 
Are you free to meet some time this week? And we have class Wednesday, right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           8:36 AM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu> 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu>; 
Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 
Re: Joy - names/contacts for tutors 

I’ll try your approach, Rudi. 
On      9:47 PM, Colloredo-Mans~eld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I feel the main tasks for tomorrow involve geeing briefed for the faculty council meeting Friday and making 
progress on defining how the ARG can operate openly and practically toward reform. I still think the ARG is 
in a "time out" and not fully operational. I would tell Joy that the ARG is still, say, in a moment of reflecUon, 
and working how best to work for real change and will soon look forward to working with the FAC again. 
However, if there is no way to hold her at bay, I do not think it does any material harm to have her there. 

Rudi 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            6:01 PM 
"fo~ Lee, Wayne E; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J; Margolis, Lewis; Brooks, Edwin W 
Subje~ Fwd: RE: Joy - names/contacts for tutors 

Wayne (et al)--FYI, Joy Rennet is asking again about ARG I don’t really know why she’s so 
insistent--can’t she, like a vampire, wait to be invited in? (I j est) I don’t really care much one way 

or another; should we perhaps ask the list for their thoughts? Eventually I think we’ll have to opt for 
openness again, so maybe we should just invite her along 

I would like to make one suggestion, long-term, however Before I could be admitted to the 
"Progressive Faculty Network" I had to go to a website, read the group’s principles, and affirm my 
general belief in those principles When I confirmed this for Karen Booth, she registered me and 
I’ve since been on their listselw I think the ARG might want to do this It would put evet’yone on 
their "honor," and I think it really would keep out people who do not agree with our positions (e g, 
on athletes’ rights) I don’t suppose Vin would think of rejoining, to use one example Jan Boxill 
perhaps another stolT 

So maybe that would be an intem~ediate resolution to the Joy problem? We invite her tomorrow, 
but notify her when she arrives that we’re going to set up an "initiation" rite that full-time members 
will need to assent to Only then can she be on the new listserv Thoughts? -Jay 

PS As I’ve menhoned to Wayne, I’ll have to miss tomorrow’s meeting 

PPS I’m sorry for the weirdness re: membership, and my role in the weirdness 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:ILE: Joy - names/contacts for tutors 

Date:Mon,           16:44:09 -0400 
From:Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner~)med unc edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M <iavsmith(a~email unc edu> 



thanks Jay - the meeting this month is packed so we will pick up the tutors at a future meeting. So much to 
hear and talk about, we just have to be patient to get to it all I guess. 

Is there an ARG meeting tomorrow - I have it on my calendar. If so where will it be held? 

Thanks, 
Joy 

From: Jay Smith riavsmithC~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:31 PM 
TO: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy - names/contacts for tutors 

Joy-- 

I can tell you the two names of the History grad students who came- 
The other person was one I did not invite, and I’ve forgotten his name Jan had him come, 

so she’ll know 

If I may, I’ll suggest that you actually consider finding different tutors to visit FAC (For one thing, 
I’m not sure it’s fair to ask my grad students to give up even more of their free time for this[) 
Perhaps Harold Woodard could give you some names I would strongly suggest that you find 
someone who works with English 100 and other basic English courses That’s where much of the 
action is, I would say Our three tutors had no experience at all with English courses, and it was a 
shame You might also aim for a range of people tutoring in a number of different subj ects and 
(therefore) also tutoring the players of different teams 

Hope that help -Jay 
On       3:52 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

Hi Jay! 

I know you are swamped but if you could share names and contact info for the tutors who 

spoke to ARG I would be grateful. 

Thanks, 

Joy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           8:41 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Jo~Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - names/contacts for tutors 

Joy--ARG is still in what one of my colleagues calls "time out" mode. A rump group is meeting today (again without me), 
but they’re focused on how to position ARG for the future. No substantive discussions about athletics will be taking place. 
We/they still want to work with FAC in the future, but they want to agree on their long-term goals and strategy before 
opening things up again. I’m sorry if this sounds too conspiratorial for you. We just needed to regroup after the activities 
(and various non-activities) of this year. ARG will soon be opening up again--I suspect in a big way. -Jay 
On 4:44 PM, Renner, JoyJ wrote: 

thanks Jay - the meeting this month is packed so we will pick up the tutors at a future meeting. So much to 
hear and talk about, we just have to be patient to get to it all I guess. 

Is there an ARG meeting tomorrow - I have it on my calendar. If so where will it be held? 

Thanks, 
Joy 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:31 PM 
l’o~ Renner, Joy J 
Subject~ Re: Joy - names/contacts for tutors 

Joy-- 

I can tell you the two names of the History grad students who came-- 
The other person was one I did not invite, and I’ve forgotten his name Jan had him come, 

so she’ll know 

If I may, I’ll suggest that you actually consider finding different tutors to visit FAC (For one thing, 
I’m not sure it’s fair to ask my grad students to give up even more of their free time for this!) 
Perhaps Harold Woodard could give you some names I would strongly suggest that you find 
someone who works with English 100 and other basic English courses That’s where much of the 
action is, I would say Our three tutors had no experience at all with English courses, and it was a 
shame You might also aim for a range of people tutoring in a number of different subjects and 
(therefore) also tutoring the players of different teams 

Hope that help -Jay 

On       3:52 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

Hi Jay! 

I know you are swamped but if you could share names and contact info for the tutors who 

spoke to ARG I would be grateful. 

Thanks, 

Joy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            9:14 AM 

@gmail com 

paper 

Historiography Paper (Louis XIV & Universal Monarchy) docx 

-didn’t mad rite last page or two vet3 careflfll3, but in general 
Ihis Iooksgrcal Dcvclopingv¢~3 nicely Ihavconly oncpossiblc 
suK~estion for s’ou--can we talk tomorrow late mormng? 11:30ish? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            10:22 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: paper 

How about 1:45ish? In my office? Really, it’s not critical that we meet, but I wanted to share one thought 
On       9:54 AM,               wrote: 

Good morning Jay, 

Thank you for taking the time to look this over I could meet from 10-10:45 tomorrow but I have 
lecture with Pro£ Kramer and then our TA meeting from 11:00-1:00/1:30 I will also be on campus 
the rest of the afternoon until 900 at 5:00 if you are free any later 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, at 9:14 AM, Jay Smith ~v~_mitb~ve/:rLai! unc echo> wrote: 
--didn’t read the last page or two velN carefully, but in general this looks great 

Developing vet?¢ nicely ! have only one possible suggestion for you--can we talk tomorrow late 
morning? I 1:30ish? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,            10:28 AM 

@live unc edu> 
meet 

4oda? is again impossible for me 
Do you have {Jill� 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:12 PM 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Marcus--I know you’re on for fat1 (students am emotling): I assume 1 
you in onc in sp~ing? If I didn’t wc can makc a changc 

Jay 
On 7:15 AM, Bull. Marcus G 
> D¢ar Jay 

> All bcsl 

> Professor Mamus Bull FSA FRHist S 
> Andlew W Mellon Distingmished Professor of Medieval and Earl? Modern Studies 
> U~fiversit3 of Notllt Caroli~m at Clmpal Hill 

> Hanfilton Hat1 CB 3195 
> Clmpel Hdl, NC 27599-3195 
> tel: 001 9199625544 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:57 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Histo~ay Rewritten Paragraph issue 

On 

-you didn’t attach We’ll look for the original, but attach again anyway 
3:51 PM,                   wrote: 

Professor Jay Smith, 

When handing back quizzes and paragraphs today, I only received my Quiz 5 and you asked me to contact 
you if my rewritten paragraph wasn’t posted. I just checked Sakai, and there was not a grade posted for my 
rewritten paragraph. I turned it in at the beginning of class on        with the rest of the class though. 
I’ve at[ached my paragraph to this email in case you wanted it, but I turned in the graded first midterm with 
your marks and comments originally, so I don’t know how much the paragraph will help without 
comparison. 

Please let me know if I need to do anything further to help resolve this, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:11 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: INFORMATIONAL M~SSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police File Charges for 
False Report of Recent Sexual Assault 

Thanks, will do 
On      5:06 PM, Melinda wrote: 

Oh no-not them I actually used to chair the EEAC Separate committee 
Or you could email Jeff McCracken, chief of DPS I believe the alert just made the Huffington Post 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 PM, Jay Smith <ja),,smdb@emml uric edu> wrote: 

You mem~ the EEAC? I’d love to send them one of my patented snarky emails 
On      4:04 PM,        wrote: 

i believe the emergency warning committee approves them-which includes 
folks from university counsel 
I have never known them to send out this type of message-and they certainly 
have arrested people for false crime reporting before 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 10:25 AM, Jay Smith ~-ja5 ~,!’¢ithh~¢naai! ~nc ed~¢~ wrote: 

Oh boy A real intellectual powerhouse, that one 

Do you know who controls these "Alert Carolina" messages? I’d 
like to know the last time, ahem, they alerted the campus about a 
false sexual assault allega6on This is so ridiculous; someone 
needs to call them on it 
On      9:17 AM,                 wrote: 

In other news-the infamous 
yesterday 

called me 

On Tue,           at 9:15 AM, Jay Smith 
<j,x~n, !h ~’c~!~atj t~nc edt~> wrote: 

i thought it was bizarre Quite bizarre What 
purpose did this serve? Oh wait .... 

On 9:13 AM, wrote: 

Did you all see this? DPS arrests 
several folks evet’y years for various 
false reports (usually larceny) but they 
never put them out as an Alert 
Carolina The students are pretty 
steamed 

Forwarded message .......... 



From: 

Date: Mon,           at 7:19 PM 
Subject: Fwd: INFORMATIONAL 
MESSAGE FROM ALERT 
CAROLINA: Police File Charges for 
False Report of Recent Sexual Assault 
To: 

Resent-From: 

From: Alert Carolina 

6:10:09 PM EDT 

Subject: 
INFORMATIONAL 
MESSAGE FROM 
ALERT CAROLINA: 
Police File Charges for 

Sexnal Assault 
Reply-To: Alert Carolina 

INFORMATIONAL 
MESSAGE N/OM 
ALERT CAROLINA: 
Police File Charges for 

False Report of’Recent 
Sexual Assault 

The UNC Deparhnent of 
Public Safety has charged 
a non-UNC student with 
filing a false report about 
ml alleged sexual assault 
early Saturday morning 

on the UNC 
campus 

No Alert Carolina 
notification was made in 
the wake of the alleged 
incident because there was 
no imminent threat to the 
University community m~d 
because issuing such a 
notice would have 
compromised the integrity 
of the investigation 



The Depariment of Public 
Safet~ takes all reports of 
sexual assault seriously, 
however a thorough 
investigation determined 
that the testimony provided 
by the reporting party was 
false, and charges were 
filed on Monday 

About Informational 
Messages: The University 
sends an Informational 
Message to inform the 
campus community about 
a situation that is not an 
emergency, but is expected 
to be of significant interest 
to the campus 

Sponsored by the UNC 
Department of Public 
Safet~ 



Seut: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             6:32 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: question about Alert 

Haven’t seen the full details (which were not yet worked out when Andy Perrin updated the EPC a couple of weeks 
ago) Have you seen the latest and greatest? -Jay 
On 6:28 PM,        wrote: 

Wonder if you will get a response? 

Did you hear about the Honor system "reforms" that are coming before facult~ council on Friday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:18 PM, Jay Smith ~K~,~email ~.mc ed !> wrote: 

Should have bcc’d you on this .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:question about Alert 

Date:Tue, 17:30:16 -0400 
From:Jay Smith 

To:ieff mccrack~@/mc edl., 

Dear Mr. McCracken: 

~’m toping you can shed light on the origins and purpose of the Alert 

Carolina message that went out yesterday on the subject of the false 

sexual assault allegation. Why, exactly, did you (or whoever makes these 

decisions) believe that this alert was necessary? Can you tell me about 

other such alerts in the past? Can you point to other instances, that 

is, where someone’s alleged false sex assault accusation served as the 

basis iora col~lunity alert? Were the clrc~astances more or less the 

same in those earlier incidents? Thanks for your attention. 

Jay Smith 
History Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            6:32 PM 

@unc edu> 
Re: Histo~ay Rewritten Paragraph issue 

Great, thanks 
On       6:07 PM, wrote: 

Thank you for the email! I stapled his by accident to that of another student.., who returned it to me after 
class. I’ll contac°L him right now. 

From: Jay Smith [~a~dzf..L.P~2mt(d ~?oet%~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:18 PM 
TO: 
Subje~: Fwd: History Rewritten Paragraph issue 

Does this one ring a bell? I don’t think I have this guy’s para, though I’ll check my office .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Historic Rewritten Paragraph issue 

Date:Tue, 15:5 I: 17 -0400 
From: @li,~e une 

To:Smith, Jay M 

Professor Jay Smith, 

When handing back quizzes and paragraphs today, I only received my Quiz 5 and you asked me to contact 
you if my rewritten paragraph wasn’t posted. I just checked Sakai, and there was not a grade posted for my 
rewritten paragraph. I turned it in at the beginning of class on        with the rest of the class though. 
I’ve attached my paragraph to this email in case you wanted it, but I turned in the graded first midterm with 
your marks and comments originally, so I don’t know how much the paragraph will help without 
comparison. 

Please let me know if I need to do anything further to help rssolve this, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            8:30 PM 

Re: 

@uncedu> 

On 

is fine I’ll email him--butprobably tomorrow The guy deserves to stew in his saucer or awhile 
8:03 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Should I email 

Also, is it alright if I take my Early Modern exam on Friday, 

Thank you, 

that the paper that he scrambled all day to write was due this Thursday, or will you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            II :27 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Midterm 2 Question 

You can use anything you find pertinent--just explain somehow or another how your guys came across that 
"information" (Only takes a few words) 
On 11:08 PM,                      wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I wanted to clarify one question I had about the midterm. When you are referring to the "disconnected 
scraps" of the text, are you saying we may use any section from Tempel Anneke that we find pertinent to 
our paper topic, or just the text presented in the rubric? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:01 AM 

keywords 
~uncedu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:01 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Sure, see you then 
On        I:10 AM, 

Professor Smith, 

I have been spending a lot of time considering the paper prompt, but am still finding myself a little 
lost with it I wondered ifI could come by your office hours to discuss this at 12:15 tomorrow (or 
any time that works for you) Let me know! 

Thanks, 

On at 7:24 PM, 
wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

As I mentioned in class today, I’m pushing back the due date for the second paper to 
(from the original       indicated on the syllabus and elsewhere) You’ll 

still ALSO be having a quiz that today, but I thought at least some of you would 
appreciate having a bit of extra time for the paper and perhaps an opportunity to visit 
me during my office hours next week 

Those new, next-week-only office hours are: 

Tuesday:10-12 

Wednesday: 12-2 

You’ll have a vet3~ interesting lecture Thursday delivered by a mystery guest Don’t 
wanna miss it 

This fo~w~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: I IISl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:48 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: southall@email unc edu has shared something with 
you 

Ok OK Blood pressme falhng 
On 4/10/13 8:45 AM. Soulhall. Rick~rd Michael wrote: 
> Jay, 

> Actalall?, she said she will be fore ardmg hffonnation on the town hall 
> meeting via all the facully council lisls¢~ s and is going to also be one 
> of the fltree moderators (I’ve added her to Ellen and Bill?) It seents as 
> if she is supporilng getting the wot~l out on the meeting You might just 
> drop her a note that~kmg her for her support and offering to help 

> Richard 

> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, w¢’r¢ h¢r¢ Io live 
> fully 

> O114/10/13 8:27 AM. "Jay Smiill" <jaysnlilh?i,email unc eilu> \~rol¢: 

>> Richard--I take il Jan just ignored you again? Presumably Ihcrc will be 
>> no facully-govcmance announcemcnl about ilfis? M} blood boils 
>> 

>> Jay 
>> O114/9/13 12:36 PM, Soulhall. Richard Michael wrote: 
>>> Hello all: 

>>> The Li~ked article in Atltletic Business ~mght be worth a moment of 
>>> discussion CNRI is hosling a "town-hall meeting" thai could be an 
>>> oppot~umt3 to invite UNC facults" to participate with colleabmes from 
>>> across ill� US and discuss tile cancellation of tile NCAA Colloquium and 



>>> The town-hall nleeting will be held Thursda? 4:35-6:00pnl, Gnunnlan 

>>> CSRI Town Hall Mccling Academic Freedom in the Age of the NCAA~s 
>>> Collegiate Model 

>>> by: Ellen Slaurowsky andBilly Ha\\kins 

>>> We can arrange for UNC PacadtF to simply sl/ow theh One Card for 

>> > Richat’d 

>>>> ~8# UWQ-iflOMNI4 email 

>>>> Tlfis message was sent by soutlmIl@enlail talc edu via h~t ~:~/~lddtlti~ corn 

>>>> TO slop receiving any emails groin AddThis, please visil: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,              9:28 AM 

@gmail com 
stray thought 

-I n¢vcr got back Io you about thai Batbicr bibliography (where 
1 fllought you ntight get some help in ident~ing some texts from Lisols 
or those who copied from him) Anyway, Ihc work I had in mind was: 
Antoine-Alex:mdle Bad~ieL Dictio~maire des ouvmges :mo~ mes (~ lfich you 
can fred on Gal[ica ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               11:38 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Quiz and Paper 

--he rescinded a law that Parliament has passed in 1660, one that harshly excluded Catholics from public 
life and rights of worship So he was granting new toleration to Catholics 

Your thesis statement isn’t specific enough It’s not enough to say that people see things differently because they 
have different lives You need to identify the key difference(s) and characterize each of their perspectives in 
general 
On I 0:55 AM,            wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I have a few last minute question concerning paper two and the quiz on Thursday. Similar to the last paper 
is there no requirement for a works cited as long as I have in tex~ citations? For my thesis statement is it 
acceptable if I have a statement like" The difference in life experience led Galieleo and Richelieu to have 
differing interpretations of the evidence provided concerning the case of Temple Anneke"? I am confused 
about the law that James the II resended. Did the law initial protec°L Protestants and therefore by resending 
the law it led to the persecution of Protestants? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,               1:46 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm #2 

I’m afraid you disadvantaged yourself by not coming to class (and reading my emails) The due date for this 
essay was moved to April I I, tomorrow Just bring the hard copy to class 
On 7:29 PM,                wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Sufiice to say, I missed class 

both Tuesday and Thursday, and some part of my brain had me convinced the second 

midterm was due the          (where I get that date, I have no idea). Imagine my 

consternation when some blessed instinct compelled to check the syllabus this 

merning and I discovered that the midterm was due in a iew short heurs! Knewlng 

your stringent late paper policies, I worked throughout the day to complete the 

paper, and have. 

I did net attach a cover sheet sheuld yeu er           desire te print and grade it 

beiere ~ hand in a hard cepy Thursday ~in keeping with yeur blind grading 

policy). As your class does not have an enumerated attendance policy, the fault 

ier missing class and turning in this paper late lie selely with me. I believe, 

however, that I am still within acceptable boundaries by turning it in on the 

same calendar day that it was due, albeit with a significant grade deductien 

(from experience, I know that a grade deduction is much better than a zero). 

Here is the paper. ~i yeu weuld like a cepy ei the cever sheet beiere ~ turn in 

a hard copy Thursday, I will gladly send you one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:21 PM 

McCracken, JeffB <jeff mccracken@unc edu> 
@gmail corn>; Willingham, Mary C 

<mwillingham@ unc edu>; @gmail corn> 

Re: question about Alert 

Dear Mr McCmcken: 
Thanks for your reply, though I still have a hard hine understanding the 
rationale for the Alerl On page 14 of "Em¢rgenc3 Notification 
Protocols," we see the following list of people authorized to send such 

¯ Chancellor 

Timely Warmng and fiffommtioiml Notification 
¯ Senior Public Safcty Field Supcr~ isor on Duty 
¯ Police Cfiief 
¯ Chair, Univcrsdy Excculivc Group (Vice Chancellor and General Counsel) 
¯ Chancellor 
¯ Vice Chancellor for Studcnl Affairs 
¯ Vice Chancelhir for Human ~esoumes 
¯ The following Utdvcrsib official(s), 
it" the?. ate directly im’oNed with the emergenc?. 
response for a sa fcly-and-s¢cu~ily incidcnl on campus 
Director of Campus Health Set~’ices 
Dircclor o f Environmcnl, Health and Safcly 

Could you please let me know which individlml(s) initiated Ihis 
pardctda~ hfformatiotml Alert? And what ~easo~ts he or she gave for 
making Ihe suggcslion thai Ihis event was Alcrl-wonhy? If you made the 
decision on your owik I’d like to schedule a nleeting to talk this over 
with you If others were invofi’ed, I’d like to h~-e a chance to discuss 
flits wifll them 1’11 ad~hit to you that, to me, this whole affair looks 
like one more delihaml¢ effort to reinforce a "chilly clima/e" on 
campus for those wha would raise sexmal assault allegatioits I find this 
deepl3 troubling 

Tlmtik you. 
Jay Smith 
On 4/9/13 7:04 PM, McCmckelt Jeff Public Safer3 ) wrote: 
> Dear Mr Smilh - 

> Thank you for yo~tr queslions concerning Ihc most recent Alcn Carolilul infonna/ional message The decisions aboul when Ihe 
campus should be nolificd concerning an incidcnl and in what formal Ihat nolificalion should occur arc diclalcd by the Univcrsily’s 
Emergenc?. Conunuhicatioits Protocols, which can be fomld on the on the www Alert Carolhm uric edu website at the following lhik: 



> Tiffs is not file first time we have alerted tbe cmnpus about false allegations Since the alert svstenl began, we lmve issued sinfilar 

> Please do not besitate to contact me diiecfly ki’you have mt¥ further questions COllcermng tiffs mat~er or am" otber safets" issue 

> Sincerely, 
> JeffMcCmcken 

> JcffB McCmckcn 
> Ciffef of Police mid Director of Public Safer) 
> Tile UnivcrSily o f Norlll CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 
> Public Safer) Buddhlg, CB #1600 
> Cllabxl Hdl, NC 27599-1600 
>Phone: 919-966-5730 
>Fax: 919-843-6160 
>Emad: jeff mccracken{aunc edu 

> -----Original Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              4: I 0 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: HIST 

I moved it there because the Thursday hour conflicted with Reddy! I’ll take another look and see what more I 
can do ..... 
On 4:08 PM,               wrote: 

HiJay, 

I’m sorry to bring up something that might add to your already large pile of To Dos, but I was just 
speaking with some other students about your Early Modem Europe course next semester and we 
realized that it is now scheduled (on Tuesday) at the same time as Prof Jarausch’s seminar You 
might already be aware of this and there might not be any other time they could be scheduled, but I 
do know of several students who were planning on taking both of these as their classes for the 
upcoming semester, and so would have to choose one or the other instead I just wanted to let you 
know that there was concern in case it hadn’t ah-eady come up 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              5:12 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: HIST 

On 

OK, I’m moving to Mondays, 5-8 This will have to be my last move Spread the word 
4:08 PM,               wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I’m sorry to bring up something that might add to your already large pile of To Dos, but I was just 
speaking with some other students about your Early Modem Europe course next semester and we 
realized that it is now scheduled (on Tuesday) at the same time as Prof Jarausch’s seminar You 
might ab-eady be aware of this and there might not be any other time they could be scheduled, but I 
do know of several students who were planning on taking both of these as their classes for the 
upcoming semester, and so would have to choose one or the other instead I just wanted to let you 
know that there was concern in case it hadn’t ab-eady come up 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              6:18 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: question about Alert 

You’re welcome The outrages continue 

I just heard from Huffington Post I hope they do abig article on this 
On        3:24 PM,                        wrote: 

Thank you 

On Wed,             at 12:21 PM, Jay Smith <ja_vsmit1"~ L~emai! tm,~ edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr McCracken: 
Thanks for your reply, though I still have a hard time understanding the rationale for the Alert 
On page 14 of "Emergency Notification Protocols," we see the following list of people 
authorized to send such alerts: 

Any of the following University officials is autborized to request the activation of the ENS for 
tbe type of notification indicated: 

Emergency Notification 
¯ Senior Public Safety Field Supervisor on Duty 
¯ Police Chief 
¯ Chair, University Executive Group (Vice Chancellor and General Counsel) 
¯ Chancellor 

Timely Warning and Informational Notification 
¯ Senior Public Safety Field Supervisor on Duty 
¯ Police Chief 
¯ Chair, University Executive Group (Vice Chancellor and General Counsel) 
¯ Chancellor 
¯ Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 
¯ Vice Chancellor for Human resources 
¯ The following University official(s), 
if they are directly involved with the emergency 
response for a safety-and-security incident on campus 
Director of Campus Health Setw-ices 
Director of Environment, Health and Safety 

Could you please let me know which individual(s) initiated this particular Informational Alert? 
And what reasons he or she gave for making the suggestion that this event was Alert-worthy? If 
you made the decision on your own, I’d like to schedule a meeting to talk this over with you If 
others were involved, I’d like to have a chance to discuss this with them I’ll admit to you that, to 

me, this whole afi’air looks like one more deliberate effort to reinforce a "chilly climate" on 
campus for tbose who would raise sexual assault allegations I find this deeply troubling 

Thank you, 
Jay Smith 
On 7:04 PM, McCracken, Jeff(Public Safety) wrote: 



Dear Mr Smith - 

Thank you for your questions concerning the most recent Alert Carolina informational 
message The decisions about when the campus should be notified concerning an incident and 
in what format that notification should occur are dictated by the University’s Emergency 
Communications Protocols, which can be found on the on the ~,:ww AlertCarolir~a u~c edu 
website at the following link: 

In this case a report was filed with the Department of Public Safety stating that a sexual assault 
had occu~l-ed That report is a public record, with the exception of the victim’s name and 
identifying information, and given the current climate on campus was undoubtedly going to be 
the focus of significant interest to the campus community - specifically why was a Timely 
Warning text message not sent to the campus at the time the incident was reported Those 
circumstances necessitated the issuance of the informational message explaining that no Alert 
Carolina notification was made at that time because there was not an imminent threat to the 
University community and issuing such a notice would have compromised the integrity of the 
investigation, as well as the fact that no assault had occurred and an arrest had been made for 
filing a false report 

This is not the first time we have alerted the campus about false allegations Since the alert 
system began, we have issued similar alerts on three occasions (twice for assault and once for 
robbery) when a perceived threat to safety was found to be nonexistent 

Please do not hesitate to contact me directly if you have any further questions concerning this 
matter or any other safety issue 

Sincerely, 

Jeff McCracken 

JeffB McCracken 
Chief of Police and Director of Public Safety 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Public Safety Building, CB #1600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 
Phone: 
Fax: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto: avsvl)tt,2gel-~ai! u~/,.~dl~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:30 PM 
To: icff ntcc~ackel~@/ll~c edtl 
Subject: question about Alert 

Dear Mr McCracken: 
I’m hoping you can shed light on the origins and puq3ose of the Alert Carolina message that 
went out yesterday on the subject of the false sexual assault allegation Why, exactly, did you 
(or whoever makes these 
decisions) believe that tltls alert was necessatT? Can you tell me about other such alerts in the 
past? Can you point to other instances, that is, where someone’s alleged false sex assault 
accusation se~w-ed as the basis for a community alert? Were the circumstances more or less the 



same in those earlier incidents? Thanks for your attention 

Jay Smith 
Histo~2¢ Department 

Please reach us via email at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,.              8:05 PM 

Magness, Jodi <magness@email unc edu>; Spinner-Halev, Jeff 
<spinner@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Fwd: COSC 

COSC Minutes 3 20 13 pdf; Attached Message Part; Cover letter for Student Resolution 
2013-1 pdf; Attached Message Pare Instrument EDIT 320 13 Meeting pdf; Attached 
Message Pare Sanctioning Table FINAL pdf; Attached Message Part; Student Resolution 
2013-1 040413 pdf; Attached Message Part; COSC Minutes 45 13 pdf; Attached 
Message Part 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Fwd: COSC 

Date:Tue, 20:35:01 -0400 
From:Melinda _- _ 

To:Jay M Smith 

Here’s what I got from a COSC member 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: ~grnail c.m> 
Date: 8:06:42 PM EDT 
To: ~4m~l ~’o_,n 
Subject: COSC 

I’ve given you the minutes from the past 2 meetings; the edited instrument-- that, plus the student 
resolution (aka, faculty on panels) + the sanctioning table final, are probably close to what’s being 
proposed 

I feel like all of these should be wildly uncontroversial 

Only changes that might happen, that I can anticipate: 

From Dean Myers (which looks like eve~Tone agrees to), a change to the student resolution: 
Having now had time to read and digest the proposal adopted on Friday, ! suggest the following change, 

which I think fairly captures the intent of the discussion. The proposal as adopted reads "no more than 

one of which may be drawn from the Faculty flonor CouR Panel" in section E, Z.a. I propose that that 

I’ve also pointed out that the final sanctioning table might inappropriately capture honest & 



minimal violations of the Honor Code by international students, because it’s labeled "Careless & 
Minimal" I’m going to advocate for something different-- perhaps, "Unintentional & Minimal" or 
something like that 



¯ Question from regarding thoughts from COSC on allowing 

¯ Has blessing of COSC to do whatever is best 

¯ Need to incorporate the sanctioning chart in some format 
¯ Committee began to review the edits submitted from 

Discussion on the definition of reckless - mixed feelings regarding this definition 
Richard indicated a change to grossly negligent could be made 

A broader discussion is needed with other folks as it is beyond the scope of where 
we need to be now 
Will come back to definitions and clean them up 

Tabled discussion ofprobation 

moved focus back to the 5 key points noting the other changes can be made 
over the course of the year 

XF Grade - discussion centered on removing usual and minimums 

One available sanction shall be an "X" Notation, include it as an available 
sanction (along with other available sanctionsJ not a mandatory sanction 

~ Remove first sentence as well as numbers 2~ 3, and 4 from XF grade 
Put available academic sanctions back in and move XF grade to under this 

category 
~ Clean up the language/format of this area. 
~ Add to end of the sentence - Appropriate procedures for removing the 

notation can be found...(EPC to develop). 

~ Discussion of who is responsible for removal - EPC should develop but Court 
will have final determination similar to removal from indefinite 
probation/suspension 

Changing the Usual Sanction - discussion on minimum/usual sanction 

Should we keep or change - keep only minimum? 
> Andy - could make it vague indicating there will be some grade-related 

penalty and educational component for minimum 
Keep current language while removing probation from it 
For usual, there needs to be more included besides just the XF grade 

~ Henry - the chart provides guidance to the faculty when navigating the 

sanctioning process 



chart could be problematic as students could appeal every time by 

them sayingyou did not followyour own guidelines 

g~idelines give Court a lot of clarity 
- leave the sanctions as they are and plan to return to these as top 

priority; also indicated to change usual to baseline and make the current 
minimum the baseline 

problem with this because we are lowering the burden of proof but 

not changing the usual sanction 
- change usual to baseline indicating we could move up or down 

from that 
¯ keep minimum, take out usual, add sanctioning chart to the back to 

indicate guidelines with factors to consider as well 
Only list binding sanction for academic is the minimum 

wants to talkto some colleagues before we move forward with this as 

there is no usual 

to talk about how that combined document would look in 

Student-Instructor Alternative Resolution - tabled to next meeting 

Burden of Proof- still needs to be finalized 

Faculty on Court tabled to next meeting 

Charge sustained/charge not sustained language needs to be updated in the 

Instrument 

¯ Changes Already Made 

Clarifying Chancellor’s responsibilities in Preamble 
Adding EEAC process to Introduction 

Adds X notation as an available academic sanction 
Changes Judicial Programs Officer to Director of Student Conduct 

Removes usual sanction for lst-time academic misconduct and lowers minimum 
sanction for 2nd-time academic misconduct to XF grade and 1-semester 
suspension 

Changes pleas to "responsible" and "not responsible" and findings to "responsible" 
and "not sustained" 
Lowers burden of proof to "clear and convincing" 

Changes to Discuss 
Changing name of "Honor Court" to "Honor Council" and "counsel" to "advocate" 
Adding one faculty member to each hearing panel or instituting faculty right of 

appeal 
Defining "clear and convincing" burden of proof 
Adding student-instructor resolution process 

Changing appeals process 

¯ Changes We Tabled 
Definitions 

SelSreferrals 



Removal of XF penalty {given to gPC?) 
Reorganizing Appendices so Code, Procedures, and Appendices 

IV, N-~:’~ 
A. Friday, in Upendo 1119 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN ~aysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,              8:57 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: HIST    Paper 

Thai will be Fine 
On       1:20 AM,             wrote: 
> Hi Professor Smith, 

> Tltis is                                 from HIST      I wanted to ask you a quick question about the paper 1 Iotow you won’t 
gel Ibis emai[ unlil the morning, and thai is lot,ally fine I didn’t wfile Ihe dialogue, but I’ve chosen to write mine kind orin ll~e slyle of 
an editorial as a journalist wbo was covering tbe debate Is fltat oka) ? ff not. it will be faifl) easy for me to cbange to a mote 
straighffom at~l mml) sis; I’ll have lots of time be~,veen wakhtg up and going to class Just let me !otow your tboughts 

> Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:40 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: teaching positions 

Not yet, I’m afraid We hope to make some decisions in the next couple of weeks 
On        12:39 PM,                   wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am writing to inquire whether teaching assignments have already been made for history courses for this 
summer and coming academic year. I applied in early      and remain interested. 

Thanks very much for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 



Su b jeer:Today’s absence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 1:44 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~unc edu> 

Re: Printing 

OK No penalty, but please do bring in the hard copy Tuesday 
On        1:41 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith! 

My printing isn’t working and I wanted to make sure my paper was in on time. I will bring a hard copy on 
Tuesday. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              6:04 PM 

@gmail corn> 
Re: You going to faculty council tomorrow? 

Cool! Se¢ you th¢re 
On       5:19 PM,        wrote: 

> Sent from m? iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              9:56 PM 

Tyler Kingkade <tyler kingkade@huffingtonpost corn> 
Re: Reaction to false charges alert? 

Thanks 
On 8:17 PM, Tyler Kingkade wrote: 

Hey Jay, 

Thanks so much tbr replying I wanted to make sure you saw the stolN Feel flee to reach out if 
there are ever any updates or news I should know about on campus 

Best, 
Tyler 

On Wed,             at 5:55 PM, Jay Smith ~ilh:~cmai[ uac edn> wrote: 
Tyler--yes, as a matter of fact, I was so disturbed by that Alert Carolina message that rve 
contacted the head of UNC’s Department of Public Safety (he’s going to meet with me F~day) 
and I sent an email to           urging her to look carefully at the origins of this Alert 

Like the Honor System’s decision to press charges against                for alleged 
"harassment" of her former boyfriend, this Alert message looks like a classic bmshback pitch (to 
use a sports metaphor) There was no safety interest served by the alert, and no legitimate 
informational interest setw-ed by it (since at the moment the alert was sent the campus knew 
nothing about the allegation anyway--and the DPS did not regard even the original allegation as 
any sort of threat to campus security) So why was the alert sent? It looks velN suspicious 

At the very least, the clumsiness shown by the institution suggests how far UNC has to go before 
it understands the complexity of sexual violence and the ways it should be addressed and 
managed It’s like Groundhog day in Chapel Hill, because our leaders seem chronically unable to 
get out of their own way Even if this is only insensitivity or bad decision-making on display, one 
has to wonder--again--why no one in a position of authority managed to step fotw~-ard to say--’oh 
wait, is this in any way appropriate?’ UNC is under investigation because our policies and 
procedures for reporting and investigating sexual assault are perceived as unfriendly to survivors 
And someone thought, in this context, that this alert was a grand idea? Hard to fathom 

Of course, a more cynical obsetwer might suggest that UNC personnel were looking to score 
points against those troublemakers who have made the institution look bad If that’s the case, 
chalk up another one for the law of unintended consequences 

On 5 : 19 PM, Tyler Kingkade wrote: 

Hi there, 

I’m an assistant editor at The Huffington Post, covering higher education I’ve been 
covering the c,r~goi. ~ I N{2 se~ ua] assat//t in~’esti~a~io~s and I’m working on a stu~T 



about the alert sent to students Monday night 

Many people seem to be upset and confused about getting a notice that a non-student 
was being charged for filing a false report passed along your email and 
said you’d be a good person to talk to about this 

Could you tell me your reaction when you got the email? Also, what kind of 
message do you think it sends to students amid the two federal investigations about 
how UNC handles sexual assaults? 

(You can just shoot me an email back here and I’ll include for a stotT I’m publishing 
in the morning -- if you can respond by 9 pm that’d be great, but I’ll watch my email 
throughout the night and check it in the morning too) 

Thanks! 
Tyler 

Tyler Kingkade 
Assistant Editor I The Huffington Post 
New York, NY 
L_¢le r kinqkade@h~ffinqtonpost.corr 
Follow me on Twitter: 
Phone available upon request 

Tyler Kingkade 
Assistant Editor I The Huffington Post 
New York, NY 
tyle,-ki!]gkade@huffi~tonpost 
Follow me on Twitter: £r~vlerkiil,2kada 
Phone available upon request 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 11:21 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Fwd: Faculty Council Meeting POSTPONED until April 26th 

11 it is. Which day? Tuesday or Wednesday? Either is good for me. 

On 4/12/13 11:20 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D w~ote: 

Hi 3ay, 

I teach unbl 10:45 so could meet you at 11. Want to meet at Alpine Bagel? 

Jonathan 

........ Original Mcssag¢ ........ 
Subject:F,qcully Council Mc¢lJng POSTPONED unlJl April 261h 



To: Facult.~ Council members and speakers 

From: Jan Boxill, Chair of the Faculty 

Dear Collcagu¢s. 

As you know, in the last few days, events have been moving quickly in relation to 

the process of naming U NC’s new chancellor. Now, it is clear that the chancellor 

will be officially named tomorrow right during the Faculty Council meeting, and a 

reception will be held to welcome her at 4:00 p.m. It will be an exciting day! 

After thinking this through and consulting with Joe and Anne, therefore, I have 

decided to cancel tomorrow’s Faculty Cou ncil meeting and reschedule it for two 

weeks hence, Friday, April 26th at our usual 3:00 p.m. time. We have significant 

matters to discuss, and substantive reports on a number of key issues, and I think 

we are unlikely to be able to give them the focus and attention they deserve in the 

midst of the distraction of tomorrow afternoon’s events. 

We will be in touch soon about the rescheduled meeting location. 

Meanwhile, we invite you all to join us and your colleagues for the 4:00 p.m. 

reception at the FedEx Global Education Center, located at 303 Pittsboro Street. 

Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Deparkment of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3125 
Office Phone: 919 962 3317 

Mobile Phone: 
" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. 

Michel De Montaigne 

You at= currently subscribed to thearg as: i’,l eiler (Lenudl lnc ~ it. 

(It ~my be necessary to cut and paste the above U~ ~’the lh~e is broken) 



To unsubscribe click hem: h*~: ili~*s uric edu u? 

{ll may be necessa~3 Io cut and pasle the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,               I 0:13 AM 

~hotmail co uk>; 
@unc edu> 

Re: Missing Test and lecture 

--The limit was I000 words, so you’re still way over the limit We’ll give you the option of paring further 
or leaving this as the final product, but with the understanding that we’ll either have to "stop reading" at 
roughly 1000 words or so or penalize you for going so far over the limit I’m sorry to be holding the line so 
firmly on this, but it’s a fairness issue Others, too, would have written much more if they thought they could do 
sowithout penalty -JS 
On 4:51 PM,         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

attached is a new version; I have cut it down by several hundred words and it is now 
(excluding reference notes) Is this an acceptable length? 

words 

Best wishes 

Date: Fri,            09:14:37 -0400 
From: i aU~Sn~Jlh2!.~ nlail urn: ed~ 
To: (.,hotmail couk 
CC: ~!unc eclu 
Subject: Re: Missing Test and lecture 

I appreciate the quick response, but yeah, this is twice the allowed length You’ll need to cut 
it down It" possible, send us a new version before the weekend is over and bring in the hard copy 
on Tuesday -JS 
On 9:15 PM,         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Attached is my mid-term, apologies again for the delay I would have given it in earlier 
but I wanted to ensure that it was of a good enough standard to match my other mid- 
term I’m afraid that it is a little long (more towards a UK-style length), but I did not 
have time to slim it down, as I realise that you wanted it submitted as soon as possible 

If you require a hard copy tomorrow or really need it to be cut down in length, please 
ask and I will oblige 

Apologies for the delay, I hope you understand that the last few days have been the 
most hectic yet 

All the best, 



To: ~ smith@etn;s:!/lnc ed/l 
Subject: RE: Missing Test and lecture 
Date: Thu,           20:32:31 +0000 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I will have it finished by this evening if tbat’s ok; I had planned to finish on the plane 
but due to the number of transfers I needed to make ! never had a long enough period 
to get much significant done I am working to finish it right now 

Apologies again, 

Date: Thu,            16:13:55 -0400 
From : ~’s~t~itl@.~e ft~ail u ac ed u 
To:        ~hotmail co uk 
Subject: Re: Missing Test and lecture 

--we can work things out with the quiz The more pressing problem is that you 
haven’t turned in a midterm also due today ) What are your plans for that? -JS 
On        3:37 PM,         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith 

i apologise for missing today’s seminar 

I apologise for missing the test today (when should I take it?) 
and I will try to get the work due in very soon I hope you understand the 
nature of this issue and my grade will not suffer for it 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, April 13, 2013 10:23 AM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email unc edu> 
Re: cv and citations 

sa? ing she’d mail3" be woikhtg with you nnd Sarnlt Shields A stmtegB" to 

On 4/12/13 11:27 PM, Dahiel Sbennan wrote: 

> Het~ are tbe materials you asked for 

> Pit~kney Prize Citation 

> On tbe teconmtendarion of its David H Phskne3 Prize Connmttee, tbe 

> published in 201 I by a cilizcn of Ihc Unilcd Sla/cs or Ca~u~de or an 
> mltbor with a Nil-rime appointment at a U S or Canadian college or 
> univcrsily, be awarded Io Daniel J Sherman for his book 
> French Pdmhivism and Illc Ends of Empire, 1945-1975 , published by 
> the Ulfiveisit3 of Chicago Pless Tbe colmniltee was especinlly 

> addressing potirical histot3, anthropologB’, tbe free arts, mid, most 
> sigtaificanfly, tbe musemn cultme of France all in a specific way 
> tltrough the prism of "pmhirivism" Focusing on 

> museohigical elites, Sbennan offet~ nat excellel~t exmnple oftbe 

> impetus for tbem ram." lmve been lost Sheraton follows fire com’ohlted 
> lelafionships bet~veen pfinfitivism nnd the legacies of colohinlism, 

> libet~ate tbentseNes from fire vestiges of empire, as in the example of 
> the coumie of Yves Sail~t-Lautent or fire Mus~e du Quai Bmoly The 

> tourism, fire latter in fire promotion of Tahiti, are addifiotaal 
> slrcngths of the book Sophislica/cd in concept and cxcculion, based 
> on exteitsive archival research, and written in a 
> bcauliful slylc, this book will also inform new readings of African ark 
> whetber in local art galleries, France, or elsewhere 

> Heggoy Prize Citation (Societ3 for French Colonial Histoly, best book 
> on Ihc French colonial experience since 1848 published in 2012) 

> Daniel J Shernmak French Pfinfifivism and tbe Ends of Empire, 
> 1945 - 1975 (Univcrsily of Chicago Press, 2011 ) 
> This is a beautifully argnled, deeply evidenced, and intpotlant book, 

> lelafionships nncl/oted ha empire slmped lat e -t wentieflt-cenlu t3 

> Tnlrifi to St-Gemmin-des-Pl~s and the Masstf central, and nat approach 
> to analyzing visual sources Ihat is deeply intcrdisciplina~3 in 
> inspiration while profoundly historical in Ils claims and 
> ptesumprioits, Sbennan’s study bieaks new ground ha mulriple donmiits 
> Alnong its sigiml contriburiolkS are tbe complex and menafingful lhiks 

> discussions about state stmclmes and "cohilfial imaghiaries" out~ ard, 



> of culture into account Sheman brdliantl) demonstrates bow tbe 
> emeigence of the widely-dephiyed idea of Pbnnirivism was inextricable 

> appear simply evocative It lemained, he shows, sourced ht and driven 
> by hnpefial forms of power mid donfinafion Wl~etber tltrough discussiol|s 

> "~pfinfithie chic," feel-good versions oftbe pfinfifive acfivel) erased 

> its racism and post-decohiitLzation Flench c~dmie As he tacks between 

> created, wlfich drew from and obfllscated the svngoo[ic and actual 
> capital thai previous generations had pillaged from colonial holdings, 
> and tbe tourist t~sor~s and nucle~u-tesring grounds of Flench 
> Polynesia, Sherman makes htcishie use of cultural tbeot5 to drive a 

> award him tile All Andrew Hcggoy Book Prize 

> entered) grad studcnl offon me Vch! odd 
> Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              3:26 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: GlobeMed Reception/Availability this Week 

Nom~ally I would jump at the chance for free food from Vimala’s, but unfortunately I have a dept function I 
have to attend at the same time This week is probably tbe craziest of the semester for me, in fact Thursday I’ll 
be running back and forth between campus and the Friday Center (a conference on sports) and Friday I’ll be 
attending and participating in a conversation about sports at UNC from 1-3pro (Kind of a big deal--Jay Bilas 
will be there, as will Jim Delany and other luminaries) 

Maybe we could meet the week after? I’ll be returning to something like sanity by then My normal ofiSce 
hours: Thursday 10-12, but I have other times if that doesn’t work for you Look forward to talking 

Jay Smith 
On 3:16 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I would like to invite you to a benefit reception that GlobeMed, an organization at UNC 
is hosting this Thursday,       The reception (gala, I think we’re officially terming it), will be held in 

the atrium of the School of Public Health, in Rosenau Hall, from 5:30-7:00. 

The reception will help raise money for GlobeMed’s partner in Uganda that works to help local populations 
infected and affected by HIV/AIDS. I know this isn’t exactly your field, but Vimala’s Curryblossom Care is 
catering, and we would really love having you there. 

You may have already received an email invitation, but I wanted to pe~onally invite you as well. It would 
be fantastic if you could attend. 

Beyond that, I was also wondering if you might be available to meet with me at some point this week. It’s 
not particularly urgent, but I always enjoyed chat[ing with you and getting your advice and opinions about 
various things during office hours. I realize you’re probably quite busy given that finals are just around the 
bend, but if you wouldn’t mind my stopping by I’d appreciate a chance to meet with you before the 
semester is over. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              9:25 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: 

¯ -I’m so sorry about this, and genuinely surprised But I suspect your relatively early grad status worked 
against you Next year (maybe at the Newberry?) you’ll have a better shot Let’s talk soon -Jay 
On        5:13 PM, 

Hi Jay, 
I just got news from (sigh) Oh well. It 
was rather late in the summer anyway. Maybe they’ll have it again elsewhere next 
summer. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jab Smith <jabsmith@email unc cdu> 
Mondab,              I 0:54 AM 

a gmail corn> 

Re: I st~dentsl Independent Review of Sexual Assault Process 

Ha! Well, there are t~vo ways of looking at flint, I suppose Increased awareness of tbe problem cm~ only be a good tbing 
So yeah, you’re responsible 
On 10:51 AM.                       wrote: 

That we’re helping expand? 

Sent ti’om my iPhone 

Most likely She has a new career 
On        10:41 AM,                       wrote: 

Enter 

Sent ti’om tny iPhone 

On 

*sound* so much more enligh*ened *hm~ *he Chapel Hill crowd, don’t tbeb? 
On        10:18 AM                        ~vrote: 

Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Rebecca Chopp" <t~:l’opp ! ((~swm"thmole ed~> 

Sent: Monday,             9:52:45 AM 
Subject: [students] Independent Review of Sexual Assault 

Dear Students, 

I want to state very plainly something that Dean Braun and 
I have 
consistently said for the last three years--we have zero 
tolerance for 
sexual assault, abuse, and violence on our campus. It is 
against the 
law, it is wrong, and we must all continue to reinforce the 
message that 



even one such incident is too many on our campus. It is 
important to 
recognize that these issues are not unique to Swarthmore, 
and in fact 
reports from other campuses have repeatedly been in the 
news this year. 

But my concern now turns to what it is we can and must do 
here at 
Swarthmore. Based on the significant concerns that 
students have raised 
about sexual misconduct on our campus, and, in particular, 
about how 
sexual assault cases are handled, I have decided to seek 
an external 
review of all of our policies, procedures, and sanctions 
related to 
sexual misconduct. This review will begin as soon as 
possible and will 
continue into the fall in order to ensure that students have 
every 
opportunity for input. The review is ultimately meant to 
improve our 
processes and programs to prevent sexual violence, and 
to have strong, 
sound processes in place when we must contend with 
cases of sexual assault. 

As Dean Braun and I have outlined in communications 
addressed to you 
these last few years, we have made important strides in 
addressing our 
policies, expanding support personnel, and improving our 
practices. But 
it is very clear to me based on the continuing concerns 
expressed by our 
students that much more work is needed. I, along with 
Dean Braun, 
Director of Public Safety Mike Hill, Title IX Coordinator 
Sharmaine 
LaMar, Deputy Title IX. Coordinator Joanna Gallagher, 
Director of Worth 
Health Center Beth Kotarski, and many others on this 
campus, remain 
deeply committed to creating a violence-free campus. 

Our SMARTeam students and many others are invaluable 
partners in helping 
to prevent sexual violence and providing support to 
survivors. We have 
and will continue to support crucial programmatic initiatives 
related to 
consent, RAD classes, and domestic violence. We want to 
continue to 
educate and publicize available resources in the 
community including our 
anonymous reporting forms and phone lines. We will also 
continue to 
educate faculty and staff so that they can be helpful to 
students who 
turn to them for support. 



I am deeply concerned and troubled by the lack of trust 
that exists 
among some students about our repo~ting procedures, our 
judicial 
process, and other aspects of our approach to addressing 
sexual assault 
on campus. In spite of efforts to improve in these areas, 
there remains 
an apprehension about our processes that we must 
remedy in order for 
survivors to feel comfortable coming forward. We want to 
and need to 
hear from students about what is, and what is not working 
in our current 
policies, practices, and support services. 

Swarthmore is a community that is thoughtful enough and 
self-critical 
enough to continue to improve itself by embracing our 
shared 
responsibility--we all have a role to play in making this a 
community 
that we are proud to claim as our own. I look forward to our 
continued 
work together and to making Swarthmore a safe, caring, 
and supportive 
environment for all students. 

Sincerely, 
Rebecca Chopp 

official-reserved-students mailing list 
official-reset v ed-sfa de r~s@sw~.rth~ore,e ou 

Please reach us via email at 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              9:51 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu>; LowesT, Malinda Maynor 
<mmaynor@email unc edu>; @live unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: announcement 

Nice 
On 9:36 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Dear Nancy, 
Can you post this underg~duate news on the depa~ment website? 
Thanks, 
Kathleen 

has published a revised version of his UNC honors thesis in the 
issue ot T#e Nori~ ~rol~na Historica/ Revie~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, 8:04 AM 

Tyler Curtain @gmail corn> 

Re: editorial 

No, she’s not I suppose I should ask if she’d like to j oin up 
On        8:00 AM, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

Hi, Jay, 

is subscribed to [thearg]? 

Tyler 

Tyler Curtain 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 201J 8:3k AM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

Re: FW: your unsubscribe request 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, 9:09 AM 

Tyler Curtain @gmail corn> 

Re: Manning editorial 

FYI--rll be speaking at this roundtable organized for the Rawlings panel on Friday, and I’m going specifically 
after the myth oftbe student-athlete I agree That myth is one of our greatest enemies 
On 9:07 AM, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

Thanks, Jay 

What is so frustrating about pushing against the sports-entertainment machine is how easily its 
defenders take up other issues as a way to distract from the revenue-generating abusive conditions 
of the indentureship of "student athlete" 

I cringe when other dynamics (however valid) are brought into the picture, if only because it allows 
for an opportunity to not see what is in front of our noses 

Again, thanks, 

Tyler 

On Tue, 
She’s going into 

at 9:02 AM. Jav Smith <ia~" miih~?; email u*~c edu> wrote: 

But yes, let’s keep the issues separate 

On 8:48 AM, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

Sigh Yes, there are vetay strong connections I was j ust in the shower and my mind 
drifted through the many different ways that the entertainment-sports complex 
fosters misogynist environments and, well, thugge~T 

I have a number of issues with how     has played out the complaints against the U 
in the press But the complexity of the claims that she and her co-complainants have 
made against the U (that, if true, rise to tbe level of RICO-level corruption) would 
swamp any sports reformist movement, I think 

She will be a student? I assume in a graduate program--what degree will she pursue? 

T 

On Tue,             at 8:36 AM, Jay Smith <i:l~:,snflth~_~em~fil, unc:ed~.,> wrote: 
OK That was my instinct, too In any case, she’s not a U employee at the 
moment (Though she’ll be returning as a student in tbe fall ) 

I’m curious, though--why do you feel this strongly about it? They are separate 
issues, of course, but there are connections that I can see 



iOn 8:19 AM, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

No--I would like to keep the issues separate, and feel ve~3~ strongly 
that she not be 

Thank you for letting me know, 

Tyler 

On Tue,             at 8:04 AJVI, Jay Smith 
<~ a~q~it~,~email unc edu> wrote: 

No, she’s not I suppose I should ask if she’d like to join up 

On 8:00 AM, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

Hi, Jay, 

is subscribed to [tbearg]? 

Tyler 

Tyler Curtain 

Tyler Curtain 

Tyler Curtain 

Tyler Curtain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I1:01 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: 

¯ -my week is also filling up fast I think I’ll have about 10-15 minutes between 1 : 15 and 1:30 tomorrow 
Maybe then? 
On 10:57 AM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Just wanted to amend my availabilities I actually don’t have my French class tomorrow so I won’t 
be on campus until lecture at I 1:00 If necessa~?¢ I could come in earlier to meet, just let me know 

Thanks, 

On 7:57 PM, ~;mail corn> wrote: 

Wednesday would work I am free again 10- I I or after I : 15ish and before 5:00 We aren’t having 
our French Revolution meeting this week anymore right? 

Sincerely, 

On             7:50 PM, "Jay Smith" <)avsmi~h~2etnail ~mc edu> wrote: 
Congratulations!! Perhaps we could find time for a chat on Wednesday 
On        5:49 PM,               wrote: 

Greetings Jay, 

I j ust wanted to let you know, I finally heard back from 

I’m a little ove~vhehned with the suddenness of it, but I would love to talk with 
you about what this would mean for research and future plans at some point 
before the semester ends 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             4:54 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: mow~3~ money! 

-is it Mowtay or MEMS? If Mowtay, I’d say email Joy directly, with a copy to Cynthia Radding IfMEMS, 
email Nancy Schoonmaker with a copy to Brett Whalen -Jay 
On 3:36 PM,           wrote: 

I really don’t know if this is a thing for you or something to ask Joy, but I need to figure what I need 
to do to get my Mowry money this year I submitted everything on time last year, but am afraid of 
falling through the cracks and not getting anything I know you do not want your 

to starve when there is a ready supply of 
croissants, horse meat and bouillabaisse to be had for the right price 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             4:56 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: the coup de grace 

On       3:0I PM,            wrote: 
> Wha/arc the remaining books again? Andr¢ss and the Nal~leon book? 

> From: Ja> Slmth Ija>s~mth@enmil uric edu] 
> Scnl: Monday, 1 I: 16 PM 
> To: ?~ ginail coin: 
> Sul~iect: tbe coup de gNce 

> meet We&~esda? Read all t~nmi~th~g books and pr~" to Zeus thai we’ll be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:25 AM 

Smith, Gina Maisto <smithgm@pepperlaw corn> 

Re: Alert Carolina message 

Sure, let’s meet flleie Jeff McCracken sa?.s flint’s fine 
On       7:51 AM. Smilh, Gina Maislo wmlc: 
> Prof Smith. 
> 
> Son3 for the delay in responding Io your suggestion regarding Ih¢ public safely mecling 

> Tlmnk you, 

> Sent from m? iPbone 

> On at 10:49 AM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmi/h~aemall unc edu> 

>> Dcar Gina (if I may): 
>> This will be a vep, busy week, and Tlmrsday and Friday ate espeicall?, crowded 1 nmy have some time around 10:30 on Thutsda?. 
Would you be free then? P,’e also arranged a meeting wiflt Jeff McCmcken, bead of public safer3", at 9:30 flint same da?. Perlmps--if 
be would agree--?, ou could come to tlmt meeting with me? Just a thought--but it offers m~otber possible meeting time on fltose days - 

>> O11 5:45 PM, Snlidl, Gina Maislo wrolc: 

>> > Please let me lo~ow it" you ale avadable on Tbut~dav or Fitdav 

>> > I look forwat~l to bearing from you, 

>>> Gitm S~mth 

>>> On a/4:06 PM, "Jay Smilh" ~jaysmilh[acmait unc edu> wrOle: 

message tlmt was leleased by our Dept of Public Safei3" ~,vo days ago In wlmt seen~s to have been an unprecedented move, tbe DPS 



charitable inic~prelalion) or a prcdisposilion to be hoslile Ioward Ihose who would speak out aboul sexual assahil Thai Ihis Alerl could 
ha~e been senl out now--when UNC is in Ihc spollighl for its alread3 long track record ofinsensilivily--lells you all you need to know 
about where we ate trod bow far we have to go It also *seems* to suggest something about the vhtdicthieness of certaht U 
officials: I rage you to get to tbe bottom of 

>>>> Professor and Associate Clmh 

>>> This email is for tile use of tile intended recipient(s) only If you have received Ihis elnail in error, please nolif3 tile sender 

> This cnmil is for thc usc of the intcndcd recipient(s) only If you have rccci¥cd this clnail in crror, plcasc noti~" the scndcr 

you to cart5 out your own vin~s cbecks on am" attaclmtent to this message We cromer accept liabilits" for am" loss or danmge caused 
b) softwale vin~ses Tbe hffonnation contained in tiffs conmm]fication ma) be cotffidential and ma) be subject to tbe at~orn~’-client 
prhiilege ffyou ate tbe inte]lded recipient and you do not wish to ~eceive silmlar electro]tic messages front us in the future tben please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              7:53 AM 

today 

@uncedu> 

at 1:30 There’s a chance I could be a few minutes late If the 1retires 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               1:44 PM 

~hotmail co uk> 

Re: office hours 

yes--but no later than about 12:15 
On        9:27 AM,         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am in a seminar from 11-12, would just after 12 be possible? 

Date: Thu,            09:07:36 -0400 
From: j a? ~rdth ~c~r~aii anc edu 

Subject: Re: office hours 

Did I not mention tomorrow? Sorry--I had thought tomorrow around 11:30 or 12 might be best 
On        9:03 AM,         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Which office hours should I come in for to take my test missed fi-om last week due to 
my flight cancellations? 

All the best, 

From: iay smith,~ emaii/ac e lu 
Subject: office hours 
Date: Thu, 12:42:31 +0000 
To: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients From: Jay Smith 

A series of mini-emergencies forces the cancellation of my office hours today (Class 
will go on!) I’m so busy today and tomorrow that I won’t be able to have make-up 
oftlce hours until Monday I’ll brief you on this in class 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: .~.~[~ [ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:32 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Office Hours and some other issues 

Maybe Monday ..... 
On        3:25 PM, wrote 

Hello, 

I was planning on coming to your office hours today to talk about the second midterm paper but you 
cancelled them, which is fine. It’s not really an urgent mat[er nor will it take too long, so whenever you 
have some time I would like to talk with you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              3:33 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Quiz 

Can you come around I l:30ish? I’ll b¢ here 
On       3:44 PM,            wrote: 
> I have class at noon Is there aW way I could com¢ ¢dher a bil b¢for¢ (11:30- I 1:45) or around on¢? 
> 

> If not, I understmld 

> Tlmt~ks, 
> 

> 

> Scnl from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 2:36 PM. "Jay Smidl" <jaysmdhi~,email unc ¢du> wrote: 
> 
>> Sinc¢ I’m likely going to be giving a mak¢-up for someone ¢1s¢ (for anolh¢r quiz) on Friday, I’d b¢ willing Io invil¢ you as well 
Can you nmke it to IW office at noon? 
>> O11 1:38 PM, wrole: 
>>> Hey, 

>>> l was wondeling w]l~ll file prolocol For a missed quiz is l have Io go Io                Iomorrow and I’m nol sure irill make il 

back to campus in thne If I wet~ to miss tbe quiz, would it just count as tbe one I can drop, or is thet~ an? wa? to make it up 

>> > Thin,ks, 

>> > Sent frmn my iPhone 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,              3:34 PM 

@gmail corn> 
Re:DTHInterview 

919-962-3949 
On 3:33 PM, wrote: 
> Could you rcscnd Ileal nmnbcr? Ib¢ firsl Iwo digfls arc cul off 

> On at 3:31 PM, Jay Sntifl~ <ja3 sinith~a entail unc edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Call me now at 2-3949 1’11 be here for about 10-15 lrtiimtes 
>> On        2:10 PM,             wrote: 
>> > He3" Jay, I know you’t~ bus3" and 1 lmte to bother you ~not~, but it’tbeie is am" way we could even just do five lnhmtes on fl~e 

>>> On at 9:07 AM, Jay Sntifl~ <ja) smith~aenmil unc edu> wrote: 

>>>> Incredibly busy day, Ihis will be Iough I’ll It) Io b¢ in Iouch lalcr 

lr you could I¢1 me know what your schedule is looking like for Io&~y I would really apprccial¢ il You can reach m¢ by cmall or 
Tba~tk you for your timer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             9:08 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Incompletes 

next week 
On 1:44 AM, wrote: 

DearJay, 

Please find at[ached the much-anticipated last hurrah of our dearly departed Fall 2012 semester, my 
Sophie’s Choice review of Johnson Kent Wright and Marise Linton. I very much appreciate the extra time, 
and while I know you’re quite busy at this point in the semester, I must ask that you dispense with the 
change of grade with all possible haste, since the registrar requires that I not have any incomplete grades 
when I graduate from the M.A. part of the program this May. The registrar also brought to my attention that 
there is another incomplete grade from you still on my transcript from our directed readings course in 
Spring     for which I sent in and you sent back the Daniel Mornet and Co. paper a rather long time ago. 
Please change that one too so that I do not have to seek an alternate career as a postal worker. 

Many thanks! I hope we have class again next week; I am so looking forward to talking about my fellow 
Terror apologist’s book. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 5:20 PM 

John Powell @gmail corn> 

Re: Despair is setting in 

Comments for Rawlings docx 

Just FYI, I’m attaching the comments I delivered to the audience gathered for the "Rawlings panel" this 
afternoon (there was a good crowd, maybe 150-200?) I agree entirely on the Thorp gambit--honestly, what is 
he thinking? (He continued the theme tuday--saying, in effect, we college professors just don’t know how to do 
this stuff; so best to leave it to the experts Horrifying) 

Ma~?c’s idea is one I find *somewhat* more palatable (in part because this Academy would not be the 
University--the contaminants would be kept one step removed unless/until they could per[’om~), but yes--this is 
the one area where Mary and I don’t exactly see eye to eye (Though her experience as a hands-on educator who 
had to teach 19-yr olds how to read is of course very much behind the proposal) It doesn’t have a chance, so 
don’t wor~y 
On 4/19/13 2:18 PM, John Powell wrote: 

Thorp says Chancellors and Presidents should "butt out" of athletics 
Willingham says we should have a separate "academy" for unprepared students (pretty much all of 
which are athletes) 
This is appalling 
John Powell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             5:29 PM 

Re: 

@uncedu> 

I wouldn’l sublmcl specifically for shorlness Just go with 
badness/ilmdequateness 
On 12:39 PM.                    wrote: 
> PS- How mare" points do you fltitlk I should deduct for a paper that is mtly 750 winds? It’s plett?, m~tll to beghl with and tufty has 2- 
3 citatim~s on each page, m~d none from Galileo 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmilh~aemail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Ffidm’,             11:47 AM 

> Subjccl: 

> -hi lny t) pical zmfiness tiffs semestec I neglected to give you a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, April 20, 2013 9:49 AM 

Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email unc edu> 
about that meeting 

But f?i, I’ve decided to witbdvaw/rett~at front tbe group, at least for 

believe it’s figbt for hie mid for tbe group for tbe t0ne being Sor~" 1 
won’t be able to make your meetulg -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 9:00 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Re: Adversaries? 

Comments for Rawlings docx 

Bradley: 
Certainly Thanks for reaching out And I’d be happy to talk with you/clarify any of this -JS 
On 4/20/13 4:29 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

Jay, 

Will you send me the text of the speech you gave Friday? Thanks. 

Bradley R. H. B~hel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-2237 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 12:30 PM 

Danielewicz, Jane M <janedan@email unc edu> 

Re: Dates for Leadership Fellows ’08 Dinner? 

Jane--as I’ve mentioned to Andy, for the time being I’m not going to be participating in activities of the group 
Long sto~7, but I feel it’s best right now -Jay 
On 4/21/13 12:07 PM, Danielewicz, Jane M wrote: 

Hi Everyone--Would you be able to meet on Mon May 13th or Tues May 14th to hear and 
discuss Andy’s news? (So far, Jane, Kevin, and Andy can meet on either of these dates.) 

(Andy has offered May 13,14, 16, 20, 22 but I can’t make the 20th and Kevin can’t make 
the 16th or 22nd.) 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 
Thanks to all of you. 
Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Assodate Professor 
Dire~or of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 

From: P.oberto Quercia [guerca@ema!!:unc.eau] 
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2013 9:47 AM 
"ro= Danielewicz, 3ane M 
Ce= Reynolds, Andrew S; Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Smith, Jay N; Beth Grabowski; Dilworth-Anderson, Peggye; 
Grabowski, Beth 
Subje~= Re: Leadership Fellows ’08 Dinner? URGENT 

Andy: The answer is NO! 
Other than that I will be glad to talk about anything you want 

Roberto G. Quercia 
Professor and Chair, City and Regional Planning 
Director, UNC Center for Community Capital 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
New East Building #3140 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3140 
919.962.4766 
~uercia@email unc.¢du 
plaaninr~.unc.edu 



On Apr 19, 2013, at 9:38 AM, Danielewicz, Jane M wrote: 

Hi everyone--Andy says he needs to have us meet before school ends! Andy-- 
can you circulate some dates that work for you? 

I have missed everyone but it has obviously been a busy semester for us all! 
Yours, 
Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
ONce (919) 962-1988 

Subject= Re: Leadership Fellows ’08 Dinner? 

It is easier for me to say when I CAN, rather than when I cannot 

I CAN: 3/5, 3/26, 4/16, 4/23, and 4/30 Tuesday is my best day for a get-together 

Aloha, 

Roberto G. Quercia 919.843.2493 
Director, UNC Center for Community Capital 
Professor, City and Regional Planning 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1700 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Suite 129 
Campus Box 3452 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3452 

www.facebook,com,’U N CCented~rCom munityCai~ital 
www.t~v~tter.com/C om m u r~t’sLC_a.£ 

On Feb 18, 2013, at 10:38 AM, Andrew Reynolds wrote: 



Too kind 

Dates I am NOT available in March!April: March 1, 6-16, 20, 22, 27 
April: 3-5, 10, 18, 22 

Hope we can find a time[ 

Andy 

On 2/16/2013 5:32 PM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 

Jane, 

Thanks for the note and Congrats to Andy on his Tanner 
Teaching Award! That is a good reason to get together, and I 
am sure others have more good news that needs to be 
shared These are the dates that I am NOT available: 

2/25, 2/27, 3/I, 3/4, 3/21-22, 4/3-5; 4/15-19; 

Kevin 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Danielewicz, Jane M 

Sent: Saturday, Februma£ 16, 2013 12:07 PM 

To: Quercia, Roberto G; Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Beth Grabowski; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Reynolds, 
Andrew S; Dilworth-Anderson, Peggye; Grabowski, Beth 

Subject: Leadership Fellows ’08 Dinner? 

Hello evet?cone--I miss you all and though we are all so busy, 
do you want to tt?¢ to get together for a dinner this 
semester? Can you send me week nights that are NEVER 
good for you? Then I’ll t~a£ for some dates in 
March/April What do you think? 

Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 

Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and 



Undergraduate Teaching Associate Professor Director of the 
Writing Program Department of English and Comparative 
Literature CB# 3520 UNC Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 

Office (919) 962-1988 

From: Quercia, Roberto G 

Sent: Monday, April 05, 2010 8:21 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Beth Cn-abowski; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Danielewicz, 
Jane M; Reynolds, Andrew S; Dilworth-Anderson, Peggye 

Subject: Re: Dates! Leadership Fellows ’08 Dinner Please 
reply 

I may be able to attend as well 

Where exactly is the new sport med center? 

On Mon, 05 Apr 2010 19:57:25 -0400, Jay 

Smith<~) s~ith(?;~ em ail u¢~c edu> 

I’m pretty sure I can do it Will confirm by 
tomorrow ..... 

Beth Grabowski wrote: 

I’m game! Let me know if it is a 
go 

b 



On Mon, Apt 5, 2010 at 10:09 AM, 
Kevin 
Guskiewicz<gl~s~ era;!! uric cdu 

Jane et al, 

I could host a dinner at our new 
sports reed center on campus this 

Wed evening at 7:00pm if we can 
gather enough people on short 

notice we just opened last 
week! I am happy to do this, and 

would probably just order pizza 
and salad because I have a 

commitment until about 6:30 

If we can’t get many together, I 
would suggest going with the May 

date with Jay, and I can host in 
June 

Kevin 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise 
and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

919-962-5175 

Jane Danielewicz wrote: 



Hi Jay and all: as you can tell I 
read and answered Beth’s 

email in a slack after returning 
for four days! Sorry Jay for 

mixing up the months :-) (1) 
Does anyone want to host for 

April 7 or do we want to skip 
this? 

(2) It’s not clear that we have a 
date for May Jay--would 

you like to propose a single 
date in May and see if that works 

for eve~?gone? 

Best, 

Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 

Associate Professor 

Writing Program Director 

University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Department of English and 
Comparative Literature 

CB# 3520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

tel: 919 962 6922 e- 
mail: j_,med~ema_il unl~_c_~!tt 

<mai]to:iav-cdml~s ema]l unc ed 

Jay Smith wrote: 



Hi folks: 

I had May 3 on my calendar 
as "my" date For April, I 

also had April 7 as our next 
tentative time--but without a 

meeting place Ifwe switch 
dates in May, I may be able 

to do Wednesday or later in 
that week, but not the Monday 

or Tuesday for sure (the 17th- 
18th) -Jay 

Beth Grabowski wrote: 

Hi all, 

My calendar says this 
week - APRIL 7th I am leaving 

this Saturday, April I 0 
and returning on May 14 

Would love to see you all 
if folks are ready to rally 

(thanks for the tentative 
offer, Kevin)but if not, 

is it possible to make our 
next gathering later in May 

- the week of the 17th? 

Hope your semesters are 
winding up in good 

April is the cruelest month 
(and I’m not talking 

allergies) 

beth 



PS The chair job was 
decided - and it is not me :( 

So, on to the next big 
thing 

On Sun, Apt4, 2010 at 
9:39 PM, Kevin Guskiewicz 

u<a~aiilo g~${y~emai[ un c edu>>> 

wrote: 

Hi all, 

I did not have this Wed 
on my calendar as a 

possible date, but 

could make it work if it 
were 7pm instead of 

6:30pm Imay be 

able to host, but need to 
check on kids’ schedules 

I too would 

like to see Beth before 
she leaves for Belgium 

May 7th is the 

Friday before 
graduation, so thinking this may be a 

mistake? 

Kevin 



Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, 
ATC 

Kenan Distinguished 
Professor 

Chair, Department of 
Exercise and Sport Science 

University of Noah 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-5175 

Jane Danielewicz wrote: 

Hi Jay and all--As 
Beth has reminded us, we 

have a dinner 

planned for 
Wednesday May 7tb and as this past 

email shows, 

Jay said that he hoped 
to host our May dinner 

Jay--do let us 

know if this is 
possible? Please confirm and 

give us 

directions on 
wheNwhere, etc 

I would love to meet 
before Beth goes off" 

Best, 

Jane 

Jay Smith wrote: 



I’d been planning to 
do the May dinner (and 

host), but 

would be happy to 
step in to supply food 

for next week if 

Hyde hall If someone 

else steps 

fot~vard, I’ll just 
keep planning on May 

By the way--is 
anyone else annoyed/outraged 

at the result 

of the Provost 
search? There’s a clear 

pattern here Our 

dean, provost, and 
chancellor are all 

scientists, all 

chosen as insiders 
by insiders who know and 

like them Carney 
didn’t even have to 

articulate a plan for the 

future or present 
himself for grilling by 

the faculty 

(unless I missed 
something) Holden seems 



to be 

establishing a 
pattern of his own--the 

habit of making 

imperious and 
strange decisions 

Jane Danialewicz 
wrote: 

Hi Everyone-- 
The date for our next 

leadership dinner 

is on Wed March 
17tb Otis St 

Patrick’s day too) 

Will someone 
volunteer to host? 

We can always 
resetw-e Hyde Hall kitchen 

if someone 

will bring the 
food Please let me know 

Happy spring! 

Jane 

Beth C~-abowski 
wrote: 

Hi folks, 
looking forward to our 

gathering 

tomorrow 
night - 6;30 at my house 





is a rather 

tall (in 
desperate need of a spring 

pruning) light 

green privet 
hedge out front, and 

the house itself 

is gray with 
light trim and stone 

at the front 

door You 
can park along the street 

here is the 
Google Maps link if you 

want to see it 

on the map: 



The street 
picture on Google shows 

OUr 

in the 
driveway My green 

will also be 

there and 
maybe my husband’s 

See you 
tomorrow[ (and if you can’t 

make it, just 

let me 
know thanks) 

b 

Beth Grabowski 

Assistant 
Chair and Director of 

Graduate Studies 

for Studio Art 

University of 
North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

CB# 3405 
Hanes Art Center 

Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3405 

9199620732 



Beth Grabowski 

Assistant Chair and 
Director of Graduate Studies for 

Studio Art 

University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3405 Hanes Art 
Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3405 

9199620732 

Beth G~-abowski 

Assistant Chair and Director of 
Graduate Studies for Studio Art 

University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill CB# 3405 Hanes Art 
Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 

9199620732 



Andrew Reynolds 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
Chair, Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 8:12 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Dural, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Re: Tuesday’s meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 9:17 AM 

George S Baroff        ~bellsouth net> 
Re: [thearg] Herald piece on Rawlings 

On 4/21/13 8:28 PM, George S Baroffwmte: 

victories is equivalent to givhlg the care of Zebras to lions 
> Geolge 
> On Apt 2 I. 2013. at I 1 :lally surrendered25 AM, Jay Smith wrolcdid is Io give li 

>> I’m disappdinted that the media seem to be ignoring Richard’s impotent and provocative conmtents on Ffida), but tlfis Herald 
piece does a better job thzm the N&O com’e) ing the actual content of the discussion on Friday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 11:48 AM 

Marcia Mount Shoop 

Re: HELLO 

Comments for Rawlings docx 

@gmail corn> 

Marcia--I agree that it was a mistake to have another conversation with no athletes present I’m glad Richard 
Southall drew attention to it 

As for coaches as educators--it was Bilas (not me) who said that coaches don’t have tenure and aren’t educators 
I actually acknowledged that athletics has as an educational function, but insisted that athletic priorities and 
academic priorities are necessarily difi’erent Obviously I was being rhetorical and provocative in a way that 
eliminated gray areas, but I did it because I think it’s a message t~aculty in pa~icular need to hear I’ll try to 
explain why when we sit down (rm attaching my comments, in case you want to pick them apart at your 
leisure!) 

My schedule is insane for the next six weeks, but I’d love a chance to chat sometime--maybe the week between 
graduation and May 17 (when I’m leaving until mid-June) I hope that might work for you 

On 4/22/13 I 1:09 AM, Marcia Mount Shoop wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

.Jay 

I appreciate your checking in with me I understood your nuanced use of adversatial I don’t agree 
with that fl-amework being the best way to frame a constructive and collegial relationship, but I 
understand why you feel it to be a helpful way to define the real tensions 

The unease I have with the whole event comes from the persistent way that white elites continue to 
believe this conversation can be had in a responsible and constructive way without any players or 
coaches at the table of conversation The people with the floor were overwhelmingly white and 
male and there were no coaches or players there to speak from their own experiences and their 
knowledge of the situation I am going to express this to Holden, as I have before I know it falls 
on deaf ears, but I continue to believe white privilege and elitism are some of the most dangerous 
root problems at UNC 

I have to admit it was hard to be there Bob On talked me into coming It is painful for me still I 
feel like there is so much of the narrative that has been erased by the conversation now, even with 
the added voices that call for things like compensating players, etc 

I would welcome a chance to sit down, Jay One of the things I would love to talk about is what is 
at slake for you in the caricatures I heard you using about coaches (they are not educators, they are 
focused on winning) and faculty (they are about the truth and inqui~T, etc) This is also a mythic 
way of understanding a diverse community in which those lines aren’t always so clear I hope we 
can sit down before I leave at the beginning of June Let me know what might work 

Thanks again for your email and for all of your work on these pressing issues 



Marcia 

On Sun, Apt 21, 2013 at 6:57 PM, Jay Smith <2~smidn@e~nail u~n~ edu> wrote: 
Marcia--just a quick email to say it was nice seeing you Friday, and also to acknowledge that 
some of what I said may have struck you as unhelpful (I’m only guessing) I hope you know that 
when I used the term "adversarial" I really didn’t mean that I consider coaches my enemies Only 
that we work at cross purposes and that the academic half of the players’ experiences ought to be 
in the hands of the academics I think adversaries--in my sense of the term--can be friends and 
can work to find common ground 

Anyway, it occurred to me after the event that maybe I should seek you out to provide a 
clarification We should grab lunch one of these days 

Roy. Marcia Moun~ Shoop, PhD 
Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               12:42 PM 

Re: FW: Comps list 
@uncedu> 

Oh, and of course we’ll add Elliot and Foucault (maybe remove Koslofsky?) to the second question 
On        4:35 PM,                     wrote: 

Plus also: Richelieu and Olivares 
The Embarrassment of Riches 
Gerald Strauss’s Luther’s House of Learning 
James Van Horn Melton’s Absolutism and the Origins of Compulsory Schooling in Austria and Prussia 
Peasants of Languedoc 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Comps list 

12:13 PM 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Happy New Year. I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I have typed up the early modern comps list that we discussed. Currently it is at 18 titles. Is that enough? If 
not, I think we had also discussed the possibilib/of 2 more political histories of Germany and Spain, and 
perhaps another book on the Reformation. I’ve attached the lis[. 

I’m looking forward to your I~cture this week, and working with you as a grader this semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               12:47 PM 

Re: Papers 
@uncedu> 

Don’t upload yet Might want you to bump down a few A-’s More later 
On        4:38 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I made it through all my papers. I feel they’re bet[er overall than the first midterms. 

Here is the distribution: 

N-62 

A 3 (4.8%) 

-A 10 (16%) (Most of these are 90-91 and I could move some down if you thin k this is too many A’s total.) 

+B 13 (20.9%) 

B 13 (20.9%) 

-B 6 (9.7%) 

+C 4 (6.8%) 

C 3 (4.8%) 

-C 10 (16%) 

Does this look OK? Please let me know if it’s OK to upload grades. 

Thanks and I hope you have a good weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              7:38 PM 

Re: #2 Comp Exam - 
@uncedu> 

OK-- and I’ll add practices--"political institutions and practices"--to the second question as well 
On        7:21 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Thank you for sending these. They both look good to me. And I agree that it makes sense to remove 
Koslovsky from the second question and add Eliot and Foucault in his stead. 

And I will hold off on uploading midterm grades until I hear from you. I do have the final quizzes to hand 
back tomorrow. 

Thank you and see you tomorrow, 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            12:41 PM 

Subject: Re: #2 Comp Exam - 

Oh crap I guess we need to finalize those questions Let me take a crack: 

On 12:12 PM, Jones, Joy Mann wrote: 

Hi Jay: 

Sorry for the short notice, but I just got the request today, has requested to take his 

exam on the topic of Early Modern Eu rope on Please send it to me so that I will 

have it ready to email to him that morning. 

Thanks, 

Joy 



Joy Mann Jones 

Graduate Coordinator 

UNC-CH Department of History 

Campus Box 3195 

557 Hamilton Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-9823 office 

919-962-1403 fax 

ioyiones@email.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              7:41 PM 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

questions docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             8:37 AM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: meet 

Let’s meet at 3:30 
On        1:30 AM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Are you free this afternoon? If not, maybe we could meet next week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            11:15 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Lecturer Application for 

On 

--probably about another week. 
10:28 AM,          wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I was wondering if you could give me an idea of when we might find out about fixed-term teaching 
assignments for the         school year. I am still very interested in teaching during both the fall and 
the spring, according to department needs. 

Hope your semester is wrapping up smoothly! 

Thank you! 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@em~ !.unc~cdu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 AM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: Lec[urer Applciation for 

--belated confirmation ofreceipt 
On       4:14 PM,            wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Please find attached my application for a fixed-term teaching position next year. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             I 1:16 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Course 

a postdoc arriving in file f~ll rll see ff I czm get a brief 

On       10:29 AM. Watlace Wanda L wt~3te: 
> Ja3- 1 am so confllsed on these       Wl/o is teaching 

> Tlmt~ks 

mid do we have a description? 

> Regarding course HIST         ¯ Enlighimcnl Ibmugb digital Ion 
I’ve been t~?ing to fred out what this course is exactl? about There is no i~tstmctor assigned edher so I was bopmg fltat 

someone from the lfistot5 department could and would be willhtg to explain me what this specific course is about 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, 1:42 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~gmail com 

tomorrow 

~live unc edu>; 

Well, by goll?., we’re fitmlly gohlg to have a meeting BUT I ask flint 
we move it a little later, Io 1:30 I ha~c a lunch I’ll be coming from 

I hope to g¢l through most of Andrcss, but will b¢ larg¢ly relying on 
you and ~m." fadh~g memot?, for Wolloch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             7:12 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST Missed Reaction Paper 

Compare the reading assignment for Thursday (see syllabus) to the Oration of Pico (way back at the beginning 
of the course) What would you say is the biggest similarity and the biggest difference between the two texts? 
On        5:33 PM,                       wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I met with you after class today. I just found the email that you sent on Friday which I had not opened until 
about five minutes ago. I sincerely apologize for not seeing this assignment. I had checked Sakai and 
expected it to be there but it was my fault that I did not dou ble check my email for the assignment. If there 
is a make up assignment for Thursday I can write about that could still give me credit for the paper, I would 
really appreciate it. 

Thank you very much, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
B.S. Biochemistry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,               10:46 AM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email unc edu> 
Re: [history-european] Euro field meeting 

Wha/’s your tm~¢l schcdul¢? I’m so insanely, absurdly bus3 tirol I might 
not lmve thne for lunch until June 

Jay 
On 2:46 PM, Daniel Shetanan 

> Do you wanl m¢ Io come Io [his? I’m nol sure whal goes on al [hcs¢ 
> meetings, knt ~[’it’s a discussion of student peffommnce there isfft 
> Iha/much I could conlribul¢. Ihough I did leach I\~o Hislot3 grad 
> students !                  , and was on an MA thesis comnfittee in fire 
> fat1 rm haply" to stt quietl) and look co[legial, ~[’you flfitak it 
> would be a good intto to temn European (most of whose men~bet~ I know 
> alrcad3 ), bul jusl Ihoughl I’d seek your advice 
>Best, 
>D 
> 

>On 1:51 PM. Ja) S~mthwrote: 
>> Colleagues: 
>> Sor~" rm late to tiffs, but for our mmual field meeting to discuss 
>> grad students etc, I’d like to propose Wednesda), Ma) 1, 3-5pm (room 

>> click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:56 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Candidates for position 

Oh yes, I could also do tomorrow at 10, though I would need to finish by 10:45 
On 4/24/13 10:37 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Kath!een, 
Thanks for this note. [ can understand the points you are making, We could try to meet with the staff 

I would reiterate though [ think is ex±l emeh/competent and that resistance to her (if it exists) may 

Thanks, Lloyd 

From: Duval, Kathleen A 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20t3 t0:23 AM 
TO: Kramer, Lloyd S; SmiLh, Jay M 
Sebject: RE: Candidate~ for posiLion 

Dear Lloyd and Jay, 
The staff have asked me Lo convey a request Lhat Lhey reporL to us direcLly raLher than Lhrough Adam. I 
think they Lhink he is trying Lo push     Lhrough. WhaLever our ultimate choice, I Lhink Lhe office will run 
better if Lhey feel they have had a real say. I know time is tight, buL at leasL maybe they could meet wiLh 
Lloyd? I’m free Loday and on campus today until 2 and could make Lime Thursday or Friday. 
Thanks, 
KaLhleen 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 9:45 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
(:c: Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: RE: Candidates for position 



From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:10 AM 
TO: Kramer, Lloyd S; Smith, Jay M 

CO: Dural, Kathleen A 
Subject: RE: Our next candidate ............... 

Good Morning All, 

I met with Kar! Pfister from HR this morning and we have received approval to rnake a decision between 

the two candidates that we interviewed and not interview a third. Please advise how you would like for 

Adam Kent 
Deparimental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of Histot~] 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Smith, 3ay N; Kent, Adam S 
Cc: Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: RE: Our next candidate ............... 

Wednesday and Thursday are a!most completely fu!l, The only good option for me on Thursday would be 
at about 10:00 or 10:30 AM on Thursday, 

Friday morning could aiso be possible around 10:00 or 10:30, 

Thanks, L!oyd 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20:[3 8:52 AN 
To: Kent, Adam S 
Co: Kramer, Lloyd S; Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Our next candidate ............... 

Wednesday brutal until 3:30, Thursday AM OK. 

On 4/22/13 5:01 PM, Kent, Adam 5 wrote: 

Hi All, 

has withdrawn (third one to do so) his name from consideration for the 



position. I have never experienced this before in an SPA recruitment. The next person that I 

have on my list is        (application attached). What does everyone’s calendar look like on 

Wednesday or Thursday? Best, 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

, (Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~,,unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
htip:l/history.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               I1:01 AM 

Owre, Max <owre@email unc edu> 

@live unc edu>: Kramer, Lloyd S <lkrame@email unc edu>; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Re: Broadcasting history course (see original email at bottom) 

et al: 
I’m aware of this course and it does sound like a great one Histo~% though, has a longstanding policy of NOT 
crosslisting courses that aren’t taught by our own faculty or other historians (that is, faculty who have PhD’s in 
Histo~3~) We would wonT about the precedent being set 

I wonder if the thing to do is to "publicize" the course in upcoming semesters ~n various American histo~7/ 
courses in which our faculty work on politics/popular culture/media/film--and there are quite a few of those In 
other words, we could have a useful informal relationship without having a course that’s crosslisted I’d be 
happy to UT to mediate between professor Cupp and faculty over here 

Jay Smith 
Associate Chair 
On        10:39 AM, Owre, Max wrote: 

i’ve cc’ed three important players in the History (Dr, Kramer is cur er~t chair, Dr. Brundage is incoming 

On ~Tly end, I’1[ certainly look into Professor Cupp for our programs. I too see a great fit especially with our 

Sent: Monday, 5:51 PM 
To: Owre, Max 
Subject: Broadcasting history course 



Hi Max! 

I hope this e-mail finds you well and minimally covered in pollen. At the risk of this sounding like a PR e- 
mail, I wanted to get in touch about a class I’ve had this semester that folks are trying to get hooked up 
with the history department. The class is JOMC    and is about the history of broadcasting. Rather than 
being a series of dates and names in relation to technology, we talk about how the media interacted with 
the events (like the broadcast and long-term impact of Edward R. Murrow’s tour of Buchenwald a~er its 
liberation, for example). 

DO you know of other ways to get the history department’s ear on this? I think that Professor Cupp could 
also be an interesting lecturer for the Programs in the Humanities it’s been really interesting to examine 
historical events with a different pe~pective. Just let me know what you think, I look forward to hearing 
from you soon! 

All the best, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,               I I: 12 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Class Today 

-OK, we’ll miss you Bul yes, go ahead and w~ile up t~o 2-page 
(double spaced) sunm~tries of tl~e nmin argmments for tl~ese two books 

someone stdl mastering file basics oftbe Revolution 

Ha~¢ we agrc¢d on your 3 books for the olher pap¢r? (I’ll need Ihat one 
before Ma) 10) ffyou were interested in F~ench-Alnerican colmectio~s, 
for example, tbe~e a~e interesting books by Patrice Higolmet, Doit~a 
Hat~mg’i (a former student of ~mne), mtd Racbel Hope Cleves on tbe reign 

due to a series of tt~ave[ing s~mfus I will not be able to get back to clmpel lfill untd tlfis evemng M) deepest apologies - I am plepa~ed 

> Again, m) apologies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, I I: 13 AM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; ~gmail corn 

569 

We’~e meeting at 1:30 in 569 Note new room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              3:25 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: course 

Wanda--the dept course site has links from courses (in some cases) to specific course descriptions Can’t we do 
it that way? 

I just looked and noticed that none of our 390s have titles listed there       (the section 4) needs to be 
removed anyway, but we should also get a title and brief description for the other 390 (section 1 ?) for the fall 

Jay 
On 12:39 PM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Number unti! July or when he gets here. As far as the description where 

Let me know what ¥o~J want, 

Thanks 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:13 PM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Fwd: Re: course 

Wanda--could you please post this description to the dept course site? (Alongwiththe name ofthe 
instructor,                 ) Thanks -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: course 

Date:Tue, 14:27:56 -0400 

To:Jay Smith <iaysmith~)email unc edu> 

Dear Pro£ Smith, 

Happy to Please find a description below 

Best, 



On Tue, at 11:17 AM, Jay Smith ~iavsmith@email unc edu> wrote: 
.-could you provide a brief (maybe 50- 100 word) description of your 

course that I’ve now put on the books for the fall? We’re getting queries from students who would 
like to know a little more about what the course entails Thanks -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:05 PM 

Re: Papers 

@uncedu> 

--if you can, please do bump I-2 of’your A- grades down into B+ territo~?z But not if it involves pulling 
hair 

I had a somewhat wider range in my 20--with one D+, quite a few C’s and--for the first time in years--an F But 
I also had 2 A’s and 2 A-’s, so I’m also up around 20% in the A range Which I consider too high But I’m not 
changing[ I’m going to enter the grades, so I guess you can too -Jay 
On 4:38 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I made it through all my papers. I feel the/re better overall than the first midterms. 

Here is the distribution: 

N-62 

A 3 (4.8%) 

A 10 (16%) (Nos[ of these are 90 91 and I could move some down if you thin k this is too many A’s total.) 

+B 13 (20.9%) 

B 13 (20.9%) 

-B 6 (9.7%) 

+C 4 (6.8%) 

C 3 (4.8%) 

-C 10 (16%) 

Does this look OK? Please let me know if it’s OK to upload grades. 

Thanks and I hope you have a good weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:21 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: books for book review 

Sure 
On 8:19 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
So the three books I mentioned to you are the conspiracy book edited by Kaiser, Campbell 
and Linton, the Walton book, and another called Conspiracies and Conspiracy Theory in 
Early Modern Europe: From the Waldensians to the French Revolution, edited by Barry 
Coward and Julian Swarm. 
Would those work? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:33 PM 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin@unc edu> 
Re: Fwd: Re: COSC proposals 

So~mds good Daily Grind? Carolina Coffee shop? II’s in my cal¢nday 
On 4/25/13 3:27 PM, Andrew J Pemn wrote: 

Grca/- 1:307 

On 04/25/2013 03:24 PM, Ja? Slmth wrote: 

differing views, I thougtit eve~yo~e was of good will and that the 

men~ber) was a tittle defensive ("well, we at~ leadtitg the ~atiot~al 
conversation ") bul she is also clcayly bright and Ihoughlfid If 

On 4/25/13 3:18 PM, Andlew J Pemn wrote: 

>>> do coffee i~tstead, file mormng of fire 8th or 9th? 

>>> BTW - tieard you on fire radio tlfis monthtg Wmtted to smack that 
>>> women’s soccer player "UNC is about mo~e titan just academics" Mo~e 

> of fltat and I ma? end up as radicnl as you .... 

>>> On 04/25/2013 03:13 PM, Ja~" Smithwrote: 
>> And? --a~e you aromld ttie folhiwing week? That one much easier for me 

>>>> Monday the 6111? 

>~>> (1 ttiought I had sent this email yestelday, but I gmess I got 

>~>> On 4/24/13 8:44 AIM, Andiew Pemn wrote: 

>>>>~ fonun Monda?, Wednesday’, or Thilrsday of next week? Or we cmt wnit 

>~>>~ On 04/24/2013 08:30 AM, Jay Smithwrote: 
>>> ~ Andy--we still need to have hil~c h one day And for your reward, the 

>>>>>> On 4/24/13 7:23 AM. Andrew Pcmn 

>>>>>>> faccd Assuming positive action by EPC Ioday and Facully Council on 
>~>>~> Ffida?, we should be plmming on implementation by fnll ’14! 

>>>>>>> And) 

>>>>>>> Sl~iccl: Rc: COSC proposals 
>>>>>>> Dale: Tuc. 23 Apt 2013 22:47:04 -0400 



>>>>>>> To: Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL~acmaJl uric cdu~ 
>>>>>>> CC: ,@live uric edu>, Pemlk ~ldrew J 
>>>>>>> <andrew pemn@unc edu>, a)ive uric edu> 

>>>>>>> were amazing [onig]ll Tile measure l~sscd wilh a 



>>>>>>>> a/lachmcnls, is 
>>>>>>>> for the sole use of the intellded t~cipient(s) mid ma? contain 
>>>>~>> co~ffidenfi~l ilffornmtion All? unauthorized review, use, 

>>>>>>>> or distribution is prohibited If you arc not the intended 
>)>>))>> recipient, 
>)>>))>> please contact the sender b? tepl? entail mid destroy all copies of 
>>>>>>>> the original message 

>~>>>~>> From: Andrew Pemn [mld~ ew~e mn,~a nnc edn] 
>>>>>>>> Scnl: Friday, April 05. 2013 9:53 PM 
>)>>))>> To: Sturkey, Alma 
>>>>>>>> Cc: Boxill. Jean�lie: M3 crs. Richard; Till�y, Nalhan 
>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: COSC proposals 

>)>>))>> Thal~k yon for yonr kind message Wlfile I agree that there were 

>>>>>>>> conccn~s this morning, I ha~¢ no doubt thai Ih¢ proposal was in 
>>>>>>>> good 

>>>>>>>>> COSC 



>>>>>>>>> We ate excited about tbe proposal fllat came out of today’s 

>>>>>>>>> council If you tbink it would be belpfld to have si~ldems tbe~e 

>>>>>>>>> Tile Ullivcrsily o1" Norlb Carolina a/Chapel Hill 

>>>>>>>> Associate Professor of Sociology" - +1 (919) 962-6876 

>>>>>>>> U mvet~its, of North Caroli]la - CB#3210, Clmpel Hill, NC 

>>>>>>>> 27599-3210 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:03 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Hi sto~’y    Paper 

OK, see you tomorrow at 12 
On        4:01 PM,         wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I can come at 12. I will see you then. 

Sincerely, 

Sent: Thursday, 3:19 PM 

Subject: Re: History Paper 

--I won’t be on campus yet Can you come anytime between 12-2:30? (If so, please let me 
know the possibilities) It" you can’t, I would be willing to skype with you if you think that would 
be helpful 

Jay Smith 
On 3:10 PM, 

Professor Smith, 

I would like to come to your office tomorrow to discuss my paper. I have class at 11 but 
could meet before or after that class, but I noticed that you do not have scheduled office 
hours for tomorrow. I was planning on coming around 10 am. Please let me know if you 
would be available at this time. Thanks so much. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:08 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: YNT: appointment 

See you then 
On        4:05 PM,       wrote: 

Professor, 

I can come around 12.30. 

Thank you, 

Kimden: Jay Smith ~sml~h@~maihunr.edu] 

Kime: 
Konu: Re: appointment 

On 

--could you come in around 12:30 or lpm? Let me know -JS 
3:01 PM,       wrote: 

Dear Professor, 
Could you please give me an appointment for tomorrow? I really need to talk to you. 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             8:23 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Thesis 

Jay 
On 

-could I get a hard copy instead? I prefer not to read long docs on screen ifI an help it 

2:33 AM, wrote: 

Dear Professors, 

Atb3ched is the final draft of my thesis. 

Thank you once again for agreeing to serve on my committee and I look forward to hearing your critiques 
next week. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             I0:17 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Final Preparation 

--today I don’t have much time But there’s a window at 1:30 for 20 rains or so 

Monday I could meet late in the morning Let me know which is best -JS 

On        4:56 PM,                   wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I hope that you are doing well. I apologize for not staying and discussing more about the final, but I had an 
exam review session for another class. I was wondering if there was anyway that we could meet sometime 
maybe tomorrow or next week to discuss the previous reflection paper and the final exam. 

Sincerely, 

Sent: Thursday,            1:35 PM 
Subje~: I mean Olympe de Gouges, not Olyme 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: 1~2~.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             12:50 PM 

grades 
@uncedu> 

Hi -l.just lnet with iwo students in succession- 
Both were dislressed about their grades on the second 

paper (               poinls from tile [irsl paper,      was unchanged 
a/ 1. and I told Ih¢m bolh thai we would "confer" I read both papers 
and your commenls, and you’re absolutely on Ih¢ mark in your 
criticisms And the grades aren’t unfair Bul 1 Iold       to come 
make an appeal to you Io see ira few point bump mighl b¢ possible (1 
didn’t say it in those I¢nns of course) 1 assured her thai 11U nol Io 
I¢1 an anomalous grade sink an3 one in the end. bul l drink she would 
feel beret about the course etc kfwe showed a htde nmgnmfinfi~" and 
nmybe pushed her il~to the range (frown So t~y to be generous if 
you Cml when site comes to you 

As for      again I agree eNirel> with your assessment What I tNt~k 
nm? be a nfitigatmg factor for her is that site’s mt exchange student who 
obviously is stir learmng English Site used long quotes, in part 1 
flthtk, to save hmself front produaing morn tortmed prose And site does 
shm~ an inleres[ in I]le [exls Ilia[ many Slltdenls don’t sllo~ 1 Iold her 
we would talk about it Would you mind lerdbly if we bumped her all the 
way to an from ? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              3:25 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction paper 3 

It’s going to be a few days 
On        2:21 PM,        wrote: 

My third reac°Lion paper grade isn’t up on sakai and I was just wondering when I could expec°L this grade. I 
was trying to calculate my grades to see how well I would need to do on my final. 

Thanks, 

Subject: I mean Olympe de Gouges, not Olyme 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From:Jay Smith 

This fox,yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: ~.!.~_~’_[’. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              5:28 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Final Exam 

Wednesday at lpm or so in my ofrice would be good Let me know if you can’t make it 
On        5: I I PM,                       ~w-ote: 

Dear Prof. Jay Smith, 

I have some questions about the final exam, mainly regarding the writing portion of the exam. I was 
wondering if I could make an appointment with you sometime during this week. I have an exam on 
wedn~day and friday but I should be free by 1pro on both days. However any other time during this week I 
am free. If you could let me know when is the b~t time for you I would really appreciate it. Thank you. 

Very Respec~ully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April a0, 201a 1216 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

Re: Meeting tomorrow? 

Applicants for fixed term 2013-14 xlsx; Fixed term fall 2013 recommended docx 

On 4/3 0/13 11:10 AM, Kmmer, Lloyd S wrote: 

> l’ln sot*) to hear about I’m not sure/[" we Nve innneNate D U S issues, but I would 1Ne to update bfiefl) on the seatvh 

> -----Ofigi~ml Message ..... 
> From: Dural, Katlfleen A 
> Soul: Tues~ly, April 30. 2013 10:45 AM 
> To: Kmmer, Lloyd S; Snfitl~ Ja) M: Raddmg, Cynflfia 
> Subject: RE: Mccling Iomo~ow? 

> Dear All. 
> 1 ~d plmmed to be on campus today but I can s~pe in, but it would be groat if we could t~k 

fire TA lists com’et~ation 

> From: Kmmer, Lloyd S 
> Senl: Mon~ly, April 29, 2013 6:1 I PM 

> Cc: Dmal, Kaddeen A 
> Subject: RE: Mccling Iomo~ow? 

> Hello to aR, 

> Yes, I was assutmng t~t we would meet tomorrow at 12:30 We can t~k about tl~ TA lists and also follow up 
> on otber issues KatNeen, would you join via ~’pe? T~s, Lloyd 

> -----Ofigi~ml Message ..... 



>> some intet~sth~g ideas flint Michelle King slmt~d wifl~ me tiffs molmng 
>> for fl~e W&G field 

>> Thank you all for coming I~ Ihc divcrsily workshop, I ccrlainly 
>> learned a lot from it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Tuesday,             7:30 PM 

~liveuncedu> 

Re:Reaction 3Que~ion 

I’m guessing they’ll be posted tomorrow 
Or        6:04 PM,             wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

My name is                    I am in your History    Tu-Th lec[ure, and I have a quick question 
about the reac[ion 3 paper. I have been checking Sakai daily, but the grade has yet to be pos[ed. I do not 
mean to rush the grading; I just wanted to make sure that you got my paper since I turned it in at the end 
of class (I was running late that day). Once again, I do not want to try and rush you, but I have learned 
that it is never a bad idea to double check something concerning grad~. If you could get back to me, that 
would be greatly appreciated. Thank you, and have a nice day. 

Eegards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             9:53 AM 

s@live unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email unc edu> 

Fwd: October 12 SACS document 

10 12 2012 Response to 8 21 2012 Request fi-om SACSCOC PDF 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:October 12 SACS document 

Date:Wed,           09:42:04 -0400 
From:Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs(FSunc edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M <iaysmith(FSemail uric edu> 

Jay: 

Attached is what we provided in March to Jane Stancill at the News & Observer. 

I hope your semester is wrapping up well. Thanks - Erin 

Erin C ~qchuettpelz 

(919) 843 0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             10:51 AM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: 

Don--I don’t believe I was ever informed of the time/day for the prospectus defense 

Jay 
On 

It’s Monday? 

10:25 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Dear Wayne and Jay, 

I’ve read       exam and passed him on my section. When you’ve read his exam and evaluated it, let me 
know. Assuming all goes well, I’ll see you next Monday. 

Best, 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             2:00 PM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: My error 

Awesome 
On I 1:47 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Jay, 

The reason you didn’t know the time of 
Your Monday afternoon is free. 

Best, 

exam on Monday is that you’re not on his Ph.D. committee! 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,            4:46 PM 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

Euro meeting 

Hi Joy: 
The European field reel Ioday; tlulnks again for Ihe stud�hi lisls We 
noliced a couple o f encors Ihal need corr¢cling, [hough 

~hould be listed as gender 
should b¢ lisled as gender 

advisor sl/ould be clmnged to Bull oltly: delete Wlmlen 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,            3:54 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; Jones, 
Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Clarifying information for graduate students 

Sorry, Cynthia, I actually know next to nothing about these budget details Lloyd and Adam will be able to 
provide the answers ..... 
On 1:48 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear Lloyd, Jay, Kathleen, Adam and Joy: 
I had a ve~?¢ good conversation with this morning, regarding the anxieties that a 
number of our students who are approaching the sixth year, with no job prospects and clear 
economic worries for completing their work What we can do to help them is to clarify what the 
depa~ment can and cannot pay, and what the Graduate School will pay, regarding tuition and 
health insurance for different funding possibilities 

I realized that I am still unclear about some of these questions, and I present them to you now 

I) Does the departmental Quinn fellowship pay stipend, tuition and health insurance? (I listed 
stipend and tuition, but not fees in my emails to                last week, accoridng to our 
Handbook, and I assumed that it covered health insurance but did not say so) 

2) Do we pay tuition for our Teaching Fellows (fixed-term appointments), who have not finished 
the degree, and health insurance? For Teaching Fellows who do have the PhD, tuition is obviously 
not a factor, but do we pay their health insurance? 

explained to me that in addition simply to employment, and thus a source of income, 
health insurance has become an increasing worlny because of the two-tiered pricing of different 
insurance plans In addition, we do not know how the NC legislature will implement the Affordable 
Health Care Act, which should go into effect Jan 2014 

They suggested that students who are contemplating whether to finish the degree or hold out for an 
I I th semester as a TA would probably prefer to complete the degree and t~ny to get a fixed-term 
teaching appointment as long as they could be covered for health insurance 

wrote up a veiny good 3-page document with a table, listing different options and 
what they pay The question marks indicated the quesituns I’ve asked above When you send me the 
correct information, then I’ll send it on to    and she’ll correct the document and send it to me 
electronically We can post it and/or send it out to the graduate student and faculty list serves 

We also spoke about the need to have up-to-date and accurate information for graduate students 
who ask us how many semesters of their allotted ten they have used for either stipend or tuition In 
addition, we need to remove the kind of confusion that developed on Monday, over the enrollment 
of students who are on Graduate School Off-Campus Dissertation Fellowships or dissertation 
Completion Fellowships, or on an outside grant with GTIS tuition and health insurance coming 
from the Graduate School This information should be readily available in eve~ny student’s file To 
that end, I will send out an email to all the graduate students asking them to inform Joy of awards 

that they receive and, when appropriate, to fox.yard to her their letter of award specifying that the 
award actually pays It is veiny important that this kind of infom~ation be placed in each student’s 
file 



Thank you, and I’ll see you soon at the Departmental Party 

Cynthia 

Cynthia Radding 

Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 

Latin ~@erican Studies and History 

Director of Graduate Studies, History 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall 513 

CB 3195 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195 



EPC meeting minutes, May 2, 2013. (lay Smith note taker). 

Present: ]ulie Justice, Anne Whisnant (ex officio), Chris Derickson (ex officio), 
Andrea Biddle, Theresa Raphael-Grimm, Geeta Vadyanathan, Bobbi Owen (ex 
officio), Gidi Shemer, left Spinner-Haler, lay Smith, 
[right name?] 

Absent: Jennifer Coble, Mark Shoenfisch 

The meeting convened at 9:02. 

--The committee approved revised set of March minutes. (Jeff moved, Jim seconded) 

--The committee amended and approved the April minutes. (Gidi moved, Julie 
seconded?? l’m sorry, l’m totally fuzzy on this) 

--Newly elected members were introduced: Kristin Reiter (new member) and 
(Graduate student in Romance Languages). Lauren Leve and Keith Amos, the 

other new members, could not be with us. 

--lay Smith shared a revised statement of guidelines about blogging and online 
assignments with the committee. He noted that the last clause of item #4 in the 
statement, which was first discussed April 24, has now been revised to read: 

"student and instructor must find a mutually agreeable alternative for fulfilling the 
class requirement" when adoption of a pseudonym is not possible or when students 
need to complete the course despite feeling very uncomfortable about the online 

assignment. 

A long discussion ensued about item #9 in the guidelines statement, which was 
written with the idea of protecting the identities of all students in the class. Jim 
raised concerns that the proposed language was too restrictive, especially since 

Tweeting and re-Tweeting is so widespread. In the end, the committee adopted 
more straightforward language restrictive only in the ways we mean to be 

restrictive (i. e., to protect anonymity). The new text reads: 

"Instructors should advise students not to share online the personal information of 
classmates, or to repost without permission the online comments of others in a way 
that would reveal the identity of a classmate who posts under a pseudonym." 

The committee approved the addition of item #10 to the guidelines, and that new 

text reads as follows: 

"Instructors should remind students that they may not use the words, thoughts, or ideas of 
another {including tweets, blog posts, or other internet-based material) without providing 



proper attribution. Failure to do so is plagiarism and may result in disciplinary action 

under the Honor Code." 

There was additional discussion about item # 5 regarding an instructor’s comments 
to a student in an online space so as not to provide public evaluative comments. The 
committee debated FERPA laws, or our understanding of them, and what types of 
feedback would constitute evaluative assessments. (Is it really off-limits to say 
"good work" or "incisive comment" on a blog?) The committee modified the 
language of the proposed guideline to make clear that only graded assessments 
need to be kept strictly private. The new text reads: 

"No instructor shall make public his or her assessments of an individual’s 
performance." 

Some questioned whether item #8, specifying that instructors should provide 
guidelines about how to avoid risks, etc, in managing an online identity, was 
redundant given the drafting of the guidelines under discussion. The committee 
consensus was that these guidelines are likely to be field-specific and context- 
specific, requiring some explicit attention by instructors, and the wording was 
therefore unchanged. 

The committee drafted a new title for the report: ’Guidelines for Classroom Use of 

Social Media’. 

Geetha moved to accept the revised report; Jay seconded. Members approved the 

report unanimously. 

--Bobbi Owen then raised a question about final exam scheduling, in response to 
queries from faculty who teach "common" courses with a single exam time. Can a 
final exam make-up in such "common" courses be scheduled on one of the two 
reading days? 

Before settling that issue, another question also was introduced for the committee’s 
consideration. Should faculty be permitted to request a change in the exam schedule 

right up until the last day of the semester (as current policy holds)? Or, as Own 
suggests, might we change the policy so that faculty can request an exam schedule 

change only until the end of the first week of classes. Jay asked whether the "drop 
date" would not be a better time to impose the new deadline. In light of the 
uncertainty about possible forthcoming GA action on drop dates, Owen suggested 

that we come back to this issue in the fall. The committee agreed that that seemed 

the wisest course. 

left Spinner-Halev expressed a desire to have the committee, in its first fall meeting, 

reaffirm its commitment to the University’s current add-drop policies. 



--The question of whether EPC has any role to play in implementing the University’s 
decision to adopt the Turn-it-in plagiarism detection service was tabled for 

discussion in the fall. 

--The question of whether semesters spent on disciplinary suspension should count 
among the "semesters in residence" for an affected student was also tabled for 

discussion in the fall. 

--Andrea Biddle reported on the Faculty Council’s approval of EPC’s annual report 
and--more specifically--the EPC proposal to establish the XF grade. There was 

some confusion at Faculty Council about the order in which Honor System reforms 
were presented (the XF grade had to be proposed before professors Perrin and 
Myers introduced fl~e entire suite of reforms), and there were questions from the 

floor that drew attention to differing versions of the XF proposal (a draft repork of 
the Honor system reforms having been made public earlier), but once the logistics of 
the approval process were explained (i. e., the need for a new grading infrastructure 

to enable the Honor system reforms), FC approved the proposal by acclamation. 

--The committee voted unanimously to re-elect Theresa Raphael-Grimm as chair for 

the 2013-2014 academic year. 

--The committee discussed the scheduling of future meetings; all agreed that the 

current template should be followed. 

--Theresa thanked the outgoing members for their service: Julie Justice, Jim Grinias, 
lay Smith. 

The meeting adjourned at 10:30. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 2:12 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: Flatt 

Llovd--Mond~5 c~rl~ al]crnoon I’m having ltmch with      , ~md given 
~11 thal’s going on the rcsl of the wcck I’d ralhcr nol rcschcdulc 
that I uesda?, is my final, and I’ve got an appointment at I 0 and then 

> IAH leaves 
> Wlaaicn 
> WaLcrho use. 

> I/l~l~k Ihcsc ~rc the leaves wc ],a~o w abouL al Ihc moment. Something clsc could develop, bul/l~s is where/hings now sl~md A~d 
Emma is not schednled tbr a leave 
> 

> Tl~al~ks Ibr your woik on Ihc spring cotkrscs (fin hoping we’ll have bo/h Taster and Aucrbach Ibr oktr spring cotkrsc Ic~m~.) 

> Best, Lloyd 

> krom: .la~ Smith Ija? smitlCa email nnc ednI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,            9:44 PM 

@unc edu> 
Re: Hist    Office Hours 

My office: Hamilton 564 
On       9:25 PM, wrote: 

Actually disregard my previous email 1 l:30wouldworkout perfectly Wherewould you like to 
meet? 

My apologies, 

On , at 9:17 PM, "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmitl ~vcmai[ tin,’: cd~> wrote: 

You might come right around 11:30. If you would prefer to meet shortly a&er 9, I’ll have 
some time until 9:30. But let me know by tomorrow early AM. 

From~ 
Sent: Monday, 6:28 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject= RE: Hist    ONce Hours 

Will you have any time to spare tomorrow before the exam? I do not think that my ques[ions 
will require any significant amount of time to answer, but nonetheless they are important. I 
really appreciate you looking into this for me. 

Thank you, 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Thursday, 3:56 PM 

Subject= Re: Hist Office Hou~ 

SotW, but I won’t be on campus again until Tuesday morning You might be able to 
catch me before the final 
On 2:10 PM, wrote: 

I’m very sorry I did not show up this morning I wasn’t feeling well last 
night and I j ust woke up Is there anyway we could meet tomorrow? I 
meant to show up this morning, I don’t know how I slept through all of my 
alarms 

, at 8:09 AM, "Jay Smith" <j;~_gsmi~h@emafl unc e;la!> 

How about 10:45 on Thursday? 



On 1:47 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I was hoping to make an appointment to meet with 
you and discuss the second paper that was recently 
returned to me. I can meet pretty much at any time 
on any day. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 2:24 PM 

~email unc edu> 

Fall 2013doc 

Dear 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smifll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,           2:25 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Fall doc 

Dear 

S¢¢ at/ached l’dbc lulpp} to answ¢r an5 qucsiJons 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,           6:27 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: memoirs secrets 

-remember that it’s Memoires Secrets (with an e), and the editor most often associated with the 
Memoires was named Bachaumont Search his name with Memoires and it should come up (Search our library 
first) 

Popkin hmm, I remember he has an article titled "Pamphlet Literature at the end of the Old Regime" (or 
something like that), and maybe I’m remembering his discussion of the Memoires in that article lhat may have 
been in Eighteenth-Centu~’y Studies 

Thinking over our conversation yesterday, I also want to add one other observation: it’s *possible* that any 
ONE of these various things (images of the Jesuit order, the attractions of the "dark" and creepy, etc) could 
become your big focus But for now, t~’y to read pretty deeply in all of them and see what happens 
On 5:37 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I’m having trouble finding stuff on the memoirs secrets, even Gallica is being difficult. Do 
you have any other key words I might type in? I tried to get Popkin’s article, and I found 
one on "post-absolutism" and persiflage. Is that it? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,           6:29 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Review Essay 

Thanks You’ve done a great job this year For which I will formally praise you in the "first-year 
report" I have to write up within the next week .... 

Jay 
On 4:50 PM, wrote: 

Greetings Jay, 

I am attaching my review essay for our French Revolution Readings Would you like a hard copy 
as well? If so I can print one out and put it in your box tomorrow morning 

Let me know and thanks for another great semester! 

Best, 

Histo~’y Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             8:10 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 10:33 AM 

MALINDA MAYNOR-LOWERY < 

716 
@me corn> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:19 AM 

MALINDA MAYNOR-LOWERY < 

Re: Friday? 
@me corn> 

Bless you You’ve joined the ranks of Lisa Lindsay and Miguel LaSeina 
and lm.’self Friday" seimimt~ are great! I liked nfine when I did it 

1’11 go with 2-4:30 Even gt-ad sludeNs wmlt to be at the bar by 5 
On 5/8/13 11:15 AM, MALINDA MAYNOR-LOWERY wrote: 
> Ok As you know, liming is cvcuIhing I’d be fine wilh 24:30 or even 3-5:30 if we can avoid conflicls 

> Malinda Ma> nor Lower3 
> Assistant Professor of Histot3 
> UNC-Chapcl Hill 
> CB# 3195, Haimlton Hall 
> Chal~l Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             3:23 PM 

Re: missing papers 

@uncedu> 

On 1:20 PM. wrote: 
> Hi Dr Smith. 

> Thai does not sound suspicious All three of Ihos¢ were sludcnls whom I assumed or hoped had dropped the class 

> I’ll send you in} grade disl~ibulion as soon as I’m done grading Hope Io be dlmugh by tomorrow inonling, but it mighl be as late as 

> From: Ja?. Slrtith l iaxs~rtith~a;enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Tuesdax,              10:15 PM 

> Sul~iect: ntissing papers 

> --1 just plugged in zeroes for missing papers from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 I 1:33 AM 

Duffy, Eve <emduffy@email unc edu> 

Re: seminar 

About that dweeb’s assessment: with "this prestigious university" he lost any claim to credibility Hey, I wish I 
could have seen your childish antics! 

Thanks for the Monday 
On 5/9/13 11:06 AM, Eve Duft’y wrote: 

No worries re holocaust Got the reviews today fiom Nazi Society; not as strong as usual, but that’s 
because I really was trying it out My favorite response EVER from a student was this, on the 
"would you take another class with this instructor" -- 
No. Actually, let me rephrase that. Hell no. She was unclear, childish at times, and her class I@ me 
cor~/hsed all semester. One q/ the worst teachers I have ever had the displeasure q/ h~n,i~ at this 

prest~ffious uttiversiO’. 

best 

On 5/8/2013 11:40 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Holocaust verboten, I’m aft-aid Chris is teaching his "last" 262, his swan song, that very 
semester And he is REALLY sensitive about certain things, omg 

But Nazi society could be cool Or something on museums? We can nail it down 
later .... 

On 5/8/13 11:35 AM, Eve Duft’y wrote: 



On the seminar, I could see doing Nazi society Let’s wait and see what the 
evals look like coming out of this semester I could also do Holocaust as a 
research seminar, which would be super cool (but again don’t want to step 
on any one’s toes Chris B is amazingly combative in email, yet always 
super nice in person Although he doesn’t ever seem to remember who I 
am) I also don’t want to step on new Jewish studies person in any way So 
yes to the research seminar, yes to either Monday or Thursday, which ever 
works, and yes to getting something to you soon, with the caveat that we 
brainstorm a bit about the proper subject 

On 5/8/2013 11:25 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

So about that seminar Do you have a working title/theme? 
Do you think you could get a draft syllabus to Kathleen Duval 
sometime before July I ? I ask only because I’m technically not 
supposed to schedule a seminar that doesn’t have committee 
approval, but if it’s in the "pipeline" I will totally disregard the 
roles (Actually, I do this all the time) Also--thoughts about 
when to schedule it? Would Mondat or Thursday afternoon 
work? 

Eve M. Duffy, Ph.D 

Director, Program in the Humanities 

Exploring the W®rld of Ideas 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,             I: 14 PM 

Re: ETA 

@uncedu> 

Sounds good Did 
odd Buloddd~ingshappen 

not mrn hi a tlffrd leacfion paper? Seents 

no grade at all (because w¢ hol~¢d for lal¢ l~apers ¢1c ) 
On      12:53 PM,                   wrole: 
> Dr Smdh. 

> That~ks for letling me t~ad by the way It is mt~ to find a fitml exam that is a pleasme to ~ad 

> From: Ja? S~mth [ia~s~mth~a;email uric edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday,             3:23 PM 

> Subject: Re: missing pap¢rs 

> Grca/ 
> O11 1:20 PM. wrote: 
>> Hi Dr S~mth, 

>> That does not sound suspicious All tlu~e of thase wet~ students whom I assumed or haped had dropped the class 

>> From: Jay Smilh [javsmilh?~,¢mail uric edu] 
>> Senl: Tuesday             10:15 PM 

>> Sul~iect: trussing papers 

>> --1 just plugged in zeroes for trussing papet~ from 
>> ffanx of this sounds 
>> suspicious to you (e g, you ~ememhar boflt of         papers), let me 

>> guess you"ll be OK They go ~lsl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,            4:28 PM 

Re: Ca y est (?) 
~uncedu> 

fieaking questiol~s 
On      3:13 PM.                    wrote: 
> Here is the grade breakdown: 

>N 71 

>A: 3 

>+B: 18 
>B: 7 

>+C: 10 

> Please let me know/[" tNs looks OK TNs afternoon Ihn meeting a friend to f~te her prospectus defense, but I cm~ upload all the 

> Best tegat~ls, 

> From: Ja? Smith [iaxsmith~aenmilunc edu] 
> Sent: Tlnusdax,              1:13 PM 

> SubJecl: Re: EI’A 

> Sounds good Did not txlrn m a tlfird reaction paper’? Seems 
> odd Bul odd things happen 

> no grade at all (because we hol~ed for late I~apers etc ) 
> O11      12:53 PM,                   wmle: 
>> Dr S~mth, 

pm 

>> From: Ja? Snfith Ijavsnfith?*email m~c edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday,            3:23 PM 

>> Subj¢cl: Re: missing papers 

>> O11 1:20 PM. wrote: 
>>> Hi Dr Snfith, 

>>> r[1 send you ~W grade distrikntion as soon as I’m done grading Hope to be fltrough by tomorrow mormng, but it nfight be as late 



>>> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh@email un¢ edu] 

>>> S~iecl: missing papers 

>>> --I jusl plugged in zeroes got missing papers groin 
>> > If am" of tiffs sounds 

>> > PS I fnfished ira." exams aheady--I should lmve taken a few morn But 1 
>>> guess you"ll be OK Tim) go filsl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             5:20 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Good News 

--congrats Nice to see the dissertation coming along despite all the difficulties with the former advisor 
etc -Jay 
On 5 : 12 PM,               wrote: 

Hi 

i hope this emall finds you weE. It was lovely to chat with you at the Sexuality 
Studies reception Lbis past weekend. Thanks for all your hard work in making iL 
happen. Please see below for tee two grants I recenLly received (of course, you 
already know about tee formerS). Warmly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             9:14 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Review Essay 

--very nice paper Well written, perceptive, and skilled in its weaving of not-necessarily-complementary 
materials My only thought: you might have shared more about what you didn’t like (that is, what you found 
inadequate or problematic) about each of your 3 (or 6!) studies But I hope you found these readings useful for 
your own work -Jay 
On 4:50 PM,               wrote: 

Greetings Jay, 

I am attaching my review essay for our French Revolution Readings Would you like a hard copy 
as well? If so I can print one out and put it in your box tomorrow morning 

Let me know and thanks for another great semester! 

Best, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,            9:52 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: due date for the    paper 

have l~ot even lead Popkin yet) that one expert on Haiti has fitmIly 
given wlfil¢ people their due -Jay 
On 3:12 AM, wrote: 
> FIN 

> From: Ja) Slrtith Ija) simth@email uric edu] 
> Scnl: Tuesday,            6:28 PM 

> Subject: due dale for Ihe    paper 

> provided a firm due date--are due tomorrow? Boy, 1 sure hope se 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, May 10, 2013 11:02AM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu> 
Eren Tasar, ~gmail corn>; McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 

Re: Eren’s spring 

Oops, I deleted by accident It’s 140 
On 5/I 0/13 I 1:01 AM, Raleigh, Donald J wrote: 
>    Tlmltks, Ja3, Tltis sounds good What’s Elen’s 9 AIM class? Eren, have you ordered textbooks for the fall? M3 best, Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             1:35 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: 

--il certainly could ha~c Do you still have the paper? Could you 
leave a cop3" in lW lnadbox ht tbe Histot5 office? I wall tben 

> Hello Professor Slnitk 

> Tlfis is I was just elnaiIing you because I was wondebmg wl~x I have a for reaction paper 3 in m> grade book on 
sakai When gave me ~W reaction pant back after tbe fi~ml, rite grade was listed as a I was cauious/[" tNs could have 
affected m> fuml grade pemeNage 

> Tlmt~k you for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <javsmith(~&email unc edu> 

Friday,             3:26 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: chapter 

Dissertation chapter on physiocrats marked up docx 

. --1 otfl? lnade it fltrougli page 65 l’ln at~aclfing Will tall 
shottly ..... 
On 2:28 PM,             wrote: 
> Just in case you l~eed it, m? plione number: 

> From: Jay Smilli [iaysmilli~acmail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Ffidm"             9:14 AM 

> Subject: Re: chapter 

> On        ): 12 AM,              ~ rote: 
>> Wc decided on Top of Ihc hill al 4pro? 

>> Scnl: Mo}ldai. 11:40 AM 
>> To: Ja> Snfith 
>> Subj¢cl: RE: chapl¢r 

>> Oscar’s was my secret gcla\~ay, bul you ha~¢ Io bc a rcgislcrcd mcmb¢r (it’s a p~ival¢ club) TOH might bc fine 11 would al Icasl 
be centlal enough for m) morn zutd    to goof around a little bit while you belittle me OL if you wm~I to avoid a crowd, we could 
ha~c vodka Ionics on your deck Also. our neighbors have lunged Ih¢ir apt inlo a crack house inslead of crock, il!s mclh This would 
be ltihirious if it was not so sketcl~ ff I seem on edge, it’s not tlie meth but tlie at~xiet) 

>> From: Ja) Snfith Ijavsnfitli?1emailm~c edu] 
>> Scnl: Monday,            i 8:20 AM 

>> Sul~iect: Re: clmpter 

>> Yeah Do you still like Oscm’s? Do you remember Oscar’s? TOH also 
>> peffectl) fine Or wlmtever 
>> On        :34 PM,              wrote: 

>>> Scnl: Wcdncs&ly, _ 10:54 AM 
>>> To: Jay Smith 
>>> Subject: RE: clmpter 

>>> Got it[ I will update you as tlie time approaclies 

>>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmilh@cmail unc cdul 



or botb) Friday, ina? 10, 4-6pm-ish    and I mid in? inom ltave to go to tbe airport to pick up    fanfil?, so confing to Cltapel Hdl 
earlier would be eas? And ~e would not have to straggle to fit in a meeting on Saturnian" Just some tbougbts 

>>>> To: Smidi. Jay M 
>~>> Subject: RE: clmpter 

>> >> He? Ja?, I am attaching ira." dissertation "introduction" Tlfis lna? be helpful for you to lead befoie file cltapter on tbe 

ovemrcbing argmme nt al~d the contex~ around which m? atmlysis oftbe PI\~ sioct-ats centers Don’t wor~" if’you cafft ~ead it: I would 
mflter you have it titan not ~f necessary 

>>>> To: Jay Smidi 
>>>> Subject: RE: clmpter 

>>>> That’s fair The last section gets pardculafi? de~tse, so you will need some extra time Our writing group is meeting for fire first 
lime Ioday; Ibcv are reading my chaplet I hope Io gel some feedback from Ihcm. bul I suspccl Ihc malcfial is Ioo far a field, and I will 
mos b bc clarifying major pdin s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            3:30 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: paper 

It’s OK There was no reason (other than I thought we both needed it out of the way) why you absolutely had to 
turn this in today 

Yes, maybe we will sign you up lot    in the fall Seems only fair that you get credit for having done the 
work Have a good summer Write often ..... 
On 3:27 PM,             wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks so much. 
Attached is my paper. I am so sorry that it’s late. When I realized that I had to drop the 

. I’m afraid I got too complacent with my time management this week. I am feeling 
the opposit of honor: shame. Again, I am very sorry. Maybe you can give me feedback on 
it some time in December since maybe I should enroll in an    next semester? 
Anyway, I will be sure to stay in touch regularly this summer. Enjoy your time in France! 

From: Jay Smith [Ia’~,:~ntthi~ema~l unc,e~u] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: paper 

On 

-the letter is in your mailbox 
I I : I I AM,             wrote: 

I will try! Thanks! 

Subject= Re: paper 

-we can think about enrolling you in    in fall, if that works best for you But 
still, good idea to get the paper in Do you think you can have it by tonight sometime? 

I’ll put the letter in your mailbox when I come in this afternoon -Jay 
On       12:48 AM,             wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Feeling a time crunch again this week... Might I plea for an 
extension on the paper? An extra day perhaps? 
And I’m still confused about the    thing. Do you think I should 
enroll in an    next semester and have this semester’s work count 
for it? I still don’t know why I had to drop the . 
Oh, and do you by any chance have that letter for the archives? 



From: Jay Smith [jaw!T’,i~h!~,ema!Lunc&du] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:26 PM 
1"o= 
Subject= Re: memoirs secrets 

¯ -remember that it’s Memoires Secrets (with an e), and the editor 
most often associated with the Memoires was named Bachaumont Search 
his name with Memoires and it should come up (Search our library first) 

Popkin hmm, I remember he has an article titled "Pamphlet Literature at 
the end of the Old Regime" (or something like that), and maybe I’m 
remembering his discussion of the Memoires in that article That may 
have been in Eighteenth-Centu~’y Studies 

Thinking over our conversation yesterday, I also want to add one other 
obse~w-ation: it’s *possible* that any ONE of these various tbings (images 
of the Jesuit order, the attractions of the "dark" and creepy, etc) could 
become your big focus But for now, tlT to read pretty deeply in all of 
tbem and see what happens 
On 5:37 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I’m having trouble finding stuff on the memoirs secrets, 
even Gallica is being difficult. Do you have any other 
key words I might type in? I tried to get Popkin’s article, 
and I found one on "post-absolutism" and persiflage. Is 
that it? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              8:38 AM 

@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: [history-graduate] TA Assignments for Fall 

Yes And rm sor3" I didfft notice that you were misshig] Don’t 

On 8:36 AM. wrole: 

like a really lx~ssiv¢ aggressive way or saying they don’t want me back Is Radding the person to contact? 

> PkD Cmldidate 

> The Ulm-et~ti) of North Caroltim at Chapel Hill 

>From: bounce-33101887-64092520"alisls¢~ uric ¢du [bounc¢-33101887-64092520@lisls¢~ unc edul on b¢halgor C3 nlhia 
Radding [mdding ?i,¢m ail imc edul 
> Scnl: Friday, 7:04 PM 
> To: hisloB -graduate 
> Sul~iect: [bistoly-graduate] TA Assigmnents for Fail 

> Please see file attached file for the TA mid Grader Assigmnents for Fall 

> Sincerely, 
> Professor Radding 

> Cynthia Raddhlg 
> Gussellhoven Disthlgmished Professor 
> Latin Anleficml Studies and Histot? 
> Dilector of Gt-aduate Studies Histoiy 
> Umversit) of Norfll Caroliim, Chapel Hill 
> Hanfilton Hail 513 
> CB 3195 
> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,.              I 1:28 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: [histoty-i~aculty] TA Assignments for Fall 

On 11:19 AM. Cymltia Radding wrote: 
> Wayne, 
> Please wait a couple of da~’s, we have a few mote graduate students who 
> ate wiith~g to ask for a TA slot, so we may be able to fit1 it 
> ourselves Thank you! 

>> wlee~aunc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              1:03 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

C) nllfia--I know il’s Iough to b¢ moving people around al Ihis poinl, but 
it’you cml find a wa) to keep     out of an A~nerican history class, 1 
know h¢ would apprcciale il Thanks -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              6:22 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Grades 

own policies or consistent wit1 my understmtding of U niversit~" pohc) 
(The olfl) accepted leason for chalging a permanent grade is 

is not among the accepted leasoim ) 

hi tbe absence of even cimunmtantial evidence that you turned in tbe 

iust done so ml emad apologizing about the lateness, inquiring about 

tic) I can’t no~ --after grades ha~¢ been posted-decide to 
give you credil for die paper This is especially so in [ighl of tile 
cmmiderable circunmtantial evidence--i e, tbe other ntissing 

encourage you to see one of the dezum in Steele budding They cast w~ik 
you fluough the appeal process ff I m somehow ~nisjudgmg the situation 
I ce~atifly wouldn’t nfind lmving nU decision ove~urned They lmve a lot 

cl~ge anytNng Mter the test, I thought I was geRing my fit~ paper back, but when he Ndn t l~d d to me I wash t sure wl~ther 1 

nocmdi roralargcgradelike hisiskindog nsc ling ha ~o ~o Ids ggcs i Ima~no ha~cappcarcd o ~ ~c~ hard ogc he 
won done, but I still want to get someflfing out of it when I do 

Frown: Jay S~mth I jays~mth:~/;enmil unc edu] 
> Scnl: Satu~a~             I:00 PM 

> SuNccI: Re: Grades 

~raid tl~te’s just not much I cm~ do for you at tNs point You say you turned in fl~e second paper (the second t~e-home nfidterm?) 
"on the second floor" (but n~v office is on fl~e 5fl~ floor, as is        ) Moreover, my "hffo on midtern~" gmidetines spec~, tlmt 

paper lind you been concerned about either its whereabouts or the t~mre of the late pet~, we were plm~ng to assign to it 

> In m~v case, l~d there been a nfislmp of some so~, you lind ample thne to fign~re out tlmt your paper lind never been returned to you 

fl~e pam~aph rewrite from fl~e flint paper And you never turned in rea~ion pant ~2 In sho~, there s a long pa~ern of 

>-Pmf S~mth 



eveiyone else, but I did not receive my paper back ~er tbe fuml exant mtd noxx it shoxx s flint I did l~t receive ciedit for tlmt paper 
Also tl~ second paper tlmt was due I ranted flint into your box on ~be second floor rite da) it was due yet 1 lmven’t received a grade 

~ow did you not leceive fltem and tbey weie somebow lost be~x een tbe thne I ranted fltem in and tbe thne you took tbem away? 1 

> Tlfis fonv~ded message was sent via TI~ U mvet~i~" of Noah C~olil~ at CMpel Hill Messages from tbe "HIST ’ site 
To reply to tlfis message crick tl~s lit~ to access Messages for tiffs site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              I I: 10 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
grade change 

Hi Lloyd--I made a mistake calculalin~ a studcnl’s grade in my Hisl 
course Her nmne is                1 *thiitk* I did m) part 

changing [he grade (to ) and I *lhink* il slill requires your 
approval I don’t latow if you now get entails about fltis, with the nexx 
gt-ade change system? Do you thit~k I should email Clms Defickson? 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              I 1:26 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: 

--1 just checked, mid file grade Ires passed tltrough the various 
dcparhncnlal levels of approval and should be in the rcgislmr’s office 
b3 now I’d bcl Ihal widlin a da~ the amde change will show up -JS 
On       I 1:05 AM,             wrote: 
> Hello Professor Smdh. 

> As of I 1:00am today, the s} stem is still showing the old grade on my end 

> From: Ja? Slrtith Ija?s~rtith@enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday,              3:33 PM 

> Sul~iect: Re: 

> -Pve just changed your grade But we’ve adopted a new ’grade 
cNmge system, so let me know iffl~e change doesnt register by, say, 

> Monday morning -JS 
> O11       2:55 PM,             wrote: 

>> Tlmnk you vet) much for your help, 

>> From: Ja) Snfith I)avsnfith?~einail m~c edu] 
>> Scnl: Friday.            2:07 PM 

>> Subjccl: Re: 

>> O11 1:56 PM, wrote: 

a picture of Ihc paper via ¢mail? 

>> > Thmtks, 

>>> From: JW Snfifll [iwsnfiflt,?zemad unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Fridax,              1:43 PM 

>>> Subject: Re: 

>>>     --I jltsl checked, and Ihal would indeed bump you up one grade Jusl 
>>> drop offa copy in my mailbox and I’ll fix il -JS 
>>> On       1:32 PM                      wrolc: 

affected mx fuml ~ade pementage 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              10:41 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: [histo~3~-t~aculty] YOUR Histo~T Depa~ment website updates 

I think we should just save all the honors/presidencies etc for the cv Consistency’s sake and all that Do you 
need me to tell hr that directly? Or can you communicate to her my poobah decision? 
On 6:36 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Jay: 
Started the reply to Jacquelyn’s request for updates over coffee and decided to run it by you before 
tilting at so venerable a windmill 
ngs 

Jacquelyn: 

You forgot to copy Jay, so I’m running this by him As you noted, your research interests as 
currently written are mostly what the guidelines ask you to relegate to your CV, and it falls to Jay 
to approve that and the addition of more such material Also, your existing paragraph already 
exceeds the 100-word limit so adding to it will necessitate creating a "read more about the 
professor’s research interests" page to absorb the extra text Jay has sometimes allowed things that 
are not about research interests to appear on that second page His call as arbiter, not mine 

I went ahead and posted the guidelines and style sheet to the Faculty intranet so they are easily 
accessible 

Will get the CV posted this morning 

From: Hall, Jacouelyn 
Sent: Monday, 5:11 PM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: RE: [history-faculty] YOUR History Department website updates 

Dear Nancy, 
Re the dept website: I’m attaching a cv for inclusion 
I realize that instead of going on about my research interests I’m listing presidencies and such but 
so be it 

Please add to those, perhaps as the first item: In      she received the Ma~7/Turner Lane Award 
for outstanding contributions to the lives of women students, faculty, staff" and administrators at 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Remove , who graduated 

I’m not sure where those "thoughts" at the end came from but I think I’d remove them I’ll let you 
know if I want to put something there 

Thanks, 

jh 



From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Thursday, 9:01 AM 
TO: Hall, Jacquelyn 
Subject: RE: [history-faculty] YOUR History Department website updates 

Here they are Please let me know if you have any questions! 
ngs 

From= Hall, Jacquelyn 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:28 PM 
To= Schoonrnaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: RE: [history-faculty] YOUR History Department website updates 

From: bounce-33090936-64019542@listserv.unc.edu [~nailto:bounce-33090936- 
64019542~listserv.unc.edu] On I~ehalf Of Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:30 AM 
TO: history-faculty 
Subject: [history-faculty] YOUR History Department website updates 

A quick reminder at this busy time 

UPDATES: Requests for updates of HistotN Depa~ment web site pages go to Nancy Gray 
Schoonmaker, with a cc to Jay Smith (and in the future to his replacement as associate chair, 
arbiter of all web content) and Adam Kent, department manager 

In the past, the web site was only updated twice a year, but a couple of years ago the depa~ment 
made a commitment to keeping the content timely and accurate Guidelines for personal pages were 
carefully crafted by department leadership Please let me know if you’d like me to send them to 
you 

Please take a look at your own web page You are likely to see things that need updating now that 
students are changing status, there will be new honors thesis undergrads to mentor, your research 
interests have taken new turns, and your accomplishments require updated CVs 

GOOD NEWS: Good news to share is always welcome as you and your students announce 
awards, honors, accolades, new books Please send news to me with cc to Jay and Adam 
Cynthia Radding should also be copied on all graduate student news, and Lloyd Kramer on all 
faculty news 

We are here to help make your web presence as timely and eft’ective as it can be Don’t hesitate to 
ask for updates! 

Best, 
Nancy 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:jhall(7~email unc edu">ihall(7~email unc edu</a> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,              I 1:57 AM 

Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email unc edu> 
Re: Lunch for Lloyd 

agreed 

On 11:56 AM, Lisa Lindsav wrote: 
>Hi Ja), 

> whele I sit, Europe is not tbe place to wort3 about nmrgh~alization! 
> Good to see you yesteiday Hope you have fun plans for tbe sumlner 
> Lisa 

> On 11:47 AM, J a) Smith wrote: 

>> Europe’s atleged nmrghmlization He’s been complaining about Ibis h~ 

>> On 11:44 AM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 

>> > your mhtd, rm bappy to contribute, of course Tlmitks again for 
>>> olganizing the vet3 successful hmch 

>>>> Dear Co[leagmes, Our event for Llo)d yestet~lav was a great success, 
>>>> and he obviously apprccia/cd i[ Thanks to all for your 
>> >> participation I was able to cover neat’l) the wbole cost of the lunch 
>>>> out of ira." Mowt3 accom~t, so no need to lehnburse[ Enjoy the sunmler 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              3:49 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Napoleon Paper 

Sorry, I’m scrambling to finish a paper of my own that I have to finish by tomorrow I’ll try to get to you 
by Friday ..... 
On 3:45 PM, wrote: 

I tinkered a bit more with the paper (not changing much of the body, but reworking the intro a bit) 
I figured you haven’t had a chance to look at the other yet, but if you have, you can just send me 
that copy with your comments and I can work them together with the changes I’ve made I have 
comments in the paper about places I’m concerned about, but the questions I listed in my last email 
to you are still important too 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 1:22 PM 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email unc edu>; BtTant, Chad C <Nyantc@email unc edu> 

Re: Merit Committee 

Fitz et al--just to clarify/remind: we don’t bother rating ourselves, right? I seem to recall that the chair does that 
on his own -Jay 
On 5/16/13 I 1:25 AM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

We are set for 3pm today Chad, I’ll plan to Skype you at a little after 3 My "handle" is 
as I recall 

will have hard copies of all of the annual reports If we need any specific materials from the files 
can run down to LaTissa’s office and snag them 

Cheers 
Fitz 

William B. Umstesd Professor of History 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Frem: Chase, Diana on behalf of HISTORY - Hamilton 569 Lounge 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:17 AM 
To= Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Dural, Kathleen A; Talbert, Richard J; Smith, Jay M; Chase, Diana 
Subject: Brundage - Merit Commigee 
When: Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:00 PM-4:30 PM. 
Where: 569 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:02 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re:        report 

2013 doc 

L1wd--tNs has turned into quite the Sis~’phean task I hoN you get 
Iha/boulder Io the lop of the hill before you decamp 

On 5/16/13 1:54 PM, Kmm¢r, Lloyd S wrole: 
> Jay, 

> I’m wi!!ring with J hn Hit~clffield h~ the    Departlnent on the details of fl~e joh~t appointment for               I tltfltk we’~e 
making some progress, hitl in ord¢r Io compl¢l¢ Ibis proc¢ss I n¢ed Ih¢ final v¢rsion of Ih¢ reporl Ihal you pres¢nled Io Ih¢ depamn¢nl 
on April 17 I have a draft of the ~eport, but 1 ~emember that you made few fitml cNmges before it was actually p~esented at the 
faculty meeting Could you pl¢ase s¢nd me the final version in an electronic fo~n? I can Ihen use this as parl of the dossier thai will 
go to the Deaffs office 

> Besl, Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:49 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reading 

¯ -I don’t know much at all about your specific interests of course, but a few great and informative reads in 
early-modern histo~’y (with an emphasis on the "microhistorical") are: 
Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms (about a fascinating Inquisition case) 
Natalie Davis, The Return of Martin Gue~Te (about a bizarre case of stolen identity) 
James Farr, A Tale of Two Murders (noble family feud in 1630s Dijon) 
Lyndal Roper, Witch Craze (focusing on Gern~any) 
Paul Seaver, Wallington’s World (about an English tradesman and his religious experiences) 
Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic (what the title suggests--on England) 

I could give you many more But summers are short .... 

I ve~7 much enjoyed having you in class Please do stay in touch -Jay Smith 

On 12:59 PM, wrote: 

Hey guys, 

I’m currently relaxing post-graduation, and I’m about to start my summer reading! I’ve already picked up a 
few things that I know I’ll want to get into--The Anatomy of Melancholy, some of Browne’s works, a few of 
John Webster’s plays--but I’d like to start gathering a growing list of works, and all recommendations are 
welcome. Of course, there’s no need to rush; enjoy your break, and thank you all for all your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:57 PM 

lunch 
~uncedu> 

pull up stakes and leave town for a few weeks) got in the wW of nV 

slmll we’/ 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, May 17, 2013 9:17 AM 

Flatt, Emma <eflatt@email unc edu> 
Re: courses 

h~dced I’m approaching lihamlion day 
On 5/16/13 11:42 PM, Flatt, Enm~a wrote: 
> Thanks Jay I gel your point aboul Ih¢ dcpl meetings[ So MWF, 9 and 1 I is fine, and yes. of Ih¢ 2. I’d m/her Islam in medi¢val India 
be the 190 and gender can be a 390 Now l.just have to restrict myself front ushtg all m) time for course p~ep (>es, fm still over- 
pteparhtg) and force n~vse[[’to be a disciplined writer 

> From: Ja) S~mth Ija) s~mth@emait uric edu] 
> Scnl: Thursday, May 16. 2013 2:29 PM 
> To: Flatt, Enuna 

> but I tiffin it probably .just can’t be done fm gmessing, for example, 

> 5-6:15, but you would nfiss eveiy dep’lal meeting that wa) Probabl)just 

> will gmmble 

> I 1 The good news: aricn~oons free for w~iiing[ -Jay 

> in Medieval India’?) and the other a 390 

> Jay 
> On 5/15/13 11:23 PM, Flatt, Enm~a wrote: 

>> Would il b¢ possible to do M~V in Ihe artcnloons instead? Tile only reason I ask is Ihat I’m 0) ing to consolidale my leaching in 
ot~ler to ma:dnfise on writing thne: I seriousl) need to make progress on my monograph in ot~ler to e~tsme I make tenure However 
d isn’l possible, or is Ioo complica/ed Io sorl oul, Ihen pul me down for Ihe M~VF 9 and I 1 slols and I’ll I~) and b¢ more efficienl and 
disciplined ~m.’self[ 

>> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmid~@¢mail uric edu] 
>> Sel~t: Wednesda),Ma) 15,2013 9:23 AM 

>> Enuna--the problem wiflt MW is that it cafft ~eally be done ht the 

>> in fire da) (i e, crossing two different class periods) But I can 

>> wiffchever combi~ation you wmtt) it" you do MWF It would help us a lot 
>> if you could do MWF rather Ihan TFFH 

>> MI suggestion on limes would be 9 and I 1 I won3 a littl¢ aboul 8AM 
>> being Ioo early for our pattying ~mdergmds -Jay 
>> On 5/14/13 11:26 PM, Flat~, E~mna wrote: 

closer to the time 



>>> ls il possible Io divide Iha lessons inlo 2 sessions and leach on Monday ,and Wednesday or do 1 lulv¢ Io divide Ih¢ lessons inlo 3 

and do mxx P! The latter is fine ff tbe £ornter isn’t possible Time wise I’d pre£er two monting slots eg 8am and 1 lain but wbenever fits 
best is fine 
>>> Thanks a million, 

>>> Scnl: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 8:58 AM 
>>> To: Flai~, Emnla 

>> > time/day l,equests for you for some ~eason (It’s possible that I lost 
>>> the foml) 1 had you penciled in for t\~o topics courses ls that still OK? 

>> > Mot.e important figbt ~lOW--wNch times/da? s do you plefe~! -Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, I            10:01 AM 

~email unc edu> 

feedback 

Dissertation chapter on physiocrats marked up docx 

Okey dokey, I’ve fnfisbed tbe wbole encbilada I added some new cmnmems 
slarling on p 57. so look al Ihis documcnl (or just delele Ihe earlier 
one) Reading over my commcnls, I see once again wh) sludcnls hale me 
I’m such an asswipc BUT~ M) ~ccling is always Ihal Ihc aulhor needs 
Io hear Ih¢ most cfitJcalNkcplical feedback possible--so as to preempt 
ca~ing by olhcr asswipcs 

M) general feedback is pretty much whal I alrcad) told you, with one 

cbaptet; be done wifll it, etc, but it would greatly benefit from a 
second draft, taking all fllese firings into coitsidemtion: 



Don’t gel discouraged You’ve got a Icngllu, mealy, interesting chaplet 
wrillcn This is a huge slcp Eveulhing will gel easier now I’m going 

you wmlt to blow off steam, curse fire asswipe, or just ask for 
clabfflcation Gotta nm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, May 17, 2013 II:ll AM 

~gmail com> 
paper 

paper docx 

--sotay it took so long I tltitlk it’s vet3 good I’ve lnade a few 

Tell diem I said hello, by the way--especially 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja?smith@cmail tmc cdu> 
Friday, May 17,2013 11:19 AM 

Radding, C? nthin <radding a email uric edu> 

Re: Fall TA Assignments will remain as given 

Unbelie~ able Well, not really 
On        10:57 AM. Cynthia Radding wrote: 

1 understand your intorest in tl3"ing to get the best assignments possible for your stodents The TA list is set, 
however.and the students were not tmhappy with their assignments Konrad’s eonrse is having difficult? reaching 
m~ enrollment of 110 stodents, and it will not be raised to 165 for tltree TAs 

As you know. I need to balance the viable solutions for our teaching mission and For the graduate students 1 at 
In-st thought tbis was an even trade, but then I realized that it would not meet our needs 

Best wishes lbr a productive summer, 
C? ntbia 

On 8:54 AM. Karcn Hagcmann, UNC wrote: 

Dear Cynthia 

I am sure if we want and don’t act bureaucratic we can fred a solution Usually Pro£ Jarausch class 
on                   fills up to tbree TA’s too, when the scheduling is done carefully enough 
Why are can we simply noting this legitimate request for a change at this point in time and see how 
the field develops There will be in an?, wa? more changes? 

Next to all tbe otber arguments we presented for tbe requested to switch I fred it fi-ankl? 
inappropriately harsh to request from a NEW TA like                to teach a subject in her first 
term tbat is so far out of her research intorests It is hard enough to start, but why do you need to 
make this harder? 

Best wishes, 

Dear 

1 should have read the TA assignment list again before I wrote to you earlier in the day 
We cmmot make the change that you suggest, because       is an AT, and         is 
a TA, coming with a MA degree Professor Shiclds’s class is now fully enrolled, and she 
needs the tltree TAs 

I can assure you that you will each have plo~t? of opporttmitics to meet with both 
Professor Jarausch m~d Professor Shields regardless of your TA assig~tments And, it is 
most likely that you will be able to assist both of them in their classes at least once 
during your graduate career at UNC 

l look fo~\ ard veD much to seeing both of you in       [ 

Professor Radding 

On 4:22 PM, wrote: 



Dear Prof Radding, 

Prof Hagemaml m~d               just contacted me about the graduate 
TA positions for this f,all 1 am more than happy to make the switch with 

and adopt a position under Prof Shields My research will 
encompass the Middle East as well as Germans, mtd being a TA for the 

class would be a good way for me to further 
familiarize myself with the topic 

If you have an5 questions or if there is m~y other information you need, 
please don’t hesitate to ask I hope you enjoy your summer, and I will see 
you the week of 

From: 
Date: Thu. at 4:16 PM 
Sul~iect: Re: Fall TA Assignments 
To: "Karen Hagemaml, UNC" <h:~emom~ c:uJtc edu> 

Changing the TA assig~tments would make sense considering my and 
respective research interests I will contact Prof Radding to 

conl)m the switch Thank you for working with us all to coordinate the 
alterations 

On Thu. at 3:25 PM, Karen Hagemann, UNC 

Dear 

Please write both to Prof Radding asap m~d ask for the switch 

It makes much more sense for the t3vo of you. when 
AT’s for Professor Shields’ class 
This would be perfect, because you would need to learn about 
the subject in an5 way mid get to know Prof Shelds, who is an 
excellent teacher And works as a TA For Professor 
Jarausch’s class He, who surely 
will be in your MA comminee Prof Radding is willing to 
agree to this change if both Of you write 

l find the arguments by Prof Radding not convincing l think 
she mixed-up the subjects of your dissertations too -- as I did :- 

I 



Indeed, please bc sure to arrive in Chapel Hill before 
which is the Graduate School orientation And, please plm~ 

to attend the departmental TA orientation Saturda} 
and Monday           In addition, our departmental reception 
for incoming graduate students in          in the afternoon 

When the time comes closer we will set-up a welcome lunch 
For the two oFyou Usually I offer my new graduate student 
then -- and in person -- to address me with my first name. but 
because we are m~iling m~d sk? ping so much ~ready I do this 
now and with this email 

All he best wishes, 

On 7:25 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr Radding, 

After speaking witb Dr H~gemmm 
this al’tcrnoon, we realized that we had 

myself eonl’uscd with respect to this 
Fall’s TA assignments is 
cm-rently assigned to 

while I am assigned to The 
Considering 

our differing research interests, would 
it be at all possible at this point for 

and I to switch assignments? 

might cause, but thmtk you vet3 much 
in advance for your help with this 

Best wishes, 

Dear 

l appreciate your writing to me lFyou and 
are both in agreement with this change, and it does 
not conflict with your own class schedules, then 
we can make the change I want to point out that 



graduate students are not assigned to TA positions 
stfictl3 on the basis of tbeir own research in*erests 
Botb you mtd       are based in what we might 
call wider Europe, and both are worldng on the 
modern period 1 flmught tha~ because of your 
wide-ranging interests in languages and different 
world regions, you would find the 

mt interesting course from which you would 
lean~ new ideas In addition, Professor Shields is 
an exeellellt instructor, and either you or 
will learn good teaching teclmiques £rom her 

When I hm e a communication from 
saying that she agrees with *his 

change, then wc can proceed 

Please be sure to amve in Chapel Hill before 
which is the Graduate School 

orientation And, please plm~ to attend the 
departmental TA oriemafion Saturday 
and Monda?           In addition, our 
departmental reception for incoming graduate 
students in          in the afternoon 

Professor Radding 

C~]thia Radding 
Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
Latin Alaerlcan Studies and History 
Director of Graduate Studies, History 
university of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall 513 
CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195 



On Thu.             at 3:25 PM, Karcn Hagcmann, UNC 
< ~.~£,~_~_!~2.x~ )..’,_~ ut c e d u > wrote: 

Please write both to Prof Raddmg asap m~d ask for the switch 

It makes much more sense for the two of you, when. 
AT’s for Professor Shields’ class 
This would bc pcrfcct, bccausc you would nccd to Icam about 
the subject in an5 w,~y mtd get to know Prof Shelds, who is an 
excellent teacher And works as a TA lbr Professor 
Jarausch’s class Hc. who surc]y 

will be in your MA comminee Prof R~dding is willing to 
agrcc to this changc if both O[’you writc 

I find the arguments by Prof Raddmg not convincing I tlmtk 
shc mixcd-up thc sul~jccts of your disscrtations too -- as I did :- 

I 

lndccd, plcasc bc surc to arrivc in Chapcl Hill bcforc 
which is thc Graduatc School oricntation And, plcasc plan 

to attend the dep~tlmental TA orientation S,~lrd,~y 
and Monday           In addition, our dcpattmcntal rcccption 
for incoming graduate Staldent s in          in tbe afternoon 

for tbe two of you Usually l ol~r my new graduate Staldent 

bccausc wc arc mailing and skyping so much arcady I do this 
now and with tbis em~il 

All he best wishes, 

On 7:25 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr Radding, 



After speaking witb Dr Hagemmm 
this afternoon, we realized that we had 

and 
myse[[" confused with respect to this 
Fall’s TA assignments is 
currently assigned to 
Europe, while I ant assigned to The 

Considcrng 
our diffcrng research interests, would 
it be at all possible at this point for 

and I to switch assignments? 

Sor~" for m~y inconvenience this 

in advance for your help with this 

Dear 

1 appreciate your writing to me If you and 
are both in agreement with this change, and it does 
not conflict with your own class schedules, then 
we can make the change I wmtt to point out that 
graduate students arc not assigned to TA positions 
stfictl3 on the basis of their own research interests 
gofl~ you and        are based in what we might 
call wider Europe, and both are working on the 
modem period I thought that because 0[’y0ttr 

wide-rm~ging interests in languages and different 
world regions, you would find the 

an interesting course from which you would 
learn new ideas In addition, Professor Shields is 
m~ excellent msm~ctor, mtd either you or 
will lean1 good teaching techniques from her 

sa3ing that she agrees with this 
chm~ge, then we can proceed 

Please be sure to amve in Chapel Hill before 
which is the Graduate School 

orientation And, please plmt to attend the 
departmental TA orientation Satttrda3 
m~d Monda3           In addition, our 
departmental reception for incoming graduate 
students in          in the afternoon 

Professor Radding 

C~lthia Radding 

Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 

Latin A~@erlcan Studies and History 

Director of Graduate Studies, History 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall 513 
CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195 

C~]thia Radding 
Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
Latin A/tterican Studies and History 
Director of Graduate Studies, History 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             I 1:30 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

LowelT, Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email unc edu> 

Re: Histo~T recipients of SURF grants 

I think it’s web-worthy 
On        11:27 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Sounds like wonderful undergrad news! I’ll run it by Jay 

ngs 

From: Lowery, Malinda Mayner 
Sent: Friday,            11:25 AM 
TO: Scheenmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: History recipients of SURF grant~ 

UNC College (~fi2~l~cc~!!~ 

!!:!5 AM 

Congratulations to the 79 students who w~n competitive fellowships to spend the summer doing 
~undergraduate research ~ia~,~.r ~ r,!~,_,<yw"~ 99x 

Hi Nancy, 
of our honors students received SURF grants for the summer (see a~icle above)-- 

does this merit a mention on the website? 
Thx, 
M 

Malinda Maynor LowetN 
Assistant Professor of HistoiT 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:53 AM 

John Powell ~gmail corn> 

Re: I took your advice 

I’m glad you had the chance to talk with him He strikes me as a very smart cookie I hope he and his committee 
really "go bold" 

By the way--did you see the recent Kane piece calling out Boxill? It’s damning, in my opinion The cover-up 
now has her finger prints all over it 
On 5/21/13 9:04 AM, John Powell wrote: 

I j ust had a very interesting breakfast with Hunter Rawlings 

He gets it Fully understands the problems Needs zero persuasion that big time athletics as 
currently constructed are incompatible with a research university 

Not sure of the path from here to there (who is?) 

I think there’s a chance that the process he is leading is powerless to implement changes frees him 
to make pretty dramahc recommendations, rather tha feeling hostage to the "possible’> 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 2:57 PM 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - ? gone for the summer 

Joy--Wayne Lee (copied) is now managing the listserv He can get you in -Jay 
On 5/22/13 2:55 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

HiJay! 

I know I may have missed you before trip to France. I meant to ask you at the end of the semester. Do we 

have a working athletics listserv again? Ifoundithelpfullastyeartoheareveryone’sperspectivesandthe 

information shared so if you or someone else is going to get one going again, I would like to join u p. 

Thanks, 

Joy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday               1:28 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Quick paragraph question 

~ -just got to this I think it’s fine as is (You’re missing two definite articles before ’Revolution,’ so 
proofread again) My only other word of advice for the longer version: "based on" not "based off" !! 

Jay 
On 10:51 AM, ~ wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I have a small but time-sensitive favor to ask of you So, for the conference I am going to next 
week, our papers get posted to a website as well as read outloud I thought this meant that we send 
Hagemann our conference papers where it apparently means that we give her a draft of the longer 
paper that we are thinking of submitting for publication I found this out two days ago and have 
since been writing like a fiend Am basically done--having gotten the paper up to 23 pages--but am 
still editing I think things are sound with the essay, but I wanted to run a new paragraph that I am 
including in the intro by you Since this book is about the age of revolutions, and pa~icularly an 
atlantic world perspective, I thought it would be good to show how thinking about Napoleon 
contributes to this process Was wondering, since this goes at the front and I am staking a lot of it, 
if you could just quickly peruse this see if it makes sense Do you think I need to add a sentence, 
since there will be some napoleon people there, about how good stuff has been done on the 
consulate and empire, but that room is really needed for a more focused study of how N changes 
republicanism? The time sensitive thing is that I need to submit this tonight, so if you have time to 
take a really quick look, would appreciate it If not, no problem, and don’t need to wonay about it 
after today 

Here is the paragraph: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              3:34 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

T fccl this gus’s pain. bul Ihis statement (and really the whol¢ pi¢cc) 
strikes me as delusimml: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday              2:25 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Future offerings of HIST and some general questions 

¯ -did I ever respond to this email? I’m cleaning out my over-stuft’ed inbox and ran across this, and have no 
memoq¢ of it Anyway, as I may have already told you, the dept has offered eve~7 *other* year for 
decades, and I suspect that pattern will continue I think you’re registered for my as of now (fight?), but if 
you were to drop it that would probably mean you would not have another shot at it before you take comps But 
of course you should do what you think is best (I will soon have a reading list ready to send around for the 
by the way) I’d be happy to email further about this 

Jay Smith 
On 9:59 AM, 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I’m        [better known in the department as     , a    year graduate student working with 
Professor Hagemann I am writing for two reasons: 1) to ask specifically about future offerings of 
HIST                                                    and 2) perhaps for some of your 
general advice or suggestions regarding completing coursework that is relevant to comprehensive 
exams 

I plan on taking comps in                                        with gender as my 
methodology Up until this point for our first ~ear cohort, there haven’t really been any general 
reading courses offered in early modern or modern Europe So naturally 1 was excited when the 
course listings came out for Fall and I saw you that both you and Professor Jarausch were 
offering reading seminars in respectively To complicate matters 
for me personally, my advisor is also offering a seminar on the 

which I will no doubt be encouraged to take In combination with HIST 
and writing my MA thesis, it is clear that I can’t take 3 additional graduate seminars My concern is 
that I will miss an important opportunity to participate in these readings courses, since I don’t know 
whether some of them will be offered again before we take comps 

I would be velN grateful for your knowledge of future offerings of early modern readings courses, 
as well as the conventions and requirements of coursework and comprehensive exams Since this 
might be a topic more easily addressed in person, I’m also happy to meet sometime, your schedule 
allowing 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Department of Histury 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~b.!ive.uo~::.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              2:39 PM 

@live unc edu> 

secrecy 

--FYI, I nln across an old book by Franlz Funck-Brcnlano (ca 

1900) called La Bastille et ses secrets You should look it up one of 

Ihcs¢ days 

I’ve been touclfing on secmc) in) self lately, since I’m wor!dng a bit on 
Ihc Diamond Nccklac¢ Affair S¢crcls ¢vcuwh¢r¢ I Icll ya 

How’s it gohtg? -Ja~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,              4:00 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Fwd: Re: 

Lloyd--also, just so you know where things stood with Joe the last time I communicated with him about this .... 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: 

Date:Fri, 08:27:04 -0400 
From:Glatthaar, Joseph T 7~]~/~q:em~il tmc edu~ 

To:Smith, Jay M .t_~32~!~@/c2 ~m.~]]:~_.~=2~d%~ 

That’s fine.    Pick what you need but please let me know so I can order 
books. 

I am meeting with one of our grad students next week, 
has been doing adjunct teaching for the law school 

A]~yway, she asked if 
she could TA this semester in I’ll see of she will teach 
a recitation section, and if so we’ll be able to put 20 more in 

Best, 
Joe 

Joseph T. Glatthaar 

Stephenson Distinguished Professor of P~erlcan Civil War Studies 

Department of History 
504 Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 
919 962 3974 

>Hi Joe: 
>Because we have fewer TA’s than usual (and couldn’t afford to pay for 
>more even if we had them), we’re having to make some calculated 
>adjustments to some of our fall surveys. 
> 
>Your 368 001, now capped at 165, will be lowered to ii0 (and Cynthia 
>will need to reassign one of your TA’s.) 
> 
>This shouldn’t change anything for your teaching, but we wanted you to 
>know about this right away. Cynthia will provide an updated TA list 



>before too long. 
> 
>Thanks, 
>Jay 
> 
>PS We’re trying to see if there’s any way we might assign you a TA for a 
>new survey section of 55 linstead of 70, the norml if you decided to go 
>that route in lieu of the 717. More later .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 4:05 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re: [histo~-t~aculty] CCI Rollout 

Adam-writing from France Just wanted to be sure to get my CCI order in before I miss a stupid deadline I’ll 
take the Macbook Pro 13#, the one that will cost about $430 additional I guess I would use Mowry money for 

Jay 
On 5/10/13 4:40 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Dear Faculty and Staff, 

We have received instruction regarding the upcoming COl rollout. Attached are the specs and upgrade 

costs for your review. As mentioned in the April Faculty meeting, the department will subsidize the cost of 

the standard Lenovo laptop (5165) toward any machine that you would like. Any additional costs the 

Faculty member will be responsible for and can be paid from Professorships, Mowery, or Start-Up account. 

You also have the option to order Any Apple machine available. The CCI subsidy will pay 5847 toward any 

machine and the Faculty member will be responsible for any differences Please note that any Apple on the 

CCI list comes with fou r years of Apple Care. 

In the very near futu re CCI will send you an email that will contain a link to place you r order. When you 

have completed this, please email Diana (dmchase@email.unc.edu) to let her know what machine that you 

have ordered and how you want to pay any differences if applicable. Orders must be submitted by May 

th 16 to use FY end funds (Note: The X1 Carbon, Twist, and Helix laptops will not ship in time to use expiring 

funds). The rollout will take place in the early fall. Please contact me with any questions or if I can be of 

further assistance. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Deparimental Manager 
UNC Depadment of HistopJ 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 

htt p://histo n/.u n c.ed u 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:iavsmith~t~email unc edu">iavsmith~t~email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday             3:03 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: Foucault day 

You just show up At least, last time I checked Go, by all means Sony for all the weird typos in my last 
email 
On 2:37 PM,                     wrote: 

Oh, I forgot to mention that I saw on h-france that the EHESS is having a day-long 
conference on Foucault and historians       I’ll be in Paris then, and I’d like to attend. 
Do you know if you have to sign up for those things, or do you just show up? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, June I, 2013 4:35 AM 

Brooks, l~dwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: Thanks 

Will--yes, I’d been following the Moeser ruckus Unbelievable As Mm3~ likes to say, the river Denial runs deep 
in Chapel Hill 

-Jay 
On 5/30/13 2:52 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks for the WSJ piece. Why was my first reaction to say: "Ah, the Rutgers Way!" ’Way’ used to be a 

meaningless side street.... And the author didn’t even mention that the new basketball coach claimed, but 

did not earn, a degree from Rutgers. Notre Dame fired its new coach (form Georgia Tech) a few years ago 

when that claim was exposed as false. Rutgers? Nary a word--welcome to the Big Ten. 

Not sure where you are or if you have access to very local publications. A new chapel Hill weekly recently 

produced a Moeser interview/attack on the media and a defense, of no substance, of the Carolina Way. 

The N & O was the barely veiled perp, and they fired back (a Drescher piece included), and there were 

letters to the N & O thanking them (2) and accepting Moeser’s judgment (1). This week’s weekly seems to 

me a barely veiled "Oops". BTW, I note that in both editions           is listed as a contributor to the 

publication generally (not to the article). I dou bt that theBiblioth~que nationale carries The Weekly, ergo 

my reporting. 

Ete has arrive in Chapel Hill. Stay where you are (if the French have AC). 

Will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 3:55 PM 

MatT Willingham <mcww5 l@gmail corn> 

Re: your report 

MatT--sounds good Especially your suggestions on personnel My God what a board Imagine the paper classes 
they’ll dream up! Vinnie should also be our enforcer Note-taker/enforcer 
On 6/5/13 12:01 PM, Ma~y Willingham wrote: 

Jay, 
Melinda stopped by this morning and we filled out the corporation paperwork, put it in the mail -- 
Paper Class Inc 
We will need a Board of Directors - how about Julius, Debbie, Dickie, Peppers - Vinnie can take 
the notes Perhaps                        can be our student reps Do you think they w-ill say 
yes? I can provide beer and sandwiches See you soon MatT 

On Tue, Jun 4, 2013 at 2:28 PM, Mary Willingham <tn~ ,,vw5 ! ~,~,’_~mai! cc.m> wrote: 
Dan K is driving me nuts- as ifI needed help I dropped a hint this morning that I may not be 
able to talk with him anymore, but, of course, told him that I will miss him (not really) His final 
comment, "well some folks are going to look really bad when I get this next stu~’y straight" OK, 
maybe Vinnie will have to start bugging some other people Yes, I knew 

., --will look forward to your sto~y The 
liars on your list could fom~ a CCS -campus cowards society The membership would be large 

On Tuesday, June 4, 2013, Jay Smith wrote: 
Funny, you may be right about Maffiy-Kipp I can now add HER to the short list of people 
who j ust will not answer my emails Here are the five people who have stiffed me in the last 6- 
8 months (see if you detect a pattern): Jan Boxill, Karen Gil, Steve Kirschner, Jennifer 
Townsend, Laurie Maffly-Kipp (Townsend? you ask Last November, when your sto~’y came 
out and she was credited with steering bball players away from AFRI, I sent her an email out 
of the blue thanking her tbr her integrity and asking for her to speak out [!] She then 
underlined the absurdity of that email by refusing to acknowledge it) Who doesn’t even 
answer an email? I mean seriously Holden always responds Jim Martin gave me an earful 
Steve Farmer and Vinnie love sending me emails What kind of coward just runs? 

Hey, I have a weird sto~?¢ to share with you (for a change) when I get back--about the 
Did you ever have anything to do with them? I mean, my stu~’y is not as good as your 

"Chuck was sitting next to Jan" sto~T--I can’t compete--but it’s faMy weird 

I see UNC baseball is teetering South Carolina will end their season, I confidently predict 
And good Don’t need yet another goddamned nat’l champion around here 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:your report 

Date:Sat, 01 Jun 2013 15:29:37 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

To:Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F <MAFFLY@email uric edu> 



Greetings from France. First I want to add my VOiGe to the sad chorus 
complaining about your leaving us. We’ll certainly miss you. But like 
everyone, I wish you the very best in St. Louis. 

I’m writing to follow up on the recent revelation (to the public anyway) 

that your FEC subcorr@~ittee draft report had its wording changed last 

year to soften the suggestion that Debbie Crowder’s connection to 

athletics might have been one of the originary "causes" of our academic 

scandal. Now that you’re heading to a safe harbor, I wonder whether you 

might be willing to talk to me (or email/skype, whatever) about the 

process behind that tweaked wording. I’m continuing to work on setting 

the record straight about what happened here in the last 3 years, and I 

simply refuse to see it as a coincidence that your subcol~ittee was a) 

improperly told that the FAC had neg ected its duties in 2@02 and 20@6 

after being warned by ASPSA, and b) that you were not permitted to use 

wording about Crowder that also would have pointed back to ASPSA. 

I’ii be back in Chapel Hill on June 12, by which time you probably will 
have flown the coop. I can certainly understand why you might be 
reluctant to talk about any of this stuff, I guess especially to me 
(though I’m not the unhinged lunatic some of my faculty council friends 
make me out to be.) But you have my word that I would keep in confidence 
any and everything you might want me to keep in confidence. Pi~yway, if 
there’s a way to arrange some form of corr@~unication at some point in the 
coming weeks/months I sure would appreciate it. I’m still trying to 
understand what has happened to the University I thought I knew. 
Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 4:06 PM 

Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu> 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Re: online teaching 

Hi B~eR--one tltfllg the associate chair has no hand in is ooline 
I¢aching So I can’l be of an3 help I’m afraid I know thai Lloyd has 
aheady made assigmnent s for summer m~d PaR, and I tbi~tk it’s prohabl) 
u~likely that there would be room for mote BU T you shauld ask alex wa) 

Email Lloyd directly, I’d say Fdz will probably figure oul I]liS part 
of tile job b3 about Januat3 -Jay 

On 6/5/13 11:36 AM, B~ett Whalen wrote: 
> Hi Fitz mtd 

> Not sine wham to ask about tbis I was wondering it" eiflter of you had 

> any infonnalion on possible online leaching needs for [be dcpamncnl 
> tlfis smmner (ie ate there mr} ; is it too late, even it’tbele 

> I’m not even sine it’tbe department pla}s am" role in o~gamzing 
> online leaching In aW cvcnl, I planned to use my Icnurc-rescarch 
> fund Io help pay for my slay in Madison this ~itl du~ing my 
> fe[lowsbip; turns out I camtot acco~dhtg to school roles 

> thatlks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 2:50 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

Re: FW: Now he spews for the DTH 

Thanks! Ma~’y mentioned to me that she had heard fi-om Dan Kane, so I imagine there’s a sto~’y brewing 
On 6/6/13 2:08 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

From: Drescher, John rmailto:iohn.drescher(~new$observer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 1:04 PM 
TO: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: Now he spews for the DTH 

I saw Dr Moeser’s latest comments He might be the only person who still believes there was an 
authentic Carolina Way 

Stay tuned -- there’s more coming soon 

On Thu, Jun 6, 2013 at 1:01 PM, Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks~blive unc edu> wrote: 
John and Dan, 

Keep up the good work I’m hoping that you have thicker skins than I when you read today’s 
DTH chat with ex-Chancellor Moeser He doesn’t get it any more than his successo~except that 
even as Bubba admits that being an athlete is a full time job they both admit that they were 
unprepared to deal with ’athletics’ along with their other responsibilities Joe Nocera is really good 
in today’s NYT 

By the way, has anyone defined ’The Carolina Way’? 

When are we going to get those 560+- ’unauthorized’ grade changes corrected (with necessa~7 
implications)? 

Willis Brooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday ...... 3:49 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: archive visit 

--they’ll leave you alone in the salle des inventaires Unless you ask for help (which you might do) On 
Linguet--yes, he was a pretty t~amous crank I’m sure there’s at least one "modern" study on the guy 
On 2:45 PM,             wrote: 

So the first thing I do is go to the Salle des inventaires and look through indexes? Do I 
have to present myself to someone there as well? 
I found a mountain of "creepy stuff"-related sources on Gallica. It’s a lot more than I 
expected, and I’m having trouble deciding where the cut-off mark should be. I found a 
book by this guy Linguet, a self-proclaimed anti-philosophe who campaigned for the 
destruction of the Bastille in 1784 or so and who also wrote pro-Jesuit pamphlets. Our 
librar~ also has a lot of stuff online, including the Funck-Brentano that you sugguested. 
Weird guy. 

From: Jay Smith ria~,~nrch~Oemail m~c ecl~] 
Sent: Wednesday 3:46 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: archive visit 

Tips, hmmm Well I think I just said that there’s a "reception" office or some such thing, 
right on the ground floor, where you get registered They’re ve~T nice When you go in there (after 
first saying who you are to the general "information" person in the oft]ce immediately to the right 
when you walk in the door), you’ll need to provide them some basic info--i e, your passport, some 
description of your research, my letter, and usually an address Then they’ll take your pic and give 
you a reader’s card (takes just a few minutes) You’ll use that card to get into the reading room on 
the second floor 

First, though, you’ll go into the "salle des inventaires" on the ground floor to look through indexes 
and find call numbers (for the various series) for your documents that you’ll want to order You 
order on a computer upstairs--though it’s best just to let them explain it You’ll probably see lots of 
Americans and people you suspect MUST be Americans They can help you get oriented, too 

How has your reading been progressing? -Jay 
On       1:22 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Hope you’re having a good time in France. Is the weather better? I’ll be 
heading to Paris next week. Do you mind repeating the tips you mentioned last 
time we talked about visiting the national archives? That’s the one in the 
Marais, right? How do I get in again? And who do I give the letter to? 



Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              11:21 PM 

~gmail com> 

at last 

End-of-year Notes- Idocx 

-sore’ this took so long P,’e been tmveling/workh~g like nmd 
non-slop (jusl back inlo Chap¢l Hill Ionighl ) Awway, see 
attached I tltflik it sounds ve~? h~tetesting indeed .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              9:09 AM 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobse~er corn> 

Fwd: Re: Kirschner letter and your website 

Dan--don’t worry, no need to answer I just thought you’d find these amusing Here’s the final one 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Kirschner letter and your website 

Date:Tue,            18:33:23 -0500 
From:Jay Smith <iaysmith~t~email uric edu> 

To:McFadand, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc edu> 

Mr McFarland: This is the response I waited a month for? Interesting definition of"information" you’ve got 
there The statement about AFAM majors was laughable, the claim on Townsend was a classic case of 
conflicting she-said and she-said testimony, and it’s unfortunate that the University instinctively took sides 
against the whistleblower and in favor of those seeking to discredit her As for the claim about what the NCAA 
knew, how they knew it, and what they did or did not investigate, I’m sure you know that that, too, is all ve~’y 
much unresolved, as my initial question makes clear What Kirschner provided wasn’t information It was 
propaganda And you posted it, along with all the distorting messages it intentionally sends, without even 
posting the original story it claimed to be refuting One would expect an of’rice of University relations to hold 
itself to a somewhat higher standard than that Or did you already know that? 

-JS 
On 4:49 PM, McFadand, Michael B wrote: 

Professor Smith: We posted Steve Rirschner’s letter on the webs[re because [t provided information that 

was not included in the story. 

Mike McFarland 
University Relations 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:20 PM 
"to: McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: Fwd: Kirschner letter and your website 

Dear Mr McFarland: 
Dean Gil has directed me to your attention I fox.yard to you an email I sent about one month ago 
to the anonymous person managing the ’Academic Review’ website I never heard back Even in 
the wake of the Martin report, most of the key questions remain relevant and unanswered You 
may not be able to address some of the substantive things, but the process questions (i e, how were 



decisions made and by whom?) I suspect you can help me with If you’d prefer to talk by phone, let 
me know -Jay Smith 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Kirschner letter and your website 

Date:Men,            18:36:46 -0500 
From:Jay Smith <iavsmith~)email unc edu> 

To:<academicreviewNa)unc edu> 

Dean Gil has not responded to an email I sent to her on the specific 

subject I treat here, and Steve Kirschner earlier ignored a 

late                email that I sent to him, so I’m hoping that someone in 

the College will show me the courtesy of answering my questions about 

the "academic review" website and the "information" you have decided to 

post there. 

I can understand and even s]n~pathize with the University’s interest in 
deflecting bad publicity to the extent that it can, but I would like to 
know a lot more about the decision you made to highlight on your home 
page the Steve Kirschner letter to the N&O of                 I would further 
like to know what Kirschner and by extension, the University, since you 
have now officially endorsed his letter are claiming about the facts 
behind the Mary Willingham testimony to the N&O. I believe that the 
reckless charges that Kirschner wields in that letter have further 
discredited our great University; at the very least, the College owes 
the University corrffnunlty an explanation for how it came to align itself 
so closely with the position staked out by the Senior Associate 
Athletics Director. 

1. Who made the decision to post the Kirschner letter on this website? 

How was the decision made? Was due consideration given to the public 

criticisms and questions that the letter inspired iRg@ediately after its 

publication? How did you decide to discount those criticisms? 

2. How do you define integrity? Kirschner claims that Willingham 

unfairly impugns the integrity of the academic support program. Public 

records establish the existence of a pattern of offering illicit help to 

students incapable of high level reasoning. In a N&O story from 

Septel~er 30, Jaime Lee is shown acknowledging that many athletes lack 

"the skill of critical analysis;" she was quoted as having encouraged a 

tutor to "try to get some in there." She also noted that cutting and 

pasting "is to be expected" for athletes who struggle to read. What is 

unfair about calling into question the integrity of such a program? Why 

is it now the University’s official position that Wlllingham was 

"unfair" in bringing such pedagogical tactics to light? 

2.    Do you stand by Kirschner’s claim that Willingham’s recollection 

about Jennifer Townsend is faulty or invented? On what grounds do you 

now publicly make that claim? 

3. Did Lissa Broome or other University lawyers inform the NCAA in 

that Willingham suspected broad tolerance of cheating in the academic 



support program?     Did Breome or ethers inform anyone else e. g., the 
Faculty Athletics Co~ittee or the Faculty Chair or the Dean of the 
College of these allegations? If so, how do you explain why the public 
did net learn about these allegations until        ? If not, hew is it 
that Broome and Kirschner and others all found WIllingham’s charges to 

be baseless? Where is the record of the inquiry they carried out? 

4. De you and Kirschner maintain that the NC~ fully investigated what 

Mary Wlllingham alleged in        and that the NC~ found these 

allegations to be baseless? This is what Kirschner implies when he 

writes "the NC~ is well aware ef the statements she made at that time 

5. Assuming the NCAA dismissed the allegations as you and Kirschner 

claim, can you share with us their reasoning? Where is the record of 

the inquiry they carried out? 

6. Does the University maintain that basketball players discovered in 

the course ef the 1990s an interest in African ~@erican studies (e. g., 

which they subsequently dropped? Given the well known and long 

established phenomenon of major clustering in the athletics program, 

what is the University’s explanation for sudden de clustering? 

7.    Kirschner claims in his letter that UNC "has taken steps to identify 
and correct any problems that have been identified [sic]." De these 
problems include the admission of semi literate students who will have 
little hope of succeeding in college classrooms unless they seek and are 
provided illicit forms of help? What specific measures has the 
University taken in its effort to correct that problem? 

I leek forward to your responses. Full and honest answers te these 

questions, I believe, will expose the basic dishonesty behind the 

Kirschner letter and they will force the University to explain hew a 

dishonest document came te be featured en a website explicitly dedicated 

to restoring UNC’s reputation for integrity. 

In any case, the University certainly needs to have a robust and public 

debate about these and ether issues.    I’m not the only faculty me~er 

col@r~itted to seeing that it does. If no one responds, I will pursue 

other avenues of redress. 

Jay Smith 

Professor of History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, June 13, 2013 12:04 PM 

Anthony J Vogt       ~earthlink net> 
Re: [thearg] News & Record 

Vet3 good idea Women’s baskelball also had a game during the finals 
period in the fall semester 
On 6/13/13 12:01 PM. Anlhon) J Vogl wrote: 
> We lost on tbe resolution leconunending no Tlmt~da? ~figbt football gmnes 
> Let’s i~troduce m~other teconm~ending lesumption of fl~e polic? of no 

> the Fhst Facull) Council meeting hi tbe Fall We may win! 

> -----Origil~al Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              I I: 16 AM 

~live unc edu>; 
Fwd: RE:[histoty-faculty] Early European Books Online 

~gmail corn 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE:[histotw-facultv] Early European Books Online 

Date:Mon,           14:54:55 +0000 
From:Naiden, Fred S <naidenCa)email unc edu> 

Reply-To:Naiden, Fred S <naidenCa)email unc edu> 
To:history-faculty <histo~w-faculty{rblistserv unc edu> 

Colleagues, a new online database that will be of interest to Europeanists and perhaps others 

Early European Books Online 

Details are below. If you have any questions, please contact Jason Dalton ([daltonl ~email.unc.edu). 

Early European Books Online Sections 1-4 covers the origins of Western culture beginning with the earliest 
print resources fi-om continental Europe to 1700 Built on the pattern of Early English Books Online (EEBO), 
this project is European-wide and will trace the histotay of printing in Europe from its origins to 1700 

Assoc Pro£ Fred S Naiden 
417 Hamilton Hall 
Dept of" Histo~7/ 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
tel 919 962 3971 
fax 919 962 1403 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-faculty as: <a href "mailto:iaysmith~?email unc edu">iaysmith~?email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              I 1:24 AM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: archives 

I like the ’dread of the secrefsavoring the secret’ polarity, and I suspect you would be able to make the case that 
this was a historically specific phenomenon connected to the expansion and growing ambitions of the French 
state Maybe starfng with the trial of’the Jesuits would make sense in that way (since it was so clearly a 
political trial and they were in trouble for their ultramontanism more than anything) And Jansenist complaints 

about lettres de cachet? Specifically Jansenist? Sounds ve~ay promising to me 
On 8:l0 AM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Yes, I do like the title, but it’s all a little frightening... People are talking about surveillance 
and privacy all the more these days! Speaking of which, the Foucault conference was 
really interesting. It was in a weird basement room in a building of the EHESS with signs 
taped to the wall indicating the room with black marker, and all kinds of odd people 
including a couple guys who seemed to be competing in a Foucault look-alike contest. But 
the panels were great, and I think I got some good ideas. 1) In talking about disciplinary 
technology, one presenter mentioned how the individual is supposed to be transparent as 
well as docile, and so I wonder if I could look into that, too, how the individual as well as 
society and the state are supposed to be transparent. Do you remember how I mentioned 
reading in the R@volutions de Paris about how the author thought they ought be allowed 
to search people’s houses for counter-revolutionary stuff? One person mentioned IDs and 
passports, and also numbering houses for addresses. I know they didn’t do this until the 
18th cent, but I wonder about the ID thing. 2) I think I should look at police stuff in more 
detail maybe, and someone mentioned an early 18th cent. piece called the Trait@ de la 
police(?) 
Right now I’m thinking about two main ideas: how attitudes about transparency and 
secrecy/privacy developed, and how maybe there was a reaction/push back in the 
fascination and putative horror of darkness and secrets, the Gothic, etc. 
Stuff I found: There is a ton of stuff on the Jesuits, including a lot of disputes over 
property especially af[er they were kicked out. They have the minutes of the trial of the 
Jesuits. Wor[h reading? 
Lots of police stuff but a lot of it late, Year 4-6 or Directory stuff of police going after 
"secret societies." One of the most interesting things I found was a journal called the 
Diable boiteux ou anecdotes secrets that relates goings-on in Paris (late 18th cent.) as if 
the spectator were on the rooftops of people’s houses and can magically see inside. I 
don’t think our library has it. 
There are also a lot of Jansenist complaints at the beginning of the Revolution about 
lettres de cachet in the D Series. 
What do you think? And sorry this email is so long. I didn’t have internet this past 
weekend and I am secretly using the archives’ computer. 

From: Jay Smith 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: Re: archives 

11:01 AM 



-no, it’s OK. I just didn’t have time to respond yesterday. As usual when I return 
from France, I have a million and one things to do that piled up over several weeks. 

Glad to hear that you’re getting ,/our bearings. Let me know what you’re finding. 

I attach a link to a N’FTimes op-ed piece that should make you chuckle (the title anyway.) 
o~.~inio~l~the- p~ic’e- of tiie-~ nopticor~, htrrfi ~hI~&....r =g 

lay 
On 6:26 AM, wrote: 

Hi lay, 
Sorry if my last email made me sound like I was having an anxiety attack. 
After having spent a day here, I started to get a feel for this series system and 
how it works. I have already found so much; better too much than too little, I 
suppose! People are very helpful here. And you’re right about the researchers 
here. There are a lot of professor types and a lot of dorky-looking grad student 
types as well. 
Hope you’re doing well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 3:25 PM 

Davis, LaTissa <davila@email unc edu> 
Re: [history-staff] Cleaning Day & Lunch Order 

Latissa-- 
then -Jay 
On 6/17/13 2:33 PM, Davis, LaTissa wrote: 

I’ll be in for a bit tomorrow, so hope to see you 

Cleaning Day is tomorrow (Tuesday), so let me know what you want from Med Deli - 

http://www.mediterraneandeli.com/ 

LaTissa C. Davis 
Administrative Support Associate to the Chair 

Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

561 Hamilton Hall, Campus Box ~195 
Chapel Hill, NC :z7599-~195 

O: 919-962-9825 I F: 919-962-14o3 
W: http:[/historT.un c.ed u 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-staff as: <a hre~"mailto:iavsmith@email unc edu">iavsmith@email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 6:14 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: Thanks 

Richard--I wouldn’t have missed it Yes, we should have had drinks long before now This gives us another 
reason to stay in touch Meeting you 0ny personal John the Baptist) was also one of the few good things to 
come out of scandal-gate for me We’re going to miss you around here As for ARG--don’t worry, we’re not 
*letting* you leave it! Oh, also, Ma~-y and I are going to be bugging you pretty much non-stop for the next 6 
months 

But if it’s best not to say anything, that’s fine -Jay 
On 6/I g/13 I : I I PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Jay, 

Just a short note to thank you so much for coming to Solas It was great to j ust sit around and have 
a drink and talk[ One of the best things that happened to me while here at UNC was getting to 
know you I look fo~a:v-ard to staying in touch and making more time to see how college sport and 
early-modern French histo~’y are connected:) 

Let me know if it is possible for me to stay on the listserv too I’d enj oy staying involved with the 
ARG in whatever manner is deemed appropriate or just offering my one-cent’s worth 

Look forward to having you come down for a SEC football game sometime It’s has to be 
analogous to something historical, so we can justify you taking in the spectacle 

Richard 

Dr P, achard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 
Office 919.952 g507 

Cell 

Fax 919.952 5235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: g~ww.t!l%._e~h2[~:~r[ 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation We re ot here to die slm~ 1.% ~ e’re 1 ere to lix e full? 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 2:55 PM 

Chase, Diana <dmchase@email unc edu> 

Re: NSO classes 

Diana--you could (ust explain that we added that section late and neglected to inform Barbara (Actually, blame it 
all on me                             If’they want to reserve seats at this time, that’s OK with me 

Jay 
On 6/19/13 12:27 PM, Chase, Diana wrote: 

Jay, 

I am wondering how to respond to Renee Sherman in Scheduling. 

She noticed that 128.002 wasn’t on her original list a nd she wanted me to check if that was a mistake. 

I had been acting on the assumption that all sections of a course were restricted if one was. 

Diana Chase 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 11:40 AM 
To= Chase, Diana 
Subje~: Re: NSO classes 

Diana 4he list of affected courses is compiled in consultation with Barabara Lucido in Steele building months 

in advance of the summer registration periods. Consequently, some courses don’t make the list initially if they 

were added/expanded at a later moment in the spring term or if we originally did not anticipate that they 

would become large enrollment courses. I’m not always as conscientious as I should be in updating the lists. 

(Although, to be fra nk, sometimes it’s in our interest to keep some of the courses off the list. And after all, 

Steele building does ask US to tell them which courses...) 

Hope that explains things. Jay 

On 6/19/13 11:22 AM, Chase, Diana wrote: 

Jay, 

Do you know anything about which classes are effected by NSO? 

Should all sections of a course be effected? The current question is for HIST 128 section 002. 

The scheduling office did not have it on the original list of classes to be restricted during NSO 

but other sections of 128 are. 

Diana Chase 

Undergraduate Coordinator 

Department of History UNCChapel Hill 

556 Hamilton Hall CB 3195 

102 Emerson Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919962 9822 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 I 0: I I PM 

William Anthony Hay             ~aol corn> 

Re: Invitation to speak at Mississippi State 

Dear Will: 
How about: "Imagining the Monstrous: The Beast of the G~vaudan, 1764-2013" 

If that’s too cute, I can aim for something else -Jay 
On 6/2~/1~ 3 23 PM, Wdham Anthony Hay wrote 

Dear Jay, 

Wednesday, November 13 is great Thank you for getting back with me We will be in touch on 
arrangements a bit later Can you let me know a title for your presentation? 

Will 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Jun 19, 2013, at 11:56 PM, Jay Smith <~vsmithg,’,emaii imc edu> wrote: 

Let’s go for Wednesday, Nov 13 if that’s OK 
On 6/19/13 5:26 AM,            ~oJ c¢*rn wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Thanks for your encouraging reply accepting our invitation. Any further 
thoughts on which day works best? Happy to answer questions, though I’ll be 
out of e-mail contact Thursday through Friday evening as I’m in Exeter for a n 
event. 

Best, 

..... Original Message ..... 

Sent: Tue, 11 Jun 2013 9:45 
Subject: Re: Invitation to speak at Mississippi State 

W~II: Thanks very much for the invitation. Let me think about which day will work 
best--will almost surely have to be one of the Wednesdays. But I’ll check my 
calendar and get back to you within a couple of days. I have prepared a 45- 
rain ute or so talk (based on the "beast") that explores the theme of the 
monstrous. WHat do "monsters" look like at particular historical moments? 
Maybe that would work for a post-Halloween talk? We can decide particulars 
later... 

Jay 



On 6/10/13 4:27 PM, 2~aol corn wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I’m writing at Julia Osman’s suggestion to invite you to give 
a talk this November for the Distinguished Lecture Series 
organized by the Institute for the Humanities at Mississippi 
State University We provide a $1,500 honorarium and cover 
travel and accommodations for your time with us My sense 
is that the talk would be drawn from your work on the "Beast 
of the Gevaudan," though I’m glad to work around your 
preferences on that score We often make available books by 
our speakers for sale and signing after the talk, and that might 
work especially well in this case 

Let me suggest a few possible dates for a talk: Tuesday, 
November 5; Wednesday, November 13; Thursday, 
November 14; and then Tuesday, November 19; Wednesday, 
November 20; and Thursday, November 21 Speakers 
typically arrive the evening before the lecture to minimize the 
risk that travel delays might disrupt the event and then depart 
the morning afte~vard The schedule also provides 
opportunity to meet with faculty and graduate students 

Thanks for your interest in participating in our lecture series 
I’m happy to answer any questions and discuss the next step 

Sincerely yours, 

Will 

William Anthony Hay 
Director, Institute for the Humanities 
Associate Professor of Histota£ 
Mississippi State University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              1:03 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Histotay 140 

An email fl~at has l~otlring to do with sports 

ht History, we’re facing a sudden staffing crisis in our fall Histot5 
140s (Tbe World since 1945) We lmve t~vo sections on MWF flint lmve just 
be¢n abandoned b3 Ihe slaffassigned to Ih¢m 

It occurred to 
me just now flint you, front your pemh in Global studies, nfight have a 
clue or t~vo about people ht tbe area wbo would be competent to teach a 

so Our adjunct rate is better tban a lot of places; we pay per 

ot~li~mrdy be no lecturing, since ~ecitafiot~s would be meeting) 

The) would need the PbD. shtce the) would super~’ise TA’s. mid obviously 

required (We’ve ahvays required a History PltD in the past, tbough tiffs 
time we just nfigbt be willhtg to bend our own ndes) At tiffs pohtt 
we’re opento considebmg just about an) one Let me know i[’you lmve 
ideas -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              5:52 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: HI 

Dear 
Thank you for your email and for your interest in the course We’d be delighted to have some students from 
other disciplines, so do please consider enrolling (I’m even assigning the Monsters of the Gdvaudan book, quite 
self-indulgently) I should tell you that students won’t be doing a great deal of writing, and vei7 little original 
research of their own The    course is used mainly to introduce students to a wide swath of relevant 
historiography We’ll read a book a week, covering many different topics from the 16th- 18th centuries Iris 
possible, though, that you would have the chance to write your own mini-historiographical essay on folklofic 
themes, however The main assignment in the course will be to take one book on our common list and "read 
around" it in about 3 additional books, then write a synthetic essay comparing their strengths and approaches If 
tlaat appeals to you, please come aboard 

Jay Smith 
On 5:20 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

Hello; I hope this e-mail finds you doing well! My name is               and I will be a new 
student in the               here at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the 

Fall of      Specifically, I am interested in the study of European folktales, and I was wondering if 

I might be able to work on a project of this sort if I were to enroll in your HI    course? 

However, I want to widen my focus to the study of the way similar folktales 

were adopted and adapted in various parts of Europe. Your book, Monsters of the Gevoudan, has 

also ignited in me an interest in elements of the supernatural in folk and other popular tales, and I 

was wondering if you would be willing to give me any advice in terms of fu~her study in regards 

to French/European folklore within the discipline of History? Ultimately, I would like to go on to 

doctoral level work in History, and would greatly appreciate your guidance! 

Thank you very much for your time and your help, Dr. Smith! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 25, 201J 2:2_ PM 

Florin, John W <jflorin@email unc edu> 

Re: q uetay 

> J olin Florin 



>~ > Would you be willhlg to talk with me about am" of tiffs? M? goal (despite 
>~ > what some nfight say) bas never been to embarrass or pinfish am’one, but 

>>> central to tl~e whole enterprise Tl~ough nmybe I’m wrong here, and you 
>> > could set me straight on that too Am’wa), you have a lot of experience 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:00 PM 

Chase, Diana <dmchase@email unc edu> 
Re: HIST 

Diana--that one is also now vacant, though I’m hoping to finalize a replacement in the coming days More on 
this    business very soon 

Jay 
On 3:58 PM, Chase, Diana wrote: 

HiJay, 

There are two sections of HIST without instructors listed. 

I know that one, was at one time filled by From what I can gather, he will no longer 

be teaching and a replacement instructor is being sought. Let me know if this is incorrect or if I should 

enter an instructor. 
Do you have any information on who is teaching the 

Diana Chase 

Undergraduate Coordinator 

DepaCcment of History UNC Chapel Hill 

556 Hamilton Hall CB 3195 
102 Emerson Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919 962 9822 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 6:42 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: HIST140 

Boy, it’s a strange, always unsealed world we live and work in Had no idea about 
getting the opportunity to solve one more problem before riding into the sunset 
On 6/25/13 6:38 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Glad to hear you’re 

Thanks. [ agpreciate this. May6e our last effort to solve such a problem? Let*s hope so. There are other 

things to do on this earti~. 

Best, Lloyd 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 6:34 PM 
TO: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Re: HIS-F140 

Sure, I can do it I’ll write him in a few minutes 
On 6/25/13 6:30 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Thanks for this note, I agree that approaching Matt is probably the better option. I had 

Would you be willing to write and make a proposal for the two maip, options, noting a!so that 

if he felt strongly against both of these options he could simply remain v~,ith what he now 

Wha~ do you think? Would you like to discuss this before taking any action? 

I=rem: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 



Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 6:05 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subjecb Re: HIST140 

Lloyd--I think I would favor option #2, but I would suggest that you or I first give Matt 
the option of teaching all three courses (and giving him a salatb~ bump) Since he’d be 
having to pick up what is probably his least favorite large course, sweetening the pot 
for him might be a fair trade-off -Jay 
On 6/25/13 5:56 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

students; but we would need to identify two people who could this. The class 

change so late in the year, but he did teach the 140 last year and so he would 

Best, Lloyd 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edul 
~nt: Monday, June 24, 2013 6:56 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Re: HIST140 

Lloyd--quick addendum on Moore I realized that, unless she has finished 
tbe PhD, she can’t take the large section of 140 with TA’s But she could 
still do the small section 

Jay 
On 6/24/13 12:57 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Another person I tnought of: is the associate d[iector 

{I think that is her position) [n the: 



Anyway, both sent their greetings. And both seem likely to 

continue going to the AP readings, has a numbe~ of 

students who take the AP Euro exam. 

Best, lloyd 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 12:38 PM 
TO= Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject= Re: HIST140 

Lloyd--certainly worth keeping in mind I understand that 
business is humming, so he might not want to take 

the time away from it (or see much of a motive for it), but it’s 
worth a try 

It occurs to me that my friend               ¯ in Global 
Studies (POLl PhD from UNC about 10 years ago, now 
undergrad studies director in Global) might either a) have an 
interest in this, or b) might know people who would be 
qualified to teach the course I know we are loath to put a 
non-Histo~T PhD in our classrooms, but        / is ve~T 
historically minded In any case, from his perch in global 
studies he may well know many people in the area who are 
competent in contempora~T world histo~T OK if I ask him? - 
Jay 
On 6/24/13 12:3 I PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Jay, 



Best, Lloyd 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
(:c: Kent, Adam S; Fletcher, W Miles; Mclntosh, 
Terence V; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: HIST140 

I’m afraid       has declined (though he left the 
door j ust slightly aj ar if we’re desperate ) Haven’t 
heard from Moore 

One other possibility occurs to me (for one of the 
sections anyway) Might we be able to get Max 
Owre to pick up a second section? The additional 
work for him would be minimal, since he’s 
already lecturing for this ve~! course and would 
have TA’s assigned -Jay 
On 6/24/13 9:51 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Best, Lloyd 

From~ Jay Smith 



[mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 7:07 PM 
TO= Kramer, Lloyd S 
¢c~ Kent, Adam S; Fletcher, W Miles; 
McIntosh, Terence V; Brundage, William 
Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: HIST140 

Lloyd: 
I’ve asked ¯ if he’s still 
interested, so we’ll see what he says 
We have a short bench this year, I’m 
afraid, especially for the 140 I’m 
guessing that              has left 
town? I’ll send an email just to see if 
I get a response -Jay 
On 4:09 PM, Kramer, Lloyd 
S wrote: 

........ has just found a 

new job and now 

Im just not sure about the 

explore some ideas. 

A final set of tasks? I’m 
copying Terry and Miles 

and Fitz for the heads up 

on this too. 

From: 
Sent: Friday~      , 

3:38 PM 
TO= Smith, Jay M 
Ce= Kramer, Lloyd S; Kent, 
Adam S 
Subject: HIST140 

DearJay, 

I’m writing because my 
partner has received a job 
offer out of state, so I’ll be 



moving early next month. 
This means that 
unfortunately I will be 
unable to teach HIST140 
in the Fall. 

My apologies for any 
inconvenience this may 
cause. If there’s an~hing I 
can doto help find a 
replacement, please let me 
know. 

Thanks so much for the 
opportunib/and for the 
support over this past year 
with the teaching 
appointments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 9:29 AM 

Ferris, William Reynolds <wferris@unc edu> 

Re: PubSys: CHOICE Notification of Publication of Review for Revno: 50-6091 
TITOJEF 

Bill: 
Terry Mclntosh will be the interim associate chair for the fall semester; Louise McReynolds will then take over 
full-time in the spring -Jay 
On 6/26/13 9:12 AM, Ferris, William Reynolds wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Thanks for your kind message Is there someone to whom ! should send announcements other than 
Nancy when you leave? 

Have a good summer 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists 

No apologies needed It’s a complicated system we’ve got here! Lucky for me, rm involved for only 
a few more days .... 
On 6/26/13 6:20 AM, Ferris, William Reynolds wrote: 

Dear Nancy, 



Thanks for your nice message Jay, I apologize for not sharing my last message with 
you 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 93.27 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919 962 4433 (FAX) 

emaih wferris(~unc.edu 

The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists 
(http : ! ’nn cprc ss unc edaibook!,/ l O l ] 3 html) 

Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues 

Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 6:02 AM 

TO: William Ferris <wf:~’ri!.@ml< ~dL~> 

Bill: 

Thanks for sending the updates on your academic productivity! We wish evelNone 
would do that Please remember to also copy Jay, the arbiter of department web 
content 

Best, 
Nancy 

From: Ferris, William Reynolds 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 3:38 PM 

Dear Anna, 

Many thanks for sending me Jeff Titon’s fine review of The Southern Journey of Alan 

Lomax, Jeff truly nailed the book in noting that we can now appreciate both Alan’s 

sound recordings and his photography, and how they both shaped our understanding 

of American music, I know this beautiful book will be cherished by many, many 



readers. 

With all good wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919 962 0519 (w) 

919-962-4433 (FAX) 

email: wferris@unc.edu 

The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists 

Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues 

Hi Tom, Bill 

A friend of mine just send this nice review of the SJ book. Warm regard, Anna 

Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jeff Titon 
Date:Tue, Jun 25, 2013 at 8:45 AM 
Subject: Fwd: PubSys: CHOICE Notification of Publication of Review for Revno: 50- 
6091 TITOJEF 

To: Anna Wood, ~FmaiJ~com> 

HiAnna, 

This review was just published in Choice, in case you didn’t yet see it. 

Best, 

Jeff 



Begin forwarded message: 

The following review appeared in the July 2013 issue of CHOICE. 

50-6091 ML87 2012-27150 CIP 

Lomax, Alan. The southern journey of Alan Lomax: words, photographs, 
and music, by Alan Lomax with essay by Tom Piazza. W. W. Norton, 

2013. 134p bibl discography index CD ISBN 9780393081077, $35.00 

Many books about folklorist Alan Lomax (1915-2002) have appeared in 
the past half dozen years, notably a biography and selections of his 

essays and letters. The present affecting volume features Lomax% 
previously unpublished photographs, the earliest dating to 1933. Most 

show musicians he recorded on his collecting journey through the 
southern US in 1959-60. Despite the limitations of the still photographic 

medium at the time and of Lomax’s equipment, it is clear that he bad a 
great eye as well as a great ear. These photographs are an invaluable-- 

indeed a necessary--counterpoint to Lomax’s priceless recordings, a 

small sample of which are included on a CD attached to the rear 
cover. The photographs also illustrate the lasting importance of the 
Lomaxes (Alan and his father, John) in helping to enlarge the idea of 
American folk music from one that was narrowly focused on British 

ballads to a more diverse and inclusive music tied to a multiplicity of 
regions, classes, occupations, and ethnic origins. Fine essays and 
commentary by Piazza and by William Ferris (history, Univ. of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill), who contributes the introduction, along with 

excerpts from Lomax’s field notes, help contextualize the photos. This is 
an important book. Summing Up: Highly recommended. All readers. --J. 

T. Titon, Brown University 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, June 27, 2013 12:04 PM 

Chase, Diana <dmchase@email unc edu> 
Re: Glatthar 

urgeNl) need Cyntltia to be weighing in on multiple nmtters Glaffimr 

On 128-002: sor~’, I should have looked that one up That course belongs 
Io              ., who was indeed a lale addition in a couple of 
dLffete~t wa?s You can add her tmnle if you’d like -Jay 
On 6/27/13 10:59 AM. Chase, Dim~a wrote: 

> ApoloNes for tile lengqh Please note especailly tile TA issue with HIST 127 

were made nor can I fred am" emad exchange to back it up 

additio~al room is needed for a TA sectio~t 
> 1 ) Availabilits" of a TA: Joy mlrrently does not have a TA assigned to this section because tile co~mnuhication has not come from 
Professor Radding to do so I thitik Joe needs to talk to Cyntltia, but I do not know haw that works Tbele ate curre~tly 70 st~ldents in 
lifts class, enrollment capped a180 If a TA was nol possible Professor Glaalbaar had rcqucsl¢d a class of only 55 
> 2) But because the TA section is not a normal section mid the class will o~tl? meet evet~ two weeks, I will l~eed to wait to book the 
room mltil two weeks into tile semester as it does not meet as often as a normal TA section would Professor Glaatha:u’s lequest from 
5/30/13: "In the past, I have had a sehior TA wha acted as a grader, but once every t~vo weeks we secmed an additiotml room on 
campus and split tile class into quartets, holding 37-tmnute discussions Tile TA took half the class (ill tile tegmlar classroonl) and 1 

TA grade mid aid me ill five discussions fltroughout the term (one per book)" 

> As for Ihe 128002 s¢clion wilh 15 sludcnls, as or6/19/13, il was added to lisl o f courses conlroll¢d by NSO along wdh lh¢ olh¢r 
128s The room capacits" is 66 mid tbete is 1~o instructor 1 cmmot find ilffonnation on who this is supposed to be Professot~ McNeil, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 12:21 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu> 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Re: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

OK, I’ve just emailed Cynthia and asked that she get back to me today If we haven’t heard by the end of the 
day, I suggest we send out the email to the grad listsetw ourselves 

On 6/27/13 12:12 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

ask if she has any suggestions for candidates, If she does not, we’ll send out an urgent ca!l. [ do not know 

Sincerely, 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 11:58 AM 
TO: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Ce: Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject: Re: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

My only concern is that I don’t want to usurp Cynthia’s authority--this is really her bailiwick. (And she may 

have a person in mind already.) I’m guessing she’s in Mexico and not too accessible at the moment? 

(Although China is not right around the corner either.) I’ll do whatever you think is best. 

On 6/27/13 10:53 AM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

\lilts and .lay,: 

Sounds like a plan..lay’, would you solicit volunteers by way of Nancy. 

1 suspect these challenges give us a glimpse of the future when the 
DGS, Associate Chair and 1 will have Lo scramble every semester to fill 
our TA slots. 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 

William B. Umstead Professor of History 

UNC Chapel Hill 



Hamilton Hall CB #3295 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

bru ndage@emaihunc~edu 

From: Fletcher, W Miles 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:50 AM 
TO: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Subject: RE: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

On a related matter, I should have mentioned before that Jay’s success in negotiating with 

From: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:42 AM 
To: Fletcher, W Miles; Smith, Jay M 
Co: Chase, Diana; Padding, Cynthia 
Subject: RE: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

Miles, Jay, Cynthia .... : 

Tlo%~ best to proceed? Do we have 3Fly likely candidates in the wings? 
If not, should Nancy send out an SOS to the grad listserv? 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall ca #3295 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
brunda~e@email.unc.edu 

From: Fletcher, W Miles 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:39 AM 
1"o: Smith, Jay M; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Cc: Chase, Diana; Padding, Cynthia 
Subject: RE: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

Dear Jay, Fitz, Diana, ..., 

I am sorry to join the conversation late this morning. 

I agree with spending the extra 57,700 to keep a third T.A. in Matt’s section of tlistory 128, if 

there is a T,A, available. To fol!ow up on Diana’s astute point, the ilistory Dept, needs to act 



Miles 

From: Jay Smith [mailt0:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:02 AM 

To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Cc: Chase, Diana; Fletcher, W Miles; Padding, Cynthia 
Su~ect: Re: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

Hard to argue with that logic. 

On 6/27/13 10:00 AM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Jay, et. ah 

My logic is that 57700 (or whatever) is small change when we are already 5150 

170K in the hole. So I propose that we give it a try to locate someone who 

might want an appointment. 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 

William B. Umstead Professor of History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall CB #3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

brundage(~email.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:52 AM 

TO: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 

C¢~ Chase, Diana; Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia 
Subject: Re: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

Fitz et al (bringing in Cynthia, too): 

I agree that it would be a shame to cap Matt’s course, which is guaranteed to 

fill. If there’s anyway to bring in an unfunded person, that would be preferable, 

though I remember that there weren’t many around and of course the budget 

picture is pretty ugly. I just don’t know all the details. 

On the plus side, Matt has just agreed to pick up 140-003 (a third course), so I 

suppose he might not mind having fewer people to worry about. -Jay 

On 6/27/13 9:48 AM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

L)iana: 

It’s a shame that we have Lo reduce his class Lo 110 
because he is a popular Lc, acher. But 1 suppose, 
there really isn’t an adLerna~LJve. 

Jay/lkliles: Any alternatives come to mind? Given 
our budget situation wc face financial constraints. 
But wc also don’t waist our enrollments to drop. 
Should we consider hiring an advanced ABD who 

has used up his/her funding to be a TA il~ Matt’s 
class? i don’t know if we have any likely 
candidates so iL is just a thought. 



Cheers 
Fitz 

W, Fitzhugh Brundage 

William B, Umstead Professor of History 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall CB #3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

brundage@ernail.unc.edu 

From: Chase, Diana 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Su~ect: RE: updated TA Assignments 6-26-20:[3 

Dear Jay, Fitz, 

I believe that before I change an enrollment in Connect Carolina, it 

has to go through the Chair and Associate Chair, so I am requesting 

instruction on if I should reduce Matt Andrew’s 128to 110 

students. Unfortunately, Matt Andrew’s class is currently set to 

165 and he has students hoping to be enrolled. The NSO cap is set 

at 111 at the moment (actual as of 9:30am is 109) but I can 

request it to be reduced to 110 if that is what is wanted. 

Diana Chase 

From: Cynthia Padding [mailto:raddino~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 7:57 AM 
To: 3ones, 3oy Mann 
Cc: Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Fletcher, W Miles; Chase, Diana 
Su~ect: Re: updated TA Assignments 6-26-2013 

Dear Joy: 

We thought we had completed the list, and now we’ll have to deal 

with replacing " in Jerma Jackson’s 128.006. I 

suggest that we move from 128.007 to 128.006, 

and reduce Matt Andrews’s 128 to 110 stu dents. Thus, we will 

have two balanced sections of 128. Please make these changes in 

the TA assignment list. 

Thankyouso much. 

Cynthia 

P.S. I’ll reread the updates to the AHA Directory later today. 

On 6/26/2013 12:05 PM, Jones, Joy Mann wrote: 

Hi Cynthia: 

Please see the updated TA Assignment list. 

Enjoy Your Day, 

Joy 

Joy MannJones 



Graduate Coordinator 

UNC-CH Depa~ment of History 

Campus Box 3195 

557 Hamilton Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

939 962 9823 office 

919-962-1403 fax 

ioyiones@email.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,            9:16 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Transfer Student 

exchange, we’ll get you hlto the class 
On 9:42 PM,       wml¢: 
> Hello Professor Smitl~ I’m                    and rm a trmksfer s~ldent for I’m nmjofing in European Histot5 m~d am 
extremely interested in your HIST    class I was hoping you could ovemde me into your TuTh 12:30PM - 1:45PM Tha~k you for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              10:44 AM 

@live unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email unc edu> 

student records 

Public-Response-to-the-Jan- 15-2013-Request-from-SACSCOC pdf 

Dear Males and 
I Ihoughl I’d share wdh you what I found on perusing this docum¢nl (on¢ 
of tha man) made a~ailabl¢ on Ih¢ OIR wcbsil¢ detailing lllc Univcrsily’s 
response to SACS) Pages 102-106 in fltis doc addless tbe grade cNmge 
probl¢m And sure enough, the discussion is slriclly prospccbvc--a 
detailed explanation of wby fl~ese things will never happen in tbe 
I’ulur¢ There is absolulcly no acknowl¢dgmcnl Ibal Ihc past grade 
changes leave lingebmg integm) question,s Amazing to me that SACS did 

Anecdotall), Mat,," Willingha~n mentioned to lne tbe otber day that tbe 
incomplclcs oOcn were nol llllcd in unlJl all oF the addclcs’ oihar 
grades had been posted--so that Crowder and ASPSA would know what grade 
fl~e atlflete "needed" It’s sick -Jay 



hlstitut Fra~t~’ais d’Amdrique Board Meet#~T 2013 

Minutes for the Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

April 13~ 2013 
3:35 P.M. 

President Catherine A Maley called the meeting to order and thanked the members of the board 
for attending In attendance: Susan Nassar, Jean Wilson, Lloyd Kramer, Marie-Claire Ribeill, 
Anna Hayes, Dennis Wiseman, Samia Serageldin, Christine Haynes, Jay Smith, Marcus Bull, Joe 
Golsan, Ellen Welch Christina Carroll took notes during the meeting 

1 Welcome and Presentation of New Board Members and Officers (Catherine Maley and Lloyd 
Kramer) 

President Catherine Maley introduced five new board members: Christine Haynes, a professor of 
European History at UNC-Charlotte who focuses on nineteenth-centma£ French Histo~a£; Susan 
Nassar, a marketing consultant whose husband, Yves de la Qudri~re, was previously on the 
board; Philip Watts, professor and former chair of French at Columbia, a specialist of recent 
fiction; Ellen Welch, an assistant professor of seventeenth-centu~T French literature at UNC; and 
Dennis Wiseman, the dean for the center of European studies at Wofford College Professor 
Watts could not be in attendance due to illness The board welcomed its new members 

Catherine Maley then introduced the new officers: Joe Golsan, president; Jay Smith, vice- 
president; Susan Nassar, treasurer; and Ellen Welch, secreta~?¢ 

2 Discussion of the Minutes from the 2012 Meeting (Lloyd Kramer) 

Lloyd Kramer opened a discussion of the minutes from the 2012 Board meeting, which were 
taken by           He did not have any additions to make to the minutes They included 
infbrmation about the Beaujolais fundraiser and the fellowship winners from last year Dr Julia 

Osman (assistant professor of history at Mississippi State) and Katie Jarvis (PhD candidate in 
the Histo~N Department at the University of Wisconsin-Madison) both won Gilbert Chinard 
Fellowships The Harmon Chadbourn Rorison fellowship was awarded to Katharine Wells (post- 
doctoral student at the University of Southern California) Lloyd Kramer noted that the Board 

discussed the Morot-Sir award at length last year The continued funding of the fellowship has 
been in question since the original donor’s death Catherine Maley explained that the 

has been paying half of the fellowship, and the IFA makes up half of the award At last 
year’s meeting, the board discussed giving the fellowship every other year Lloyd Kramer 
explained that last year the I~’A did not give a Morot-Sir award, and suggested that the Board 
might want to discuss the matter fi~vther this year Joe Golsan moved that the minutes should be 

accepted; Jay Smith seconded Approved unanimously 

3 Report on Prizes and Fellowships for 2013 (Lloyd Kramer) 



The Crilbert-Chinard book prize, which goes to the best book on the relationship between France 
and America, went to Rebecca Scott and Jean Hebrard for their book l,}’eedom Papers: A~ 
AIla~llic Odyssey m lhe Age qf £)llighteame~ll The book illuminates issues of slavery, 
colonialism, commerce, and war in the French Atlantic through the story of five generations of 
the Tinchant family, descendents of an African woman sold into slavery in the French colony of 
Saint Domingue 

Lloyd Kramer reported that three people would receive IFA awards for research in France in 
2013 Stephanie McBride-Schreiner, a PhD Candidate in the History department at Arizona State 
University, won one of the Gilbert Chinard fellowships Her project compares medical practices 
and government policies related to children’ s health in nineteenth-century France and Great 
Britain The second Chinard fellowship went to Christopher Tozzi, who is completing his PhD in 
History this spring at Johns Hopkins University; his work explores racial and national identities 
in colonial auxiliary forces of the French army from 1668 to 1815 The Morot-Sir Prize was 
given to Andrew Ross, a visiting assistant professor at Kenyon College, whose project examines 
how notions of"publicness" and "the public" emerged fiom discourses about illicit sexual 
practices in nineteenth-century Paris Lloyd Kramer noted that the members of the selection 
committee included Ellen Welch, Christine Haynes, and Anoush Terjanian, and remarked that 
the committee was able to work eft]ciently by discussing the applications over Skype 

Lloyd Kramer reported on the breakdown of applications This year there were 38 applications; 
25 eligible PhD candidates and six assistant professors There was a concentration of people in 
art history and history with far fewer coming in from French Studies Applicants came from 29 
different institutions This data shows that the IFA fellowships are well known throughout the 
country but better known in History than in Literary/Cultural Studies Announcing the 
competition on H-Net has been effective Ellen Welch suggested that announcements for the 
awards could be distributed on Fabula and other literary studies portals Joe Golsan suggested 
publicizing them at major literary conferences as well 

Lloyd Kramer emphasized that the applicant pool this year were[was?] quite strong Although 
three awards were given, eight or ten applications could have merited an award The template 
used to evaluate applications worked well, and was recommended to future committees He 
thanked the committee for its work 

Catherine Maley noted that the number of applications and the competitiveness of the award was 
typical: Historically, the lowest number of applications in one year was seven; the greatest was 
53 Lloyd Kramer highlighted the list of projects that had won for the past five years, showing 
the range of projects the IFA sponsors including projects on medieval literature, art and 
architecture as well as history 

Susan Nassar asked whether it would be appropriate to have a one-paragraph summary of each 
of the winners’ projects on the IFA website Jay Smith noted that perhaps the applicants could 
provide an abstract when they submit their reports Catherine Maley pointed out that this kind of 
information was available elsewhere Samia Serageldin noted that the winners could instead link 
their university pages to the IFA website which would give both them and the WA more tratYm 
The IFA could also link to their websites Lloyd Kramer noted that the IFA could try to do this 



for previous winners, linking to older projects, some of which had been published He also noted 
that if winners included the IYA link on their CV it would bring people back to the IFA 

Catherine Maley then turned to last years’ awardees reports on their research in France Susan 
Nassar suggested that the responses could be published for new applicants Lloyd Kramer noted 
that it might also be useful to compile these reports fbr donors 

4 The Financial Report for 2012 (Jean Wilson) 

Jean Wilson (treasurer) reported on the IFA’s finances: At the end of 2012, the balance in all 
accounts was $98,13755 IFA’s expenses for the year ($8,282 16) were slightly higher than 
revenues ($7,54222) Revenues had decreased slightly from last year and came primarily from 
donations ($4,950 fiom 16 individuals) and ticket sales for the Beaujolais event ($ I, 192) 
Donations fbom individuals ranged fbom $50 to $1,000, and they were mostly from board 
members The IFA also gained money fbom its Schwab and State Employee Credit Union 
investments, totaling $1,40022, or a return of approximately 14% on the IFA’s $98,000 of 
average assets She noted that this was an excellent return considering the economic situation 
She noted that three categories of expenditures account for the majority of expenses fbr the year: 
secretarial and administrative wages, awards and fellowships, and the annual banquet She noted 
that all of the numbers don’t always add up perfectly This year, total net assets were actually 
$50 higher than indicated by the Statement of Changes in Net Assets This might be attributed to 
a cash donation that was not recorded 

Jean Wilson gave a five-year ove~wiew ofkFA’s finances She explained that LFA’s assets 
decreased by $689 this year Over the past five years, only 2009 saw a small increase in net 
assets Assets decreased slightly in 2008, 2010, 201 I, and 2012, with the smallest decrease in 
2012 She noted that as the IFA looks to the future, it should hope that contributions fiom 
members and fbiends of the IYA and proceeds from fundraisers will give IYA a stronger bottom 
line 

Lloyd Kramer asked about the money raised by the fundraisers and whether it went into the 
fellowship and awards account Jean Wilson explained that yes, the money from the fundraiser 
did go into the awards account The total amount received through ticket sales and donations 
came to $1,275, and the invoice fiom Open Eye totaled $551 95 for food and wine, less a credit 
of $255 for wine purchased by attendees, as well as a credit of $50 for two tickets pre-sold by 
Open Eye, bringing the total adjusted invoice amount to $24695 The income earned came to 
$102805 This was only $20895 less than the IFA earned in 2011 The IYA sold 47 tickets for 
the Beaujolais Nouveau fundraiser, and Open Eye sold 2 Anna Hayes noted that Open Eye 
charged the IFA much less this year than last Jean Wilson noted that the income fiom this event 
was only a little less this year than last, even though the IYA sold fewer tickets, because it sold 
more wine 127 bottles 

Jean Wilson then turned to the IFA Schwab account for the year 2012 She explained that in the 
1990s, a board member made a gift of stock to the IYA some shares in General Electric The 
IFA opened an account with Schwab to allow us to accept gitts of stock The shares of GE stock 
were sold and some of the proceeds were put into a Schwab Money Market fund A portion of 



the proceeds was used to buy shares of Schwab stock She noted that there were no records of 
these transactions in her possession She explained that in 2012, because the balance in the 
Schwab account did not meet the minimum amount required, Schwab wrote a check to the WA 
on October 3 I, 2012 in the amount of $15,63846 She explained that the Schwab account now 
had a zero balance and was inactive but remained open to allow for any future gifts of stock 
She noted that the value of the account had dropped $813 66 from $16,452 12 in 2012, in pa~ 
because the IFA withdrew $1,500 from the Schwab money market account to pay a grant In 
2012, the account itself earned $5940 in dividends, and the Schwab stock showed a gain in 
value of $626 94 Catherine Maley noted that the money in the Schwab account was only for the 
Rorison fellowship 

Lloyd Kramer asked whether this money was still separated out; Jean Wilson noted that it had 
been moved to the fellowship and awards account Lloyd Kramer asked whether, since this 
money was given to fund the Rorison fellowship, it should be kept separately Catherine Maley 
noted that the WA did not always separate out donations Susan Nassar asked whether all of the 
Rorison fellowship money came entirely out of this fund Catherine Maley explained that it used 

to come out of the interest from the stock The IFA sold the stocks when they thought it was a 
good time to sell it 

Lloyd Kramer suggested that, in order to honor the donor, I~CA should keep the money separate 
Such a policy would also enable future donors to give to that account Anna Hayes noted that this 
would enable IFA to tell donors what the money was doing Lloyd Kramer noted that ira 

separate Rorison fund was set up, it would serve as a precedent for a future Morot-Sir fund He 
explained that if the IFA decided to solicit donations fiom former students of Morot-Sir, they 
would be able to donate to that specific account Catherine Maley agreed that such a policy 
would be helpful to encourage former students to donate to the fund Lloyd Kramer asked that 
the $15,000 of Rorison money now in the fellowships and awards account be drawn out into a 
separate money market account 

Jean Wilson noted that she could talk with Amy Brown at the State Employee’s Credit Union to 
ask whether the Rorison money could be separated out into a money market account for the 
award 

Susan Nassar asked whether the current Morot-Sir money should also be separated out Lloyd 
Kramer explained that it wasn’t necessary; the Rorison fund was distinct because it was given 
specifically as an endowment He noted that a new fund could be sta~ed for Morot-Sir because 
you don’t need a lot of money to set up a money market account at the State Employee’s Credit 
Union 

5 Beaujolais Nouveau (Samia Serageldin) 

Samia Serageldin gave a report on the Beaujolais Nouveau event in the fall She began by 
thanking the committee members Catherine Maley, Anoush Te~janian, Susan Nassar, and Ellen 
Welch The fundraiser’s format was largely the same as the previous year She noted that the 
2011 event was a big success: It drew 60 people, but it needed fine-tuning In 2012, the 
committee publicized the start time more clearly, and found more ePiScient ways of 



distinguishing attendees from regular caf~ patrons by using name tags as proof of purchase The 
Open Eye set up long wine tasting tables and the committee brought decorations The IFA also 
offered prizes {restaurant vouchers) for answering Franco-American trivia questions She 
explained that Open Eye was a good venue for the event In addition to the Beaujolais nouveau, 
they offered four good wines for tasting Thomas Meunier, the Open Eye’s wine buyer and 
husband of the owner, oftSciated the tasting IYA only had to pay for the Beaujolais in advance 
Open Eye provided glasses, tableware, and their wait staff for free They contributed prizes and 
decorations They set up and clean up, and the event is followed by free tango lessons Overall, 
47 people attended 

This year, Thomas Meunier suggested oft’ering attendees an add-on dinner at Provence restaurant 
a ~]ve minute walk away - at a special price ($20) Samia Serageldin noted that this was a good 

addition because in 201 I people were looking for dinner Anna Hayes asked about how the 
handled reservations Samia Sergeldin noted that the IFA had told them to go straight to the 
restaurant to make one The restaurant gave the IIZA a private room in the bar area There were 
about sixteen people who took advantage of the dinner 

Samia Serageldin finally raised some questions to consider for next year: The committee had 
debated raising the price Anoush Terajanian had suggested instead establishing a table 
d’honneur for those who donated more money Samia Serageldin also noted that Open Eye 
wanted to do presales this year, but that the committee did not t]nd a good way to do this 
eftSciently Paypal had too many fees She noted that the committee for next year should 
reconsider these questions She explained that while she would not be chairing the committee 
next year, her replacement would mostly need to focus on keeping up with details and emails 

Catherine Maley thanked the committee and Samia Serageldin, and said it was great that the 
money was almost equivalent to the previous year 

Lloyd Kramer asked whether the date had been set for 2013 Samia Serageldin noted that the 
date was dependent on the Beaujolais The Beaujolais Nouveau is always released on the second 
Thursday of November The fi~ndraiser takes place on the following Friday The Open Eye 
receives the Beaujolais in advance, but is not allowed to serve or sell it before the oft]cial release 
date She noted that some groups in Raleigh and Cary hold Beaujolais pa~ies on Thursday night, 
so the committee could consider doing it on Thursday instead of Friday Samia Serageldin 
expressed concern that the IFA was losing out to these other parties on Thursday Marie-Claire 
Ribeill noted that the event in Cary is very big, and ofien attracts 500 people The Alliance 
Fran~aise encourages people to go to that event Samia Serageldin noted that the IYA should 
consider doing it on Thursday, although Friday may be more convenient for the local population 

6 New Business 

Annual meeting schedule: 

Discussion turned to the schedule of the annual meeting Jay Smith suggested that the annual 
meeting should be shit~ed to late fall April is a difficult month in academic calendars, with many 
scheduling conflicts Joe Golsan noted that since the IFA already has an event in November, 



perhaps the IFA meeting should occur on the same weekend as the Beaujolais fundraiser He 
explained that the problem with the fall is the football schedule Jay Smith asked whether there 
were other issues with moving the meeting to November 

Lloyd Kramer asked when the meeting would be in 2013 It was datermined that if it was the 
same weekend as the Beaujolais Nouveau party, it would be on Saturday the 23ra Lloyd Kramer 

noted that if the meeting was in November, the financial report would not be through the end of 
the year Jean Wilson noted that the report could be sent early in the year by email and then later 
presented at the meeting, so people could see it in advance Susan Nassar noted that the report 
could also be updated for the meeting through the first half of the year or the third qua~er She 
noted that people could bring their donations to the meeting Lloyd Kramer noted that the report 
on Beaujolais Nouveau would not be immediately available so it would be difficult to see how 
well the event went Samia Serageldin noted that some of the fSnancial information would be 
ready the next day, and that the complete report could go out later by email in January She also 
noted that Open Eye sent out the report of their expenses very promptly this year 

Marie-Claire Ribeill asked whether the proximity of Thanksgiving would make travel to a 
November meeting difficult for those who live far away Both Joe Golsan and Dennis Wiseman 
said it was fine 

Catherine Maley asked if the board should set up a committee to change the date and send out 
emails about setting it up Lloyd Kramer said that maybe the Board should j ust vote on whether 
we should do the fall plan 

Joe Golsan noted that for him, it would be easier to come to Chapel Hill once a year rather than 
twice He thought that having the Board Meeting and the Beaujolais fiJndraiser together would 
work well 

Marcus Bull asked whether there were other venues less affected by football games, since there 
is a game on the 23~a Lloyd Kramer explained that parking and hotel rooms fill up quickly on 
football weekends Catherine Maley noted that there is a new hotel opening in Carrboro, so it 
might be easier to find rooms there than in Chapel Hill A meeting room could also be found in 

Carrboro, at the hotel or at the Centma£ Center 

Jay Smith moved that we move the annual meeting schedule to coincide with the wine tasting in 
November Wiseman and Bull second it Approved unanimously* 

Member Updates: 

Catherine Maley provided updates about the activities of board members who had been unable to 
make the meeting She explained that Homer Sutton, a faithful IFA board member since 1994, is 
in France all year heading up the Davidson study abroad program in Tours He sent his best to 
the IFA She also received a message fiom Robin McMahon who took a large group of students 
to Brussels and France with support from BioMdrieux, a French company in Durham Marie- 
Claire Ribeill suggested that it might be useful to connect the WA to French companies such as 
BioM~rieux 



Events and outreach 

Lloyd Kramer suggested exploring more public IFA events (beyond the Beaujolais fundraiser) 
He suggested a public talk or panel designed to appeal to the French business community in 
North Carolina Marie-Claire Ribeill suggested that Skema Business School could provide a 
space (on Centennial Campus, Raleigh) and perhaps a buffet Joe Golsan asked if they would pay 
for speakers Marie-Claire Ribeill explained that they have a policy of not paying for speakers 
Lloyd Kramer asked whether it would be better to hold such an event on UNC’s campus, to draw 
the audience in Chapel Hill Catherine Maley thought that the Centennial Campus an economical 
onion and good for reaching an audience in Raleigh Lloyd Kramer noted that such an event 
wouldn’t really be a fundraiser Marie-Claire Ribeill agreed, but noted that the event might 
encourage individuals or businesses to contribute Many companies support cultural programs 
but do not know about the IFA Lloyd Kramer suggested that the WA appoint an ad-hoc 
committee to plan an event like this (as a fundraiser or to increase awareness for WA) Marie- 
Claire Ribeill, Catherine Maley and Samia Serageldin volunteered to se~w-e Lloyd Kramer 
offered to identify potential speakers He suggested that the IFA should tl?~ to reach out to 
interested people in Chapel Hill, Durham, and Raleigh Samia Serageldin noted that the Alliance 
Frangaise sponsors speakers on tour throughout the US at subsidized rates Authors on book 
tours are another source to consider 

Morot-Sir 

Lloyd Kramer also noted that the LFA should also try to set up a Morot-Sir fund by contacting his 
former students to create and sustain that fund He suggested that the WA could contact Kitty 
Gordon and ask if she would be willing to match donations Joe Golsan suggested that furmer 
graduate students might wish to contribute Ellen Welch will get a list of his former students 

afier the end of the semester, and Joe Golsan offered to write to them over the summer He noted 
that donations from academics would likely be small, and that other potential donors should be 
identified Lloyd Kramer noted that if such a fund were established, the amount for the 
fellowships should be increased to $2000 to reflect the current cost of research trips 

Catherine Maley, stepping down as president, recounted how she took on that role at the request 

of Eduoard Morot-Sir in 1990 She explained how the organization has been revived over the last 
20 years and thanked Jim North, Barbara Vance, Homer Sutton, and Francis Chinard, the son of 
Gilbert Chinard, for their support She also thanked present board members Lloyd Kramer, Jean 
Wilson, and Jay Smith for their long se~wice to the IFA 

Lloyd Kramer and Jean Wilson agreed that Catherine Maley deserved the greatest thanks, noting 
that the WA would not still be in existence if she had not reorganized it Lloyd Kramer noted that 
a long list of people around the count~?¢ had benefitted fi-om the IFA’s fellowships and support 
At least in part because of the IFA, they were able to do work around the count~?~ representing 
France and America He noted that she had revivified the organization, and thanked her for her 
service as President 



Catherine Maley invited all members of the Board of Trustees (and their guests) to a reception at 
her house, which would be the prelude to the annual banquet And she proposed that the meeting 
now be adjourned 

The motion was accepted and the Board Meeting therefore adjourned at 5:30 PM 

Minutes submitted by Ellen Welch, with the assistance of notes by Christina Carroll 

n [JPDATE AS OF IMAY 2~113: Susan Nassar announced via email that, because there are no 
hotel rooms available on a football weekend (Nov 23), the annual meeting will be held one week 
earlier than planned, Saturday, November 16 The wine fund raiser will still be held Friday, 
November 22 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, July I, 2013 12:32 PM 

Currie, Christopher <cjcurrie@ad unc edu> 

Re: Ackland Art Museum 

OK 10AM? I’ll put it on the calendar 
On 7/I/13 12:30 PM, Currie, Christopher wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmitht~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 12:26 PM 
To: Currie, Christopher 
Subject: Re: Ackland Art Museum 

Chris I’ll be vacationing next week. So maybe we should aim for this Wednesday? With a little luck, I’ll be 

closer to normal by then. Sorry again for the late cancellation. I can do pretty much 
any time of day on Wednesday. -Jay 
On 7/i/13 11:37 AM, Currie, Christopher wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 01, 2013 10:31 AM 
To: Currie, Christopher 
Subject: Re: Ackland Art Museum 

Chris I’m sorry, I should have emailed you last night to reschedule. 

You mentioned that the 3rd and 5th were also good, right? May I ask that we aim for 

Friday? Sorry about this late notice. -Jay 

On 6/25/13 12:24 PM, Currie, Christopher wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.un¢.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 10:22 PM 
To: Currie, Christopher 
Subject: Re: Ackland Art Museum 

Chris--How about July I at the museum? What time works for you? I have the 

whole day, but would prefer late mornin8 or early afternoon if possible. 

Jay 

On 6/19/13 1:18 PM, Currie, Christopher wrote: 



From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 10:34 AM 
TO: Currie, Christopher 
Subject: Re: Ackland Art Museum 

Chris--l’m certainly willing to talk about possibilities. How about 

the first few days of July? Will you be around? day 

On 6/14/13 1:50 PM, Currie, Christopher wrote: 

Jay, 

I am a former student of Mary Sheriff and now 

Coordinator of Academic Programs at the Ackland Art 

Museum. I help faculty to use the collection in their 

teaching and I curate our study gallery. I would like 

very much to collaborate with you, perhaps on an 

installation in the study gallery and a related writing 

assignment for your Old Regime France course in the 

fall? If this interests you at all, please send me an 

email and maybe we could find time to talk. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Chris 

Christopher Currie 

Coordinator of Academic Programs 

Ackland Art Museum 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, July I, 2013 6:38 PM 

@email uric edu> 
Re: TA opportunities 

Good enough for now 
On 7/I/13 6:00 PM, 

We’ll be in touch 
wrote: 

Professors Smith and Radding, 

I received the email below earlier today about the Department still needing TA’s for next semester, and 
having positions available for students who have exhausted their 10 sem~ters of funding. I would be very 
interested in getting one of those positions. 

Is there any kind of further statement of interest etc. necessary or will this suNce? 

Thankyou much, 

From: boun,,-e-372629g~J 6q734214(~l[st~cr~, unc edu [bounce-33202995-64734214rp~l[s~er~.unc2:du] on 
behalf of Jones, Joy Mann [lC, giones(~?emeil 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 2:08 PM 
To: history-graduate 
Subject: [history-graduate] TA opportunities 

To: Jones, Joy Mann 
Cc: Padding, Cynthia; Fletcher, W Miles; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; McIntosh, Terence V 
Subject: TA opportunities 

Grad Students: 

The History Department may well have a couple of opportunities for Teaching Assistantships in the 
fall semester in su~w-ey courses If you are in a position of having exhausted your I 0 semesters of 
funding but would be interested in TA’ing in the fall, please inform Associate Chair Jay Smith 
(Jaysmi~_h@e~qafl unc edu) and Director of C~-aduate Studies Cynthia Radding 
(radding~d)email unc edu) as soon as possible, preferably by Wednesday, July 3 The Department 
hopes to make final staffing decisions by early next week 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-graduate as: <a href" "m,~i_to h,~’bcd~(~cm~il un~’edu>hae~,;~cli,~J:er~ ~! unc cdu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, July I, 2013 7:33 PM 

Charles Houseworth @gmail corn> 

Re: Your New Role 

Chuck: Very powerful e~nail, tNmks for sending it mid for cop?ing me (1 

responded I’m I~3 ing not to read much inlo il) Of course, as a 

arls. bul-hey, ~lir enough Call il as you see it Tile sporls oulmg¢ is 
one we agree on enlircly And Ihc facl Ihal a major dose of IcadcrsNp 

On 7/I/13 7:17 PM. Charles Houscworlh 

today" 

> 1 flfink fltat tile U mvet~its, has lost its ~a~" over the past several yeais 

> The academic t~putation has cleaff) slfffemd at a dizzying rate to tile point where your predecessor t~cently celebrated tile fact that 
file U~m-ersit) was able to ~etain its accreditation This in an institution flint was judged by nm~ in even ~elatively l~cent yea~s to be 
fl~e "Harvat~l office South" 

Iha/ill prepare mosl students rot Ih¢ jobs and carc¢rs Ihal the) ¢xpcct Io have upon graduation Ev¢n Ioday, Ih¢ all Ioo many 

postgraduate world Thet~ are vested interests mnong facubs" and staffto protect their disciplines Tlfis is understm~dable, but 

m the 21 st centre) Your hnmediate p~edecessors wet~ led wifll ~spect to the facubs" mid staff You must lead 

> The Univcrsily has become a kind or mill, ¢ndca~ofing Io mov¢ SIitdellls Ihrough Ihcir 120-130 credit hours required rot gmd~mlion 
as cxpcdhiously as possible This is cvidcnl in Ih¢ Univcrsily’s increased propcnsily Io olTcr signil’icanl resources hi courses of sl ud~ 
for Ihosc looking, frankly, for a low ¢fforl dcgrc¢ Swahili cours¢s arc sbll much in favor So arc such disciplhics as g¢ndcr sludi¢s 

nNior sports of football and basketball I do not thi~tk I need t~count the t~cent histmy of file no at~endm~ce, no test classes within the 
Department of Aflic an Alnerican st~die s in wlfich aflfletes were disproportio~mtel? et~rolled Despite the questionable coursewmk, 
U NC athletes’ overall acadenfic success has been disnml The U~m et~its" now ranks towat~l the bottom of t~cent measmes of ~r~ior 

who at~ "friends" of the Uhiversits" The highest paid staff? The football and basketball coaches By far The most visible ahnmfi 
support group? The Rams Club The most upgraded facilities? The football and basketball ve~mes The scheduling of gmnes? 
Whenever Ihc n¢lworks wanl Ihcm hlchiding a Thursday nighl I’oolball game Ihis Fall on ESPN And Ihc Univcrsily is hicrcashigly 

Ihcs¢ Ihings and bemoan Ih¢ ~lcl Ihal a once grcal Univcrsily buill b} men such as Bill Friday is on Ih¢ decline Lcl’s gel beyond 
issues such as whether to use the term "freshinan" or "first-veto" You do not have time for such navel gazing Tell us how we 



> Class of 1972 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,            9:28 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: The Daily Tar Heel -- New Chancellor Interview Request 

--sorry, I’ve been tied up today If you’d still like to talk, I can talk with you sometime tomorrow I 
should be free most of the day Or I’d be happy to answer a few- email questions If I dofft hear othe~vise, I’ll 
plan to call you in late morning tomorrow -JS 
On 12:37 PM,               wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

My name is                and I’m an                  with The Daily Tar Heel I’m writing a 
sto~’y for our paper this week about incoming Chancellor Folt and her first steps in office I know 
you’ve spoken a lot on the subject, and I saw your recent column in The Obsetwer as well, so I was 
hoping to speak with you to get your perspective for the a~icle 

Would you be available to speak sometime either today or tomorrow? My cell number is 
and I’ll be available by email as well 

Thanks so much, and I look fola:v-ard to speaking with you soon! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, July I, 2013 10:24 PM 

John Powell <           @gmail corn> 

Re: This puts some interesting numbers out there 

Public-Response-tu-the-Jan- 15-2013-Request-from-SACSCOC pdf 

The journalist wrote a clumsy sentence there These 46 are the 46 who have not yet graduated from the 
university That in itself is sort of shocking, considering that Crowder left four years ago and the nonsense 
mostly stopped then So these 46 have been around anywhere from 4-12 years 

I’m attaching one of the key documents from the UNC response to SACS If you look at pp 143-144 you’ll find 
some telling numbers about athlete enrolhnents, although even these, I’m quite sure, are disguised 

But the great bit of legerdemain that needs to be noted is that UNC miraculously got SACS to focus only on the 
so-called Type I anomalies, the courses "taught" by no one but Crowder All the other anomalies, the Type 2s, 
which were absolutely no different in their conduct or in the work required, were preemptively declared legit 
because--get this--they at least had a professor’s name attached to them That was the only difference between 
Type I and Type 2 I’m telling you, you might not want to read this whole document (and not only because of 
its length) The shameless dishonesty of your ahna mater might make you weep But here is the statement that 
more or less answers your question: 

"173 of the 384 (45%) individual students who took a Type I course were student-athletes The student-athletes 
were members of various teams, as follows: baseball (I 5), football (aS) [ I student was added to the team after 
matriculation an on student left the team], field hockey (2), junior varsity basketball (I), men’s basketball (2 I), 
men’s cross counttT (1), men’s gulf (4), men’s lacrosse (3), men’s swimming (1), men’s tennis (8), men’s track 
(2), softball (2), women’s basketball (12), women’s golf (2), women’s lacrosse (2), women’s soccer (3), 
women’s track (3), women’s volleyball (1), and wrestling (2) A distribution of graduates and non-graduates by 
sport is found in the attached document" (p 144) 

So football and basketball made up 109 of the 173 athletes (63%), with the other more-or-less revenue sports 
of baseball and women’s basketball accounting for 27 more (156%) But this isn’t an athletics scandal 

There are things I can tell you about the 2005 basketball team that would make your hair stand on end 
On 7/I/13 10:00 PM, John Powell wrote: 

Only 46 of 80 students who took those courses passed them? Really? Can they give us some athlete 
v non-athlete breakdown on all pem~utations? 

How about the athlete v non-athlete (and let’s not count "former athletes" in the latter) breakdown 
for the 304 "alumni"? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,           I 1:50 AM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: The Daily Tar Heel -- New Chancellor Interview Request 

-just realized something When I mentioned that 65% of the people in Type I courses were tb and bb 
players, I should have specified that 65% of the *athletes* in those courses were Po and bb players (Athletes in 
total made up about 45% of the enrolhnents ) And that I think we have a right to know whether Po and bb 
players also benefited so disproportionately from the unauthorized grade changes--since the grade changes, like 
the Type I courses, were the work of Debbie Crowder 

Thanks for noting the difi’erence between what I think ! said and what ! meant to say -J S 
On       I1:20 PM,               wrote: 

Thanks so much for passing along the editorial, and I’d love to speak with you tomorrow I should 
be available most of the morning, so I look forward to your call 

Talk to you soon, 

On Mon. 
--also, in case you hadn’t seen this 

On wrote: 

at 9:33 PM, Jay Smith <)~:,~smi~ll?:,e~ai[ u~c edu> wrote: 

12:37 PM, 

Hi Professor Smith, 

My name is with The Daily Tar Heel 
I’m writing a story for our paper this week about incoming Chancellor Folt and her 
first steps in office I know you’ve spoken a lot on the subject, and I saw your recent 
column in The Obse~w-er as well, so I was hoping to speak with you to get your 
perspective for the article 

Would you be available to speak sometime either today or tomo~+ow? My cell 
number is               and I’ll be available by email as well 

Thanks so much, and I look forward to speaking with you soon! 

Best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,           2:59 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Fwd: FW: LJ Starred Review for THE STORIED SOUTH by William Ferris 

LJ 13070 I-MAG 0079 pdf 

I can’t believe this guy Really can’t Oh, also, I told him I’m no longer web master Yet still .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:FW: LJ Starred Review for THE STORIED SOUTH by William Ferris 

Date:Tue.          14:57:32 -0400 
From:Ferrls, William Reynolds <wferris~?unc edu> 

From: <Hergenroeder>, Jennifer Hergenroeder <jherg@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,           2:24 PM 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu>, 

@gmail.com>, 

@email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu>, 

@unc.edu>, 

@email.unc.edu>, 

@unc.edu> 

Subject: U Starred Review for THE STORIED SOUTH by William Ferris 

Dear gil!, 

Congratulations on this starred review from LibroryJourna!! 

web http://www.uncpress.unc.edu ndhttp://southernNatewavs.com 

@email.unc.edu>, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,           3:26 PM 

@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: Deadline to rescind TA request 

-tb¢sc questions need Io b¢ dir¢cl¢d to Ihc DGS, professor Radding 
(copied here) Also, just FYI--I’m no longer associate chair The 
inlcdm assoc chair is Tern Mcinlosh -Jay Nmilh 
On 12:35 PM,            wrote: 
> Dear Prof S~mth, 
> 
> m) apoloNes to bug you duting the summer, but I ask you in your capacb3" as Associate Chair? Last week I was offered a 

M) advisor;            m~d I ate currentl?, debath~g on wben to best use it Is it 
still possible to rescind ~m." TA assigmnent for          If so, how long? We’d want to come to a decision b) earl) nex~ week 

> Man3 tlu~nks in ad~anc¢ for your help[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, July 6, 2013 10:18 AM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 
Re: back to my day job 

(important because, with fewer and fewer TA’s, we can’t afford to leave 
a TA in an "nndcrper forming" course), as well as Ihe 398’s and grad 
courses OK also tbe topics coutses--190s, 390s, 490s They’ve been 

On 7/6/13 10:02 AM. Louise McReynolds 
> 1 called Charles Snfith in tbe ~egistmr’s office and be fixed it for 
> me Wben the work week starts back up, Pll talk to Diataa and Term" 
> But as long as I have your attention: do you have clues about what 

> O117/6/2013 9:49 AM, Jay Smidl wrolc: 
>> Louise--have Diana mak¢ Ihis a lop priorily Apparenlly yon (and Ten3’?) 

>> On 7/3/13 12:30 PM, Louise McReynolds wrote: 

>>> bul all I g¢l (still) is "No malching values w¢rc found" 

>>> On 7/3/2013 12:01 PM. Jay Smilh 
>>>> Welcome back One day soon I will also give you a flash drive with 

>>>> IViainlaht Scbedule of Classes Tlfis wdl take you to a page x~be~e you 
>> >> need to populate t~x o fields--the term and fire subject area The 

>>>> area you know (HIST), tbe term varies by tenn of course For fall ’13 
>> >> it’s You can always click on file liffie nmgtaif) ing glass to 

>>>> scheduled classes 

>> >> To find out about particular classes mtd sectio~ts, click on tbe comse 

>>>> ’Class sectio~ts’ metal bar For some reason, you get hffo for all 

>>>> "Meetings" and "E~rolhnent C~tfl " Meetings tells you who’s teacltfltg 

>>>> Eltrollment tells you haw mata) ate signed up and what tbe current 

>>>> wiflt mote seats, etc, Diataa will do ALL tbe work (And she is turning 

>>>> and happy 4fl~ -Ja~" 



>>>> On 7/3/13 11:33 AM, Louise McRcynolds wrote: 
>>>>> When you get a clmnce, can you please send me a step-by-step 
>>>>> lesson in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,             10:25 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Samrday, July 6, 2013 I 1:45 AM 

Mclntosh, Terence V <terence mcintosh@unc edu> 

Re: Transition 

Terry--let’s plan on lunch Around noon? Maybe we can meet in the History office and walk somewhere 

Jay 
On 7/3/13 12:15 PM, Terence McIntosh wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Monday, 15 July, will work for me Let me know if’you prefer coffee or lunch, and you can choose 
the time too 

Best, 
Ten~J 

On 7/3/2013 9:29 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Terry--rll be out of" town all of next week, and the rest of" this week is pretty full 
Maybe Monday the 15fu? 

Let me know if other days work better for you -Jay 

On 7/2/13 7:49 PM, Terence Mclntosh wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I returned from Gem~any late yesterday evening and am now mining my 
attention to my duties for the new semester Would it be possible for us, 
sometime next week, to meet for coffee or lunch and talk about the 
associate chair’s responsibilities? They have changed significantly, I 
believe, since I last se~ed as acting associate chair (spring 2005) 

Best, 
Tert~J 

Department of History 

CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 9195 

Telephone: 919 962 9969 

Fax: 919 962 1403 

Department of History 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 
Telephone: 919 962 3969 
Fax: 919 962 1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,            I 1:30 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] 

On      l l: 16 AM, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 
> Jay, l Ihink your s¢nding tiffs atticl¢ was a cheap shol At/ached is wlutt l Ihink is a belier take on 
hnplied in your sending the article with your abbreviated message 

> Dr Keimeth R Jaltken 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> Univcrsily orNotth Caroli~l 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (l’ax) 

> Sul~[ect: [thearg] 

> -- You arc currently subscribed Io thearg as: k~jankcn@cmail ~mc ¢du To unsubsc~ib¢ click here: 

61803874 030211"l! 12 r453 b8379c45d7c5 rcTec51~i)isls¢l~, unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            12:28 PM 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu>; McIntosh, Terence V 
<terence mcintosh@unc edu>: Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu> 

Honors 

Dear Fitz/Ter~’/Miles: 
I’m vaca/ioning this week, bul I remembered Ihat I wanted Io be sure you 
were all aware of Ihe COlltillgellc) plans Lloyd and I I~ld contemplal¢d 
when we heard Ihal Malin&l was in line For Ih¢ SOHP position W¢ w¢r¢ 
tlthfidng that perhaps Jemm Jackson could be persuaded to take over 
Malinda!s 691 and 692 courses (since Jenna is an experienced Honors 
coot~linator), and that Jemm’s in the could be covered by one 
of our PlffI’s is aheady teaclting, 
but could probably be persuaded to do another section Or if not 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 12:47 PM 

Bums, I4ath~3zn J <kjbums@email unc edu> 

Re: Sarah 

ok, thaltks HoH fixings are looking up 
On 7/I 1/13 7:31 AM. Kallu3 n Bun~s wrote: 
> Hi Jay: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
Monday,             7:45 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re:classes 

> From: Ja) Slrdth <javsmith@emailmlc edu> 

> Sul~iect: Re: classes 

> be a u~fifying flleme for your t~ading 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 I 1:25 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
<brundage@email unc edu> 

1 fltit~k fl~e sununer got fl~e belier of me m~d I never t~spollded to Lloyd’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, 7:37 AM 

Natasha Naujoks @gmail com> 

Re: you won’t believe this 

Hope to see you one of these days (Oh, and yes, I heard about 
Ali’s well that ends well ) 

On 4:40 PM, Natasha Naujoks wrote: 

Ok, I know I’m the worst excuse for a human being Ever No excuses, but last semester was 
totally crazy Then I left the day after graduation to 

How are you??? Lloyd said you’re rotating off your Associate Chair duties You must be so glad 
Still in the doghouse for whistle-blowing? 

On at 6:00 PM, Jay Smith <j~y~m~til~env~l uric edu.> wrote: 

So I understand you still talk to Lloyd, at least when you see him Good to know you 
haven’t written us all oft" 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Fwd: you won’t believe this 

Date:Sat, 18:41:21 -0500 
From:Jay Smith 

To:Natasha Nauj oks 

Natasha--did you every get my follow up on this? Or have you j ust written me oft’? 
On        6:30 PM, Natasha Naujoks wrote: 

N 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: Jay Smith 
Subject: you won’t believe this 
Date: 10:39:24 AM EST 
To: 

I graded your student’s paper totally blind--in fact, I lost your 
graded copy of the paper for a while (a cause for mild panic 
for about 20 minutes) The grad I assigned:     Yours (which 
I discovered after finding the paper in a pile on my desk): 
Think he’ll be happy about that? That’s what he gets for 

having a name like 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:14 PM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 
Re: Fwd: Re: welcome 

requesthtg W-TH-Fr teaclfing while I was htelall) packing for France 1 

universities flmction and THEN fig~mng out which courses sbe’d be 
teaching So I fled iitstead and left that thiead hanghtg, rm aft-aid -Jay 
On 7/16/13 12:08 PM. Louise McReynolds 

>O117/16/2013 9:23 AM. Jay Snhih wrote: 

>> into tbe smtset at tbe end of fire year That’s wit3" I thaught site x~ould 

>> she is not confing until Januat5 ) Topics courses tend not to e~roll 

>> mahfl) because the) dofft have courses on tbe books yet -J 
>> O117/16/13 8:54 AM. Louise McRc3 holds wrole: 
>>> A couple of quick quesrioits, just front leading this 

>>> sur~-ey/service course? What site has beie strike me as honois or 
>>> special Iopics II is my undcrslanding Ilull Ihe special Iopics courses 
>>> don’t fill well And since site wants to teach W-Th-F, Is it possible 
>>> in looking at the paper (which is in ira." office) tbat she gets a class 
>>> Ihat meels W/Fr inslcad of T/Th? Put it in tile aftcn~oon Jusl asking 
>>> of flris cmtbe done, and haw much of a sense do you have about what 

>>> you with a better history will understmld ~m." queries 

>>> TNmk you, Louise 

>>> On 7/16/2013 12:02 AM. Jay Smilh 
>> >> Well here’s a problem that Pm aft-aid Pve left for you I never 

>> >> while) This wofft take much Just be in touch with her (mtd with 
>>>> Diana) You’ll see 111~11 she prefers 

>>>> Subject: Re: welcome 
>>>>Date: Ffi, 14 Jun2013 01:13:56 +1000 

>>>> To: Jay Smith ~jaysmilh~acmail uric ¢du> 



>>>> I hope Ihal you have luld a good Ilip Io France (1 jusl read aboul a 
>>>> sltikc at the airpo rl - I hope Ihis has nol a ffcclcd you) 
>5>> I have given some tbought to possible courses and looked at lhe 

>>>> lisied on Ibe web sllc for tills year Io gel sense of Ihc scope of 
>5>> topics I would be lmpp3 to teach an bonout~ semhmr on Modern 
>>>> European 
>~>> Jewish Histot3 - as far as I can tell from file current course list, 1 
>>>> Ihink Ihis means a specific Iopic wllhin dull area - is Ihat corrccl? 

>>>> Jewish Women in Easl¢11~ Europe 
>~>> Jews and fire Cit) (or possibl3 a ]mrrower scope: Gbeilo mid Shtefl in 
>~ >> European Jewish Histot3 ) 
>>>> Jewish Life in Europe after Ihc Holocausl 
>>>> If an honours semina~ should be even nancower Ihan Ihese Iopics, 

>~>> let me know and I will tmrrow tbe scope 
>>>> Would Ihc scope of these topics above be appropriate for Ihc second 
>~>> topics se~m~mr as well? 

>>>> European Jewish Hislot3 more generally, I would be happy Io do Ihal 

>5>> All fire best, 

>5>> On 17 May 2013 04:31, Ja3 Smith <javsnfith@email uric edu 

Katen--it’s complicated, and I’ll be bopping on a plane to France 

Jm~e We can xxait that long -Ja) 

On 5/15/13 7:05 PM, Ka~en Auegoach wrote: 
Hi Jay, 

prefer Io leach in Ille allClllOOnS if possible, and I pro fcr Io 
teach on Wednesdays. Thursdays and Fridays rather Ihan on Mondays 
and Tuesda3 s If tbeie ate ceriain paibmgs of da3 s tlmt ale 

specific feedback 

Generally, Ihough, I am flexible 

All Ibc bcsl, 
Karen 

O1116 May 2013 01:07. Jay Smilll <jaysmiih@email unc edu 



>>>>> had 

tell me am’firing about your scbedule piefemnces today that 
would be gt~at, though -Jay 

On 5/15/13 1:33 AM, Karen A uePoach wrole: 

Th~tk you for your message I ain lookhtg forwaid 1o 
joining Ihe 
ldstmy department in Janum5 

I would like to tlmik through course topics and tben 

early new week to discuss rids with you If you have an 
approaching 
deadline for deciding on courses, however, please [el me 
kl~ow and 1 
wall respond morn quicld? 

Loo!dng fore ard to disca~sshtg tlds fi~rtber, mid ~lso to 
working wdh 
you in tbe not so far fu taue! 

All tbe best, 

On 14/05/2013. Jay Smilh <jaysmill(acmail unc edu 

l’ln dehghted to hear that you’ve accepted UNC’s 
offer, and we look 
fo~ard Io welcoming you Io Chapel Hill in Janitor) 

As tbe course scbeduler (working on ira." last seinester 
schedule before 
passhlg the baton!), I wanted to get your thaughts on 
teaclfing 
possibildics for Iha spring 2014 Icml M~ IhoughI 

been that we 
would schedule two "topics" courses for you on topics 

you, one of them possibly behtg an Honot~ se~m~r 

have a shot at ’l~tds-on’ lem~mlg of some sort) 

If you’d like Io I~, a "lopics" version of ’Modem 
European Jewish 

be free But I’m 
open Io all sorls of suggeslions--you had so man5 
greal ideas for 
com~es that rm sum you’ll fred sometlmtg flint will 
work rcall~ well 



the schedule (dws 
of the week/thnes) I t~y to acconmlodate eveiyone, 

>> >> Km~thill Lectauer in East European Jewish Histot5 

>>>> 8111 floor, Building H 

>>>> Cmdfield East 3145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:30 PM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu> 
Re: oy 

Thanks Probably should ha~c ignored Ihis one, Ioo 1 fc¢l vc~3 g~dliy 
and I owe you a coffee or something when you get back 
On 7/16/13 2:26 PM, Samb Shields 
> Act~lall), fltis one is eas) I didn’t join FEC untd I lelurned from 
>                        last sununet; at tbe e~ld of Jul) M) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, 8:49 AM 

Rob Rivers @gmail corn> 

Re: Can It Get Any Worse? 

Thanks, Rob I’ll continue to raise my voice We’ll see what happens next 
On        10:13 PM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

[ hope you are having a good summer, My family and [ are, but UNC certainly is not, I was disappointed to 
read a~out Jan goxiil on the front page of the N and 0 today. [ had just sent the ema[[ below to Chan:e[!or 
Fo!t (no response yet) regarding the athletic department problems when the latest disappointment 
became evident today. [ am afraid we will lose UNC ~f Chancel!or Foit does not become proa~ive now. 
Our academic image has certainly been profoundly tarnished, 

Rob 

From: Rob Rivers [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: ’carol.folt@unc.edu’ 
Subject: Welcome and Input 

@qmail.com] 

Dear Chancellor Folt, 

As a 1973 graduate of Carolina and concerned and active alumnus, I wanted to extend to you (and your 

family) a warm welcome as our new Chancellor. I am sure you will soon come to realize, like so many of 

Carolina’s students and alumni, what a truly special place and magnificent institution of higher learning is 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I wish you every success in leading our school, and I look 

forward to a long and fruitful term of your service. I believe you are an ideal partner for our University. 

I maintained a warm and cordial correspondence with your predecessor, Holden Thorpe. I sincerely 
believe it was a tragic set of circumstances that forced him to leave as I envisioned his leadership as 
integral in Carolina’s continued successes. However, as I frequently conveyed to him, I do not believe he or 
the University handled the athletic scandals properly. He was too late in recognizing the magnitu de of the 
problems and too timid in response. I sincerely hope you will not make the same mistakes. I do agree with 
Holden that the unrestrained power of college athletics is having profound and potentially irreversible 
negative effects on schools like Carolina. 

I was a student athlete in the true sense of the word. I lettered in fencing for three years, and though our 

team was composed of scholars first, we never finished lower than     in the NCAA tournament in my 

years on the team.                               Our coach, Ron Miller, who is still the fencing coach at 
Carolina after over 40 years (and whom I sincerely hope you get to know), achieved athletic success while 



insisting on excellence in academics as well. Academics came first even if that required missing a meet or a 

practice. Stanford, Duke, and Notre Dame have successful big time sports programs while outperforming 
Carolina in the classroom. That should not be considered acceptable by any in the Carolina family. 

My simple suggestion to Holden to cure all of our athletic ills was to insist on academic qualifications of 

prospective athletes prior to admission. (As a long time youth coach, I can assu re you of the very positive 

trickle down effects of that policy.) Along with that, require compliance with the NCAA total weekly 

participation limit of 20 hours for everything including film review, conditioning, etc. We should also get 

rid of the Academic 5uppor[ Center which would be rendered unnecessary if our athletes were 

academically qualified. For the non revenue spor[s at Carolina when I was a student, the par[icipant first 

had to be accepted by Carolina on academic merit alone, then try out for the team. As a statler, we should 

require a minimum of 1200 on the math and verbal SAT scores or equivalent. Frankly, our football team 

SAT average over the past 5 years of 950 is disgraceful. If a student who made only 950 on the SAT can 

succeed at Carolina, then my diploma has little value. Last year’s average incoming freshman scored nearly 

1400 on the SAT. How can a football player with the current far greater than 20 hours/per week 

demanded of him by the football program hope to compete with classmates scoring 500 points higher on 

the SATs? They cannot. That is unfair to everyone. That is how the fraudulent classes came about. 

Carolina has been viewed around the state and in the media as withholding information regarding our 

athletic mess. I u nsuccessfully tried to convey to Holden that he should be on top of the stories, not the 

News and Observer. Now with the scandal involving             once again Carolina is leading from 

behind. We come across as always trying to hide something, and as a proud alumnus, I find this 

embarrassing and completely unnecessary. Carolina has a unique opportunity with our up to now 

academic gravitas to lead substantive change in the world of big time college spor~s. The NCAA is 

completely dysfunctional and is par~ of the problem. University presidents and chancellors must take the 

lead in reclaiming our schools. I sincerely hope that you will be the one who begins this process. I am, 

frankly, tired of watching, on a beautiful Carolina fall afternoon, a team wearing my school colors bearing 

no academic connection to the students they supposedly represent. 

Thank you for your consideration of this input. I do sincerely welcome you to our family, and I wish you the 

very best in your efforts to lead. Not quickly confronting the enormous problems in our athletic 

department cost Carolina a good chancellor. I certainly hope this does not repeat as I have high confidence 

in you to lead Carolina ably for many years to come. 

Best regards, 

Rob Rivers 

BS Math, Class of 1973 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:12 AM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] angry UNC alum 

> From: Ja?. Slmth Ija?.simth@emailmlc edu] 
> S¢nl: W¢dn¢sday, July 24. 2013 9:44 AM 

> Subjccl: Re: [Ih¢arg] ang~3 UNC ahlm 

>> wlee?1unc edu 

>5> Fmnl: Wa?ne Lee [nmiltl~:welee:&enmil altC edl~l 

>>> Subject: Re: [thealgl angt? UNC aNm 



>>>>> Subject: [thearg] mtg~" UNC ahun 



>>> 1ca~c-33323129-62073852 ff79c6f3a32c51245cc056508cd99 IbS~alislscr~ uric cdu 

>>> -- You arc currcnlly subscribed I~ Ihcarg as: wclcc~acmail uric cdu To 

>>> 10a~0-33325389-61803875 6d066ccTa#376449428¢d180c56fcb¢ I@[isls¢~ unc cdu 

>> -- You am cu~nlly s~scfibcd Io Ihcarg as: jaysmilh@cmail unc cdu 
>> To unsubscribe 
>> click hem: 

>> or send a blmN mnail to 
>> Icavc-33333457-61803888 b835c606 Ic75aa9b2cd73bdSf5ff4c I fz~Jislsct~ unc cdu 

> -- You am curmmly subscribed to tMmg as: ~crame~ 71 e~nail m* edu To unsubsc~ibe 

blank cmail to Ica~c-33333612-61803863 4c73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76cc355c23d8@lislsct~ unc cdu 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sent: Thursday, I 1:46 AM 

To: @live unc edu> 

Subject: Re: HIST 

Attach: Readings for Histoiy docx 

I don’t yet have a syllabus, but I’m attaching the reading list Each week the assigned reading will be paired with 
a supplemental reading that someone will report on The idea is that you will get "exposure" to a total of about 
25 books in the course (though you’ll only read about 15 total) -JS 
On I 1:16 AM                    wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I am a graduate student working with and am interested in 

your colloquium on being offered this I noticed an inconsistency 

between the day and time of the course as listed on Connect Carolina (M 5-7:50 pm) and the 

History Department website (Th 3:30-6 pm). Can you clarify when the class will take place? Also, 

do you have a syllabus or list of readings for the course available? Thank you in advance. 

Art History Graduate Student 
Department of Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             12:04 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: HIST 

Oh, sorry lt’s Monday Not sure why that never got corrected 
On        12:02 PM,                  wrote: 

Thankyou. Doyou knowyet ifthe class willtake place on Mondays or Thursdays? 

Best, 

Art History Graduate Student 
Department of Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Jay Smith ~,smith@email line L’~du> 

Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:45 AM 

To: abruckba 

Subject: Re: HIST for Fall 

I don’t yet have a syllabus, but !’m attaching the reading list. Each week the assigned reading will be 

paired with a supplemental reading that someone will report on. The idea is that you will get 

"exposure" to a total of about 25 books in the course (though you’ll only read about 15 total.) JS 

On 11:16 AM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I am a graduate student working with and am 

interested in your colloquium on I noticed an 

inconsistency between the day and time of the course as listed on Connect Carolina {M 5 

7:50 pm) and the History Department website (Th 3:30-6 pm). Can you clarig/when the 

class will take place? Also, do you have a syllabus or list of readings for the course 

available? Thank you in advance. 

Best, 

Art History Graduate Student 
Department of Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              12:20 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

Sporting News 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:43 PM 

DeCock, Luke <ldecock@newsobserver corn> 
Re: 

She’s great and you’ll become an instant fan I hope she’s free 
On 7/25/13 2:40 PM, DeCock, Luke wrote: 

I know her only by reputation, so I would certainly be curious to hear what she has to say as well 
Feel fl-ee to invite her along if she can make it Should be an interesting conversation 

-- Luke 

On Thu, Jul 25, 2013 at 1:59 PM, Jay Smith <~a2s~tith ~?~cmaJ! ilnc cdu> wrote: 
Luke--I don’t know if you care to meet her, but I’m going to be with Mmy Willingham early in 
the afternoon tomorrow If she’s free, would you like me to bring her along for our beer? -Jay 

On 7/25/13 7:35 AM, DeCock, Luke wrote: 

Appreciate the help We’ll see what happens Already got one email this morning 
from someone saying why would anyone care, it wasn’t even an AFAM scandal, it 
was two people in the AFAM department So there’s certainly that unwillingness to 
look at the bigger picture 

3 pm Friday is fine I’ll see you there 

--Luke 

On Wed, Jul 24, 2013 at 8:05 PM, Jay Smith <javsmi~h(~ email ~mc e&~> wrote: 
Luke--you got that piece out fast! Someone just pointed me to it Thanks, I’m glad 
you wrote it I hope some of my colleagues feel some shame -Jay 

On 7/24/13 5:41 PM, DeCock, Luke wrote: 

I live in is an easy trip for me (I’m out there 
from time to time for work Friday 
afternoon is good for me if you want to grab an afternoon beer at that 
place in Carrboro Next week gets a little busier 

--Luke 

On Wed, Jul 24, 2013 at 4:36 PM, Jay Smith 
<2202¢ mi th ?,.’~ em all u~c edt/> wrote: 

Luke--would love to grab a drink at some point You ever come to 
UNC? There’s a new beer place in Carrboro that’s great for sitting 
and chatting (Steel Strings I think it’s called) Or the Open Eye 
Care across the street if you’d prefer morning (or coffee) 



Of course, I also come to Raleigh now and again Depends on 
where you are, I guess 

,~a, 
On 7/24/13 2:29 PM, DeCock, Luke wrote: 

Thanks, Jay As I feared On every count of that 
indictment 

Didn’t see your DTH piece when it came out but thanks 
for the link 

I remember walking to the Thorp?Baddour press 
conference where the tutor came up for the first time 
with another reporter, her a UNC grad, and both of us 
agreeing that things were going to get serious now, that 
football was football but when you start messing with 
academics, that was really going to stir up a hornets’ 
nest Still waiting 

I’ll leave you with this quote from Hodding Carter. 
from the Friday-Branch-Clotfelter panel last year: "As 
far as I can see, on one campus after another, the 
silence of the faculty is ve~’y much the silence of the 
lambs," Carter said, "allowing the slaughter of the 
integrity of the institutions they se~w-e to go fox.yard" 

Appreciate it We should grab a cup of coffee or a beer 
at some point soon 

-- Luke 

On Wed, Jul 24, 2013 at 1:51 PM, Jay Smith 

~v_.mith@emaii z~c edu> wrote: 
Luke: 
I1" only there were another frequency I think I would 
have found it by now! Your reading of the situation 
~s 100% accurate The faculty have been somnolent, 
apathetic, and occasionally hostile to those who have 



spoken out for integrity (See the link below) It’s a 
real problem, one that has many sources Our 
governance structures are sclerotic--inflexible 
committues and offices dominated always by the 
same oldtimers (Boxill, Vin Steponaitis, Brace 
Cairns, Bobbi Owen, others I could name) who 
prefer to cheer for the powers that be, and maintain 
"equilibrium," rather than question them 

There’s also the fact tbat, during much of the scandal, 
Holden Thorp was in charge and no one wanted to 
make his life more difficult than it already was He 

was "one of us," and he was well liked Excessive 
deference to Holden explains much 

It can’t be denied, too, that tbere’s a large number of 
unabashed "sports fans" on the faculty (Boxill, 
Steponaitis, and Cairns right out in front) who do 
NOT want to imperil Carolina athletics in any way 
And so they got right on board with the implicit 
institutional strategy of blaming a "few bad apples" 
in an academic dept instead of calling for what was 
needed--a probing look at athletics, especially its 
admissions and advising practices This has been one 
of the saddest parts of the whole ordeal for me: the 
recognition that plenty of t~aculty are fine with the 
system and don’t want to be bothered to think 
critically about it Faculty unwilling to reexamine 
their assumptions? It’s depressing 

Then there’s the fact tbat many faculty feel alienated 
from the system (see my point #1) and find it easier 
to go about their business than to struggle against the 
machine--whether it’s the sport machine or the 
machine of University administration I *suspect* 
that that are plenty of faculty who agree with me 
when I speak out (I hear from some now and then, 
including people I don’t even know), but they’re 
content to let others cartT the load I keep doing it 
mainly because no one else will Someone has to 

Finally there’s the simple unavoidable fact that the U 
administration, with a huge assist from Boxill and a 
few others, have deliberately misled the campus 
about what "the scandal" was all about Misleading 
propaganda has had its desired ePi’ect When I pushed 
for a "town hall" meeting at the Faculty Council 
meeting of March 8, other faculty members attacked 
me for failing to realize that the problems had all 
been caused by a couple of academics I was 
dumbfounded They had fallen hook, line, and 
sinker 

So I hate to say it, but I have little hope that there’s 



going to be any faculty uprising at Carolina These 
people are inert, I’m afraid (Or worse--actively 
opposed to exposing the truth) The few of us who 
care will keep pushing 

On 7/24/13 1:09 PM, DeCock, Luke wrote: 

Jay, 

We haven’t spoken but I’ve obviously 
been following your comments on the 
NCAA issues in our reposing I wanted 
to mn something by you, completely on 
background, that’s bothered me for a 
while about the state of things at UNC 

Ever since the original disclosure that a 
tutor was involved in the football 
scandal, I’ve been waiting for some 
outrage on the part of the UNC faculty 
Agents and coaches and parking tickets 
are one thing, but when you start 
messing with the academic integrity of 
the school, that’s another Yet there was 
little outcry that I could sense Almost 
none, actually 

Even as the AFAM scandal broadened, 
there hasn’t been the level of anger or 
outrage I would have expected as UNC’s 
reputation has been dragged through the 
mud Other than a few vocal dissidents 
like yourself, I haven’t seen much in our 
paper or elsewhere -- not nearly what I 
would have expected by now 

These latest disclosures, with the faculty 
now actually participating in trying to 
keep the NCAA out of the mix via Jan 
Boxill’s intervention, strike me as 
particularly damaging 

So I’m wondering, am I just missing 
this? Am I talking to the wrong people, 
listening at the wrong frequency? Is 
there some rising tide of opposition 
among the faculty to what the athletic 
department is doing to UNC as a whole 
that I’m iust not picking up? The general 



campus reaction seems out of proportion 
to the stakes at this point 

Ve12¢ curious, because I’m 
confused 

Any insight appreciated 

Thanks, 

-- Luke 

Luke DeCock 
Sports columnist 
News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 
215 S McDowell St 
Raleigh, NC 27602 
! dec~ck@i~el,~ s~/~ scrvc r c~rn 
@LukeDeCock 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 12:25 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Re: <no subject> 

i saw this--i love it 
On 7/26/13 11:31 AM, Gurney, Gerald S wrote: 

Sporting News’ Hall of Fame college basketball writer answers five questions-- 

while perusing the Sunday paper for Viva paper towel coupons. 

1. Looks like North Carolina has taken steps to downplay the athletic 

department’s role in getting bogus classes set up. Classic case of tail 

wagging the dog? 

DeCourcy: Dan Kane of the Ralei~lh News & Observer dropped another 

stunning report on Sunday, this time revealing UNC faculty council chair Jan 

Boxill had asked three faculty members authoring a report regarding the 

school’s academic fraud scandal to rewrite a paragraph that originally had 

suggested at least part of the motivation for "aberrant" courses in the 

university’s African and Afro-American Studies department was to aid athletes. 



"The worqz is that this could further raise NCAA issues and that is not the 

intention," Boxill wrote in her email. 

At this point, it’s hard to establish what is the most stunning aspect of the 

university’s behavior on this issue: that there could be such wide-spread 

"aberrance" in a university department, more than 50 classes that were deemed 

questionable; that the university apparently would fear NCAA scrutiny more so 

than the diminishment of its academic reputation or that almost nothing that has 

been reported by the N&O has led to significant consequences on campus. A 

few people lost their jobs, but as the revelations build there has been an almost 

eerie silence. 

It’s as if UNC is hoping everyone will forget and just move on. 

]MGerald Gurney, PhD 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Care Center, Room 308 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: 
"Liw, on UniversiO,’~’’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            9:37 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: game over? 

Lou--just got back in town moments ago after 
staggeringly shameful in my view I’ll be back in touch tomorrow I guess 
spoke wither her? -Jay 
On I 0:29 AM,                wrote: 

This is staggering, and 
changed her mind since you 

Jay, I was about to ask if you had seen the      Gazette reporting on Chancellor Folt’s first weeks. Her 

reference to the Athletics strategic plan was not very thoughtful in my view. Then, today, the message 

came from the FEC expressing "full su pport "for Jan goxill. I am not part of the political circles that are 

making these decisions, but both of these incidents suggest, to me, that opportunities for substantive 

change are limited, if not gone. 

Lewis Margolls, M.D., M.P.H. 
Director, Master’s Degree Program 
Department of Maternal and Child Health 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7445 
(919) 966-5974 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday              8:35 AM 

Re: The dreaded blue books 
@uncedu> 

-have a great year in        And you’ve reminded me that I owed you a lunch It will be a long- 
deferred reward for grading but I will not forget 
On 10:23 AM,                   G wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I hope that the      ¯ has been going well for you. I have mostly been going out of my mind trying to 
get a    finding housing ir     and moving out of Chapel Hill. I’m leaving for      tomorrow, so I 
stopped by campus this morning to leave the blue books in your mailbox. 

I hope this is a good year for you. 

With my best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, July 3 I, 2013 9:45 AM 

ecramer@alum mit edu 
Re: UNC professors declare support for faculty leader Jan Boxill, 

Thanks for continuing to apply some heat I really can’t quite believe the pusillanimity of the people on that 
FEC, who were no doubt pushed along by Steponaitis, Copenhaver, and (I imagine) Guskiewicz What a 
disgrace this is 
On 7/31/13 9:34 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

I’m not surprised that the Executive Committee has supported Jan Boxill but I am surprised that you 
threehave Your correspondence speaks for itself Shewasneverqualifiedtobeatenuretrack 
faculty member, let alone Chair of the faculty She has been a toady for the administration rather 
than a representative of the faculty 

Elliot 

Elliot H. Cramer 

Department ei Psychelegy 

University ei Nerth Carelina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              1:12 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: graduate assistant position 

Cynthia--this is not at all directed at you, because you’re just one of many--including my dear friend and former 
DGS Judith Bennett--who have expressed tbis general idea in our dept (namely, that we should and can control 
what our grad students do for money), but I have to say that I think it’s wrong Maybe when we start paying our 
grad students a living wage, we can then presume to tell them what they should or should not do for extra 
money, but this is certainly not our role now And one could argue that we never have any business telling 
people whetber they’re fl-ee to earn some extra money by selling their time I get the concern you’re expressing, 
but grad students are adults and should be free to make tbeir own decisions and live with the consequences 

I mention this to you as DGS, because it might be worth a GSC discussion at some point 

Thanks, 
J~ 
On 9:53 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear 

If you have Professor Smit|Ps approval, then you may accept the position Please take into account 
that this means a time commitment Your completion of your course and examination requirements 
is, at this point in your career, your first priority I understand that the program may look 
good on your CV, but this is not the main consideration for you at this time 

Sincerely, 
Professor Radding 

On 3:28 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Radding, 
I have talked to my adviser about the position and the idea of working an 
extra 10 hours/week, and he is very enthusiastic about it and would like me to 
take up this professional development opportunity. I also talked to 
and she said that I need my adviser’s permission and yours. I know that I will 
be able to manage TAing and this, as it will probably not require 10 hours 
every week. Most of the work is done this coming summer. The reason I’m 
itching to do this is because I think it would look really good on my CV and 
help me later on when I’m on the job market. Is it all right if I go ahead and 
confirm my acceptance? 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             2:51 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Seeking work in progress for WSFH presentation, Atlanta 

-no harm in trying, I suppose, though you should know that there is vmy limited institutional support for 
conference attendance (i e, you’ll be mainly paying your own way), and it’s considered gauche to give the same 
paper at different conferences If you think you have it in you to wrote three separate papers while working on 
the diss, and you can afford the costs, by all means go ahead But it would also be perfectly OK to do just two 
A third paper presentation next year would not make or break a job application down the line 

Jay 
On 2:05 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Is this an~hing worth looking into? I am planning a panel for     and am also thinking of trying for 
or whatever it’s called; and while           is early, which is why I didn’t 

initially consider it, I might have stuff done by then. Indeed, many of the e~ernal writing gran~s, which I 
think I’ll need to apply for (since the I believe the    , even though it’s sponsored by an e~ernal funding 
body, suc~ up a year of UNC funding), require that you have a chapter done, and their due dates are also 
in    , so I might have something finished by then. What do you think~ 

by the way, is going to chair the panel if it gets accepted. 

Ph.D. Candidate 
Department of Histor~ 

The Universi~/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Subject: Seeking work in progress for WSFH presentation, Atlanta 

you plmming to coine to the meeting of the Western Societ~ for French Histot3 in Atlanta in 
didn’l get a prcscnlalJon Iogclhcr? 

, but you 

If you ate intmested in exploring a new pteseatafion fommt, please email lne: I into." lmve an oppomufity for you [ An 
additiotml boims is flint/[’your umvet~it~, oig) funds you for a pieseNatiolk I suspect flint this would meet theh criteria 



JenPopiel 

Jcnnifcr Popicl. PhD 
Associate Professor. Department of History 
Sainl Louis Univcrsily 
Sainl Louis, Missouri 

Ptesidem, Western Societ3 for Flench Histot3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, July 3 I, 2013 5:03 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc edu> 
Re: Break[’ast with Jay?: Thurs Aug 1, 9:15, Elmos: confirming 

lawyers Especially if "academic misconduct" (what I care aboul) is 
exempted, it would seem that tltis shauldfft be a nmjor dish, priori 1 

On 7/31/13 4:50 PM, Wegner. Judith Welch wrote: 

and I cmt get entail on it No womes if you’re dela?ed 

> Also, wonder if you have thne to flthtk about the folhiwing The General Assembly just passed legislation that ma~ldates that 

honor syslems thai arc "fully sla fled b5 sludcnls" (which apparcnlly was intended Io ¢xempl UNC-CH bul may or may not given 
Pact that we have facadt) and staff im’oNed as well), and (b) for ma~et~ of "academic lmsconduct" (1 tlthtk I’m quothtg precisely) 

> In mr? event, this legislation applies to all UNC cmnpuses mtd apparently General Adntihistt-ation is gohtg to provide gmidance 
s? stem-wide 1 have ~m." own thoughts het~ prehihi~afily that I can shale, but thought if you had ~ot heat~l of these developments as 
yet you would be interested and 1hight have some views 

> Take cat~--Judith 



>> > Judifl~--perlmps tbe second lmlf of nex~ week? Pick a thne (after 9AM 
>>> pr¢l’¢nlbly) and I can mccl you ~hcrcvcr you’d like -Jay On 7/24/13 
>>> 12:52 PM. Wcgncr, Judith Welch ~rolc: 
>>>>Jay: Gladtobearfromyou ~fearthatuIffesswes~andupf~rfacI~t5,~eadet~bipwewi~fI~to~ecmitg~d~eadersh~tbe 
f~tme 1 lead zdl tbe e~rmils and have to disagree I know tl~at tbe N&O l~as rightl? been critical I just dofft flfit~k fl~ey dealt fahly 

>~>> fl~e new cbair office facadt3 honor system advisor3 conuiffttee 1 

>~>> ask you for your Nt~pective si~ce I’ve been m~ a? from tiffs al~a for 

>~ >> be conveiffent? rm wo~kh~g at wrding zmd am at home much of tl~e 
>~ >> time but czm tt3 to come in when you ~mgbt be available befet~ 

>>>> From: Jay Smdh [jaysmilh~aemail unc Cdu] 
>)>> SeN: WedlleSda~’, Jul? 24, 2013 12:37 PM 
>~>> To: Wegnec Judith Welch 

>~>> around it There’s too much evidence, some of wiffch you probabl? 

>>>> dislike Jan, who has done plenly or vahmble Ihings I really donq 

>~>> l just tbougbt I’d sleaze m? pe~sNctiffe Reflexive UNC t~sponses 
>>>> aboul Ihc N&O being "unfair" arc really beginning Io gel Io me 



>> though my associate chair stipend was supposed to bc embedded AI Ihis 
>> point, l’ln not sut’e wlmt the protocol is (i e, wlfich of you to 
>> complain to), but I’m quite sut’e tlmt tiffs was not supposed to happen 
>> Could onc or bolh of you plcasc gcl il corrcclcd’? (Or 1¢11 mc how Io do 
>> so luysclf’?) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             6:20 PM 

Re¸ 

@live unc edu> 

Congrats, I won’t be able to read it, alas, but congrats just the same[ 
On 4:45 PM, wrote: 

Hi, Jay, 
I know, I know I should be announcing that I’ve finally written the book I thought I’d whip out No 

At least, my enttT on has appeared in the . He’s in 

vol. 78. 

Hope you are having a good 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August I, 2013 1:47 PM 

DeSaix, Jean <jdesaix@email unc edu> 

Re: your comments to WCttL 

Jean: We could obviously have a long debate about this For now I can only say: you really think Crowder’s 
close relations with athletics were irrelevant to an academic scandal in which (we thought at the time) fully 2/3 
of the beneficiaries of the fraud courses were athletes? A scandal in which Crowder herself‘ had created and 
"taught" courses packed with athletes? I find this hard to believe 

But as to Jan and all that, I’ll just say that if’you had told Dan Kane what you just told me, I doubt that he would 
have been writing an article about Jan in the first place It would have been about the FEC and *its* concern to 
get Crowder’s close ties out of the report When he contacted me for my quote, I know he was furiously t~Ting 
to get all FEC members to say whether or not they had been the ones who raised NCAA issues in connection to 
Crowder I don’t know if he ever caught up with you, but if’you lobbied to get the Crowder phrase removed, I 
know he would have been ve~T interested to hear that 

But maybe this is all water under the bridge at this point Again, thanks for replying -Jay 
On 8/1/13 1:17 PM, DeSaix, Jean wrote: 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

k:an DeSai% PB,D, Master I ectmer in Biology 

Health Professions Adviser http://preprofessionaladvising,unc,edu/pre health 

DepaRrr, er~t of Biology Coker Hall CB#3280 

University of North Caro!ina at Chapel HIll, N¢ 27599-3280 



From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 1:02 PM 
"to: DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: Re: your comments to WCHL 

Jean--excuse me for contributing to the slicing and dicing In my various agitating activities over 
the past 2 years I’ve never once wanted to cause anyone pain or discomfort (And that ve~N much 
includes Jan) I j ust think that full and unconditional institutional candor is critical, and it has been 
lacking at UNC for far too long 

My last word (to which I don’t expect a response--it was good of you to respond the one time): I 
don’t doubt that the committee at some point talked about the word booster and its connotations 
But the report that Jan asked for modifications to did not even have tbe word booster in it So the 
logic just does not work here She (or others who may have been pushing her) wanted the 
"extremely close" out of there And that’s where the rubber hits the road 

Jay 
On 8/I/13 12:43 PM, DeSaix, Jean wrote: 

I won’t respond, Jay, to any more conversations about this, not because ! mean to be 

From: Jay Smith [mailtodavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:34 PM 
TO: DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: your comments to WCHL 



Dear professor Desaix: 
You and I have never met, which makes this extra awkward, and this controversy 
about the N&O’s reporting about FEC deliberations is a complicated one with many 
overlapping issues that can’t really be dealt with over email But my commitment to the 
integrity of the historical record prompts me to ask you specifically about the 
intentions behind your remarks to WCHL yesterday Here is how your remarks are 
characterized: 

’DeSaix says that Boxill e-mailed the authors of an academic fraud report to change the 
description of one individual from an "athletic supporter" to a "booster’" 

Could you please identify your grounds for making a claim that is contradicted by the 
available evidence? The emails printed in the N&O show Jan emailing Nancy Davis at 
10:01AM on July 26, announcing that "I am writing the subcommittee members right 
nowto askiftheywould agreeto change the one paragraph " Then, at 10:24, she 
emails the subcommittee with her specific request about removing ’Deborah Crowder 
and the "extremely close"’ Nowhere dothe words "booster" or "supporter" appear, 
and nowhere does she express concern about the terms in which Crowder’s relationship 
to athletics should be communicated It’s the suggestion of a close relationship that she 
appears determined to eliminate (Maffiy-Kipp clearly read the request that way at the 
time, as her own emails show) Are you really maintaining that Jan pushed this last- 
minute change because she was thinking about j ock straps? And that Nancy Davis (and 
presumably Holden) had been communicating previously with Jan about the pr perils 
ofjock strap image~’y? This is essentially what Jan was claiming yesterday in the 
N&O, and 24 hours later the sto~3: still sounds as implausible as it did the first time 

Based on all the available evidence, even including remarks by the subcommittee 
members, the sto~3: in WCHL counts as the real distortion of the record, not the N&O 
reporting of Dan Kane And since I’m sure you would agree that faculty at a research 
institution should not be aiding and abetting the falsification of the documentary 
record, much greater precision needs to be applied in Jan’s defense, if she is to have a 
defense Extravagant claims that push the boundaries of credulity only make the 
faculty look irresponsible 

Ifrm missing something, if there’s any other evidence supporting this alternative 
narrative of what happened on July 26, 2012, please do let me know what it is 

Thanks, and I hope to meet you one of these days 

-Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August I, 2013 I0:01 PM 

Shem~an, Daniel J <dsherman@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Joint Appointment and DUS 

On 7/27/13 3:22 PM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for your note That counted as "seeing you"? Felt more like a drive-by 

My understanding is that there was one letter and one MOU, drafted principally by Lloyd, who was 
very confident that he knew exactly what tl~e College wanted -- and indeed, that was one of" the 
grounds for their refusing to change some of the language that bothered me And yes, I suspect it 
does mean a delay of a semester, but that means effectively a year, as I’m on leave in Paris in the 
spring At this point I regard this as not my problem eeven though, as it happens, January I is 
when .... I sent Jim a very short note, copying Fitz, thanking 
him for the "update" and saying I looked forward to hearing more in due course You might want 
to have a word with Fitz when he’s back just to say that if there’s anything he wants to convey to me 
directly, he should not rely on Jim to do it 

Best, 
D 

On 7/27/2013 9:44 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

This is so bizarre They took 2-3 months to write their letters and couldn’t get them in 



sync? Really? So I’m guessing this delays things for a semester? Of course you half 
expected this 

Good to see you yesterday 

Daniel J. Sherman 

Professor, Art History; Adjunct Professor, History 

Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 3405, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Fax: (919) 967 0722 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              I0:15 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: paper 

--I J UST started reading your paper (it’s been a busy few days), but I’m immediately reminded that I’ve 
been remiss in not pointing you toward the book by 

(Don’t get concerned yet--rm sure there’s plenty more to say about the 
rll finish this and get back to you soon, probably later today 

Jay 
On 9:08 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Do you remember that little research paper I told I was working on about 

Well, here’s a rough, rough draft. I decided to focus on the for this, 
since I found so much stuff. I still have to do the bibliography, and I need to beef up the 
secondary lit. Also I might have gotten the Arlette Farge citation wrong, but here it is for 
you to check out whenever. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 12:25 PM 

Steve Wright <wright@tophatmonocle corn> 
Re: Request for a brief meeting 

You might try Matt Andrews Or anyone teaching 140, 128, or any 100-level course 

On 8/2/13 12:18 PM, Steve Wright wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for the feedback. 

Sorp/to bug you, but when you have a spare moment, can you think of any professors who teach larger 
lectures that may be interested in something like this? Most likely someone interested in technology or using a 
clicker currently. 

On Fri, Aug 2, 2013 at 9:05 AM, Jay Smith <i~a2~[~.g2ft ~nr~¢/~> wrote: 
I’m only teaching small courses this semester, and I don’t think this technology is appropriate or 
worth the trouble in small classes I’ll keep you in mind for my larger classes, though -JS 
On 8/1/13 9:11 AM, Steve Wright wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

My name is Steve Wright and I am contacting you on behalf of Top Hat, an 
educational software company that focuses on classroom response systems 

Our system is essentially a more comprehensive version of Clickers allowing 
instructors to receive live feedback from students during their lecture, as well as 
employ a wide range of question types, discussion modules, in and outside of class 
Top Hat allows students to utilize the electronic devices they already own (eg 
laptops, iPads, iPods, sma~-phones, and even traditional mobile phones) which 
means no hardware is necessary to purchase by either students or the university 

For the upcoming fall semester, we are looking for professors who would be 
interested in using our system in their class 

I would like to extend an invitation to you for a brief 20-minute online 
demonstration in order to give you a comprehensive review of our tool I have made 
my calendar available to you using the link below You can view my availability and 
book a time that works for your schedule over the next couple of weeks 

If this tool does not interest you, I can refrain from further contact Would you know 
of any professors who might be interested in this type of program? 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to showing you our interactive 
classroom and homework tool! 

Kind regards, 



1-S8~ 663 5~,9! I >,~ll~qAopr~atmct~ccic corn 

Sincerely, 

Stephen 12, Wright 
Account Director I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              1:21 PM 

@live unc edu> 

some feedback 

The Archives of Despotism docx 

Just needs teslmping, mid the crafting of a 1note rigorous aiml)~ical 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              8:52 AM 

:@live unc edu> 

Re: Question 

It can wait til the beginning of the term 

On       5:34 PM,              wrote: 

Dear Prof, Smith, 

Great! Would you like to see my potential list, or do you think we can arrange to meet at the start of the 

semester? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             10:02 PM 

Subject: Re: Question 

That should be workable. And no, no other materials for the cou rse at the moment. 

On 7:05 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

I am a late addition to the Hist    course this    I have already received the readinB list 

from              I just wanted to make sure that there were no further instructions that 

you have emailed out. I also would like to ask you a question regardin8 comps. I have spoken 

with Prof. Mclntosh, and he has declined to offer comps to me as I did not take the early 

modern course when he taught it in my first year here. AlthouBh it makes more sense as a 

German historian to work with Prof. Mclntosh, he assured me that I would be able to work 

with you. Simply put, it would make more sense to take the comprehensive exam with the 

professor teaching that year’s    course. I have a potential list made up, and could share it 

with you if you asree to work with me. I am sorry to leave it kind of late in the I 

hope it all works out. 

Best regards~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               12:56 PM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
@yahoo com 

Re: Heads Up 

Excellent Thanks 
On       12:52 PM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

We want to let you know that will present to the French Cultural Studies group on Sunday, 

Don and Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 4:16 PM 

Amy Dye        ~gmail corn> 

Re: Barb contact info 

thx 

On 8/10/13 7:27 AM, Amy Dye wrote: 

I found her cell number in my phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                9:28 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Histo~ay    Fall Semester 

¯ -sure, we’ll get you in Keep trying, though If you don’t get in by the first day, just remind me that we 
had this exchange -JS 
On 9:03 PM,                        ~-rote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

My name is and I am a junior History and Art History major. I am interested in 

taking your class H istory    this coming semester, but it is unfoRunately closed and there is not a 

waitlist. I have been frequently checking ConnectCarolina to see if the class has come open but I 

have not had any luck. I know that people drop and add classes on a daily basis, so the class might 

come available by the beginning of the first day. However, I would like to see if it would be 

possible (if the class has not come open by the first day) if I could still get into the class or come sit 

in the first day? 

Please let me know what you think. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               I 1:46 AM 

@live unc edu> 

5 months later 

General Will Prospectus DRAFT docx 

--some feedback onyour prospectus draft (See file end) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday               6:07 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] another indictment of the faculty 

> Jay, 
> How about rotx~ arding II Io Joe Nocem? I doubl Ihat he reads NC Spin (nor do I regularly), bul h¢ might lind a use I’or the 
column 

> PS Love your humor 

> -----Ofigilml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, August 13, 2013 6:20 PM 

Gerald Gurney ~gmail corn>; David Ridpath ¯ 
t~a culty failures 

~ohioedu> 

Glad to see UNC gelling called out by someone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Wednesday,                5:35 PM 

~liveuncedu> 
Re: Jan Boxill 

I’m going to have to be unusually discreet with this one I’d really rather not talk over the phone because 
don’t want to risk blurting out something I’d later regret If there are some questions you’d like to ask over 

email, rll tlT to answer them helpfully if I can If I can’t I’ll let you know -Jay Smith 
Or I 1:54 AM,               ~v-rote: 

Professor Smith, 

I am writing a story for the Daily Tar Heel on the statement released by the faculty council in 

support of Jan Boxill last month. I would be interested in your perspective on Ms. Boxill and her 

involvement in the academic/athletic scandal as well as how you feel the administration has 

handled this as a whole. When is the best time to contact you. 

Thankyou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                2:31 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: DTH interview change 

-since I already commented about Folt in an earlier piece the DTH did, I’d prefer just to handle over 
email if that’s OK If I think there’s more to add I’ll do so 

My first suggeshon, I can tell you, would be for the Chancellor to find a way to make amends for all those 
unauthorized grade changes that involved athletes A bit more than half (if I recall correctly) of the 560 changes 
were done for athletes, yet we’ve never been told anything about them--which teams were involved, when the 
changes were made, by whom and for what reasons Diplomas obviously can’t be affected, since transcripts 
"freeze" a year after graduation But since those grade changes were unauthorized, they should nevertheless be 
nullified and GPA’s recalculated--for the simple reason that it’s the right thing to do If anyone loses eligibility 
retroactively, wins and championships should be vacated as appropriate That’s how an institution with integrity 
would respond to this ugly situation And that would be one way for Chancellor Folt to tell the world she’s 
taking a fi-esh approach to our unresolved scandal 

Jay Smith 
On I:01 PM, 

Hi Professor Smith, 
My name is and I’m the for The Daily Tar Heel this year 
know you planned to talk to one of our reporters, about Jan Boxill, but I was 
wondering if I could ask you a few questions instead about the new administration (the Boxill 
is on hold for now) 

I’m doing a comprehensive piece on the challenges that await Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean 
this year, and some of the story will deal with athletics and transparency Basically, I wanted to ask 
you how you’d like to see Folt address the lingering questions about the athletic scandal and 
academic fraud If you’d rather talk via email, that’s totally fine and I understand, but I would love 
to speak with you on the phone if you’re willing Let me know what you think Thank you! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                2:32 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Hist o~ay 

Histoq¢ syllabus Fall docx 

2:24 PM, wrote: 

Hi, Professor Smith: 

I’m          an incoming Ph.D. student this semester. I am currently deciding between your 

course and Professor Larres’s    for my third class. My major field is American military history, 
but I am considering European or Global history as my additional teaching field, 

Do you have a syllabus on-hand that you could kindly email me? I’d love to peruse the readings for 
the course. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 12:36 PM 

Greg Mole" ~gmail corn> 

Re: This week 

I think it reads fine Wouldn’t change a thing 
On 8/16/13 12:34 PM, Cn-eg Mole wrote: 

That would help As I said, it’s short; I just want to make sure, since this is my first big conference, 
that this sounds aMght (is it too diffuse at the end~ too ove~wv-rought with the language?) 

On Fri, Aug 16, 2013 at 11:07 AM, Jay Smith <ia~’smit!~@cm~i! ~Ac e.~ht> wrote: 
C~eg--you didn’t attach 

On 8/15/13 5:37 PM, Greg Mole wrote: 

Jay, 

! know you are blitzing through DC, but any chance you can take a look at this short 
abstract for the SFHS? I just want to make sure that this is the kind of thing they 
generally look for, and if I am being specific enough Also, does the sentence with 
"came into vogue" sound weird; I can’t think of a better way of putting this 

Best, 

Greg 

On Tue, Aug 13, 2013 at 9:32 AM, Greg Mole < 

OK sounds good I guess I am out of touch with things; I figured orientation 
wasn’t for weeks to come 

On Aug 13, 2013 9:29 AM, "Jay Smith" <],a’smi~h}2:emmi unc ed’~> wrote: 
Yeah, and I’ll be missing that too (college t~ip with my son) I won’t be around 
until Tuesday But most of the day Tuesday is free, except when I teach, 12:30- 
1:45 Want to stop in around 10 or so? 
On 8/13/13 9:28 AM, Greg Mole wrote: 

I think the earlier the better; if you are around Monday or Tuesday 
that would be perfect Just eager to start getting the next stage of 
stuff planned out Is the orientation next week? 

Greg 

OnAug 13, 2013 9:13 AM, "Jay Smith" 
<i a’,~st~ith a~ em~ti! ~_,nc cd u> wrote: 

C~-eg--I’ll be on campus for a while today, but I think that will be 



it for this week It looks like I may have to make a lightning trip 
to the DC area Thursday?Frlday I’ll be around quite a bit next 
week, though (Obviously) What’s a good day for you? -Jay 
On 8/13/13 9:1 I AM, C~-eg Mole wrote: 

Are you around later this week? I am back in NC, 
though not in town until Wednesday, and need to do 
some errands on campus; figured if you were there 
and not busy I might stop by 

--Greg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                7:53 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: HIST    question 

.l’n find out tomorrow and we’ll work around it -JS 
4:15 PM, wrote: 

HI Professor Smith, 

My name is             from your upcoming Histor~    class. After looking over the syllabus, I 

saw that we have readings due for Thursday from our text, Old Regime France. When I went to 

buy my books over the weekend from the student stores, I noticed they were out of stock of that 

text, as well as Would be Commoner. Will these texts be available before the reading assignment 

is due? 

Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                7:58 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Course time & Syllabus 

14i sto~’y syllabus Fall docx 

It’s Monday--but don’t worry, because there was no meeting today We’ll meet next week to discuss April 
Blood I attached the syllabus (which is also available on Sakai ) -JS 
On 7:27 PM,           wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

This is                  I am first-year PhD student who do research on Modern Chinese 
histo~3~ And i would like to choose European Histo~ay as my other field of study But I am confused 
about the course time The time shown in department website is Thursday afternoon While i do 
"class search" online, the time is Monday afternoon I wondered which one is correct? If the class is 
held on Monday afternoon, i am so sorry i did not show up today because i attended our 
depa~mental orientation I wondered if you could send me the course syllabus via email? Thank 
you very much! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:32 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: HIST 

Keep trvin~ (there are likely to be 1-2 other drops, I would think), but we’ll get you in Thursday if we need to .... 
On        2:22 PM,                   wrote: 

Hey Professor Smith, 

I hope this email finds you well. I was in class this afternoon and planned on registering 

afterwards, but unfortunately the roster filled up between the star~ and end of class. Is there any 

way that I can still register? I’m very interested in developing as a writer and pretty interested in 

the subject matter as well. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                3:31 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: 

Nope Just show up tomorrow 
On        I 1:38 AM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I recently added your Hist class so I was not there the first day. Is there anything I should do in 

preparation for tomorrow’s class? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Wednesday,                5:55 PM 

~liveuncedu> 
Re:fulbright 

-yep, that’s the one Guess you have to go to that "portal" thingy I see the deadline is actually--gulp-- 

So get cracking on the essay (after reading through that Lusebrink ) And yes, to aftSrm what you were saying 
today, I think framing your research as an exploration into the problematic dividing line between 
"privacy" (generally regarded as good) and "secrecy" (generally regarded as bad) is a good way to proceed 

Bits of context to which you might want to refer: 
-an emerging critique of "despotism" in the French state 
-the development of private spaces and the cultivation of intimacy 
-the Rousseau-inflected craze for "authenticity" 
-the conviction that bad, terrible things happen in secrecy (rm thinking of Diderot’s The Nun, and also 
Montesquieu’s Persian seraglio, but so much more Feminized politics, lettres de cachet, etc) 
-other things I’m forgetting 

And you’ll want to say that you’re going to explain how this dynamic developed, facilitated, and fed into the 
passions of the French Rev And absolutely one of your main "substories" [think of maybe a tripartite 
organization] will be the Bastille and all the craziness you’ve begun exploring on that This is exciting It will be 
fun t~’ying to write it up 

Jay 
On 5:42 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Is this the fulbright you were talking about? httq.~/cg!_unc:ec~u/aw~dt:.,’[!stifulbr!gl~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
Thursday,                12:03 AM 

~liveuncedu> 
Re: phone cNl 

a~ernoons 2-5 But there would other windows iffltose hours aren’t good .... 
On 8:41 PM, wrol¢: 
>Hi Ja?, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                5:49 PM 

Flatt, Emma <eflatt@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: independent study 

Emma--for "syllabus" I think a list of meeting dates with an assigned reading or two would be A-OK 899’s are 
indeed velN flexible This is all the result of our sports scandal (I’m not kidding) and the College’s determination 
to punish only academics for the shenanigans in AFRI/AFAM a few years ago So we have to jump through 
more hoops While in athletics they just keep playing hoops -Jay 
OF 3:09 PM, Flatt, Emma wrote: 

Jay, 
From email below, it seems like there are more formal requirements. I didn’t realise 899 cours~ 
required syllabi - in fac[ I thought they weren’t really considered ’courses’ in the general sense, just an 
independent study (and thus requiring less formal direction from us than a graduate course would require). 
Am I totally confused? 

Emma 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:00 PM 
To: FlaLt, Emma 
Subject: independent study 

Hi Emma, 
T was talking to Cynthia Radding today, and T told her that I would like to use our course 
together towards the additional teaching field requirement. She asked me to ask you to 
send her and Jay Smith a syllabus and an idea of what writing assignment T’II have. 
Obviously we’re still making out the structure of it, but T told her what you said about 
writing a syllabus as an assignment and doing a bibliographical essay, and she seemed ok 
with that. 
T just wanted to let you know. Thanks again for doing this 899 with me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 5:52 PM 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 

Re: Tmdier Harris 

Thanks, Jane I’d let tltis slip, so I appieciate this welcome lmdge 
I’ll email her and be vch! discre¢l 
On 8/22/13 1:56 PM, Thmilkill, Jane F 
> Hi Jay- did you reach Tmdicr? she can be ehisive Her email is 
Jane 

> Jane F Thmilkil[ 
> Bown~m and Got~lon Gr~" Distmgmislied TemkA.ssociate Professor 
> Department of English and Compamthie Literatme 

> tkdl@unc edu 

> From: Ja> S~mth Ija>s~mth@enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Augqlst 14, 2013 3:25 PM 
> To: TlwaiIkill. Jm~e F 
> Subject: Tmdicr Hams 

> Hi Jane: 
> I’d like to lalk to Trudicr Hams aboul some of her 1990s experiences 
> 1 mlderstand (from tlie web page) that she’s absconded to Ahibanm, but 1 
> can’t find m~> contact liffo Do you have rut email address for lier by 
> climtce? Or if" she’s become sefiousb ~echisive, do you know liow I nfight 
> see if she wouldfft mind talking to me? 

> Thanks. 
> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 2:41 PM 

~comcast net 

Re: request for a chat 

Thanks velT much for responding That’s pretty much what I had assumed Now you’re offthe hook! (But if 
anything occurs to you or you’d like to tell me anything at all, please feel free to contact me again) 
On 8/23/I 3 12:27 PM,       .~.c.’~2L~.Ei~!...[~.~2 wrote: 

I left in 1992 because I wanted to get out of chaMng and because Julius became chair I returned to 
English and didn’t go to Emory until 1993 The controversial year was the one in which Stone 
died Lots of ugly accusations Lots of ugly actions 

From: "JAY Smith" <~; s~meh(o?emad ~mc edu> 
To:       :~comcast ~c~ 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 8:45:37 AM 
Subject: Re: request for a chat 

OK, thanks One more quick question? When you left the Curriculum in 1992-93, was it to go to 
Emory? Or did you return to English for a while first? If the latter, did you leave the Chair position 
for anything other than dissatisfaction with Chairing? I sort of remember that year as one of 
controversy (over the BCC, etc) but maybe your ifinera~?¢ had nothing at all to do with any of that 
I’d just like to be sure I’m not missing something important Thanks, and now I’ll stop bothering 
you 

Jay 
On 8/22/13 1@32 PM, 

Hey Jay: 

Trudier is fine As you might imagine, several folks have been in touch with me since 
the scandal wanting interviews and/or information I have refused most of those 
requests because there is simply not much I can provide, especially in temps of what 
happened under Julius’ leadership What I can say is that I hired him, thought he was 
fantastic, and recommended a velT well-deserved early tenure for him I have fond 
memories of Debby Crowder and am so saddened that she got caught up in all this 
madness So, anything I could tell you would probably be brief and not immediately 
relevant to where you might want to go 

Trudier 

From: "Jay Smith" 
To: 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 5:22:35 PM 
Subject: request for a chat 

Dear Tmdier (ifI may): 
We met long ago at a lunch hosted by Risa Palm (in a galaxy far, Par 
away), though I’m not sure you’ll remember me (I’m in the Histo~2¢ 
department ) Excuse me for intruding, and feel free (of course) to 



ignore the email I promise not to pester you if you’d rather just be 
left alone 

I’m one of the faculty here who was unhappy, and who remains unhappy, 
about how the University handled the whole athletics/academic scandal 
that involved AFRI/AFAM Partly because of my own obsession and partly 
because I happen to think it will ultimately be important to have a full 
and accurate record of what happened here and why, I’m t~3zing to 
reconstruct what happened, and I’m taking a pretty long view in doing so 
(perhaps all tbe way back to the ’80s) (I’d like to write a book about 
the scandal, its origins, and its meaning) I write to you because I’ve 
been wondering if you, as the former chair of the AICRI/AICAM Curriculum 
during a tumultuous and eventful time, would be willing to share with me 
some of your recollections and thoughts about the environment and/or 
people connected to the Curriculum and the College around 1990-1992 I’m 
really not looking for any "dirt," I just want to understand better the 
forces that led Julius into doing the things he eventually wound up 
doing If you could help in any way, that would be great I could also 
let you know a few of the specific things I’m interested in learning 
more about, but rather than waste your time and mine right now I’ll j ust 
wait to hear your initial reaction and I’ll go from there Thanks for 
considering this And I hope you’re enjoying your "retirement" (though 
something tell me you’re not exactly retired) 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 
History Depa~ment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                3:43 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Hist Readings for Tuesday 

JS 
On 

--no, I doubt that it’s available online It’s ok, you can read it later Come to class anyway .... 

11:17 PM, 

Professor Smith, 

wrote: 

I went to the student stores on Thursday in search of the books for this course. As karma would 

have it, I was able to purchase every book except for the one that I would need by Tuesday (Old 

Regime France by Doyle). They told me that the book would arrive, at the earliest, by next 

Wednesday. Unfortunately, my searches on the internet haven’t left me with any better results. 

I was able to find pages 1-6 ofthe book online. Doyou know if the excerpt from Gail Bossenga is 

available anywhere online or, perhaps, in another book? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                3:45 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Meeting 

-regular office hours are "first come first served," but since we’re so early in the term, I expect NO 
traffic Probably no traffic for the next 4-6 weeks, in fact -Jay 
On 2:04 PM,               wrote: 

How does I 1:00 sound? Could I rese~we that time slot? 

Sincerely, 

On Sat, ~t 9:16 AM, Smith, Jay M <~2~_’._r~2~i[~!!ik~ e~tl> wrote: 
-wide open 10-12. 

From: ~mait,coln 

Sent: Friday, 3:45 PN 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

~qmail corn] on behalf of 

Greetings Jay, 

I was wondering if you had any opening during your office hours Tuesday to meet? If not, what 
other times would work best for you? 

Thanks and Happy Friday! 

On Tuesday,                 Jay Smith wrote: 
-sorry I d~dn’t answer this before you arrived Ga-eg had me tied up ahnost until the 

minute you came Didn’t read this til later Glad we got that form signed 

Jay 
On 10:02 AM, 

Good morning Jay, 

I can stop by today around ] 1:30 to get your signature on that fonn, if you think 
you will be in your oflSce then Othe~w~ise I will be on campus most of the day 
Wednesday 

Sincerely, 



On Monday,                 Jay Smith wrote: 
-I’m out of town until tomorrow, I’m afraid I’ll be around, briefly, 

tomorrow between 10-12 If that doesn’t work, let me know your schedule 
We’ll find another time .... 

Jay 
On 10:56 AM, 

Dear Jay, 

Where has the summer gone? I was wondering if you would be 
available at some point today tbr me to stop by quickly to have you 
sign the Inter-institutional Approval form to allow me to enroll for 
Reddy’s course at Duke I was also wondering if you are free at 
some point, next week perhaps, to meet and discuss my MA 

Thanks and happy last days before the semester begins! 

Sincerely, 

Histo~N Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

HistoI3 Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Histo~2¢ Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                4:11 PM 

@live unc edu> 

file 

General Will Prospectus DRAFT docx 

Shouldfft have been a zip file, since I dofft know what the) ate See ff 
Ihis works -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monda%                12:42 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: For next Tuesday .... 

Yes, but I’m not collecting study question responses (And the reaction paper is not due until Thursday) 
On        12:09 PM,                      wrote: 

Hi Prof. Smith: 

I just wanted to clarify...are we doing these study questions in addition to the 200-300 word 

response that you have in the syllabus? 

Thanks, 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

We’ll finish off our "here’s some basic background" portion of the course with the assigned pages 

from the Doyle text, focusing on the chapter by Gall Bossenga. Here are some questions to get 

you thinking. Please actually think about all these--maybe especially the last one. (These are also 

posted to Sakai under a ’Study Questions’ folder.) 

How were city and country alike? How were they different? 

2. How was old regime "honor" like or unlike the honor promoted through the UNC honor code 
(serious question!) 

3. What, if anything, seems to have been changing over the course of the old regime? What were 

the obstacles to {or brakes upon) structura! change? 

4. Be prepared to "argue" that one of these words best captures the values of old regime French 
society: status, grain, privilege, office (good cases can be made for all of the above.) 

See you Tuesday. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 

"HIST ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 

HIS-I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith,~ajemail unc edu> 
Wednesday.                10:23 AM 

Andrc\~s Matthc\~ P <andrc\~sm~t~cmail unc cdu> 

Re: Sport Histo~ S3 llabus 

Jay 

On 958 AM, Andrews, MaLIhcw P wrolc: 

> I really appreciate this email You a~e not meddling 

> (.~/the "other side" (mid I calrt rem~nb~ ifI m~/tioned this to you year.day) I got m/~nail from a s~dent letting me know he x~ o~ld miss 

> Cheers 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:46 AM 

~aol corn 
Re: Upcoming lecture 

Will--sorry, I’ve been unresponsive to Joy in the last few days, but it’s only because the semester has already 
ove~vhelmed me I’ll return that contract to her before the end of the week, I promise 

Yes, the book is: Monsters of the G~vaudan: ]-he Making of a Beast -Jay 
On 8/27/13 8:00 PM           ~’,.ao! corn wrote: 

DearJay, 

I hope this e-mail finds you well at the star[ of a new academic year. It’s really been a flying star[ on my 
end. I wanted to check with you on a couple of things relating to your upcoming talk in November. Have 
you received the contract Joy Smith sent? I know she squared away your travel arrangements. If you have 
not received the contract, please let me know and we can t~ sending it again. I also wanted to see which 
book you’d like to have available for purchase and signing at your talk. The one related to your lecture 
makes sense, but I wanted to confirm on that and get the title. 

Manythanks, 

Will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 I 1:51 AM 

Greg Mole’ ~gmail corn> 

Re: On campus? 

coft’ee shop, though I’ll be walking from the direction of Hamilton .... 
On 8/28/13 I 1:50 AM, Gn-eg Mole wrote: 

Yeah Do you mean meet at the coffee shop then, or at your oft~ce? Figured the former, but wanted 
to double check I can do either one, since I’m in Hamilton 

On Wed, Aug 28, 2013 at 10:44 AM, Jay Smith <’~’~miFl~@email ll:~c cdl~> wrote: 
See you at 12:30 

On 8/27/13 5:39 PM, Greg Mole wrote: 

Jay, 

Sounds good I’m certainly never one to turn down a free meal, and rm getting the 
sense more and more that I need a quick crash-course on J-F Melon 

Nee you tomo~+ow 

-Greg 

On Tue, Aug 27, 2013 at 3:38 PM, Jay Smith <iavsmilh’a:ema~l u~c edu> wrote: 
Greg--I’m going to have several appointments tomorrow (including one with 
Nicole), so yeah Do you feel like ha’~ing lunch maybe? My treat--a "welcome 
home" meal 12:30 at the Carolina Coffee Shop? 

On 8/27/13 2:58 PM, C~eg Mole wrote: 

Are you going to be on campus at all tomorrow? I have started 
writing (a velN little: have like 4 pages right now) and just wanted to 
stop in and bounce some ideas off you This isn’t going to be a regular 
thing; just figured it was good to check in with you more fl-equently 
in the early stages of the writing process 

-Greg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                2:27 PM 

~live unc edu> 
meeting 

-were we not meeting at 2pin toda3 ? Did I get the days nfixed up? 1 

day 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                5:44 PM 

~blive unc edu> 

Re: HIST    Essay 

laIk about an abenmtive assigimlent for you tomorrow (let’s laIk just 

> Pmtessor Snfith, 

> 1 .joined your class last Tbut~da~" mtd otxle~ed tbe textbook inmtediately after class It is expected to arrive on file 30th I tried getting 
abold of a cop3" from the libr~uy but it was checked out. 1 fllen tried fire ~eserve desk mtd the e-~eserves but none of our libraries had a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday                6:34 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Doyle readings and response 

Yes. we’ll come up with an alternative assignment for you tomorrow 
On        6:29 PM,                wrote: 

Prof Smith, 

Because I added HIST    somewhat late, I was not able to order the Doyle text until earlier this 
week, and I’m not sure when it will arrive In the meantime, I was wondering if there is a PDF 
available of the Bossenga readings, and, if not, if it would be possible to have an extension on the 
response about seigneurialism until I can get a copy of the readings 

Thanks See you in class tomorrow 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday~              10:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: fulbright 

-I have a couple ideas on the "affiliation" person, and we’ll want to move quickly. Let’s talk in 
the next day or two... 
On 5:20 PM,                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
OK, I will send you drafts asap. I had a fruitful discussion with the fulbright guy and here 
is what he said: I have to write a 2-page grant proposal as well as a 1-page personal 
statement that shows how I will interact with people culturally or something. I also need a 
letter of affiliation with someone at an institution in France, saying how I’ll be working 
there/with them and the "scope of our relationship", or something along those lines. Do 
you have any suggestions for getting one of those? I also need a language evaluation, 
and I was thinking Hannelore Jarausch for that. For the three references: you, Don and 
Lloyd? There are specific aspects that are apparently supposed to be emphasized in the 
letter of rec., and the guy suggested that I send the fulbright suggestions along with 
letter requests: ~:Mus.fu!brighLonline,rl~iap~lli~a~ion-Ups~academi~: (Please scroll down 
to the reference letter part.) 

¯ T just now saw this, so disregard the earlier emaiI. Tomorrow I may have a *little* 
time before my class, but none affer--t have to run home for an electrician. Maybe the 
best thing would be for you to send me your first draft (of whatever length, 100 words to 
1000 words) and we can exchange thoughts over email? 

Jay 
On 10:55 PM, ~vrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I just found out that I can schedule an appointment with some fulbright expert 
guy at the Fedex center tomorrow afternoon. There are apparently also 
workshops offered that are supposed to be helpful. So, I may have to 
postpone our meeting. Do you want to meet later this week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:12 AM 

Tom Griffiths ~gmail corn> 

Re: At dusk in the Gevaudan 

Dear Tom: 
I don’t think I’ve responded to this message yet--just a sign of the time of year (first full week of classes) 
Thanks so much for fola:~’arding this And thanks for investing the time into recreating your experience and 
evoking that rugged world I’ll be sharing this with friends far and wide -Jay 
On 8/23/13 12:04 PM, Tom Griffiths wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

My essay about the Gevaudan and your book, is ve~?~ soon to appear in the September edition of the 
Australian Book Review I’m attaching a pdf of the page proofs - there are some italics missing on 
the final page, but otherwise it is correct When the ABR comes out - and when I am back in 
Australia (I’m travelling until mid-October) I will send you a printed copy of the issue 

I hope your work is going well 
With my best wishes, 
Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                ): 13 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Space in Hist 

I’m already being asked to fit in some extra people, so I’m going to ask that you keep looking 
On        1:09 PM,          wrote: 

HiProfesso~ 

I am very interested in your Histor~    class and noticed it does not have any more open spots. I 

am in need of a few more history courses to complete my History major and was hoping to 

include history in those last few. Is it possible there is an extra spot for me or any way I could 

get into the class? 

Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <-jaysmith,?~ email uuc edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:07 AM 

SOUTHALL RICHARD <Soulholl,~ahrsm sc edu> 

Re: [Ihe~rgl Nc~ issue 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Fridaw 9:48 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Fwd: RE 

I volunteered you for something Don’t know if anything will come of it .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE 

Date:Fri, 08:36:41 -0400 
From:Bull, M arcus G 

To:Smith, Jay M <ia\’s~i/h~vem~l u~c edu-" 

Dear Jay 

Many thanks, and well done: 

All best 

Marcus 

first response. I think looks an excellent fit. 

Professor Marcus Bull FSA FRHistS 

~drew W Mellon Distinguished Professor of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of History 

Hamilton Hall CB 3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 

tel: 0@1.919.962.5544 

From: Jay Smith 

Sent: Friday, 8:15 

To: Bull, Marcus G 

Subject: 

Hi Marcus I just saw the announcement about the ’inter imperiality’ 

event and thought I’d recorr@~end my student Greg Mole, fresh off his diss 

research in France that focuses on the theory and practice of French 

corr@~erce in India during the 18th century. Not a medievalist, but well 

positioned to participate. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, August 30, 2013 9:59 AM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 
Re: meet? 

Wayne--I’m at              I’ll also have my computer and will plan to skype you .... 
On 8/30/13 9:58 AM, Lee, Wayne E wrote: 

Do have a cell # I can call if Skype fails? 

Sent from my phone! 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: 8/30/2013 9:47 AM 
To: Lee, Wayne E 
(:c: Brooks, Edwin W; Lee, Wayne E; Margolis, Lewis; Tomaskova, Silvia; Weiler, Jonathan D; Willingham, 
Mary C. 
Subject: Re: meet? 

Glad to see the DTH weigh in M~d hem’s a thought: wh> hi the world am 

enormous of all U ldvet~it~" bhnd spots over the last tltree yems 

He3", ma3 be Deborah is our pet~olt Fine with me ff we just tzdk it 
Ihrough Look fot~ ard Io Ihc convcrsalion al 1:30 
On 8/30/13 9:07 AM, Wa3ne Lee wrote: 
> Jay, all 
> (I signed on Io the Doodle poll for 1:30, bul only via skypc; so 
> someone please bring a laplop ~iih skypc on it!) my id is ~ayncl00 I 

> As for Debomlk she contacted me yesteiday and asked to be added to 
> Ih¢ group, and she has clearly b¢¢n following via Richard al leasl in 
> some ways I Ioo Ihink Kennelh would b¢ a fin¢ nomine¢ bul he has 
> not evinced an h~tetest to me (at least) To am’o~le else? 

> I emailed with the Provost last ~light to co~fftrm tbat tlmt file 

> piepaled to brief up wboever he adds (am’one see today’s DTH 

> conmlillee?) No meeting schedule for them has yet been set 

> Professor of History 
> Cbah of the Cumcadunl in Peace, War. and Defeltse 

> On 8/30/2013 9:02 AM, Jay Smilh wrOle: 
>> Hi folks: 
>> Judging by Sflvia’s Doodle poll, it looks like file six of us (and mw 
>> olhcrs who respond Ihis AM) should be able Io mccl al 1:30 in Smilh 

>> need to lark fmlfld? about wbo our candidate for fltis cotmrtittee 

>> Richard, l’nl not sure the hst (where Richat~l would be hsterting) is 
>> file place for such a com’et~ation 



>> I’or lhis, Ihough, as hc h,qs holed, hc I~s I,qrg¢ly droppcd oul of 
>> active participation in oui group Kem~eth is on tlmt silly acadenfic 
>> suppo~ pmgt-am facul~ bo~d however, and I’m suie he could be 
>> Iruslcd Io dcfcnd inlcgfily ~nd Io look oul for Ihc cduc~lJon~l 

>> did not Deborah, in fact, Ires n~’er attended one of our meetings 

>> J~y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               12:3 I PM 

@gmail corn>; @email unc edu> 

Fwd: [memsfaculty] MEMS Compact Seminar: request for names of possible student 
pamicipants 

-here’s the info (NB: I don’t know yet that they’ll come to you) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:[memsfaculty] MEMS Compact Seminar: request for names of possible student pa~icipants 

Date:Fri,            10:47:32 +0000 
From:UNC Program in Medieval & Early Modern Studies 

Reply-To:Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 2n~c~cmaii t:r:c < <iu> 
To:MEMS Faculty metaslacu[!X2~.ali~serv u*tcedu> 

Dear colleagues 

Please note the following important opportunity for MEMS graduate students I would be grateful for your help 
in identifying graduate students who could participate in the event described below 

A highlight of MEMS’s activities this coming semester will be a two-day colloquium-style seminar, on 
on the theme of’The Material and the Social in the Encounter of Premodern Empires’ Under the 

leadership of Morgan Pitelka, this event, supported by the Dorothy Ford Wiley Fund, represents a first for 
MEM S: the pioneering of the so-called ’compact seminar’ format, in which a relatively small gathering of 
scholars engages in a sustained sequence of presentations, debates, and exchanges, the aim being to brainstorm 
across disciplinary, methodological, and geographical boundaries, to establish the parameters and frame the 
questions for subsequent research, and to plan future collaborations and outputs 

The seminar will focus on the role of material culture and the politics of sociability in the meetings of medieval 
empires It will bring together humanities scholars who work on Asia, the Middle East, and Europe to explore 
the emerging theotT of ’inter-imperlality’, or the notion that world history is defined less by European centrality 
than by diverse and contingent encounters between distinct imperial entities, heterogeneous groups, and 
individuals In particular, it will focus on the ways in which things and social rituals mediate such encounters, 
lead to transmission of cultural forms and practices, and contribute to a medieval politics of the international 
that prefigures, in complex and not necessarily linear ways, the modern form of the nation-state 

In line with the innovative nature of the compact seminar format, our aim is to include a number of graduate 
students in central pa~icipatury roles; this will involve their collaborating with the outside speakers, 
contributing to the seminar, and other responsibilities These students will thus be fully embedded within the 
seminar as an intellectual and academic exercise, not mere obse~w-ers; and they will be encouraged to use the 
event to develop contacts and to plan follow-up collaborations Two levels of such formal student pa~icipation 
are planned Stipends will be payable in both instances 

One student will work closely with Morgan in the academic organization of the seminar, in addition to liaising 



with the outside speakers and collating materials such as texts and images that will feature in discussions 
She/he will also take an active role in the seminar itself, making a formal inte~w-ention in one of the sessions and 
contributing throughout ~-wo fur’her students will not have an organizational role, but will contribute to the 
seminar itself in the same ways as the student organizer 

We would be vein grateful if you could let us have the names of any students who, in your opinion, would be 
well suited to such roles We have no preferences as to disciplinary background, period, or geographical focus 
We would suggest, however, that this event would be most interesting and useful to those students whose 
research agendas and intellectual interests have an interdisciplina~N dimension, are sympathetic to comparative 
approaches, challenge traditional categorical boundaries, or engage in some way with the idea of the ’global’ 

Thank you in advance for your help 
With all best wishes 
Marcus Bull 

Professor Marcus Bull FSA FRHistS 
Andrew W Mellon Distinguished Professor of Medieval and Early Modem Studies 
Acting Director of MEMS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Histo~?¢ 
Hamilton Hall CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
tel: 001 9199625544 
email: ~b~d!@cmail u~’c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, 9:47 AM 

edito@dailytarheel corn 
student involvement 

I just wantea [o second tbe inessage front tbe editorial on Friday that 

"Student Athlete Acadenfic lmtiative " Tbe four individuals the> have 
selected so Far a~e not ~emotelF t~p~esentative of tbe cmnpus and all 

past time that tbe U mvetsits, began im’olvmg six,dents (mtd especiallF, 
I’d say, atlfletes) in tbese critical discl~ssions about acade~mcs mid how 
pressures front athletics affect acadenfic pefforn~mce 

At~ wa?, please keep up the pressme! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  I 0:42 AM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: Draft 2 

--on the "E-Research" tools page at the libra~ay, you’ll find a tab for Theses and Dissertations Search her 
mere Yes on the Newbe~xy And for now don’t worry about the biologists 

Back in touch later 
On 4:23 PM, 

OK. Draft 2. 
I put in more stuff’ about 3esuits and Jansenists in the first part as well. But what if there’s 
someone on the committee who’s a marine biologist or something?? I also need to say 
something about my involvement in the community. Still not sure what to say. 
Questions: I’m looking for the Shanti Singham dissertation and all I can find is some 
edited volume by Van Kley. Do you have a title? And this probably shouldn’t be mentioned 
in the Fulbright application, but are there pamphlets that would be useful for me at the 
Newberry? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Monday:                   11:18 AM 

~liveuncedu> 
Re: Draft 2 

Visit these sites and have a look around at their collections: 

~:_~2~?~es~xitcs c~,micom~,~ix~>nsia:chives him [It appears that you’ll need to contact their head archivist 
ahead of time for permission to use; at that point you might ask directly whetl~er they have documents relevant 
to the expulsion from France in 1762-64 Emphasize that you think they got a raw deal!] Anyway--you’ll want 
to say on your application that you’ve been in touch with the archivist 
On 4:23 PM                      wrote: 

OK. Draft 2. 
I put in more stuff about in the first part as well. But what if there’s 
someone on the committee who’s a marine biologist or something?? I also need to say 
something about my involvement in the community. Still not sure what to say. 
Questions: I’m looking for the Shanti Singham dissertation and all I can find is some 
edited volume by Van Kley. Do you have a title? And this probably shouldn’t be mentioned 
in the Fulbright application, but are there pamphlets that would be useful for me at the 
Newberry? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  I 1:23 AM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: Draft 2 

There are some very intriguing titles in this index from Port-Royal (the Le Paige collection--he was one of the 
most important Jansenist lawyers in the 1750s) 

OK. Draft 2. 
I put in more stuff about in the first part as well. But what if there’s 
someone on the committee who’s a marine biologist or something?? I also need to say 
something about my involvement in the community. Still not sure what to say. 
Questions: I’m looking for the Shanti Singham dissertation and all I can find is some 
edited volume by Van Kley. Do you have a title? And this probably shouldn’t be mentioned 
in the Fulbright application, but are there pamphlets that would be useful for me at the 
Newberry? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

~live unc edu> 
draft thoughts 

Statement of Gn-ant Purpose Draft 2docx 

-again I’ve olfly conmtemed on rite one paragt-aph about sources 
This is a Iol bet/or, hit[ see lily comlnenls YOlt slill n¢¢d to organize 
fire discussion in a way that proceeds chronologiczfll? (so the mffoldmg 
of your 1\~ potbesis is clearer) So start with fire" .... 

para) I’d say delete thase opeithtg lille s mtd il~stead stag out with a 

burial oflh¢ skeletons ) 

ulfimatel3 had aca~te political lelevance And flint you’ll do that by 
identi~ ing zmd anzflyzing fire slfiffing boundaries between "privac)" and 

second balfoftbe century Is this sounding rigbt??? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  12:05 PM 

~live unc edu>; 

alternative assignment 

~live unc edu> 

Grcclings: 
I’ve decided that you tnvo (who wet~ unable to get Doyle in time) can 
write your own rcaclion pap¢r (200 or so words) on Ihc following: 

Use tnvo dLffet~m portraits of French noblemen betnveen ca 1440 and 1648 

(You’ll find relevant inmges in fire lectures posted to Sakai ) 

ff you can get these to me tomorrow, fltat’s great But I could wait 
imlll Thursday SC¢ you Ihis week 

jS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:24 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Rawlings report 

--I’ve read through the report, but I now have a committee meeting to run to I won’t be free before about 
6pm But I’ll tell you via email my initial reaction: I would have liked more specificity on a number of issues 
(e g, I would have liked to hear them say what they think a Faculty Athletics Committee’s activities should be, 
and what role the Faculty Athletic Representative should play), but there are certainly lots of good ideas in 
here They really only gestured toward the elephant in the room--the revenue model and what’s to be done about 
it--but a lot of their recommendations can be implemented independent of financial considerations, many of 
them can be done unilaterally, and many would make a positive difference So there’s some good meat here 

The things that jumped out at me (because I liked them): 
I That they insisted, rightly in my view, that athletics must always "fit within" the University’s core missions, 
"and in no way violate them" (p 5) 
2 That athletics budgets should be much more detailed--breaking out standard operational costs from the costs 
of promoting athletes’ education--and that they should be published annually 
3 There should be an ombudsperson to whom someone can report if they suspect others are exercising "undue 
influence" over athletics-related decision-making 
4 Most important, that "qualitative assessments" of recruits should be done by faculty and administrators 
*during* the recruiting process, that exceptional admits should be given only to those recruits who have shown 
a commitment and the ability to grow intellectually, and that for all such special admits there be a "year of 
readiness" defined by athletic ineligibility and a "robust academic remediation" program 

These are all important--also, I liked that academic support is supposed to be fi-ee of athletic influence--but the 
things under point 4 are critical If we’re ever to end the hypocrisy, we have to begin living up to our 
responsibility to educate If education really comes before winning at UNC, this would be one emphatic way of 
showing it -Jay 
Or 2:05 PM,                  wrote: 

Sounds good, thank you! 

On Tue, ~t 2:03 PM, Jay Smith <j.avs~ ~it~’a email ~nc edit> wrote: 
1 just learned of this (thanks to your email), and I’m not sure I’ll have time to read it this 

afternoon If I do, rll be back in touch 

On l: 16 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I hope you are doing well Thank you for commending our editorial the other day 
about the student athlete academic initiative, I’m glad you agree 

I was wondering if you had combed through the Rawlings report yet and if you were 
interested in talking about it? We’re writing a sto~N for tomorrow’s paper about it of 
course, and thought since you are so passionate about these issues you might want to 
contribute 



Please let me know, thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  12:37 PM 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu> 

Re: Study Abroad Evaluation Assistance? 

ok 
On 8:21 AM, Andrews, Matthew P wrote: 
> Thanks Jay How aboul if I slop by after teaching Io&~y? That would b¢ just after 2:00 

>Best, 

>On at 10:13 PM, Jay Smithwmte: 

>> Mall--sure, I’ll be aro~md ever3 day Ihis week Tomorrow I should be there about 1-4, Thursday 2-4, and Friday I could be around 

>> On 3:20 PM. Andrews, Matthew P wrote: 
>>> Hi Jay- 

>>> I just met wifll a UNC strident,         , wl/o spent a semester at file UNC Program in Montpellier She lms asked me to 
evalua/e Ihe Iwo co~trses Ihal she took Inert and is hoping Io receive 200-level crcdil for at I¢asl one of Ihes¢ courses 

>>> I was wondering if I could stop b) your office mid show you Mint she gave me for "syllabi" and see if you lind thoughts on 
whether Ihcs¢ courses should receive 100-level or 200-level crcdil This shouldn’t lake more than 5 minules 
>>> 

>> > Do you lmve some free time hi tile nex~t couple of da) s to do tills? Tlmt~ks, Jay 
>>> 

>>> Best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emall unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:26 PM 

Kirsten Cooper ~gmall corn> 

Re: meeting? 

Sounds great Around 4? 
On 9/4/13 4:1 I PM, Kirsten Cooper wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

No, no worries we didn’t have a meeting scheduled for this week at all! Would next Monday before 
seminar still work for you though? rve been working through a lot of different ideas and angles 
after we last talked and would like to get your input 

Best, 

Kirsten 

On Sep 4, 2013 12:38 PM, "Jay Smith" <~,:,~,mith~:emali ~mc e~’iu> wrote: 
Kirsten--I hope rm not in the process of standing you up .... 

I didn’t write in my calendar when our next meeting was, and I wasn’t planning to be on campus 
today until about 2:15 Are we on for today? If not, when would you like to meet? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  4: I I PM 

~live unc edu> 
getting there, getting there 

Statement of Ca-ant Purpose Draft 3 docx 

flint last, after fl~e tltmst of ?’our hypofl~esis is made clear (Don’t be 
alarmed 6-8 drafts at~ to be expected wifl~ the Fulbright ) 

generalb, I’m fire, king you need to coine up with a diffeiem * sort* of 
l~ pothesis, one that nfight go someflfing hke this (after the opelfing 

L¢I me know what you Ihink (I don’t m¢an to b¢ pushy ) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  5:53 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Conso~ium on the Revolutionary Era, 1750-1850 - Conference 2014 

Meh The worst of all conferences, in my estimation Second raters and Napoleon buffs 
On       1:47 PM,           wrote: 

Is this something worth thinking about? 

From: bot~,ce-3353¢3gl-t~7215681~li31~e~ unc.e~u [;c,o.~nce-335343gl-67215601~ L~Lqelx* ur,c.edu] on 
behalf of Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray [_n_ar~(~s~_e.~fl~;_.~j.nc el~j 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 6:56 AN 
TO: history-graduate 
Subje~: [his[ory-graduate] Consortium on the Revolutionary Era, 1750-1850 - Conference 2014 

Call for Papers 

Consortium on the Revolutionary Era, 1750-1850 
February 20-22, 2014 Oxford, Mississippi 

The Consortium on the Revolurlonm~ Era, 1750-1850 (CRE) is an organization of member schools 
dedicated to the promotion of research on the Revolutionary Period The CRE provides an annual 
venue for the presentation of o~ginal research on the histo~?~ of Europe, the United States, Latin 
America, the Atlantic World and beyond during the Age of Revolution In 2014, the University of 
Mississippi will host the annual meeting We are soliciting panel/paper proposals treating any 
aspect of histo~?~, literature, political thought, art, or music histo~?~ on the period fi-om 1750 to 1850 
We welcome proposals from allied disciplines and comparative studies In short, we offer a 
platform for research into the Revolutionary Era broadly defined Annual conferences are not 
theme-based so a broad array of panels/papers are encouraged, including linked sessions on 
important anniversary events 

Proposals: proposals for complete sessions, roundtables, individual papers or alternative formats 
are due October 18 to Marc Lerner (Nlcmer;;Lolcmiss ed~0 We prefer proposals for complete 
sessions, but incomplete sessions and individual paper proposals are also considered Please 
include a brief abstract of each paper as well as short (max 2 pages) CVs for each participant If 
proposing an alternative presentation format, please describe the nature of the session Proposals 
from graduate students are welcome and there is a graduate student rate for the conference 
Unfortunately, we do not have any funding available 

Keynote speakers for the 2014 annual meeting are: 
Opening keynote: Rife Blaufarb, Florida State University, Professor of History, Director of 
The Institute on Napoleon & The French Revolution 
Friday Lunch speaker: Maya Jasanoft; Harvard University, Professor of Histo~ 
Banquet speaker: Joseph Miller, University of Virginia, T Cary Johnson, Jr Professor (1972) 

The CRE will continue to offer publishing opportunities emerging from each annual meeting For 



The conference will take place on the beautiful campus of the University of Mississippi Oxford, 
Mississippi is well known as one of the great college towns in the United States The campus is 
walking distance from the charming town square, a variety of restaurants and our famous 
independent bookstore 

Transportation: The closest major aiq~ort is Memphis, TN Participants can rent cars for the easy 
70 minute drive to Oxford or take one of our shuttles to campus We will coordinate shuttle times 
based on participant arrivals It is also possible to fly to Jackson, M S but we will not provide 
shuttle service to and from Jackson 

Accommodations: Participants are encouraged to stay at the Inn at Ole Miss, the hotel on the 
campus of the University of Mississippi, for which there will be a conference rate The Conference 
and Hotel registration website will be available once proposals are accepted in November 2013 

Any questions should be sent to Marc Lerner, 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-graduate as: <a href "mailt~:gmole@email tree ed~">~mole@cm~i ~mc cdu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:18 AM 

Ganim, Sara ~turner corn> 
Re: Hello from CNN 

Sara--if the weather is nice, there are plenty of spots outside that would make sense--in front of the Old Well or 
the bell tower, the arboretum, Wilson libratT, even in front of Kenan stadium (all a couple of minutes from my 
office and convenient for me) If a quiet space is all that’s needed, there’s a small conference room right next to 
my office in the Histot2¢ department, and I could resetw-e that Let me know what you think (Or which other 
places you’ll be going to) -Jay 
On 9/7/13 1:59 PM, Ganim, Sarawrote: 

Thanks Jay I look forward to meeting you, too 
I still have to iron out a few details but I’m going to pencil you in for 9a Tuesday 9/17 rll be in 
touch next week, too 
Do you have a place in mind where we could do the interview? 
Sara 

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse typos 

On Sep 6, 2013, at I 1:46 AM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith(~Semail unc edu> wrote: 

Sara--sure I teach 12:30-1:45 on Tuesdays, but other-,vise I’ll be free ahnost all of 9/17 It might be 
helpful, of course, if you could tell me ahead of time what sorts of questions you might have for 

By the way, I’d like to say (since I never thought I’d have the opportunity) that I am a huge admirer 
of your work on the Sandusky case Glad to see that you’ve moved on to a place that will bring you 
greater visibility (though that was obviously a great paper you were working for) I look forward to 
meeting you 

Jay 
On 9/6/13 1:36 PM, Ganim, Sara wrote: 

Hi Jay Mary Willingham sent me your way. I’m a correspondent with CNN, working on 

stories about NCAA reform, and we’re planning a trip to campus Sept. 16 and 17. Is there any 

chance we could speak to you on Tuesday 9/177 

Sara Ganim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 I 1:02 AM 

Matthew Adkins ¯          ~gmail corn> 

Re: Catching up and no, really? 

Matt-thanks for keeping me updated (and sony about the Dayton thing, which would have been nice) I’m so far 
under water at the moment, that rm going to have to have to ask for an extension on this writing assignment (a 
real answer to you), but next week is looking up, at least slightly -Jay 

PS It was great to see Kris in Wilson libratT Yep, he caught us looking at University archives as we comb 
through the ancient origins of the sports scandal 
On 9/8/13 4:04 PM, Matthew Adkins wrote: 

Update on the update: 

Fortunately I don’t have to worry about the job at U Dayton: they’re hiring a medievalist 

Histu~-y and Theot2¢ editor Gat2¢ Shaw read my revision, but declined tu just go ahead and accept it, 
saying that "experts" would have to judge Invited me to formally resubmit the thing and begin the 
process anew Not like I have anything better to do! I’ve started to realize that he, at least, is leery 
of the "anti-theot2¢" theo~2¢ of speculative realism for intellectual histotT, but that’s not a reason to 
reject it I’ll submit and see what happens 

Hope all goes well, 
M att 

On Fri, Sep 6, 2013 at 10:32 AM, Matthew Adkins <~ 
Hi, Jay 

How are things in NC these days? Haven’t heard from you in, like, forever 

So, the book is scheduled for December of this year, if you can believe it But I still have to 
receive proofs and do the index Just this week (Wednesday) I was over at the Havighurst special 
collections at Miami University to take a photograph of an image in an early edition of 
Fontenelle’s "Conservations on the Plurality of Worlds" to use on the cover 

In other news, I’m t~2cing to figure out how to get my tenure portfolio together while teaching an 
ungodly number of students Also trying to transcribe and translate a Franco-Cherokee treaty for 
Kris Ray, who I understand was just recently down in NC for some research Thinking about 
giving a talk on my translation at the Ohio Academy of Histo~T this sp~ing, but I need to find a 
panel to be on and coming up with the time to figure that out is difficult Hell, I’m only halfway 
through the transcription--Kris sent me pdfs that are not ve~T high resolution so I have to use a 
magnifying glass to read the damn thing 

I also just saw that the University of Dayton is planning to hire a European historian, which 
really annoys me I should apply, of course, because I’d really like to get out of my 75 mile 
commute to Columbus and also teach upper level courses again, but on the other hand getting 
together application materials and begging for reference letters is really hard work (I don’t mind 
begging you, but who else do I ask?) Also I have to find out if this job is already slated for 



someone else (a distinct possibility) since I’d prefer not to waste my time and perhaps embarrass 
myself by applying 

Still awaiting word from Histo~?~ and Theo~2¢ about my revised article on antislave~?¢ ideas, too 
Damn, they’ve been slow over there The editor rejected my first submission, but really liked it, 
so I revised and resubmitted 

Kris tells me you’re still on the sports scandal crusade at UNC What a job that’s turned out to be! 
Here at Columbus State I’m t~3zing to hold back the tide of MOOCs and mass produced online 
education--or, rather, I’m t~2cing to channel the whole thing tuward ends that won’t be completely 
destructive Meanwhile UD seems to be on the verge of doing something bad regarding 
healthcare benefits for employees 

Oh, and our garage door opener has broken 

So, the situation is normal, right? 

Hope things go well for you 

Matt 

G Matthew Adkins, PhD 
European History 
History of Science 
Humanities Department 
Columbus State Community College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   9:44 AM 

~gmail com> 

Re: paragraph summa~ay 

iust one thought Where you have "In short" you might substitute something like "The structure of 
economic conflict and the shape of public debates show that" 
On I: 16 PM,           wrote: 

I think I told you about this: I’m looking into applying for a month-grant through a joint Cambridge 
and Harvard project on economic history As pa~ of the process, you have to submit a paragraph 
project summa~’y (100 words) and a 600-word research summa~’y I’m still working on the summary, 
but here’s the paragraph How does it sound? I’m not thrilled with it, but I’m finding it really hard to 
generate any excitement in 100 words 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                    1:39 PM 

Mollenauer, Lynn <mollenaued@uncw edu> 

Re: Dinner on Sunday 

Greetings, Lynn I have the onerous duty of introducing you Sunday I know who you are, and I could tell 
eve~7one about how we like to make fun of other people (what I consider one of your best qualities), 
but maybe you wouldn’t mind sending me a cv anyway? Not that I’ll study it for more than three seconds, but 
still 
On 1:36 PM, Mollenauer, Lynn wrote: 

Lynn Wood Nollenauer 
Assc~iate Professor 
DeparLmenL or History 

From: Reid, Donald M. [mailto:d~eidl~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ):53 AN 
To: Smith, Jay N; ! @earthlink.net; keithluria@ncsu.edu; Harris, Jeffrey Ryan; 
Mollenauer, Lynn 
Cc:        ~yahoo.com 
SubJeCt: L)~nner on Sunday 

Dear Lynn and friends, 

After discussion of Lynn’s work on Sunday, you’ll go to dinner at Dos Perros (200 N. Mang~m 

St. in Durham). The reservation at 7:30 is under the name Jim Winders (though he won’t be 

there). 

We look forward to seeing you on Sunday, 

Don and Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   2:03 PM 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

Sorry, Joy I should have copied you on this 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: 

Date:Wed, I 0:50:21 -0400 
From:Jay Smith 

To:Reid, Donald M <dreidllf~iema~l u~ c ed~-" 
CC:Lee, Wayne E <wlcc:a)unc c&~> 

I passed him, too The essays were a little on the short side, but ve~?~ intelligent 
OF      10:25 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Dear Wayne and Jay, 

I’ve read        exam and passed him on my section. When you’ve read his exam and evaluated it, let me 
know. Assuming all goes well, I’ll see you next Monday. 

Best, 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   4:06 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: draft 4 

-don’t know that I’m going to get to this before tomorrow Any interest in meeting early Friday 
atternoon? 
Or I 1:39 AM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Hem’s the latest, hopefully more elegantly written draf[. 
Should I apply for these others: Chateaubriand, Lurcy something, Mellon original sources 
something, and the Graduate school off-campus fellowship for fall 20147 
Since we’re doing all this refining for the fulbright essay, it will probably be easier from 
now on with the other applications, n’est-ce pas? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   4:17 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: grad school - French histo~T 

--do you have time tomorrow after about 3? I’m booked 12-3, but have a bit of time after 
On        I 0:24 AM,                    ~vrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

When would be a good time to meet to talk about grad school? I studied abroad in France last 

semester and i’ve been a history major since sophomore year so i’m pretty set on continuing in 

French history in grad school. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   6:18 PM 

@email unc edu> 

chapter 

Dissertation chapter on luxu~2¢ draft Idocx 

The leaily good news is tbat I owe you a bottle of liquor, sh~ce 1 

could b¢ cul down to abou110 lx~g¢s (By the way, I’m way uncomfottable 

e, that "material" cbange preceded and tbus caused tbe clmnges in ideas 
of mentalit~ tbat you’ll be tmckhtg Can you please put it 
dLffet~l~tly? [) OR, d’you’~e not going to radicall? cut down tiffs fit~l 
ball. you sbould teconceive tbose pages as a separate lfistoriograpNcal 

2 Although tiffs gels a Iol more lively and readable after p 37. and 
allhough your diss¢clions and exegesis or texls is always inlcrcsling 
and impressive, I slill rind Ihis really hard to read Really hard 
Mainly Ihis is because the reader is I¢ii awash ill textual evidence, 

rarely knowing where he is going You really need Io wod~ on a) 
shottening Silt ft~ period You go on Ioo much with ahnosl ¢v¢~3 
I¢xl--d~Iolbach would wahl you to break Ihis ’habit ’ And b) making 

advance tbe stot3 somehow I mean mail3" 

You teall) need a cleat’, short and digestible working outlh~e (as 1 
suggested in ~W feedback on fl~e last clmpter), one that you can keep in 
view to tendnd yourself to bur~" up aheady, nmke your ca~rrent point and 
move on 1 fldt~k fltat tbe a, b, and c in m) point #1 here could be a 
t~ice little start 

dependent on chronolog3 (A Foucmdlian genealogical slffil ofsotts ) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:07 PM 

Ganim, Sara ~turner corn> 
Re: Tuesday interview 

Sure--I’m about to run to class, and I have appointments until about 3:30 If you want to call at 3:45, let’s say, 
rm at              cell) rll check email later to see if that’s workable for you 
On 9/12/13 I 1:54 AM, Ganim, Sara wrote: 

Jay Can we chat sometime today on the phone? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:16 PM 
To: Ganim, Sara 
Subject: Re: Tuesday interview 

No problem. Late in the week tends to be better for me anyway. Iteach on Thursdays 12:30 1:45, but can 

otherwise accommodate you. Just let me know which days/hours look most likely. 

On 9/11/13 12:11 PM, Ganim, Sara wrote: 

Hi Jay - l’m so sorry, but we have to postpone our trip to UNC. I had forgotten that Jerry 

Sandusky’s appeal hearing is Tuesday in Pennsylvania. Are you available later in the week 

instead? 

Please let me know your sked and I’II coordinate. 

Sorry about that, 

Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   8:43 PM 

~live unc edu> 

draft 

Statement of Gn-ant Purpose Draf Idocx 

-het~ ale some iNtial t~actiol~s Still needs beefing up, some 
teorgamzing, m~d a clearer stoiy (with a begiitoJng and m~ end) We’[1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,                    1:40 PM 

~live unc edu> 
draft 

Statement of C~-ant Purpose Draft 5 docx 

It’s sounding a lot better But time for draft 6! Read ~n) conunet~ts 
carefully You need Io b¢cf up your R¢volulion paragraph, add clan f3 ing 
sentences in a number of others And I ha~¢ some [l~oughls on [be lasl 
paragraph -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   3:53 PM 

~yahoo corn> 

Re: Meeting this week 

yep. see you there 
On        3:40 PM, 

Friday at 1:30 works great for me Hamilton 564? 

On at 1:55 PM, Jay Smith <J2~::~rnit Z~;n!aii ~ncc:&~> wrote: 

--let’s plan on Friday, when I’ll be on campus for a couple of different things 
Are you free at I I : 15? Or at 1:307 If not, there are other possibilities .... 

JS 

On 12:27 PM, wrote: 

Dear Pro£ Smith, 

I was hoping to stop by your office sometime this week I’m free from 
10am to 1:30pm on Wednesdays and all day on Fridays I’d love to talk to 
you about my study abroad experiences 

Best Re~ards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:38 PM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
}yahoo com 

Re: Dinner 

Will do 

On 9/16/13 11:55 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for hosting the dinner. If you send the dinner receipt with a lis~ of who was present at the din ner to 
Sandi Payne at the Carolina Seminars, she’ll reimburse you. 

Best, 

Don and Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:41 PM 

Ganim, Sara < }turner corn> 
Re: Tuesday interview 

Sara--slammed today I could find a little time tomorrow, though Best times: 8:30-10:00 (on my cell), though I 
could talk to you at some point in my offi ce between I 0-12 

Cell: 
Office: ~) 1 ~)-962-5~)49 
On 9/16/13 10:37 AM, Ganim, Sara wrote: 

Hi Jay, this is short notice, but are you available to chat this morning? If not, tomorrow morning? 
Sara 

From: Jay Smith riavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:16 PM 
TO: Ganim, Sara 
Subject: Re: Tuesday interview 

No problem Late in the week tends to be better for me anyway I teach on Thursdays 12:30- 1:45, 
but can othe~vdse accommodate you Just let me know which days/hours look most likely 
On 9/11/13 12:11 PM, Ganim, Sara wrote: 

Hi Jay I’m so sorry, but we have to postpone our trip to UNC. I had forgotten that Jerry 

Sandusky’s appeal hearing is Tuesday in Pennsylvania. Are you available later in the week 

instead? 

Please let me know your sked and I’ll coordinate. 

Sorry about that, 

Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:04 PM 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email unc edu> 
Re: dinner 

On 9/17/13 3:59 PM, Pa?l~e, Sandm S wrote: 

> Tlmtlks, S 

> -----Original Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:59 PM 

~live uric edu> 

Re: draft 6 

Statement of C~-ant Purpose Draft 6docx 

-Just one more draft, with few things to do It’s Le Paige [note the space] and see the punctuation 
corrections I made (2-3 of them ) Mainly I suggest just a few things here and there for clarity and/or better 
flow Accept or reject as you will .... 

Jay 
On 4:10 PM, wrote: 

OK. 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:05 PM 

Subject: Re: draft 6 

His name and contact info. Let me read this once more and get back to you before you 
upload. 

3ay 

Allan Potofsky 

Universite Paris Diderot 
Case 7046 - Bureau 839 - Olympe de Gouges 

8, rue Albert Einstein 75013 Paris 
tel 0157275806 

On 

a!iam £oto~-s ky@u~]iv-pa �ts-d~derot gr 
4:03 PM,         " "     wrote: 

OK. Here’s draft 6. I tried to fit in everything. If you have any quick tweaks 
you’d like to make, that’d be great. And then I’ll upload it. 
Lloyd and Don uploaded their letters, so that’s one less thing to worry about. 
What was your friend’s name again? And he’s at Paris 8, right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <iavsmith~a)email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  5:18 PM 

~gmail com> 

proposal 

Histol’y Project (Research Proposal)- Idocx 

-I mahfl) tried to shorten soine of your sentences, and elilrtiimte 
som¢ always-confusing g¢mnd phms¢s I Ihink il sounds a li111¢ more 
direct now Wltich is good for a short statement 

On Coclanis mayb¢ you could ask Lloyd now And if you ~ril Ihis 

c~drivate ltim a little bit :m? way, I tltfltk [He’s yet anotlier person 
wlio would be good on your conmlittee, act~mll? You’d have tlie biggest 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                   7:59 AM 

Allan Potofsky <allan potofsky@univ-paris-diderot fr> 
Re: dissertation research in Paris 

Allan--3 ¢s indeed, she was supposed Io ha~¢ senl Ihe proposal! Son3 
about this (The good news is that your lel~er is l~ot due for several 
weeks yet, so if the liming is inconvenient you can wait a bil) I’ll 
get in touch with her this 

Jay 
On ~ AM, Allan Potofsk3" wrote: 
> Dear (mtd Ja) in CC): 

> believe Ihis is For a disscrla/ion on the sul~jccl of sccrcc3 in Ih¢ 
> 18111 cenluff I had alrcad5 agreed to do Ihis and Ihought l was 
> awailing For a proposal Should Ihis work out. and should 
> Fulbrigbt be a~ at~led, I will be happy to exXend an invitation to my 
> lSlh cenlul) graduate seminar al Pads-Diderot in Ihe sprhig (if 

> Allmt Potofsk) 

>OnTh               ~t 12:40 AM 
>> Hello Professor Polo fsky, 
>> I ant a graduate sludent at UNC-Chapel Hill mid mtd advisee of Ja~" Smiflt He 

>> dissertation ~eseamh in Paris next ye~u on eigbteenth-centmy political 
>) cullut~ Right now, I’m applyhtg for a Fulbrigbt grant, and it’s 

>> application I’m sut~ you’~e very bus?, but would you be willing to write a 
>> brief lel~er of affiliation? I thil~k it would simply sa~" that I have some 

>> I will be spending most of m? time ht tbe arcltives, hapeNll? fmdhtg gems 

>> love to ask you about F~ench acade~ma 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday 8:18 AM 

~liveuncedu> 
proposal 

¯ go ahead and s¢nd Allan Ih¢ proposal Hc’s pcrl’cclly willing 
write fl~e letter -Ja?. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                    1:59 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: statement 

Well, I think the bit about following secrecy from the cultural to the political register indicates that you’re a 
cultural historian who reads texts for all their broad and non-explicit meanings, and who is drawn to the cultural 
attitudes that shape politics If you want to say that a little more directly, it couldn’t hurt, I guess 

If yr~,,’cl llke to send another draft, I can get to it this afternoon 
On        12:34 PM,                     wrote: 

I talked to Andal and Jenn. Ack! I still feel like what I said about cultural engagement is 
lame. 
And should I say something about my methodology? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   3:54 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: statement 

OE 

-remind me what your MA from Yale was called "Global studies"? -Jay 
12:34 PM,                    wrote: 

I talked to Andal and Jenn. Ack! I still feel like what I said about cultural engagement is 
lame. 
And should I say something about my methodology? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5 : 16 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: statement 

-FYI, I’m saying in my letter that your engagement with all those Bastille docs has "already led to an 
essay that I am pushing " " to prepare for publication" I tell you this in case you get asked about it in your 
inte~wiew--tell them how excited I was about the burial of the skeletons (And this reminds me that I do, in fact, 
want you to think about taking that piece fi-om that paper and spinning it into an article in the near future) 

Jay 
On 12:34 Prvl wrote: 

I talked to Andal and Jenn. Ack! I still feel like what I said about cultural engagement is 
lame. 
And should I say something about my methodology? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:43 PM 

Robert M alekoff <rmalekof@guilford edu> 

Re: Rawlings Report 

See you tomorrow at I 0 
On 9/17/13 4:15 PM, Robert Malekoff wrote: 

Just to confirm that’s on 138 E Franklin If yes, rll see you there at 10 

Look fotw~-ard to it 

On Tue, Sep 17, 2013 at 2:44 PM, Jay Smith <jaxZ~t,ni+~*@email ~mc e&~> wrote: 
Do you happen to know the Carolina Coffee Shop? That might be a good place tbr a 
conversation and coffee 

On 9/17/13 2:22 PM, Robert Malekoff wrote: 

Great How about if we t~y to meet at 10:00? I can come to your office or meet you 
wherever (student center, somewhere on Franklin, whatever works for you) 

I’m glad this will work 

On Tue, Sep 17, 2013 at 2:16 PM, Jay Smith <y~s~rjtI~P@e~rai! m?~e*Ju> wrote: 
Bob--I’d love to talk, yes I should be free on Friday, until about noon What’s 
your schedule looking like? 

On 9/17/13 2:12 PM, Robert Malekoffwrote: 

Hello Jay, 

I don’t know if you will remember, but we met b~iefly in April at the 
Rawlings Panel community meedng 

I’m wondering if- now that the report is out - you might be interested 
in discussing it and related matters 

There is a chance rll be in Chapel 14ill this Friday morning, and 
wondered if you had any available time to meet If not, maybe we 
could set up a time to speak by phone 

Thanks forconsidefing 



Best, 

Bob 

Robert Malekoff 

Robert Malekoff 

Robe~MNekoff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursdav, September 19, 2013 9:21 PM 

~bellsouth net 
your correspondence 

Exca~se tbe nlonfl~s-long dela) in my response to your lel~ers/essa) s from 

of Oclober 24, Taylor Branch will be returning for a panel discussion 
following a special scteemng of his just-~eleased docannentmy on 

will be Ihcr¢ Tile Journalism school is hosling I’d love for Ihis Io 
provide the occasion for file Clmpel Hill "town lmll" meeting lh’e been 

Tlmnks again for writing and for slmring fllose interesting pieces ofyout~ 

Sincerely, 

Ja?, S~rtith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  I 1:37 AM 

~gmail com> 

Re: proposal 

Vet~ good 
On 6:51 PM, wrote: 

Just a heads-up: the site isn’t letting me submit fight now I have contacted the person running 
things and she’s looking into it, but I wanted to let you know since they don’t stuff to recommenders 
until I submit, and I didn’t want you to think I was delaying things 

Also, I don’t think I told: the thing with Bull came through Should be pretty cool Thanks for 
recommending me 

On Wed, at 9:12 PM, Jay Smith <i~,’smith@¢m~i! unc cdu> wrote: 
I think it sounds great now, and I like the title The ’most important’ is not a big deal, I was 

just correcting a colloquialism that’s an error If you really "feel" the importantly and want to 
keep it, be my guest 

Forget the magnet, I want some tea 

On 7:55 PM wrote: 

Ok, this is annoying, but can you take a really quick look at the revised project 
proposal page It’s almost exclusively changes you suggested, but I added one or two 
tlrings mysel£ I just want to make sure that the talking about structural change, and 
then changes to economic thought, and then political culture all seem to come 
together, and that I’ve made a compelling enough case for needing to be in India 
Also, I’m a little confused about one suggestion of yours: in the third paragraph, you 
said to change "most importantly" to "most important" I think importantly works 
best here, but maybe I’m just confused I’m shooting to send this offtomorrow, so I 
know this is short notice, but I think it’ll honestly j ust need a 5-rain look over to 

make sure it sounds not stupid 

I’m including the 100-word project summary too, but I think that sounds alfight, and 
you didn’t have any suggestions regarding it last time 

Also, I have a provisional title that I included: "Privileging Commerce: The 
Compagnie de.s irides and the Politics of Trade in Old Regime France" How does 
that sounds? Should it be more economic-y for an economic hist thing? 

If I get this I can buy you a really nice magnet from India 

Thanks, 



On Wed, at 1:51 PM, Jay Smith <ia:~’s~nith@cmail u~ic cd~> wrote: 
Yep, fine 
On 12:22 PM, wrote: 

Ok, rm less in panic mode now I’ve asked Lloyd, so as long as he’s 
on board, I’ll shoot for the Oct deadline You’re ok doing a letter in a 
little less than two weeks? I have to submit the application before 
they’ll ask you for letters, and will try to do that tonight or tomorrow 

On Tue, it 5:41 PM, 
wrote: 

Jay, 

It does sound much better in the shortened form The questions I 
have are: 

I) does it sound interesting enough that Indian trade helped 
influence political and social change in France? That’s basically 
what eve~2cone writing about the 18th centu~?~ wants to say Does it 
sound a little teleological if I am now just funding some other 
"factor" in the Revolution? Is it clear that I’m showing how 
practices, and not just changes in ideas, is at work here? 

2) ifI knock out the sentence in the India section about what I 
could use the chauderie files for do I have enough there to show 
what the whole research proposal is? 

I always have the option of waiting on this grant and submitting in 
March There is no penalty for applying and not getting it, but I 
will admit it’s wearing on me a bit applying for grants and getting 
rejected, and if this is going to be a rash job that doesn’t show the 
project in its best colors, I’d almost rather wait until I have all my 
ducks in a row I suppose the big question now is if Lloyd wouldn’t 
mind doing this on short notice What do you think? 

On Tue,.             at 5:18 PM, Jay Smith 
<ia~,sn~i/h£,~’en~ai] amc edu> wrote: 

Ga-eg--I mainly tried to shorten some of your sentences, and 
eliminate some always-confusing gerund phrases I think it 
sounds a little more direct now Which is good for a short 
statement 

On Coclanis maybe you could ask Lloyd now And if you fail 
this first time, we can go to Coclanis next It would make sense 
for you to cultivate him a little bit anyway, I think [He’s yet 
another person who would be good on your committee, actually 
You’d have the biggest committee in history] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                 4:20 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: letter 

On 4:15 PM, wrote: 

> Tlmnk you! 

> From: Ja) S~r~th <javsn~th@email uric edu~ 
> Sent: Friday,                    3:55 PM 

> Subjccl: loller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, September 23, 2013 8:07 PM 

Adam Gold <agoldfan@me corn> 
Re: WRAL documentary 

919-962-3949 (hi} office) Back up, just in case. would ha my cell: 

On 9/23/13 6:28 PM, Adam Gold wrote: 
> 1:55 is fine Wldch ntnnber shauld I call? 

> Adam 
> On Sep 21, 2013, at 12:15 PM, Ja? Sndth wrote: 
> 
>> I have class m~til 1:45, and I actually show up for m? classes Can it be 1:55? 
>> O119/2 I/13 12:02 PM. Adam Gold wrote: 
>>> How about 1:45 on Tuesda? ? 

>>> Adam Gold. Hosl 
>>> The Fa1~ESPN Radio 
>>> RaleiglL NC 27614 

>~>> On Sep 21, 2013, at 11:53 AM, Jay Shrift1 ~ia? smith?l entail uric edu~ wrote: 

>~>> It ndght be best to tape sometlthlg eadiec since I would not have a land lhle to use at 6:40 1 could call you, or you call me, from 

>~>>> On 9/21/13 10:25 AM. Adtun Gold wrote: 

>~>>~ We’le going to tape a spot wifli Mat7 earlier in the da? on Tuesda?, as she has a class that evemng We’ll do somefldng 
hldepe~ldent of that with you at your com’emence 

>>>>> The FanfESPN Radio 
>>>>> Raleigh, NC 27614 

>~>>~> On Sep 21, 2013, at 9:51 AM, Jay Sndfli ~ia? smith?~ e~rmil uric edu~ wrote: 

>~ >>~ ~ Adam--sine, what tbe heck I have some thaughts on tbe issue I know you’ve been in touch with m? fiiend and collaborator 
Ma~ Willingham Arc you planning Io splice Iogclh¢r scpaml¢ interviews? Or would you like to talk Io us at onc¢? Eilhcr would be 
fine, for me at least Not quite sine about Mals’s scbedule 

>>>>>>> On 9/20/13 I 1 : 15 PM, Adam Gold wrolc: 

>>>>>>> Your friendly neighborhood sports radio hast het~ Our paient compm~, WRAL TV is presenting a documentat5 on fire 

>>>>>>> I was wondering -- hoping, leally -- that you could speak with us for a ple-doc shaw, my partl~er and I at~ hasthtg Tuesda? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monda,¢                    10:36 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: Time 

Thanks again for Ih¢ Time I aclually know maW of Ihc people quolcd in 
fire article rll ~eturn when I see you 

Jay 
On [1:35 AM wrote: 
> Sine, l]o problem[ 
> Are you flee to lneet l]ext week or sometNng to talk about grants and oflter fun stuff! 

> From: Jay Smilb qjaysmilh~acmail uric cdu> 
> Scnl: Monday                    8:14 AM 



Subject: 

Katy Werlin 
M.A. Visual Culture: Costume Studies, NYU ’13 
B.A. Dramatic Aris, UNC-CH ’11 

Katy Werlin 
M.A. Visual Culture: Costume Studies, NYU ’13 
B.A. Dramatic Arts, UNC-CH ’11 

JS 

Hdloooo, 





Katy 

Werlin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:21 AM 

Kirsten Cooper < ~gmail corn> 

Re: today 

ok 
On 9/23/13 12:21 PM, Kirsten Cooper wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Of course Could we do Wednesday at 4? I have lecture and then 901 earlier in the day 

Good luck with your car! 

Sincerely, 

Kirsten 

On Sep 23, 2013 10:38 AM, "Jay Smith" ~iavsmilh~?~!.~na~l ant ed ~> wrote: 
Kirsten--could we put off our meeting today? Until Wednesday maybe? (I could meet you in the 
AM, I 0:30 on) I’m having some work done on my car, and can’t be sure rll be on campus by 4 

Jay 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:09 PM 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall(~#hrsm.sc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Ga Tech 

Mary just emailed me to tell me that CNN was apparently on the Ga Tech 
practice field and the reporter was shocked at the behavior of the 
coaches, Something tells me there will be a CNN story about this 
On 9/24/13 12:17 PM. SOUTHALL. RICHARD wrote: 
> You’re right[ How dare these players think for themselves~ut the football 

> program, and by extension the universi1 ,. can utilize their body in pretty 

> much anyway possible ? 

> As you have come to understand, this much more than just about the 

> games! 

> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
> Associate Professor 
> Director College Sport Research Institute 
> Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

> University of South Carolina 
> Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
> Columbia, SC 29208 

> Office: 803.777 5550 
> Cell: 

> Email: southall(c,)hrsm.sc.edu 
> 
> 7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport ? 
> April 22 26, 2014 www.csriconference.org 

> 

> 
> 

> On 9/24/13 12:15 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> The most distressing thing, to me at least, is that "coach" managed to 

>> get other athletes to criticize their teammates for taking a stand on 
>>something. And oh how controversial a stand it was writing an acronym 

>> on their wristbands, How dare they? 

>> On 9/24/13 11:29 AM. SOUTHALL, RICHARD wrote: 
>>> Jay, 

>>> I had an email exchange this morning with Rachel Bachmann at the WSJ on 
>>> this exact topic. I will buy this argument when college players can 
>>> collectively bargain and get a percent of any revenue from Iogos on 

>>> their 
>>> uniforms and in the stadium:) 

>>> Richard 

>>> Dr, Richard M, Southall 

>>> Associate Professor 
>>> Director College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

>>> University of South Carolina 
>>> Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 



>>> Columbia, SC 29208 

>>> Office: 803,777 5550 
>>> Cell: 
>>> Email: southallda)hrsm.sc.edu 

>>> 7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport ? 
>>> April 22 26, 2014 www.csriconference.org 

>>> On 9/24/13 11:22 AM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> 
>>>> Authoritarian regimes squelch dissent by hailing the primacy of 
>>>> "consensus" and articulating a bogus consensual message. Here’s a nice 
>>>> example of how it works: 

>>>> eo 
>>>> rgia tech yellow jackets apu ncaa protest/2857963/ 

>>>> You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@hrsm.sc.edu. To 

>>>> click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  3:44 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Updated Prospectus Time 

OK--and will you be sending a copy of the prospectus? 
On        3:43 PM,                wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Actulally, would 11:45-12:45 on Monday work for you? Professor Sturgeon has a class at 1:00. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                  6:29 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: FW: The Richard & Diane Cummins Legal HistotT Research Grant 

HW, why nol? 
On 6:22 PM, wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> Sl/ould I appl> for tNs? The> have a lot of revolutioimiy pmnpl~ets, mtd soine Jal~emst stuff I just einailed them to a~ fltein if the? 
We ml? tiring on tbe trill of tbe JesuRs 

> From: h-frmme@lists u~n edu <h-france@fist s uaMon edu> on bel~f of H-France <h-franc e@list s u~n edu> 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:11 PM 
> To: h- fn~nce@lisls ~mkmn edu 
> Su~iect: Tbe ~clmid & Diane C~nnnfim Legal Histm? Rese~ch Gram 

> GW Law is pleased to invile applications for Ihe RichaN & Diane Cummins 
> Legal HisloU Rcsea~h Gmnl for 

> The Cummins Gmnl provides a sli~nd of $10.000 to support sho~-lcnn 
> ]liSlofical research ItSillg Special Colleclions a/GW*s Jacob Bit~ls Law 
> Librat5, wNch is noted for ds confinemal Nstorical legal collections, 
> especially ils French ColleclJoll Special Colleclions also is 
> disthlgmished by its boldmgs hi Roman and CmlOn law, chumb-state 

> researcher: ~cully member: or indcp¢ndenl scholay The succ¢ssfid 
> candidate ma? come from a varieg" of disciNiims, including, but not 

> The deadline for apNicatim~ is 

> For hffonmfion about file Cunmfins Gram, please visit: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 20 I J I 0:k 5 PM 

Student Athletes <studentathleteshumanrights@yahoo corn> 

Re: Friday 

meeting, but I’m otherwise flee r[1 be working at home most oftbe 
day M3 number or I’d be I~pp3 to call you (jusl leave me 
a nun~ber) I also lmve some thne Tbut~dav bet~xeen 2:30-4 -Ja) 
On 9/24/13 10:03 PM, Strident Athletes wrote: 
>Jay: 

> Tlmt~ks for fire email regarding fire docu merit at5/int e~a’iew mid tbe meeting I was ht class and 1 lmve not watcbed - so we both 
nfissed fire launch I would like to come to the meeting to listen and bopefu[ly contribute Do you have some time to clmt via phoebe 
Wednesday or Thursday? 

> ELG 

>> O11 Sop 24, 2013, a/9:34 PM, Jay Smilh ~jay smilh ~a ¢mail uric edu> wrote: 

>> Enunet~--by tbe way, I wrested to mention tlmt tbe ARG is meeth~g here hi Clmpel Hill on Ffida), Sept 27, at 1:30 (awkward houc 

about this We’d love to lmve you The age~lda for this meeth~g: figmfing out our agenda at UN C tiffs year I’d be lmpp) to get you up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:59 AM 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm sc edu> 
Re: [thearg] guest Friday 

Richard--Ma~3 will make you famous(¢r) 
On 9/25/13 9:51 AM, SOUTHALL, RICHARD wrote: 

> Maiy’s segment All I have to sa? is, "You go!" Love tbe "profit" athlete 

> Dr Richard M Southall 
> Associate Professor 
> Director - College Sport Research hasfimte 

> U~fiversit) of Soufl~ CaroIi~m 
> Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
> Columbia. SC 29208 

> Office: 803 777-5550 
> Cell: 

> 71h Annual CSRI Conference on College Sporl 
> April 22-26, 2014 x~v csficonfeience org 

> On 9/25/13 935 AM, Ja? Smtth ~la? snufl~Txe~lmd uric edu> x~rote 

>> EnuneR Gill from NCC U nmy be visiting with us on Friday" I hope tiffs is 
>> OK fll cotffirm tlfis later toda? When be was introduced on the WRAL 

>> inunediatel? entailed him so we could aligntbeot) with reality" He would 

>> He had tbe best line in the documentmy, in m? opimon In response to 

>> into professio~ml hamelessness, professio~ml drag addictio~t 
>> pmfessiot~al i~carcerafion Poig~mnt and hilarious 

>> can see tbe whale thing olflme if you nfissed it last mght 

>> -- You ate currently, subscribed to tbearg as: souflmll@lasm sc edu To 

>> click bere: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:38 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

documentary 

Some have asked about the link to the documentary, which has some good nuggets Here it is (doc starts after a 
30-minute pre-video show that you may want to skip, though stick around for MatT’s opening remarks): 

~2a~,~,~ ~:~_1 sX>or ts farL comirs~vid co/129 ! 722{;i#~vid 1291/22(~ 
On 9/25/13 10:24 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

So true, Richard But as the Ga Tech example shows, there are real risks to speaking out I’ll bet the 
WRAL people tried to get some athletes to talk and couldn’t find any I wish we could figure out a 
way to loosen up some tongues over there 

I wonder what would happen if several of us just showed up at a football practice and started asking 
questions as the players left the field? 
On 9/25/13 10:17 AM, SOUTHALL, RICHARD wrote: 

Great discussion points by MatT, Emmett and Jay Once again, though, I am struck by 
the lack of current athletes’ voice in this discussion And the level of resentment by 
the tweets! 
APU may be a start, but the current players are still marginalized It’s as if we’re 
saying, "Stay at the children’s table while the adults talk about you[" 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803777-5550 
Cell: 
Email: sou 1h tll):~Li~rsr,! >c edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 22-26, 2014 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: javsmid~(g emai! *mc e~2u 

To unsubscribe click here: ~?:i/lis~ unc edt~iu? 
id 6]gO38gSb835e606]c75aa%2ed73bdStV,~’~el[’&n=’r&] :thear~:&o 336;8!~)9 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



You are currently subscribed to tbearg as: j2<~,z_~n22~2~t..q._a"l 

To unsubsctibe click here: 
id 6 f 8~3 ggg !~g35e~!/6 f c75aagb2ed73bd5 ~5,~I~e / ~n 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lca~,,e 336381 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:03 PM 

Hines, James <jlhines@email unc edu> 
Re: [histoty-t~aculty] Faculty Meeting Reminder 

James--great Adam had told me it was in Sorry for the wasted time all around -Jay 
On 9/25/13 12:02 PM, Hines, James wrote: 

Adam & Jay, my apologies for not getting back to you sooner. Jay, ~,our computer hasn’t come in yet, 
Once I hear that it’s in and delivered to me, 1’[I contact you about a set up time= 

Take care, 

[Ihines@unc.edu 

Phone - 919-883-7986 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:54 AM 

To: Hines, James 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
htto://historv.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:[:45 AN 
To: Kent, Adam S 
Subject= Re: [history-faculty] Faculty Neeting Reminder 

Adam I put in a ticket to get my computer data transferred to the new computer, but I’ve heard not a 

word from anyone about this. Any idea what’s going on? day 

On 9/25/13 11:43 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Hello All, 



Just a friendly reminder of our September Faculty meeting today at 3:30 in room Rm. 569. 

The agenda is below. See everyone later! 

Adam 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 

Faculty Meetin8 Agenda 

1) Update on the US women’s history search 

2) grief Discussion of Development Prospect 

3) Announcement of Small "Opportunity Grants" 

One time ~rants (up to 51,500.00) for department faculty who do not otherwise have 

research accounts. Please submit proposals, either a hard copy or a brief email, 

which includes a one parasraph explanation of what the fu nds will be used for, by 

Nov. 3. After the initial dispersal, any remainin~ funds will be distributed on a first 

come basis. 

3) Reminder about the Faculty Lunch Seminar and Faculty Forum for October: 

October 11: Richard Talber~ 
October 25: Molly Sutphen of CFE will discuss possible CFE collaboration with the 

department 

4) Possible Spousal Hire prompted by Duke. 

Duke is back encouraging us to offer a spousal hire to David Schoenbrun of 
Northwestern. David is an assoc. Prof of African history and his wife is at Duke. Lloyd 

made some initial reconnaissance but did not pursue it because the academic year 

was almost over. So now it is time to start all over. 

5) Program Review Committee Update by Richard Talber~ 

6) Graduate Update 

7) Undergraduate Update 

8) Other Business 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of Histo~ 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 



<ul> 

<li> You arc currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histo~-y faculty ~s: <a 
hre f-"n~ailt o :ia v sn~ith(~,en~ail.unc.edu" >ia v smith(~,email.unc.edu</a >. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  8:00 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: not going to be here monday 

Sorry to hear that Safe travels 
On        9:26 PM, wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I have to go to Alabama and will be absent Monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                  8:07 AM 

Allan Potofsky <allan potofsky@univ-paris-diderot fr> 
Re: Fwd: dissertation research in Paris 

Thanks. Allan I’ll check wllh      to se¢ if it’s still possible for 
her to modit~" the statement: it" so, I’ll get her to nmke some 
aOjustmcnls Yes. I thlllk a PDF of a letter (really, II can b¢ shott [) 
sent to her would be free I wish I had sought you out for advice long 
before now Ocemts can disrupt cle:u flhr~king, obviously 
On 6:19 AM. Allan Polofsky wrote: 
>HiJa) - 

> Two sentences by Fm~t would open most am" door h~ France I wish 1 
> had Ihat kind of pull! 
> That~ks foi fl~e explmmtion rll take it       will fix tlhrlgs in a 
> later draft I would n¢vctth¢l¢ss urge her to discuss hislo~iogmph3 - 
> pcrlu~ps in a long foolnolc and not to pay attention to 2-page limits 
> Iha/arc never respected As for Ih¢ demand Io "patticipal¢," yes, 
> tltfltgs have changed since our days as grad students and m) 
> understanding is         wants a sp¢cillc lyp¢ of collabom/ion, 
> includlllg Ihe research group (IHRF. Mascipo ) and inslilulion 
> (Paris-l, CNRS) Tltis is why generic sentit~us at the EHESS will hurt 

> Let me know it" fire letter needs to be uploaded am’whele Do 1 send it 

>> that it’s still underdeveloped Thet~ are a number of teaso~s for tltis--the 

>> her way (She knows a good bit of the historiography, but ht a 2-page 

>> side) As for Ih¢ re fcrence to Ihe EHESS, thai may be a strategic error, but 
>> she was tr3 ing to suggest other ways she would "participate" in fl~e host 
>> conunumt~--a strange t~quit~ment for the statement, m~d one she obviousl? 

>> me--flits statement is nllles be? ond her lust draft a few weeks ago Stdl 

>> she has a lot of pro~mse Going through tltis exemise has been usefill for 

indicated a willh~gness to welcome me into hrs se~m~ar That was it In 
>> oilier woNs, I would ~ot ask that you "vouch" for       or her p~qiect so 



>> But obviously, ff you feel that even that is morn than you can do m good 

>> conscience we’ll tt) to fred someone else Sor~" that tlfis has become a 

(and JW in CC): 

at 12:40AM. 



Allan Polol’sky 

Univcrsilb Paris Didcrol 
Case 7046 - Bmeau 839 - O1) mpe de Gouges 

8. rue A Ibcrl Einsl¢in 75013 Paris 
t~10157275806 

allan polol’sky ~a u~fiv-paris-didcrol rr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  9:45 AM 

~live unc edu> 

today? 

earlier (12:30 or 1?) I’ll also lmve some time Monday" afternoon -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Allan Potofsky <allan potofsky@univ-paris-diderot fr> 

Re: dissertation research in Paris 

flint theie is) 
On       10:08 AM. Allan Potofsky wrote: 

> On Thu, at 6:14 PM, ~a live uric edu> wrote: 
>> Hello Prof Potofsky, 
>> Yes, I have attached m? ~,vo-page proposal 1 ~ealize I ought to have sent it right awa?, but 1 fltought at lust flint what was needed 

~gmail corn> on b¢half of Allan Polofsky <allan pnto fsky @univ-pa~is-didcrol fr> 
3:44 AM 



Mlan Potofsk3 

Uifiversit~ Pails Diderot 
Case 7046 - Bmeau 839 - O1? mpe de Gouges 

8. rue A lbcrl Einsl¢in 75013 Pads 
I~l 0157275806 

allan potofsk3"@uim’-paris-diderot fi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  5:40 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: oops again 

I think this is fine as is I do wonder if "restrained monarchical power" or "royal self-restraint" might 
not be closer to the mark tl~an "moral kingship" [partly because all kings, claiming divine sanction, already 
could assert a kind of moral identity for themselves] But for now, this certainly works And I think it makes 
sense for your overall argument--i e, that a certain kind of critique born out of international tensions laid the 
foundation for an "Enlightenment" critique that would focus on such things as economic, demographic, and 
social policy in addition to a "doux commerce" conception ofinternat’l relations -Jay 

PS rll see you Monday 
On       1:16 PM, 

Good afternoon Jay, 

I’m attaching my "point outline" that I had to do for     It is essentially a tentative outline of our 
papers formulated in statements or arguments instead of in topics What I would really love your 
feedback on is the thesis statement After talking with you about reserving the "Enlightenment" 
connection until later in the paper I was struggling with a new way of formulating exactly what it is 
I am t~Ting to talk about In discussion with Chasteen last week I came up with the idea of"moral 
kingship" as a way to describe all of the ideas that might be termed "anti-absolutist" in these 
pamphlets I’m not sure if that is the best way to get across what I mean, though If you have any 
comments feel free to email them, otbetw¢ise we can discuss more on Monday 

Thanks and I hope the faculty meeting went well! 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, 
sure 

On 

at 10:54 AM, Jay Smith <jk~ smith@emaii unc edu> wrote: 

9:29 AM, wrote: 

I would stop by but    is from 1-3:50 unfortunately I can send you the assignment 
after I get feedback in class if that works? 

On            9:25 A2"vI, "Jay Smith" <iay~_n25~h@Km ~9~i~u> wrote: 
OK] If you want to run something by me, I can be in my off]ce tomorrow around 
2:30 or 3 Or we could talk by phone Otherwise, I’ll see you Monday 
On 9:07 AM,               wrote: 

Good morning, 

I completely understand We could just call it for this week and meet 



on Monday as usual? What I was going to bring up today was what 
I’ve found in Fdnelon and a tentative thesis statement that I developed 
for an assignment for Chasteen in But both of those will keep 
until next week! 

Sincerely, 

On 8:52 AM, "Jay Smith" <Slays~tiCh@e~n~ail unc edu> 
wrote: 

-I’m feeling really guilty now I just learned/was reminded 
that we have a History faculty meeting today at 3:30, meaning I 
could meet you at 3 or 5, but if you can’t make either of those times 
we’ll need to reschedule yet again Let me know I’m sorry to be so 
hard to pin down 

i Jay 

Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitb <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  6:19 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Panel 

¯ -I don’t know any other sources of funding, I’m afraid I always had the impression that the department 
ponied up $300 for conference travel (which, I suppose, is in addition to tbe graduate school), tbough I can’t say 
for sure Presumably Joy Jones would know 

On 4:58 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

I have two otber questions for you, tbough I) Can you tbink of any other source of funding to 
support going to the FCHS conference in Cambodia? I mean you can apply through the FCHS, but 
they only have money for two graduate students I mean iftbings went really well, I could be in 
India around that time, which would make traveling to Cambodia a bit more manageable But it’s 
still an expensive prospect, and it looks like the grad school only oilers $25000 Does the 
department do something similar money-wise? I am not sure if there are places to look externally, 
nor even where I would sta~ 

2) This is a real last minute thing--as if the conference travel grant weren’t last minute already I 
just saw on the MEMs page that tbey offer a one-semester dissertation writing fellowship for tbe 
spring semester Do you think this is worth applying for? I’ve taught a lot at this point, and think I 
probably have decent enough evaluations to show that I’m a good teacher I also plan on doing a 
solo class over tbe summer or next year, which will give me that important teacher of record 
distinction Doing another semester of TAing doesn’t seem like it would have a ton of value It 
would also really let me get down to writing, which would be nice The downside is the application, 
like everything else, is due Oct 1 I think I can get eve~7thing together in time--they need a 1,000 
word proposal- 

Thanks, 

On Wed,             at 5:34 PM, Jay Smith <~? sx~lth;~;e_,n~dl!mCedu> wrote: 
sure, just remind me by Friday 

On 5:21 PM, wrote: 



my friend is tt2cing to put together a panel for the 
French Colonial Society conference in Cambodia this year, and I am looking at 
applying for funding from MEMs (they do a conference travel grant for up to 
$2,000) IfI am in India at the time, I can probably travel more cheaply anyway I 
wasn’t going to apply for this conference, but if we can get things together panel 
wise, it makes sense to look for funding The only thing is that the MEMs deadline is 

Oct I, 

I’ll have the panel idea 
together tonight or tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: Denis review pdf 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                  7:59 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Altaching a pdf of a review of a book you should ha~¢ a gander al ,at 
some pohlt Also, Allan pointed me to this book, wltich seems p~eW 
close to bome: 

On       6:42 PM,                   wrote: 
> Yes 2:30? 

> From: Jay Smith "~jaysmilh~acmail uric ¢du> 
> Sent: Ffidm’,                  6:14 PM 

> On 6:12 PM, wrote: 
>> Hi Jay, 
>> OK I’ll gel Ih¢ Graham book, and I can check out the A~e~UlI’s calalog Right now I’m checking oul what thai libmt3 in 
WasNnb~on lms and flte~e is a ton of s~ff on tbe paflemems mtd the Jesuits in tbe 1760s, lots of leRers and arrets for and against 
expulsion I drink I’ll apply for d 

>> Sent: Frilly, 5:32 PM 

>> NstottograpNcal references I do tNtN Lusebm~ sbould be in Nete 
>> somewhere, and possibl3 the Lisa Jane Grain book (wNch is about bow 

>> and thai Iheir exhibition calalog is available Thai, Ioo, probably 

>> E~SS (wNcl~ if tl~te’s monk you could nonetbeless mention) AINn lms 
>> a ~ir amount of ¢xpc~cnc¢ (I didn’t know Ihis) aclually providing 

>> Jay 

>>> Senl: F~day, 9:32 AM 

>>> Subject: 



¯ -do you know if you’ll get a clmnce to r~vise/lefine your 
statemeN befol~ it gets sent on to tbe Fulbfight people from our 

aboul Ihc hislofiography --,qnd he also Ihinks you should probably drop 

tbe EHESS lefet~l~ce zmd focus it~stead on lfis senfitmr at Pads-7 WI!~ 
don’t you ask about tl~s and we can see about nmking some modfficafiolls 
il’lhat’s possible -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                    10:14 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Think piece 

> For rite tlfiltk piece tomorrow, do we need to cite instances front the two teadhtgs witlmt the text? Because we ~ead "The MAser" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:36 AM 

~aol corn 
Re: Publicity 

Will--I sent a bunch of pix this weekend to Malt Garner 
On 9/30/13 10:32 AM,            ~]aol co~n wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

May I please get a photograph sent as an attachment to use in publicity materials for your talk? That 
would help me a lot as we move fo~wa~ with plans. Julia has been in touch about your trip. She’s largely 
playing host, but I look forward to meeting you in November. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:48 PM 

McIntosh, Terence V <terencemcintosh@unc edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: Fixed-Term Appointments, 

Terry--I think it will be hard to round up five people, to tell you the tmtb I’m sure                     was 
interested in teaching, but beyond that I’m really not sure In any case, I’ll send you something tomorrow AM .... 

Jay 
On 2:40 PM, Terence Mclntosh wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I’m sorry that I wasn’t able to talk with you earlier today about the applications for fixed-term 
appointments that you had received The depa~ment will try to arrange five such appointments for 
next semester Could you kindly send me a ranked list (if you have one) of the applicants and their 
courses for the spring? I might need later to ask a couple of questions concerning the ranking: Did 
the applicant take HIST 702? Did the applicant already serve as a TA in the course that he or she 
would like to teach? 

Best, 
Ten~ 

’l’erence Mclntosh, interim Associate Chair 

Department of History 

CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 

Telephone: 919 962 3969 

Fax: 919 962 14@3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:49 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

conference 

Conference grant 

I’m a/laching supporLing ma/crials For 
application 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,              3:01 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re:           conference 

On       2:57 PM, Schoomnaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
> Thanks. Jay 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith~acmafl uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Tuesda?, 2:49 PM 
> To: Schoomlmker, Nancy Gray 

> I’m a/laching supporling ma/crials for 
> application 

Confcrcnc¢ grant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              5:07 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: think piece 

On 

-OK (same topic everyone else wrote on), but I’ll have to penalize you 
3:51 PM,             wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
For the last think piece I could not seem to find the description on the syllabus the first time I 

checked. I wrongly assumed that the topic for today,             was what we were supposed to 

write about in our think piece. I saw later today that the description was listed before the readings 

for Would it be okay if I wrote a new think piece and turned it in to you on 

Thursday? 

Sorry for any inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, October I, 2013 k :lJ PM 

Stevenson, Debbie Deese <debbie stevenson@unc edu> 

Re: appt 

been booked m ira." slot Luckil), I was able to wait and tbeie was a 

Ja) S~mth 
On 9/13/13 10:15 AM, Stevenson, Debbie D¢¢se wrol¢: 

Hello Jay, 

Would Oct 1st at 4:00 wolk for you? 

Regards, 

D¢bbi¢ 

-----Ofigi~al Message ..... 

Subjecl: appl 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <javsmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, October I, 2013 6:27 PM 

Stovcnson, Dcbbic Dccsc <dcbbic stovcnson@unc cdu> 
Re: appt 

It’s OK 
On 10/1/13 6:26 PM, Stevenson, Dcbbie Deese wrote: 

Again. I al~ologizc ,Jay. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaTsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 6:02 PM 
To: Stevenson, Debbie Deese 
Subject: Fwd: Re: appt 

I confirmed the time didn’t kno\\ I had to confirm receipt of the omail telling me M~crc to go B.t OK 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: appt 

Date:Fri. 13 Sep 2013 10:55:41 -0400 
From:Ja3 Smith <ja~smith’acmail uric edu> 

To:Stevenson, Debbie Deese <debbie stevenson}l,unc edu> 

Perfect. ~td where .s this? 
On 9/13/13 10:15 AN, Stevenson, Debbie Deese wrote: 
> Hello Jay, 
> 
> Would Oct. ist at 4:00 work for you? 
> 
> Regards, 
> 
> Debbie 
> 
> original Zessage 
> From: Jay smith [mailto:]aysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, Septen~er 13, 2013 8:03 
> To: Stevenson, Debbie Deese 
> Subject: appt 
> 
> Hello I~d like an appointment to share my thoughts about 
> 
> Jay smith 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,               10:00 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] hostesses 

I’ve ¢mail¢d Bubba I’ll I¢1 you know ir I find out an3 tiring 
On 7:04 PM, Jaltkelk Kelmeth R wrote: 
> Jesus Chdsl ona pogo slick! WhcnIsaidIIhoughl Ihcprogmmwasdisconlinucdycarsago, Ilhoughl cayly 1990s, whichinilscll’is 
wa?. too late 

> Dr Ke~meth R Jaltken 
> Department of African, African Americmk and Diaspora Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> Univcrsily orNotth Caroli~l 
> Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (l’ax) 

> From: Jay Smidl [iavsmidl’a~mail uric ¢du] 

> Sent: Tuesda?. 5:00 PM 
> To: Jat~ke~k Ke~meth R 
> Subject: Re: [thearg] hostesses 

> K¢nnelh--as o1"                      daughler was one (were/arc 
> the?. called the "Carolitm Blues"?) But I norice tlmt I can find notl~b~g 
> about them on the web So nmybe it was discontinued Them must be a 
> to find out Mayb¢ I’ll ¢mail Bubba Cunningham dircclly .... 
> On 4:24 PM, Jmtke~k Ke~meth R wrote: 
>> D¢ar Jay, 

>> l thought this program was disconlinued years ago Am I mislakcn? 

>> Kcnn¢lh 

>> Dr Kenneth R Jm~ken 
>> D¢pamn¢nl or African. African Am¢rican, and Diaspora Nludi¢s 
>> 109 Ba/ll¢ Hall, CB# 3395 
>> U~m-ersit~ of North Carolitm 
>> Chap¢l Hill. NC 27599-3395 

>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>) (919) 966-2694 (fax) 
>> Click on a link I’or inronnalion aboul my publicalions: 



>> TO: alhlelics reform group 
>~ Sul~iect: [fl~earg] hostesses 

>> Does an~ one know an~ Ihing aboul UNC’s "hoslcss" program? I’ve always round Ihcse pmclices rcpellenl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                5:37 PM 

Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@email unc edu> 
Hunter, Erik <erikh@email unc edu>; Crisp, Winston B <wbctisp@email unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Wegner, Judith Welch 
<j udithwegner@ unc edu> 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Re: procedure question 

fl~eLe existed a procedme fltat could be coitstmed as "favor-able" 
treatment Those ale diffeLent tlfings People can follow procedme, stu) 

certain segments office population ha xx a~’s that some nfight see as 
unfah Tlmt’s what I was ~ondering 

As Erik can tell you, I’ve long be¢n puzzl¢d/ba ffled/ang¢rcd by the 
U niversits"s PaduLe to accus~ of a violation of the 
honor code after he blalandy plagiariz¢d 

The incidenl was referred by the inst~uclor to ASPSA, 
whe]e it appaLentl) died a quiet death After heating that athletes, at 
Icasl in some cases, had had briefings wilh people in your office--and 
yes, fltis is pule hearsa) --my mind wandered and I saw a possible 
cmmection with          whose case ~emains quite ~wstefious to me ff 
you wahl Io know, Ihcr¢ is Ihe molivalion For my queslion [O Erik Ibis 
AM I’m satisfied by both of your answeL~, though I will admit fltat it 
Imubl¢s m¢ Iha/coaches arc ev¢r involv¢d in lifts business Ever Also 

behalf of" athletes MoLe generally, 1 lemain troubled by the 
fillangible bcn¢ fils (and, I will add, serious handicaps fil 
educatimml alexia) that accrue to a population of sta~dents equipped with 
so mare" hlgltl) interested "handlers" 

Jay 
On 5:03 PM, Studs, Jonafltan C wrote: 
> Jay, 

> 1 feel it impotent to lespond filrther to your inquiiy M) experience as Judicial Progrzuns Officer trod Dean of Staldents is silmlar to 
Erik’s I have and conthme to meet routinel) with students im’oNed ha the Honor System at all stages of fl~e process, from the time of 
inhlal rcporl through the completion oFany appeals Similayly, 1 Frcqucnily converse with ~lcully and siaffmcmbcrs or olhcr 
reporting parties who have questions about the process In mare" htstances, students ~equest a meeting on flteir own 0~ot infrequently 
when they have just received an entail advising flint they have been reported to the Honor System for a potential violation) In other 
sdua/ions, shtdcnls may bc referred by parcnls. ~¢ully members, ad~isors, coaches, or Fellow sludcnls These discussions occur 
htdepel~dently of the meetings with and outside the p~esence of fire Student Altomeys General The Sta~dent Atton~eys General 
conducl II~cir own initial mcclings For I1~¢ purpose OF assessing whether Ihere is sufficlanl evidence Io issue a charge, a responsibility 
exptessl) delegated to them by the hastnnnent of Student Judicial Governance 
> 

> There is not, nor has there ever bee~t tin) uhlque or plefetential treatment for Sllldent afltletes with ~espect to the meetings described 
above During my Icnurc as Judicial Programs Officer. I reel wilh man} sludcnl a/hleles -- Ihough by no means all -- hlllowing a 
report OF pOlenlial misconducl Io Ih¢ Honor Syslem Many OF Ihcse shtdcnls wcr¢ referred to mc by Ihcir parcnls, coaches, and/or 
athletic department teptese~tatives because I could be a ~esoume in mtswefing questions regarding fire Honor System process Tltis is 



Honor Code mid its acadenfic mid behavioral expectatiol~s We couduct silrdlar educafion sessiol~s for additioiml cohorts of students, 
such as first-?ear undetTgmduates, professioiml schadi programs, and il~tenmtioiml st~dents just to tmme a few As a lesult, we ate 

hNuirv is that I and/or othet~ wor!dng in student conduct have acted improperly in fro’or of student aflfletes I can assure you flint such 

alleged improper conduct to cite or would like to discuss their concerns ditectl?, I am happ? to oblige 

> JONATHAN C SAULS I DEAN OF STUDENTS 
> Tile UnivcrSily o f North CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 
> 102 Calf Bdilding 
> Campus Box 5000 
> Chal~l Hill, NC 27599-5100 
> v 919-966-4045 I f 919-962-20901711 (NC-RELAY) 
> jsauls@email uric edu 

> Confidenlialdy Nolice: This c-mail message, including attachments, is for Ihe sole itse of Ihe inlcndcd rccipienl(s) and may contain 
colffidential infommtion An? unauthorized rmdew, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited If you ate not the intellded recipient, 

> -----Ofigilml Message ..... 

> Senl: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 
> To: Slrdth, Jay M 
> Cc: Sauls. Jonadian C 
> Subject: RE: procedure queslion 

> Erik 

> -----Ofigi~ml Message ..... 

> Sent: Wednesday, 9:03 AM 

> Subject: procedure queslion 

> Dear Ebik: 

I’ve l~eard flint atlfletes--at least in fl~e past--when accused of a violation of the honor code, have had ptelinfinm?" meetings not 

decision is made to charge or not to charge Is flint fight? -Ja~" Snfith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                8:41 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] hostesses 

Fhrl--I was jusl looking Ihrough some old FAC nlinuics, and I saw thai 
Dick Baddour described tbe ’Carolitm Blues’ progrmn in     so 1 

I entailed Bubba about it He lms not responded to lne And I expect be 
wall not I’m used to it at tNs poi~t 
On 7:04 PM, Jmtke~t Ke~meth R wrote: 
> Jesus Chtisl on a pogo slick! When I said I Ihoughl Ihc program was disconlinucd years ago, I Ihoughl early 
wa3 too late 

> Dr KennethR Jankcn 
> Department of African, African Alneficmt and Diaspora Studies 
> 109 Bat/l� Hall. CB# 3395 
> University orNorlh Caroli~uu 
> Clml~el Hall, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 

> Click on a link for in formation aboul my publicalions: 

which in itself is 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              8:42 AM 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Re: deadlines 

-sure, but maybe I should read over your statement? (I’ll get to the 
tomorrow...) 
On :11:47 PM,                  wrote: 

sometime 

OK. Thanks. 
I’ve attached the latest version of the statement (so that you can have another 
look at it if you like), though I think you’ve seen this one. I will change the bit about the 
EHESS to your friend’s class. 

They have tons of stuff on the expulsion of the Jesuits, both the Jansenist and Jesuit side, 
so I thought I would apply. It looks like you can email stuff to this guy named Dean Scott 
Pagel: 
It’s due      , They said I can use the grant for any period in     so this could 
possibly be a summer thing. 
Will look up the 

On 2:39 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Just wanted to let you know about deadline into that I’ve found: 
The                     library grant in DC: 

sources thing: 

Off-campus dissertation research and t~ 
What was the name of the other one? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:44 PM 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Harry: 
I’ve been meaning to send a card, but you make it easy by initiating email contact! Sounds like 
clearly the right choice A            indeed I look forward to seeing you ambling down the halls of 
Hamilton             Hurry back -Jay 
On 10/3/13 1:05 PM, Watson, Hahn L wrote: 

was 

seeing all of you soon. 

All the best, 

Harry L. Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 

DeparLment of History 

CBg 3395, Hamilton Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone:(919) 962 0977 

fax:(939) 962 1403 

I look forward to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                3:44 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Potential Meeting 

-I’m so sorry, I had a                 today (actually had to cancel class, a first) and I just forgot about 
our appointment Can you come to see me just a few minutes before class on Monday? We can decide then 
when we can get together for a longer chat Sorry about this -Jay 
On 3:08 PM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I must have missed you in your office today, and I had to go to lecture right afterwards 

Can we reschedule for another time that works for you? It’it’s easiest I can come to your next office 
hours Besides my peace of mind and future planning the matter is not terribly urgent 

Best, 

On Tuesday, 
that’s fine 
On 3:59 PM, 

, Jay Smith wrote: 

wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Thursdays are good for me --ideally in the afternoon, as I have an appointment in 
Carrboro in the morning What about at 2:45pm on Thursday? 

Thanks, 

On Mon,             at 3:29 PM, Jay Smith <ia~’.,!~,ril-£@~emal! ur c edu> wrote: 
--of course, I’d be happy to meet What are Thursdays like for you? I should 

have some time late morning on Thursday, or after 2pro that same day I also have 
regular office hours tomorrow, 10-12 If these times don’t work, we’ll find 
something else I’m sorry to hear about your worries -Jay 
On 1:04 PM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I am writing to ask whether you might be able to take a few minutes 
out of your day in the near future to meet with me about some sort of 
confidential, existential worries I’ve been having this semester 

regarding my future as a historian, but more specifically about my 
"fit" in the program here at UNC 

I realize that you are no longer serving the depa~ment in your 
capacity as associate chair But Max Owre, for whom I am a TA and 
who is endlessly supportive, suggested that you might be willing to 
talk to me, or at least point me in the direction of someone who could 



help Not to mention you come highly recommended by who 
is a good friend of mine 

No pressure of course, but I would ve~?¢ much appreciate any insight 
or advice you may have on my situation ! have a fair bit of tlexibility 
in my calendar, so I’m happy to meet whenever you would have time 

Best wishes, 

University of North (~arolina at Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
_~?li:,e.unc.e,~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                5:58 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Not about 

-if I were you, I wouldn’t bother It’s only a conference, and there’s no conference in the world worth 
$2500 Hell, I wouldn’t pay $500 to go to a conference Or $300 

There will be plenty of other FCHS conferences I understand the attraction, but I think the unknowns are too 
many -Jay 
On 2:l0 PM,           wrote: 

Jay, 

Don’t won3~: this is the first email in a while that isn’t a                             I’m still in 
the process of putting together a panel for this FCHS conference and Cambodia, and wanted a little 
bit of advice I talked to the director of the Carolina Asia Consortium yesterday to see if they could 
support conference expenses to Asia, but he said that while they are planning to start a program 
doing j ust that next year, they can’t this time around My question is whether I should appy for this 
conference when I’m uncertain about how to finance it l~ven with departmental and grad school 
funding, I’d only be covered for about $60000; the flight alone is $2,000 Now eve~’ything might be 
more affordable if I am already in India when the conference starts, as I could just fly from over 
from Chennai presumably much cheaper than a flight to and fi-om RDU), but I won’t know if I’ll get 
funding to go to India I would really like to do this conference, not j ust for the experience of going 
to Cambodia but also because it’s a relatively big one and I am at the stage now where I want to 
start getting my work out But 1 also, if everything falls through, don’t want to be left on the hook 
for like $2,500 in travel expenses 

What do you think? 

P S I’m hoping against hope to have chapter revisions done by tomorrow, so might be sending the 
first chapter in soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:51 PM 

Margulis, Lewis <lew margulis@unc edu> 

Re: Oct 17 

Lew--sure My schedule tomorrow is a little uncertain, but I should have some time to talk between about 11-3 
My cell is              I’m planning to go to Faculty Council tomonow (possibly the final trip of my career, 
rm not kidding) just to speak up for transparency in admissions Steve Farmer will be there and he’ll be 
responding, in some way or another, to the Rawlings recommendations There should be an opening to talk 
about the committee cases 

I will tell you that there was just no enthusiasm for having a physical presence at the game Oct 17 Instead, 
Willis Brooks was going to take a stab at drafting an op-ed that we’ll t[7 to ran in the DTH on the Monday 
before the game He was going to get in touch with you about it, in fact In that op-ed, we can convey a number 

of our concerns--including, maybe, using Richard’s new adjusted graduation gap figures to point to the obvious 
educational disparities on our campus Of course, there’s no lack of evidence for us to launch our critique .... 

Jay 
On 10/3/13 9:15 PM, Margulis, Lewis wrote: 

Jay, can we talk some time about the 17th and other outcomes of the meeting last week? 

Lewis Margolis, M.D., M.P.H. 

Director, Master’s Degree Program 

Department of Maternal and Child Health 

UNC Gtlltngs School of Global Public Health 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7445 

(919) 966-5974 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,              6:17 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm 

> For file lmdternl on Tuesday" I was wondering ffwe ate lespoitsible for ml? Be~k document that we mad I was going through them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                II :56 AM 

Charles Cloffelter <charles clotfelter@duke edu> 

Schooled-Evite-NCb jpg 

Dear Chaflie: 
Still feeling guilty for having let slip our grand plans to remake the NCAA, I nevertheless want you to know 
about an upcoming event here that you might be interested in If you come, I’d recommend getting here by 
about 6:30 The room could be pretty packed by showtime Please share with any interested parties at Duke 

On        beginning at 7:00, in Ca~+oll Hall Auditu~ium, UNC will host a screening of the new EPIX 
documentary: "Schooled: The Price of College Sports" The documentary is inspired partly by award-winning 

inte~w-iews with a number of persons associated with UNC After the screening, beginning at approximately 
8:30, we will have a tuwn hall panel discussion and Q&A session with Andrew Muscatu (the producer), Taylor 
Branch, Lawrence R "Bubba" Cunningham (UNC’s Director of Athletics), 

Dan Kane (reporter from the News & 
Obse~w-er), I~ob Orr (former NC Supreme Court Justice), and Richard Southall (College Sports Research 
Institute) 

This event was sponsored and organized by UNC’s School of Journalism and Mass Communication and the 
UNC Faculty Athletics Reform C~-oup 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, 12:02 PM 

ostarn@duke edu 

Schooled-Evite-NCb jpg 

Dear professor Stam: 
I can’t recall now whether we’ve met or exchanged emails, but I know we have a common interest in college 
sport I wanted to alert you to an event taking place at UNC in a couple of weeks It would be great to have you 
and other Duke colleagues there, though I know what a busy time of year it is Please spread the word (and the 
attachment): 

On       beginning at 7:00, in Carroll Hall Auditorium, UNC will host a screening of the new EPIX 
documentary: "Schooled: The Price of College Sports" The documentary is inspired partly by award-winning 

inte~w-iews with a number of persons associated with UNC After the screening, beginning at approximately 
8:30, we will have a town hall panel discussion and Q&A session with Andrew Muscato (the producer), Taylor 
Branch, Lawrence R "Bubba" Cunningham (UNC’s Director of Athletics), 

Dan Kane (reporter from the News & 
Obse~w-er), Bob Orr (former NC Supreme Court Justice), and Richard Southall (College Sports Research 
Institute) 

This event was sponsored and organized by UNC’s School of Journalism and Mass Communication and the 
UNC Facul~ Athletics Reform C~-oup 



The campus is abuzz this week. Everyone looks forward to fall break and many 
eagerly anticipate the Thursday-night football game between UNC and Miami. While 
we enjoy the October weather, the Athletic Reform Group asks that Tar Heels 

everywhere take a small portion of their leisure time on Thursday to contemplate 
the full costs of the spectacle soon to be played out at Kenan stadium. 

UNC football players have labored long and hard to ready themselves for Thursday’s 
contest. They have worked, on average (according to NCAA figures), some forty- 
three hours per week to get in shape, learn the playbook, watch game film, lift 
weights, travel to distant stadiums, risk bodily injury, and don the Carolina blue 
before thousands of screaming fans. In return for their efforts, they are told, they are 
given the opportunity to receive a University education. Leaving aside the question 
of the fairness of that exchange offering in-kind compensation to a work force that 
has no bargaining rights whatsoever, is at best morally ambiguous--the UNC 
faithful should consider some of what football players give up to play their sport: 

Study time. Football players must work the equivalent of a full-time job, a 
physically taxing job, in order to retain their scholarships. Yet statistics indicate that 
a large percentage of football recruits were brought to campus less than fully 
prepared for the rigors of University classrooms. They need more time than most, 
not less time, to manage the demands of HIST 128, STAT 101, and SPAN 102. The 
twin demands of football and academics create a cruel scissors effect that requires 
shortcuts of various kinds. 
Choices. Every minute of a [botball player’s sixteen-hour day is scripted. Only so 
many hours per day are available for classes. Consequently, players have fewer 
choices than other students. Fewer classes, fewer majors, fewer "experiential" 
opportunities, fewer chances to bond with professors during their office hours. 
Their educational experience is systematically impoverished. 
Autonomy. Football players are recruited to the University by coaches. Coaches 
control their scholarships. Coaches set their practice times. The NCAA, meanwhile, 
forces players to sign away their privacy rights to the institution whose scholarship 
offer they finally accept. (Ever wonder why the University gets to tell the whole 
world about                  ) In such conditions, the likelihood that a football 
player would ever publicly disagree with his coach or an AD, or exercise real 
leadership on issues of importance to his sport, his campus, or the nation is next to 
nil. UNC likes to proclaim that it trains tomorrow’s leaders, but its culture and 
organizational structure guarantee that football players will experience no 
apprenticeship in leading the way. 
Due process. Football players are at the mercy of a capricious and unduly severe 
system of "justice." When accused of wrongdoing, players are preemptively 
suspended from the team pending investigation of the allegations against them. 
Even if found to be partially or wholly innocent--as was 
during the great "scandal" of       players are forced to sacrifice reputations, 
playing time, and potential future earnings at the altar of NCAA purity. 



The injustices of college sport are many. The attention of college football fans has 
recently been focused, with good reason, on the pay-for-play debate and the ongoing 
controversy over brain trauma and its connection to football. But football players 

routinely make other sacrifices that directly affect their lives as students and 
citizens of the UNC campus. Before we wave our pom-poms this Thursday, we 
should give some thought to how the college sport enterprise can be made more just 

and more in keeping with the principles of a center of learning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                3:29 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Beik 

Identify the author of the excerpt--e g, Spanheim, Princess Palatine, Colbert 
On        3:26 PM, Rich, Jon wrote: 

Good Afternoon Sir, 

I hope you’re enjoying your weekend so far. I was hoping to clarify one thing in regards to the Beik 

readings for the midterm. If any of the ID’s are from the Beik readings would you only want us to 

say that Beik still wrote the overall text, or would you rather that we try and identify the specific 
author of the selection within the geik text itself? 

Respectfully, 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Folks: 

About the geik documents for the midterm. In some cases (e. g., Princess Palatine) Beik takes 

excerpts from writing spread across a number of years. Don’t get too worried about this. Just 

remember an approximate date range for those people and say something like "written sometime 

in the J.670s and J.680s." That will be good enough for those documents that don’t have a precise, 

or single, date. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST            ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



Before UNC fans settle into their couches or bleacher seats to root on the football 
team against Miami this week, the Athletic Reform Group asks that Tar Heels 
everywhere contemplate the full costs of the Thursday-night spectacle to be played 
out at Kenan stadium. 

According to NCAA averages, UNE football players work some forty-three hours 
each week to get in shape, learn the playbook, watch game film, lift weights, travel to 
distant stadiums, suffer brain and bodily injury, and don the Carolina blue before 
screaming fans. In return for their efforts, they are told that they are given the 
opportunity to receive a University education. Leaving aside the question of the 
fairness of that exchange--offering in-kind compensation to a work force that has 
no bargaining rights is at best a morally ambiguous practice the UNC community 
should consider some of what football players give up to play their sport: 

Study time. Football players work a physically taxing and full-time job. Yet statistics 
indicate that a large percentage of football recruits were brought to campus less 
than fully prepared for the rigors of University classrooms. They need more time 
than most, not less time, to manage the demands of HIST 128, STAT 101, and SPAN 
102. Mid-week games obviously apply additional pressure to already packed 
schedules. Has the University really made it possible for football players to seize the 
"opportunity" of an education? Does it not have a moral obligation to do so? 
Choices. Every minute of a football player’s sixteen-hour day is scripted. As a 
consequence, players have fewer choices than other students. Fewer classes, fewer 
majors, lewer "experiential" opportunities, lewer chances to interact with their 
professors. Their menu of choices is deliberately limited, their educational 
experiences necessarily impoverished. 
Autonomy. Football players are recruited to the University by coaches who set their 
practice times and have the power to rescind their scholarships. The NCAA forces 
players to sign away their privacy rights when they accept their scholarship 
agreement. In these conditions, the likelihood that a football player would ever 
publicly disagree with his coach, or exercise leadership on issues of importance to 
his sport, is next to nil. 
Due process. Football players are at the mercy of a capricious and unduly severe 
system of "justice." When accused of wrongdoing, players are preemptively 
suspended from the team pending investigation of the allegations against them. 
Even if found to be innocent as was                     during the scandal of 

players are forced to sacrifice reputations, playing time, and potential future 
earnings at the altar of NEAA purity. 

The injustices of college sport are many. Much attention has recently been focused, 
with good reason, on the pay-for-play debate and the ongoing controversy over 
brain trauma and its connection to football. But football players routinely make 
other sacrifices that directly affect their lives as students and citizens of the IJNC 
campus. Before Tar Heel fans wave their pom-poms this Thursday, let’s give some 
thought to how the college sport enterprise can be made more just and more in 
keeping with the principles of a center of learning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                2:01 PM 

~live unc edu> 
~gmail corn> 

Re: op-ed 

The pretext for the essay is the scheduling of the Thursday night football game, but really it’s about football 
players as students and whether UNC and the NCAA make it possible for them to be truly successful students 
We’ll send it in within a couple days .... 
On 1:36 PM,               wrote: 

HiJay, 

We tray to shoot tbr guest columns to be between 450 and 500 words so you should be good to go 
It’s always easier to cut than it is to add on 

What is your guest column going to be about? 

Best, 

The Daily TarHeel 

Thanks very much We’ve actually trimmed it down to just a litlle over 500 words I’m assuming 
that would be OK for length? I understand that you need to decide whether to run it, but I just 
wanted to be sure about length 
On I : 19 PM,                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for reaching out! I am on the editorial board                but our opinion 
editors handle letters to the editor or guest columns I’ve Cced the opinion editors on 
this and they should be in contact with you to give you more guidance on the 
guidelines, I look forward to reading what you all have put together[ 

Best, 

On Sat, at 2:45 PM, Jay Smith <.la~rr~!h/~errtfika~c~d~> wrote: 
Hi 
I know you don’t handle the op-ed page (fotax-ard if you must!) but I was wondering 
if you could tell me what the firm word limit is on guest op-eds The ARG (or a 



subset of the ARG) is writing an op-ed about the Thursday football game that we 
would *love* to see run the Monday before the game (i e, Oct 14) But naturally 
we’ve run a little long and we could use some guidance while we do our paring 
Thanks 

The Daily Tar Heel 



Before UNC fans settle into their couches or bleacher seats to root on the football 
team against Miami this week, the Athletic Reform Group asks that Tar Heels 
everywhere contemplate the full costs of the Thursday-night spectacle to be played 
out at Kenan stadium. 

According to NCAA averages, UNE football players work roughly forty-three hours 
per week to get in shape, learn the playbook, watch game film, lift weights, travel to 
distant stadiums, suffer brain and bodily injuries, and don the Carolina blue before 
screaming fans. In return for their efforts, they are told that they are given the 
opportunity to receive a University education. Leaving aside the fairness of that 
exchange--offering in-kind compensation to a work force that has no bargaining 
rights is at best a morally ambiguous practice the UNC community should consider 
some of what football players give up to play their sport: 

Study time. Football players work a physically taxing and full-time job. Yet statistics 
indicate that a large percentage of football recruits were brought to this campus less 
than fully prepared for the rigors of University classrooms. They need more time 
than most, not less time, to manage the demands of HIST 128, MATH 110, and SPAN 
102. Mid-week games obviously apply additional pressure to already packed 
schedules. Has the University really made it possible for football players to seize the 
"opportunity" of an education? Does it not have a moral obligation to do so? 
Choices. Every minute of a football player’s sixteen-hour day is scripted. As a 
consequence, players have fewer choices than other students. Fewer classes, fewer 
majors, lewer "experiential" opportunities such as study abroad, t~wer chances to 
interact with their professors. Their menu of choices is deliberately limited, their 
educational experiences necessarily impoverished. 
Autonomy. Football players are recruited to the University by coaches who 
determine their schedules and have the power to rescind their scholarships. The 
NEAA forces players to sign away their privacy rights when they accept their 
scholarship agreement. In these conditions, the likelihood that a football player 
would ever publicly disagree with his coach or exercise leadership on controversial 
issues is next to nil. 
Due process. Football players are at the mercy of a capricious and unduly severe 
system of "justice." When accused of wrongdoing, players are preemptively 
suspended from the team pending investigation of the allegations against them. 
Even if found to be innocent as was 

players are forced to sacrifice reputations, playing time, and potential future 
earnings at the altar of NEAA purity. 

The injustices of college sport are many. Much attention has recently been focused, 
with good reason, on the pay-for-play debate and the ongoing controversy over 
brain trauma and its connection to football. But football players routinely make 
other sacrifices that hamper their lives as students and citizens of the UNC campus. 
Before Tar Heel fans wave their pom-poms this Thursday, let’s give some thought to 
how the college sport enterprise can be made more just and more in keeping with 
the principles of a center of learning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                2:22 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Hist    Midterm 

Blue book, but this is a good question (which I would have covered in class on Thursday) I’ll send out an 

On 2:20 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

If I just missed this or forgot to write it down, I apologize, but I was wondering if we would need to 
bring a blue-book, notebook paper, or something like that to class or if there would be space on 

the exam to write? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday:                2:40 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: 

On 2:38 PM, 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I hope everything is okay I was ready to bring my think piece in on 

last Thursday but since we did not have class I was wondering if it will still be okay to bring it in to 

you on Tuesday. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                3:10 PM 

~live unc edu> 

see attached 

Statement of G~-ant Purpose vsn 7docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                10:15 AM 

~gmail com> 

Re: First Chapter 

-Tuesday would be better        will be coming at 4, and I won’t be around before then Class starts at 
5 Are you fi-ee at all Tuesday? I’m fi-ee as a bird 10-12:30 and then after 2 
On 9:43 PM,           wrote: 

Here’s the first chapter It’s fairly polished, though I haven’t written the conclusion cause I figured 
I’d wait and see if you liked the framework before summing up my arguments I also need to do 
some more work in the footnotes section, but that I figured wasn’t that big of a deal Waiting to put 
the title and epigraph in too 

I am wondering if; overall, I’m being theoretical enough here, or if I should j ust settle for telling a 
sto~’y (and my intro will deal with the tbeo~’y and methods more) I’m also think I get a bit repetitive 
playing up the tension between metropolitan administrators pushing centralization and colonial 
traders pushing for the type of autonomy that will permit them to trade effectively Would it be 
possible to stop by your oflSce really quickly tomorrow (is it after 4 that you are around)? I just 
want to elaborate on this all in person 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                4:46 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: midterm tomorrow 

-the essay will be about "the reign of Louis XIV" in general--that is, in one way or another I’ll be asking 
you to interpret its historical significance, what it meant to French people of the time, how we should 
understand Louis, etc --so yes, think about overarching themes But do so while reviewing tbe details (i e, from 
the powerpoints, the readings, and what you find in your notes from class) Does that make sense? You’ve done 
very well to this point, so I expect that you’ll be fine -JS 
On 4:37 PM,                      wrote: 

Hi Prof. Smith: 

I hope all is well. I’m trying to study for the midterm and I was wondering if you could offer any 

tips on how I should focus my attention for this exam because currently I am q uite overwhelmed. 

Should I be looking for over arching themes or important figures/events? If you get a chance I 

would appreciate any guidance. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                8:28 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Mid-term question 

Yes, you would need to know which document it is But as ! said, I won’t be picking any short and/or obscure 
ones from Beik 
On 7:17 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

This is            from your HIST    class. I just had a quick question about the mid-term 
tomorrow. Will we be required to remember which document from the Beik readings that the 

q uote is from? For instance, should we know if it was Madame de Motteville’s document, or will 
the saying it’s a Beik document be sufficient? Sorry about the last minute question, but it just 

came to mind as I’ve been studying. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                10:59 PM 

~yahoo corn> 

Re: Quick Question for Hist 

On       9:51 PM,            wrote: 
> Dear Prof Smith, 

> 1 realize tlfis is quite late but are hi a study group togefl~er and we were wondeffmg if we will need to know the specific 

> Tlmt~k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:31 AM 

Anthony J Vog~ < ~earthlink net> 
Re: [thearg] op-ed 

DTH op-ed on football docx 

Anthom’--it’s just a draft Wold docmnent for now See attached 
On 10/8/13 10:26 AM, Anlhony J Vogl 

> -----Ofigiiml Message ..... 





Before UNC fans settle into their couches or bleacher seats to root on the football 
team against Miami this week, the Athletic Reform Group asks that Tar Heels 
everywhere contemplate the full costs of the Thursday-night spectacle to be played 
out at Kenan stadium. 

According to NCAA averages, UNE football players work roughly forty-three hours 
per week to get in shape, learn the playbook, watch game film, lift weights, travel to 
distant stadiums, suffer brain and bodily injuries, and don the Carolina blue before 
screaming fans. In return for their efforts, they are told that they are given the 
opportunity to receive a University education. Leaving aside the fairness of that 
exchange--offering in-kind compensation to a work force that has no bargaining 
rights is at best a morally ambiguous practice the UNC community should consider 
some of what football players give up to play their sport: 
Study time. Football players work a full-time job. Yet statistics indicate that a large 
percentage of football recruits were brought to this campus less than fully prepared 
for the rigors of University classrooms. They need more time than most, not less 
time, to manage the demands of HIST 128 and MATH 110. Mid-week games 
obviously apply additional pressure to already packed schedules. Has the University 
really done all it should to enable athletes to seize the "opportunity" of an 
education? 
Choices. Every minute of a football player’s sixteen-hour day is scripted. As a 
consequence, players have fewer choices than other students. Fewer classes, fewer 
majors, fewer "experiential" opportunities such as study abroad, fewer chances to 
interact with their prolessors. Their menu of choices is deliberately limited, their 
educational experiences necessarily impoverished. 
Autonomy. Football players are recruited to the University by coaches who 
determine their schedules and have the power to rescind their scholarships. The 
NCAA forces players to sign away their privacy rights and their economic rights 
when they accept their scholarship agreement. In these conditions, the likelihood 
that a football player would ever publicly disagree with his coach or exercise 
leadership on controversial issues is next to nil. 
Due process. Football players are at the mercy of a capricious system of "justice." 
When accused of wrongdoing, players are preemptively suspended from the team 
pending investigation of the allegations against them. Even if found to be innocent 
as was                                                  -players are forced to 
sacrifice reputations, playing time, and potential future earnings at the tarnished 
altar of NCAA purity. 

The injustices of college sport are many. Fans of college football have recently 
focused, with good reason, on the pay-for-play debate and the mounting evidence 
that football causes brain damage. But even apart from these major issues of health 
and compensation, football players routinely make other sacrifices that hamper 
their lives as students and citizens of the UNC campus. Before Tar Heel fans wave 
their pom-poms this Thursday, let’s give some thought to how the college sport 
enterprise can be made more just and more in keeping with the principles of a 
center of learning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I 1:23 AM 

~live unc edu>: 

op-ed 

DTH op-ed on football docx 

~gmail corn> 

Hello: 
Fitmlly at~aclfing the op-ed piece tbe Atlflefic Reform Group lms been 

working on l realize i[!s a li111¢ bil prcsumpluous, bit[ aSsltmblg you 
like il and would like Io run il. we would sure be gmlcful if you mn 
it nexl Monday        (We won3 thai by Tuesday or Wednesday 

Jay Smilll 



The Costs of Football 

Before UNC fans settle into their couches or bleacher seats to root on the football 
team against Miami this week, the Athletic Reform Group asks that Tar Heels 
everywhere contemplate the full costs of the Thursday-night spectacle to be played 

out at Kenan stadium. 

According to NCAA averages, UNC football players work roughly forty-three hours 
per week to get in shape, learn the playbook, watch game film, lift weights, travel to 

distant stadiums, suffer brain and bodily injuries, and don the Carolina blue before 
screaming fans. In return for their efforts, they are told that they are given the 
opportunity to receive a UniversiW education. Leaving aside the fairness of that 
exchange offering in-kind compensation to a work force that has no bargaining 

rights is at best a morally ambiguous practice--the UNC community should consider 
some of what football players give up to play their sport: 
Study time. Football players work a full-time job. Yet statistics indicate that an 

unfortunate percentage of football recruits were brought to this campus less than 
fully prepared for the rigors of UniversiW classrooms. They need more time than 
most, not less time, to manage the demands of HIST 128 and MATH 110. Mid-week 

games obviously apply additional pressure to already packed schedules. Has the 
University really done all it should to enable athletes to seize the "opportunity" of an 

education? 
Choices. Every minute of a football player’s sixteen-hour day is scripted. As a 
consequence, players have t~wer choices than other students. Fewer classes, t~wer 
majors, fewer "experiential" opportunities such as study abroad, fewer chances to 

interact with their professors. Their menu of choices is deliberately limited, their 
educational experiences necessarily impoverished. 

Autonomy. Football players are recruited to the University by coaches who 
determine their schedules and have the power to rescind their scholarships. The 
NCAA forces players to sign away their privacy rights and their economic rights 

when they accept their scholarship agreement. In these conditions, the likelihood 
that a football player would ever publicly disagree with his coach or exercise 
leadership on controversial issues is next to nil. 
Due process. Football players are at the mercy of a capricious system of "justice." 

When accused of wrongdoing, players are preemptively suspended from the team 
pending investigation of the allegations against them. Even if found to be innocent 
as was                                               players are forced to 

sacrifice reputations, playing time, and potential future earnings at the tarnished 
altar of NCAA purity. 

The injustices of college sport are many. Fans of college football have recently 
focused, with good reason, on the pay-for-play debate and the mounting evidence 
that football causes brain damage. But even apart from these major issues of health 
and compensation, football players routinely make other sacrifices that hamper 
their lives as students and citizens of the UNC campus. Before Tar Heel fans wave 
their pom-poms this Thursday, let’s give some thought to how the college sport 



enterprise can be made more just and more in keeping with the principles of a 
center of learning. 

Lew Margolis and ]ay M. Smith for the Athletic Reform Group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                12:16 PM 

~live unc edu> 
~gmail corn>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: op-ed 

DTH op-ed on football docx 

Sunday will be tough for me. not sure aboul L¢w (copied here) 

As for the facts cited, Pm glad you asked When I double checked, i see 
flint the NCAA sur~-e) actually specified 45 (not 43) hours per week for 
football players This was from a sul~cy done hi 2007 It was reported 
hk for example, Brad WoNerton, "College Football Phi? ers Spend 448 
Hours a Week on Their Sport, NCAA Survey Finds," Cltrolticle of Higher 
Education (Jan 14, 2008) I a/lach a new v¢rsion with Ih¢ corr¢cl figure[ 

On the scandill--this is now comlllOll knowledge ~ 
, but it’s ~eported vet3 powerfully in 

"Schooled: The Price of Colleg¢ Sports." Ih¢ new Tay lot Branch 
documentat3 tlmt lind its pt~ntiet~ in NYC last ~llght 

On I 1:57 AM, wrole: 

We Ca~l tltll yoltr gltCSl cohimll n¢xl Monday,         Would you and/or L¢w 
Margolis b¢ abl¢ Io come inlo Ihc DTH o fficc Io read wllh mc and Nicole 
for edits sometime this upcoming Sunda? before 5:00pm? 

[n the meantime, wc hmc to hmc citations fo~ cvc~y fact, so wmtld you bc 
able to fore ard me which fact came from which soume (NCAA average of 43 
hourb/week,            elc)? 

BCSI, 

>’ ?Z lhie uric edu I 

>) Hello: 
>> Finally allaching Ih¢ op-¢d piec¢ the Alhl¢llc R¢ form Group has been 
>> working on 1 lealize it’s a little bit p~esumptuous, but assmhing you 
>> like d and would like Io nm II, we would sure be gmlc fal ir you mn 
>> II ncxl Monday.        We won?, thai b} Tuesday or Wednesday 
>> students will aheady be leaving campus) 

>> Ja? Smith 



The Costs of Football 

Before UNC fans settle into their couches or bleacher seats to root on the football 
team against Miami this week, the Athletic Reform Group asks that Tar Heels 
everywhere contemplate the full costs of the Thursday-night spectacle to be played 

out at Kenan stadium. 

According to NCAA averages, UNC football players work roughly forty-five hours per 
week to get in shape, learn the playbook, watch game film, lift weights, travel to 

distant stadiums, suffer brain and bodily injuries, and don the Carolina blue before 
screaming fans. In return for their efforts, they are told that they are given the 
opportunity to receive a University education. Leaving aside the fairness of that 
exchange offering in-kind compensation to a work force that has no bargaining 

rights is at best a morally ambiguous practice--the UNC community should consider 
some of what football players give up to play their sport: 
Study time. Football players work a full-time job. Yet statistics indicate that an 

unfortunate percentage of football recruits were brought to this campus less than 
fully prepared for the rigors of University classrooms. They need more time than 
most, not less time, to manage the demands of HIST 128 and MATH 110. Mid-week 

games obviously apply additional pressure to already packed schedules. Has the 
University really done all it should to enable athletes to seize the "opportunity" of an 

education? 
Choices. Every minute of a football player’s sixteen-hour day is scripted. As a 
consequence, players have t~wer choices than other students. Fewer classes, t~wer 
majors, fewer "experiential" opportunities such as study abroad, fewer chances to 

interact with their professors. Their menu of choices is deliberately limited, their 
educational experiences necessarily impoverished. 

Autonomy. Football players are recruited to the University by coaches who 
determine their schedules and have the power to rescind their scholarships. The 
NCAA forces players to sign away their privacy rights and their economic rights 

when they accept their scholarship agreement. In these conditions, the likelihood 
that a football player would ever publicly disagree with his coach or exercise 
leadership on controversial issues is next to nil. 
Due process. Football players are at the mercy of a capricious system of "justice." 

When accused of wrongdoing, players are preemptively suspended from the team 
pending investigation of the allegations against them. Even if found to be innocent 
as was                                               players are forced to 

sacrifice reputations, playing time, and potential future earnings at the tarnished 
altar of NCAA purity. 

The injustices of college sport are many. Fans of college football have recently 
focused, with good reason, on the pay-for-play debate and the mounting evidence 
that football causes brain damage. But even apart from these major issues of health 
and compensation, football players routinely make other sacrifices that hamper 
their lives as students and citizens of the UNC campus. Before Tar Heel fans wave 
their pom-poms this Thursday, let’s give some thought to how the college sport 



enterprise can be made more just and more in keeping with the principles of a 
center of learning. 

Lew Margolis and ]ay M. Smith for the Athletic Reform Group 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:29 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: list 

Attach: Comps List- Smith docx 

~live unc edu> 

On 4:09 PM. wrote: 

> And yes. it is file "France" field Wlfile 1 should read Briggs and Davis. tlfis exam doesfft--mld camlot--cover eve~yflfing fltat 

> From: Ja) Slmth <javsnfith@email talc edu> 
> Selll: Wednesday,              3 9:28 AM 

> Sul~iect: list 

> OK. OK, I lied again I can’t help it It’s a pmblenl I ha~e 

> Bul here is a dramatically shorlened [isl (Ihough slill clocking in at 
> 37 lilies ) Mainly, I jUS[ deleled Ihings a) I doll’[ rememhar well. or 
> b) I ha~e no inlenlion of asking an.~ thing aboul 

> Is it "France"? (That’s what I assume based on tile title oftbe list) 
> lr so, I do wonder ir you should read Ihe Bfiggs suP, ey "Early -modenl 
> France." wlfich mt~s to 17157 You~’e certaiN? got enougk mote dtan 
> enough, on the 181h c And you’ve read Beik’s kind of q~drky su~ ey, 

> hisloD You mighl jusl lake a look a/il And I do regrel Ihal I never 
> made you ~ead at~ Natalie Davis That was a seal bonehead n~meuver But 

> Clearly tbe~e’s an "ofights of file Rev" question in bete somewbere 
> We’ll need to think about what mlotber broad question ~mgbt be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:46 PM 

George S Baroff, ~bellsouth net> 
Re: [thearg] FAC meetings 

lying and tbe exploitation and rite wilLfifl blindness that aren’t fine 

My sense is that fire ACC would sa) the stone tNng at the confelence 

competitive disadvantage ~mfiotmll), so we wofft do it We’ll see ff UN C 
is wdlmg to make a robust argqnnent for it at tbe l~atio~ml level The 
c) rgc in me tells me 1’11 be disappointed 
On 10/9/13 5:39 PM, George S Baroffwrol¢: 
> Ja)a co~mnent about tbe role of athletics at UNC We should not demgrate its intporiance: it is a means of retd,.ring a disparate 
sludcnl bod5 and alumni While "scoffers" of c¢l¢bmlo~) pracbces at our Universily may diminish ils significance, file ~u~lional 
obsession wilh sporls finds an elnolional resonance in tile pride Iha[ il can evoke Do people scoff al die Duke Crazies or seek to 
emulal¢ Ihem IIs nol sports, per se. Iha/’s Ihe problem, only ils abuses I’m sure Ibal ¢vcn al o~tr Ivies. compclilive a/hlehas is ¢qjoyed 
and permits the students and ahimm to confilmall) ~emvigorate their emotiotml fie to alma mater Tbe ammal Harvard-Yale game 
musl be such an ¢v¢nl and Ih¢ winner can lake pride in Ibe viclo~, ~llhough Ihe aspiration for na/ional championships is absenl This 
is Ihe issue Ibal we earlier discussed: Ihe dcsirabildy of payhaipaling in an alldelic conference Ihal would rcflecl higher academic 
standat~ls By tbe way, 1 see that our AD would support a fteslm~an e [igibihi~ lilmtatio~r is flint something that we could won for in 
Ihe ACC? II would have the ¢ffecl, I presume, of screening out those who arc nol prepared Io succeed al college-level work 
> George S Baroff 
> 
> On Oct 9, 2013, at 1:52 PM, Ja? Snfith wrote: 

>> Joy. or mD one else listemng who knows this: could the group be ~eminded of fire dates ofNtme FAC meetings? And the likely 
topics of discussion? 

>> -- You ate cun~ntly subscribed to thearg as: gbaroff:~/;bellsouth net To mtsubscribe 



Why Athletes Don’t Have Regular Jobs 

Ah, hut thO, all ride to the hank in a Mercedes... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                 9:35 AM 

.~@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: ACLA Seminar on "Paris, Capitalism and Modernity" 

Sure, no reason not to You might iust want to make sure it doesn’t conflict with FHS 
On         3:41 PM,           wrote: 

Is this worth looking into? I know it is lit, but it sounds very historical. Could talk about the way Paris as a 
space for capital is upset by the colonial experience. Or perhaps reinforced. I don’t know, just a thought. 

The Universib/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:26 PM 

Dear colleagues, 

we are currently soliciting paper proposals for our seminar titled "Paris, Capitalism and Modernity in Fmne~ 
from the 17th through the 19th centuries" at the American Comparative Literature Association (~CL~&~ 
Arlrl ,~8 ("oq’~crer cc New York University New York City NY, The conferenSg[h~me is 
"Capitals." 

We have space for up to [welve padicipants in our seminar. Proposals of up to 250 words should be submit[ed 
by midniqht, Thursday at the following link: b~:,’i’,~’~.~,v.~clr~ oIzgis~bmg/. Please ensure you 
select our seminar in the drop<lown list. 

Our seminar theme is the histo~ and representation of capital, capitalism and/or the French capital as a 
economic center in French modernity, defined in economic terms by the rise of a society dominated by market 
institutions in a period from the seventeenth through the nineteenth century. The full description of our seminar 
can be found below, and at the following link: [!~t;):/iacla er~,        /par!s ca~,ta!’.~n~and modemibl 

Please also do not hesitate to contact us personally if you are interested. 

Best wishes, 
Andrew Billing (abt[!]~!~@!nt, cajester.cdu) and Juliette Cherbuliez 

Seminar Title: Paris, Capitalism and Modernity in France from the 17th through the 19th centuries 

The theme of this seminar is the history and representation of capital, capitalism and/or the French capital as a 
economic center in French modernity, defined in economic terms by the rise of a society dominated by market 
institutions in a period from the seventeenth through the nineteenth century. Padicipants are invited to take as 
points of departure Walter Benjamin’s famous nomination of Paris as the "capital of the nineteenth century" in 
view of its phantasmagoric celebration of market society and commodity fetishism, and Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau’s well known description in "La Nouvelle H~lNse" of the French capital as "the city in the world in 
which fortunes are most unequal, and in which reign at the same time the most sumptuous elegance and the 
most deplorable misery." Both Rousseau and Benjamin identify a Pads simultaneously exemplary and 
exceptional as a site for the concenbation of wealth and economic power and the display of commodification 
and inequality. Our panel will explore or contest this and other specificities of Paris and French capitalism in 
modernity. 

We welcome proposals that engage with literary and aesthetic representations of capital, capitalism and/or the 
French capital, e.g. Moli¢re, Rousseau, Mercier, and Balzac; with French economic thought as elaborated in 
diverse modes throughout this period from the physiocrats through Fourier, Saint-Simon, Bastiat and 
Proudhon; and with the contestation of capital and capitalism dudng the Revolution, the Commune and other 
significant historical moments. Panelists are also encouraged to explo~e economic relations and exchange 
between Paris and France’s colonies during this period. 



Andrew Billing, 
Assistant Professor, 
Department of French and Francophone Studies 
Macalester College 
1600 Grand Ave 
St Paul, MN 55105 
(65 I) 696-6306 



From: Jay SmRh [maJlt o ia ?smit h @em all unc edu] 



Fram~ lay Sm~h [maJlt o ia ysmit h @em all unc edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:09 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Re: Schooled 

Good question for which I don’t have an answer MatT might know She has handled most of the organizing 
On 10/14/13 1:07 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

Jay, I u nfoCcunately will miss the screening next week because I will be out of town. Do you know if the 

panel discussion following the screening will be made available via live streaming or recorded and posted 

on the web later? I would very much like to watch the panel discussion, and I am sure there are others who 

would, too. 

Univc, rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Supl~ort Program for Student Athletes 

I.oudcrlnilk Center for Excellence 
3:11 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Ch{~l~el IIill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962 2237 
C                 I F(919) 962 8217 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 4:07 PM 

@gmail corn> 

draft intro 

MA Section - Introduction docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 7:59 PM 

George S Baroff<       ~bellsouth net> 

Re: [thearg] revised statement 

George--I’ve been longing to make that argument for two years, and will be ready (MatT Willingham and I will 
make it explicit in the book we’re writing) -Jay 
On 10/14/13 5:42 PM, George S Baroffwrote: 

Be ready to defend, if necessal’y, our insistence on limiting admission to academically-prepared 
students by stressing its centrality to the abuses of concern 
George 

<Draft 2 ARG statement on the occasion of the Miami game.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:00 PM 

Anthony J Vogt < ~eatthlink net> 

Re: DTH 

Thanks, Anthony The comments at the DTH web site aren’t too encouraging (to say the least!), but I do believe 
we’re hitting some big issues in that piece -Jay 
On I 0/14/13 7:58 PM, Anthony J Vogt wrote: 

Jay, 

Your column in the DTH today is first rate, and issues it addresses will, I think, receive more and 

more attention at UNC and beyond, due to the column. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:47 PM 

~physics unc edu> 
Re: The True Cost of Football 

go But I dofft tNltk it will lmppen in out lifetimes, alas -Ja) 
On 10/14/13 5:37 PM.            wrote: 

> I hope you stdl lemen~ber me I audited and enjoyed one of your 

> 1 flfitlk you lilt the tlad on the head with your lecent article It 
> sbows tbat tbe football plavet~ m~d otber pardcipm~ts in big time 
> college sports ale asked to do do fl~e almost impossible Tbe~e seems 

> out of division 1 in all sports I know tlmt would ~ot please mare" 
> alumni, faculty and staff, but Chicago did il and Ihcy have su~ived 
> Holdcn Thorp did il by moving Io Washblglon UniverSily Of course I 

> Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, October 14, 2013 9:51 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 
Re: The True Cost of Football 

Lew--certainly true The intensity of the hate, and the intransigence of the legions of the mindless, are 
never’heless staggming 
On 10/14/13 9:31 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

Jay, I saw the usual ad hominem, specious comments on the DTH site, so it’s good to get this type 
of feedback One of my students said she was happy to see these points raised Another said that 
the piece prompted her, for the first time, to consider football from the perspective of the players 
These types of comments mean much more than the angry, empty points made by many critics, I 
am sure you agree 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:The True Cost of Football 

Date:Men, 14 Oct 2013 17:37:59 -0400 

I hope you still remei~er me. I audited and enjoyed one of your 
French History classes a long time ago. 
I think you hit the nail on the head with your recent article. It shows 
that the football players and other participants in big time college 
sports are asked to do do the almost impossible. There seems to be no 
way to continue on the present path. I think we should drop out of 
division i in all sports.    I know that would not please many alurrmi, 
faculty and staff, but Chicago did it and they have survived. Holden 
Thorp did it by moving to Washington University. Of course I can say 
this because I am retired. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:07 AM 

Matthew Andrews <~ ~mac corn> 

habimal liar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:13 AM 

Melinda Manning < @gmail corn> 
Hurt 

ClmstJ Hurt? Tbe U nivet~its’, in its ilffilfite wisdom, displa) s no email 

Womeffs Center page, but rm not 100% sine sbe uses fltat sane address 
am’mo~e I watt to fill bet ear about fire "Carolitm Blues" -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:52 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Book Question 

Daniel Morner, "Les origines intellectuelles de la Rev Fr" 
On                                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I had a question about one of the books you mentioned yesterday You mentioned a work on the 
intellectual origins of the French Revolution, and I must have written the name wrong I have 
’Mourner’ written down but can’t seem to find any book by that author having to do with the 
Revolution or History Do you happen to remember which one it was that I’m thinking oil? 

Thanks, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:53 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Book Question 

-it occurs to me that two other obvious entries for your "Enlightenment and the origins of ideas" 
footnote would be Peter Gay’s The Enlightunment and Pagden’s new book that we’ll be reading later this 
semester -Jay 
On                                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I had a question about one of the books you mentioned yesterday You mentioned a work on the 
intellectual origins of the French Revolution, and I must have written the name wrong I have 
’Mourner’ written down but can’t seem to find any book by that author having to do with the 
Revolution or History Do you happen to remember which one it was that I’m thinking ot’? 

Thanks, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               4:05 PM 

~hntmail corn> 
Re: Adam Powell’s response to your letter 

Interesting, and thanks for pointing it out (And thanks for being civil) I have to say--it’s a mish-mash of non- 
sequiturs, contradicto~T statements and beside-the-point throw away lines, but I certainly sense tbe guy’s 
passion Too bad he’s blind to reality, but he’s passionate aMght 
On                                wrote: 

Jay, 

I have been following your public comments regarding U-NC athletics closely and I admire your 
effort to have your voice heard Although I disagree with about 99% of the things you say and the 
way you feel about athletes at U-NC, especially football, I respect your opinion 

With that being said, Adam Powell, from Tar Heel Illustrated wrote a response to your recent letter 
that was published in the DTH If you haven’t had an opportunity to read his comments, here is tbe 
link: hl~p:ii,~/~r~f~c~lrolir~a ri~,~ds col~Licontent asp?( JE~: 156~9’,~ t As a former college football 
player, I have to say that I agree wholeheattedly with Adam’s thoughts and comments 

Obviously, you don’t owe me a response to tbis e-mail But, if you have the time, I would love to 
hear any comments that you might have to this article Have a great week and Go ’Heels! 



A faculty statement on the occasion of the UNC-Miami game, Oct. 17, 2013. 

In the wake of a destructive athletic scandal that has attracted much harmful 
publicity, the University of North Carolina should use the platform of this nationally 
televised game to reaffirm its core values and to lead by example in the effort to 
reform the big-time sport enterprise. 

Members of UNC’s Athletic Reform Group, driven by the sroup’s call for institutional 

openness, educational responsibility, and consistency in the University’s mission, urge 

bold action on the following issues: 

Reaffirmation of Academic Standards 
It is prejudicial and exploitative for the University to admit athletes whose physical 
talents will prove valuable to a team, but whose level of academic preparation will 

leave them unlikely to perform well in the classroom. The practice of admitting 
athletes with inadequate academic preparation is unfair to academically qualified 

students who are denied access to UNC classrooms, and it poses multiple threats to 
academic integrity. 

The University should refrain from admitting any athlete unprepared for college 
work. 

Appropriate Compensation 
The prospect of paying college athletes tbr their labors remains controversial and is 
unlikely to lead to a national consensus in the near future. In the meantime, fair 

compensation for the University’s athletes must include, at minimum, a bona fide 
University education filled with the measurable learning experiences typical of an 

undergraduate education at UNC and provision for the long-term health and safety 
of athletes put regularly at risk on UNC playing fields. 

The University should affirm the validity of the scholarship agreement by attaching 
the Provost’s signature to the contract, and it should commit itself to covering the 
long-term health care needs of players who suffer injuries as a result of their 

participation on UNC sports teams. 

Athletes’ Rights 
Given arbitrary and capricious adjudications by the NCAA, UNC should work to 

assure all athletes the full enjoyment of their legal, civil, and economic rights as 
adult citizens of the United States. "No freedom shall be abridged because of athletic 
status," as one civil rights historian has succinctly stated. 

The University should dedicate itself to increasing athletes’ participation 
in the exchange of ideas that characterizes University life, and it should insist that 

athletes’ representatives have voting rights on governance bodies of the ACC and 
the NCAA. 



Contacts: 
Jay M. Smith/iavsmith(a~email,unc,edu, 

Lewis Margolis (lew mar~olis(a~unc,edu) 
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participation on UNC sports teams. 

Athletes’ Rights 
Given arbitrary and capricious adjudications by the NCAA, UNC should work to 

assure all athletes the full enjoyment of their legal, civil, and economic rights as 
adult citizens of the United States. "No freedom shall be abridged because of athletic 
status," as one civil rights historian has succinctly stated. 

The University should dedicate itself to increasing athletes’ participation 
in the exchange of ideas that characterizes University life, and it should insist that 

athletes’ representatives have voting rights on governance bodies of the ACC and 
the NCAA. 



Contacts: 
Jay M. Smith/iavsmith(a~email,unc,edu, 
Lewis Margolis (lew mar~olis(a~unc,edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:12 PM 

Joe Nocera @gmail corn> 

faculty document 

Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game docx 

Joe--just FYI, hem’s a facubs" statement we’ve released on the occasion 
of tbe Thursda) football gmne bePa een U NC mid Miami We aimed for 

Jay Smilll 



A faculty statement on the occasion of the UNC-Miami game, Oct. 17, 2013. 

In the wake of a destructive athletic scandal that has attracted much harmful 
publicity, the University of North Carolina should use the platform of this nationally 
televised game to reaffirm its core values and to lead by example in the effort to 
reform the big-time sport enterprise. 

Members of UNC’s Athletic Reform Group, driven by the sroup’s call for institutional 

openness, educational responsibility, and consistency in the University’s mission, urge 

bold action on the following issues: 

Reaffirmation of Academic Standards 
It is prejudicial and exploitative for the University to admit athletes whose physical 
talents will prove valuable to a team, but whose level of academic preparation will 

leave them unlikely to perform well in the classroom. The practice of admitting 
athletes with inadequate academic preparation is unfair to academically qualified 

students who are denied access to UNC classrooms, and it poses multiple threats to 
academic integrity. 

The University should refrain from admitting any athlete unprepared for college 
work. 

Appropriate Compensation 
The prospect of paying college athletes tbr their labors remains controversial and is 
unlikely to lead to a national consensus in the near future. In the meantime, fair 

compensation for the University’s athletes must include, at minimum, a bona fide 
University education filled with the measurable learning experiences typical of an 

undergraduate education at UNC and provision for the long-term health and safety 
of athletes put regularly at risk on UNC playing fields. 

The University should affirm the validity of the scholarship agreement by attaching 
the Provost’s signature to the contract, and it should commit itself to covering the 
long-term health care needs of players who suffer injuries as a result of their 

participation on UNC sports teams. 

Athletes’ Rights 
Given arbitrary and capricious adjudications by the NCAA, UNC should work to 

assure all athletes the full enjoyment of their legal, civil, and economic rights as 
adult citizens of the United States. "No freedom shall be abridged because of athletic 
status," as one civil rights historian has succinctly stated. 

The University should dedicate itself to increasing athletes’ participation 
in the exchange of ideas that characterizes University life, and it should insist that 

athletes’ representatives have voting rights on governance bodies of the ACC and 
the NCAA. 



Contacts: 
Jay M. Smith/iavsmith(a~email,unc,edu 

Lewis Margolis (lew mar~olis(a~unc,edu) 





..... 06ginal Mcsgtgc ..... 

From Wilhn~l/a~K Mal5 C 

Senl Wednes/l~x. October 16, 2013401 I’M 



Senl: Wednesday. At~gt~st 28. 2013734 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:51 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] DIH over the deep end 

Lew--I agree I’ve asked                            to tell me wbo is 
rcsponsibl¢ for these ¢mbarrassing ¢dllorials II" she won’t tell me al 
leasl I’ve told her how cmbam~ssing I consider tbcm to be Truly 
cmbam~ssing (As il’Bubba had ghost-w~ilcn thcln) -Jay 
On 10:38 PM, Margolis. Lewis wrolc: 
> The let/or by tb¢ individiml conccms me I¢ss Ihan Ihis ¢dllorial The 
> individual let/or w~ilcr is simply misinl’onncd Th¢ editorial board is 
> nai~¢ and nol doing ll~cirjoumalisbc jobs hl¢resbngly, when I 

> malv about the weala~ess of tbe football editorial earlier in tbe week 
> She readily agreed wifl~ me, so fltis new editorial is a surprise 

> On 7:55 PM, "Jay Slmth" <j a?. smllh?1 emall uric edu> wrote: 

>> click bere: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 9:24 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: holy moly 

Thanks for the very full response I’ll look them up mysel£ No need for us to meet Keep up the good work 
On                                    wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

As always I appreciate hearing from you about important issues that affect the University As to the 
editorial board, I have been frustrated throughout this year with their lack of creativity, articulation 
of subjects and willingness to thoroughly research those subjects It’s been addressed daily and I 
have also pulled nmnerous pieces prior to print, we must and will see better work fi-om that part of 
the paper However, in our edits I believe we can and should compile the different t~acts and at 
times take into consideration the mood and reflection of campus and student voices that are not 
necessarily in the stories For any editorial piece, the opinion may or may not correlate with the 
views that were presented in the article it is based on In addition to my duties        I am 
technically pa~ of the editorial board, but we have a separate opinion desk that is composed of nine 
editorial board members and two opinion co-editors, and it is that team’s sole job to write editorials 
The entire staffis listed at the top of eve~?z printed DTH opinion page, and the editors can be found 
on our website Unfortunately not all opinions will be agreeable to every reader, but they should be 
executed well, and I agree that this editorial particularly did not accomplish that I hope I have 
addressed your concerns and please let me know if you’d like to discuss this further 

Best 

On Wed, at 10:49 PM, Jay Smith <ia2~mi*h(<era,d~ t*oc~0~> wrote: 

No need to respond if you feel that you can’t, but I just thought you should know that many of 
my colleagues and I are reacting in disbelief to the editorials now being written by DTH staff 
They are so athletics-friendly that they approach parody Who in the world is writing these 
things? This latest, urging UNC to follow the Oregon example so as to maximize recruiting, is 
one of the most embarrassing editorials I’ve seen from the DTH in years Again I ask: who is 
responsible for this? (I’m serious Can I have names?) 

The Daily Tar Heel I d,~]vta_rflccl corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 12:13 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Re: Fwd: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Ma~ay--rve come to a decision on the game tonight I just can’t do it I hate to sound so beaten and cowardly, but 
really--I’m just feeling a little activism fatigue this week Putting myself out there in fi-ont of the mindless face- 
painting fans, in order to hear their mindless abuse, after all the energy I already expended this week, just seems 
a bit too much And I’m just not persuaded that it would be wor’h the time and energy 

was fine with my doing it (she had no intention of going near Kenan stadium), but in the end I just don’t 
have the energy reserves Pathetic, I know -Jay 
On 10/17/13 I 1:28 AM, Willingham, Mat?~ C wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brad Wolverton <brad wolve~.on~.chro~icle corn> 
Date: October 17, 2013 at I 1:17:47 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Ma~ C" <n~wi[lingl~am@ur~c edn> 
Subject: RE: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Really glad you passed this along I might write something up on it, combined with the 
faculty meeting a week or so ago 

Thanks, and please keep this stuff coming I see UNC as an interesting case study of 
reform in college athletics 

Brad 

Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

202-466-1226 (office); 202-557-8691 (cell) 
@bradwolverton 

From: Willingham, Ma~’y C [tnwil!mv,ha~rl~?unc edu 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Brad Wolverton 
Subject: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Brad, 
I thought that you might like to see this statement Regards, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 12:25 PM 

Brad Wolverton <brad wolverton@chronicle corn> 

Re: athletics reform work 

Brad--certainly Not copying you on my email was simply a boneheaded oversight on my part Not the first and 
probably not the last[ I’ll be sure to keep you in the loop in the future 

Jay 
On 10/17/13 12:20 PM, Brad Wolverton wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I’ve been meaning to reach out to you about your work on athletics reforn~ at UNC I was actually 
planning to write a piece about the recent faculty discussions, as I’ve heard there’s a lot of energy 
around improving the special admissions process and other areas 

I would still like to dive into this a bit deeper, but have another piece that’s taking my attention right 
now 

I would also like to ask that you consider including me in your distribution of any statements or 

updates to your work I got a copy of your reform group’s statement this morning, but I see that one 
of my competitors has already written about it 

Thanks for considering, and I look fol~-ard to talking soon 

Best, 
Brad 

Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 
202-466-1226 (office); 
@bradwolverton 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 6:22 PM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu> 
athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] kids can be annoying 

Rudi--you shall be denied admission to future ARG meetings unless you are adorned with a whip and an Indiana 
Jones-style hat 

You and Sylvia can decide who rides in the side car of the awesome anthropologist motorcycle 
On I 0/18/13 12:29 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Given my recent gru mpiness about the renaming of all the regular varsity sports here as "Olympic," I had to 

share the following exchange between my daughter and me at the breakfast table this 

morning: 

: What do you think is the best team of the Olympic sports at UNC? 

Rudi: {First thought: they are NOT Olympic sports! Second thought: Christ, even fifth graders are completely 

on board with the NCAA’s messaging, Third thought: does not need a jerk for a Dad...)...[pause]... 

Women’s soccer 

: I agree. They have won everything. 

Rudi: Yeah, but a real Olympic team would crush them. 

: Dub, they get the best players from all over the country. 

I will now work on herto see me in a Hollywood discipline 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Depadment of Anthropology 
CB 3115, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
(919) 843-8978 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 61803888b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf&n T&I thear~&o 33740972 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33740972- 
61803888 b835e6061 c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4e I f~,li stse~w- unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 7:44 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re:              feedback 

It reads fine to me The only suggestion I would have is that you eliminate some of the "I will"s and restate what 
you’ll accomplish by asserting new interpretations of material There’s a little too much first person 

As for what the      expects--as I mentioned, I have little to no idea myself None of my students have won 
in, most have not even applied for it I did not apply for it in the ’80s So there’s no track record But your 

angle should get their attention, I would think 
On wrote: 

DearJa~ 

Can I please get your feedback on the you know, soonish? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 8:59 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Exam and Tuesday 

-on rereading your question, I think I need to restate my answer to you The idea is that you will write 
two separate essays It’s probably best to separate them (# I, #2) with a few lines or some other obvious break 
On                           wrote: 

Good Evening Sir, 

I hope your weekend has been going well. I just had one question in regards to the take home 

midterm that you posted today, and I apologize if it seems somewhat obvious. I just wanted to 

clarifl/if in fact both of our responses to the questions can be completely separate from one 

another? By that I mean once we have written what we believe to be a sufficient response for the 

first question is it ok for us to in essence just launch into the second response with no transition 

between the two? 

Respectfully Submitted, 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 

OK, your take-home midterm is now posted to Sakai, under Exam materials.’ Also, in preparation 
for our discussion on Tuesday, please consider these questions: 
Z. Was the Parisian ’crowd" irrational or logical? 

2. What was the attitude of the authorities toward the ’people of the street’? 

3. Did "public opinion" factor into the events of :17507 If so, how? 
4, Describe the authors’ storytelling strategy, 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 

"HIST site, To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 

h!$T 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja3 Smitl~ ~ia} smitl~ a~email unc cdu> 

MondaY, October2l. 2013 3:11 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmflctch a~email unc cdu> 

Re: [tl~earg] ARG and APU 

Yes--according to the ESPN piece that Jonathan Weiler sent out tltls afternoon 
On 10/21/13 2:38 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, O~tober 21, 2013 2:37 PM 

To: Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject: Re: Ethearg] ARG and APU 

Yes, Miles Vca) interesting It would bc good to know whether fl~c Grmnbling action was inspired h~ part 
by APU But since the pla3 crs are under a gag order I suppose we ma3 never l, mow 
On 10/21/13 10:18 AM. Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:01 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Cc: athletics reform group 
Subject: Re: Ethearg] ARG and APU 

Wow How exciting I’m watching the game, and I’ve not actually seen the APU anywhere, but 
I haven’t really been looking eitl~cr 

Whetl~er tl~ey do it or not--tl~ere was evidently some indication, from somewhere, that players 
were paying attention to the APU movement m~d also to our statement I tlfink that’s very 
exciting 
On 10/17/13 9:18 PM, SOUTHALL, RICHARD wrote: 

Thought I’d pass this along h~ case you had not seen it 

Richard 

http://~ ww usatodav con~/stop,/sports/ncaaf/acc/2013/lO/17/thursda~-ni~ht- 
colle qe- football-no rth-carolina-tar-heels-miami-apu-all-plave rs-united/3004963/ 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Reseamh Institute 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 



University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803777-5550 
Cell: 
Email: southall a hrsm sc cdu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 22-26 2014 www csficonfcrcncc or~ 

You are currently subscribed to tbearg as: iavsmitb~a email unc edu 

To unsubscribc click here: http://lists uric cdu/u? 
id 61803888b835c6061c75aagb2cd73bd5f5ff4clf&n T&I thcar~&o 33738728 

(It ma? bc ncccssar? to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leax e-33738728- 
61803888 b835e6061 c75 aa9b2ed73bd5 f5 ff4e I f’alistserv unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to tbearg as: wmfletch ~a/,email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 61803871 0bbl38dcd41799c4f64c5dagc69f3ad7&n T&I thcar~&o 33738787 

(It ma5 be ncccssar? to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leax e-33738787- 
61803871 0bb 138ded41799e4 f64e 5 da9e69t’3ad7 ~a/,listset~ unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 3:34 PM 

~gmail corn> 

draft 

MA Section - More IR and the Machiavellian hnage docx 

See attached See you shortl? .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 I I: 16 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST 

On 

-How about Friday at 12:30? That would work very well for me 
wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I have class from 9:30-1:45 today, so I will not be able to make your office hours Here’s my 
availability during the week Hopefully there’s a time that you’re available[ 

Tuesday/Thursday: 1:45-3:00 & after 6:30PM (if you’d like to grab coffee) 
Wednesday: After 2:30 
Friday: before 3:00PM 

--I have regular office hours today, 10-12 A grad student will be coming in for about a half 
hour somewhere in there, but otherwise it should be pretty open Let me know if these hours are a 
problem 

JS 
On 

Hi Professor Smith! 

l realized that I didn’t tun~ in my forth think piece last week There has boon a lot going on and l 
forgot to turn it into you at the end of class Also, [ was hoping to make ml appoinlment with 5ou to 
go over my. midterm mtd discuss a few things going on outside of class that are affecting my 
participation and success Looking fore ard to discussing 11w ~lnishing Children qf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 10:21 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Short Response Essay 

ok 
On wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I have been working through two take home tests, studying for an in class test as well as writing a 
10 page paper This last week I have been struggling with various health problems I know this is 
incredibly last minute but may I have an extension until the next class to write my short response? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 3 : 15 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Take Home Midterm 

¯ -glad to hear that you’re struggling That’s usually a good sign (Cruel as it sounds) I will have a little time 
tomorrow, either at 12:30 (I have a meeting at I) or around 3 Would that work? If not, I might be able to 
squeeze you in for 15 minutes Monday at about 3:45 You know that I have regular hours at I 0-12 on 
Tuesdays Hope one of these will work -JS 
On                                       wrote: 

Hi Prof. Smith: 

I have been brainstorming for these two take-home essays for the past few of days and I am 

having a lot of trouble coming up with a thesis that I am confident in. I was wondering if I could 

see at you at some point soon to discuss my ideas. I feel like talking it through would be beneficial. 

Let me know if you have any available times to chat. 

Thanks, 

UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, , Class of 



Henry, 

It was nice to see you today I forgot to nlention that I have written a nd proposed a developmental reading course to the School of 

Education with the support of our Faculty Chair So far, no response, although they showed an initial interest in the idea I have also been 

asked to be par[ of a literacy proJect with the Bill Friday legacy fund/progra m Hopefully I ca n return to h elping some of these guys too 

My brain is tied up right now with the Documenta~f screening tomorrow night very nerve racking. Below is an article about the film 

See you soon. Mary 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smifll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 9:02 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Mine de Pompadour 

Kaiser, Madame de Pompadour pdf; 309 Syllabus Fall 2013 docx 

Nicole--I wonder if I could ask a big favor? I ma3 be detained tomorrow 

fire class 

I could probably I¢1 you know by I 1 or I 1:30 whether I’d need you Io 
fill in If so, r[1 pay you back with hmch and HI substitute for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               7:52 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST    Take-home 

-I don’t have the text in front of me, and would need to double check Labb~’s role, but I’m pretty sure 
he was not part of the local Paris police force (a kind of militia), but was working on behalf of the Inspector 
General of Police who reported to Versailles He was somewhere in the chain of police that reported back to 
Versailles (and was regarded as alien by Parisians)--either an agent of the Inspector or an oft-used informer 
himself He probably lived in Paris, almost surely, but his official role made him suspect 

rll look this up later today 

On         7:56 PM, 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

I am working on my take-home and wanted to make sure I had everything straight in my head. In 

"Vanishing Children" are the citizens just concerned with attacking the constables or are they 

attacking other types of police positions? I remembered we talked about in class about how 

Labbe was singled out for being an informer. What exactly were the roles of 

constables/informers? Did the constables act as a par~ of the community when not doing their 

jobs? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: ppt 

Attach: Pompadour pi× pptx 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                10:46 AM 

~live unc edu> 

¯ -Heie at~ a few pL’¢ you migbt use (The class saw the 

with some volumes ) Sanmel Bernard was a vet5 powerful fumncier--~md 
fire itffluence of people like Bernard was one thing people t~sented about 

Maybe you lmve better pictures in nfind, mtd tlmt’s free Just in case 
you wmtted some illustratio~ts 



On 

On 

UNC’s Graduatio[i Success Pate for st udent~t hletes exceeding the [lational average. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:28 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST    Take-home 

-so, whew, I finally had a chance to look at my text again Yes indeed, Labbd was a constable who 
reported to inspectors and ultimately to the Lieutenant General Berqcer The *other* police were the 
Commissioners who were rooted in the city and respected So when the people of Paris expressed frustration 
with the police, it was with Ber~Ter, inspectors, constables, and the various informers they all used 

You might look at pp 48-50 for more details 
On                                  wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

I am working on my take-home and wanted to make sure I had everything straight in my head. In 

"Vanishing Children" are the citizens just concerned with attacking the constables or are they 

attacking other types of police positions? I remembered we talked about in class about how 

Labbe was singled out for being an informer. What exactly were the roles of 

constables/informers? Did the constables act as a par~ of the community when not doing their 

jobs? 

Thankyou, 



On 

Date: at 34655 PM EDT 

On, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:47 PM 

~live unc edu>; 

first shot 

MA Rough Draft complete docx 

~gmail corn 

--1 should get the whole thing lead by tomorrow AM, but I thought 

concht sio~ si~ce you wet~ most concerned about those The big thtng is 
that you need to modulate your discussion of Leib~z Good work, and 

PS--wNch entail should I use for you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 8:26 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: Summer Session I 

Thank you Couldn’t be happier 
On 

Dear Professor Smith: 

In response to your request, we have assigned you Hist    History of Western Civilization I and Hist 310 

French Revolution for Summer School Session I. We have scheduled the course to meet at 1:15-2:45 and 

9:45-11:15 respectively. Please let us know if this teaching assignment is acceptable. 

Thanks very much. 

Fitz Brundage 

w. Fitzhugh Brundage 

Chair, Department of History 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall CB #3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-9824 

brundage@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:20 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: first shot 

MA Rough Draft complete docx 

See attached Lots of new comments (including one in the concluding section) We’ll talk soon .... 

Jay 
On 8:55 AM, wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I j ust wanted to say thanks for the comments Both of my emails go to the same account (which is 
why sometimes it is sent from one and sometimes from the other) So whichever you prefer works 
It doesn’t really make a difference 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, at 5:46 PM, Jay Smith <j~:~:..~#~L~r~A!a]t~unc c~I> wrote: 
¯ -I should get the whole thing read by tomorrow AM, but I thought I’d go ahead and send 

it back now with comments just on the intro and conclusion, since you were most concerned 

about those The big thing is that you need to modulate your discussion of Leibniz Good work, 
and I’ll see you tomorrow .... 

PS--which email should I use for you? 

Histo~’y Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina ~t Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:23 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] DTH sto~ay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:25 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Take Home Test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 3 I, 2013 3:43 PM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: ESPN Article 

Hey, club sports count You still get to call yourself a student-athlete I have fond memories of seeing Slapshot 
(alas, I never learned to skate) in 1975 I think that was the year I was beginning my illustrious soccer career 
that year, as I recall I was one of the greatest backup goalies ever 
On 10/31/13 3:35 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Noid on, hold on, I was a jo~3rneyrnan right wing skater and plesident of the Carolina ice hockey dub and 

[ sacceeded Oily Ames in that role= Neither of us were particularly good, However, we could be counted 

on to be responsible enough to hold on to the gate receipts from our games at the Danie! Boone !ce 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:24 PM 
TO: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
Subject: Re: FW: ESPN Article 

Thanks, Rudi. Glad you spoke with him. You were much more measured than I would have been. (I would 
have said: Carolina Way? Pshaw! Never was such a thing[) Hey, I didn’t realize you were a) a UNC grad (is 
that right?) and b) a former "student-athlete" yourself. At UNC? Shoot, you should be on that Jim Dean 

committee. We have to find a way to leverage your status as an alumnus/former athlete .... 

On 10/31/13 3:06 PM, Colloredo Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

http://espn.go.com/mens-college-basket ball/story/ /id/9901476/north-carolina-erosion- 
carolina way 

From: Ames Jr., Oliver [maJlto:ames~casneredwards.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf 3 
Su~ect: ESPN Article 

I saw the article in which you were interviewed on ESPN.com (thanks to a heads up from Tod 

Perry), and just wanted to thank you for adding your voice to the movement to reform and 

re4ocus the athletic department at UNC. It has been embarrassing and extremely 

disappointing to see how far off track the basketball and football programs have gone and 



your reference to the Carolina Way shines the right light on the problem. I hope the new 

Chancellor is listening. 

I had one problem with the article though it failed to mention you were also a dedicated 

student-athlete! 

YITB and Go Heels! 

Oily 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 4:08 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hist    today 

Watch oul for the ghouls 
On wrote: 
> Happ3 Halloween 

> From: Ja? Slrtith <ja~’smith@email uric edu> 
> Scnl: Thursday,                12:12 PM 

> Sul~iect: Re: Hist today" 

> On         11:10 AM,                     wrote: 
>> Hi Dr Smidl, 

>> I jusl wanted to forewa]~l you thai I will not be attending class Ioda?, 

to my computer I could also drop by a lmN coD" to your office tomorrow as I am hoping to be on campus 

>> Tlmt~ks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  12:26 PM 

~)live unc edu> 
Re: About Diderot 

On       11:39 AM.        wrote: 
> Hello Pro fcssoK Ibis is                   I was wondering where and when you would like me Io lure in Ihe midlenn I a/lached 

> From: jay smilb~a email uric ¢du [jaysmilb~a ¢mail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Monda>, 8:20 ~ 
> Su~ect: About Diderot 

> From: Jay Smith 
> 
> Greelings: 

> As you read DidemlJs The Nun (and be sure Io look al Ihe sy I labus for Ihe page numbe~ I’ve assigned), Ihink in pa~icular aboul Ihe 
polilical messages Ihal Diderot may ha~e been communicating He was w~ling in 1760 Whal does he seem Io be saying about a) 

> Tlfis forty.deal message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Clmpel Hill Messages from the "HIST site To tepl? to tNs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:28 PM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu> 
Re: Wednesday’s meeting 

I’d be happy to circulate before if you think that’s best 
On I I/4/13 I : I 0 PM, Raleigh, Donald J wrote: 

Jay, Should we circulate our contribution to the committee report before 3 PM on Wednesday or 
circulate it there? My best, Don 

Donald J. Raleigh 

Jay Richard ludson Distinguished Professor 

Department of History, CB#3195 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Telephone: {office: 919 962 8077; home: 

dir@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                2:21 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Nuns 

I wish I’d Ihought ol’lhat myself 
On wrote: 
> Coltldn’l kct this opportunily go by ~ilholtl mcnlioning: if Ihe convent at Arpaj on is Castle Anlhrax and Ihc Molher Superior is Zool. 
flint nmkes Suzamle the equivalent of the imtocent, oblivious Sh G~lalmd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 12:22 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: Article by           in DTH 

Willis--yes, he has said this repeatedly, and in public There are "special admits" (virtually everyone) and there 
are "committee cases" (averaging between 15-25 per year over the past 10 years) 

I agree with your assessment of the man He’s a snake oil salesman extraordinaire And he’s TOTALLY in the 
tank for the athletics dept -Jay 
On I 1:51 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

So eve[y ath!ete is a ’special admit’?! 

Farmer’s adrnisdon to you sounds like a crirne/honol code vioJation: knowingly to use fNse data is wolth 

telling somebody, starting with the Chance!lot. Can you verify what i~e told you by any available 

He really scared rue at that meeting with a combination of self deprecating intro statements followed by 

impassioned confidence!rectitude in what he does. And he convinces a !or of folks--in that ~oom alone. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:~3 AN 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: Article by in DTH 

Willis yes, this is typical Farmer legerdemain. ALL 160 athletes admitted each year are "special admits" 

because they have special athletic talents. (There are, in addition, a handful who would have gotten in on 

their own academic merits, but the numbers are quite small.) 

The number 14 is the number they’re claiming, for this year, had to be vetted by the "committee case" 

committee. There’s so much hidden in that num ber, of cou rse. How many others were ju st *barely* above 

whatever bar they set for this 147 What were the average SAT scores of this 147 On the basis of what 

calculations have they projected a GPA under 2.3? [Farmer admitted to me last year that they’re still using 

the grades earned in paper courses as part of the GPA’s of their "successful" committee cases since 2006.] 

And...at this grade-inflation haven, do we have any business admitting someone who is *projected* to 

have trouble earning a 2.0? Farmer is a master propagandist. He would have flourished under Stalin ..... 

Jay 

On Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Your piece in yesterday’s (Nov 5) DTH reported about a meeting related to athletics, and I 

have several questions raised by your article. You mention special talent admissions: do you 

have the number of such admissions--broken down by the three categories you mention 

(dramatic arts, music, and athletics)? You also cite "160 specially admitted athletes each 

year" (a figure I find really surprising because if that’s a ’normal’ annual figure it would mean 



that over four/five years we would have 80 per cent of our athletes in that category). Is that 

the right number? And were the 14 students predicted to have a GPA below 2.3 by UNC- 

Chapel Hill admissions standards or UNC-wide standards {e.~.~ UNC-Pembroke]? 

Finally, you mention that there will be another meeting of this group in two weeks: can you 

tell me when and where it will meet? 

I was su rprised that no one from the DTH covered the monthly meeting of the Faculty 

Committee on Athletics yesterday. That group examines is responsible for many more issues 

than the very important ’special admissions’ problems that you report. 

Willis Brooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 5:06 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: The Chronicle of Higher Education - UNC investigation 

Willis--just FYI, your name was one of about 8-10 that I gave the Chronicle reporter Don’t want you to think 
rm picking on you -Jay 
On I I/8/13 4:13 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Dear Lindsay, 

[ am sure that I would not be able to contribute anything substantive beyond what Jay Smith might sbare= 

I have been a co-signer of two letters to ou r former c ?ance[!or that might be of interest. One related to a 

Witi~ best wishes, 

From: lellis [mailto:Lindsav.Ellis(~chronide.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 1:54 PM 
TO: EWBrooks(~email.u n c.ed u 
Subject: The Chronicle of Higher Education - UNC inv~tigation 

DearProfessorBrooks, 

My name is Lindsay Ellis, and I am a reporter for the Chronicle of Higher Education. I am reaching out today 

because I am taking a look at the aftereffects of the African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

department investigation at UNC. Jay Smith had recommended I connect with you, as someone who has 

thought about the investigation. 

A co-reporter and I are coming to Chapel Hill on Monday, and we were wondering if you had any 

availability that afternoon. If so, I’d so appreciate you r time and help. Please let me know when you might 

be available. 

Lindsay 

Lindsay Ellis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                  9:54 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: HIST    Paper 

-I’m really packed on Monday Do you have time after class, late as it is? If not, I can probably find a few 
minutes after 3 -JS 
On wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Are you available this upcoming Monday to speak about paper topics? I apologize for the delay, 
but I have been swamped with quite a bit of work. 

Thank you for your time. 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   6:03 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: statement 

I hm-e mbmlar office hours 10-12, so awfi~ne in there 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   8:34 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Historiography Paper 

-this sounds fine 
On                                 wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Apologies for the delay in getting touch for with my list of proposed books for my historiography 
paper 

I’ve chosen three books that all investigate the institution of marriage (or the family) during periods 
of social, economic, and cultural change 

Suzanne Desan - lhe l’~m#ly on D’ial m Revohaionao’ l,hance 
Joel F Hamngton - Reordering Marrlag~ a~td 5oc~e~ m R~jbrmat~o~t G~rmar0 
Joanne Bailey - lbtquiet Live.s: Marriage andMarriage Breakdou’tts itt L)tglan~ 1660-1800 

While these books differ most obviously in their geographic and temporal scopes, I’m interested in 
how the authors implement different methodologies, sources, and approaches to study the marriage 
and the family I’m also interested in how the authors fi-ame their arguments in the context of the 
broader historiographies 

If you have any suggestions or concerns about these books, please let me know 

Best wishes, 

Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   9:17 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Encyclopedia Assignment 

I’ll send an email 
On wrote: 

Hey Professor Smith, 
Is it possible for you to post the encyclopedia project assignment details on Sakai? I’m having trouble 
finding it if its already posted, but I did find the topic suggestions. 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 
B.A. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:08 AM 

lellis <Lindsay Ellis@chronicle corn> 
Re: Chronicle of Higher Education piece 

Lindsay --nol looking good Rcg Hildebrand says "oilier people" would b¢ 

(If I nmy, all the saine, I’d like to ask that you tt) to refrain from 

fllere--l’m going to have to live on tiffs cmnpus for the fmeseeable 
futme! On the other Nmd, I don’t care at all k[" 1 come across as 
critical of the U adnfimstt-ation, or even its facults" leadership ) 

Ja? 

On I 1/12/13 7:55 AM, Icllis wmle: 

> Lindsay 

> From: Jay Smilh [iaysmilh~aemail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Monda?, November 11, 2013 9:18 PM 
> TO: l¢llis 
> Sul~iect: Re: Chromcle of Higher Education piece 

> Lindsay--I entailed Kmmeth Jatiken and Reg Hddebrand Will let you kmow 

> On 11/11/13 10:50 AM, lellis wrote: 
>> Hello agahl-- 

>> Looking fore at~l to fltis aften~oon[ Just wanted to let you la~ow that Pll be with a fellow reporter; Robin Wilson We’ll see you in 
your office laler Ioday ! 

>> Lindsa? 

>> From: Ja? Smith Ijavsntith~aemail m~c edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, Novemhar 08, 2013 8:12 AM 
>> To: lelha 
>> Subjecl: Re: Chronicle of Higher Educa/ion piece 

>> Lindsay--dml’s great l’m delighled Iha/Ih¢y’r¢ finally opening up l’m in Hamillon Hall 564 1’11 be wailing for you -Jay 
>> O111 I/7/13 5:01 PM, lellis wml¢: 
>> Hi 

>> I haven’t written the piece, but since facuh~ members in the AF&M department have agreed to speak with us, I imagine fl~eir 

>> ReaR3" looking forwmd to speakhlg nex~t week 

>> Lindsa? 

>> Smut: Thut~da?, November 07, 2013 11:45 AM 
>> To: lelha 
>> Subjecl: Re: Chronicle of Higher Educa/ion piece 

>> Lmdsw--MondW is pmW bus?, but I can probably squeeze you in (lhn glad you’re still wmMng--rd be interested to hear what 



you’re planning Io use from me. aclually I’m sill[ anxious nol Io o flhnd my AFAM colleagues unduly ) In Ihc bcsl of all possible 
worlds, I would meet wiflt you. around 3:30 in ~m." office ff that doesfft work, let me know -Ja) 
>/On 11/7/13 1115 AM. lelhs xxrote 
>> Dear Pro fcssor Smdh. 

>> M) ~ame is Lhtdsa¥ El[is, and I’m the Chromcle of Higher Education ~eporter you spoke with a few weeks ago about t[ie 
htvestigation into t[ie African and African Ameficmt studies department and fire effects of fltat im’estigation on t[ie facults" at U N C 
>> 
>> M) editor actuall) just told me that I’m going to get to go to Chapel Hill to report more of fire piece, and I’d love to speak with you 

chat ag~i~k so please let me know/[’you’d be free 

>> Lindsay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:47 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Those final projects 

-this is not something to wonT about, I assure you It must have something to do with the renumbering of 
the course (it used to be known as     , which kicked in about a year ago The course lost none of its attributes 
through renmnbering, however I’ll email the registrar about it, but if necessaq¢ I can always write a letter to the 
CU~TiCulum dean to get this all straightened out -J S 
On                                     wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I just took a look at my Tar Heel Tracker this morning to make sure I was on track to finish my 

history major in the next three semesters when I noticed that your class was not included in all of 

my history classes. It did not show up as a >200 level class, or as something inside or outside of my 

Modern European concentration. It was recognized in the Gen Eds as a World Before 1750 class 

though, so I know it is in the system. I’ve emailed academic advising to see if I could get 

clarification, but no response as of 10:37. 

I know there is probably little you can do since this seems to be a registrar issue, but since I’m 

fairly sure this class is mostly populated by seniors and juniors, I thought you might want to make 

folks aware. 

See you in class, 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 

Hello: 
To remind you of the guidelines for the final Encyclopedia/Wikipedia projects: 

1. Length. They should run about J.200 words (that is, no more than about 4 pages of text.) 
2. Sources. I want you to focus on the stuff read/assigned in this course as you go about 

contextualizing your entry. You’re allowed to do a little background research if you feel you need 

to, but stay focused on our material. 
3. Purpose. If you write a Wikipedia entry (say, on "The Vanishing Children of Paris"), the purpose 

is to share with the world the significance of the item you’re writing on--why it’s historically 
important and/or illuminating~ With the Encyclopedia essay, the main purpose is to explain how 

the essay fits into the broader cultural and intellectual world of :18th-century France. What was 
the author’s argument or perspective? How did that argument/perspective reflect other things 

going on in the world between about :!.750 and $770? 
4. Due date: the last day of classes, 



This forwarded rnessase was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messases from the 
"H!ST             site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                   7:36 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: FW: [history-graduate] TA Assignments for 

time ABSOLUTELY go to Radding and complain You’ve had a mw deal fll 

> Do you kuow ff theie is al~ t hing I can do to switch in) assigmnent? I’m doing with and as lnuch as I hke 

spot, but I would like to TA for you one time befoie I leave, both to do sometlm~g I’m Panfihar with and so that you cm~ speak about 
m3 teaching when I apply for jobs 

Is it jusl a wasl¢ of time writing Io Radding? 

> Department of Histot?, 
> The Ulm-et~it~ of North Camlitm at Chapel Hill 

>From: bounce-33850792-69622924@hstser~-unc edu [bounce-33850792-69622924@listserv unc edu] on behalf of Cyntltia 
Radding [radding~(* email unc edul 
> Sent: Tuesda?, 4:02 PM 
> To: histoiy-gmduate 

> Sul~iect: [histoiy-graduate] TA Assigmnents for 

> Please see file atlached schedule of TA assigim~ents for We 

> witlfin the himtatiol~s as al~ a? s of budget, eitrollment piojeci~ons, m~d 
> the numhar of sludcnls to fill leaching and grading positions 

> Professor Radding 

> Cynthia Radding 
> Gusseithoven Disth~gmished Professor 
> Dir¢clor of Gmdua/e Sludies 

> Campus Box 3195 
> The Ulm-et~it~ of North Camlitm, Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, Norlh Carolina 27599-3195 
> 919 962-5057 
> Chapel Hdh North Carolhm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   11:53 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Seminar Paper 

-sorry for the ridiculous delay in answering I was in Mississippi to give a talk earlier in the week and I’ve 
been catching up ever since I got back It’s really too bad that Vovelle’s Pi~t~ baroque et ddchristianisation has 
never been translated Oh well 

The Schulmann book, which I don’t know, certainly sounds interesting Who published it? If it’s a University 
press book, rm sure it’s at least worthwhile, and since its title is squarely within your stated interests, I’d say you 
can probably add that to Gay and maybe Merrick (If you want a "foil" for the secularization theme, you could 
look at anything ever published by Dale Van Kley, who has stressed in his own work the transformative impact 
of Jansenist (distinctly non-secular, that is) thought in the 18th c Maybe a Van Kley a~icle? -Jay 
On                                       wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Have you given any additional thought to our conversation on my paper topics and any newer 

books on secularization and the Enlightenment? I found one newer text, but am unsure of its 

q uality. It is The Secular Contract: The Politics of Enlightenment by Alex Schulmann. It was written 

in 2011. Please let me know if you have another text in mind (other than the recommended Peter 

Gay, Karl Becker, Jeffrey Merrick, and Michel Vovelle) and I will get to work on the paper. 

Also, I did not find a History of Baroque Piety in English by Vovelle, but I did find The Revolution 
Against the Church: From Reason to Supreme Being by him. I don’t believe it is the same volume, 

but I wanted to list it just in case. 

Thank you for your time and suggestions. 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   7:58 AM 

Re: Monsters, Murder, Mayhem 

@live unc edu> 

Hello--do you know how many seats are taken so far? I heard from another student last week who told me that, 
although it looked like 4 seats were still available (20 out of 24 having been taken), he could not register If 
there’s a registration glitch, you should check with Diana Chase in the history department 
(dmcha~e’i~e~lail .mc edu) If the course is indeed full you should consider coming to the first day of classes 
and I’ll probably be willing to let you in, counting on the attrition that always reduces the numbers a bit in the 
first week of classes -JS 
On wrote: 

Prof. Smith, 

My name is                         and I’m a         in the              at UNC, For 

this upcoming semester, I am very interested taking your seminar class: Monsters, Murder and 

Mayhem. Unfortunately, the class closed before I could even add it to my schedule, Do you have 

any advice as to how I would go about getting a spot in your class? I would really appreciate any 

help you can give, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   8:06 AM 

Chase, Diana <dmchase@email unc edu> 
Fwd: Monsters, Murder, Mayhem 

Diana--this person should be the first or second person on the list 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Monsters, Murder, Mayhem 

Date: 00:37:59 -0500 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M 

Prof. Smith, 

My name is                         and I’m a         in the              at UNC. For this upcoming 
semester, I am very interested taking your seminar class: Monsters, Murder and Mayhem. Unfortunately, the 

class closed before I could even add it to my schedule. Do you have any advice as to how I would go about 

getting a spot in your class? I would really appreciate any help you can give. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   8:07 AM 

Re: Monsters, Murder, Mayhem 
@live unc edu> 

On 

-I’ve just asked Diana Chase to establish a wait list for the Hist 
wrote: 

course So you’ll be on that list 

Prof. Smith, 

My name is                            and I’m a          in the                at UNC. For 

this upcoming semester, I am very interested taking your seminar class: Monsters, Murder and 

Mayhem. Unfortunately, the class closed before I could even add it to my schedule. Do you have 

any advice as to how I would go about getting a spot in your class? I would really appreciate any 

help you can give. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   9:19 AM 

Re: Monsters, Murder, Mayhem 
@live unc edu> 

Disregard my last message--come to class on the first day of classes and we’ll do our best to get you in 
On                                                    wrote: 

Prof. Smith, 

My name is                            and I’m a          in the                at UNC. For 

this upcoming semester, I am very interested taking your seminar class: Monsters, Murder and 

Mayhem. Unfortunately, the class closed before I could even add it to my schedule. Do you have 

any advice as to how I would go about getting a spot in your class? I would really appreciate any 

help you can give. 

Sincerely, 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:26 PM 

To: 

Subject: draft 

Attach: MA Rough Draft-ldocx 

@gmail corn> 

--OK, I lead/conmlented tltrough page 21 In general, I like rite 

suggestion is that you coNhme to t hiitk tltrough your use of "oficolage’ 
and what, exactly, you memt by it We’ll talk about fltis at 4 ..... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   1:27 PM 

Chase, Diana <dmchase@email unc edu> 
Re: Hist 

ok 
On I1:55 AM, Chase, Diana wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:18 AM 
To: Chase, Diana 
Subject: Re: Hist 

Diana--just hold off for now I’ll surely be able to add a few myself in the first days of classes 
Thanks -Jay 
On 8:22 AM, Chase, Diana wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Without seeing the error the students received, ! cannot know for su re. They may be 

<!--[if !supportLists]--> I) <!--[endiq-->Reduce the ckass maxhwun~ enrolhweni to ;’2 

<!--[if !suppor~Lists]-->2) <!--[endiq-->Ove~ enrofl the ckass ~o 26 and hope {hat othe~ 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:06 AM 
TO: Chase, Diana 
Subject: Re: Hist 

Diana--Sure, I guess that would be fine 5 would be plenty But do you have any idea 
why this person could not register even though 4 seats were still available? 
On 8:04 AM, Chase, Diana wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday,                6:30 PM 



-I suggest you email (or go see) Diana Chase in the History 
depagment, copied here It’s possible that there’s some sort of block on 
registration that shouldn’t be there I’d like to get you in (and it would be 
good to have a full class of 24), but rm not sure how to go about it Diana 
may know the secret -JS 
On                                         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 
I have tried to enroll in the class Hist that you teach many 
times on connectcarolina and although it says that the class 

is open, when I attempt to enroll in the class it says that it is 
full. I am intrigued by this subject matter and would love to 

take this class if I could. If you could provide me with any 
information about how I might be able to take this class it 

would be greatly appreciated, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:27 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Modern Argument Question 

Thanks, Yes, our discussions do veer off into the thickets sometimes 

I like the idea that embarrassment lies at the threshold of modernity It’s so cool that it ought to be true even if it 
isn’t 
On wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I know we wandered rather far afield in our conversation this evening, but I found your question 

on the argument about a modern transformation very interesting. I wanted to tell you that I 

found it particular compelling because of how you framed the transformation and evolution of the 

beast narrative that culminated in such embarrassed anticlimax. From the beginning of the book I 

wondered how it would be possible for this narrative of one beast to work if a wolf was killed and 

the attacks continued. That you not only answered the question, but framed it in the context of 

an emerging modernity was very compelling for me. I liked how this argument functioned in the 

context of a micro-history, a form of history of which I was not, to this point, particularly fond, 

because it showed a degree of reach to a micro-history without drastically over-stepping its 

bounds. 

I apologize that I did not state this in class, but we strayed from the topic and never seemed to 

quite return to it in time for me to voice my opinion. 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:56 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Decision to catch up and miss lecture 

¯ -the lecture is a discussion of one of Maza’s chapters, so if you haven’t read the chapter you probably 
wouldn’t get much out of it 

I am, as you know, still eagerly awaiting your midterm You should probably focus your efforts on getting that 
to me ASAP -JS 
On                                    wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I feel like it would be best for me to spend lecture time catching up on reading and concepts that I 
have fallen behind on Looking at your participation rubric, it seems that, either way, I wouldn’t be 
helpthl in discussion I just wanted to make sure I ran this by you, so that you know I’m not simply 
"skipping class" 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   1:24 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Withdrawal 

Same to you 
On wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

As much as I want to stay in your course, I feel that it is best that I go ahead and withdraw There 
doesn’t seem to be much hope when it comes to catching up this late in the semester Even ifI was 
able to, it wouldn’t justify passing your course Good luck with the rest of the semester 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                   12:12 PM 

@yahoo com> 
Re: Class Today 

Thc3 ’re already available on Sakai On Monday, I could mccl with you 
around 3:40 
On wrote: 
> Hi Professor Sndth, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                   4:02 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hist otay 

Oh no AFAM again? I almost can’l b¢li¢vc it I’ll sc¢ what I can do .... 

> @live talc edu 

~aliv¢ uric cdu 



> To: 

> Sub.jeer: Histmy 

> Hi 

> went OK yestmda?, fl~ougl~ mffor~matel? it was a spat~el? amended 
> meeting becmlse we had mtly one serious item of business that im-oNed 

> facult~ member on the hea~mg pm~el h~-e a vote? 1 seemed to ~emember 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                   4:03 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: HistotT 

Histot5 colleagmes tltrough our listsen’, explaimng that detail mid 
asking again thai Ihcy consider volunteering for panels 1 hope 

> Hi Professor Snlilh, 

> Yes, the faculb" member on the heating panel will vote on tbe fmdhtg of bmibs’/not broil b" Howevec tbe facubs" member will not 
vote on file sanction Because facubs" members have not yet been incorporated into g’llil t3 he&ring panels, we wmtted to nmke sure that 
regardless of a studcnl’s plea the} would be sanctioned by sbnilarly composed panels for equilabilily Does Ihat make sense’? 

> Thanks again for speaking to Ihc HisioU dcpamncnl[ 

> The UniverSily o f North C~rolina a/Chapel Hill 
>        @live m~c edu 

> CotffideNialitT Notice: Tlds entail ~nessage, including attaclmtenls, is for tbe sole use oftbe httended recipient(s) and may contain 

please contact tbe sender by mpl> entail and destroy all copies oftl~ migi~ml message 

> Frown: JW Slmth <jaysnfith@e~nail unc edu> 
> Senl: Thursday,                 8:14 AM 

> Sul~iect: Histmy 

> Hi 

> went OK yestmdW, fllough mffortmmtel? it was a spat~el? attended 

> ooly fidl professors So ~na?be 16 people (out of 50[) were fltere 

> facallt~ member on tbe beabmg pm~el have a vote? 1 seemed to mmmnber 
> that be/she would but couldn’t be defi~fitive about it Do you know the 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:21 PM 

To: @live unc edu> 

Subj ect: op-ed 

Attach: Students first myth docx 

Dear 

heard al~.~ t hing I’m hophlg nla?,be it just got lost .... 

Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:06 AM 

Paul Odom            @gmail corn> 

Re: UNC hires PR head for $300,000 

Dear Paul: 
Thank you for your email I couldn’t agree more, of course And yes, I wish I had more company (That I do not 
has been one of the most disheartening aspects of the entire scandal, from my perspective Bill Friday must be 
rolling over in his grave) My own emails to Carol Folt have gone unreturned and unacknowledged, so alas, rm 
not very hopeful as we look to the future The one thing that might conceivably make a difference is alumni 
anger, so please make your voice heard 

Thanks again, 
Jay Smith 
On I 1/24/13 5:32 PM, Paul Odom wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith: 

I read in the Raleigh News and Observer that my university has hired a spin doctor for $300,000 I 
am outraged for two reasons 

The university looks at tbeir current problems as PR issues They are systemic problems related to 
big time athletics 

The second issue is that while my university straggles to offer competitive faculty salaries, they 
will pay this individual $300,000 a year 

There is much talk of balancing athletics with academics Personally, I do not think there should be 
a balance I think academics should come first My university is called The University of North 
Carolina, not The University of Athletics of North Carolina 

Thank you for t~Ting to put academics first at UNC You are waging an unpopular battle I am 
disappointed that you are almost alone in this fight 

Paul Odom 
BSBA 1970 
MSLS 1972 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   3:34 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: MA Defense Scheduling 

-do you think we might meet after class today? I’ve had a crummy afternoon--just got back from 
retrieving my car after it was towed while I ate lunch I have a lot to catch up on before class .... 
On                                  wrote: 

Good morning Jay, 

I have made a Doodle calendar to facilitate organizing everybody for                If you could 
follow the link below and mark off any times you are available on the given days that would be 
wonderful Then I can contact about rese~w-ing the room and I will hopefully have a few 
options that will work for everybody 

Link: 

Have a great weekend, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 8:00 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Meeting tomorrow morning 

I’ll be there 
On wrote 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to confirm our meeting at 9am tomorrow in order to go over the Encyclopedie/ 

Wikipedia project for Hist 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 8:39 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Final Project Questions 

On 

See below 

Professor Smith, 
I had a few quick questions about the final project. 

<!--[if [suppor~Lists]-->l. 1. <[--[endif]-->Should we tell you in advance which project we are 

deciding to do (Encyclopedia/Wikipedia) and what topic we are going to do it on? IF YOU’D LIKE 

TO, YES, BUT IT’S NOT REQUIRED. 

<!--[if [suppor~Lists]-->2. 2. <[--[endif]-->When I was looking through the list of choices for the 

Encyclopedia project I noticed that there are multiple entries to some topics. Can we use any/all 

of them? ANY 

<!--[if [suppor~Lists]-->3. 3. <[--[endif]-->On the guidelines you sent out on the final project it says 

we should "focus on the stuff read/assigned in this course," however, in the syllabus for the 

Wikipedia project it mentions that we should "...add to that already-known authority two-to-four 

others. These can be books, scholarly articles, or websites." I was unsure which one you 

preferred and was hoping for some clarification on the matter. SORRY--I MADE THE ASSUMPTION 

THERE THAT I WAS SPEAKING ONLY ABOUT THE ENCYCLOPEDIA ESSAYS FOR SOME REASON. IF 

YOU DO A WIKIPEDIA PAGE, YOU SHOULD IN DEED LOOK AT OTHER SOURCES--AND IT WOULD BE 

A GOOD IDEA TO HAVE ME ’PREVIEW’ THOSE SOURCES IF POSSIBLE. 

Thank you for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:11 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

the system 

So will skip his senior year and go pro 

He would *seein* to be one of the people for whoin "the s? stein" woiked 
He’ll soon have a conlmcl and probably a nice NFL career Bu[ really? 
He is far front completing a degree (Fb playet~ wl/o declare earl? 
t3"picall? also skip the second semester of fire juNor year to tea@ 
fltemselves for the draft--not to mention flequent 13oor performances 
du~ing die ~lll lemls oflhcir final playing seasons tmnscfipl 
would probably make for an interesting stud?) If nm’er completes 
his educalion, will we still be able Io say, 10 years or 15 yea~s from 
now, Ihal tile syslem worked for him? Sports Illuslmled says 80% of Po 
players have gone bankntpl or are in financial distress wilhin 5 years 
after leavhtg the game Add ht concussio]~s and dententia and--in too nmm" 
cases--those fake educations, and I Ihink Iherc’s enough Io make us all 

with the "success" stories 

Sony for fire dowl~er before Tlmt~ksgiving, wltich I hope is great for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   12:02 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Final essay question 

¯ -yes, that’s fine In fact, for a Wikipedia assignment I expect 2-4 sources (a couple of which are expected 
to be "outside" sources--i e, from outside our reading list) 45 
On                                          wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

This is            from your HIST        class. I just realized that I forgot to ask the question I 
meant to ask you today. I got a bit distracted by the fact that I had completely misread the 

assignment. I just wanted to make sure that it was okay to bring in outside resources. I want to 
make sure I have support for my claims about Diderot’s critiques in The Nun. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   12:03 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: MA Defense 

Got it Have a good break 
On wrote: 

Dear committee members, 

Thank you all for filling out the Doodle poll I have brought the times that worked for everybody to 
and she is going to schedule Hamilton 565 for Monday at 2:00 PM Please let me 

know if there are any problems or questions or concerns 

I hope you all have a lovely Thanksgiving and thank you again for your willingness to be on my 
committee{ 

Sincerely, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:58 PM 

Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Article 

Me too in fact, the indictment goes right along with the "it was the corrupt African guy’s fault" party line 
On 12/2/13 7:02 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Funny, i feel a little different like how about all of those who aided and abetted the list is long 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Muscato <         ,.’d~b.~t~ail ~,om> 
Date: December 2, 2013 at 5:11:36 PMEST 

Subject: Re: Article 

Thank you for sending! A lot of people ask "what happened to Prof Nyang’oro" and 

now I know. Remarkable that he could be a convicted felon and yet the NCAA 

has ignored this issue 

Hope you had a nice Thanksgiving, 

Andrew 

On Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 4:_. PM, Wdhngham, Ma~2¢ C 
wrote: 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  9:15 AM 

~gmail com 

thesis 

MA Rough Draft-2 docx 

--see you sl~ogly (Happil), not nmch to talk about!) 



M ary Willingham 

CSSAC UFIC CH 

www unc edu/~willingh 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  ; 5:03 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: CES Ve~a£ Rough Draft 

-I’ll get to this tomorrow (At which point I’ll also send you your MA back, with the few suggested 
fixes) 
On 4:3 1 PM, wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I just wanted to send along a veta£ rough draft of my proposal for the CES grant I understand that it 
is not veta£ good, but I sort of wanted to get your opinion on the general direction Does this seem 
like the bare bones for something that will eventually be a good grant proposal? Particularly I am 
unsure as to whether or not my plans for research need to be more specific and if my discussion of 
how this project will fit in with my larger dissertation plans needs to be expanded and more 
concrete (also I just made up my larger dissertation plans) 

Basically I wanted to know ifI should sta~ over with a new approach or if this has some small 
kernel of potential Also, the grant specifically states that this should be a ’narrative statement’ and 
light on the historiography I am planning on putting in more footnotes, but that is why there is no 
real ’historiography’ section as there might be in some proposals 

Thanks, 

Histo~2¢ Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 8:54 AM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Pitching CES abstract 

¯ -I would say that the conflicts of the company prefigure the slow dissolution of the old regime *because* 
it was one of the first sites where "the public interest" clashed with "private individuals in the market" and the 
contradictions of the emerging public sphere first emerged into view The stress, then, would be on the second 
of your two points, but you should foreground (I would think) point # I in your first paragraph -Jay 
On 10:39 PM,           wrote: 

Jay, 

I’m writing the abstract for my Center for European Studies dissertation writing grant proposal, and 
want to run ideas by you I’ve been working on this thing for two days, and feel like I’m just 
rewriting the same 500 words again Anyway, I want to see what you think is the best way to pitch 
the project There is always the basic point of things, that trade and the contradictions it generates 
creates disputes within, and eventually outside of the Company And the dissertation follows the 
evolution of this disputes as they move from minor disagreements on policy to vicious internal 
disputes and character attacks to a public assault on privilege and royal authority in the 1760s But 
what do you think I should stress as the takeaway: I) that the Company’s conflicts are anticipating 
the key debates of the Old Regime (free trade, monarchical authority, civic virtue); 2) that this 
whole histo~?¢ reveals a grittier side to the public sphere--with the monarchy creating the space in 
which people come to question its authority, and with many of the key within this space coming not 
from rational self-reflection, but ignorance over commercial conditions, moral ambivalence, and 
perhaps personal animosities (i dislike the guy who suggested this idea, so I’m going to propose a 
different one out of spite) I suppose this has the interesting side benefit of showing that the 
commercial classes who supposedly propelled this process of enlightened criticism were in fact 
those most steeped in this quagmire of misinterpretation and jealousy 

These are the two I’m thinking of, and I’m suppose there’s nothing to say they’re mutually exclusive, 
but I’m t@ng to get the plug just right, and having a little more focus would help Just a quick 
outside opinion would be good I’m going to do more work on this tomorrow, so if you could do a 
response (can be really short) to this as soon as you can, I’d appreciate it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 I I : 16 AM 

Gerald Gurney < " " @gmail corn> 

Boxill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                 4:05 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: paper 

> Subject: Re: paper 

>> From: javsmith@email talc edu <ja,,’smifll,?zemail uric edu> 

>> Sul~iect: paper 



cn~el and mmsual On fire oflter hand, I do tlthtk I need to ask you to write anotber (sa?, 4-5 page) paper fltat compress, let’s sa?, two 
additio~al hooks That would at least give you partial credit for fire writing time aheady im’ested Does tbat seem ~easo~able? 

front this (uoless rm nfissing sometNng ) ff you flfit~k tiffs p~esents a problenk I can co~tsider going ahaad and givhtg you a grade, 
provided you give me your wotrl that you’ll write tiffs othar paper in Janum5 (It’s been cle~ for a long thne that you wele going to get 

assurances Please let me know by tomorrow (tbe earlier tbe bette~) haw you tlthtk we shauld proceed 

>> Tha~ks, 
>> Jay Smilh 

>> This fon~ ardcd message was scnl via Sakai @ UNC-Chapcl Hill McssaRcs From Ih¢ "HIST 001 FA ’ sil¢ To reply Io Ihis 
message chck this lit~k to access Messages for tlfis site: HIST 00 IFA ~t2~!~,flc!2’_KnX~_d_u:;~;~2~j2~).~_’e_,za}~lb- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 4:45 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: CES Vein Rough Draft 

CES Pre-Diss - Narrative Statement docx; 
final edits docx 

- MA Final Submission w 

I think this has potential (The ending sounded a little aitw, but that’s OK for now) I think the project is 
intriguing and sounds so You might, however, get a little more specific with archival series or collections that 
you intend to look at Even if you’re not quite sure what’s in them, committees like to know that you’ve given 
serious thought to how you’ll be using your time Could you possibly even mention the correspondence of a 
particular office or set of diplomats (For France this could be the papers of the secr6taire d’Etat pour la guerre, 
for example) I wonder, too, if you should perhaps mention a) Herder, and b) 1806 specifically The importance 
fl~ey hold in the historiography underscores your point about t|le late 18th and early 19th c being the 
conventional jumping off’point for your topic Tty to factor in some more specifics and send another draft when 
you’re ready 

I’m also attaching your master’s -JaY 
On         4:31 PM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I just wanted to send along a vetT rough draft of my proposal for the CES grant I understand that it 
is not vetT good, but I sort of wanted to get your opinion on the general direction Does this seem 
like the bare bones for something that will eventually be a good grant proposal? Particularly I am 
unsure as to whether or not my plans for research need to be more specific and if my discussion of 
how this project will fit in with my larger dissertation plans needs to be expanded and more 
concrete (also I just made up my larger dissertation plans) 

Basically I wanted to know ifI should sta~ over with a new approach or if this has some small 
kernel of potential Also, the grant specifically states that this should be a ’narrative statement’ and 
light on the historiography I am planning on putting in more footnotes, but that is why there is no 
real ’historiography’ section as there might be in some proposals 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   2:39 PM 

@email unc edu> 

outline 

Chapter I organization for Jay docx 

(See a~ached ) Tile olfl? problem I see on tile horizon, which I think 
I’ve ahead) nlel~tioned, is that you nmy l~eed to find a wa) to justify 
your exotic chronolog3 (i ¢. basically trcaling the cnlirc 18thc as a 
bloc, moving around in il Ihcma/ically ) Bul olhcn~isc, fidl speed 
ahead (But do look at ~m." conmlents ) -Ja) 

whltefized traveler now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanuatT I, 2014 1:20 PM 

Michael West < @gmail corn> 

Re: NYT 

Thanks And by the way, I’ve been asked to convey greetings and good wishes from a former student of yours 
who now teaches at Texas A&M: Adam Seipp, who majored in both African studies and histo~T back in the 
mid-to-late ’90s When I discovered this about Adam (I knew him as a histot2¢ grad student), I initiated a series 
of conversations about his experiences in your former department, and more than anything he wanted me to 
know how good his AFRI experience had been You and one or two others were especially singled out He 
remembers your teaching ve~T fondly 
On I/I/14 I:10 PM, Michael West wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

On the contrary, I have to thank you for going on record as you have on this matter My speech is 
more or less risk-free What you did took courage Apparently there were many willing to talk to 
the reporter, in return for anonymity Alas, you appear to be something of a lone ranger at that 
institution, which does not speak well of our profession, which is supposed to be over-populated 
with over-garrulous ones Julius is now being prosecuted by the state, after being persecuted by the 
university, which is part of the state Of sins, he no doubt has many It strikes me, though, that 
many of those are sins of omission rather than commission But he can hardly be the only one 
guilty of negligence here One suspects they (the prosecutors rather than the persecutors) have not 
gone after Ms Crowder because she likely would not be a forbearing as Julius, and probably 
knowns a great deal more than he does, to boot Take care and keep up the good work Your 
willingness to take a stand on this matter, and that publicly, is in my opinion most commendable 

michael 

On Wed, Jan 1, 2014 at 11:12 AM, Jay Smith <~,srni~h@ernail k/rtc ;:du> wrote: 
Dear professor West: 
I wanted to reach out to say thank you for speaking to the NY Times reporter, and for saying 
what you said--i e, that Julius and D Crowder are being scapegoated here at UNC I could not 
agree more, and I will continue speaking out about this outrage, among the many other outrages 
committed here in the past three years I’ve uttered a few angt2¢ words about Julius myself, but 
I’ve believed all along that he was only doing what he thought others wanted him and were 
encouraging him to do It is a disgrace that UNC’s leaders would happily throw Julius under the 
bus in order to avoid placing scrutiny on athletics and on various administrative offices where 
this stuff was condoned and egged on for years 

Anyway, thanks for speaking out -Jay Smith (HistotT) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 10:12 PM 

@hotmail corn 
Re: UNC & agents 

Thanks It’s actually co-authored with Mary Willingham, and we’re about 80% finished With luck, late 2014 or 
early 2015 
On I/6/14 3:01 PM, Jacob Kiper wrote: 

Prof Smith, 
I j ust read the article in Bloomberg Business Week I am thrilled to know that your upcoming book 
on UNC’s athletic scandal is finally public knowledge Someone mentioned it to me momhs ago, 
but I was told it was not public knowledge at the time I look forward to reading it when it comes 
out 

Keep up the great week and keep shining the light into the dark areas of Chapel Hill athletics 

--Jacob Kiper 

Date: Wed, 6 Nov 2013 09:54:56 -0500 
From: ja smith i~e~nad! m!c edu 

Subject: Re: UNC & agents 

OK, maybe around 3pm 
On 11/6/13 9:54AM, 

I just remembered that I have a monthly meeting on Thursday It will likely last until 
around I:00PM I am free all day after 

........ Original message ........ 
From: J aN Smith ~a~3.7~_~ !!±;g~n ai 
Date: I 1/06/2013 8:52 AM (GMT-06:00) 

Subject: Re: UNC & agents 

I’ll aim for tomorrow morning 

On 11/5/13 8:46 PM, wrote: 

Prof Smith, 
I will gladly speak with you 

We are aware that UNC and the PR firm monitor PackPride Several 
months ago, I joined a group of I 0 or so to work in private out of UNC’s 



view so that can’t react We have chased down numerous leads and 
gathered details We want to fully explore stories and download the 
evidence before going public and evidence disappears 

I look fol~v-ard to speaking with you lftomorro~ it will have to be after 
I:00PM I can do any time on Thurs 

-Jacob Kiper 

........ Original message ........ 
From: Jay Smith S~a;YLth~a~km~d~!:2 
Date: I 1/05/2013 7:3 I PM (GMT-06:00) 
To:          i;;hot,~,ai[ corn 
Subject: Re: UNC & agents 

If you give me a phone number, I’ll tW to call you tomorrow or Thursday 
On 11/5/13 4:00 PM, Jacob Kiper wrote: 

PackP~ide jl!st ~eleased a detailed repo~: on proven com~ections 

bett~een LTNC at!fietes booste~ and agents 

ga{hered scree~shols m~d delails 1 would gready appreciate 

you would reM mxd respond 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanuatT 8, 2014 9:19 PM 

@email unc edu> 
another chapter 

-whole thing--draft Idocx 

I still like fltis one, though as usual 1 lmve some st?le suggestioi]s 
(As prcdiclcd, Ihough. rcw¢r Ihan Ihc lasl Iwo) 

1’11 tt5 to get tltrough chapter 3 on Ffida) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Monday, Janua~T 13, 2014 11:57 AM 

@dukeedu> 
today 

It looks like Ma~ is going to b¢ meeting wdh tb¢ pmvosl around 4pro 
today: rm stir1 plamthlg to be tbele (utfless be fo~oids it--and be’s 
Ihe kind o1" a** who mighl It3 Iha/) I’ll I¢1 you know aboul how Ibings 
ate looking after tlmt meeting It’s possible I nfight not be home untd 
6ish 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Janua~2¢ 14, 2014 I I:10 PM 

Anthony J Vogt < @eatthlink net> 
Re: [thearg] petition 

Anlhony--I’ll look Ibis up and I¢11 you b¢ fore Friday Could you sign 
fl~e petition by going to tbe olfl~ne site? Tlmt~ks -Ja) 
On 1/14/14 8:57 PM, Anthony J Vogl wmle: 

>    When on Filch) and wbeie is tbe Facult) Council meeting? If 
> possible, I would like to aRend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:44 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: [upcsonline] [progfac] petition on free speech 

Thanks so much 
On        2:43 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Hello, my name is               and I’m a PhD student in the        Department I wanted to 
send a quick note to say thanks for stal~ing the petition for Mary Willingham, and to say that we’ve 
recently posted the link to the Facebook page of a digital proj ect run by        faculty and grad 
students, and supported by the IAH We hope that will raise awareness for the petition 

Thanks, and best wishes, 

Department of 
University of Nortl~ Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 
Office: Greenlaw Hall 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Lawrence Grossberg <docrock@emai[~Llnc,edt~> 
Subject: [upcs_online] Fwd: [progfac] petition on free speech 
Date:                 1:06:14 PM EST 
To: University Program in Cultural Studies 
<upcs ..on!~ne~!istservxlr~c.ed u> 
Reply-To: Lawrence Grossberg <docrock@email~ua¢.ed~> 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Sm ith <j~vsrr lhl~s’ma [ unc edu> 
Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 
Date:                at 8:12:46 PM EST 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Reply-To: Jay Smith <~mai!.unc.edu> 

Colleagues: 
I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary Wlllingham, the athletics 
whisgeblower who was on CNN this week, has received about a half 
dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls and emails 
this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters Our administration, 
too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims about literacy level of 
some athletes, has uttered not a single public word about this abho~Tent 
behavior The athletic reform group has created a petition at 
i~;t_i_~2!~.s~rn and we are hoping to collect many t~aculty signatures to 
present to the chancellor for Friday’s Faculty Council meeting I was 
unable to send the link to a listse~w, but I *believe* that you’ll be able to 
access and sign the petition here if you are so inclined Thanks for 
considering (And please spread the word) 

Jay Smith 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

upcsonline as: ~ eta uJ ~mc e/’_~* To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave "¢ 4117952 
68g91?06~? hbdge~?95 ! ~;5ch7 1 ~>?SoeaibgdS;6c0a50£@J]st, e~w unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:58 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Sport History Syllabus 

I really apprccia/c ibis ¢nlall You are no1 m¢ddling 

Pedagogically, I don’t like blue book exams or quizzes--for the obvious reasons I wm~t m? students to write and write and write m~d 
write Of cours¢, Ih¢ key Icnn here is "my sludenls," so I’m wa~) oFslntclnfing my cours¢ in such a way Ihal a shtdenl could 
conceivabl? do little workA~ ritmg of lfis or her own As you sa?, tiffs is someflfing to tbi~ik about 

Txx o quick anecdotes from tlfis class So far, fire one sludeN wl/o has spoken up tbe lnost and responded to tbe questions I have asked 
aboul Ih¢ readings is a big, hulking gu3                        A member of the       learn So there’s Ihat 

C]IOCrs, 
Matt 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 9:46 AM, Jay Snfiflt wrote: 

> Matt: 
> From Ihc ca/egot3 of Iolally unsolicited advice/input (for your optional considcm/ion for future scmeslers ) 

> I nmrvel at the richness of fl~e syllabus--it looks i~aNNastlc I just waNN to fltrow one fl~ought your way Your new course is obviousl? 
going to be a popular one with afltletes, wlfich is great, but I waNNed to slmre a nugget of wisdom I have gleaned through my suddeltl? 
very close telationslfip with Mmy Wdlmgbam, tbe former afltletics dept learmng specialist wbo, for seven years, worked with fl~e 

scbedules for atltletes (especiall? those destined to have a tough time in fl~e classroom), search out courses in wlfich the grades ate 

otber wot~ls, it’s possible for them to bluff their way tla~ugh such courses 

> Your course, like vimlall? every other ldstoty course (h~cludh~g tr/y own) is beaxT on papers (and tat!ring), light on exams Sbould 

a way it’s absut~l for us to consider adjusting our pedagog3 in ligbt of such concents But I just wrested you to be m~ ate of tiffs aspect 

> OK, enough I don’t mean to meddle But m? conversafiot~s with Mat3 have been eye-ope~fing to say tbe least I waNNed to share 

> Jay 
> On 8/24/13 9:10 AM, Al~dmws, Matlhew P wrote: 
>> Hi Jay- 
>> 

>> You ¢xpressed inleresl in m3 HIST 
be warned, we ate packed to tbe 
>> 
>> All tbe best, 
>> Mall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~?¢ C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:22 PM 

~earthlink net; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Fwd: Hello from CNN 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willin~h 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Ganim, Sara" <Sara Ganim(~,turner corn> 
Date: September 4, 2013, 3:20:06 PM EDT 

To: "mwillin~ham~t~unc edu" <mwillin~ham~t~unc edu> 
Subject: Hello from CNN 

Hi Mary - I want to introduce myself. I’m a reporter for CNN, and I’m working on stories right now about 

NCAA reform. Congressman Charlie Dent has proposed legislation that would overhaul the NCAA. I know 

that you have been outspoken about the organization, and how players are treated. Would you be willing 

to talk to me for a story for CN N? 

Please feel free to give me a call on my cell at if you’d like to chat. 

Or email anytime. 

Sara Ganim 



Subject: RE: Follow up 



Date: August 28,2013 8:04:02 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." 
Cc: "Dean. Jr.. James W." <~ ,~,e%_[)~.~n~/i ~.: ?dll>, Debbi 
Clarke <               ~m;,i~ c~ ~1>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jonathan Huggins                ~yahoo corn> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 I 1:5g PM 

memmert@ncaa org 

dkane@newsobsel~er corn; acatter@newsobserver corn; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email unc edu> 

Doesn’t the NCAA give big penalties for lyingJmisinformation? It’s all over the UNC 
case 

.... According to sources, UNC intended to control and rule on the Hairston investigation and 
decision itself, rather than leave it solely in the hands of the NCAA.**** 
http:llnorthcarolina.scout.com1211358921 .html 

****CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - P.J. Hairston’s fate was sealed nearly two months ago when North 
Carolina and the NCAA discovered alleged inconsistencies in his statements, according to sources 
close to the situation*** 
http:llnorthcarolina.scout.com1211358921 .html 

That two months was spent trashing the NCAA on national tv and in the print media while UNC’s 
talking heads said the NCAA was dragging this decision out. 
"Report: UNC, NCAA haven’t contacted ex-con in Hairston case" 
http:/~www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~eqebasketba~~~eye-~n-c~~~eqe-basketba~~/23224756/rep~rt-unc-ncaa- 

havent-contacted-excon-in. 
Eric Prisbell tweet: ****Haydn "Fatts" Thomas called me back. He said neither the NCAA nor UNC 
has tried to ask him about his involvement with           "No one."**** 
http:llmuckrack.com/EricPrisbelllstatuses1352531538774200322 

December 18, 2013. 
****Thomas told USA TODAY Sports this week that he has not - and will not - interview with NCAA 
or North Carolina officials.**** 
http:/iwww.usatodav.comlstorvlsportslncaabl2013/12/18/north-carolina-elizabeth-city-state- 

basketball-m iykael-faulcon-pi-hairston-camaro/4110567/ 
December 20, 2013. 
Eric Prisbell @EricPrisbel120 Dec 
"@aaronbeardap: Among the interesting notes: Fats Thomas did in fact talk with UNC, interview took 
place Dec. 10." 
https:lltwitter.com/EricPrisbell 
Then Haydn Thomas’ attorney implied the NCAA didn’t even wanna deal with his client and/or had 
never even talked to the guy. (implied the NCAA can’t make a real decision witout interviewing 
Thomas...the NCAA is corrupt is the theme again). 
.... Bill Thomas, a Durham-based attorney for Fats Thomas, said his client met with school officials 
Dec. 10 for "an in-depth interview ... to clear up any misconception about the relationship between 
Haydn Thomas and Mr. Hairston." Bill Thomas said he invited NCAA officials "but they elected not to 
participate.’ ..... 
http:llabcnews.,qo.comlSportslwireStory,        -career-north-carolina-21291946 
****(Haydn) Thomas, a Durham-based party promoter who has ties to athletes at several North 
Carolina schools because they attend his parties, said that he loaned the Yukon to Miykael Faulcon, 
a friend of Hairston and a passenger in the cars when Hairston was cited in May and June, on only 
one occasion because Faulcon did "odd jobs" at Thomas’ home and wanted to drive to the store. 
Thomas, who says he has not interviewed with the NCAA, maintains he had no relationship with 
aairston.**** 
http : liwww, usatoday, comlstorylsportslncaabl2013/12/20/pi-hairston-north-carolina-roy- 
williams/4125599/ 
So Haydn Thomas says he won’t talk to UNC or the NCAA. Then he talks to UNC. Is he trying to pull 
a Crystal Gayle Mangum and get that "get out of jail free" card by lying and telling UNC what they 



want to be the reality? He is currently awaiting a criminal trial for drug trafficking. 
So Trudy Faulcon wants            amd Haydn Thomas to stop lying. She says a real friend would 
not allow someone to go down for the weed and gun or even jump into the back seat at a traffic stop 
and blame it all on her son. 
Haydn Thomas says he rented the cars for Miykeal Falcoun. If        had no driver’s license and 
the Yukon was rentend for Faulcon then why did        risk getting into trouble rather than let 
Faulcon drive to begin with? A pot smoker would love to sit in the back seat and get high while his 
buddy drives, right? Especially if the car was rented for Faulcon. 

family is "displeased" with UNC’s decision to not submit the paperwork for return 
to the team. Now Roy Williams continues to have        dressing in a suit, sitting on the sidelines 
and practicing with the team as if they’re one big family and and his family should buck up 
and keep their mouths shut. They never stop tha hustle, do they? 
"P.J. Hairston, his UNC playing days over, remains on Tar Heels’ bench" 
http : ~~www.news~bserver. c~m~2~13~12~21~34 7 8839~pi-hairst~n-h is-unc-p~a~inq-da~s, htm ~ 
The reason it takes the NCAA so long to investigate UNC is because everybody involved is a liar. 
UNC has a problem with authority. Once they branched out into the other 49 states they learned how 
difficult it was to cheat, lie, steal and kill and keep it all under control. 

"The Cartel: Inside the Rise and Imminent Fall of the NCAA" 
by 
Taylor Branch (UNC CHeat and Princeton alum) 
http://www amazon com/The-Cartel-lnside-hnminent-ebook/dp/B005OR497E 
October 201 I The Atlantic "The Shame of College Sports" by Taylor Branch 
(Page 2) 
****The NCAA today is in many ways a classic cartel Efforts to reform i~most notably by the three Knight 
Commissions over the course of 20 year--have, while making changes around the edges, been largely fruitless 
The time has come for a major overhaul And whether the powers that be like it or not, big changes are 
coming**** 
hrtp://www theatlantic condma~azine/archive/2011/10/the-shame-of-college-sports/308643/2/ 
October 7, 2011 Former UNC CHeat chancellor James Moeser: 
"If I could be God, I would dismantle the NCAA " 
http : liwww, wralsportsfan, comlunclstory110231715/ 
At UNC: (Steven Bachenheimer, a professor of microbiology and immunology) 
"A lot of faculty would agree that it’s time for presidents to seize control of Division I athletics from the 
NCAA I think the NCAA plays way too big a role in it" 
http://www news~bse~w~er c~m/2~3/~2/23/27~348~/uncs-next-~eader-has-cha~en~es htm~ 

On December 10, 2013, I sent UNC law professor Robert Orr one, and only one, email. 
****A prominent advocate for University of North Carolina football players said Monday that student- 
athletes are being "used" for the greater benefit of the school. 
Robert Orr, former N.C. Supreme Court justice and executive director of the North Carolina Institute 
for Constitutional Law, said the academic support system failed former Tar Heels defensive lineman 
Michael McAdoo, who was ruled permanently ineligible by the NCAA because of academic fraud. 
"You let these kids in and put them to work 30 hours a week in an intensely physical job [as athletes], 
and then if they make a misstep we kick them under the bus," Orr said Monday. "That’s what irritates 

Last year, Orr successfully lobbied the NCAA for reinstatement of one of McAdoo’s teammates, 
fullback Devon Ramsay. In an op-ed column appearing in this morning’s edition of The News & 
Observer, Orr wrote that in McAdoo’s case, he ordinarily would not have been admitted to UNC 
except for his football skills. 
Orr has not had direct access to transcripts but said the academic community and support system let 
McAdoo down.**** 
http:/iwww.newsobserver.com/2011/O8/O2/1384557/mcadoo-is-not-isolated-case.html 



A week later, he chose to write to the Raleigh N&O about the academic reform progress being made 
by the white women on campus. He was consistent in a way but felt to me like I have him an "aha 
moment". He attended the event at the request of UNC reading specialist Mary Willingham She 
sounds like a real nice lady but I have to ask, if a man does not have the mental curiosity to learn 
anything in his 12 years of primary education, and if a man also does not learn anything in his 4 years 
at a school which gladly refers to itself as a "public Ivy", then how the heck is an academy after 
graduation going to teach these guys skills to be successful on the job? 
UNC continues to avoid addressing the special committee that enrolls unqualified applicants while 
two UNC alums act as ACC commissioners telling the 13 other ACC schools what minimum 
academic standards must be. A simple getting rid of the special committee would go a long way in 
cleaning up the academically challenged athletes at UNC. 
The best thing for UNC would be for them to lose all authority and come down to earth and learn to 
compete on a level playing field. That would require giving up control so that’s never going to happen. 
Lastly, it all goes back to former president Bill Clinton and his Harvard commencement speech in 
2007 where he said he wants women to run everything now. He said being president for 8 years was 
a "Risk tournament". Having a risky personality many times means you get big rewards. But when 
you get caught doing the wrong, there should be big penalties. That’s something Clinton and his 
friends at UNC have never understood. 
How are you the leaders making dozens of recommendations for every other NCAA entity (using 
Princeton alum Hunter Rawlings) when you just got caught in the worst academic/athletic fraud any 
NCAA school has ever seen? If you can control it and get away with it, you’ll do it again. Ask the 
SACS. 
http:~~www.news~bserver.c~m~2~13~12~2~~3475822~in-chape~-hi~~-an-academic-chanqe.htm~ 

Keeping it all together takes alot of liars. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Robert Reinheimer <              @mac corn> 
Saturday, Janua~’y 4, 2014 II :05 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Patti Reinheimer < :@mac corn> 
Re: thanks 

Bob Rehtheimer 

Mobile Phone Nun~ber: + 
Sent from m? iPad 

> On Jml 4, 2014, at 10:41 AM, Ja~" Smith qia> sirfith@enmil uric edu> wrote: 

> for rile N YT, gqlys Tbe impact of that piece Ires ah~ad? been sigtmqcant rm bopmg tbey stay on tile case 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual?¢ 14, 2014 9:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] FAC 

Joy J R¢nn¢r, MA. RTtR), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
U niversit3" of Norfl~ Carohim at Clmpel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant H~ll 
321-A South Cohnnbia St 
Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tlfis e-nmil lnessage, inchiding at~achinents, if am’, is intended olfl? for rite -person or enti~ to 

which i{ is addressed and may conl~in con[ldcnlial and/or privileged malcfial An5 ---unau[llO~ized review, use. disclosure or 
dislfihihion is prohibited lr you arc not the intended rccipicnl, please conlacl the sender by reply c-mail and dcslrOy all copies of Ihc 
orighial message 

Emad correspondence to mid from tNs address nmy be sul~iect to the Noilh Carolhm Public Recot~ls lmx and nmy be disclosed to tNt~l 
parties by an authorized state official (NCGS ch 132) Student educatiotml ~eco~ds a~e sul~iect to FERPA 

..... Ofigi~ml Message ..... 
From: Ja~, Smith [ntaitl~:izc, sm)thEenta[l tnt7 ~dt!] 
Sent: Tuesda3, Januat3 14, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: RemteL Joy J 
Subjccl: Re: [Ihearg] FAC 

Anmnda Albfight tweeted it 
On 1/14/14 9:55 AM. R¢nn¢r, Joy Jwrolc: 
> Ja3 1 am not sure that we a~e talking about 2013 adnfissiol~s data ~oday 1 am still jugghng agenda items to fit ever3 tlfing in flint is 

discussh~g 2013 adlmssio~s data toda3 ? I mn not sine tepotls ate finaliaed and ~eady for public leco~d so flint lms to be cotffinned 

> Jo5 J Rcnncr, MA. RTtR), FAEIRS 

> U~fiversit) of Norfl~ Caroli~m at Clmpel Hill School of Medicine CB 
> #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hol132 I-A South Cohimbia St 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

> 919-966-5147Desk 
> Cell 
> 919-966-6951 Fax 

> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tlfis e-nmil message, inchidin~ a~acNnents, if an), is intended o~tly for fl~e -person or enti~ to 

distribution is prohibited If you ale not the intellded recipient, please contact the sender by ~epl? e-nmil and destroy all copies of the 

> Emad correspondence to m~d from this address nmy be sul~ject to the Notlh Carolhm Pubhc Recot~ls law and nmy be disclosed to 
fltird parties by an authorized state official (NCGS ch 132) S~dent educatio~ml ~ecot~ls ale subject to FERPA 

> -----Original Message ..... 
> From: Slmth, Jay M 



Scnl: Tuesday, Janum3 14, 2014 9:51 AM 
To: athletics ~eform group 
Sul~iect: [thearg] FAC 

> Although I cannol all�rid, FAC is schcdulcd Io lalk abou12013 admissions dais Iod~ly And there’s a Facully Co~mcil rattling on 
Friday" Tlte mfiversit~. Jim Demt in particafl~, needs to hear from the facults" 

Especiall? tlte mot~ critical tbi~tkers among us 

-- You at~ curre~tly subscribed to tltea~g as: Jo? Renne@med uric edu To unsubscribe click ltet~: ~!t~ 











Subject: Student-Athlete Development Advisory Board 

Location: Loudermilk Center, Conference Room 2nd floor **Date is Wednesday, August 27** 

Start: 8/27/2014 12:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2014 1:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Meeting Status: Tentative 

Required Attendees: Blanton, Brent S; Shelton, Karen C; Meaders, Harlis James; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Brewer, 
Ronald; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Corish, Kelly Anne; Townsend, Jenn; Pogge, Paul; Ciocca, Mario 
F; Gisselman, Steve; James, Jarrod; Jacobs, Michael Paul 

Optional Attendees: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko; Johnson, Shelley H (shelljo@unc.edu); Gelin, Dana E 

Categories: Must Attend 

Criskei 

From; Lane, Cricket 

Sent: Tuesday, AuBust 05, 20d4 1:33 PM 

Cc: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko; Johnson, Shelley H (.hellic@~r~c.~.d~); Gelin, Dana 

Subject: Student Athlete Development Advisory Board 

During our summer retreat, Student Athlete Development found that it would be beneficial for us to have input from 

several areas of the Athletic department as we plan for the upcoming semesters 

[ am writing today to extend you an offer of being on our newly created Advisory board Student Athlete 

Development AdvisoQ/Board’s goal is to oversee, provide teedback and ideas about programming Topic areas for 
discussion will be personal development, career development, community outreach, leadership development and 

SAAC 



You will be an important asset to our team by providing ideas and advice which will allow us to enhance the student 

The time commitment would be minimal, consisting of two meetings per semester (one at the beginning and one at 

Please let me know if you d like to be a part of our team I m very much looking torward to hearing from you 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 7:48 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jg b@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Matt 

Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry < @gmail.com>; Ginny 

Ellis <grellis@unc.edu > 



Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: 72312.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 

Richie Gfimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 9Z9 962 9472 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 9:37 PM 

Binqham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince 

<ille@email.u nc.edu >;                          @live.unc.edu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alexcreighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell 
<ichappell@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker ][ 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 

<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 
<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
fbintern < FBintern@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer < gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Keith Heckendorf < heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                       !@uncaa.unc.edu >; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@unca&unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu >; I 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@unca&unc.edu>; Randy 

Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 
< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@unca&unc.edu>;: 

,@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 
Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 



Subject: 

<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Penn State Transfer Information 

Football and Compliance staffs, 

I want to be sure you have the latest information on the Penn State transfer situation. First, below, is a brief clarification 

from Brad at the ACC regarding how official visits are going to be handled with potential transfers. Brad explains it much 

better than the NCAA information contained in the ema]l below, so be sure to read it carefully, should we anticipate 

bringing any potential transfers in on official visits. 

Secondly, I also want to point out the por[ion ofthe NCAA’s information which I’ve changed to red prnt below. While 

schools are being given the ability to exceed scholarship limits to bring in PSU transfers for this fall, we do not have the 

same flexibility, since we are bound by different limits due to our infrac[ions case. Tn other words, if we have any desire 

to brinq in a PSU transfer this fall, he will have to fall within our reduced G]A limits. If we don’t have room, we cannot 

accept a transfer for the fall. Should a PSU transfer wish to come at mid year, he would have to be counted toward our 

limits just as all other mid years are. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this or any of the other information contained in the emails below. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

Ut~iversity of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Rischac a uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@t heacc.org > 7/24/2012 5:04 PM > > > 
All 

I wanted to send out a clarification on the bullet related to official visits in t6e infommtion below to make sure eve~3"one 
undcrstands it sincc I was confuscd ..... 



What it’s saying is the official visit "clock" for PSU football student-athletes and incoming stadent-athletes starts over 
toda?, as opposed to waiting until October 15 So, if a potential PSU transfer visited your cmnpus in October 2011 m~d 
took four otbcr visits, hc cm~ come back and visit your place m~d take four otbcr visits as of toda? 

Also, out of respect to PSU, please do what you can to encourage your coaches to ensure that PSU is a\\arc of who they 
want to talk to before talking to the student-athlete 

I hope this is helpful and please bc sure your complim~cc and football staffs understand this flexibility Thin,ks 

Brad Hostcttcr 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Complim~cc/Govcrnm~cc/Humm~ Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter~a,theacc o r~ 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 

The NCAA has released an updated article regarding the application of rules related to Penn State University football 

student athletes who wish to transfer due to the sanctions that have been imposed. 

The article will be at the following link: http://www.ncaa.org/wps/wcm/connect/public/ncaa/20120723/21207234 

Penn State football student-athletes allowed easier transfers 
Due to the unprecedented nature of the Penn State sanctions, the NCAA will provide appropriate and 
immediate relief of some NCAA rules for all eligible football student-athletes who wish to transfer to another 
school 

Several Division I rules will be set aside to allow those students a simpler transfer process, an open 
opportunity to be recruited, and the chance to participate immediately 

"The NCAA recognizes that current football student-athletes will be negatively impacted by the Penn State 
sanctions," said Kevin Lennon, NCAA vice president for Academic and Membership Affairs "We want to 
allow those eligible student-athletes as much flexibility as possible while still being mindful of some of the 
transfer safeguards our membership has put in place" 
The Association has addressed rules in five different categories that may impact Penn State football student- 
athletes wishing to transfer: 

Transfers 

Football student-athletes who transfer will not have to sit out a year of competition Any current football 
student-athletes who transfer to any NCAA school (all divisions) during the 2012-13 academic year will 

be immediately eligible, provided they are admitted through the normal process and are otherwise 



eligible 

Any current football student-athletes who begin preseason practice or enroll in classes at another school 
for the fall term of 2013 (begin preseason practice or enroll in classes at another institution) will be 
immediately eligible, provided they are admitted tbrough tbe normal process and are othe~vise eligible 

Penn State football student-athletes can decide to transfer from now until the 2013 season (before 
participating in preseason practice with Penn State) and play immediately at the new school 

Penn State will release any incoming student-atbletes from the National Letter of Intent Such 

individuals are not considered transfer student-athletes and can compete immediately at another school 

as long as tbey are othe~w-ise eligible 

Student-atbletes who transfer during the 2012 season and have not competed for Penn State during tbat 
season will be immediately eligible for competition upon transfer, provided tbey are admitted under tbe 
normal process and are otbel~,vise eligible per NCAA regulations Student-atbletes who transfer during 
tbe 2012 season after having competed for Penn State will not be eligible for competition during tbe 
same season at the next institution 

Penn State will be responsible for notifying the NCAA regarding the status of all transfer student- 
athletes 

Permission to contact 

Permission-to-contact rules are suspended Penn State cannot restrict in any way a student-athlete from 

pursuing a possible transfer Student-athletes must simply inform Penn State of their interest in 

discussing transfer options witb otber schools Before communicating witb student-athletes, interested 

schools also must inform Penn State of their intention to open discussions with the student-athlete 

Recruiting considerations 

Oil-campus and telephone recruiting rules are suspended, effective immediately, until the first day of 
classes for Penn State (August 27) 

Official visit rules have been loosened Any incoming or currently enrolled football student-athletes 

interested in taking an official visit will be permitted to do so during the 2012-13 academic year, 

effective immediately The "clock" for official visits will be re-set at tbis time The post-high school 

limits of five total visits to Division I institutions and one visit per institution continue to apply; 

however, student-athletes may begin taking such visits immediately 

Financial Aid limitations 

If a student-athlete transfers for the fall of 2012 to a school that has reached its scholarship limits, the 
school may exceed these numbers for the 2012-13 academic year, provided it reduces such limits 
proportionately in the 2013-14 academic year For example, if one student-athlete transfers to a 
Division I school already at the legislated limits of 25 initial counters and 85 overall counters for 2012- 
13, the school will be limited to 24 initial counters and 84 overall counters in 2013-14 



If a student-athlete transfers after the fall 2012 term, the standard financial aid rules governing counter 
status still apply, including the midyear replacement exception If extenuating circumstances arise that 
may warrant a waiver of the standard application of financial aid rules governing counters, waiver 
requests will be addressed on a case-by-case basis 

A school subject to sd~olarship Jhaits due ~.o am in,qactio~s case is allowed 1o accept transfers ~i’om Peun 
S~a£e but cau*~ot exceed the scholarship limits speci~ed i~ its iuf~aciioss repo*t Athleiisal~y<elated 
f~nanda~ aid ma3, uot be canceled during fl~e period of t}~e aavard aud these schoo!s a~e t~ot pequot!ted t~e 
same exception Nlowcd to sc~o )Is not ~mder Committee on IalSacti >ns sanctioas 

Preseason practice considerations 

Prior to the first day of classes at the school a student-athlete wishes to attend, a Penn State transfer 
student-athlete may pa~icipate in preseason practice and receive expenses to pa~icipate without being 
officially admitted 

A Penn State transfer student-athlete will not count toward the limit of 105 student-athletes who may 

engage in preseason practice prior to the institution’s first day of classes or first contest, whichever 

occurs earlier 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 9:37 PM 

Compliance: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Football: fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>: Bobby Hundley <bhundiey@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke 
<cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 
Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl 

Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; llsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@u ncaa.unc.edu >;. _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

< kmitch42@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Randy Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 
< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Teresa Vanderford 

<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>;_                  _                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 
<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Penn State Transfer Information 



Football and Compliance staffs, 

I want to be sure you have the latest information on the Penn State transfer situation. First, below, is a brief clarification 
from Brad at the ACC regarding how official visits are going to be handled with potential transfers. Brad explains it much 

better than the NCAA information contained in the email below, so be sure to read it carefully, should we anticipate 

bringing any potential transfers in on official visits. 

Secondly, l also want to point out the portion ofthe NCAA’s information which i’ve changed to red pdnt below. While 
schools are being given the ability to exceed scholarship limits to bring in PSU transfers for this fall, we do not have the 

same flexibility, since we are bound by different limits due to our infradions case. Tn other words, if we have any desire 
to brinq in a PSU transfer this fall, he will have to fall within our reduced GIA limits. If we don’t have room, we cannot 
accept a transfer for the fall. Should a PSU transfer wish to come at mid year, he would have to be counted toward our 

limits just as all other mid years are. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this or any of the other information contained in the emails below. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@t heacc.org > 7/24/2012 5:04 PM > > > 
All 

I wanted to send out a clarification on the bullet related to official visits in t6e infommtion below to make sure eve~3"one 
understands it since I was confusedl 

What itl s saying is t6e oflScial visit I clock I for PSU football student-athletes and incoming student-athletes starts over 
toda?, as opposed to waiting until October 15 So, if a potential PSU transfer visited your cmnpus in October 2011 m~d 
took four ofl~cr visits, hc cm~ come back and visit your place m~d take four ofl~cr visits as of toda? 

Also, out of respect to PSU, please do what you can to encourage your coaches to ensure that PSU is a\\arc of who they 
want to talk to before talking to the student-athlete 

I hope this is helpffd and please be sure your compliance and football staffs understand t6is flexibility" Thanks 

Brad Hostcttcr 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Complim~cc/Govcrnm~cc/Humm~ Resources 



Atlantic Coa~ Confemnce 
Emaih bhosterter~a,theaccor~ 
Phone:336-854-8787 
Fax:336-369-0065 

The NCAA has released an updated article regarding the application of rules related to Penn State University football 

student-athletes who wish to transfer due to the sanctions that have been imposed. 

The article will be at the following link: http://www.ncaa.org/wps/wcm/connect/public/ncaa/20120723/21207234 

Penn State football student-athletes allowed easier transfers 
Due to the unprecedented nature of the Penn State sanctions, the NCAA will provide appropriate and 
immediate relief of some NCAA rules for all eligible football student-athletes who wish to transfer to another 
school 

Several Division I rules will be set aside to allow those students a simpler transfer process, an open 
opportunity to be recruited, and the chance to participate immediately 

The NCAA recognizes that current football student-athletes will be negatively impacted by the Penn State 
sanctions, I I said Kevin Lennon, NCAA vice president for Academic and Membership Affairs We want to 
allow those eligible student-athletes as much flexibility as possible while still being mindful of some of the 
transfer safeguards our membership has put in place [] 
The Association has addressed rules in five different categories that may impact Penn State football student- 
athletes wishing to transfer: 

Transfers 

Football student-athletes who transfer will not have to sit out a year of competition Any current football 
student-athletes who transfer to any NCAA school (all divisions) during the 2012-13 academic year will 
be immediately eligible, provided they are admitted through the normal process and are otherwise 
eligible 

Any current football student-athletes who begin preseason practice or enroll in classes at another school 
for the fall term of 2013 (begin preseason practice or enroll in classes at another institution) will be 
immediately eligible, provided they are admitted through the normal process and are othe~vise eligible 

Penn State football student-athletes can decide to transfer from now until the 2013 season (before 
participating in preseason practice with Penn State) and play immediately at the new school 

Penn State will release any incoming student-athletes from the National Letter of Intent Such 

individuals are not considered transfer student-athletes and can compete immediately at another school 

as long as they are othe~-ise eligible 

Student-athletes who transfer during the 2012 season and have not competed for Penn State during that 
season will be immediately eligible for competition upon transfer, provided they are admitted under the 
normal process and are otbel~vise eligible per NCAA regulations Student-athletes who transfer during 
the 2012 season after having competed for Penn State will not be eligible for competition during the 



Penn State will be responsible for notifying the NCAA regarding the status of all transfer student- 
athletes 

2. Permission to contact 

Pennission-tu-contact roles are suspended Penn State cannot restrict in any way a student-athlete from 

pursuing a possible transfer Student-athletes must simply inform Penn State of their interest in 

discussing transfer options with other schools Before communicating with student-athletes, interested 

schools also must inform Penn State of their intention to open discussions with the student-athlete 

3. Recruiting considerations 

Off-campus and telephone recruiting roles are suspended, effective immediately, until the first day of 

classes for Penn State (August 27) 

Official visit rules have been loosened Any incoming or currently enrolled football student-athletes 

interested in taking an official visit will be pern~itted to do so during the 2012-13 academic year, 

effective immediately The I Iclock for official visits will be re-set at this time The post-high school 

limits of five total visits to Division I institutions and one visit per institution continue to apply; 

however, student-athletes may begin taking such visits immediately 

4. Financial Aid limitations 

If a student-athlete transfers for the fall of 2012 to a school that has reached its scholarship limits, the 
school may exceed these numbers for the 2012-13 academic year, provided it reduces such limits 

proportionately in the 2013 - 14 academic year For example, if one student-athlete transfers to a 
Division I school already at the legislated limits of 25 initial counters and 85 overall counters for 2012- 

13, the school will be limited to 24 initial counters and 84 overall counters in 2013-14 

If a student-athlete transfers after the fall 2012 term, the standard financial aid rules governing counter 
status still apply, including the midyear replacement exception If extenuating circumstances arise that 
may warrant a waiver of the standard application of financial aid rules governing counters, waiver 
requests will be addressed on a case-by-case basis 

A scheol st~l~iecr tu ~cholar ~hip limits dnc to an infractions c,~sc is allowcd tu ,~cccpt transfers from Penn 

Sta~e bul ca~mot exceed 1he ,,chola~sh{p ]imils specified in its i~fiaction~ ~eport Alh]el~cally-related 
financia~ aid ma) ~o~ be caace~ed d~ning the period oC ~be av~a~d a~d the~e schools are t~ot permiged the 

Preseason practice considerations 

Prior to the first day of classes at the school a student-athlete wishes to attend, a Penn State transfer 
student-athlete may pa~icipate in preseason practice and receive expenses to pa~icipate without being 
officially admitted 

A Penn State transfer student-athlete will not count toward the limit of 105 student-athletes who may 

engage in preseason practice prior to the institution’s first day of classes or first contest, whichever 

occurs earlier 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Update 

RE_ REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ~ Confirmation of 
Coverage.msg 

All, 

I spoke with Chance (NCAA) yesterday afternoon about Ronnie. He said that they have gotten a lot of requests for 

information about Ronnie Kaymore I guess several student athletes at multiple institutions are taking him up on his 
offer to get disability insurance policies through him. 

Chance said that they have information leading them to believe that Ronnie is using disability insurance as a way to get 

"in" with these student athletes in hopes of eventually becoming their business managen That said, he is a cer[if’ed 

insurance broker, and there is nothing impermissible about what he has done thus far for 

That said, Chance specifically indicated that we should NOT permit     to use any bank suggested by Ronnie to get his 

loan, as there is obviously no way for us to know if Ronnie has any sor~ of "arrangment" with that bank, etc., that would 

cause him to cross the line drawn in Bylaw 12.1.2.4.5. 

Therefore,      will need to obtain a loan completely on his own, without any assistance from Ronnie. I don’t know the 

process by which he goes about doing so T’m guessing he takes the policy to a bank and simply asks! T also don’t have 

a problem with one of our staff members going with to the bank to provide moral suppor[, though there is really 

nothing else that we can do, involvement wise. 

Please let me know if there are any questions about this. Andre’, can you pass this message on to       i’m happy to 

talk to him, but it seems to be pretty straight forward as to what the next step is for him. We must just be very clear 
that he is NOT permitted to seek out Ronnie’s assistance in finding a bank. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



>>> Larry Gallo 9:32 AM >>> 

Amy, 

FY~ - how do you suggest that we proceed? As a reminder to us all, I believe that you (Amy) told 

nothing without our approval, correct? 

Thanks, 
Larry 

he is to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rkaymore@kpm spor~s biz 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 9:28 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu> 

RI~: RI~QUEST FOR ADDITIONAJ~ INFORMATION -- 
Coverage 

Confirm~ion of 

God Bless i did not hear back from you guys in reference to any bank relationship for premium finance if 
you guys do not have one in place I can give you a bank that I know do the loans for the kids thanks God 
Bless 

Original Message 
Subject: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
of Coverage 
From: "Larry Gallo" 
Date: Wed, July 18, 2012 1:28 pm 

Confirmation 

Ronnie: 

Thank you for the email and attachments. If possible, we would also like to have a copy of ALL 
documents that      has completed and sent to you or to anyone else: 

1. Medical Doctor’s Repor~ Form (7 pages) 
2. Application Form N LLOYD’S (4 pages) 
3. Form F 

The above information/forms were contained in an attachment that you previously mailed to 

We would appreciate receiving all of the above completed information as soon as possible. I do 
have the "High Limit Hall of Fame Coverage Sheet" prepared by Ronnie Raymore/Exceptional Risk 
Advisors for 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Receiving this information will assist 
us in adhering to NCAA guidelines. 

Regards, 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Sr. Associate Director of Athletics 

>>> <rk~2rnore@kplnsporLs.biz> 7/18/2012 3:46 PM >>> 

Subject:           Confirmation of Coverage 
From: Brian Gutterman <brian.gutterman@exceptionalriskadvisors.com> 
Date: Fri, July 13, 2012 12:42 pm 

To: "rkavmore~komsoorts.biz" <rkavmore~komsoor~s.biz> 
Co: Frank Zuccarello <frank.zuccarello~exceotionalriskadviso~.com>, 
Admin < ad rain ~exceotionalriskadvisors.com > 



Thanks Ronnie! 

View Our Press Room! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 9:48 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Update 

RE_ REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ~ 
Coy... (14.4 KB).msg 

Confirmation of 

All, 

I spoke with Chance (NCAA) yesterday afternoon about Ronnie. He said that they have gotten a lot of requests for 

information about Ronnie Kaymore I guess several student athletes at multiple institutions are taking him up on his 
offer to get disability insurance policies through him. 

Chance said that they have information leading them to believe that Ronnie is using disability insurance as a way to get 

"in" with these student athletes in hopes of eventually becoming their business managen That said, he is a cer[if’ed 

insurance broker, and there is nothing impermissible about what he has done thus far for 

That said, Chance specifically indicated that we should NOT permit     to use any bank suggested by Ronnie to get his 

loan, as there is obviously no way for us to know if Ronnie has any sor~ of "arrangment" with that bank, etc., that would 

cause him to cross the line drawn in Bylaw 12.1.2.4.5. 

Therefore,      will need to obtain a loan completely on his own, without any assistance from Ronnie. I don’t know the 

process by which he goes about doing so T’m guessing he takes the policy to a bank and simply asks! T also don’t have 

a problem with one of our staff members going with to the bank to provide moral suppor[, though there is really 

nothing else that we can do, involvement wise. 

Please let me know if there are any questions about this. Andre’, can you pass this message on to       i’m happy to 

talk to him, but it seems to be pretty straight forward as to what the next step is for him. We must just be very clear 
that he is NOT permitted to seek out Ronnie’s assistance in finding a bank. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



> > > La try Gallo 7/25/2012 9:32 AM > > > 

Amy, 

FY~ - how do you suggest that we proceed? As a reminder to us all, I believe that you (Amy) told 

nothin9 without our approval, correct? 

Thanks, 

Larry 

he is to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rkaymore@kpm sports biz 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 9:28 AM 

LaiTy Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - 
Coverage 

Confim~ation of 

God Bless i did not hear back from you guys in reference to any bank relationship for premium finance if 
you guys do not have one in place I can give you a bank that I know do the loans for the kids thanks God 
Bless 

Original Message 
Subject: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION N 
of Coverage 
From: "Larry Gallo" <~h,qa! o/i~uncaa unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, July 18, 2012 1:28 pm 

Co: "Amy Herman" <@~[lae@u[~caa.u~¢.edJ>, "Andre Williams" 

Confirmation 

Ronnie: 

Thank you for the email and attachments. If possible, we would also like to have a copy of ALL 
documents that       has completed and sent to you or to anyone else: 

1. Medical Doctor’s Report Form (7 pages) 
2. Application Form N LLOYD’S (4 pages) 
3. Form F 

The above information/forms were contained in an attachment that you previously mailed to 

We would appreciate receiving all of the above completed information as soon as possible. I do 
have the "High Limit Hall of Fame Coverage Sheet" prepared by Ronnie Raymore/Exceptional Risk 
Advisors for 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Receiving this information will assist 
us in adhering to NCAA guidelines. 

Regards, 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 
St. Associate Director of Athletics 

>>> <rka~’rnore@komspot~s,b z> 7/18/2012 3:46 PM >>> 

Original Message 
Subject:           Confirmation of Coverage 
From: Brian Gutterman <brian.outterman@exceotionalriskadvisors.com> 



Date: Fri, July 13, 2012 12:42 pm 
To: "rkaymore@kpmsporLs.biz" <rkaymore@kpmsports.biz> 
Cc: Frank Zuccarello <frank.zuccarello@exceotionalriskadvisors.com>, 
Admin < ad min@exceptionalriskadvisors.com > 

Thanks Ronnie! 

Viow Our Press Room! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 10:03 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Re: Update 

] agree 100%. We can’t tell      that he can’t go down this path if he so chooses, but he has to know that there are 

explicit rules, and that we have to be in the loop throughout... 

> > > La r~/Gallo 7/25/2012 10:02 AM > > > 
This is my opinion, folks - 

believe that we need to further discuss this ~ not trying to beat a dead horse, but we need to be very cautious. T have 

no idea what "Bank/lending agency" will/can grant him a loan. l have had experience with this situation and it is 
important that the loan is done correctly, and that we have copies of the paperwork per NCAA guidelines 

Again, T am not trying to be dimcult ~ just suggesting to be overly cautious. You all can tell me to take a hike if you 
wish! 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > Amy Herman 7/25/2012 9:47 AM > > > 

All, 

[ spoke with Chance (NCAA) yesterday afternoon about Ronnie. He said that they have gotten a lot of requests for 

information about Ronnie Kaymore I guess several student athletes at multiple institutions are taking him up on his 

offer to get disability insurance policies through him. 

Chance said that they have information leading them to believe that Ronnie is using disability insurance as a way to get 

"in" with these student athletes in hopes of eventually becoming their business manager. That said, he is a certified 

insurance broker, and there is nothing impermissible about what he has done thus far for 

That said, Chance specifically indicated that we should NOT permit     to use any bank suggested by Ronnie to get his 

loan, as there is obviously no way for us to know if Ronnie has any sort of "arrangment" with that bank, etc., that would 

cause him to cross the line drawn in Bylaw 12.1.2.4.5. 

Therefore,      will need to obtain a loan completely on his own, without any assistance from Ronnie. T don’t know the 

process by which he goes about doing so T’m guessing he takes the policy to a bank and simply asks! T also don’t have 
a problem with one of our staff members going with to the bank to provide moral support, though there is really 

nothing else that we can do, involvement wise. 



Please let me know if there are any questions about this. Andre’, can you pass this message on to       i’m happy to 

talk to him, but it seems to be pretty straight forward as to what the next step is for him. We must just be very dear 
that he is NOT permitted to seek out Ronniels assistance in finding a bank. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

Ut~iversity of North Cau’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > Larry Gallo 7/25/20Z2 9:32 AM > > > 

Amy, 

FY~ ~ how do you suggest that we proceed? As a reminder to us all, I believe that you (Amy) told 

nothing without our approval, correct? 

Thanks, 
Larry 

he is to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Re: Update 

I agree 100%. We can’t tell      that he can’t go down this path if he so chooses, but he has to know that there are 

explicit rules, and that we have to be in the loop throughout... 

>>> Lard/Gallo 10:02 AM >>> 

This is my opinion, folks - 

believe that we need to further discuss this ~ not trying to beat a dead horse, but we need to be very cautious. T have 

no idea what "Bank/lending agency" will/can grant him a loan. l have had experience with this situation and it is 
important that the loan is done corredly, and that we have copies of the paperwork per NCAA guidelines 

Again, T am not trying to be dimcult ~ just suggesting to be overly cautious. You all can tell me to take a hike if you 

wish! 

Thanks, 
Larry 

>>> Amy Herman 9:47 AM >>> 

All, 

I spoke with Chance (NCAA) yesterday afternoon about Ronnie. He said that they have gotten a lot of requests for 

information about Ronnie Kaymore T guess several student athletes at multiple institutions are taking him up on his 
offer to get disability insurance policies through him. 

Chance said that they have information leading them to believe that Ronnie is using disability insurance as a way to get 
"in" with these student athletes in hopes of eventually becoming their business managen That said, he is a certified 

insurance broker, and there is nothing impermissible about what he has done thus far for 

That said, Chance specifically indicated that we should NOT permit     to use any bank suggested by Ronnie to get his 

loan, as there is obviously no way for us to know if Ronnie has any sort of "arrangment" with that bank, etc., that would 

cause him to cross the line drawn in Bylaw 12.1.2.4.5. 

Therefore,      will need to obtain a loan completely on his own, without any assistance from Ronnie. I don’t know the 

process by which he goes about doing so T’m guessing he takes the policy to a bank and simply asks! T also don’t have 

a problem with one of our staff members going with to the bank to provide moral support, though there is really 

nothing else that we can do, involvement wise. 

Please let me know if there are any questions about this. Andre’, can you pass this message on to       I’m happy to 

talk to him, but it seems to be pretty straight forward as to what the next step is for him. We must just be very clear 
that he is NOT permitted to seek out Ronnie’s assistance in finding a bank. 

Thanks, 



Amy 

Ut~Jversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel l~ll, NC 2/5L, 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> LarryGallo 9:32 AM >>> 

Amy, 

FyT ~ how do you suggest that we proceed? As a reminder to us all, I believe that you (Amy) told 

nothin9 without our approval, correct? 

Thanks, 

Larry 

he is to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:11 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;            <     @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: NEW [NTERP: injured Student-Athletes Counting in 105 

Yes, please. 

>>> Scott Trulock 1:01 PM >>> 

Amy 

Do you need a letter or an email from a physician stating the need for them to be here for medical (rehab) reasons? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiality Notice 

This e mail, including any a~achme nts, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sporis Medicine Depa r~ment which may be confidential or 

privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the individual o r entity named above If you are not the intended recipient, be awale that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is plo hibited If you have received this e mail in e rror, please notify the sende r 
immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, including a~achments 

>>> Amy Herman          11:50 AM >>> 

If I’m remembering the correct situation, we had already 

gotten to the point where it was going to be okay with him, 

and classes start. 

Amy 

> > > Corer Holliday          11:47 AM > > > 

So            will fall in this category also, correct? 

> > > Amy Herman 
All, 

11:45 AM >>> 

Believe it or not, the NCAA ~u!~ revised their stance on this issue! Per Bylaw 16.4.1 (h), if we are able to provide medical 

documentation showing that a student athlete has an injury that requires on campus rehabilitation dudng training camp 

(as opposed to waiting until school starts), we are permitted to provide room and board expenses for that individual to 

be on campus to receive that rehab, WITHOUT counting him in our 105. This will apply, I think, to       case, though 
you all need to determine if it’s medically necessan/for him to be here to receive that treatment, or if it’s just something 
he is choosing to do. 



Please let me know your take on that. The red por[ion of my email below still applies, as does the stipulation that T meet 
with all guys in this situation               to make sure they understand this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman          2:19 PM >>> 
Yes, this would be fine, provided he doesn’t engage in ANY practice activities, and we are comfortable monitoring that. 

But if he’s fine with covering his own expenses, and we’re fine with being responsible for this monitoring (keeping him 

out of training table and practice activities), then he can be here to rehab. 

If we choose to go this route, I would like to visit with 

must follow to remain in compliance with these rules. 

to make sure he fully understands the requirements that he 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of NoF~h Carolina 

DepaRment of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> 5tort Trulock 2:06 PM >>> 

What if he doesn’t receive any funded benefits? If we don’t provide housing or meals, could he do reha b with us and use 

the weight room when the team is not in there? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919 962 0102 

Confidentiality I~lntice 

This e mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Spor~s Medicine 
Department which may be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the individual or 

entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 



the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e mail in error, please notify the sender 

immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, 

including attachments 

Yes. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:35 PM, "Corey Holliday" <c ~/I d.:y@ui!caa,: qc.e~L > wrote: 

So the answer is must count in the 105 if he stays on campus to rehab? 

.... Babcock, Lindsey" " < babccck~C" heacc ~;,-g> 01:24 PM > > > 

<! [ifmso9] > <L [endit] > 
Yes Amy_.this stiJl appJies and is probably a good mrrinder for me to send to ti~e group. 

[hanks, 
L]ndsey 

Actually, I saw this one then, which appears to be your final answer? 



Amy 

2:00 PM > > > 

Hi Everyone, 

] know it seems like so long ago when we were talking about this (almost a month to the day) but here is the response 

that I got from Leeland today. The staff has looked at this and agrees that if you are providing expenses for a football 
student athlete during preseason camp but they are only doing rehab (no practice activities) they still must count in the 

105 limit. 

If you went over the 105 due to this interpretation please let me know before filing a violation. After I know how many of 
us have an issue Im going to find out if we can consider this a determination and therefore dont have to repo~ a 

violation. Also I am going to bring this up on the next CCACA call to make sure everyone else follows suit. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

Sent: Monday, 8:10 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 

Subject: RE: Preseason 105 limit..Follow up 

Lindsey, 

The staff looked at this a while back. As you noted below, the rationale is clear that the limit is tied to expenses. Tf a 
student athlete is receiving preseason practice expenses (e.g., room and board) then he must count toward the limit. 

Of course, medical treatment can be provided, but there is a distinction between rehabilitation and medical treatment for 

purposes of providing actual and necessary living expenses. If it is medically necessary to treat a student athlete in a 
cer[ain location, expenses may be provided pursuant to Bylaw 16.4.1 (h), but expenses cannot be provided for 

rehabilitation. 

If you need more information, let me know. 

Thanks, 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Membership Services 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 317 917 6222 



Fax: 317 917 6622 

Below are the two emails that ] sent to our compliance folks about the Z05 preseason football limit and attached is the 

email that I asked NC State to send me explaining their (as well as Virginia Tech, Miami and UNC) opinion on the issue. 

As I said in my message I asked NC State to send me their argument so T could present that to you and ask that you have 

this discussed at a staff meeting. I wanted to be sure that ~ represented their position correctly. Would it be possible to 

have it reviewed at the next meeting? 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

To: Amanda Cooley (aco~,!ey@uqca~ unc.edu); Amy Herman (a.~c!~e!e@ul-c~a u! c.edu); Art Markos (~!-~@vi~]:) ~edL~); 

Bert Locklin (block ]nA~,l edu); Bob Minnix (mr nnJx~0r~ a) er [;q.e~!u); Brad Woody (cbwoodv~c:~ i~so ~ e~:u); Bran Battle 

Dan Trump @?J32.{~)~e:~.2.~J; David Reed (~:f:~[~£~.[~/~:~; Deborah Foley ~_~J~:~:[g~2:[[~2.~[:~; Elizabeth 

Hi Again, 

Alter heamg back Iota several of you expressing your dislike of ti~is interpretation ~ sent it to sLaff for review and i went 



back to the Big 6 conle-ences. I he NC/V\ stated [hat our origir~ai ir~ erp-ekation on this is co, red and everyone that you 

are paying expenses for shouid count in your 10~., i]mil since this was a cost containrrent issue back in Z994 when Ihe 

iegisiation was adopled, f he rationale for :-994 P~oposai No. 44: ’ibis proposal is ol’ered as a cost cutting measure. 

I]m]t]ng the number of preseason pracdce pa~zic]pants will preclude D]v]s]on [ A institutions from providing preseason 
room and board expenses to more than LOS student ark ieles in the sporL of football.’ 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

Hi Everyone 

Since I know we are all enjoying preseason football I thought I would send out a quick reminder about the :]-0S preseason 
limit. Weve had a few questions about who to count in the 10S, specifically student athletes who are injured and are only 

on campus doing rehab and NOT attending any team activities. Since this proposal was or ginally created for cost 

containment concerns weve determined that you must count ALL student athletes attending preseason in that 10S. So 

yes, an injured player who is doing rehab and not practicing will have to count. 

Before your coaches tell you that theyve heard differently from other conferences Ive already ran this by the other Big 6 
conferences and were all on the same page with this one. 



Let me know if anything else comes up today!!!! 

Lindsey 

Lindsey IC Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 

dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 
illegal. 

<Mime.822> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:11 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock 

<strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: NEW [NTERP: injured Student Athletes Counting in 105 

Yes, please. 

>>> Scott Trulock 1:01 PM >>> 

Amy 
Do you need a letter or an email from a physician stating the need for them to be here for medical (rehab) reasons? 

Scoff Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiality Notice 

This e-mail including any atlachme nts, may contain information from the University of North Carolina 8porls Medicine Department which may be ~3 nfidential or 
privileged The information is intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above If you are not the intended recipient be a~are that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is pro hibited If you have received this e mail in e rror, please notify the sende r 
immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication including atlachments 

>> > Amy Herman          11:50 AM >> > 

if I’m remembering the correct situation, we had already 

gotten to the point where it was going to be okay with him, 

and classes start. 

Amy 

> > > Corey Holliday          11:47 AM > > > 

So            will fall in this category also, correct? 

>>> Amy Herman 

All, 

11:45 AM >>> 

Believe it or not, the NCAA ~ust revised their stance on this issue! Per Bylaw 16.4.1 (h), if we are able to provide medical 
documentation showing that a student athlete has an iniury that requires on campus rehabilitation dudng training camp 

(as opposed to waiting until school starts), we are permitted to provide room and board expenses for that individual to 

be on campus to receive that rehab, WITHOUT counting him in our 105. This will apply, t think, to       case, though 

you all need to determine if it’s medically necessary for him to be here to receive that treatment, or if it’s just somethin9 
he is choosing to do. 



Please let me know your take on that. The red por[ion of my email below still applies, as does the stipulation that T meet 
with all guys in this situation (              to make sure they understand this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>> > Amy Herman          2:19 PM >> > 

Yes, this would be fine, provided he doesn’t engage in ANY practice adivities, and we are comfortable monitoring that. 

He would noL be able to attel~d Fracdces or meeLing!, (regardle!,s oi Lher st L cture); eat at training tabe, or be n t!le 

But if he’s fine with covering his own expenses, and we’re fine with being responsible for this monitoring (keeping him 

out of training table and practice activities), then he can be here to rehab. 

If we choose to go this route, T would like to visit with 
must follow to remain in compliance with these rules. 

to make sure he fully understands the requirements that he 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> Scott Trulock 2:06 PM >>> 

What if he doesn’t receive any funded benefits? Tfwe don’t provide housing or meals, could he do rehab with us and use 
the weight room when the team is not in there? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919 962 0102 



Confidentiality/~/otice 

This e mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Spor[s Medicine 
DepaEment which may be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the individual or 

entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 

the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e mail in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, 

including attachments 

Yes. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:35 PM, "Corey Holliday" <~:Ls.] :!~*f~5.P~:]~..~_,q..2zLg_~_> wrote: 

So the answer is must count in the 105 if he stays on campus to rehab? 

.... Babcock, Lindsey" " 01:24PM >>> 

<! [ifmsog] > <! [endit] > 

Yes Amy@this stii app ]as and is plobabiy a good -en inder "or me to ser~d ~o tile g~oup, 

Thanks, 

L ndsey 



Actually, [ saw this one then, which appears to be your final answer? 

Amy 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" < b-abcock~t/e~,cc.or&> 2:00 PM > > > 

Hi Everyone, 
] know it seems like so long ago when we were talking about this (almost a month to the day) but here is the response 
that ] got from Leeland today. The staff has looked at this and agrees that if you are providing expenses for a football 

student athlete during preseason camp but they are only doing rehab (no practice activities) they still must count in the 
105 limit. 

if you went over the Z05 due to this interpretation please let me know before filing a violation. After I know how many of 

us have an issue Im going to find out if we can consider this a determination and therefore dont have to report a 
violation. Also T am going to bring this up on the next CCACA call to make sure everyone else follows suit. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

BB6 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

From: Zeller, Leeland imailtc:izelier:~caa.o~’q] 

Sent: Monday, 8:10 AM 

To: Babcock, Lindsey 

Subject: RE: Preseason 3_05 limit...Follow up 

Lindsey, 

The staff looked at this a while back. As you noted below, the rationale is clear that the limit is tied to expenses. If a 

student athlete is receiving preseason practice expenses (e.g., room and board) then he must count toward the limit. 



Of course, medical treatment can be provided, but there is a distinction between rehabilitation and medical treatment for 

purposes of providing actual and necessary living expenses. Tf it is medically necessary to treat a student athlete in a 

cer[ain location, expenses may be provided pursuant to Bylaw 16.4.1 (h), but expenses cannot be provided for 

rehabilitation. 

If you need more information, let me know. 

Thanks, 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Membership Services 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 317 917 6222 

Fax: 317 917 6622 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 

Sent: Thursday, 12:26 PM 

To: Zeller, Leeland 
Subject; FW: Preseason 105 limiL.Follow up 

Leeland, 
I left you a voice mail about this issue earlier today but please 9ire me a call if you have any questions. 

Below are the two emails that I sent to our compliance folks about the 105 preseason football limit and attached is the 

email that T asked NC Btate to send me explaining their (as well as Virginia Tech, Miami and UNC) opinion on the issue. 

As I said in my message I asked NC State to send me their argument so I could present that to you and ask that you have 

this discussed at a staff meeting. T wanted to be sure that T represented their position correctly. Would it be possible to 

have it reviewed at the next meeting? 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey IC Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 



(bbatt[d~’ma c-.f~ edu); Carly Pariseau (ca Iv~adsea~J@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@ac~-tid.duke.edu); 

Hi Again, 

AFter hearing back [rom several of you expressing your dislike of this interp~ete~tion i sent it to staff for review arid i we~/t 
back to the Big 6 conf,,rences. Ti~e NCAA stated that our ori!]inaJ interpretation on this is corred and ~ ve,’;,’one that you 

are paying expenses for should count in your ]05 limit since this was a cost containment issue back in ] 994 s~hen the 

legislation was adopted. Fhe rationale for 1994 P-oposaJ No, 44: "[ h]s p~oposaJ is offered as a cos~ cutdng measure 

limit1% the number of preseason pradice patlicipants will preclude Division ~ A institutions from p~ovidin9 preseason 
oom and board expenses to more tkan ~05 studenL ath etes in the s~or~ o[ football," 

Snce ire stirred the r~ot on this [~e foi4nd oiJt that were all ovel the board on this throughout ti~e count% ~- have this on 

our August ct~r [er~nce call, ~,~hJch is scheduled fc, r t~e 14t~ so we c~n discuss this and to give me time ~o ge~ mo~e 

Iindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

338 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 



Jamie Pootrakul @-;ootrakui@cuaa.du~e cdu); Jerome Rodgers (Lero pe ,-o¢,~ers.-@bc edo); Jim Booz 

Hi Eve,/one 
Since I know we are all enjoying preseason football I thought I would send out a quick reminder about the 105 preseason 

limit. Weve had a few questions about who to count in the 105, specifically student athletes who are injured and are only 

on campus doing rehab and NOT attending any team aclivities. Since this proposal was originally created for cost 

containment concerns weve determined that you must count ALL student athletes attending preseason in that 105. So 
yes, an inJured player who is doing rehab and not practicing will have to count. 

Before your coaches tell you that theyve heard differently from other conferences tve already ran this by the other Big 6 
conferences and were all on the same page with this one. 

Let me know if anything else comes up today!!!! 

Lindsey 

Lindsey IC Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. Tfyou are not the intended 
recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 

dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 

<Mime.822> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 7:26 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Louisville team trip 

Molly, I have meeting on 7/3 I at noon and 2:00 pm I could do I:00 - 1:45 or 3:30 on Thanks, Rick 

On Jul 25, 2012, at 6:16 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnortonUa)email unc edu> wrote: 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet with you all regarding travel for football Can we schedule this meeting 
for some time after 1 l:00am on Tuesday, July 31? Please let me know of your availability that day 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Fwd: Louisville team trp 

Molly, 

Can you alert Bubba, thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

.... Stevens, Emily L" " <emily stevens~?unc edu> 07/24/2012 
10:36 AM >>> 

Hey Corey! 

Just left you a voice mail in the office and thought I should follow up via email, too. Holden, Patti and 

Thorp would like to join the team for the Louisville trip. Please forward to appropriate folks and let 

me know what else you may need from the Chancellor’s office to confirm this. Hope the Holliday family is 

having a super summer; I know it comes to an end soon[ See you next week at the Ladies Clinic! 

Thanks[ 



Emily L. Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3422 office 

mobile 

emily.stevens@ u nc.edu 

From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:52 PM 
To= Stevens, Emily L 
(:c= Schue~cpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Football 

Hi Emily! 

We need help with football in the fall. Holden wants to try to go to the Louisville game with the team for 

the game on 9/15, and we would need to take with us. Can someone call Athletics to make sure we 

can arrange this? 

Thanks so much! Patti 

<Header> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 7:26 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email unc edu> 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Louisville team trip 

Molly, I have meeting on 7/3 I at noon and 2:00 pm I could do I:00 - 1:45 or 3:30 on Thanks, Rick 

On Jul 25, 2012, at 6:16 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnortonUa)email unc edu> wrote: 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet with you all regarding travel for football Can we schedule this meeting 
for some time after 1 l:00am on Tuesday, July 31? Please let me know of your availability that day 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Fwd: Louisville team trp 

Molly, 

Can you alert Bubba, thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

.... Stevens, Emily L" " <emily stevens~?unc edu> 07/24/2012 
10:36 AM >>> 

Hey Corey! 

Just left you a voice mail in the office and thought I should follow up via email, too. Holden, Patti and 

would like to join the team for the Louisville trip. Please forward to appropriate folks and let 

me know what else you may need from the Chancellor ,s office to confirm this. Hope the Holliday family is 

having a super summer; I know it comes to an end soon[ See you next week at the Ladies Clinic! 

Thanks[ 



Emily L. Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3422 office 

mobile 

emily.stevens@ u nc.edu 

From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:52 PM 
To= Stevens, Emily L 
(:c= Schue~cpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Football 

Hi Emily! 

We need help with football in the fall. Holden wants to try to go to the Louisville game with the team for 

the game on 9/15, and we would need to take with us. Can someone call Athletics to make sure we 

can arrange this? 

Thanks so much! Patti 

<Header> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email unc edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:06 AM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Louisville team trip 

Let’s schedule the meeting for l:00pm on Tuesday, lulg 31, The meeting will take place in the AD Corfference Room. 

From: Rick SteJnbacher [maJlto:~teinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 7:26 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
~:: Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 
Subject: Re: Louisville team trip 

Molly, I have meeting on 7/31 at noon and 2:00 pro. I could do i:00 1:45 or 3:30 on. Thanks, Rick 

On Ju125, 2012, at 6:16 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet with you all regarding travel for football. Can we schedule this meeting for some 

time after ll:00am on Tuesday, July 317 Please let me know of your availability that day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

gent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:11 AM 

To: Norton, Molly 

Subject: Fwd: Louisville team trip 

Molly, 

Can you aler[ Bubba, thanks. 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 



.... Stevens, Emily L" " <emily.stevens@unc.edu> 07/24/2012 10:36 AM >>> 

Hey Corey! 

Just left you a voice mail in the office and thought I should follow-up via email, too. Holden, Patti and 

would like to join the team for the Louisville trip. Please forward to appropriate folks and let 

me know what else you may need from the Chancellor’s office to confirm this. Hope the Holliday family is 

having a super summer; I know it comes to an end soon! See you next week at the Ladies Clinic! 

Thanks! 

Emily L. Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

emily.stevens@ u nc.edu 

From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:52 PM 
TO: Stevens, Emily L 
Ce: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Football 

Hi Emily! 

We need help with football in the fall. Holden wants to try to go to the Louisville game with the team for 

the game on 9/15, and we would need to take with us. Can someone call Athletics to make sure we 

can arrange this? 

Thanks so mucM Patti 

<Header> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email unc edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:06 AM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu> 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Louisville team trip 

Let’s schedule the meeting for l:00pm on Tuesday, lulg 31, The meeting will take place in the AD Corfference Room. 

From: Rick SteJnbacher [maJlto:~teinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 7:26 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
~:: Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 
Subject: Re: Louisville team trip 

Molly, I have meeting on 7/31 at noon and 2:00 pro. I could do i:00 1:45 or 3:30 on. Thanks, Rick 

On Ju125, 2012, at 6:16 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet with you all regarding travel for football. Can we schedule this meeting for some 

time after ll:00am on Tuesday, July 317 Please let me know of your availability that day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

gent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:11 AM 

To: Norton, Molly 

Subject: Fwd: Louisville team trip 

Molly, 

Can you aler[ Bubba, thanks. 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 



.... Stevens, Emily L" " <emily.stevens@unc.edu> 07/24/2012 10:36 AM >>> 

Hey Corey! 

Just left you a voice mail in the office and thought I should follow-up via email, too. Holden, Patti and 

would like to join the team for the Louisville trip. Please forward to appropriate folks and let 

me know what else you may need from the Chancellor’s office to confirm this. Hope the Holliday family is 

having a super summer; I know it comes to an end soon! See you next week at the Ladies Clinic! 

Thanks! 

Emily L. Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

emily.stevens@ u nc.edu 

From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:52 PM 
TO: Stevens, Emily L 
Ce: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Football 

Hi Emily! 

We need help with football in the fall. Holden wants to try to go to the Louisville game with the team for 

the game on 9/15, and we would need to take with us. Can someone call Athletics to make sure we 

can arrange this? 

Thanks so mucM Patti 

<Header> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:58 AM 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook 

<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff 

Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu 
<jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 

<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick Hokanson 
<mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 
Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 
<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 
<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 
Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 
<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell 



Subject: 

<wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay 

<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

G[A Deferment 

Coaches, 

Please see below. This email was sent out today to remind all student athletes who receive any GIA for the 

academic year to defer their charges through ConnectCarolina by 

Please remind your student athletes who receive G]A to do so. Not deferring the charges could lead to the student 

athletes classes being dropped. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Dear Student Athlete, 

Bills for the        semester are due to be paid by Thursday,          which is prior to the first day of 

classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitting your account. 

Therefore, all student athletes who are receiving Grant in Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go 

through the process of deferring their charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

Loq in to MyUNC and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center. Look at the Finances Section and select 

Request Deferment in the drop down box. Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment AND the Statement of 

Understanding and then click submit. There will be a confirmation screen after you hit submit, click OK. Click the Account 

Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date on the invoice will not 

change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Ad 

University of North Carolina 

DepaRment of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



919.962.7851 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:58 AM 

Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs 

<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee 
< billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu >; Boo 
Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B 
McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <ddarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 
<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro 

<cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu 

<jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 
<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson 

<srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy 
Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 

<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 
<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>;Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Head 
Coaches: Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock 
< cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis 
Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller 

< rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Paul < spaul@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Haney 

<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Compliance: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@unca&unc.edu >; Vince ]lie <ille@unca&unc.edu >; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 

<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie copeland@unc.edu >; Joe Holladay 

<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

G[A Deferment 

Coaches, 

Please see below. This email was sent out today to remind all student athletes who receive any GIA for the 

academic year to defer their charges through ConnectCarolina by 

Please remind your student athletes who receive G]A to do so. Not deferring the charges could lead to the student 
athletes classes being dropped. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Dear Student Athlete, 

Bills for the        semester are due to be paid by Thursday,          which is prior to the first day of 

classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitth~g your account. 

Therefore, all student athletes who are receivh~g Grant h~ Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go 
through the process of deferring their charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 mh~utes to complete. Here are the h~structions to defer: 

Loq h~ to MyUNC and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center. Look at the Fh~ances Section and select 

Request Deferment in the drop down box. Click/check the box for Fh~ancial Aid Deferment AND the Statement of 
Understanding and then click submit. There will be a confirmation screen a~er you hit submit, click OK. Click the Account 

Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date on the invoice will not 

change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Ad 

University of North Carolina 



Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:]-26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 





TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

According to the UNC Reglstrar’s Office, the following student athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics corn petition. If# student=athlete is net listed, she has 

Eligible to Compete - Foreign Tour 

cc: Bubba Cunningham 

Beth Miller 

Martina Ballerl 

Compliance Staff 

Coaching Staff 

Beth Bridget 





TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

According to the UNC Reglstrar’s Office, the following student athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics corn petition. If# student=athlete is net listed, she has 

Eligible to Compete - Foreign Tour 

cc: Bubba Cunningham 

Beth Miller 

Martina Ballerl 

Compliance Staff 

Coaching Staff 

Beth Bridget 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:50 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 

<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 

Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarLh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook 

<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell 

<wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Official Visit Transportation Regulations 

Coaches of All Smorts OTHER THAN Men’s Basketball 

See the below Staff Interpretation that was released by the NCAA yesterday. 

The good news is that none of this information is different than what we have told you in the past the staffjust took the 

time to put all of this in writing so it’s clear across the membership. 

You will see that some of the regulations in the information below apply to situations where the prospect art ves in the 

locale too late at night to start his/her visit. ~ always, before we schedule such a visit and delay the start of the 48 

hours, we will need to have a discussion to make sure we’re on the same page. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Meals and Lodging while in Transit to Official Visit Spor~s Other Than Men’s Basketball (~) 

Date Published: 

Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: b 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for prospective student athletes 

while in transit to an official visit in spor~s other than men’s basketball and confirmed the following: 

a. A prospective student athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour 

omdal visit period in instances in which he or she arrives in the locale too late to begin the official visit that day. Such 

expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the 
omdal visit (e.g., parents, spouse) prior to the start of the 48 hour o~cial visit pedod, including the cost of additional 

occupants in the same room. 

b. A prospective student athlete may receive a ddve thru or "to go" meal while in transit with an athletics department 

staff member from the major airpor~ or bus or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48 hour offcial 
visit pedod. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student 

athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to the staE of the 48 hour offcial visit pedod. 

c. A prospective student athlete may receive a "sit down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the 
institution while accompanied by an athletics department staff member at the time of his or her arrival for an o~cial visit 



or a "sit down" or "drive in" meal en route to the institution’s campus with an athletics department staff member, even if 
such a meal occurs outside a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48 hour omcial 

visit per od. Under these circumstances, the prospedive student athlete’s parents (or legal guardians), spouse and/or 

children may also receive such a meal. 

d. A prospective student athlete may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of his or her place of lodging without beginning 
the 48 hour offcial visit period in instances in which he or she art ves in the locale of the institution too late to begin the 

o~cial visit that day, provided no athletics department staff members or student athletes are present durng the meal. 
Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on 

the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) pror to the star~ of the 48 hour official visit period. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.4.1 (48 hour period defined), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 13.6.7.1.1 (meals 

and lodging while in transit), 13.6.7.7 (meals on official visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or 

legal guardian of prospective student athlete) and 13.6.9 (lodging for additional persons); o~cial interpretations 
(03/26/09, Item No. 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, Item No. 18) and staffinterpretation (4/13/94, item b), 

which has been archived] 

Associate AD for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78a3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:07 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jg b@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

SpencerWelborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>;Wally Richal son 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Matt 

Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 

< JM BOX]LL@email.unc.ed u >; @gmail.com>; Ginny 

Ellis <grellis@unc.edu > 



Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: .docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 

Richie Gfimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 9Z9 962 9472 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 12:12 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 

<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 

Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 

Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 

<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell 

<wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase 

<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 

< sjgreen@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John $ 

<jb43@email.unc.edu > 

REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

Coaches, 

As l described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our 

teams on Wednesday, August 22rid and Thursday, August 23rd in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night. The purpose of 

these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives. As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have 
a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled time. The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes. 

I have heard back from all spores now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending. See below 

list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for 
your team. 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, Auqust 22nd at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

Baseball 

Basketball W 
Golf M 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 
Soccer W 
Softball 

Swimming 
Tennis M 



Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursda¥~ Auqust 23rd at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 
Lacrosse W 

Rowing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 2:29 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 

<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 

Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@unca&unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@unca&unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 

Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@unca&unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@unca&unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@unca&unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 

<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Sapp <masapp@unca&unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@unca&unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@unca&unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell 

<wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie copeland@unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final cost of a full grant in aid for the 12 13 academic year 

Annual Cost & Scholarship Equivalencies.docx 

Coaches, 

Just a quick e mail with the actual dollar amounts for tuition and fees for the 2012 13 academic yean Our estimate 

wasn’t too far of. The actual numbers are: 

FulIGIA Resident Equiv. Non-Resident Equiv. 

Tuition $5,823 0.32 $26,575 0.68 

Fees $1,867 0.10 $1,867 0.05 

Room $5,630 0.31 $5,630 0.14 

Board $4,104 0.23 $4,104 0.11 

Books $800 0.04 $800 0.02 

TOTAL $18,224 1.00 $38,976 1.00 

Our cost of attendance figures are: 

COA Resident Non-Resident 
Tuition/Fees $7,690 $28,442 
Room $5,630 $5,630 
Board $4,104 $4,104 
Books/Supplies $1,182 $1,182 
Travel $832 $1,588 

Misc (Personal) $1,340 $1,340 



Insurance $1,500 $1,500 

Loan Fees $58 $58 

TOTAL $22,336 $43,844 
COA - Full G~ $4,112 $4,868 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Oft] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:30 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Por[er <9tporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Hube~ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 
<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 
<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 
Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell 

<wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Quick Hitter - Coaching Club Teams 

imageOOl.png 

Coaches, 

See below from the ACC. I generally try to summa rze these sor[s of emails for you, but I can’t really think of a better way 

to say it than how Lindsey does below! Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Amy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.orq> 

Bate: July 31, 2012 3:45:04 PM EDT 

Subject: Quick Hitter - Coaching Club Teams 

Coaching Club Teams - 
It is not permissible for an institution’s coach, who is involved with a club team (or national team) to 

recruit while they are receivinB expenses from their club team (or national team). All recruiting expenses 

must be paid by the institution. However, it is permissible for a coach who is involved with a club team (or 

national team) to scout futu re opponents OF THAT TEAM while receiving expenses FROM THAT TEAM, 

Official Znterpretation 

Date Tssued: February 13, 1992 
Date Published: Februaw 13, 1992 
Item Ref: 4 

4. Coaches involvement in local sports club -- effect on evaluation limitations. Tf an 
institution’s coaching staff member is involved with a local sports club during the academic 
year, the institution does not use one of its four evaluations for any prospect participating in 
any competition against the local team the individual coaches. The committee noted that any 
other contests observed by the coaching staff member involving prospective student-athletes 

prospect participating in the contest. [References: 13.1.6 (limitations on the number of 
evaluations -- all sports); 13.12.2.4 (local sports clubs); IC 3/19/91, Item NO. 3-c] 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

- Undergraduate Student Assistant Coach 

Undergraduate Student Assistant Coach Regulations.pall; Former Student- 
Athletes Returning as Undergraduate Assistant Coaches.msg 

Yes, is okay to serve in this capacity. 

I am attaching to this email the regulations that I sent out to you all earlier associated with his role. It’s my 

understanding that he will be paying his own way this semester, so he will essentially be serving as a volunteer coach for 

us, 

i’ve got a question out to the ACC regarding whether we can provide    with Training Table meals during preseason. T 
know that once the academic year star~s, he will NOT be permitted to eat Training Table at any time (and this needs to 

be made clear to him) and, dudng the season, we will only be permitted to provide him with expenses (meals, housing, 

transportation) incurred on road trips. But I think there might be some leeway before the year star~s that’s what ?m 
hoping! 

I’ll be in touch with that answer when I get it. In the meantime, 

attached form and qet it back to me. 

and Coach Fedora will need to complete the 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athlel~cs 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/51~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



> > > Gunter Brewer < gbrew@u ncaa.unc.edu > 8/1/2012 9:24 AM > > > 

Just to make sure we r clear. He is ok to help us coach as a student coach. We star[ fri let me know 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:52 AM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Former Student Athletes Returning as Undergraduate Assistant Coaches 

All, 

A proposal allowing former student athletes to return as Undergraduate Student Assistant coaches passed in June of 
2010 and became effective in August of 2010. As of that date, it became permissible for former student athletes who 

exhausted their eligibility to return to the institution as Undergraduate Student Coaches and complete their degree 

program, regardless of whether or not they are still within their 5 year clock. 

Since          competed all 4 years while at UNC, provided he enrolls full time dudng each semester of enrollmenl he 

will be permitted to serve as an Undergraduate Student Coach. 

Please note a few things about Undergraduate Student Coaches that will apply to 

1) Is the intent for us to provide him with scholarship funding? If so, he can only receive funds as are permitted for 

student athletes. He cannot be paid over and above that for any coaching activities, including coaching activities during 

vacation periods. He is essentially considered a student athlete for purposes of determining what aid/funding we can 
provide to him; 

2) If he receives athletics aid, he will be included in our APR cohoR, so it will need to be stressed to him the impor[ance 
of succeeding academically; 

3)     will not be able to be involved in any off campus contading/evaluating of prospeds. While it is fine for him to 

ATTEND recruiting staff meetings (just as Corey can, for example), he will not be able to PARTTCIPATE in the meetings, as 

he is not permitted to serve in a recruiting coordination role (per Bylaw 11.7.1.2). This also means that he cannot make 

telephone calls to prospects, though it would be fine for him to receive a call. Note, though, that if he misses a call, he 

cannot return it. 

4) During official visits,    will not be able to receive a free meal associated with the visit unless he has been identit’ed 

as the Student Host for the prospecL 

5) I’m doubting that this will ever be an issue, butiust be aware that we can have no more than 12 student assistant 

coaches. 

6) Undergraduate Student Coaches can only serve in that capacity at the institution where they exhausted their 
eligibility. 

The general rule of thumb is that will essentially be considered a student athlete for purposes of what involvement 



he can have with the team. He can do any[hing associated with the current team, obvoiusly (coaching on the field, in 

meetings, etc.), but would not be able to be involved in recruiting activities, with the exception of on campus recruiting 

visits by prospects. 

My one remaining question, for which l am seeking an answer from the ACC, is whether or not a student athlete has to 

have exhausted his eligibility (i.e., competed all 4 years) or if a student athlete who turns professional after 3 years 

(renouncing remaining eligibility) would be able to take advantage of this option. I will let you know when I get 
clarification on that specific issue. But since it does~Yt apply specifically to ] thought ] would go ahead and get this 

information to you. 

Last thing to note: Due to budgetary issues, decisions about the provision of athletics grant in aid to these individuals 

will have to be made on a case by case basis. It should not be assumed that we will provide a full scholarship to any 

individual who wishes to ser~e as a student coach. Rather, we will first need to have a discussion about the various 

factors involved. 

I have pasted the a pplicable bylaws below. I think this should cover most of the questions I can foresee. However, I’m 

sure more will "come up", so please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks for your patience as t worked through this. 

Amy 

11.01.4 Coach, Undergraduate Student Assistant. 

An undergraduate student assistant coach is any coach who is a student athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility 

in the sport or has become injured to the point that he or she is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who 
meets the following additional cr teria: (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) Is enrolled at the institution at which he or she most recently participated in intercollegiate athletics; (Revised: 

4/29/10 effective 8/1/1 O) 

(b) Is enrolled as a full time undergraduate student in his or her first baccalaureate degree program (see Bylaw 14.1.8.2), 
except that during his or her final semester or quarter of the baccalaureate degree program, he or she may be enrolled in 

less than a full time degree program of studies, provided he or she is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to 
complete the degree requirements; (Revise~’ 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 8/11/09, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(c) Is receiving no compensation or remuneration from the institution other than the financial aid that could be received 

as a student athlete and expenses incurred on road trps that are received by individual team members; and (Revised: 

1/9/95) 

(d) TS not involved in contacting and evaluating prospeclive student athletes off campus or scouting opponents off 
campus and does not perform recruiting coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2.2). (Revised: 8/26/06) 

11.7.1.2 Recruiting Coordination Functions. 

The following recruiting coordination functions (except related routine clerical tasks) must be performed by the head 

coach or one or more of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4: (Revised: 

4/27/06 effective 8/1/06, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 

(a) Aclivities involving athletics evaluations and/or selection of prospective student athletes; and (Revised. 4/24/08 

effective 8/1/08) 



(b) Making telephone calls to prospective student athletes (or prospective student athletes’ parents, legal guardians or 

coaches). (Revised. 1/12/06, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/26/12) 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince 
< dle@email.unc.edu >;                          @live.unc.edu >; Creighton, 

Robert A <alexcreighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell 
<ichappell@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker ][ 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke 

<cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 
<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl 
Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 
<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 
Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                       !@uncaa.unc.edu >; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 
<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 

Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 
< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
. ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Training Camp Itinerary 

Training Camp Itinerary Coaches Version.xlsx 



All, 

Please find the attached 

Go Heels, 

Tych 

Training Camp itinerary Coaches Version’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, August I, 2012 I I : 17 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: NEW INTERP: Injured Student-Athletes Counting in 105 

>>> Anly Herman 8/I/2012 12:19 PM >>> 
All, 

Imining camp Ihat will only be rchabbing and nol included in tha 1057 

Once I get the final list of names, l would like to set up a lime Io 
meet with the smdel~t -atltletes to make sine we are all on tbe same page 
about wlull Ihey can and cannol do 1 Ihink it ~ould bc appropriate for 
Scot~ and Andre’ to be at the meeth~g, too Shouldn’t take long, 

fire3 completel3 understand what fltey czm’t do if the3 ’le not going to 

>>> Amy Herman 7/25/2012 11:45 AM >>> 
All, 

Beheve it or not, tbe NCAA just revised their stance on tbis issue[ 

Per Byla\~ 1641 (h), if we arc able to provide medical documcnla/ion 

shawing that a student-aflflete has mt injmy that lequiies on-campus 
rchabilllalion duting Imining camp (as opposed Io wailing unlil school 
slarls), we an3 petlhilled 1o provide room and board CXl~nscs for Ilia[ 
htdividual to be on-campus to receive that lehab, WITHOUT counting ltim 

in our 105 This will apply, l drink, Io 

below still applies, as does the stipulation that I meet with all grays 

Thanks. 

>>> Amy Hcnnan 7/17/2012 2:19 PM >>> 
Yes. Ihis would b¢ fine, provided h¢ doesn’t engage in ANY praclic¢ 
activities, mtd we a~e comfortable mohitofing that He would not be 
able to at/end pmcliccs or iileelJllgS (regardless of their slntcturc), 
eat at tmimng table, or be h~ tbe weight room wben m~3 otber member(s) 
of our teznn ate there The~k on top of that, all activits" h~ tbe weight 
room would have to be specifically tied to his ~ehabllitation (so as not 



But if he’s fine with coveKmg lfis own expel~ses, and we’t~ fine with 
being responsible For Ihis monilodng (keeping him oul o f Imining lablc 
and pmclicc aclivilics), Ihcn he can be here Io rchab 

K we choose to go tiffs mute, I would hke to visit with to nmke 

h~ complim~ce with these roles 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of Norfl~ Carolina 
Department of Aflfletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9199627853 (office) 
919 962 6002 (f~x) 

>>> Scol/Tndock 7/17/2012 2:06 PM >>> 
Wlmt if he doesn’t receive an) flmded benefits? If we don’t provide 
housing or meals, could hc do rchab wilh us and use Ihc wcighl room when 
Ihc Icam is nol in 

Sco~ Tmlock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Alhlclic Trainer for Foolball 
Univcrsily orNorlll Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

campus to rehab? 



.... Babcock, Lindsey" " <lbabcock@theacc o~g> 07/17/2012 01:24 PM >>> 

<!--lffmso 91-> <!--[endif]--> 
Yes Amy Ihis slill applies and is probably a good reminder for me Io 
send to the group 

Lindscy 

Li]]dsey K Babcock 
Assislanl Commissioner. Compliance & Governance 
Allanlic Coasl Conference 
LBabcock@tlteacc mg 
336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

Scnl: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 10:39 AM 
To: Babcock, Lhtdsey 

Act~mll), I saw tlfis one tbmt wlfich appeat~ to be your fitml answer? 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@lhcacc org> 9/17/2007 2:00 PM >>> 

Hi Ever5 one. 

(ahnost a monflt to fire da?) but hate is the ~espmtse that I got front 
Leeland toda? The staff has looked at tlfis mid agrees that ff you ate 
providing expmtses for a football student-atlflete during pteseason camp 
but the3 arc only doing rchab (no practice activilies) Ihey still must 

Fin going to find out if we cmt consider this a detenrdlmtion and 
Ihcrcfore don’t ha~e Io report a violation Also I am going Io bring 

Thanks. 

Lindscy K Babcock 
Allanlic Coast Conference 
Director of CompIimtce & Govenmnce 
336-854-8787 



336-369-0065 (fax) 
lbabcock?1tbeacc org 

Lindsey, 

The staff looked at this a while back As you noted below, the 
rafiotmle is clear that tbe liimt is tied to expel~ses ff a 
sludenl-a/hlele is receiving prescason pra¢llce expenses (cg, room and 
boat~l) tben he ]nust count towat~l the limit 

providing actual and necessat5 living expel~ses Kit is medically 

be provided purs~mnl Io Bylaw 164 I-(h), but expenses cannot be 
provided for lehabditation 

If you l~eed morn hfformafioo, let lne know 

Leeland Zeller 
Associate Direclor o f Membership Se~ices 
Na/ional Collegiate Addelic Associalion 
Phone: 317-917-6222 
Fax: 317-917-6622 

From: Babcock. Lindsey [J, mlJ:oflNibcock ~t~ I]!ca~ C,Oba] 
Sent: Thursda.~, August 16, 2007 12:26 PM 
To: Zeller, Leeland 
Sul~iect: FW: Preseason 105 limit Follow-up 
Leeland, 
1 left you a voice mail aboul Ihis issue earlier today bul please give 
me a call If you have aW questim~s 

Below are tbe two emads that I sent to our complimtce folks about the 
105 prescason foolba[I limil and allachcd is Ihe cmall Illal I asked NC 
State to send me explaimng tbeir (as well as Virghfia Teck Mianfi and 
UNC) opinion on Ihc issue 

As I said in my message I asked NC State Io send me thair argumenl so 1 
could present that to you and ask that you have this discussed at a 
sla ff meeting I wanted Io be sure Ihal 1 represented Iheir posilion 
correclly Would il be possible to ha~e il reviewed al Ihe next 
meetmg? 

Lindsey 

Lil~dsey K Babcock 
Aflmltic Coast Conference 
Direclor o f Compliance & Govcnmnce 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
Ibabcock ?~,lheacc org 



Froln: Babcock, Lhtdsey 
Sere: Tuesda?, Augm st 07, 2007 5:20 PM 

(aj schac@uncaa uric edu); Arl Markos (am~a~ irginia cdu); Bcrl Locklin 
(blocklht,?zvt edu); Bob Mitmix (mrinlt~x@nmiler fsu edu); Brad Woody 
(cbwoody@clemsolt edu): Brian Battle (bbat[le@nmiler fsu edu); Carly 
Pariseau (carly pariseau~abc edu); Chrislopher B Kenned5 
(ckelmed? @acpub duke edu); Dan Tnnnp (dtmmp@umd edu): David Reed 
(reed~a miami edit); Deborah Folc3 (d foley @miami edu); Elizabeth Bookwaller 
(ebook~ diter@nmiler fsu edu): Greg Feaflterston (gfeatber@umd edil); J alnie 
lsrcal (iismcl@miami edu); Jamie Poolmkul (ipoolmkul~a dima duke edit); 
Jerome Rodgers (jerome rodget~ l?lbc edu): JimBooz (jwbSq%wilgilfia edu): 
Joe Whd¢ (iwh[le@clemson edu); Jon Fagg (ion fagg~ancsu edit); Ka/rcshia 
Louis (klouis@at [llaa gatech edu): Keli Ctnminghzun (kcunlring@umd edu); 
Khsten Elleb? (ellebykc@wfu edu): Lance Markos (nmrkos@uncaa m~c edu): 
LaW Gallo Jr (ad~gallo@uncaa uric edit); Lizzie Gomez 
(Igomez@umd edit ); Michelle Lee (michellelee~a ncsu edit); Prod Parker 
(pparker@at [llaa gatech edu): Sand? Weber (sandyj@vt edu): Sam Sikorski 
(sam sikorski l?lbc edu): ScottByld (byrdsm@wfu edu); Sharon McCm[ley 
(skm6fZl,virginia edu); Shmma Cobb (rcobb~a~l edu); Shelly Green 
(~igteen,?zuncaa uric edu): Shoslmmm Engel (shoslmmm engel@ncsu edu): 
Slcphanie Ellison (sacllis~aclcmson edit); Sieve Clacherly 
(sclacltet~’@~malni edu): Steve Ftippen (wsf3 h,?z vi~ gloria edu): Susan Maloy 
(sbmaloy ~a uncaa uric cdu); Tbn PaNcr (IpaNe@vl cdu); Todd Hairslon 
(ltairst ct ,?z x~£u edu ): Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa duke edu): Tol~x 

Cc: Lyons. Shane: Wood_ Eric 
Sul~iect: RE: P~eseason 105 [i~mt Fo[low-up 
hnporlancc: High 

Since I’ve stirred tbe pot on flris I’ve found out tltat we’re all 

co~ffet~nce ca[l, wlrich is scheduled for tbe 14th so we cat discuss tlris 

Lindsey 

Li~dsey K Babcock 
Allanlic Coast Conference 
Director of Comptiance & Govenmnce 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
Ibabcock@lhcacc org 

From: Babcock, Lhtdsey 
Soul: Monday, Augus106. 2007 3:45 PM 

(:~ischae ?~ uncaa uric edu); Art Markos (am%wirgima edu); Bert Locklm 
(blocklin ?t,vt cdu): Bob Minnix (nninnix ?onailcr fsu edit): Brad Wood~ 



(cbwood5 @clcmson cdu); Brian Baltic (bbal/Ic@mailcr fsu cdu); C~lrly 
Pariseau (carly pafiseau@bc edu): Clmstopher B Kemtedy 
(ckmmed) @acpub duke edu); Dmt Tnnnp (dtmmp@umd edu): David Reed 
(recd~a miami c&0; Deborah Folc5 (d foley @miami edu); Elizabeth Bookwahar 
(cbookwaller~a mailer fsu cdu); Greg Fcethcrslon (gfea/hcr~a umd cdu); Jamie 
lsteal (iismel@nfimni edu); Janfie Pootrakul (j pootrakul@duaa duke edu): 
Jerome Rodgers (jerome rodget~ l?lbc edu): JimBooz (jwbSq%sdlgi]tia edu): 
Joe Whd¢ (jwhilc@clcmson cdu); Jon Fagg (ion fagg~ancsu cdu); Ka/reshia 
Louis (klouis@at b~aa gatech edu): Keli Cmminghmn (kcumfing@mnd edu); 
Kirslen EIIcb3 (cllcbykc~a~ fu cdu); Lance Markos (maNos~a uncaa uric cdu); 
LarD" G~llo Jr (atbgallo@uncaa uric edu); Lizzie Gomez 
(Igomcz@umd cdu ); Michcllc Lee (michcllclcc~a ncsu cdu); Prod Parker 
(pparker@at b~aa gatech edu): Sand) Weber (smtdyj@~ edu): Sam Sikorski 
(sam sikorski I@bc c&0; Scet/Byrd (by rdsm~a~ fu cdu); Sharon Mceaulcy 

(skm6f,?zvirgima edu): Shamm Cobb (rcobb~(i3~ edu): Shelly Green 
(~igteen,?nmcaa unc edu): Shoshamm Engel (shoshamm engel@ncsu edu): 
Slephanie Ellison (sacllis~aclcmson cdl0; Sieve Clachcrly 
(sclacherly @miami cdu); Steve Flippcn (wsl3 h@virginia c&0; Susan Maloy 
(sbnmloy@uncaa uric edu); Tint Parker (tpmker,?zvt edu); Todd Hairston 
(hairst ct ,?z x~u edu ): Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa duke edu): 

Since I know wc are all cl~joying prescason foetball I Ihoughl I would 
send out a quick tenfinder about file 105 p~eseason linfit We’ve bad a 

NOT a/lending aW learn aetivilics Since Ihis proposal was originally 

injured player who is doing relmb and net pmcllcing will ha~c Io 

Before your coacbes tell you that rite)"ve heard diffmemly from 
ether conferences I’ve alread3 mn Ihis by Ihc olhcr Big 6 conferences 
and we’~e all on the same page wiflt this one 

Let mc know if anylhing else comes up Ioday![[[ 

Li~dsey K Babcock 
Allanbc Coast Conference 
Director o f Compliance & Govcnmncc 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
Ibabcock@lhcacc org 

Tlfis entail altd ate" at~aclmtents rim) contain cotffidential al~d pm’deged 
information lfyou are 11ol the intended recipient, please netlf3 the 
sender inunediatel) by lemrn email, delete this message mtd destro) 
copies An3 disscminetion or use or Ihis infonnetion by a person olhcr 
titan file i~tended lecipient is unauthadzed and may be dlegal 

<Mime 822> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 10:02 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@emaiLunc.edu>; ]lie, Vince 
<ille@email.u nc.edu >;                          @live.unc.edu>; Creighton, 

Robert A <alexcreighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell 
<ichappell@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker ][ 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke 

<cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 
<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl 
Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 
<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 
Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
. @uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Jordan 
<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 
Trulock <strulock@u ncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bunting, John S <jb43@emaiLunc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 
<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@unca&unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Today’s Team Meeting 

Just a Note/Reminder for Today’s 4:30 PM Team Meeting (Staff Introductions): tt will take place in the Stone Center 



Auditorium. The Compliance Meeting that precedes it will also tare place in the Stone Center Auclitorium. 

Joe Haydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 2:46 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.ed u >; 

Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Deke Adams 

<ddadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic 

Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 

< Iouh@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                  @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 

Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Bteinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Compliance Paperwork 

Football.xls 

All, 

See attached for the SA’s who have sic qed the NCAA Drug Testing Consent form and are all clear for practice from my 

end. The only three guys who have not yet signed the form are not in the 105 for today’s reporting date as I understand 

it please let me know if that is not the case. 

Once Sports Medicine has signed off on a kid, he is good to go for praclice, so Scott and crew will have the final word on 
whether or not a kid can go out to practice tomorrow. If they say he’s good, he’s good. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:14 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 

<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 

Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 

Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay 

<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 

Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu 

<jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 

<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick Hokanson 

<mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 



Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell 

<wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Bonser, Bobby Jeffrey <bonser@live.unc.edu>; 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@emaikunc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@emaikunc.edu>; 

Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J 

< Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, Meredith A < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@emaikunc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 

<tom brickner@unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@emaikunc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Hir[h <chir[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 

Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa~unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 



Subject: 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro 

<soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski 

<tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Individual Skill Instruction Dates (2012-2013) 

All, 

This email applies to ALL sports other than Football and Baseball. Football and Baseball have their own set of 

regulations that will be provided to them separately. 

As you all know, outside of your declared 20 hour per week playinq season, but during the academic year, countable 

activities are limited to weights, conditioning, and individual skill instruction. The total time spent on these activities can 

be no more than 8 hours per week, of which no more than 2 hours can be individual skill instruction. In addition, you 

must have 2 required days off each week during the off season. None of this information has changed. 

In spor~s other than Football and Baseball, it is permissible for coaches to engage in this prescdbed amount of skill 
instruction with an unlimited number of student athletes at certain times during the year. Tn addition, all countable 

activities (includinq weiqhts, conditioninq, and skill instruction) are prohibited durinq the week prior to final exams 
throuqh the end of finals (applies only to those SHOES that are not "in season" at this time of year). 

The char below will detail how this individual skill instruction regulation applies to our 2012 2013 academic calendar. 

August 21 (First Day of Class) through September 14 no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

September 15 through November 28 unlimited number of student athletes at a time 

November 29 through December 14 (End of Fall Finals) NO COUNTABLE ACTIV]TIE$ PERMITTED 

December 15 through January 8 (Winter Break) NO COUNTABLE ACTTVITTEB PERMTTTED 

January 9 (First Day of Class) through April 15 unlimited number of student athletes at a time 

April 16 through April 19 no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

April 20 through May 7 (End of Spring Finals) NO COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES PERMITTED 

Be aware that if you are a women’s spo~ that utilizes male practice players during these off season skill instruction 

sessions, the male practice players MUST be counted toward the limit of 4 student athletes durng the specified time 

periods above. 

Also, please note that the prohibition aqainst countable activities beqinninq November 29th and April 20th apply even to 

voluntary workouts in which the student athlete wishes to work out on his/her own. it would not be permissible for our 

coaching staff members to be present at those workouts. Additionally, voluntary workouts must meet all 

stipulations in Bylaw 17.02.13 (Voluntary Athletically Related Activities) on page 211 in the 2012-2013 NCAA 

Manual (which you all will be receiving soon!). 

The only exception to this is sports in which a safety exception is applicable (Fencing, Gymnastics, Rowing, 

Swimming/Diving, Wrestling, and Field Events, Jumping Hurdles, or the Jumping Element of the Steeplechase in Track). 



In these spor~s, if a student athlete wishes to participate in voluntary activities using equipment in their spoR, it would be 

permissible for the coach to be present at the activities and provide safety or skill instruction. However, keep in mind 

that coaches, under this exception, may NOT conduct the workout. They may only be present for a workout that the 

student athlete him/herself conducts. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about how this information meshes with your off season plans. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate &D for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletfics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 6:04 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; skarpinski@tcgathletics.com; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu> Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Delayed Enrollment Waiver APPROVED 

Waiver Decision.pdf 

All, 

delayed enrollment waiver has been approved! He is now officially eligible to compete this season and will have 

5 years to play 4 seasons of eligibility. See attached for the NCAA decision. 

Please pass the good news on to him, Joe. Thanks for everyone’s help on this! 

Amy 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:37 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Undergraduate Student Assistant Coach 

Carolina Dining Services (CDS) manages our training table and staffs the register there at lunch (which is open to the 

public, as dinner is the closed training table meal for us). We also have a CDS employed training table manager that l 

believe is there for dinner each night (Corey can confirm this copying him). It has been, and will continue to be, made 

explicitly clear to their staff that once the academic year begins, the only people that don’t have to pay are the GIA 
student athletes and full time coaching staff members. We also have a training table "checker" who is responsible for 

making sure that walk ons and GA’s pay before eating. We will add to the list of individuals for whom the checker is 

responsible for "checking". 

Amy 

8:16 PM > > > 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             11:32 AM 
To: Amy Herman; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Gunter Brewer; Larry Fedora 
(:c: Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos;           Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; 

: Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: - Undergraduate Student Assistant Coach 

All, 

Heard back from the ACC. Durinq pre season only,    is permitted to stay in the hotel with the student athletes and 
receive meals at Training Table, as his Student Coach duties require him to be present in those locations. 

Once classes star~ on however,    will not be permitted to eat at Training Table unless he pays for it (like any 
other student). Additionally, he can only receive room/board expenses when he is traveling with the team to away 

competitions. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman         11:30AM >>> 

Yes,    is okay to serve in this capacity. 

I am attaching to this email the regulations that I sent out to you all earlier associated with his role. It’s my 



understanding that he will be paying his own way this semester, so he will essentially be serving as a volunteer coach for 

us, 

I’ve got a question out to the ACC regarding whether we can provide    with Training Table meals during preseason. 
know that once the academic year starts, he will NOT be permitted to eat Training Table at any time (and this needs to 

be made clear to him) and, durng the season, we will only be permitted to provide him with expenses (meals, housing, 

transportation) incurred on road trips. But I think there might be some leeway before the year starts that’s what T’m 
hoping! 

I’ll be in touch with that answer when I get it. In the meantime, 

attached form and aet it back to me, 
and Coach Fedora will need to complete the 

Thanks, 

Amy 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae J~ uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Gunter Brewer < abrewd&u ncaa.unc.edu > 8/1/2012 9:24 AM > > > 
Just to make sure we r clear. He is ok to help us coach as a student coach. We start fri let me know 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:31 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

_~aol.com; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@unca&unc.edu>; 

Greg Gatz <ggg@unca&unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@unca&unc.edu>; 

Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@unca&unc.edu> 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Compete 

Thanks ve~/much Coach Dorrance for being all over this ~ much appreciated. Hope all is well with trainin9. 

Take care, 
Larry 

>>> Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
said the automobile registrations are in 

her what’s up? 

Connected by DROID on Vefizon Wireless 

7:59 PM > > > 
email. We are calling Crystal now to ask 

Original message 

From: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Co: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>, Chris Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, Travis 
Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>, Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>, Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, Samantha Kirby 
<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>, "!     I@aol.com" 

S~n~: Mon, ,~           23:45:14 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Eligible to Compete 

Attached is the list of student athletes that are currently eligible to compete for us this 



Currently, we have four student athletes who still need to take care of some of their administrative duties 
know Tom is working through some of the issues with them. We’ve got the 

;o hopefully he can get those back to us so that we can clear her, 

Please email me back to confrm that you’ve received this memo and understand who is able to play on 

Wednesday as of right now. Ifyou have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:27 PM 

@bellsouth.net > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers $trohm 

< Leslie $trohm@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

< cholliday@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: SB[ contact re: Prof. Nyang’oro investigation 

Thank you, 

Take care, 
Larry 

>>> ~bellsouth.net > 

Thank you for your quick response. I’ll have 

~ Corey knows how to proceed. 

9:23 PM >>> 

connect with Corey to find out how to proceed. 

Connected by DROID on Vedzon Wireless 

Original message 

From: Larry Gallo <athaallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                     @bellsouth.net> 
Co: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, Corey 
Holliday <chollidav~uncaa.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue,            00:49:31 GMT+00:00 
Subject: SBI contact re: Prof. Nyang’oro investigation 

Thank you for notifying us about this marten 

Please tell       to contact Corey Holliday before he does anything regarding the request from the SBI. 

Corey will know what to do and will advise       accordingly. We have experience handling these type of 

requests. (** by me copying this email to Corey, I know that he will reach out to so feel free to contact 

him and let him knowthat Corey and he need to talk **) 

Thank you, and if you have any fuFiher questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

919 962 8725 omce 

> > > @bellsout h.net > 8:26 PM > > > 
Mr. Gallo: 
I came home tonisht to find a voice mail messase on ou r home phone for a senior on 



the UNC       team. A gentleman named Dirk German with the SBI is asking       to call him as pave of 
the ongoing investigation, I presume, into Professor Julius Nyang’oro’s work at UNC during the 
timeframe. 
Before I pass this message along to       I want to ask whether anyone in athletic administration has 
spoken to the athletes that took Professor Nyang’oro’s classes to make them aware these contacts might 
be made. Mr. German mentioned in his message that ’ is not in any trouble", but his name is on a 
list of those they wish to interview. 
My husband and I wanted to run this past someone in administration before we track       down in the 
midst of training camp to get him this message. While you may not be the appropriate staff member to 
approach, we remember well your work on the NCAA investigation, so thought we’d start with you. 
We look forward to your feedback. 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ):48 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@aol.com; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 
~ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 

<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete 

- Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

are all set see the updated declaration. 

Just waitin9 on getting          drug forms back from her parents          has emailed them to 

hopefully he has them, can sign them, and send them back either via fax or email today. Thanks!! 

Will do; we are calling over there now! 

Connected by DROID on Vedzon Wireless 

SO 

Original message 

From: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Co: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>, Chds Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, Travis 
Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>, Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>, Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, Samantha Kirby 

@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>, @aol.com" 
@aol.com> 

Tue,            00:30:05 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Eligible to Compete 

Thanks for the update on the auto registrations. Have         give her parents a heads up to get back with 

so we can clear hen Sounds like we’ll have a little paper to push tomorrow but hopefully we can 

have everyone wrapped well in time for Wednesday. Thanks!! 



Tom said the automobile registrations are in 
to ask her what’s up? 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

7:59 PM > > > 
email. We are calling Crystal now 

Original message 

From: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Co: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brent 
Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>, Chris Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>, Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>, Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, Samantha Kirby 

@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Timmermans 
<fimmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu>,        ~aol.com" <,      @aol.com> 
Sent: Mon,            23:45:14 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Ehg~ble to Compete 

Attacheri is the list of student athletes that are currently eligible to compete for us this 

Currently, we have four student athletes who still need to take care of some of their administrative 

duties t know Tom is working through some of the issues with them. We’ve got the drug testing 

consent forms emailed to dad, so hopefully he can get those back to us so that we can 

clear her. 

Please email me back to confirm that you’ve received this memo and understand who is able to play 

on Wednesday as of dght now. if you have any questions,iust let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, .0:2 ]_ AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@aol.com; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 

<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Tirnmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete 

W Soccer - Fall Eligible to Compete 3.pdf 

And of course rght after I sent the last memo, we got signed drug forms back from her parents. She’s all set 

and we should have all 34 girls ready to go. 

If you have anything different or any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Will do; we are calling over there now! 

Connected by DROJD on Vefizon Wireless 

Original message 

From: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>, Chds Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, Travis 
Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>, Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>, Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, Samantha Kirby 
<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>, "!     @aol.com" 

Thanks for the update on the auto registrations. Have         give her parents a heads up to get back with 
so we can clear her. Sounds like we’ll have a little paper to push tomorrow but hopefully we can 

have everyone wrapped well in time for Wednesday. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Tom said the automobile registrations are in email. We are calling Crystal now 
to ask her what’s up? 

Connected by DROID on I/erizon W#eless 

Original message 

From: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Co: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brent 
Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>, Chds Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>, Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>, Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, Samantha Kirby 
<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>, "_ . @aol.com"        ~aol.com> 
Sent: Mon,            23:45:14 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Eligib]e to Compete 

Attached is the list of student athletes that are currently eligible to compete for us this Wednesday 
against UNC Wilmington. 

Currently, we have four student athletes who still need to take care of some of their administrative 

duties I know Tom is working through some of the issues with them. We’ve got the drug testing 
consent forms emailed to  dad, so hopefully he can get those back to us so that we can 

clear her. 

Please email me back to cont’rm that you’ve received this memo and understand who is able to play 
on Wednesday as of dght now. If you have any questions,iust let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Wednesday, August 8, 20128:21 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu >; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu >; Boxill, Jan < JMBOXILL@email unc edu >; 

Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

<blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Devin 

Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu> 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa unc edu! 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knor[@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu> 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelUo@uncaa unc edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <sresBvo@uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wdcha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd:DailyComplianceItem 8/8/12 144318 HoursEarnedthatMustBeRepeated 

Thou g ht this would be a good case study/reminder for everyone this morning 

Have a great Wednesday! 

Amy 

>>> 3ennifer M Condaras <icondaras@blgeastorg> 8/8/2012804AM >>> 

Cover One is a third year foot~all studenbathlete at Ocean State University and completed 15 degree 

applicable houls during the 2011-12 academic year. Cover will have ~o repeat one of the courses, however, 

because he earned a "D" and t~e degree program requires a "C" or better. Can this paCdcular course be 

used ~o fulfill credit hour requilemenl~? 

No. N(tAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.8 states t~at the provision that the calculation of credit hours under the 
pr ogress-Lowar d-degree regulation shall be based on hours earned or accepted for degree credit at the 



certifying institution in a student athlete’s specific baccalaureate degree program (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1) shall 

be met as follows: 

(a) During the first two years of enrollment, a student-athlete may use cledits acceptable towald any of the 

(b) By the beginning of ~e thild year of enrollment (fifth semester or seventh quarLer), a student-athlete 

shall be required to have designated a program of studies leading toward a specific baccalaureate degree. 

From ~at point, the cledits used to meet the progless-teward-degree requirements must be deglee cledit 

toward the student’s designated degree proglam; 

(c) A student-athlete who changes his or her designated degree program may comply with the plogress- 

toward degree requirements if: 

jl) The change in programs is documented appropriately by the institution’s academic 

authorities; 
j2) The cledits earned prior to the change are acceptable toward ~e degree previously sought; 

and 

(3) The credits earned from the time of the change are acceptable toward the new desired 

deglee. 

{d) once a student-athlete has bequn his or her third year of enrollment {fifth semester or 

seventh quarter)~ a course may not be used to fulfill the credit-hour requirements for meetinq 

Droaress toward denree if the student ultimately must repeat the course to fulfill the 

requirements for the student’s major, even if the course fulfills an elective component of the 

student-athlete’s deqree proqram. (Adopted: 1/14/97, Revised: 3/~2/~2) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,_ 4:20 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Practice 

Coaches, 

Attached is the list of SA’s who our cleared from my end to start prac[ice tomorrow. Once Scott clears them for practice 

from the Sports Medicine side, they’re good to go. 

I have 26 student athletes cleared from my end, so make sure I’m not missing anyone. ]f you have any questions, just let 

me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:44 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 

<gtpor[er@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Practice 

xls 

Coaches, 

See attached for the students who have completed their NCAA Drug Testing Consent form and are cleared from my end 

to practice. Make sure I’m not missing anyone on the roster and hold the three guys (                         ~) T have 

highlighted out of practice until we see their form completed. Somehow, they’ve managed to do some of the forms but 

not the NCAA Drug Testing Consent form. 

Once these three get their forms done, they’ll be good from my end. And then it’ll be up to Alain to let you know if 

they’re clear for practice from the Spor~s Medicine end from what I can tell, he’s almost got them there. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,_ 5:46 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

<      @live.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex creighton@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Tony 
Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa~unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 
< bhundley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke 

<cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 
<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl 

Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 
<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 

Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 
<rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock 
< strulock@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, 
John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
< _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New FB Bowl Legislation 



Attach: FB Legislation.pd f 

Football Staff, 

The NCAA Board of Directors adopted 2 new pieces of FB specific, non controversial legislation at their Board meeting 

on August 2nd. ] am summarizing the information below and will attach more specific proposal information. Please let 

me know if you have any questions about these. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Proposal Annual Exemptions to Permissible Number of Contests 

Effective              there will be an additional exe177pted bowl gan7e, in which the winners of two other exe177pted 

bowl games will be permitted to compete against each othen 

Proposal Bowl Eligibility Exception, insufficient Number of Eligible institutions 

Effective immediately, there will be conditions by which an otherwise ineligible institution may be eligible to participate 

in a bowl game if an insufficient number of institutions meet the definition of a "deserving team" to participate in 

postseason bowl games in a particular year. More information about those conditions are identified in the attached 

document. 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:]_6 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 

<gtpor[er@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Practice 

Coaches, 

It looks like we’ve gotten every[hing completed have done their drug forms and Alain has 

cleared 34 SA’s from his end. 

Please make sure everyone that will be out at practice tomorrow is on the attached list. If you have any q uestions, just let 

me know. Thanks for getting the guys ready for tomorrow!! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:20 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu) 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.ed u >; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting Tuesday 

Please send me any agenda items for Tuesday’s staff meeting @ 230pm. 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor~ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



and 







Are you in town a n d available for a q uick call? Wanted to follow u p on thin~s related to fundin~ _~oin~ forward 







T~mmy McHale 

Karen M. Gii, PhD. 



Sorry I ust saw the email. I was out of the office today 

Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:22 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Individuals in Weight Room 

Football Weight Room Student Staff Regulations.docx 

All, 

See attached for a draf~ of the form. Comments/suggestions are welcomed. Corey and Lou, I am happy to add other 
activities to what is meant to be an inclusive list of permissible functions, provided we discuss them and determine they 

are permissible. So now is your chance to think of other ways that you might wish to use these students. Please let me 
know if you think of anything else. We will "finalize" the form prior to the star of classes (and, presumably, the star of 

these students employment). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 
Coreyand Lou, 

10:38 AM >>> 

As you know, legislation requires that we have no more than 5 weight or strength coaches that are permitted to work 

with our student athletes in any capacity, including all workouts (required and voluntary), practices, and game related 
activities. 

Obviously this does not limit the activities in which our countable coaching staff members can paCdcipate. This includes 
our head coach, 9 assistant coaches, 4 graduate assistant coaches, and :1 undergraduate student assistant coach 

It is my understanding that the 5 individuals that will fill these strength coach positions for us for the 
academic year are as follows: 

Zack Womack 
Kevin Mithcell 

(pending completion of HR hiring process) 

Corey, T know that you asked about the permissibility of undergraduate students being in the weight room to assist with 

cleaning the weight room, stacking weights, and recording student athletes’ repetitions. 

We got some clarification from the NCAA/ACC yesterday, that if these individuals are not involved in any so¢~ of 

instruction, direction, or coaching activities with the student athlete, they do not have to "count" toward our limit of 5 

individuals. Thus, the answer to your question is "Yes", we can have full time enrolled underaraduate students that fulfill 



these duties in the weight room. 

That said, we are still responsible for assuring that these individuals do not provide any sor~ of instruction to the student 

athletes. The second they do so, we have violated this rule. So the "dos and don’ts" must be made very clear to the 
students from the beginning. 

If you have any functions that you would like for these students to perform other than cleaning the weight room, 
stacking weights, and recording student athletes’ repetitions, please let me know. Otherwise, we will move forward with 

the understanding that these are the only 3 aclivities these individuals will be permitted to do. We will create a form that 

these individuals will be required to sign stating these regulations. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate XL) for Compliance 

U~flversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2z51.~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:17 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligibility Certification Schedule 

Registrar Eligibility Schedule, xlsx 

All, 

See attached. T have made a change to the 

tudent athletes might be competing. 

dates, as they have an individual competition in which up to 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Also, Brent, Cq/stal, and Rocky, I have added you to my Schedule Approval 

listserv, so you will start getting copies of all competition schedules as they are approved. I figured that would also be a 

way for you to check to make sure you have the dates correc~ in terms of when certifications have to be done. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:19 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
< sue_walsh@unc.edu >; Tony Tucker ][ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine G reene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 
Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Grill Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 
<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Approved Swimming Schedules for 

.pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe approved M and W Swimming/Diving schedules forthe 

Thanks, 
Amy 

academicyear. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3_2:43 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 

<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 

Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 

Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry < mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 

Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 



Cc: 

Subject: 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Paperwork Reminder 

Coaches, 

Today is the deadline for    paperwork. All contacls must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacls from 

you must still notify the Compliance Offce. 

For those spor~s that held offcial visits in June, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file 

for all visits through the weekend of 

Contact for ALL SPORTS at or (Y,~nca~ unc.ed~. 

Holds will be placed on Monday. Thanks. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,               1:37 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa unc edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa unc edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; ~uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmem~ans@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Individuals in Weight Room 

Corey Holliday vcf 

Is il possible to ADD Ih following as a permissible aclivily: 
* Set up/’meakdown of field activifies 

Core? Holliday 
Associate Alhlelic Director 
U niversits" of Norflt Caroli~m 
Kenzm Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
ChaNl Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> Amy Herman 11:21 AM>>> 
All, 

chzmce to tbit~k of otber wa?s fltat you migbt wish to use these students Please let me latow if you t hil~k of ate) tlmtg else We will 

Thanks. 

As you know, legislation requires that we have no mole thzm 5 weigbt or strength coaches that are perntil~ed to woik with our strident - 
athletes in mw capacits’, including all wmkouts 0equired ~md volul~tmy), pmcfices, and game-related actMties 

Obviousl? tfiis does not limit rite acfivifies m w filch our countable coaclilng staff membet~ can participate This includes our bead 

follows: 

Lou Hernandez 
Zack Wmnack 

(pending cmnplefion of HR lilting process) 

Core), I know thai you asked aboul Ihe pemfissibilily of ~mdergmd~alc sludcnls being in Ih¢ weight room Io assisl wilb cleaning the 



We got some cla(ffication front the NCAA/ACC yesterday, that if these individuals ate not im’olved in am" sort of instruction, 

Tlmt said, we ate stir1 lesponsible for assuring flint these individuals do not provide mr) sort of h~stn~ction to tl~e smdent-atlfletes The 
second Ihcy do so, we ha~c violaled Ihis rule No Ihc "dos and don’ls" musl be made vet) clear Io Ihc sludcnls from Ihc beginning 

tecoidhtg smdeN-atl~letes’ lepetifions, please let me know Oflterwise, we wdl move forwaid wiflt the understanding that thase ate the 

9199627853 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa uric ¢du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:01 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez 
< Iouh@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Individuals in Weight Room 

Football Weight Room Student Staff Regulations.docx 

Yes, that is fine. See the attached and confirm that it meets what you’re getting at. Anything else? 

Amy 

> > > Corey Holliday 1:37 PM > > > 

Associate Afl~lefic l)irector 

Corey and Lou, 



Associate AD fbr Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of" Athletics 
PO Box ~1~26 

Chapel IIill, NC ~7515 

919.96~.785~ (office) 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa uric edu> 

3:15 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa uncedu>; Brian I(albas <bkalbas@uncaa uncedu>, 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa unc edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa unc edu>; Carlos 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa uncedu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa unc edu>; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa unc edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 

Sagula <jsagula@uncaa uncedu>; I(aren Shelton <kcs@uncaa uncedu>; Larry 

Fedora <ltedora@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa uncedu>; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Fox <mtox@uncaa unc edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <Bchdeselm@uncaa uncedu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa uncedu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa unc edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa uncedu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXZLL@email unc edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa uncedu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>, 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa uric edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa uric edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa uncedu>; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa uric edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa unc edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Josh Webb 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>, 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa uncedu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelUo@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Save the Dates 

Listed below are "save the date" programs: 

Sunday, 6pro, TBD, Carolina CREED Mentor Training 

Monday,          6pro Welcome (Back) Picnic in she Eddie Smith Field House; it will be followed by the 

first Carolina CREED meeting 

Wednesday, 7pm Carolina Outreach 

Monday, TBD, LifeSkills Presentation, Clint Bruce, tormer Navy Seals 



https://filestoqeaux.lsu.edu/publi¢/download.php?FILE-dd/8892745WGxO 

Wednesday, 7pro CHOZCE Alcohol/Other Drugs Workshop Team/Makeup for 1st Years 

Thursday, 7pm 3rd floor Loudermilk, Carolina CREED Mentor meeting 

Please let me know if you have any questions 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,_ 7:45 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, 

Jan < J M BOX[LL@email.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mar~ina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

5teinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 5croggs <wscroggs@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
offce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:04 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 

<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 

<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 

Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

< mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Natalie Lutz < nlutz@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 

<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, 

Sean < squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M Swimming Schedule Change 

All, 

The Ohio State Last Chance M Swimming meet will only be held on one day, Sunday, March ~-0, 2013. Please make this 

change to your approved schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:14 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Updated Eligibility Cer[ification Schedule 

Registrar Eligibility Schedule, xlsx 

See attached, has been added. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, ’ 4::[5 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

< rackham@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie 

Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: NCAA Drug Testing Consent form for Volleyball, Women’s 

Coaches, 

is cleared from my end to start practicing. Once Sally clears her with Sports Medicine, she’s good to go. if you 

have any questions,just let me know. Thanks!! 

>>> "TnControl Automated Notification" <incontrol@acsathledcs.com> 4::12 PM >>> 

Please do not reply to this email as it is not monitored. 

The NCAA Drug Testing Consent form has been submitted by for 

Please log into h~ llh co ~t"~kac~a:l’!e~ics coq~ to review this form. 

ACS InControl Workflow System, Powered By ACS Athletics 



A B C D E F 

.Name and Tit~e Department 2011~iOalr2¥ 

2012-S2a~la~y 

Ille, Vince- Sr. Associate AD 

Blanchard, John- St. Associate AD Student-Athlete Development 

Lane, Marchelle- Student -Athlete Development ............................. 

.Restivo, Sandra-Office Manager Studenl-Atffiete Development 

6 
7 
8 
9 

20 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

4O 

Johnson, Shelley- Student Athlete Development Leadership Account 

Blanton, Brent S. - Associate Director Database and Assessment Coord. Academic SeP~dces 

Bridger, F. Elizabeth- Associate Director- WBB Academic Se~ces 

Lee, Jaime- Academic Counselor Academic Se~ices 

Lyons, Elizabeth - Learning Specialist Academic Services 

Maloy, Susan - Tutodal Coordinator Acadernic Se[~dces 

Mercer, Jr., Roberi - Director Academic Ser,,dces 

On, Kym- Academic Counselor Academic Ser~dces 

Overstreet, Tia - Academic Counselor Academic Se~ces 

Richardson, Jr., Wallace Associate Direc’[or- FB Academic Se~ices 

¯ Townsend, Jayne- Associate Director Oly Sporis, MBB Academic Services 

Welborn, Spencer - Academic Academic Services 

.Yarbrough, Nathan- Office Manager Acadernic Se~dces 

Tony Yount- Academic Counselor Pad-Time Academics 
Amy Kleissler- Academic Assistant Part-Time Academics 

Budgets ¯ 2012-2013 .... 

.Salaries and Benefits (1,020,394 and 308,065) 

÷ 

Academics OperaEng Budget $244,687 

Student Services Operating Budget 
¯ $49,225 ¯ 

Carolina Leadership Operating Budget 
¯ $91 684 . 

42 Tutor Expense Funded b¥SAOF $200,000 

43 

44 Total $i,914,055 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:17 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 

<gtporier@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Carlos, 

See the attached for a list of students who are currently eligible to compete for the semester. 

We’ve still got to get some of the guys to complete their paperwork before we can clear them; most of the guys who are 
not yet done did some of their forms today but not ~ of them for some reason. Also, we’ll need       and        ’s 
valid automobile registrations. We need to get them cleaned up tomorrow Grant, please follow up with the guys in the 

morning so we can be done and ready to go when the team leaves on Wednesday for Winthrop. 

Please confirm that everyone you’re expecting to compete for us this is listed on the memo, even the ones who aren’t 

yet cleared. We need to make sure we’re all on the same page and that we didn’t miss anyone. If you have any 

questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Carlos Somoano 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

25. 

CC: 

20. 
23. 
26. 

24. 
27. 

NOTE: The following student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

- Incomplete Forms and Missing Auto Registration 

- Incomplete Forms 

Incomplete Forms 

Incomplete Forms 

Missing Auto Registration 

- Incomplete Forms 

- Incomplete Forms 

Jeff Negalha Grant Porter Beth Miller 

Ellen Culler Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Spencer Welborn Alain Aguilar Greg Gatz 

Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:12 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 

Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
< mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Natalie Lutz < nlutz@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey 
Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 
<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Kuonen 
<kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 
Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W Lax Approved Schedule 

W Lax .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 
Amy 

W Lacrosse approved schedule. 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:18 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; 

Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker ][ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 

Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maly Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rrpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 

< sjg reen@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

M Soccer Schedule Change 

All, 

The M Soccer scrimmage vs Coastal Carolina, originally scheduled at home on Saturday, 

Sunday,           It will be held at Wake Med Soccer Park, Field #2, at 3p 

Thanks, 

Amy 

hasbeenchangedto 

Associate AI) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Atl~]etics 
PO Box 2 126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9.962.7853 (office) 
9.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:41 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J 

<ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas 

<bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill 
Palladino < bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs 

<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath 

<cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton 

<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley 

<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 

<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick Hokanson 
<mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike L]tzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole 

Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc~edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam 

Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor 

Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, 

Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, 



Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@emaikunc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins < mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Varsity Monitor Social Media Account Registration 

All, 

I should have clarified that you CANNOT furward this email to the student athletes and ask them to complete the process 

They must do it through the email that comes directly from Varsity Monitor This was sent to you just as an example of what 

theywll receive, in case they have questions 

$or1¥ fur not making that clear 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 9:32 AM >>> 

Coaches, 

All of your student athletes will be receiving the email below from Varsity Monitor in the coming days They will ALL need to 

click on the link a nd com plete the process, even if they have neither a FB nor a Twitter account (or just one or the other) We 
are sending the email to the email accounts identified in ACS by the students, so it may or may not be their "live unc edu" 

account, particularly fur the incoming freshmen 

Please help us make this process as painless as possible by stressing to them the importance of taking care of this task 

promptly We will receive regular reports from Varsity Monitor as to the completion rate by sporL Let’s see whose team car/ 

complete the task the quickest[ : ) 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AI) for Con3pliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Atlzletics 



PO Box 2126 
Chapel HilI, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 ({~x) 

> > > Varsity Monitor < reporLs@varsitymonitor tom > 8/14/2012 9:13 AM > > > 

Varsity Mon tot is working with your Athletic Administagon to monitor social media a~gvities that can damage your status on the team, youl 

eiigihilLy and your lie after sp o F~S We call i[ Your Personal B~and he intent of our program io to prote~t ~, our r~putation and thai of your 

schools TO get sta~ed wth Varsity Monitor, please register your socal media accounts by cl ck ng the button below 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 12:14 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

amy heman email 

please hold off on emailing amy herman info she requested 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 12:58 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez 
< Iouh@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Form for Student Weight Room Staff 

Football Strength and Conditioning Student Staff Certification.pdf 

Lou and Corey, 

See attached for the finalized form that will need to be completed for each undergraduate or graduate student who will 

be working with the FB strength and conditioning staff this yean I’m guessing that these students haven’t been 

identified yet, but please let me know when they are, and submit a completed form for each of them. 

This form can be found on the Compliance Shared drive at J: drive/Compliance/Personnel. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of AthleUcs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:33_ PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; 1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 

<gtpor~er@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

- Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Carlos, 

See attached for the updated Eligible to Compete memo. Thanks to for getting everykhing wrapped up 

today. 

Please compare this list to what you are expecting and let me know if they match or not. Just shoot me an email either 

way. Thanks and best of luck tomorrow!! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,_ 12:18 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligibility Schedule Updated 

Registrar Eligibility Schedule, xlsx 

See attached, has been added. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 3:21 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarLh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry < mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 
Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 
Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 
Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 

King <aking@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunning ham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase 

<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia 

Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 

<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mar[ina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 

<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu> 

Manager Certification Form 

Manager Certification.pdf 

Coaches, 

Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 11.01.6 (pasted below), we are required to confirm that managers are full time undergraduate 

or graduate students here at UNC, as well as to educate them on what tasks they can perform and monitor their duties 

with your team. Therefore, we will now require that all managers that work with your team complete the attached form 

and su bmit it to our offce prior to engaging in managerial activities with your team. 

Please make this an initial step with your managers each year, starling with this fall. Once the forms are complete, please 

send them to Samantha in our office. Aqain, these should be completed and returned pror to the manaqer enqaqinq in 

any soF~ of activity with your team. 



Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

11.01.6 Manager. 

A manager is an individual who per[orms traditional managerial duties (e.g., equipment, laundry, hydration) and meets 

the following additional criteda: (Adopted: 1/15/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) The individual shall be a full time undergraduate or graduate student (see Bylaws 14.1.7.2 and 14.1.7.2.1.4/. except 
that during his or her t’nal semester or quarter of a degree program, he or she may be enrolled in less than a full time 

program of studies, provided he or she is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree 
requirements; 

(b) The individual may participate in limited on cour~ or on field ac[ivities dudng practice (e.g., assist with drills, throw 
bat6ng practice) or competition (e.g., assist with warm up activities) involving student athletes on a regular basis; 

(c) The individual shall not provide instruction to student athletes; 

(d) The individual shall not participate in countable athletically related ac6vi6es (e.g., prac6ce player) except as permitted 
in Bylaw 11.01.6 (b); and 

(e) In baseball, the individual shall forfeit any remaining eligibility in the sport at the institution at which the individual 
serves as a manager. (Adopted, 4/29/10 ef[ective 8/1/20) 

Associate XD for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athlelics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:28 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn 

D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu >; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu >; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S 

<emontross@unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, Janine W 

<jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

<nbaber@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

. @live.unc.edu >; I.                         ~@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex creig~ton@n~ed.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Lee 

Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Council, 

Albert C <acouncil@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker 11 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sanders, Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

< bhundley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Noell, Bruce A <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Stallings 

< bstallin@uncaa.unc.edu >;                           @uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

<cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ward, Charles <charlew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, Christopher J 

<christhj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Daniel Clayton 

<claytond@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Morris <clmorris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrews, David F 

<dfandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern 

< FBintern@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Andrew 

Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Keith Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hrivnak, Michael David 

<hrivnak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field 

<jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnny 



Subject: 

Heath <johnny@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karstaedt, JackW <karstaed@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; King, Larry R <lrking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

<mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Dutton <kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

kenan stadium 

Everyone, [ hope all of you are getting ready for some Carolina Football. 

As we get closer to the f~rst ga me our staff is trying to get the stadium ready and would appreciate your help in doing 

that, We sta~ed cleaning carpet in some of the areas today and are striping and waxing floors cleaning windows, 

hanging TV, S painting, pressure washing, making repairs and many more things to get ready to make help make 

kenan stadium a great experence for our fans. 

What I am asking is if you will please help us and not visit these areas unless it is very impo~ant for the next few days to 

give the workers a chance to that. I thank you all very much. 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of Noah carolina 
omce 919 962 7873 

fax 919 843 3466 

cell 



On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 1:55 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris 

Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Violation Enforcement Decision 

Enforcement Decision.pdf 

All, 

See attached. Note that the Enforcement staff has closed this case on their end and did not issue any additional 

penalties. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

~[ ~ ~,, ~f ~:’ t’~ 
Associate &D for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L, 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:03 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Announcement 

Announcement.msg 

All 

Please note the following email went out to students and will be repeated again this week. Let me know if any of your 
students don’t receive it! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Kessler, Jim <jimkessler@unc edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 2:23 PM 

Bridger, Beth <brldgerb@email unc edu> 

Bailey, Tiffany <tmbailey@email unc edu> 

Announcement 

Beth tirst sorry to hear about the whole tlfing, but glad you are back. 

FYI - the following email announcement went out to all who are enabled in our database. It will 
be repeated next Tuesday 21 August and Fliday 24 August. Tbe infom~ation is on the fiont page 
of our website under "Almouncements." If any student did not receive this, have them contact us 
so we cun sort out the problem. JK 

Welcome Back we hope your summer break was restful. 

If you have graduated, please let us know and we will remove you from the mailing list. 

Students with Chronic/~edical Conditions; 

Students with Chronic Medical conditions, please contact us by a) stopping by the office or b) 
emaiL Jim Kessler@unc.edu or Tiffan~Bailey@unc.edu and let’s discuss faculty notifications and 
how we may assist. 

ALL OTHER STUDENTS: 

Professor Notification Emails - beginning Friday August 24, 2012 and must be completed by 
Friday, September 21, 2012 

After your schedule is finalized and you have attended all of your classes at least twice, you may 
begin submitting information to send information to your facultylcourse instructors about 
examination accommodations at: 
http:llaccessibi[ity.unc.edu [Link] Registered Students [Link] Faculty Notification Letters. 

As always, you will receive a copy of the email. You then MUST communicate with each faculty to 
make arrangements about where you will be taking examinations. 

Again Faculty Notification Emails closes on Friday, September 21, 2012. 

Scheduling Examination beginning Friday, August 31, 2012 and closing on Wednesday, November 
28, 2012 (Regular and Final Examination) 

Please refer to: http://ac~essibi[it~.unc.edu/students/reRistered~students/Ruide~ines~a~ternative~ 
testinR 



Examinations are to be scheduled on-line at: http://accessibility.unc.edu (link) Registered 
Students (link) Schedule Examination 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Examinations must be schedule 3 complete business days 
(does not include Saturday ~ Sunday) before the exam. The "schec~lin~’ d~y (when k’ou 
on~’ine) ond de~.! c)f the exum does NOT count as a business day. Therefore, for a Friday 
exam, it must be scheduled on Monday. So scheduling the exam a week prior is 
recommended. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Exams SHOULD be scheduled for the entire semester, 
however, if you drop the course, please notify Accessibility Resources so we can remove the 
remaining exams and notification to your faculty. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->/f you fail to schedule an examination, plan to take it 

with the class. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]--> If you purposefully schedule an exam for another day/time 
so that it can be scheduled on-line (an Honor Code Violation), plan to take the examination 
with the class. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endi~]-->lf an examination is rescheduled, have the faculty contact us 
via email indicating the new date/time of the examination. 

Classnotes Beginning Tuesday, August 28, 2012, contact accessibilitvresources@unc.edu. Request 
for classnotes must be made by Friday, September 7, 2012. 

Livescribe Smartpens: 
If you are interested in checking out a smartpen, please e-mail accessibilitvresources@unc.edu and in the 

subject line put "Smartpen Check-out". Smartpens will be checked out on a first come, first serve basis. 

Alternative Textbooks - please refer to: http://accessibiliW.unc.edu/students/registered-students/e- 

text-production-guidelines 

If you have any questions contact Ms. Cynthia Hopkins (Cynthia Hopkins@unc.edu), Ms. Tiffany Bailey 
~Tiffany Bailey@unc.edu) or Jim Kessler (Jim Kessler@unc.edu) or call Accessibility Resources at 919- 
962-8300. 

Jim Kessler, Director 
Accessibility Resources & Service 

CB# 721_4 SASB North 

Suite 21_26 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-721_4 

91_9-962-8300 (V) 

91_9-962-4748 (F) 
71_1 (T) NC RELAY 



http://accesibility.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:28 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 

<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 

Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu >; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@u nc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<suewalsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 

<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary 

Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 

<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; 

Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 

<ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 

Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland @facilities.unc.edu >; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Day, Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Logan <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; Neuhar~h, Brent 

<neuharth@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Lee 

Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 



Subject: 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 

<basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 

< bear@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bob Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

<bgillet@unca&unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@unca&unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@unca&unc.edu>; 

BilCc: Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mobile email problems 

You may have already noticed email problems on your phones. Either not receiving or sending email and/or connec[ion 
to server errors. Kent is working on the Mobile server, he says it should be up later today. 

UNC Email users, please not that you may not be receiving any forwarded groupwise email to your university account. 
you may want to log into GroupWise to veda/that you are not missing any emaik 

Thank you for your patience with this issue. Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

ITS-OSS LTNC AtI~lei.ics 
I niversity of Blorth Caroli£a 
Chapel Hill, NC ~75~5 

Christ3"_suits @ unc.edu 

9~9-8,13-5296 o~ice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:29 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent $ <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

Attached is the list of student athletes who are cleared to compete on Sunday. Note that the Registrar has requested 

some additional information oF           to confirm she meets the                       exception and that she 

needs to be withheld from competE~on, and receiving any expenses (travel, meals, etc.) related to competition, until we 

can get it cleared up. Hopefully we’ll have it knocked out early next week. 

Please look through it to confirm that this list matches your list of who you are expecting to be eligible. If you could 

email me to confirm that you’ve 9one through this and that we’re on the same page, t’d appreciate it. Thanks and good 

luck Sunday!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 7:45 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@unca&unc.edu> 

Re: 

Paul, 

Definitely! Are you available to meet with 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Monday, August 20th at 1:00 pm in the Kenan Football Center? 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(f) 9199620393 

>>> Paul Pogge 5:44 PM >>> 

I spoke with Vince, Amy, and Larry about tt is important that he not consult with 

Ronnie Kaymore in any way regarding securing financing for Could you please help me get in contact with 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 8:14 PM 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy G riggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 
Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Eval and Phone Call Penalties 

Joe, 

Thanks for checking in on these. Here is what I have for the outstanding penalties: 

Only 4 remaining contads durng the 2012 2013 academic year 

No phone calls until 9/15/2012 
Currently ineligible for competition (see below) 

The only penalty we self imposed for the calls/text messages from last fall (which is where      fell into the mix above) 

was the 1 week of no written or outgoing phone calls. It remains to be seen whether the NCAA will impose additional 

penalties. But I need to check in with the Reinstatement staff on this one, anyway, since, as of right now.         is 

ineligible for competition. I just sent an email to the NCAA to get an update on this and will let you know what I hear 

back. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > Joe Haydon 8/18/2012 9:34 AM > > > 

Amy, 

With the fall Eval period and Senior Phone calls about to begin in a couple weeks, would you happen to have a quick 

summary of our penalties that we will need to enforce soon? There are penalties for the        case, additional 

penaltiesforthephonecalls/text msgs from last fall,            phonecall. Anyothers? Ihavee mails stored, Ijust 
want to be sure we are on the same page of what needs to happen in the next few weeks. 



Thanks, 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 9:33 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 
Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 
<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula 
<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 
< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 
Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 
Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 
<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye 

Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Donna Cheek 

<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Required Team Policy Meetings 

Coaches, 

Just a reminder about the REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings scheduled for this coming week in Carmichael Arena at 7p. 

The list of spots that are scheduled to attend each night is below. Please let me know if you have a last minute conflict 

and need to switch to the other night. 

Also, for those of you that have specific student athletes with a conflic[ on your team’s scheduled night, please make 

sure they understand that they are required to attend the other night! When they arrive, since they will not have a coach 

present with whom to "check in", they will need to check in on the floor with one of our staff members. It would help if 

we had the identity of these individuals in advance, so please email me if you know of student athletes who will be in this 

situation so we can be on the lookout for them. 



Remember that at least one coach/administrator from each sport is required to attend this meeting, it will be that 

individual’s responsibility to take team attendance and submit the attendance document to the Compliance Omce staff 
followinq the meetinq. Head Coaches, it is your responsibility to make sure this happens! Those student athletes who 

do not attend one of these meetings will be required to attend a one on one session at a later time. 

Please contact me with any questions. See you Wednesday and Thursday nights happy first week of school! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 7/30/2012 12:11 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

As I descr bed in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our 

teams on Wednesday, August 22nd and Thursday, August 23rd in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night. The purpose of 

these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives. As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have 

a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled time. The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes. 

I have heard back from all spores now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending, gee below 
list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for 

your team. 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, Auqust 22nd at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

Baseball 

Basketball W 

Golf M 
Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Rowing 

Soccer M 
Soccer W 
Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis M 
Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursday, Auqust 23rd at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 
Lacrosse W 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, August 20. 2012 I 1:32 AM 

Illc, Vincc <illc a~cmail uric cdu> 

Fx~d: Re: Covcnant 

>>> Corcy ilolEday 8/17/2012 6:57 PM >>> 
lore 

Rc~lly none lie will l~avc to rclktquish la~s inslitulmn~l aid to accept the alNcl~c sclaolarsl~p. I hc athletic sclaoh~ship + poll grm~t ~c of a grcalcr 

tom 



are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 2:39 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; i @live unc edu>; 
Creighton, Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T 
<j spang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; Ilsy Chappell 
<ichappell@unc edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany 
Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; 
<~     - @uncaaunc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaaunc edu>; Cou~ney 
Farrington <cj farrin@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dartyl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; Pointern <FBintem@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendorf<heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman <j freeman@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>: Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus BenT <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda 
Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Randy 
Jordan <rljordan@uncaa unc edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa unc edu>; 
Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; 
< @uncaa unc edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius Cowdin 
<tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 
Amy Hero, an <ajschae@uncaa unc edu> 

TRAINING TABLE MEALS 

Corey Holliday vcf 

The 2012- 2013 Academic Year starts tomorrow a/Ih¢ Training Table (8/21/2012), and Ammark will beginning allowing public 

wish to eat lunch at Trahting Table, you will be lequiied to pay for tbe meal, just as all men~bet~ of the general pubha ale Your 
oplJ011S [O do SO are Io either pay the door rote via credit card or Io use funds thai you mighl have previously applied to a UNC 

Additioimlly, because the Rains Club pays tbe bill for all scholarslfip sludeN-atlllete lneals at both lunch mid dimter, it is critical that 
members of Ihc foolball slaff assisl in ensuring Ilu~l Ihcsc funds are used for Iheir original inlcnl Therefore. monitors will bc in place 
to assure that fltese regmlafions ate followed and flutt tbe olfly individuals allowed to eat flee of charge are scholarslfip smdent-atlfletes 

Tlmt~k you for your assistance in followhlg these mgmlations Should you have aW questions, do not besitate to contact lne 

Core) Holliday 
Associate Atbletic Director 
University of Norlh Carolina 



PO Box 2126 
Clml~el Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday,~                9:35 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Walker, Nina <walkern@email unc edu>; Andrew 
Dubs <adubs@uncaa unc edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehheman@uncaa unc edu>; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa unc edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr 
<knor@uncaa unc edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa unc edu>; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; Angela Reckatt 
<reckart@uncaa unc edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa unc edu>; Samantha Kirby 
<slkirby5@uncaa unc edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Eligible to Practice 

Thanks evelTone for your efforts in getting us ready to go tomorrow! 

Good night 

Mark 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 9:32 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

is good from my end, too - I’ve added him to the XC roster in the system 

>>> "Walker, Nina" <walkem~bemail unc edu> :27 PM >>> 

All are good on my end except for still needs forms (she has been emailed), 

Thanks 

is good with me but I can’t confirm b/c he is in Carries ACS inbox. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             ! 9:23 PM 
To: Harlis Meaders~ Angel~ Reckart; Mark VanAlsblne 
Cc: Walker, Nina; Andrew Dubs; Amy Herman; Blanton, Brent S; Beth Miller; Cricket Lane; Erik Hernandez; 
Vince Ille; Josh Langley; Travis Hipps; Kym Orr; Nicole Hudson; Paul Pogge; Stephen Rubin; Samantha 
Kirby; Miller, Steven L; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Eligible to Practice 



See attached for the list of students who are cleared to start prac~icinq from mv end. Riqht now, 

are NOT cleared from 

mv end and should not be permitted to practice until you (let the ok from me. 

llll keep you posted as we go IIve attached an email with instructions for the SA’s who still have work left to 

do and hopefully we’ll 9et this knocked out soon. Any SA’s who are cleared from my end only need to be 

cleared by Nina to start practicing; I believe she was still waitin9 on some info from some of them as of 

earlier today. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:19 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

And it looks like             just knocked out his paperwork and is cleared from my end. Please review the attached 

to make sure we’re not missing anyone but we should be all set from the compliance paperwork side of things for 
practice. Thanks!! 

>> > Lance Markos 8/20/2012 9:12 PM>> > 
Hey guys, 

See attached for the updated list of those SA’s who are eligible to practice from my end. Looks like we need 
to knock out his paperwork to start practicing tomorrow;                  both knocked out their paperwork 

today and they were two of the last three needing to do so. 

As long as Sports Medicine is good with the non 105 guys minus       then they are cleared to star practice 

tomorrow. Remember that the non 105 guys need to go through their own 5 day acclimatization periods. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:32 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law 

< lawdawg @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Practice 

.xls 

Coaches, 

See attached for the list of SA’s who have completed their eligibility paperwork. Tt’ll be easier for me to list those SA’s 

who are clear to star~ working out/testing tomorrow from my end. They are: 

Even/one else on the attached list is NOT eliqible to do anythinq until they qet the ok from me. Everyone must also be 

cleared by Terri Jo and Spor~s Medicine before doing anything. I’ll keep you posted as we get updates. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Sally Mays <smays@email unc edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa uric edu> 
Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa uric edu>; Eric Biener 
<biener@uncaa uric edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Travis Hipps 
<jthipps@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa uric edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa unc edu>; Miller, Steven 
L <smiller@uncaa unc edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa unc edu>; Phillips, Ttipp <tphillips@uncaa uric edu> 
Re: Eligible to Practice 

I will be seeing all of Ilicm Wednesday al 3:30 Hopefully Ihcy will all b¢ cleared al thai lime If not, I will ¢mail you 

On at 10:58 PM, "Lance Markos" <nm~kos@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> Stun and Tfipp, 

> See attached for tlie latest list of SA’s wlio are clear fm~n nl? end                bofll need to lalock out tlieir eligibilit? paporwo~k 
before tliey call start working ouVtesting/pmcticing Ever5 one else sliould be good to go m~ce Sall? and Sports Medicine claal fllem 

> If you lmve am" questimts, just let me know Thmtks!! 

> <Men’s Tmmis xls> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Sally Mays <smays@email unc edu> 
Monday,                I 1:22 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa uric edu> 
Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa uric edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa unc edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa unc edu>; Brian 
Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@uncaa uric edu>; Clim 
Gwaltney <cgvvaltney@uncaa unc edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa unc edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa uric edu>; Samantha Kirby <slldrbyS@uncaa uric edu>; Miller, 
Steven L <smiller@uncaa uric edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 
Re: Eligible to Practice 

I will be seeing all of thenl WednesdW at 3:00 If they are not cmnplete I will send you all an enlail 

Or 

cleared who only need Io be cl¢arcd by Sally and Sports Medicine before Ih¢y can start working oul and praclicing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:35 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

< ciocca@email.unc.edu >; I                         @live.unc.edu>; 
Creighton, Robert A < alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell 
<ichappell@unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 
Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 
< blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                          ~@uncaa.unc.edu > 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cour[ney Farrington 

<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 
Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 
Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 
<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 

Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 
<rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock 
< strulock@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, 
John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

2012 Mock Game Warm Up Schedule for 8-25-12 

2012 Mock Game Warm Up 8-25-12.xlsx 



All, 

Attached is the pre practice schedule for this Saturday’s mock game. Please share this information with anyone else in 

the Athletic Department that is par~ of the game day process and will need to be present on Saturday. 

Thanks, 

Joe Ha~’d on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:06 AM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete update 

- Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Hey Coach Shelton, 

is omcially eligible for competition, so we should be all set with the team for the season. Obviously, 

is sittin9 out the t’rst 6 games (can’t travel or receive expenses related to competition) but other than that, we 
should be 9ood to go. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Shelton 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTES: 

must sit out the first 6 regular season contests (30%) per her NCAA 

Amateurism certification conditions. 

Cc: Grant Fulton 

Brent Blanton 

TonyYount 

Steve Miller 

Guy Cathro 

Scott Oliaro 

Steve Gisselman 

Larry Gallo 

Compliance Staff 
Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3_0:28 AM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu >; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro 

<soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

Women’s Golf.xls 

Coaches, 

It looks like we’re all clear from my end; 

Scott, they can get to work. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > La nee Markos 

Jan and Leah, 

10:07 PM >>> 

knocked out her forms a little while ago. Once they’re good with 

See attached for the list of SA’s who are clear from my end to star working out/testing/practicing tomorrow.         L 
has not done her paperwork yet, so she is NOT cleared from my end. I’ll keep you posted once she does it. 

Once everyone else is clear from Scott and Spor~s Medicine’s end, they’re good to go. If you have any questions, just let 
me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Joe Sagula 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTES: 
must sit out the first match of the season (Kentucky) as a result of her outside 

competition violation from April. 

Eve Rackham Tyler Adams Beth Miller 

Michael Beale Brent Blanton Compliance Staff 

TonyYount Steve Miller Travis Hipps 

Sally Mays Greg Gatz 



Dear Air’y, 

Log hiD: 

NAAC Leve~sef Membership 2012-13 

$400 Institu[ ona] G~oup Membership (a maximum of 4 

admi-ist ators included) 

$250 (ommerciai Individual membership 

$12b Individual 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie A Rubertino Shearer <carriers@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                12:21 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu>; C~-eg Law <lawdawg@uncaa unc edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>; 
Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa unc edu>; Tracey Williams 
<twilliams@uncaa unc edu> 
Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Brldger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa unc edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa unc edu>; 
Marina Ballen <mballen@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiller@uncaa unc edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: Eligible to Practice 

1 hey arc all cle:~red from 5ports Mcd’s end! 

1 hanks 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               12:10 PM 
To: Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A; Andrew Calder; Greg Law; Sylvia Hatchell; Trisha Stafford-Odom; Tracey Williams 
Cc: Amy Herman; Blanton, Brent S; Beth Miller; Beth Bridger; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Jason Beaulieu; Travis 
Hipps; MaRina Ballen; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Miller, Steven L; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: Eligible to Practice 

Coaches, 

Looks like we’re getting there. 

Right now,               is NOT cleared from my end but the other Z3 have signed the NCAA Drug Testing consent 

form. Once SpoF~s Medicine clears them, they can staE testing/working out. 

I’ll keep you posted on but for now, she’s not to pa~icipate in anything. Thanks. 

> > > La nee Markos 

Coaches, 

10:31 PM >>> 

See attached for the list of SA’s who have completed their eligibility paperwork. It’ll be easier for me to list those SA’s 
who are clear to start working out/testing tomorrow from my end. They are: 



Even/one else on the attached list is NOT eliqible to do anvthinq until they qet the ok from me. Everyone must also be 

cleared by Sports Medicine before doing anylhing. I’ll keep you posted as we get updates. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, 1:14 PM 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

< richdeselm@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Seth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Chris HitCh <chir~h@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

And has sur[aced (pun intended), so I should have all 64 M and W Swimmers and Divers cleared from my 

end. both have a couple of final forms to complete but for praclice purposes, it looks like 
every one is good from my end. Thanks!! 

>>> Lance Markos 12:33 PM >>> 
All, 

is now clear from my end. That just leaves 
not clear from my end. Thanks!! 

Lance 

who needs to be held out of anything because he’s 

> > > La nee Markos 

Coaches, 

11:21 PM >>> 

See attached for the latest on your SA’s and their eligibility paperwork. 

Right now,            and              are NOT permitted to participate in any workouts/testing/pradice until 

they get this squared away. Everyone else who is clear from my end must also be cleared by Chrs and Spor~s Medicine 
before getting going. 

Please make sure we’re not missing anyone from the list. Tf you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:46 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law 

< lawdawg @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha 

Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

.xls 

All, 

came down to get her check, so we had her hop on to complete the NCAA Drug Testing Consent 

form. She’s cleared from our end, so we should be all set. 

Greg a few of the SA’s still have some papeFwork to do, so please help get them through it in the next few days. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos 12:09 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

Looks like we’re getting there. 

Right now,               is NOT cleared from my end but the other 13 have signed the NCAA Drug Testing consent 

form. Once SpoF~s Medicine clears them, they can sta~ testing/working out. 

I’ll keep you posted on but for now, she’s not to paRicipate in anything. Thanks. 

10:31 PM >>> 



See attached for the list of SA’s who have completed their eligibility paperwork. Tt’ll be easier for me to list those SA’s 
who are clear to starL working out/testing tomorrow from my end. They are: 

Even/one else on the attached list is NOT eliqible to do anythinq until they qet the ok from me. Eve~one must also be 

cleared by Spor~s Medich~e before doh~g ar~ythh~g. 1’11 keep you posted as we get updates. Thar~ks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:06 PM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski 

<tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

xls 

Coaches, 

See attached for the latest we’ve got 40 kids cleared from my end.    just stopped by the omce and it turned out we 

had a bad PID in the system for him had an S instead of a 0 at the end sohehadalegitreasonforwhyhecouldn’t 

get logged in; he’s goin9 to wrap up the rest of his paperwork at home. And           is square, too. 

Dave can you follow up with the guys who are almost done with their paperwork to get them wrapped up by the end of 

the week? Thanks!! 

> > > Lance Markos 

Coaches, 

9:37 PM >>> 

See attached for who is eligible from my end to star~ working out tomorrow. As of right now,        and 

are NOT cleared to sta¢~ any workouts/testing when classes open tomorrow. I’ve got 38 other SA’s who are 

cleared from my end and who may star as soon as Terri Jo says they can from the SpoC~s Medicine side of things. 

Don’t let    or           do anything until T’m able to confirm they are good from my end. Tf you have any 

questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:17 PM 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

HitCh <chir~h@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

Excellent thought that might be the case. 

still needs to do it I don’t want him slipping through the cracks on us. He should get it done ASAP. Thanks!! 

>>> Joe Holladay 

Got 

6:15 PM > > > 

not running. Thanks. 

Joe Holladay 

Director of Operations 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 1154 

6:01 PM >>> 

See attached for the latest. Everyone but 

online. 

and have completed the NCAA Drug Testing consent form 

actually called me earlier this afternoon and told me he didn’t know his ONYEN password (he said he’s working 
on getting that with the HELP desk), so I sent him a hard copy of the NCAA Drug Testing consent form to print out and 

sign. Coach Holladay make sure you have that form, siqned, and in your hands before the 12 minute run toniqht. 

As for      , I haven’t heard any[hing from him, so he’s not cleared yet eithen If that changes any[ime soon, T’II let you 
know. Thanks!! 

> > > Lance Markos 

Coaches, 

10:15 PM >>> 

See attached for where we are in terms of getting guys cleared to work out/test tomorrow. It’ll be easier for me to tell 

you who is clear from my end: 



Everyone else still needs to knock out their NCAA Drug Testing Consent form before they can do any[hing. Once we get 
them through the paperwork, it’ll just be a matter of making sure they are ok with Chris and Spor~s Medicine. 

I’ll keep you posted as we get updates but right now only those 4 guys listed above are cleared to do anything from my 

end. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:36 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

Coaches, 

See attached for the latest and last eligibility paperwork update for your 33 SA’s this fall. T’ve got everyone on the list 

cleared from my end and done with eve~ form we issued them. Great work out of your ladies this year!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos 10:52 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

See attached for the list of SA’s who are clear from my end to star~ training/testing/practicing. We’ve got 3 SA’s who 

have still not done their eligibility paperwork and aren’t cleared; they may NOT sta~ any countable activity until they get 

this wrapped up. Everyone also must be cleared with Doug and Spor~s Medicine. 

ffyou have any questions, just let me know. Thanks![ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:15 PM 

Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Bunting < mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

Sarah and Brie, 

Attached is the latest for who is clear from my end to staF~ practicing. [ know you’ve got a hard copy of the NCAA Drug 

Testing Consent form to make sure no one gets star~ed without signing it, so as of right now those folks who still need to 

sign it are: 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

> > > La nee Markos 

Sarah and Brie, 

11:43 PM >>> 

Here is where we currently are with our SA’s and their eligibility paperwork. Obviously, most of them still have some 

work to do before pradice on Wednesday. And they’ll need to be cleared by Nicole and Sports Medicine before getting 
stared with workouts and practice. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nina Walker <walkern@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:23 AM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent $ 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 

<rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

RE: Eligible to Practice 

is good on my end. ~ is good with me. Just heard from 

anything for me yet. Also awaiting 

nw 

yesterday via email, has not done 

From: Lance Markos [marko$@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             10:30 PM 
"l’o~ Harlis Meade.; Angela Recka~t; Mark VanAIsb/ne 
Cc~ Walker, Nina; Andrew Dubs; Amy Herman; Blanton, Brent S; Seth Miller; Cricket Lane; Erik Hernandez; Vince Ille; 
Josh Langley; Travis Hipps; Kym Orr; Nicole Hudson; Paul Pogge; Stephen Rubin; Samantha Kirby; Miller, Steven L; Tom 
Timmermans 
Subject= Re: Eligible to Practice 

Coaches, 

See the latest from my end 
wanted to give you an update 

is clear from my end - I believe Nina still has not cleared her but just 

Do we know anything on 
their plans Thanks!! 

~? We haven’t seen anything from them, so just let me know 

>>> Lance Markos 
Coaches, 

10:24 AM >>> 

and 
and                are now both clear from my end Thatleaves 

as not clear from my end Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos 9:23 PM >>> 
Coaches, 



See attached for the list of students who are cleared to sta~ practicing from my end Right now, 
are NOT cleared from 

my end and s|iould not be pem~itted to p~actice until you get the ok from me 

I’ll keep you posted as we go - I’ve attached an email with instructions for the SA’s who still have work left to 
do - and hopefully we’ll get this knocked out soon Any SA’s who are cleared from my end only need to be 
cleared by Nina to start practicing; I believe she was still waiting on some info from some of them as of earlier 
today 

If you have any questions, just let me know Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:21 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

monitor training last night 

monitor training.docx 

All 

Last night we had a great training with the monitors for study table. They know each other a nd understand it will take a 

’team approach’ to run the building at night. Please read through the materials we gave them. ] would like to brng your 

attention to a few items... 

One Card we would like to star[ collecting all ONE Cards of anyone who is in the building, logging hours, tutor session, 

or not. We understand this will be a transition from last year, but will have front desk monitor remind the students. We 

could get a better feel for usage of the building by collecting them all. 

Also--NO ONE CARD, NO HOURS! Front Desk monitors will NOT just take PIDs to log in hours. Students must have 

their ONE Cards. 

Football student athletes will not turn in their ONE Cards if they are in regular nightly study table as their attendance is 

recorded by their staff. However, some FB do hours, so they WILL HAVE TO HAVE their ONE Card to get hours! 

"Authoritative and Assistive’l--this is how we have described their role in our building. They are willing and able to 

enforce this, but they NEED OUR SUPPORT! So, if they run into issues with students not listening to them, they will f’nd 

the full time staff person on duty to help. With our help, students will sta~ to better understand the monitor’s roles. 

Also, they will carry around the semester policy sheet when students question them as to why they are being talked to 

a point of reference with our policies all the students should know from our team meetings. 

If at any point you have any questions or concerns, please talk with Susan. She has set a good game plan and staff up, 

so feedback is always helpful to continue to improve! 



Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ’. 8:25 PM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

.xls 

Hey guys, 

Looks like       is all clear from my end, so T’m good with the guys, Once Sally is good to 9o with it sounds 

like you guys are all set. 

Thanks for getting this knocked out!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos 10:41 PM >>> 

Sam and Tripp, 

:just knocked out his NCAA Drug Testing Consent form, so he’s good from my end to star[ up pending SpoF~s 

Medicine clearance. That leaves me with just we’ll need to get him squared away when he gets back to NC 

next week; hopefully he’s starting to feel better. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos 10:57 PM >>> 

Sam and Tripp, 

See attached for the latest list of SA’s who are clear from my end.              both need to knock out their eligibility 

papeFwork before they can start working out/testing/practicing. Everyone else should be good to go once Sally and 

SpoEs Medicine clear them. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:40 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cary Kolat < kolat@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor 

Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 

Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha 

Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

.xls 

Coaches, 

knocked out his paperwork earlier today, so I think everyone is all set from my end. T know Sally still has some guys 

lef~ to clear but once she’s good with them, they’re able to start things up. 

Also, we’ve got a little bit of clean up left some of which is on us but can you please follow up with the guys who are 

Partially Complete in the next few days to make sure they get things finished off? Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Lance Markos 10:05 AM > > > 

And it looks like we’re down to knocked out his paperwork for me late last night. Thanks[! 

Lance 

>>> CDMock 9:34 AM >>> 

is still on the rosten That was a mis communication between Tom and 1 is no longer on 

team. Do you need a form for him? He isiust not coming out this yean 

> > > Lance Markos 9:54 PM > > > 

Coaches, 

See attached for the latest on your guys and their eligibility paperwork. Right now, T’ve got 3 guys 

who are not cleared yet from my end. They shouldn’t be doing anything until you get the ok from me. 

Also, is         still on the team? We got a Change of Status form sent out today around 3 pm but he completed all 

of his paperwork around 1 pm; a little bit confusing and just want to make sure we’re proceeding properly with 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos 11:09 PM >>> 



See attached for the latest on where we are with guys knocking out their eligibility paperwork. 

Right now, I’ve got                                             still needing to do their NCAA Drug Testing 

Consent forms and are NOT cleared to start working out/testing/pradicing from my end. Eve~/one else (check the list to 

make sure I’m not missing anyone) is good from my end and would just need to get the ok from Sally and Sports 
Medicine before getting to work. 

I’ll keep you posted on these last couple of guys. If you have any questions,just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:45 PM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson 

< srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unca&unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Hir[h <chir[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

.xls 

All, 

knocked out his paperwork this afternoon, so he’s all set. That should get everyone cleared from my end to star 
working out. Still a little work left for      and    ; send my way either tomorrow or sometime next week and ?11 
work to get him wrapped up, save any technical di~culties. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Lance Markos 

Coaches, 

6:01 PM > > > 

See attached for the latest. Everyone but 

online. 

and have completed the NCAA Drug Testing consent form 

actually called me earlier this afternoon and told me he didn’t know his ONYEN password (he said he’s working 

on getting that with the HELP desk), so I sent him a hard copy of the NCAA Drug Testing consent form to print out and 

sign. Coach Holladay make sure you have that form, signed, and in your hands before the 12 minute run toniqht. 

As for       I haven’t heard any[hing from him, so he’s not cleared yet eithen If that changes any[ime soon, T’II let you 

know. Thanks!! 

> > > Lance Markos 
Coaches, 

10:15 PM >>> 

See attached for where we are in terms of getting guys cleared to work out/test tomorrow. It’ll be easier for me to tell 

you who is clear from my end: 



Everyone else still needs to knock out their NCAA Drug Testing Consent form before they can do any[hing. Once we get 

them through the paperwork, it’ll just be a matter of making sure they are ok with Chris and Sports Medicine. 

I’ll keep you posted as we get updates but right now only those 4 guys listed above are cleared to do anything from my 

end. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesda~, 9:04 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

xls 

All, 

The two guys who made the team through the tryout have completed their NCAA Drug Testing 

Consent form and are good to go for practice now that the tryout is over. 

Joe we’ve g~t ~ days ~e~ t~ get them thr~ugh the E~igibi~ity Center~ s~ h~pefu~y they’ve a~ready g~tten m~ving. 

Thanks!! 

> > > Lance Markos 8/20/2012 9:12 PM > > > 

Hey guys, 

See attached for the updated list of those SA’s who are eligible to prac[ice from my end. Looks like we need 

to knock out his paperwork to start practicing tomorrow;                  both knocked out their paperwork 

today and they were two of the last three needing to do so. 

As long as Sports Medicine is good with the non 105 guys minus       then they are cleared to star~ praciice 

tomorrow. Remember that the non 105 guys need to go through their own 5 day acclimatization periods. 

if you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Sport PID Athlete 

NCAA Drug Testing 

Consent 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/22/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 



07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/20/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/20/2012 
07/25/2012 



07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/01/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/26/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/22/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 



07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/20/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 9:50 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

< ciocca@emaikunc.edu >;                         n@live.unc.ed u >; 
Creighton, Robert A < alex_creighton@med.u-nc.~du >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell 

<ichappell@unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

< blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                          n@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Courtney Farrington 

<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’ 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 

Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 

<rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock 

< strulock@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, 

John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 

<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Potential Official Visit Weekends: JANUARY 18TH-20TH, 2012 

All, 



It has been determined that the weekend of January 18th-20th will be our Large Official Visit weekend this year. 

However, please keep in mind that we will still have other off cial visit weekends between now and signing day since 

some recruits may not be able to make it to that weekend. We also potentially have several mid year enrollees that 
would take their official visits during the season or in December. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss ideas/details/suggestions as we prepare for the 
January 18th 20th weekend. 

Thanks, 

Jo~ Haydon 

>>> Joe Haydor 7:37 PM >>> 

All, 

For your planning purposes regarding December/January Official visits: 

The plan for this year is to have ON E VERY LARG E off’cial visit weekend after the season to host most of ou r commits and 

remaining prospects at one time. Coach Fedora and Coach Bell discussed this and have narrowed it down to two 

possible weekends:                                      . Please note that this does not mean that we won’t 

have omcial visits durng the other weekends in December/January but that they will be smaller weekends if we do have 

visits. We will update once a t’nal decision has been reached. Let me know ifyou have any questions as we begin to 

prepare for these weekends. 

Thanks, 

Joe H .ydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:20 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 
<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timrnerrnans <timrnermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Football, COS 

All, 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective roste~ 

Football 

Please remove the following student athletes from their respedive team roster. 

Wrestling 

Men’s Track (indoor and Outdoor) and Cross Country 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 

Oft5 ce 9199627851 ax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 9:30 PM 

Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

xls 

All, 

We’re almost there now that we know that a few of the non completers are not returning. Down to two guys left who 

need to do some of their paperwork before they get rolling. Tf you have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos 8:52 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

See attached for the latest. Pleaseget]ntouchw]ththosewhoaren’tyetdonew]ththeirpaperworkyettogetthings 

knocked out; there is still some work left to do. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Lance Markos 

All, 

10:03 PM >>> 

See attached for the latest on who is clear from my end. Still have a few too many out there let’s try to get them 

wrapped up tomorrow so that we don’t have any issues when we star~ getting to work. If you have any questions, just let 

me know. Thanks!! 

> > > Lance Markos 

Coaches, 

9:50 PM > > > 

See attached for those students who are clear from my end to star[ working out. Those who are not cleared from my 
end are: 



They should not take pa~ in any workouts, testing or practice until you get the go ahead from my end. Also, everyone 

who is clear just needs to be cleared by Kevin and Spor~s Medicine to get going. If you have any questions, iust let me 

know. Thanks!! 



Sport 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Men’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 

PID Athlete 

NCAA Drug Testing 

Consent All Forms 
Incomplete 

Padially Complete 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 



Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 
Fencing, Women’s 

Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:34 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry < mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 
Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 
Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit Ticket Deadline - Football vs. Elon 

Ticket Request Form - Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

It’s time to start reserving recruit tickets for the upcoming football season. Just like last year, the deadline to submit 
requests will be Friday of the week before each home game. That means the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket 
request forms for the Elon football game is today . Forms can be sent to me via email 
( m.qtr, u!ou L3a!:.(0!u nc.ed q). 

Don’t forget to use the recruit ticket form specifically designed for all football games. This form can be found by going to 
the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the O~cial Visits or Unofficial Visits folder. The 
document is titled "Ticket Request Form - Football Games." I have also attached a copy of the form. 

Please be sure to use the football specific form because it gives you the option to select reserved or general admission 
seats. Just like last season, reserved seats will be assigned together and your recruiting budget will be charged per 
ticket requested. Ticket prices are tiered based on the game this season, Elon and Idaho are $35, Georgia Tech and 
Maryland are $50 and East Carolina, Virginia Tech and NC State are $60. General admission seats are located in the 
student section and are free. If no seating preference is selested, you will automatically receive and be charged for 
reserved seats. 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of every guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket O~ce outside of Gate 3 at Kenan Stadium 
beginning an hour and a half prior to kickoff. The Ticket Ofi~ce will remain open until halfbme of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Carlos Somoano <jnegalha@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday,                6:15 PM 

C~-ant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew 
DiBitet~o <afdibite@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa unc edu>; Angela 
Recka~ <reckart@uncaa unc edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa unc edu>; Billy 
Lee <billylee@uncaa unc edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; Boo 
Gillette <bgillet@uncaa unc edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa unc edu>; C B McGrath 
<cmcgrath@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch 
<cfisch@uncaa unc edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa unc edu>; Davian Clarke 
<dclarke@uncaa unc edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa unc edu>; Eric Stef’anski <estef’anski@uncaa unc edu>; Eve Rackham 
<rackham@uncaa unc edu>; C~ant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa unc edu>; C~ant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa unc edu>; C~eg Law <lawdawg@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa unc edu>; Hubert Davis 
<hidavis@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa unc edu>; Jason 
Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa unc edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa unc edu>: Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa unc edu>; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa unc edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa unc edu>; Katrina 
Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa unc edu>; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus 
Berry <mberlT@uncaa unc edu>; Mark VanAlstyne <vanalsty@uncaa unc edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa unc edu>; Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa unc edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa unc edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa unc edu>; 
Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa unc edu>; Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa unc edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa unc edu>; Scott Forbes <sfoJbes@uncaa unc edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa unc edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa unc edu>; 
Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa unc edu>; Steve Robinson 
<srobo@uncaa unc edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa unc edu>; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa unc edu>; Tracey Wdliams <twilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Trevor 
Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa unc edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa unc edu>; Trisha 
Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa unc edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa unc edu>; 
Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa unc edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa unc edu>; 
Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa unc edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa unc edu>; Carlos 
Somoano <csomoano@uncaa unc edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa unc edu>; 
Donna Papa <djp@uncaa unc edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa unc edu>: Jan 
Mann <janmann@uncaa unc edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa unc edu>; Karen 
Shelton <kcs@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Fox 
<mfox@uncaa unc edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa unc edu>; Ron Miller 
<rmille@uncaa unc edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa unc edu>; Sarah Haney 
<skhaney@uncaa unc edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: 

ATT00001 ; pdf 

Coaches, 

As you all know, our captain on Sunday, was 



obviously a great player for our program. More importantly he was an outstanding teammate, 

student, friend, leader, mentor, and an overall great representative of UNC and UNC athletics. 

meant so much to me and our players and coaches, but [ also know he touched the lives of 

many other student-athletes here on campus. We are going to recognize I before our home 

opener this Saturday at 7pm. [ wanted all student athletes to be aware of this so they could be part 

of us honoring the legacy he left here. We are not seeking attendance. Rather, wanting those who 

were touched by him to be part of the night as we celebrate his impact on UNC athletics. 

family will be attending the game and [ am sure they appreciate the support that UNC has 

offered. Please find attached a letter from his parents that gives a little insight to what it meant to 

and his family to be a Tar Heel. Thanks. 

Jeff Negalha 
University of North Carolina 
Men’s Soccer 
9 [ 9-962-0466 (oftice) 
919-962-4038 (fax) 
!~_rrk unc~du 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

<        i@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex creighton@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

< bhundley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic 

<ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 

<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

fbintern < FBintern@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer < gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

< haydon@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Keith Heckendorf < heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaci Field <jfield @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>;_    _ .                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 

<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 

Trulock <strulock@u ncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 

<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Elon Game - Team Itinerary 

Elon Game Team Rinerary.xlsx 

All, 

Attached is the team itinerary for this weekend’s game vs. Elon. 

Joe Haydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 11:15 AM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli 

<dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; @yahoo.com 

Year in Residence 

Year in Residence.pdf 

Please see the attached memo detailing the regulations associated with     year in residence here at UNC. Please let 
me know if you have any questions about this. T am copying on this email, but please make sure that he receives a 

copy of this, as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate ND for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Corey Holliday 

FROM: Amy Hem~an 

DATE: 

RE: Transfer Student-Athlete ) Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satist~ving a year in residence requirement 

1 Travel to Away Contests: A transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses for 
the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest Also, a transfer student-athlete may not 
realize any discounted "travel expenses" (eg, hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel 
at reduced rates, etc) unless the same rates are available to the general public In essence, a 
transfer student-athlete must pay all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests 

2 Complimentary Admissions/Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates Keep in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be 
provided any expenses to attend an away-from-home contest 

3 Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (eg, regular 

season championship) during his first year in residence However, it is the institution’s 
discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual participation awards or awards in 

recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s competitive season (eg, scholar- 
athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning) 

4 Sitting With Team During a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (eg, on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 
contest 



5 Pre- or Post-t~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only 

6 Student Host/Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 

academic year in residence 

1 trust this infom~ation is self-explanatory" If you should have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me We are pleased that    has joined us at Carolina Thank you! 

Joe Haydon 

Andre’ Williams 

Dominic Morelli 
Larry" Fedora 
Bubba Cunningham 

Vince Ille 
Rick Steinbacher 

Lance Markos 

Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,_ 1:38 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 

<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

. #uncaa.unc.edu>; sam@varsitymonitor.com 
[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Katrina 

Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 

Kuonen <kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny 
LeW < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

COS 

All, 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective roster 

Please remove the following student athletes from their respedive team roster. 

(Medical exception from 

(quit       ) 



(quit      ) 

(Cut/Dismissed 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid ] University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell IFax 9199626002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:40 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat 
<kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

COS 

All, 

Please remove the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 
Tom 

(cut/dismissed       ) 

Office 9199627851 [Cell ’ [Fax 9199626002 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 





Equipment to Arrive at Stadium: Date: 

Staff Equipment Contact: ~A~h 

2012 VisiLing Team InformaLion 

Cell #: _ 

NOTE: A pra~dce field may be made available on the Fdday preceding the game if you wish to have a 
"practice." The stadium will be available for walk~hrus prior to 2:30 pm on Fdday preceding the game - NO 
CLEAT~ ON THE STADIUM FIELD. Your team must vacate Kenan Stadium by 3:00 pm. ~f you would like 
to practice with cleats, arrangements can be made to use a tuff field. All requests and arrangements must be 
a rni~imum of ten days pdor to game day in Chapel Hill. 

Charter Bus Company:. 

Team Hotel: 

Escort Needed? Yes: No: 

*[f yes, please contact First Sergeant Lawrence NePhail of the North Carolina 
State Highway Patrol at 919.732.2551 or Itmcphai]@ncshp.org 

If you are using an alternate escort, please provide the following: 

Law Enforcement Agency; 

Contact Name: -- Phone #: 

Team Departure ~me FROM Hotel to Stadium on GAME DAY: 

Game Day Co.tacts: 

33tie: Director of Football Operations l~ 

Please Indicate if your team wishes te enter field first or second: F]P,~T: ~ECOND: )~ 

Please Return at Your Earliest ~nvenience and by 10 days prior to the scheduled game TO: 

John Brunner via email -- johnnyb@Uncaa.unc, edu or Fax: 919.843.5972 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ~ 10:22 AM 

Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Practice 

.xls 

All, 

It looks like we’re all set with all of the returning from my end now that we know who is going to be on the team 

from that group this year. 

Once Kevin/Spor~s Med clear them, they’re good to go. If you have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 

>>> Lance Markos ! 8:52 PM >>> 

See attached for the latest. Pleasegetintouchwiththosewhoaren’tyetdonewiththeirpaperworkyettogetthings 

knocked out; there is still some work left to do. Thanks!! 

>>> Lance Markos 10:03 PM >>> 

All, 

See attached for the latest on who is clear from my end. Still have a few too many out there let’s try to get them 

wrapped up tomorrow so that we don’t have any issues when we start getting to work. If you have any questions, just let 

me know. Thanks!! 

>>> Lance Markos 9:50 PM >>> 

See attached for those students who are clear from my end to start working out. Those who are not cleared from my 



They should not take part in any workouts, testing or practice until you get the go ahead from my end. Also, everyone 
who is clear just needs to be cleared by Kevin and Sports Medicine to get going, tf you have any questions, j ust let me 
know. Thanks!! 



Sport PID Athlete 

NCAADrugTesting 

Consent 

8/23/; 

All Forms 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 

Corn )leted 



08/18/ Corn )leted 
08/13/ Corn )leted 
08/13/ Corn )leted 
08/12/ Corn )leted 
08/18/ Corn )leted 
08/13/ Corn )leted 
08/12/ Corn )leted 
07/26/ Corn )leted 
08/18/ Corn )leted 
08/13/ Corn )leted 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:21 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Notification 

Notification.msg 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic 5uppor~ for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



]hanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:09 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

.... ~uncaa.unc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 
Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All, 

Please remove the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

(Exhausted Eligibility ( 

(quit 
(quit , 

(quit 
graduated ~) 

(graduated ....... 
,graduated 

:graduated 

’,Transferred 

:graduated 

(graduated 

J 



Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell IFax 9199626002 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:28 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy 
<kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 

Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie 
Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 

Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 
<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Schedule 

Schedules.pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe approved M/W 

Thanks, 
Amy 

schedules. 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Suday 

Sunday 
2 

r,~,~;,-Mo~ 

12/1,       Saturday 
4 

1 12/2 Sunday 

1 1112, Saturday 

1 1/131 Sunday 
7 

EX 1118-21 

11271     Sunday 
9 

1 2121 Saturday 

1 2t3 Sunday 

1 2/9/ Saturday 

1 2/24: Sunday 

0 3/9,       Satupday 
Z4 

Date Submitted= 

Vassar Dual Meets 

Brandeis Dual Meets 

Penn State Dual Meets 

NYU Dual Meets 

Philadelphia Invitational 

NorEhwestem Dual Meets 

Nolt~western Dual Meets 

Duke Dual Meets 

NCAA Championships 

Philadelphia, PA 8 AM 1 

State College, PA 8 AM 1 

Poughkeepsie, NY 8 AM 1 

Waltham, MA 8AM 0 

State College, PA 8 AM 1 

New York, NY 8 AM 0 

TBA 8 AM 1 

Evanston, IL 8AM 1 

Evanston, IL 8AM 1 

Durham, NC 9AM 

Columbus, OH 8 AM 0 

Easton, PA 8 AM 

TBA ~ A~ 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Applicable NCAA Regulations 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed S~hedule 

11/3/ Saturday Penn 8ta[,,In[erco~legiate Open State College, PA 8 AM 1 1 

1 1211 Saturday Vasser Dual Meets Poughkeepsie, NY 8AM 1 

1 12/2/ Sunday Brandeis Dual Meets Waltham, MR 8AM 0 

1 1/12/ Saturday Penn State Dual Meets State College, PA 8 AM 1 

EX    1118-211      :d3ay~Mo~:day Nor~ American Cup { Jr, Call) ....... y ...................... 8AM 
7 

1/261:       Saturday Philadelphia Invitiational      TBA        8 AM       1 
8 

1 

1 

0 

2/2~ Saturday Northwestern Dua! Meets Evanston, IL 8 AM 

2/3 Suday Nor[hwesteln Dual Meets Evanston, I L 8 AM 

2110, Sunday Duke Dual Meets Durham, NC 9 AM 

1 2/24, Sunday Nationals Squad Championships Columbus, OH 8 AM 0 

0 319t Saturday .~.~gio..,=,o.0,oo,,,o, Easton, PA 8AM 

3/21-22/ T"rs~-rri~ NCAA Championships TBA 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:33 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; < ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Registrar’s Eligibility Schedule 

Registrar Eligibility Schedule, Fall xlsx 

All, 

See attached. I have changed the first date of competition for      _. The spor~s highlighted in green have officially 
been certified for competition we are working to clean up a few things with for this 
weekend. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 2/51~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



Eligibility Declaration Schedule 

Spo~ 
First Date of 
Competition 

Registrar’s Declaration Approx. # of 

Due Students 

3o 

30 

25 

25 

25 

105 

60 

60 

50 

32 

40 

50 

50 

35 

20 

35 

50 

50 

20 

40 

Registrar Contact 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Crystal 

Co/stal 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 
Arendas <darendas@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 

Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard 
<rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All, 

Please remove the following student athletes from their respedive team roster. 

(Withdraw who returned to )) 

Thanks, 
Tom 

other > academicallyineligible) 
other > academically ineligible) 

> graduated) 

other > signed professional contract) 

other > signed professional contract) 
other > signed professional contract) 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Nor’h Carolina 

Oft5 ce 9199627851 ICell IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:33 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 
[lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;              ,, <~      @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Registrar’s Eligibility Schedule 

Registrar Eligibility Schedule, Fall, xlsx 

All, 

See attached. T have changed the first date of competition for        The spor~s highlighted in green have officially 

been cerllfied for competition we are working to clean up a few things with for this 

weekend. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L, 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



Eligibility Declaration Schedule 

Spo~ 
First Date of 
Comoetition 

Registrar’s Declaration Approx. # of 

Due Students 

3O 

3O 

25 

25 

25 

105 

6O 

60 

5O 

32 

4O 

50 

50 

35 

20 

35 

50 

5O 

20 

4O 

Registrar Contact 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Crystal 

Co/stal 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:37 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@unca&unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

< cholliday@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: insurance Policy 

Thank you, Paul. Well done! 

> > > Paul Pogge 8/29/2012 4:35 PM > > > 

Ronnie, 

Thank you for speaking with Larry Gallo and me this afternoon. Per our conversation, we appreciate your immediate 
contading of Lloyd’s of London to cancel the insurance policy for tf there are any fees for cancellation or 
other amounts owed that are in any way attributable to       policy, please have Lloyd’s of London generate an invoice 

for the total amount so that our Athletic Department at North Carolina can process payment. 

Again, thank you for your immediate attention to this matter. Please communicate to us as soon as the policy is 
canceled and provide us with written documentation thereof. 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 

Cell: ( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley 

<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole 

Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carrie Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anqela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Practice 

xls 

Coaches, 

See attached for where we currently our with our 

I’m missing anyone on this list who should be on ~ ~ 

Obviously, we’ll need to have the Drug forms done by Tuesday when your 8 hour season staEs up, so if you could get 

the folks who still have work to do moved along, I’d appreciate it. Send them to: 

SA’s and their eligibility paperwork. Please let me know if 

to knock this out. Ifyou have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



Sport UIN Athlete 

NCAA Drug Testing 

Consent 
08/19/ 
08/20/ 

08/09/ 
08/09/ 
08/13/ 
08/25/ 
08/23/ 
08/20/ 
08/19/ 
08/13/ 
08/13/ 
08/14/ 
081281 
081221 
08/21/ 
081201 
081131 
081201 
081141 
081131 
07/251 
081281 

08/14/ 
08/28/ 
08/28/ 
08/28/ 

08/28/ 
08/28/ 
08/28/ 
08/28/ 

All Forms 
Completed 
Completed 
Incomplete 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 

Pariially Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 

Pariially Completed 
Completed 

Pariially Completed 
Pariially Completed 

Completed 
Pariially Completed 

Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Incomplete 

Pariially Completed 
Completed 

Pariially Completed 
Completed 
Incomplete 
Incomplete 

Pariially Completed 
Completed 

Pariially Completed 
Completed 

Pariially Completed 



Completed 
Incomplete 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 

Par[ially Completed 
Incomplete 
Completed 





From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3_2:33_ PM 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley 

<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole 

Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete 

- Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf;              - Fall Eligible to 

Compete.pdf 

See attached for the lists of your student athletes who are eligible to compete this weekend. Still some outstanding 

paperwork for a couple of these folks but it sounded like they weren’t competing anyway due to injuries when we talked 

yesterday. We’ll want to get them to cleaned up early next week. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mark VanAIstyne 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

reasons: 

- needs to complete remaining eligibility paperwork 

¯ need to get parent signature on drug testing consent forms 

Cc: Harliss Meaders Angela Reckart Josh Langley 

Nikki Hudson Steve Rubin Andrew Dubs 

Beth Miller Cricket Lane Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Kym Orr Nina Walker 

Greg Gatz Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mark VanAIstyne 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following four student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the 

following reasons: 

needs to complete remaining eligibility paperwork 

needs to complete remaining eligibility paperwork 

Cc: Harliss Meaders Angela Reckart Josh Langley 

Nikki Hudson Steve Rubin Andrew Dubs 

Beth Miller Cricket Lane Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Kym Orr Nina Walker 

Greg Gatz Steve Miller Travis Hipps 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:32 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
< sue_walsh@unc.edu >; Tony Tucker ][ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine G reene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Johansen 
<jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 

Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dully <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 
<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob 
Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

< mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 
Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 
<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< ~u ncaa.unc.edu >; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 
<tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M/W Swimming Schedule Change 

The meet on 10/13 at South Carolina has been changed to 12p, as opposed to the originally scheduled 2p. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78,~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:45 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Current Impact Statement 

Current impact Btatement.msg 

All 

Please just be informed students will have to do a ’different’ current impact statement if they submit testing to 

Accessa bility Resources. 

This is something Beth Lyons does with the students for the most par[! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:55 PM 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley 

<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole 

Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

, <       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Elicfible to Compete update 

Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Mark, 

Looks like               knocked out everything she needed to take care of, so she’s cleared to travel for the meet 

today. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mark VanAIstyne 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: 

NOTE: The following four student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the 

following reasons: 

needs to complete remaining eligibility paperwork 

Harliss Meaders Angela Reckart Josh Langley 

Nikki Hudson Steve Rubin Andrew Dubs 

Beth Miller Cricket Lane Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Kym Orr Nina Walker 

Greg Gatz Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:24 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

COS 

All, 

Please remove the followin9 student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 

Office 9199627851 I IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 5:18 PM 

[lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick 5teinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FC5 Game for 2013 

Vince, Rick, Corey ~ 

In case ODU does not work out, here is another option. 

Thanks! 

LG 

> > > "Kelly, Michael" < mkelly@theacc.org > 8/30/2012 4:00 PM > > > 

Michael Keffy 
Senior Associate Commissioner (BroadcastingiCommun~,cations!Footba~) 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
G~eensbo[o, NC 27407 

Direct: 336-369-12i9 
Mobile: 
Email: mkelly~theacc.orq 
Twitter: MKeI~yACC 

From: Swofrord, John 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:22 PM 
TO: Kelly, Michael 
Subject: Fwd: game for 2013 

FYI 

John Swofford 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Sent from my iPhone 

Beginforwarded message: 

From: "Small, Hank" <hsmall@csuniv.edu> 
Date: August 30, 2012 1:11:47 PM EDT 

TO: "Swofford, John" <[swofford@theacc.org> 

Subject: game for 20~.3 



Good afternoon John. Charleston Southern University is seekin~ a ~uarantee football ~ame for the 2013 

season. We are very flexible on dates. Thank you very much for informin~ your schools and have a ~reat 

2012 season. Hank 

Hank Small 
Director of Athletics 
Charleston Southern University 
843-863-7080 (office) 
843-863-7020 (fax) 





I har&s 1or the ~lpdate Paul! 





Mark VsmaAstyne 
Head Cross Country Coach 
Ualversity ofNorda Carokina at Chapel Hill 

DcarMark, 

As a result of               participation in 2 weighrlifting sessions prior ¢~ [ii~ comple~ion of 
NCAA required paperwork, we have reported to ttie ACC a violation of Bylaws, 14.1.4. I. This 
bylaw specifically indicates that a smdm~t-athlete ,lmst ~ign ~lte NCAA Drug Testing Consent 
Form prior to engaging in ~y practice sessions with the team. 

It ~s tl~e responmbdliy o1~11 eoaclii~lg ~tail az~d _-upper t stall’members to review all "Eligible to 
Pract{ce" memo~’andums received ~]’am *he I-’,~mplianee stat’f and to withhold sRalet~t-athlc~cs 

~om ;~aelic~ until thc~ have com~oleted all required NCAA paperwork Failure to do so results 
i,, preve~rable vialatians s~ca as ~ms, Please ~o{e that any fi~Rirc violation of Oils bylaw must be 

sere to Ike NC~M,\ for processing and ~x~ll ~’esult in additional penalties. Thanks for your 
m~f~:s~iona]ism ill dealhig wmi ~liis i~u~J 

Director o!’Athleties 

Beth Mallet 
Cricket I.ane 
Harlis Meader~ 
Villce Ille 
~}, Ilerm~m 
Lance Markos 



Angela Reckart 
Assistant Cross Country Coach 
Ur£versity of North Carolina at Chapel 

Dear Angela, 

As a result of              par*icipation in 2 weighthl~ing sessions prior to his comph~fion of 
NCAA required pape~voN, we Lave reported to the ACC a viNafion of Bylaw 14. / .4.12 
bylaw specifically indicates that a student-athIctc mus~ sign ttm NC_&A Drug Testieg Consent 
Form prior to engaging in any practice sessions with ~,he team. 

It is the responsibility of all coaching s~aIl and support staff members to review all "Eligible to 
Practice" mem~ranth>ns received l~’om the ComplLance stuff and to withhold stuticnt-atifictes 

fi’om praaice until they have completed ail required NCAA paperwork. Failure to do so results 
in prcvctttablc violatinns such as this. Please note that any future violation of this bylaw must be 
sent ta the NC A A ¢ar l~reeesslr~g and v,,ill result n additional penal*ies. Thanks for your 
proikssinnalism in dealing with this ~ssue. 

Law~-ence R, Ctmniggfiam 
Director o~’ Athletics 

Beth Miller 
Cricket Lane 
Mark VanAlstyne 
Vince 
~ny IIem~an 
Lance Markos 



Erik Hernandez 
Strength and Conditioning Coach 
UniversiD. or’North Caroliea at Chapci Hill 

De~r Erik, 

.as a rcsMt of              participation in 2 weigl~tliffi~g sessint~s prior to his completion 
NCAA required paperwork, we tmvc reported to tla~ ACC a violation of Bylaw 14. 1.4.1. This 
bylaw specifically indicates that a student-athlete must ~ign lt~ N C_a_a. Drug TesLing Consent 
Form ~rior *o engaging in any practice sCssinns ,Mth 

]t is the res ~o~sil~ilit~’ of aft coacl~ng stN’f and support stall’members to revtew all Eligible to 
PraclJce" memor~dums received ~om fl~e OomMiance st~f and ~o witMmld student-a~tes 
from wae~tce mini ~y x~a~c completed ~11 required NC~ papem,ork FNlure ~o do so results 

in preventable viMarinns ~neh ~s IMp. ~leaso hole that ~y ~ture vidiatinn of this bylaw must ~ 
sct~t t~ the NC,%~ lbr pro~essi~ and will :msu~t in additinnN penalties. T~s for your 

Beth Miller 
CMcket Lane 
Mark VanAlstyne 

Amy Herman 
Lance Ma~’kos 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
21)12=13 Reporting Form for Secondary Violations 

U~iversity of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

AC inadver te"tly posted message o" public 

Level I 

Level 

13412 

131621 

14141 

AC had impe’missib e contact wth non 

scholast c coach during July Evaluation 
Perod 

SA part cipated in 2 weightlifting sessions 
pdor to signing the NCAA D’vg Tesling 

Prohibited ffor~" send ng lecrL il ng 
correspondence to PSAs for 4 and 2 
weeks, [espectively 

Reduce        Person Days by 2 

(l-ore 100 98); Reduce 
Evaluation Period by 2 days 

Leder d Admon shment to involved 

coaches; Rues Education 

(Print Name) 

Date: 

co: Presiden[ or C ~ancelloi 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Athletics Director 

Director of Compl ance 



]Type text] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:33 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 

<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 

Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 

Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 



Co: 

Subject: 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@unca&unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 

Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase 

<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@unca&unc.edu>; Donna 

Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 

< sjgreen@unca&u nc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S 

<jb43@email.unc.edu > 

Pictures as Attachments to General Correspondence 

Coaches, 

As we approach             the NCAA has issued an interpretation clar fying what pictures can be sent to prospects 

as attachments to general correspondence or as attachments to emails. Though this might appear to sound "new", it’s 

really the same interpretation of photos that we’ve ginve you in the past. 

[ am including the text of the Staff [nterpretation below, but here are the details in summary form: 

1) If sent in hard copy as an attachment to a letter, the picture must be pdnted on plain white paper (8 3_/2 x 13_) in black 

ink. 

2) If sent as an attachment to an email, the picture can be in color. 

3) Regardless of the method of sending (hard copy or email), the picture cannot be altered (e.g., Photoshop ed) or 

staged for recruiting purposes. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 



Thanks, 
Amy 

Photographs as Attachments to General Correspondence and Electronic Transmissions (~) 

Date Published: 

Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: f 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined that an institution may send a photograph to a prospective 

student athlete as an attachment to general correspondence (printed on plain white paper with black ink) or electronic 

transmissions, provided the information in the photograph was not altered or staged for a recruiting purpose. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.4.1.1 (printed recruiting mater als), 13.4.~.2 (electronic transmissions), 13.4.~.2.1 (exception 

men’s basketball), 13.4.1.3 (other recruiting materials); and an official interpretation (3/14/2007)] 







lie, Vince <ille@em~il unc edu >; Amy Herman <ajsch~e@uncaa unc edu>; Kathy ~Sdggs < kg iggs@uncaa unc edu >; Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:42 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell 
<cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 
Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob 
Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa~unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz 

<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 
<rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 
<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Fall Softball Schedule 

Fall.pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe approved fal 

Thanks, 
Amy 

schedule. 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L~ 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

1 , 9/28/ Friday UNC-G Chapel Hill, NC 7pm 0 

2 

10/5    Friday      EJon      Chapel Hill, NC 7pro 
2 

10/13     Sat RayChandlerTournament-TBA Raleigh, NC TBA 
3 

0 

0 

10/14 Sun RsyOhandlerTourrame’~-TBA Raleigh, NC TBA 0 

0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 ii;46 AM 

[lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent B 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Busan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bhelley Johnson <shelUo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bpencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: Notice for Scheduling Exams 

Notice for Scheduling Exams.msg 

Accessability Resources message about getting extended time... 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:49 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; < @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Fall Eligibility Schedule 

Registrar Eligibility Schedule, .xlsx 

All, 

See attached. I have updated the date for 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate &D for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



Eligibility Declaration Schedule 

Spo~ I First Date of 
Registrar’s Declaration Approx. # of 

Due Students 

3o 

3o 

25 

25 

25 

105 

6o 

60 

2o 

50 

32 

40 

5o 

5o 

35 

2o 

35 

5o 

50 

4o 

Registrar Contact 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Co/stal 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Co/stal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:32 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarLh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant PorLer <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 
Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 
Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 
<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 
<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 



Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn 

D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu >; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu >; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S 

<emontross@unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, Janine W 

<jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

<nbaber@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince 

<ille@email.u nc.edu >; .             .’@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; Lee Rober[s <leerober[s@unc.edu >; Nick Fulton 

< njfulton@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King 

<aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York 

<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone 

<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Duff~ <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa~unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 

<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 



Subject: 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu >; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tailgating with Prospects 

Coaches, 

As the fall spor~s seasons get into full swing and we enter our f’rst home football weekend, please be reminded about 

the following regulations governing tailgate events at which prospective student athletes (PSA) will be present: 

1) If the PSA is on an official visit, we can provide meals at these events to the PSA and his/her parents/legal guardians. 

If any siblings, coaches, etc. also accompany the PSA, these individuals must pay the actual cost of their meal(s). If the 

PSA is on an unoffcial visit, the PSA and those accompanying him/her will have to pay the actual cost of their meal(s). 

2) The "actual cost" of the meal is determined by totaling all expenses associated with the meal and dividing it by the 

number of attendees. This total cost must include all food costs, charqes for paper products, rental fees, caterinq 

charqes, delivery fees, taxes, etc. 

3) Documentation must be kept by the spor~ staff detailing how the per person cost was determined (as described in #2 

above). Additionally, paperwork should clearly identi~./what and how (e.g., cash, check) each participating individual paid 

for the meal. This documentation should accompany the funds to the Business Office for deposit into the appropriate 

account. This paperwork will continue to be reviewed by the Compliance Offce staff after its submission to the Business 

Office. 

4) If a PSA is on an official visit, it is permissible to also provide a meal free of charge to the current student athlete 

assigned as the host for the PSA. However, if other student athletes wish to attend the meal, it must be either 
documented as an occasional meal with the Compliance Offce or paid for upfront by the student athletes (based on the 

same process described in #’s 2 and 3 above). 

5) Thanks to a new piece of legislation passed in April, it is now permissible for PSAs and their relatives or legal 

guardians who accompany them on campus visits to have in person, on campus contact with the relatives or legal 

guardians of enrolled student athletes. Note that this is only applicable to on campus contact, which does NOT extend 

to Franklin Street restaurants and shops. 

6) Boosters, including alumni, are prohibited from having ANY contact with PSAs, including during PSAs’ official or 

unoffcial visits to campus. It is the responsibility of the coaching staff to refrain from putting PSAs or boosters in a 

situation where contact would be possible. Thus, if you are holding a tailgate event at which you know PSAs will be in 
attendance, it is your duty to make appropriate decisions in terms of inviting boosters and alumni to the event. Should 

they be in attendance simultaneously, it is your responsibility to keep them separated. 

7) Institutions are permitted to arrange for special parking for PSAs on official visits to campus. However, PSAs on 

unomcial visits cannot be provided with special parking pr vileges. Therefore, all unofficial visitors will need to secure 

parking entirely on their own. Tt is not permissible for these individuals to receive assistance with their parking needs 

from institutional staff members, boosters, or current student athletes. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about these regulations. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Associate &D for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L, 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 1:27 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.eclu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 

<clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 

< rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Conway, Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 

<drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 

Duff~ <kduff~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 

<rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Iom I lmmermans <tlmmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 

<tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Approved Fall M Tennis Schedule 

All, 

Please note that the Wake Forest Invitational will be held October 12 14. The original schedule I sent out said 10 14, but 
had the accurate dates of Fdday through Sunday. Nice catch, Kathy! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 2/51~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > Amy Herman 8/31/2012 11:45 AM > > > 



All, 

See attached for the approved fall M Tennis schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78,~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 2:00 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 

<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 

Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu >; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@u nc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<suewalsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 

<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Foster, 

Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu >; Dougher[y, John James 

<dmjohn@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Freddie 

M <fred_clark@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 

Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@emaikunc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

<gus@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Matson, Janis Evelyn 

<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, 

Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J 

<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Or[, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Hor[on, Rocky 

<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Southall, Richard Michard 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emaikunc.edu>; 

Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 

<tkrobert@email.u nc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 

Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 

Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

<MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

< michaekcopeland @facilities.unc.edu >; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; ajbass24@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~g mail.com; 



@g mail.com; gmail.com;       @g mail.com; 

@gmail.com; Day, Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu>; 

~@live.unc.edu >;                              @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.ed u >; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 

<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim 

<timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; @nc.rr.com; Stephens, John B 

<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc.edu>; Polk, 

Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cderickson@unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Thorp, 

Holden <holdenthorp@unc.edu>; [Isy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu >; Evans, Jack 

<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; 

keadey@unc.edu; Lee Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; lissa broome@unc.edu; 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Osborne, 

Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Council <acouncil@uncaaSubject: Compliance Newsletter - September>; 

2012 

Subject: 

Attach: 9-1-12.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the September, 20Z2 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate ~D for Complimlce 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 7:32 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duff~ 
<kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 

Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
< mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Natalie Lutz < nlutz@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 

Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler 

Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Volleyball Match Date Change 

All, 

The UNC at Georgia Tech volleyball match has been moved from Nov. 9 to Nov. 8. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 2/51~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Hunter, Erik <erikh@email unc edu> 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 5:07 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu> 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Honor Court Presentation 

Andre, 

We can certainly do 9/10 @ 5:30 

Erik 

On Aug 26, 2012, at 2:39 PM, "Andre Williams" <a/,vilpatn~uncaa unc ed~.l> wrote: 

Erik, 

Similar to past years, we would like to schedule an opportunity for you to come speak with our 
football student-athletes regarding the Carolina Honor Code and Honor Court System Can you 
please let me know if you have any availability during the following times? 

Availability: 

1 Monday, September 10th at 5:30 pm 

2 Monday, September 17th at 5:30 pm 

3 Monday, September 24 at 5:30 pm 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 
(c) 
(t) 9199620393 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 2, 2012 6:41 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex creighton@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; ]lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

< bhundley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic 

<ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 

<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

fbintern < FBintern@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer < gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

< haydon@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Keith Heckendorf < heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaci Field <jfield @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >;.                       @uncaa.unc.edu >; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 

<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 

Trulock <strulock@u ncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 

<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wake Forest Game - Team Itinerary 

Wake Forest Game - Team [tinerary.xlsx 



Attached is the itinera~/for this weekend’s game at Wake Forest. 

Joe Haydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 11:31 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

< ciocca@email.unc.edu >;                          @live.unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; ]lsy Chappell 

<ichappell@unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

< blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                           ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cour~ney Farrington 

<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 

Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 

<rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock 

< strulock@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, 
John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wake Forest Game - Travel Party 



Attach: Wake Forest Game - Travel Party.xlsx 

Attached is the travel party for this weekend’s game at Wake Forest. Department heads...please review to be sure all the 

names and the travel status for your staff is correct. 

For those in the pdma~/team travel par~y (names without any highlight), you will be departing the Kenan Football 
Center at 3:30 PM on Friday in 3 buses and staying at the Greensboro High Point Airport Marriott (336 852 6450). Travel 

attire for the staff on Fdday is slacks and a collared shir~. 

We will have 4 vans for the additional support staff that are not on the buses: 

Van #1 (names highlighted in li~b~ ~etl) 
Managers that will going to the stadium on Friday morning and staying at the team hotel 

Van #2 (names highlighted in :~1. t~ 

Remainder of the managers along with the undergrad student trainers that will be traveling on Saturday morning 

(depar~ @ 8:30 AM) 

Van #3 (names highlighted in or~rlge) 

Video staff that will be traveling on Saturday morning (depart @ 8:30 AM) 

Van #4 (names highlighted in 

Strength and Conditioning/Operations/Doctor that will be traveling on Saturday morning. This van will depart at 
~.0:30 AM and will first go to the team hotel to meet up with the buses and then continue on to the stadium 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe Haydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 9:51 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<Utaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 
< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Re: Baseball and men’s Fencing COS 

All, 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

Football 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 9:54 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 
< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Football COS 

Sorry, forgot to change the subiect to football COS. 

Tom 

> > > Tom Timmermans 9/4/2012 9:5Z AM > > > 
All, 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

Football 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans ] Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid ] University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ]Cell ]Fax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 10:13 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

staff meeting 

All 

Staff Meeting today at 3pm. Please send me any agenda items you have. Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 



Sent: 

To: 

C�: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Septem ber 4, 2012 11:14 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Horton, Rocky <rockyh@emaiLunc.edu>; Tony Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, 

Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 

<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 

<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Swimming Schedule Change 

All, 

The M/W Swimming and Diving meet versus Duke on January 26, 2013 will begin at 12:00p 

Thanks, 

Amy 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27315 

919.9U2.78~3 (office) 
919.gu2.U002 (t~) 







Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ! 3:19 PM 

Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A <carriers@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Nina 

<walkern@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez 

<ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim merma ns@ u ncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Eligible to Practice 

Also, what’s the status on those try out kids? 

Steve Rubin 
Assistant Track and Field Coach 
University of North Carolina 

9199625210 (office) 
(cell) 

It’s just from my end 

Carrie howwelookingonyourtorthesekids? Anyoneonthelistnotclearedfromyourside? Thanks!! 

> > > Harlis Meaders !:09 PM > > > 

Thanks, 

Is this the a comprehensive list that includes clearance from the medical staff as well 



on rny list is cleared to sta~ workouts tomorrow Thanks[[ 

Lance 

> >> Lance Marko! 4:37 PM >> > 

All, 

Looks like lust knocked out his drug testing consent form, so he can join in once Nina clears him 

We still have 3 folks out there that need to wrap up one last form before the meet this weekend They can do so at: 

htt ps://itsapps u n ced u/acs 

And we may still be waiting on to be signed by his parents 
if we haven’t gotten it back yet at this point Thanks![ 

Lance 

> > > Lance Markos ~ 9:32 PM > > > 
is good frorn rny end, too I’ve added hirn to the XC roster in the systern 

> >> "Walker, Nina" <walkern@email uric edu> 9:27 PM >>> 

Thanks 

MII probably need some coach help 

From; Lance Harkos Fmailto:markos@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent; Monday,              9:23 PH 
To; Harlis Headers; Angela Reckart; Mark VanAIstyne 
(:¢; Walker, Nina; Andrew Dubs; Amy Herman; Blanton, Brent S; Seth Miller; Cricket Lane; Erik Hernandez; Vince Ille; Josh Langley; 
Travis Hipps; Kym Orr; Nicole Hudson; Paul Pogge; Stephen Rubin; ; Miller, Steven L; Torn firnmermans 
Sul)j~t: Eligible to Practice 

See attached for the list of students who are cleared to start practicing from my end Riqht now, 

are NOT cleared frorn rny end and should not be perrnit~ed to practice until you qet the 

I’ll keep you posted as we go I’ve attached an email with instructions tot the SA’s who still have work lett to do and hopefully we’ll get 

this knocked out soon Any SA’s who are cleared from my end only need to be cleared by Nina to starL practicing; I believe she was still 

waiting on some info from some of them as of earlier today 

If you have any questions, just let me know Thanks[! 



Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:00 PM 

Walker, Nina <walkern@email.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley 

<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Poqqe 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Rubin < rubins@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim merma ns@ u ncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Eligible to Practice 

Track and Field.xls 

All, 

See attached for where we are with both Corn pliance and SporLs Medicine looks like we’re down to 2 SA’s left who aren’t yet cleared by 

Carrie Thanks!! 

> > > Harlis Meaders !:09 PM > > > 

Thanks, 

Is this the a comprehensive list that includes clearance from the medical staff as well 

1:44 PM 

Looks lib 

4:37 PM > > > 

just knocked out his drug testing consent form, so he can join in once Nina clears him 



We still have 3 folks out there that need to wrap up one last torrn before the rneet this weekend They can do so at: 

htt ps://itsapps u n ced u/acs 

And we may still be waiting on ; to be signed by his parents 

if we haven’t gotten it back yet at this point Thanks!! 

> >> Lance Marko~ : 9:32 PM >> > 

is good frorn rny end, too I’ve added hirn to the XC roster in the systern 

> > > "Walker, Nina" <walkem@ema]l uric edu > 9:27 PM > > > 

ill probably need some coach help 

From; Lance Harkos Fmailto:markos@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent; Monday,              9:23 PH 
To; Harlis Headers; Angola Reckart; Mark VanAIstyne 
(:¢; Walker, Nina; Andrew Dubs; Amy Herman; Blanton, Brent S; Seth Miller: Cricket Lane; Erik Hernandez; Vince Ille; Josh Langley; 
Travis Hipps; Kyrn Orr; Nicole Hudson; Paul Pogge; Stephen Rubin; ; Miller, Steven L; Torn I~rnmermans 
Sul)j~t: Eligible to Practice 

See attached tot the list of students who are cleared to start practicing from my end Riqht now, 

are HOT cleared from my end and should not be permitted to practice until you qet the 

ok from me 

I/I keep you posted as we go I’ve attached an email with instructions for the SA’s who still have work left to do and hopefully we’ll get 

this knocked out soon Any SA’s who are cleared from my end only need to be cleared by Nina to star practicing; I believe she was still 
waiting on some ]nfo from some of them as of earlier today 

If you have any questions, just let rne know Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 20:[2 :[:[:29 AM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu >; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;¯                        @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro 

<soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger 

<wigger@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Compete 

Looks good. Thanks once again for working on getting cleared. We leave on Friday for our first event. Jan 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27S15 
O~fice: 919 952 4273 goheels.com 

Cell: ; Fax: 919 843 4052 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > Lance Markos 9/5/2012 9:57 AM > > > 

Coach Mann, 

Attached is the list of your SA’s who are eligible to compete this semester. If you could look it over and confirm that 

we’re on the same page, I’d appredate it. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 3:01 PM 

rkaymore@kpmsports.biz 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

< cholliday@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Insurance Policy 

Ronnie, 

It has been one full week since Larry Gallo and ] spoke to you regarding Permanent Total Disability 
insurance policy with Lloyd’s of London. Could you please provide us with an update regarding your cancellation of the 

policy pursuant to our previous discussions? Tn accordance with my email correspondence with you on August 29 and 
August 31, we would like written documentation from Lloyd’s of London provided to us as soon as possible attesting to 

the fact that the policy has been canceled. Again, please be advised that our Athletic Department will compensate 
Lloyd’s of London for any amounts owes attributable to this policy. Thank you for your immediate attention to this 

matter. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 
Cell: I 













Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brian Gutterman <brian gutterman@exceptionalriskadvisors corn> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 11:59 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Andre 
Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: 

Cancellation Rider ( pdf 

Please see the attached Cancellation Rider for 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu~day, September 06, 2012 10:49 AM 
To: Brian Gutterman 
Cc: Andre Williams: Corer Holliday; Lar~, Gallo; Vince Ille 
Subject: Re: 

Thank you very much for your assistance with this. Per your email below, please consider this email our written request 

to cancel            insurance policy. We sincerely appreciate your willingness to cancel the policy back to its 

inception date and waive any amounts owed under the premium or cancellation fees. Please let me know if you need 
anything fuEher from or me. Thank you again very much for your help. 
Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 



University of NoRh Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 
Cell: 

>>> Brian Gutterman <brian.qutterman@exceptionalriskadvisors.com> 9/6/2012 10:22 AM >>> 
Paul, 
It was a pleasure speaking to you this morning. I have looked into this case for you and have discussed with my 

underwriters. In order to cancel the policy please respond to this e-mail stating that      needs to cancel (need 

something in writing in order to do so). Typically we require the Insured Person to send something but we have made 

a special exception as we understand the close relationship you and the school have with your players. 

As a sign of good faith, given the circu mstances of the events that occurred, we are going to cancel the policy back to 

the inception date and will not require any portion of the premium, or a cancellation fee to be paid. 

Trust this assists but please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns. 

Once I receive your response we will issue formal cancellation riders and I will send them to your attention to forward 

to 

Thanks Paul! 

Brian Gutterman 
Sales Advisor 
Direct 201.252 4716 I Mobile: 

View Our Press Room] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, : 1:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

< cholliday@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: 

RE_ msg 

As you requested, we were able to get your insurance policy canceled. I spoke to the company on the phone today and 

they told me they had no record of a conversation with Ronnie rega rding cancellation of your policy, even though we 

specifically asked Ronnie to make sure the policy was canceled for you as you requested. Let us know if you need 

anything or have any questions in the future. We want to do every[hing we can to support you and all of your fellow 

student athletes so that you don’t have to deal with people outside UNC who often don’t care much about doing what’s 

in your best interest. 

Good luck against Wake this weekend! 

Paul 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Gutterman <brian gutterman@exceptionalriskadvisors corn> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 11:59 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: 

Cancellation Rider ( )pdf 

Please see the attached Cancellation Rider for 
records as well. 

Please forward this to 

View Our Press Room! 

so he can keep this for his 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 10:49 AM 
TO= Brian Gut~erman 
Cc= Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Larry Gallo; Vince Ille 
Subject: Re: 

Thank you very much for your assistance with this. Per your email below, please consider this email our written request 

to cancel            insurance policy. We sincerely appreciate your willingness to cancel the policy back to its 

inception date and waive any amounts owed under the premium or cancellation fees. Please let me know if you need 

anything further from or me. Thank you again ve~/much for your help. 
Sincerely, 

Paul Posse 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 

Cell: ( 



>>> Brian Gutterman <brian.qutterman@exceptionalriskadvisors.com> 9/6/2012 10:22 AM >>> 
Paul, 
It was a pleasure speakin8 to you this mornins. I have looked into this case for you and have discussed with my 

underwriters. In order to cancel the policy please respond to this e-mail statin8 that     needs to cancel (need 

somethin8 in writin8 in order to do so). Typically we require the Insured Person to send somethin8 but we have made 

a special exception as we understand the close relationship you and the school have with your players. 

As a sign of good faith, given the circu mstances of the events that occurred, we are going to cancel the policy back to 

the inception date and will not require any portion of the premium, or a cancellation fee to be paid. 

Trust this assists but please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns. 

Once I receive your response we will issue formal cancellation riders and I will send them to your attention to forward 

to 

Thanks Paul! 

View Our Press Room! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:37 PM 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Deke 

Adams <ddadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King 

<kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell 

<wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete update 

Football - Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Coach Fedora, 

Our two SA’s who made the team through tryouts                                have been cer~it’ed by the 

Eligibility Center already (Joe is the man!!) and are cleared for competition, per the Registrar’s Office. I’ve attached an 

updated list of the guys who are eligible for competition that includes the additions. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks and good luck this weekend!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 2:59 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarLh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant PorLer <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela ReckarL 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 
Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Manager Cer[ification Form REMINDER 

Manager Cer[ification.pdf 

Coaches, 

have received manager forms from the following spor~s: 

Baseball 

MBB 
WBB 

Football 

W Lacrosse 

M Soccer 
W Soccer 

Softball 

Swimming 

Wrestling 

If any of the rest of you have managers, please submit the attached form to me ASAP. We need to have these on 
file before the managers work with your team! Also, for those of you listed above, please send us forms for any 

additional managers that you add throughout the year. tf you are unsure what forms you have already submitted, let me 
know. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 8/16/2012 3:20 PM > > > 

Coaches, 

Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 11.01.6 (pasted below), we are required to confirm that managers are full time undergraduate 

or graduate students here at UNC, as well as to educate them on what tasks they can perform and monitor their duties 

with your team. Therefore, we will now require that all managers that work with your team complete the attached form 
and su bmit it to our offce prior to engaging in managerial activities with your team. 

Please make this an initial step with your managers each year, star~ing with this fall. Once the forms are complete, please 

send them to Samantha in our office. Aqain, these should be completed and returned pror to the manaqer enqaqinq in 

any sor~ of activity with your team. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 



Thanks, 
Amy 

11.01.6 Manager. 

A manager is an individual who pedorms traditional managerial duties (e.g., equipment, laundry, hydration) and meets 

the following additional criteda: (Adopted: 1/15/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) The individual shall be a full time undergraduate or graduate student (see Bylaws 14.1.7.2 and 14.1.7.2.1A~, except 

that during his or her final semester or quarter of a degree program, he or she may be enrolled in less than a full time 
program of studies, provided he or she is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree 
requirements; 

(b) The individual may paEicipate in limited on couE or on field activities dudng practice (e.g., assist with drills, throw 
bat6n9 practice) or competition (e.g., assist with warm up activities) involving student athletes on a regular basis; 

(c) The individual shall not provide instruction to student athletes; 

(d) The individual shall not participate in countable athletically related activities (e.g., practice player) except as permitted 
in Bylaw 11.01.6 (b); and 

(e) In baseball, the individual shall forfeit any remaining eligibility in the spot[ at the institution at which the individual 
serves as a manager. (Adopte~’ 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 6:05 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: " 

Paul 

Great work and T am pleased that you went "to the source" to get the aclion needed ~ WELL DONE! 

Take care, and I believe that we can now move forward. 

Regards and thank you! 

Larry 

> > > Paul Pogge 9/6/2012 10:49 AM > > > 

Bran, 
Thank you very much for your assistance with this. Per your email below, please consider this email our written request 

to cancel            insurance policy. We sincerely appreciate your willingness to cancel the policy back to its 

inception date and waive any amounts owed under the premium or cancellation fees. Please let me know if you need 

anything further from or me. Thank you again ve~/much for your help. 
Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 

Cell: 

> > > Brian Gutterman <brian.gutterman@e×ceptionalriskadvsors.com > 9/6/2012 Z0:22 AM > > > 

Paul, 
It was a pleasure speakin8 to you this morninB. I have looked into this case for you and have discussed with my 

underwriters. In order to cancel the policy please respond to this e-mail statinB that      needs to cancel (need 

somethin8 in writinB in order to do so). Typically we require the Insured Person to send somethinB but we have made 

a special exception as we understand the close relationship you and the school have with your players. 

As a siBn of Bood faith, Biven the circu instances of the events that occurred, we are Boin8 to cancel the policy back to 

the inception date and will not require any portion of the premium, or a cancellation fee to be paid. 

Trust this assists but please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns. 

Once I receive your response we will issue formal cancellation riders and I will send them to your attention to forward 



to 

Thanks Paul! 

Brian Gutterman 
Sales Advisor 
Direct 201 252 4716 I Mobile: 

View Our Press Room! 







TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Rich DeSelm 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

25. 

28. 

34. 

20. 
23. 

26. 

29. 

32. 

24. 
27. 
30. 
33. 

Mike Litzinger 

Jenny Johansen 

Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 

Christy Garth 

Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Gisselman 

Eric Stefanski 

Sue Walsh 
Beth Bridger 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Rich DeSelm 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22, 

25, 

28, 

20. 
23. 

26. 

29. 

24. 

27. 

30. 

Mike Litzinger 

Jenny Johansen 

Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 

Christy Garth 

Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Gisselman 

Eric Stefanski 

Sue Walsh 
Beth Bridger 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, September 7, 2012 12:40 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

FB in Charlotte 

Gentlemen ~ FYI! Thanks. 

>>> Larry Gallo 9/7/2012 12:38 PM >>> 

Will ~ 

Thank you your email and its information. 

A few members of our staff have had some discussions about your proposal with our AD Bubba Cunningham. Bubba is 

fully aware of what is being proposed ~ he has had or is in the process of having discussions with some other folks 

regarding our football team playing in Charlotte. ] shall share the information contained in this email with him. 

Will, we very much appreciate your continuing interest in our football team playing some games in Charlotte. We will be 

in touch. 

Take care, and have a good weekend. 

Be well. 

Larry 

>> > Will Webb <WWebb@charlottecollegiatefootball.org> 9/7/2012 12:17 PM >> > 

Larry - I know there have been a couple of conversations on this so I wanted to make sure that you and Bubba 

u nderstand what we are looking at. We are trying to keep this u nder the radar - especially of the press. 

We are proposing that UNC play the opening game of the year for the years 2014 21 at Bank of America Stadium. An 
outline of the games is set forth below. 

gC has games with ECU in 2014 in Charlotte, 15 in Greenville and 16 in Columbia. They would like to offer Terry out of 

the 16 game but it is not contingent on that. If Terry will opt out of 14 and 15 then we could possibly schedule ECU 

against UNC in 14. 

Here is the proposed yearly breakdown: 



Reasons why we think that UNCoughttoplaygamesfrom 2014 through 2021in         : 

1. Recruiting. It is well know that Charlotte has become a city turning out many division 1 prospects annually. In 
2011, 32 student athletes were recruited from Charlotte to play Division 1 football. 

2. Alumni base. It is estimated that there are over 30,000 Carolina alumni in the greater Charlotte region. 

Connecting to them in a big way perhaps a Carolina glue Weekend in Charlotte would be a great way to engage 

them. 

3. Financial. We will pay to UNC 53 million per game and if a game sells out we will pay 53.2 million for that year. 

Additi~na~~y‘asweareab~et~raisepricesinthefutureyearswewi~~payt~them35%~fincreases. Please note that 
we will sell to UNC a set number of tickets and they will be able to sell these tickets based on points. These will be 

good tickets to a very much sought after game! 

Reasons why we hear they shouldn’t 

1. "We have to have 7 home games". The trend is otherwise in the ACC. In 2012 

only have 6 home games. With the ACC going to a 9 game conference schedule it will continue to 

have several schools with 6 home games. Please note that the 9 game conference schedule is NOT in place in 2012 - 

there are only 8 conference games this year. It is expected that a 6 home game schedule may become the norm in 

the ACC and every conference playing 9 conference games. Please also note that with careful scheduling UNC could 

have 7 home games in every other year. 

2. "It is too far from Chapel Hill." With the largest alumni base outside the Chapel Hill area this is a natural place to 

play games. One game a year would make this a tremendous way to interact with fans. 

Larry- let me know your thoughts! 

WILL WEBB 

P 17041 644 4048 I M 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOTTE, NC 28210 

WWW ACCFOOTBALLCHARLOTIE.COM I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, ’. 1:38 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.uncedu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.uncedu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.uncedu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.uncedu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.uncedu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.uncedu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.uncedu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

’ ¯ @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u ncedu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 

< skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu > 

COS 

All, 

Sarah Haney (our rowing coach) put the rowers through one work out, and six of them have already hung up theirs oars 

(that does not sound as good as shoes) 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 

Oft5 ce 9199627851 ICell IFax 9199626002 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:3_3 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

< cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

- Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Hey Brian, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are omcially eligible for competition. Tf you could take a look and let me 

know it our lists match up, I’d appreciate it. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Brian Kalbas 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Sara Anundsen Clint Gwaltney Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Sally Mays Eric Biener 
Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 3:46 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: Follow up 

Follow up.msg 

PLEASE BE VERY CLEAR WHEN SPEAKING TO ANY OF OUR SPUDENTE WHO GET ACCOMMODATTONE. 

SEE ATTACHED EMA~L... 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bailey, Tiffany <tmbailey@email,unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@ernail.unc.edu> 

Follow-up 

Hi Beth, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

Today, I met with a student who told me her academic counselor said her exams would be proctored in Loudermilk. 

I’m not sure if she misunderstood, but I let her know exams are to be taken with the professor or proctored by our office. This 

semester we’re open M Th 8am 8pm and Friday Barn 5prn. 

Tiffany 

Tiffany Bailey 

Assistant Director 

Accessibility Resources & Service (formally Department of Disability Services) 

North, Suite 2126 

CB# 7224 SASB North 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7214 

93.9 962 8300 (V) 

711 NC RELAY (T) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally 
privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, 
dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or reply by e-mail, and 
permanently delete this e-mail from your computer system. Thank you. 



Septei~er ii, 2012 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, 

inssitut on permission to contact 

University grants your 

an athlete in the sport of 

. This is in regards to the possibility of his transfer to your unlversiry~ 

For additional information related to the participation and/or academic record of 

at University, please fax a release form to 

(304) 293 3035, 



Sincerely~ 

Danielle Epplnger 

Compliance Graduate Assistant 

Office: [304] 293 4281 

Fax: (304] 293 303b 



Wednesday, 9:]2 AM 

1 le, Vince <]lle@email unc ed~ > 





> SorFy to be tie bea-er of bad news ol this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:30 AM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

- Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Sam, 

Attached isthelist ofyour student athletes who are omciallyeligible for competition. Please confirm with methat this 

list matches what you were expecting. If you have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sam Paul 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Tripp Phillips Tim Smith Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Jennifer Townsend Sally Mays 

Eric Biener Steve Miller Travis Hipps 







[ hursday, 9:51 AM 

lie, Vince <]lle@email unced~ >; Am;, I lerman <a.schae@ ~ncaa unced ~ >; I arry ’.’}a Io < athga Io@uncaa uric ~.du >; Kathy 

Pau Pogge <pl~ogge@unc~a uric edu>: Samantha Kirby <s kirbyS@unc~ uric edu>; Tom Timmel marts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 3_]_:53 AM 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; G reg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 

< rubins@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete update 

Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf;                Fall Eligible 

to Compete 3.p~f 

Hey Mark, 

Attached are the latest lists of your SA’s who are eligible for competition. I’ve highlighted the additions to the list of 

eligible student athletes. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mark VanAIstyne 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

- Needs to be certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center and complete his eligibility 

paperwork 

Harliss Meaders Angela Reckart Josh Langley 

Nikki Hudson Steve Rubin Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Nina Walker Greg Gatz 

Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mark VanAIstyne 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following four student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the 

following reasons: 

Needs to complete remaining eligibility paperwork 

Needs to be certified with the NCAA Eligibility Center 

Harliss Meaders Angela Reckart Josh Langley 

Nikki Hudson Steve Rubin Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Nina Walker Greg Gatz 

Steve Miller Travis Hipps 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:59 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

staff meeting tomorrow 

All 

Please send me any agenda items for the staff meeting tomorrow. 

Please remember, we will have a presentation on the new department strategic plan. We need to be readyto go, 

promptly at 3pm! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor~ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Brainstorming the Strategic Plan 

This video from the Harvard Business Review may give us some ideas on how to brainstorm our contributions to the 

strategic plan and improve our operations in general. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading m~d Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chattel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
C              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bctbcl@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 11:24 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; bclayton@ncshp.org; desmith@ncshp.org; 

Itmcphail@ncshp.org; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

East Carolina Football Information Sheet 

East Carolina Visiting Team ]nformation.pdf 

All, 

Attached is the completed information sheet for East Carolina’s visit to Chapel Hill this weekend. They will not be doing 

a walk through and will be staying at the Sheraton Chapel Hill. They are planning on arriving to Kenan at 1:00 p.m., 
though we expect them to arrive shortly before. 

Their Director of Football Ops is Bran Over[on. 

Their equipment truck is scheduled to arrive via 18 wheel tractor trailer at 3:00 p.m. on Friday, September 21st via the 

Loudermilk Lot. 

Please review the sheet and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

John 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 2:01 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Langley <flangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 
<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 

<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Track and Football COS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Women’s Track 

Football 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans ] Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid ] University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ]Cell ]Fax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:43 PM 

Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
<jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Fred Stipe <         @gmaiLcom>;        @gmaiLcom; 

@live.unc.edu>; Connie Bullock <bullock@psafety.unc.edu>; 
Jeff McCracken <jmccrack@psafety.unc~edu>; Alison Purdee 

<alison@rockytophospitality.com>; Matthew Mauzy <mauzy@sorescue.org>; Missy 

Dike < mdike@tarheelspor[s.com>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah Hawkins@unc.edu>; George Hare <ghare@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Linda Sherck <lindasherck@unc.edu>; Ferguson, Matt 
<MattFerguson@unc.edu>; McClure, Matthew D <mcclure@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton 

<njfulton@unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <tscherry@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<ahorn~uncaa unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
<kclealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<malyrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 
<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Idaho Game Day Meeting 

Good afternoon, 

Blue Zone. If you have anyaBenda items to add, please emailthem to me by Monday at noon. 

ParkinB will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

Go Heels! 

Elizabeth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,, 2:58 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<Utaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All: 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 
Off5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 

[- o"~:! li~:~: ~’ ’lll’e [ ;~: iua ~" "~, I (;~i:~i~ ~l~.c~m I ~ ’li!~’~;:k 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:26 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 <     @uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 
< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 
Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 



Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >;               <       @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit Ticket Deadline - Football vs. Idaho 

Ticket Request Form - Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

AS a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the Idaho football game is tomorrow 

Friday, September 21st. Forms can be sent to me via email (o~_a_to~:)~_~,~j~G~.~). 

Don’t forget to use the recruit ticket form specifically designed for all football games. This form can be found by going to 
the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the Official Visits or Unofficial Visits folder. The 
document is titled "Ticket Request Form Football Games." I have also at[ached a copy of the form. 

Please be sure to use the football specific form because it gives you the option to select reserved or general admission 
seats. Just like last season, reserved seats will be assigned together and your recruiting budget will be charged per 
ticket requested. Ticket prices are tiered based on the game this season, Idaho i$ $3S, Georgia Tech and Maryland are 
$50 and Virginia Tech and NC State are $60. General admission seats are located in the student se~ion and are free. If 
no seating preference is selected, you will automatically receive and be charged for reserved seats. 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of every guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket Office outside of Gate 3 at Kenan Stadium 
beginning an hour and a half prior to kickoff. The Ticket Office will remain open until halffime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistal~t Director of Ticket Operations 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 
Monday,                   9:48 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; Creighton, Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <j spang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; Ilsy 
Chappell <ichappell@unc edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Tucker 
II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Lar~T Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany 
Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa unc edu>;                           ~uncaa unc edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendoff <heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa unc edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa unc edu>; Justin Sanders <jmsander@uncaa unc edu>; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa unc edu>;                        ~uncaa unc edu>; James 
Spufling <jspufling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Kaitlin 
Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; Larl?i Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus BenT <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda 
Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Richie 
C~-imsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; Randy Jordan <fljordan@uncaa unc edu>; RolT 
Pommerening <rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa unc edu>; 
~uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius 

Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 
Idaho Game - Team Itinera~’y 

Idaho Game - Team Itineral7 xlsx 

Attached is the team itinerary for this weekend’s game vs Idaho 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:33 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duff7 <kduffT@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 
<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

< kcreech@unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
Sapp < masapp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Schedule Addition 

The Men’s Golf program will send 3 student athletes to the Campbell Tournament on 
as individual dates of competition. Please add it to your schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

This will count 

U~flversity of North Carolina 
Department of Atffletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 5:09 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duff~ <kduff~./@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 
<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Schedule 

20120924155945243.pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe approved 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Gymnastics Schedule. 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751S 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:08 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 

<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duff~ <kduff~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 
< maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel 
Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 
<tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved 2013 Baseball Schedule 

Baseball.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 2013 approved Baseball schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate &D for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 7:21 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; bclayton@ncshp.org; desmith@ncshp.org; 

Itmcphail@ncshp.org; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Idaho Football Information Sheet 

Idaho Visiting Team ]nformation.pdf 

All, 

Attached is the completed information sheet for tdaho’s visit to Chapel Hill this weekend. 

Their Direc[or of Football Ops is Mark Vaught 208 669 0407. 

Friday, 9/28 
* Their equipment truck is scheduled to ardve via a "22’ box rental truck" at 12:00 p.m. in the Loudermilk Lot. 

* The Idaho team is planning on arriving slightly before 1:00 p.m to do a walk through from i 2:30 p.m. in Kenan 

Stadium. They are planning on being out of the facility by 2:45 p.m. We’ll plan on parking their three team buses in the 
tunnel, if that’s not available we’ll have them stage in front of the Smith Center. 

Saturday, 9/29 

* Big Fogg is set to ardve between I:L 12 p.m. on Saturday and use one of the tunnel parking passes. 

* The team is set to ardve via three team buses on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.. They indicated they weren’t going to need the 

bus pullout. 

* They are being fed post game by Chick Fil A who’s van is planning to ardve at approximately 5:30 p.m. via the Rams 

Head Tunnel. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

John 



Director of Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 11:26 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: September 2012 NCAA cabinet summary 

September 2012 Cabinet Summary.docx 

Note the cabinet’s feedback regarding Post Enrollment Academic Fraud, specif cally "deference should be given to the 
institution’s decision as to whether academic fraud occurred". 

Amy 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@t heacc.org > 9/27/2012 10:46 AM > > > 

Attachcd is a summar? of kcy itcms from thc Scptcmbcr NCAA cabinct mcctmgs Many of the cabinets spent much 
of their meeting or conference call reviewing the legislative proposals from the Rules Working Group; 
therefore, there are no updates in that cabinet’s section In the interest of space, the comments from each 
cabinet on each proposal are not provided in this summary but they are outlined in each cabinet report on the 
NCAA web site This is not to suggest that the cabinet did not do any work; however, I thought this may be 
more efficient since we will be discussing the Rules Working C~-oup next week anyway 

Look f’or~x aM to seeing many of you in Boston 

Brad Hosterter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Confcrcncc 
Emaih bhostcttcr~thcacc or~ 
Phone: 
Fax: 336-369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 12:52 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@u nc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs < cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy 

<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete 

agree Lance....The list is correct. Thanks again, Joe 

> > > La nee Markos 9/27/2012 ii:i0 AM > > > 

Joe, 

Attached isthelist ofyour student athletes who are omciallyeligibletocompete. Please go through it and makesureit 
matches up with what you were expecting. Could you let me know if you agree or disagree so that I can be sure we’re 

on the same page? 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:53 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa~unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 
< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 
Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 



Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; tile, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 

<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Recruit Ticket Deadline - Football vs. Virginia Tech 

Ticket Request Form - Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

As a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the Virginia Tech football game is tomorrow 
Friday, September 28th. Forms can be sent to me via email (m~ol~loLipas~lJnC.~bq), 

Don’t forget to use the recruit ticket form specifically designed for all football games. This form can be found by going to 
the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the Ofl3cial Visits or Unofficial Visits folder. The 
document is titled "Ticket Request Form - Football Games." I have also attached a copy of the form. 

Please be sure to use the football specific form because it gives you the option to select reserved or general admission 
seats. Just like last season, reserved seats will be assigned together and your recruiting budget will be charged per 
ticket requested. Ticket prices are tiered based on the game this season, Georgia Tech and Maryland are $50 and 
Virginia Tech and NC State are $60. General admission seats are located in the student section and are free. If no 
seating preference is selected, you will automatically receive and be charged for reserved seats. 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of every guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket Office outside of Gate 3 at Kenan Stadium 
beginning an hour and a half prior to kickoff. The Ticket Of~ce will remain open until half~ime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 203_2 9:09 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo 

Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< , ~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

Softball - Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Hey Coach Papa, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are currently eligible for competition. Got a couple of administrative 

issues to clean up but hopefully they’ll be resolved soon. Tf you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:46 AM 

Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Fuchs, 

Jeffrey W <jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Fred Stipe <        ~@gmail.com>; 

#gmail.com;                       @live.unc.edu >; Connie Bullock 

< bullock@psafety.unc.edu >; Jeff McCracken <jmccrack@psafety.unc.edu >; 

Alison Purdee <alison@rockytophospitality.com>; Matthew Mauzy 

< mauzy@sorescue.org >; Missy Dike < mdike@tarheelsports.com >; Hawkins, 

Deborah Lynn < Deborah Hawkins@unc.edu >; George Hare <ghare@unc.edu > 

Jones, Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Linda Sherck <lindasherck@unc.edu>; 

Ferguson, Matt <Matt_Ferguson@unc.edu>; McClure, Matthew D 

<mcclure@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Taren Cherry 

<tscherry@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 

< bbersticker@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu> 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

David Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Virginia Tech Game Day Meeting 

Good Morning, 

Our Virginia Tech Game Day Meeting will be this ILic J%,             ~: 93 ari~ on the 5th Floor (Upper 

Club) of the Blue Zone. If you have any agenda items to add, please email them to me by Monday at noon. 

Parking will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

Go Heels[ 

Elizabeth 



Elizabeth Lancaster 
Assistant Diiector of Aflfletic Operations 

U mvetsit3, of North Carolhm 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919 843 9209 
Fax: 9198435972 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:41 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo 
Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete update 

Softball - Fall Eligible to Compete 3.pdf 

Just got word from the ACC that 

attached for the updated list. ThanKsz 

Good luck tonight, 

Tom 

> > > Lance Marko! 10:02 AM > > > 

has been approved, so she’s now good to go. See 

knocked out her remaining paperwork last night, so she’s now good to go. See attached for the updated list and 

let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:03 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 

<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; ChristyGarth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 
<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All: 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

as ol 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

(withdrew from UNC as of       I 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 





Bent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa uric edu> 

3:22 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa uric edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa uric edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa uric edu>; Joe Breschi 
<breschi@uncaa unc edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa unc edu>; C D Mock 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa uncedu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa unc edu>, 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa unc edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa uncedu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa uric edu>; Josh 

Webb <jwebb@uncaa unc edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa uncedu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa uncedu>; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa unc edu>; Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa uncedu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa unc edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa unc edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa uric edu>; Jenny 

Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu> 



Attach: 

<bbethel@uNcaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa uric edu>; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Devin 

Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa unc edu~ Dana GeSubject: Carolina CREED Meeting, 

October l, 7pro 

CLA CREED Meeting Flyer docx 

Just a reminder that our second Carolina CREED Meeting                    at 7pro on the 3rd floor 
of Loudermilk Please remind your first years of the mandatory meeting Attached is a flyer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Monday, 
@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9:33 AM 

Cc: 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@yahoo.com; 

@yahoo.corn 

~verizon.net; 
@y~hoo.com; 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines 
<bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
<breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 



Subject: 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 
Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackharn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rich DeSelm <richdeselrn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 
<rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina Outreach Meeting and Video Shooting THIS Wednesday (Oct 3) @ 
7PM - Louderrnilk 3rd Floor 

REMINDER: MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY @ 7PM (LOUDERMILK 3RD FLOOR)! 

New Media will be shooting our "keep reading" video for local elementary schools 
immediately following our Outreach Meeting. If you are interested in being featured 
in this video you will need to: 

1. Bring a copy (or a large color printout of the cover) of your favorite childhood 
book...You can probably find it in a library on campus... 
2. Wear your Carolina Blue (Sport Specific) t-shirt. 
3. Write two sentences about why      is your favorite childhood book. 
(Text me at 919-599-6764 if you have any questions) 

I you have received this email, you are expected to be in attendance on Wednesday. I have cc’d your 
coaches on this email so they can expect Carolina Outreach updates by the beginning of next week! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October l, 2012 1:26 PM 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, Brent S < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

staff meeting tomorrow 

All 

Please send me any agenda items you have for tomorrow’s staff meeting. 

See you at 3pm! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor~ for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               8:38 AM 

Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, 
Jeffrey W <jfuchs@email.unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; )live.unc.edu>; 
bullock@psafety.unc.edu; jmccrack@psafety.unc.edu; 
alison@rockytophospitality.com; mauzy@sorescue.org; 
mdike@tarheelsports.com; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>; ghare@unc.edu; Jones, Kim 
<kimajones@unc.edu>; lindasherck@unc.edu; Ferguson, Matt 
<Matt_Ferguson@unc.edu>; McClure, Matthew D <mcclure@unc.edu>; Nick 
Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; tscherry@unc.edu; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson 
<krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary 
Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries 
<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
David Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Seven Things You Need To Know About Virginia Tech Game 

2012_U NC_white-Out_T-Shirt_Design(FINAL).pdf 

All 

At[ached is the "White Out" logo should anyone want to use it on Saturday. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 
Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-5193 (W) 

919-962-1653 (Fax) 

>>> Michael Beale 10/01/12 9:33 PM >>> 
Below is the "Seven Things" marketing message that we will be geiting out to folks aitending Saturday’s game. Please 
distribute as you see fit. 



Thanks, 

Michael 

Seven Things you Need to Know about the Virginia Tech "White Out" Game 
1) Old Well Walk begins at 10am 
2) Liquid Pleasure will take the Kenan Amphitheatre stage at 10:15 
3) Carolina Football team will be dressed head to toe in white 
4) Food trucks and Chapel Hill Sportswear will be in Kenan Amphitheatre 
5) Weather forecast calls for 80 degrees and sunny skies 
6) The Tar Heels begin a stretch of seven straight ACC games 
7) "White Out" Kenan Stadium and help the Tar Heels beat the Hokies! 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 
University of North Carolina 
Emie Williamson Athletics Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

919-962-1653 (Fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 
Tuesday,              8:59 AM 

Bingham, Mat3 Ellcn <binghamm a cmail uric cdu>: Ciocca. Mario F <ciocca@cmail uric cdu>: 
Ille. Vince <ille@email unc edu>;                          .~a;live unc edu>; Creighton, Robert 
A <alcx crcighton@mcd uric cdu>: Spmag, Jeffrey T <jspmag@mcd uric cdu>: Taft, Thn 
<timothy taNa~med unc edu>; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc edu>; Amy Herman 
<~jsch~c@uncaa uric cdu>: Tony Tuckcr II <antoniot@uncaa uric cdu>; Lart3 Gallo 
<adagallo@uncaa uric cdu>: Andrc Wilbmns <m~illiams@uncaa uric cdu>: Brcnda Haitbcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan~ajuncaa unc edu>: Bobby Hundley 
<bhundlcy@uncaa uric cdu>: Blakc Anderson <blakcmad@uncaa uric cdu>; Bubba Cumfingham 
<bubbac~ajuncaa unc edu>:                           ~a~uncaa unc edu>: Corey Holliday 
<cholbda3 @uncaa uric cdu>; Courtncy Farnngton <@~amn@uncaa uric cdu>: Chris Kapilovic 
<ckap~a~uncaa unc edu>: Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhookcr@uncaa uric cdu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa uric cdu>: Dominic Morclli 
<dmorelb@uncaa unc edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@unc0oa unc cdu>: tbintcm <FBintcm@uncaa uric cdu> Guntcr Brc~cr 
<gbrew~a~uncaa unc edu>: Andrew Gibson <guandrew~a~uncaa unc edu>: Joe Havdon 
<ha3 don@uncaa unc cdu>: Kcith Hcckcndoff <hcckcndo a~uncaa unc cdu>; Jaimic Lcc 
<jaimielee~ajuncaa unc edu>: Jaci Field qifield~a~uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman 
<j freeman@ uncaa uric cdu>: a~uncaa unc cdu>; John Brunncr 
<johnnyb@ncaa unc edu>: a~uncaa unc edu>: James Spuding 
<jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>: Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhcaly@uncaa unc cdu>: Kcvin King <kking a~uncaa uric cdu>: Kcvin M~tchcll 
<kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>: Kevin Robinson 
<krob a~uncaa uric cdu>; Lan) Fedora <lfcdora a~uncaa uric cdu>: Luis Hcmmadcz 
<louh@uncaa unc edu>; Mamus Bent <mberl3"~a~uncaa unc edu>: Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Richie Grimsley 
<rgrimslcy a~uncaa uric cdu>; Rmady Jordma <rljordma a~uncaa uric cdu>: Rory Pommcrcning 
<m~p 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>: Doug Halverson 
<sdhalvcrson a~uncaa uric cdu>: ~uncaa unc cdu>; Scott Trulock 
<strulock@uncaaunc edu>: .~a;uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S 
<jb43 a~cmail unc cdu>; T3 chius Cowdin <tychninc a~uncaa uric cdu>; Walt Bell 
<wbell@uncaa unc edu>: Wally Richardson <wricha~a~uncaa unc edu>: Womack, Zachal3" Wayne 
<zwomack a~uncaa uric cdu> 

Virginia Tcch Game - Tcmn Itincmry 

Virginia Tcch Game - Tcmn Itinerary :dsx 

Attached is the team itinera~3" for this weekend’s game vs Virginia Tech 

~oe Haydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:21 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 

<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 

Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu >; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@u nc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<suewalsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 

<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Foster, 

Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu >; Dougher[y, John James 

<dmjohn@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M 

<fred_clark@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 

Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@emaikunc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

<gus@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Matson, Janis Evelyn 

<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, 

Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J 

<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Or[, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Hor[on, Rocky 

<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Southall, Richard Michard 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emaikunc.edu>; 

Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 

<tkrobert@email.u nc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 

Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 

Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

<MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

< michaekcopeland @facilities.unc.edu >; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~g mail.com; 



Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cderickson@unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Thorp, 

Holden <holdenthorp@unc.edu>; [Isy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu >; Evans, Jack 

<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; 

keadey@unc.edu; lissa broome@unc.edu; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; 

Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; Osborne, Barbara < sportlaw@unc.edu >; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 

<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Council, 

Albert C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <Compliance Newsletter - 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

See attached forthe 

Thanks, 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:43 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: RE: email 

Major-minor declaration form doc 

Attached is the NEW updated Major Declaration Form! 

Beth 



Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 919 619 8809 
bridqerb @uncaa.u nc.edu 



App~icatiom a~d £m~o~me~t 
~formatio~ for P~ospective 
UNCoCh~pe~    Stude~toAth~etes 



App[icatio~ Deadlines 

First-Year Applicants: 
~ October :L5 to hear by January 
~ January 5 to hear’ by March 23 

Transfers: 
~ March ::[ to hear by April :~5 



Hew ~® 

C O M M O N 
APPLICATION 



Fi~stoYear App[i~atio~ 

Includes: 
Application form 
UNC supplement 
Official high school transcript(s) 
Official test scores {SAT or ACT+ Writing) 

Counselor Statement 
’[~acher recommendation 
Application fee or fee waiver request 



Tra ~sfer Application 

Includes: 
Application form 
UNC supplement 
Official high school transcript(s) 
Official college transcript(s} 
Official test scores {SAT or ACT + Writing) 
for sophomore applicants 
Application fee or fee waiver request 



Things to Remember 

Your application will not be received by UNC 

until the Common App, supplement, and 

application fee have been submitted online. 

You must click "submit" for each individual 

component of the application. 

For help with t:he Common App email: 

Application Support Center 

For he~p w~th UNC Guest ~D and MyUNC, call 

919-962-HELP 



Hard-copy letters 
serTt by US~:>S. 

Decisions posted online at 

MyCarolina. SI:udents may 

accept I:hei~ of:fe~ of 

admission online~ 



Final Steps 
First..year students must; 

¯ Officially accept your offer of admission 

¯ Submit your final official transcript 

¯ Submit ,/our health and immunizations form 

Transfer students must: 

¯ Officially accept your offer of admission 

¯ Submit your final official transcript 

¯ Submit your health and immunizations form 

¯ Submit the community standards form, having 

selected option A or B on the form 



[ te  atio a  Appica ts ................................. 

De,dines 

Octobe~ 25 and January 5 preferred 

November 15: Fina~ de,dine for sp~ing 

June 15: F~na~ de,dine 

L~te ap;t cants shoukJ provkJe al fi ~anci~t 
documents w~th the app/c~tion 

English Language Ski/s 

]OEFL: Minimu ~~ accept~!~ble scol-e is 80 (0-120) 

IEI]S: Minimum ac~:eptable score is 6 (]-9) 



[~tematio~a~ Applicants ................................. 

as Sources of Support; 

scho arship letter must be 

Bank statnment indicates funds 
availaMe 

Sponsor letter dnsignates who 
will be providing financial 

All finandal doc~.~ments must be 
origir~al 



ec~uiva~ent~ you must have your transcripts evaluated by 

one of the organizations in the National Association of 

C[ede~t~a~ Evaluation Services ~www, na~es.org), 



NCAA £[igibi[ity Center 
Register with the NCAA Eligibility Center 

- Sign up online at www.elil~ibilitycenter.org 

Amateurism Certification 

- Complete the amateurism questionnaire during the 
registration process 

- On April l~ of your senior year; submit a request For a 
final amateurism certification online with the 
Eligibility Center~ 

~ Update your a~T ateudsm questionnaire durir~g this reques[ 
to ref ect the most acc~ratc information ncccssary to 



NCAA £[igibi[ity Center 
Academic Certification 
- Submit all SAT or ACT scores electronically to the 

NCAA Eligibility Center directb¢ from the testing 
agency 

- Submit an off~dal transcript from each hish school 
attended d~recSy to: 

Certfiica ion Process sg 

PO Box 7].36 

Indiarlapolis, IN 46207 7~.36 

Following graduation, submit a final, official 
transcript to the Eligibility Center 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                4:14 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; 
<        @uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <clicket@unc edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Fwd: Burn Center Visit - Friday,        - List of Athletes 

Rick 

From: Andre Williams [mailto:awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: ThuBday, 4:05 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; 
Cc Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Corey Holliday; Eric Hoots 
Subject= RE: Fwd: Burn Center Visit- Friday,       - List of Athletes 

All, 

Please find below our updated list of football student athletes who will be participating in tomorrows Burn Center visit. 

Football Student-Athlete: 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(0 9199620393 
awillliams~duncaauncedu 



>>> 9:51 AM >>> 

Happy Thursday! Below is the list of athletes for the Burn Center Tomorrow. (~ haven’t heard back from Men’s basketball 

yet). 

Women’s Track and Field 

WomeR’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Baseball 

Football 

>>> "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 11:49 AM >>> 

>>> Rick Steinbacher 7:40 PM >>> 

Hope you are doing well! Please send me the names of the athletes and the sports they are from for the Burn Center 
visit on Friday when you can. I want to round up the appropriate posters, etc. based on who is coming from what sports. 



Thanks, 
Rick 

>>> 12:32 PM >>> 
V~II do! Thanks for the email and the call... 
I’ll be in touch, 

>>~ Rick Steinbacher         8:44 PM >>> 
Also - when you have the names of who is going on the visit please let me know. Thanks! 
Rick 

>>> Rick Steinbacher 8:42 PM >>> 

Got your v mail, thanks for the confirmation. I am copying all folks associated with our ann ual Burn Center visit. 
Friday, 
12:30 PM 
4 - 6 Olympic Sport Student - Athletes/Basketball (more is fine) 
4 - 6 Football Student - Athletes (more is fine) 
Meet in the Kenan Football Center Hall of Honor 
1:00 PM 
Arrive Burn Center, Begin Visit 
2:00 PM 
Burn Center visit concludes 
I will provide posters and other items for Student - Athletes to give to the patients. 
Jason Andrews will accompany us and video the visit. 
Video Feature will air at the NC State game on 
This visit is a wonderful event each and every year, thank you to all for making it happen again in If anyone has 
any questions or concerns please let me know. 
Rick 
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Christopher Strobel 
Ent’~rcemenr 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

PO Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN ,16206-6222 

Dear Mr Strobel: 

This letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaw 13 4 1 2 
Trisha Stafford-Odom, Assistant                    Coach at the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill (ILINC), sent one hnpennissible text message to                               a 
prospective student-athlete 

On Coach Stafford-Odom responded to what she believed was a Twitter 
Direct Message Born However, immediately responded and notified Coach 
Staffo~d-Odom that she had act~lally responded via an hnpennissible text message Coach 
Stafford-Odom immedia*ely noticed the Compliance staff of the inadvertent violation 

As a result of this violation, the coaching staffwill be precluded from 
having any w~fitten o~ telephonic communication with fb~ a two-week time period 

through 

Please contact my ot’iSce with tluestions and concerns ’Fhank you for yore time and 
consideration 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence R Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 



Mr Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
I)r Holden Ihorp, Chancellor 
Ms Lissa Broome, Faculg~" Athletics Representative 
Mr Vince ltlle, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms Beth Miller, Senior Associate A~hletics Director 
Ms Martina Ballen, Senio~ Associate Ath]etics Director 
Ms Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 
Mr Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 

Ms Sylvia Hatchell, Head Womet~’s Basketball Coach 
Ms Trisha Stafford-Odom, Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Friday,               12:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
RE: APR Tracer 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 10:55 AM 
TO: Blanton, Brent 5 
Subject= FW: APE Tracer 

Can you coordinate this? Thanks 
Vince 

From: (~villanova.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 18:55 AM 
TO: Ille, Vince 
Subject: APR Tracer 

I have attached an APR transfer tracer for one of our former student athletes, 

earliest convenience. 

Please fill it out at your 

Thank you, 

Compliance Intern 

VIIlanova University 

(610) 519-4506 
Kellv.mcbFya n@villa nova.ed u 



Christopher Strobel 

Ent’~rcemem 
Natio*ml Collegiate Athletic Association 

PO Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN ,16206-6222 

Dear Mr Strobel: 

This letter is wrirlen to report a violation of NCAA Bylaws 1401 I ]*~stdt~lJottalRe.wottsJbil~O’, 
14 10 1 ]~t.slif~llh)r*al Re.sponsibilJ{v foi* E/igibil¢O’ ( ’e*’l~f!~ aiio~l, and 14 102 ~’q~lad Ltst l i)rm. 

Jenny Levy, Head                  Coach at the University of North Cal olina at (hapel Hill 
(UNC), permitted her team to compete on one occasion prior to the official certification of the 
studem-atblc~es’ eligibility and prior to the completion of the squad lis~ 

On , d~e Compliance staff approved the Fall schedule, 
which identified the team’s initial date of competition as I herefore, the 
Registrar’s O£[?ce and other institutional staff charged vdth eligibility certification used this date 
to determine the date by which all student-athletes must be certified as eli.~ble to compete 

On , the Compliance staffwas notified that the team had 
participated in lheir first dare of competition the week prior, on Friday, , prior to 

the team being certified as eligible to compete Subsequent to the schedule being approved, 
Coach Levy had changed the first date of competition and tailed to notify tim Compliance staff 
of the change While she did notit~v both the                  sport administrators and the 
A~hletic Communications st~f member assigned to her sport, none of these individuals 
nnderstood it lo be their responsibility to confirm the change with lhe Compliance staff 
Additio*mlly, when asked about the vio]ation, Coach Levy indicated that she mistakenly believed 
that the ~’Eligihle to Practice" memo she received fol her team in ]ate August was the only 
document that she needed prior to competition; as a result, she did not contact the Compliance 
stiff in advance of the first competition 

As a ~esu]t oPthis violation. Coach Levy has been reminded that there is both an ~’Eligible to 
Practice" and an "Eligible to Compete" memo, and that both must be received prior to engaging 
in the applicable activity Additionally, all coaches, sport administrators, and Athletics 
Communications staffimemhe~ s have been instructed to notif.’~ the (ompliance staPP oP any 
proposed schedule changes prior to approving and/or publicizing them It should be noted that 
all                  student-athletes who pm~ticipated were otl~cially certified as eligible to 



compete by the Registrar’s O~fice on , the same day that the violation was 
discove~ ed 

Please contact my off’ice with questions and concerns Thank you f~r your time and 
con si derati on 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence R Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

M~ Brad Hostette~. Associate Comnlissioner, ACC 
Dr lIolden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms Lissa Broome, Factdty Athletics Represe*ttative 

Mr Vince llle, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Mr Rick Steinbacher. Senio~ Associate Athletics Directo~ 
M~ John Bmnneg Director of Athletic Operations 

Mr Matt Bowers, Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Ms Aany Hermm~, Associate Athletics Director lk~r Complia*tce 
Mr Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 
Ms Jenny Le’~,y. Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Ha5 don <ha? don@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday                 10:02 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm a, email uric cdu>: Ciocca. Mario F <ciocca a~cmall uric cdu>: 

Robert A <alex creighton,~ajmed unc edu>: Spang. Jeffrey T <jspang,~ajmed unc edu>: Taft. Tim 
<thnothv taft’amcd unc edu>; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc edu>; Amy Herman 
<~ischac a~uncaa unc cdu>: Tony Tucker II <mrtoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>: Andre Williams <a~xilliams~a~uncaa unc edu>: Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Blake Anderson 
<blakcm~d@uncaa uric edu>; Bubba Cumringhmn <bubbac@uncaa unc edu> 

~uncaa uric cdu>: Core? Hollida? <chollida? @uncaa unc edu>; Courmc? Farrington 
<cjfarr~@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke 
<cluke@uncaaunc edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>: Dan Disch 
<disch a~uncaa uric edu>: Dominic Morclli <dmorclli@uncaa unc edu>; Dart) l Sanders 
<dsandcrs a~uncaa uric cdu>: David Duggmt <dtduggm~ a~uncaa uric cdu>: Pointem 
<FBintern@uncaa unc edu>: Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>: Andrew Gibson 
<gum~drew@uncaa unc edu>; Joc Ha?don <ha? don@uncaa unc edu>; Kcith Heckendorf 
<heckendo a~uncaa uric edu>: Jalmic Lee ~jalmiclcc@uncaa unc edu>: Jaci Field 
<ifield~a;uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman ~ifreeman@uncaa unc edu>: 

~;uncaaunc edu>; John Branner <johnnyb~a~uncaa unc edu> 
~uncaa unc edu>; Jmnes Spurling <jspurling a~uncaa uric edu>: Kevin Best 

<kbcst a~uncaa uric cdu>: Kaitlin Hcaly <l~jhcaly@uncaa unc cdu>; Kcvin King 
<kking@uncaa unc edu>: Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaaunc edu>; Vic Koenning 
<koenning~a~uncaa unc edu>: Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; Larly Fedora 
<lfcdor~guncaa unc edu>; Luis Hemm~dez <louh a~uncaa uric edu>: Marcus Ben) 
<mbcrry a~uncaa uric cdu>: Mclinda Joints <mjoincs a~uncaa uric cdu>: Tia Ovcrstrcct 
<overstre@uncaa unc edu>: Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; Ran@ Jordan 
<rljordan@uncaa unc edu>: Rol3" Pommerening <rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rstcinbachcr@uncaa une cdu>; Doug Halvcrson <sdhalvcrson@uncaa unc cdu>: 

I~uncaa unc edu>: Scott Trulock <strtdock@uncaa unc edu>: 
~guncaa unc cdu>; Bunting, John S <jb43 a~cmail unc cdu>; Tychius Cowdin 

<tychninc a~uncaa uric cdu>: Walt Bell <wbcll@uncaa unc cdu>; Womack, Zachat) Wa?nc 
<zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

a aol com; ~ggmall com: ~hotmail com>; Tim Davis 
~nc rr com>; ~rocketmail com: Mack, Ken <kmack a~unc cdu>: Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa unc edu>: Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley 
<bhundley~ajuncaa unc edu>: Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Andrews 
~im~drcws@uncaa uric cdu>; Jones Angcll <jm~gcll a~uncaa uric cdu>: Molly Norton 
<mbnorton a~uncaa uric cdu>: Shanc Parrish <sparrish@uncaa unc cdu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Miami Gmne - Tcmn Itincrat) 

Miami Game - Team Itinerat3" xlsx 

Attached is the initial team itinermy for this weekend’s game at Miami 

Joe Haydon 

Fax: 919.962.0393 







ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
Reporting Form for Secondary Violations 

thstitution: University of Nor{h Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

AC inadver te"tly posted message o" public 

Level I 

Level 

Level II 

Level I 

Level II 

Level 

Level I 

Johnson (AC) 

Trisha Staffo’d Odom 

(AC) 

Mark VanAIstyne 
(HC): Angola Reckari 

(AC); Erik Hernandez 

Donna Pasa (HC); 
Boo Gillette (AC) 

Haris Meaders (HC) 

N!,~, 

Stephen Rubn {AC) 

13412 

131621 

14141 

1341 

1252.1 

1414.3 

1310.2 

13412 

AC had impe’missib e contact wth non 

scholast c coach during July Evaluation 
Pored 

SA part cipated in 2 weightliffing sessions 
prior to signing the NCAA D’~sg Testing 

EC mistakenly bel eyed PSA was a rising 

senior, as PSA was already 17 years o= age 
at the Junior Nationals meet. Afte~ HC 

emailed the PSA, the PSA’s mothe~ 
responded and notified HC that the PSA 
was only a rising jun~or. HD immedia:ely 
not lied the Octopi ance stall of the violation 

SA part cipated in an inst tutional 

s~omotional video that was ltimed at a 
~ommercia es:abl shment and resulted in an 
inadver:ent p’omotion of t 

Fol owing h~outs lot the f rack team, the 3 

SAs were chosen for the team, and the 
coaches notified the Compliance staff The 

practicing prior to combleting the NCAA 
Drug-Testing Consent Form The IC 

believed that the sludent-ath eles were 
perr~ itted to continue w thou[ sign ng the 
brm, as Ihey were stll in Iheir 14 day 

window for t~youta 

SA commented pub icly va Twitter [egaiding 
[he verbal commitmen[ o[the PSA 

AC sent one mperm ss hie text message to 

PSA 

Prohibited ffon" send ng lecr ring 
correspondence to PSAs fur 4 and 2 
weeks, respectively 

Reduce        Person Days by 2 

(from 100 98); Reduce 
Evaluation Period by 2 days 

Leder d Admen shment to invoB’ed 

coaches; Rues Education 

Coaching staff was reminded of the 
importance of verifying a PSA’s year in 
school prio~ to sending written 
correspon8ence. Coaching staff was 
precluded from sending add tional 
written conespondence to PSA until 

September 15, 2012 (satisfying the 2 
week requi’ed penalty). 

Rules education :o the coaches and 
student ath eros. 

Rules education :o the coaches 

Rules education to all SAs 

Coaching staff precluded f~om any 
writtan or telephonic corr~munication 
with PSA for two week time period 



]Type text] 

I I 

(Print Nar~e) 

(Signature) 

Title: Associate 

Date: 1018/2012 

cc: President or Chancellor 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Athletics D rector 

Director of Compl ance 

REMINDER: Institutions are responsible for determining ff vieiatiens are level I er level It and it violations are reoccurring. Institutions am required te maintain aft documents relating 
violation [e.g.,/e~ers of admenish~nt and/er reprimand, documen~don of repayment, etc.) 

E~ail or Fax this completed for~ 

Brad Hostler ~ Atlantic Coas~ Conference ~ bhos~t~r~heacc.org ~ F~: 336=369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:09 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 

Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 

<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 

Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 



Cc: 

Subject: 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: Ram Rules #2: Publicity of Prospects 

Coaches, 

We sent this to student athletes through ACS, but since we are unsure how many student athletes read those emails, we 

would like for you to send this one out to your team listserves, as they might be more likely to read an ema]l from you, 

and this is a CRIT]CAL point for us to get across to them as we continue through the heat of the recruiting season and 

the student athletes might have an urge to tweet publicly about prospects/commitments/etc. 

Please make sure they know that doing so will result in a violation! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate &D for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of AthleUcs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



>>> 2:04 PM >>> 

All, 

Please see below for the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student athletes earlier this afternoon. The topic highlighted 

was the publicity of prospects and how this relates to social media sites, such as Twitter a nd Facebook. If you have any 
questions regarding this issue or the aEicle below, please feel free to contact the Compliance Office. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

The Ram Rules 
U NC Department of Athletics 
Vol Xll * No. 2 * October 8, 2012 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student-athletes about NCAA rules A,s a UNC 
,studem-alhlete, il i,s YOUR responsibilit)’ Io review the eomained it~rtnation Io pre,svrve your el~ibilit)’ Io 
participate i~t inlercollegiate alhletics 

Dear UNC Student-Athlete, 

As you begin to develop relationships with prospective student-athletes who are making recruiting visits to 
UNC, please keep in mind that NCAA regulations concerning publicity surrounding prospects during the 
recruiting process apply to you, too! This means that you CANNOT publically contact or discuss prospects 
at any time 

This is especially important to remember when tweeting and posting on social media sites Because of this 
regulation, you are not permitted to tweet to prospects or write on their Faeebook walls Some specific 
examples of impermissible activity would be to congratulate the prospect for verbally committing to UNC, to 
encourage them to attend UNC, or to comment about their visit to campus 

This regulation does not preclude you from communicating privately with a prospect, however Should you 
desire to contact prospects, you are permitted to send them a Twitter direct message, a private Facebook 
message, or an email Keep in mind that you may contact prospects only at your own volition coaches 
cannot direct you to have personal contact with a prospect 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of 
Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at goheels.com under the "Inside Athletics" tab and the 
"Compliance"link. Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000 or 
compliance@uncaa.unc.edu) if you have any questions about contact with prospective student-athletes. 





October 8, 2012 

Cl~ristophcr Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Culle~ate _Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indim~apolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

This loiter is ~rirtm~ to report a violafion ofNC~A Byiaws 14.01.1 ins*i!uiionat ResTonsibiti~.,, 
14.10.1 InstilulionalResponsibili~forEliflbili~’ (Te~’~fica~ion, and 14.10 2 5~uadL&t~or~n. 
J~ny Low, Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach at ~e Uulversky of No~ Carolina at Chapei Hill 
(~C), pemfi~ her te~ to compete on one occasion wior to the official cv~ification of the 
smdeet-atNetes’ eligiMli~ and prior to ~e completinn of the squ~ lis~. 

On August 13, 2012, the Compliance staff approved the 20i2 Fall Women’s [ aerosse schedule, 
wifich identified the team’s initial date of competition as October 4, 2012. Therefore, the 
Registrar’s Office mad other institufiotml slaffcharged with eligibility certification used this date 
~:o determine the da~e by which al~ st~dent-atlfie.:es must be certified as eligiblc to compele. 

(ka October 2, 20! 2, the Comp!iance staffwas notified that the Women’s Lacrosse tears had 
"0at ticipated in thei~ I~ra~; date of compelhtion fine week prior, o~ Friday, September 28, 2012, 
prior to the {ean~ being certificd as eli~ble to compete. Subsequent to the schedule bethg 
approved, Coach I,ex~T had cbm~ged the first dare of competition atul l:ai[cd to notit~.’ the 
Corr~pliatme staffof the c_hange. ~£nile she did notifT both the Women’s Lacrosse sport 
admirdstra2ors and r2~e Athletic Commnnications staff member assigned to her sport, none of 
these individuals understood it to be their responsibili~" m confirm the change witb the 
ComplDmce staft: Additi~ally, when asked ~5ouz the violation, Coach Levy indicated that she 
mistakeuly believed that the "Eligible to Practice" memo she received for her team in late 
Augtt~t was the only document that she ncedod prior to competition; as a result, she did not 
contact the Coml:lia~ce staffi~ advance of the flrst competition. 

As a resu.:t of thi~ v~olation, Coach Levy has been re~mdcd that tl~crc is both atz "Eligible to 
Practice" ~md an "Eligible to Compete" memo. and that each must be received prior to engaging 
in the applicable activig< Additiotmily, all eoaohes, sport administrators, m~d Athletics 
Comammications staff members have been i~structed to notify.’ the Compiianec staff of any 
proposed schedule changes prior ~o approving m~dior publicizing them. It sbould be noted that 
all Wot~erFs 1.acro~qe student-athletes who participated on September 28, 2012 had met all 
NC~ m3d ACC eligibility ~’equlremen:s prior to the compe*ition and were ultimately certified 



,~s eligible ~o compete by the Registrar’s Office on October 2, 2012, the same day that 
violation was discovered. Therefore, had the Compliance ~taff and Registrar’s Office k~o~ of 
the change in competition date, the teom would have been ee-cdfied in advance. 

Please contact my office wilh questions and COllCe1~s. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

S{ncerely,z-n 

La 
Director of Athletics 

Mr. Brad IIostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holdcn Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Represema~ive 
Mr. Vince Ille, Senior Associa[e Athlelics Director 
Mr. Rick Steiltbacher, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Mr. Jolm Branner, Director of Athletic Operations 
Mr. Matt Bowers, Associatc Director ofAtt~lctic Con, mtrdcaiiot~ 
Ms. Amy Herman, Assaciate Athletics Director for Compl a~ee 
Mr. Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 
Ms. Jenny Levy, IIead Women’s Lacrosse Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Automobile follow-up 

Corey Holliday vcf 

Corc~ Holliday 
Associal¢ Alhlelic Director 
U niversits" of Norfl~ Carolilm 
Kenzm Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "llle, Vhtce" <ille@enmil uric edu> 10/8/2012 7:55 PM >>> 

S¢nl: Monday. Oclob¢r 08. 2012 1:30 PM 
To: Andre Williams: Corc5 Holliday 

Subject: Automobile follow-up 

Andre. 

provided it~accurate hffonnafion on tbe automobile form, ate asking them to (re)submit tbe fornt 

The following football SA’s will need to log in to ACS at 1~ ps i,llS~l.~ ai~c,e&v’acs and complete the car form 



on Maroon Chevy with license plale         from NC 

- On lfis ofigitml car form mentioned he doesfft liave a cm Recehied a ticket on a wlrde Ford with licellse plate 
front NC       vdl ~lso need to subnfit a cop3" of his car ~egistrafion 

- Redo car form Please include pumliase/loan iJfformation Received ticket on white Fred with LiceJlse plate 
, from NC 

Please have them complete this ASAP Let me know if’you have an3." questioJls, 

Tom 

from NC 

from NC Received lick¢l 

co~npam parking tickets with 

Tom Trdmtenrians I Assistant Dilector of Compliance/Fro Aid I Ulfiversits" of Noiflt Carohila 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 
[cid:imagc001 dpg@0 ICDA58E EEN35440] Compliance: Th¢ Carolina Wayl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:52 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; I                         ~live unc edu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med unc edu>; 
Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc edu>; Tony 
Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; 
Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaaunc edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; Blake 
Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Courtney Farrington 
<cjfarrin@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke 
<cluke@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch 
<disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; DanNl Sanders 
<dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; Pointern 
<FBintem@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson 
<guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendor[" 
<heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <iaimielee(?buncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman 
<i freeman(~uncaa un c edu>;                        ~uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>: Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hemandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus Berl2¢ <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda 
Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Randy 
Jordan <rlj ordan@uncaa unc edu>; ~@uncaa unc edu>; 
Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa unc edu>; 
~uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius Cowdin 

<tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu> 

Duke/NC State Practice Weeks 

Corey Holliday vcf 

All, 

Just wanled to alerl you all in advanc¢, Coach Fedora tcnlalively has clos¢d practice to ALL GUEST for the Duke/NC Sla/e w¢¢ks 

Core) Holliday 

Associate Atbletic Director 
Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina 
Kenml Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:35 AM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

GA’s to Convention 

11013 Coach, Graduate Assistant -- Bowl Subdivision Football and Women’s Rowing. FBS 

In bowl subdivision football, a graduate assistant coach is any coach who has received a baccalaureate degree and has either 

received his or her first baccalaureate degree or has exhausted athletics eligibility (whichever occurs later) within the previous 

seven years and qualifies fur appointment as a graduate assistant under the policies of the institution In women’s rowing, a 

graduate assistant coach is any coach who has received a baccalaureate degree and qualif es for appointment as a graduate 

assistant under the policies of the institution In bowl subdivision football and women’s rowing, the individual is not required to 

be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by institutional policy The following provisions shall apply: 

(Revised." 1/10/91, 1/10/92, 1/9/06 e~fe~tive 8/1/06, 12/15/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/29/10 for new eppointments) 

(t) A graduate student coach may accept employment benefits available to all institutional employees (eg, life insurance, health 

insurance, disability insurance), as well as expenses to attend the convention of the national coaches association in the 

coach’s spo~t, without the value of those benefits being included; (Revised." 11/1/01 effective 8/1/02, 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06) 

Associate AD for Compliance 

g 19.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 11:04 AM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.uncedu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Automobile follow up 

2012 Car Registration .pdf; 2012 Car Registration ( 

).pdf; 2012 Car Registration ~             ).pdf; 2012 Car Registration 
~ ).pdf; 2012 Car Registration ( ).pdf 

Tom, 

Thanks for your email! Please fnd attached car registrations that we have on fie for the following student athletes. All of 

these were sent to the compliance office prior to the star~ of the season. Is there any way that we can get access to what 

our student athletes submit on their car registration forms, so we can assist with monitoring registered vehicles? 

Student-Athletes: 

indicated that the additional vehicle he received a parking citation for was his father’s car. 

[ will make sure to reach out to each football student athlete to make sure that they complete the automobile form 

correctly. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 
(c) 
(0 9199620393 



Received ticket on Maroon CheW with license plate 

Recently we have star[ed to take samples of student athletes whom have received parkin9 tickets, and if they haven’t 

completed or provided inaccurate information on the automobile form, are asking them to (re)submit the form. 

The following football SA’s will need to log in to AC$ at htt~://i sa~s.ul-,c.ec u/acs and complete the car form. 

They are: 

On his previous form he mentioned he didn’t have a car recently received a parking ticket on 

a white Lincoln, with license plate from Florida will also need to provide us with a copy of his car 

registration. 

On his previous form he mentioned he didn’t have a car. has received multiple tickets on a 

Jeep, with license plate from Nor[h Carolina. will also need to provide us with a copy of his car 

registration. 

Complete car form Received a ticket on a black Jeep with license plate from NC. 

Complete car form Received a tickets on a white Pontiac with license plate from NC. 

Redo car form Please have him submit actual seller’s name. 

Additional car/new car form Original car form has CheW with license plate from NC. 

from NC. 

plate 

On his odginal car form mentioned he doesn’t have a can Received a ticket on a white Ford with license 

from NC.     will also need to submit a copy of his car registration. 

plate 

Please have them complete this ASAP. Let me know ifyou have any questions, 

Tom 

Redo car form. Please include purchase/loan information. Received ticket on white Ford with License 

from NC. 

compare parking tickets with 



Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:01 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duff~ <kduff~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 
<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

< sharris@uncaa.unc.ed u >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 
<         ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell 
<cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins < mperkins@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Softball Schedule Change 

The Softball team’s 9ame versus UNC G has been rescheduled for tomorrow (10/10/2012). The game will be held AT 
UNC G at 5:00 pm, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

U~flversity of North Carolina 
Department of Atffletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78,~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:23 PM 

@aol.com; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@emaikunc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@emaikunc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; Bens_Sound < _~hotmail.com>;. 

@live.unc.edu >;                          Plive.unc.edu >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creigh[onL~med.unc.edu>; Tim Davis 

<       3@nc.rr.com>; wedavis@rocketmail.com; Brian Bersticker 

<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati 

<camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 

< dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 

<jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish 

< sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark 

Yaekel <yaekel@uncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Miami Game - Travel Details (Administration & Support Staff) 

Miami Game (10-13-12) - Support Staff ]tinerary.xlsx 

To the Football Support Staff and Administration on the Miami game Trip: 

tn the e mail below, I have included the general details of this weekend’s trp to Miarqi. A support staff itinerary is 

attached. Please read everything carefully and do not hesitate to call or e mail me with any questions that you may have. 

FRIDAY: 

All S buses will depart from in front of Kenan Football Center. Buses #4 8e #B will depart at 12:30 PM so please 

be on the bus and ready to go by 12:20 PM. The three Player and Coach buses will depart at 1:00 PM 
o BUS #4: Support Staff (Managers, Trainers, Video, Cheerleaders) 

o BUS #5: Administration/Wives/Big Hitters/THSM/Sports tnfo/Ticket Omce 
We will be flying a Delta Char~ered flight from RDU to FoE Lauderdale International Airpor~ (FLL). As you board 

the plane, you will have your choice of a lunch entree’ to eat. 

Once we arrive at FLL airport, we’ll board the buses and go directly to the team hotel for check in. We will get to 

the hotel at approximately 4:40 PM. 

Team Hotel: 
Renaissance - Fort Lauderdale/Plantation 
1230 South Pine Island Road 

Plantation, EL 33324 



SATURDAY: 

¯ The Buses will depart the hotel for Sun Life Stadium at 12:00 PM. Please be on the bus and ready for departure 
by ~.~.:45 AM. 

¯ 50 minutes after the end ofthe game we will depart the stadium for FLL airport. We’ll fly back to RDU and expect 
to arrive at Kenan Football Center around 11:00 PM. 

DRESS CODE: 

The dress code for coaches and staff will be ’coat and tie’ for the flight on Friday, so please dress accordh~gly. The 

Players will be in their travel sweats. The return trip followh~g the game will be your game attire. 

MEAL OPTIONS: 

¯ The Renaissance Plantation hotel has one restaurant: Bin 595. It will be open for Dinner on Friday froPq our art val 

time until 11:00 PM. On Saturday it will be serving breakfast (including a buffet) beginning at 6:30 AM and then 
will change over to the lunch menu around 11:00 AM. 

FLIGHT PROCEDURES: 

AIRPORT SCREENING PROCEDURES 

FAA rules require all chartered aircraft passengers to be screened prior to boarding. All carry on baggage will be 
thoroughly screened at the airpoE. Any checked bags (for our char~ers, checked bags are those that are left u nder the 
buses and loaded directly into the cargo area of the plane) do not have to be screened. Please only bring small bags or 

plastic zip Ioc bags with your necessary items with you onto the plane (we will provide the plastic zip Ioc bags at the bus 

loading area). All liquids in bottles larger than 3oz will need to be thrown away if they are in your carry on. 

Please contact me if you have any questions about our tdp or travel procedures. 

Go Heels! 

Joe 

Joe I laydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:24 PM 

Matt Wrynn <mwrynn@tarheelsport£com> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Streets at Southpoint Event in December 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Thanks, Matt! 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.9(~2.6002 (fax) 
~ischae a uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Matt Wrynn < @tarheelspoEs.com > 10/9/2012 10:39 AM > > > 

Amy, 

Here is confirmation from Streets of Southpoint for the outline of promotion of the Meet the Heels and Spirit Night 

events. 

Matt Wrynn 

Tar Heel SpoEs Properties 

919 419 8100 exL 2075 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 

From: Warrick, Ashley R. [mailto:, ~ggp.com] 

Sent: Monday, Oclober 08, 20:12 9:03 PM 

To: Matt W~/nn 

Subiect: RE: Streets at Southpoint Event in December 

Hi Matt I see no issue with the guidelines presented below in Amy’s email. Thanks and we are looking forward to both 

events! 

Ashley Warrick 



From: Matt Wrynn [mailto: ~tarheelsports.com] 

Sent: Mon 10/8/2012 10:17 AM 

To: Warrick, Ashley R. 
Subject: FW: Streets at Southpoint Event in December 

Ashley, please make sure you include your signature in the confirmation reply email. Thanks. 

Matt Wrynn 
Tar Heel Spor~s Properties 

919 419 8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 
From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 8:09 PM 

To: Matt Wrynn; Andre Williams; Rick Steinbacher 

Cc: Amy Herman; Vince Tile; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Posse; Samantha Kirby; Tom Timmermans 

Subject: Re: Streets at 5outhpoint Event in December 

All, 

have heard back from the ACC on this issue. Here’s what we need to be able to confirm in order for this to be okay: 

1) These have to be entirely separate events. That means that they need to be held in different courtyards without any 
intermingling (e.g., Santa can’t come hang out with the FB players, or vice versa). 

2) The Mall can ON LY promote their Spidt Nights with Santa. There can be NO reference to the Meet the Heels event in 

ANY of their promotional activities. 

3) Our promotion of Meet the Heels should ONLY include information about that event. We should not promote Spirit 

Nights with Santa at all. 

If we are able to get written confirmation from the Mall that they understand these guidelines and will abide by them, 
then we are fine to proceed with this event. 

Please let me know if you have any further questions. Otherwise, I will await written confirmation that the Mall is on 
board with this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of NoRh Carolina 
DepaEment of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.u nc.ed u < mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 



>>> Matt W~/nn <mw~/nn@tarheelspor~s.com<mailto: ~tarheelsports.com>> 10/3/2012 12:06 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Please see the attached docu ment that the Streets at Southpoint put together for the event we’ve discussed with the 

football team. The Meet the Heels would take place in one courtyard area from 5 6 PM while the Spirit Night with Santa 

will take place from 6 9 PM in a second courtyard. The mall is having Spirit Nights all week long from November 26 29, 

with the 29th as the UNC themed night. Spirt Nights consist of piclures with Santa in which fans are encouraged to wear 

their favorite team’s clothing. 

The mall plans to promote the Spirit Nights with their in mall materials, Facebook, etc., and :15 radio spots on during 

UNC basketball games. Marketing/Sports info would promote Meet the Heels with a release on GoHeels.com and 

possibly Facebookfl twitter. 

Please let me know if this is all good to go or if you have any concerns. 

Matt Wrynn 

Tar Heel Spor~s Properties 

919 419 8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 2:16 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
< cholliday@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Automobile follow up 

Football Automobile Forms.xls 

Thanks for sending those car registrations, l have attached a spread sheet that shows all data submitted by the football 

SA’s on their car forms. As you can see there are a good amount of SA’s who have provide incomplete information. 

and T will go through all of the car registrations and car forms to check two things: 

1. If you (Andre) submitted a car registration does the registration match with the information provided on the car form. 

2. is the information provided on the car form incomplete. 

All student athletes who fall either under i or 2 will need to redo/update the car form. Once 

it, ] will send you the names of SA’s who need to redo the form. 

and ] have gone over 

in              or similar cases, where a student athlete received a ticket on a car not registered with compliance, we 

will need to figure out if the student athlete uses that car on an occasional basis. If the student athlete does have 

occasional access to the car, he will need to complete a separate car form for that specific car. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

> > > And re Williams 10/9/2012 11:03 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Thanks for your email! Please find attached car registrations that we have on file for the following student athletes. All of 

these were sent to the compliance office prior to the star of the season. Is there any way that we can get access to what 

our student athletes submit on their car registration forms, so we can assist with monitoring registered vehicles? 

Student-Athletes: 

Note: 



indicated that the additional vehicle he received a parking citation for was his father’s car. 

I will make sure to reach out to each football student athlete to make sure that they complete the automobile form 

correctly. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(0 9199620393 

> > > Tom Timmermans 10/8/2012 1:30 PM > > > 

Andre, 

Recently we have star~ed to take samples of student athletes whom have received parking tickets, and if they haven’t 

completed or provided inaccurate information on the automobile form, are asking them to (re)submit the form. 

The following football SA’s will need to log in to ACS at ~i[l..)~i//i.sa~Lr?.~.:.u..~£:.e.gj:l/acs and complete the car form. 

They are: 

On his previous form he mentioned he didn’t have a car recently received a parking ticket on 

a white Lincoln, with license plate from Florida. will also need to provide us with a copy of his car 

registration. 

On his previous form he mentioned he didn’t have a car. has received multiple tickets on a 

Jeep, with license plate from North Carolina. will also need to provide us with a copy of his car 

registration. 

Received ticket on Maroon CheW with license plate 

Complete car form Received a ticket on a black Jeep with license plate 

Complete car form Received a tickets on a white Pontiac with license plate 

Redo car form Please have him submit actual seller’s name. 

Additional car/new car form Original car form has Chevy with license plate 

from NC. 

plate 

from NC. 

from NC. 

from NC. 

On his or qinal car form mentioned he doesn’t have a can Received a ticket on a white Ford with license 

from NC.     will also need to submit a copy of his car registration. 

Redo car form. Please include purchase/loan information. Received ticket on white Ford with License 
from NC. 



Please have them complete this ASAP. Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

compare parking tickets with 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ Universit7 of North Carolina 

Off5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 

( ~m~m:’-~,~ ~ n~ ~, a,r,,%~’ ~"~ I ’,~ ~.- s .... I ~;’ ~?~ "~’ ,it!’,,-," 



Sport 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Athlete First Name Athlete Last Name Student University ID Use of Automobile Automobile Year 
No 
Yes 1997 
Yes 1998 
No 
Yes 2002 
Yes 1994 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 1998 
Yes 2003 
No 
No 
Yes 2008 
Yes 2004 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 2001 
No 
No 
Yes 2004 
No 
Yes 2002 
No 
Yes 2009 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 



Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football, Lacrosse, Men’s 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 

Yes 

No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

2OO2 

2009 
2008 
2006 
1998 

1994 

2010 

2005 

2000 

2005 
2005 

1997 

2010 
2005 



Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

2010 



Automobile Model Automobile Color 

Dodge Ram 1500 White 
BMW Z3 black 

ford explorer tan 
Mercury Black 

Automobile License Plates Name on the Title of Automobile 

Ford Mustang blue 
GMC Maroon 

gmc 2500 white 
Chevy Trailblazer Blue 

Ford Explorer Black 

Chevrolet Impala White 

ford expedition black 

Honda Accord White 



ford f150 red 

hummer h2 black 
magnum silver 
Nissan 350z orange 
Cadillac Gold 

Chevy White 

Dodge charger Silver 

Toyota Navy 

Mercury Grand Marquis silver 

Ford white 

Ford Crown Vic white 

Toyota 4Runner Beige 

Dodge Charger Black 
Mercury Mountaineer Black 



Dodge Black 



Relationship of the Person on the Title of Automobile to Athlete 

Mother 
father 

father 
Mother 

Date of Purchase of Automobile 

09/09/2009 
07/21/1999 

12/09/2009 
09/09/2010 

Father 
self 

09/09/2007 
11/17/2008 

father 
mother 

12/30/2012 
02/15/2006 

self 05/03/2012 

Father 

na 

father 

10/05/2006 

06/01/2005 

08/24/2009 



Father 01/18/2007 

father 
mother 
Dad 
Son 

Me 

Mother 

Father 

Dad 

Mother 
Mother 

Me 

Mother 

Myself 

06/01/2009 
01/23/2012 
10/10/2007 
05/04/2012 

01/01/2011 

02/12/2012 

12/15/2008 

06/04/2010 

06/15/2010 

06/12/2007 

02/24/2012 
07/14/2012 



Father 06/05/20~0 



Automobile Purchased From 

Jeff Appel 
Rolling Wheels 

private owner 
John Smith 

Toyota Dealership of Greensboro 
local dealer 

vestal gmc 
dck hendrick chevy 

N/A 

Dick Ide Chevrolet 

na 

Honda Dealership 

Booster or Staff Member Involved in Purchase of Automobile 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 



Private Dealer No 

dppy automotive 
Mountaineer Motors 
Myrtle Beach Nissan (I do not know the exact date of purchase) 
Seller 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Kenneth Owens St. No 

Maroone of Delray No 

Springfield Toyota 

F&F 

thing that go LLC 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Dad 

Enterprise 
Parents 

No 

No 

No 



Central c~ystler jeep dodge No 



Name of Booster or Staff Member Involved in Purchase of Automobile 

No 







Type of Involvement of Booster or Staff Member in Purchase of Automobile Outstanding Loan on the Automobile 

No 
No 

No 
No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 



No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 



No 



Lending Institution for Loan on the Automobile Name of Person Responsible for the Loan on the Automobile 

N/A 

na 

unknown 



gmac 





Source of Funds for Monthly Payments on the Loan on the Automobile Cosigners or Guarantors for the Loan on the Automobile 

Father N/A 





N/a 



Automobile Insured Name or Person Who Pays Insurance Premiums for the Automobile 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



Yes 



Relationship of Person Who Pays Insurance Premiums for the Automobile to Athlete 

Mother 
father 

father 
myself 

parents 

son 
mother 

self 

Father 

mother 

Father 



Parent 

Parents 

Father 

Mom 

Father 

Dad 

Mother 

Dad 

Mother 
Parents 



Father 



If Athlete Pays Own Insurance Premiums for the Automobile then Source of Money 

Mother 
working 

parents 
Personal money 

their salaries 
gift 

father 
her own personal money 

N/A 

Father’s Income 

na 

Father 

Use of Scooteror Motorcyle 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes Scooter 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes Scooter 
No 
Yes Scooter 
Yes Scooter 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes Scooter 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Scooter or Motorcycle 



N/A 

personal money 
Parents 
parents 
mothers job 

Father 

Money 

Father 

Dad 

Mother job and My Pell grant 

Dad 

IBM paycheck 
Parents 

No 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 

Scooter 

Scooter 

Scooter 

Scooter 

Scooter 

Scooter 

Scooter 



Father 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 



Scooter or Motorcycle Year Scooter or Motorcycle Model Scooter or Motorcycle Color Scooter or Motorcycle License Plates 

2006 Veno silver na 

2009 Benelli Black North Carolina 

na na na na 
2008 Zuma Blue North Carolina 

2011 Yamaha C3 White None; North Carolina 



2012 Special edition red nun 

2011 yamaha white n/a 

50cc Blue n/a 50cc not registered 

2010 

VIP 

yamaha C3 

50cc 

Black 

white 

Purple 

Nodh Carolina 

n/a 

N/a 

2011 Yamaha Zuma Carolina Blue N/A 





Name on the Title of the Scooter or Motorcycle    Relationship of the Person on the Title of the Scooter or Motorcycle to Athlete 

Father 

me 

mother 

Father 

Self 



friend 

myself 

Mother 

Me 

Mother 

Me 

Myself 





Date of Purchase of the Scooter or Motorcycle Scooter or Motorcycle Purchased From 

06/28/2012 Fathers friend 

02/10/2010 Scooterz NC 

08/01/2012 na 
06/18/2012 Triangle Cycles 

02/15/2011 Triangle Cycles 



06/01/2012 Scooter Greg 

02/03/2011 triangle cycles 

12/14/2011 

08/01/2011 

06/20/2011 

09/09/2010 

Scooter Dealership 

Zoomin Scooters 

Triangle Cycles 

Randy Dreyer 

12/14/2010 Early’s Cycle Center 





Booster or Staff Member Involved in Purchase of Scooter or Motorcycle 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 



No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 





Name of Booster or Staff Member Involved in Purchase of Scooter or Motorcycle 







Type of Involvement of Booster or Staff Member in Purchase of Scooter or Motorcycle Outstanding Loan on the Scooter or Motorcycle 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 



No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 





Lending Institution for Loan on the Scooter or Motorcycle    Name of Person Responsible for the Loan on the Scooter or Motorcycle 

None None 







Source of Funds for Monthly Payments on the Loan on the Scooter or Motorcycle 

na 

None 







Cosigners or Guarantors for the Loan on the Scooter or Motorcycle Scooter or Motorcycle Insured 

No 

No 

No 

na 

No 

Yes 

No 

None Yes 



Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 





Name or Person Who Pays Insurance Premiums for the Scooter or Motorcycle 



Mother 

Mother 

Parents 





Relationship of Person Who Pays Insurance Premiums for the Scooter or Motorcycle to Athlete 



friend 

Mother 

Mother 

Parents 





If Athlete Pays Own Insurance Premiums for the Scooter or Motorcycle then Source of Money Athlete Signature Date Signed 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/26/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/27/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/28/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 



working 

Mother 

Mother 

Parents 

07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/01/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/26/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/27/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/26/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
10/09/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/26/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/27/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 



07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 
08/28/2012 
08/02/2012 
07/25/2012 
07/25/2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 

Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 

<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 

Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Paperwork Reminder 

OVERDUE_ Monitoring Off-Campus Recruiters.msg 

Coaches, 

Tomorrow is the deadline for September paperwork. 

All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still 

notify the Compliance Office. In addition, all par[icipation logs and countable hours are due for activities in September. 

For those spor~s that held off’cial visits in September, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and 

Guidelines) on t’le for all visits through the weekend of September 28th 30th. 

In addition, if you have not submitted your Summer Off Campus Recruiters paperwork to Amy by tomorrow, you’re spor~ 

will be put on hold. See the attached email from Amy for details. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:47 AM 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Webb <jwebb@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 
Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu > 

OVERDUE: Monitoring Off-Campus Recruiters 

2012 Summer Off-Campus Recruiting Calendar (All Sports Other Than FB, BB, 
and Rowing).doc; 2012 Summer Off Campus Recruiting Calendar (Rowing).doc 

We have not yet received these calendars from your spor[s. Please complete and return to me ASAP. Failure to return 

to me by the lOth will result in a hold being placed on your account in the Business Office. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 9/13/2012 11:17 AM > > > 

All, 

it’s time to turn these calendars in if you have not already done so! 

Please submit your com pleted calendar to gamantha in our offce no later than Friday, September 28th. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 6/15/2012 2:13 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

This email applies to all sports other than Basketball and Football. 

Pursuant to Bylaw 11.7.4.3.2, during the months of June, July, and August, coaches do not have to return to campus after 

being "replaced" on the road before recruiting again. However, to take advantage of this option, we must be sure not to 
exceed the limit on the number of coaches that can be on the road on any one day. 

Please see attached for two calendars that we’ve devised to assist us in monitoring this legislation. The first calendar is 

for all spoEs other than Rowing, as you all can have no more than 2 coaches off campus recruiting at any one time. The 
second calendar is for Rowinq, as you are permitted to have 3 coaches off the road recruiting during the summer. 

Since evaluations during the summer are not being logged into ACS, there is no other way for us to confirm compliance 
with this legislation other than to require you all to complete a chart showing your off campus recruiters. We have 

attempted to make it as easy as possible, making the calendars such that you can just input the names of the coaches 

who are out recruiting each day. If no one is recruiting on a given day, simply leave that day blank. 



Obviously, these calendars do not take sport specific recruitinq calendars into consideration, so please make sure you are 

only recruiting (and designating recruiters on this calendar) durng times when you are permitted to engage in off 

campus recruiting! 

Head coaches, please make sure that you assign this task to someone on your staff, as we will require that these 

be returned for everv sport at the end of the summer! Please also go back and complete the information from the 

star of June until now. [ apologize for our delay in getting this to you. 

Please contact us with any questions or concerns you may have. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate kD for Compliance 

U~Jversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:13 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.uncedu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Automobile follow up 

2012 Car Registration ( I.pdf; 2012 Car Registration ( 

)-Father Car.pdf 

Tom, 

Please find attached additional car registration forms for 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

and 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(D 9199620393 

~will!ia~ns{~ u%aa uric edu 
> > > And~ Williams 10/9/2012 11:03 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Thanks for your email! Please find attached car registrations that we have on file for the following student athletes. All of 

these were sent to the compliance office prior to the star of the season. Is there any way that we can get access to what 
our student athletes submit on their car registration forms, so we can assist with monitoring registered vehicles? 

Student-Athletes: 

Note; 

indicated that the additional vehicle he received a parking citation for was his father’s car. 

I will make sure to reach out to each football student athlete to make sure that they complete the automobile form 

correctly. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 



Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(D 9199620393 

> > > Tom Timmermans 10/8/2012 1:30 PM > > > 

Andre, 

Recently we have sta~ed to take samples of student athletes whom have received parking tickets, and if they haven’t 

completed or provided inaccurate information on the automobile form, are asking them to (re)submit the form. 

The following football SA’s will need to log in to ACS at ~s:/!il~a~m~e:_~,’_~/ac~_ and complete the car form. 

They are: 

a white Lincolr 

registration, 

On his previous form he mentioned he didn’t have a car.       recently received a parking ticket on 

with license plate       from Florida.        will also need to provide us with a copy of his car 

Received ticket on Maroon Chevy with license plate 

On his previous form he mentioned he didn’t have a car. has received multiple tickets on a 

Jeep, with license plate from North Carolina. will also need to provide us with a copy of his car 

registration. 

Complete car form Received a ticket on a black Jeep with license plate from NC. 

Complete car form Received a tickets on a white Pontiac with license plate from NC. 

Redo car form Please have him submit actual seller’s name. 

Additional car/new car form Original car form has CheW with license plate from NC. 
from NC. 

plate 

On his odginal car form mentioned he doesn’t have a can Received a ticket on a white Ford with license 

from NC.     will also need to submit a copy of his car registration. 

plate 

Please have them complete this ASAP. Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Redo car form. Please include purchase/loan information. Received ticket on white Ford with License 

from NC. 



compare parking tickets with 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 
Oft5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 4:29 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnvder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
VanAIstvne <vanalstv@uncaa.unc.edu > 

2OS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

i (quit as of 9/5/12) 

] (quit as of 9/14/12) 
quit as of 10/5/12) 

(cut as of 10/3/12) 

[quit as of 10/8/12) 
(quit as of 10/8/12) 

quit as of 10/8/12) 
(Quit as of 10/8/12) 

Thanks, 

quit as of 10/9/12) 

Tom 



Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell            Fax 9199626002 

Tom Timmermans ] Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid ] University of North Carolina 

Of[] ce 9 [ 99627851 ICell              IFax 9 [ 99626002 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>: Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 

}uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; JaPnie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc~1,,> 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaaunc edu> Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa unc edu> 

Majors Night recap 

Hi all, 
Thank you so much for your help in directing students to Majors Exploration Night last night We had I 17 
sign in WAY more than I expected or hoped The feedback from the professors and otbers who were there 
was great -- they all seemed happy to participate and on-board for next year’s event And we brainstormed 
some other events to add to the agenda (top of the list: a business school application workshop this spring) 
So thank you so much for all you did to encourage students to attend If you get any feedback or have any 
ideas for the future, please let me know 
Best, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(9~9) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October ]_0, 203_2 3_0:09 AM 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; G reg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole 

Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete update 

M Cross Country Fall Eligible to Compete 3.pdf; W Cross Country Fall Eligible 

to Compete 4.pdf 

Hey Mark, 

We’re off cially all clear for competition with our last two tryout additions now that they’ve gotten through the Eligibility 

Center and other paperwork. Please take a look at both lists to make sure they match what you have and let me know if 

there are any questions. Thanks and good luck up in Madison!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mark VanAIstyne 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

2O 

Cc: Harliss Meaders 

Nikki Hudson 

Cricket Lane 

Kym Orr 

Steve Miller 

Angela Reckart 

Steve Rubin 

Compliance Staff 

Nina Walker 

Travis Hipps 

Josh Langley 

Beth Miller 

Brent Blanton 
Greg Gatz 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mark VanAIstyne 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: 

NOTE: The following four student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the 

following reasons: 

 Needs to complete remaining eligibility paperwork 

Harliss Meaders Angela Reckart Josh Langley 

Nikki Hudson Steve Rubin Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Nina Walker Greg Gatz 

Steve Miller  



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Holden <holdenthorp@unc.edu>; 
Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 
<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Violation NCAA Disposition of Case 

.pdf 

All, 

See attached. The Enforcement staff has reviewed this violation and determined that no additional penalties (on top of 

our self imposed, 2 week ban on phone calls to the PSA) are necessa~. This "closes the book" on this violation. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 2/51~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



October 10, 2012 

Ms Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics DirectoriComplim~ce 
Universit2 of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

This is in reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staffs July 19 report 
in response to your June 25 subnrission to student-athlete reinstatement concerning a 
~dolation of NCAA rules involuting head football coach Larry Fedora, assistant 
football coach Vic Koenning and prospective student-athlete , (AMA 
Online Case No 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 1951 mid 324, and it was determined that a violation occurred, 
based on the following facts fl-om the AMA Online summarization: 

During 2012 spring semester, football coaching staff had 
impermissible telephone contact with prospective student-athlete 
(PSA) between April 15 and May 31 of PSA’s junior year in high 
school, which is contrary to the provisions of Bylaw 131312 
Specifically, in preparation for 2012 spring calling period, assistant 
football coach (AC) provided head football coach (HC) with list of 
PSAs to contact Although AC intended to contact PSA himself, he 
mistakenly included PSA on list for HC AC contacted PSA May 15, 
2012, HC subsequently contacted PSA May 30, 2012, resulting in one 
impermissible contact Violation discovered June 4, 2012, when 
director of football operations contacted compliance staff regarding 
potential violation Compliance staff reviewed phone records and 
confirmed violation June 2 I, 2012 

In that regard, it was determined that the violation should be classified as secondary 
and that no further action should be taken by the NCAA in the matter 

National Collegiate Athletic 



Ms Anay Herman 
October I 0, 2012 
Page 2 

Your cooperation and assistmlce in the review of this case are appreciated 

Sincerely 

Jm~e Beall 
Enforcement Staff 

cc: Ms LissaBroome 
Mr Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr Beth Miller 
Chancellor H Holden Thoq3 
Mr Jolm Swofford 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 4:09 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridaer < bridaerb~uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                            }uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: [orientationpresenters] NSCPP Student Leader Recruitment 

FY~, I don’t know if anyone else received this email but please let me know if you have any students who would be 

interested in these oppoEunities so that I can submit their names for nomination. 

I know that being an Orientation Leader requires a large time commitment, but it would be a really good experience for 
anyone who is chosen, 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Suppor[ Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > DSA NSCPP New Students < newstudents@unc.ed u > 10/10/2012 3:56 PM > > > 

Greetings Carolina Campus Partners and Friends, 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs (NSCPP) is pleased to announce the beginning of our 
recruitment and selection process for the 2012-2013 Orientation Leader (OL), Tar Heel Beginnings (THB) Co- 

Chair, and T Link Peer Mentor leadership positions. 

OLs: Orientations Leaders 



introduce new first-year and transfer students and their parents/family members to our Carolina 

community 

communicate information regalding University resources and services 

assist new students in connecting with pee~s, faculty, and staff 

help communicate the expectations for living and learning in our diverse Carolina community 

THB Co Chairs: Tar Heel Beginnings Co Chair 
assist with the coordination, and implementation of Tar Heel Beginnings, intentional programming 

designed to enhance the student experience through the duration of the students’ first semester at 
Carolina 

¯ provide key leadership in the planning, coordination and implementation of the Week of Welcome 
(WOW), the introductorY/aspect of Tar Heel Beginnings 

communicate with faculty/staff, student, and local community stakeholders 

recruit and train Tar Heel Beginnings Board student leaders 

T-Links: Peer Mentors 

¯ send at least one monthly group communication to assigned Mentees from April 2013 through 
December 2013 

¯ respond to individual mentee communications in a timely and appropriate manner 
¯ support New Student & Carolina Parent Programs staff with aspects related to Transfer Student 

Orientation and other Transfer Student Program Initiatives 

engage with new transfer students at Week of Welcome programs and Tar Heel Beginnings 
programming 

We seek your assistance in identifying outstanding student leaders for these positions and encourage you to 

submit nominations. Each nominee will receive an email encouraging them to complete an application. 

To submit a nomination, please email newstudents@unc.edu with the following information: 
¯ Student Name: 

Email Address: 

Academic Year (if possible): 

For more information about our student leadership positions or to access the application, please visit 
hl~p://t.co/Y3YGPDCU, contact our office at 919 962 8304, or e mail us at newstudents@unc.edu. 

The application deadline is Wednesday, October 31, 2012. 

Thanks so much for your support and all you do for Carolina!! 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

<ul> 



<li > You are currently subscribed to 

orientationpresenters as: <a href-"mailtoOtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu">jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe 
send a blank <br> 

email to <a href-"mailto:leave 32278019 26768180.28555d55bd31929cdTe60fedOd2bdb64@listserv.unc.edu">leave 
32278019 26768180.28555d 55bd 31929cd7e60fedOd2bdb64@listserv.unc.edu </a > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October ]_0, 20]_2 4:]_3 PM 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 

Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

M Fencing - Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf; W Fencing - Fall Eligible to 

Compete.pdf 

Coach Miller, 

Attached are the lists of your student athletes who are officially eligible for corn petition. Please review them, make sure 

that they match your lists, and confirm with me either way. Tf you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

gon Miller 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

28. 

24. 
27. 

Cc: 

NOTE: The following student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

3t certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center 

- Not certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center 

Josh Webb Matt Jednak Beth Miller 

Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Kevin King Erik Hernandez 

Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

gon Miller 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

19. 20. 

22. 23. 

NOTE: The following four student athletes are not currently certified to compete for the 

following reasons: 

- Not certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center 

Not certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center 

Josh Webb Matt Jednak Beth Miller 
Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 
Kym Orr Kevin King Erik Hernandez 
Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 12:22 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 
<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob 

Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
< mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

< sharris@uncaa.unc.ed u >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas 
< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 
Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

W Tennis Spring Schedule Change 

All, 

The W Tennis match versus Flor da on February 18th is a home match, not in Gainesville, as is currently listed on the 
schedule. Please makethis change. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2/5L~ 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sarah Haney 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

19. 20. 

22. 23. 

25. 26. 

28. 29. 

24. 
27. 

Brie Tyler 

Mike Bunting 

Kym Orr 

Travis Hipps 

Chelsea Pemberton 
Compliance Staff 

Nicole Fava 

Steve Miller 

Beth Miller 

Brent Blanton 

Eric Biener 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:28 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman 
< bholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 
< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Breschi 

< breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D 
Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Carl Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath 
<cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera <coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia 

Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas <darendas@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Graham De’ath 
<death@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny 
Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber 

<dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, Fred J <flombard@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Frank Maynard ][[ <frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fuller[on, Robin 
<fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu>; Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff 

Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gu rlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis 
< hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jane High 

<jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 
<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas 
Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
White, John E Jr <jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu>; Monaco, Karen A 

< kamonaco@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Kathy Duff7 < kduffT@uncaa.unc.edu >; Katrina 

Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Patterson 
<mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Thomas 
<michaets@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Nusbaum 

<mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Steffer <msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia 
Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 
Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 
<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E <radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Tyler Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler 

< rfowler@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Gilmore < rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Costa <robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Robert Sweeney < rwsweene@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 

Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sam PaulCc: Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>, Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu >, Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Nil Early Signing Period 

Header; Nil ASA Information Form.pdf; Coaches Instruction Sheet.docx; 

Prospect information Sheet - Early Signing Period.docx 

Coaches, 

For those of you in sports that have the NIT Early Signing Period (which begins on November 14, 2012), please submit 

completed NL]/ASA ]nformation Forms (attached) to me as soon as you have the information necessary to do so. 

] will create the NL] and ASA and send them back to you for mailing. Remember that you can mail them to the prospect 

at any time, but the prospect CANNOT sign them until 7am (in the prospects’ locale) on November ]4th. 

] am also attaching the Coach Tnstruction Sheet and the Prospect Tnstruction Sheet to this email. Tt is your responsibility 

to follow the tasks on the instruction sheet for you, as well as to mail a copy of the Prospect Instruction Sheet with each 

NL] packet you send out. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 
OPi5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:37 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

.quit as of 10/1/12) 

’. (Cut as of 10/10/12) 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans ] Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid ] University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ]Cell            ]Fax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:47 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

View Accoun~ 
Team/Squad: Football 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Harold Woodard <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 9:16 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony 
¥ount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: new ENGL I 01 sections for Spring 2013--tell your students 

Colleagues, 

Please contact me if you have questions, 

Harold 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 8:36 AM 
TO: Beth Bridger; Beth Lyons; BlanLon, BrenL S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Shelley Johnson; 
Spencer Welborn; Susan Maloy; Tia OversLreet; Tony Yount; Vince Ille; Wally Richardson 
Co: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: new ENGL 101 se~ions for Spring 2013--teli your ~udents 

See below. Let me know if you have further questions. 

Loudcm~iik Center tbr Excc[Icllcc 
344 Ridge Rd i Campus Bo’4 3107 
Cha#el Hi]l, NC 27599I T (919) 9(~2-2277 
c             I F t919) 9(~2-8247 
bradley betheVa unc edu 

From: Danielewicz, Jane M 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 5:01 PM 
To: Veggian, Henry; Cohen, Marc D 
Cc: Hammer, Bradley Aaron; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: new ENGL 101 sections for Spring 2013--tell your s~udents 



Hi Henry and Marc--Please inform your students of the opportunity to enroll in ENGL 101 as a bridge- 
course, before taking ENGL 105. Here are the course times, etc.: 

The ENGL 101 / Spring 2013 schedule is: 

101001 TR     9:30-10:45 MU204 
101002 MWF 9:00-9:50 MU Ill 

Students may "opt-in" to ENGL 101. They will receive 3 credits. They can take ENGL 105 either next 
summer (it will be offered in both summer sessions) or in the Fall 2013 if they choose to take ENGL 
101 in Spring 2013. 

They are only required to take ENGL 105, so some students may decide to move directly to ENGL 
105 after ENGL 100. Please take an active role in advising your students as to their best options. 

Bradley B--please pass this information along to Athletic Academic Advising. 

Let me know if any of you have questions. Thank you. 
Best, 
Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 2:30 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 

<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 

Lee <lsnvder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 
< skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu > 

COS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

:quit as of 10/11/12) 
quit as of 10/12/12) 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



From: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:39:18 PM 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince; Sma Anundsen; Andre V~lliams; Bryant Gaines; Brie Tyler; Joe Breschi; Bubba Cunningham; 
Clarissa Adams; C D Mock; Corey Holliday; Cricket Lane; Derek Galvin; Eric Hoots; Josh Webb; Kmen 
Shelton; Kaitlin Healy; Katrina Dowd; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Eve Rackham; Rich DeSelm; Stephen 
Rubin; Sarah Haney 

Carolina Outreach A Couple RemindeB! 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Carolina Outreach_October 2012 Final.docx (10.3M) 

Hcy Outrcach! 

UNC Athletics is TurninZ PINK on Octol)e,r 24Lh! We,’d like to gel as much support for this 

pictures in your pink at practice and send it them to ~uncaa.unc.cdu. 

Want to hclp out in the Cancer Ccntcr tibia Novcmbcr. Sian up to haw: dinm:r with Cancer 
Care.givers at the following link(http://doodle.com/trviSv,13xntv25my) 
Dinn<r is on Thursday and Monday at 4:30PM throughout the month of November. 

The, Oct<)l)e,r Carolina Outre,ach Age,nda is also attache,d ~or your re,cords. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 8:21 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Please help publicize Spring 2013 Performance Course on H]V/A]DS 

Education 

FY~ Academics. Cdcket and I have worked with Amy and Interactive Theatre Carolina in the past, and the interactive role 

playing and facilitation has been very well received by student athletes and coaches. Apparently, she is co teaching a 
performance course where no previous performance experience is required in the sprin9 semester. She had asked 

that we forward the information to the appropriate persons. 

>> > "BuEaine, Amy Van Bever" <buEaine@email.unc.edu> 10/12/2012 3:33 PM >>> 

Cricket and Sheiley~ 

Could you piease forward the foilowing course information on to any listservs and!or specific students in athletics who 

Here’s the blurb: 

NEW COURSE OFFERING: Spring Semester 2013 

Have you ever wanted to be in a performance that could potentially change someone’s life? If so... register 

for Comm Studies 390: Performing Sexual Health! 



�ourse # and Title: Communication S~udies 390 (Special Topics): Performing Sexual Health (UNC Sex Ed Squad) 

Course Description: In this course, we will form a theater collective known as the "UNC Sex Ed Squad." The UNC 

Sex Squad will receive intensive training in activist theater techniques as well as historical patterns and current 
trends in H[V/A[DS. As an ensemble of artist-educators we will write, rehearse, produce, and tour an engaging 

and chaJ[enging piece of activist theater aimed at educating nintll graders in tl~e Carrboro-Chape[ Hill Unified 
School District about HIV/AIDS and sexual health. 

(:ourse (:redits: This is a 3 credithour course. It is also an APPLES Service Learning Course that requires 30 

hours of academically relevant service and fulfills the Experiential Learning requirement 

Course Meeting Time; Spring Semester 2013, Fridays from 9am-12pm. Students enrolled in the course will 

be required to participate in a 2 week script building intensive from lanuary 13 24 in fulfillment of their service 
learning hours (see details on the application). 

Instructor Permission Required: Enrollment for this course is by application. Please fill out the application by 

opening this link: ¢1i¢k here to fill out the form. No prior e:cperience in theater is necessary.. If you have 
questions, please email Arianna Taboada: ataboada@arts.ucla.edu or Amy Burtaine: burtaine@email.unc.edu 
Applications are due by Oct. 31. You will be notified by Nov. 5. 

Amy Burtaine, MFA 
Program Coordinator, Interactive Theatre Carolina 
Counseling and Wellne~ Se~ices 
Campus Health Se~ices 
CB# 7470 James A Taylor Bldg 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
919-966-2999 

Check out ITC’s we bsite: http://campushealth uric edu/itc 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosureordistribufionisprohibited Ifyouarenottheintendedrecipient, pleasecontactthe 
sender by reply e mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 9:48 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Creighton, Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med unc edu>; Ilsy 
Chappell <ichappell@unc edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Tucker 
II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; LartT Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany 
Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaauncedu>;~      ~                       ~ ~uncaauncedu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendoff <heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jaci Field <ifieldg~,uncaa unc edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa unc edu>; ~uncaa unc edu>; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa unc edu>; ~uncaa unc edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Kaitlin 
Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; LartT Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus BenT <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda 
Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Richie 
C~-imsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; Randy Jordan <fljordan@uncaa unc edu>; Roly 
Pommerening <rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa unc edu>: 
~uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius 

Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Duke Game ( 10-20-12) - Team Itinerary 

Duke Game (10-20-12) - Team Itinerary xlsx 

Attached is the initial team itineraiT for this weekend’s game at Duke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 1:03 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 
Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos 
<dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry < mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 
Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 
Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 
Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia 

Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie 

<jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda 

Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S 

<jb43@email.unc.edu > 

Photographs as Attachments to Letters or Emails 

Photos as Attachments.pdf 

Coaches, 

The NCAA released an Educational Column last week describing, in qreat detail, when and how a picture can be sent to 

prospects. The underlying premise of the attached Q&A is that photographs can be printed on plain white paper with 

black ink and attached to a letter, or they can be attached to an email in color, provided the photo was not altered in any 

way or staged for recruiting purposes. 

The attached Q~A gives plenty more detail about this regulation. Please read it carefully and let us know if you have any 

questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of AthleUcs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





Monday, October ~5 2012 &:i} PM 

Brad I Iosteiler <bhos:etter@theac¢ org> 

lie, Vince <ille,~)em ~il u nc ed ~ >; Amy Herman < ajsch~e~uncaa ~ nc edu >; Kathy Gdggs < kg iggs@uncaa ~nc edu >; Lance 

Markos <markos~3uncaa ~ncedu> Pa[ll Po~ge <ppogge~,uncaa unc e.du>                              ~buncaauncedu>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 1:58 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 
<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob 

Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 
Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 
< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;¯                      ,5@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 
<tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 5abo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins < mperkins@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Softball Spring 2013 Approved Schedule 

Softball.pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe approved So&ball Spring, 2013 schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athlel~cs 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 2/51~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 2:02 PM 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, Brent S < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<           )uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Staff meeting tomorrow 

Please do not forget our staff meeting tomorrow at 3 pm. Barbara Polk from Admissions will be attending, so please 

make sure you are on time. 

Please let me know if you have any items to add to the agenda. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:15 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent $ <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Softball APR 

I hope you had a nice weekend. The team looked good in the exhibition game we went to a week or so ago. 

As the APR Adjustment Period ends this Wed nesday, T wanted to communicate you r team’s current standing to you so 

that you can review it. The APR data below reflects what was submitted for the academic year and includes 

your current multi year score. 

Softball 

Eligibility Points: 35/35 

Retention Points: 34/35, 

Single Year APR: 986 

Multi-Year APR: 982 

lost a retention point.) 

Please let me know if you have any questions on the above information, tf you’d like to do so, T can sit down with you 

sometime in the next couple of weeks to discuss your APR score and how vadous scenarios could impact the team’s 

standing. 
1’11 be happy to help however ] can. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:20 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 
<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob 

Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 
Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 
< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; :                       ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 
<tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu >; Andrew Parker 
<drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 
<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Approved Men’s Tennis Spring Schedule (2013) 

M Tennis Spring.pdf 

All, 

See attached forthe approved 2013 Spring Men’s Tennis Schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athlel~cs 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Elill, NC 2/51~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:32 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<        _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Schedule - Including JV MBB 

Registrar Eligibility Schedule, Fall, 2012.xlsx 

All, 

I have updated the schedule to include the JV MBB team’s first date of competition, which has been set for 10/26 (same 

as the Varsity). CB told me that t~outs were concluded yesterday, and he should have his team set today. I assume he 

will communicate with you, Lance, regarding the next steps that need to be completed so that we can certify these guys 
as quickly as possible. CB obviously understands, and is sensitive to, the quick turnaround that will be necessary to get 

as many members cleared as possible. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 
<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob 

Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 
Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 
< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 
<tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; C B McGrath 
< cmcgrath@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

JV MBB 2012 13 Schedule 

JV MBB Schedule.pdf 

See attached for the 2012 13 JV MBB Schedule. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate ND for Compliance 

U~Jversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel lqJll, NC 2/5L~ 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:05 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 
Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos 
<dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 

<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry < mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 
Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 
Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 
Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 

King <aking@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

< cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 

Dufiy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 

<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S 

<jb43@email.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fall Break Expenses 

Coaches, 

As we get ready to enter Fall Break, please rememben. 

For those teams required to remain on campus for in season (ke., 20 hour week) practice or competition durng Fall 

Break, we are permitted to provide expenses to your student athletes for room, board, transpo~ation, and 

enter[ainment. 



Room and Board 

]t is permissible to provide either an actual meal or the per diem for that meal for up to three meals per day. 

Additionally, to assist with maintaining proper nutrition dudng this pedod, it is also permissible for you to provide an 

additional meal to your student athletes during fall break (Thursday through Sunday). However, you may ONLY provide 
a meal in this scenario it is not permissible for you to provide per diem for that addi6onal meal. 

It isalso permissibleto provide expenses for housing to student athletesdudng Fall Break. Forthosestudentswhostay 

at their parent’s home dudng break, it is not permissible to provide housing expenses. However, it remains permissible 

to provide meals to such students. 

Transportation 

We may, of cou rse, provide student athletes with actual transpoF~ation expenses for travel from campus to competition 

sites and back to campus. If a student athlete travels to the event site from a site other than campus, we may provide 

expenses equaling the cost of travel from campus to the event site and back. The student athlete must pay any 
additional costs associated with his/her altered trip. 

Entertainment 

Finally, we may pay the ACTUAL costs, but may NOT provide cash, for reasonable entertainment dudng the course of Fall 
Break. The entertainment must be within a 30 mile radius from campus, unless it is in conjunction with a contest. 

As a reminder, it is only permissible for us to provide these Fall Break expenses if the student athletes are "in season" in 
their 20 hour playinq season, and are required to remain on campus durinq the break for practice and/or competition. 
Programs in their declared "off season" (8 hour weeks) are NOT permitted to provide ANY expenses to their student 

athletes dudng Fall Break. 

Fall Break officially began at 5 p.m. on Wednesday, October 17th. If you have any questions, please let us know. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                4:36 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 
<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Haney <skhaney@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Coming Events for Turn it PINK! 

Hello Coaches, 

Hope you are all doing well. This is       , worl~ng for Cricket Lane in student athlete development office. Can’t believe it’s 
already October! But we are always glad to work with our student athlete to give back to the community with our time, talents, 
and resources. 

I want to send a Reminder to you all: 
TurnitPINi4. BreastCancerAwarenessEvent-October24th! 

We encourage every team to wear something PI r~l~ during your p~actice or games on that day, and take pictures in your 
i~ll’ K. After we collect all photos, New Media will be interested in putting together a video for the State football game on Nov. 

27th. So please send all pictures about this event to @u,~c~ ~n~: ~:c~ after you practice in PILE on 24th. We will be 

really appreciated! 

Also there is an Erg-a-thon in the Pit hold by Carolina Rowing team on October 31 st. It is trying to raise money for the 
Cure and Susan G Komen for the Cure foundations. We strongly recommend other teams come to join them be~een 9arn 
and 5:30pro on that day, learning how to erg, playing fun games and eating yummy food! And you can also order F~ll\lg. tanks 
in this event! If you want mo~e details or have any questions, please let me know. I will be glad to help and supger[! :) 

Have a great evening! Go Heels! 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@uncaa. unc.edu 

"To work together with fellow student-athletes to give back to the community with our time, talents, and resources." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:46 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 11 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 

S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 

<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 

<tpamell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckart <reckar~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Track and Field Schedule Change 

All, 

The Cardinal Invite, currently on the Track and Field schedule for April 5 and 6, 2013, will be held on Friday, March 2gth 

Please makethischangetoyourschedules The team will depar~ on Thursday, March28th fur the meet 

Thanks, 

Amy 

University of North Carolina 
I)epartment of Athletics 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym err <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 
Organizational Change 

The article linked below is very relevant for us, as we are going through organizational change. 

http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/lO/this is your brain on organizational change.html 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudel]nilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel%unc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 11:42 AM 

Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
<jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Fred Stipe <         @gmaikcom>;        @gmaikcom; 

~live.unc.edu>; Connie Bullock <bullock@psafety.unc.edu>; 
Jeff McCracken <jmccrack@psafety.uncedu>; Alison Purdee 

<alison@rockytophospitality.com>; Matthew Mauzy <mauzy@sorescue.org>; Missy 

Dike < mdike@tarheelspor[s.com>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah Hawkins@unc.edu>; George Hare <ghare@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Linda Sherck <lindasherck@unc.edu>; Ferguson, Matt 
<MattFerguson@unc.edu>; McClure, Matthew D <mcclure@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick 

<njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@live.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu> 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
<kclean/@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<man/robp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 
< tych nine@ uncaa.unc.edu > 

N.C State Game Day Meeting Reminder 

Our N.C. State Game Day Meeting will be TLre.~.! 1 ,, Bl~ \,e~:~l Z%’d a 1~ :0 ~ ~ on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the 

Blue Zone. If you have any agenda items to add, please email them to me by Monday at noon. 

Parking will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

Go Heels! 

Elizabeth 



Sent: 

To: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:19 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa uric edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@ uncaa uric edu > 

Re: NCAA Disability Insurance Program 

Andre’ and Corey, 

Can you also keep us infurmed about what says regarding his deshe to have in urance? It would be vet7 helptul as well if he could inform us of any outside 

~nd~v~du als (like Ronn~e Kaymore for instance) who try to approach him I look forv~ard to hearing from you 

Paul 

>>> LarryGallo Z0/ZS/20Z2 5:33 AM >>> 

Andre/Corey: 

Please let knowthat he ~s eligible for the NCAAs Disability Insurance Program $1 m~ll~on coverage Please let me now how to proceed 

>>> LarryGallo Z0/Z7/20Z2 6:26 PM >>> 

Larry 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:29 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 
Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 
<cpember[@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur]c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 

<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Recruit Ticket Deadline Football vs. NC State 

Ticket Request Form Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

As a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the NC State football game is tomorrow 

Don’t forget to use the recruit ticket form specifically designed for all football games. This form can be found by going to 
the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the O~cial Visits or Unofficial Visits folder. The 
document is titled "Ticket Request Form Football Games." I have also at[ached a copy of the form. 

Please be sure to use the football specific form because it gives you the option to select reserved or general admission 
seats. Just like last season, reserved seats will be assigned together and your recruiting budget will be charged per 
ticket requested. Ticket prices are tiered based on the game this season, Georgia Tech and Maryland are $50 and NC 
~tate is $60. General admission seats are located in the student section and are free. If no seating preference is 
selected, you will automatically receive and be charged for reserved seats. 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of every guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket O~ce outside of Gate 3 at Kenan Stadium 
beginning an hour and a half prior to kickoff. The Ticket Ofi~ce will remain open until halffime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 

Univershy of Nor[h Carolina 

PO Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 9622296 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, October 19, 2012 4:42 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.uncedu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Facility Usage Policy (I             I 

2011-2012 I~FC Facility Usage Policies ( ).pdf 

All, 

Former football student athlete,-              stopped by the Kenan Football Center Thursday, October 18th to 
receive treatment on his ankle. Please find attached the 2012 2013 Facility Usage Policy signed by Shaun. 

Please do not hesitate to let me know if you need any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(D 9199620393 

~willliam~lncaauncedu 



Date Printed: 10,I.,2012 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 8:56 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>;~               ~ 

@live unc edu>; Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med unc edu>; 
S~pan~, Jeffrey T <jspang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med unc edu>; Ilsy 
Chappell <ichappell@unc edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Tucker 
II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; LartT Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany 
Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa unc edu>;                           @uncaa unc edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendoff <heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>: Jaci Field <ifield(7~uncaa unc edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa unc edu>; 5uncaa unc edu>; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa unc edu>; ~uncaa unc edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Kaitlin 
Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; LartT Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus BenT <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda 
Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Richie 
C~-imsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; Randy Jordan <fljordan@uncaa unc edu>; Roly 
Pommerening <rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>: 

~uncaa unc edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa unc edu>; 
~uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius 

Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

NC State Game ( 10-27-12) - Team Itinerat2¢ 

NC State Game (10-27-12) - Team ItineratT xlsx 

Attached is the team itinerary for this weekend’s game vs NC State 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:12 PM 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@emaikunc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@emaikunc.edu>; 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@unca&unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

don’t think we can. has given this considerable thought and has a relationship with 

One of his other children                         a few years ago. Also,     planned on sending 

to           Performance Center in Pensacola after the semester was over to train anyways. His logic is that 

in order to create greater continuity of care, he would like for him to there as well. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiality Notice 

This e-mail including any atlachme nts, may contain information from the University of North Carolina 8porls Medicine Department which may be ~3 nfidential or 
privileged The information is intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above If you are not the intended recipient be aware that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is pro hibited If you have received this e mail in e rror, please notify the sende r 
immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, including atiachments 

>>> LarryGallo            5:04 PM >>> 
Understood ~ so how do we convince the otherwise? 

> > > "Creighton, Robert A" <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu> 10/22/2012 4:58 PM > > > 

] think these things are always sensitive, and we obviously respect, . But this is a surgery we can do her, it is 
not a 

Alex 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:55 PM, "Clint Gwaltney" <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> lam in agreement with havng him sign the letter. 

> 

> Clint 

> Or 

> 

>> Vince, Paul, Clint, and Larry: 

> > Please review the email below regarding the 

>> 

>> ALL: 

at 4:47 PM, "Scott Trulock" <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

plan for 



> > When I spoke to        ’s dad, l let him know that our policy in these situations has been 

we are ready to provide all of the necessa~/sen4ces                 ~n order to aid his recover/. 

However, our policy also has been NOT to pay for those same services if the student athlete chooses to seek care outside 

of the UNC healthcare system. While his dad,    :, understood this verbally, I thought it might be a good idea to craft a 

document similar to the one we created last year for                 Obviously we want to make sure to clarify the 

financial responsibilities in these situations, t have attached that letter to this email it is the first page of the pdf 

document titled "signed authorizations". 

>> 

>> Please share your thoughts regarding this plan t’m not sure of the time 

sensitivity for this document. 

>> 

> > Let me know if you have any further q uestions 

>> 

>> Scott Trulock, MAATC LAT 
>> 

> > Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> 919 962 0102 
>> 

> > Confidentiality Notice 

> > This e mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of NoEh Carolina Spor[s 

Medicine DepaEment which may be conf dential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the 

individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, 

distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e mail in error, please notify 

the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the 

communication, including attachments 

> > > > > Scott Trulock 10/22/2012 4:11 PM > > > 

> >        i’s dad,     ,just called to let me know that they have decided to have            perform his 

The plan is to have him fly out to on Tuesday evening, with scheduled for Thursday. He plans 

to fly back to Chapel Hill on Friday with his dad. 

> >      asked if he needed some type of referral in order to have the        done elsewhere. T told him that T would 

try to find an answer on that and let him know please let me know if you have that information. 

>> 

>> 

> > Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 

>> 

> > Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

>> University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> 919 962 0102 

>> 

> > Confidentiality Notice 

> > This e mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of NoEh Carolina Spor[s 

Medicine DepaEment which may be conf dential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the 

individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, 

distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e mail in error, please notify 

the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the 

communication, including attachments 

>> <TEXT.htm > 

>> <signed authorizations.pdf> 



919-902-0102 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:11 PM 

Creighton, Robert A < alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 

Trulock <strulock@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Scott, 

] believe we need to have this letter signed confirming their understanding of our position. Could you please call me as 

soon as you can to discuss some more of the background? 

My cell is 

Thanks, 

Paul 

> > > Scott Trulock 5:26 PM > > > 

Just a reality of dealing with athletes in modern spoF~s medicine. We just need to keep attention focused on our 
successful outcomes                                                           all have had signit’cant 
surgeries with us and have done quite well after. We’ll continue to work at doing a greatiob in providing world class 

health care to our student athletes and let the chips fall where they may. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiality Notice 

This e-mail including any atlachme nts, may contain information from the University of North Carolina 8porls Medicine Department which may be ~3 nfidential or 
privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the individual o r entity named above If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited If you have received this e-mail in error please notify the sender 

immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, including a~iachments 

>> > "Spang, Jeffrey T" <jspang@med.unc.edu > 

Tough circumstances to be sure. 

5:06 PM > > > 

I respec[           and t know that he holds a special reputation with regards to the NFL draft, t feel strongly however 
that we could have done a better job here with 
I think            and I actually are more hands on and do more of this kind of shoulder reconstruction in the OR. 



Jeff Spang 

Jeffrey T. Spang, MD 

Assistant Professor 

Depamment of Orthopaedics 
University of North Carolina 
3141 Bioinformatics Building 

CB# 7055 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919 966 9066 

From: Creighton, Rober[ A 

Sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 

To: Clint Gwaltney 

Cc: Scott Trulock; Ciocca, Mario F; Spang, Jeffrey T; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Vince llle; Paul Pogge; 
Doug Halverson; Wally Richardson 

Subject: Re: 

I think these things are always sensitive, and we obviously respect, 

Alex 

¯ But this is a surgery we can do her, it is 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:55 PM, "Clint Gwaltney" <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Iam in agreement with havng him sign the letter. 

> 

> Clint 

> 

> On at 4:47 PM, "Scott Trulock" <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Vince, Paul, Clint, and Larry: 

> > Please review the email below regarding the medical plan for 

>> 

> > ALL: 

> > When I spoke to s dad, I let him know that our policy in these situations has been that since he was injured 

playing at UNC, we are ready to provide all of the necessary services                 in order to aid his recovery. 

However, our policy also has been NOT to pay for those same services if the student athlete chooses to seek care outside 

of the UNC healthcare system. While his dad understood this verbally, T thought it might be a good idea to craft a 

document similar to the one we created last year for Obviously we want to make sure to clarify the 

financial responsibilities in these situations. T have attached that letter to this email it is the first page of the pdf 

document titled "signed authorizations". 

>> 

>> Pleaseshareyourthoughtsregardingthisplan with scheduledforthisThursday, I’mnotsureofthetime 

sensitivity for this document. 



>> 

>> Let me know if you have any fur[her questions 

>> 

> > Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
>> 

> > Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

> > University of NoEh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> 919 962 0102 
>> 

> > Confidentiality Notice 

>> This e mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports 

Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the 
individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, 

distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e mail in error, please notify 

the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the 
communication, including attachments 

>>>>> Scott Trulock 4:11 PM >>> 

> > ’s dad, ,just called to let me know that they have decided to have perform his 
The plan is to have him fly out to on Tuesday evening, with scheduled for Thursday. He plans 

to fly back to Chapel Hill on Friday with his dad. 
>> 

> > asked if he needed some type of referral in order to have the surged/done elsewhere. I told him that I would 
tQ/to find an answer on that and let him know please let me know if you have that information. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Scott Trulock, MAATC LAT 
>> 

> > Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> 919 962 0102 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice 

>> This e mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of Nolth Carolina Sports 
Medicine DepaEment which may be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the 
individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, 

distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e mail in error, please notify 
the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the 

communication, including attachments 

>> <TEXT.htm > 

>> <signed authorizations.pdf> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:06 PM 

Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Letter to ;.docx 

Scott, 

Per our conversation, ] have attached a document for to sign tomorrow when he meets with you. This will be his 

acknowledgment of the consequences of his decision; namely, that UNC will not pay for the procedure or recovery. The 
other documents in the attachment you sent appear to me to be unrelated to the letter, but t’d welcome any additional 

information you have on those when you have a moment to give me a call. Please keep us posted as this transpires, tt 

will also be important that        understands the importance of not accepting any special treatment that can 

constitute an NCAA violation. If he has any questions on applicable NCAA rules, he should contact Amy dght away. 
Thanks for your work on this. 

Paul 



MK 

C/O UNC Football Office 

Kenan Football Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

As a result of your         injuries in the       game on         and      game 

UNC Sports Medicine is prepared to provide your medical care in recovering fiom these injuries 

You are scheduled for       with          on          If’you undergo this           ¥ith 

UNC will also make arrangements for your rehabilitation 

If you decide to have           performed elsewhere, UNC will not be financially responsible 

for the procedure or the rehabilitation You will assume all of the costs for 

rehabilitation, travel, and othe~vise associated with the procedure and recove~3z Additionally, 

should you seek these se~wices elsewhere, please keep in mind that any receipt of special 

treatment (eg, priority access to medical facilities/staff; discounted rates of services, etc) could 

render you ineligible for fiJture intercollegiate competition, per NCAA amateurism regulations 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding your situation 

Sincerely, 

Larry Gallo 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universky of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

I acknowledge that I have received, reviewed, and understand the above information 

(Signature) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tuesday, 
~uncaa.unc.edu> 

0:52 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 
Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 
<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary 
Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A 
<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 
Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU> 
Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 
<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Day, Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu>; 
Roberts, Logan <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; Neuharth, Brent 
<neuharth@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
<harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Fulton, 
Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 
Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Council, Albert C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran 
<adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 
<basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 



Subject: 

<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholrnan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; ESubject: Turn it PINK- 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy Tuesday! This is for Cricket Lane in Student Athlete Development office. 

Everyone in UNC athletics is encouraged to wear something P;’l~ll( during your practice, games or working on this 
Wednesday,         We also strongly recommend everyone in the same office to take a group pictu~ in !~:~E~ {. We will 
collect all P[r~:,,[ photos, and put them together as a video for the State Football Game on         So please send all 
your iP![N~ pictures to cricket@uncaa.unc.edu or    ~uncaa.unc.edu. You can find our Facebook event page below: 
h~p://www.faccbc~ok.com/eve[~s/3/2339 L~_284:,~642/ (Please click join if you would love to Turn it P]H!~.!) 

Also the~ is an Erg-a-thon in the Pit hold by Carolina Rowing team on Wednesday,              It is trying to raise 
money for Lhe Cure and Susan G Komen for Lhe Cure foundaLions. We sLrongly recommend oLher teams come to join Lhem 
between 9am and 5:30pro on that day, learning how to erg, playing fun games and eating yummy food! And you can also 
order !;Zr .!~ tanks in this event! If you want mo~ details or have any questions, please let me know. I will be glad to help 
and support! :) 

Let’s turn the whole athletic department in P [i’~i on            We will be really appreciate your efforts and 
participation!! Looking forward to getting all P:[I IK photos from you all! 

"We ale always glad to work with our student athlete to give back to the community with our time, talen~y, and resources." 
Go Heels! 

Best, 

~ Cricket 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 
(c): 

~ uncaa, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3_3_:22 AM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S011002351_2010230932000.pdf 

l met with        this morning to discuss the situation. While the plan at this point is for him to have       here on 

Thursday, I had him sign the document in case there were any last minute changes. I have attached the signed 
docu ment to this email. He expressed an understanding of our stance on the issue. I will let you know if there are any 

updates from this point on. Thanks again for everyone’s contributions. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

ConFidentiality Notice 

This e mail, including any a~achme nts, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sporis Medicine Depa r~men~ which may be co nfiden~ial or 
privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the individual o r entity named above If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is pro hibited If you have received this e mail in e rror, please notify the sende r 
immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication including atlachments 



Mr, 

C/O UNC Football OtIice 

Kenan Football Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

As a result of your         iniuries in the       game on         and ]     gmne 
UNC Sports Medicine is prepared to provide your medical care in recovering from these irduries. 
You are scheduled tbr        vith          on          If you undergo this procedure with 

UNC will also make arrangements for your rehabilitation. 

If you decide to have the per!brined elsewbere, UNC wi!! not be f!~3anciully responsible 
for the You will assume all of the costs for 

travel, and other~vise associated ~vith the procedure m~d recovery. Additionally, 
shotdd you scck these services elsewhere, please keep in mind tha! m~y receipt of special 

treatment (e.g., priority access to medical t~cllitiesistaf~ discounled rates ol’services, etc.) could 

render you ineligible for thture intcrcollegiate competition, per NCAA amatem’ism regulations. 

Please let me !~ow if you have any cluestions regarding your situatio~. 

Sincercly, 

Lany Gallo, Jr. 

Exccu:ive Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Caroli~a at Chapel itill 

~ove in~brmation. 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student-athlete is not currently certified to compete for the following 

reasons: 

CC: Andrew Calder 

Greg Law 

Martina Ballen 

Beth Bridget 

Travis Hipps 

Tracey Williams Johnson 

Bubba Cunningham 

Compliance Staff 

Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

Steve Miller 

Trisha Stafford Odom 

Beth Miller 

Brent Blanton 

Jason Beaulieu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                8:23 PM 

Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, 
Jeffrey W <jfuchs@email.unc.edu>;             "nail.corn; 

~gmail.com ~live.unc.edu>; 
bullock@psafety.unc.edu; jmccrack@psafety.unc.edu; 
alison@rockytophospitality.com; mauzy@sorescue.org; 
mdike@tarheelsports.com; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>; ghare@unc.edu; Jones, Kim 
<kimajones@unc.edu>; lindasherck@unc.edu; Ferguson, Matt 
<Matt_Ferguson@unc.edu>; McClure, Matthew D <mcclure@unc.edu>; Fulton, 
Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa. unc.edu>:                            ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>: Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edL~>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson 
<krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary 
Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa unc edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries 
<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
David Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu> 

7 Things To Know About NC State Game 

7 THINGS ABOUT NC STATE FOOTBALL GAME 
1). Old Well Walk begins at 10am 

2). Liquid Pleasure performs in Kenan Amphitheater at 10:15am 

3). Former Track & Field Head Coach Dennis Craddock to receive Priceless Gem 

4). Rams Club Day 

5)., will be ~ecognized for 

6). Game is SOLD OUT! 

7). "Turn Kenan Blue" and help the Heels beat NC State! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Wednesday, 
@uncaa.unc.edu> 

6:20 PM 

@verizon.net; 
@yahoo.corn; 

@yahoo.com; 
@yahoo.corn 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines 
<bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 



Subject: 

<breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa. unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 
DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 
<rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Turn it Pink-Pictures Collection 

Hello Everyone, 

Hope you all had a wonderful Turn it I I1\~. day! In the past 12 houls, I saw our UNC athletics staff 
wearing PIt:,~, everywhere, EWAC, Loudermilk, Finely Golf Course, Carmichael etc. Also large amounts of PINK pictures 
were posted on Twit[er(#turnitpink) or Facebook, which are absolutely AWESOME! We really appreciate your Pl ~,ll~ passion 
and par[icipation! And, Now it’s time for us to collect your PIN?, photos! 

If you have your ; II\IK group pictures, please send them to    @uncaa.unc.edu or cricket@uncaa.unc.edu. We are ready 
to put all pictures and the Miami football footage for a Carolina Athletics Spotlight at the NC State football game. So please 
contact us as soon as possible! We are excited to see your fantastic group photos! 

Thanks again for everyone’s suppor[! Go Heels!! 

Sincerely, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(c) 
~ uncaa, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:35 PM 

Beale, Michael <mbeale@email unc edu>; David Theby (thebyd@uncaa unc edu); 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email unc edu>; Best, Kevin S <kevinbest@unc edu>; Angell, 
Jones <angell@email unc edu> 

GatT Sobba <gsobba@tarheelsports com>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

FW: Coach Fedora Show?Election Tuesday 

image001 jpg 

All - 

LaW Fedora Live will b¢ moved from Tues&ly, 11/6 Io Wednesday 11/7 due Io ¢l¢clion day conflicls for our affilial¢s Please help 
get this wot~l out as broadly as possible 

..... Ofigilml Message ..... 

Scnl: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:34 AM 

Subject: Fwd: Coach Fedora Show/Elcclion Tuesday 

Fyi 

..... For~arded incssage ..... 
From: "Selh Reeves" <sreeves~alarheelsporls corn> 
To: "G~uy Sobba" <gsobba?*tarheelsports cmn> 
Cc: "Selh Reeves" <sreeves~a larheelspons corn>. "Tom Boman" <lboman@leaffieldsporls corn>, "gelicia Moore" 
<fmoore~a learfieldsporls corn>. "Besl. Kevhi S" <kevinbesl~a unc edu> 
Sul~iect: Coach Fedora Shaw/Election TuesdW 
Dale: Wed, Oc124. 2012 10:32 am 

Just spoke wilh Top of Ihe Hill and they are in favor of moving Ih¢ show to Wednesday, November 7 for thai week. as well 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 10:27 AM, "G~uy Sobba" <gsobba ?~ t arhee Is ports co m <~!_il_t~tb_h~_k?2;_t~<l~.e,~_~!~£~> > wrote: 

Seth. 
Please cotafirm that Top of tbe Hill can move tbis show back one day tben we’ll not Lfs" ever3 one of the change 
GS 

Gat3 Sobba 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
919-419-8100 cxl 2070 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 

Senl: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Gin3 Sobba 
Sul~iect: Re: Coach Fedora Show/Election Tuesda? 

Coach would prefer to do it on Wednesday, Nov 7 



Frmn: Gat3 Sobba <gsobba?~tarheelsports colnqt" d’~1~ c~,t_:>> 
Date: MondW, October 22 2012 5:33 PM 

~ved~neap~rj~b~fmahzingLarD’Fed~raLiveisindirectc~ictwi~tthee~ecti~n~nTuesdW‘N~vember6 Withn~m3 of our 
slalions being Ncwstalk. including in all three major markets and in Chapel Hill. we’ll ha~c a fraclion of Ih¢ nct~ork broadcasting file 
show flint ltight 

Just a fltougN, but would Coach Fedora be willhtg to move lfis show to Wednesda) tlmt week? if Wednesday doesn’t work, perlmps 
we It3 Monday Coach Williams first show is thai Monday maybe a half hour each just thinking wha/mighl work best I doubl 
he’d waist to nmke it up the following Tuesday file 13th given we plW at Virgima on fire 15th, but tlmt ntight be an option as well 

Gat3 Sobba 
General Manager 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-419-8100 exit 2070 (Pbone) 

0Vlobilc) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 8:14 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; bclayton@ncshp.org; desmith@ncshp.org; 

Itmcphail@ncshp.org; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCSU Football Information Sheet 

NCSU visiting team information.pdf 

All, 

Attached is the completed Visitor information sheet for NC State’s visit to Chapel Hill this weekend. 

Their Diredor of Football Ops is Kit Hughes: 919 819 1109. 

Fridayr 10/26 

* Their equipment truck is scheduled to arrve via a "53’ trailer" at 9:30 a.m. in the koudermilk Lot. 

Saturday~ 10/27 

* Fan Vendor will arrive at ~ 8:30 a.m. 

* The team is set to arrve via four team buses on Saturday at 10:30 a.m.. 

* They are being fed post game by Ted Wheeler Catering, who’s van is planning to arrve at approximately 2:30 p.m. via 

the Rams Head Tunnel. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

John 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 



2012 





Level I 

Level II 

Level II 

Level I 

Level II 

Level II 

University of Hor~h Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
Reporting Form for Secondary Violations 

134 12 AC inadvertently posted message on public Prohibited ffon" send ng lecr ting 
corlespondence to PSAs fur 4 and 2 
weeks, ~espectively 

131 621 AC had impe’missib e contact w th non Reduce 2012 2013 Person Days by 2 

scholastc coach during July Evaluation -o’n 100 98); Reduce July 2013 

Perod Evaluation Period by 2 days 

141 41 SA part cipated in 2 weightlifting sessions Leder d Admen shment to involved 
pdor to signing the NCAA D’~Jg Testing coachesl Rues Education 
Consent Forln 

134 1 EC mistakenly bel eyed PSA was a rising Coaching staff was ~eminded of the 
senior, as PSA was alrea@ 17 years o~ age importance of verifying a PSA’s year in 

at the Junior Nationals meet. Afte~ HC school prio~ to sending written 

emailed the PSA, the PSA’s moihe~ corresponGence. Coaching staff was 
responded and notified HC that the PSA lecluded llorn sending add tional 
was only a rising jun~or. HC immedia:ely wdtten conespondence to PSA until 
not tied the Compl ante stall of the violation September 15, 2012 (satisfying the 2 

week ~equi’ed penalty}. 

1252.1 SA part cipated in an inst tutional Rules education :o the coaches and 
o~omotional video that was ltimed at a student ath etes. 
~ommercia es:abl shment and resulted in an 
inac~erent p emotion of l 

1z, 1 43 Fol owing tryouls for the Track team, the 3 Rules education ’o the coaches 

SAs were chosen for the team, and the 
coaches notified the Compliance staff The 

1310.2 

practicing prior to combleting the NCAA 
Drug-Testing Consent Form The IC 

believed that the s[udent ath e[es were 
berr~ gted to continue w thou[ sign ng the 
brm, as Ihey were sill in Iheir 14 day 

window Dr t~youts 

SAs commented pubicly via wirier 
[egarding the verbal cot; mgment of [he 
PSAs. 

Rules education to all SAs 



]Type text] 

Level I 

Level II 

Level II 

13412 

1401.1, 
1410.1, 
1410.2 

13412 

1310.5 

1414.3 

AC sent one mperm ss ble lext message to 
PSA 

SAs being ce[gled as eligib e to compete 

(due to a change in the first date of 
competition that was not communicated to 
the Compl ante staff) 

Be ieving she was sending a di-ect twitter 

message, AC accidentally responded to a 
text message, instead 

SA t’,~eeted a picture ol her with the four 
PSAs who were visiting campus 

Septembe~ 21~L The tryout continued 
through October 16~h, exceeding the 14 days 
allowed belo’e [e~uiring the SA to sign the 
NC/t&Drug resting Consent Form he 
v elation was discovered during a 
comp lance rules education session with the 
coaching staff 

Coachthg staff p~ecluded flora any 
~ itlen or telephonic communication 
with PSA for i~e-week time period 

Rules education to all coaches, sport 
admin st[ators, and Ath et c 
Communications staff 

communicaden with PSA fo~ 2 weeks 

Rules education to the student athlete, 
required lo remove :weet and 
Instag~am picture 

Rules education to the coaching staff 

Amy Herman                                    Title: Associate AD "or Compliance 
(Prtht Name} 

Date: 10i25/2012 
{Sigaature) 

President or Chancellor 

Faculty Alhletics Represenlative 

At ~letJcs Dkector 

Director of Compl ance 

REMINDER: Institugons are responsible for determining if violations are level t or level g and if violations are moccuntng. Institugons are required to maintain all documents relating to a 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Joe Holladay 

Hubert Davis 
Clint Gwaltney 
grent glanton 

Jonas Sahratian 

Steve Robinson 

Eric Hoots 

Steve Kirschner 

JennTownsend 

CB McGrath 
Bubba Cunningham 

Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

reasons: 

Cc: Josh Webb Matt Jednak Beth Miller 

Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Kevin King Erik Hernandez 

Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

CC: Josh Webb Matt Jednak Beth Miller 

Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Kevin King Erik Hernandez 

Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:43 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J 
<ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Todd Arnold 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye 

Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hir[h <chir[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B 
McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea Pemberton 
<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia 
Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 

Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Toomy 
<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

, COS 

All: 

Please ADD the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 



Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell 919 2594442 IFax 9199626002 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, ]_]_:3 ]_ AM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Hir[h <chir[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ 

Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Hey CB, 

Attached is the list of guys eligible for today’s JV game. We ended up getting        through this morning after we 

talked, so he’s good to go. is still missing his SAT scores at the EC and we couldn’t find them after we looked, so 
he won’t be cleared by game time. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

reasons: 

Cc: Roy Williams 

Joe Holladay 

Clint Gwaltney 

Brent Blanton 

Jonas Sahratian 

Hubert Davis 

Eric Hoots 

Steve Kirschner 

JennTownsend 

Steve Robinson 

Bubba Cunningham 

Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 



KEQUESI" FOR ~INSTA I’EMENT A2XTD/OR 
SELF REPORI OF NCAA SECONDARY VIOLA FION (Level 

Thb fbm~ n ~..’~. be comple¢cd arid all mqulred doc~n~entadon must be s~b r~it ed h¢lbre he NCAA st~dem-a6Jete 

Please note ~hat aH decision, s issued by the student-athlete reingtateme~r sta.t:~ may be appe.aled to the Division- 

Peuse type or prb~t 

2. Spot .......... /){visi{ n (o~ spot,): ............ 

3. St~2del~t--at Je{e’s name: 

4. Smde~t-athle~e’s SSN: 

5. [)am {~f Bidh: ................ 

6. Date of high school grad?~ation: ................................................................................ 

7. Seasor~s ol co ~pedtbn r~d, ~g: ............................................. 

Dale of in tial.-coib=iate emo~lme~t: 

Da~e ofi~ tiaLcoabg[ate enrollment at applicant nst~tut~on, ~fdKferm?t: 

Wa:~thestudent-at~eWrecm[ted? Yea 

Uniyers_.......~ty of ~o~h Car._ _...9)~na a~_~h~p~?l Ni_.......ll ................................................................. 

Dae viola um o~e~r ed. See attached    Dine viola.ira d seo~,ered: SOB attached. 

Please i~d~cate bylaw(s) ~nvolve~ b~ viola, iota 

12.___3,1.2, 12.1.2..6_....., 0.1 (d) .................. 



Request. [br Reinstatement and,’or Self Repor~ of 
NCAA Seconda~T V olarion (I.evel I) 

Page No. 2 

i5. List all individuals i~volved i~ violation 0ncludlng student-~Netes and prospective studen>a~letes): 



2}, 

an5 relevant, c,~se precedem: 22, 

F,a:~ No.: 3|7/9"~%6736, 

Amy H~rman, Asst. AO for co~p~an.qp. 





Dear Ms. }~enderson: 

! write lo rep{~A violat ons of Bylaw 12.%1.2 i%m,fi~si?~m~ ;%osp~fv~ ~g~n~, Bylaw 12. [2.1.6, 

D ~rinfi the                         a~ended rbur meetings vd~l~ ~it/mwial advisors, all held at k~eal 
r;s/auram~ (i.~., C!~cesec~c Factory ~md CMmpps) All fo~r olTnese dinners were :raid for by tl~e 

k~mw Nat it was i~Nemfiss~ble to accept a~W benefits (~ucl~,3it~g dimmer, s) N~m agents, he 
stated Cha~ he did not ~ow this reguiNio~ aiso applied to fin~ciai advisors. 

AddRionally, during a trip to (f~c~hcr described in ¢~e sect}on below), 
r~eived from , a ~istbaad ~o ~,t~d a poul p~a’~y a~ the 

Fen NneNeau Mi~mi Be~mh Ho~, Unbekno~st t~                   ~d ob~ed the a¢is~ba~?d 
iron Mic}meI Kalz. a known spor~s age~cy employee. "]’~e ~Tigtband was valued a $199. 

Pre~’ere~ti~ Treat{me=t, Be~e}’~{s, or 

nmned              During fl~uir meeting, ]            offered lwu black diamond 
watches ~d a pair ofnmtc]fi~g e~iogs {&’Nued at $5,000 co~ined) ~          as a ~’~R, whicl~ he 

known ~o be a supplier of jewelry ~ar m~;~ . Wi~cn asked by 

did~’~ pr~}m~se a~?{hhqg "q re~rn, be believed was aceeNabie 



Additior~*tl}, s~t the LN(. os met and spoke Nqefly 
with m~ h~d~vi&~a~ named tlast nmne nnknown) fi’om fftRi~t~d the com.ersafion, 

s~ory of rc~ mh~g to the a~er saff~ng &ore They s~oke bffefiy ~nd 
exchanged phone numbers. Over ~ cours~ of the ~mxL mon2q, when and his ~Hcnd, 

, decided to ~IN~ a t~ip to       over Memorial D~;; weekend,          cNled      aafl asked 
him if he could ass~si iu making N~ir ho~e! mid c~ avctmgemcnts,       did so, boeMng a homl room 
lhr ~om at ~he Doubletree h~ Mh~fi Beach Lbr we nighis (~ah ed al S2G6, b~-~sed on $512 total cos~ for 
2 ~iN~ts, divided by two smdeng~). 

b po~ their a rived it~ Miami, ’they were picked up at the a{rpo~ by      i~ his personal cm’. After 
checking in at fl~e hotel room and ~ving briefly arotmd Mi~ff Beach (local tr~tsportafion provided 
by       Io          is ~a h~cd a~ $12.50, based o~ 50 mile~ at $ 50/mile 0he it~s~imtlo~ai mileage 
t?lge n May of 2010, divided by 2 students),       drove them to what           bclicves a) h~:,’c 
b~n a i~[cnd/~:[afive’s home, where d~ey wc~ proviccd witk a 4-door scdaa to drive duri~g their visiL 
’fhe vah/e o£thJ~ be~?efi~ for was $45.42 (b~sed on recital ~a" cost ofS90.83 Nvided by two 
studentsL At Lhis point, provi&d wi~ $500 in cash, wNch stated was ~he total 
cost of ~tb the hotel room and the ~sc of the c~r. 

Ur~ethical Condu~t - Provisisa of False or Misleading l:afurma ti,.~ 

We m~derstand that the NC.*%k E~fforce~rcnt Stafff has ailcgcd a Bylaw 
charge agains~ , While we acknowledge th~ did ~o~ mqg{nally provide 
information to Enforcemen~ Staff membe~ s~oundi:cg involvcmcn~ in buo~ng [h~" hot~i 

room ~md rental ca~ in Mia~r~, we assc~ hat was t:u’;~fi~] concemi ~g the actual source of 
the fi~ ~ding for these benefits, ~n tha~ did pay fi}r the cost upt~nL in advmace of khe hotel stay 
or use of’the car. We recognize ffrat wNle was ~to~ entirely/brthcomh~g i~ his rcspo~ sos 
abou ff~.c plam~h~fi of flw trip, be ~mted that he took such a stance 
d~f~cuit for*he NCAA F~aforcement Staff to believe that hz had sough~ travel pl~ufing assist~mce ibr a 
~rip to MiNni [?om someone hc [mrdly k~cw However, wheu g:~,cn fl~e opp,wmn[~7 i~ his thit-d 
i ~Ic~wicw to clari~ Ne record concem~n~ the planning beNnd the tdF,           corrected his 
previous inaccuracies and stated that      bud, ~dccd~ booked heir h~tci 

Summary 

~n summsxy, we acks~owledge that 

t) $120 in meal expenses durh:g the 
2) S [99 n e ~te~a?h~ment expenses in 
3) $5,000 in jewcqry dtuin~ ~h~ 
4) S266 n horn] cb~:,’ges ill 
5) S 12.50 in local transportation costs in 

received a tottd of $5,443.92 irt i ~per ~fissib!e bet}efits irt 

f12,3, .2) 
(12,1 2,1.6) 

(12.1.2.1/i); ($/76,0g coveredby 
) (i2.1.2.1.(,) 



\V[aiIe we ur~dCrst~md hat, per Sit~.k:m-At:fle~e l~.cinstatcmc~d Ouidc[it:cs, :.~;: m~cthica co~c[uc~ 
aad hc impermi~slhie be~zefi~s provided to           gen~raily Imve ~4t?nhohiing cond~£ons 
associated M~ each seD~ate~y (minimum of 50% arid 30% respectiveiy), we believe ~t~at 80% 
wi~flflmlding is ~a& ly harst~ and rcq~es~ th~:~ a po~]o~? of ~hese wffhkolding a~ndk~ons be ~pHed 
conm~rren~[y, due to Ne limlt~ ammmt ~hat mnst be repaid ($466.S4) axnd aisu ice to the 

consistently, througbom aH flnree {nte~Mew% prey{tied acm~ra~e 
reg~Nng ~ paymen~ of exp~nses Ihr the         t~ip. 

2~ in Ns ~Nrd interview, which ~vas cot?d~mted by the NCA A En%reeme~<~ S~aff spec~ficaily as a a 
oppommiV for          to cirri;;) ti~e recoN :~gm’ding     ,          Nd so, stating that 
he ~d ~o ortgmuliy explakt      "s ~voi~cmcnv i~t the plan ak~g of vl~c {rip 
be]ieved thr~t fl~e facts, dfl~m~gh thee. would be t~m~eived as m~beiiev~o!e a:d, rims, fabricated. 

3. Thus, whiIe we cc~tak~ly do not ~ake ligh@ [ac uneC, dcai co_~ducl charge alleged by 
Enforccmcm Staff, we hekie*’e lJ.~ot          ’s pros, ision ofancumte inf~sn~at~on &~r~ng his 
fl~ird h~tmwiew (conducted solely fi>r fl~is pu~ose) wt~ams tt~e minimum pe~aRy v~sociat~d 
witt~ su& a ch~ge. 

Theretbre, bmsed ~lpo:~ the r~:payment of ~he impen~tlasiNe benefits and tim 50% ~’2ttdmLditl.g 
condition, we ask d~a{          ’s eligibi]i~y be reinstated. 

Please cow,tact m} o/lice wit!: q~estion~ mtd coaceras, lhm:k yo~ lbr yo:~r li~le and consideratiot/. 

Sincerely, 

Richm~d A. Baddour 
Director of A{hlet~cs 

Mr. Shane Lyons, Associa,.e Commisskv~er, ACC 
Dr. ttold~e Tltorp, Chanc~:lor 
Ms. [.isaq Broom< Facnlty Afl~ietles Representative 
Mr. Larry GNo. Jr., Senior Associaic" Attfletics Dkcclor 
Ms. ~any Hzrma ~, Assistm*l Atlnleties Director 

Mr. Cor~y tloiliday, Associate Athh;{ics Dirk:c;or 









O~set of Re]all{reship: Stt de,t-Athlete F (      } al~d F1ie ld F (                   ) 
when Smden>Athlete F enrolled at the 52stitutio~ ~he sm~mer before his t?eshman year, as 
F~ie ~d F {s a lbune s~uder~-at}dete a~ the ]ns~i~mior~. arid has m~my acquaints ~ces on the 
Institution’s ~ootbal[ team Stnden~-A~hIete F visits Friend F at his home on occasion for 
cookouts and pool parlies Studenl-Alh~ete F met Friend G (            ~ t~ough Friend F as 
F~[e~}ds F a~}d G live {ogether i~            , in a horse ow~xed by Friend H { 
anotherfbrmerstudent-athletewhoisr~o~apro~ssionalfbotbal]player Stude*~t-Athlete F is 
not aware ofwha~ F ~e ~ds F o~ G do fbr a living, besides hangi ~g out with arid assisting F~ lend 
H 

I Student-Athletes F and G (              } are roommates and dose #{ends at the 
Instillation and play the same position (tbe same position played by Frier~d F wher~ he was a 
s udertt-alJ, lle~e a~ ~he [nslim ~iortl Stt de~/~-A h[ete G is also liTiel~ds wi~b Friel~d F 

a Or~ F~iday, St uder~t-Att~let e F traveled to Allant a wi~h Friend F and Stude*tt- 
A blete G ( ) Friertd F &ore a rental ca* ~hat was rented bl ~he i~ame of 
F[iend G Fiiend F paid [br the gas 

Both Friday and Saturday nights were spent at the home of Friend I t             "~,a 
l:brmer student-athlete at tt~e htstitution Frie*td F has a long-startding relationship wi~h 

[end [ dating back to theh time together on the t~otba/] team at the Institution 

c O~ Friday rtig ~t, they we:,lt to Wet Wi]lie’s. a chb 
Student--Athlete G each paid tbr their own drb~ks and 
anything fb~ eithe~ Student-Athlete F o~ Student-Athlete G 

d On Saturday,         , Student-Athletes F arid G artd Friend F wen~ to the Lenox 
Sq~m;~e Mall They saw Stt de~/t-A hlete H !              ) tbere N hot~gl tbey were 
r~ot previously aware that he was spendb~g tbe weeke*~d in Atlanta, as well 

On Saturday,’ night Friend F coordinated a ~[i~l~e~: for Studem-.\thleres F and G with a 

fir~ancial advisor, Advisor _A~ (              ) a*td d~ove the studem-atNe~es to the 
dinner in ~he rental car Student-Athlete F was una~are of ~his dinner meeting nntil he 
a~rived at the restaurant Stude*~t.Athletes F and G paid lbr thei~ owr~ meals at this 
dimmer 

Frie ~d F. Student-Athlete F, aud Studer~{-A~hlete {?~ we~ e p~lled over by ~he police shortly 
aRer leaving the restanrant Friend ~ was driving the car It was at this time that the 
student-athletes discovexed the car had been rented m Friend G’s name The police 



ottlcer arrested Friend F tbr reasons unrelated to this Statement of Facts. and the car was 
towed Student-Athletes F and G called Friend I to pick them up 

Studer~t-AtJ,11etes F a~/d G thel~ wer~t o~t with Frie ld and his t)ie:,lds tJ, lat eve~/i lg Tley 
~,erlr to a stlJp chub Each studel~--athlere paid his owl~ $1000 cover charge F~Jend I 

might have bought them a couple o{ drinks 

h On Sunday,         , Student-Athletes F and G obtained a xlde home with a Studer~t- 
A h[ete H S udenl-AtJ,~lete H paid tbr the ga s 

13 Other Ager~{-Related Issues 

a Studer~t-Athlete F has never asked Friend F to set up agen~ ox financial advisor meetings 
for him, but that Friend t’ told him that he knew individua]s at top agencies and might be 
ahle to get meetings ammged ~br him 

b Fr~el~d F provided Student. ,\thlere F with a list of agencies with which 
lilmiliar 

was 

Studer~t-Athlete F believes Friend F arranged a meetir~g with NI:LPA certified agent, 

at which h< Frie;,ld F, Smde it-Art, lie e G, aid S udel~t-At l]e e E were 
present 

In mid-         , al~ onlil~e repo~ ,a,a,~ D*blb~hed that stated that Friel~d F was tp,’ing to 
’manage" several of the Institution’s Ihotbal[ student-atNc~es, including Studen~-Alh]etes 

}, and G AtthattimeStudent-Athlete}’askedSmdent-AthleteGabouttheserumors 
Studer~t--Athlete G respor~ded that he had already conlionted F[ier~d F. arid [m assured 
Sudem-At~’llee F tha F*Se;,ld F t lders ood he was not lla laging eit let of hem 
Athlete F acknowledged these rumors, but denies asking Friend F to sel~, e 

him Student-Athlete F believes t[mt ~riend F is ttyir~g to help him as a l~ier~d who has 
%een in the business" and ’wants to look out for him" 



Student-Athlete F received the following benelSts: a car ride to Atlanla in a renlal car paid tbr 
by Friend G in            , gas for that trip paid t~ by Friend F (on the trip to Atlanta) and 
Sts~dent--Athlete tt (on the trip back to Chapel Hill), two ~ffghts’ lodging i~ the home of 
Friel~d I dt r) lg ttlm trip, al~d possibly two drirtks t?oll Frie;,ld I 

We believe that the minimal tramspo~tatJmt he,refit (i e, retrial car) provided to Studer~t- 
Athlete F by Frie ld G was logical aid permissible given ttle ll:iel3dship exis i~/g betweer/ 
Sts~dent--Atidetes g arid G and Frier~d G Similarly, given grier~d F’s long-star~ding fiiendsiffp 
with Friend I, it "~.as logical arid per nissible fbr Student-Athletes L; and F to be in~ited to 

stay ar Friel]d Fs aparimenr during a ~rip they ~ook to ,\tlanra with Frle~3d F, amt for Friend 
to pay ~tbr a couple dri~fics Ibr Student-Athletes F a~td G when they were out as a group 

It has become appa~er~t ti~ough tiffs process that Friend F has trlgge~ed the definition of a 
prospective agem’, pursuam to Bylaw 12312, as be has idemitled himse]fas a 

adviso¢~ "who ~ takes care of tffs players’~ to a smdent-atiflete at another institution The[e[bre, 

we acknowledge that Student-Athlete F has impermissibly accepted a minimal benel~t 
Friend F, h~ fl~e tbrm of the provision of gas o~ the one-way car hip to Atlal~ta 

Although we make these acknowledgements regarding these violations, we will, through the 
reinstatement p~ocess, provide mitigatio~ [o support the iS.ct that Sts~dent-Athlete g is not 
perso ~ally awa:~e t~t Frie~d F per[?~rms his role witb other h~dividuals a:,~d~ theret~re, did 
~ot k~!ow~ngly commit this violation While it is evide~x that Friend F is personally aware of 
and a~ least mhffmally i ~’o~ved in the agent selection process ~;or SR~den~-Adfiete F S~udent- 
Athlete ~ has consistently asse~ed that he has not asked Friend ~ to ’ manage" him and 
promptly asked Stude~tt-AtNcle G about the rumors when they arose In fSct, Student- 
AtbJete G expressly told Smdem-Alhle~e E d~a Fr)er~d E ~ ~ders ood be did r~ot manage them 
The~efbre, we do not befieve that Student-Athlete F has eve~ personally entered ff~to either an 

o~a[ o~ w [~ten agree ne ~ with Frier~d 9 ~o ma~ ket his athletics ability or reputation (pe~ the 
general agem regulation} We believe only that he violated a s~lbset of that reg~lla~ion 
(12312) by innocently b@iending (through his relatiortship with Studertt-Athlete G~ ~.ho 
has a long-standing fiqendsh~p with Friend H) and accepting m~nimal benefits fiom an 
individual who is apparently ~epresenting other strident--athletes 



Onset of Relatioitshlp 

Student-Athlete B met Frier~d J, a lbrmer student--athlete at the Institution who ~.lrchased 
seaso;,1 footbal[ tickets h~     but has not offic[atly triggered booste; [egisla io;,~ when be 
was ~n town risking with oflxer alunm~ Because Studem-&thlete B a~d Friend J played the 
sane position, ~hey became* {~iends who would speak via ~ek*phone f~irly ~ egulady 
throughout the season (average of 6-7 calls per season following games), and see each other 
once ot twice pe~ yea when Friend J would visil Chape~ Hill 

Prior to Spring Break, in              . Student-Athlete B was speaking with Fder~d J or~ 
~he phor~e, ~md Stude ~-Athlete B b~ ot~gh~ up the topic of’Spring B~e~d; p/a~s He and Fiend 
J discussed various travel destinations of imeres~ and Friend J sugges*ed tha~ Smdent-A*hle~e 
B amd his teammate, Studem-Afldete O (       ), tra~el to Los .~geles, Cali~brnia to visi~ 
him Plans were later made to do so Upon their a~-dval in (alifornia Smdent-Ath]etes g 
and G were picked up fiom the airport by Friend ,~ and driven ~o his home, where they visited 
with Friend Js family a~d were ~o dimmer {whic ~ was paid lbr by FrieM J) S ~denI-A~hle~es 
B and G s~a~,ed din* ~ight in a hotel room booked flee of cha~-ge using ho~el poims belongi~g 

~o Fie~d J Ihe ~ext day, Frie ~d J drove Student-Athletes B and G to the ~ e~al car agency 
where they obtained a rental car al their own expense The next flwee nights were spent aI 
holels originally booked and paid [br b~, Friend J, although i~ is important ~o note thaL per 
Sit de, -A IfleIes B and G a~d Friend J. Smde ~>AIh[etes B a~d G paid Frie~}d J back i~} cash. 
in ffdl, fbr all ~esulfing ho*el costs fb~ *he trip 

The l~ext yeaL t’cw Spring Break in              , Student--Athlete B and his girlfi:ie~d agab~ 
travded to Los A~geles, Ca[itbrnia rhea, rented a car on their own at ~he ai~por~ amd drove 

to ~riend J’s home where they spent the first two nights of their nip During the trip, 
Student-Athlete B and his girlfliend ate one dinr~e~ with Frier~d J, fbr which Friend J paid 
Additio~a]ly, Frie~d J’s wit~ provided Sit de, -A Iflc~e B and his gir[flieM wi~h 2 o~e-day 
passes m Disneyland which she received fi-equenfly through he~ work, ii~ee of charge. 
~ime he~ 15 ndyil}iends want passes Lasdy, Fiend J agair~ booked 3 dghts of hotel rooms 

fo~ Smdent-Atldete g and his girlfriend, fo~ s;hich Studen;-Afldete B and his gMfi-iend 
~epaid in cash, in fidl 

Bm~efits Provided by Friend J 

I Transpor~aio~ for StudelP.-Arhletes B and G from airpor~ to Friend J’s home our to 
dinne~, and then to rental car agency the r~ext day in 

2 One dinner (valued aI $20@erson) on first night oft@ for Smdent-Afidetes B and G 
in 

3 O,e ,igN s~ay free of cbarge t sing ~ote~ poh~ls belo~ging to FrieM J i~ 

4 Booking, Payment of hotel rooms fbr 3 dghts in Los Angeles (which was epaid in 
fi.11 ii~ cash) in 



5 Two nights lodging lbr Studem-_A~hlete B and his girl~iie~td at Ftier~d J’s home in 

6 Dinner (Cheesecake Factor?f) fbr Studer~t--Athlete B a~d his gMf~iend o~e fright in 

7 Two ti:ee one.day passes to Dislxeylalxd tbr Student--Athlete B and h~s girl:?riend in 

8 Booking/Paymentofhotellooms~2".~r~nightsP~I.osAngeles(whichwasrepaidh~ 

~tll in cash by Studer~t-Athlele B and his glrll:iiend) m 

l~s¢itntlonal A~alysls: The Ir~stitution asserts that the benefits described above as provided 
~o S uder~t-At lletes B a;~d G by Frie ~d J are mi~ima[ a~d logical, gi~ e~ t~e friends ~ip i~ 

place between Smdem-A~hle~e B amt Friend J While we can poh~ to no p~;e-exisrh~g p~mem 
o~ ber~ef~Is we belie~ e tha~ ~hese trips should be ~iewed f?om d~e simple perspective of basic 
hospka~ity While this ~ elafionsh~p began as a result ofbofl~ Student-Athlete g and Friend Js 
participation as members of the UNC             {.albeit separated by a decade), the 
I~}sdmtio ~ come~ds bat t~e hospkali~y provided by Friend l to Stude ~t-A h[c~es B and G o~ 
the     trip. arid also to Student--AtIfiete B and his girlflier~d on the     trip. ~as the type 
(hat Frier~d J (or anyone, actuall>} would have provided to ar~> friend who was trax, eling 
across the coun*~5, I~ o~her words, it is entirely reasonable (aa~d, peflmps, socially expected) 
that a member of the general public, abser~t of arty ties related to college athlellcs, would 
provide the above minimal benefi;s to a #iend who lives across the count~T and travels to 
visit 

The~:efbre, we do not believe their a vlolafio~ ofP~:eI~renfial Treatmel~t legislation has 
occtm ed with the benefits ider~ti fled above 



O~set of Re]ati{msMp: Stt de;,lt-Ath[ete G {       } al~d Friend F (                   ) met 
through Friel~d H {            t, a 5{~rnler studel~t-athle~e who is now a prot~ssional fbotball 
pl~ye~ F{e~d H, who {s f}om ~he same ~eg{on 1~ the State and was Student-Athlete 
mento~:’big brother when they were teammales at t~qe Institution, introduced Student-Athlete G 
Friend F and lold Studen~-Alh~ete G lhat Ftlend F was a ~’good guy" ~,ho would look out 
him Smdem-Ad~lete G describes Friend F as % big brot ~eF’ to ~im SmdenI-Alble~e G met 
F[iend (i (            ) through F~iends H arid F, as F~iends F and G [~ve together h~ 

m a hone o~ned b5 Friend H Student-Athlete Gis no~ awareo[~what ~i~d ~ o~ ~dend G 
do g:~r a living, besides hangh~g om wifl~ mx~ assisting Friend H 

During the course of Student-Atblete G’s f?iendship with Friend F, Frier~d F has bougbt 
Smde;,l -A hlete G a cot pie ofdilmers aid, occasior/ally, solle drhxks m a chb Sometimes 
Studen>Arhlete G pays tbr Friend F’s meals, drinks, or parking as well Frie~xd F has never 
pro~qded travel expenses (except as noted in #5 below) or appa el to Studer~t-Athlete 

2 Student-Athletes G artd B (               ) are close fiiends at the institutlon and play the 
same post ior/(the aalle posido;~l played by Friel~d F whelx he was a smde l>a hlete at 
Institutiont Tbey are also fiiends with Studem-Athlete F (              [, who is now a 
roommate o{ Studer~t-Athlete (i, and p/a>s the same posi~ior~ Student-Athletes G and B are 
also from the same hometown 

3 Atlanta]@, 

a O1~ Friday, , Studel~t-Athlete G traveled to Atlalta with Friertd F al~d Stt dent- 
Athlete F ( I Friend F drove a re~xN car that was reined in the ~ame of 
Fderld G F ierld ~ paid fb~ the gas 

b Bo~h Friday and Saturday nights were spenl at the home of Friend 1 (             ), a 
t’ormer sit tier/t-athlete a tJ’le Irtstitt tot/ Friertd F bas a long-startdi lg rela io;,lsbip witb 
F[iend I dati*~g back to thei[ time togetbe~ or~ the ~otball team at tbe Instkutior~ 

c On Frida’,’ n~ghr, they ,,vel~~. to Wet Willie’s, a club in Atlanta Student-,\thlere F al~d 

Studer~t-Athlete G each paid lbr their ow*t dxixe:s amd :~bod Fxie*td F did r~ot pay 
anything for either Student-Athlete }’ or Student-Athlete G 

d On Saturday,          Sttde~lt-Ath[etesGa~ldFartdFrielxdFwenttotJ, leelmxSquare 
Mall They saw Smdent-,\thlere H (              } d~ere, although they were not 
p~ eviously aware that he was spendir~g the weeke ~d in Atlanta, as well 

e Or~ Saturday r~ight. Friend F coordi*tated a dinner ~’ox Smde,tt-Atl’dc~es G a*td F with a 

tS~ancial advisor, Advisor A, (              t artd drove the sit de;,~ -athletes to he 



dialer in the rental ca Pfio~ to tile trip, F~iend F tad menlioned the possihilky of the 

mee~.ing to Student-Athlete G, but Student-Athlete G did not direct Friend F to an ange 
the meeting Student--Athletes G and F paid fb~ their ow*~ meals at this dinne[ 

Fdel~d F, Student--Athlete G, a~xd Student--Athlete g were pulle~t over by d~e police sho~ily 
afierlea~ir~gthe~estatu~t Fde~dFwasdd~ir~gthecar I~wasatthisthnethat~he 
student-athletes di3covered the car had been rented in griend G’s marne [he police 
otilcer arrested grieM Y tbr reasons unrelaed to fl~is S~atemenl of Facts. and the ca was 

towed Stude ~t-Alhletes G a;,~d F called Frie~d I ~o pick ~he~ up 

Student-Athletes G and F then went out with Friend I and his iiie ~ds that everdng H~ey 
,a, enr to a strip club Student-Athlete G paid hi,~ ow~ $1000 cover charge m~d 

Studer~t-Att~lete 1~ paid his o~n as well I fiend I might have bought them a couple of 
drinks 

I’1 On Sunday, May z3 , Stude ~t-Athletea G a d F obtai ed a ride orte witl a Stude 
Athlete H Student.-Athiete H paid tbr fl~e gas 

4 1.as Vegas lrip (Memorial Day Weekend} 

Over Memorial Day weekel~d of    , Smdertt-At l]ete G trave]ed to Ins Vegas to meet 
F[iend F a*~d Frier~d H F[ier~d F booked the flight ~:,~r Studer~t-Athlete G~ but Studem- 
Athlete G gave F~ iend F cash to eimbu~ se him once he arrived in [.as Vegas or~ F~ iday, 

Smdent-,\thlere G stated that his parel~!s and godfather gave him mone~, 
tt~e trip 

Stude*~t-Athlete G spent erie night on the coh~ch at the Vegas Hard Rock Hotel and 
Cast 1o, where Friertds F artd H were stayi lg Stt de~/t-A Note G believes that Frie ld H 
paid l::~r the room The seconrt Mght Student-Athlete G stayed with a ffie~d he met o1~ d~e 
trip 

Or~ Saturd>~y,         , Stude*tt-Athlete G altended a pool pm~, at the Vegas Iiard Rock 
Hotel aid Caairto He recei~ ed a wristha;,ld t;,om Frie ld F a;,ld otherwise did i~ot pay to 
get into the party k is not dea~ "whethe~ Frie*~d F or F~iend H (who had reserved the 
hotel ooms} paid ~i_~ the’,~qistba ~d 

d On Sunday,          Student -Athlete G attended the Rehab Pool P~W at the Vegas 

Hard Rock Here] and Casino s~,ith ~riends F and H, and did not need a wristband fo~ this 
party They spent time upstairs 

e Duri~g die weekemt, Student--Athlete G paid tbr his meals If he was with a group, they 
",~,ould orde~ arid pitch i~ mo~ey a~d Student-Athlete G said he would give ho’,~,ever n~ch 
it was for his meals 

5 Other Agent-Related sstes 



in mid-          an online report was published that stated that Friend F was to, ir~g to 
~’manage" several of the institution’s football student-ath]etes, including Student-Athletes 

G; B, and F At tha~ time, Studem-Athle~e G con[}onted F~iend F, who told him that he 
kaew that he was ~ot ~a ~aging ~he~ and he was ao sure why t~ was beh~g repot, led 
Ar that time, Smdent-A*hlete G told Frie~d F ~o~ to sa~’ that Friend F was his manager 

Smdent-At}dete G said that he jus~ goes ~o Frier~d ~ Pot advice, because they pla? 
same posit~on and because Friend it has said that Friend F knows the business 

Studem-Athlete G acknowledged that two ofhia teammates ]lave told lira to ’be carefi 1’ 
rega[ding F[iend F However. Student-Athlete G believes that he can continue his 
l}ie ~dship with Friend F, because he de{Snes the re/atio ~ship solely as a ~ f}iendship’ arid 
and believes that Friel~d I:2 {thwugh whom he knows Friend F) wo~dd not pm him h~ a 
bad position 

Stude*~t-Athlete G stated that he sets up his o~,~m meetings with agents and l]nancial 
advisors, e~e;,~ if they tirst conlac Frie~}d F While he ack ~owledged t~ FrieM F has 
bee~ prese~x ~r several of Smdem-Afl~lete G’s age~xiagency meeti~gs, Smdent-,Xthlere G 
has ne~e directed Friend F to set up ~hese meedr~gs fb~ him Student-Athlete O does ~ot 
knm; if Friend F is setting up meetings for ;eammates wkh agents or financial advisors 

Studer~t-Athlete G is not aware ofFrie ~d F havh~g any ~eetk}gs wkh age~}ts in an el’t?~rt 

to gathe[ infb~mation fb~ Smdent-AtIdete G o~ any of his teammates, nor has he asked 
Frier~d F ~o do so Student-A~hle~e G sta~ed that F~e~d F has ne~’er o~E~ed to work ~r 
him or pay g:~r things while he is still i~x college, and stated he did ~xo~ k~xow if Friend F 

has made this ol~)r to o~her smde~tt-athletes 

Studem-Athlete G i*~dicated that he would, on occasion, ask Friend F about certain 
agemsiagertcies, arid Friel~d F world give him hia assessme it as to what is ’~o~t there’ 
abom <l~e agel~t/agency Student-Athlete G indicated dmt Friend F has never tried <o ,~teer 
hill toward any one (or nultiple) age its/agencies 



Student-Athlete G received the fo/]owing benefits: a car ride to Atlanta in a ~ ental car paid for 
by g~iend G in            , gas f;,~r that trip paid f‘or by Frie~d g (on the t[ip to Atlanta} and 
S udem-Athlete H (on the tr)p hack to Chapel Hill), two ligNs’ ]odging il tbe bolle of Friend I 
in ,\tlanta ill possibly t,a,o drh~ks t?om Friend I ol~e ~ight’s lodging ~ir a hotel paid 
lb~ by Frie ~d H i~ aa~d possibl> e~t~y fee i~to a pool pa~ty i~ also 
presumably paid fo~ by [ fiend II 

We believe that the mirfimal social benefits described above that were provided to Student- 
Athlete G by Friel~ds G, H, a~d J ,a, ere logical and permlssible given the friendships their have 
developed among these individuals Similarly, given Friend F’s long-standing liiendship with 
},~ iend I it was/ogica] and permissib]e for Student-Athletes G and }’ to be invited to stay at 
F~iend I’s apamnent during a trip they took to Atlanta with F~ie*~d F arid f~ Friend [ to pay lbr a 
couple drip}ks t?~l: S uder~t-Athletes F a~}d G wbel tbey were out as a group 

It has become appa~ e~t tb ough this process that Frier~d I~ has trigge~ ed the definidor~ of a 
~prospective agent’, pursuant to Bylaw 12312. as he has identified himself as a ’financial 
advisor" who "takes care of his players" to a student-athlete at another insthution There~bre, we 
ack;,lowledge thm Stude lt-Alblete G las impermissibly accepted mi~/irrtal be~/efi*s t;.om Frie ld 
These benelits include the p~ovision of’gas o*~ the or~e-way car trip to Atlanta and the receipt 
x;,~ istha ~d 1"o e~t~y into a Vegas Ha;,d Rock Hotel arid (;asi ~o pool paty, although it is not clea~ 
thai Friend F paid for the wristband 

We also acknowledge that Student-Athlete G has received dinners and drinks at c]ubs on 
occasiorL as ~ell as the fi onting of money fb~ a flight to Las Vegas While we ackr~o~ledge that 
these bel~efits llig It still tech lica[ly result i~/a violation, we wish to make clear that tbese 
benefits have been reciprocated or repaid to Friend F, res~Iting in no outstanding "benefit" to 
Student-Athlete G 

.Mthough we make these acMtowledgements regarding these violations, we will. ttuough the 
reinstatement process, provide mitigation to support the fact that Student-Athlete G is not 
persormlly aware that Friend Y pe~l‘orms this ~ole with otbe~ individuals arid, the~ef;,~e, did not 
!~aow n~:~ly commit this ~iolatio ~ While it is e~idem that Frie ld F is perso lally awa:~e of al~d at 
least minlmally involved in the age~x selectio~ process for Studel~t--Arhlete G, Studel~t--Arhlete G 
has consistently asse~ted that be is aware o~’NCAA legislatior~ in this rega;,d arid that ]~dend ~- 

does not ~manage" him, nor has Student-Athlete G ever directed Friend ~’ to talk to agents or 
financial advisors on his behal£ In ~i~ct, Student-Athlete G has stated that he expressly told 
Frie~/d F ~/ot to say tbat Friend F was his mal~ager ~’here~ore. we do ~/o belie~ e that Stude it- 
Athlete G has eve~ personally entered into either an oral or written agreement ~ith g~iend F to 
ma~ ket his athletics ability or reputation (pc the general agent egulation) We believe orfly that 
he violated a subset of their regulation t12312) by b~l~oce~xly bet?iendb~g (.thro~gh loglcal 



association wi[h o[her [ong-star~ding ~iiends) and accepting minimaJ benelSts ~?om an mdix, Jdual 
who is apparently representing other student-athletes 



O~set of Relatlonship: Student-,’kthlete C (        ) and Student-Athlete D /      } play the 
same position Sit dem-~,~,thle e [ s a rising se lior o;~ the learn, wbile S udent-At ~le e C is a 
risi~gjm~ior Smdent-,Xthlete D has been a mentor/Big brother" fi~r Student-Athlete C since his 

Histor,* o~’Bettef~ls: Studer~t-Athletes C and D me filends offofthe football field, as well 
~’hey tieqt e[/tl}, go oft to di lner ogether and will pay ~or each o her’s lleals oil occasio:~l 

Circumstances aroultd the first DC Trip ( 

On ~riday, , Student-Athlete C traveled to Washington. D( with Student- 

Athletes D and E ( I Student-Athlete E d~ove his pe~sor~al car The propose of the 
trip was ~o e¢~oy a weekend away t)om school The s uden~-atbletes we~ io Stude ~- 
Athlete D’s hometown, b~ pa~x becm*se Smdem-,Xthlere C had never been there, and b~ 

pa~ because a fiiend of" Studer~-A~hleIe D. F~iend B (            , a profbssio ~al 
a~hlete) was having a party that weekend that ~hey had been invited to attend 

b Smdem-At llete D has k~/ow i Frie~/d B since they ~ere both i;,1 ligh school 
~,~, ashington DC 

When they arrived b~ Washington, DC, they decided io stay at a hotel, as Student- 
Atb[ete D’s house did r~ot have er~ough room fo~ the ttuee of them They spenl both 

[’l ida?,- (      ) and Saturda?‘ (      ) nights at Hotel A [the [’our Points Sheraton} 
New Cmrolltom Maryland The room rate was $89 pe~ night, ir~clusive of’tax, arid 
S udem-Aihlete C shared a room both ligbts witb Smdem-Ai lie e E 

Student-Athlete C believed that Studer~t-Athlete D was pa?‘i ~g fb~ the roon He 
indicaIed that s~hen he asked Student-Athlete D s~ho was paying for it, and ofl<ered to 
give t~m aroud $100, Student-Athlete D responded with, "~ got you" Student-Athlete C 
did :,1ot ques ion/Stude lt-Atblete D a~/y fi tiber Tie room was actually booked a~/d paid 
[br by anothe~ mutual liier~d of Student--Athlete D a*~d Frier~d B, F~iend C { 

). who "~,as asked to do so by Briend B O/Brida?‘ everd/g, ~- ie/d B then paid 

back Friend C 

e Stndent-,\th]ete ( did not personally check into his hotel room upon their anival Rather, 
Studem--Athletes C and E remained outside unloadir~g tbeir bags [}ore tbe ca~ wb~le 
S udem-AtMe e D e ~tered he hotel a~d oNai~}ed t~e room keys 

On both Friday a~d Satn~day e~eni ~gs. the g~oup went out to eat Also in atter~dar~ce at 

one or both of these meals we~ e ~riends O (         [, R (               ). and S 
t In both cases, Student-Athlete C asserts t[ at Student-_A~h[ete D paid 



his meals Ttlere is no evide*tce tttat ~my of these other i*tdividua[s paid ~br Student- 
Athlete C’s meals 

Dm:irtg the weekel~d, the group wertt to two chubs The first was tie Watel: Chub, which 
had approximateb,, a $10 cover charge their the group di~t l~ot pay The secol~d club was 
the Stadiu n C/~h, which had no cove~ charge I~iend C accompa ~ied the group to these 
clubs 

h O1~ Smlday, 
Athlete E’s personal ca[ 

the s~t de~/t-~t l]etea term:ned to Chape] Hi1] again in SmdenI- 

2 Circumstances ~round ~.he second D C Trip ( 

Or~ F~iday,             , Smdem-Athlete C traveled to Washir~gto*~, DC with Stude*~t- 

A~hlete D a:~ld Sudel~t-At~,llete D’s t?iet/d Friertd D (               ~ Erie ~d D is a 
pro[~ssio~al athle*e who is a tbrmer ~eamma*e of Smde~x-A~hle*e D a* the I~s~itufion a~d 
who ne~ Student-Athlete D when he hosted Smdent-At}de~e D on his ~ecmking visit 
Student-Athlete D drove his pe~ sonal ca~ 

The purpose of the trip was ~r tie three to work as volt lteer me:,ltors/coacbea at a 
fbotball camp fbr child~er~ (ages 7-- 15 [thro~@~ 8’:~ g~ade]) that was held or~ Samrda’, 

The fbotba/I canlp was o{~E ed by O~ganizatiorl A 
no~>-pro~t gro~*p tha~. offers year-round programs for youth developmem in the DC area 

"he Pounder and CEO oPOrganization A, Friend E (                   ), has known 
Stude*~t-Athlete D fbr approximately seven yea~s He met Student-Athlete D wher~ 
S udellt-At~,llete D was it/~,ligh school al~d has stayed it/ouch wkh Studertt-At l]e e D 
throughom Studem--Arhlete D’s co1[ege career 

d F~ iend E contacted Student-Ath]ete [) to invite him to come participate as a vo/m~teer 
me*trot/coach Student -Athlete D had previou sly par*icipated in the camp i}a[lowi*tg his 
selxior year in J, ligb school (tJ, le st miner bet’ore ertro[lirtg at the Ilxstitutiort) Stt de~/t- 
Athlete D then invited Student-Athlete C and Friend D to participate as "well 

Student-Athlete C, Studem--Arhlete D, a~d Friend D did not receive any cash 
compe*tsatimt tbr serving as voluntee~ mentors/coaches ai tt~e :~}aotball camp 
Organization A did provide lodging fo~ them, as it did for other out-of-train camp 
employees, at Hotel B { ), which is located close to the high school where 
t1"le camp was 1"le[d ( {), a~/d Friel~d E gave Stt de;,1 -A h[cte D their 
room keys when they arrix ed at the hotel Orga~ization A also provi~ted each counselor 
with a conlplhnentary t-shht and a cate ed hmch on Saturday (the day of’the camp} 

Slude*tt-Athlele C ~md Student-Alhlete D both worked as volunteer me*ttorsicoact~es on 
Satmday [t sho~ld be ~/oted that 5ot[/s udel~t-athletes were able to work the camp, per 
NCAA ~egulafions, as the camp did r~ot ir~clude prospect-aged individs~als 



On Sunday, Student-Athlete C and Student-Athlete [) termned to (hapel Hill again 
Studem--Athlete D’s pe~sor~al car gdend D fle~ out oPWashington, D C 

I)urh~g bo~h of these trips to Wastdngtot~, DC, St/Jdent-Athlete C t~ aveled as a gues~ of 
Studel~-A~hlete D to his hometo,a,n as, prior to the first �rip, Studenr-Afl~lete C had never 
visited ~he city Thereibre, since Smde~tt-Athlc~e D i~tvlted Smde~tt-Athlc~e C ~o take both 
trips ~hh him, Smdent-Afl~lete C had no ~ eaton to question Student-Athlete [) throughout d~e 
trip wher~ Student-Athlete D continually to]d Student--Athlete C ~hat he wou~d cove~ h~s meal 
aM ~ote[ expenses SmdenI-Alble~e C believed ~bat Studem-A~ble~e D was si~p[y ~2~os~i ~g’ 

him to a hometown x~si¢ 

lhese trips ma~ked the first times that Smdent-AtNete ( was introduced to F~ iends B and C 
As we now know, both of these iMividua[s were ~t least par@ involved in the paymem of 
vario~ a expe ~aea over t~e ~wo weeke~d rips ~o t~.~e Washb~g~o;~ D C ~;~ea Since 
Athlete C had neve~ befbre met these individuals, it ~s reasonable to asgm~e that. absen~ 

anyone actually telling him so, Student-Athlete C would r~ot hax, e e~’e~ thoughI i~ possible 
~h~r ~hese i~dixlduals would be willing ~o spewed personal khnds on his enre~ainme~x This 

lends R~rlher credence ~o Stude*tt-Athle~e C’s bdief ~hat Stude*tt-Athle~e D was. in 
paying t2;~r his expenses {as Student-Athlete I) specifically to]d Smdent-Afl~lete C multiple 
~imes du~ing the trips} 

The be~efits received o1~ dlese trips include: vehicle transpor~aion from Student--Athletes D 
and E, 2 dinners dm ing the fist tdp (which were p esmnably paid lb~ by Student-Athlete 
bore] room for two nights at Hotel A, club ent~3," fee into the Wate~ C]ub (valued at $10), and 
hotel room fbr two nights at ttotel B 

We believe that the minimal transpo~ation and ente~xail~ment benefits provided to Smdem- 
Atl’flete C by Studer~t-Athletes D amd 1~ ~.ere permissible, given their status as teammates arid 

fidend s Additionally we believe that the hotel room provided by Friend E durh~g the secoad 
trip (during which Student-Athlete C worked the camp} was permissible per Bylaw 
1312212 

While the actual somce of the remai~d ~g bet~e~ ts p~ovided {o Smdet~t-Athlete C remai~s 
unclear the Institution is ~i/ling to agree that eithe~ a p~ eferential treatment or agent 
violation has occurred We do n~t believe that such a determination as to the exact violation 
;,leedsobemadei;,lorderoproceastJ.lispardc~[al:caae Regardless of he so~ rce of the 
benefits and the ~esulting violatior~s (eithe~ p~ef~er~tial treatment o~ agent ~egulations), 



Smdent-A~h[ete C should not be deemed culpable %r ttlem, as he was consistently told by 
Student-Athlete [) that his expenses were being cove~ ed by him (Student-Ad~lete D} 
Additior~ally, sir~ce Studem-Athlete C had no prior [elationship "with Frier~ds B or C or 
k;,lowledge of their professiol~s, le 1"lad 1o reason to q~eatio i what he was to]d Ifalythilg, 
Studel~t-Athlete C’s only iimlt is accepdl~g tl~e word of his big brotheffmel~tor as truth and 

~ot f?.~e[ing the ~eed [o ask fb~ ~bthe clarification 

Since tttere is a ttisto~y of Student-A~tdete D occasionally buying meals fbr Smdent-Atttlete 
C, whicJ’l le did agah~ o:,1 these trips, tJ’le i lati ution believes tha tJ, le associ~ted reblatatemertt 
conditions with this case should be repayment ofbe*~ef]ts ~eceived fiom sok~rces other than 
Student-Athlete D and E (meals and trat~spo tatior~} or other ber~ef~ts pe mitred by NCAA 
regt~lations (lodgi~g provided to camp employees) This wot*Id resuh in tl~e repayment to a 
chmity 15~ the $89 in hotel costs ($4450 times 2 nights), as well as tire $10 cover charge to 
the Water Club 



Stmdent-AtMete B (        l and Fie~d F (                   ) me~ when Studen~-A~hlete 
B v, as a sophomore in high school and came to tim h~st]%Ht~on on a rec~h~g t~ip while 
Friend 1: was a sludent-athlc~e at the Instkution Bo~h Student-Athlete B and I r~end F are 
from the same regior~ of he Sa< a;,~d S udem-AIh[ete B is ~Iike a little brod~er" to Friend F 
Their liiendship continued af’~er Student-Athlete B enrolled at the Institution, as Friend F 
co ~finues ~o have many acquaintances o~ the Institution s Foo~baU team S~udent-Athle~e g 
has occas~onally visited Friend F a* his home on occasion ~i,~: cookouts a~d pool parties 
Studem-A~h[ete B met Friend G (            ) *hrough Friend H (            ), amother 

fo~ met studen~-a*hlete who is now a professional football playe~ Friends F and G ~ive 
~oged~er in             in a house owned by Friend H Student-Athlete B is no~ awa~e of 
whm Friend F does tbr a living besides ha~ging ott wkh a:~d assis k~g Friend H Friend H is 
also from the same region as Smdem-&thlere B a~d Friend F and co~siders Smdem-&thlere 
g a little brod~er 

Studen~-A~h[ete B met Friend J (            h a ~brmer student-athlete at the Institution, 
whe~/le was ill town ~isifi;,lg witl ogler alum li Because Sit de~)~-A hlete B a;,~d Frie~}d J 
played d~e same position, they became friends ~ho would speak via telephone lldrly 
regula~ ly d~ ougho~ the season (ave~ age o~ 6-7 calls pe~ season fbJlowing ga nes), and see 
each other o~ce or {w~ce per year when Friend J would visit Chapel Hill 

During the course of Student-Athlete B’s friendship v, ith Friend F {approximately six 
yea~s}, Friend F has bought Student--Athlete B a couple of dinners and, occasionally, 
some drinks at a ch b Someti lies Stt de~/~-Addete B pays t?~r Frie~/d F s meals, drk/ks, or 
parking as well 

2 Student-Athletes B and G (              ) are close fiiends at the Instkution and p]ay 
the same position {the same position played by F~iend F when he was a student-atNete at 
the Irtsdtt ion/) They are also friel~ds with Studelt-A h[ete F (             ), who is 
now a ~oommate of Student-Athlete G~ and plays the same position Student--Addetes B 
and G ae also l~om the sane hometown 

3 LosAngeles Trip, (Spring Break) 

a For Spring Break i*~     . Student-Athletes B and G t~aveled to Los Angeles, 
Ca[if’or lia "] hey paid cash for dleir fliah~s at t le airporL purchash~g s a ldby 
tickets early on the morning of Their return flight was on 

h I)udng this trip, Student-Athletes B and G stayed at a hotel (name currently 
unknown) near Friend J’s home on the night of          Studenl-AthDtes B and 
G shared a room, btt did no~ pay fo:~ dds one-~/igll~ stay, as Friend J :~eceived it 



l:iee ofcha~ge using hotel ponts Studem-Atb]etes B and G stayed at the 
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel on the nights of         through Friend 
J booked ~hese hotels and paid lbr them via his perso*ml cred]~ card, but Studenb- 
A hietes B and G paid hi:,~ in cash fo:, ~he charges Stt der}~-A b[etes B and G 
stayed at the Wilshire Plaza Hotel o~ the night of          an& wh~le ff is 
unclear whose name the hotel ~ oom was booked m, Student-Athlete B and G paid 
for these cha~ ges 

O1~ tie night or’their arrival i~t Ca]igar~tia, Stt dent-AtNetes B and G were picked 
up f~om the airpor~ by Frier~d J He drove fl~em to his house a*~d out to dimmer that 
evedng I~riendJpaid fb~ dh~erthatevedng(vah~eestlmated~tS2Oipe~son) 
The next day, Friend I drove Student-Athletes B m~d G to get their rental car, 
which ,a, as paid fbr by Student-Athlete B 

While in Calilbrnia, the student--athletes saw Friend H ot~t at a club Each 
’,t~de lt-a blete paid for ;’~is ow~ e~/uy h~o the club ($100) A~ the chb, Stt de~}~- 
Athlete B had one drink ~l]at just appeared He did not pa;~ for il and thinks thal 
Frier~d H did 

e F~iend J went out ,a, ith Student-Athletes B and G on occasion throughout the trip 
The t1"l;~ee of them wo~ld take ml:ns buying drinks ~z~r each ober 

4 Los Angeles hip, (Spri/g Break) 

a For Spring Break in     , Student-Athlete B and his girlfiiend traveled to Los 
Ange]es Ca/i~lnia lhe flight~ were booked and paid ~l" by his girlfi iend "he 
trip dates were              thro~@~ 

During this trip Studel~t-Arhlete B and h~s girlfriend stayed ~he first two ~ights 
and         ) at the home of ~rier~d J Studer~t-Athlete B a~d his 

gi~ Ifriend then stayed the night of         at fl~e Wi]shire Plaza Hote] The ~ oom 
was cha~ged *o F~iend J’ s credi~ card, but Studem-~h[ete B amd his gir[kiend 
ga~e Friend I cas~ ti~ these c~,mrges Smde ~t-Alhle~e B a~d his gir[fiie~d ~mved 

to the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel on the *~ights of         and         , in a 
~oom that was again cha~ged to Fdend J’s c~edit card Agair~. S~udent-AIhlete B 
and his girlfriend gax e Frie~d J cash [br these charges The last niglx of the trip, 

= wassper~tagainat~heHo[lywoodRooseveltHote[ Studem-AttfleteB 
is unclear whether this night was charged a]so to friend J’s credi~ card or if 
S~udem--Athlete B used his pe~ sonal ca*d i~ this additional night Rega*dless of 
t1,~e me~hod. Sit de~}~-A blete B a~d his girl~:ie~d paid for ~he cl, mrges A charge 
t?om Hollywood Rooseve1~ ~ ~he amoum ors 10277 does appear o~ Studem-- 
Athlete gs bank staIement da~ed 

c Studer~t-Ath[ete B and hls gi~llliend pickcd their rental car up at the hotel These 
clarges were paid by Stt den -A h[ete B and his gir[frie~td Fbe recital car 



compa*ty subsequer~tly c~edited Studer~t-Athlete B’s c[mcking accotmt whh a 
refund of the damage deposit after he returned the car without damage 

Duri~}g this trip, Stt de ~t-Alhlete B and his girl~:ie~d were to dimer a~ 
Cheesecake Factop,, with Frle~xd J It is unclear who paid for this meal 

Additionally dm ing this trip, Student-Athlete B and his girlfriend received and 
utilized tiee one-day passes to Disneyland l:iom Friend J’s ,a.ife. ,a.ho received 
such passes oilen throt g]l her wolfk 

5 Other Agent-Related 

Student-Athlete B has had two conversations with Priend }’ about agents In one 
cor~ve~sation, Frie*~d F said that a pa~.icula* agent, Age*~t A ( 

was ~a snake" I~ a~o her co;~versatio~, he advised Smde~>Alhlete B ~o to ake 
money, fl~a* some agems were ~tied ~p wi~h the mob", and that ~here were a Io* 

o~shady dudes’ in the business He asked S~udent-At}de~e B to keep him in the 
loop, which S~udent-Afl~lete B a~tdbutes to Friend ~ th~nking of him as a little 
brother Sluden~-A~hlele B states tha~ he has *tot ot[mrwise talked ~o Friend F 
about his search tbr a[~ agenI 

in mid-          aa~ onli ~e eport was published that sta~ed that Frier~d I~ was 
tryil~g to "malmge’" several of~he Insti~tion’s g:~otba11 student--athletes, inch~ding 
Stude*tt-Athletes B, F artd G At that time, Studer~t-Athlete B heard about this in a 
call #ore an agent, Agent g (Greg Burnett) in which Agent B mentioned that he 
heard Frier~d F has ’~i*~fluence’~ ove~ his agem select]o*~ Student-Athlete B denied 
this was the case Smder~t-At ~]e e B ~aJked direc@ wih Friend F abo~t his 
and asked h~m whether he ,a, as sayi~g that he was managing him Student-Athlete 
B says that ~riend F said ~o, and he believed him Student-Athlete B ther~ ~a/ked 
to Student-Athlete G and Student-Athlete F about this rumor, hecm~se they are 
both l:ilends with F~iend F, as well Stude*tt-Athlete G said that [m had already 
col~tionled Frie ld F a:,~d ass~red S uder~t-At lie e B ~ha Fr)e~/d F t lderstood he 
was not mar~agir~g them Sts~dent-Athlete G said that he js~st goes to F~ier~d F 
advice since they play the same position 

c Studer~t-Athlete B Ires never asked Friend F to set up agent or financial advisor 
meetings for him Student-Athlete g does not think that Friend F is setting up 
meetings fbr teammates with age*~ts or f~r~ancial advisors 

Sl~den>Ath[ete B met ,a, itb various agent,~ and financial advisors dudl~g the 
spri ~g of     either at his house oL o~e time, i~ a confe~ e~ce roon a~ a local 
hotel, the Ca~ olina Inn ite is not talking with any now because he does not want 
to be distracted du~ing the seasmt 



e During the spring of     , the parent s of Student-Athlct e B’s ex-glxllkiend would 
occasionally give him money 0~P to $500~ The ex-gi~ Ifriend "~as not a’~are of 
these gilts Atler they b~oke up later ir~ the sprir~g, her parents ceased these gills 

Student-_AA~lete B received tile ~bllowing benellts fi’om Friend J: one-night hotel stay llee of 
charge o1~        , di~/ner tlat I~ight (valeted at $20/peraon), tral~spor a ion/from the ahpor~ 
to Friend ,l’s home, two nights’ lodging at Friend J’s house in               dinner at 
(heesecake ~actor?~ tbr him and his girlt~ier~d two I-da? passes to Disneyland, and dinks 
(that were reciprocated) 

Additiona]ly, Student-Athlete B received the fo]lowing benefits fi om othe~ individuals: 
occasional dirmers arid drinks i}om Frie*id F (which are ieciprocated), a drink t}om Frierld H 
il a~/d occasional gika t?om Ilia ex-gMfriend’s pare its whi]e they were 
dating 

I~stit~iona! A~alysis: We believe that the minimal social benellts provided to Student- 
AthJete B by Frie lds F aid H were logical and permissible given the t?ie~/dships existing 
bet’,vee*~ Student-Athletes B and G and F~iends F and H We also believe that the occasional 
gills provided by Studer~t-Athlete B’s ex-gi /l}iend’s pa~e ~ts a~ e pe missible because the 
parems rote not boosters, agems, o~ financial a& ~sors m~der NCAA legislatio~ 

We a]so acknowledge thin Friend J ~ esep,’ed hotel rooms and paid cha~ ges, using a pe~ sonal 
credit card. tbr S[udem-Athlete B’s hotel stays i*~ Los Ar~geles on both Spring B~eak t~ips 
While we ~mderata~d ~ha this migh~ still teclmically resth i~ a ~io[mio~, we wish to make 
clear ~ha~ these be~efits were ~Tepaid to F~7~end J upon? Studem-Afl~lete B ~Tes~Iting in no 
o~Istaa~ding ~ bene{)t" to St~denI-AIhlete B AddiIiona~ly, because Ihe relado ~ship between 
Studea>Afl~lete g and }~riead J developed fl~rough fl~eir aNliation wi~h fl~e Institution, s~e 
understand *hat *here is mos* likeb, a violation of e~ra benefit regulmions (pursuant *o Bylaw 
16 023) ~ha wit1 ~eed to be resolved hrough SAR wi~h repaymen co~dk~io~s, pro ic~lmly 
with ~ega~d to the benefSts described above ur~der ~Situational Infbrmation~’ 

Fi~allv, wh~le it is evident that Friend F wa,~ awm:e that Studen>Arhlete B wa’~ talking to and 

meeting with agents and financial advisors this spring, and asked Student-Athlete B to keep 
him in the loop’, there is no evidence that Student-Athlete g involved tq iend F in his 
discussions at all Stude*~t.Athlete B has consistently asse~ted that he is aware of NCAA 
legislatio~ in this regard a~d tha Friend F doea ~mt ~’ma ~age" hi~ In fact, Smdem-Ath]ete 
B has stated that he asked Friend F directly if Friend F was saying that he managed Student- 
Athlete B, and Frier~d I~ said no There is no other ir~for natio ~ to indicate aa~ impermissible 
relationship between Student-Athlete B and Friend F We therefore, do not believe a 
violation of NC_&& agent regulations has occurred with regard to Student-Athlete B 
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t/Igs alen’~ !:]o ig ’UUl Wa}s" ~e ~11 s/ould be prel./ared fur rT~ure ’h~!;ues" SECTON 110 b~s been 
sold, b.~ ~11 ol:~er sl:ude ~t ~e( iuns will "re% re" ~ sluden~ general admission kl<el s uden~ sealing 

Studem:s had to ene~ an online lot e~y a,d be chosen o receive a lcket 
for oday’s game and hey mlsl enter at Gale S and may ~o e~l:er a a,v oher gales 

Happiest @~o~ps: Co~gralulation ~ ~o ~he MSA on 1he Nord~ Side and ~oc~ Trial o1~ ~he South Sde 

who were seected as Happiesl Gru~p~ Jut the VT game ~[a(: ~ group won Fire luuse Subs Patl:er~r 
Peasest~onglyencouragethswihandtoourvo mtee~sand saffmembers oday. SMILE and be 
engaged, pattie ~lary a the gales, b~l: aso be vgia~ of any behavioral iss~ es a,d pass 1hose iss~ es 

Jl 
Stu,b, Hub Mobile Ti~ketir~g: Slub Hub s ~n i~ flel:ics Sponsor and Pa~b~er in distrib.4ing fickel:s. 

I The¢ are implemenli ~g a yogram that aov,,s tv,,o ticket scanners a Gale 2, B. ~ (:i to acc~ -alely scan 
dckel:s de}iveed o~ a i ~obile device (e,g, iPho]~es) S}gnage will ind}cate wh}ch scanners will be able 

I:o acco Tu~]oda~e t ]ese t ckets at Gate 2, :J, a~d 6 on y 

Clu,b 
I ,Mll be a~ked to stlnd and be ,orogniz~d. If ~,ou ~’.mcount~’.’r an~,ona identi!!,ng themsel~,es as Rams/I 
I (:lub memb~’.’r plea~ thank th,~m fo the g~’.’n~’.’rous suppo~l of UN.(: Athlet c~                       JJ 

Deuces ~ra~tdock: Receltly retired and k:a~g--lirne UNC Track 82 Field Coach De~nis Craddock will 
~eceiw:, 1he Prk:e ess Gem Award o~ the field at the e~d el: the i~ quarter A pro--game re(:ept o~ will 

be ~ed in hs ~onor on the 2’’ fluur o [be ,,o~]dermi~k Cen[er [ur ~:xce once and (:oa(: ~ Craddock and 
I~ guest~ will be seated ~ he Mezzanne Box His group will be denlified by dark navy/ruyal T~r 
Hoe Hospitality..iss led wr stbands 



BeJ[ Tower Park: Located in fro ~t of the Kenan Football Center, Liqud P eas ire ("Tire more you drink, 

lie belter we sound") w aske t]e slage at ].0:00 ar~ Food rucks will be o] si~e, along wh a 
Chapel Hill Sports,,s, ea tent Tie Marching Ta Heels ,,s, ill mark l~e end oF the concer~ ~s d~ey make 
their way th ougl~ Be}} Tower Park approx ~atdy 40 minutes prior to kckoff The eve]t is FREE and 
open to the puMic Fans are e ]couraged to bring a b}anket & tail!late in the area 

I TarmacA~ess:Fa~swilihave to the tar~ac both and haiftme Feid}eveistaffand J pre game 

I u~e er~ourage I~f t~c tralflc. 

Tar ~’JeeJ Terraces: Both Tar Heel Terraces have bee~ reserved fo today’s !~lame. 
(Wiknington Bank) w be on Ta ..led Terrace NOR, TH, and Blue Zone naming sponsor, Dickso~, 
Hughes, Goodman Accounling Fir’rr~ (., 50) w; Tar Hee Terrace SO~T~, These glou ~s will haw:~ 
a ticket Jnd ca1 lg acces~ to the¢ r’e~pectiw~ 1efface; howew:,: 1heir terrace lickel will riot granl them 

acces ~ 1o 1he Blue Zone 

I Tar Spots Prol~erties 6iveaways: P~o/erdes dis{d luting s{dlg bags 
I 

ACd w be to 

I sludents at Gate 5 

II 
II B°°ar~ gJes’s Co~po~s post-game ..... The C ~roJina F~port ............... Business Cub ~ill be dislribut r//.;..~cou x)r/,i, ii 

~1 
t~on egress (at all gates), sta-t ng ~ t~e 4t~ guarter. Those distribt t ng coupon,s w check n at 2:30 

p.r~. (~de-Tar’ Heel T-acker te~t at Gate 3 

Seats; C) lr loot)all is number of recruits this weekend. In J 
| 

plogam large 

~ecfion, they d}ll I~~¢s V ~ W, 

Cr~der~tials, Ticl~ets, etc.: Credentials do not have a barcode I:~lt they do granl 
stadium Qedent als ~ay ethe be fo the e~th’e season or !]athe-by-game There are a variety of 
types of e edent als and they a}} vary, in wording (refer to staff manua}) Re!]ardiess of the type of 

credential ~ey ALL gain you e~try nto d~e stadium at any gate thus not requ~ng tickets to be 
admitted. The only pass’ tha~ must be accomF~arlied by a ticket s a Suite "Sta ~dirl9 Room Oily" pass 
and are no1 valid for entry r/lo Ker/ar/ All Bk~e Zone lk:kels WILL have a barcode te be scarified 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 27, 2012 9:27 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <            ~gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 

Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

102912.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Centen Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



Monday, 4:05 PM 

lie, Vince < Ile~,email unc ed ~>; Kathy Gggs < kgriggs@uncaa uric ecu >; [ ante Markos < markosfg3uncaa mc edu> Paul 

NCfV~, Enforcement Update Head Coach Respons]blity 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:06 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 
Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy GarLh <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 
<cpemberL@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
ReckarL <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 

King <aking@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunning ham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase 

<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia 

Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 

<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mar[ina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S 

<jb43@email.unc.edu > 

Contacts and Evaluations on the Same Day 

Coaches (in spor~s other than Football), 

As you know, current NCAA legislation states that if you have an off campus contad with a prosped and conduct an 

evaluation of that prospect on that same calendar day, you have to count it as 2 recruiting oppoRunities (1 contact and 1 

evaluation) toward your limit of 7. 

Yesterday, the Board of Directors adopted legislation to change this counting method. Effective immediately (and 

actually retroactive to               if you have an in-person off-campus contact with a prospect on the same 

calendar day that you conduct an evaluation (academic or athletic) of that prospect, you need only count it as 1 

contact. The evaluation does not have to count toward your limit of 7 opportunities. 

The actual legislation documenting this change has not yet been released, but T will send it out to you when it is. T 



wanted to be sure you had this information ASAP so that you can make the necessary changes to your records and 

future plans. 

Please let us know if you have any questions! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78,~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 5:06 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu> 

@eagles nccu edu;              @email appstate edu; 
~email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>;       @gmail corn; 

@gmail corn;       @gmail corn;           ~gmail corn; 
@hotmail corn; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Blidger 

<bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: ADHD, Self-Regulation, & Executive Functioning 

FYI, registration is closed, but you can call to ask if they can register by hand 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 1:58 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethelUa)email unc edu> wrote: 

Some of you max! be interested in attending this lecture tomorrow: http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx? 
sial-6534 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I R~ading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradlcv bethel a,unc cdu 
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Competitive admit 

Competitive admit 
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From: Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc edu> 

Te: "llle, Vince <il e@email unc.edu>, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma ov@email uric edu>, "Owen. Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu>, Joe Sagula <[sa~ula @unca a.uilc edu> 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ]_:32 PM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Hir[h <chir[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ 

Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete update 

JV M Basketball Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

CB, 

is now cleared for competition he’s all set with the Eligibility Center so we should be all set with the 

JV for the rest of the semester. If you have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

CB McGrath 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: 

NOTE: The following student athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

Serving a year in residence as a 4-year college transfer 

Roy Williams 

Joe Holladay 

Clint Gwaltney 

Brent Blanton 

Jonas Sahratian 

Hubert Davis 

Eric Hoots 

Steve Kirschner 

JennTownsend 

Steve Robinson 

Bubba Cunningham 

Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Horton, Rocky < rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

<cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett < maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 

Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W Lax Schedule Changes 

The W Lacrosse game versus Va Tech, originally scheduled for 

played at 2p in Blacksburg 

Also, the game versus Navy that was scheduled for 

Please make these changes to your schedule 

Thanks, 

Amy 

, has been moved to Saturday, 

has been canceled 

The game will be 

Associate &D tor Compligmce 

Umverstty of North Carolina 
Departnlent of 4thletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27~15 

fJ 19.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.(i002 (f~\) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:54 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [1 
< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob 
Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 
Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 
< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell 
<tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D 

Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary 
Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wrestling Schedule Changes 

The Wrestling team will not compete in the Virginia Duals on 
schedule: 

Michigan State and Clarion in Clarion, PA 
Drexel in Philadelphia, PA 

Please make these changes to your schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Instead, they will have the following 

Associate &D for Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751S 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:23 PM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 

Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chelsea Pemberton <cpember~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

Novice Rowing - Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Hey Sarah, 

Attached isthe list of student athletes who are omcially eligible to compete for the Novice Rowing team. Please check 

over the list and let me know how it compares to your list. Thanks and good luck this weekend!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sarah Haney 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student-athletes are not currently certified to compete for the following 

- Not certified by the Eligibility Center and incomplete eligibility paperwork 

- Incomplete eligibility paperwork 

Incomplete eligibility paperwork 

Brie Tyler Chelsea Pemberton Beth Miller 
Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 
Kym Orr Nicole Fava Eric Biener 
Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3:54 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.uncedu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.uncedu> 

Facility Usage Policy 

2011 2012 KFC Facility Usage Policies .pdf 

All, 

Former football student athlete, 
treatment. Please find attached the 

stopped by the Kenan Football Center Thursday, 

Facility Usage Policy signed by 

Please do not hesitate to let me know if you need any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

to receive 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 
(c) 
(0 9199620393 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 4:33 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos 

<dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u > @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete 

Thanks ve~/much, Lance ~ you should be all set for The Hokie Open, Coach Mock! 

Good luck! 

Larry 

>>> Lance Markos 3:02 PM >>> 

CD, 

Attached isthelist ofyour student athletes who are off’ciallyeligible for competition. Pleasetakealookand makesure 

this list matches what you were expecting and let me know either way. Thanks and good luck this weekend!! 



All, 

g~d {goosebumps) 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 
<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

(cut/dismissed on 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans ] Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid ] University of North Carolina 
Off] ce 9 [ 99627851 ]Cell              ]Fax 9 [ 99626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:16 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

staff meeting tomorrow 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, 5pm. Please send me any agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Have a happy first day of registration! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Suppor[ for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                9:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
Re: FW:     Brother’s T-Shirts 

Sent: Monda?., 2:17 PM 
To: Andre Williams 
Cc: Ill¢, Vinc¢; Corey Holliday; Ka/hy Griggs; Lanc¢ Markos: Prod 
Pogge: Rick Steitlbacbet;               Tom Thnmennat~s 
Subject:     Bmlhcr’s T-Shirts 

brother As l.just ~neNioned on the phone with you boflk 

NCAA amateurism legislation precludes oulsid¢ entiti¢s from selling 
merchandise, like file t-slfirts in question fltat say "Run    ’, fltat 
hlclude tile name of student-athletes with eligibility" t’emauung Sh~ce 

file goal of selling fllem, we would not be able to claink after file fact, 

This would most certai~fly ~esult hi    being declared hleligible for 

While I understand thai     brolhcr’s goal was to mist fimds for 
breast cancer awareness. [bore is nol legislation Ihat pcnnils Ih¢ name 
of a shlgle student-athlete to be used on such items, even it’it is a 
fmadmiser spearheaded by a 501(c)(3) orgamzation 

I am including thc NCAA byla\~ in qu¢slion below As I said to 
file pbone, file otll} tlthlg tlmt lits bmtber cml do with tbese slitrts, at 

accept donatiol~s or "tips ", or aik~ oilier form of benefit for tbem 
Doing so would jeopardize ¢ligibilily to conlinuc playing in 
college 

Oil 

Please don’t besitate to contact me ff 
queslions 

or lits brother lmve aW 

12 5 2 1 Advertiseinent s and Promotioits After Beconfing a 



After becoming a sludenl-a/hlelc, an individual shall nol be eligible 

(a) Accepts an) lenmnemtion for or permits the use of Iris or her nante 

ofa co]mnercial product or set~’ice of an) !rind: or 

(b) Receives lenmnemtion for endorsing a conmteicial product or set~’ice 
Ihrough Ihc individual’s use of such producl or scr~ ice 

Associale AD for Compliance 

U niversits" of NotCh Caroti~m 
Department of Aflft etics 
PO Box 2126 
ClmNI Hit1, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                9:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
RE: 

Corey Holliday vcf 

Are you available to lneet with the grays the afternoon of Ffida), 
meetings (how nmch tiine for each meeting) or lneet as a group? 

Corc~ Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
U niversits" of Norflt Carohna 
Kcnan Foolball Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

(a~er rite U VA)? If so, do you piefer htdividuals 

>>> "IIIc, Vinc¢" <ill¢~a cnlail unc CdU> 12:20 PM >>> 

Sul?iect: 

We will need to process NFL evnluation paperwoik on the following studem-atlfletes as soon as the season ends: 

gem from in> Verizon Wiieless 4G LTE DROID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 
Tuesday,                 10:10 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca(~,email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med unc edu>; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <j spang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; 
Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email unc edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; 
Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Courtney 
Farrington <cjt~arrin@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; ibintern <FBintern@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendorf<heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman 
<j freeman@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa unc edu>; ,@uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling 
<j spurling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; Larl3, Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus Berla£ <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda 
Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <oversne@uncaa unc edu>; Richie 
G+imsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; Randy Jordan <fljordan@uncaa unc edu>; Ro~?~ 
Pommerening <rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; Scott Tmlock <stmlock@uncaa unc edu>; 
~uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius 

Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 
Georgia Tech Game - Team Itinerary 
Georgia Tech Game - Team Itinerary xlsx 

Attached is the team itinerary for this weekend’s game vs Georgia Tech 











Angie Bitting <abi[[]ng@uncaa uric edu> 

[ hursday, 8:Z0 AM 

Bamwell layne Williams <jbamwell@unc edu> Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc edu ,; Kidd Alison Parsons <ak]dd@unc edu:,; 

McPhersorl, Dawn D <d mcpherson@unc edu>; A dridge, Diane Scob]e <daldridge@unc edu>: [owe DiAnne Knox 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:59 AM 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@u nc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs < cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy 

<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete 

M Lacrosse Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Coach Breschi, 

Attached is the latest list of you r SA’s who are offcially eligible for competition. ] know we’re done with the Fall schedule 

but [ wanted to have eve~/one the same page before we head in to the spr ng. if you have any questions, just let me 

know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Joe Breschi 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Pat Myers 

Stephen Toomy 

Compliance Staff 

Nina Walker 
Travis Hipps 

Chris Feifs 
John Montgomery 

Brent Blanton 

Jason Beaulieu 

Brian Holman 

Matt Terrell 
Spencer Welborn 

Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:00 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy GarLh <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 
<cpemberL@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
ReckarL <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase 

<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia 

Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu > 

NCAA Educational Column on Local Sports Clubs 

Local Sports Club Ed Col.pdf 

All, 

See attached for an Educational Column that was released yesterday by the NCAA. Please read carefully and let us know 

if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

U~iversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athle~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



Previous Breakdown of Responsibilities 

A 
1 Amy 

2 Oversight of Day-to-Day Operations 

3 Oversight of All Rule Interps 
4 Oversight of Grant-in-Aid Program 
5 Oversight of Rams Club Budget Development 

6 Oversight of Agent Education Program 

7 Rule ffterps for Football and Men’s Basketball 

8 Manage Campus Legislative Process 

9 Prepare SLR and IEX Waivers 

10 Conduct Team Eligibility Meetings 
11 Manage SAF 

12 Audit Existing Complffnce Procedures 
13 Ongoing Preparation for NCAA Cerdfication Process 

14 Work with Elite Studerd-Atffetes 
15 Liaison to ACC and NCAA Regarding Alleged ’violations 

16 Conduct Violation Investigations and Pre!}are Reports 

2O 

22 

B 

Initial Eligibility Certification 

Liaison to Eligibility Center 
Initial Eligibility Waivers 

Transcript Reviews 
Rule Interp Liaison for Olympic Spods 

Supervise Interns in all Facets of Monitoring 
Coordinate Monitoring Efforts through ACS 

Evaluate arid Enhance Areas of Monitoring 

Summer Camps 
Agent Registration and Education 

Approve Recruiting Expense Reports 

Yearly Eligibility Paperwork 
Conduct Team Eligibility Meetings 

C 

Continuing Eligibility Certificatffn 
Transfer Eligibility Certil]cation 

International Student Eligibility 
NCAA/ACC Continuing Eligibility Waivers 

APR, GSR, Federal Graduation Rates 
Tutor Education 

Oversee Book Approval Process 
Conduct Team Eligibility Meetings 

Outside Competition Issues 
Amateurism Issues 

Playing/Practice Season Declarations 

Rule Irderps for Women’s Basketball 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

Tom 

Grant-in-Aid Program 
Ce{tify UNC and Outside Aid 

NLI Program 

Budget Development tot Rams Club 

Fiscal Year Reconciliation 
Squad List Maintenance 

Liaison to Scholarships/Student Aid Office 

Liaison to Cashier’s Offce 
Loaner Laptop Program 
EADA Report (GIA Info) 

NCAA Sports Sponsorship Report 
Disburse Monthly Room/Board Checks (when applicable) 

Manage Football Board Calendar and Training Table 
Pay Training Table Bills 

Natalie 
Coordinate Monthly Rules Ed Meeting Schedule 
Compliance Liaison to Student-Athlete Groups 

Develop Rules Education Topics for S-A’s and Staff 

Oversee Development of Rules Education Pamphlets 

Implement Rules Education Program 
Conduct Team Eligibility Meetings 

Coordinate Campus Legislative Process 

Competition Schedule Approval 

Maintain and Enhance THB.com Compliance Site 
Develop and Maintain Internal Interp Database 

Coaches Certification Exam 

Intern 
Official Visit Monitoring 

Permission-to-Recruit Paperwork 
One-Time Transfer Exception Paperwork 

Countable Hours Monitoring 
Contact/Evaluation and Telephone Log Monitoring 

Student Assistance Fund Paperwork 
Coaches Designation Paperwork 
ACC Auto/Employment Forms 

Memorabilia Requests 
Rules Education Document Preparation 
Student-Athlete Employment Monitoring 

Award Monitoring Paperwork 
Transcript Reviews 



Proposed Breakdown of Responsibilities 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

2O 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

A 

Assoc./Asst. AD for Compliance 

Oversight of Day-to=Day Operations 

Issue Rule Interpretations 

Coordinate and Conduct Rules Education Sessisns 

P/epare Waivers (SLR, IEX, 
Re~4ew and Submit Eligibility Waivers 

Audit Compliance Procedures 

Liaison to ACC and NCAA Regarding Alleged Violations 
Conduct Violation Investigations and Prepare Reports 

T~tor Education Program 

SAAC Compliance Liaison 

Probation Repor~ Completion 

Manage Campus Legislative Process 
Manage SAF 

Work with Elite Student-Athletes 

B 
Director of Compliance 

Initial Eligibility Certification 

Liaison to Eligibility Center 
Draft Initial Eligibility Waivers 

T/anscdpt Reviews 
Liaiso n to Academic Center for Eligibility Certification 

Compliance Oversight of Eligibility Process 
Certification of Eligibility Documents 

Eligible to Practice Process 
Eligible to Compete Process 

IsstJe Rule Interpretations 
Yeady Eligibility Pape~,ork 

Coordinate and Conduct Rules Education Sessions 
Outside Competition 

C 

Assoc. Director of Compliance (Tom) 

Develop Extensive Monitoring Program 

Supervise Interns in all Facets of Monitoring 

Contacts and Evaluations through ACS 

Phone Call arid Text Message Monitoring 

Approve Expense Reports 

Playing/Practice Season Declarations 

Countable Hour Documentation 

Squad List Mab’f[enance (Change of Status, Coach Signatures) 

Student-Athlete Employment 

Coaches’ Designation 

Award Mongodng 

Assistant Director of Compliance for Financial Aid (Amy) 
Grant-in-Aid Program 

NLI Program 
Budget Development for Rams Club 

Fiscal Yeai Reconciliation 

Squad List Maintenance (GIA Dala Ent/y) 
Liaison to ScholarshipdStudent Aid and CashieCs Office 

Loaner Laptop Program 
EADA Report (GIA Info) 

NCAA Sports Sponsmship Report 
Oversee Book Approval Process 

Assist with Monitoring (as related to GIA) 

Monitoring ~nten~, 

Assist in all Monitoring Efforts 

Permission-to-Recruit Paperwork 

One-Time T~ansfer Exception PapePc~ork 

Student Assistance Furtd Paperwork 

Assist with T/anscdpt Reviews 

Rules Education Intern (TBD) 

Coordinate Monthly Rules Ed Mooting Schedule 

Develop Rules Education Topics for S-A’s and Staff 

Oversee Development of Rules Education Pamphlets 

Mairx[ain arid Enhance THB corn Compliance Site 

Coaches Certification Exam 

Assist with Tral~script Reviews 

Assoc. AD (Paul) 
Agent Program 
Summer Camps 

Work with Elite Stndent-Athistes [~: Drafts/Agents 
Coordinate Annual Report Completion 
Facility Usage by Ontside Individuals 

Complimentary Admissions - Student-Athletes and Staff 

Automobile Registrations and Parking Citation Monitoring 
Coordinate Memorabilia/Ticket Requests 

Develop and Maintain Internal Interp Database 

Assoc. Director - Academic Support (Brent) 

Continuing Eligibility Cedgication 

Transfer Eligibility Certification 
Ir~tematisnal Student Eligibility 

Draft NCAA/ACC Continuing Eligibility Waivers 

APR, GSR, Federal Graduation Rates 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, 10:05 AM 

Cc: 

@verizon.net; 
@yahoo.corn; 

@yahoo.com; 
@yahoo.corn 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines 
<bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  @uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
<breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa. unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Torn Sander <pacrnan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackharn <rackharn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 
DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 
<rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

November Outreach Agenda 

Carolina Outreach_              _Final.docx 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy November! So the Thanksgiving is coming in this month. We also wanna take this chance to say thank you for being 
so supportive and excellent to us! 

This Wednesday evening, we had our third Outreach Meeting for this semester, offering more awesome opportunities to our 
student athletes. You can check for details in our Out~ach Agenda, which is attached in this email! Following is some 
important information that we want everyone to take a look fi~t. 

Caregiver Program November is a National Caregiver Month. Carolina Outreach works with the UNC Cancer Clinic to 
provide some great opportunities for our student athletes to know and talk with some excellent ca~givers. You can find 
details in our agenda. We will be glad to hear your team is interested to participate. 

"Match 4 Kim" Men’s Lacrosse is hosting a drive, to support Kim Roper, a mother of Penn State Men’s Lacrosse Senior 
Drew Roper, in her battle against non Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. Mrs. Roper currently needs a bone marrow transplant and as of 
now there are no matches for her in the National Bone Marrow Registry. On last Friday,       UNC Men’s Lac~sse Team 
invited Betsie Letterle from the Be The Match Foundation to collect swab samples as part of a g~at effort. 

This is really a good chance to let all of our teams know about it and get involved, because it can help save lives! Ms Letterle 
is also happy to make this happen for everyone. So if your team is inte~sted to signing up for this, you can contac~ Men’s 
Lac~sse or Ms Letterle. Below is her information: 

Betsie Letterle 
Account Executive Recruitment and Community Development 
Cell:             Toll Free: (888)298 6375 Ex 7721 

CREED -- Last, but not least, the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy had their CREED meeting in this week as well. All 
freshmen attended and had some activities about "Privilege". We have privileges in every aspect of our lives. Sometimes, we 
don’t even find we have such privileges. £o this CREED meeting help all freshmen to realize the privileges they have, and 
learn how to use their privileges to help others. Therefore, we appreciate all the Out~ach liaisons in each team can check 
with their first year student-athletes about this privilege meeting, asking them something ~lated to their privileges. 

I know this is a long email. But all these stuff are exciting ones. We want to let everyone realize how big we can bring to our 
communities, even that’s only a small step for us to make. Utilize our privileges to give back communities more, and the 
whole world can be better! 

Good luck to all the teams that will play in this weekend. Go Heels! 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(c) 
@uncaa. unc.edu 





CAROLINA OUTREACH 

CAROL .NA OUTREACH 



CAROLINA OUTREACH 

i oiletry Coliection (d uring away 

games/meetsilnatches bring extra 

toiletries fi-om hotels back to Loudemlilk 

to donate to our ’.ocal community) 

*Please iuform your teammates not to 

take toiletries FROM the box 

Collecting pop tops for the Ronald 

McDon;~ld House. (A collection box will 1. 
be located in the weight room as weil as 

at the welcome desk on the 2.<1 floor o ~ 

I oudermilk 

Please let Cricket or know if 

you are k~terested in bek]g on the 

plar!nin~ team. 

One tinle speaking engagements to elementary 

arid middie school students 

(2speakers) Ephesus Elementary School- Stomp 
Out Bul!yin~ D~y 

Cameron Park Elementary School 

a. Fla~ Footba~! Game 

b, Readin~Video will be Provided 

Shepard Middle Schooi Spor~s Banquet 

a. @ 6PM 
b, @ 6PM 

SECOND,!’ VEN 

Help to improve literacy rates 
¯ . by reading to local 

grade ciassrooms and donadng books, 

This program will be spearheaded by the        Please 

contact ( @gmail.com) or 

( @verizon.Ret) 

1, New Itope Ele;nentary School after school program wants some football players to mentor for 

two fi~h 8cade boys, who really use a positive role model h-~ their life. 

2, Chapel Hifl Carrboro City Schools look for Student Athletes ~o en£a£e in activities with students 

from d~sadvantaged communit[e£ 

o Playhlg games or MentoHng, @Hargraves Center 

>, ChapeJ l lill ~ ol[ce D~partment will start a progran~ w[th UNC athlet[cs to ~n~ntor son~e 

elementaW schoo] children. 

*Contact Cricket or for details ff you want to cooperate w~th any of the abo,ze new pro~anss. 

2 



CAROLINA OUTREACH 

Hostin£{ dinners, game nights and bakin~ cookies for RM H famines. In 
additioH, voiunteers carl also help with RMH grounds keeping, 

Baked goods carl be dropped off any day o f the week 8AM 9PM 

Contact: Cathy Hall (9~9)9~5 2040 x~o3 

cathieen hall@chapelhillrmh,net 

Spending time with, playing, or speaking to older 
adults with mild to moderate impairments 

Contact: Kate Shaw (9~9)957-757o 
prodrarn2@charlesho use.ol g 

Exposing elementary school students £o collegiate 

athletics. 

Conr~ecl:ir% with elementary school studer:ts 

across the nation. 

What Learn times work beLween Lhe []ours 

of 8AM and .~PM ESi? 

McDougle Elementary Afterschool Program 

~PM) Wednesday 

Escorting adults with special needs to sporting 

events. 

Escorting residents (o Sunday church service and 
hangir!d out with residents following lunch, (Butner, 

It]is program will be spearheaded by ~he 

fencing teai~n; Contact 

@emafl,unc,edu) 

Contact: Rhonda Jones 

~ Iyp[cally from 9AM 2PM on Sundays 



Pediatric E’layroom 

o Click on calendar to view availability open dates/times say pods p~ayroom 

o Contact Cricket or with dates/times 

o Grace Schrn[ts (Nurse Manager) g cJ~lr![~; [~ u!~.h,u~:! ,eJ~! and Mary Margaret Carroll (Director 

of Development) rilca’ro[l@med.t r~c erH 

Cancer Clinic 

o November is a N~tion~[ Careg~k~er ~nth. 1 he Advisory board of the cancer hospital wan[s 

to celebrate their care~vers, l hey wan: to have some student ath)etes aU.end their dinner 

with care~vers who are the heroes on the front Ik~es tak[n~ care of patients with a cancer 

diagnosis. 

o Thursday and Monday of each week, @4:3oPM, in UNC Cancer Hospital. 

o Co~ttact Cricket or , if you~ tearn is interested. 

Kids Cart 

o ConLact; Rebecca cares 919 370 i69i 

’ 

Phoen]x Place 

person max (h-lcluding at ]east orle coach/assistant coach) 

e Fall Dates: 

-AI! Day- W,I ax & W.Golf 

~ _:,i’OI 3 D 

I tome comins Ftball vs Georgia Iech 



CAROLINA OUTREACH 

Match 4 Kim - Men’s I acrosse is hostin~ a drive to support a player from Penn State, and find 
match for his [TIOiT~, Who has to receive a bone marrow transplant 

Men (especially Football): Man Cave ~ Creekside Elementm~ School - Mondays be~innin~ at 

IO:~OAMillAM 
Share Your Holiday- Adopt families to have holidays, 

Carolina Outreach LSewe campaign and T-shirt 

Outreach Promo Video~ ~ump Around Video~ (It y/ets better0 

Contact Information 

(o) 

, 





From: "Lewis, Faye T" <iievds~,email tlnc edu> 

Date: 4:17:57 PM EST 
To: "Caldwell, Andrea L" <andreac@email unc.edu>, "Felder, Andrea D" <afelder(~admissions.unc edu>, 

<Jog Renner~med,unc,edu>, Kevin Jeffay <JEFFAY(~CS,UNC,EDU>, 

@emaj! ut)c,edu>, "Matson, Steve" <s]])atson@bio ut)c,edu>, "llle, ~,~nce" <Hle@emaj! unc,edu>, Wally 

Richardson <wricha@,uncaa,unc,edu> 
Oc: "Matson, Steve" <smatson~,D.bio uric edu>, "Lewis, Faye T" <~ewis(~,email uric edu> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:44 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 

<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpember[@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 

Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Paperwork Reminder 

Coaches, 

Monday is the deadline for October paperwork. 

All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still 

not]~ the Compliance Office. In addition, all par[icipation logs and countable hours are due for activities in October. 

For those sports that held omcial visits in October, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on 

file for all visits through the weekend of 

Contact for ALL SPORTS at or 

Holds will be placed on Tuesday. Thanks. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:40 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <taren.cherry@gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Dully <duff~ce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 

Sunday,                   6:24 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Creighton, Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <j spang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@reed unc edu>; 
Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email unc edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa unc edu>; 
Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; 
< ~ - @uncaauncedu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaaunc edu>; Courtney 
Farrington <cjt~arrin@uncaa unc edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; Pointern <FBintem@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman 
<j fieeman@uncaa unc edu>;                       -@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; James gpurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kihealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>: Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus 
Berry <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Richie C~-imsley <rgfimsley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Randy Jordan <fljordan@uncaa unc edu>; Rory Pommerening 
<rmp1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug 
Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; ,@uncaa unc edu>; 
Scott Tmlock <stmlock@uncaa unc edu>; ~uncaa unc edu>; 
Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; 
Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Virginia Game ( ) - Team Itinerary 

Virginia Game ( ) - Team Itinerary xlsx 

Attached is the initial team travel itinerary for this Thursday’s game at Virginia 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:09 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 

<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpember[@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 

Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; KathyGriggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mar[ina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Legislation Meeting on 

Head and Assistant Coaches, 

The Compliance staff will be conducting its annual Legislative Position Meeting for all coaches on Monday, 

The meeting will be held in the Swofford Auditorium in the FB Center at 10:00 a.m. Hopefully all of you will 

have returned to campus following a wonderful Thanksgiving weekend and will be ready to share your opinions on the 

various pieces of legislation that will be voted on by the Board of Directors in January. 

As this is our final oppoEunity to provide input on these proposals as an institution, we ask that AT LEAST ONE coaching 

staff member from each spor~ attend (though we would certainly love to see all of you!). Please come prepared to speak 
up and share your thoughts! 

Head coaches, if there is a conflict that will preclude your entire staff from attending, please respond to this email and let 

me know. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate &D for Compliance 



Ut~iversity of North Cau’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:38 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 

Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 

<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 

Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley 

<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 

<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy 



Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken 

< kmack@unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt 

< mterrell@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue < suewalsh@unc.edu >; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran 

<adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 

King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati 

<camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye 

Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Donna Cheek 

< dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana 

Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Helen Buchanan <habuchan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Steinberg 

<jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes 

<kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laura Escobar 

<lescobar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

< mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mary Alyson Touloupas 

<mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Brewer <rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <ffpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 



Subject: 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@u ncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; David 

Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taylor Hoggard <thoggard@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 

<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, 

John $ <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DEAD PERIOD STARTS TODAY! 

Good Monday morning, everyoneL 

Remember that the Dead Period starts today for all sports except Field Hockey, Football, M/W Soccer, and Track 
and Field! 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 12:38 PM > > > 

Coaches and Staff, 

This email applies to all spor~s except Field Hockey, Football, M~V Soccer, and Track and Field. 

Note the following information regarding the upcoming NLT Signing Perod (next week!): 

The Dead Period is Monday, November 12th - Thursday, 

Please remerqber that, during a dead period, you are not to have any contacls or evaluations with any prospects. This 

includes on campus activity, such as off’cial or unoff’cial visits, as well as off campus recruiting, such as evaluations at 
games or visits to a high school. If a prospect wanders into your office during this time, you must tell them that it is a 
dead perod and you cannot talk to them! 

it remains permissible to telephone or wrte prospects, as permitted in your spor~ by recruiting legislation (Bylaws 13.1.3 
and 13.4.1). Unlimited phone calls may be made to prospects between Wednesday              and Fr day, 

Also, it is not permissible to offer complimentary admission to prospects for home events held durng this time. Note 

that there is a Women’s Basketball qame on Wednesday, November 14th. Unfortunately, you are not permitted to 
provide complimenta~J admissions to prospects for this game. 

Initial Signing Day is Wednesday, 

If you have not submitted your forms to Torq to have NIT packets prepared, please do so ASAP. Once he has these 

forms, he will prepare your NIT packets and return them to you to be mailed. 

Speaking of mailing... Remember that the ONLY items you can send via an express mail service (e.q., Fed E×, UPS) are the 

NLT and accompan,/inq ASA. Tt is permissible to include a letter or document with diredions for completing and 



returning the NWASA, but it is NOT permissible to include any other information (e.g., Admissions Application) in the 

packet. 

As a final reminder, the Compliance Office must validate a prospectls NLI/ASA prior to his/her name being 
released on TarHeelBlue or through any other media outlet. If your staff wishes to release this information on 

signing day immediately upon receipt of a faxed NLI/ASA, you will need to hand deliver or fax both documents to 962 

6002, which is the Compliance Omce fax. Upon receipt of the NLT/ASAs, Tom will send an email to the coaching staff and 
the Athletics Communication staff member responsible for the spoE. No release should be made public until this 

emailed verification is received by the Athletics Communication staff member! 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this information. Thanks, and good luck on Signing Day! 

Amy 

Associate kL) for Compliance 

U~Jversity of North Ca~’olina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:11 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, ]lsy 

<iventura@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke 

<cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 

<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl 

Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 

<jfreeman@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurlin~@u~caa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Randy Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 

< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>;! 

< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UPDATE Virginia Game I - Team Itinerary 

Virginia Game ( ) - Team Itinerary UPDATED.xlsx 



Attached is the updated team travel itinerary for this Thursday’s game at Virginia. Please note the changes to 

Wednesday’s schedule. 

Joe Haydon 

> > > Joe Haydon            6:24 PM > > > 

Attached is the initial team travel itinerary for this Thursday’s game at Virginia. 

Joe Haydon 

]3fn’ccto~ o~ Football ( )potations 
(hfivcrsity oi Nol~ Cm’o~a 
Phone: 919,843.2572 
F~: 919.962.0393 

havdon(u)~ic~.m~c.cdu 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu> 
RE: RE: 

Corey Holliday vcf 

> I:30PM 
> 1:45 PM 

> - 2:00PM 
> 2:I5PM 
> - 2:30PM 
TEAM MEETING - 2:45PM 

> - 3:00PM 

Core> Holliday 
Associate Alblclic Director 
U niversits" of North Carotma 
Kenzm Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:54 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

spang@med unc edu;                           ~uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke 
<cluke@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa unc edu>; Dar@ Sanders 
<dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa unc edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfl-eeman@uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kevin King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Ro~ 
Pommerening <rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa unc edu>; 
@uncaa unc edu>; Mark Yaekel <yaekel@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, 

Zacha~’y Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu> 

Virginia Game Travel Information 

Virginia Game (        ) - Bus List xlsx 

To all Support Staffon the Virginia Game Trip: 

Attached you will find a bus list for the Virginia Trip All 5 buses will depart from Kenan Football Center at 
I : 15 PM tomorrow please be on your bus by 1:00 PM Coaches and Players will be in their Travel sweats for 
the trip, so please dress accordingly As usual, you will get an itinerary card as you board the bus We expect 

to arrive at the hotel (Charlottesville Doubletree Hotel) at approximately 5:00 PM 

Please let me know if you have any questions 



BUS 1 

Carolina 
Virginia Game 

BUS LIST 

(SPECIAL TEAMS) 
25 Passenqers 
(Pommerening) 

BUS 2 (SPECIAL TEAMS) BUS 3 (DEFENSE) 

24 Passengers 23 Passengers 
(Berry) (’      ~ 

BUS 4 (OFFENSE) 

26 Passenfiers 
(Healy) 

BUS 5 (SUPPORT STAFF) 

30 Passenfiers 
(Spurling) 

Ille. Vince 

Andrews. Jason 

Bingham. Mary Ellen 

Ciocca, Mario Dr. 

Cowdin, Tych 

Fedora. Larry 

Trulock. Scolt 

Holliday, Corey 

Haydon, Joe 

Brewer, Gunter 

Duggan, David 

Jordan, Randy 

Koenning, Vic 

Halverson, Doug 

Berry. Marcus 

Williams. Andre’ 

Mason, Mitch 

Womack. Zack 

Adams, Deke 

Disch, Dan 

Hernandez, Lou 

King, Kevin 

Mitchell, Kevin 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell. Walt 

Heckendorf, Keith 

Kapilovic, Chris 

Healy, Kaitlin 

Laffan. Mike - UNC DPS 

Lane. Cricket 

Luke, Chris 

Melts, Don - NCSHP 

Spang, Jeffrey, Dr. 

Spurling, James 

Steinbacher, Rick 

Yaekel, Mark 

¯ video 

- video 

,- video 

mgr 



Wednesday, 5:20 AM 

Jane High < high@uncaa uric edu>: Greg La~ <la~dawg@uncaa uric edu>; Syria Hatchell <shatchel @uncaa unc edu>; 

Trisha ,tafford Odom ~isodom@uncaa unc edu>; T acuy’@~llianis ~illiams@uncaa uric edu~ 



Angie Bitting <abkt]ng@uncaauncedu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

Bamwell layne Williams <jbamwell@unc edu> Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc edu ,; Kidd Alison Parsons <a~]dd(~aunc edu>; 

McPhersorl, Dawn D <d mcpherson@unc edu>; A dridge, Diane Scob]e <daMddge@urlc edu>: kowe DiAnne Knox 

< dlowe@unc ed~ >; Montross Eric ¯ ~ emontross(~nc edu >; Holla"d, Ja ni"e W <jhol and@unc edu>~ Montgomery, Job" R 

<jreont@unc edu>; Jo -es, Kim <kimajones@unc edu>: M~cK, Ken < kre~ck@unc ed~ >; Cleech K~rlton W 

<kcreech@unc ed ~>; Mc(auley, Donald I: <dmccauley@un¢ ed ~>; D ~bnansky, Marjode M <re d ~bnansky@unc edu>; 

Megaoudis D]no <reegaloud¢oemailunc edu>: Terre I, Matt <rote[Jell@uric edu>; Bahai ",[ell]e C <nbabe[(a~unc edu>: 

Higley, Pareela <ph gley@unc ed~>: Walsh, Sue <sue w~lsh@unc edu >; Sreit h, Tire Dillon <tdsmith@unc edu >; Catoe, 

Velvet I <vcatoe@un¢ edu>; Adrian [ieros <Beros Addan@aramar< corn> Ille, Vince <il e@ereailunc edu>; Matheson, 

Chuck < cl latheson(u)lac uric edu >; Spaiiow, C ~lis[oph~i A <CSparrow@FAC UNC EDU >; Chad ’Wade 

<cwade@fac uric ed~>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@tac unc edu>; Kivett, Mitchel R <MKiveE@FACUNCEDU>; Young, 
Randal P <lyounq@FAC UNC EDU ,; David Thomas <david thomas@fadlitiesk nc edu>; Jonathan Guthde 

<ionathan 9uthr e(~tac]lit]es uric edu>; Michae Copdand <michael copeland@[acilitiesurlc edu>: Ronnie Pendleton 

<Ronnie Pendleion(~facilities uric edu>; William Modlin <wi liam modlin¢0facilities ~nc edu>; Hawkins Debo ah Lynn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:32 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

< mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bcott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk 

<tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete 

Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Fox, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are currently eligible for competition. I know we don’t compete this fall 

but I wanted to have something that spells out who meets the fall requirements since those are required as a 

prerequisite for eligibility durin9 the spr rig. I’ve got 39 kids cleared as of now only is not eligible for 

competition as he serves a year in residence afLer transferrin9 from 

If you have any questions, just let me know. We’ll be getting you another list following the fall semester to let you know 

who is eligible for the season. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mike Fox 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student athlete is not currently certified to compete for the following reason: 

- Must serve a year in residence 

Scott Forbes 

Dave Arendas 
Compliance Staff 

Terri Jo Rucinski 

ScottJackson 

Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton 

Greg Gatz 

Bryant Gaines 

Michael Beale 

Susan Maloy 

Tyson Lusk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 
Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

(quit as of        ) 

(quit as of        ) 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 
Oft5 ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:42 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 

<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d mcpherson@unc.edu>; 
Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu >; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 
Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

<nbaber@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu >; 

. @live.unc.edu >;                        @live.unc.edu >; 
@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 

<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [[ 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 

< bbersticker@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo 
Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro 

< cathro@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Gar[h <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 
Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu ; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Kapilovic 
<ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea 

Pemberton <cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 



Subject: 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 

<drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 

Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Helen Buchanan <habuchan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; HuberCc: Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>, Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >, ~@uncaa.unc.edu >, 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Vacation 

All, 

I will be out of the oft’co beginning tomorrow on vacation, returning on Monday,       If you have questions prior to 

the Thanksgiving holiday, please try to contact Lance, Tom, or Sam in the office. If you have an urgent issue over 

Thanksgiving break, you can call any of our cell phones. If you try to call me, though, please understand that I will be on 

Hawaii time! 

Thanks. I hope you all have a great Thanksgiving! 

Amy 

Associate &L) for Compliance 

UniversilT of North Carolina 
Department of Athlel~cs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2Z5L, 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:07 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembett@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 
< skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu > 

One more COS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

(quit as of       I 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 







cell 









Cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <mbeale@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2012 8:22 AM 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa unc edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email unc edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Fuchs, Jeffiey W <jfuchs(~email unc edu>; Fred 
Stipe <        @gmail corn>;       @gmail corn; ! 

" " ~ @live unc edu>; Connie Bullock <bullock@psafety t]nc edu>; McCracken, Jeff 
B <jeff mccracken@unc edu>; Alison Purdee <ahson@rockTtophospitality corn>; 
Matthew Mauzy <mauzy@sorescue org>; Missy Dike <mdike@tarheelsports corn>; 
Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <Deborah Hawkins@unc edu>; Hare, George 
<ghare@email unc edu>; Jones, Kim <kimajones@unc edu>; Linda Sherck 
<lindasherck@unc edu>; Ferguson, Matt <Matt Ferguson@unc edu>; McClure, 
Matthew D <mcclure@unc edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email unc edu>; Cherty, 
Taren <tscherry@unc edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa unc edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa unc edu>;                           @uncaa unc edu>; 
Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa unc edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Ellen 
Culler <eculler@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Jason 
Andrews <jandrews@uncaa unc edu>; John Brenner <johnnyb@uncaa unc edu>; 
James Spufling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Whitman 
<jwhitman@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Ken Cleaty 
<kcleaty@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; Mary Rob 
Plunkett <matyrobp@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa unc edu>; 
Richie C~imsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphd@uncaa unc edu>; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa unc edu>; David Theby <thebyd@uncaa unc edu>; Tim 
Saho <tsaho@uncaa unc edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Maryland Game Day Meeting Reminder 

~nadvance~f~urmeetingthism~rningbe~owarethe‘‘7ThingsYouNeedtoKnowAbouttheMar~~andGame". Please 

let me know if you have any questions and feel free to pass this information along to anyone coming to the game this 

Saturday. 

Michael 

"7 Things You Need to Know About the Maryland Game" 

1. Old Well Walk begins at 12:30pm. 

2. Enjoy the last Bell Tower Amphitheatre pre game concer~ of the season featuring legendary beach music band, 

The Embers. 

3. Final home game for Carolina’s senior football players please be in your seats by 2:45 pm to help us honor 

these great Tar Heels. 

4. ACC Player of the Year candidate leads the ACC in rushing yards per game, punt return 

average, scoring per game and all-purpose yards per game. 

5. O.B Bryn Renner has 23 touchdown passes this season, just three shy of his school record of 26 set in 2011. 

Renner is the only player in UNC history to throw for 20 or more touchdowns in multiple seasons. 

6. After the game fans are encouraged to come onto the Kenan Stadium field. 



7. Turn It Blue in Kenan Stadium and help the Heels BEAT Maryland! 

From: Elizabeth Lancaster [mailto:lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, November 15, 2012 8:35 AM 
To: Ellis, Ginny; Ille, Vince; Fuchs, Jeffrey W; Beale, Michael; Fred Stipe; @gmail.com; Sharer, Laniesa C; 
Connie Bullock; McCracken, Jeff B.; Alison Purdee; Matthew Mauzy; Missy Dike; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Hare, George; 
Jones, Kim; Linda Sherck; Ferguson, Mat~; McClure, Matthew D; Fulton, Nick; Cherry, Taren; Adrian Beros; Brian 
Be~ticker; Brandon Yeargan; Catherine Greene; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Ellen Culler; Joe Haydon; Jason 
Andrews; John Brunner; James Spurling; Jason Whitman; Kevin Best; Ken Clean/; Kevin Robinson; Mary Rob PlunkeR; 
Mike Bunting; Richie Grimsley; Rick Steinbacher; Sarah Humphries; Steve Kirschner; David Theby; Tim Sabo; Tychius 
Cowdin 
Subject: Maryland Game Day Meeting Reminder 

Our Maryland Game Day Meeting will be "7 ~e~ ~la~/ :E,:~ ~,~:n~.’ !" ~(;th at 9:~. ";,r,~ on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) 

of the Blue Zone. If you have any agenda items to add, please email them to me by Monday at noon. 

Parking will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

Go Heels! 

Elizabeth 

Eli/abclh Lancaslcr 
Assislanl DiE�ClOt of Alhlcli¢ Opcralions 
Univcrsily orNorlh Carolina 
220 Finlcy Golf Coursc Road 

PO Box 2126 
Cl~apel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 9198439209 
Fax: 9198435972 
bzlan~a uncaa mtc edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:58 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; i@live.unc.ed u >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, ]lsy 

<iventura@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

< bhundley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic 

<ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 

<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

fbintern < FBintern@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer < gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

< haydon@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Keith Heckendorf < heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaci Field <jfield @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

¯ _        @uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; James Bpurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Randy Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 

< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

,@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UPDATE: Maryland Game (11-24-12) - Team Itinerary 



~.ttach: Maryland Game (11-24-12) - Team Itinerary.xlsx 

Attached is team itinerary for this weekend. It’s been updated from the one that was sent out earlier this week. Please 

note the team meeting on Sunday is at 3:00 PM and Injury check is at 3:00 PM. 

Jo~ Ha),~lon 

> > > Joe Haydon 11/19/2012 9:38 AM > > > 

Attached is the travel team itinerary for this weekend’s game vs. Maryland. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 22, 2012 9:03 AM 

Cunninsham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Holden 

<holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Owen, 

Bobbi A <owenbob@ unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 

<rickstei@email.unc.ed u>; Larry Gallo <athsallo@ uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu>; 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@ unc.edu> 

RE: Notre Dame Scores a First: No. $ in Football and in GraduatinB Its Players 

Hi Bubba, 
I agree; I think we have what it takes to do so, as long as we keep moving fol~vard as we are doing 

Thanks and Happy Thanksgiving 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of fire Facults" 
Dir¢clor. Parr Ccnlcr I’or Ethics 

-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 4:48 PM 
"l’o: Thorp, Holden; Farmer, Stephen M; Owen, Bobbi A; Boxill, Jan; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Larry Gallo; Corey 

~:~ Larry Fedora; Best, Kevin S.; Rirschner, Steve 
Subject= FW: Notre Dame Scores a First: No. 1 in Football and in Graduating Its Players 

We are one of the few that can get there in both and when we do, it will be great 
Thanks for all your support 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

Notre Dame Scores a First: No. 1 in Football and in 
Graduating Its Players 



November 20, 2012, 5:30 pm 
N~p:!ichroniclecem!b[og~ip~avcrsin~ dame scores a-[ir<-no-ld~i-f~otba[[-and ia~gradur~ting its 
~1[£yersi3 Z930 

B~ad Wolverton 

Notre Dame’s football program this week became the first to earn a No I ranking in the Bowl Championship 
Series standings while having the nation’s top graduation rate 
The Fighting h-ish had a 97-percent NCAA Graduation Success Rate in the most recent period That’s more 
than 20 points higher than the results of any of the other top-five BC S programs 

The team’s Academic Progress Rate, a more accurate NCAA measure of players’ real-time academic 
performance, is 970, putting it in the top 70 to 80 percent of football programs nationally 
The Rev John I Jenkins, Notre Dame’s president, shared a few thoughts with lhe Chronicle about the 
challenge of balancing academics with a sports-crazed culture 
Q. How do you emphasize academics ~vith so much pressure to win? 
A. It’s not easy, but it’s not impossible, either It requires a real commitment up and down the line Coaches, 
when they recruit, have to sell this When players get here, we have an academic-support staff that works with 
them Our faculty has to be committed If all those parts are working and if you gut good kids~hen you 
can do it 
Q. So are you just recruiting fewer risky students than other top programs? 
A. It is true that some students simply don’t have the preparation to succeed You have to be honest with 
yourself about that and not bring in kids who can’t succeed academically Our admissions staff looks at SAT’s 
and preparation, but there is also an element of character It’s not as much about smartnes~it’s commitment 
If a kid is committed to do the work, that kid, if he has the basic ability, can succeed 
Q. In what ways are you personally involved? 
A. The role of the president in any area is to just set the tone and expectations, and hire people who buy into the 
right values and hold them accountable for results But if your rhetoric is belied by how you reward people and 
how you hold them accountable, it will be empty 
In my AD’s compensation package, we talk about graduation rates, and it’s an important pao of what he talks 
about with his coaching staff Frankly, I don’t think it makes much dift’erence what I say to players What 
makes a difference is what coaches tell them 
Q. You don’t list your players’ majors on your Web site. What kinds of things are they studying? 
A. It is the range We have kids in business, in our College of Arts and Letters Andrew Hendrix, our 
quarterback, is a premed major We don’t have any kind of phys-ed or recreational-development majors like 
that They have to be in a major that other students are taking They do have rigorous programs to go through 

Q. If you ~vin this weekend, you’ll likely have a chance to play for a national championship. If you had 
your choice, what would you pic~a national title without a perfect graduation rate, or no national title 
and a 100-percent graduation rate? 
A. Well, that’s an easy one: It’s got to be the second What gets me out bed wh~t motivates us is being at a 
place where we can do both of those things Last Saturday was our senior day, and evet3~ one of our players 
has either gotten his degree or is going to get it this year If you don’t have the satisfaction that you’re helping 
kids live a full life, it just wouldn’t be worth it No number of championships would be worth it 
Q. I doubt a lot of college presidents would say that. 
A. I think there’s an appropriate cynicism about college athletics, and I understand that The challenges are that 



there is a lot of money in college athletics and a lot of pressure to win We all know that That naturally 
produces a pressure to ignore academic success because you j ust want to win football or basketball games 
But if we lose the connection between academic success and athletic success, we become a lesser version of 
professional athletics What makes college athletics interesting is that the kids are students That’s why it’s so 
important across higher education for us to bring those two things together 
Q. So what’s your prediction for this weekend? 
A. Well, we’re certainly going to tlaj You know, this may be anathema to our coach, but whether we win or 
lose Saturday, it will be a great season, and each one of these kids will get a degree And that’s something to 
celebrate 



Sent: 

To: 



SAAC Meeting Thursday, Nov 29, 7 PM (3rd Floor Loudermilk) 

Hi SAAC Members, 

Hope you all had a fun, relaxing Thanksgiving! Our November Student Athlete AdvisoW Council (SAAC) Meeting wll be held 

this Thursday, No\,ember 29th at 7pro on the 3rd floor of the Loudermilk Center Please forward any agenda items to 

myself of Cricket, and please email either of us if you have a conflict wth this meeting time 

I also wanted to reach out to all the student athletes with an opportunity on Wednesday from 3-4 PM to meet with a 
prospective candidate for the Director of Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes position Please email me (if you 

haven’t already) if you are interested in attending this session This is an extremely unique opportunity, and I will be sure to 
provide you with additional information about this session 

Enjoy your Sunday! Looking forward to seeing you all this week 

GO HEELS, 

On at 2:10 PM, wrote: 

Hi SAAC Members, 

Hope you are all having a great Thanksgiving break so far! Reaching out to you for some help 
Next week, on Wednesday, November 28th from 3-4 PM one of the candidates applying for the 
Director of Academic Support for Student Athletes will be on campus and Steve Mason, head of 
the search committee and Dean of the UNC Graduate School, has requested to have 3 -4 (or more) 
student-athletes meet with this candidate 



Please email me back with your availability during this time, and I will be sure to get you more 
information 

Thank you, and hope you all have an awesome, relaxing break Looking fol~,vard to seeing you all 
at our next SAAC Meeting next Thursday night at 7 pm in Loudermilk (3rd Floor) 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 8:12 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

< "        @live.unc.edu>;                         @live.unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A < alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, ]lsy 

<iventura@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

< bhundley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke 

<cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 

<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl 

Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspuiling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

< rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu >;                             ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                    @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 

Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 

<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 

<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Official Visit Weekend Update 

Official Visit Update: 

For planning purposes, here is what our upcoming omcial visit weekend schedule looks like as of today (*subject to 

change*): 

Weekend of December 1st: No Official Visits Scheduled 

Weekend of December 8th: 1 Recruit sched uled to visit 

Weekend of December 15th: 3 Recruits are scheduled to visit (all 3 are mid year graduates) 

Also remember that the weekend of January ~.8th-2Oth will be our very large official visit weekend..most likely between 

15 20 offcial visits that weekend. We will update with itineraries and information as each weekend approaches. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe Haydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:05 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley 

<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 

<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Haney 
<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 
Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Tommy Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 
<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 



Co: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jenny Levy 

<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt 

Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 

Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry stafford @med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunning ham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Carrie Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian 

<jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mar[ina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 

< nfava@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Nina Walker < nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

End of Fall Semester REMINDER 



Just a reminder for those of you in spoEs other than football that are NOT in your 20 hour weeks right now. Please 
note that, beginning Thursday (11/29), you will no longer be permitted to engage in countable athletically- 

related activities through the end of finals. 

Please see below for more information. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 8/3/2012 2:14 PM > > > 

All, 

This email applies to ALl sports other than Football and Baseball. Football and Baseball have their own set of 

regulations that will be provided to them separately. 

As you all know, outside of you r declared 20 hour per week playinq season, but during the academic yea r, cou ntable 
activities are limited to weights, conditioning, and individual skill instruction. The total time spent on these activities can 

be no more than 8 hours per week, of which no more than 2 hours can be indi~ddual skill instruction. In addition, you 

must have 2 required days off each week during the off season. None of this information has changed. 

In spoEs other than Football and Baseball, it is permissible for coaches to engage in this prescribed amount of skill 

instruction with an unlimited number of student athletes at certain times during the year. In addition, all countable 
activities (h~cludinq weiqhts, conditioninq, and skill instruction) are prohibited durinq the week prior to final exams 

throuqh the end of finals (applies only to those spor~s that are not "in season" at this time of year). 

The char~ below will detail how this individual skill instruction regulation applies to our 2012 2013 academic calendar. 

August 21 (First Day of Class) through September 14 no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

September 15 through November 28 unlimited number of student athletes at a time 
November 29 through December 14 (End of Fall Finals) NO COUNTABLE ACTIV~TES PERMITTED 

December 1B through January 8 (Winter Break) NO COUNTABLE ACT]I/ITIE3 PERMITTED 

January 9 (First Day of Class) through April 1B unlimited number of student athletes at a time 

April 16 through April 19 no more than 4 student athletes at a time 
April 20 through May 7 (End of Spring Finals) NO COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES PERMITTED 

Be aware that if you are a women’s spor~ that utilizes male practice players during these off season skill instruction 

sessions, the male practice players MUST be counted toward the limit of 4 student athletes dudng the specified time 
periods above. 

Also, please note that the prohibition aqainst countable activities beginning November 29th and April 20th apply even to 
voluntary workouts in which the student athlete wishes to work out on his/her own. It would not be permissible for our 

coaching staff members to be present at those workouts, Additionally, ~toluntary workouts must meet all 

stipulations in Bylaw 17.02.13 (Voluntary Athletically Related Activities) on page 211 in the 2012-2013 NCAA 
Manual (which you all will be receiving soon!). 

The only exception to this is sports in which a safety exception is applicable (Fencing, Gymnastics, Rowing, 

Swimming/Diving, Wrestling, and Field Events, Jumping Hurdles, or the Jumping Element of the Steeplechase in Track). 

In these spoEs, if a student athlete wishes to paEicipate in voluntary activities using equipment in their spot, it would be 



permissible for the coach to be present at the activities and provide safety or skill instruction. However, keep in mind 

that coaches, under this exception, may NOT conduct the workout. They may only be present for a workout that the 

student athlete him/herself conducts. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about how this information meshes with your off season plans. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate NL) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 





interview Schedule 

Director of Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Candidate -" .... 

Monday~ Novembew 26, 2052 

Mr.        will arrive by personal vehicle. 

Reservations have been made atThe Carolina Inn. 

]he Carolina Inn 

211 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27b~6 

Telephone: 866 974 3]0~ 

http://www.carolinalnn.com 

Reservation No: 339379 

Guaranteed for late arrival 

Tuesday, November 27, 20/,2 

8:00 am 9:$5 am Breakfast at Carolina Crossroads Restaurant in The Carolina Inn 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Steve Matson, Chair of Search Committee and Dean of The Graduate School 

Matson) 

3011 Steel Building, 214 E Cameron Avenue 

ll:OOam 12:00 am Search Committee 

307 South Building Conference Room 

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm Lunch with Harold Woodard, Acting Interim Director of Academic Support 

Program for Student-Athletes 

Woodard. 

(Meet in hotel lobby.) 



2:00 pm - 3:00 pm Academic Support Program Advisory Committee (Abigail Panter) 

Loudermilk Center Conference Room (2rd floor) 

3:00pm 4:00pm 

6:30 pm 

Academic Support Program Staff 

Loudermilk Center Conference Room (2"~ floor) 

Wednesday~ November 28, 2012 

8:00 am 9:15 am Breakfast at Carolina Crossroads Restaurant in the Carolina Inn 

Jan Boxil[, Chair of Faculty Governance 

Lissa Broome, Director of Center for Banking and Finance, UNC School of Law 

(Meet in hotel lobby. Reservation under Broome.) 

Bubba Curlrlingham, Director of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

2nd Floor Conference Room 

AD Staff 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

2r’d Floor Conference Room 

J2:00 pm- J:O0 I unch with selected coaches 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

~:30 pm - 2:30 pm 

2:30pm 3:30pm 

(Lunch will be catered by The Picnic Basket. Moi!y Norton will ossist the caterers 

with room location, etc.) 

Faculty AtMetics Committee 

307 South Building Conference Room 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 

205 South Building 



3:00 pm -4:00 pm 

4:15 pm 

Student Athletes 

307 South Building 

Exit interview 

Steve Ma~son, Chair o[ Search Committee a~d Dea~ of The Graduate School 

Interview gchedule 

Director of Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Candidate - 

Contact Information 

Steve Matson 

Home: 919-967-6634 

Cell: 

Faye Lewis 

Office: 919-962-6311 

Cell: 



interview Bchedule 

Director of Academic Support PrograrnforStudent-Ath~etes 

Candidate - 

The Carolina Inn 

211 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

]elephone: 866 974 3101 

http://www.carolinainn.com 

Reservation No: 339379 

Guaranteed fo~ la;e arrival 

Tuesday, November 27~ 2012 

8:00 am 9:15 am Breakfast at Carolina Crossroads Restaurant in The Carolina Inn 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for UnderBraduate Education 

Steve Matson, Chair of Search Committee and Dean of The Graduate School 

9:30 am 10:30 am 

Matson) 

in#le hotel!obby, Reservotion under 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

3011 Steel Building, 214 E Cameron Avenue 

Dean Matson wgf meet Mr. 

11:00 am 12:00 pm Search Committee 

307 South Building Conference Room 

12:00 pm l:OOpm Lunch with Harold Woodard, Acting Interim Director of Academic Support 

Prosram for Student-Athletes 

Carolina Crossroads Restaurant at The Carolina Inn. Reservation under 

Woodard. 



Matson or Lewi~ will escort to Loudermilk Center 

Academic Support Program Advisor~, Committee (Abigail Panter) 

Loudermilk Center Conference Room (2’~ floor) 

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm Academic Support Program Staff 

Loudermilk Center Conference Room (2"~ floor) 

Deon Matsot! will escort to Cerofina Inn 

6:30 pm Dinner - ] he Weathervane 

(Steve Matson, Meghan lyons, IA’ally Richardson) 

(Dean Matson wifl meet Mr. in the lobby of The C~rolina inn and 

transport him to dinner.] 

8:00 am - 9:15 am Breakfast at Carolina Crossroads Restaurant in the Carolina Inn 

Jan Boxill, Chair of Faculty Governance 

I issa Broome, Director of Center for Banking and Finance, U NC School of [ aw 

(Meet in hotel lobby. Reservation under Broome.) 

Dean Matson will meet Mr. in lobby at 915 and escort to Ernie 

wgllamson Athletic Center 

AD Staff 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

2~’d Floor Conference Room 

12:00 pm i:00 pal Lunch with selected coaches 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

(Lunch will be catered by The Picnic Basket. Molly Norton will ossht the caterers 

with room location, etc.) 



1:30pm 2:30pm 

2:30 pm - 3:00 pm 

3:00 pm -4:00 pm 

4:15 pm 

Matson or Lewis will escort bad< to South Building 

Faculty Athletics Committee 

307 South Building Conference Room 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 

205 South Building 

Student Athletes 

307 South Building 

Candidate - 

Home: 919 967 6634 

Cell: 

Faye Lewis 

Office: 919 962 6311 

Cell: 







Mr Fabr kant 
I hanks for your message I would li~e b meet you and Mr Hellidsy samet me and hope we can srrange that 
rm copying Paul Pogge on this message Paul is an As.~cia;e Athletic Director here and ;ogether, wth th~ su#por[ of o~r coaches and 
admin stla~ion we ~11 opelate our insthut on’s Agent and Aev s~r Proglam for our s;udent-athle;es moving forward We have roy sod policies, 



917 353 6084 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Agent Process 

Corey Holliday vcf 

is good for 6pin meeting in the Keimn Football Center in the 4th floor operatioim conference morn 

Core) HollidW 

Associal¢ Alhlelic Dircclor 
Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina 
Kenml Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Ille, Vhic¢" <ill¢~a email unc ¢du> 11/26/2012 5:10 PM >>> 
Wednesday mght is good Tbut~da¥ before SAAC (7 pm start) also good 

Thanks. Corcy I can do an) evening this week cxcepl IOlll01TOw What works besl for you. VillCe? 

>>> Corey Holliday 11/26/2012 4:43 PM >>> 
I talked with Coach Fedora abom tbe agetxis calling about and lie said agreed yestmdw not to tatk with aW agents until after 
be made a decision on his fulure, which would be in early Jmnmty (after tbe NFL m’aluation material bas been returned) 

Wlmt would be a good time one evehing tbis week for you and Vince to meet with 

Core) Holliday 
Associal¢ Alhlelic Direclor 
U hiversifl" of Norfl~ Carohim 
Kcnan Foolball Ccnlcr 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> Prod Pogg¢ 11/26/2012 3:35 PM >>> 
Just talked to bim, Core) Thaitks for letthtg me know 
Paul 

>>> Corey Holliday 11/26/2012 3:14 PM >>> 
Paul. 

Bill Mackiewicz, Registered NFLPA Agent, would like to discuss the agent interview process with you Could you gNe ltim a call at 
your convenience 757-641-5560 

Thanks 



Core) Holliday 
Associate AtNetic Director 
University orNorlh Carolina 
Kcnan Foolball Center 
PO Box 2126 
Clmpel Hitl, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 
Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Hotton, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha 

Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball COS 

All: 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 

Of[] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 

¯ ~ .’~ ,~ ’~ I ~:~l ’~tt~,,~ 





Psul 

Pau Pogge 





and 



Paul 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Invitation to Casino Del Sol College All-Star Game 

This particular postseason all star game popped up this year. Before we sent this request to the following players, we 

thought it would be best for you to check it out since some of these games are affiliated with agents. All of these players have 

now exhausted their eligibility. 

FYL..they keep sendin9 these e mails. 

DEAR COACH, 

YOUR PLAYERS 

HAVE BEEN SELECTED FOR THE 2013 CASINO DEL 
SOL COLLEGE ALL-STAR GAME IN TUCSON, ARIZONA. THE GAME IS JANUARY 

2013 AND WILL BE BROADCAST ON ESPN FAMILY OF NETWORKS. 

PLEASE FORWARD THIS INFORMATION ON TO THEM. 

Instructions for Player: 

1. GO TO H l’[P:, !O::~O.CI / GC :ZD AND FILL OUT THE SECURE PLAYER INTAKE 

FORM. 

2. ONCE ACCEPTED TO THE GAME, YOU WILL RECEIVE A CONFIRMATION EMAIL IN 
LATE NOVEMBER. 

3. THE CONFIRMATION EMAIL WILL INCLUDE FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT 
EQUIPMENT AND TRAVEL TO TUCSON, ARIZONA. 



NOTE: 

INVITATIONS ARE ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS. DON’T WAIT TO FILL OUT YOUR FORM! 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS DON’T HESITATE TO REACH ME. 

Taylor Bonatus 
Marketing Associate 
Casino Del Sol All-Star Game 
~yto~ (~b rave rna rketin~,ksoltions.com 

(Cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:38 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 

<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli 

<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 

<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian 

<jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope 

<mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelUo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Simon 

Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Taylor Harper 

<tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

Ifthe Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday dudngworking hours, willit be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 



> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the Noah Carolina High School Football Championships this Frday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking offthe Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that T may be 

unaware of. Thankyou. 

Richie Gdmsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

offce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 

<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli 

<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duff7 

<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian 

<jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@unca&unc.edu>; Mike Pope 

<mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taylor 

Harper <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a portion, permit holders 
should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and park in the deck. Sorry I did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

Richie Gdmsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

offce 9Z9 982 9472 

> > > Martina Ballen 1Z/28/20Z2 10:38 AM > > > 



If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staff to park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

Martina 

> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the NoEh Carolina High School Football Championships this Fdday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 
11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that T may be 

unaware of. Thankyou. 

Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 











Amy 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 9:16 AM 

Trulock, Scott <tmlock@email unc edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Corey Holliday (cholliday@uncaa unc edu) 

RE: FW: 

Tom, would you like a formal letter? Mario 

From= Trulock, Scot~ 
Seat; Friday, November 30, 2012 9:13 AN 
To= Tom Timmermans; Ciocca, Nario F 
Co= [lie, Vince; Corey Holliday (cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: FW: 

Dr, C[occa 
Can you provide a note for Tom to pass on to the ACC office describing situation? Thsnks 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 8:54 AM 
TO: Trulock, Scott 
Subject: Fwd: FW: 

Scott, 

I am going to reach out to the ACC to make sure we can still use the same bylaw, as we used before, to pay for 

expenses. Would you mind providing me with some details on why it was decided, that even though 

he still has the life threatening hea~ condition, for him to play though the season. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Trulock, Scott 
~ent~ Thursday, November 29, 2012 8:02 AN 

Subject: 

Vince 

has his follow up appointment scheduled for Jan 14 & 15 u p at 

when you have a moment to discuss travel arrangements. Try me on my cell at 

Thanks 



Scott Trulock, MA ATC 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919 962 0102 

From: Amy Herman rmailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, August 03, 2012 4:21 PM 
1"o~ Ciocca, Mario F 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan 
Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Kevin Best; Larry Fedora; Rick Steinbacher; Scott Trulock 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks, Mario I am comfortable covering both 
through SAF again Please proceed, Scott 

and expenses for this trip 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 4:12 PM, "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca~?email unc edu> wrote: 

From: Amy Herman rmailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 2:19 PM 

To: Ciocca, Mario F; Scott Trulock 
Cc: Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter 
Brewer; Joe Haydon; Vince Ille; Kevin Best; Larry Fedora; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: RE: 

Maro, 

Can you provide us with some information to confirm that we are still in the same position as before, in 

terms of the possible news that         might receive on this tdp? The ACC’s answer won’t change, 

assuming that nothing on our end has changed (in terms of what the tests will be evaluating for). Also, can 
you speak generally about where we are in the process, specifically with regard to how many different 

specialists         might need to see to furlher evaluate this condition? Is it such that each specialist 

tests for specific things and you have to continue to see others through a sor~ of progression? 

Thanks, 



Amy 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 
O£fice 9199627851 I                 IFax 9199626002 

>>> Scott Trulock 8/312012 2:14 PM >>> 

In order to continue the evaluation of we have made appointments with a specialist at 

on Monday and Tuesday of next week. would like to 

accompany him on this trip as well. Please confirm if we can begin making travel arrangements. Let me 

know if there are any questions. Thanks 

Sco[l Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 
Confidentiality Notice 
This e mail, including any altachme nts, may contain information fronl the University of North Carolina Spor~s Medicine Department which may 
be confidential o r privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the individual o r entity named above. If you are not the intended 
recipient, be aware that any disclosure copying, distribution or use of the o3 ntents of this information is prohibited If you have received this e- 
mail in error please notify the sende r immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and ha rd copies of the 
communication, including attachments 

> > > Amy Herman 7/31/2012 3:03 PM > > > 

All, 

The ACC is okay with us using the bylaw below for this situation, given the unceEainty surrounding the 

news that         might receive on this trip. 

expenses if we are willing to do so out of the Football budget. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:21 AM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 

Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chelsea Pemberton <cpember[@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Novice Eligible to Compete update 

- Fall Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Sarah, 

We’re omcially all set with the Novice team and their eligibility for the fall semester. ] know we’re done competing until 

the spring but t wanted to have something to you now so that things will be clean in the spring, tf you have any 

questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sarah Haney 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Brie Tyler Chelsea Pemberton Beth Miller 

Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Nicole Fava Eric Biener 

Travis Hipps Steve Miller 





U~iversity of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
201243 Reporting Form for Secondary Violations 

Level I 

Level II 

Level II 

Level I 

Level II 

Level II 

Johnson (AC) 

Trisha Stafford 

Mark VanA styne 

(HC); Angela 

Reckad (AC); Erik 
Hemandez 

(Strength Coach} 

Rch DeSem (HC) 

Donna Papa (HC}; 

Boo G Ilette (AC) 

Ragis Meaders 

134 12 AC inadveltently posted message on public PrMgbited ffon" send ng lecr ring 
corlespondence to PSAs fur 4 and 2 
weeks, respectively 

131 621 AC had impe’missib e contact w th non Reduce 2012 2013 Person Days by 2 

scholastc coach during July Evaluation "ore 100 98); Reduce July 2013 
Perod Evaluation Period by 2 days 

141 41 SA part cipated in 2 weightlifting sessions Leder d Admen shment to involved 
pdor to signing the NCAA D’~Jg Testing coachesl Rues Education 

1341 EC mistakenly bel eyed PSA was a rising Coaching staff was ~emthded of the 
senior, as PSA was alrea@ 17 years o" age importance of verifying a PSA’s year in 

at the Junior Nattanals meet. Afte~ HC school prio~ to sending written 

emailed the PSA, the PSA’s mothe~ correspondence. Coaching staff was 
responded and notified HC that the PSA [ecluded f[orn sending add tional 
was only a rising jun~or. HC Jmmedia:ely written con espondence to PSA u ntil 
not lied the Compl ance stall of the violation September 15, 2012 (satisfying the 2 

week tequi’ed penalty}. 

1252.1 SA part cipated in an tast tutional Rules education :o the coaches and 
otomotional video that was ltimed at a student ath etes. 
~ommercia es:abl shment and resulted in an 
ina~erent p emotion of l 

1z, 1 43 Fol owing tryouls for the Track team, the 3 Rules education ’o the coaches 

SAs were chosen for the team, and the 
coaches notified the Compliance staff The 

1310.2 

practicing prior to combleting the NCAA 
Drug-Testing Consent Form The IC 

believed that the s[udent ath e[es were 
bern gted to continue w thou[ sign ng the 
brm, as Ihey were sill in Iheir 14 day 

window Dr t~youts 

SAs commented pubicly via wittar 
[egarding the verbal corx mgment of [he 
PSAs. 

Rules education to all SAs 



]Type text] 

I evell Stephe" Rubn 

I evel I Jenny I evy (HC) 

Level I Trisha Stafford 

Odom ~AC) 

Level II 

Level II Stephen Toorrfiy 
(Dr. of Ops.) 

Level I Roy W Iliams (HC) 

Level II Christ}, Garth ~AC) 

Level II Josh Langley 

[ evel II Bily [ ee (D lector of 

Video So’vices) 

13412 AC sent one mperm ss ble lext message to Coaching staff p~ecluded fiom any 
PSA ~aitten or telephonic communicafien 

with PSA for i~e-week time period 

1401.1, Rules educafion to all coaches, sport 
1410.1, SAs being ce[tiled as eligib e to compete admin st[ators, and Ath et c 
1410.2 (due to a change in the first date of Communications staff 

competition that ~as not communicated to 
the Compl ante staff) 

13412 Be ieving she was sending a dffect twitter 
message, AC accidentally responded to a COl nmunication with PSA fur 2 weeks 
text message, instead 

1310.5 SA fi,~eeted a picture ol her with the four Rules education :o the studenbathlete, 
PSAs who were visifing campus required lo remove Tweet and 

Insiagram picture 

1414.3 Rules educafion :o the coaching siaff 
September 21~L The lB~oui continued 
through October 16[h, exceeding the 14 days 
allowed belo’e lesuifing the SA to sign the 
NCA&Drug resting Consent Form he 
v clarion was discovered during a 
comp iance rules education session with the 
coaching staff 

1312.4 (b) HC permitted booster to accompany his on Rules education :o the HC 
rec uilng trip Though he took care to not 

v olation was sfil delermbed to have 

Comsliance staff revew of expense reports. 

1363 AC failed to suPml a copy of the Official Rules education ’o the AO 
’~fis t Aeproval Form 1o the Comsliance 
Office prior to the PSA’s visit and, as a 
iesulk gle PSA was not added ta the IRL 

iequirements weie met prot to [he visit 

1363 AC forgot to subis [ a copy d the Official Rules education to the AO 
vis[ Pieproval Fou~ 1o the Compliance 
Office prior to the PSA’s visit and, as a 
leo It, the PSA was not added th tile IRI 
plior to the visit A~I othel pre-visl 
requirements wet.. met pror io the visii 

1171111 The Women’s Basketball coaching staff Directo~ 
exceeded lhe permissible number of rohibited from sit~ing on lhe team 

bench fol 4 games I etter of 



]Type text] 

[eve I 16g12 

Level il 

Leveii 

THsha Stafford- 
Odom (ACi 

Angola Re~kart 1310.2 

(AC) 

Gunter Brewer (AC) 131 7.4 

Services was obseP/ed giving instruct on to 
student-athletes dudng t~;o gan’es 

AC pr(wided SA’s father with 5 hard tickets 
to a game Volation was discovered by the 

Ticket Office and r epo[ted to the 
Compliance Office 

AC tweeted links to PSA race -esults and 
also bflice [etweeted t’,~eets of othe[s who 
had refcrenced the names of specific PSAs 
~ari c paring in the races 

AC attended game that resulted in second 
evaluation of the HS. during the Fall 

Evaluat on Period. 

admonishment issued lo HC and 

Directo~ d Vdeo Services 

SAwas required to donate $40 (the 
value o" the impermissible hal(] tickets) 

Documen:ation of g~e donation is on 

fie in lhe Compiance Offce. Rules 
education provided to the coaching 
slaff 

AC was instructed to remove the 
b.*zeets and retweets immediately The 
Compliance staff wil conduct a rules 

education session with the Track and 
Fold staff to discuss the dos and 
don’ts of social media 

Contact Period will be reduced by 2 (to 
a limit of 4), and the Sp’ing Evaluation 
Period wil be reduced by 2 days (to 

166) 

(Priat Name) 

{Signature] 

Title: Associate AD for Compliance 

Date: 11/30!2012 

co: Plesident el Chancellor 

Paculty ADletics Repiesenta[ive 

AhletJcs Dkector 

Director of Compl ance 

REMINDER: 







Option #~, - Stay at UNC and 

May receive scholarship from UNC for the spring 

Must be enrolled full time to and receive scholarship 

May participate in I:ralning program with UNC strengl:h coaches 

Option #2 - Go train exclusively for the draft 

May si#n an agent agreement 

Do not enroll in any classes lhis spring and do not 

May receive expenses from agent 

May po[enfially receive a[hle[ics scholarship in the future from UNC per bylaw lb 3.I.4 

Opt!on #3 - Sign with anagent ANDattend UNCto 

May sign an agent agreement that is sport-specific for football only 

May receive scholarship from UNC 

Must be enrolled full time to 

May participate in trainin8 prosram with UNC strength coaches 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trulock, Scott <tralock@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 3:46 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; Tom 
Timmem~ans <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: 

I plan to sit dowr and discuss the details o[ the tlavel wtu orl Monday. HoDe[u[ly by the end of tile day we 

can begin making arrangements lhanks for everyone’s help on this 

From: Andre Williams [mailLo:awilliams@uncaa.un¢.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 3:40 PM 
TO: Ciocca, Mario F; Zlle, Vince; Trulock, ScoLL; ¢orey Holliday; Dominic Morelli; 3oe Haydon; Lance Markos; Tom 
Timmermans 
Subject: RE: 

Scott, 

When time permits, can you please respond to this email with the exact dates/times that will need to travel to 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

If possible, we would like to proceed in scheduling flight and hotel arrangements for 

as soon as possible. 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(t) 9199620393 

awillliam s(?duncaa un c edu 
> > > "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu > 11/30/2012 3:16 PM > > > 
Thanks Tom for all your help 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailLo:timmermans(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 2:49 PM 
TO: Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Lance Markos; ScoLL Trulock 



Subject: 

All, 

I have gotten conformation from the ACC that they feel comfortable that          situation meets the 
intent of bylaw 16.6.1.3 (institution may pay transportation, housing and meal expenses for a student- 

athlete’s parent to be present in situations in which a student-athlete suffers a life-threatening injury or 

illness) since the visit to         clinic is basically occurring under the same circumstances as in August. 

From the information I have, the two situations are similar but please let me know if an~hing has 

changed. 

In August the expenses were paid out of the Football budget, which again can be used to pay the 

expenses for the January visit to Please keep track of the expenses reimbursed and send 

a copy to me for my records. 

Let me know if you have any questions, or concerns, 

Tom 

From: Trulock, Scot~ 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 8:02 AN 
TO: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince 

has his follow up appointment scheduled for Jan 14 & 15 u p at 

when you have a moment to discuss travel arrangements. Try me on my cell at 

Thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 

From: Amy Herman rmailto:aischae~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan 
Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Kevin Best; Larry Fedora; Rick Steinbacher; Sco~ Trulock 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks, Mario I am comfortable covering both 
through SAF again Please proceed, Scott 

and expenses for this trip 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 



On Aug 3, 2012, at 4:12 PM, "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca~?email unc edu> wrote: 

From: Amy Herman rmailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 2:19 PM 
TO: Ciocca, Mario F; Scot~ Trulock 
Co: Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter 
Brewer; Joe Haydon; Vince Ille; Kevin Best; Larry Fedora; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: RE: 

Maro, 

Can you provide us with some information to confirm that we are still in the same position as before, in 

terms of the possible news that         might receive on this tdp? The ACC’s answer won’t change, 

assuming that nothing on our end has changed (in terms of what the tests will be evaluating for). Also, can 
you speak generally about where we are in the process, specifically with regard to how many different 

specialists         might need to see to further evaluate this condition? Is it such that each specialist 

tests for specific things and you have to continue to see others through a sort of progression? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Scott Trulock 8/3/2012 2:14 PM > > > 

In order to continue the evaluation of we have made appointments with a specialist at 

on Monday and Tuesday of next week. would like to 

accompany him on this trip as well. Please confirm if we can begin making travel arrangements. Let me 

know if there are any questions. Thanks 

Sco[l Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 
Confidentiality Notice 
This e mail, including any altachme nts, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Spor~s Medicine Department which may 
be confidential o r privileged The information is intended to be for the use of the individual o r entity named a bore If you are not the intended 
recipient, be aware that any disclosure copying, distribution or use of the ~3 ntents of this information is prohibited If you have received this e- 
mail in error please notify the sende r immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and ha rd copies of the 
communication, including attachments 

> > > Amy Herman 7/31/2012 3:03 PM > > > 

All, 

The ACC is okay with us using the bylaw below for this situation, given the uncertainty surrounding the 
news that         might receive on this trip. 



Thanks, 
Amy 

expenses if we are willing to do so out of the Football budget. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Monday, 
@uncaa.unc.edu> 

11:16AM 

Cc: 
Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines 
<bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
<breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 



Subject: 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa. unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Torn Sander <pacrnan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackharn <rackharn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 
DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 
<rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

December Carolina Outreach 

Hello Everyone, 

We Are the Champion!!! Carolina Outreach wants to send our big congratulations and thank you to all players and coaches in 
Women’s Soccer Team. We are really proud of you! 

Also, we want to send a reminder that this Wednesday, December 5th, we will still have our Outreach Monthly Meeting. This 
is the last meeting before the end of this semester. We will wrap up everything we have done for this semester, and do a 
bet[er job for the coming year! So don’t miss the last meeting. A lot of g~eat stuff will be coming soon. 

Good luck with everyone’s finals. Go Heels! 

Best, 

"To work together with fellow studen#athletes to give back to the community with our time, talents, and resources." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:49 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Agents 

Corey, 

Can you have 

Thanks ve~/much, 
Paul 

touch base with us about where they are in the agent selection process? 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 10:11 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: Spring 2013 Bill Deferment 

FYI 

> > > Tom Timmermans 12/4/2012 10:07 AM > > > 

Coaches, 

The below e mail was send out to all student athletes to remind them to defer their Spdng 2013 semester charges. 

Please follow up with your student athletes who will receive G]A to cover even a porUon of their funding. Any student 
athletes receiving G]A who has not deferred their charges by December 11th will run the risk of having courses dropped 

from their schedule. 

Unfortunately, PeopleSof~ still doesn’t have the capability of automatic deferment for students who are receiving any 
sort of aid, hopefully this feature will be added in the future. Therefore the students deferring is the only way to assure 

that they won’t lose their classes. 

Contacl me with any questions, 

> > > "Tom Tirnmermans" <tirnmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 12/4/2012 9:57 AM > > > 

This Email Was Sent From UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Student Athlete, 

Bills for the 2013 Spring semester are due to be paid by Tuesday, December 11th, which is prior to the first day of Spdng 

2013 classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitting your account. 



Therefore, all student athletes who are receiving Grant in Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go 
through the process of deferring their charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

Loq q to MvUNC ~:,’iwww ui:c eduimyun,:/) and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Centen Look at the 

Finances Section and select Request Deferment in the drop down box. Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment 

AND the Statement of Understanding and then click submit. There will be a conf’rmation screen after you hit submit, 

click OK. Click the Account Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date 

on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details 

by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North 
Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell            Fax 919.962.6002 



This message’s conten~ have been alchived by the Barracuda Me~age A, ch vet 
Siclde Cell Ti~it Pol c,/Final docx (21 
SickleCellTraitforCoaches udf (3 0M) 
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7 

20 

Head Coach 
Head Coach 

Name 

Fisher, Jimbo 

Grobe, Jim 

Johnson, Paul 

Beamer, Frank 

Fedora, Larry 

Edsall, Randy 

Swinney, Dabo 

London, Mike 

Cutcliffe, David 

Golden, AI 

O’Brien, Tom 

Spazia hi, Frank 

Graham, Todd 
Marrone, Doug 

Florida State 

TotalCompensation 

$2,750,000 

$2,400,000 

$2,360,000 

$2,270,000 

$2,200,000 

$2,010,000 
$1,750,000 

$1,700,000 

$1,650,000 

$i,500,000 

$1,370,000 

$1,750,000 

$1,200,000 

D           E 

Georgia Tech 

Name Total Compensation 

$4 

J K L M N 0 

I’~[~!~ I [otalCompensaLion Name [otalComperlsation I N~[[}~ I [otalCompensaLion 



DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATItLETIC5 

I,’cbruary I 0, 2012 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NC.~ Bylaw 131.1.3, please be informed that UCLA hereby provides aW 
university permission to discuss a possible transfer tbr student-athlete,             in the sport o1~ 

if you have any’ questions, please dora hesitate to contact our Compliance Otl]cer Rich Herczog at 

(310) 206-6099. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Oucrrero 

Director of Athletics 

DGO:I 

cc: Coach Billy Martit~ 
Rich Hmvzog 
Michael Sondheimer 
Glenn To*l~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit Ticket Deadline Men’s Basketball vs. ETSU 

Ticket Request Form Non Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

As a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the men’s basketball game against East 
Tennessee State is tomorrow l"l~ursday, December ~th. Forms can be sent to me via email 

Don’t forget to use the non-football request form. I’ve attached a copy of the form for you r use. The form can also be 
found by going to the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the Official Visits or Unoflqcial 
Visits folder. The document is titled ’qicket Request Form - Non-Football Games." 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of even/guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket Ofl3ce at Entry D of the Smith Center beginning 
an hour and a half prior to tipoff. The Ticket Office will remain open until halfcime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistal~t Director of Ticket Operations 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <havdon(-~uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  5:01 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

~liveuncedu>; " " " ~liveuncedu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med unc edu>; 
Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email unc edu>; 
Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany 
Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa unc edu>;                           @uncaa unc edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Chlistopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; fNntern <FBintern@uncaa unc edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gqbson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendorl" <heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman <j freeman@uncaa unc edu>; 

:@uncaa unc edu>;. ~@uncaa unc edu>; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda 
Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Richie 
C~-imsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; Randy Jordan <fljordan@uncaa unc edu>; Rory 
Pommerening <rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; Simon 

~uncaa unc edu>; . i@uncaa unc edu>; Scott 
Tmlock <stmlock@uncaa unc edu>;                       @uncaa unc edu>; 
Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; 
Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa unc edu> 

Official Visit Weekend Itinerary 

OVW Itinerary - December 7th-9th, 2012xlsx 

We will be hosting 2 oflScial visits this weekend Attached is the initial itinerary I’ll send out additional 
information tomorrow and will be in contact with those that will need to present for the meals Please let me 
know if you have any questions 

Looking ahead: We’ll be hosting 3-4 official visits next weekend (December 14th-16th) and don’t forget that 
our BIG Official Visit weekend is January 18th-20th 

Ioe Haydon 



[~nivc~-sil~ of No~fl~ C~o~a 
Phone: 919.843.2.572 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
I~aydon@uncaa .unc.edu 











NFLPA Collegiate I~owi 

Don Zolo~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thursday, 4:57 PM 

Cc: 
Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines 
<bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
<breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 



Subject: 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa. unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Torn Sander <pacrnan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackharn <rackharn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 
DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 
<rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

December Carolina Outreach Updates 

Hello Everyone, 

How time flie!! I cannot believe it is already final week! But it is also the best time of the whole year, because Christmas 
Holiday is coming soon! 

We had our last Carolina Outreach meeting on Wednesday evening. And thank you for particibation during such a busy time 
period. There are just couple programs we want to let everyone know before leaving campus. 

--- "Christmas Caroling" 
Singing is always fun, especially for Christmas caroling. Student athletes from Football and Women’s Lacrosse went to 
Ronald McDonald House last Friday and sang a lot of Christmas songs to families there. They did an amazing job on this!! 
Want to see? Here is a link to the Caroling video on our Facebaok page. 

AND Women’s Lacrosse will do another Christmas Caroling on this Saturday (Dec. 8th} at 1:30pro in UNC ChilOen’s 
Hospital. Sorry we know some of you may have exams at that time, but that’s the only time works for the hospital. :( If you 
want to have a study break, why not come to sing with Lacrosse ladies? So Please me or           know if you can come! 
Here is     phone number:             and email address:       @live unc edu 

.... "Share Your Holiday" 
A lot of teams already adopted families. You guys did a fantastic job to buy gifts, and invite them to your Christ~nas Parties. 
We just want to send a reminder that all gifts should be sent out before December 14th. And if you don’t have the 
information about delivery, please let Cricket know. She can help with this :) Also if you have your Christmas team pictures 
want to share, we would love to collect them. Please send me a copy! 

"Outreach T-shirt" 
Thank you so much for everyone’s support and enthusiasm of the whole semester. We p~pa~ some Out~ach T shirts for 
everyone. So if you study in Loudermilk, welcome to my office (2108) for an Outreach Shirt. We want to share the Outreach 
message with every student-athlete! 

Last but not least, GOOD LUCK with everyone’s finals, and Happy Holidays!! 
Our excellence is not only on court, in the field, but also in the classroom and communities! #iServe ibaad 
Go Heels! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 6:52 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

i@live.unc.ed u >; @live.unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, ]lsy 

<iventura@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@u~caa.unc.eclu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke 

<cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 

<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl 

Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; J 

.@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Randy Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 

< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ! ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 

Trulock <strulock@u ncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bunting, John $ <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu >; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Official Visit Weekend Itinerary UPDATE 

OVW]tinerary December 7th 9th, 2012.xlsx; .xlsx; 
xlsx 

All, 

Attached is the updated itinerary for this weekend. The only change is that dinner on Saturday evenlng 

5th Floor of the Kenan Football Center rather than the Loudermilk Centen 

Also, attached are the profiles for the two official visits: and 

will be on the 

Joe Haydon 

> > > Joe Haydon 12/5/2012 5:00 PM > > > 

We will be hosting 2 official visits this weekend. Attached is the initial itinerary. I’ll send out additional information 
tomorrow and will be in contact with those that will need to present for the meals. Please let me know if you have any 

questions. 

Looking ahead: We’ll be hosting 3 4 official visits next weekend (December 14th 16th) and don’t forget that our BIG 

Official Visit weekend is January 18th 20th. 





December 6, 2012 

plal~s with                       a Womc~s VoIle.ybalt;Women’s Sand Volleybal~ 

st~odm~t-a~hle{e. Tlqis is in regards to he* transtbr to your inat*t~ltJon. 

Please *~,:c t’~¢* o c( ~ttacl me with any q ueal 1o~8 or c, oncerns I’he~£< you lic y~?~ar 

~ t:~enfion R> ibis nmtt¢*. 

Brian M Batdo 

Associate )*ector of Ath[cties 







December 5, 2012 

Please bc advised that 2,our acdons at our November 11, 2012 baskctball gmnc against Florida Atlantic 

wcrc inappropriate m~d unacceptable All of us at the University of Norlh Carolina cndea~ or to maintain 
an atmosphere of compliance co~ducive to furthering the best interests of our ~mdent-athletes We expect 

those who may visit campus or wish to interact with UNC student-athletes to support our efforts i~ this 

regard 

Because of these expectations, we will not tolerate actions such as yours on November i I Specifically, 

~ e fottnd yottr following behavior inappropriate: 

Without appmpriae aurhonz,~rion you entered a restricted area t~scl~ed tbr paints, relatives, 

and Ihends ot IJNC men’s basketball studcnt-athlcte~: 

3 You took part in unauthorized and unwanted conversations with tbe parents of 

a current IANC men’s basketball student-ahlete 

We take these above actions ve~ seriously If you would like to have contact wifl~ any L~C student- 

athlete or their l~an~ily members, w~u must contact n~e first ~ will then work with the approprmte 

Ro? Wdliams 

Head Mcn’s Basketb~dl Coach 

University of Norlh Carolina 

cc: Vincc file. Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Paul Pogge, Associate Athletic Director 



December 5, 2012 

Please bc advised that ],our actions at our November 11, 2012 baskctball gmnc against Florida Atlantic 

wcrc inappropriate m~d unacceptable All of us at the U~ivcrsity of Norlh Carolina cndea~ or to maintain 
an atmosphere of compliance couducive to furthering the best interests of our ~mdent-athletes We expect 

those who may visit campus or wish to interact with UNC student-athletes to support our efforts iu this 

regard 

Because of these expectations, we will not tolerate actions such as yours on November i I Specifically, 

~ e fonnd yonr fol]owing behavior inappropriate: 

Without appropriate authorization you entered a restricted area t~scl~ed tbr patents, relatives, 

and I~ends ot IJNC men’s basketball studcnt-athlcte~: 

¯ When you accessed 1his tvstt’icl+d area. you assisted 1,.o olher ultallthorized individuals. Dino 

Pergola and Roy Caso. h~ also gaining access: and 

3 You took part in unauthorized and unwanted convevsntions with tbe parents of 

a current UNC men’s basketball student-athlete 

We take these above actions veU seriously If you would like to have contact wifl~ any L-~,~C student- 

athlete or their l:an~ily members, w)u must contact me first ~ will then work wifl~ the approprmte 

Sincetvly 

Roy Williams 

Head Mcn’s Basketball Coach 

University of Norlh Carolina 

cc: Vincc file. Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Paul Pogge, Associate Athletic Director 



V~ecernber 5, 2012 

Please bc advised that 2,our acdons at our November 11, 2012 baskctball gmnc against Florida Atlantic 

wcrc inappropriate m~d unacceptable All of us at the University of Norlh Carolina cndea~ or to maintain 
an atmosphere of compliance co~ducive to furthering the best interests of our m~dent-athletes We expect 

those who may visit campus or wish to interact with UNC student-athletes to support our efforts i~ this 

regard 

Because of these expectations, we will not tolerate actions such as yours on November 11 Specifically, 

~ e fottnd yottr following behavior inappropriate: 

Without appropriate audaorizarion you entered a restricted area t~scl~ed tbr patents, rclari~cs, 

and Ihends ot l JNC men’s basketball studcnt-athlcte~: 

3 You took part in unauthorized and unwanted conversations with tbe parents of 

a current UNC men’s basketball student-athlete 

We take these above actions ve~ seriously If you would like to have contact wifl~ any L-~4C student- 

athlete or their f:an~ily members, w~u must contact n~e first ~ will then work with the approprmte 

Re? Wdliams 

Head Mcn’s Basketball Coach 

University of Norlh Carolina 

cc: Vincc file. Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Paul Pogge, Associate Athletic Director 



Address Line 1 

Address Line 2 

I apo]ogize fbr the tmauthorized a*~d ~nsolicited dia]ogue you had with Mr Greg Primus, Mr 

Ditto Pergola, and Mr Roy Caso at om basketba]l game on November l I of this yea* As you 

know, we place our hi~est priority on maintaining an atmosphere conducive to tiartherlng the 

best interests and fostering the grouch of our student-athletes We will not tolerate the behavior 

Mr Prlmus, Nh- Pergola, and Nh- Caso demonstrated and have taken steps to address this issue 
with each of them individually 

Thank you both for yore p~ornpt communication of these i*~dividuals’ actior~s Please infom~ 

myselt; a member of my staft; or Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa unc edu;               right 

away should you ever encounter a similar situation in the future Your assistance helps us 

maintain an atmosphere of compliance which protects the best interests of you, your son, and his 

teammates in our program We appreciate you bringing this matter to our attention 

I look f~,pa, ard to seeing you again soon 

Sincerely, 

Roy Williams 

Head Men’s Basketball Coactl 

University of’North Caro]i*la 

cc: Vir~ce IIle, Ser~io~ Associate Athletic Director 

Paul Pogge, Associate Atb]etic Director 



I: riday, Decem be.r 7, 2(1&2 9:24 AM 

lie, Vince <ille@email unc ed ~>; [ieth Miller <broil er@uncaa ~nc edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgr ggs@uncaa unc edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@url aa uric ~du >; Michael Beale <mbeal~@url aa ur~ edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogg~@ur~ aa uric ~du >; 

pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, :]_0:25 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar~h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpember~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 

Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 

Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Bhelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Bean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Camps 

Outside Coaches Employment Roster.pdf; Student-Athlete Employment 

Roster.pdf; Free or Reduced Admission Roster.pdf; Noninstitutional Privately 

Owned Camps and Clinics.pdf 

Coaches, 

Just a couple of quick reminders on working or running camps and clinics. 

Camps Run/Operated by UNC Staff Members 

Attendance may only be limited by age or grade and not skill level. 

May not be operated during a dead period. 

All advertisements (brochures, websites, etc.) should be submitted to the Compliance Omce for approval prior to 

distribution. Must clearly det’ne who may attend and may only use the names or pictures of current UNC student 
athletes in the camp counselor seclion. 

Camp must include skill instruction; only playing games does not meet the NCAA definition for a camp. 

Submit Outside Coaches Roster, Student Athlete Employment Roster, and Free/Reduced Admission Roster for 

each camp. Tf none, must still submit form listing none. 

Workinq Camps Run/Operated by Non-UNC Affiliated Groups 

UNC staff may only work outside camps if they are operated in the same manner as UNC camps per the above (no 

attendance restr ctions, advertised appropriately, etc.). 

Camp Director and UNC Staff Member must both sign off on the Noninstitutional Privately Owned Camps and 
Clinics form prior to the camp. 

Also, be sure to track earnings in order to accurately repor~ them on any Outside Tncome paperwork. Tf you have any 
questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



The academic and membership affairs staffwas recently asked by a Division I conforence whether it is permissible to 
provide an undeEiraduate sludent assistant coach up to six complimentary admissions to a postseason event (ie, 
provide the undergraduate sludenl assistant coach the opportunily lo receive the same number of complimenlan/ 
admissions as a studenl-alhlele who participates in or is a member of a team participating in a postseason even1) 
The staff reviewed lhe question aud agreed thal il is pem]issible 1o provide an undergraduate student assistant coach 
Lip to six co[nplirnentary admissions to a pestseasen event Tile staffwill update Figure 11-1 to reflect this response. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 5:21 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 
<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu >; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

<nbaber@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu >; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@emaiLunc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; 
Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A 
<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 
Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU> 

Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland @facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>i 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alexcreighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
<rungano@email.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 



Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sanders, Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 

<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 

Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn 

<bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman 

< bholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Hundley < bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; BrenSubject: A SURPRISE Bidding of Farewell 

Subject: 

A SURPRISE Bidding of Farewell 

Shhhhhhhh..........As most of you know, Kent Pennington is retidng after almost 30 years of service with the University. 

Kent does not want a big par~y, but you can’t retire without a bidding of farewell!! 
So, we are hosting a SURPRISE drop in reception, complete with heavy hors d’oeuvres on 

Wednesday, December :]-2th from noon until 2 p.m. in Room 2:]-6 of the EWAC. 

Please comeioin in the celebration of Kent’s sendce to the University, but most 
im por~antly to t he Depar[ment of Athletics! Please share this with others in your area 

who may not access to email or that you feel would like to be a part of this event. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



December 7~ 2012 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
The News & Observer 
(919) 812 ~’895 
dkane@newsobserver com 

SEN VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

[)ear Mr. Kane: 

wr[e in iespon~ to your request for public recolds dated Decembel 4, 2012 (sen[ to Katie Tulnel, n the Office 
d Faculty Governance, via electronic mail) Specif caly, I wrile regard ng thai portion of your request seeking 
"copes of all the Facu ly Athlel c Do[Jncil rain ]tea thai [ issa Broome and ,lack Evans have in their possession" 

The enclosed documents are being prey dad to you in accordance wth the North Caroina Pubic Records Act 
Spec fically, the enclosed documents consist of the available records for Academic Years 2002 03, 2003 0,I, and 
200,1-05, As relayed previous y, please note that the Committee does not meet over the summer. In add rich, as 
ref acted in the May 12, 2005 meeting minu~es, the Committee did not meet in April 2005. 

We are s[ill processing your request arid will contact you again when additiona responsve public records are 
available to provide to you 

Sincere y, 

Regina J Stabile, J.D. 
Direclor, Inslitutional Recoids and Reporting Corr~Dliance 



co~qti:~u~ (whic ~ weird inchd6 tl’~ose wltose r.cademic eco~ds made them 









The Unlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Alhletics 
Special ffoint Meeting with the 

Executive Committee of the Faculty Council and the Chancellor’s Advisory Commi~ee 
No~es from Meeting: 3une 13, 2003 

Dick Baddour, Lissa Broome, Nick Didow, Garland Hershey, George Lensing, 
Chancellor James MoeseL Jim Murphy, and members of the other two 
committees 

The Chancellor outlined his concerns about potential ACC Expansion, which included 

The welfare of the student-athletes (with respect to time away from classes to travel to attend 
away contests); 

~ The constmctioa ofdivisioas; and 
~ Questions about the assumptions underlying the financial pr~ections 

Athletics Director Dick Baddour outlined the various arguments made for and against ACC 
expansioa 

* ]Expanded cont’erence footprint, greater l~zn base, expanded interest 
~ Inciease statme of football with a cont~rence championship (aeed 12 teams) 

o Would lead to extra money and atiemion 

Io position the ACC f’or a changing landscape in college athletics 

o Larger conference would bring financial stability 
o Window of opportunity open now and may not be later 

Against expansion 

* Would lose compact natme oPthe ACC and round robin, s in football and basketball 
~ Would ad~ ersely impact lhe ACC basketball tournament 

o Fewer tickets avadable to each school 

o Might dilute theiaterest 

Impact on student-athletes in terms of increased travel time 

May change the culture of the ACC 

The Chancellor and the Athletic Dh~ctor took questions In ~spoase to a question, Chancellor 
Moeser stated that UNC wo~ld not go back~va~ ds on its admission standards t’o~ student-athletes 
regardless of what other schools inside or outside the ACC do with respect to admissions 
standards 

]The meeting preceded the final votes on expansion oPthe ACC and served as a forum fb~ the 
Chancellor and the Atbletic Director lo explain tbe x’iewpoint ofl~C with respect lo cont’erence 
expansion and to answer questions and hear comments and concerns of faculty members] 

Minutes submitted by Lissa L Broome 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Aflfletks 

Minutes of Meeting: September 2, 2003 

Dick BaddoaL John Blanchard, Lissa Broome~ Jack Evans, Larry Gallo, Kathleen 
Harris, Garland Hershey, David Klapper, Lloyd Kramer, Steve Leonard, 
Charlcello~ James MoeseL Jim Mm~ohy, Bill Smidl, Judith Wegnel 

[ Introductions 

This being the first meeting of the academic yeaL those present introduced themselves 

I1 Remarks by the Chaff 

Pro~kssor Broome reviewed the charge and role of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 

III    Remarks by the Director of Athletics 

Dick Baddour reviewed the rni ssion and principles of operation tk~r the Depariraenr of Athletics 
tte then summarized the t~ur key factors that are emphasized in hiring new coaches (academic 
perCormance of student-athletes, integri~-, competing success~lly, and the overall experience of 
thestadent-athlete) Mr Baddour has identified the activitles listed imrnediately below as points 
of emphasis for this yeax 

An initiative on leadership (coordinated by John Blanchard) 
Preparations for NCAA re-cerdficafio~ 
Salaries for Olympic sport coaches 
Specific facilities repairs and renovations 

IV Remarks by the Factdty Atttletics Representative 

Jack Evans gave a b~ief ~eport on NCAA activities directed at academic relb~m 

V September Meeting of Faculty Council 

Faculty Chair, Professor Judity Wegner, outlined her general plans to change the fommt of 
Faculty Council meetings in orde~ to achieve increased interaction The first example wil] be the 
portion of the meeting scheduled for September 5 that will be devoted to atltletics Reraarks will 
be made by Chancellor Moeser, Professor Broome, Mr Baddour, and Jack Evans A brief 
discussion of tl~e topics to be co’¢ered Po]lowed 



VI Exit Surv-ey and Interv-iews 

Professor Murphy led a discussion of the exit fureta, iew process and provided an overview of the 
~esponses to last year’s exit storey He noted that the survey [esponses and the summaries oP 
exit interviews were ge~e~ a]ly consiste~t Committee members who wi]l be assisting Professor 
Murphy on this v,,ork dm-lng the cun-ent year are Professors Hershey and Smith 

VII Remarks by Chancellor Moeser 

Chancellor Moeser jofued the rneerfug and gave a preview of the remarks that he intended to 
make at the September 5 meeting of Faculty Council tte planned to discuss ACC expansion, 
proYiding a brieP retrospective on the sequence of eYents and then commenting on the possibilii3" 
of discussions about further expansion He will also emphasize the importance that he attaches 
to academic re~Brm efforts that are under way within the NCAA He will make note of 
opportunities for representatives of the IS]iversity to fufluence this work, including his own 
participation with the Group oP Six ([eptesentatives oP the equity conl~rences) arid that o[’,lack 
I:Yans on tile NCAA Management Comlcil and tile Division I Work Group on Incentives and 
Disincentives (part of the academic re£brm activity) 

VllI Minutes of Previous Meeting 

Minutes of the meeting of April I, 2003, were approved (help my recollection did we actually 
do this?) 

Minutes submitted by ‘lohn P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Minutes of Meethlg: October 7, 2{){)3 

John Blanchard, Lissa Broome, Nick Didow, Jack Evans, Larry Gallo, Kathleen 
flarris. Garland lIershey. Core?" Itolliday, David Klapper, Lloyd Kramer, Cricket 
Lane, George Lensing, Steve Leonard, Susan Maloy, Robert Mercer, Jim Mmphy, 
Bill Smifl~ 

Introductions 

The meeting was held in Kenan Field House to enable commitiee members to become belier 
acquainted with the range of support services that are avaiiab]e for student-athletes The meeting 
opened with introduchons ofa]l individoals present 

II Overview of Studem-Athlete Services 

Mr John Blanchard. Senior Associate Director of Athletics, gave a brief’histo[y of academic 
suppor, and student-athlete selwices at UNC, culminating in a summalw of the scope of cun:ent 
services and the organizational structure for providing them Ms Cricket Lane, Director of 
Student-Athlete Development who joined the staff in A~g~.lst of 2003, gave an ovecv-iem of 
Athletes Coming Together (ACI), the Student-Athlete AdvisotT Committee (SAAC), Carolina 
Outreach, and Career Development She coordinates a broad array of activities through which 
student-athlete leaders participate and contribute to service activities Corey [lolliday then 
described his activities ielated to student-athlete development for the f’ootba]l p[ogram He 
indicated that be and Rick Steinbacher now divide a series of activities primarily on an ’%tema/ 
versus external" basis *[r S/einbacher works primarily with external activities (eg, 
coordination of recruiting) while Mr Hol]iday works primarily with internal activities (eg, 
arrangements for study hall) A brief question-and-answer period followed 

Ms Susan Maloy, Director of Certification, described her work with the process for ceriit’ying 
student-athletes for e]igibility to practice and compete She distributed a copy of the Satisfactory 
Progress Evalnation form and described how it is used in this p~ ocess She also outlined how she 
uses contact with the NCAA and Initial-Ellgibility Clearinghouse, as v,,ell as coordination with 

~he UNC oft~ces of the Admissions and Uni~ ersity Registra* 

Mr Robert Mercer, Di[ector of’Academic Support. summarized the staffing of’academic 
counselors and learning speciali sts and the related operations of the Acadendc Suppor. Cemer 
tie indicated that a transition has occurred, resulting in less use of one-on-one tutoring and more 
use of rerdew sessions t’o~ g~ oups of student-athletes Comp]ementing this is significant 
avallabilig~" of tutors to guide structured study in foreign languages, math and English 
reported that he has noted increased incidence of documented leaning disabilities and a 
corresponding increased need for learning specialists He emphasized that the staff members of 



the Center are academic professionals rather than sports administraturs (While not a p~ima~2¢ 
topic covered in this discussiot~, it should be noted that the Academic Support Cetuer is fimded 
by the Deparimetu of Athletics but tba~ the primary administrative reponing line is tu the College 
of Atts and Sciences) 

Attendance policies in English 10/11 were discussed briefly, because the staff of the Academic 
Support Cetuer has noted a difference between those policies at~d a statement of philosophy 
adopted by the Faculty, Council regarding students who miss class when representing the 
University It appea~s that the current policy in English 10/I l creates a direct link between 
atiendance and the grade that can be earned tessetuially, absences, for whatever reason, re&~ce 
the maximum grade that can be earned) It u, as the sense of the Committee that it is desirable to 
find a resohltion of this situation that meets the appropriate needs of the Deparmlent of I-,nglish 
without penalizing student-athletes simply because they nmst travel for athletic competition 

III    Oilier Business 

’Fbe Committee passed a resolution in suppo~’~ of a proposal to modify the Facul~- Committee on 
Athletics from a committee often elected members sep,’ing five-year terms to one of nine elected 
members serving three-year terms This chat~ge would create consistency with the other elected 
committees of the facul~- The faculty athletics representative, if not already an elected member 
of the Committee would contin~e to be an ex officio member 

Pro~ssor Broome distributed a set of papers regarding athletic rei~rm that will provide 
background fo~ discussion at a futme meeting 

Faculty Chair Judith Wegner has requested a represetuative from the Faculty Committee on 
Athletics to help in planning a faculD--staff appreciation day to be held at a women’s basketball 
game Professo~ Steve Leonard agreed to serve in this role 

Minutes of the meetings of April 1 and September 2, 2003, were approved In addition, the 
Committee received a summm2," of the special meeting on du~e 13 2003, of representatives from 
the Faculty" Committee on Athletics, the Executive Committee of FaculD- Council, and the 
Advisory Committee 

Minutes submitted by John P Evans 



The |J~llve~-si~ of North Caroli~la at Chapel Hill 
Facltlty Co~ittee on At[~letics 

Mint~tes ofMeet~lg: No~ember 4, 2003 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Nick Didow, Jack Evans, Kathleen ttarris, 
Garland Hexshey, David Klappev, Lloyd Kr~mer, George Lenalng, Steve Leonard, 
Jim Murphy, Bill Smith; Other’s: Dick Baddour, Marfina Ballen, John 
Blanchard, La~y Gallo. Norwood Teague, Matt Te~Tell 

I ’l’opics Reported by the l)0¢:ctor of Atltletics 

A Financial status of the Department of Athletics 

Martina Ballen tevie’~,ed iecent finarlcial history, current yeal budgets, arid prRjecfiotls through 
2007-08 The latte~ i)~ qiections were prepared for tl~e current co~ference membership; 
proientions reflecting the impact of Miami, Virginia Tech, and Boston College joining the 
conl’erence are not yet available Ms Ballen listed areas of the budget that present financial 

challenges for the Department; they include: scholarships, operating budgets by sport, Title IX 
issues, Olympic sport coaches’ salaries, and facilities The prlma~y sources of revenue f’or the 
Department are ticket sales, distribution from the ACC contract, student fees, NCAA 
distribution, current contracts (eg, Nike and Learfield), and endowment income Participation 
in the (arolina I~irst campaign is inte~ded to increase e~dowment income a’~,ailable for 
scholarships and operating budgets for individual sports 

B Signage and advertising 

The Board of Trustees has directed that a task force be t’ormed to explore sigl~age and advertising 
as a potential source of additional revenue The Chancellor will make these appointments 
(which x,,,il] i~clude representation tSom the Facu]t~v Committee on Athletics) i~ tile near fott~re 
The charge is expected to request that early efforts be devoted to establishing a range of potential 
revenues that might be realized if the decision is made to proceed 

C Boston Collegejoinirlg the ACC 

Mr Baddour provided background on the addition of Boston College as the twelfth member of 
the ACC He reported that prior to the conl’erence vote by CEOs the Chancellor had consuhed 
with the facult?, chair, the chair of the Adviso~g Committee, the Chair of the Facul~- Committee 
on Athletics, arid the l:actdty athletics representative While the exact date on which Bostor~ 
College will forrnally become a member is not set, it is expected to occur by the 2006-07 year 

In reporting on the recent announcemen~ of the provisions of Coach Williams’ contract, Mr 
Baddour indicated that Coach Williams had made the commitment to accept the positio~ with the 



only understanding on compensation being that he would ’~not go backwards" Mr Baddour 
n~ted that the size of the contract reflected current market evaluations t’~ high profile coaches 
and that he had cons~dted the t~aculty chair and chair oftbi s committee in advance of the 
annotmcement Somediscussio*~ofbonusclausesfo]lowed Membersof’tbecommitteeraised 
some concern abont providing a bonus for a high team graduation ~ ate on the grounds tbat this 
should be a normal, rather than extraordinary,, expectation 

I1 Minutes of Previous Meeting 

The minutes of the meeting of October 7, 2003, were approved 

III    Remad¢s of tbe ( ommittee Chair 

Professor Broome summarized the flmctioning of the Alhletics Council, which is advisory to the 
Director ofAtbletics ],t meets at least once per semester with agendas tbat are similar to those of 
the Faculty Committee o*~ Athletics Its membership includes ~epresentatives fIom tbe Faculty 
(ommittee on Ath]etics (Professors Broome, E’~ans, and Hershey are the cnrrent 
representatives), the Employee Forum, the Carolina Athletic Association, current student- 
athletes, the Educatio~tal Foundatio~t, a~td alum~ti 

IV Committee Report a*~d Academic Progress Results 

Pro~ssor Broome udll present the Committee’s report at the Faculty Council meeting on Friday, 
Novembe~ 14 Abriefdiscussion ofthedraftreportanddataonacadenticprogressofstudent- 
athletes followed The Committee approved the report and authorized Professor Broome to 
amend it to reflect the Committee’s discussion and then submit it to Faculty Council 

V Otber Busir~ess 

John Blanchard reported that a meeting is scheduled for November 13 for ~hrther discussion of 
the English 10/I~ a~d 12 attendance policy 

Professor Broome called attention to various pieces of inlbrmation that had been distributed 

regarding the activities of the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics These matters will be 
discussed at a future meeting 

_At this point those in attendance who were not members of the Committee leIt the meeting 
Professor Broome the*t reported that, as part of the University’ s regular process of admi*tistrative 
reviews, the time has arrived for review of the Director of Athletics The Chancellor has asked 
the Faculty Committee o~ Athletics to serve as the collecting point fo~ f~edback thai he as 
requested vario~s University constituencies The Committee will a/so report to the Chancellor 
following receipt ofthls feedback and the deliberations of the Committee Proi~ssor Broome 
requested that members rese~we time on December 9 from 4:00 to 6:00 pm for a special meeting 
for this purpose 



Minutes submitted by .lohn P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on A~hletics 

Mhn~tes of Meeting: December 2, 2003 

Commiltee Members: [,issa B~oome, Nick Didow, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, 
Garland itershey, Da~dd Klapper, Lloyd Kramer, George Lenalng, Steve Leonard, 
Chancellor MoeseL Jim Murphy, Bill Smith; Oihers: Dick Baddour, John 
Blanchard, LarW Gallo (all of the Department of Athletics), "DTIt 
ieporter) 

I Minutes of Previous Meeting 

The minutes of the meeting of November 4 were approved 

II Update Items 

Professor Broome ~ eported on the presentation of the Committee’s report to Facul~- 
Council Toward the goal of having a consistent structure ~i,r all t:aculty committee’s, a 
proposal has been drafted that would change the number of elected positions fiom ten to 
nine with members serving staggered three-year terms (instead of the current five years) 

Formation of a Trustee task force on advertising and signage will occur in the near fitture 
Two of the elected members of this committee will be asked to serve on the task force 

o Mr Baddour and Mr Blanchard reported on the recent planning meeting for the 
Leadership Initiative that X,h- Baddour has described previously ’the planning session 
was well attended and produced enthusiastic support for the proposal 

A first meeting has occurred among Associate Dean DarlM Gless, Associate Dean Fred 
Clark, Karen Gill, Robert Mercer, and John Blanchard ~Br discussion of the English 10/11 
attendance issue A fol]ow-up meeting has been planned 

Exit su~eys for t?ll sports are ahead of the pace of last year Cricket Lane is 
administel~ng the survey and is also beginning the planning for exit interviews in the 
Sp~ing Semestel 

III Items raised by the Director of Athletics 

Mr Baddour reported on two tlall of Fame selections involving current or former coaches: 
Sylvia Hatchell in women’s basketball and Willie Scloggs in men’s lacrosse He summarized 
the scbedale t’or the t’orlhcoming NCAA certification process It will begin with an orientation 
visit in Februau of 2004 by representatives of the certification team Our report is due to the 
NCAA in December of 2004 xvith the peer review visit scheduled for April of 2005 Provost 
Rohert Shelton is chalking the process Letters from him inviting individuals to smwe on the 
Steering Committee and the four subcommittees for this process will go out during this month 
Mr Baddour noted that the women’s soccer team has reached tbe Final Four with the semi-final 



game scheduled for December 5 (Subsequent to this meeting, the women’s soccer team 
successl~lly regai~md the natio~tal champio~tship ) 

IV Items raised by the Chancello~ 

Chancellor Moeser joined the meeting and drew attention to his recent letter to ACC 
Commissioner Swofford i~1 which he had set out tlae University’s opposition to bosdng Thursday 
night football games Copies of the letter had been distributed to members of this committee A 
blqef discussion of the structure and operatio*~ of the ACC Television Committee fol]owed 
Hosting games on Thursda?, nigbts is a siglaificant problem for some ACC scbools, but less so 
for others The TV representatives are more interested in inventou t~r Thursday night 
broadcasts than any other aspect of this issue [ht2s, if the i~ve~to~2," can be maintained through 
volunteers, it may not be necessa~’ to experience adverse financial consequences in the next 
contract Chancellor Moeser expressed the hope that the conl;erence chief executives would trot 
accept a new TV contract that required each member school to host a Thursday night game The 
Chancellor mentioned that he (and Mr Baddour) will be attending a Street & Smith coniC)fence 
in New York on athletic reform and fi~anci~g in the nea~ fnture He a]so noted that he has 
become one of the ACC’s representatives to the Group of Six conference chief executives 

V Faculty Input to Selection of the Faculg~" Athletics Representative 

A resolmion by the Executive Committee of Faculty Council had reqnested the Comrnirlee on 

Faculty Governance to explore means for achieving £~cu113, input into the Chancellor’s selection 
of the UniversiiT’s representative to the ACC and NCAA Professor Broome has been invited to 
meet with members of the Committee on Faculty Governance on this topic A brief discussion 
t’cdlowed of some draft language dmt Professor Broome will propose at that meeting 

VI Mission and P[inciples of’Opetatio*~ for the Department of’AthleIics 

Mr Baddour distributed copies of these documents and discussed ways in which he uses them 
Iwo primatT~ uses are in setting expectatio~s dm-il~g the hiring of coaches and as reminders of 
guiding principles du~{ng budget discussions within the Department He seeks suggestion s for 
t’rom members of the committee for his use in drafting new statements One aspect that he 
wishes to strengqhen is the reference to Title 17{ matters 

VII I~umre Agenda Items 

A brief discussion of topics and schedules for the Spring Semester of 2004 followed 

VIII Persom~el Review 

By motion in accordance with North Carolina General Statutes, the committee u, ent into closed 
session t\~r pnrposes of a scheduled personne] review 

Minutes subrnitied by John P Evans 



The |Jnlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Facltlty Co~n~nittee on At[~letics 

Min~tes of Meeting: January 6, 2004 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, David Klapper, Lloyd Kramer, Geoxge Lensing, Steve Leonard, James 
Moeser, Jim Mu~t~hy, Bill Smitb: Others: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard, Larry; 
GaHo, Beth Miller 

[ [opics I)iscnssed with the (hance]lor 

In commenting on the controversy surrounding BCS selections during the bowl season, the 
Chancellor reported t’rom his discl~ssions witb the Group of Six that tbe presidents are strongly 
opposed to a playof~" He indicated that the discussior~s that are under way ~egaiding the BCS 
format might lead to a fit’~h B(;S game in some form He reported that the task t\~rce that tie and 
the Board of Trustees had decided to form to consider signage issues has been appointed and u, ill 
have its first mec~ing in late January In response to a question, he reported that because of the 
ACC approach to revenue sharing, we will not be adversely aPr’ected by not having had a bowl 
team this year He indicated that we would have ber~efited if the coniC’fence bad had two BCS 
participants or if an ACC team had participated in the championship game 

[I Update on litle IX 

Dr Beth Miller reported that two Title IX reviews ha’, e been conducted at the University, the 
first in 1993-94 and the second in 1999-2000 Membership of the review committees has 
included people l¥om the Department of Athletics as we]l as University personnel (both sta[Y and 
t~aculty) who are not employed in tbe depa~ment Both reviews resulted in the conclusion that 
*he gniversiP/has no instances of non-compliance with Title IX requirements These reviews 
will be continued on a five-yem cyc]e Dr Mi]ler revie~,’ed the prhnm2," ~eqnirements of lille IX 

with the Committee: [~ requirements regarding scholarship funding, 2) requirements regarding 
participation (including the "three-prong" model of proportionality, history, of expansion of 
opporhmities, and meeting the interests and abilities of students), and 3) req~drements regarding 
equivalent benefits and opportunities She remir~ded the Committee that we have an established 
process and criteria for mviexving proposals to add additiona] sports That review process 
involves consulta*ion with the Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Dr Miller also reported briefly on the work of the Secreta~"s Commission on Opportunities in 
Athletics The Commission was created by the US Secretary of Education arid it p~esented its 
report in Februat3, of 2003 witb 23 recommendations Tbe Commission reported 15 
recommendations unanimously, but two members had dissented on the others The Secretapi has 
indicated that lie would support the ~ ecommendations that ~ere reported unanhnously 



llI Minutes of Previous Meeting 

Minutes of the meeting of December 2, 2002, were approved as submitied 

[V    Selection Process for the Facu]t? Afllletics Rep~ esentative 

Following fiom the advice of this Committee, Professor Broome had drained lat~guage that she 
presented for consideration by the Committee on 1 niversity Government She distributed copies 
of that d~af~ lar~guage as well as alternative lar~guage that had emerged in that rneeti*~g In a b~ief 
discussion ~he Chancellor indicated his preference for the simplicity office language that 
Pro~ssor Broome had drafted She will report that preference to the Chair of the Committee on 
Unive~ sitT Government 

V TopicsDiscussed with NE Blanchard 

Mr B]ancha~d ~eported that a second meeti*~g has occurred among the individ~a]s who have 
bee~ reviewing the atte~da~ce policy for English 10/I I The Depm~me~t of I-h~glish has 
developed and implemented new guidelines for attendance and grading that cont~rm to the 
Faculty Council’s policy on these matters 

VI Topics DiscussedwithMr Baddom 

Mr Baddour provided a review of the history of drug testing at the University, coveting both 
what had been doom under U~ivers]t? policy as well as how the N(AA’s program of~esting 
operates The University’s policy involves testing ofindividuals by random selection as well as 
testing of entire team squad and it contait~s education and cotmseling elemems that a*e not part of 
the NCAA program Mr Baddour believes that the 1 niversity’s program achieves 
approximately 95% coverage of all studenI-athletes in a given yea~ A copy o~" the University’s 
policy was distributed with the agenda t’or the meeting Both fl~e [51iversi~y and NCAA 
programs are "two-strike" designs that revoke eligibility after a second positive test 

VII Other Business 

Professor Broome asked for a volunteer to serve as fl~i s Commitiee’s representative to the 

Nominatir~g Committee In the absence ofa*~ immediate ~esponse, she indicated that she would 
attempt to recruit someone A brief discussion of topics For furore agendas followed 

VIII Closed Session 

By unanm~ous adoptior~ of a motion as authorized by State law’, the Committee went into closed 
session for pnrposes of co~fil~uing work on a personnel review A~ this poim those present who 
were not members of the Committee left the meeting 

Minutes submitted by John P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Minmes of Meeting: February 3, 2004 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Nick Didow, Jack Evans, K~thleen H~rr[s, 
Garland Hexshey, David KlappeL Lloyd Kr~mer, George Lensing, Steve Leonard, 
James Moeser, Jim Murphy, Bill Smith; Athletic Department Personnel: Dick 
Baddour, John Blanchmd, Lisa Deibler, Laity Gallo, Amy Schaepe~koetter; 
Others: Neff Arnato, Craig Parker, Robbi Pickerel 

Closed Session 

By unanimous adoption of a mo~ion as authorized by State law, the Committee wen~ into closed 
session for purposes of further discussion of a personnel review At this poim those present who 
were not members of the Committee lef~ the meeting, with the exception of Mr Baddour who 
was invited to remain in the session 

A~ the conclusion of the closed session, the Committee reconvened in open session and the 
individuals listed above who are not members of the Committee joined the meeting 

II Discassion witb the Cbancellor 

In a series of comments about file importance of our compliance efforts, the Chancel]o~ listed a 
number of recent instances of adverse publicly- for athletics at other institutions Ite commented 
on the number of institutions that arc either under NC&A sanction or under investigation 
possible major NCAA violations With this background at the national level and the high 
visibility attached to athletics, the Chancello~ noted that we ate fb~aurmte to have an Athletic 
Department, coaches, and leadership that represent the UniversiD, so well 

The Chancellor then commented on academic performance of student-athletes, noting the ~ecent 
presentations to the Knight Commission concerning freshman ineligibility lte said he looks 
forward to implementation of the next steps of the NCAA academic ret’orm program with the 
new standards, measuremel~ts, and sanctions for u~derpefforrnance He concluded by 
emphasizing the importance of compliance in our goal to compete at high levels with good 

IIi Report on Compliance 

Mr Gallo reviewed the meaning of institutional contro] in fl~e NCAA f~amewotk uP sell’- 
governance t’or i~rercollegiate athletics He then i~rrodaced Ms Lisa Deibler and Ms Amy 
Schaeperkoetter who are the Director and Assistant Director of Compliance, respectively, for the 
l)epartment of Ath]etics He distributed an o~ganization chart that identifies the primmT~’ 
individuals and offices that have roles in the compliance 



Ms Deibler gave a brief summaW of her responsibilities, commenting particularly on the role of 
obtaining and providing interpretations of ACC bylaws and NCAA legislation t’~x coaches who 
need this inforn~ation Sberevieweda handoutthatidentifiedtbefimctionalresponsibilitiesof 

five difI)r ent individuals in the Depamnent of Athletics who have direct responsibilities related 
to compliance 

Ms Schaeperkoetter continued the discussion of functional responsibilities in compliance (as 
distinguished from team responsibilities), and she summafized the department’s efforts both 
"within and beyond the University to provide relevant infb~mation about compliance to key 
gronps of people She specifically commented on the effol~s made by the Educaional 
Foundation oJtt~ce to ensure that this information is provided to its members on a regular basis 

Mr Baddour concluded this portion of the meeting by emphasizing that the approach to 
compliance is to communicate the expectation of no major violations, to provide information and 
educaion in order to prevent significant compliance issues, and in instances of secondaW 
violations, to take preventive actions that are designed to preclude a ~epeat occurrence He also 
made brief mention of other Universit? oPt]ces that contribute to our compliance activities They 
include the Office of Undergraduae Admissions, the University Registrar, and the Ofl~ce of 
Scholarships and Student Aid 

A brief discussion period lbllowed in which several Committee members either raised questions 
or made comments Mr Baddour clarified the basic distinction between secondal), and major 
violations (the latter typically being the result if it is concluded that some action impermissibly 
conferred a competitive advantage) The comments noted that this a~ ea of activit? requires 
constant vigilance, that the Universig£ s commitment to and record of being fi-ee of major 
~iolations is vet3, important to the fhculty, and that ACC member schools generally have 
compared favorably to schools in other major conferences in respect to major violations 

IV Informatio~ Items 

M~ P’~ans and Mr Blanchard provided a brief snmmary of the p~ ocess for revie~ving the 
candidacy for admission of prospective student-athletes who would not be admitted 
competitively The Office of Undergraduate Admissions uses obiective criteria to identit}~ cases 
fllat are then reviewed by a committee of faculty whose recommendations are advisolw to tbe 
Directo~ of Admissions The Department of Athletics "worlds within a "budget" regarding the 
number of permissib]e non-competitive admissions for ath]etics 

The Committee on University Government has drafted a report tbr consideration by Faculty 
Council regarding procedures for appointments to certain positions that represent the faculty 
(including the f’acu]ty athletic representative) A copy of the d~af’t report was distributed with the 
agenda for this meeting 

M~ Baddour and Mr Blanchard reported on the ~ ecent sessions on alcoho] awareness that had 
been provided for all student-athletes Mr Baddour reported on the first meeting of the Task 
Force to re~iew signage issues regarding Kenan Stadium and the Smith Center He also 
commented on the recent successft*l football recruiting cycle, but expressed concern about the 



future grant-in-aid budget due to the prospective substantial increases in tuition Mr Evans 
reported briefly on recent success of our studem-athletes in competitions for post-graduate 

financial awards and also on fue recent meeting m NCAA beadq~mrrers of representatives of the 
Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COIA), the Association of Governing Boards (AGB), and 
the NCAA 

V Minutes of Previous Meeting 

The minutes of the meeting of January 6, 2004 were approved as distributed 

VI    Represen*a*ive to the Nominating Committee 

Mr Didow will be this Committee’s representative on the Nominating Committee In response 
to his reques~ for advice, he was encouraged to suppor~ the nomination of Mr Klapper {who is 
eligible to be elected to a fi*ll term), to s~,ppor, nominations that wo~dd e~hance minority and 
l~male [epresentation, and to suppo[t nomination of l~.c~.llty membe[s who teach undergraduate 
students 

VII Furore Activities 

The Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC) has proposed a series of I~nches fur its 
members and members of the Faculty Commitiee on Alh[eries These will occt*r on Monday, 
Tuesday, and Wednesday, February 16-18 Members were asked to participa*e in one of the 

Exit inte~iews with student-athletes are now scheduled Ibr March 1-3 An e-mail will be 
distributed requesting that Committee members indicate their preferences regarding the days on 
"~vhich they wish to participate Based on these pre[~rences a scbed~le wil] be constructed and 
distrlbmed 

Minutes submitted by .lohn P Evans 



The ~ tfiverslty of North Carollm~ at Chapel Hill 

Miracles of Meeting: March 2~ 2004 

Co~n~ittee Me~bers: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans. Kathleer~ Harris, Garland 
Hers ley, Da*id Klapper, loyd Kramer, George i e~/sh~g Ste’~e Leorta:d, James 
Moeser. Jim Ms~)hy. Bill Smith 
A~h~e~k’ [)ep~rtme~t Perso~e~: Dick Baddou John Blancha~d, Lar!, Gallo 

Remal=ks by Mr Baddoul 

Mr Baddour reported oft the recent ret liot/of approximately 200 players and llanagers who had 
par~icipate~t in ore: me~’s basketball program over the ~,,ears These in~tlvktuals had beel~ 
int oduced at ha/l:-~ime of a recent basketball gane arid had late~ beer~ the tatests a~ a dinr~er at 
which a number of them had made ve~7~ poshive comments about their experiences representing 
UNC 

Representatives of’the NCAA were on campus in late February fbr the orler~tatior~ visit that is 

pa~ of the NCAA cet~itScat?on process H~e) met with the (hancellor. the Provost, the chairs 
three a,bcommlrlees, the fi*l[ Steedl~g Commii~ee and members of the s~aff of the 

Department of Athletics who will supporl work on the sell-study in the coming months 

Ms Lisa Deible[, who repo~ted to this committee on ou[ compliar~ce system at the Fehmary 
i-rteetk/g, will be lea~irtg 

She has made impo~ta*~t contributions here arid will be missed 

As a resuh of receipt news reports about alleged activities during football recruitil~g at other 
institutions, especially the University of Colorado, Mr Baddour ~mnounced thai he will otgarfize 

a group (~acu[~, stafl~ students and administrators} to conduct a comprehensive review and 
~einventou~ recmitingpracticeslb~ N1 sports Herev%wed~hecontentofatypical fbotbN1 
recmi~i~g visi, clar)Qyi~g ~a while mos of each visi~ is highly structured wi~ coaches a~d staff 
prese~r i~ sig~ifica~ m*bmers, each x~sit inch*des ~nIbrmal time dmS~g which the prospects are 
onl> with their pla?er-bosts ]he st ucm~ed sessio ~s ae no~ a p~oblem but vulnerability exists 
dudng the informal l~me We do not au-ange dates for ;l~e guests, but ;l~e possib~lit~ of 
consumption of alcohol by under age ir~dividuNs is Nwa~,s a wor~, Mr Baddour believes tidal 

our coaches t ~dersIand what is appropriate acfi viIy a~d ~at, i~} turn, otr coac ~es con~ ey these 
expectatioas to the player--hosts Members of the Caroliaa Blues se~’e as guides on campus 
tours~b pospec~sanda~epesentdudngsomeofthestmc~uredsessions Menbe~shiph~the 
Carolina Blues is ope~ *o both me~ a~d women, bu* i~ fact, relafive1~, t:ew men pa~icipa*e 
Activities ~hat involve tt~e Carolina Blues are a[wa~,s group sessions Chancellor Moeser 
commen;ed that he bebeves our recruiting acl~vit~es a~ e appropdale, but doesn’t s;ant m take it 
fbr granted, and bad cor~sequer~tly supported the ~eview that Mr Baddo~r proposes ~o conduct 
The se~se of a brief discusaio~ amo~g corn ~i 1ee ~embers was tha we should m~ co ~promise 



on what is appropriate during recruiting by accepting the standards that might be in place at other 
institutio~ta we should ensure that our practices are abo~e reproach 

I1 Minutes of" P~evious Meeting 

The minutes of the meeting of February, 3, 2004 were approved 

III    Review of NCAA Proposed Set of Incentives/Disincentives 

Mr Evans provided an ovep,’iew of the background and contetu of the three-part NCAA system 
of standards, measuremetus, and incentives/disincentlves that is intended to improve the 
graduation perfomlance of’scholarship student-athletes Imp]ementing legislation is expected to 

be approved at the April 2004 meeting of the NCAA Board of Directurs 

IV    Graduation Data 

M~ B]anchard rc’¢iewed a handout that summarized graduation data fur the 1997 cohort, 
computed according to the federal (IPED) definitions These data report graduation percentages 
over a six-year period t’~r grant-in-aid student-athletes The committee also reviewed graduation 
data for the same cohort for all students 

V Framework for Athletic Refol-m (drafted by the Coalition oll Intercollegiate Athletics) 

’Fhe I~aculty Committee on Athletics has been asked to provide advice tu the bxecutive 
Committee of Faculty Council and the Faculty Council regarding whether to join the Coalition 
on lmterc ollegiate Athletics (COLA) As background for discussion of this matter, X,h- Baddour 
offered a number of specific observations concerning the draft framework that had been 
developed by the COlA He indicated that he is in full support of the general intent of the 
framework, obser*ing that we operate in substantial consistency with the underlying principles, 
if not all of the specifics tle noted, however, that in various respects (for which he provided 
specific examples) the f~ amework is perhaps o’¢edy p~ escriptive, unc]ear as to meaning incorrect 
in its premises, or proposing an approach that would have undesirahle unintended consequences 
With that as background, a se*tae of the committee developed to take two actions O*te will be to 
draft a resolution for consideratio~ by Faculty Council that proposes support, th principle, t’~)r the 
objectives of COlA fiamework, "while reselvingjudgment on specific app[oaches Tile second 
will be to draft a letter t’o~ transmission to the Chair of’the COlA Steering Commitiee idenli~dng 
lhe specific elements of the draft frameu, ork thai appear to be problematic Pro~kssor Broome 
will coordinate Ihese activities 

VI    E,~it Interviews 

Pro~kssors Klapper and Leonard will revieu, the reports from the individual sessions of exit 
interviews and prepa~ e a single synthesized snmrna~7~ 



VII Task Force on Signage 

Professors Harris and Ml*l~hy reported briefly on the activities of the Task Force on Signage 
The cha*ge to the group is twofold: to review and make ~ecommendations to the Director 
Athletics regarding signage in Kenan Stadium a~d the Smith Ce~ter and, rno~ e broadly, to make 
recommendations regarding appropriate opportunities for realizing additional revenues ~i,r the 
Department of Athletics The Task Force has reviewed current uses of commercM algtmge 
athletic venues on this campus and cu~ent practices at ofl~er institutions and the associated 
~evenues A b~ief discussion fLqlowed during which no specilic positions were taken regarding 
specific forms of revenne enhancemetu As a general principle, however, more concern seemed 
to exist regarding slgnage on pla3dng sur~Sces (eg, logos on floor or field) than around the 
perimeter (eg signs at scorers’ tab]es or on fascia of the stadium) A]though a consensus 
emerged that some increase in signage could be tolerated, the general sentiment was to find the 
~’most revetme for tim least intrusiot~" 

Minutes submitted by John P b’~ans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Mintrtes of Meeting: April 6, 20{)4 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Geoxge Lensing, Chancellor Moeser, Jhn Murphy, Bill Smith 
Athletic Department Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard, Larry Gallo 

I Remarks by Mr Baddour 

Mr Baddour reported that in recent regional competition the g,/mnasfics team had missed 
qualifying for a team spot in the NC:La~ championships by 025 points, a very near miss He 
reported that the entire competition squad is on the ACC Academic ltonor Roll and that 
approximately half’of’the team has qualified lot dean’s list recognition 

Mr Baddour will be sep,’ing on the recently formed ACC task tbrce to review recruiting 
practices and he is t’om~ing a group at UNC to advise him regarding Ol.lr recruiting practices He 
has discussed this issue with the head coaches and received unanimous support for this review 
Recommendations l?om the NCAA Task Force on recruiting are expected to be reported in time 
for discussion at the April meeting of the Management Council (April 

A docnment on athletic reform prepmed by the Coalitio~ on Interco]legiate Ath]etics (COLA) 
that this committee discussed at a previous meeting bad contained a general assertion, but 
without supporting data, that competition schedules had become longer Mr Baddour distributed 
a summat3~ of data on length-of-seasons that had been compiled in his office The most recent 
NCAA legislation on this matter occu~ed in 199 l, so that date was used fbr purposes of 
comparison This tabulation indicaredthat thelegislarion passed in 1991 had generally reduced 
the length of seasons and the maximum number of competitions permitted 

Finally, Mr Baddour reported that planning for a leadership development program for student- 
athletes is proceeding well The design is multi-level with elements for freshmen, sophomores 
and juniors (as prospective leaders), and seniors t!he elite group from which captains are 
generally named) A prof?ssional who works in this area has been identified and a start in the 
current semester is planned [n addition to components fo~ student-athletes the pmg~am will 
also include elements for head and assistant coaches A fi-iend of the university has expressed 
interest in contributing private funding to support this effort, and those discussions are 
proceeding 

In response to questions Mr Baddour descl~bed how funds t’or ACC teams that parlicipate in the 
NCAA basketball tournament are calculated and distributed, and he provided an update on the 
status (admission and grant-in-aid) ff~r a specific prospective student athlete 



II Remarks by Chancellor Moeser 

The recent cont’erence call of the Group of Six chancellors and presidems spent much of its time 
on the "5/8" rule that applies to recruiting fb~ men’s basketbal] The objective of this rule had 
been to make i~ more di~cult t~r new coaches to mn off schola~ ship players, thereby 
poor graduation peril, finance (as calculated according to the t~deml ibrmula) The ACC has 
sponsored legislation to rescind the role, arguing that this rule is not an el~Ective inslmment 
improving graduation results, the final piece of the NCAA academic refi~nn package will be 
coming into et~ct, and the 5/8 role has undesirab]e, ~nintended consequences However, the 5/8 
role has proponems in mher conferences Tbe discussion did nm produce a consensus 

[lI Report by Professor Fvans 

Jack Evans provided a summary of the meeting that he and Professor Broome had with ECFC on 
March 22 in order to provide that group with infornlation ahout the NCAA academic reform plan 
of new standards, new metrics fbr tracking progress, and new penalties for squads tbat produce 
poor academic performance 

IV    Minutes of Previons Meeting 

The minutes of the meeting of March 2, 2004 were approved 

V Report of March 26 MeeIing of Faculty Council 

Pro~ssor Broome reported that the first reading of the resolution to modif~v the approach to 
appointing the l~aculty athletics representative was approved In addition, UNC voted to ioin the 
Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics 

VI COIA Membership, Representation, and Working Documents 

After consultation among the FactdiT Chai~, the Chai r of the Committee on I~ niversity 
Government, and the SecretatT of the Faculty, agreement has been reached that the Chair of the 
Faculty Committee on Athletics (in consultation with members of the Committee) will be the 
voting representative for I~C A vote by COlA members is scheduled in the near fmure 
~egatding the document setting out ptincip]es fbr a Paculty voice in the operation of addetics that 
had been circulated Since we had not had the opporttmiiT to participate during the comment 
period, Professor Broome recommended that we abstain and that recommendation was endorsed 

VII Athletics Task Force of the Facul~- Assembly 

A draft report oftbe ad hoe committee formed to review practices fi~r a faculty voice in 
intercollegiate athletics fi,r universities of the UNC system was circulated A final version is 
expected in the near fi~tme Professor Broome attended a recent meeting of this group and 
reported that the group report will reflect a large number of practices that are in place here Mr 
Baddour intbrmed the Committee that President Broad now convenes the athletic directors of 
system ulriversities on an annnal basis and that he is cnrrenrly the chair &this group 



VllI Exit lnte~wiews 

A summalT of the three days &exit inteta, iews was distributed It was prepared by Professors 
Murphy, Leonard, ai~d Klappe~, ~sing the notes and summaries fiom the va[ious interviewing 
groups (ommittee members should review this smnmary to identi~, any issues that should be 
referred to other individuals or o£fices Mr Baddour reported that he had noted a number of 
items about which he l;dt compelled to tBllow up 

Prof~sso[ Murphy sought volunteers to help with compilation of" the results fiom the exit survey 
Professor Harris vdll help, hi addition to possibhi help from Professor I.eonard and Klapper, 
neither of whom was able to attend this meeting 

IX Report from the Signage Task Force 

No decisions or recommendations have been formulated yet, but the group is developing a 
st*ategy about the di[ection to take In [esponse to a question as to whether the Task Force 
agreed that playing s~ffaces (Kenan Stadinm field and Smith Center floor) sho~dd remain chiar 
of advertising logos, Professor Harris reported that such no consensus has been reached on that 
issue 

X Completion of Terms and Election of Chair 

Prof~sso~ B~oome and members of’the Committee expressed appreciation to P~ofesso~s Didow 
and Klapper who are completing their terms on the (ommittee With the transition to three-year 
temps, one new member is expected to be named as a result of faculty elections that occur this 
selnester 

Minutes submitted by Johll P b~ans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on A~hlefics 

Minntes of Meeting: September 7, 2004 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd Kramer, George Lensing, Steve Leonard, Mary Lynn, Jim 
Murphy, Bill Smith 

Athletic Department Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard. I.arrv Gallo~ 
Cricket Lane 

Introduction and Orientation 

Committee 

I1 Information Reported by Mr Baddour 

Mr Baddour summarized the structure of the newly created Carolina Leadership Academy Tbis 
is an initiative in leadership development for student-athletes, administrators, and members of 
the coaching staff v,,ith different matedal targeted t’or dift;.~rent portions of the s~udent-athlete and 
coaching populations Forstudent-athletestheinifial emphasis is on self-managementand 
meeting one’a responsibilities to the team A second layer of~hia e[emem addresses leading by 
example in a team context wifl~ the hope that team captains will emerge from this group The 
final segment is l~ an elite group ofcap~ins and senio~leaders The material t~ coachesis 
integrated with the material tbr student-athletes so that coaches know what they can assume 
squad members have received The material tbr assistant coaches also addresses professional 
development ]his prog~ am sta~ed during the spring of 2004 and the kick-offfor the fall v,,il[ be 
Wednesday, September 8 

Mr Baddour distributed copies of the Carolina Creed that is to be imroduced on Wednesday, 
Septembe~ 8 with five University speakers (Provost Robert Shelton. Dean Bernadette Grey- 
I.ittle, t\~rmer student-ath]ete Malalka Underwood (oach Anson Do~rance, and Coach Roy 
Williams) presenting remarks to develop the five themes of the Creed The roles of four 
difl}rent groups (Carolina Outreach, Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, academic team 
captains, and mentors for freshmen) will also be presented and explained at this session for all 
student-athletes 

At Mr Baddour’s request, Mr Gallo summarized the status of preparations tbr the tbrthcomlng 
NCA A certifi cation review of our athletic program l)rafts of the requi~ ed reports are in 
preparation and are scheduled for reviewby the Steering Committee in October The 
subcommittees are being chaired by Professors Lissa Broome (Academic Integrity), Garland 

Hershey (Governance and Compliance), and Glenn George (Access and Equity) 



Work of the Signage Task Force during the spring semester resulted in a resolution proposed to 
and adopted by tbe Trustees in tbe late spring (after the last meeting of this committee) Mr 
Baddour [eported that a working g~oup is devaloping a p~oposal for the Board of’Trustees The 
discussions IlO~2¢ underway are workhlg to achieve a good balance between intrusiveness and 
financial return, and he sees some convergence and consensus emerging from this work 
Changes during the cur*ent academic year are unlikaly Virtual signage is back under discussion, 
but will require some negotiaOon with TV network representatives An overall proposal is some 
"~veeks away f~om completion M~ Baddour ~eminded the committee that additional signage 
halps to address financial ~eeds in three areas: the budget t’or grants-in-aid, Olympic spot. 
operating and recruiting budgets, and Jt~cilitles 

The committee next heard a report of the comprehensive review of recruiting practices that has 
been under way since the previous spring semester (and which started ahead of a corresponding 
ACC review) Dr Lane reported on the comprehensive gathering of inputs from coaches and 
student-athletes, a t*ip with student-ath]etes to a con[~ ence at the Universi ty of Virginia, and the 
formation of a Task Force for this review Copies of tbe Recruiring Handbook that summarizes 
recruiting policies and acceptable practices had been distributed to committee members in 
advance of this raeeting She con~raented speciPically on the conscious decision not tu institute a 
curfew fi)r recruiting visits A curfew had been systematically opposed by coaches and student- 
athletes, and other ACC schools are *tot going in this direction 

III Infom~ation ~eported by Jack Evans 

Pro~ssor Evans reported that he had addressed the Knight Commission at the invitation of 
President Emeritus Friday (Chair of the Commission), and the UNC Trustee Committee on 
University Affairs at the invitation of Trustee Carter, both on the topic of the NCAA work on 
academic reform The first meeting of the NCAA Committee on Academic Per[brmance (on 
which be sel~es) has occurred and working conference calls are scheduled for the early fall, with 
the next meeting of the full committee scheduled J%r October This meeting will produce the 

first comprehensive review of nation, at data on Academic Progress Rates ~ epo~’md by all 
programs that are members of NCAA Division I Professor Evans also provided a preliminau 
summary of our APR performance t’or 2003 -04, with additional data to be presented at the 
October meeting Job~ Blancbard summarized a number of academic acbievemems recorded by 
student-athletes du~ing 2003-04 

IV    Minutes of Previous Meeting 

The minutes of the meeting of April 6, 2004 were unanimously approved 

V Exit Sut~eys a~d Inter*iews 

A briePdiscussion of the summaW that had been prepared by Professors Murphy, Hanis, and 
Leonard occurred Mr Baddour reported follow-up actions within the Department of Athletics 
regarding some of the specific comments that had occur*ed during the exit inter,,iews These 
issues dealt with sensitivity to final exams, reports ofincidems between teams, sports medicine 



issues, and academic advising This discussion concluded with an agreement that department 
leaders had acted appropriately and sufficiently to each of these reports None of the reported 
incidents had requb:ed any special inter*ention Members of the committee agreed that the 
plqmat y value of these ~eports is to ider~tif~’ tlends thai might call for some so~t of intervention, 
and that no negative trends are evident 

A brief discussion occurred regarding the concern, on the pma of some student-athletes, that 
some faculty members were not accepting the letters of approved ahsences when presented by 
student-athletes The cor~sens~s was that theses incidents were gene[ally anecdotal and not a 
matier of general concern Mr Blanchard reported that recent practice when an issue about these 
letters arises is for appropriate members of the Department of Athletics and University 
administration to work together to understand the facts and issues and to ~ esolve it 
constructively These approaches appear to be wortdng 

Professor lfarris agreed to lead the committee’s efforts with the exit su~,’ey for this year, and 
Pro[~sso~ Leonard will coordinate e[Ibrts for the exit interviews These iridividuals have also 
agreed to coordinate the writing of the con:esponding portions of the summary report 

V[ Student-Athlete AdvisoW Committee 

Joh*t Blanchard reported that the students were pleased with the lunches last spring that brough~ 
together members of the SAAC and the Facnlty Committee on Athletics They intend to 
continue the lunches during 2004-05 and hope to include additiona] membe[s of the faculty 

VII _Athletics Task Force of the Faculty Assembly 

Lissa Broome reported that the resolution before the Faculty Assembly on faculty involvement 
and oversight oP athletics "~vas considered on April 16, 2004, but that no action "~vas taken or~ iI 
&*e to the lack of a quorum The resolntion will be considered again this fall UNC-Chapel Hill 
is in thll compliance udth the recommendations contained in the resolution 

Minutes subrnitied by John P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Minutes of Meeting: October 5, 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd Kramer, George Lensing, Steve Leonard, Jim Murphy, Bill Smith 

Athletic Department Personnel: John Blancha~d, Lany Gallo 

[ Minutes of Pre’~ious Meeting 

Revised minutes of the September meeting will be presented for the November meeting 

I1 lnformatioa p~esented by Jack Evans 

Pro~ssor Evans distributed data for 2003-04 summarizing the Academic Progress Rate (APR) 
lk~x each of 27 squads These range l?om 90 100% (with two squads at the lower ~alue and 
nine squads having achieved the maximum possible level) The most recent graduation rate data 
will be available fbl discussion at oul November meeting A brief’discussion occm~ed 
concerning issues tbat will arise due to either AP credits from high scbool or early declaration of 
maior by student-athletes might create 

IIi Class Attendance Requirements 

The topic was introduced tlu ough a summau,’ of the ~ecent action at the University of’Tennessee 
The policy here is tbat attendance is expected, but monitoring attendance is fl~e responsibility of 

individual faculty with the result that udde variation occurs In selected instances special efforts 
are made to ensure that student-athletes a~ e attending class (with follow-up inte~wentions in some 

cases) Mr Blanchard reported that we get varying levels of response to the requests to faculty 
to provkle in~Brmation on attendance by student-athk,~es it was noted that class attendance is 
one oftbe strongest predictors of GPA The consensus office committee was that esiablishing a~ 
across-the-board attendance policy specif},,ing some level of attendance is not desirable 

IV Assisted Registration for Student-Athletes 

The last activity on this topic was the meeting with Provost Robert Shelton in the fall of 2002 A 
copy of’the backgrouad memo written by Prof~sso~ Hoope~ f’or Dr She]ton was distributed It 
was noted thai the memo does not memio~ fl~e poim made by fl~e [h~iversfiy Registrar tbat 
registration policies are managed by Student Government Prospectively, the new progress- 

We might want to gather data on majors selected by student-athletes in order to gain insight 
regarding courses or m~iors where registration challenges are likely to occur That might lead to 
a coaching straiegy to help student-afl~letes presem arguments to faculiy to persuade them to 



over-enroll in particular courses If possible, avoiding an oft5 cial priority registration practice is 
desirable 

V Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics Academic Integrity D~al~’~ 

The draft for which the Coalition is seekfing endorsement had been distributed to committee 
members in ad~ ance Quick agreement wa~ reached that the drafl is too loxtg, complex, axtd 
varied in merit to warrant adopting in Pall 13]scussion focused on the elements that the Coalition 
p~oposes as new legislation par the NCAA A proposal that wot~ld prevent canceling of classes 
par purposes of atbderic competilions received suppol~ However, none oflbe otb~er proposals 
was supported The reasons varied: lack of demonstrated need, too specific or prescriptive a 
remedy, or impracticable remedies A s~mmal)’ of these positions will be drafted t’or discussion 
during our November meeting 

The Coalition plans a meeting in Nashville on Janua~N 6-7, 2005 Coincidentally, these dates 
immediately precede the NCAA Convention While no vote’~’as taken, a sense seemed to exist 
fl~at such a meeting on this dra:’r might be premature, ~t least from pae prospecpa,’e ofl~C- 

Chapel tlill considering a proposal to endorse any statement 

Minutes submitted by John P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Alhletics 

Minutes of Meethlg: November 2, 2004 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kalhleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd Kramer, George Lensing, Steve Leonard, Mary Lynn, Jim 
Murphy, Bill Smith 

Athletic Department Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard, Larry Ga/lo~ 

Remarks by the Committee Chair 

Professor Broome opened the meeting by congrahdating Mr Baddour on the recent football 
victory and thanking him lb~ the invitation to members of the Committee to be his guests at an 
eadier game She reported that fl~e Chance]lot wou]d no~ be able to join us t\~r this n~eeting 

II Minutes of Pervious Meetings 

The ievised minutes for the September meeting and the minutes fbr the October meeting were 
unanimously approved 

11I Remad<s by the Directo~ of Athletics 

Mr Baddour reported the t?vorable summary judgment that had been granted in the suit thin had 
been brought with Coach Dorrance and Mr Baddour among the defendants While one part of 
the eadie[ version of" this su] t had been settled previously, this action has been pending lbi some 
six years While a i)~her appeal is possible, it is hea~ening to ha~e obtained this summa~, 
judgmem tie also reposed that he, along with Pro~kssors Broome and Evans, have been invited 

by Facully Chair Judith Wegner to meet with the k.xecutive Commi~ee of ~actd~~ Council on 
Monday, Febmai?, 8, to discuss the stares of the NCAA certification study, recent developments 
in the NCAA Academic Performance Program, and other malters relaled to athletics The 
rece~ificadon Steering Committee, chaired by Provost RobeK Sheiton, will meet on Wednesday, 
November 3. to review the dtal~ ieport The Faculty Committee on Athletics will ieview the 

mpo~ at its meeling in November 

In other information items Mr Baddour reported that the cost of replacing the goalposts, recently 
sacrificed in the celebration following the win over Miami, would be $8,000 The replacements 
will be manually ietractable (cost to rep]ace with hyd[aulically retiactable equipment would have 
been approximately $80,000) He also reporied that ~be early segments of~he new leadership 
program have been extremely well received b,/all participants tie offered the example of Coach 
IZaren She]ton’s commen~s about how these sessions have helped her to imp~ o’~e communication 
with her captains and that this, in tam, has led to improved communication with members of the 
team (AI the time of the writing of these minutes, Coach Shelton’s team had won the ACC 
Field Hockey tournamenL having been ~be top seeded team) In a related item, Mr Baddour 



noted that P~esident Etne[ikls Fr{day has been selected to ~eceive {he Gerald Fo~d A’,va[d (to be 
presemed at tbe NCAA 2005 Co;,lvemio;,1 h~ Jam au} Tbis awa;,d is accompanied by a~} 
institutional prize of $25,000 which Mr Friday has chosen to direct to ~s ai~d, by agreemei~t with 
Mr Baddo~r, these f~mds ~vi[~ be a~located to the Leadership Academy M Baddour ~dso 
expressed his p]easure regard] ng the recently reported graduation ~ates for student-athletes (to be 
discussed later m this meeting) amd he thanked the members of the Committee ~br their suppo*l 
i~ rece~ mombs 

[n l espo~se to questions. Mi Baddou reported receiving positive K~edback or~ the way in which 
tl~e deparm~ent al~d the t~,otball program had ha~dled recent alleged incidents of marijuai~a useb 

members of the lk, o~ball squad He reviewed selected aspects of the depm~mem’s drug 
testing policy for the Committee and repo~¢ed thai final ~c, solu;ion of tim three incidents pdo~ to 
the end oP the lbothal[ season is 5mlikely A Committee member expressed concern about the 
~atum of the pmsst ;~e o~Mr Baddot tin co~mecdo;~ with d~e t~oiba[l coaching situation M;~ 
Baddour ack~owledged tha* bo*l~ he and ~he Chancellor are under sig~ifica~ p~*blic press~re a~d 
scmIi ~y in ~}ds regard 

in o*te othe~ inlbrmarion repo~t, Ms Baddour summarized the Carolina Dreams program dmt had 
bee;~ creamd a;~d imp]eme~ed bi s P, dl by lacrosse player Da rid Werry Worki;~g with 1be 
Ch{ldren s Hospital ~o iden~i[},’ prospects, this program invites children who have been hosp{tal 
paIients with ch otdc illnesses to atIend [INC athletic comesIs as the guests oPgmups oP(a o~irm 
studem--Nhletes The visits this fldl have gone ve~, well, and [::~r additional se~s of v~sits are 
pla*med %r bo*h the ~,in*er and spring seasons 

[V APR data and the NCAA Academic Per~Srmance P[ogram 

Professo~ Evans summarized national data on Academic P~ogress Rates (APR) that had been 
~eviewed dudng the ece~t meeting of the NCAA Committee or~ Academic Ped~rma~ce The 
national medmn tot 200.~--04 ~,,as 967% ~,,hile the 10~]’ perce~dle was 885% {~,,ith approximately 

4000 squads having reporled) This demonslrates the extem to which these dala a~e compressed 
tos;ard the top end of the scale and may, consequently, p~ ovide an a~2ificia[ sense of securi~- at 
some institutions Viewed as annual measures oP [etention, even rdatively high vak~es of the 
APR, wbe~ compounded o~er a six-year period s~ggest ~mcb lower levels of gra&m ion) 
Pro~ssor Evades also repo~xed on ~l~e recent meeting of ~he Comm~ee on Academic Pe~i::}rmance 

at which the ~5~sI steps ~ve~e ~aken to de~)ne the th esho~d f~r eligibild? ~r so-called 
contemporaneous penalties 

V Data Presemed by Mr Bla:,~chard 

Mr Blanchad p~esented a smnmaU oPthe most ~ecent reports to the N(AA and Boa~d of 
Gox ernors o~ graduation rates of s~udent-athletes For ~he cohorts ~-eprese~ed in these ~wo 
reports om results reflect impwved ~esults compared to previously reported cohorts }lLe clarified 
that the N(AA repo~ mm~marizes performance of student-athletes who base received grant-in- 
aid moneys, while the Board of Governors repo~t summarizes per~rma*~ce of recruited student- 
atNetes (a larger gro~q)) Mr Blal~cbard will bl:il~g a st llmat3 table of these data [n addition, m 



the December meeting the Committee will review data on majors selected by student-athletes 
compared to those selectio~ls for non-athlete students 

V[ Draft AnnnM Report of the Committee 

Professor Broome distributed a nearly completed draI~ of the Committee’s a*mual report to the 

Faculty Council A brief editing discussion ensued, and Professor Broome requested that 
Cotmnittee members send her fu[the[ editing suggestions, as well as comments that are *meded to 
complete the repor~ The report is scheduled to be presented to Fac~*lty Conncil at its rneetb~g on 
December 10 Professor Broome requested that members who are able to do so attend the 

VII Draft Letter to COIA Regarding Academic Integrity Drat 

Prot~sso~ B~oome circulated a proposed ~esponse by tbe Committee to tbe drat~ position paper 
on academy ituegri~y that had been prepared by the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics 
(COLA) A new draft of the response will be circulated among members of the Committee with 
the objective of sendil~g the final ve~ sion to tbe COlA by mid-November 

Minutes submitted by John P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on A~hlefics 

Mim~tes of Meeting: December 7, 2004 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd Kramer, George Lensing, Steve Leonard, Mary Lynn, Chancellor 
Moeser, Jim Mu~t~hy, Bill Smith 

Athletic Department Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard. I.arr~, Ga/lo~ 

Remarks by the Chair of the Committee 

Professor Broome expressed appreciatiol~ to Mr Baddour for inviting members of the committee 

to the Football Awards Banquet, and she made particular note of the Pact that academic awards 
were p~ ominently featured She cong~ atulated comnlittee menlbe~ Professor George I.ensing on 
his selection to deliver the December Commencement Address And she commented on the 
report that the Continental Tire Bowl, matching UNC against Boston Collegu, had been 
designated the "brainiest bowl" by media writers because the ~.vo teams have the highest 
graduation ~ates of any of this year’s bowls 

II Remarks by the Director of Athletics 

Mr Baddour mentioned his pride in the record that the foothall team had compiled after a 
challenging stma for the season, his ~atisfaction that this program has achieved an important 
measure of stahility with the contract extension for Coach Bunting, and his pleasure over the 
invitation to participate in the Continental Tile Bowl He commented that field hockey and 
women’s soccer had finished their seasons with disappointmems that were surprising given their 
competitive success during their regular seasons and the associated high rankings that these 
programs had earned Iqnally he noted that both men’s and women’s basketball are doing well 
in the early portions of their seasons 

In proposing a topic for i)mre discussion by the committee, Mr Baddour summarized the history 
of the Unive[sity’s substance abuse policy We [lave had a foralal policy since the Boa[d of 
Governors mandated testing in [987 In light of the national attention being given to the topic of 
substance abuse, Mr Baddour observed that this is a good time to review our policy and provide 
advice to the Chancellor and the deparlment He briefly reviewed the nalure of our ~two strikes" 
policy, noting that it does not distinguish between street drugs and performance enhancing drugs 
He wants us to be as proactive as possible, because a successfM inteivention might pre’~,ent 
serious problerns, and also because a positive test result could endanger team results Mr 
Baddour wants the committee to have the benefit of the knoudedge of people who deal udth 
these issues p~ ot;,:ssionally, and he will provide telex’ant background inflammation in advance of 
our discussions 



III Remarks by the Chancellor 

Chancellor Moeser first mel~tioned his satisfaction with the way in which the football team had 
finished the season, tlms providing a stror~g case fbr the contract extension fbr Coach Bunting 
He also commented on the unfortunate impact ofintemet chatter (which he ignores) rega~ ding 
athletic programs 

IV Minutes of Previous Meeting 

The minutes for the meeting of November 2 were unanimously approved 

V NCAA Certification Report 

Mr Gallo noted that our report will be accessible through a University web site, and that the 
report is to be submitted to the NCAA in electronic form by .lanuat3~ 15,2005 In each ofthe 
three major sections of" tim report, we have conc]uded that "~ve a*e ir~ compliar~ce "~vith the NCAA 
Operating Principles that constitute the agenda for this review We bare self-proposed a sel~es 
of action items that should be viewed as opportunities t’~,r improvement rather than deficiencies 
Examples of these items are listed below 

1 In view of the new progress-toward-degree requirements, our process for certification 
of eligibility takes on increased importance We are proposing to do a comprebel~sive review of 
this process to erasure that tim individ~a]s who make these decisions will have the kno’~vledge and 
expertise necessa~T as will as the independence to make correct determinations 

2 Because of a new requirement to schedule no more than 40% of classes in ’prime 
time" (9:00 a m to 1:50 pm ), we are proposing to monitor fulfilhnent of progress-toward- 
degree requirements, as well as the ability of student-athletes to ~egister fb~ the courses that they 
need for their majors 

3 The Eqttit? section of our report reconlmel~ds fomlation of a Committee on DiversiiT 
(essentially parallel to our Title lX Committee) to aid in identifying opportunities, advocating 
appointments, and providing professional development that would strengthen the minority 
presence in athletic administrative positions 

While recent practice has heen to invite Senior Associate Athletic Director Beth Mil]er to meet 
with the committee to discuss Title IX issues, Mr Gallo noted that the committee may choose to 
accept the relevant portions of the certification report [~r this purpose 

VI Faculty Council Session on F~qday, December 10, 2004 

A brief discussion was devoted to the portion of the Facult,/Council meeting that will be devoted 
to athletics on December 10 The committee’s annual ~ epo~’~ and the first report of the facu]t? 
athletic representative have been made available to members of the Facul~- Council in advance 
of that meeting Additional discussion was devoted to topics about which questions might occur 
dul~ng that meeting 



VllI Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA) 

The most recent draft of the Coalitions position statement on integrity in intercollegiate athletics 
was distributed with the comments that we bad submitted arid the ~esponses that have been 
received from the COlA Professor Broome outlined the process by which a new d~ aft will be 
created and distributed to coalition member institutions ibr discussion and voting (one vote per 
member inslimtion) Proi’cssor Broome will propose that a longer time be allowed bclween 
distribution of the new draft and the requirement for institutional votes 

IX E&marional Policy Committee New Attendance Policy 

The proposed changes appear tu deal primarily with an appeals process and ~1o particular impact 
on student-athletes is anticipated However, it was noted that any increases in the u, eight given 
to class participation in grading might have adverse impact on student-athletes Professor 
Broome will e-mall the chair of the committee requesting discussion with John Blanchard on this 
matter 

X Scheduling of Exit Surveys and Interviews 

Surveys have been distributed to student-athletes who will be graduating in December 2004 
The target time t’~x exit interviews will be late Februat3, or early March 

XI Data on Majors Selected by Student-Athletes 

Mr Blanchard distributed a draft summa~T of data on this matter ~M’ter bclef dlscusalon 
members of the committee recommended that the veralon of these data to be discussed by this 
committee should be limited to student-athletes who have reached at least junior status Mr 
Blancbatd will prepa[e a new version of this summary ir~ accordance with these guidelirms 

Minutes submitted by John P b’~ans 



The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on A~hletics 

Minmes of Meeting: January 11, 2005 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd Krame*, George Lensing, Steve Leona*d, Mary Lynn, Chancellor 
Moeser, Jim Mu~l~hy 

Athletic Department Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard. I.arrv Ga/lo, 
Others: Mario Ciocca. Melissa Exum. Peggy Jablonski, Leslie Strohm 

Draft Proposal t’rom Facuhy Chair Judith Wegner 

Prof~sso~ Wegner has prepared a draft proposal with two major elements one regarding a 
potentia] new a]location t\~r a portion of the University’s licensing revenue to fired medt 
scholarships and the other regarding a significant increase in the student athletics t?e to replace 
the lost licensing revenue and address needs in the Department of Athletics She had sent this 
draft to Professor Broome, requesting discussion by the Faculty" Committee on Athletics The 
Committee spent a peliod of time discussing background issues 

Chancellor Moeser commented on the context in which this proposal would be considered For 
him a prio0D- matte~ is to imp~ o’¢e the support for facu]ty salaries through a tuition increase 
This has support from our Trustees, but the position of the Board of Governors is uncertain The 
proposal for a tuition increase and any proposal that would increase student fees should be 
thought of as interdependent 

Proposals regarding student fees are vetted fllroagh a complex process with an annual cycle 
which involves significant student input A proposal to create a student fee to fund merit 
scholarship has been considered through this process in the past and has been defeated 
Typically, getting even a small increase in the student athletics fee has been diflScult, even 
though our fees t’or this purpose are low in relation to those of other institutions in the UNC 
system and within the Atlantic Coast Conference 

A general discussion followed in which members of the Committee identified issues that bea~ on 
this proposal Since the Committee had not been asked to take a specific position, this discussion 
concluded with the understanding that Prot’essor Broome would report on the discussion to 
Professor Wegner 

II Substance Abuse Policy t’or Student-Athletes 

M~ Baddour had w0tten to Chancel]o~ Moese~ in December recommending a comp~ ehensive 
review of this policy and suggesting that the Faculty Committee on Athletics participate 
significantly in Ibe process His hope is Ibat progress could be made during this academic year 
Background documents had been distributed to members office Committee in advance Mr 



Baddour summarized the reasons for recommending the review, as well as the maior elements of 
the policy that might be considered for revision A general discussion t’ollowed that addressed 
process more than coment That is, the discussion addressed how the Committee might 
contribute most ~sefMly and eff~cIively in such a review Using that discussion as a 
background, Mr Baddour will convene a small working g~ oup to fommlate a process for 
proceeding 

Ill Minutes of Previous Meeting 

The minutes of the meeting of December 7 were approved incorporating one correction 
(changing the date of the Universitv’s first substance abuse policy tbom 1997 to 1987) 

IV NCAA Certification 

Mr Gallo reported that the Universir’s self-study is nov,’ availahle through a link on the 
University web site It is being p~epa~ed fo~ submission to the NCAA tluougb a web-based 
system and will be submitted by the end of the week tby JanuaD, 15) A visit by some portion of 
the assigned peer-revlew team is expected May 18-20 

V RemarksbyMrBaddour 

Mr Baddonr commented briefly o~ the portion of the Faculty Council meeting in December that 
had been devoted to athletics He thought that discussion bad gone’~vell In noting that President 
Emedtus I~riday had recently received an award during the NCAA Convention that recognized 
his leadership of the Knight Commission, Mr Baddour reported that Mr Friday had requested 
~hat the financial porlion of that award (which is to go to an institution) be directed to the 
Department of Athletics for use in the Carolina Leadership Academy Finally, he reported 
b~qefly on the possibili ty of cond~cting a forum on the leadership deve]opment opportunities in 
athletics at which NCAA President M~les Brand would be a featured parlicipant 

\/ Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COIA) 

Oxe tbe p eceding weekend a mecti ~g of (Obk p i ~cipals t ad occ fred at \ a ~de bilt 
Unb~ersity i~ ~vhich the current dra:’r of their document o~ academic i~tegrity in i~tercollegiate 
athletics bad been discussed in light of the feedback that bad been submitted f’~om 
varionsinstitutions A revised proposal has been posted on the COlA web site and proposals for 
amendments are solicited through Febmar} 11 The COIA has responded ~5;orably to our 
recommendation that the} alloy* a longer period of time (on the order of 45 days) before 
requesting institutions that have joined the COl,*, to vote on this proposal 

Minutes submitted by John P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Minntes of Meeting: February l, 2005 

Present: Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd KrameL George Lensing, Mary Lynn, Chancellor Moeser, Jim 
Murphy, Bill Smith 

Athletic Department Persom~el: Dick Baddot~r, John Blancbard, Larry GaIlo. 

O~hers:      JeffJanssen, Jane Stancfll 

Opening Remarks by Committee Chair 

Professor Broome mentioned that Jim Murphy will be represeming the Faculty Commitiee on 
Athletics on the Nominating Committee dmqng the p~ocess of identil}iing individuals to tun in 
fi]culty e]ect]ons this sp~Jng She then asked members of tile committee to hltroduce themselves 
for the benefit of the visitors 

I1 Carolina Leadership Academy (CLA) 

Jobn Blancbard imroduced Jeff Janssen, tbe primat? set.ice provider for the CLA, who tben 
summarized several aspects of the Academy tte distributed results of a recent feedback survey 
that indicated strong favorable support for the experience John Blanchmd then smnmarized 
plans for the three levels of the program (veteran leaders, rising stars, and all freshmen~ The 
discussion then proceeded into samples of the content of the Academy that included discussion 

of the Commitment Continuum and an adaptation of 360-degree feedback that is being deployed 
A brief discussion of app[oaches to measuling success and future possible di[ections then 
followed The Academy has been made possible by private fi~nding for a five-year period Plans 

are under u, ay to recognize completion of the first year of the academy through an event that 
would bring NCAA President My]es Brand to campus 

IIi Remarks by Chancellor Moeser 

Chancello~ Moeser ~eported that the Board of Trustees had acted favorably on a proposal to 
increase the student ath]etic fee by $50 now and an additional $ ] 00 in the fuPm e Ihe Board of 
Governors will consider this proposal in the near fmure This is the current form of the proposal 
that the Committee had discussed in its previous meeting in the tbrm that had been drafled by 
Faculty Chair ,ludith Wegner If approved, the proceeds would be used for coaches’ salaries and 
operating budgets in the Olympic sports The Chancellor indicated that concerns expressed so 
t~ar bad bad more to do witb process than substance The process concerns relate to the fact that 
this proposal reached the Trustees out of the normal cycle for reviewing proposals for student fee 
increases A special cal]ed meeting of the Adviso~T Committee on Student Fees had advised 
against going forward but acknowledged that the case had been made for the increase The 
Board of Governors is the decision point on student Ikes If this proposal does not receive 
support ibis year, it would be taken through the regular process next year 



IV Remarks by the Director of Athletics 

Mr Baddour repor.ed on the status of the review of the policy on substance abuse He had 
convened a meeting in which he had divided work ir~ the review process into assigmnents to 
specific hldividuals Oil the staffof the Department of Ath]etics The role of the I~aculty 
Committee on Athletics in the ~Sture will be to review and advise, rather than to design a neu, 
policy Status reports on this wo*k will be made in March and April 

Rega~dir~g the possibility of signage in the Smith Ce*~te[, M~ Baddour [eported that we ale close 
to having a presentation that is ready to be tested with sponsor candidates The current proposal 
regarding signage deals only with the Smith Center (no other venues) A plan is already in place 
to replace the four video in the comers of tile Smith Center with newer iechnolob~-, but that we 
will not be moving toward a center-hung scoreboard Investigation had indicated that the latter 
project would be more complicated, difficult, and expensive than is acceptable 

V E,cit lnIerviews 

The interviews will occ~r on Monda3, through Wednesday, February 28 through March 2 A 
sign-up sheet was circulated within the (ommittee Assignme~ts will be distributed to members 

of the Committee and Athletic Department staff in the near future 

VI    Minutes of Previous Meeting 

’Fhe nlinutes of the meethlg of Jam~at3, ] I, 2005 were unanimously app~ o’¢ed 

VII Coalition on intercollegiate Athletics (COIA) 

Prof~sso[ B~oome dist*ibuIed the latest materials tiom the COlA which ir~cluded specific 
language regarding three proposals for new NCAA legislation After brief discussion, the 
decision was made to propose amendments to the first two of these items and to propose deleting 
the third item [n the near furore we wi]l be asked to vote (on behalf of and requested by the 
Faculty Council) on the final versions of these proposals that emerge from the COlA 
deliberations 

Minutes submitted by Johll P [~¥allS 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Mim~tes of Meeting: March 1, 2005 

Present: Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd KrameL George Lensing, Clmncellor Moeser, Jim Murphy 

Athletic Department Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard, LarW Gallo 
Others: 

[ Nominations for Facul~- Elections 

Professor Murphy reported that the next meedng of the Nominating Committee t’or the spring 

elections will occur on Marcia 2 Because opportunity still exists to add names to the list of 
nominees, he invited committee membeis to call ]tim with suggestions 

II Remarks by Committee Chair 

Professor Broome referred to the recent distribution and media coverage of NCAA APR data 
She distributed copies of the NCAA reports for the North Carolina schools in the ACC A b~eP 
discussio~l of the APR measuremem system followed 

[1I Remad<s by Chancellor Moeser 

Chancellor Moesm is pleased with the content of our ?,A~R report, noting that we do not consider 
an APR of 925 (3~-hich projects to a graduation rate of approximately 50%) to be an acceptable 
love] oP perlbrmance 

In a brief discussion of the proposed increase in the student athletics £~e, the Chancellor said he 
was concerned about the inaccuracies in press coverage of the topic Ihe issue is now in the 
hands of the Board of Governors, and he thinks approval has a chance Professor Broome 
reported that student-athletes who had pm~icipated in recent exit interviews supported the fee 

once they anderstood the context and intent lv[r Baddour reported that he has educated coaches 
and members of the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC) on tbe intended uses of the 

fimds in the event that the fee increase is approved 

IV Remarks by the Director of Alhletics 

Mr Baddour ieported that we bare just had a good weekend in Carolina athletics with wins in 
many sports Wofl~ is proceeding on the review that he has commissioned of the substance abuse 
policy Work is underway to document exactl,/u, hat we are doing cun-ently and what the impact 
of this system has been and is Meetings witb several professionals wbo are knovdedgeable 
about drugs and drag testing have been initiated and will continue tie has also held meetings 
wilb coaches and the SAAC lbr discussion of the policy and this review He hopes to report 



further on progress at the April meeting of this committee tie also projected that we’&’ill need a 
May meeting (}clay 3) of this committee for further discussion of this topic 

Rega~dir~g consideration of advertising signage. Mr Baddour is movir~g forward with plates to 
make presentations to a small mmlber of carefully selected prospective sponso~ s The concept is 
still to select one or at most a small number of sponsors in order to of’tbr the value of exclusivity 
and reduce the perception of clutter 

V Minutes of" P~evious Meeting 

Minutes of the meeting of Februat3, 1, 2005 were unanimously approved 

VI Report m,/Mr Blanchard 

Following feedback from an initial discussion of data on majors selected by student-athletes, Mr 
Blanchard presented data flom the fall of 2003 l’o~ student-athletes and all students who ha’~,e 
jm~ior stmus or higher (and thus bax’e actually declared majors) The data show that student- 
athletes have registered in some majors with greater frequency than is the case ~)r all students 
The consensus oPthe committee was that these differences do not suggest worrisome patterns 
These data will be updated for the fall of 2004 

Mr Blanchard reporled that fue student-afl~lete class of 1997 (entering) has achiex’ed a 
graduatior~ ~ate of" 70%, arid that the class of 1998 appears likely to achieve a rate of 75% The 
coho~’~ of 1999 also looks vetT~ promising 

Finally, Mr Blanchard gave a brief summary of the wide range of service a*td outreach activities 
in which student-athletes are involved 

VII Coalition on ~lttercollegiate Athletics (COIA) 

The COlA has completed the most recent cycle of commenting a~d amendi~g and has distributed 
drafts of three specific legislative proposals for consideration by member institutions 
Authorization to vote for the University has been delegated to the Faculty Committee on 
Atbletics by the Executive Committee of the Faculty The specific proposals deal with 
~egulation of athletic g~ants-in-ald, data collection or~ courses arid majors of student-athletes, and 
prohibition of competition seasons that extend beyond a single term On each of the p~ oposals 
members of the committee fbund some elements to support, but also noted significant concerns 
A discusalott e*tsued concerning the implications of each of three possible positions: fax oring, 
opposing, or abstaining It was the sense of the committee that we should abstain Professor 
Broome will d~af’t and circulate a letter addressed to the COlA leadership that explains the 
reasons for o~r position 

VIII Other Business 

Exit inte~iews are under way Scribes t’or each grou p should create summaries of each session 
and fuen coordinate on preparaIion of a repor~ for each day of the inte~,iews These coordinated 



reports are to be fo~svarded to Steve Leonard who will invite volunteers to help him prepare and 
edit a summat3, repor~ 

Minutes submitted by Johll P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Committee on A~hlefics 

Minutes of Meeting: May 3, 2005 

Present: Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd KrameL George Lensing, Steve Leonard Jim Murphy, Bill Smith 

Athletic Depg~rtment Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard, EaR- Gallo, Beth Miller 

Others: Mafio Ciocca, Melissa Exum, Leslie St~ohm 

Remarks by the Director of Athletics 

Mr Baddour expressed pride i~ the successes of both tbe me~’s a~d women’s basketball teams, 
"with obvious special emphasis on the men’s national championship He regretted that one by- 
product of the championship was a number of eaHy departures He gave a brief description of 
the invitations from the Governor and the Legislature A short discussion occurred regarding the 
likely eft’oct of the championship on licenalng revenues 

Since our last meeting the Board of Governors has approved an increase of $ 100 in the student 
athletic tee These fimds will be allocated to operations and salaries in our Olympic spor~s The 
original plan had been for an increase of $150~ no resolution of thls gap has occurred 

The visit of NCAA President Myles Brand (April 19) was extremely successful Ite met with 
coaches, students, and faculty members, in addition to participating in a class and deli~ ering a 
well-attended and well-received speech This was all in celebration of the first year of the 
Carolina Leadership Academy 

The last stage of our NCAA certification review will be the visit of the peer review team on May 
17-20 The agenda and schedule have been set In the course of this wod(, we have learned of a 
requirement that our Acadenric Support Center be reviewed eveU three years by a group of 
l~culty outside the Center 

I1 Substance Ab~se Policy 

Mr Baddour summarized the activities on this topic since our last discussion A discussion with 
our Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC) has occurred in order to understand the 
experiences and opinions of student-athletes In addition, a number of discussions have occurred 
with and among professionals who are knowledgeab]e about substance ab~se and testing We 
have teamed that no consensus abom a~ ideal policy exists among professionals 

In summarizing cm-rent p~ actice, Mr Baddour reported that we conduct approxhnately 750 
randomized tests at UNC each year These tests affect approximately 15-20% of a squad at a 
time and the tests are unobserved Based on our meeting with the S&AC, student-athletes appea* 
to believe that tests ca~ be Tooled" A general discussion of the pros a~d cons of observed 



testing followed (intrusion versus credibility of the test~ etc ) NCAA drug tests are observed 
tests A consensu~ emerged fa’, oring obse~ed testing £Br the fi~ture 

A second pal~ of" the discussion explo~ed the broad structure of’our policy Wher~ first adopted, 
onr policy was a "three-strike" policy that has bee~ changed to a t~vo-strike policy A number of 
variations on two-strike and three-strike policies u, ere explored with the obj ective of improving 

our understanding rather than forcingany co*tclusion or recommendation Points ofdiscussion 
included the me,fits of testing all fi-eshmen, the possible consequences for a first positive test, and 
tile progression of’sanctions fbr dif’l~rerlt possible versions of’a policy The discussion also 
considered the value of education and co~mseling for indi’~iduals who self-repol~ a problem O~r 

group of experts had gathered infbrmation from 14 other institutions and had fbund that 13 of 
them cun ently have three-strike policies 

In prepa*ation for our new discussion of Ibis topic, a small number of policies, or policy 
elements, will be drafted for consideration 

Minutes submitted by John P Evans 



The Unlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Faculty Committee on A~hletics 

Minutes of Meeting: May 12, 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Jack Evans, Kathleen Harris, Garland 
Hershey, Lloyd Kramer, Ma~y Lynn, Jim Murphy, 
Athletic Department Personnel: Dick Baddour, John Blanchard, La~- Oallo, 
Beth Miller 
Others: Mario Ciocca, Melissa Exum, Joanna Carey Smith 

Minutes of Previous Meetings 

The minutes of the meeting of March [ were approved as distributed The minutes of the 
meeting of May ~ were approved as amended to reflect that Pfot’essof MmT Lynn had attended 
and that the >,-CAA certification review visit will occur on May 18-20 (instead of May 17-20) 

I1 Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics 

The COIA Statement on Academic Integrity was approved by a 28-0-1 vote of the COIA 

members (UNC had abstained) Carol Brown of Wake Forest will represent the ACC on the 
COlA Steering Committee in the coming year 

IIi Remarks by the Chair 

Amy Williams, UNC student-athlete has been selected to ~eceive an NCAA Postgraduate 
Scholarship This is a national competition that makes three sets of awards each year for fall, 
winter, and spring sports, respectively 

IV Substance Abuse Policy 

A discussion of the draft policy on substance abuse covered a namber of issues 

a     Regarding the possibilit? of an initial I00% screen of incoming freshmen, the consensus 
was that the benefits do not outweigh the downaldes The idea u, as dropped from further 

consideration 
b     A general discussion occurred regarding the consequences of a (first) positive test The 
~esu] ts of this discussion will be incorporated in the next dral’~ 
c     Regarding the concept of a safe harbor t’<~r self-referral by a student-athlete, the consensus 
was that this issue should not be addressed in the policy ~amy counseling that develops 
Po]lowing a self-referral should have some thne limit attached to it 

d     The general view indicated a preference for something other than the current "two-strikes 
across the board" policy Unanimous support existed to go to one strike for anabolic steroids 
tmore stringem than the current policy) While no specific model emerged, the general sense 



was to devise a progressively stricter approach for successive positive tests for other banned 
substances 
e     Suppo~ exi sted to allow individual coaches to set policies that are more srringeltt than the 
oveiall policy They may not, ho’~,eve[, relax conditions of’the overa]l policy Any changes 
nmst be put in writi ng and approved by the Director of Ath]etics 
£ Additional work will be done on the draft regarc~ng procedures and appeals 
g Regarding counseli*tg, the consensus was tttat a system t’or early interve*ttio*t that results 
in individual treatment plans and a case management approach is desirable This intervention 
"~,ould occur f’ollowing the first positive test in o~der to maximize the ]ikelihood of efI~cting 
behavior change 

Minutes submitted by John P Evans 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 8:00 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <taren.cherry@gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

#uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>;               ~ 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

121012.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Go Heels and Happy Holidays! 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:58 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar~h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpember~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 

Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 

Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Bhelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Bean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Paperwork Reminder 

Coaches, 

Today is the deadline for November paperwork. 

All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still 

notiN the Compliance Office. In addition, all par[icipation logs and countable hours are due for activities in November. 

For those spor~s that held offcial visits in November, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and 

Guidelines) on file for all visits through the weekend of November 23rd 25th. 

Contact for ALL SPORTS at or 

Holds will be placed on Tuesday. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 10:27 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 

<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 

Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu >; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

<nbaber@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu >; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; 

Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A 

<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 

Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU> 

Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland @facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, 

Robert A <alexcreighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 

<rungano@email.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Tucker [] <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 



Subject: 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sanders, Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 

<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 

Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn 

<bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman 

< bholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Hundley < bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; BrenSubject: Re: A SURPRISE Bidding of Farewell 

Slight Change 

Please note that due to the women’s basketball 9ame scheduled for 11 a.m. on December 12th, 
we have changin9 the time of this surprise event to 1:00 p.m~ 3:00 p.m. instead of 12:00 noon 2:00 p.m. 

still in Room 216 of the EWAC. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

> > > Joyce Dalgleish 12/7/2012 5:20 PM > > > 

A SURPRISE Bidding of Farewell 

Shhhhhhhh..........As most of you know, Kent Pennington is retir ng after almost 30 years of service with the University. 

Kent does not want a big par[y, but you can’t retire without a bidding of farewell!! 

So, we are hosting a SURPRISE drop in reception, complete with heavy hors d’oeuvres on 

Wednesday, December Z2th from noon until 2 p.m. in Room 2Z6 of the EWAC. 

Please come join in the celebration of Kent’s service to the University, but most 
im por~antly to t he Depar[ment of Athletics! Please share this with others in your area 

who may not access to email or that you feel would like to be a pa r[ of this event. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 
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Topic O~e: 

NCAA Issues~ |nvestigatio~s or Sanction, s 
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Player Claims NCAA is Out to Get Miami 

Synopsis: 

One fomier Miami player is claiming that the NCAA is out to get the football program because 

oftbe scandal and allegations that surroand ~he school 

~You certainly have to wonder fi om some of its actions ~ecently, not only that threatening lette~ 

to ~brmer players, but also the fact they’re going on a Iishing expedition by asldng people -- 

du~ing interviews - whether UM followed rules ~ega~ding practice hours and "whethe~ staff 

volunteers violated roles by doing any coaching" 

Article: 

http:i/wwwfa~nationcom/lruth and mmors/view/355151-is-ncaa-out-to-get-the- 

miami?sc~hp h~ al ~&eret" sihp 
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New Pac-|2 Network Faces Problems 

Sy~mpsis: 

Crew members for the newly formed PAC- 12 Network have walked out and begun to protest 

calling the network unI~air Many NCAA ex’ents ha~’e not been broadcas~ as a result of the 

picketing 

Artkle: 

http~//deadspir~ c~m/5966846/w~rkers-a~e-picketing-t’r~e-pac~2-netw~k-b~adcasts-t~day-s~- 

be-sure-to-~ne-in-for-some-technical-difi5 culties-%5Bupdate%5 D 
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NCAA Doomed From the Start? 

Synopsis: 

An article in the Lexington lterald-Leader examines the histo~T of the NCAA and claims that 

commercialism of the NCAA and amateurism cannot find a common gromld The article claims 

that the N(AA is f~aci~lg major issues and that colleges should examine wether or not thei~ 

membership is worth the t~ouble 

Article: 

http:i/www kentucky comi2012/I 2/I 0/2438165incaa-conflicted-from-the-start html 
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Topic Two: 

3’Iiscondnct andio~’ Criminal Iss~es 
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Oklahoma Football Player Faces Felony 

Synopsis: 

Cornerback for Oklahoma Joe Powell is facing felony drag charges, including intent to 

distribute Two of PoweI[’s teammates were also implicated in marijuana charges earlier this 

year 

Article: 

http~//espn g~c~m/c~ege-fb~tba~/st~y/ /id/8732595/suspended-~k~ah~ma-s~ne~s-cb~i~e- 

powell-faces-felony-pot-charges 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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UNC Academic Scandal Coverage 

Sy~mpals: 

A new report by the News and Obse~,’er claims that the decrease in enrollment in African 

American studies classes by men’s basketball player was becaase of warnings about the 

department Ibis comes before t’ormer Governor Jim Mm~in prese~ts a report to the Board of 

Trustees about the scandal or~ Decembe~ 20 

Article: 

http://www newsobserver com/2012/12i08/2531820/uric-got -warning-on-suspect- 

classes btml%m~Mink misearch 

Reactions vatT~ between the fact that classes offered were fi audulent, to classes were just easy 

Some reader comments think that UNC should be sanctioned again by the NCAA while others 

claim that the school does the same with athletes that other schools do 

"And ,,’et there are no protests at L~-C None No proI~ walking out of classes No students 

standing outside the Dean’s oftSce demanding change No powerful alumni quoted in the media 

dernanding change It’s sad, bat the IE~C crowd is still con,Anced all of this fraud and corruption 
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Roy Williams~ La~guage 

Sy~lopsls: 

There has been a lot of discussion of how Roy Williams uses the word ’~freakin’ " But one 

journalist is defending his language saying that it is calm compared to othe~ coaches 

Link: 

http://www newsobsec~ er com/2012/12/08/2531254isnow-[ets-n~t-freak-out-o~ er- 

use html#stotMink misearch 
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Butch Davis Discusses Scandal 

Synopsis: 

Fom3er head football coach Butch Davis told a Florida newspaper that the scandal at UNC was 

nothing ~lew and has been going on for 20 years 

.... I’he~ e was nothing that came out late~ in tile report that wasn’t known in the fi~ st 60 days of tile 

investigation in 2010/Davis said last month ’Nothing was new except for this ongoing 

academic issue that they’ve got that’s been going on lbr over 20 yea*s The thing that probably 

was detrimental to me getting a job last year was that the NCAA hadn’t had its final ruling until 

FebmalT "’ 

lank: 

http://wv‘a~ tampabay c~m/b~gs/~u~s/c~ntenVbntch-davis-id-ce~‘ahl~y-be-interested-usf~i~b 

Reaction: 

Reactior~ on PackPfide is that Butch Davis is speaking the troth and is ready to talk 

"confirmation that LrNC has been cheating tbr tu, o decades looks like Butch knows the deal 

and is ready to spill the beans remember he was fired to presev~;e the "academic integrity of 

the [h~iversi~y" " 
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Topic Four: 

Aro.nd the ACC 
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Topic Five: 

Agent or PJ’ofessionM Issues 
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Marcus Lattimore Leaving for NFL 

Synopsis: 

Marcus Lattimore, running back for South Carolina announced that he will be entering the 2013 

NI~L draft 

~Afte~ Lattfinore suffered such h!iuries in consecutive seasons during college, it’s not hard to see 

why he would leave school early to enter the NFL Rtmning backs only have so many carries in 

them as it is, so it’s ha~d to blame Lattimote fo[ trying to capitalize on his talents whi]e he still 

Article: 

http ~//www cbssp~rts c~n~egef~tba~/b~g/eye-~n-c~ege-f~tba~/21346976/rep~n-marcus- 

latfimore-to-enter-nfl -drat’t 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Lewis, Faye T 
Tuesday, December 11,2012 10:17:13 AM 
Cunningham, Bubba; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; Gil, Karen M; Woodard, Harold; Rennet, Joy J; 

Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Boxill, Jan; Carney, Bruce W~lliam 
Nor[on, Molly; Goodman, Paula; Richardson, Wally; Cline, Alexis L 
Schedule for Director Candidate 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Documents.pdf.pdfdf (1 .gM) 

Attached is the schedule for who will be visiting our campus later this week. 

Please contact me with questions or concerns. 

Faye T. Lewis, CPS 

Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ flewis@email.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschoo!,unc,edu 

Description; htt~s:llshare,unc,edulsjteslvcredlgrad(LogolUNC_GRADBLACK170,gif 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ]_2:]_4 PM 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Eligible to Compete 

- Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Derek, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who were omcially certified as eligible for competition this semester. 

Obviously, since we don’t have any meets in the fall this isiust a formality but ] wanted you to have something in 

writing. Please note that you will receive another memo pror to your first meet          cer~if~incl vour student 

athletes who are eliqible for competition for the sprnq semesten If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Amy Smith 

Brent Blanton 

Meredith Petschauer 
GreB Gatz 

Beth Miller 
Compliance Staff 

Steve Miller 

Kevin Best 
Spencer Welborn 

Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, December I I, 2012 6:06 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med unc edu>; 
Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email unc edu>; 
Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany 
Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa unc edu>;                           ~uncaa unc edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa unc edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa unc edu>; Gumer 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendoff <heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman <ifreeman~)uncaa unc edu>; 

~uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus 
Berry <mberry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Richie Gi-imsley <rgfimsley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Randy Jordan <djordan@uncaa unc edu>; Rory Pommerening 
<rmp 1893@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; Doug 
Halverson <sdhalverson(?b~ uncaa unc edu>;                      ~uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Scott lmlock <stmlock@uncaa unc edu>; 
~uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email unc edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions unc edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa uric edu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa unc edu> 

OV Weekend Itinerary - December 14th- 16th, 2012 

OV Weekend Itinerary - December 14th- 16th, 2012xlsx 

All, 

We will be hosting 3 official visits this weekend 

Adached is the initial itinerary Please note that one of the official visits will not arrive until Saturday morning 



and will depart Monday morning rll send out additional information (Sunday full itinerary, profiles, updates) 
in the next couple of days and will be in contact with those that will need to present for the meals 

Please let me know if you have any questions 

Joe Haydon 
I~ucctor o1[ ]-’ootb~!l ( )petitions 
Univel sily o[ No~lh Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
N~x: 9t 9.962.0393 
~don@~c~.~c,cdu 



Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa uric edu> 

Wednesday, December i2, 2012 !i:16 AM 

Bamwell layne Will]ares <jbamwell@unc edu> Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc edu ,; Kidd Alison Parsons <a~]dd@unc edu:,; 

McPhersorl, Dawn D <d mcpherson@unc edu>; A dridge, Diane Scob]e <daldddge@urlc edu>: towe DiAnne Knox 



Pau Pogge 



Fsul 



Paul 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson, Wally <wricha@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   2:08 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Re: Courses for 

All, 
On the first point, should be a "2 for 2" because he would A)be eligible and B)graduate in the spring On 
the second point, was enrolled in all the courses this fall that he needs to graduate If he does decide to 
withdraw this spring, he should still graduate He needs to declare his intent to graduate Spring at the 
beginning of the semester in January 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                   1:48 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Andre Williams; Blanton, Brent S; Paul Pogge 
Subject: RE: Re: Courses for 

Well guys, 

needs to have a decision by tomorrow morning on how to handle these additional courses     December 
graduation Coach Fedora is supportive of allowing     to take these classes (paying for tuition and fees 
ONLY) to help raise his GPA in hopes of attending graduate school He would like the following questions 
answered: 
1 ) Brent an earlier email stated as long as      graduates in the Spring even if he tails the classes he would be 
considered a "2 for 2" APR wise in the spring semester? 
2) Does he have everything he needs to graduate now, so if he decides to withdraw from the classes in the 
spring he still can apply for May graduation (similar to        this semester)? 

Anyone else have thoughts or questions on this matter? 

needs a decision tomorrow by 9am at the latest because his morn will need to make travel arrangements 
for this weekend’s graduation ceremony if he is not allowed to enroll in these 2 spring classes 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 3:23 PM >>> 
Hey guys, 

could withstand failing both classes and still be above a 20 Wally is correct in stating that we don’t know 
by how much because of what is left out there this term but he will still be above 2 As far as APR is concerned, 
graduation is the great equalizer - if he graduates, it should trump anything else that is negative 



Hope that helps, 
B 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Monday, 2:31 PM 
To: Andre Williams: Blanton, Brent S; Corey Holliday 
Subject: RE: Re: Courses for 

I won’t be able to confirm that       GPA will be able to absorb two "F’s" until all of his grades from this fall 
semester post Once his Fall grades post, I will be able to use the GPA calculator to determine if     would 
still be above a 20 gpa If     has at least a 20 gpa, he will graduate from the university My understanding 
is, if Falls below a 20 gpa we would, at the ve~2¢ least, lose APR points for eligibility 
Wally 

From: Andre Williams [mailto:awilliams@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 2:15 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Blanton, Brent S; Corey Holliday 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Courses for 

Wally & Brent, 

Can you please provide confirmation that if               enrolls in both of these courses and receives a "F" 
will he (I) still be able to graduate in May 2012 and (2) are we at risk of losing any APR points? 
Thanks, 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of 
Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 
(c) 
(f) 9199620393 
awillliams@uncaa unc edu<mailto:awillliams@uncaa unc edu> 
>>> Andre Williams 1:37 PM >>> 
Corey & Wally, 

Please find below       response He is interested in enrolling in the following online courses (Busi 
106/Financial Accounting and Busi 108/Management Accounting) Please let me know how you would like to 
proceed 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department oF 
Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 
(c) 



(f) 9199620393 
awillliams@uncaa unc edu<mailto:awillliams@uncaa unc edu> 

>>> <        @live unc edu<mailtc         ~live unc edu>> 
>>> 1:04 PM >>> 
Andre, 

I will be in and out of town next semester so I was hoping I could get the two online classes I am cullently 
working on getting the Business School’s consent in order to take the classes as well 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On             at 3:55 PM, "Andre Williams" 
<awilliams@uncaa unc edu<mailto:awilliams@uncaa unc edu>> wrote: 

After reviewing the courses you selected two of them appear to be online courses that you need consent from 
the business school to be enrolled (Busi 106 & Busi 108) and the other appears to be held on campus Can you 
please confirm if this is accurate? I have to double check with our athletic depa~ment to make sure they are 
willing to pay the tuitions for the online courses 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Depa~ment of 
Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 
{c) 
(f) 9199620393 
awillliams~)uncaa unc edu<mailto:awillliams@uncaa unc edu> 
>>> 
>>> <        @live unc edu<mailto        @live uric edu>> 
>>> 12:24 PM >>> 
Good Afternoon Andre, 

Thinking over my future, I thought it would be a great idea to take next semester to get some online courses that 
could help further my education My future goals include garnering a Masters of Business Administration 
Degree at a top institution Since there won’t be any football going on this spring, I would like to improve my 
status as far as taking courses that relate to business as well as tt2cing to improve my GPA so that I could get 
some MBA looks The courses I have interest in taking are Busi 106 and Busi 108/Busi I 01 Hopefully, we can 
continue to talk about my enrollment in these courses If you have any suggestions, please don’t hesitate, and let 
me know 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.uncedu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.uncedu> 

~ UNC-Chapel Hill 

$2M to doc 

Corey ~ 

They have increased     "insurance eligibility" to $2 million N about all I could get out of these folks was that he is 

projected to go in the t~rst three rounds of this year’s NFL Draft! 

Any questions, please call - thanks and take care! 

Larry 

> > > "Stanley, Jeff" <jstanley@hcccom > 9:44 AM > > > 

Attached please find an updated quotation for a ~2~000,000 benefit amount, ! have aJso quoted to or 

Jeff Stanley 

mailto ista nley~hcc corn 
Tel (781) 994 6000 Ext 6134 



DAlE 

QUOTATION ONLY 

Type: 

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 

Insured Certificate 
Holder & Beneficiary: 

Policy Term: 

Benefit & 
Amount of Benefit: 

Waiting 
Period: 

bccn satisl~cd 

I wclvc (12) conscctLlivc months ft oln the dale IoLal dis~bilily has bccn dcLcmfincd lhis is the 

Rehabilitation 
Period: 

CONDITIONS: IN NO EVENT x.; ILL A LOSS DUE TO TOIAL DISAIIlLITY BE CON SIDERED AS A CLAIM ON OR 

COVERAGE WILL EXCLUDE ANY CLAIMS ARISING FROM INJURY(IES) AND/OR SICI~NESS TO 
AN,~ PART OF THE BODY FOR ~IICH THE INSI RED HAS BEEN RECOMMENDED AND/OR 
GIVEN AN Y MEDICAL TKEAI MEN 1 By A QUALII IED PIIY SIC I~N DURING TIlE EIGIITEEN 
MONTH PERIOD PRIOR TO THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF ~ OVERA~E. 

COVERA(~E DOES NOT APPLY TO AN%" LOSS ARISING FROM OSTEOARTHRITIS, CI?MI?LATI~ E 
INJURY OR DEGEN EbL~I’IVE JOINT DISEASE. 

THE ABO’~ E INFORMATION MUST BE RECEI~ ED, REVIE$$3~D AND APPROVED PRIOR TO THE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit Ticket Deadline Men’s Basketball vs. East Carolina 

Ticket Request Form Non Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

As a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the men’s basketball game against East 
Carolina is tomorrow Thursday, December 13th. Forms can be sent to me via email 

Don’t forget to use the non-football request form. I’ve attached a copy of the form for you r use. The form can also be 
found by going to the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the Official Visits or Unofl3cial 
Visits folder. The document is titled ’~£icket Request Form - Non-Football Games." 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of even/guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket Ofl3ce at Entry D of the Smith Center beginning 
an hour and a half prior to tipoff. The Ticket Office will remain open until halfcime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistal~t Director of Ticket Operations 



Paui Pogge 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:48 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 
<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D 

Mock <cd @uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris 
Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chelsea Pemberton <cpember[@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 

<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Disch <disch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos 

<dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 
<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 
Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

< masapp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 
Stafford Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Change of Status and Spring G[A Increase reminders 

Change of Status Form.pdf 

Coaches, 

Just two quick reminders: 

Please submit a change of status form for any student athlete on your roster, who will not return after the fall 

semesten The change of status form is attached. 

Tf you are planning on providing any student athletes with a G]A increase for the spring semester, please 

remember that we have to do so by the fi rst day of classes (January 9th). To get the process started, just shoot me 

an e mail with the student athlete’s name and the % you want to increase the SA by. 

Happy Holidays and let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of Norfll Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell             Fax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:21 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Hor[on, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy 
Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chelsea Pemberton <cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grill 
Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Utzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin 
<rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

All: 

Please ADD the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 



Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Oft]ce 9199627851 I                 II:ax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:30 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Hor[on, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark VanAIstyne 
<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

One more addition COS 

Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

Tom 

> > > Tom Timmermans 10:21 AM > > > 

All: 

Please ADD the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 



Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 

OffSce 9199627851 I                 IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, :]_]_:52 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 

Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar~h@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpember~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 

Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 

Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Bhelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Bean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Coach Accompanying PSA during Travel to and from OV 

Coaches, 

See below for an interp on who is permitted to travel to a nd from an omcial visit with a prosped. If you have any 

questions, iust let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Staff Interpretation 

Coach Accompanying a Prospective Student-Athlete During Travel to and from an Official Visit (1) 

Date Published: December 12, 2012 

Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff confirmed that only those coaches who are counted by the institution within 

the numer cal limitations on full time coaches who may contac[ or evaluate prospec[ive student athletes off campus are 

permitted to accompany a prospective student athlete [and his or her parents or legal guardian(s)] to and from his or her 

home to campus on an offcial visit, regardless of whether such a visit occurs during a permissible contact period; further, 

that it is permissible for such coaches to transport the prospective student athlete in an institutional vehicle or the 

coach’s automobile. 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 7:04 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 
<         @live.unc.edu>;                         ~live.unc.ed u >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, ]lsy 
<iventura@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker 0 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 
< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

< bhundley@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic 

<ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 
<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

fbintern < FBintern@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer < gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Keith Heckendorf < heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@u ncaa.unc.edu >i_                        "@uncaa.unc.edu>; "    ~ 

~@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurlin~@u~caa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 

<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 

Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; :                    ~@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
~uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock 

< strulock@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, 
John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Molly Nor[on <mbnor[on@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UPDATE: OV Weekend Itinerary December $4th $6th, 2012 

OV Weekend Itinerary December 14th $6th, 2012.xlsx 

All, 

Attached is a file with additional details for this weekend. There are three tabs in the attached file: 

Sst Tab: GeneralWeekendItinerary(SameastheonelsentonTuesday) 

2nd Tab: Sunday Detailed Ttinerary 

3rd Tab: Profiles of t he 3 official visits 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe IJaydoa 

> > > Joe Haydon 12/11/2012 6:06 PM > > > 

All, 

We will be hostin9 3 official visits this weekend. 

Attached is the initial itinerary. Please note that one of the official visits will not arrive until Saturday morning and will 
depart Monday morning. T’II send out additional information (Sunday full itinerary, profiles, updates) in the next couple 

of days and will be in contact with those that will need to present for the meals. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Jo~ Haydon 

~n-cctor o~ FootbaJl ()pcrauons 
University of No~ fl~ Ca~ olina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
F~: 919,962,0393 
h~ydon@~c~,~ac.edu 



OFFICIAL VISIT ITINERARY 
Decem bet 14th - 16th, 2012 

TIIVIE 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14TH, 2012 

IEVENT/ACTWITY 

645 PM 

700PM 9:00PM 

TIIVIE 

900 AM 

10:30 AM 

10:45 AM 

1200 PM 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15TH, 2012 

IEVENT/ACTWITY 
Wake Up tall 
B~eakfast Si~a i iotel (Lombardi Room) 

TIME 

SUNDA Y, DECEMBER 16TH, 2012 

I EVENT/ACTIVITY 



Name Wake-up Call 

8:00AM 

Check-Out & 
Depart Hotel 

8:45AM 

Official Visit Itinerary 

Sunday Meeting Times 

Breakfast Time Campus Tour / Dorm 

9:00 AM 9:45 AM 

Meetinq w/Coach Fedora Depart 
RDU 

Departure Time 

8:00 AM 8:45 AM 9:00 AM 9:45 AM 10:45 AM 
(US Air #3241) 

9:00 AM 
9:30 AM 
10:30 AM 

12:00 PM 
1:00 PM 

4:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
6:15 PM 
6:30 PM 
7:15 PM 

Post Dinner 

Sunday Itinerary 

Wake Up Call 
Breakfast 
Depad for Campus Tour 
Meeting with Dr. Stroman (EXSS) 
Walking Tour of Franklin Street 
Lunch at Southpoint Mall (Champps Restaurant) 
Return to Siena Hotel - Relax 
Meet in Lobby ! Depad for Kenan Football Center 
Meeting with Coach Fedora 
Dinner at Top of the Hill Restaurant 
Return to Siena Hotel 



OFFICIAL VISIT PROFILES DECEMBER 14th-16th           I 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 2:34 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

< ciocca@email.unc.edu >;                          ~live.unc.edu>; 

" ~live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker ][ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

< blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                           ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Courtney Farrington 

<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<     !@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< !@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dead Period 

Dead Period Dec 2012 Football.pdf 

Football Staff, 

Just a quick reminder on your dead period from Dec. 17 January 3 along with an attachment, courtesy of the ACC, on the 
activities that are permissible or prohibited during that time. If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3_4, 203_2 3:3_8 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dully <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Bteinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman 

< Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

W Lax Schedule Change 

All, 

The W Lacrosse game vs Navy on April 10, 2013 has been canceled. Thanks1! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:28 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 

Reckar~ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Fall Semester 

Eligible to Compete.pdf; Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Meaders, 

Attached are the two lists of those who are eligible to compete for the entire             team this fall semester. ~ls a 

rather moot point since      doesn’t star~ until Janua~/but wanted you to have the list in hand anyway. Note that you 

will be receivinq an updated list prior to the first indoor meet in mid Januan/cer~i~inq those students who are eliqible 

for the sprinq semester. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Harlis Meaders 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: 

with the Eligibility Center 

season per his amateurism certification 

Josh Langley Mark VanAIstyne Steve Rubin 

Nicole Hudson Angela Reckart Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 
Kym Orr Carrie Shearer Greg Gatz 

Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Harlis Meaders 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: 

Cc: 

of eligibility remaining 

Josh Langley Mark VanAIstyne Steve Rubin 

Nicole Hudson Angela Reckart Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Carrie Shearer Greg Gatz 

Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 4:27 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Corey, 

Would 

Thanks, 
Paul 

be interested in meeting with Brad Berkowitz, a registered agent? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:49 PM 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carrie Ruber[ino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford Odom 

<tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete 

Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Hatchell, 

Attached is the memo certifying            as eligible for competition, effective tomorrow when her year in residence 

is offcially fulfilled following her transfer. The memo only lists     as we will certify the rest of the team prior to the 
first game of the spring semester; you will receive an updated memo at that time following the mid year certification. 

But since      status has now changed to eligible, we’re permitted to have her compete starting the day following the 
end of exams for the institution. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 



TO: Sylvia Hatchell 

FROM: Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athlete have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Andrew Calder 

Greg Law 

Martina Ballen 

Beth Bridger 

Travis Hipps 

Tracey Williams Johnson 

Bubba Cunningham 

Compliance Staff 

Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

Steve Miller 

Trisha Stafford Odom 

Beth Miller 

Brent Blanton 

Jason Beaulieu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 8:05 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <taren.cherry@gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

121712.docx 

See attached for the shor~ list of events coming up in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 I 1:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
Re: 

Corey Holliday vcf 

Ires ahead? sent in bis declaration and sa?s he will nmke sut~ his agent’s sends Bubba a cop? 

Core) Holliday 
Associal¢ Alhlctic Director 
U niversits" of NoN~ Carolilm 
Kenzm Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
ChaNl Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (~V) 
919-962-0393 

>>> "llle, Vhtce" <ille@enmil uric eda> 12/17/2012 8:47 AM >>> 

R¢garding    undcrclassm¢n may ¢nler tb¢ NFL Draft on¢ brae du~ing tb¢ir collegiate car¢¢r wilhoul j¢opardizing Ih¢ir ¢ligibilily; 
provided tbey a~e not drafted b? am" team and tbe sludent-athlete declares lfis intel~tion to resume intemollegiate participation wifltin 
72 hours Following the NFL’s dmfl dcclamlion date 

This dechivation of intent nmst be in writing to fire director of atl~letics Phi? ers fltat enter tbe NFL Draft earl,," are requited to sigl~, and 
ha~e nolarized, a pelilion for sp¢cial eligibihiy wilh Ih¢ NFL, which rcnounc¢s all remaining collegial¢ eligibihiy unless revoked 
witltfl172 bouts of tbe draft declaration date Did/Wil~    file tbe notarized special petition with tbe NFL? Did be notif} Bubba in 
writing? Pleas¢ am~nge to send m¢ a copy of thos¢ docum¢nls 

That~ks for your belp 

Seltior Associate Atltletic Director 
U niversits" of NoN~ Carolilm 
(919) 962 -463 I 
flle@unc edu <lnailto:ille:~) inc edu> 

[cid:YL SGBXVIEMKZ IMAGE27 jpg] 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 2:37 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

Re: 

>>> CorM" Ho[lida) 12/17/2012 l 1:39 AM 
Paul, 

said he doesfft want to talk with Brad 

Core) Holliday 
Associale Alhlelic Dircclor 
U niversits" of Notlh Carohl~a 
Kenan Foolball Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (~V) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> Paul Pogge 12/14/2012 4:26 PM >>> 
Core), 
Would be intelested in meeting with Brad Berkowilz, a registered agent? 
Thanks. 
Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:42 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Hor[on, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock 

<cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos 
Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 

<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joseph Crump <jcrump@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 
Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 
<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor 
Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

All: 

Please ADD the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 



Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 

Off] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 

[" ’" " " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 4:49 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dully <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu> 

JV Basketball Schedule Change 

All, 

The JV Basketball game against Gray Military Academy on February 23, 2013 at 3_ pm has been canceled. Thanks!! 



CD 



@emaiLunc.edu 

Please find as an attachment e copy of the Honer CoL~ri’s rationale statement ftom your ~eceut 
hearing. If you have not done so, please schedule your post heating meeting with me as soon as 
possible. During this meeting you will be advised of your appeal dghts under the Instrumenf, the 
possible grounds for appeal, and the process for submi[~ing an appeal petition. Additional 
information relating to appeals can be found in Appendix C, Section I of the Instrument which can 
be found at http:/iinstr~ment.unc.ed~J. If after reviewing the rationale statement, you have 
additional questions, please contact me. Shot~td you ohoose to appeal, piease no~a thai the 
deadliue ~or submitting an appeai petition wili be               , by 5:00 p,m., or within fve (5) 

business days from yo(Jr receipt of this notice. Of course, you are welcome to submit the petition. 
sooner if you choose. 

Regards, 

Judicial Praqrams 

Transmitted Via Ema~ 



RATIONALE FOR THE UNDERGRADUATE HONOR COURT 
Expediied Hearing 

Plea: 

5:45PM~ 7:15PM 

li C2.a - Slealing, destloylng or nlisusil~g p~eDertv belonqing to the 

positively dentified as the suspect she had seen damaging the vehic es an 
Shor~ Street {B-2), "lhe officers idengiied the fi~st da~ ~aged vehicle as a Pontiac G6 that I~ad a 
s(,,ufi m~rk on Ihe driver’s door; accord ng to the police roped, "the scuff mark 
color and pattern with the shoes and shoe tr~ad lhat         was w~arlng" at Ihe tim~ 
incident (B-2], ~he next three v~hicles: a Honda Crosslet h a Toyot8 Col;ca, and a Chevrolet 
TrailMazer, had lheir side view mirrors damaged apparently from being kicked (B-2). 

Accord ng to lhe police report,          repesled!y de~ied damag ng @~e vehicles on Shop 
Sheer (B-2).         ~vas charged with In~ury to Personal Prooe~v, a misdemeanor, and was 
released. The ncident was ~epo~ed to the Honor System ~n             S ~bseeuen~y, 



RATIONALE FOR THE UNDERGRADUATE HONOR COURT 
Expedited Headng 

I) Disciplined/Suspension for Spdng (Vote: 
2) Completion o! ViEW course (Vote: 3-0) 

t) 

4) 

Ihe gravity of the offense, ir}c uding its implications for other members of the 
calrf!)us comm[Jl ity and a*ty relevant recurring patterns of misconduct 
The vaue of learning through experience so as to develop a grealer sense 
responsibiiity ~or one’s actions a!~d Iheir ccHaeguellc~a ta ethers 

To date~mlne an appropliate se~*ciion, the Ceud first considered the gravity o[ 
LO,2.a. violation. TO do so, the Co#rt considered ~be Chapel Hil [:’ol}[~ Depar~mer ~ 

a letter from Dr Stephen Lucente a clinical ps~;hak~g st at Carolina Partners in Mental 
Hea}thOare (B4~); infarmatlon an a drug called ’Spice’ from Ohio State’s Medical Center 
additiona information on the drag ca!led ’Sp ca’ from the Natior al insllttae o~ Drag Abuse 
letter frorr                      whose veb k’,[e was darr~aged by         (B..I I }; and the 

indicated to the Court that he                                      ~t the time of 
the incident n q~estion I le explained thai i~e bad been smoking synfi/etlc marliuana, mere 

time, especial y when comb n~d wth alcohol use* (B-6) Acuordlng to the National Insfitu~.e on 
Dr~g Abuse and Ihe Ohio State Medical Center’s respe.ctlve repeals on ’spice’ "spice users raped 

nalk~cina~ions" (B-8; B-9) explained that this was possibly the cause of hs behav or on 
the morning of The CO~11, considered this when iudging gravity of the 



RATIONALE FOR THE UNDERGRADUATE HONOR COURT 

Expedited Hearing 

s~dnd Offe~S~t~e~nSfremen~ rec~i,,;ed 6ri~ ~ei~eg~ ~[ discip!i ~ry 

corfl~nt ~t           r~rsonal statement (B-! 2), a letter from M~. Allen O’Barr from Counseling 
and Wellness Services {B 7), and a letter from Dr, Stephen Lucente, a clinical psychok~glst al 
Ca-oilnn. Partr’e;s in Mentai HealthCare 

Overa’,t, the Court appreciated           efforts toward achieving sobriety Ihmugh therapy and 
counseling, as w~ll as his co~]tact wkh the ~)wners o[ the [our vehicles that he damaged. 
"[’he~el’.,)re, g~a C~)~rt decided that vaue ot learning ’,,,,as above the usual value of 
learning expre-’.sed for s milar offenses. 

also presented other pieces of sanctioning evidence that the Court considered when 
determining the most apprepr al~ sanction gven hls ulrcums!a~ces, 

"Tt~e Defense presented involvement on the #,cc.crding to Mr 

Undergraduate Hono~ Coud UNC-CH Expedited Heari’~¢ 



RATIONALE FOR THE UNDERGRADUATE HONOR COURT 
Exped ed Hearing 

appropriate, In ths case db~iderlng that [h~15 g~,cor~d offense, the Cour~ ase -- 

Undergradua e Honor Coup1 UNCCH Expedited Hearing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 11:35 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

< ciocca@email.unc.edu >;                          ~@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu >; ~reighton, Robert A 

< alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@emaikunc.edu>; 
Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker ][ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

< blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >i Courtney ~arrington 

<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Darryl Banders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendoff <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
<    .@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspu~ling@~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 
Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< ~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; 
Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@emaiEunc.edu >; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Nor[on <mbnor[on@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 



Subject: 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Official Visit Weekends and Junior Days 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

All, 

Looking ahead at the next couple of months for recruiting, I wanted to be sure that you have the important dates on file 

for scheduling purposes: 

WeekendofJanuaryllth- 13th, 2013: Off’cialV’sit Weekend (most likely 2 3recruits) 

Weekend of January 18th - 20th, 2013: LARGE Official Visit Weekend (probably 15+ recruits) 

Saturday, January 26th, 2103: Junior Recruiting Day 

Saturday, February 23rd, 2013: Junior Recruiting Day 

Saturday, March 9th, 2013: Junior Recruiting Day (Duke Basketball Garqe) 

There is also a possibility that we could have official visits on the weekends of January 26th and February 2nd as well. 

Please mark your calendars accordingly so that you can be available to assist with your area. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe Haydon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 I 1:38 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc edu>; 
Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc edu>; ckalblig <ckalbrig@email unc edu>; 
McPherson, DawnD <d mcpherson@unc edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie 
<daldridge@unc edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc edu>; Montross, Eric S 
<emontross@unc edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge <evanss@email unc edu>; Ellis, Ginny 
<grellis@email unc edu>; Holland, Janine W <jholland@unc edu>; Montgomel?~, John 
R <jmon@unc edu>; Jones, Kiln <kimajones@unc edu>; Mack, Ken 
<kmack@unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; McCauley, Donald F 
<dmccauley@unc edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie M <mdubnansk~@unc edu>; 
Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc edu>; 
Babel Nellie C <nbaber@unc edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<suewalsh@unc edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email unc edu>; Bingham, MalN Ellen 
<binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@email unc edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email unc edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad unc edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email unc edu>; 
Mays, Sally D <smays@email unc edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tombrickner@unc edu>; 
Roberts, Ter~?~ Kermit <tkrobert@email unc edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email unc edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC UNC EDU>; 
Chad Wade <cwade@fac unc edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac unc edu>; Kivett, 
Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC UNC EDU>; Young, Randall P 
<l’young@FAC UNC EDU>; David Thomas <david thomas@facilities unc edu>; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan guthrie@t~acilities unc edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael copeland@f~cilities unc edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email unc edu>: Modlin. William F <wmodlin@email unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>;                        @live unc edu>; ~ 
~live unc edu>; Cherry, Taren <tschelvy@unc edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alexcreighton@med unc edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M <ganeshkamath@med unc edu>; 
Stafford, Harl?~ C <harl?~ stafford@reed unc edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T 
<j spang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; Chappell, Ilsy 
<iventura@email unc edu>;                     @email unc edu>; Ungano, Robin 
Lynn <mngano@email unc edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <l’yanmills@unc edu>; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa unc edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew 
Calder <acalder@uncaa unc edu>; Council, Albert C <acouncil@uncaa unc edu>; Abbey 
Doran <ador~n@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa unc edu>; Angie 
King <aking@uncaa unc edu>; Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa unc edu>; Amy Smith 
<amysm@uncaa unc edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa unc edu>; Larry Gallo 
<~thgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa unc edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A <basander@uncaa unc edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa unc edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; 
Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa unc edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa unc edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bf~rley@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa unc edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa unc edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Brian 
Holman <bholman@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa unc edu>; Eric 
Biener <biener@uncaaSubject: Football Office Would Like To Welcome - Ryan Mills> 

Ryan Mills enl¢rs h¢r firsl season as Ihe admi~fislmlJv¢ assislanl for rccndling in th¢ Carolina foolball program A 2002 UNC 



gr~ld~qlc, Mills rcinn~s Io Chapel Hill after working mosl rcccnlly wilh Ihc Univcrsil~ of Soulh Flotid~l football progr~lm and head 

coach Skip Holtz She also worked wiflt Holtz at East Cat~31ina front 2005 to 2009 A native of Pit~sboro, N C, MAlls worked wiflt 
fire Norflt Caroli]]a High School Atl~letic Association (NCHSAA) for nearly [~vo years after graduation Mills is single and lives ht 
Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:02 PM 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Hirih <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

- Eligible for Spring 

Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Rich, 

Attached is the memo clearin9                for competition, effective immediately. This cerlification will stand for 

her certification through the entire spring semester; we’ll get something to you on the rest of the team prior to your first 

meet after classes staE in January. ]f you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: Rich DeSelm 

FROM: Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athlete has been declared eligible 

to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Co: Mike Litzinger 

Jenny Johansen 

Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 

Christy Garth 

Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Gisselman 

Eric Stefanski 

Sue Walsh 

Beth Bridger 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
Fwd: FW: 

20121219114250301pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FW: 
From: "Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email unc edu> 
To: Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 
CC: 

Corey, 
Attached are the documents requested for and 
by Wednesday, Janua~?¢ 2nd I have been in contact with 
his appeal 

Wally 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@uric edu [mailto:scanner@unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 I 1:43 AM 
To: Richardson, Wally 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "RI 1153" (Aficio MP 3500) 

Scan Date: 12 19 2012 I 1:42:50 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc edu 

and 
Appeals must be completed 

needs to speak to Jaimie Lee about 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 1:41 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>; Will Webb 
<WVVebb@charlottecollegiatefootball.org > 

John Harris (JHarris@lincolnharris.com) 

"Framework" 

Will: 

Thank you for providing us with this information so quickly ~ much appreciated. 

At first blush, this framework looks good, but please allow us (Bubba, Rick, Vince, Coach Fedora, ....) to thoroughly review 
this information, and we shall get back with you as soon as possible (it may be after the New Year Holiday given the 

availability of folks during the Holidays). 

Take care and enjoy the Holiday Season. THANK YOU! 

Larry 

> > > Will Webb W~Vebb@charlottecollec~iatefootball.orq > 12/19/2012 12:11 PM > > 

Gentlemen: 

We are excited about hosting games in 

following guidelines: 
We would like to work around the 

Please let me know ff this framework is satisfactory 

WILL WEBB 

P (704) 644 4048 I IV 



4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOTTE~ NC 28210 

WWW ACCFOOTBALLCHARLO~I E.COM I WWW.BELKBOW L.COM 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 18, 2012 11:08 AM 
TO= Will Webb; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Rick Steinbacher; jharris@lincolnharris.com 
Subject= Conference Call of Today (12/18/12) 

Johnny: 

Thank you for your time this morning ~ we appreciate your assistance in bringing Carolina Football to Charlotte. 

Below is a bdef recap of our discussion. Also included is a list of items for consideration in the formulation of a draWL 

agreement for a game in 20~-5 vs. South Carolina in Charlotte. 

Take care, and we wish you and your family a very Happy Holiday Season ~ all the best and thank you. 

Regards, 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
919 962 8725 

¯ Awaiting ACC / Notre Dame schedule for 2013 and for 2014 and beyond: 
o 2013 ACC Home and Away Schedule will be finalized ve~ay soon 
o 2014 and beyond ~- ACC Home and Away Schedule will be drafted, but not final until later in 2013 

¯ Preliminary discussions about neutral site games as follows: 
o 2015: 

o 2016: 

o 2019: 

o 2021: 

o Futu~ Yew (Post2021): 

UNC vs South Carolina in Charlotte, NC 
UNC vs Oklahoma in Dallas, TX 
UNC vs 
UNC vs 
UNC vs 

Some Preliminary Thoughts on a Draft Agreement 

UNC vs South Carolina in Charlotte, NC on 9/5/15 
¯ Financial guarantee for each school 

Financial revenue share opportunity for ticket sales above guarantee level for each school 
Ticket allotment (including locations) for each school 
Parking pass allotment (including locations for each school) 
Marketing/sponsorship rights 
Team hotels/tan hotels, etc 
Game Oft]cials assigned by what conference? 
Game Operations Details 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 2:41 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: 

20121219114250301 pdf; Corey Holliday vcf 

Just talked with W~fll>,      mid      at~ l~ot eligible to appeal tNs time (ah~ady been on probation and exXended probation), so as 
figbt l~ow tbey are suspended from campus course eitrollmel~t for Spring 2013 The> at~ ~fllowed to appb to have grades dropped 

Core) Holliday 
Associate Atbletic Director 
Univ¢rsily orNotah Carolina 
Kenmt Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (~V) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Richa~flson, Wail3"" <wficha@email uric edu> 12/19/2012 1:32 PM >>> 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 

Senl: Wednesday, Deccnlbcr 19. 2012 I 1:43 AM 
To: Ricba~dsmt Waily 

This E-mail was sent from "R I 1153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 12 192012 I 1:42:50 (-0500) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   4:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
RE: 

Yeah, from m5 underslanding bolh of thos¢ class¢s satisf5 his graduation 
tequkrement but he oitl? needs to complete one of them 

>>> "llle, Vhtce" <i[le@enmil uric edu>            4:25 PM >>> 
Maybe I don’t understmtd the part wheie Wa[ly writes that during "the 
fall rcgislm/ion period, l had enroll in Iwo courses IhaI 
satisS" lfis graduation requirement" 

..... Origiiml Message ..... 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:18 PM 
TO: lilt, Vinc¢ 
Subjccl: RE 

No, he oo1? needs 1 com~e wlfich is rite EE com~e to graduate Wa[ly 
rcgislcrcd him [or 2 courses ill die spring Io provide him an oplJon - 

meets nonnal times (din:rag the da) ) txxice a week 

So he needs two com~es and fire EE class to graduate? 

gem from in? Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Origil~al Message ........ 
Subject: 
From: "Richardson, Wall?" 

To: Core?" Holliday 

CC: 

EE class this fall     but was mtsuccessful hying to add the course 
during the drop/add period Witlmt the last six weeks,        did fill 

I assislcd him wdh Ih¢ application process 
apphcatlon for his il~tentsbip was not approved During fire fall 



rcgislra/ion period, l had enroll in Iwo courses Ihal salisl~ 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Acadenfic Support Program for Studem-Atlfletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Com~seling College of Arts & 
Sciences Universily orNorlh Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:28 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit Ticket Deadline Men’s Basketball vs. McNeese State 

Ticket Request Form Non Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

As a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the men’s basketball game against McNeese 
State is today Thursday, December 20th. Forms can be sent to me via email (m~tou!oupasO~un~’,edu). 

Don’t forget to use the non-football request form. I’ve attached a copy of the form for you r use. The form can also be 
found by going to the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the Official Visits or Unofl3cial 
Visits folder. The document is titled ’~Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games." 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of even/guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket Ofl3ce at Entry D of the Smith Center beginning 
an hour and a half prior to tipoff. The Ticket Office will remain open until halfcime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Happy Holidays! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistal~t Director of Ticket Operations 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:24 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit Ticket Deadline Men’s Basketball vs. UNLV 

Ticket Request Form Non Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 

As a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the men’s basketball game against UNLV is 
today Thursday, December 27th. Forms can be sent to me via email (ma~:ou[oupa~!l~c:ed!J). 

Don’t forget to use the non-football request form. I’ve attached a copy of the form for you r use. The form can also be 
found by going to the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the Official Visits or Unofl3cial 
Visits folder. The document is titled ’~Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games." 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of even/guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket Ofl3ce at Entry D of the Smith Center beginning 
an hour and a half prior to tipoff. The Ticket Office will remain open until halfcime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistal~t Director of Ticket Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 3:50 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dully <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

< sharris@uncaa.unc.ed u >; )uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny 

Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 

< squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Diving schedule update 

All, 

The Diving team’s competition vs. Duke tomorrow has been cancelled. If you have any questions, just let me know. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 

University of North Carolina 

Depar tl~ent o f Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 31,2012 11:16 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@em ail.unc.edu>;                           @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 
Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy 
<iventura@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Tony 
Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@un~aa.unc.edu>; 
Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic 
<ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 
Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 
<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@uncaa unc edu>;                          "@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; J~mes Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre(’~uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 
Jordan <rliordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< ,     @uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock 
<strulock@unca~. unc.edu>;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, 
John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Contact with mid year enrollees 

All, 

Just a quick reminder. We can call and text the four mid year emollees unlimited the day alter they signed the scholarship 
agreement (so you are good to do so now). I have received the scholaPship agreements for the following four: 



Let me know if you have any questions, 

Happy New Year! 

Tom 

13.1.3.3.3 Telephone Calls After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: :..~:.l..~4..~,~,~..j~q.t.~!;!lL Next Cite: ! 8! .3.34 Qff CatuLlus Cantact 
[:xcc.,~tior~ Exc:e ~tion 
There shall be no limit on the number of telephone calls by the institution to a prospective student- 
athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day 
after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 2/9/95, Revised: fl/12/97, 4/29/04, 1/15/11 
effective 8/1/1 f) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written 
offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
13.4.1.2.2 Exception - Electronic Transmissions After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: 13.4.1.2 1 Next Cite: 184 1.2.3 Exception £!actronic Ma!l a~qd 
Exception - Men’s Facsimiles Re~.~ard]nq Inst~tut]o~aJ Camp ot C~]n~c Loqist]caJ 
Basketball. ~ss~es ~= Spor[s Othar Than Mon’s Baskelball 
There shall be no limit on the forms of electronically transmitted correspondence sent to a prospective 
student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) beginning the 
~lendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written 
offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 

Tom Timme~ans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 [Cell             [Fax 9199626002 



Scuffle, but we need your permission on this to pelmit him to oo so 



Appalachian State University 
Owens FieM House-Compliance Office 

135 Jack Branch Drive 

Boone, NC 28608-2025 
Phone: 828-262-7843 
Fax: 828-262-2556 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: December 13, 2012 

The student-aNlete listed below has contacted one of ottr coach~s alx~,t possibl2 i~ansfe~ing to Appalachi.~m. ihe mfornation 
requested below is needed to determh~e his&er eligibility tar a waiver o~ the residence requireme~t as per NC_,L& B?la~S 
13.1.1.3 and 14.5.5.2.10. We would appreciate yota- re~m~ing this completed lb~m as soon as pessfine. Thank y~- lbr y~mr 
cooperation. 

Student’s Name Spot=(s) -- 

I. Do we have pennlssion to speak wit)~ this student? Yes ~’~ No 

2. Was this student rec~tited to your instirafinn? Yes No v/ 

3. Did this strident transfer ~:om a that-year college to your hastimfia~? 

4. Didflfis student attendyour institatlon for at ICaSL one academic ~car? Ycs    ~ Nu Dates 

l.ist the spar~ and years h~ whicl~ the student participated in k’~tercolieginte athler’cs, and gadicate if .ae,s~e received 
athlefinally-related financiaI aid 

gpo~ Yem" Practiced’? Compe~d? Aid? 

~. I)id the stldert si~ an NLI? Yes No ~"      If yes, date 

i0 Is ire ~ dent under disciplSam3, s~spens on per you:~ instiRlfion (Bylaw 14.5 1.2)? Yes NO ~ 

1 To wmr know~cdgc, has ths student been declared i~eliChle dee ~o a pt~si6ve drug test administered by the NCAA (ByNw 

2 Would the student be clig~b e to c~mpete at your instfinfinn if they returned? Yes No 
~ ~’~ ~ I 

13~ Do )~u have an. ~biectlon~ t~ tt-e student b~ing gran cd an cxccp~[on to thc tmnsfin rcsidcncc requirement. M( 
Yes No Not Applicable ~ 

Name of person completii~g this fori Signamrc 

~NOTE: PLEASE EMAII, TO ~eeaba,~,apps~ate cd~ :~r FAX TO: (~28) 262-2556 ATTN: BARBARA A. GILEEN 







A__ c 
InTtial Schedulin~ Contacts 

Contact INon-ECS Buy Targets 

Gallo Steinbacher 

Steinbacher 

file 

file 

file 

file 

Ste~nbacher 

Declined 

Declined 

file 

Ste~nbacher 

Ste~nbacher 

file 

Ste~nbacher 

file 

Ste~nbacher 



D 

3 Steinbacher 

5 Steinbacher 







You r three teams were random y se coted by the NCAA to be the U N C CII ~ar ticipa nts and I am tasked with a dminist ering the survey instrument to each of you r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Januap] 3, 20~_3 3:24 PM 

Ble, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa~unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc~edu>; Beth Bridget 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<         luncaa~unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa~unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa~unc~edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc~edu>; Amy Kleissler 

<kleissle@uncaa~unc~edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa~unc.edu>; 

<         ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa~unc~edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc~edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>                         ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa~unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa~unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa~unc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: 20~_3 ACC Compliance Workshop Save the Date 

All, 

See below for the first notice of the ACC’s upcoming summer workshop, similar to the ones they’ve had in the past Feel free to 

share this with the folks on campus who you work with who may benefit from attending If you have any questions, j ust let me 

know Thanks!! 

>>> Lance Markos < @hotmailcom> 1/3/2013 3:21 PM >>> 

From: mburgemeister@theacc org 

To: cmc@virginia ed u; hodge@clemson edu; larry@vt edu; Ibroome@email unc edu; putallaz@duke edu; mdawkins@miami ed u; 

mjwasyle@syr edu; Hadley@umd edu; pperrewe@cob fsu edu; carn~icha@wfu edu; robe~ tagga~@bc edu; sam pardue@ncsu edu 

sue bidstrup@chbe gareth edu; saa01@pitt edu; aaker@bc edu; adominato@fsu edu; agray3@clemson edu; 

wcampb2@clemson edu; as2cz@eservices virginia edu; am@virginia edu; bboswell@athletics gareth edu; cbwoody@clemson edt 

brandi guerinot@bc edu; bcowley@athletics gareth edu; bdlll@rny fsu edu; mcsorlbb@vt edu; early pariseau@bc edu; 
carrie doyle@ncsu edu; cmjame02@syr edu; ckennedy@acpub duke edu; chartmann@duaa duke edu; cgambler@umd edu; 

craig anderson@ncsu edu; ceander4@ncsu edu; dbar~holomae@athletics pitt edu; dmisaf@syr edu; d rabenl@miami edu; 
dtrump@umd edu; dfoley@miami edu; Imarcocc@syr edu; embSp@virginia edu; e moran2@umiami edu; erleasem@syr edu; 

herobert@vt edu; hrfrazie@syr edu; jpmullin@syr edu; jrodgers@athletics gareth edu; jmcurry@fsu edu; 
kgunderman@athletics pitt edu; k kelly3@miami edu; ellebykc@wfu edu; giddings@umd edu;            ~hotmail tom; 

markos@uncaa unc edu; mosaic@my fsu edu; marmstead@athletics gatech edu; mfranck@umd edu; mpford@ncsu edu; 

maitken@athletics gareth edu; michelle lee@ncsu edu; ncampbell@duaa duke edu; ppogge@uncaa unc edu; rslavis@virginia edu; 

slkirbyS@live unc ed u; slkirbyS@ uncaa unc edu; shelfer@duaa duke edu; saellis@clemson edu; tparker@vt edu; hairstct@wfu edu; 

tmesibov@duaa duke edu; timmermans@ uncaa unc ed u; tatimmermans@gmail tom; thernandez@miami edu; vfuchs@fsu edu; 

vsarfoka@vt edu; ille@uncaa unc edu; reyesya@bc edu; zsaunders@athletics pitt edu 

CC: bhostetter@theacc org; sbrown@theacc org; thaith@theacc org; kkoone@theacc org 

Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2012 17:28:03 0S00 
Subject: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop Save the Date 



TRANShIITTED VIA ELECTRONIC hIAIL 

December 18, 2012 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Compliance Administrators 

FROM: Brad Hostetter, Br Associate Commissioner 

Matt Burgeme]ster, Assistant Commissioner 

SUBJECT: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop Save the Date 

The 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Compliance Workshop will be conducted June 25 26, 2013, at the Sheraton Hotel 

Greensboro, North Carolina 

Sessions will focus on NCAA eligibility and financial aid regulations and the impact of presidential reform initiatives A more 

detailed schedule and session descriptions will be provided at a later date Among the staff members who may benefit from the 

workshop are compliance administrators, academic support staff, certifying officers, financial aid liaisons and Faculty Athletics 

Representatives Please forward this notice as appropriate to those on your campus who may attend the workshop 

A second notification including additional details and registration information will be distributed in March Please feel free to 

contact me if you have any questions We look forward to seeing you at the workshop 





Subject: 

Fr day, January 4, 2013 12 17 AM 

Polk Ba,l~ara Jo <bpolk@admissicns.~nc edu> 

Ille Vince <ile@en’ail unc edu>: Bunting Mi~e <mbunflng@emai u"c edu>; Beth Miller <bmil~r@ul~caa ul~c edu>; Lance 

























































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:05 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley 

<ilancllev@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>;. 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 

<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Haney 
<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 
Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Tommy Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 
<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha Stafford Odom <tsodom@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 



Co: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jenny Levy 

<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt 

Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@emaikunc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J 

< Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, Meredith A < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 

<tom brickner@unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry stafford @med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunning ham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Carrie Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince file <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc~edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King < kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 

< Iouh@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice 

< prentice@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>;            ~ 

< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

.5@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro 

<soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rucinski, Terri Jo 

<tjrucinski@unc.ed u >; <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, 

Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

End of Fall Semester REMINDER 



Just a reminder for those of you in spoEs other than football that are NOT in your 20 hour weeks right now. Please 
note that, beginning Thursday (11/29), you will no longer be permitted to engage in countable athletically- 

related activities through the end of finals. 

Please see below for more information. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 8/3/2012 2:14 PM > > > 

All, 

This email applies to ALl sports other than Football and Baseball. Football and Baseball have their own set of 

regulations that will be provided to them separately. 

As you all know, outside of you r declared 20 hour per week playinq season, but during the academic yea r, cou ntable 
activities are limited to weights, conditioning, and individual skill instruction. The total time spent on these activities can 

be no more than 8 hours per week, of which no more than 2 hours can be indi~ddual skill instruction. In addition, you 

must have 2 required days off each week during the off season. None of this information has changed. 

In spoEs other than Football and Baseball, it is permissible for coaches to engage in this prescribed amount of skill 

instruction with an unlimited number of student athletes at certain times during the year. In addition, all countable 
activities (h~cludinq weiqhts, conditioninq, and skill instruction) are prohibited durinq the week prior to final exams 

throuqh the end of finals (applies only to those spor~s that are not "in season" at this time of year). 

The char~ below will detail how this individual skill instruction regulation applies to our 2012 2013 academic calendar. 

August 21 (First Day of Class) through September 14 no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

September 15 through November 28 unlimited number of student athletes at a time 
November 29 through December 14 (End of Fall Finals) NO COUNTABLE ACTIV~TES PERMITTED 

December 1B through January 8 (Winter Break) NO COUNTABLE ACT]I/ITIE3 PERMITTED 

January 9 (First Day of Class) through April 1B unlimited number of student athletes at a time 

April 16 through April 19 no more than 4 student athletes at a time 
April 20 through May 7 (End of Spring Finals) NO COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES PERMITTED 

Be aware that if you are a women’s spor~ that utilizes male practice players during these off season skill instruction 

sessions, the male practice players MUST be counted toward the limit of 4 student athletes dudng the specified time 
periods above. 

Also, please note that the prohibition aqainst countable activities beginning November 29th and April 20th apply even to 
voluntary workouts in which the student athlete wishes to work out on his/her own. It would not be permissible for our 

coaching staff members to be present at those workouts, Additionally, ~toluntary workouts must meet all 

stipulations in Bylaw 17.02.13 (Voluntary Athletically Related Activities) on page 211 in the 2012-2013 NCAA 
Manual (which you all will be receiving soon!). 

The only exception to this is sports in which a safety exception is applicable (Fencing, Gymnastics, Rowing, 

Swimming/Diving, Wrestling, and Field Events, Jumping Hurdles, or the Jumping Element of the Steeplechase in Track). 

In these spoEs, if a student athlete wishes to paEicipate in voluntary activities using equipment in their spot, it would be 



permissible for the coach to be present at the activities and provide safety or skill instruction. However, keep in mind 

that coaches, under this exception, may NOT conduct the workout. They may only be present for a workout that the 

student athlete him/herself conducts. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about how this information meshes with your off season plans. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate NL) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.78.~3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, JanuapJ 4, 2013 3:45 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>;                            #uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Toni 
Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Small change is book Procedure 

All, 

I wanted to update everyone on a slight change in the books procedure for the Spring semester 

During the spring semester (and every semester there after) we will be checking to make sure that any student athlete who receives 

books as part of their scholarship and receives books for a specific class but drops that class on or before the drop date (January 

23rd) actually turns those books in Any student athlete who has not turned in the books for the dropped course by January 31st 
will be charged the full cost of the book(s) to their student account This charge will be taking off the student athletes’ account, 

once the book(s) has been turned in 

It is my understanding that most often these books are being turned in to you and you hand the books off to Nate With the above 

procedure it is very impo~ant that we keep track of who has and hasn’t turned in their books Please make sure, that when a 

student athlete turns in his/her books to you to clearly mark and fasten the piece of paper to the books so there is no confusion 

later on in the process 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919 962 7851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

waiver 

waiver approval.pd f 

Coach Shelton, 

The NCAA has granted the athletics activity waiver that Amy filed on behalf of                 and given her an 

additional year of eligibility for the        season. The offcial decision is attached. Please pass along the good news 

to         Tf you have any questions,just let me know. Thanks!! 



e ,~a.gemem 

Case ID: 

Date: 

Dedsion PDF 

academ ic yea~ ~n spori of 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:23 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Hor[on, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea 

Pemberton <cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Change of Status 

All, 

Happy New Year! 
Please ADD the following student athletes to their respective team rosten 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks! 

Tom 



Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 7:41 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <           @gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

#uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffTce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

10713.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center Thank you. 



Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Subcommittee Meetings 

CLASS OF 2013 - Academic Ovelw-iew xlsx; Corey Holliday vcf 

Does tiffs spreadsheet work per our discussion on Friday Also, do we need to p~epa~e/bfing assistant coaches or Fedora to the 
meeting onthe Jan ~h? 

Corc~ Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
U diversit3" of Norflt Carolina 
Kcnan Foolball Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Ille, Vinc¢" <ill¢~aenlail unc CdU> I/4/2013 7:26 PM>>> 
Fhq Thanks 

From: Farmer. Stephen M 

S¢nl: Friday, Janum) 04, 2013 7:12 PM 

To: l[le, Vince 

Cc: Polk, Barbat-a Jo 
Subjecl: RE: Subcommillce Meelings 

S¢nl: Friday, Janum) 04, 2013 6:46 PM 
To: Farmer. Slcphen M 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommillce Meetings 
Steve. 

I’ve lalk¢d with Corc5 and Ihink                                                         will be read5 for review at our 
nex~t meeting 1 should lmve fire updated prospect roster from Core?" sometime Monday mording Thtmks for your help 



2013 Commitments 
Academic Information 

(Updated on 1/6/13) 

Name Hiqh School 

CLASS AVERAGES: 
Designates M id-Year Enrollee 

State Pos. O-~e:Sems’# of HS GPA 
LEVEL 1 

6 

7 

6 

6 

6 

7 

6 

6 
LEVEL 2 

7* 

FL 

NJ 

GA 

NC 

NC 

NC I 

GA 

NC 

NJ 

NC 

NC 

NJ 

NC 

WV 

OH 

TOTAL TOTAL 
SAT- ACT- 

2.636 2.135 2.357 960 
2.517 264/374 2.057 2.286 900 
3.127 46/107 2.145 2.885 65 
2.844 139/22; 2.128 2.538 890 

2.631 2.038 2.517 800 
2.632 244/331 1.971 2.333 62 
2.205 503/585 2.05 2.300 890 
2.346 293/504 2.25 2.400 92 

2.287 295/374 2.07 2.233 930 

3.500 234/544 2.469 3.438 930 79 
3.919 10/60 2.363 3.260 960 

M CR Deficient 

Eng 4 (enrolled), 4th Math - ??? 

Eng 4 (enrolled) 

Eng 12 (enrolled), Math 3 (enrolled), Span 2 (enrolled), 4TH MATH 

Eng 4 (enrolled), US History (enrolled), 4th Math (enrolled) 

Eng 12 (enrolled), 4th Math (enrolled) 

English 4 (enrolled) 

Eng 4B (enrolled), Span 2 (enrolled), 4th Math (enrolled)-??? 

English 4 (enrolled) 

4th Math (enrolled) ??? 

NONE 

NONE 

English 12 (enrolled), 4th Math (enrolled) 

NONE 

6 

7* 

92.29 2.360 3.067 960 
3.116 54/119 2.315 3.188 870 

6 

7* 
LEVEL 3 

6 

3.960 59/237 2.573 3.533 87 

3.624 112/701 2.516 3.500 980 80     4th Math (1/2 unit) 

13.698126/23312.6213.8131 I REF!I I I IEnglish 4 (enrolled) 
NEED MORE INFORMATION 

JUCO Si£nees / 4 Year Colle,qe Transfers 

I 
Prep-School/JUCO Placements 

I 
List of Other Potential Si,qnees: 

GA 5 

FL I t 6 

NC 6 

MS 

VA 6 

2.857 128/184 2.229 2.565 920 

2.310 1.786 2.333 

3.625 104/504 2.539 3.600 970 

2.491 232/382 1.97 2.286 800 

83 

49 Eng 12 (enrolled), Geometry (enrolled), Span 2 (enrolled), Chem B (enrolled), 4TH MATH 

English 4 (enrolled), Spanish 2 (enrolled) 

NOTES: 

MAR Deficient: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 9:28 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

< ciocca@email.unc.edu >;                          @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker ][ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

< blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                          ~@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Courtney Farrington 

<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

.@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< ~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: Recruiting contact reminder 

All, 

See below for a reminder from the ACC regarding bumps with underclassmen as we head in to the final contact period 
for the year. If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

From: bhostetter@t heacc.org 

Date: Fri, 4 Jan 2013 17:02:02 0500 

Subject: Recruiting contact reminder 

13.02.4 

A contact is any Pace-to&tce encoume~ betT~ee~ a prospective smdent-ath!ete or tl~e prospective student- 
athlete’s parents, relatives or legN gnmdians and an institutional staff member or athletics representative 
duing which any diNogue occurs in excess of an exchange of a greeting Any such tSce-to-i%ce encounter that 
is p~earranged (eg, staffmembe~ posit~ons h~msel~or herse!fin a tocat~on ~here co~ac~ ~s poss~b!e) or that 
~akes place o~, the gronnda of lhe p~ospective student-alb/ele’s educational h~st5~tion o~ at 0~e site of o~gm~ized 
competition or practice in,~olvlng the prospective smde*~r~a~h!em or *he prospective smdem-athlete’s high 
3cboo], preparatory school, two-yea~ college or Nl-stm ~eam shat] be cons{tiered a contach ~egard/ess of 

approacheO by a prospective smOent-a*hle*c or the prospecfi~ e studem-a*hlete’s pamrtts, relatives or [egN 
guardians at any location shall no~ use a conIacl, provided the encounIe~ was not prearranged and the s!aff 
membe~ o~ atb]el{cs rep~esenIative does not engage in any diNogue in excess og a g~eeting and ~akes 
appropdaIe stops to immediately terminate ~he encounter /l{e~Zs~d: ZJZ94 ~;’e~i~’e ~FIV4) 

t mail: bhoslencr~(/hcacc:org 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3_:27 PM 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

;@uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Spring Semester 

Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Derek, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who have been officially cerdf’ed as eligible for competition in the spring 

semester. Please let me know if this matches the list you expecied. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Derek Galvin 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete Spring Semester 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Amy Smith 

Brent Blanton 

Meredith Petschauer 
GreB Gatz 

Beth Miller 
Compliance Staff 

Steve Miller 

Kevin Best 
Spencer Welborn 

Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, ]_:33 PM 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carrie Ruber[ino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Poclcle 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;,         ¯                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford Odom 

<tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete Spring Semester 

Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Hatchell, 

Please see the attached list of student athletes who have been certified as eligible for competition in the sprng semester 

by the Registrar’s Off’ce. Note that this list includes            who had been previously certified following fall 
exams after her year in residence expired following her transfer last year. 

Please confirm with me that this list matches the list of those you were expecting to be eligible. Thanks and good luck 
this semester!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sylvia Hatchell 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete Spring Semester 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Andrew Calder 

GreB Law 
Martina Ballen 
Beth Bridger 

Travis Hipps 

Tracey Williams-Johnson 

Bubba CunninBham 
Compliance Staff 

Carrie Rubertino-Shearer 

Steve Miller 

Trisha Stafford-Odom 

Beth Miller 

Brent Blanton 

Jason Beaulieu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:18 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur~c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit Ticket Deadline Men’s Basketball vs. Miami 

Ticket Request Form Non Football Games.xls 

Coaches- 
As a reminder, the deadline to turn in your recruit ticket request forms for the men’s basketball game against Miami is 
tomorrow Tuesday, January 8th. Forms can be sent to me via email (r~stou Iou p~s~J nc.ed~J). 

Don’t forget to use the non-football reques$ form. I’ve attached a copy of the form for you r use. The form can also be 
found by going to the J: Drive, clicking on Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the OfTicial Visit~ or Uno~cial 
Visits folder. The document is titled ’~Ticket Request Form Non-Football Games." 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of every guest who is 
requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for ticket~ at the Ticket O~ce at Entry D of the Smith Center beginning 
an hour and a half prior to tipoff. The Ticket Office will remain open until halfcime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistal~t Director of Ticket Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: FW: Subcommittee Meetings 

additioiml meethlg topics 

>>> "IIIc, Vinc¢" <ill¢~a cnlail unc ¢du> I/7/2013 12:12 PM >>> 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
From: 111¢, Vinc¢ 
Sent: Monda), Januat5 07, 2013 12:03 PM 
To: ’Core) Holliday’ 
Sul~iect: RE: FW: Subconunlotee Meetings 

Looks good r[1 ask Barbara to conmmmcate with you regat~ling the meeting logistics She has been doing that directl? with fl~e 
programs That~ks 

..... Ofigiital Message ..... 

Sent: Mondw, Januar? 07, 2013 9:21 AM 
To: IRe, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Subcommi0e¢ M¢clings 

meeting onthe Jan ~h? 

Corc) Holliday 
Associate Atl~etlo Dloector 
U niversit3" of Norfl~ Carohim 
Kcnan Foolball Center 
PO Box 2126 
ChaNl Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (~V) 
919-962-0393 (FA~X) 

>>> "Ille, Vinc¢" <ill¢~aemail unc ¢du> I/4/2013 7:26 PM>>> 
FYI Thanks 

Froin: Fariner. Stephen M 
Scnl: F~iday, Janum3 04, 2013 7:12 PM 
TO: lll¢, Vinc¢ 
Cc: Polk Barbara Jo 



Subjecl: RE: Subconunillce Meelings 

Vhtce, fltaltlcs vet5 much If Core) and Joe have updated documents for mL~ of these fore’, we’d be glad to receive tltem We’ll look 

Thank you again and l/ope you ltave a good weekend 

Steve 

Sent: Ffida), Januat5 04, 2013 6:46 PM 

To: Farmer. Slcphen M 

Cc: Polk, Barbat-a Jo 
Sul~iect: RE: Subconmfi~ee Meetings 

Steve. 

I’ve talked with Core) and tNnk                                                         will be leady for review at our 
nexX meeting I should lmve fire updated prospect roster from Core)" sometime Monday morning Tlamtks for your help 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 9:22 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Information About Scheduling 

Understand, Corey. I am going to contact Michael later this morning. Thanks. 

Larry 

> > > Corey Holliday 1/8/2013 8:35 AM > > > 





Mobile: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Kiziah, Shari 
<skiziah@unc.edu>; Clay, Kendra Ann <kfday@store.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Blanton, Brent S < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >;.                        ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Timrnerrnans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Updated book list as of 

Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:13 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@emaikunc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Todd Arnold <tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu >; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
< Isnyder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha 
Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: COS 

All, 

Please REMOVE the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Please ADD the following student athletes from their respective team roster. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid [ University of North Carolina 

Office 9199627851 ICell            IFax 9199626002 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Trulock, Scott 
Wednesday, January 09, 2013 11:14:18 AM 
Fedora, H. Larry; Anderson, Robert Blake; Kapilovic, Christopher G; Bell, Walter A IV; Gunter Brewer 
(gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu); Jordan, Randy Lamont; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; Disch, Daniel David; 
Adams, Demetrius Dewayne; Luis Hernandez (Iouh@uncaa.unc.edu); Womack, Zachary Wayne; 

kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu; Davis, Tommy; ; Heckendorf, Keith J; 
Paschall, Lucas I; 

Halverson, Doug; King, Kevin B; I ; Ciocca, Mario F; Williams, Andre; 
Corey Holliday (cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu); Gwaltne~J, Clinton R; Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Trulock, 
Scott; Oliaro, Sco[l M 

update for Football 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
~i_c_.k_l~ell T~’ait p~[i#z~[~.Ld_.o_;_x. (21.8K) 

(3.0M) 

Below is the list of Football Student Athletes that are confirmed to have Sickle Cell Trait: 

There are 2 attachments to this email. The PDF document titled "Sickle Cell Trait for Coaches" is an 
NCAA brief about sickle cell trait and its implications for athletes and coaches. The Word document 
titled "Sickle Cell Trait Policy" is UNC Sports Medicine’s adopted policy based on national 
recommendations. Please read both and let me know if you have any questions. Also, send me a 
simple reply to this email to let me know that you received it and were able to open the documents 
attached. 

Lastly, please help to ensure that everyone is aware by relaying this information on to any other 
personnel (Staff Assistants, Graduate Assistants, Interns, etc.) that are under your supervision and 
might be interacting with these student athletes. Please forward this email on to them with instructions 
to reply to me at trulock(~,email.unc.edu that they have received it. 

Thanks 



Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 

Confidentiality Notice 

This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina 
Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to 
be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" 
message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, including attachments 



Wednesday, ] :29 PM 

SBCalendar xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B 

McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay 

<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson 

< srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - Spring Semester 

Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Williams, 

Please see the attached list of student athletes who are officially eligible for the spring semesten If you have any 

questions, just let me know. Thanks and good luck tomorrow night!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 4:30 PM 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgar[h@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Hir[h <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha 

Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - Spring Semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf;            - Spring Eligible to 

Compete.pdf 

Coach DeSelm, 

Please see the attached lists of those students who are offcially ceFdf’ed as eligible for competition for the sprng 

semester. Please note that ] have             who is otherwise eligible, on the list since he will be receiving aid this 

spring and we have technically kept him on the squad list as a result even though he’s 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks and good luck this weekend!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 6:04 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email unc edu>; ...... @live unc edu>; 
<        @live uric edu>; Creighton, Robert A <alexcreighton@med unc edu>; Spang, 
Jeffrey 1- <jspang@med unc edu>; Taft, Tim <timothytaft@med unc edu>; Chappell, 
Ilsy <iventura@email unc edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <~anmills@unc edu>; Tony 
Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa uric edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Bvenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa unc edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa unc edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa uric edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa uric edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Covey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Couvtney Favrington <cjfarrin@uncaa unc edu>; Chris 
Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa unc edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa unc edu>; Dan 
Hooker <dhookev@uncaa unc edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa unc edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa unc edu>; Davryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa unc edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa uric edu>; tSintern <FBintern@uncaa uric edu>; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa unc edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc edu>; Keith Heckendovl" <heckendo@uncaa unc edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jason Freeman <ifreeman~)uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; 
Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa uric edu>; Kevin 
Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa unc edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa unc edu>; Lavry 

Fedora <lfedora@uncaa unc edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa unc edu>; Marcus 
Berry <mbevry@uncaa unc edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Randy Jordan <rljordan@uncaa unc edu>; Rory 
Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa unc edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu>; Scott Tmlock 
<stmlock@uncaa unc edu>; ~uncaa unc edu>; Bunting, John S 
<jb43@email unc edu>; Tychius C0wdin <tychnine@uncaa unc edu>; Walt Bell 
<wbell@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Womack, 
Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Lany Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa unc edu>; Molly 
Norton <mbnorton@uncaa unc edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa unc edu>; 
Rick Steinbachev <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu>; 

. @uncaaunc edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaaunc edu> 
OV Weekend Update and Itinerary for 

OV Weekend Itinerary -                      xlsx 

All, 

Heve are some updates for recruiting weekends this month, leading up to signing day on February 6th 



Weekend of At this time, we do not have any official visits scheduled for this weekend 

Weekend of                   : Attached is the initial itinerary for next weekend’s LARGE 
official visit weekend. We are expecting 15-17 recruits to visit. Please review and let me 
l~ow if you have any questions. 

Weekend of 
that Saturday 

Weekend of 

Also, another reminder about our other t~vo Junior Days on Saturday, 

We plan to have several Official visits that weekend as well as a Junior Day on 

: We may have a couple official visits that weekend as well 

and Saturday, 

Joe Haydon 
Yfn-cctor of Footb~]l ()peratio~s 
Universily of No~lh Cm olina 
Phone: 919,848,2572 
F~x: 919.962.0393 
h~ ydon@mac~..tuac.cdu 



Beth 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:07 PM 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez 

< ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

< mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete Spring Semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf; - Spring Eligible to 

Compete.pdf 

Coach Miller, 

Please see the attached lists of those student athletes who are eligible for competition for the spr ng semester. Please 

confirm that these lists match what you were expecting. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:]_]_ PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos 

<dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Spring Semester 

Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Mock, 

See attached for the list of student athletes who are officially eligible for competition for the spring semester. Please 

look it over and let me know if it matches the list you were expec[ing. Thanks and good luck this weekend!! 



2012=2013 UNC Coaches Designation 

3 Baseball Mike Fox Golf-M 
4 Scott Forbes (A) 
5 Scott Jackson (A) 
8 Bryant Gaines (V) 86 12 
7 Dave Arendas (DO) Golf-W 

, 8 Joan Holt (AA) 
9 

11 BasketbaB-M Roy Williams Gymnastics 
12 Steve Robinson (A) 
13 C.B. McGrath (A) 
14 Hubert Davis (A) 
15 Joe Holladay (DO) 

18 BasketbaB-W Sylvia Hatchell Lacroase=M 
19 Andrew Calder (A) 
20 Tracey Williams-Johnson (A) 
21 Trisha Stafford-Odom (A) 

,22 
Greg Law (DO) 

23 Billy Lee (Film) 
24 

25 
26 

2~7 Fencing Ron Miller Lacrosse-W 
28 Josh Webb (A) 
29 Matt Jednak (A) 
30 Shannon Beaman (A) 
31 Jim Murray (V) 
32 Kristi Hovanyi (V) 
33 

34 

35 Field Hockey Karen Shelton Rowing 
38 Grant Fulton (A) 
37 Guy Cathro (A) 
38 Jackie Kintzer (V) 
39 Teryn Brill (DO) 
4O 

42 Soccer-M 

43 Football Larry Fedora 
44 Walt Bell (A) 
45 Randy Jordan (A) 
48 Gunter Brewer (A) 
47 Chris Kapilovic (A) 
48 Blake Anderson (A) 

,49 
Vic Koenning (A) Soccer-W 

5O Dan Disch (A) 

Deke Adams (A) 
David Duggan (A) 

54 



3 Andrew Sapp 
4 Andrew DiBitetto 
5 

7 Jan Mann 
8 Leah Wigger 
9 

11 Derek 6alvin 
12 Amy Smith 

18 Joe Breschi 
19 Pat Myers (A) 

20 Chris Feifs (A) 
21 Brian Holman (V) 
22 Stephen Toomy (DO) 

25 

27 Jenny Levy 
28 Phil Barnes (A) 
29 Katrina Dowd (A) 
3o Laurie Holman (DO/Admin Assist) 
31 Logan Ripley (V) 
32 

33 

34 

35 Sarah K. Nancy 
38 Brie Farley (A) 

37 Chelsea Pemberton (A) 
38 Patricia Hucks (V) 
39 

4O 

42 Carlos Sornoano 
43 Grant Porter (A} 
44 Jeff Negalha 

45 Joe Crump (V) 

47 Shelly Street (Admin Assistant} 

50 Bill Palladino (A) 
51 Chris Ducat (A) 
52 Cindy Parlow (V) 

53 Tom Sander (DO) 
54 

55 



56 

57 

58 oftba~l Donna J. Papa 
59 Boo Gillette (A) ~Track 
60 Ally Blake (SA) ~ 
81 Catherine Mitchell (DO) ~ 
62 Tony Baldwin (A) 
63 ;uzanna Tadlock (V) 
64 

Swimming Richard DeSelm 
Mike Litzinger (A)                              ~ 

Eric Stefanski (A)                              ~ 
Christy Garth(A) 
Scan Quinn (A) 
Jenny Johansen (A) 

Griff Helfrich (V)                               ~ 
Pamela Higey (AA) 

65 

67 

68 

69 

70 

72 

, 73 
74 
75 

76 

77 

78 Tennis-M Sam Paul 
79 Tripp Phillips (A) 
80 Cameron Moore (V) 
81 Cameron Ahari (SA) 

IVolieybail 

83 Tennis=W Brian Kalbas 
84 Sara Anundsen (A) 
85 

9O 

Wrestling 

I Strength and Conditioning 

92 
93 
94 

95 
96 
97 
98 
99 



56 
57 
58 

59 Harris Meaders 

60 Mark VanAIstyne (A) 

81 Stephen Rubin (A) 

62 Nicole Hudson (A) 

,63 Iosh Langley (A} 
64 Angela Reckart (A) 

88 Allen Johnson (V) 
67 Jessica Morgenthal (DO) 

72 

75 
76 Joe Sagula 

77 Eve Rackham (A) 
78 Tyler Adams (A) 

79 Arturo Rivera (V) 

8o 

[62 
83 C.D. Mock 

85 Cary Kolat (A) 

66 Trevor Chinn (V) 
87 Djonisios Papadat£§ 
88 

89 Kyle Goodman (V) 

9o 

92 

95 

99 



1o2 FORM NOT RETURNED 





P~rt-Time 

Cell: E14 
Comment: acooley: 

susan checking on underload form 



2 
3 
4 
5 

7 

9 

2O 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

29 
3O 

32 
33 
34 
35 

38 
39 
4O 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

5O 

Spor~ Massager Name PID Date Fo~rn Received 







E F 
52 em 11/13 
53 em 11/13 
54 em 9/6 
55 em 9/6 
56 em 9/6 
57 em 9/6 
58 em 9/6 
59 em 9/6 

62 em 11/9 
63 em 11/9 
64 em 11/9 
65 em 11/9 
66 em 11/9 
67 em 11/9 
68 em 11/9 
69 em 11/9 
70 em 11/9 

72 em 11/9 
73 em 11/26 
74 em 9/6 



A B C D 
1 Sport GA Name I RiD Date Form Received 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 









Bobbi Ower 



From:                               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: [SAAC Opportunity|: Student iVle~ting with Final Candidate {Director of Academic 



Co: Steve Matson <smatsom~,bio unc.edu> 

From: "Matson, Steve" <s!))atsol)@bio,unc edu> 
Subject: student meeting with 
Date: 8:45:14 PM EST 
To: @live.unc edu> 
cc: "Lewis. Faye T" <flewisf~,emaiLunc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:54 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

< cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete Spring Semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Kalbas, 

See attached for the list of student athletes who are officially eligible for competition for you this semester. Please 

conf’rm with me that this list matches what you were expecting. If you have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: Brian Kalbas 

FROM: Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Sara Anundsen Clint Gwaltney Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Sally Mays Eric Biener 
Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 9:03 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry             @gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duf[yce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mar[ina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

< sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 



Attach: 11413.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 

Richie Gdmsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

offce 919 962 9472 





Monday, January ]4, 201i 2:40 PM 

Brad I Iosteiler <l~hos:etter@theac¢ org> 

Ile, Vince <ille@em~ilunc edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema]l ~nc edu>; Thorp, Holden <holde- thorf~@~nc ed~>; 

([leveland Joanna ([arev < oanna@uncedu>; Bubba ([unningham <bubbac@uncaaunc edu> Clint Gwaltney 

< cgwaltn~y¢~/urlcaa unc edu >; oe Holladay < ho laday(~!u~caa uric edu:>; J~n~ifel Townserld < ][ow~send(~u rlcaa uric edu > ; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:51 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Trulock, Scott 
<trulock@email.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.u nc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lan(e Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug 
Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Correct, we would have to charge him whatever you would charge any Joe Smith randomly walking in to your office. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

>>> "Ciocca, Mario F" <docca@email.unc.edu> 11:51 AM >>> 

That is correct, If his insu~-3nce lapses more than 60 days then he wili have future claims denied if his condition were 

preexisting. New [njulies/iilness woL~id be covered. 

From: Trulock, ScotL 
Sent: Monday, 11:39 AM 
TO: Tom Timmermans; Andre Williams 
Cc: Ciocca, Mario F; MaLson, Janis Evelyn; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille; Kevin King; Lance Markos; Doug Halverson 
Subject: RE: 



From: Tom Timmermans [mailLo:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              11:29 AM 
TO: Trulock, Scott; Andre Williams 
Ce: Ciocca, Mario F; Matson, Janis Evelyn; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille; Kevin King; Lance Markos; Doug Halverson 
Subject: RE: 

Scott, 

His school insurance for the spring was canceled since he is not enrolled. Since he is not enrolled and not a current 
student athlete (and doesn’t have an iniury sustained while he was a current SA) we cannot provide any campus 

health/athletic training/physician services to 

I don’t know if any of the campus health/physician are available to any non students for a charge (Janis, do you know?), 

but that would be his only option. Tn addition, since he is not a current SA, all charges/co pays would have to be paid by 

Tom 

> > > "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@email.unc.edu > 10:58 AM >>> 

I [lave copied Dr. Ciocca on l~his email as we!l £o plovide possible input I hanks 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 



Sent: Monday, 10:18 AM 
To: Andre Williams 
Cc: Trulock, ScoLt: Corer Hollidav; Kevin King; Doug Halverson 
Subject: Re: 

Athletic training staff, 

Could you provide me with some details of 

the time frame is. 
his injury, what kind of services he will need to recover, and what 

Thanks! 

Tom 

>>> Andre Williams 10:09 AM >>> 

Tom, 

Our athletic trainin9 staff has inquired what type of services can they offer 
please respond to this email and help clarify? 

Thanks, 

while he is suspended. Can you 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(t) 9199620393 
awillliam s(?duncaa un c edu 
>> > Tom Timmermans 

Andre and Corey, 

2:37 PM > > > 

will not be able to use the UNC facilities during the time he is suspended. 

tacilities again, once he has been readmitted and has star[ed classes. The reason is that 

current student athlete during the time that he is suspended. 

can star using the 

is not considered a 

Let me know if you have any additional questions, 



Tom 

>>> Andre Williams 

Tom, 

12:00 PM >>> 

We recently were informed that football student athlete,.                has been suspended for the 
Semester. I        ~as inquired if he could continue lifting weights at the Kenan Football Center during his suspension. 

When time permits, can you please let me know if this is possible? If so, what guidelines would we have to follow in order 

to do so. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(c) 
(0 9199620393 
awillliams~)uncaauncedu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                9:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli 
<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Left Over Food 

Hello Everyone, 

After tonight’s workshops, we have some sandwiches and chips from Jason’s Deli left. They am in the refrigerator of our 
break room. So help yourselves to have some. Wish everyone have a great evening! 

Best, 













 ,tr     ,h,ighlighLs spending gaps in NCAA 
Annual spending on s orts by p.ublic universities in six bi -tirne 
conferences like the ~)FCc and Big 12 has passed $100,~00 per ¢o[~l/rlerlts 
athlete -- about six to 12 times tile arnounHhose universities 

released W~dnesdav to greet college presidents ~rriving at [l~e     ~ 

combines relatively low academic spending and %xaJ o s ive coaching salaries. 

is more than 12 braes the $13 390 that SECschools spent per studerd for 

The schools of the Pac-10 (now the Pac 12}, Atlantic Coast Conference. Big Ten 

study t~nds. Across Division I athletic spending --though still smaller in absolute 

During that period, the schools competing in the top-level Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) of the NCAA upped their 

American Institutes for Research as part of an ongoing project with he pro-ref0rm Knight Commission on 

Overall, FBS schools spent on ave~-aqo $92 000,per athlete in 2010 or just unde~- seven times what they were 

tuition inc~-eases widely outpacing inflation The ~-eport did find, however, t~e growth rate seemed to be slowing. 

highlight their rising concern over out-of-cordrol spendinq on intercollegiate athletics that threatens to sink budgets and 

"How [t~any sport video analysts do you really need?" said John Dunn presiderd of Western Michif~an University, who 

fbr a coach -- not assistant coaches (but) assistant offic~ persongeL ~o keep his life ~JFaight?" 

of coaches and x n mber of sch(larsh ps awarded, he sa d Why not also gover i how many anc Ilary :ersonnel yo 



Many big spcenders like the SEC schools also have the most revenue to cover those costs. A few dozen or so actually 
turn a profit on their athletic d.e,~oar~ments and on average the loft half of FBS programs Get by on a modest university 
subsidy, averaging between $~million and $6 million. #ut schools in the bottom ~alf of FBS rely on much big£.er 
subsidies from[he academic side to fund athletics That money often comes from student fees paid by non-athletes. At 
those schools, the subsidies now total $11 million to $14 million annually, the study found. 

"The data that really jumps are out are the serious financial divides amongthe 300-plus Division I schools with regard to 
where their money comes from" Perko said. "Those differences are realF~, causing the Division I model to really np 
apad a the seams." 

But even at bi -name schools financial [essures are rnountin The Univemity of Ma[yland recently bolted the ACC 
the Big Ten in~opes the BiQ ?en could ~lp it staunch rnulti-rn~ion dollar annual losses in its athletic program The 
University of Tennessee’s a’ftdetic depadrnent recently discordinued an annual $6 million contribution the athletic 
epadrnent had been sending, back to the university -- even as it hired a new football coach. Butch Jones. at more than 

~2.~ million and $3.2 million. The ~Jniversity of Mississippi’s Hugh Freeze. the conference’s lowest-paid coach, got a 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:59 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blake Anderson < blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu> 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.ur]c.edu >; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
< estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Por[er <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@u ncaa.unc.edu ~ 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 

<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 
<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela 
Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.ed u >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Martin Luther King Day Reminder (January 21st) 

Coaches, 

Just wanted to send out a quick reminder in regards to MaEin Luther King Day (January 21st). MLK is an off’cial 

university holiday. 

Sports not in their declared playing season (currently in 8 hour weeks): No countable athletic related activity can 

occur on MLK. 

Sports currently in their declared playing season (currently in 20 hour weeks): Since MLK is an official holiday, it is 

permissible to pay the actual costs (cannot provide cash) for reasonable enteC~ainment that takes place with a 30 mile 

radius of campus (e.g. movie, bowling) on MLK. 

Let us know if you have questions, 

Tom 

17.1.6.2.1.1 Sports Other Than Championship Subdivision Football. 

in spor~s other than championship subdivision football, a student athlete may not participate in any countable 
athletically related activities outside the playing season during any institutional vacation period and/or summer. Strength 

and conditioning coaches who are not countable coaches and who pen~orm such duties on a department wide basis may 
design and conduct specific workout programs for student athletes, provided such workouts are voluntary and 
conducted at the request of the student athlete. (Adopted. 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03, Revised: 4/28/05, 12/15/06) 

16.7.1 Away-from-Home Contests and Vacation Periods. 

The institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable ente~ainment that takes place within 

a ZOO mile radius of where a team plays or practices in connection with an away from home contest or en route to or 

from such a contest. In addition, an institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable 

entertainment that takes place within a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus or practice site durng vacation periods 

when the team is required to reside on campus (or at a practice site normally used by the institution) and classes are not 

in session. [R] (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03) 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin Aid I University of North Carolina 
Off] ce 9199627851 ICell              IFax 9199626002 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:06 PM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete Spring Semester 

Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Sam, 

Please see the attached list for those student athletes who are eligible for competition during the spring semester. 

Please let me know if this list matches what you were expecting. Thanks and good luck this weekend!! 



TO: Sam Paul 

FROM: Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Tripp Phillips Tim Smith Compliance Staff 

Brent Blanton Jennifer Townsend Sally Mays 

Eric Biener Steve Miller Travis Hipps 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:31 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckari <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete Spring Semester 

Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf; Spring Eligible to 

Compete.pdf 

Coach Meaders, 

Please see the attached lists of student athletes who are omcially eligible for competition for the spring semester. Please 
corn pare these lists to the ones you were expecting and let me know if they match or not. 

Also, please note the instances where a SA                              may only have an 

season available to them durng this semester. Also, if any of the student athletes listed should wish to pa~icipate 

unattached at any time during this semester, please contact us first so that we may be on the same page and get the 

appropr ate documentation on file. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks and good luck this season!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Harlis Meaders 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics com petition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTES: 

serving year in residence following transfer from 

must sit out the 
with the Eligibility Center 

Cc: Josh Langley Mark VanAIstyne Steve Rubin 

Nicole Hudson Angela Reckart Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Carrie Shearer Nina Walker 

Greg Gatz Steve Miller Travis Hipps 
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3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314~ TEAM TRAVEL 

314] TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314~ TEAM TRAVEL 

314~ TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 
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3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314~ TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 



1{4704~8 

K472278 

K499806 

~57 54 
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3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

312~ OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 



3124 OU]iE]AIE SUB LODGIN 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB LODGIN 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB LODGIN 

B125 OUT/STATE SUB MEALS 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB MEALS 
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48 T145358 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar[ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete Spring Semester update 

Spring Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Coach Meaders, 

See attached for the updated eligible to compete memo for 

Thanks!! 

If you have any questions, just let me know. 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Harlis Meaders 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student athletes have been declared 

elil~ible to participate in intercollegiate athletics com petition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTES: 

serving year in residence following transfer from 

must sit out the                   per his amateurism certification 

with the Eligibility Center 

Cc: Josh Langley Mark VanAIstyne Steve Rubin 

Nicole Hudson Angela Reckart Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr Carrie Shearer Nina Walker 

Greg Gatz Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NL[ Signing, 

NL1 Signing .msg 

We will announce our recruiting class soon and would like to include            However, since he will not be 
receiving athletic aid we can not do so until he is admitted to UNC. Any thoughts on how we can proceed? Thanks. 



A 

2 

Average Per School Total Salaries (including Head 

3 Coach}: 

4 Head Coach Average: 

5 Total Assistants (9) 

6 Offensive Coordinator Average: 

7 Defensive Coordinator Average: 

8 Assistant Coach Average (including coordinators): 

9 

Average Per School Total Salaries (including Head 

lg Coach): 

12 Head Coach Average: 

13 Total Assistants 

14 Offensive Coordinator Average: 

15 Defensive Coordinator Average: 

16 Assistant Coach Average (including coordinators): 

6 C D E 

Football Coach Salary Survey Summary - 3./22/13 

ACC       % Change       SEC       % Change 

54,602,510 14.6% 55,554,203 -6,7% 

52,184,zF!4 26.4% 52,780,000 -3.9% 

$2,476,47’1 14.9% $2,637,594 4.5% 

F G 

BIG’IO % Change 

$4,488,411 17.9% 

$2,251,166 29.4% 

$2,278,694 12.3% 

$449,886 26.2% $415,100 

$443,662 23.2% ~gg6,003 

$275,163 14.9% $293,057 -4.5% 

Football Coach Salary Survey Summary - 11/2/11 

ACC SEC 

$4,014,881 

$1,728,714 

$2,155,266 

$356,576 

$360,242 

$239,474 

-15.7% $353,026 [ -0.5% 
+ 

23.0% $419,071    27.5% 
+ 

S253,188 12.3% 

$5,954,336 $3,806,472 

S2,891,667 S1,739,177 

$492,280 S354,726 

$500,g49 $32g,566 

$306,908 $225,459 

H 

UNC 

UNC (7/2011) 

% Change 

-28.3% 

-32.3% 

23.0% 

-29.6% 

36.2% 

-23.0% 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricketCc~uncaa uric edu> 

2:15 PM 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa uncedu>, 

@unc edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

,; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Donna Papa 
@live unc edu>; Joe Sagula 

Slive unc edu>; Larry Fedora 
<lfedoraCc0uncaa unc edu>; Lai!! Gallo <athgalloCc0uncaa unc edu> 

APPLE Repots docx; APPLE Action Plan pdf 

Attached is a report from the APPLE Conference that was attended my myself and four student athletes 

Cricket Lane, PhD 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3107 

919 843 2040 (voice); 919 843 2327 (fax) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:40 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckar~ <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete Spring Semester update 

Spring Eligible to Compete 3.pdf 

Coach Meaders, 

See attached for the updated memo for           that now includes            as officially eligible for 

competition. If we add additional athletes from other spots, just continue to let us know and we’ll get them processed. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Harlis Meaders 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student athletes have been declared 

elil~ible to participate in intercollegiate athletics com petition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 
not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval. 

Varsity EliRibility Declaration 

NOTES: 

- serving year in residence following transfer from 

- must sit out the per his amateurism certification 

with the Eligibility Center 

Josh Langley Mark VanAIstyne Steve Rubin 

Nicole Hudson Angela Reckart Beth Miller 

Cricket Lane Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 
Kym Orr Carrie Shearer Nina Walker 
Greg Gatz Steve Miller Travis Hipps 



On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:27 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@u nc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; ]lie, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unca&unc.edu>; Chris Feifs 

< cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis 

Hipps <jthipps@unca&unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@unca&unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Compete spring semester 

Thanks Lance....[ appreciate the updated roster. 

Joe 

> > > La nee MaFkos 

Coach Breschi, 

9:49 AM >>> 

Attached isthelist ofyour student athletes who are eligible forcompetition for thespdng semester. Please go through 

it and let me know if it matches the list you were expecting or if there are any differences, tf you have any questions, iust 
let me know. Thanks!! 



[ hursday, 9:50 AM 



to slow her to compete this suling She 

to be im mediately el]gibie to compete this spri ~g 

L~nce M~rkos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:01 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@unca&unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent $ <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Bteven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@unca&u nc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Eligible to Compete spring semester 

We have all 33. It looks good! 

Thankyou. 

Phil 

Phil Barnes 
Assi~ant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of Noah Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 

> > > La nee Markos 

Coach Levy, 

12:09 PM >>> 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are off’cially eligible for competition for the spring semesten Please 

look it over and let me know if it matches up with your list or not. If you have any questions, iust let me know. Thanks!! 







Linkedln 
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Topic O~e: 

NCAA Issues~ |nvestigatio~s or Sanction, s 
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Florida Bar and Miami Investlgation 

Synopsis: 

The Florida bar is looking into claims that the NCAA paid a lawTer to get illegally obtained 

information Ihe lawye~ i~ question says that she did nothing wro~g 

Article: 

http://www newsobset~ er corn 

miami html#storylink misea*ch 

,’2635546/florida-bar-opens-file-on- 

{ PAGE ~,* MERGEFORMAT } 



Penn State Scholarships 

Synopsis: 

Two Pennsylvania congqessman want the NCAA to restore the 40 scholarships taken away from 

the school to be restored The congressman have wriRen a le~er to have the scholarships returned 

to the program 

Artkle: 

http://espn g~c~m/c~ege-~b~tba~l/st~y/ /id/889~947/c~ng~ssmer~-want-~caa-rest~e-penn- 

st at e-nittany-lions-scholar ships 

{ PAGE ~,* MERGEFORMAT } 



Shabazz’s Backpack 

Synopsis: 

Shabazz Muhammed has been the talk of the college basketball world this season, and his 

weal~ng of a Gucci backpack only added fi~el to the fire Many speculated about where tbe 

expensive designer piece came from, but the compliance department at I[IC[,A claims that the 

backpack came l~om a l~’amily member 

Article: 

http://espn g~c~m/~s-ange~es/mens~c~l~ege-basketba~/s~ry/ /id~/8882189/ucla-c~m~liance~ 

completes-probe-sbabazz-muhammad-gucci-backpack 
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Topic Two: 

3’Iiscondnct andio~’ Criminal Iss~es 
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Nebraska Coaches Angry Over Recruit 

Sy~mpsis: 

After verbal-committed recruit Dominic Walker decided to commit to Auburn instead of 

Nebraska, the coaches had rough words for him Under NCAA file coaches cannot commem 

publical[y on the recruit 

Article: 

h ttp://www ~satoday comisto~y/gameor~ 

dominic-walker-auburn/1870425/ 

’rlebtask a-b o-pelirli -rec~ uiting-arlg~ y- 

PAGE t* MERGEFORMAT } 



F[orlda |nternat~onal Recruits Ilead to Strip Club 

Syimpsis: 

A group of Florida International football players took potential recruits to a strip club, and then 

bragged about it via Twitter $cbools cannot pay for trips [ike this for recndts ander NCAA 

rules, and this incidem may be looked 

Artkle: 

http://www~satodaycomistoly/gameorl/ 

strip-clubiI870571i 

’florida-intemational-urfive~ sity-recruits- 

PAGE ~,* MERGEFORMAT } 



Synopsis: 

East Carolina’s 

apologize to him via Twitier 

possession of a weapon in the past 

Player Ejected 

was ejected for punching a 1TEP player, and then decided to 

has been suspended from lhe team and arrested for illegal 

Artlde: 

h ttp://www usatoday comisto~y/gameonz 

pun ch-apologizes-on -t~xq tter/1870729/ 

ieast-carolin a-p] aye~ -~i ected- fo~ -throwing- 

{ PAGE t* MERGEFORMAT } 



Oregon Player Dismissed 

Synopsis: 

Oregon cornerback James Scales has been dismissed for violating team roles, the university 

announced 

Article: 

http :/ lwww cbssp~rts c~m/~egef~ba~b~g/eye-~n-c~ege-f~tba~/2 ~ 6 ~ 73~6/db:}ames- 

scales-dlsmis sed-t}om-oregon-tbr-violatlon-otZ*eam-rules 
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Baker Tilley Removes Statement 

Synopsls: 

A Baker Tilley partner said that the part of the Mar’in Report that claimed the athletics 

department was no~ involved in the scandal was rernoved because the claim was not 

substantiated 

’"Phe report said athletics otl’icials and academic support officials ~r athletes had twice raised 

concerns in and to the Facu]ty Committee on Ath]etics ’about stude~ts taking 

nominally lecture courses that did not meet and only required a 20-page te~ paper, and o,her 

forms of questionable independent study ’" 

Article: 

http:i/~ newsobsela, er com~ :2~ ~3448ibaker-t]lly-removes- 

assertion h~m[~story[ink misearch 

Reader comments seem to all say that Baker Tilley is caught in a lie and is in j ust as deep in the 

scandal as the university 
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ACC/B~g 12 Alliance 

Synopsis: 

The Big 12 commissioner confim~ed to CBS that the conference is in an explorato~T stage in 

working with the ACC and other conferences to share marketing and other techniq~es to enrich 

both coni’erences 

Article: 

http~//www cbssp~rts c~m/c~egef~ba~a~dennis-d~dd/2~62~974/acc/big-~2-a~iance- 

makes- sense-~o-sti ff-am~-conference-realigment 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ]_0:35 AM 

Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B 

McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Huber[ Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay 

<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson 

< srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester update 

Spring Eligible to Compete 2.pdf 

Coach Williams, 

Please see the attached for an updated list of student athletes who are eligible for competition for the spring semester. 

if you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Roy Williams 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Joe Holladay 

Hubert Davis 
Clint Gwaltney 

Brent Blanton 

Jonas Sahratian 

Steve Robinson 

Eric Hoots 

Steve Kirschner 

JennTownsend 

CB McGrath 
Bubba Cunningham 

Compliance Staff 

Chris Hirth 
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NCAA Sports Science Center 

Syimpsls: 

The NCAA is working on creating a national sports science center to make sports safer, the 

association annoanced on Monday The center will be headed up by Dr Brian Hainline, the 

neurologis~ who is the NCAA’s first chief medical otllcer 

Article: 

http://wwwnewsobserve~ com/2013/Ol/28/2639775ir~caa-hopes-spo~s-science- 

center html#sto~Tlink misearch 
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Athletes and TV Money 

Synopsis: 

A judge ruled on Tuesday that the NCAA may not be able to keep athletes from collecting TV 

money in b~ oadcast rights 

~ln dismissing a motio~ by the NCAA to pre’cent football a~d men’s basked)all players flom 

legally pursui*tg a cut of live broadcas~ re~ enues, a tkderal court judge Tuesday raised the stakes 

for the governing body of college sports as it defends its economic model 

Judge Claudia Wilken issued her ruling Tuesday, rejecting the NCAA’s motion that pla3,ers in 

the antitrust suit led by former UCLA star Ed O’Bannon should be precluded fi-om advancing 

their lawsuit on procedural grounds" 

Artkle: 

http:i/espn go com/espn/od/stotT~/ /id/8895337/jusge-mles-ncaa-athletes-legally-pu rsue- 

tele~ ision-money 
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NCAA Denies Akron’s Request 

Synopsis: 

The University of Akron applied to file NCAA to wear special basketball jerseys featuring the 

program’s Iwitter handle However, the NCAA denied their request 

Article: 

http://www usat~day c~m/st~ry/game~n/2~3/~ ~/28/ncaa-denies-akr~ns~erseys-with-twitter- 

hind_die-on-back/1872555/ 
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Southern Miss Sanctioned 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA has cited the Southern Miss tennis team with "impem3issible benefits." and cited 

tbeir atbletic depa~ment with "faih~re to monitor" after ~wo events where players were paid Tbe 

investigation found offers of money, cars and academic dishonesty 

~"I’be NCAA did not take these violations lightly, and the two coaches were handed massive 

show-cla~tse pena]ties In addifior~ to the individua] sanctions, the Southenr Miss termis 

program also received a one-year postseason ban. fi, ur years prob,*ion, a banning from tbreign 

tour pal~icipation until 2016. and a vacalion of all wins in fl~e 2008-09 and 2009-10 season" 

Artkie: 

http ;i/v~a~ sbnation com/2013/ I i30/ ~932826/soothem-miss-tennis-ncaa-sanctions 

http://www ncaa ~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/public/ncaa/res~urces/late~t+new~2~ ~ 3/f~rmer+~utI~ern 

+missi ssippi+me~s+tennis~coaches~ci ted~fb~+unethical+cond~tct 
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Alabama and Deer Antler Spray 

Synopsis: 

A new supplement company called SWATS apparently was in contact with several Alahama 

football players in 2009 and then again before the BCS Nmional Championship ~rying m sell 

their ’~altemative supplements" to the players, they also claim that players used the substa~ce 

The supp[emems are ~he banned deer amler spray that may act as a PED The university sere the 

company many cease-and-desist notices, but the company never responded 

Article: 

http ~//~wv usat~day c~m/st~T/sp~r~s/ncaa~2~ ~ 3/~ ~ /29/deer-ant~er-extract-a~abama-crims~n- 

tide@ ayers-cease-and-desist-swats/[ 87595 [/ 

http:i/sl~ortsillustratedcnncom/nfliaews/20130 ] 29ithe-straage-lab-that-lured-aumerous- 

athletes/?sct ttp tll a2 

http://www sbr~ati~n c~m/c~ege-f~tba~/2~ ~3/~/3~/3933242/a~abama-~b~tba~-p~ayers-deer- 

antler-spray 
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Evansville Suspends Player 

Synopsis: 

Evansville basketball has suspended player Jordan Jabr f<~r viola~hag team rides 

http:i/espn gocom?me~s-college-basketball/s~ol~i /id/~954~>5ijorda~@hr-evan~ville-aces- 

su spe~ded-r~o~ the~ ~-iowa-gam e 
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FootbaR Scholarship Lost 

Synopsis: 

The football team at UNC has faced a unique situation with walk on who ~vas 

technically a recruited athlete Tbe res~dt is thai UNC will lose a scholarsbip for next season 

Article: 

h ttp://northcarolina scout corn/2/ html 

Reaction: 

Most responders are generally con~sed by the unique situation, wondering how a track athlete 

affects the football program Many are angry at the NCAA for stepping in, others are stepping in 

saying tha~ tbe rule bas been in place and is a valid sanction 
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Sy~mpsls: 

There has been some talk on forums that Gov Pat McCrolT’s comments on changing higher 

education may affect file UNC budget Some responders are e,:en wondering if tends will be 

taken l?om UNC and .~ven to other instik~tions 

Article: 

http://mbdscoutcom/mbaspx?s 78&f 1408&t 11231524 
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Transcript Reappears 

Synopsis: 

ARer Baker Tilley made an announcement earlier this week ahout the Martin Report, Dan Kane 

of the News and Observer has b~ oken down tra~scrlpt yet agaJ~ 

Article: 

http://media2 ~mwsobserver com/smedia/2013/O1/26/12/O7/XaLZO So156 pdf 

http://mbdscoutcom/mbaspx?s 178&f 2515&t 11218688&p ,I 

Users of PackPrlde has posted pictures with an athlete holding Jordan sneakers and cNling the 

scandal"Shoegate" 

The Durham Herald-Sun has also run an Op-Ed oll this issue: 

http :i/v~a~a~ h eral d su n co m/opinioa/opi ni on colum n i sts/x3714323 iH arri s- M arti n -s-ret~ acti on -an d - 

why-it-matters 
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Continuing Confere~lce Reaiig~mel~t Rumors 

Sy~mpsis: 

The Big 12 has identified several ACC teams in their quest for conference expansion These 

teams are Florida State, Louisville and Clemson 

Article: 

http://www sbna~n c~m~c~ege-I‘~ba~2~ I3~/29/393~698/big-~2-expansi~n-fsu-c~ems~- 

loulsville-conference-reali~ment 
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ACC Wi~ter Meetings 

Sy~lopsis: 

The ACC is conducting its winter meetings this week On the docket for discussion: "furore 

scheduling, bowl tie-ins and tbe fi~ture of the postseasom ~ele,,’ision contracts and NCAA 

legislatio~ topics that came out of the N(AA conve~tio~ ear]let this month in Grapevine [exas 

Two of" the main topics were trying to simplil~’ roles, and changing the recruiting climate" 

Article: 

http:i/espngocomiblo~acc/post/ iidi5 [ 815iacc-winter-meetings-begin-today 
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On 





TIME 

4:15 PM 

4:3(I PM 

5:00 PM 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT ROSTER 

I EVENT/ACTIVITY 
Alrive Kenan Football Center 
WelcOl]lC Prcscnt,’llion ill S~offord Audiloriun~: Video ,’lnd Guest Speaker 

Head to the Loudernfilk Center for Excellence 
Loudcnnilk Ccnlcr - Vic\~ Weight Roonl, Suiics & 2nd Floor 
Academic Support Presentation 

Men’s Basketball Game: UNC vs Virgima Tech 

Lunch buffet (Optiolml) on the 5th Floor of the Kenan Football Center - $15 

(Weight Room, Training Room, Locker Room/Equipment, 5th & 2nd Floors) 
Coach Fedora Meeting (S~offord Auditorium) 
Football Position Meetings 



REC IJERSEYI COACH NUM, PROSPECT 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT ROSTER 

I 
I 

ACADEMI IArrivelSaturday Position Sunday Sunday 
PARENTS/GUESTS    POS CELLPHONE# HIGHSCHOOL C Friday Group# Meeting Wake-Up Breakfast 

UNOFFICIAL VIST fSaturdav Onlv~ 

Fedora Depart 

Meeting I Sunday I HOS, HOSTCELL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 
Monday, Febma~-y 4, 2013 6:18 AM 

Morelli, David D <dmorelli@email unc edu> 
Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

FW: Kenan Football Center Flooring 

Proceed with the flooring projects, 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Martina Ballen [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 1:27 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= Re: Kenan Football Center Flooring 

Thanks, Rick It makes sense Dominic can proceed and I’ll make sure it’s covered if he can’t do it 

Martina 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 2, 2013, at 12:43 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email unc edu> wrote: 

Does that make sense? Can they proceed with the projects? 

Thanks, 

Rick 



From: Martina Ballen [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 7:00 PM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Kenan Football Center Flooring 

Rick, 

First, check with Dominic to see if" any further adjustments can be made If" not, asked Dominic if 
he can cover the diff’erence If he says that he can’t, then I’ll make the call to cover the additional 
amount 

I think Bubba would want us to make sure that all other options were investigated 

Marina 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 30, 2013, at I 1:27 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei(-a~email unc edu> wrote: 

From: Dominic Morelli [mailto:dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 11:08 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Martina Ballen 

Subject: Re: Kenan Football Center Flooring 

Bids are back on the flooring we want to be sure that you are in agreement before we 
proceed. The totals are: 

2nd floor dining area $ 32,928.66 



Mondo rubber floodng in weight room $6,295.47 

Carpet in player’s locker room       $19,773.64 

Total $ 58,997.77 

Does this work for everyone? 

>>> Mar~ina Ballen 1/8/2013 12:53 PM >>> 
Thanks, Dominic ] am okay with that. I’ll go ahead and approve. 

Marina 

<imageOOijpg> 

> > > Dominic Morelli 1/8/2013 ZZ:38 AM > > > 
t talked to James about this and, as t suspected, all the estimates t did the requisitions from 

came from Brock Contract Services. We suspect the tile for the 2nd floor dining area will be 

considerably cheaper ( ~ $20K less) from another vendor (Tilesetters who have done the 
other tile work in the cafeteria). If we let the requisitions go though we can adjust after the bids 

are completed. We will not award the bids until we are sure we are within the proper budget 

>>> MaRina Ballen 1/7/2013 1:59 PM >>> 

Rick, 

I am in the process of reviewing requisitions for floodng changes in the KFC, with the following 

amounts. 

2nd floor dining area $ 52,000 

Mondo rubber floodng in weight room $ 6,480 
Carpet in player’s locker room $ 3_8,780 

Total $ 77,250 

Since this total is $27,670 more than the amount you provided in the email below, does Bubba 

still want to proceed with covering this total cost? ] won’t approve the requisitions until t 

receive confirmation from you. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

<lmageOO2jpg> 



> > > Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.ed u > 12/6/2012 2:13 PM > > > 

MaRina, 

Per our discussion Bubba has approved the following expenses at the Kenan Football Center 

Training Table Tile: $24,980.00 

Locker Room Carpet: $18,284.23 

Rubber Floor ng: $6,295.47 

Total: $49,559.70 

I talked to Corey and he will work with Dominic and James on the next steps we discussed: 

1) get Aaron York involved in the purchasing process 

2) bid / sole source the projects through UNC purchasing 

3) charge the amounts to the Kenan Football Center Budget 

4) the business office will adjust the Kenan Football Center budget accordingly 

Let me know of any questions. Thanks, 

Rick 
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|| ar~’ard Cheating 

Sy~lopsls: 

According to the AP, dozens of athletes at ltarvard have been sanctioned by the university for 

academic problems like cheating [25 studem athletes were implicated, 60 were eventually 

sanctioned 

Artkle: 

http:/,q~ostedapor~’dynamic/sto~es/U/US HARVARDCHEATING INVESTIGATION?SITE 

AP&SECTION HOM~2&TEMPLATE DEFAL~.T&CTLME -17-48-52 
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Clemson Violations 

Synopsis: 

A document sent from Clemson to the NCAA show that two runners broke NCAA rules by 

runni~g in competitions after thei~ eligibility e~ded a~d receiving impermissible benefits 

"Other violations inc]ude a Clemson runner receiving shoes from a volunteer assistant and a 

prospect gctdng bottled water ot~ a recrui~i*tg visit last fall Names of the athletes were redacted 

irl the documents The school’s lettel to the NCAA last month said [*rack coachj Johrlson did not 

promote an atmosphere of compliance’ in *he men’s and women’s *rack programs" 

Article: 

http://wwws~a~ec~m/sp~ris/a~ic[e/C~ems~n-d~cumen~s-~ut1i~e-NCAA-track-vi~ati~ns- 

4249496php 
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Texas Affair Scandal 

Synopsis: 

The University of Texas has announced that two coaches, one in football and one in track & 

field, were having affairs with students 

" The I~ niversity of Texas System’s Board of Regents met t’or a ]itde more than two hours by 

conference call SLmday, discussing recem revelations of inappropriate behavior by coaches with 

students, but took no action The specia] meeting was cal]ed Friday, after the regents were 

infbrmed that Texas assistant coach Maior Applewhite u, as disciplined for an affair with a 

student trainer four years ago Last month, women’s n-ack and field coach Bey Kearney was 

forced to resign after admitting to an having an affair with a track athlete in     ’" 

Arli¢le: 

http://www usatoday com!story/sports/ncaaf/bigl2 

applewhite-al~:air-board-ol:~regents-bev-keamey/1888689/ 

7texas-longhoms-~Botball-mai or- 
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Fake |Ds 

Sy~lopsis: 

Backup Texas quarterback, Connor Brewer, was arrested for public intoxication and carrying a 

fake ||) on Satin day 

Article: 

http://www usatoday comistory/sports/ncaaf, 

int oxication-~Ske-icL/18 8 6,18 5/ 

texas-q um~erback-busted-public- 
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A&MPlayer Suspended 

Synopsis: 

Texas A&M lineman Kirby Ellis was suspended from the football team after his arrest of 

disorderly conduct and gun charges 

Article: 

http://www usatoday comistory/sports/itcaaf/sec, 

anes*/1886591i 

/texas-a-m-suspends-kirby-em~is- 
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Sy~lopsis: 

is no longer enrolled at I, JNC, according to the team 

expected to re-enroll in the s~m~mer 

Article: 

http:/[blogsnewsobse~ve~com/unc~ow -no-longer -enrolled-at-unc 

Reaction: 

Speculation about his situation is that he did not get enough playing time and wanted to leax, e 
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UNC System Considers Testing 

Sy~mpsis: 

With file new strategic plan, the INC system has discussed implementing a standardized testing 

system to test students on their critical thinking skills 

Article: 

http://www dailyta*heel com/article/ unc-system-cot~siders-more-standardized-tests 
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ACC Inleresled in New York 

Synopsis: 

With adding new members from the northeast, the ACC is hoping to host their basketball 

tournament in New York However, Madison Square Garden and the Barclay’s Center did not 

put in a bid for the next opet~ tournament 

Artlde: 

http://espn gocomlme*~s-col]ege-basketball/stoty/ /id/g906054iacc-eyes-men-hoops- 

tournament-new-york-source-says 
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Division Reallgt~ment 

Sytmpsis: 

Rumors surrounding Louisville’s entD- to the ACC are that the school will be a part of the 

Coastal division, and Geo@ a ’Feach with j oi n the Atlantic division 

Ar6¢le: 

http://www bcinterruption com/acc-expansion-syracuse-pittsburgh-louisville-notre- 

dame, ’3951200/acc-divi si on -reali~m~eat -1 oui sville-coast al -divi si on -georgi a-tech - 

atlantic-division 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are omcially eligible for competition this semesten Please let me know 

if this list matches the one you were expecting. If you have any questions, j ust let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: LeahWigger 

Brent Blanton 
TonyYount 

Steve Miller 

Beth Miller 

Scott Oliaro 

Steve Gisselman 

Karlton Creech 
Compliance Staff 

Travis Hipps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, . 11:44 AM 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

< kcreech@unc.edu >; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Sapp, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are eligible for competition this spring. As you know, 

not eligible and may therefore not represent UNC in competition or receive any competition related expenses from 

UNC. Please let me know if this list matches the list you were expecting. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Andrew Sapp 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: 

Co: 

academically ineligible per NCAA rules 

Andrew DiBitetto 

Brent Blanton 

Eric giener 

John Montgomery 

Scott Oliaro 
Travis Hipps 

Karlton Creech 
Compliance Staff 

Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3_2:3_6 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Papa, 

See attached for the list of your student athletes who are officially eligible for competition for you this semester. Please 

review it and let me know if it matches the list you were expecting or not. If you have any questions, j ust let me know. 

Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Donna Papa 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: 

Cc: 

Not academically eligible this sprinB. 

Boo Gillette 
Compliance Staff 

Scott Oliaro 
Travis Hipps 

Tony Baldwin 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Gisselman 

Mike Perkins 

JennTownsend 

Steve Miller 





wish Vou a very healthv and successfu~ . As we prepare for our season, I arn reaily excited 

Strong yield of teoms, Fans are very vocat there~ 

Everyone wi!t travel on this trip, Anxious to see Mike the Tiger o~ they have a tiger hobitat there, 



Last year we sold dri fit bshir~s specially designed for the event, and auctioned off a Carolina 

Softball Helmet. Al~ funds go to the UNC Lineberger Cancer Center- designating the proceeds to 

Ovarian Cancer in name. Last year we raised about~ :t,70g.g0 in her name. This year we 

outstanding seniors- 

very spedal weekend to honor our 6 

Our senior parents and families will be recognized before the first game on Sunday, 

planned for this game. Let your friends know. 



In the past, we have had various parents provide team snacks for between games and at various 

Over the last two years, there have been some Tssues that have surfaced wTthTn our athletTc 

department mainly due to football. One of the areas that has received a lot of attention because of 

that involves Social Media networks especially is facebook and twitter. Our administration has 

Looking forward to seeing y’ all this spring, 

djp@uncaa.unc.edu 

GO HEELS! GO HEELS! GO HEELS! GO HEELS! 



Carolina Softball Games that will be on ESPNU/ESPN3 or Streamed ( No 

announcer- just ~ive action) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ]_:43 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grill Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny 

Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 

< squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu > 

schedule update 

All, 

is adding a date of competition for an individual swimmer on 

Invite. Please update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

up atthe Virginia Tech 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:39 PM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea Pemberton 

< cpemberi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole 

Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf; - Spring Eligible to 

Compete.pdf 

Coach Haney, 

Please see the two attached lists certifying both the                       teams for competition this semester. 
Please review both lists and confirm with me that they match what you and your staff are expecting. Tf you have any 

questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sarah Haney 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Brie Tyler Chelsea Pemberton Beth Miller 
Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 
Kym Orr Nicole Fava Eric Biener 
Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sarah Haney 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Brie Tyler Chelsea Pemberton Beth Miller 
Mike Bunting Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 
Kym Orr Nicole Fava Eric Biener 
Travis Hipps Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:32 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bamantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

< kcreech@unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany 

Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Dunn <bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl 

Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera <coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Graham De’ath 

<death@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Tauber <dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lombardi, Fred J 

<flombard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank Maynard [[] 

<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fuller[on, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr 

<jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu>; Monaco, Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Patterson <mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Thomas 

<michaets@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

Nusbaum <mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Bteffer 

<msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E <radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tyler Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler 

< rfowler@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Rober~ Gilmore < rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rober[ Costa 

< robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Sweeney < rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stuneck, Mary A <stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger 

<wigger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant <wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tauriainen, Zana A <ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu> 



Subject: Schedule update 

All, 

The team will be co hosting a 2 day event with Duke on The round on the 23rd will 

be at while the round on the 24th will be held over at Duke. This tournament will be for individual 
participants only, so no school may send more than 4 student athletes to play in the event. 

If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Depar t~ent o f Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843 7259 

Fax: (919) 962 6002 

markos@uncaa, unc,edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:07 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

< ciocca@emaikunc.edu >;                          @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

< alex creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, [Isy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker ][ 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

< blakeand@uncaa.unc.ed u >;                           @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Courtney Farrington 

<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter 

Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 

<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 

Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspu~ling@~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic 

Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; 

Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; mmason@fca.org; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson 

<krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Junior Day 

Junior Day General Itinerary )df 

All, 

Another reminder: We are hosting our next Junior Day on Saturday,             I’ve attached the general itinerary for 
the day. We’ll be in touch with everyone regarding their roles/responsibilities but in the meantime, please feel free to 

conrad me if you have any questions. 

Also, keep in mind that we will be hosting additional recruits on Saturday, for the Duke Game. 

Thanks, 

Joe I~tydoa 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 

Friday,               4:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
RE:     Fall Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 4:42 PM 
TO= Blanton, Brent S; Woodard, Harold 
¢c= Jennifer Townsend (jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu); Bridger, Beth; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:     Fall Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

OK, thanks Brent Please let me know what Spencer hears from Amy Thanks for your help 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, 4:38 PM 
TO: Ille, Vince; Woodard, Harold 
¢c= Jennifer Townsend (jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu); Bridger, Beth; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:     :all Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

Thanks. 
great 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 4:35 PM 
To: Woodard, Harold 
~c: Jennifer Townsend (itownsendO3uncaa.unc.edu); Bridger, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Su~ect: FW:     Fall Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

FYI for you and your staf£ This was mistakenly sent to Robert Mercer by the ACC Thanks 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, 4:25 PM 
"l’o: Amy Yakola 
~c: Kirschner, Steve; Beth Miller; Ille, Vince 
Su~ect: RE:     Fall Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

Amy, 

Rick 

From: Amy Yakola [mailto:ayakola@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday,                #:20 PM 
TO= Robert Mercer (rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu) 



~c: Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Beth Miller 
Subject~ RE:     Fall Spots AII-ACC Academic Teams 

As of this email, I am missing all of North Carolina’s AII-ACC Academic team nominees for the following fall 

sports: 

The deadline for submitting was Wednesday, 

Please advise on whether you have any nominees for the above sports. 

Thanks, Amy 

Amy Yakola 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 

45t2 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

ayakola@theacc.org 

Direct: 336.369,1215; Cell: 336,337,4893 

From: Yakola, Amy 

Sent: Thursday, 3:44 PM 
TO: Adrien Harraway (ah4nb@virqinia.edu); Carrie Leger (carrie leqer@ncsu.edu); Chris Uchacz (cuchacz@umd.edu); 
David Wyman (d.wyman@miami.edu); Dr. Dard Miller (dard.miller@bc.edu); Heather Ryan (hryan@duaa.duke.edu); Jane 
Caldwell (caldwejh@wru.edu); Jermaine Holmes (jeholmes@vt.edu); Kevin Wall (kmwall@syr.edu); Mike Farabaugh 
(bauqh@pitLedu); Phyllis M. LaBaw (plabaw@athletics.qatech.edu); Rebecca Bowman (rbowman@clemson.edu); Robert 
Mercer (rmercer~uncaa.unc.edu~; ’Shelia Meek (ssm2b~virainia.edu)’; Steve Duzan (sduzan~admin.fsu.edu) 
~:~ Finn, Nike; Norrison, Brian; Phillips, Steve; Ufnowski, Amy; Lane, George; Zoller, Char; Finch, Nora Lynn; Pierce, 
Kris; Butler, Lee; Noore, Donald; Annabelle Nyers (annabelle mvers~ncsu.edu); Art Chase (chasea~duaa.duke.edu); 
Chris Cameron (cameroch~bc.edu); Chris Freet (c.freet~miami.edu); Chris Yandle (c.vandle~miami.edu); David Smith 
(vtsid~vt.edu~; Dean Buchan (dbuchan~athletics.eatech.edu~; E. J. BorghetLi (eborehetti~athletics.oitt.edu~; ElliotL 
Finebloom (efinebloom~fsu.edu); Jim Daves dimdaves~vireinia.edu); Rick Steinbacher (rsteinbacher~uncaa.unc.edu~; 
Steve Kirschner (stevekirschner~unc.edu~; Steve ShutL (shut~si~wfu.edu~; Sue Edson (sedson~svr.edu); Tim Bourret 
(btimoth@clemson.edu); Zack Bolno (zbolno@umd.edu) 
Subject= Fall Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

Fall Spor[s All ACC Academic Teams 

To: ACC Academic Advisors 



From: AmyYakola, SeniorAssociateCommissioner, PRand Marketing 

Re: Fall Olympic Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

Date: 

Attached are the AII-ACC Academic team nomination forms for the following fall Olympic sports: 

Consideration Criteria: 

Student athletes must have a minimum grade point average of 3.00 for their recently completed semester (fall)/quarter 

and a cumulative 3.00 grade point average for their career. 

A major part of consideration for this honor should be directed towards the student-athlete’s athletic accomplishments. 

Athletic criteria includes (in no particular order): 

Participation in at least 50 percent of his/her team’s athletic competitions during the season. 

National and Conference accolades, awarded during the postseason and preseason. 
Statistical performance by the studenGathlete from the recently completed season. 

Nomination Process: 
The ACC Communications office will email the respective nomination forms to each of the schools’ Academic Advisors. 

The Academic Advisor and staff will be responsible for completing and retu rnin~ the nomination form by the established 

deadline via email or fax (336-854-8797) to Amy Yakola (ayakola @theacc.org). IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY 

NOMINATION% PLEASE E-MAIL ME TO CONFIRM THATYOU HAVE NO NOMINATIONS. 

Selection Process: 

The selection committee for the All ACC academic teams is comprised of (1) the primary ACC Communications office 

contact for the sport (2) the primary ACC championships office contact for the sport, a nd (3) Amy Ya kola, Senio r 

Associate Commissioner, PR and Marketing. 

If you wish to su bmit you r form electronically~ please be su re to save the docu ment before sending it via email to ensu re 
that the information you entered is not lost. You may also print the completed form out and submit your nominations 

via fax (336-854-8797). 

The AII-ACC Academic team nomination form is attached. The deadline for the Olympic fall AII-ACC Academic teams will 

be Thursday, 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

cc: ACC Sports Information Directors 

Amy Yakola 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Public Relations and Marketing 



45~_2 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

avakola@theacc.or~ 

Direct: 336.369.~_215; Cell: 336.337,4893 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11,2013 4:55 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 
Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 
<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mar 
Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 
Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A 
<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 
Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 
Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 
<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; Day, 
Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, Logan <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; 
Neuharth, Brent <neuharth@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; 
Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
<harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
<rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, 
Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 



Subject: 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaaSubject: 
Carolina Tops UCLA 4-3 To Earn First National Indoor Title> 

WOMEN’S TENNIS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
FEBRUARY 11,2013 
CONTACT: Bobby Hundley, bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va --- No. 8 North Carolina completed an incredible run through the ITA National Team Indoor Championships 
~n dramatic fashion Monday, defeating top-seeded and No. 2 UCIJk, 4-3, to claim the program’s first team national title. For the second 
time in three days, freshman Whitney Kay won a three-selter to clinch the final point, this time winning the final set in a tiebreak 

Just as they had against third-seeded USC in the quarterfinals, the Tar Heels (9-0) struggled early in doubles and ultimately dropped 
the point to the top seeded E~ruins 

Kyle McPhillips and Catherine Harrison topped No. 51 Lauren McHale and Tessa Lyons on cour[ three, 8-4, before No 15 Robin 
Anderson and Skylar Morion bested No 8 Kay and Ashley Dai on cour~ one, 8-5, to give UCLA (6-1) the day’s first point 

That put Carolina in the unenviable position of needing to win four of six singles matches against a strong Bruin lineup headed by one 
of the nation’s top players in Anderson 

But just as they’d done against the TroJans, the Tar Heels got off to a strong star[ in singles and won the opening set on four of six 

UCLA took the first singles win of the title match on court four as Chanelle Van Nguyen defeated No 111 McHale, 6 4, 6 0, to put the 
defending champions up 2 0 

No 11 Gina Suarez Malaquti got UNC on the board next with one of the best wins of her fou~year career The Pembroke Pines, Fla, 
senior beat No. 6 Anderson in straight sets, 6-3, 64, at the top of the singles lineup 

No. 101 Lyons was next to finish on cour[ six The Wallingford, Pa, junior returned to the lineup alter silting out each of the last lwo 
days and handled Cour[ney Dolehide in straight sets, 5-1, 6-4, to even the dual at 2. 

No 36 Caroline Price then gave Carolina its first lead of the day with her 6 2, 2 6, 6 2 win over Harrison on court five 

Suddenly it was UCLA on the brink of defeat as the Bruins needed the final two matches to retain the crown 

No. 47 McPhillips got the first necessary point on court [wo, defeating No. 28 Zoe De Bruvcker in three sets, 6-2, 2-5, 6-2. 

That lef[ No. 21 Kay and No 95 Pamela Montez to decide the championship and the final match would go the distance on court three 
Kay took the opening set, 6 2, before Montez rallied to take the second, 6 4 

The third set was close throughout, and despite several chances, Kay was unable to get a late break Montez spoiled a pair of break 
points to hold for 4-4 and Kay had her first match point of the day at 5-4. But Montez was able to keep the match alive and the ~vo 
traded holds before needing a tiebreak to end it. 

Kay got out to a 4-2 lead at the first changeover and won a pair of points on her serve to get it to 5-3 Montez fought off the first two 
match points, but Kay hit a clean forehand winner to win the tiebreak, 7-5, and the match, 6-2, 44~, 7-5. 

For UNC, the win marks the program’s first team national championship in its second ITA indoor final The Tar Heels fell to 
Northwestern in the 2010 title match, setting the tone for a season that saw Carolina reach the No 1 national ranking and the semifinals 
of the NCAA Championship 

Carolina can expect to move up in ITA rankings when the next poll is announced Tuesday af[er beating four top-15 opponents this 
week and three of the nation’s top four teams. The Tar Heels will get their chance to knock off current No 1 and defending NCAA 
champion Florida in Chapel Hill on Monday, Feb 18 

No. 8 North Carolina 4, No. 2 UCLA 3 
Doubles 
1 #16 Robin Anderson/Skylar Mor[on (UCLA) def. #8 Ashlev DaifWhitnev Kav (NC), 8-6 
2 Courtney Dolehide/Pamela Montez (UCLA) vs Gina Suarez Mala~uti/Zoe De E~ruycker (NC), 7 3, unfinished 
3 Kyle McPhillips/Catherine Harrison (UCLA) def #51 Lauren McHale/Tessa Lyons (NC), 8 4 
Order of finish: 3, 1 

SJngles 
#11 Gina Suarez Malaquti (NC) de[ #6 Robin Anderson (UCLA), 6 3, 6 4 
#47 Kyle McPhillips (UCL~,) def #28 Zoe De Bruycker (NC), 8-3, 24, 6-2 



3 #21 Whitney Kav (NC) def. ~4)6 Pamela Montez (UCLA), 6-2, 4-6, 7-6 (7-5) 
4 Chanelle Van Nguyen (UCLA) def #111 Lauren McHale (NC), 6 4, 6 0 
5 #36 Caroline Price (NC) def Catherine Harrison (UCLA), 6-2, 2-6, 6-2 
6 #101 Tessa Lyons (NC) def Courtney Dolehide (UCLA), 6 1, 6 4 

Bobby Hundley 
Assistant Director, UNC Athletic Communications 

Mobile             ; 



ATT00001 .c (158B) 
ATTg000" h~m (21 gB) 

his email is sent to you on behalf of Brent 1 Herren, AssociaN Vice President of Campus Sa fe[’y & Emergency Ope’aflons, UNC Gene’al 

[ he at~ehed guideboo k is to be used in conjunct on with the [ itle IX [ raining scheduled for February i 3 14, 20i 3 For I!q ose that will be 

aEend ng the workshop via your campus vdeo conferencing IocalJon please print a hare copy of the guidebook out for your use~ 

Thankyou, 

B’ent T HetTon 
Assee ~fe Vice President of Campus Safety & Emergency Operal~ens 
University of North Caroli"a Gene-a Admin ~,~tion 
910 Raleigh Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 

(O) 919 9624594 
{C) 
Email b~’el-o"(~"orthcarolna edu<mail~3:bheq’on@northcarolna edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu> 
Tuesday, February 12, 2013 10:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
RE: Delivery 

but, upon returning this mo~-ning, there was nothing in my box. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 8:37 AM 
To~ Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Delivery 

Did you receive the envelope I had delivered to you yesterday? Thanks 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 



Mr. 



Mr. Vince Ille 

UNC Athletic Department 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel H~II, NC 27516 

Mr. IIle, 

We read "After NCAA Trouble, UNC callglg on NFI agents fo~ input," in the Fall and fell it would 

be good to formally introduce ourselves as a sports agency located just do,wn the ~oad. Athletes First 

was c~eal:ed over a decade ago and has offices in Chapel Hill, NC, Irvine, CA, louisville, KY, and Austin, 

TX We have nearly 20 employees wil:h two residing in Chapel Hill, NC: Joby Branion and Brett Smith 

lob,,, played football at Duke and worked as an Admissions Officer a[te~ a brief stint in the NFL 

After several years successfully increasing the diversity on Duke’s campus, Branion returned to school to 

earn his J.D, and M,B,A, from UCLA. Branion worked for a major law firm in LA before joining the sports 

agency Steinberg, Moorad & Dunn which eventually led to him co-founding Athletes First with David 

Dunn. Branion & Dunn have since represented hundreds of players, coaches, and front-office personnel 

in the NFL & NBA from Aaron Rodgers to Ray Lewis and John Wooden to Jim Harbaugh, 

Brett graduated from University of Tennessee Law School, but knew being an attorney wasn’t 

going to be his thing. He decided to pursue a career in sports and earned his Masters in Sport 

Administration from UNC. While at UNC, he worked in the athletic department for 2 years, primarily in 

the football office under Joe Haydon and Corey Holliday, U pon graduation, he began interning with Joby 

and Athletes First before joining the agency full-time this year and recently became an N FLPA certified 

agent. Before the firestorm with Carl Carey teaching classes on campus, he regularly guest lectured the 

Sports Law classes at UNC at the graduate and undergraduate level, but has not done so recently to 

avoid any further scrutiny for UNC, 

As a firm, Athletes First has represented ~5 players drafted in the ~[ Round of the NFL Draft 

over the last 4 years, Thisis the second most of any agencyin the business and 6 more than the 

agencies tied for 3~, We have represented numerous top-5 draft picks and negotiated the largest deal 

~n NFL h~story, In addition to our success with players on the field, we have raised millions of dollars 

through our annual charity event for a children’s home as well as helped create numerous indMdual 

charities Br our clients, We have also helped guide our clients’ futures long after their playing days are 

over to positions ~n politics, med~a, business, and helping them finish their education. We credit a lot of 

our success to our educational background and being prepared to handle anything that arises. Our firm 

has 7 law degrees from schools like Harvard, UCLA, and Texas, and undergraduate degrees from schools 



like Notre Dame, Duke, and Michigan. We are a full-service firm that handles all of our clients’ playing 

contracts, marketing, public relations, charitable endeavors, some legal matters, and all day to day 

client management, but we do not handle any financial advising or tax issues. 

Being located literally down the road, we have gone out of our way to play by the school’s rules 

While we do not look for any special privileges or access, we would love to be able to help the school ~n 

any way possible to help ~mprove your agent program. We strongly believe that the better educated 

your student athletes are, the more it will help the "good agents" in the bus~ness in the long term and 

keep bad agents away that will draw NCAA scrutiny. 

We are more than happy to meet or talk anytime if we can be of any assistance. Please let us 

know a good time and we can further discuss how we can help further. 

Job,/Branion 

(949) 636-1688 

joby@athletesfirst.net 

(321) 9~7 7624 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 11:59 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc edu>; 
Aldfidge, Guy <galdrid@email unc edu> 

Graves, Nancy (Off of the Assoc V-Chan - Campus Services) <NSGRAVES@aux- 
services unc edu>; Scroggs, William E <wscroggs@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; file, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@email unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <Deborah Hawkins@unc edu>; 
McCracken, JeffB <jeff mccracken@unc edu> 

RE: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

past fail and learned a great deal in that process, I’d be happy to meet with you and / or the event organizers and talk 

through the logistics and offer any advice / counsel [ can. It is very important to communicate as soon as possible with 

some key groups, first and foremost being UNC DPS, 

Rick 

Rick Ste[nbacher 

Sen[o~ Associate Athletic Director 

University of NoRh Carolina 

450 gkipper gowles Drive 

(~ggobeels 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 9:51 PM 
TO: Schuet~pelz, Erin C 
C¢: Steinbacher, Rick; Graves, Nancy (Off. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services); Scroggs, William E; Holliday, Corey 
L; Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Re: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdi~ion? 

Thanks. We will do our part. 

Bubba 

gent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2013, at 8:55 AM, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> wrote: 



Thanks Erin 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 4:30 PM 
TO: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services); Schuet[pelz, Erin C 
Ce: Scroggs, William E; Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdic[ion? 

As stated be!ow Athletics and the Football program can make accommodations for tNs event to occur if 

the~e is strong campus support for it to occur, 

From: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services) rmailto:NSGRAVES(~aux- 

services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 10:13 AM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
Ce: Scroggs, William E; Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdic[ion? 

Hi Rick, 

I have spoken with time Student Union folks (Guy AIdridge to be specific) and advised him that the 
new area around the Bell Tower ~,as not a good fit for their activity’ Guy said he understood 
completely and ~vould advise the group I explained that is was not a "University sponsored" 
activity and as such we couldn’t provide the space to each individual group wishing to use 

I will be in touch if I hear furtner, but I feel sure that the group will make other arrangements 
elsewhere for their activity Let me know if I can assist further And, anyth’ne ! get a [equest that 



involves Athletics, I wi!l always keep you and your staff in the loop. 

Take care, and hope your week will be a good one 

Best, 
Nancy 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2013 8:19 AM 

To: Graves, Nancy (Off~. of the Assoc. V-Chan. - Campus Services) 
I:c: Scroggs, William E; Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince 
Subje~: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

If this event were an important one to the cam pus corn mu nit,/and had widespread su ppod: including from 
DPS and others Athletics and the football program wou!d make accommodations to make it worL Given 

that there are already concerns being raised b,/othe~ campus units and due to the fact that football is in 

S‘/ring Practice during that time period, our stron,/preference is that this event not occur in that area on 

P!ease let us know the final decision and thank you again for bringing this to us for our consideration, 

From: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Asscx:. V-Chan. - Campus Services) rmailto:NSGRAVES(eaux- 
services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 10:15 AM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdicbon? 

Many thanks.., and glad to help anytime Will wait to hear .and do agree that this activity should 
not occur. Ta!k soon. Nancy 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 10:07 AM 
TO: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services) 
I::e: Scroggs, William E 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdicbon? 



Rick 

From: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. V-Chan. - Campus Services) [mailto:NSGRAVES@aux- 
services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 9:28 AM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
Ce: Scroggs, William E 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdi~ion? 

No problem at all. Didn’t mean to be a "pest" .just wanted to touch base. VViI[ wait to i~ear from 
you take care, Nancy 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 9:26 AM 
To: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. V-Chan. - Campus Services) 
(:c: Scroggs, William E 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Sorry about my slow response, [ have a meeting today at 11 am with our football program and was going 

]hanks, 

Rick 

From: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. VlChan. - Campus Services) [mailto:NSGRAVES~aux- 
services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 9:24 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Hi Rick, 

Just wanted to foJJow-up with you on my email beJow 
has decided based on my comments below 

Many thanks, 
Nancy 

Just cudous as to what you all (Athletics) 

From: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. VlChan. - Campus Services) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 11:34 AM 
To: ’Steinbacher, Rick’ 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Rick, 

i think just based on what !ye gathered in infonT~ation so far, this is an event you may wish to 
dispel. I say this for several reasons, one being that if you start this kind of activky, it will never 
end. So, I say, "nip in the bud now" before you have to deal ,~ith these types o~ requests in the 
future Of course, this is all up to you 

The event is beina ~reeesed for A~)ri! 6 with an a~ro×imate attendance of 800 !t’s called 
the "Converge NC Musical Festival’. The group is proposing food (not permitted), port-a-potties 



(on site) unless of course they had access to the Football Center, (can’t imagine that would 
happen) along with ampliled sound, large stage, and lighting equipment. I can’t imagine Public 
Safety would be in favor of this either. Please call/email to discuss if you would like Or if you 
want to completely deny at this point then I’m fine with [ha[ too. and will advise the Union folks. 
Again, in my opinion, if you once start this type of gathering, it can only become more problematic 
in the future. The students have obviously seen a new area that they feel carl be used for 
’outdoor" conce~ldactivities. And, I know this is now a prime football game day location, and I 
would hate to see the area mistreated 0~m sure Grounds would agree) just when you’ve gotten 
pristine. This is just my opinion, of course, so I defer to you Again, if you wish to discuss, cal! me 
at 

Many thanks, and l’ll wait to !sear from you 

Best regards, 
Nancy 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 5:21 PM 
To: Graves, Nancy (Off~. of the Assoc. V-Chan. - Campus Services); Scroggs, William E. 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Do you kno,~v what date they are IookinL, for in April? 

~hanks, 

Rick 

From: Nancy (OFT. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services) Graves rmailto:NSGRAVES~aux- 
services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 2:16 PM 
TO: Willie Scroggs 

Co: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

This is pe~ecL, and thanks for your help with this request I’ll wait to hear from youiRick/et al 

Many thanks! 
Nancy 

From: Willie Scroggs rmailto:wscroqqs@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 2:14 PM 
"to: Graves, Nancy (or~. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services) 
Co: Steinbacher, Eric 3. 
Subject: Re: FW: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Nancy: 

Before we approve any event this close the Kenan Stadium and the Football Center, please let me run it up 

the flag pole with Marketing and Football. [’11 get back to you ASAP. 

wscrogqs~0uncaa.unc.edu > > > "Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. V Chan. Campus Services)" 



< NSG RAVE$@au× services.unc.ed u > 3/28/2013 1:56 PM > > > 

This is the information !’ve received so far regarding the earlier email I sent you about the outdoor 
area near the football stadium - the newly created area. Please let me know your thoughts - or 
that of Rick SteinbacheCs so I can the~ make contact with Guy Aldridge at the Union Fm 
copying Guy on this email so he is in the loop. 

With much thanks, 
Nancy 

From: Aldridge, Guy rmailLo:qaldrid@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 1:44 PM 
TO: Graves, Nancy (Off’. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services) 
Ce: Lerner, Nate; Baldwin, Geoffrey V.; Singer, Joseph H.; Gold, Austin J 
Subject: RE: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Ok, the group is called ConvergNC ;rod you can read a little about them at 
https://studentlife unc edu/organization/ConvergeNC/about I attached the ERF to rhea, yard a!ong to 
athletics peepJe as well, hut some general info: 
This will f,e a prei)ssionN event, so we will hire out a k~ge sta~e, generator audio and lighting 
equipmertt In the past we Mve Md the stooge near the bo~om of the hill/amphitheater bacing uphill 
and the generakor on the other side of the road ~tear the stadiut~ ~n a co~)ple parkMg spaces Rick 
Steinbacher is ~Smiliar with this set up 
Addltional[y, the client wouJd Jike to see iflt is possible to have food tracks ai the event I wNked 
through the site and it may won Lbr them to be en the brick pah runrdng alongside and behind the 
amphitheater Would they be too heavy fi,r this or is there some ether safety concern? !’m willing 
to 15~,d a~other way to do flds if possible Maybe ever~ the parking lot ~ea~ [he ~ear of the stone 
ce~ter? I guess parkh~g lot ~eser,~afions would be a quesfiot~ ~b~ OPS 
Keep me posted 

From: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the ASSOC. V-Chan. - Campus Services) rmailto:NSGRAVES(eaux- 

services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 12:11 PM 
TO: AIdridge, Guy 
Subject: RE: Bell Tower AmphitheaLer jurisdicLion? 

Ohhhh....that’s a different animal... I’ll have to talk with Athletic as they somewhat are controlling 
this area now t~at it’s open Send me the details, and I’ll make contact with my contacts 
Athletics. 

Thanks, 
Nancy 

From: Aldridge, Guy rmailLo:qaldrid@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 12:08 PM 
To: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. V-Chan. - Campus Services) 
Subject: RE: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

So~} to drop that in your lap without dek~ils, the}’ are to come I just wanted to see if Ibis was you 



or someone else It is the grassy area between the Stone Center and the lbofi, all stadium (the side 
with the big sculpture of a ram) 

~’m workit/g on this today so you should have at~ event registration ~bml and a more detailed 
description from me by the e~td or’the day 

GA 

From: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. V-Chan. - Campus Services) [mailto:NSGRAVES@aux- 
services.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 12:06 PM 
TO: AIdridge, Guy 
Subject: RE: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Yes. Who, what ,~vhen, and detai!s, please! One question? I don’t know of the Bell Tower 
Amphitheater? ~A,,isat is the group referring to??? 

Thanks, 
Nancy 

From: Aldridge, Guy rmailto:qaldrid@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: Graves, Nancy (Off. of the Assoc. V-Chan. - Campus Services) 
Subject: Bell Tower Amphitheater jurisdiction? 

Hi Nancy, 

I’ve got a request for a music festival for the Bell Tower Amphitheater in April Should I be 
geeing your signature on this? 

Thanks, 

Guy 



















Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 10:28 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: Agents 

Friday, February 22~d: 

B. 2:00 pm 

C. - 2:30 pm 

D. 3:30 pm 

E. - 4:00 prn 

F= 4:30 prn 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 20:[3 5:08 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: Vince Ille 
Su~ect: Agents 

Could you please schedule meetings over the next two weeks for Vince and me to meet with 

, and           ’ I have a lot of flexibility next Tuesday Friday morning and the 

following Monday Thursday. 
Additionally, could you get us the cell phone number for ? I would like to follow up on our recent 

Thanks ve~/much, 
Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ]_:09 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bryant 

Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas <darendas@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Greg 

Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

<sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rucinski, Terri Jo 

<tjrucinski@unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Fox, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are eligible for competition this spring, t know you are also working on 

omcially designating your 35 man roster with Tom for the season, tf you have any questions,just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mike Fox 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTE: The following student-athlete is not currently certified to compete for the following reason: 

- Must serve a year in residence 

Scott Forbes 

Dave Arendas 
Compliance Staff 

Terri Jo Rucinski 

ScottJackson 

Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton 

Greg Gatz 

Bryant Gaines 

Michael Beale 

Susan Maloy 

Tyson Lusk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:11 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dully <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Approved Field Hockey spring schedule 

Spring Schedule - APPROVED.pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached for 

know. ThanksL! 

approved spring competition schedule. If you have any questions, just let us 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROUNA 
Proposed Schedule 

Date Subrni~ced; 

Sat 

Sat 

Sun 

Sat 

Duke Playday 

Duke Playday 

Iowa 

Durham All Day 0 

Durham All Day 0 

Chapel Hill 1:oo o 

Duke Durham    TBA 0 

Sat Alumnae Game Chapel Hill TBA 0 

Applicable NCAARegulations 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: Agents 

B, 2:00 prn 

C. 2:30 pm 

D. 3:30 prn 

E. 4:00 pm 

F, 4:30 pm 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 1:19 PM 
TO: Williams, Andre; Paul Pogge 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Agents 

Our annual probation report is due to the NCAA Committee on Infractions on Febmaq¢ 25 I expect to be 
editing, collating, paginating, etc all day next Friday Sorry Andre, is tbere any other day that might work? 
Any day after Febmaq¢ 25 would be best for me Thanks 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 10:28 AM 
TO: Paul Pogge; Ille, Vince 

Ce: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Agents 



From: Paul Pogge [mailto:aooeae@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent= Tuesday, February 12, 2013 5:08 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: Vince Ille 
Su~ect: Agents 

Andre’, 
Could you please schedule meetings over the next two weeks for Vince and me to meet with 

anc ? I have a lot of flexibility next Tuesday Friday morning and the 

following Monday Thursday. 

Additionally, could you get us the cell phone number for ? T would like to follow up on our recent 

conversation. 

Thanks very much, 
Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:15 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro 

<cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Shelton, 

Attached is the list of your current student athletes who are eligible for competition this weekend as of dght now. I 

know we’ve had some additions for the spring, so a couple of them still have some things that are outstanding and will 

likely keep them from playing against the US tryout team this weekend. 

Please review the list carefully and make sure that only those listed as eligible actually participate and receive benefits 

(i.e. meals) this weekend. Tfyou have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Shelton 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

NOTES: 

The following student athletes are not currently certified to compete: 

- academically ineligible per NCAA rules 

has not completed her eligibility paperwork did she make the team through the 

tryout? 

not cleared by the Eligibility Center; must submit last form of her eligibility 

paperwork (Financial Aid declaration) 

Cc: Grant Fulton Guy Cathro Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton Scott Oliaro Compliance Staff 

Tony Yount Greg Gatz Travis Hipps 

Steve Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

<smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Sagula, 

See attached for the list of your student athletes who are officially eligible for competition this semesten Please review it 

and let me now if it matches up with what you were expec[ing. Tf you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Joe Sagula 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Eve Rackham Tyler Adams Beth Miller 

Michael Beale Brent Blanton Compliance Staff 

TonyYount Steve Miller Travis Hipps 

Sally Mays Greg Gatz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 4:05 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Agents 

Andre’, 
Sorry, but ] cannot do that date. 

Paul 

> > > "Williams, Andre" <willia46@emaikunc.edu > 2/14/20131:34 PM > > > 

Friday, March 1~: 

A - 1:30 pm 

B, 2:00 pm 

C. - 2:30 pm 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thumday, February 14, 2013 1:19 PM 
To: Williams, Andre; Paul Pogge 
(:c: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Agents 

Our annual probation report is due to the NCAA Committee on Infractions on Februm2¢ 25 I expect to be 
editing, collating, paginating, etc all day next Friday Sorry Andre, is there any other day that might work? 
Any day after FebrumT 25 would be best for me Thanks 



From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 10:28 AM 
TO~ Paul Pogge; Ille, Vince 
Ce~ Holliday, Corey L 
Subjeet~ RE: Agent~ 

- 2:00 pm 

2:30 pm 

I. - 4:00 pm 

F - 4:30 pm 

From= Paul Pogge [mailto:DDoooe~uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent= Tuesday, February 12, 2013 5:08 PM 
To= Williams, Andre 
Co= Vince Ille 
Su~ect= Agents 

Could you please schedule meetings over the next two weeks for Vince and me to meet with 

and           ? I have a lot of flexibility next Tuesday Friday morning and the 
following Monday Thursday. 

Additionally, could you get us the cell phone number for I would like to follow up on our recent 

Thanks ve~/much, 
Paul 



HIST Received/Signed 

ASTR Received/Signed 

PSYC Received/Signed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dully <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Bteinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Bagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 

Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

spring schedule - approved 

Spring Schedule - APPROVED.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the approved spring schedule for’ If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks1! 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

&    4 

Saturday Duke Tournament Durham, NC 9:00AM 0 

Saturday U Penn & Penn St Philadelphia, PA 11:00AM 0 

Saturday CoastaIvirginia Tournament Virginia Beach, VA 9:00 AM 0 

Saturday UNC Spring Tournament Chapel Hill, NC 11:00AM 0 

6 

Applicable NCAA Resulations 





CD. 

This is II~c scccmd thnc I am coming to you wilh this request As dmc goes b2,, our situatiott bccomcs more critical 
The sitnation as it is now is not woNing I ha~ c lost a hNf dozen cdticN guys in the past thmc yca~ and I cmmot ~ord to 
lose a~y moPo I have about fbu r guys right m)w at w~y high ribk You have asked what you can do to help us be mor~ 
competitive; I can’t keep losing key guys 
AgaJn~ whal arc fl~c proh]cms~: 
1) Thc profi[c of a wrcsflcr is identical to the profilc of a baskc~bN1 pla?, cr or footbNl pla? cr Wc arc not the same as 
g~nnasts, field hockey, soccer or x~lle3 ball We will hm’e high risk athletes and they need mor~ a~ention ~ succeed 



cane a~ a!, with was a clear solunon; idcntif,, ?our key, Ngh risk guys and get rhcm with the football support staff so fl~c? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3_3_:3_8 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu >; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker [] 

< antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dully <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

schedule update 

All, 

has added one game versus Coastal Carolina on Monday 
Boshamer Stadium. Thanks!! 

at 3 pm. The game will be played at 





How to Set Oulseves up fol Success Go }g into Fsas 

Introduction 

nfioduce herself who she is, representing honor system outreach, why she thinks this is irnportant 

Segue - bring us in 

why do we do what we do. and what we do (aka quick mention of what court, staff, and outreach do) 



Roadmap 

depends on our individual efforts 

Our job today is to give you tools in order to uphold fJlis integrity 









Include something about how #~ey are iepiesenting the University at all times whether they aie in compefJt[on, walking 

down Franklin Street, or eating at Panera Bread 

when you travel to ga[t~es, at home 

ask groups what they came up with 



unsure 

comes up a lot ~,ith student athletes because of all the time teams spend with one another 

on the bus while traveling, etc 

what it is 











referendum may have cancelled 
negotia~:ions in Brussels 





All work is covered not just giaded assignments that means that even if it is an assignment for complelion, you must 

do it as intended 

Make sure you know wha[ is authedzed or no[ 



Falsifying of data, or ofhei information 

publications 

citations in connectien with academic assignments (do NOT make up citalions) 





Let’s look at that last one: 

Violating or subverting. - make sure you pay attention to the requirements set forth by the instructor - if they tell you to 

put away all electronics, then even if you are not using your phone [o cheat (i e. only texling), it is still a violation 







another student ....................................................... 
g using the campus 



iiiiiiiiii~iiiii!i~i~i~i~iiiiiBiB gun. Samantha later 
ow James was brin ng this fr 

iiiiiiiiii~i~iiiii[Biai~ she had not met him before ...................................................... 













These are the 4 guiding pfinc[ptas the coud uses when determining the most appropriate sancfJon wh[ta balancing the 

interest of the student, the tatorest of the university, and the importance of educaSon through the situation 



app op mentsas r date, and ................................................. 
~ w~i~ten warning that further academic mi~d~ 
~ii[ i~ad to more serious sanctions 

Explain what the usual and minffnum sanctions are. Be very cleai to spell this our for them suspension and failing grade 

vs probation and failing grade 



ring semester) and on your 
~rd for 10 years 



Just raise their hands to answer Can anyone remember all 4? If not, can they remember some of them give out water 

bot[les as prizes 



Just raise their hands to answer give out a water bottle 



















iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiii!~iii¥ou e unsure what the 
assignment are ............................................................ ............. 

~, AS~, AS~, ASK ........................................................ 



iiiiiiiiii iiiii~yiiiii~i~i~ention to detail, even if it t~ii~i~iiii i~i iiiiii 
more time ...................................................... 









Compliance ~ledia Report 

(Treatetl for: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille 
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Topic One: 

NCAA issues, |nvestigatlons or Sanctions 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORNIAT } 



Miami Missteps 

Synopsis: 

The investigation at Miami will continue, but will not include evidence from bankruptcy 

hearings, the NCAA announced Other evidence will be included 

’[’tie NCAA and Mark Emmert did admit that the~ e were missteps in the investigation, and the 

VP of e*lforcement was fired 

Article: 

http ://www newsobserve~ com/2013/O2/18/2689879incaa-acknowledges-missteps- 

in html#st ot3din~mlsear ch 

http:iAx~x~v usatoday corn/story/spot tsicollege/2013/02/I 8imiami-ncaa-enforcement- 

investigation-mark-emmer~/[928263/ 

http:i/v~, sb n a ti on co m/co] lege-football/2013/2/t 8/400 ] 350/ncaa-mia mi-football- 

in vestigation -juli e-roe-lach 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORMAT } 



New |mlform Rule 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA Football Rules Committee may adopt a new rule that requires football teams to wear 

eifller pants or a jersey in contrast to flleir field This leaves Boise State in an interesting situation 

with thei~ blue field 

Artk[e: 

http J/bleacher~ eport com/articles/15 28179-ne’~v-ncaa-~ ule-wou]d-out]aw-boise-states-all-blue- 

uni~i, rms? searchquery NCAA 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORMAT } 



Topic Two: 

?~’Iiscondnct and/or Criminal Iss~es 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORNIAT } 



Coach Shoves Player 

Synopsis: 

California head basketball coach Mike MontgomelT shoved his star player in the second half of 

file game against USC, shocking many fans of the team Montgomery cot~ld be pnnished by the 

Pac-]2 

Article: 

h ttp J/www ~satoday com/story/gameon/2013/02/[ 8!mike-montgomet y-shoves-alle*>crabbe- 

cal/1927347/ 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORMAT } 



Alabama Players Barred 

Sy~lopsis: 

Three Alabama football players involved in a robbery of a student have been barred from their 

campns They face a review next week and are suspended until ~heir judgment has passed 

Article: 

http:i/www usatoday com/story/sports/ncaaf/sec/2013/O2i15/a[abama-ba~s-arrested-p[ayers- 

l]om-campus/19230 l 1 / 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORMAT } 



Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORNIAT } 



|tolden Thorp Leaving 

Synopsis: 

tlolden Thorp announced today that he will be leaving (NC to go to Washington University in 

St I.ouis This comes the same week that the SACS will be in Chapel Hill to look into 

academic scandal that plag~.led I horp’s term 

Article: 

h ttp J/www newsobservei corn/2013/02/I 8/2688659ithorp-hired-as-provost-at- 

washington html#storylin~misearch 

http:i/www dailytarheel corn/article/2013/02/5121 aefd75d32 

Many readers are saying that he is leaving town and moving scandal to another university, others 

are wor~derir~g if there are more problems ahead and Thorp is leaving be~Bre they can happen 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORMAT } 



Pack Pride Questions Carolina Covenant 

Synopsis: 

Pack P~ide users are questioning the Carolina Covenant, a program at UNC that helps low- 

income students The risers wonder if some walk-on athletes are brought on m teams using this 

~I_ NIT is on the team while benefiti~g 

flom the Carolit~a Covenant Is this purely coincidental’? Did UNC use lhe Carolina Covenat~t 

as a way to get him on tim team?" 

The members sa3‘ that they have also sent this information to Dan Kane 

Artic|e: 

http:i/n~bdscoutcom/n~baspx’~s 178&~2515&t 11299017 

{ PAGE t* MERGEFORMAT } 



Topic Four: 

Aro.nd the ACC 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORNIAT } 



Florida State Loses Money 

Synopsis: 

Although Florida State won the ACC title in football, the school lost $500,000 in its trip to tim 

championship game 

Article: 

http:i/sports yaIt~ c~m/b~g~/ncaaf-dr-saturday/fl~rida-state-wins-acc-title-[~ses-a~m~t- 5~- 

152308916--ncaaf2html 

{ PAGE ’,* MERGEFORMAT } 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:09 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 

<clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 

< rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell 

<cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

schedule update 

All, 

Softball is moving two of the games scheduled for this weekend’s tournament up to tomorrow afternoon for weather 

related reasons. The two games that will be played tomorrow at Anderson Stadium are: 

4 PM George Washington vs. North Dakota State 

6 PM North Dakota State vs. North Carolina 

Please update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 
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Date Printed: 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 
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Revenue NiA $ 123 0~,4 O0 N/A N~A $ 671519 N/A 

~’; ........................................................................................................................ ~:~;~ ................. :~ "" ~i~;~5 .............. q~,~ .......................... ~i;;,~ ................. .............. 
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The Universi@, of North Carolina at Chapel 
Faculty Athletlcs Conrmitteo 

Minutes of Meeting: September 4, 2012 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, G1)nis Cowell, Borer y Eos~cr, Layna 
Mosley, Eugene Orrh~ger, Barbara Osborne, Eilcen Parsons, ~,kndrew Petrie, Joy 
Retorter, John Stephens, Holden Thorp 

Athletic Department Personnel: Bubba Cutm~nghar~t, Vix~ce Ille 

Other Advisor: Harold Woodard 

Guests: Jan Boxill, Paul Frigga, Robbie Mann (News 14), 
(DTH), Steve Reznick, Deb Srtomao, .~umc Whlsna~I 

I. Introduction to the 2012-13 Conunittee 

Professor Joy Renner, ~he committee’s chair, welcomed and introduced the committee, its guests, 
and other observers. She made brief remarks about her aspiratiuns lbr lahe comm~l~ee for the 
year, including to provide a forum: to raise issues for the comm{ttee’s consideration, lbr 
questions to be asked and answered so we caa move on to other issues, to improve 
communications about athletic and academic matters, and to be the bond so that academics 
athletics move together (rather than the bridge between t~,o separate cultures that do no~ move in 
ta~dcm). 

i1. inlbna~atlon li~m the Chancel!or 

Chancellor Thorp mentioned several llllportsnt developments since the committee’s last meeting 
May, tllatt~ of which are detailed on the websi~e http:/iaeademicrex,iew.unc.edu These 

include: 
l’hc roieasc of the Review of Courses in the Deparm~ent of African and Afro-American 
Studies abou~, in’egulm" and aberram courses in that department betwean Summer 2007 
m~d Sununer 2011; 
"[he ~eport p~’epared by the subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee; 
The agreement of Hunter Rawlings, President of the American Association of 
Universkics, to help examine the role of athletics in the life of the University to begin 

An independent review by Ooven~or James G. Martin with the assistm~ee of Baker Tilly 
Virehow Kratkse, LLC, a national management consulting firm, to determine if academic 
irregularities may ha~e occurred prior to 2007; 

The appointment of Harold Woodard as Latcrim Director of the Academic Support 
Progrmna for Student-Athletes {ASPSA); and 
The appointment of a search eomm{ttee, chaired by Dean Steve Matson of the Graduate 
School, for the new permanem director of ASPSA. 



Chancellor Tt~orp also co~m~cnted on the remembrance of Kirk r.lrso at the t~rst home soccer 
game. Kirk was a 2012 IJNC graduate of LrNC and a c~ptaia of~2qe 2011 Nathaanl 
Championship Men’s Soccer Team, who died suddenly in August. 

lIi. Revisions fi’om the Athletics Director 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunninghim~ de,ailed some oi" the acdvi~ies he had bean involved in 
shace begitming as Athletic Director in November 20! I : 

* Hired Larry Fedora as the new- football coach; 
~ Spent six month’s assesshag the department; 
,, Beginrfng a facilities mastcr plan in conj uv_ction with campus personnel; 
¯ Undertakh~g a strategic planning process (to be described more fi.~lly by Prol~ssor Paul 

Friga later in the meeting); 
¯ ReorganiT~ng the Athletic Dcpartrnent Staffby 

o Providing edditional resources to coaches atN sludent-a~ietes by moving from 
two sport administrators to twenty for the twenty-eight sport texans; 

o Increasing prafessiol~al development o~portuthties for senior staff by askh~g each 
senior stall’membm" to take a different rote than they had in the pa~ to help 
provide a new and fresh perspective; 

o Specific staff changes included moviog Susan Maluy from Compl{anee to tk~c 
ASPSA where she will be the rotor coordh~ator, Nring Paul Pogg~ to assume 
some of Susan’s du*ies in compliance, m~d hiring Vince llle as Senior Associate 
Athletics Director to oversee compliance and serve as the liaison Mth the College 
of Ads and Sciences and the l-acul~- Adiledcs Conm~ittee; 

~ Hired a new ~ack and field coach, ltarlls Meadm’s, a L-NC graduate, and several new 
members of khc coaching staff to replase Dem~is Creddock, who retired al~er a long 
career at UNC, and some of die ~rlor coaching staff. 

Mr.. Cu~mlngh~n ’also commented on a recent mNcle in the Daily Tar Heel that showed a 
decrease in fl~e department’s budget allocated to ASPSA. He said that the figure was misleading 
in that it did not include funds allocated by the department li’ora another fund that helped support 
ASPSA ~d ~t~at t~c wo~fld provide edditio~ai i~fformatlon related to this budget item at a later 

IV. A~hletics Department Strategic Plannhag Process Paul Friga 

Mr. Cunnhag.ham introduced Professor Paul Friga from the Kenan-F/sgler Business School, who 
helped gaide the department’s atrategic plam~ag process, to discuss the plan with the committee. 
The plan will be rolled out publicly ha October. The planning process began in April. Once 
fm~Jized, the plan is intended to guide decision-me ~ng within the department for the next lbur 
years so that decisions will be made consistent Mth the strategic direction of the organization. A 
Task Force of sedior d~partrnent admfi~ist~ators led the planning process. An Advisory 
Committee, inchading fi~culty represcntatives~ met three times to provide feedback to the Task 

l~oree. The first phase of the process inchided an assessment of the department ~hraugh an 
analyais ~f s~e~ghlas, weaknesses, opporVaNties, and threats (SWOT). Strategy statements 
(mission, value~, ~Ssion, and priorities} were dove!aped during the second phase. The final phase 
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is the implementation of the plan by taking the priorities identiti~d and developing oNectives, 
initiatives, mad actions. The strategy statements are: 

Missicm: We educate and inspire through athletics. 
Values: 

Responsibihly. Do wtiat is right. 
hmovafion. Find a better way. 
Service. Put others 
Excellence. Work hard, play smart, win together. 

Vision: We wSll lead in all that we do academics, athlstlcs, mad admi~istratiom 
Priorities: 

Aligmnent. Align our operations to fulfill the mission of the U~vorsity. 
Academic Achievement. Aclfieve a top 3 academic finish in the confe~ence and a top 10 
finish nationally in each sport. 
Athletic Perlbrmance. Perform to a top 3 athletic ranking ~n the confc~e~tce nod a top 10 
r m’&ing nationally ha each sport. 
Administrative Engagement. Engage intcmat and ex~caml cot~stimcnls to relentlessly 
pursue the resources and ax!ministrative swacmres nec~sa~" for m~ceess 

The strategic plan will be Iauncbed in mid-October, bu~ v~,ill he conth~ua[ty rcl3_ricd. Questinns 
and comments are welcomed and should be sent to Joy Rennet by Septentber I 1, and she will 
forward them to Bubba Cunnlngham and Pahl Friga. l~k~C wilt also receive additional 
information about the data used to measure academic achlevemm~t and athlc’tic performance. 

V. Rcporl Crom the Faculty A/~rfletlcs Representative 

Proibssor Lissa Broome discussed her role a~s the Facuhy Athletics Represmatative (FAR). The 
NCA A reqthres that each member i~s~mtion designate a member of the faculty to serve a.s the 
FAR and provides that the FAR’s duties ,~re determined by each institution, in the Atlantic 
Coast Cotffc~cacc (ACC), each institutiot~’s voting delegate is the FAR, who is to be appointed 
by the insti’mtion’s Pt~esident or Chancc!lo~. l’hc UNC-CH Facalty Code provides that the FAR 
is appointed by t’ne Chancellor for m~ indefinite period, following a process established with the 
a~d~’ice and consent of the Chancellor’s Advisor}’ Committee. The FAR is to make an annual 
~pt~rt to the Faanity Counall, special reports as requested, and is an ex offiein mcmbar of the 
Faculty Athletics Committee. "llne FAR’s position description at UNC-CH details a mtmber of 
specific dnties and provides that the FAR sep,-es as at~ advisor to the Chancellor and Athletic 
Director. Chancellor Thorp appointed Professor Broome as PAR on July 1, 2010, as the prior 
FAR, Professor Jack Evans, appreachcd retirement ti:om the University. 

Professor Broome discussed some nf her a~ivJties since the commiVtee’s May meeting, 
including: 

¯ Division [ FAR Institute held at the NCAA headquarters in Indianapolis; 
¯ Title IX Conm~ittee; 
¯ Drug PoEicy Review Committee; 
¯ Athletic Department Strategic Pl~m~ing Advisory ContmJttee; 
,~ ASPSA Facul;3’ Advisory Committee; 
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Discussions with the FEC Subcommittee ~md th~ BOG subcommittee reviewing L~,-C - 
CH. 

Professor Broome said she would report in more detail at a l~ter meeting about v~ious NCAA 
academic metrics tracking the perthnnance of our athletic teams~ but she did w.~nt to 
acknoMedge that six te~ms had recently been reco~zcd lbr a~:hie~.ing _academic Performance 
Rates (APRs) in the top 10% of Division I teams in the count~,: Men’s Swi~mcdag arid 
Women’s Cross-Com~try, Women’s Fencing, Women’s GoI[; Gymn,~s~ics, and Vo]leybalk Five 
of the six teams had a perfect APR of t000. 21tis munber measures rctentinn and eligibility. In 
addition, the ACC recently released its Academio Honor Roll for 2011-12 aM UNC had 290 
students on the honor roll, our highest number since 294 students earned this distinction for the 
2004-05 academic year. IJNC was fourth in the eo~tr’erm~ce in the t~umber ol’studcnt~ named to 
the honor roll, following Doke (452), Boston College (370), and Virginia (290). Studems 
be members of a varsity sports team and earn a gpa of 3.0 or above lbr the aca’,lemic year to be 
named to the honor roll. Three of UNC’s honor tel! members were also ACC otavc~s oftt~e year 

in their respective sports: 

VI. Immediate Needs 

Professors Glynis Co,veil and Barbara Osborne Mll arrange a meeting wi~h Athletic r)ei~a3mcnt 
personnal by September 20 to discuss the logistics of the exit surveys and erd.t inter-ciews f~r fal[ 
student-athletes. They will also consider whether to expand fl~ese s~ar~.’eys beyottd just s~xtiors, 
and discuss the methodology for administering the surveys and conducting the intcrviews. The 
survey and exit inter~dcw questions will be posled on the Sakai site for members to review prior 
the next FAC meedt~g. FAC membars sbonid t~ to provide input to Prel"essers Cowell and 
Osborne by September 14 on any changes they propose to the survey or the exit interview 
protocoh Topics that mi~ttr be cork~idercd incl~ade gan~bth~g, agents, and homophobim Professor 
John Stephans will also work with GI)nnis Cowell to learn how the interview data is compiled. 

Professor Rennet asked for feedback on the h~l~_~rmational video that the Departmmat of Athletics 
prepared at her reqttest. The commitree appreciated the video and thought that it was a helplM 
le0s’Nng tool. The committee discussed ways to taller the video to a broader facul~ audience by 
taking out information specLiic to the committee~ including information about the University’s 
class attandance policy and travel tctters from stttdent-athletes, alar~ving the role of academic 
support persomael, and explaining the hnportance ofreeponding to ASPSA’s request for reports 
about student-athlete progre,~ in courses. If committee members have additioanl comments the)’ 
should pro~,ide them to the cNqir by September 11. 

VII. Plan for the Remainder of the Year 

Professor Rennet discussed the committee’s assignments to sports teams and asked that, at a 
miNmum, committee members W to contact their coach, start; and team captain to provide the 
FAC member’s ®ntact information. She also asked that team liaisons try to become familiar 
with the cnimm and commi~.ments of their teams. In particular, FAC members shotfld ask how 
FAC can be helpiial, establish a ii~c of communication lbr the team outside of atbletics, and 



become familiar with the ~eam by attending one or more practices and compe~itlens, lhe 
cotmnittee will continue to refine the role of the I"AC te.~n liaisons. 

ProlEssor Rermer encouraged FAC members to begin to ieam about their content areas, det~qilcd 
resources for each area (listed below); and reminded the committee that Lissa Broome could also 
provide expertise or direct FAC memher~ to others with the neeessm7 expertise She encoaragcd 
b~C members to read the information already posted on the Sakai site ~br their topics and to post 
other relevant information, to discuss their content area wJ~h the cotmrAttee partner, and to begin 
to develop a plan for learning about the topic mid organizNg the relevant infotans~iatl abou~. the 
topic, including meeting with those listed below, 

Admissions: The Subcommittee on Atlflcfics Ad~nissions (chaired by Layna Mosely), Steve 

Advishag: Facrlty .Advisory Committee to ASPSA (ci~.~k~ed by Abigail Panter). Dean Lee M~y, 
Harold Woodard 

Academies: Edueational Policy Committee (especially wiflx respect to pliority registration), 

FAR, Task Forces on Fxtucation M~iors and Medical Professions 

Student-athlete experience: Student-Athlete Adviso~ Council (S.a~,kC), Marie Ciocca (spor~s 
medicine) 

Polinics and procedures: Uniw~-~rsi~- Counsel, Deans arid Directors 

Administration and operetlons: Chmacellor, Athletics Director and Department stMf 

Professor Re~ner encouraged comrnit’tee members to send her any’ items for the committee’s 

consideration that were on ~heir minds or suggcs~.cd to them by" their colleagues, She also asked 
fl~e conmaitree to scud theh- thoughts about how to prioritize the kcms for disctmsion. 

The studcnt-ath!ete experience and z discussion of exit sulveys m~d exit interviews will be the 
main i~en*t for disetugslo~t at th~ October mee6ng. 

The meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m. 

The next meetitlg is October 9. 

Minu~es respcc*.ftdly sttbmitted by Lissa Broome 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hlil 
Faculty Athletics Committee 

Minutes of Meeting: November 6, 2012 

Committee Members: LissaBroome, Glynis Cowell, BeverlyFostar, Layna 
Mosley, Eugene Orringer, Barbara Osborne, A~dr¢~ Perrin, Eficcn Parsons, ~loy 
Renner, John Stephens 

Athletic Department Personnel: Bubba C~mni~gham 

Other Advisors: Mario Ciocca, Harold Woodard 

(DTH), Wayne Lee (tIistory) 

I. Preliminary Matters 

Committee members and guests introduced themselves. The minutes from the October meeting 
were approved lbllowing the deletion ofa ~entenc~. The modified mthutes were circulated prior 
to the meeting. There were no further additions or cor~eetiOlaS to ~e mlnnte~. 

Ih Information from the Athlstics Director 

AtNetic Director Bubba Cttmfin@am discussed some office recent atbleric successes of somc of 
the school’s teams. IIe noted that ~he-re were l~me events being hosted on campus over the course 
oflKrcc upcomh~g days. 

IIh Report fi’om the Faculty Athletics Representative 

Lissa Broome ~aoted that the FAR’s annual report to Faculty Council would be presented on 
November 9. She reviewed with fire commiaee an attach~ent showing the Academic Progress 
Rzte (APR), Graduation Success Rate (GSR), ~md Federal Graduation Rate (FOR) for UNC-CH 
and four of its high profile teams (football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, and women’s 
sr)ccer) since the inception of the APR and GSR. Committee members expressed a desire to 
review this data for all UNC reams o~,er time. Richard Southall, a UNC faculty member and 
head of the Collage Sports Research Institute has compiled another graduation rate based on an 
adjustment to the FGR to include only full-time students. Full-time students gr~iduate at a higher 
rate than pa~-dme sxudents and smdear-athletes are all full-time students. Professor Southall’s 
Adjusted Oreduetion Gap calculstion may be especially mcankagfi.fl for institutions that ha*e a 
large part-time smder~t cobort. 

Report from "the FAC Chair 

Joy Ranncr reported that the faculty infonnadonal video outline is under construction. She 
mentioned that a docmnent with nit ttre contact im4’ormation for each sport has been posted on the 
comw~rtee’s Sakai site. Professor Re,mar encouraged committee members to contact liaisons on 
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other campus committees i~ thcir expertise topic area isi preparation [br FAC’s review and 
monitoring of that topic, and to coordinate with their FAC partner ot~ how to proceed with 
coltcctia~g information and gathering and addressing questior~s about the topic area. She also 
encouraged FAC members to eontthue relationstfip de~’elapmcnt with their assigned teams. 
Prolbssor Rermer suggested that each department or sebool designnte a represcNafivc for 
student-athletes and advisors to contact with questions about majors and careers. Beverly Foster 
suggested that this could be accomplished efficiently tbrangh meetings of the Directors of 
Undergraduate Studies. Protbssor Renner stated that the commitree would discuss admissiot~s 1~ 
December and possibly advisiv~g in Jmma~. 

VI, Closed Scssion 

Pursuant to a motion by Lissa Broome in accordance with N.C. Gen. Slat. § 143-318,11, the 
committee went into closed session to prevent the disclosure efp~ivileged or confidential 
in~brmation. That motion was seconded and approved. Visitors to the cot~fi~tee lefi the room 
and the committee proceeded in its alosed session discttssthg confidential issues related to 
specific students and personnel issues. 

At the conclusion of the co~ranittee’s discussion (at which no action was taken), Lissa Bromine 
moved that the committee conclude its closed session and move h~o opeu session. That motion 
was seconded and approved. Visitors rejoined the commi~ee as the commiriee t~sttmetl i% open 

Vii. Discussion of Team Liaison Role 

Professor Re~ner led s disea]ssion of the duties associated with the team liaison role, including 
Co~’anmtieath~g with the coaching stail" of the team to discuss the student,athlete 
experience at I~C from ~emfiment ~hrough ~aduation; 
Meeting wilb the team so that the student-athletes know that the £i~culty and the FAC are 
interested in ]earning more about their commitments as student-athletes; 
Contac~ng ASPSA eo~mse[om an~t academic advisors assigned to their team to learn 
abou’~ ar~y policies, processes, or support that might be needed; and 

R~resenting the team in FAC disc~assions regarding the special needs of the sport. 

VIII. Stadent-Athle~e Experience 

John Stet~hens, Gtynls Cowell, and Barbara Osbornc are the content resources on student-athlete 
experience. Vince Ille o,zersees tk~e s’radent-a~hlete experience in the Athletics Department. Exit 
s~arvey nisrrt~qaeaats for senior student-athletes who have e.xahausted their playing eligibifity from 
several schools ha~e been reviewed in order to f~shlon the best possible survey instrument. The 
ethan institute has a~,~:eed to help design the sttrvey instrument from these sample instruments, 
incorporating tbe feedback on those nistaunents already provided by FAC members. Joy Rennet 
saggested that the goal be to have the sart, ey instrument ready 1o be athninistered electronically 
for spring semester reviews. Vice Ille ~vill try to contact December graduates when the new 
sur~.ey instrument is completed so that all of~lfis academic year’s seniors wil! be included. The 
snrvey will be administered by each spo~ adminislrator who will also interview the student- 
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athlete about how l JNC can improve the overall smdent-sti~[ctc cxperie~ce. "1~c survey 

be accessible to th~ Athletics Deparml~nt, FAC, and the Chancellor for review artd ~nalys~s. 

So that FAC does not lose this opportunity to interact with student-at~lctcs, k will meet a~mually 
with tha Smdcnt-Attde[e Advisory Council (SAAC), which has representathles from each team 
(not all seniors) to discuss issues related to the stadc~ts’ acaclcn:dc cxpcric~cc at UNC and how 
better to manage the conflicting demands of athletics and academics. 

The meeting adjourned at 6:05 p,m. 

The next meeting is December 4, 2012. 

Mhlutes respectfully submitted by Lissa Broomc 
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The Universiiy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty. Athletics Committee 

Minutes of Meeting: .lanna~’ 8, 2013 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Bevcriy Foster, Eugene On%get, Flarbara 
Osl~ornc, Eileen Parsons, And3’ P en4m, Joy Renner, John Stepbeas, Hoiden "[l~orp 

Athletic Department Personnel: Bultha ()annlr~gham, Viacc Ille 

Other Advisors: Harold Woodard 

Guests:                 0)~/lq), Andrew Carier (News & Observer), Steve 
Parmer (Admissions), Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sport Science) 

1. Prellminary Mattcrs 

Committee members and guests introduced themselves, nf°tte minutes fi’om the December 
meeting were approved with tile correction that the references to Tier I wili be ahm~ged m I.ev et 
I for consistency. 

II. In formation from the Athletics Director 

Alhletic Director Bubba Cmmingham remounted tha! the Athletic Department’s Strategic Plan 
vcould be roiled out or~ Janumy 9. 11 was suggested that he consider providing additional detail 
on the plan to iatercstod committee members fi’om 4:00 to 4:30 preceding the February FAC 
meethtg arR] kt~at he consider asking fer time to outline the highlights of the plan ai an upcoming 
Facalty Council meeting. 

ilk Needs ~t,~,:t l:ollow-~lp l?’om the FAC Chair 

Joy Refiner reported on the ASPSA Director search. The search committee has a meeting 
scheduled later in January to discuss the three candidates and their strengths Ol~d weaknesses. 
FAC members have had an oppormniiy to meet with each candidate during the campus intervicw 
process~ Professor Reamer is waiting tu3til the ~ew ASPSA director is in place to discuss further 
with ~hc director the suggestio~ from FAC to consider establishing departmental contacts for 
stadem-ath[etes and recruits thrtRtgh the Directors of Undergraduate Studies. 

The faculty inthrm~tional video is under construction. Professor Rennet previewed the topics for 
upcoming FAC meetings: 

February Advising (Eileen Parsons distributed two documents to be reviewed prior to the next 
FAC raeeti~g at which Lee Ma~, a ¢x~mselt~r t~-om Steele Building, will also be present to 
discuss the role of Academic Advisors) 



March Advising and Academics (including academic support, reports on majors, and acaderaic 

metrics used in tbe Athletic Departmetu’s strategic p~an) 

April -Policies, Procedures, and Operations 

¯ he group headed by Hmlter Rawlings will begin it~ discussior~s when the cm’n pus ~eviews are 
completed. "Ilae discussion will broadly consider the role of intercollegiate athletics. 

Professor Renner is providing a monthly update on the activities ofFAC m the FaculW Council 
meetings. At the December meeting, she updated Faculty Counell on tile FA�.2 activities d~ing 
its t-’all 2012 meetings and presen*ed three questions that had heetl raised fi’om the Athletics 
Relbrm Group (ARG). The first question related to the use of the term %tttdent-athicqe." 
Professor Renner said that FAC will not address this question since it is a national topic. The 
second question related to the composition ofFAC m~d whether tbe~x should be a requiremm~t 
~hat FAC members all toach undergraduates. It was rioted tha~ the FAC’s representa.qve to fae 
nominating committee has always been asked by the curmnittee to emphasize this crltoria in 
nominating mcaTtbers to the committee, that many people currently on ~e committee teach 
undergraduates including some whose appointment is in a professional school, that file issues 
FAC considers are not restricted to under=~aduare teaching, and thzt et the end t~fthe day it is the 
faculty that elect the FAC members from a slate of diverse cmadidatcs. 

The third issue identified by the ARG was generally related to the time demands on student- 
athletes and how fl~e NCAA defined "countable athletically r~lated activities" in its limit of 20 

ho~s per week of such activities during fl~e playing season and 8 hours per week of such 
activities outside office playing season. A slide setting faith examples of countable and non- 
eont~table activities was dislributed to FAC and this slide is part of training prcsc-nted to all 
student-athletes by the Athletic Deparlment’s Compliance Office. This topic resulted in a broad- 
ranNng discussion regarding time demands faced by students who participate in extracurricular 
activities other thma inter;collegiate athletics, the possible burden presented by student-athletes 
who enter college less well-pr~:pared Ih~n other students in fac classroom and whether this might 
be Mated to the time delw~nd_, of a~letics. Pro/hssur Renner concluded this exchange by asking 
how we cala ensure that discussion about athletics is collaborative rather than adversarial so that 
communication among all t~elevant gro~ps will be fostered and enhanced. 

IV. Admissions 

Ste*e Farmer resumed a discussion of admissions issues related to studetu-athletes. It was noted 
that Unlversity of North Carolina System’s Minimum Admissions Requirements (MAR) are 
increasing for students enteimg in Fall 2013. The minimum high school GPA will increase 
from 2.3 to 2.5 and the minimum SAT wil! increase from ’750 to 800. Some students are also 

reported as excepf~ons because the?’ fail to meet the Minimum Course Requirements (MCR). 
The Chancellor has to sign often any student admitted who is MAR or MCR deficient. 

Steve Farmer asked FAC to consider what measures matter in measuring student success. 
Should it be grad,aatlon rate? GPA? He also focused that the emphasis on the number of Level 1 



students is misplaced; we should be cot~sidering how we can mo’*e tbnvard with the entim group 
of s~udent-athletcs admitted to U2~C. 

VII. Closed Session 

Pursuant to a motion by Lissa Broome in accordance with N.C. Gen. S~at. § 143-3!8.11, the 
committee went into closed session to prevent the disclosure of privileged or confidential 
information. That motion was seconded m~d approved. Visitors to the commiV.ee (other thm~ 
Steve Farmer) Ie~ the room and the committee proceeded irl its closed sessiot’~ t*iscussing 
confidential issues related to specific students, tl~eir credentials at. admissiort, and their 
subsexluent academic performance at the University. 

At the conclusion of’the committee’s dlscusslon (at which no action was laket~), !,issa Bmomc 
moved that the committee conclude its closed session a*~d move i~to open session. To, at motion 
was seconded and approved. 

VIII. The Margin Report and the Baker Tilly Report 

Joy Rennet encouraged the committee to rcvicw the re pog.s posted on 
httr://aeadcmicrc view.unc.edu with an eye to what they might swggest for monit,~ring 
mechanisms and strategies moving forward. 

The meeth~g adjourned st 6:10 p.m. 

The next meeting is February 5, 2013, 

Minutes respectfully submitted by Lissa Broome 

Reports pertaining to Academics and Athletics: Academic Advising Aspects 
Academic Advising Progt’am Personnel; ASPgA Personnel 
Carolh~a Compllance Co~mtahle Athletically Related Activities 





Role of Academic Co~selor 
198g SAEA$ 





CAROI,INA COMPLIANCE 
COUtCrABLE ATHLETICALLY RELATED ACTIVITIES 

The NCAA divides every spoWs season into two distinct segments: 
Durinf~ 

the P!ay!n~Se~asg..n" 

20 hours per week 
No more than 4 hours per day 

One required day off per week 

Outside of the Playing Season 
8 hours per week 

No more than 2 hours of skill instruction 
Two required days off per week 

NCAA rules also distinguish between countable and nqn-¢o~ntable activities. 

Some required activities may not be countable! 

Countable Activities 
Competition** 

Practice 
Film Review 

Meetings 
Weishts and Conditioning 

N ~-CoU~JLa hie Activities 
Team Travel 

Medical Rehabilitation 
Study Hall 

L~adershlp Academy 

Community Service 

**Competition days count as 3 hours, regardless of the actual tlme spent on activities that day, 

you have any questions or concerns, please contact the Compliance ~Fice ot 8i]2J~i]rol]. 



To guide undergraduates in all aspects of thelr academic plannin& they help szudents: 



Reports pertaining to Academics emd A~hlelics: Aeademle Advislng Aspects 

choi~c, dcbn~ee programs~ etc ! (p. 4): ...... 

"...a J] snbcorrmaiRee members have been slrack by the potentiai confusion of roles 
of acMemlc e~u~selors in the Loudermi[k Center,..and tbe academic advisors in 

path (e~., m~io. or ~e]d of sl~dy), progress, mid specific schadu!ing fi~r each 



Rolc of Academic Counselor 
1988 SAEAS 



Amy Herman - Ram Rules #2: Publicity of Prospects 

All, 

Please see below for the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student athletes earlier this afternoon. The topic 

Nghllghted was the publicity of prospect~ and hc~,v this relates to social media sites, su(h as Tv,,ilter and 

Facebook. If you have any questions regarding this issue or the article below, please feel free to 

Compliance Office. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

The Ram Rules 
L~’NC Department of Athletics 
Vol XII * No. 2 * 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student-athletes about NC~L~- rules. 

Dear kJNC Student-Athlete, 

As you begin to develop relationships with prospective sutdet~t-athletes who am making ~,ecruiting 
visits to UNC, please keep in mind ~at NCAA rcgulutions emmernk]g publicity surrounding prospects 
during the recruiting process apply to you, too[ This means that yo~ CANNOT publie~lly contact or 

This is especially ira~ortant to remember when tweeting and posting on social media sites. Because of 
this regulation, you are not permiiled to tweet lo pr~pects or write on their Faeehnok walls. 
Some specific examples of impen=issible activity would be to congratulate the prospect fur verbally 
cor~nfiging ~o (NC, m encourage them to attend UNC, or to comment about their visi~ to campus. 

This regulatio~: does not p~clude you from communicating privately with a prospect, however. Should 
you desire to contact prospects, you are pemaitted to send them a TwiUer direct message, a private 
Facebook message, or an email. Keep in mind that you may contact prospects only at your own 
volition coaches cannot direct you to have :~crsonal contact with a prospect. 

The Ram R~les Buttom I,ine: 

It is your responsibility te understand NCAA and UNC rules, You can find all L~-C Department 

fi~e~!//C~/Users/~}~¢ha~AppData/L~ca1/ p¢mp~X~grpwise/5~72DD8~uneath~ti~suncaa 100... 
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of Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at goheels.com under the ’~Iuside Ath|etics" tab 
and the "Compliance" link. Please contact the C~JmpRa~ce Office (~)[%!~62-6000 or 
eompliancc@uneaa.unc.cdu) if you have any questions about contact with prospective student- 
athletes. 

file:i//C:/U sers/a~sc[~ae,’AppDa*,&’Loc al,’Temp/XPgrpwlse/5072DD 80uncathleticsuncaa 100... 11/5,~012 
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Amy Herman - Ram Rules #1: Synthetic Marijuana 

Subject: 

Attachment~ 

Ram Rules #1: Synthetic Marijuana 

Synthetic MariJuana (No. 1 Attachment).pdf 

A[Ir 

any questions 

Thanks, 
Amy 

The Ram Rules 
U~C Departmenf of Athletics 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Caro, na stude ~t-a~Ltes anou~ NC AA rule~. A 

As discussed in tb~e policy meetings at the begim~img of the year, both the NCAA mad UNC randomly 
adm nister drag tests throughout the year. A current "hot topic" is the subject of synthetic marijuana. 
Attached to this cmail is a PDF that includes multiple articles about this dangerous drag. Please take 
the time to read them, along ~ith Ibm: summary chart below, wtfich is compiled in a "Did You led~ow?" 
femaaL 

DII) YOU KNOW?[? 

Syntb_.ctm maruuana as mso ~:own as K-2, Sp~ce, or Kush. 

It is ot~cn markcted as ~cense mad labeled "Not for hummt consumption". 

It is ilicgal to sell, ~nanufacmre, deliver, L~ansport, OR POSSESS synthetic m~rijuana i~ tl~e 
state efNPrth Carolina. Pe~mlties include prison terms and fines. 

The IINC Drug Tesfin~ Program has the authoriw to, and will, test for this substance. The 
NCAA cun’e~tly tests for street drags at their Chmnpionships. 
Anecdo~ai evidence shows the potential lbr heart altacks. 

Effects include paranoia, p~mic alack.,, and hallucinalions. 
Because it is a r~lativaly few substance, long-term effects and addictive qualities are still 

~e~/~/C~/User~;a~sc~ac/AppDa~JL~ca~/~cm~/XPgrpwis~/5~47354Eunca~h1cticsun~aa~01 ... 
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In an attempt to skirt laws and avoid positiw: drug screens, manulkcturers confinuaily "tweak" 
the lbrmula, resulting in much uncertainty about the dangers asseciatcd with use of~e drug. 

¯ One college student-athlete has already died fre, m synti~etic marijuana u~e. 

The Ram Rules Botto~n Line: 

It is your responsibility, to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can lind all UNC Department 
of Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at g~heels.com ~nder the ’~Inside Athletics" tall 

and the "Compliance" link. Please contact lhe Comp~ance Offi~ (919-962-6000 or 
compfiance@uncaa.unc.edu) if you have any questions about the N(~AA or UNC Drug Testing 
Policies. 

I~ le://,’C :/qJse~/a]schaeiAppData.q~cal,’Temp~3(Pgrpwise/5047354Euncathletiesuncaa 1001 ... 



Where there’s smoke, there’s fire when it 
comes to synthetic marijuana 

By Dennis Dodd I Senior College Football Columnist 
9:3 1 AM ET 

In a~ easkcm Kans~s crit~-c k~b, Jcremy Morris gets a daily lesson in evolution. The senior 
forensic scientist t’or t[’.e Johnsen Coumy Sheri~’s OlI~ce is Ireublcd by the high the damage and 
the new of synthetic mar[ittana. 



Problem is, the stuff seems to get newer each day. 

"The drug testing h~s not caught up," Morris. "We’re just ~ov~ figuting out ho~ io test fbr some 
of’the original compounds. If y~u’re a college student and you really like to do drugs and you 
don~ want to get caught, go ahead mad use these. They’re not going to catch yoa.’ 

And maybe not for a while. Synthetic mar~iuana -- ~ifl~ street n,-~nes like K2 and Spice -- is a 
designer drug with a high "1 O0 times" as potent as regular ~m~r[iuun~% ~lcc~wding o one tcai~er 
from a BCS school. And more destructive. One college player has already died from it. Rcccngy 
disgraced t.SU dePender ’l’~’ann Mathleu has been linked to the substance. Former Auburn 
tailback Michael Dyer said in court he smoked it the night of an attempted robbery attempt. 

Them has been anecdotal evidence of heart attacks, psychosis, schizophrenia, paranoia and uscr~ 
with re~ing heart rates of 190, Synthetic marijuoaaa is described as a mixture of herbs, spices or 
shredded plants that are sprayed with a synthetic compound chemically similar te T[IC, the 
psychoactive lbund in marijum~a. 

"The way I put it is, you can smoke as much marijuaea as you want but you’re only going t~ ge 
so high," Arizona head Uainer Randy Cohen said. "lt’s like driviug a motor with a governor on it. 
These new compounds have no governor on fltem 

It’s dangerous and it’s at our from door impacting lives, families and perhaps the national 
championship race. l’he NCAA has the substance on its bamaed list but doema’t test for it ye~. T’ne 
association is still collecting infomaation and could be testing by next year. The NCAA currently 
tests cbr a~reet drags only in its championships. That leaves it up to a conference or an 

Syn’$etic marijuana is so new, it’s doubtfui that specific drug-snif2ing dogs have been traincd. 
I’be substa~ace is a moving target for both au’dlorities and testers. As soon as one class of 

it,~gredient s -- cmmabinoids -- arc banned, "the t’olks that are manufacturing the product just 

tweak," said Andrca WiekcrhanL vicc president of the National Center for Drug-Free Sport in 
Kansas City, Mo. 

"You are somewhat chasittg your tail," 

Spice and K2 got on the National Center’s radar about two years ago. Aegis, a nationally kno~qa 
lab in Nashville, Term., began teeing for symbolic marij uana lbr its clicnts last year. The iMtial 
positive rv~e am~:ng coflege athletes was six percent. As substances were banned by states and 
~e fed~rat government, the positives have dropped. 

"Kids stated io find ou~, ’Hey fl~e~re testing for these,’ " said Melinda Shelby, a senior scicnlist 
f~r sports testing services at Aegis. 

But there is anmher more sinister reason that reflects Me~a-ls’ concerns. The manufacturers have 
synNesized newer s~bstances that don’t sho’~ up on a drug screen. 



"We arc defitfitely always in a catch-up mode," Shelby said. 

The science at~*,ay’s seems to be ahead of the testers. (With rare exceptions, see M~or .eague 
Baseball and fl~e Tour de Frmace0 If Mathieu and two other teammates did test positive as 
reported last year, they ~vould have been subject to testing fi’om three different sources -- the 
NC.~., the SEC and an oulsidc contractor such as Aegis or the National Center. 

I’he Birmingham ~rews repo~.ed the SEC has begun testing %r symbolic mar~iuantt. 

Aegis tests for the substance and has approximately 100 such college clients according 
Shelby. The National Cen~r contracts with the N C_~a~ te du it~ nation~qdc testing. Ihe company 
also has approximately 300 institutional clients, and t2ne majority of~&ose schuols test lbr 
synthetic marijuana, Wickerbarn said. 

"This is the unknown and new," she added. "The h:~,rrthlc side el!~’c~s are clemqy o~t there." 

An Anderson (S.C.) Universi~, player died last year of acute drag toxicity. AuthoNties said his 
death was caused by one of the chemical components of synthetic marijuana-.. JWII-108. 

ESPN reported last year Mathieu was suspended for a gam~ lbr testivg positive lbr the substance. 
Mathieu was kicked offthe team last week for what was reported to be ant, thor IMIcd d~ug test. 

Dye~ testified in Apri! that he smoked Spice the ~ight of a [Mled robbery attempt with th~e 
tcamma es ~a Septetrber 2011. D~er has subseqnently has been dismissed from both Aubttrn and 
Arkansas State. Spice and K2 wcrc legal in Alabama until last year. 

~-lorida State co,~cb Jimbo Fisher recenzly coiled the use of marijuana on campuses an 
"cpidcmieY Fisher disttqssed s~ar Oreg Reid three weeks after he was charged with misdemeanor 
marijuana possession. 

B~at if simpie marijuana is m~ epidemic, K2 and Spice are a still-developing threat. Because of its 
newness, long-terra ;~ll)ets aren’t kno~m [ts addictive qualities are still being explored. 

"This is actually scarier than other drugs we sec," said Stephen Howe, Johnson County District 
Attorney. "They keep tweaking it to get ahead of the law." 

Morris and Howe have become rclue?ant experts on the subject. Kansas was the first state to ban 
synthetic marijuana i~ 2010. Approximately 30 other states have followed. The I)EA brained five 
speci[]c substances found in syt~tiaetic marijuana in 2011. Last month, President Obama signed 
~.he Synthetic Drug Abuse Prevention Act. J~lst three weeks ago federal agents conducled a 
ever nationwide raid targeting synthetic drugs. Agents conducted raids in approximately 
cities. 

"these days, a quarter of the sttbst~nces that show up in Morris’ lab are similar designer drugs. Hc 
estimates t)aat law e~,gnrceme,nt as a whole is at least six months behind the manufacturers who 

are changing their fom~tdas to stay legal -- and stay in business. 



"Six months behind?" Shelby said when she hearct the estimate. "l would say it would be more 
than that." 

Morris calls the scourge a "perfect storm" or’modem technology. ~Fhe lnternet, overnight 
shipping as welI as ag~yessive manufacturing and distrib~ lion. A large portion of the substm~ce 
comes from China. 

"The Interact has really been a game changer," Morris said. ’ It u~ed to be if you wanted to get a 
drug y~u kind of had to know a dealer. You don’t ha vc tt~ rio that now. All you have to have is an 
Interact connection and credit card." 

"China has stepped up and they’re making qum~tit es, me~ric tons of i~. In ti~e 1840s, China fought 
the opium wars. Now they’ve t~trned the tables. Thc?~m selli~g their drugs to us." 

College athletes are students too, students who tend to be reckless at a youag age Twice in the 
last yc~r and a half football players at Oklahoma and Alabama have died al’ter mixing alcoh,,l 
with prescription drugs. That lesson should be easily understat~dable. Drugs and alcob_ol don’t 

it’s not ~hat easy with Spice, Milch seems to change composition by the day. 

"You don’t die of a hear~ attack smoking mar~iuana," Mc~rris said. "Kids a re dying ~’om sn~oking 
synthetic marijuana." 

N.C. bans synthetic marijuana and cocaine 
Thursday, Wri ten k~y I)a*;i*~ I-:ldridge Staff Writer 



Synthetic cannabineid "incense," such as the one above named Red Magic,’ is now banned from 
being sold at businesses across North Carolina.. "Incense" mqd synOqetic cocaine "b~-tb s,~_’:t s’’ 
products often came with customer warnings statir~g thai the pruducts are no~ meant to be 
ingested, but were gaining in popularity prior to tb, e ban. 

It is now illegal in North Carolina to sell, manut~cmre or possess ct~nm’oversial symhetin drugs. 
North Carolina will join 28 other states in the ban on l he s~gstances. 

On Wednesday, a law went into effect that bans tim sale of synthetic marij u~na ~md cocaine, sold 
under the guises of "herbal incense" and "bath sails," which were reportedly used as recreationai 
drugs. The two substances are now Sehe&de I conlmlled substances. 

"I Ihink it’s a good decision our eg s ators made" sa d N’ acon County SheriffRobert IIoiland,. 
who visited local busincsses last Jat~ua~, asking them m stop salIing the syndtetic marijuana 
products. ’q’hey heard the complaints t?om tile eitizeus m~d took actk:n." Hoi[and added that to 
date, there have been no complaims about the sale of hc drugs however the dep~rtment will be 
on the lookout for flaem. 

Depending on the amount and the type ol’/ho drugs, pena ties can r’m~ fi’o~ misdmneanors to 
felonies. 

Anyone who sells, ~nanufactnres, delivers, transports or possesses 150 to 750 ~ams of symhetic 
cannabinoids will be charged a.s a tblot~ and will l~ce a 25-30 month prison se’ntenee mad a 
minin,um l~e ,:~’ $5,000. 

IAkewise, having 28 grams or more of the substances lbund in synthetic cocaine (mepgedrone or 
MI)PV) carries a felony charge and persons with the substance can bc sentenced to 70-84 
monlhs in prison m~d f~ned rm less than $50,000. 

According to the Carolinas Poison Center, use o~’thc drugs was on the rise before the ban went 
Jut*) effecL reporting as many calls on MDPV in the first two months of2011 as in all of 2010 
cembiaed. Use is especially prevalent in Ct~mberland and Onslow counties. 

"1 hem is sigmificant toxicity associated with rite use of these products," said Notch Carolina 
Poison Control Center (NCPCC) Dr. Anna Dulaney. Last year, 236 calls related to "bath salt~" 
were received by poison control centers throughout the U.S. 

Accordit~g ~.o ot~cials, the drugs have been the cause of illnesses, hallucinmions and deaths, 
la:’gely among teens and young adults. 

:~The boa is importmlt because people were pu,*ting this stuff into their bodies," said Macon 
Courtly Sberift~s Detective Brian Leopard. "Nobody knows the long term effects. [t was harming 
people and kids wen getdng a hold of it ... II was causing lots of problems in fl~e community." 

The threat will be suppressed with this ban, however, it isn’t gone yet. :’As soon as it’s illegal, 
there will be people with ihe money ~md resources to produce another product," said Holland. 



Revamped, legal versions of synthetic 
marijuana hit shelves in NC 

By: Katie Banks 9 On Your Side 
Published: 
Updated:            - 6:41 PM 

GREENN~ILLE, N.C.- synthetic mar~i~ana has been illegal i~ North Carolina for nearly a year. 

B wih a iiltle Iweaking. new versions of this dangerous drug are considered legal and are now 
showing up in smoke shops across the East. 

investiaators blame tl~e revamped drug for a deadly Grimesland car crash last week. They say the 
20-year-old driver. Patrick Ham~ was smoking a type of the synthetic marijuana in the hours 
leading up Vd his crash. 

Lhehadk own~hat ~a, goingtodotol~’,tl s s~hathe~ould,,~antmetodo, Ilolt 
says. "He would want i~ offthe markei. Hc would want his friends to know not to smoke it." 

Thc drag ~ ~ommonly kn, v, ~ as So ce, K-2 or Kush and t s often marke ed as nccnsc. Thc 
oack ging specflScally says ’Not for human co~sumption,’ but, that’s exactly wha~ people ar~ 
doing when they buy it. 

When smoked, it’s effkcts are shnilar to mariiuana including paranoia panic attacks and 
t]allucinatkms, 



State legislators outla~xed the substance Iast year, but invcsligatms say Ham used a ~ew, legal 
versio~ of the drug. 

"They altered the chemical compounds that go imo it, so ti~-ey no I~nger satisfy the statutory 
regulatinns,’) says RusselI King, a special agent wi~h Alcob, ol [,aw h;nft~rcemm~t. 

Thai loophole means ne~v versions of Spice are legal and easily accessible right now. 

In fact, King told me his investigation confirmed Ham boughl l:is packet of Spice at Tobacco 
Express in Greenville. 

"All you have to do is know which stt~res selt it and go ~p and because it is legal, it doesn’t meet 
the statutory requirements to m~ke it illegal, the businesses ri~at arc scllir~g i dofft even t~y to 
hide it." King says. 

So ~’,’c went into the same shop and asked for it. 1he cashier said he didn’t cant the iegal version, 
even after we told him ALE agents said he has a bi~ tiali o~" Spice fight m~der his cot~ter. 

Greenville’s 252 Tabacco Shop owner also denied can’ying it. 

Sgt. Joe Friday of the Greenville Police Department says here’s a s~igma :~t~.ached to selbng it. 

"Pe~ple who sell these products m’e preying on our commt~ni~y, victimizing our community, and 
crea ing problems and right now they’re d~ing in sort of a legalized way," Sgt. Friday szys. 

And [tolt wants it to stop. 

"Jusl because yo~J can huy it in the s~ore, does laot make it safe," Holt says. "It’s not okay." 

King says state legistato-s arc aw~rc uf these, new ]oopboles and are working on developing new, 
i~reader laws to outlaw all versions ol’zpicc Bn~ he says the laws almply aren’t evolving as 
q aick!y as the technology te make these new drugs. 

go tbr new, ALE agents me working t~ punish people they physically see smoking Spice with 
the state’s inhalant statulc, which eutiaws inhaling toxic vapors. 
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Amy Herman - Ram Rules #8: New Drug Testing Legislation 

To: Asst Head Coaches~ Head Coaches; Sports Medicine 

Date: 9:08 PM 

Subject: Ram Rules #8: New Drug Testing LegMatlon 

CC: -Compliance; Beth Miller, Bubba Cunningham; Lissa Broome 

All, 

any question& 

The Ram Rules 
UNC Department of Athlctics 

A newsletter designed to educate UniversiD’ of Ninth Carolina student-athletes about NCAA rules. As 

Now that the          school year has ended and summer has begun, please remember that the 
NCAA and L~%’C has no tolerance for illegai drug use. 

In April, the NC,aJk took yet another step toward harsher penalties associated with drug use through 

the passage of Proposal        Eflizctive               ira stmdent-athlete is caught attempting to 
manipulate an NCI~’~ drug test sample, the studcut-athlete will be ctrarged with the loss of a minimum 
oftw~ seasons of competition in all sports. Becat~se deliberately attempting to alter a urine specimen 
is an egregious violation of ethical conduc~, the NCAA membership believed that such an act should 
wan’ant a more severe penaity them a posit’~e drug test alone. 

The text of the new bylaw is included below. P]ease contact the Compliance Office with an?’ questions 
you may have. 

18.4.1.5.1.1.1 Manipulation of Drug Test Sample. A strident-athlete who is involved in a case of 
clearly observed maniptdutien of an NCAA drag test sample, as documented per NC/L& drug-testing 
promco[ b> a drug-testing crew member, shall be charged with the loss era minimum of two seasons 
ut" competition in all sports if the seasen of competition has not yet begun for that student-athlete or a 
minimum of the equivalent o~twn ~d[I seasnns of competRion in all sports if the student-athlete is 
irwel,~ed in the mzmipulathm era drug test sample during his or her season of competition (r,l~e 

~e:!//C:‘~?sers/ajschae!AppData~L~a~q‘emp/XPgrpwise!aFB6~,A46uncath~eticsun~aal(~... 
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remainder of contests in the current season and contests in the tbllowing two stash.ms up to {he period 
eftime in initial season in which the student-athlete was deelm’ed ineligible). [’he stt~dcnt-alh etc shall 
remain ineligible for a!l regular-season and postseason compe’~itinn during tke time period ending two 
calendar years (730 days) the student-athlete was in~t~[ved in the manipulation of a drag lest sample 
and until the student-athlete te~s negative (in accordance with the tcs~i~g methods aazhorizcd by the 
Executive Committee) and the student-athlete’s eligibi!ily is restored by {he Committee on Student- 
Athlete Reinstatement. 

The blam Rules Bottom I,ine: 

It is your responsibility to nnderstand NCAA and UNC rul~s, You can fiu~J all UNC Deparlment 
of Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at http:!it~rheelbh~e.cstv.c~/complia~tcelu~c- 
compliance.html. Please conPact the Compliance Office ~9~2~00~ or 
com~liance~a~uncaa.unc.edu) if you have any qu~tlons abou~ the NC~ dt-ag tes~in~ program. 

~e:‘q/C:~Users/ajs¢hae/AppDat~o~L~ca~/T~mp‘‘N~gm~ wise/4FB6BA46unea~h~eticsuncaa~ 00... 









TO: 

Barbara Polk 



I~ope ~ou’re all haY[ g a go ,d ~ve,. k l eaded to see the Tar I~ee[s gez reven~,, vs St ?~fe 

GO HEELS. 

SAVE THE DATE 

GO HEELS, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:56 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

< JM BOX]LL@email.unc.ed u >;                         @gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duf~/ce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

$croggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 



See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 

Richie Gfimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 9:19 962 9472 



Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa uric edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa unc edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Breschi 

<breschi@uncaa unc edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa unc edu>; C D Mock 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa uncedu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa unc edu>, 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa unc edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa uncedu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa unc edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa uric edu>; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa unc edu>; Larl7 Fedora <lf~dora@uncaa unc edu>; Andrew 

Sapp <masapp@uncaa uncedu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa uncedu>; Mike 

Fox <mfox@uncaa unc edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa unc edu>; Ron 

Miller <rmiller@uncaa unc edu>; Sylvia Harebell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>; Sarah 

Haney <skhaney@uncaa unc edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa uric edu>; Jenny Levy 

Cc: 

@live unc edu>; [lie, Vince 

@live uncedu>; Boxill, Jan 

@live unc edu>; 

@NC rr corn>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa uric edu>; Blanton, Brent S 



Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; Seth LYONS <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>, 

<shelUo@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount(cbuncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welborn <welbornC~0uncaa unc edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

Subject: Save the Date 

i) Please mark this date on your calendars Monday, 
Hancock) fur all student athletes There will be two sessions: 6:30pm (first years and sophomores) and 
8:00pm (Juniors and Seniors) Location to be determined The presentation lasts approximately one hour 

Linda is a "funny nurse practitioner (FNP) who also happens to have a PhD in Education She has worked 
with college students at VCU for 25 years She currently also serves as the Director or VCU’s Wellness 
Resource Center Her clinical and educational experieqces have given her the ability to make substance 

abuse prevention practical, engaging and fun Linda says that college students have taught her most of 
what she knows and that each day they teach her more 

2) Also, Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, 7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febma~-y 25, 2013 9:36 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@email unc edu>; Creech, 
Kaflton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kecleary@email unc edu>; Beale, 
Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, Kevin S <kevinbest@unc edu>; Brunner, John 
F <bmnner@email unc edu> 

This Weekend 

All - 

Women’s Lacrosse plays at Penn in Philadelphia Saturday at 1 pro. 

I’ll be flying to Philadelphia Thursday evening 

and will work from the hotel catching up on email on Friday. I’ll be back late Saturday night flying home after the WLAX 

game. If anybody needs me Thursday evening through Saturday call my cell phone. 

Thanks, 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

1]:03 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Smith, 

Tim Dillon tdsmith@uncedu>; Ciocca, Mario F <oocca@email uncedu>; Cleary, Kenneth 

Eugene <kedeary@emailuncedu>; Sobba, Gary gsobba@tarheelsportscom>; Holliday, 

Corey L chollidayO©uncedu>; Best, Kevin S <kevinbest@uncedu>: Mack, Ken 
kmack@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc edu>: Angie Bitting 

abitting@uncaa uncedu>; Larry Gallo athgallo@uncaa uncedu>; Beth Miller 

bmillerO©uncaa uncedu>: Clint Gwaltney cgwaltneyO©uncaa uncedu>: Cricket Lane 

cricketO©uncaa unc edu>: Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa unc edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa unc edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa unc edu>; Michael Beale 

mbeale@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa unc edu>; Michael Perkins 

mperkins@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

rsteinbacher@uncaauncedu>; Steve Ki-schner skirschner@uncaauncedu>; Tim %bo 
tsabo@uncaa unc edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa unc edu> 

[lie, Vince <illeO©email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOX[LL@email unc edu>; Bradley Bethel 

bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blantonO©uncaa unc edu>: Beth Bridger 

dgelinO©uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee 

-jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>: John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa uncedu>; Tia Overstreet overstre@uncaa uncedu>; Susan Maloy 

sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson <shel~o@uncaa unc edu>; Sandy Restivo 

srestivoC~0uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyountC~0uncaa unc edu ; Spencer Welbom 

welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu>: Nate Yarbrough 

NCAA Career in Sports Forum 

Effective Facilitation Workshop docx; Chapel Hill RCSF Schedule FINAL docx: Regional 

We will be hosting the NCAA Regional Career in Sports Forum Friday, 
in the Loudermilk Center The program is for ~elected student athletes and graduate level 

college students to learn and explore skills that will assist in their transition to a career in sports 
(primary focus on intercollegiate athletics admini<tration) 

Attached you will find "Schedule at a Glance" for the Career in Sports Forum and a flyer for your 
The Effective Facilitation Workshop is for administrators/coaches interested in 

facilitating NCAA Leadership and Career in Sports forums Please let me know if you have any 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Wednesday,.                  7:18 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

RE: Football Blue Zone Dates for the 

I don’t foresee any needs on our off weekends. For recruiting, we wo~ldn’t be looking to ~se the Blue Zone until the 

months of 

~oe Haydon 
1~u-cctor of Football Operations 

:Phone: 919.843,2572 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
haydon@m~c.cdu 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:46 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L 
~c: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Football Blue Zone Dates for the 

Corey / Joe 

Do you forsee any needs to hold ~he Blue Zone on non game weekends in the fa!l of ? 

Rick 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 4:15 PM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Football Blue Zone Dates for the 

Hi Rick, 

] have 5 brides who are interested in reserving the Blue Zone for a wedding reception this    Do you know of any 
Friday or Saturdays that we would need to reserve the facility for footbaJl? [ want to double check before booking 
the wedding receptions on our non-home game day weekends. 

Thanks, 





> > > Kathy Dully 930 AM > > 

IosteaitheChik FIAphrase.. "]:ismypleasule"tobeon~uchagreatteamofpeople and be able to work ha ld~orour 

Sot:bal Team that wnrks hard eveI’yday! 







UNC S.W.A.G. Representatives 

Female Athletes Male Athletes 

What we need: 
¯ Cross Country (1 

representative) 
¯ Field Hockey (1 more 

representative) 
¯ Women’s Lacrosse (1 

representative) 
¯ Women’s Soccer (1 

representative) 

What we need: 
¯ Golf(l non senior 

representative) 
¯ Cross Country (1 

representative) 
¯ Fencing (1 representative) 
¯ Lacrosse (1 more 

representative) 
¯ Soccer (1 more 



¯ Diving (1 representative) representative) 













Paul Pogg÷ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 7:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cficket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony ¥ount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu> 
FW: Webinar Series and National Convention 

On March 20111 at 3 PM. N4A is holding a free w¢binar on individual and program c¢hr fica/ion I will plan tu set up the w¢binar in 
one of the classrooms, mid I encourage evelyone to be there In m? opimo~L individual and program certification should be one of our 
progmnPs top priorities 

Bradley RH Bethel I Reading and Wfithrg Specialist 
U niversiB" of North Caroli~m at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for SludenI-Alhl¢l¢s 

Loudermllk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C               ] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@uric edu 

..... Origilml Message ..... 
From: n4a-request@lisls nacda corn [nufiho:n4 ~ ~*cgacsl ?Hla~ r~scc~ ~o~1 On Behalf Of Byrd, Barl 
Senl: Friday. March 0l. 2013 10:47 AM 
To: N4A@lists ~mcda corn 
Cc: ’Ram5 Mosbah’ 
Sul~iect: [n4a] Webhrar Series mid Natiotml Com’ention 

I anl proud to amlounce flint we ate begimting our N4A Webhrar series again this year Our plans ate to offer three FREE webit~us 
this year We will luw¢ antuher one in latu April and then one more after our convention this summer Please click on the link below 

N4A will b¢ hosling a FREE webinay to its members on the Iopic OF Individ~ml and Program Cerlificalion on Wednesday, March 20 a/ 
3:00 pm ET Non-membels ate encouraged to participate as well for a fee of $30 For additiotml i~ffommtion on tile webi~mt; as well 

CON-rECi£ ID 434516&DB OEM ID 12300> 

will not warn to 1ros!!!!~ I hope to see eve~,’one this sununer 

Barl Byrd 
Associate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Se~Yices Bwlar U niversit? 
(254) 710-3790 Office 

Cell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:27 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 

< JM BOX]LL@email.unc.ed u >;                         @gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duf~/ce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

G rimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

$croggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 



See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 

Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

omce 9:19 962 9472 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:20 AM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 

<clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 

< rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Field Hockey spring schedule update 

All, 

Field Hockey’s game against Towa on 

ThanksL! 

has been canceled. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:04 AM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 

<clineberry@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 

< rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster 

<lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Field Hockey Approved Fall Schedule 

Field Hockey fall schedule - APPROVED.pdf 

All, 

Please see attached for the approved Fall schedule for 

know. Thanks!! 

for Field Hockey. If you have any questions, just let us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 12:l0 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <ugofe@email unc edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

Updates 

Do you have any updates/information on the following: 

1) 
2) 
3) 

Status of the posting for the Director of Player Personnel position? 

Status of the hiring for the Temp Quality Control position I 

from me, etc? 

Thanks 

Corey ITolliday 
Associate Addetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

I - background check, what is needed 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:39 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <ugofer@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Updates 

Updates: 

1. Call me about the         update so that T can explain it to you. 

2. The posting for the Direclor of Player Personnel was paused due to updates to the campus system. 

3. Tracy has been trying to contact you about this so give her a call. 

Joyce 

> > > "Hollida~ Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu> 3/4/2013 32:10 PM > > > 
Joyce, 

Do you have any updates/information on the following: 

1) Answers/information on retirement questions/concerns from the University’s HR office? 

2) Status of the posting for the Director of Player Personnel position? 

3) Status of the hiring for the Temp Quality Control position, background check, what is needed 

from me, etc? 

Thanks 

Corey ITolliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Hcnan Football Center 





















From: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:26:51 AM 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: Outreach - March 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Carolina Outreach~March 2013_Final.docx (3.6M) 
p!#te!ets.jp~qjpg (1.5M) 

Hello Everyone, 

I am sending you the Carolina Outreach March Agenda, which is attached in this email. And here are 
some follow ups after the Outreach meeting last night. 

Platelet Donation--It seems some of our student-athletes are pretty interested with the platelet 
donation at the NC cancer hospital. So you can make an appointment here: 
’a~t,w.unchplateletdonation.q_enbook.com M-F between 8am and 4pm. Also, if you go with a friend, 
each of you will get a free movie ticket. If there are four of you, they will order pizza for all of you. A 
flyer for you to find out how the platelet donation works is attached in this email. Meredith Hoover, a 
swimmer, would like to help, if you have any questions. (i        ~live.un&edu) 

Healthy Girls Save the World--HGSW has couple events in March and April. They are all listed in the 

agenda. For example, AKA Robics, Cafeteria Talk on March 23rd, a 5K Race in Durham on April 13th. 
So if you want to participate, please contact Tristine Johnson ~ohns92@live.unc.edq) 

Carolina Dreams--Our first event for the               game in February went very well. And we 
have two events in March. One will be on this Saturday, March 9th, women’s Lacrosse vs Virginia. 
Another Dream event will be on           @12pm              vs. Johns Hopkins. Carolina 



Dreamers welcome every tar heel to join the Dream activity with families before the game. For more 
details, please check the Carolina Dream Facebook Page. www.facebook.com/carolinadreams.unc? 
ref=ts&fref=ts If any teams want to host the event, please contact DanDan. 

Also, just a reminder. If you are interested to be a CREED mentor in the coming fall semester, it is 
time for you to start the online application. Here is the application link: 
http:llwww.surveymonkey.comlslCREEDMentorApplication It will just take you less than 10 minutes 
to fill out all the information. Questions? Please contact Cricket. 

Lastly, don’t miss this Harlem Shake video created by your peers! 
http:/t~vww.facebook.com/photo.php?v= 10101193925385778 

Wish everyone has a wonderful spring break! Be safe if you are traveling. 
iServe,iLead, We are Carolina Outreach. Go Heels. 

@uncaa.unc.edu 
11:09 AM >>> 

Hello Everyone, 

Great to meet some of you last night! If you missed the meeting yesterday, here is another copy of 
the February Agenda in the attachment. 

We are so glad that everyone is collecting the toiletries and pop tops! That’s why we called it "All 
Athletics Engagements". We are planning to donate to our local communities next week. Carolina 
outreach also encourages you to put this GREEN way into every aspect of our lives. 

Also, Carolina Dreams spring schedule is officially nailed down: 
Saturday,         - Virginia [12pm] 

~ Saturda v. Virginia [3:30 PM] 
Saturday. -John Hopkins [12 PM] 
Sunday,.. - Duke [2 PM] 

From the past experience, we found that it can bring more fun, if different teams host together. So if 
your team is interested to host any of the above events, please contact Meghan Lyons 



/melyons@email. unc.edu). 

In this month, we are also working on some programs with local schools, who are looking for 
mentorship from our student-athletes. They are all listed in our agenda. Please feel free to contact 
Cricket or DanDan for details. A positive role model can be really important for young people! 

The Valentine’s Day is one short week away! This year, Carolina Outreach hope every team to do 
something special, team is making some lovely Valentine’s cards for Charles 
House. And, " team wants to arrange a kids cart in the UNC hospital, bringing candies to kids 
there. We also think it will be really nice,if we can bring some cookies or cupcakes to Ronald 
McDonald House on Valentine’s Day. We know our teams can always create something amazing and 
deliver to communities! Looking forward to knowing your wonderful plans! 

Thank you for your time to read this email. Good luck to every team who has competitions on 
weekends. 
iServe, iLead, we are Carolina Outreach. Go Heels! 

Best, 

"Volunteers aren’t paid, not because they are wor[hless, but because they are priceless." 

>>>                     6:44 PM >>> 

Good Evening Everyone, 

The first meeting of this year will be tomorrow at 7pro. We will meet at 2nd floor Conference Room 
Loudermilk Center. 

Come early, get seated and Food! Can’t wait to seeing everyone there! Have a wonderful evening! 

Best, 



~uncaa.unc.edu 

12:04 PM >>> 

Hello Everyone! 

How’s your first week of classes? We are so glad to see the campus is populated again, and so ready 
to get everything done for this semester! 

The first thing we want to let everyone know about is the Toiletry Collection box is already set up in 
the second floor, Loudermilk. So during away games, you and your teammates can bring extra hotel 
toiletries back and drop in this box. Then we will collect them and donate to our local community. This 
will be just another great way to show our care to our communities. 

Additionally, the Carolina Outreach has a new promo video!! This "iServe iLead" video is already 
posted to the GoHeels.com (http:llwww.goheels.comflmediaPortallplayer.dbml? 
POPOUT=I&db oem id=3350&id=1328805&catid=60211&start=-l) 
Laura Escobar, who was a Women’s Lacrosse player and now works for the New Media, is huge 
helpful for us. We cannot make it without her help! So you can share this video with others, and let 
them know how to participate the Carolina Outreach! 

There are so many great programs for us to do this month. As far as I know, the UNC Cancer 
Hospital and Charles House are really looking forward to having some student-athletes coming to 
visit. Also, we are working on the schedule with the Habitat for Humanity. They should have some 
opening shifts for us this year. And some elementary schools are looking for some mentorship from 
our student-athletes. So please contact us if you are interested to do something or want to schedule 
some community activities for your team ! 

We will still meet once a month this year, and it should always be the first Wednesday of each 
month. So our next meeting will be on February 6th (Wed) @Tpm. Right now, we haven’t nail down 
the location for us to meet. But once it’s figured out, we will let everyone know about it! 

Hope everyone has a wonderful weekend, perhaps reflect on Holiday too. And good luck to every 
team that has competition this weekend! Go Heels! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 I1:40 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

RE: Meetings with Craig Domann 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 9:48 AM 
TO: Pogge, Paul 

~:: Williams, Andre 
Su~ect: RE: Meetings with Craig Domann 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 4:55 PM 
TO: Williams, Andre; Helliday, Corey L 
Subject: Meetings with Craig Domann 

Andre’ and Core% 
Craig Domann, a reputable agent from Domann and Pittman who is registered with both the State of North Carolina and 

our Athletic Department, has requested an in person meeting with                                            on 

April 9. Would you please make sure Coach Fedora approves of this and let us know if these three student-athletes are 

available that day before 2:30 PM? 

Thanks, 
Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 
Cell: 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 2:47 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 
FW: DFO 

image gif; Atlantic Coast Conference doc; Big l0 Conference doc; BIG 12 
CONFERENCE Su~wey Summary doc; BIG EAST CONFERENCE doc; Misc of 
smaller CONFERENCE School Smwey Summary doc; PAC 10 Conference doc; Salary 
Summary xls; South Eastern Conference doc 

Really old information but Rick you know Capone and how thorough he is with ilfformation 

..... Ofigilml Message ..... 
From: Capon¢, Gerard (gc6y) [mahl :~c6v ~ cscwicc vi~,in a cd~/1 
Sent: Thursda?, Janumy 22, 2009 5:06 PM 
To: Corey Holliday 
Sul~iect: FW: DFO 

Hope Ihis is wha/you were looking for g 

...... Fon~arded M¢ssag¢ 
From: Mik¢ Volhnar <MVolhnay~aIa Ua Edu> 
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 2009 17:03:07 -0500 
To: Gerard Capon¢ <gcaponc@virginia cdu> 
Sul~iect: DFO 

Associate Athletic Director - Football 

Offic¢: Pl¢asc call cell 
Fax: 205-348-4264 
Cell 

~id:3315488752 12296672] 

Roll Tide! 

...... E~ ofFomard¢dMessage 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 10:54 AM 

Tario, Ben <btario@theacc org> 

Strickland, Michael <mstrickland@theacc org>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: Confidential -            Scheduling Information 

Ben and Michael 

We understand that we will play at 

We are scheduled to p[a’t Due to these came 
we do NOT want to play We would like to have play in Chapel !1[[1 in 

We have no restrictions that would prec[uae ~s from playing                  and beyond and 

would like to have the schedule for the next 12 ,/ears as soon as possible so we can continue other scheduie planning, 

From: Tario, Ben [mailLo:bLario@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:58 AM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
CI:: SLrickland, Michael 
Subject: RE: ConfidenLial -          Scheduling Information 

Ben Tario 



From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:54 AM 

TO~ Tario, Ben 
Subject~ FW: Confidential -          Scheduling Information 

Ben, 

Good to talk to you today, Thanks for the info, Below is what I shared with Bubba and Coach, Let me know if anything 

From: Rick SteJnbacher [maJlto:rJcksteJ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Fedora, H. Larry 
Subject: Confidential -          Scheduling Information 

I received a call today from Ben Tario at the ACC. 

The Thursday after the final four (4/11/13) the ACC will release the 

The rotation will include one game between UNC and 

scheduling rotation for the 

We requested to play them in and again in (since we have . That 

request was not met as their initial goal was to get every ACC team one game with in these first three 

years. Had they given us two games in the first three years another ACC tearn would not have had a single game with 

They are working to announce           / ACC football scheduling for the subsequent 9 years (2017 2025) this May 

and are again asking for our preference of years to play                              and beyond. Vince and I will 

discuss with Corey on Thu rsday and propose a response which they have asked for by the end of this week. 

They have asked that we keep this information confidential until the release on 4/11/13. Please let me know of any 

questions / concerns in advance of Vince, Corey and I meeting on Thursday. 

Rick 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nalhm~ Scott Hilton <nhilton¢(4 email unc edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 8:01 AM 

’John Starling’ <jstm-ling@defenderservices corn>; Ellis, Girmy <grellisea email unc edu>: Ille, 
Vince <ille@email unc edu>: Boxill, Jm~ <JMB OXILL@email tmc edu>; Hilton, Nathm~ Scott 
<nhiltonea email tmc edu>; ’Taren Chert" <tmen chef tTea gmail corn>; MontgometT, John R 
<jmont@unc edu>; Creech, I~rlton W <kcreechea tmc edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc edu>; 
Terrell, Matt <mterrelFa unc edu>: Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsleyea unc edu>: Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmithea unc edu>: Lar~- Gallo <alhgallo@uncaa tmc edu>; Aaron York 
<ayorkea tmcaa unc edu>: Bradley Bethel <bbethelea tmcaa unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S 
<blantonea uncaa unc edu>: Beth Miller <bmillerea tmcaa unc edu>: Beth Bridger 
<bfidgerbea tmcaa unc edu>: Bubba Cunningham <bubbacea uncaa unc edu>: Clint G~ almey 
<cgwalmeyea tmcaa unc edu>: Corey Holliday <chnlliday@uncaa unc edu>: Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa tmc edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddourea uncaa unc edu>: Him~e Crocker 
<dcrockerea uncaa unc edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa unc edu>: Dm~a Gelin 
<dgelin@tmcaa unc edu>: Clare DuffS" <duf~-ce@tmcaa unc edu>: Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa tmc edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa unc edu>: Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John Blm~chmd ~igbea uncaa unc edu>; James Spurlmg 
<jspuflingea tmcaa unc edu>: Jermifer To~nsend ~ito~nsend@uncaa tmc edu>: Kevin Best 
<kbestea tmcaa unc edu>: Ken Clear}" <kclean~-@tmcaa unc edu>: ’Anly Kleissler’ 
<kleissleea uncaa unc edu>: Kym Orr <l~mrrea uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos 
<markosea uncaa unc edu>; Mardna Ballen <mballen@tmcaa unc edu>: Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa tmc edu>: Moll?" Norton <mbnortonea uncaa unc edu>: Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa tmc edu>; Michael Perkins <mperldns@uncaa unc edu>; Niobra Peterson 
<nmpeters@uncaa unc edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppoggeea uncaa unc edu>; Rick Stembacher <rsteinbacherea uncaa unc edu>: Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@tmcaa unc edu>; Stepben Boyd <sboyd@tmcaa unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa unc edu>: Sand5 Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa unc edu>: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>: Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa unc edu>; Spencer Welbom <welbom@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wrich~t;uncaa tmc edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggsea uncaa unc edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbroughea tmcaa unc edu>: Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa tmc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

40113 docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technicim~ 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick 
Monday, April 01,2013 2:34:56 PM 

FW: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
ACC Football April Scheduling Memo.pdf (2.1 M) 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 01,2013 2:17 PM 
To: Chris LaSala; Debbie Yow ; Herman Ronald Frazier; Jim Weaver; John Ballein; John Kane; Jon 
Oliver; Kevin Miller (kevin@GoCards.com); Kyle Young; Monk Bonasor~e; Steinbacher, Rick; Ron 
Wellman; Ryan Bamford; Start Wilcox; Steven Waterfield; fairclwm@wfu.edu 
Cc: Strickland, Michael 
Subject: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

ACC Football Schedulers: 

Please find a memo attached with updates pertaining to several important ACC Football scheduling 
matters. Note the request for information needed by this Thursday, April 4th. 

Thank you and have a great week! 

Ben Tario 

Assistant Commissioner/Football, Multimedia, and Legal Affairs 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Office: (336) 854-8787 x 1204 



Email: btario@theacc.org 

ACC 2012 EmailSigpature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 
Monday, April I, 2013 2:43 PM 

Tario, Ben <btario@theacc org> 

mstrickland@theacc org; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

[ sent you our Notre Dame sched~i[ng request last week (it [s copied below}, Piease let me know if you need any other 

Rick 

Ben and Michaei 

Please let me know if you have any questions oi need any other information, 

Rick 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario~theacc.orol 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Strickland, Michael 
Subject: RE: Confidential - Notre Dame Scheduling Information 

Rick, 

Your response is accurate, Eiti~er Michael or I will be in touch with further details as we get closer to the release date, 



Sen Tar[o 

From: SLeinbacher, Rick [mailLo:rickstei@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:54 AM 
TO: Tario, Ben 
Subjeet: FW: ConfidenLial - NoLre Dame Scheduling InformaLion 

We will get you ou r thoughts on 2017 - 2025 be the end of the week 

From: Rick SteJnbacher [maJlto:rJckstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:51 AM 
TO: Cunningham, Bubba; Fedora, H. larry 
Subject: Confidential - Notre Dame Scheduling Information 

I received a call today from Ben Tario at the ACC. 

The Thursday after the final four (4/11/13) the ACC will release the Notre Dame scheduling rotation for the 2014, 2015 

and 2016 seasons. The rotation will include one game between UNC and Notre Dame in South Oend on November 8~ 

2014. 

We requested to play them in 2014 and again in 2016 (since we have Ohio State scheduled for 2017 and 2018). That 

request was not met as their initial goal was to get every ACC team one game with Notre Dame in these first three 

years. Had they given us two games in the first three years another ACC team would not have had a single game with 

Notre Dame. 

They are working to announce Notre Dame / ACC football scheduling for the subsequent 9 years (2017 - 2025) this May 

and are again asking for our preference of years to play Notre Dame in the 2017 season and beyond. Vince and I will 

discuss with Corey on Thu rsday and propose a response which they have asked for by the end of this week. 

They have asked that we keep this information confidential until the release on 4/11/13. Please let me know of any 

questions / concerns in advance of Vince, Corey and I meeting on Thursday. 

Rick 



From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:17 PM 
TO~ Chris LaSala; Debbie Yow ; Herman Ronald Frazier; Jim Weaver; John Ballein; John Kane; Jon Oliver; Kevin Miller 
(kevin@GoCard$.com); Kyle Young; Monk Bonasor~e; Steinbacher, Rick; Ron Wellman; Ryan Bamford; Stan Wilcox; 
Steven Wate~eld; fairclwm@w~u.edu 
¢c~ Strickland, Michael 
Subjeet~ Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Ma~ers 

ACC Football Schedulers: 

Please find a memo attached with updates pertaining to several important ACC Football scheduling matters. Note the 

request for information needed by this Thursday, April 4th. 

Thank you and have a great week! 

Ben Tario 
Assistan t Commissioner / Football, Multimedia, and Legal A~[airs 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Office: (336) 854-8787 x 1204 
Cell: 

Email: btario@theacc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday, ,     3:22 PM 
Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

Re: Agent Inquiq¢ 

That’s fine with me 

, alle ore 3:05 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppoggeU&unc edu> ha scritto: 

that t[rne? 

Thanks, 
Paul 

Let’s do 8:30 AM on Thursday, Andre’, is the Kenan Football confer ence room available at 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:27 PM 
TO= Pogge, Paul 
Cc= Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince 
Sebject: Re: Agent Inquiry 

I am flexible so whatever time is good for you on Thu rsday or Friday is fine with me. 

Thanks, 

alle ore 1:57 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> ha scritto: 

Thanks, Andre’.      we’!l be happy to sit down with you. What is your ava[labi![ty this 

Thursday and Friday morning? 

From: Andre Williams mailt0:willia46~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 11:11 AM 
TO: P0aee, Paul 

Subject: Agent Inquiry 

Paul, 

I recently received an inquiry from (former student athlete) to meet with you 

regarding finding an agent. Please find below contact information. He is interested in 

meeting/speaking with you as soon as possible regarding steps to secure an agent. 

contact information: 

Thanks, 



Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Phone: (919) 962-9119 
Mobile: 
E-Mail: awilli am s(~,uncaa un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Monday,             6:51 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

RE: Agent Inqui~’y 

That is correct. EWAC is the white building next to the Dean Dome, We’re looking forward to it, 

Paul 

From~ 
Sent: Monday, 6:37 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
~:: Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Agent Inquiry 

Paul, 

Yes, I can come by there on Thursday morning. The EWAC is the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center near the Dean 
Dome right? 

Thanks, 

From: Pogge, Paul [ppogge@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            ;:34 PM 

Cc: Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Agent Inquiry 

From~ 
Sent: Monday 2:27 PM 
TO= Pogge, Paul 

¢c= Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Agent Inquiry 

I am flexible so whatever time is good for you on Thursday or Friday is fine with me. 

Thanks, 

alle ore 1:57 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppo~e@unc.edu> ha scritto: 

From: Andre Williams [mailto:willia46@emaihunc.edul 



Sent: Monday, 11:11 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject~ Agent Inquiry 

Paul, 

I recently received an inquiry from (former student-athlete) to meet with you regarding 

finding an agent. Please find below contact information. He is interested in meeting/speaking with 

you as soon as possible regarding steps to secure an agent. 

contact information: 

Thanks, 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
Phone: (919"~ 962-9119 
Mobile: 
E-Mail: awilliamsU~uncaa uric edu 











University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Community Service Activities 

B 

Name 
C 

Activity 
Building Tour 
Bnildhg Tonr 

Bttilding Tmtr 
Building Tour 
Move In 
Move h~ 
Move h~ 
Move In 
Move ]n 
Move h~ 
Move In 
Move In 
I Iospita[ Visil 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I Iosp[ta[ Visil 
I ~ospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I ~ospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 

Hospital Visit 
I Iospital Visit 

Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I ~osp[ta[ Visil 
Middle School 
Middle School Visit 
Middle School \qsk 
Middb School Visit 
M ddle School ~¢ s t 
Middle School Visit 
Middle School Visit 
I ~ospita[ Visi~ 
I ~ospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 

Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Plauetarium 
Planetarium 

Hospital Visit 
I ~osp[ta[ Visi~ 

Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I Iospita[ Visi~ 
I ~ospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
School Visit 
School Visit 
School Visit 
School Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I ~ospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 

Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I ~ospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I ~ospita[ Visi~ 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
Hospital Visit 
I Iospita[ Visil 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue IX;lission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue h;lission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue h;lission 
Rescue Mission 

D 

Date 
£ F 

llou~ Location 
1,5 Kenau Football Ceuter 
1 5 Kenan Football Center 
1.5 Kenan Football Center 
1,5 Kenau Football Ceuter 
2 [ NC-CI I South (?an pus 

2 UNC-CH South Campus 

.9 [~-C-CH South Campus 
~ UNC CII So ~/~ Camp 
2 UNC-CH South Campus 
2 b%-C-CH South Campus 
.9 [~-C-CH South Cmnpus 
1 UNC I Iospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 b%-C Hospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 UNC I Iospital 
1 ENC I Iospi~l 
1 b%-C Hospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
I [~-C Hospital 
1 ENC I Iospi~l 
1 UNC Hospital 

I [~-C Hospital 
1 ENC I Iospi~l 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 b%-C Hospital 
I [~-C Hospital 
1 UNC I Iospital 
1 Cnlbreth N~ddle School 
1 Culbreth Middle School 
I Culbreth Middle School 
1 Ctflbrefl~ Middle School 
1 Culbreth Middle School 
1 Culbreth Middle School 
1 Ctflbrefl~ \fiddle School 
1 UNC I Iospital 
1 ENC I Iospi~l 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
I [~-C Hospital 
1 Morehead Planetarmm 
1 UNC Hospital 

I [~-C Hospital 
1 UNC I Iospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 b%-C Hospital 
I [~-C Hospital 
1 UNC I Iospital 
1 ENC I Iospi~l 
1 b%-C Hospital 

1.5 Creekside Elementary 
15 Creekside Elemeutary 
h5 Creel<side Elemen~y 
h5 Creekside ElementaD; 

1 UNC Hospital 
I [~-C Hospital 
1 ENC I Iospi~l 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
I [~-C Hospital 
1 ENC I Iospi~l 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 b%-C Hospital 
I [~-C Hospital 
1 UNC I Iospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 b%-C Hospital 
1 UNC Hospital 
1 UNC I Iospital 
2 Independence Bowl 
2 Independence Bowl 
=~ h~dependence Bowl 
~ Independence Bo                           w I 
2 Independence Bowl 
2 Independence Bowl 
~ E~dependence Bowl 
.o Independence Bowl 
2 Independence Bowl 
2 E~dependence Bowl 
~ E~dependence Bowl 
.o Independence Bowl 
~ Independence Bo                           w I 
2 E~dependence Bowl 
2 Independence Bowl 
.o Independence Bowl 
~ Independence Bo                           w I 
2 E~dependence Bowl 

G 

Status 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Non-Scholarstiip 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Non-Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Non-Scholarstiip 
Scholarship 

Non-Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Non-Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Non-Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
N on- Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

H 

Comments 
Building Tour for Volunteers For Yonth 
Bailding Tottr for Vohmteers For Youth 

Bailding Tottr for Vohmteers For Youth 
Building Tour for Volunteers For Yonfl~ 
Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families moving into ttie domes 

Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families mo,img into the dorms 
Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families mo,img into the dorms 
Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families moving into ttie domes 

Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families mo,img into the dorms 

Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families mo,img into the dorms 
Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families moving into ttie domes 
Handed out Gatorade and water to students and families moving into ttie domes 
Visited Jeff" Maynor at UNC Hospitals 

Visited Jeff Maynor at UNC Hospitals 
Visited Jeff Ma3mor at UNC Hospitals 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
Spoke to Culbreth Middle School football team 
Spoke to Culbretti Middle Sctiool tbotball team 
Spoke to Culbretti Middle Sctiool lbotball team 
Spoke to Culbreth Middle School football team 
Spoke to Clubretti Middle Sctiool lbotball team 
Spoke to Culbretti Middle Sctiool lbotball team 
Spoke to Culbreth Middle School football team 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
Talked to 5tti Graders at ttie Morehead Planetarium 
Talked to 5th Graders at the Morehead Planetarimn 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
Participated in Man Cave pro~’am at Creekside Elementary School 

Participated in Man Cave pro\am at Creekside Elementary School 
Participated m Man Cave program at Creekside Elementa~T School 
Participated m Man Cave program at Creekside Elementa~T School 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
Barn Center Visit 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
Burn Center Visit 
Barn Center Visit 
Burn Center Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 

UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
UNC Children’s Hospital Visit 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Shreveport, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Sllreveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
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*oo 99 
loi 100 
m2 101 
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113 
114 
115 

117 

,2o 119 
l~a 120 
~2 121 
~2~ 122 
,24 123 
12s 124 
~26 125 
~27 126 
*~8 127 
*~ 128 
~3o 129 
~3~ 130 

132 

134 

,37 136 
138 137 
~39 138 
~ao 139 

144 143 
*4S 144 
,46 145 

148 147 
,49 148 
iso 
15~ 150 
is2 151 
IS3 152 
is4 153 

ls~ 155 
Is7 156 
isa 157 
lS~ 158 
l~o 159 
16i 160 
I~2 161 
163 162 
~64 163 
16s 164 
I~ 165 
1~7 166 
~6g 167 
169 168 
17o 169 
iTl 170 

173 172 

177 176 
178 177 

18o 179 

181 180 

S 

Name 
C 

Activit)’ 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue N/lission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue N/lission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue N/lission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue N/lission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Missiou 
Rescue Mission 
Rescue Mission 
Carolina Dreams 
(-~arolina Dreams 
Carolina Dreams 
Carolina Dreams 
Carolina Dreams 
C~arolina Dreams 
Carolina Dreams 

D E 

Date llou~ 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 

F 

Location 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bow1 

h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
hldependence Bowl 

Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 

h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 

h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 

h~dependence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 

h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 

Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 

h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 

h~dependence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Independence Bowl 
hldependence Bowl 
h~dependence Bowl 
Kenan Football Ceuter 
Keuan Football Cen~er 
Kenan FootbaR Center 
Kenan Football Center 
Kenan Football Ceuter 
Keuan Football Cen~er 
Kenan FootbaR Center 

G 

Status 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 

H 

Comments 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the ShreveporL, Bossier Rescue Mission 
Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 

Served meal at the Slrceveport’Bossier Rescue Mission 
Hosted and provided tonr lbr Carolina Dreams Program 
Hosted and provided tour for Carolina Dreams Program 

Hosted and provided tour for Carolina Dreams Pro~Fam 
Hosted and provided tonr lbr Carolina Dreams Program 
Hosted and provided tonr lbr Carolina Dreams Program 
Hosted and provided tour for Carolina Dreams Program 
Hosted and provided tour for Carolina Dreams ProNam 
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B 

Name 
C 

Activit~ 
(2arolina Dreams 
Carolhla Dreams 
Carolhm Dreams 
Carolina Dreams 
I’hank-a-thon 
rhmN-a-thon 
rha~k-a-thon 
Thank-a-thon 
I’hank-a-fllon 
rhmN-a-thon 

D E 

Date llou~ 

2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 

Location 
K enan Football Cenier 
Kenan Football Center 
Kenan Football Center 
Kenan Football Center 
K enan Football Cenier 
Kenan Football Center 
Kenan Football Center 
Kenan Football Center 
Kenan Footba]l Cen~er 
Kenan Football Center 

Status 
Scholarship 
Scholarslfip 

Scholarslfip 
Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Scholarslfip 
Scholarslfip 
Scholarship 
$cholarslfip 
Scholarslfip 

Comments 
Hosted m~d provided tonr lbr Carolina Dreams Program 

Hosted and provided tour for Carolina Dreams Program 

Hosted and provided tour for Carolina Dreams ProNam 
Hosted and provided tonr lbr Carolina Dreams Program 
Contacted Rams Club members to thank them for scholarship donation 
Contacted Rams Clnb members to thartk them for scholarship donation 
Contacted Rams Clnb members to thartk them for scholarship donation 
Contacted Rams Club members to thank them for scholarship donation 
Contacted Rams Clnb members to thartk them for scholarship donation 
Contacted Rams Clnb members to thartk them for scholarship donation 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 5:01 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email uric edu> 

I was just made aware that the 

is a registered sports agent. Please let me know if I need to fill out any additional paperwork or alert anyone else 

of this working relationship. 

The information contained in this message may be privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader 

of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the 

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this commu nication is 

strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify you r representative immediately and 

delete this message from your computer. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 5:47 PM 

Holliday, Covey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email uric edu> 

Re: 

Thanks, Covey At what time did you hire him and what agency does he work with? 
Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 4, 2013, at 5:00 PM, "Holliday, Covey L" <d,,~[liday@~tt~c cdu> wrote: 

Paul, 

I was just made aware that the 
is a registered sports agent Please let me know ifI need to fill out 

any additional pape~w¢ork or alert anyone else of this working relationship 

The information contained in this message may be privileged, confidential and protected from 
disclosure If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited It" you have 
received this communication in error, please notify your representative immediately and delete this 
message from your computer Thank you 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 5:47 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu> 

Re: RE: RE: RE: 

Thanks Andre Let’s do this mtg in kenan football center 
Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr5, 2013, at 5:21 PM, "Williams, Andre" <wii[ia41V]2~e~l~ai[ ~mc ed~> wrote: 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:41 AM 
1"o: Williams, Andre 

Subject: Re: RE: RE: 

Andre, 

We would like to meet with him if at all possible not to discuss specific agents, but to tell him 
about what he will start to see soon as a good underclassman Agents will start t~Ting to contact 
him soon so it’s important for him to have this information 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Apr 5, 2013, at I 0:15 AM, "Williams, Andre" <wi] liaV-<){~*’e[!!ai! :u~!c edu> wrote: 



Aud~e Wi!]iams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Phone: (919} 962-9119 

Mobile: 

E-Mail: avdlliaa>~t’t/m.aa uric edu 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 4:45 PM 

To; Williams, Andre 
Subject: Re: RE: 

Thanks, Andre 

Paul 



Sent from my iPhone 

I am still wa~ting for a response hom ~ur stude~t-aNletes regarding the 

meeting on May 13~ I arn also waiting £br a response to, 

see it"                is avai]able to meet with you ~Hday, April 19Ih at 
3:30 pm I will make sure to keep you posted 

Potential Mtu w/ 

ii 00am 

1:00 pm 

2:00 pm 

3:00 pm 

4:00 pm 

Nole: Team Meeting schedu!ed fi,r 6:00 pm on Monday May 3lh 

Artdre’ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 11:21 AM 

To: Williams, Andre 
Subje~: 



Andre’, 

Did you have a chance to determine if the dates in May work for the guys 
to potentially meet with                ? Also, any update on when a 
good meeting time would be for Vince and me to sit down with 

Thanks again for your help 

Paul 

<image00Zjpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:1_4 

(919) 843 7690 

’1We educate and inspire through athletics.’1 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday, Aplil 8, 2013 8:29 AM 

’John Starling’ <j starling@defenderservices com>; Ellis, Ginny 
<grellis@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Hilton Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; ’Taren 
Cherry’ <           @gmail com>; Montgomery, John R <jmom@unc edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc edu>; Terrell, Matt 
<mterrell@unc edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa unc edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmille@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa unc edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa unc edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa unc edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa unc edu>; 

@uncaa unc edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa unc edu>; 
Clare Duft’y <duffyce@uncaa unc edu>; Ellen Culler <eculle@uncaa unc edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa uric edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa unc edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa uric edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa unc edu>; Ken 
Cleary <kcleary@uncaa unc edu>; ’Amy Kleissler’ <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa uric edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa uric edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa unc edu>; Molly Norton 
<mbnorton@uncaa unc edu>; Mike Bunting <mbuming@uncaa uric edu>; Michael 
Perldns <mperkins@uncaa unc edu>; @uncaa unc edu> 
Kenan~Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

40813 docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 1:39 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

QUICK FEEDBACK NEEDED 

Bubba, Vince and Corey - 

We are currently slated to play at 

The ACC has hit a snag relative to a Wake Forest Norti~ern Ilinois game scheduled fol 9/13/14 wNch is when they 

Would we prefe~ / be willing to move to at 

better weather, earlier ir~ the year, etc. 
instead of 

Rick 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:42 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Su~ect: RE: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

Ben Tafio 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, April 01, 2013 2:43 PM 
TO= Tario, Ben 
C~; Strickland, Michael; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject; RE: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

Ben 



Thanks, 

Rick 

We are scheduled to play in Chapel Hill oll and in Due to these game 

Please iet me know if you have any questions or need any other information, 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:58 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
@: Strickland, Michael 
Su~ect: RE: Confidential -          Scheduling Information 



From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Tario, Ben 
Subject: FW: Confidential -          Scheduling Information 

Good to talk to you today, Thanks for the info, Below is what I shared with Bubba and Coach, Let me know if anything 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rickstei~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:51 AM 
TO= Cunningham, Bubba; Fedora, H. Larry 
Subject= Confidential -          Scheduling Information 

I received a call today from Ben Tario at the ACC. 

The Thursday after the final four (4/11/13) the ACC will release the 

The rotation will include one game between UNC and 

scheduling rotation for the 

We requested to play them in 2014 and again in 2016 (since we have                                      I. That 

request was not met as their initial goal was to get every ACC team one game with Notre Dame in these first three 

years. Had they given us two games in the first three years another ACC team would not have had a single game with 

They are working to announce           / ACC football scheduling for the subsequent 9 years (2017 2025) this May 

and are again asking for our preference of years to play                     season and beyond. Vince and I will 

discuss with Corey on Thu rsday and propose a response which they have asked for by the end of this week. 

They have asked that we keep this information confidential until the release on 4/11/13. Please let me know of any 

questions / concerns in advance of Vince, Corey and I meeting on Thursday. 

Rick 

From: Tario, Ben rmailto:btario#theacc.ora] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:17 PM 
TO: Chris LaSala; Debbie Yow ; Herman Ronald Frazier; Jim Weaver; John Ballein; John Kane; Jon Oliver; Kevin Miller 
(kevin@GoCards.com); Kyle Young; Monk Bonasorte; Steinbacher, Rick; Ron Wellman; Ryan Bamford; Stan Wilcox; 
Steven Waterfield; fairclwm@wfu.edu 
Cc: Strickland, Michael 
Subject: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling MatLers 

ACC Football Schedulers: 

Please find a memo attached with updates pertaining to several important ACC Football scheduling matters. Note the 

th request for information needed by this Thursday, April 4 . 



Thank you and have a ~reat week! 

Ben Tario 
Assistan t Commissioner / Football, Multimedia, and Legal A~airs 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridse Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
Office: (336) 854-8787 x 1204 
Cell: 

Email: btar[o(~theacc.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, April 9, 2013 h50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: QUICK FEEDBACK NEEDED 

Good poinL 

Let’s see what Babba / Fedora say, 

On Apr 9, 2013, at 1:38 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba, V[nce and Corev 

Need to get back to the ACC ASAP with some feedback. Cote’f, can you get Coach Fedo~a’s take ASAP, 

Would we prefer/be willing to move to at 

is yes, much better weather, earlier in tbe year, etc. 
instead of 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario~theacc.om] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:42 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling MaSers 

Received, thank you [ 



Be!! and Michael - 

We understand that we will playa[ 

We are scheduled to play and in Due to 
these game we do NOT want to play We would !ike to have 

play in Chapel t lill in We have no restrictions that would preclude us from playing 

and beyond and would like to have the schedule for the next :[2 years as soon as 

i tare a great weekend, 

Rick 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:58 AM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Strickland, Michael 
Subject: RE: Confidential -          Scheduling Information 



Thank you [ 

I=rom= Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:ricksLei~email.unc.edu] 

Sebjedc: FW: Confidential - Scheduling [nformation 

Good to talk to you today. Thanks for the info. Below is what [ shared with Bubba and Coach. Let me 

know if anything is riot accurate. 

We wi!l get you our thoL!ghts on 2017 2025 be the end of the week. 

Rick 

I:rorn: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rickstei(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Narch 26, 2013 10:51 AM 
TO= Cunningham, Bubba; Fedora, H. Larry 
Subject: ConfidenLial -          Scheduling [nformaLion 

I received a call today from Ben Tario at the ACC. 

The Thu rsday after the final fou r (4/11/13) the ACC will release the            scheduling rotation for the 

seasons. The rotation will include one game between UN(; and 

We requested to play them in 2014 and again in 2016 (since we have 

I. That request was not met as their initial goal was to get every ACC team one game with 

in these first three years. Had they given us two games in the first three years another ACC team 

would not have had a single game with 

They are working to announce           / ACC football scheduling for the subsequent 9 years (2017 

2025) this May and are again asking for ou r preference of years to play                     season and 

beyond. Vince and I will discuss with Corey on Thursday and propose a response which they have asked for 
bythe end of this week. 

They have asked that we keep this information confidential until the release on 4/11/13. Please let me 

know of any questions / concerns in advance of Vince, Corey and I meeting on Thursday. 

Rick 



From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:17 PM 
TO: Chris LaSala; Debbie Yow ; Herman Ronald Frazier; Jim Weaver; John Ballein; John Kane; Jon Oliver; 
Kevin Miller (kevin~GoCards.com); Kyle Young; Monk Bonasorte; Steinbacher, Rick; Ron Wellman; Ryan 
Bamford; Stan Wilcox; Steven Waterfield; fairclwm@wiu.edu 
Cc: Strickland, Michael 
Subject: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

ACC Football Schedulers: 

Please find a memo attached with updates per[aining to several impor[ant ACC Football scheduling 

matters. Note the request for information needed by this Thursday, April 4th. 

Thank you and have a great week[ 

Ben Tario 

Assistant Commissioner/" Football, Multimedia, and Legal A~fairs 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Office: (336) 854-8787 x 1204 
Cell: 

Email: btario@theacc.org 

<image001.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 1:52 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: QUICK FEEDBACK NEEDED 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 1:50 PM 
TO: Ille, Vince 
¢c~ Holliday, Corey L 
Subject~ RE: QUICK FEEDBACK NEEDED 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 1:48 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: QUICK FEEDBACK NEEDED 

Maybe new QB for us early in ’14 is downside? 

On Apr 9, 2013, at 1:38 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario(~theacc.om] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:42 PM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subje~: RE: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

Received, thar, k you ! 



Ben Tario 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: Tario, Ben 
Co: Strickland, Michael; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matters 

[ sent you our           schedulh~g request last week (it is copied below), Please let me know if yo~J 

need any other information, 

Rick 

and will no[ piay 

We are scheduled to play and in Due to 

Lhese game we do NO 1 want to pla,v We w(;u kt !ike [(; have 

Please !et me know [f you have any questions or need any other information. 

Have a great weekend, 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 



(~c: Strickland, Michael 
Subject: RE: Confidential - Scheduling Information 

Rick, 

Youl response is accut ate. Either Michae! or I will be in touch with further details as we get cioser to the 

release date, 

lhankyou! 

<[mageO01 prig> 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:54 AM 

To: Tario, Ben 
Subject: FW: Confidential -          Scheduling Information 

Good to talk to you today. [hanks for the info. Below is whaL i shared wi[h gubba and Coach. Let me 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rickstei~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 :[0:51 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Fedora, H. Larry 
Subject: Confidential -          Scheduling Information 

I received a call today from Ben Tario at the ACC. 

The Thu rsday after the final fou r (4/11/13) the ACC will release the            scheduling rotation for the 

seasons. The rotation will include one game between UNC and 

We requested to play them in 2014 and again in 2016 (since we have 

~. That request was not met as their initial goal was to get every ACC team one game with 

in these first three years. Had they given us two games in the first three years another ACC team 

would not have had a single game with 

They are working to announce            / ACC football scheduling for the subsequent 9 years (2017 - 

2025) this May and are again asking for ou r preference of years to play                     season and 

beyond. Vince and I will discuss with Corey on Thursday and propose a response which they have asked for 

bythe end of this week. 



They have asked that we keep this information confidential until the release on 4/11/13. Please let me 

know of any questions / concerns in advance of Vince, Corey and I meeting on Thursday. 

Rick 

From: Tario, Ben [mailto:btario~theacc.om! 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: Chris LaSala; Debbie Yow ; Herman Ronald FrazieG Jim Weaver; John Ballein; John Kane; Jon Oliver; 
Kevin Miller (kevin@GoCards.com); Kyle Young; Monk Bonasorte; Steinbacher, Rick; Ron Wellman; Ryan 
Bamford; Stan Wilcox; Steven Waterfield; fairclwm@wfu.edu 
(:c: Strickland, Michael 
Subject: Memo: ACC Football Scheduling Matte~ 

ACC Football Schedulers: 

Please find a memo attached with updates pe~aining to several impo~ant ACC Football scheduling 

th matters. Note the request for information needed by this Thursday, April 4 . 

Thank you and have a great week! 

Ben Tario 

Assistant Commissioner/Football, Multimedia, and Legal A~fairs 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Office: (336) 854-8787 x 1204 
Cell: 

Emaih btario@theacc.org 

<imageOOl.png> 



All, 





This message’s conten~ have been archived by the BaiTacuda Menage ~ oh- "¯ vet 



RE 
RE 
RE 
RE 

RE: 

eml (2 8K} 
eml (4 8K) 

Thanks! eml (I 9K) 











This agreement between                         ) and the Department of Athletics at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel I lill (~;UNC") reflects the mutual obligations and expectations between 

ea~d UNC Athletics related to balancing both        goals of pla}ing collegiate      pla?ing 

prot~ssional      , and recei~’ing a college education supported by an athletic grvmt-al-ald and the 

Depamnent of Athletics’ gems of supporting and being ah[e to r~asonably plan thr the future of 

will el~roll at IlN( tbr the Spring      semester and be a member otthc IJNC            team 

At Ihat time. the Department of Athletics will p~ovide 90% oFa full athletic grant-in-aid So long ~m 

co~rtmues to be a member of the UNC            team and comply with team. UNC. Atlantic 

Coast Confcrcttcc (ACC), :rod NatiottN Collegiate A~lctic Association (NCAA) rules, II~is grant-in-rod 
will bc providcd m~til         graduatio~ or until       has rccalvcd ins gra~t-in-Nd for a m:~ximum 

of alght (8) "Tokal Semesters" (defined as the cumulative totN of all semesters in which        recalves 

athlcnc-bascd financial assistance or grm~t-m-atd starting in Spring       wkichever occurs first 

Should       lem c UNC to pla!, professional      before cal~austing his collegiate eligibility, the 

Depamnent of Athletics will ~esume provision of grant-in-aid for upon his future re-enrollment at 

UNC if the conditions balo~x a~e met and. upon lem ing UNC to play professional              has: 

Attended The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for a minimum oft~o (2) consecutive 

intercollegiatc       Sea.~ons" (~ith each"       Season" defined to be the period ot NCAA 

competition usuall} beginning anm~ally somethne m A~gust and typically concluding 

somedme in May or June el’the sx~bsequent calendar year); 

Reached a personal ramking of four htmdrcd a~d fifty (450) or higher in the ATP l’vmkings: and 

Reached the semifinals or be~r of at least one ATP Challenger event 

The above provisions which mnst bc met for L~C to resnme grant-in-aid for upon his futnrc re- 

enrollment at L-~C after leaving to play proPcssiona, ma!, be revisited only if meets each of 

the ti~llowing: 

1 He competes &s the ~ Number One l l)        Player: (defined as the member of the [ON C 

tcam competing in the position desigl~ared #1 t~r a specific i~tcrcolIeglate 

lO0065293.DOCX 2} 



Provided the above pro~isions ~c tSdfillcd m~d        wishes to re-eraoil al IJN( and rcsnmc receipt of 

bis gmllt-in-aid a~ard flora lbe Department of’Albletics,        ag~es lhat (a) upon finishing bis 

professional      career or (b) in tbe ewent Ihat be does not compele ill a pro~ssiollal      maich eb~ 

more Iba~ twenty-four (24) consccudvc mo~t~s (unless hc is prcvcntcd from competing in :t profcssionN 

match for sucb 24 montb period                                         ), whicbever occurs 

first, he will re-enroll at UNC ai il~e beginning of il~e next m-ailable semester If       does re~nroll at 

~C within the timcfrmnc prescribed in this section, fl~c Depmnncnt of Afl~lctics wil[ provide ninety 

percent (90%) ofa ~dl athletic grant-in-aid until his graduation ti’om UNC or until be has received d~is 

grant-in-aid lbr a m~xinmm of eight (8) Petal Semesters. whichever occurs fir~ If       does not r~- 

enl’olI a~ [NC ~ifl~in the timcf~tte prcscr~bed in this section, the Department of Athletics shall have ~m 

obligation to provide any athletic grant-i~>aid 

During any sucb semester(s) alter tv-enmlling at UNC and during ~*,tlich time 1lie Department of Addetics 

is providing witb an?. amount of a~bletic grant-in-aid, agaves to serxe as a student-assistant 
for the L~qC progrm~ and fulfill thc duties, rcsponsibilidcs m~d assignments given to him by 

the head at UNC to the best of his ability in a timel?, professional rammer If 

does not meet tbese expectations, he understands tbat tbe Department of Atbletics may cancel or not 

renew his gmn~-in-aid, consistent with NCAA rules 

Agreed to by: 

Student-Athlete’s Signature Date 

Head Co~a.h’s Signature Date 

Sport Admittistrator’s Sigtmturc Date 

lO0065293.DOCX 2} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 5:04 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JM BOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Cowell, 

Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Foster, 

Beverly B. <bbfoster@emaihunc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna 

<mosley@unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P <eugene orringer@med.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 

<spoYdaw@unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 

<andrew_perrin@unc.edu>~ RenneL Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Stephens~ John B 

<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Thorp, Holden <holdenthorp@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<haroldwoodard@unc.edu>; Scroggs, William E <wscroggs@email.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>~ Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>~ Pogge~ Paul <ppog~e@unc.edu>~ 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Beale~ Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 

<kevinbest@unc.edu>; Buntin~, Mike <mbuntin~@email.unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 

<kdeal¥@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>~ Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Sabo~ Tim 

<tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S 

<abittin~@unc.edu>~ Brunner, John F <John_Brunner@unc.edu>~ Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <c~waltney@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>~ SteinbacheB Rick 

<rickstei@emaihu nc.ed u>; jmontgomel¥@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Latest from Loudermilk, 4/12 

The Latest from Loudermilk 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->. <!--[endif] - ->Following is a brief overview\ of ~ac latcsl nc~\ s, cvcn~s mad successes from S~udcnl 

¯ On Scmday, the wolncn’s lacrosse loam will v±s±c Ihc M~doch Dcvcloplncnl~/J Ccnlcr in B UtllCr/o assi$1 rcsidcms as Ihcy al/cnd rcligiocis 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 











A B C D 

l~en’s Tennis {3 
FY 20"~2-’~3 BUDGET 

¯ Transactions Through: ~I3"i)~013 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 
9 

20 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 
28 
29 
3O 

32 

33 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

59 
60 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

BUDGET 

REVENUES/SOURCE OF FUNDS 
Athletic Fee 0151 $ 
Restricted Private Gift 0261 $ 

............................................................................................................Unrestricted Private Gift 0271 

~ ~!~..:. ££~.E T.!£~f~.9.~q~ ............................................................ ....................................................... ............................ ,..~ ................................... : ...... 
Ticket Sales 0514 $ 
Postaeason Distribution 0545 $ 

Entry Fees 0581 $ 
Facility Use Charge 0582 $ 

Guarantees 0585 $ 

Commissions - Merchandise 0586 $ 
Radio/TV Contracts 0587 

Postage/Insurance 0589 ; $ 

Commissions - Food 0590 $ 

Other Contracts 0681 $ 
Investment Income 0721 $ 
Miscellaneous Income 0794 $ 

............................................................................................................Admissions Tax O797 ~ ....................................................... ~ ................................................................... $ ~ ..... 

TOTAL REVENUES/FUNDING $ 

SALARY/BENEFIT EXPENSES 
Total Personnel 1112,1212,1251,1271 

.~:~r~.~.~’Z.~.!!:[~:! ~ ............................................................................................................................................. 
Staff Benefits 1800-1899 
Accrued Annual Leave 1599 

TOTAL SALARY/BENEFiT EXPENSES 

34 

35 OPERATING EXPENSES 

36 Contracted Services 1000-1609 $ 
37 Contract Payments 1991-1992 $ 10,000.00 

4o ,I.~ ~.!y,L~=~ .J. ~!.~.~ ~.£:~..~=~. ................................................................................................................................................ ..~ ................................... : ...... 

A~ Y~r~!~!q 9.~7.!:~ ~.Z!.~ ......................................................................................................................................................... ..~ .......................................... 

0~%q£~ ~! ........................................................................................................................................................... ..~ .......................................... 

TOTAL OPERATfNG EXPENSES ] . $ 126,057.00 

TOTAL EXPENSES: $ 

NET INCOME (LOSS) 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 



E F L G I H I 

19672I 

REPORT 

Date Printed: 4/16120i3 

2011-12                                                     2012-13 

ACTUALS % OF BGT BUDGET ACTUALS % OF BGT 

00% 
40 7% 

NO BUDGET 

NO BUDGET 

180,439.57 

50000 
3C 00C 00 

57 008 80 

5,000 00 

2,144 90 
22,896.32 

1,177.30 

38,657 07 

2,775.54 

124.99 

2,497 06 
14,481.26 

475100 

00% 
71% 

NO BUDGET 

NO BUDGET 
678% 

555% 

NO BUDGET 

123% 

NO BUDGET 

80% 

NO BUDGET 

972% 

78.4% 



A B C D 

1 l~en’s Tennis {3 

2 FY 20"~2-’~3 BUDGET 

4 Transactions Through: ~I3~)~0~:3 
5 

6 
7 BUDGET 

67 Revenue N!A 
68 Expense N!A 
69 2011-2012 Net N/A 
70 Previous Balance NiA 

71 CURRENT BALANCE N!A 



E F G H 

1 19672) 
2 REPORT 
3 

4 Date Printed: 4/i6/20i3 
5 

6 2011-12 2012-13 

7 ACTUALS % OF BGT BUDGET ACTUALS % OF BGT 

67 ,~. ................. !.~).;(~:££ .............. i~h ................................ ~Z~ ...................... ~ .......................... ~ 7,~#,[.5,:.].~ .............. ~I~A. 

68 ~. ................... !.~.#.~:~ .............. ~h ................................ ~!4 ...................... ~ ............................ ~,~.~:~ .............. ~ .......... 
69 $ 110,830.20    N/A N/A $ 25,259.17 N/A 

70 $ 15,529.62 N/A N/A $ 71,81782 N/A 

71 $ 126,359.82 I N/A I N/A I $ 97,076991 N/A 



A B C D E F G H I 

Men’s Tennis (319672) 
2 FY 20"~2-t3 BUDGET REPORT 

4 Transactions Through: 3/31/2013 
5 
6 

7 

8 OPERATING EXPENSES 

9 Temporal/Wages 

201142 
BUDGET 

Date Printed: 

2012=13 
ACTUALS 

4/16/2013 

% OF BGT 

10 Contracted Services 1900-1999 $ - $ - = _ $ - 

12 Equipment/Supplies 2000-2999 
13 Athletic Equipment 2919 $ 22,896 32 NO BUDGET 

30 £t~[ ££~[~£~.~.RR! .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................ ~ ................................................................................................. ~ .................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ........................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

35 



A B C D E 

1 TOTAL PERSONNEL 

3 

7 Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date 

8 1112 EPANON TEACH ON 42 2001960 31Jul 

9 1112 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2006050 31 

10 1112EPA¯ NON TEACH ON 42. 2001960 31 Aug 

11 1112 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2006050 31 Aug 

12 1112 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 285ep 

13 1112 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 285ep 

14 1112 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 285ep 

15 1112 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 285ep 

16 1112 EPA NON-TEACH - ON 42 2001960 28-Sep 

17 1112 EPA NON-TEACH - ON 
¯ 

42 28-Sep 

18 1112 EPA NON-TEACH - ON ¯ ¯ 42 28-Sep 

19 1112 EPA NON-TEACH - ON 42 2006050 28-Sep 

20 1112 EPA NON-TEACH - ON 42 2001960 31-Oct 

21 1112 EPA NON-TEACH - ON 42 2006050 31-Oct 

22 111g EPA NON-TEACH - ON 42 2006050 g0-Nov 

23 1112 EPA NON-TEACH - ON 42 2001960 g0-Nov 

24 1114 EPA NON-TEACH SUPL 42 2001960 31-Jul 

25 1114 EPA NON-TEACH SUPL ¯ 
42 2001960 31-Aug 

26 1114 EPA NON-TEACH SUPL ¯ 42 2001960 28-Sep 

27 1114 EPA NON-TEACH SUPL 42 28-Sep 

28 1114 EPA NON-TEACH SUPL 42 2001960 31-Oct 

29 1114 EPA NON-TEACH SUPL 42 2001960 g0-Nov 

30 11~2 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2001960 21 Dec 

31 ~2 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2006050 21 Dec 

32 3334 EPA NON TEACH SUPI 42 2001960 21 Dec 

33 3332 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2006050 31 Jan 

34 3332 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2001960 31 Jan 

35 3334EPA NON TEACH SUPI 42 2001960 31 Jan 

36 3332 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2001960 28 Feb 

37 3332 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2006050 28 Feb 

38 ]]]4 EPA NON TEACH SUPI 42 2001960 28 Feb 

39 33~2 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2006050 28 Mar 

40 33~2 EPA NON TEACH ON 42 2001960 28 Mar 

41 33~4 EPA NON TEACH SUPI 42 2001960 28 Mar 



2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

F G 

Expenses to date: 
Total budget: $ 

¯ . Available budget: 

As of: 03/31/13 

Transaction Description Amount 

S L PAUL 56,669.29 

OT PHILLIPS III 

S L PAUL 56,669.29 

¯ PHILLIPS III 52,926.04 

¯ PHILLIPS III $54.60 

--OT PHILLIPS III ! 52,926.04 

PAUL $718.14 



A B ~ D E F 

TEMPORARY WAGES 

G 

Expenses to date: $0.00 
Total budget: $ 

Available budget: $0.00 
As of: 03/31/13 

Object Code I Description 1 Vendor    I Reference I    Date    I Transaction Description I Amount 



A B C D E 

1 STAFF SENEFITS 

8 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2001960 31 Jul 

9 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 31 Jul 

10 1812¯ SOCIAL SECURITY 42                  . 2001960 31 Aug 

11 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 31 Aug 

12 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 28 Sep 

13 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2001960 28 Sep 

14 1812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 28 Sep 

15 1812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 28 Sep 

16 1812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 28-Sep 

17 2812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 28-Sep 

18 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY ¯ 42 28-Sep 

19 2812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 28-Sep 

20 2812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2002960 31-Oct 

21 2812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 31-Oct 

22 2812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 30-Nov 

23 2812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2002960 30-Nov 

24 2812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 2006050 30~Nov 

25 2813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2001960 31-Jul 

26 2813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2006050 31-Jul 

27 2813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2001960 31-AuR 

28 2813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2006050 31-AuR 

29 2813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42. , 28-Sep 

30 28~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 28Sep 

31 ~8~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2006050 28Sep 

32 38~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2001960 28Sep 

33 38~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 28Sep 

34 42 28~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS ¯ . 28Sep 

35 ~8~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 28Sep 

36 ~8~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 28Sep 

37 ~8~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2001960 31 Oct 

38 ~8~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2006050 31 Oct 

39 28~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 30 Nov 

40 ]8~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2001960 30 Nov 

41 38~3SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2006050 30 Nov 

42 ~822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2001960 31 Jul 

43 1822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2001960 31 Aug 

44 ~822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 28 Sep 

45 ~822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2001960 28 Sep 

46 ~822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2001960 31 Oct 

47 ~822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2001960 30 Nov 

48 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 2001960 31 Jul 

49 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 2006050 31 Jul 

50 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 2006050 31 Aug 

51 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 2001960 31 Aug 

52 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 2006050 28 Sep 

53 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH¯ PLANS 42 28 Sep 

54 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 2001960 28 Sep 

55 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 28 Sep 

56 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 28 Sep 

57 ~833 HMO/HEA[TH PLANS 42 28 Sep 



F G 

2 Expenses to date: $26,561.17 

4 Available budget: $18,697.83 

5 As of: 03/31/13 

6 

7 Transaction Description Amount 

8 S L PAUL $430.11 

9 D¯ PHILLIPS III 
~ 

$148.81 

10 S L PAUL $411.54 

12 OT PHILLIPS III $151.48 

13 S L PAUL $418.09 

14 OT PHILLIPS III ! $101.07 

15 DT PHILLIPS III 

¯ 16.0T PHILLIPS III 
$2.79 

¯ 17.0T PHILLIPS III 
$101.07 

18 S L PAUL $9.91 

20 S L PAUL $417.03 

21 OT PHILLIPS III $150.89 

22 S L PAUL 
! 

$125.89 

23 S L PAUL $417.03 

¯ 24.0T PHILLIPS III 
$150.89 

¯ 25 .S L PAUL 
$100.59 

26 OT PHILLIPS III $34.80 

28 OT PHILLIPS III $34.80 

29 S L PAUL $2.32 

30 OT PHIl UPS UI $34.89 

31 OT PHIl UPS UI $35.42 

32 S [ PAUl ~ $97.78 

36 OT PHIl lIPS III $34.89 

39 S [ PAUl $29.44 

44 S[ PAUl $25J9 

46 S [ PAUl 
4 

~£3,062.6"1 

47 S [ PAUl ~£3,062.6"1 

48 S [ PAUl ~ $432.66 

51 S [ PAUl $432.66 

52 ot PHIl ups Ill 
53 o ¯ PHIl ups Ill r 
54 S [ PAUl 

4 
$422.64 

55 OT PHIl UPS UI $337.44 

56 S [ PAUl . $:[0.02 

57 OT PHIl UPS III (~336.56) 



A B C D E 

1 STAFF SENEFITS 

~ 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42 28 5ep 

59 1833 [ HMO/H EALTH PLANS 42 [ 28 Sep 

60 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42[. 2006050 31 Oct 

61 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42 2001960 31 Oct 

62 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42 2006050 90 Nov 

¯ 63    . 1833 HMO/HEALTH¯ PLANS 42                  ~ 2001960 90 Nov 

64 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREM ENT 42 2006050 3’1 lul 

65 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREM ENT 42 2006050 31 Aug 

66 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 42 28 Sep 

67 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 42 28 Sep 

68 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 42                  . 2006050 28 Sep 

69 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 42 28 Sep 

70 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 42 28 Sep 

71 1873¯OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 42                       ~ 28 Sep 

72 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREM ENT 42 2006050 31 Oct 

73 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREM ENT 42 2006050 30 Nov 

74 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 3’1 lul 

75 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 3’1 Au9 

76 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 

77 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 28 Sep 

78 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 28 Sep 

79 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 28 Sep 

80 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 28-Sep 

81 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 28-Sep 

82 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 31-Oct 

83 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 30-Nov 

84 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 31-Jul 

85 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 31-Aug 

86 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 28-Sep 

87 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 , 31-Oct 

88 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 30-Nov 

89 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 21-Dec 

90 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2001960 21-Dec 

91 1813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2001960 21-Dec 

92 1813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2006050 21-Dec 

93 1822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2001960 21 Dec 

94 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42 2001960 21 Dec 

95 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42 2006050 21 Dec 

96 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 42 2006050 21 Dec 

97 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 21 Dec 

98 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 21 Dec 

9B 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 30 Nov 

100 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 30 Nov 

101 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 30 Nov 

102 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 30 Nov 

103 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 31 Jan 

104 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 31 Jan 

105 1812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 2001960 31 Jan 

106 1813 SOC SECUR HOSP INS 42 2001960 31Jan 

107 1813SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 31 Jan 
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F G 

Expenses to date: $26,561.17 

¯ . Available budget: $18,697.83 

As of: 03/31/13 

Transaction Description Amount 

¯ .D ¯ PHILLIPS III ($336.58) 

__OT PHILLIPS III $6.11 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III ~ $337.44 

S L PAUL $432.66 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $337.44 

¯ .S L PAUL ~ $432.88 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $167.51 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III $3.13 

__DT PHILLIPS III $167.95 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III . $169.52 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III 

D ¯ PHILLIPS III $167.95 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III 

¯ .D ¯ PHILLIPS III ¯ $169.52 

D ¯ PHILLIPS III $169.52 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III $199.61 

__OT PHILLIPS III $199.61 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $3.73 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $200.14 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $202.01 

D ¯ PHILLIPS III 

0 T PHILLIPS III $200.14 

0 T PHILLIPS III ~ ($199.61) 

0 T PHILLIPS III $202.01 

0 T PHILLIPS III $202.01 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) , $36.03 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) ¯ $36.03 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) $37.35 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) $36.47 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) $36.47 

0 T PHILLIPS III ~ $150.89 

5 L PAUL $417.03 

5 L PAUL $97.53 

0 T PHILLIPS III $35.29 

¯ .5 L PAUL ¯ ~1,062.61 

5 L PAUL $432.66 

0 . PHILLIPS III $337.44 

__OT PHILLIPS III $169.52 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III [ $202.01 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) $36.47 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS Ill 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III , $48.13 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III , $48.13 

O ¯ PHILLIPS Ill 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $’[24.34 

__S L PAUL $0.29 

¯ . S L PAUL [ $413.09 

S L PAUL $96.61 

S L PAUL $0.07 



A B C D E 

1 STAFF SENEFITS 

i~ 1813SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2006050 31 lan 

109 1822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2003960 31 lan 

110 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42~ 2006050 31 lan 

111 1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 42 2003960 31 lan 

112 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREM ENT 42 2006050 31 lan 

113 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 31 lan 

114 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 31 lan 

115 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 28 Feb 

116 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2003960 28 Feb 

117 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 28 Feb 

118 1813SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 28 Feb 

119 1813SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2006050 28 Feb 

120 1813SOCSECUR HOSPINS 42 2003960 28 Feb 

121 1822 STATE RETIREMENT 42 2003960 28 Feb 

122 1833 HMO/H EALTH PLANS 42 2003960 28 Feb 

123 1833 HMO/H EALTH PLANS 42 2006050 28 Feb 

124 1873 OPTIONAL RETIREM ENT 42 2006050 28 Feb 

125 1874 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 28 Feb 

126 1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 28 Feb 

127 1812 SOCIAL SECU RITY 42 28 Mar 

128 1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 42 2006050 28 Mar 

129 42 1812 SOCIALSECURITY 2003960 28 Mar 

130 2B13 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2002960 28-Mar 

131 2B~.3 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 28-Mar 

132 2B~.3 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 42 2006050 28-Mar 

133 2B22 STATE RETIREME NT 42 2002960 28-Mar 

134 2B33 HMO/H EALTH PLANS 42. 2002960 28-Mar 

135 2B33 HMO/H EALTH PLANS 42 2006050 28-Mar 

130 2B73 OPTIONAL RETI REM ENT 42 2006050 28-Mar 

137 2B74 ORP LINCOLN 42 2006050 28-Mar 

138 2B92 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 42 28-Mar 
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Expenses to date: $26,561.17 

¯ . Available budget: $18,697.83 

As of: 03/31/13 

Transaction Description Amount 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III $29.08 

__ S L PAUL ~1,062.61 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III = $337.44 

S L PAUL $432.66 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $169.52 

¯ .O ¯ PHILLIPS III ~ $202.01 

¯ ¯PAYROLL RESERVE (16) ¯ $36.47 

S L PAUL $0.29 

¯ . S L PAUL $413.09 

__DT PHILLIPS III $133.13 

¯ . S L PAUL ~ $0.07 

D ¯ PHILLIPS III $31.13 

S L PAUL $96.61 

¯ . S L PAUL ~ 51,062.61 

¯ .S L PAUL ¯ $432.66 

O ¯ PHILLIPS III $337.44 

¯ .D ¯ PHILLIPS III $169.52 

__DT PHILLIPS III $202.01 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) $36.47 

S L PAUL $0.29 

D ¯ PHILLIPS III $133.13 

S L PAUL $413.09 

S L PAUL $96.61 

S L PAUL ~ $0.07 

O T PHILLIPS III $31.13 

S L PAUL $1,062.61 

S L PAUL $432.66 

O T PHILLIPS III ¯ $337.44 

O T PHILLIPS III $169.52 

O T PHILLIPS III $202.01 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) $36.47 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
ACCRUED ANNUAL LEAVE 

4 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
CONTRACTED SERVICES 

7 ObjectOode I    Deseriptioll I Vendor I    ~e,o,o,,oe    I Do,e I 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
CONTRACT PAYMENTS 

7 ObjectOode I    Deseriptioll I Vendor I    ~e,o,o,,oe    I Do,e I 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $500.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A B G D E F G 

~ SUPPLIES/MATERIALS 
2 . Expenses to date: $2,144.90 

3 Total budget: $ 30,000 

4 Available budget: $27,855.10 

6~ ..... As of: 03/31/13 

6 

7 I Object Code Descriptio~ Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

8~ 2111 ...... IIOUSEHOLDSUPJAN/CL 60 EPROO1 24Jul EPRO STAPLES 0724 $4.51 

~0 2211OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 68 18SepSAM*PAUL 4504730 ($47.76) 

~ ~ 2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES -0724 $5.21 

~2 [ 29]] OTH SUP NON EDU MSC 48 K446399 2 Jul G THOMAS*BULTHUIS $423.00 

J3 29110111 SUP NON EDU MSC 48K450473 11 JulSAM*PAUL                      . $53.83 

14 2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0724 $17.55 

15 2911 OTH SUP NON EDU MSC 48 S061059 8 Aug TRIANGLE OFFICE EQUI $1,107.15 

16 2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 K392378 10-Aug MTEN-HOMEMATCH $150.52 

17 2911OTHSUPNON-EDUMSC 68 18-SepSAM*PAUL 4504730 

~8 2911 O IIISUP NON EDU MSC 68 18 SepPAUL CASH 0260106 ($~50.52) 

20 i 2911 OTH SUP NON EDU MSC 48 S074672 20 Nov SIGNS NOW OCCASIONS $376.58 

21 2912 RECORDED MUSIC 68 20-Sep T WARE HOUSE DEBIT P $18.87 

22 2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 , 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0724 $158.80 

23 2911 O IIISUP NON EDU MSC 48 S076622 17 DecSlGNS NOW OCCASIONS $223.35 

24 2311 EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 27-Feb EPRO-CDW LOGI-0227 $54.00 

25 2911 OTH SUP NON EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 22 Feb EPRO CDW LOGI 0221 $63.85 

26 i 2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 26-Feb EPRO-CDW LOGI-0226 ~65.26 

28 [ 2911 O IIISUP NON EDU MSC 48 S083629 4 Mar SIGNS NOW OCCASIONS $103.77 



A B C D E F G 

I ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
2 . . Expenses to date: $22,896.32 

3 Total budget: $ 

4 

5 i Asof: 03/31/13 

6 

8 2919 Af HLEI IC SUPPLIES 48 S058355 12 Jul BABOLAT $464.00 

9 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 K450473 11-Jul SAM*PAUL $51.57 

10 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W201670 16 Jul TENNIS WAREHOUSE ($1887 

11 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W201670 16-Jul TENNIS WAREHOUSE $93.75 

12 i 2919 ATHI ETIC SUPPI IES 4R W201670 23 Jul TENNIS WAREHOUSE $236.04 

13 2919 Af HLE] IC SUPPLIES 48 W201670 23 Jul TENNIS WAREHOUSE $205.15 

14 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48:S059823 26-Jul BABOLAT $136.00 

15 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::S060580 30 Jul WILSON SPORTING GOOD $940.80 

16 i 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S061790 8-Au8 FROMUTH TENNIS /$189.00} 

17i 481S061790 $326.13 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES . 8-Au8 FROMUTH TENNIS 

18 2919 Af HLE11C SUPPLIES 48 W300620 17 Aug GAME SET MATCH TENNI $1,080.00 

19 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S061790 22-Au8 FROMUTH TENNIS $189.00 

20 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S065472 7 Sep FROMUTH TENNIS $211.85 

21 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066094 lO-Sep HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP $133.20 

22 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES . 48 W300832 . 17-Sep WILSON SPORTING GOOD $1,612.80 

23 2919 A[ HLE] IC SUPPLIES 48~S066910 17 Sep FROMUTH TENNIS $450.00 

24 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 681 18-Sep TENNIS WAREH06072173 ($205.15 

25 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 68 18 Sep TENNIS WAREH06072163 ($23604 

26 i 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 68 18-Sep TENNIS WAREH06045661 

27 ........................................................ ~ ~: ~ ~T ~ ~: ~T.!~..~U..~.~.I:!.~.~ ......................................................................................... ~.~ ................................................................................................ ~: ~ ]~ ~.~. ~6 I~.~.1~ ~1).1:........ ~t ~ ~ ~ ~.:~~ ............................................................................................ !~.~.~.:.~.~.! 

28 2919 AfHLE]IC SUPPLIES 68 18 Sep S059823 BABOLAT               _ ($136 00} 

29 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 68:: 18-Sep BABOLAT 0583550 {$464,00 
30 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::W300832 24 Sep WILSON SPORTING GOOD $494.30 

31 2919 ATHI ETIC SUPPLIES . 4RS068788 . 80ctTHE PRINTERY INC $110.50 

32 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::S067571 8-Oct FROMUTH TENNIS $199.20 

33 2919 AfHLEHC SUPPLIES 48 S067576 8 Oct BABOLAT $438.00 

34 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W004270 8-Oct PRUDENTIAL CLEANROOM $35.00 

35 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 481W301161 12 Oct TENNIS WAREHOUSE $327.48 

36 i 2919 ATHI ETIC SUPPI IES 4R!W301267 15 Oct BABOLAT $356.46 

37 i 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::W904270 ~5-Oct PRUDENTIAL CLEANROOM $35.00 

38 2919 AfHLE]IC SUPPLIES 48 W301267 16 Oct BABOLAT $1,051.42 

39 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES . 48 W301267 . 29-0ct BABOLAT $1,183.56 

40 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W300620 30 Oct GAME SET MATCH TENNI $1,652.00 

41 2919 ATHI ETIC SUPPLIES 4RW301~351 2 NovFROMUTH TENNIS $462.24 

42 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::K502672 6-Nov PRO SUPEX USA LLC $251.26 

43 2919 A[ HLE] IC SUPPLIES 48 W301351 8 Nov FROMUTH TENNIS $198.15 

44 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 481S073501 19-Nov HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP $567.00 

45 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 601W904270 21 Nov PRUD CLEANROOM SERVI ($3500 

46 i 2919 ATHI ETIC SUPPI IES 60!W904270 21 Nov PRUD CLEANROOM SERVI {$35.00} 

47 i 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48:W300832 26-Nov WILSON SPORTING GOOD $1,209.60 

48 2919 AfHLEHC SUPPLIES 48 W300832 3 Dec WILSON SPORTING GOOD $384.28 

49 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S076628 14-Dec THE PRINTERY INC $485.50 

50 i 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W300832 17-Dec WILSON SPORTING GOOD {$132.00} 

51 2919 ATHI ETIC S[JPPI IES 48 W300620 2 Jan GAME SET MATCH TENNI $1,075.00 

52 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::W301351 2-Jan FROMUTH TENNIS $461.44 

53 2919 A[ HLE] IC SUPPLIES 48 S078665 7 Jan PRO SUPEX USA LLC $287.68 

54 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::S078671 4-Jan HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP $378.00 

55 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 481W301267 22-Jan BABOLAT $446.27 

56 2919 ATHI ETIC S[JPPI IES 48 W300620 30 Jan GAME SET MATCH TENNI $315.00 

57 i 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S08137~ 31-Jan PRO SUPEX USA LLC $61.28 

88 2919 AfHLEHC SUPPLIES 48 S081764 4 Feb HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP $504.00 

59 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W300832 6-Feb WILSON SPORTING GOOD $1,392.00 

60 i 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48:W301351 7-Feb FROMUTH TENNIS $163.95 

61 2919 ATHI ETIC S[JPPI IES . 4R W300620 . 15 Feb GAME SET MATCH TENNI $810.00 

62 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::W301161 18-Feb TENNIS WAREHOUSE $187.92 

63 2919 AfHLEHC SUPPLIES 48 W300832 18 Feb WILSON SPORTING GOOD $66.58 

64 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48::S082918 1 Mar PRO SUPEX USA LLC $143.84 

65 [ 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 481S085612 1-Mar THE PRINTERY INC $167.00 

66 [ 2919ATHI ETIC S[JPPIIES 48 W301351 11 Mar FROMUTH TENNIS $60.71 

67 [ 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W300832 13-Mar WILSON SPORTING GOOD $1,670.40 

68 2919 A[ HLE] IC SUPPLIES 48::S082919 21 Mar CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $179.06 

69 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 W301351 27 Mar FROMUTH TENNIS $551.33 



A B C D E F G 

iNDiViDUAL TRAVEL 
2 . . . Expenses to date: $1,177.30 

3 Total budget: $ 

4 Available budget: ($1,177.30) 

5~ ..... As of: 03/31/13 

6 

7 I Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transadion Description Amount 

8~ 3121 ...... OUI/S[A[E ]RANS AIR 60 1 Jul Diners Club $20.00 

10 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 TXXXXXX 
, 20 Nov VANALSTYNE/MARK $229.60 

11 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 
, 21-Nov PHILLIPS/OWEN THOMAS $527.60 

f12 3~2~ ODT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 TXXXXXX 
, 21 Nov[PHILLIPS/OWEN T $20.00 

13 3121OUI/S[A[E 1RANSAIR 64 IXXXXXX ~ 30 JanCAB12/VANALSTYNE/MAR ($22960/ 

14 3121 O UT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec ANUNDSEN/SARA $319.60 

15 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 64 TXXXXXX 21 Feb CAB01/ANUNDSEN/SARA ($319.60) 



A B C D E F G 

~ T~AM TRAVEL 

2 . . Expenses to date: $38,657.07 

3 Total budget: $ 57,000 

4 .... Available budget: $18,342.93 

6~ ..... Asof: 03/31/13 

5 

8 3141 ; I EAM [ RAVEL 48 <450475 12 Jul SAM *PAUL $39.20 

10 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 68, 18 Sep [ANTHO NY TRAVE4444190 ($4,639.0C 

11 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 68, 18-Sep[SAM*PAUL 4504750 

12 3~4~ TEAM TRAVEl 60, 1 Oct[Diners Club $390.60 

13 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60. . 1 Oct Diners Club . $60.00 

14 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Oct Diners Club $60.00 

15 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1 Oct Diners Club ($390 6C 

16 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Oct Diners Club $390.60 

17 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Oct Diners Club $390.60 

18 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60 1 Oct Diners Club $390.60 

19 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Oct Diners Club $390.60 

20 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60. 1 Oct[Diners Club $390.60 

21 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60. 1-Nov[Diners Club $75.41 

22 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60. 1-Nov[Diners Club $20.00 

23 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60. 1 Nov Diners Club $40.00 

24 3141 TEAM.. ~ ~RAVEL 6. ~ 1-Nov Diners Club $20.00 

25 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1 Nov Diners Club $50.00 

26 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Nov Diners Club $394.40 

27 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Nov Diners Club $530.60 

28 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60 1 Nov Diners Club $60.00 

29 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Nov Diners Club $530.60 

30 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60. 1 Nov Diners Club $394.40 

31 3~4~ TEAM TRAVEl 60. 1 Nov[Diners Club $394.40 

32 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 2-Nov Diners Club $390.60 

33 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60~ 1 Nov Diners Club $75.41 

34 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48.<450475 . 12-Jul SAM*PAUL . $975.60 

35 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48. (445460 . 16 Jul MOTEL ENTERPRISE . $402.18 

36 3~42 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 <465875 13 Aug SAM*PAUL $1,020.23 

38 3142 IEAMSUBSISIENCE 68 18SepSAM*PAUL 4504750 (S97560} 

39 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 68. 18-Sep[MOTEL ENTERPR4454600 ($402.18 

40 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 68 18 Sep[PAUL CASH 0260110 

41 3~42 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48.<496836 15 Oct[SAM*PAUL $2,129.54 

42 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 <478726 30-Nov MTEN-CARY-9/14-16 $728.44 

43 3143 IEAM O]HER ]RAVEL 48. ~.496836 . 15 Oct SAM*PAUL . $480.00 

44 3141TEAM TRAVEL 60. . 1-Dec Diners Club . $231.80 

45 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60. . 1 Dec Diners Club . $266.80 

46 3~4~ TEAM TRAVEl 60 1 Dec Diners Club $266.80 

47 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Dec Diners Club $40.00 

48 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60 1 Dec[Diners Club $231.80 

49 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Dec Diners Club $40.00 

50 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48<529082 12-Dec[SAM*PAUL $187.74 

51 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64. <492290 31 Dec[MTEN CARY 10/17 22 $1,950.00 

52 3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64 <492290 32-Dec MTEN-CARY-20/27-22 $3.,050.00 

53 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60 1 Jan Diners Club $291.74 

54 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Ja n Diners Club $293..74 

55 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Jan Diners Club $293..74 

56 3~4~ TEAM TRAVEl 60 1 Jan[Diners Club $291.74 

57 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Ja n Diners Club $220.00 

58 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60 1 Ja n [Diners Club $20.00 

59 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Ja n Diners Club $293..74 

60 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Ja n Diners Club $293..74 

61 3~4~ TEAM TRAVEl 60. 1 Jan[Diners Club $291.74 

62 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Ja n Diners Club $293..74 

63 3141 I EAM [ RAVEL 60 1 Jan Diners Club $383.40 

64 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1 Jan Diners Club $20.00 

65 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Ja n Diners Club $293..74 

66 3~4~ TEAM TRAVEl 60 1 Jan[Diners Club $291.74 

67 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-Ja n Diners Club $291.74 

68 3142 I EAM SUBSISI ENCE 48 (536351 18 Jan WPHG AUBURN OPERATIN $515.28 

69 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 64.(489437 27 Feb MTEN TULSA 9/28 10/5 $555.33 

70 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 64 <496279 27-Feb MTEN-WFINV-10/11-3.4 $50.50 



A B C D E F G 

~ T~AM TRAVEL 

2 . . Expenses to date: $38,657.07 
3 Total budget: $ 57,000 

4 .... Available budget: $18,342.93 
6~ ..... Asof: 03/31/13 
5 

71 3141 TEAM TRAVEL             64. <546736 27-Feb MTEN-ILLINI-1/23-27 $1,042.20 

73 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 64 1 27-Feb 07/12-12/12 TM TRAV $303.23 

74 3142 IEAM SUBSISI ENCE 64. ~.507332 ~ 27 Feb MTEN ITANYC 11/7 9 ~ $1,411.31 

75 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64<496279 27-Feb MTEN-WFINV-10/11-14 $2,338.69 

76 3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64<489437 27-Feb MTEN-TU LSA-9/28-10/8 $3,188.13 

78 3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64. <489437 27-Feb MTEN-TULSA-9/28-10/8 $847.00 

80 3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64 <507332 27-Feb MTEN-ITANYC-11/7-9 $100.00 

81 3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64 <546736 27-Feb MTEN-ILLINI-1/23-27 $820.00 

82 3~4~ TEAM TRAVEl 604 . 1 Mar Diners Club . $239.90 

83 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $20.00 

85 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1 Mar Diners Club $238.80 

86 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club 

87 3343 TEAM TRAVEl 60 1 Mar Diners Club $264.04 

88 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $239.90 

90~ 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60. 1 Mar Diners Club $327.90 

91 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $235.80 

92 3141 TEAM TRAVEl 60 1 Mar Diners Club $235.80 

93 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $235.80 

94 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $235.80 

95 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1 Mar Diners Club $235.80 

96 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $235.80 

97 3141 TEAM TRAVEl 60 1 Mar Diners Club $235.80 

98 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $264.04 

99 3141 TEAM TRAVEL . 60. 1-Mar Diners Club $235.80 

100~ 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60. 1 Mar Diners Club $20.00 

101 3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 1-M ar Diners Club $235.80 



2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

A B C D E 

iNTERViEWS 

~ 

3~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K462356 ~4 Aug 

3~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 ~8 Sep 



F G 

2 Expenses to date: $0.00 
3 Yot~i budgeti 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description Amount 

8 COURTYARD BY MARRIOT 5231.08 

9 K462356 COURTYARD 



2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

A B C D I E I G 
COMMUNICATION 

~ Expenses to date: $2,775.54 

Total budget: $ 5,000 

¯ Available budget: $2,224.46 
As of: 03/31/13 

32~POS]AGE 48K4722Z8 20 AugUNI]ED PARCELSERVIC ~3.25 

32~POS]AGE 48K499806 15 Oct UNI]ED PARCELSERVIC ~47.99 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 3~ Jul SUM CORE DAfA ~EE ~55.60 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 31 Aug SUM CORE DAfA ~EE ~55.60 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 28 Sep SUM CORE DAfA ~EE ~57.54 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 31 Oct SUM CORE DAfA ~EE ~56.28 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 30 Nov SUM CORE DAfA ~EE ~56.28 

324~ CELLUD~*R PHONE SER 60 3~ Jul 7/12 CELL PHONE BILL $209.50 

324~ CELLUD~*R PHONE SER 60 3~ Jul 7/12 CELL PHONE BILL $209.50 

324~ CELLUD~R PHONE SER 60 3~ Ju] CORR JVO0099 (~2()~3 50) 

324& CELLUD~R PHONE 5ER 60 3~ Au8 8/22 CELL PHONE BILL $206.54 

324& CELLUD~R PHONE 5ER 60 S Oct 9/22 CELL PHONE BILL $2~7.05 

324& CELLUD~R PHONE 5ER 60 3~ Oct &O/~2 CELL PHONE BIL $583.39 

324& CELLUD~R PHONE 5ER 60 30 Nov NOV 20~2 CELL PHONE $2~2.54 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 2~ Dec SUM CORE DAfA FEE ~56.28 

324& CELLUD~R PHONE 5ER 60 2 Jan DEC 2022 CELL PHONE $2~2.54 

32~& POS]AGE 48 K540847 9 Jan UNI]ED PARCELSERVIC $204.46 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 3~ Jan SUM CORE DAfA FEE ~56.28 

324& CELLUD~R PHONE 5ER 60 30 Jan &/23 CELL PHONEBILL $2~4.70 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 28 Feb SUM CORE DAfA FEE ~56.28 

324& CELLUD~R PHONE 5ER 60 28 Feb FEB &3 CELL PHONE $235.79 

3225 CORE DAIA SERVICES 60 28 Mar SUM CORE DAfA FEE ~56.28 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
UTILITIES 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A B ~ D E F 

PRINTING & BINDING 

G 

Expenses to date: $0.00 
Total budget: $ 

Available budget: $0.00 
As of: 03/31/13 

Object Code I Description 1 Vendor    I Reference I    Date    I Transaction Description I Amount 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
REPAI RStMAI N ENANCE 

7 ObjectOode I    Deseriptioll I Vendor I    ~e,o,o,,oe    I Do,e I 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



D E F G 

FREIGHT & EXPRESS 

2 , , Expenses to date: $124.99 

3 Total budget: $ 

4 .... Available budget: ($124.99] 

5~ ..... As of: 03/31/13 

6 

8 3611 FREIGU I AND EXPRESS 48 S058355 12 Jul BABOLAT $8.52 

10 3611 FREIGHTAND EXPRESS 48,S061790 8 Au8 FROMUTH TENNIS $32.52 

11 3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48,S066094 10-Sep HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP $6.38 

12 361 ~ FREIGHTAND EXPRESS 48,S065472 7 Sep FROMUTH TENNIS $9.35 

13 3611 FREIGUI AND EXPRESS 48,S066910 , 17 Sep[FROMUTH TENNIS $11.75 

14 3611FREIGH.. ~ TAND EXPRESS, 6. ~ 18-Sep BABOLAT 0583550 ($8,52 

15 3611 FREIGHTAND EXPRESS 68 18 Sep S059823 BABOLAT ($8.211 

16 3611 FREIGHTAND EXPRESS 48 S067571 8-Oct FROMUTH TENNIS $8.24 

17 3611 FREIGHTAND EXPRESS 48 S067576 8-Oct BABOLAT $8.18 

18 3611 FREIGUI AND EXPRESS 48 S013501 19 Nov HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP $7.14 

20 3611 FREIGHTAND EXPRESS 48,S078671 4 Jan]HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP $6.85 

21 3611 FREIGHTAND EXPRESS 48,S081373 31-Jan]PRO SUPEX USA LLC , $9.00 

22 3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48,S081764 4-Feb HEAD/PENN RACQUET SP , $7.51 

23 3611 FREIGUI AND EXPRESS 48 S082918 1 Mar PRO SUPEX USA LLC $7.76 



A B I c I D I    E 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A B C D E F G 

1 CONTRACT SERVICE AGREEMENTS 
2 . Expenses to date: $2,497.06 

3 Total budget: $ 20,357 

4 Available budget: $17,859.94 

5~ ..... Asof: 03/31/13 

6 

7 I Object Code Descriptio~ Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

8 3914 IRANSI] FEE 60 31 Jul SUM PARKTRANSIT FEE $24.81 

$24.81 

10 3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28 Sep SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $25.72 

11 3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Oct SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $25.12 

12 39~4 TRANSIT FEE 60 30 Nov SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $25.12 

13 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 [BKG0001 12 Sep CH Pomeroy William . $55.00 

14 3919 MISC SERVICES 48 K479526 1-Oct SPINNAKER MEDIA GROU $593.00 

15 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKG0001 12 OctCH Moore Cameron $63.00 

16 3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 48 K449035 16-Jul BARCLAY HOSPITALITY $241.68 

17 3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 68 18-Sep BARCLAY HOSPI4490350 ($241.68) 

18 3931 MEEI INGS & AMENI] IES 48 K453884 24 Jul UNIVERSITY FLORIST & $63.50 

20 3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 68 18 Sep PAUL CASH 0263233 

21 3955 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 PC02350 . 31-Oct MTEN-NCAA-5/4-25 $1,200.00 

22 3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 PC02350 , 31-Oct MTEN-NCAA-5/4-25 $130.00 

23 3956 MEALS, BANQUEIS 64 K477819 13 Nov E64286/SAM*PAUL $300.00 

24 3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 21-Dec SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $25.12 

25 3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31 Jan SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $25.12 

26 3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $25.12 

28 3914 IRANSI] FEE 60 28 Mar SUM PARKTRANSIT FEE $25.12 



A                  B           I     c           D      I    E    I            F            I     G 
HOME GAME EXPENSES 

Total budget: $             - 

6 

8 ~952 I IOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K448660 26dul SAM~PAUL $6~4.29 

68 18 Sep PAUL CASH 0260106 (~2,849 4g) 3952 [HOME GAME EXPENSE 

11 3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 68, 18-Sep K448660 SAM PAUL ($634,29] 

12 3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48,K527132 19 Dec COURTYARD BY MARRIOT $483.40 

13 3952 I IOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K533706 2 Jan NC PROFESSIONAL TENN $9,310.00 

14 3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K533700 2-Jan NC PROFESSIONAL TENN $1,648.00 

15 3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K555638 19 Feb JEANNE E’SULLIVAN $427.75 

16 3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K558835 20-Feb SAM*PAUL $406.22 

17 3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 64 K538524 28-Feb 871838/ITA $100.00 

1~8 3952 1 IOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K!72651 18 Mar SAM*PAUL $665.89 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
SPORTS MEDICINE 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 





~ ;TS 
2 Expenses to date: $0.00 
3 Total budget: $ 1,000 

4 Available budget: $1,000.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 

7 Transaction Description 
I Amount 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
INSURANCE/SUBSCRIPTIONS 

3 

7 Object Code I    Deseriptio. 
I Vendor I    Rel~’rellee    , Dat~ 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

Tota@ budget: $ 

Available budget: ($475.00) 

49"[11NS]1[ DUES & MEMBER 48K4S/672 10 AuglfA 5475.00 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
CAPITAL EXPENSES 

7 ObjectOode I    Deseriptioll I Vendor I    ~e,,,,o,,oe    I ~,o,e I 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
OTHER CONTRACTS 

4 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A             B      I     c     I      D      I    E 
DEt~T ;SERVICE 



2 Expenses to date: $0.00 

4 Available budget: $0.00 
5 As of: 03/31/13 
6 
7 Transaction Description 

I Amount 



A B C D E F G 

1 R~:CRUITING 
~ .... Expenses to date: $20,610.08 

3 Total budget: $ 21,200 

4 Available budget: $589.02 

5 As of: 03/31/13 

0 

8 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T139455 8-Jun PAUL!S . 520.00 

9 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T139455 31-May[PAULiS 541:1.70 

10 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145358 ~ 26-Jul PHILLIPS/O 5649.20 

11 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T144978 30 Jul PAHI/S 5423.60 

12 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T143350 12 JuI{PHILLIPS/O $258.10 

13 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T143350 12 Jul PHILLIPS/O 520.00 

14 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T143350 ~ I:[ Jul PHIl I IPS/O ~ 520.00 

15 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T143350 11 Jul PHILLIPS/O $173.60 

16 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T144978 30 Jul PAUL/S 520.00 

18 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Sep Diners Club ~20.00 

19 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 30-Aug PAUL JR/SAMPSON 520,00 

20 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T147592 28-Aug PHILLIPS/O 5445.60 

21 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T147576 30-Aug PAUL/S 5532.60 

22 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145353 8-Aug PAUL!S 5507.80 

23 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 28-Aug PAUL JR/SAMPSON 520.00 

24 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 28-Aug PHILLIPS/OWEN T $20.00 

25 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T147575 28 Aug PAHI/S 5246.80 

26 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T147575 28 Aug PAUL/S . $206.80 

27 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T147575 8 AugjPAUL/S 

28 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 TXXXXXX 5 Aug PAHI JR/SAMPSON [EIT 5248.50 

29 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 TXXXXXX 5 Aug PHILLIPS/OWEN THOMAS $547.70 

30 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T147592 . 4 Aug PHILLIPS!O 5180.00 

31 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 T145353 2 Aug PAHI/S 520.00 

32 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 2-Aug PAUL JR!SAMPSON LEIT 5169.10 

33 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club 5147.59 

34 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club 520.00 

35 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~98.80 

36 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Oct Diners Club 520.00 

37 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 1 Oct Diners Club 510.00 

39 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 1 Oct Diners Club 520.00 

40 312/[ OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 !-Oct Diners Club $253.60 

41 ........................... TRANS:~[~ ........................ 60 1-Oct Diners Club $171.10 

42 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club 5223.10 

43 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club 520.00 

44 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 !-Oct Diners Club 520.00 

45 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Sep PHILLIPS/OWEN T 520.00 

46 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Sep PHILLIPS/OWEN T 5206.80 

47 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 1 Nov Diners Club 520.00 

48 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 1 Nov Diners Club 510.00 

49 312~ OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 1 Nov Diners Club 5190.80 

50. 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 . 1 Nov Diners Club . 510.00 

51 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 1 Nov Diners Club 520.00 

52 3~2~ OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 1 Nov Diners Club (5399.60 

55 312:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club 5360.20 

56 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR . 60] 1-Nov Diners Club 520.00 

57 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 . 1-Nov Diners Club . 5227.00 

58 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club 5399.60 

59 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club (510.80 

60 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Oct RECKART/ANGELA 5521.20 

61 3122 OUT/STATE TRAN GROUN 48 T145358 * 5559.72 

62 3122 OUT/STATE TRAN GROUN 48 T147592 * 5 NovOWENTRIPP PHILLIPS 5166.36 

63 3~22 OUT/STATETRAN GROUN 64 T~43350 13 Nov E64777/OWENTRIPP PH 5267.43 

64 3124 OUT/STATE SUB LODGIN 48 T143350 5 Sep OWENTRIPP PHILLIPS 5439.56 

65 3124 OUT/STATE SUB LODGIN 48 T145358 * 31Oct OWENTRIPP PHILLIPS 5792.54 

66 3~24 OUT/STATE SHR I ODGIN 48 T~47592 ~ 5 Nov OWEN TRIPP PHILLIPS ~ 51,140.82 

67 312~ OUT/STATE SUB MEALS 48 T145358 31 Oct OWENTRIPP PHILLIPS 5271.25 

68 3125 OUT/STATE SUB MEALS 48 T147592 ~ Nov OWENTRIPP PHILLIPS $212.20 

69 3125 OUT/STATE SUB MEALS 64 T143350 13 Nov Eo477~/OWEN TRIPP PH 5175.30 

70 3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T145358 33 Ocl: O\,~EN TRIPP PHIllIPS 

71 3131 OUT/COUNTRY TRAN AIR 60 T140272 31 May PAUL/S 

72 3131 OUT/COUNTRY TRAN AIR 60 T140272 8 Jun PAUL/S 51,466.00 



_. A B C D E F I G 

1 R~:CRUITING 
~ .... Expenses to date: $20,610.08 

3 Total budget: $ 21,200 

4 Available budget: $589.02 

5 As of: 03/31/13 

0 

73 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K462365 13 Aug COURTYARD BY MARRIOT $243.B0 

74 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 68 18 Sep K462365 COURTYARD (~243.B0 

75 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K486874 :[5-Oct MARRIOTT CHAPEL HILL $257.52 

76 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K499016 24-0ct OWEN TRIPP*PHILLIPS $105.71 

77 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K497582 30-Oct UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH $365.10 

78 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K517902 28-Nov COURTYARD BY MARRIOT $237.44 

79 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102248 14-Nov 05 TIX SHAW BSKBALL ~50.00 

80 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102252 14-Nov 02 TIX STATE FTBALL $120,00 

81 4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K462338 :[6-Aug SIRIUS SOFTWARE INC $225.00 

82 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 30-Nov PAUL JR!SAMPSON ~20.00 

83 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 TXXXXXX 30 Nov[PAUl JR/SAMPSON $439.60 

84 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K527132 19 Dec COURTYARD BY MARRIOT $231.08 

85 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102283 ~ 20 Dec2 TIX MEN5 BB ETSU 570.00 

86 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 TXXXXXX 28 Dec PHIl I IPS/OWEN T 520.00 

87 3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 60 TXXXXXX 28 Dec PHILLIPS/OWEN THOMAS 5422.20 

88 3122 OUT/STATE TRAN GROUN 48 T155290 28 Jan OWEN TRIPP~PHILLIP5 5155.51 

89 3124OUT/STATE SUB LODGIN 48T155290 28 J~rlOWENTRIPP*PHIIIIPS S320.16 

90 3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T155290 28-Jan OWEN TRIPP*PHILLIPS $116,25 

91 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K527746 :[8-Jan COURTYARD BY MARRIOT $462.16 

92 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K527328 28-Jan COURTYARD BY MARRIOT $23:L08 

93 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K544368 29-Jan COURTYARD BY MARRIOT $256.92 

94 3144 RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 48 K566509 18-Mar BARCLAY HOSPITALITY $24:L68 

95 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102321 l:[-Mari3 TIX MEN BB $165.00 

96 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102359 28-Mar 3 TICKETS FOR THE $270.00 

97 3919 MISC SERVICES 60 28 Mar 14 TICKETS FOR THE $780.00 



~ 

A~ k ~ L ~c L D L E 

~ ~ 
Asof: 03/31/13 

8 261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 60 XTZ5624 21-Aug MOVE INTEREST (31,500.0~ 

~ 26~ RESTR PRIVATE GIFT ~ 69D ]852 30 Nov McGee,,Mr.,Justin,BI ~ ($500.00) 

10 582 FACILITY USE CHARGE 3~ ~6 9-Au8 CAMP (~%956.00 

11 271 UNRES[R PRIVAIE GIF] 60E[E 17 #0143 ($5~4.~ 

12 581 ENTRY FEE 31 A039 13-Dec UNV INVITE ($775.00) 

13 261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2286 3-Jan McGee.Mr.,Justin,BI (~400.00) 

14 26~ RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D 2286 3 Jan Frierson,llI,Mr.,Jos 

~ 
26$ RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2286 3-Jan Frierson.Ms.,Lisa,M (~500.00) 

18 261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2939 5-Feb Jones,,Mr.,Bryan,Jef (~750.00) 

f19 261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D 3157 14 Feb Chewning,,Ms.,Nancy, (~0.000.00 

20 26$ RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3557 &4-Feb Chewnins,,Mr.,Thomas 



SPECIIAL ACCOUNT - EXPENSES 

3 

4 

8 2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48,S066907 17-Sep SIGNS NOW OCCASIONS $132.58 

9 29] ] OTH SUP NON EDU MSC 4B~S074679 ~ 19 Nov G THOMAS*BULTHUIS $496.00 

10 3919 MISC SERVICES 48 K444978 3-JuI[UNIVERSITY OF GEORGI $760.00 

11 3919~MISC SERVICES 68. ~ 18 Sep UNIVERSITY 0F4449780 , :$760 O0 

12 3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 K462330 29-Aug UNIVERSITY FLORIST & $58.00 

13 2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 K546056 23-Jan WELLS FARGO BANK NA $1,086.00 

14 2911 OTH SUP NON EDU MSC 60EPRO01 6 MarEPRO CDW LOGI 0306 $426.24 

~ 
3919 MISC SERVICES 48 K!B1014 22-Mar BALLOONS & TUNES $90.95 



A B C D E F 

1 ATHLI~TIC F~S 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 RESTRICTED PRIVATI~ GIFTS 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 UNRESTRICTED PRiVATI-~ GIFTS 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 SALES - COMP TICKETS 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 TICKET SALES 

3 Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 
5 As of: 
6 
7 Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 POSTSEASOH DISTRIBUTION 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 ENTRY FEES 

3 
i 

Total budget: 

8 581ENTRY FEE j 31[ 474 22-NovTOURNEY FEES 

9 581 ENTRY FEE ~: 31 497 2%Nov TOURNEY FEES 

10 581 ENTRY FEE ! 31 605 27 Del: ENTRY FEE NCCLJ 

11 581 ENTRY FEE 31 53/ 29 Dec I]A REG DAVIDSON 

12 58Z ENTRY FEE ~ 64 474 29-Feb A 056/TOURNEY FEES 
i 64 537 29 FebA 05£iITA REG DAVIDS 13 581 ENTRY FEE =. 

14 581 ENTRY FEE [ 64 497 29 FebA 057,~rOURNEY FEES 

15 58Z ENTRY FEE 
i 

64 (~05 29-Feb A 0(~6/ENTRY FEE NCCU 



G 

2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 

8 S5,140.00 

9 $3,430.00 

12 (Ss,~4o,oo) 

14 (~3,430.0C 



A B C D E F 

FACIL|T~ USE CHARGE 

3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 
5 As of: 
6 
7 Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

3 Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 
5 As of: 
6 
7 Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 COMMISSION - MERCHAN~)ISE 

2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

I RADIOiTV CO NT[~ACTS 

2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Total budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 POSTAGE - iNSURANCE 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 ; Available budget: 
5 As of: 
6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



F 

Revenues ~0 
Tota~ budget: 

Available budget: 
As of: 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 OTHER CONTRACTS 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 INVESTMENT INCOME 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Total budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME~ 
2 i Revenues ~0 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 Available budget: 

5 As of: 

6 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 



A B C D E F 

1 ADMISSION 
2 i Revenues 
3 i Tota~ budget: 

4 ; Available budget: 
5 As of: 
6 
7 Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description 



2 $0.00 
3 $ 
4 $0.00 
5 03/31/13 

7 Amount 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
i@gmail corn); Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Frank DeFord 

Click here to read an interesting article from Frank DeFord today. Here’s a clip: 

"Athletes should get academic credit for playing on a team, no less than collegiate musicians get credit for 
music courses, or, say, collegiate journalists earn for taking courses where they can get credit for covering the 
athletes who don’t get credit for doing what the journalists get credit for writing about." 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599I T (919) 962-2237 
C              I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcfl)cl@unc cdu 



DiVISiON I CCACA MONTHLY UPDATE 
April Z013 
AMA UpdaSe 

In an e’b~ ~ cent hue communicat on bet,~zeen academic and membership affai*s {AMA) and the CCACA, we are providing a monthly update af 

A moble v,.rsJon of the I eg s at v,. ,)e’vJces Database is a.ai able f,~r the membershi~ 



Ths emaii was seat by: NCAA 
PO. Box 6222, Indianapolis, N 46206 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa unc edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa unc edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa unc edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa unc edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa unc edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; Michelle Brown 
@gmail corn); Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Academics and Athletics CSRI Panel 

For those who couldn’t attend the CSRI panel Friday {which included Gerald Gurney and Bart Byrd), you can watch it at 

the following web address: http://new.livestream.com/SBEN/CSRIConference 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudenndk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 





I 12200 

23.2!)8.46 

3211 

3221 

3222 
3224 

....................... ........................ 

18,27218 

3500 Repairs al~./Mam~nanc¢ 

245 O0 

787548 09 

$ 148.988.58 

17427 36 

2211 16 
1.029.00 

2101 10 
471 09 

1 060 14 
2.215.00 

$ &835.04 

~63 36 

120.00 

0.36 

7488 O0 
6.346.18 

11250 

!$ 1443O40 
1089 19 



4 

5 

8 

7 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

A B 

EMPLOYEE 

C 

DEPARTMENT 

NUMBER 

D 

FRS 

ACCOUNT 

E 

Position 

Area 

iTotal 

9821 

Andrea Caldwell 9821 3-19036 Studert-Athlete Sewices 

$217,511 

Bddger, F. Elizabeth 

Lee, Jaime 

Lyons, Elizabeth 

Maloy, SL~an 

Mercer, Jr, Robert 

Om Kym 

Overstreet, Tia 

Richardson, Jr, Wallace 

Tewnse nd, Jayne 

Be~el, Brad 

Yarbrough, Na~an 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

9821 

3-19036 

3-19036 

3-19036 

3-19036 

3-19036 

3-19036 

3-19036 

3 19036 

3 19036 

3 19036 

3 19036 

3 19036 

3 19036 

)Total Salaries and Benefits 



Cell: H4 

Comment: Should be changed to 

Cell: IHg 

Comment: Should be Changed to 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:06 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Lance Markos (markos@uncaa unc edu); file, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: Attending a NFL Draft Party? Stay Eligble - Find out how 

Rams Rule (NFL Draf0 docx 

Thanks! [ put a copy of the attached document in each of our student-athletes’ lockers this morning. 

Andre’ Williams 
Di~eclor oPl~ood)al! Student-Athlege Development 
Phone: (919} 962-9119 
Mobile: 
F-Mall: awilliam s@uncaa unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:32 PM 
TO: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince 
Subject= FW: At[ending a NFL Draf[ Par[y? SLay Eligble - Find out how 

I sent out the below e-mail and in addition followed tip with a text message, Andre, please let us know if you hear 

about anybody attending a draft, party, so we can make sure the SA’s understand the belo~ and keep the correct 

Ihanks! 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:28 PM 

To; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Attending a NFL Draft Party? Stay Eligble - Find out how 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 



As you all know the NFL draft is tonight, and you will have some of your former UNC teammates (or other 
friends you might have) drafted tonight Event year, parties or other events occur across the count~T in 
conjunction with the NFL Draft These parties are often hosted and/or attended by agents, third parties, 
professional athletes, and draft prospects If you attend one of these parties you will jeopardize your eligibility 
if you do no pay for the benefits or services you receive 

These benefits and services include: 

- Travel expenses 
- Lodging 
- Meals 
- Other expenses (eg, entertainment, cover charge of actual party) 

Also remember that even if the former student-athlete is hosting the party, you can only receive benefits that are 
consistent with what was provided when the former teammate and you were college teammates 

We want to make sure that you retain your eligibility Therefore please reach out to Andre Williams and let 
him know if you are planning on attending a draft party ASAP 

Thanks, 

Tom Wimmem~ans 
UNC Compliance 

Educational Column - 1 Educational Column 

Title : Issues Related to Benefits from Former Teammates and Agents in Conjunction with 

Professional Drafts (I) 

Item Ref :     1 

Date Published: March 29, g01g 

Educational Column: 

NCAA institutions should note that, each year, parties or other events occur across the count~T in conjunction 
with the annual drafts for professional sports leagues These parties and other events are hosted and/or attended 
by agents, third parties, professional athletes, and draft prospects A current student-athlete’s attendance at such 
parties or events may result in violations of NCAA legislation if the student-athlete does not pay for the 
benefits or se~wices he or she receives 

Travel expenses, lodging, meals and other expenses (eg, entertainment) provided to a current student-athlete 
at no charge and financed by individuals meeting the definition of an agent per NCAA Bylaw 1202 1 (agent) 
would result in a violation of the benefits from prospective agents legislation The NCAA enforcement staff is 
aware of previous draft day parties and events where draft prospects invited friends and former teammates, 
some of whom were then-current student-athletes, to attend such events Unbeknownst to the student-athlete, 
the expenses received (eg, entertainment, lodging, meals) were financed by individuals meeting the definition 
of an agent per Bylaw 1202 1 (agent) Receipt of such expenses constitutes an impermissible benefit from an 



agent and jeopardizes the student-athlete’s NCAA eligibility 

Even if all of the benefits received by a student-athlete associated with attendance at a draft day party or other 

events came directly from a friend and fom~er teammate, there may still be a violation involving impermissible 
preferential treatment The issue of a current student-athlete receiving benefits from a former student-athlete 

was reviewed by the former NCAA Division I Academics?Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet Subcommittee on 
Legislative Review/Interpretations in 2001 At that time, the subcommittee advised the staff that the standard 
for reviewing cases involving benefits provided to a current student-athlete from a former teammate should be 

whether the type of benefit provided is consistent with xvhat was provided when the donor and recipient of the 

benefit were college teammates This analysis continues to be used when detem~ining whether a student-athlete 
received impem~issible benefits from a former teammate 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12 02 1 (agent), 12 3 1 (general rule), 123 1 2 (benefits from 
prospective agents) and 12 1 2 1 6 (preferential treatment, benefits or services)] 

If you did not wish to r~ceiv~ Lhis, pl~as~ unsubscribe. 





for her orientation sess on when I nleet with her Wednesday 

fronl Z ~ m 4pn-. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Friday,             I 1:20 AM 

@bellsouth net> 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

Fwd: FW: Emad to Parents 

Q&A for Student-Athletes and Their At’filiates doc 

Hi 
Can you get this fot~-arded message from Andre out to the parent listsetw with attachment? You can delete my 
message here along with Andre’s and begin with ’From: Pogge, Paul’ with his entire message Andre Williams 
and Vince Ille are already on our listserv But can you also be sure to ’CC’ Paul Pogge and Corey Holliday on 
this? That way they can all see this message was sent out Thank you so much[ 

Forwarded message .......... 

From: Williams, Andre <wi!liv46~vemai! ~nc c<’l~+> 
Date: Thu,           at 4:13 PM 
Subject: FW: Email to Parents 
To: 
Cc: "Paul Pogge (9~?~mc~a unc ed~)" <r~n_~,0~;c ~=d~_~>, "Ille, Vince" <~u~c c~_~!>, Corey 
Holliday 

Good a(’lernoon, i hope thai all is well! We wotlld like Io make sur~ we provide fl~e below emai] to all Carolri~a 
Footha//pa~m,gt~ardidn By a~y chance, ca~ you p]ease assist ~s in Fox,yarding ~he inC~wmat{on to ca~ UNC 
Foolba//pavem/istserv? 

Thanks in adwmce £k,r any assistance thai y~,n are able to provide! 

Go Heel!! 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, 4:05 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Email to Parents 



Some of you recently heard Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille’s presentation on the new Agent and 
Advisor Program at UNC This Program has been designed to provide extensive background research on agents 
and advisors so that you and your sons can make an informed decision about future representation While UNC 
will not and cannot choose an agent or advisor for your son, Vince Ille and Associate Athletic Director Paul 
Pogge will gather as much available information as possible for you using their extensive contacts with NlCl~ 
front office staff, the NFI~PA, the agent industry, the collegiate athletic industry, and former players Vince has 
worked in NCAA Compliance at North Carolina, Illinois, Cincinnati, Oklahoma, and UMass for over 25 years 
Paul is a licensed attorney who has worked in player personnel for tile Arizona Cardinals We are ve~?¢ pleased 
about the se~w-ices and information they can provide to you and your family 

UNC’s Agent and Advisor Program requires that agents and advisors register with the Department of Athletics 
to provide basic information about their background and clients If an agent or advisor wishes to speak to you 
or your son about future representation, the Program requires that they first communicate their request to Vince 
or Paul, who will then set up and be present for the communication Similarly, any written or other non-verbal 
correspondence intended for you or your son must first be sent to Vince or Paul, who will then send it to you 
and provide you with the information they have collected about the sender It" an agent or advisor contacts you 
directly, please tell Vince or Paul immediately so tlley can be contacted, asked to register with the Program, and 
reminded of UNC’s policies 

UNC has already received the registration and participation of a number of well-respected agents who have 
been in the business for years and represented Hall of Fame clients, Pro Bowlers, and first round draft picks 
These agents who have participated in the Program have confirmed that this structure is the best way to expose 
those members of the industry who are not willing to be transparent in their operations By giving you 
extensive information, working with student-athletes and their families to ask the right questions, and providing 
support throughout this process, we believe that tbe new Agent and Advisor Program will be a tremendous 
se~wice for you and your sons 

If you wish to speak with Vince and Paul further about this Program or if an agent or advisor should contact 
you, please call Vince or Paul using the information below 

Vince Ille 

Sr Associate Athletic Director 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 



Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(~}19) 843 i590 

"We educate and inspire through athletics.’1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andre Williams <willia46@email unc edu> 

Friday, 12:32 PM 

~bellsouth net>: 
@gmad corn> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: FW: Email to Parents 

Thanks 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:20 AM 

CC: Williams, Andre; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille; Paul Pogge 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Email to Parents 

Hi 
Can you get tbis fo~wcarded message from Andre out to the parent listserv with attachment? You can delete my 
message here along with Andre’s and begin with ’From: Pogge, Paul’ with his entire message Andre Williams 
and Vince Ille are already on our listserv But can you also be sure to ’CC’ Paul Pogge and Corey Holliday on 
this? That way they can all see this message was sent out Thank you so much{ 

Forwarded message .......... 

From: Williams, Andre <willia46~bemail unc edu> 
Date: Thu,           at 4:13 PM 
Subject: FW: Email to Parents 
To: " (~a){zm all corn )" ~mail corn> 
Cc: "Paul Pogge tppogge@uncaa unc edu)" <ppogge@uncaa unc edu>, "llle, Vince" <dle@unc edu>, Corey 
Holliday <chollida¥{rbuncaa unc edu> 

Good at}ernoon, I hope that all is well! We would like to makc sure we provide the below email to all Carolina 
Football parep~’guardi~m By any chance, c~m yol~ please assist us in ti,rwarding the intbrmation to our INC 
Football parent [istsirv? 

’2hanks in advance i\>r any assistance tha~ yon are able to provide! 

Go Heels’ 

Andre’ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, 4:05 PM 
TO: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Email to Parents 

Some of you recently heard Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille’s presentation on the new Agent and 
Advisor Program at UNC This Program has been designed to provide extensive background research on agents 
and advisors so that you and your sons can make an informed decision about future representation While UNC 
will not and cannot choose an agent or advisor for your son, Vince Ille and Associate Athletic Director Paul 



Pogge will gather as much available information as possible for you using their extensive contacts with NFL 
front office staff, the NFLPA, the agent industry, the collegiate athletic industry, and former players Vince has 
worked in NCAA Compliance at North Carolina, Illinois, Cincinnati, Oklahoma, and UMass for over 25 years 
Paul is a licensed atturaey who has worked in player personnel for the Arizona Cardinals We are very pleased 
about the setwices and information they can provide to you and your family 
UNC’s Agent and Advisor Program requires that agents and advisors register with the Department of Athletics 
to provide basic information about their background and clients If an agent or advisor wishes to speak to you 
or your son about future representation, the Program requires that they first communicate their request to Vince 
or Paul, who will then set up and be present for the communication Similarly, any written or other non-verbal 
CO~Tespondence intended for you or your son must first be sent to Vince or Paul, who will then send it to you 
and provide you with the information they have collected about the sender I1" an agent or advisor contacts you 
directly, please tell Vince or Paul immediately so they can be contacted, asked to register with the Program, and 
reminded of UNC’s policies 
UNC has already received the registration and participation of a number of well-respected agents who have 
been in the business for years and represented Hall of Fame clients, Pro Bowlers, and first round draft picks 
These agents who have participated in the Program have confirmed that this structure is the best way to expose 
those members of the industry who are not willing to be transparent in their operations By giving you 
extensive information, working with student-athletes and their families to ask the right questions, and providing 
support throughout this process, we believe that the new Agent and Advisor Program will be a tremendous 
service for you and your sons 
If you wish to speak with Vince and Paul further about this Program or if’an agent or advisor should contact 
you, please call Vince or Paul using the information below 

Vince Ille 
Sr Associate Athletic Director 
illeabunc edu 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
ppogge@uncedu 
919-843-7690 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics.’1 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ballen, Marfina K <mballen@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 6:36 PM 

UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaaseniorstaff@groups unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaaexestaff@groups unc edu> 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs Presentation 

AthleticsFinall pptx; Harper Williams and Blackman,2013) pdf 

All, 

Dr. Taffye Clayton has provided her Power Point presentation and the Black Male Student Athletes and Racial Inequities 

in NCAA Division 15ports repor~ that she referenced at Monday’s meeting. 

Martina 

Marfina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office [919] 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen @ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email unc edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:04 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: Appointments 

Vince how is it going to be handled if appointments are missed? I am assurrdng this is a violation of the performance 
contract. Do [ ~ust report to you when they miss appointments and then it is up to the coach? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 8:52 AM 
TO: Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject: FW: Appointments 

What%             status, he’s seeing someone off campu s? Is his therapist working with him throughout the sum met 

stil!? Has he made his appointments? 

From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 7:30 AM 
TO: Ciocca, Mario F; @nc.rr.com; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 
Sure�t: Appointments 

Just want to make sure we have appointments for all the 

as follows: 
SA’s that need them. As far as I am aware, the list is 

Please ’reply to all’ if I am missing anyone. Are they all set with an appointment somewhere? Also, we need to make 

sure it is communicated if they miss, or fail to make follow up appointments. If I don’t hear anything, I will assume that 

everything is being handled. Thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

Coordinator of Sports Medicine for Kenan Stadium 

University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 



919 962 0102 

Confidentiality Notice 
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the ] ar Heels (46 7, 20 6 ACC) a re in danger of losing their second consecutive conference series. After 

Georgia Tech won two of three games against UNC last weekend, the Heels for the first time this season 

enlered a ,week withoul being ~anked No, ]. 

Now they’ll attempt to protect another season long streak. UNC is the last team in the nation that hasn’t 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobservercom/2033/O5/:[6/2897860!once dominanl: unc drops third html 
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"In recent months, talk of big time schools uncoupling themselves from the NCAA has grown beyond a 

whisper Most of that dialogue is with regard to football because football% bowl system isn’t run by the 

NCAA. So if there were to be a split, the sever would seem easier to induce, 

gut John Calipari became the most notable college basketball coach (and maybe first publicly) to play 

the leave the NCAA card when he went on a rant against the organization on radio Thursday morning. 

Calipari implored the NCAA to up its incentives to players earlier this year, after Nerlens Noel’s season 

ended due to a torn left ACL, Nearly two years ago, he pitched an idea for four superconferences, in 

Article Link: 

http:llwww.cbssports.com!collegebasketball/bloK/eye on college baskel:ball/22256596/calipari 

without-ncaa-change-we-need-to-separate-from-them 

"On lhursday, CBSSports corn, wa an open records request, obtained that b~ography, and it should be 

noted that Jordan never identified himself, in any place, as a college graduate. The biography merely 

calls Rutgers Jordan’s "alma mater," which is te~hnkally true because an "alma mater" is defined as "a 

school, college, or university which one has attended or from whkh one has graduated." 

Sumrnary~ 

"A specific sect of Wake Forest fans continues to ma ke life publicly uncomfortable for Wake Forest 

basketball coach Jeff Bzdelik~ And athletic director Ron Wellman continues to take a big dollop of the 

blame as well. The billboard you see above is on Route 52 in Winston-Sakm, N.C. 

Wellman is the man who hired Bzdelik three years ago and, since then, Wake Forest has been an 

afterthought in its own conference and obviously on the national scene. 

Ads in newspapers, and now billboards on local roads are displaying the displeasure Wake fans have 

with the current coaching arrangement" 
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"The Big Ten is steeped in history and tradition, but the conference needs something more to connect 

with the target audience of football recruits and regular students. 

It needs to be cooler, especially on game days. And whether it’s perception or reality, many don’t view 

Big Ten football as vePi cool at the moment. Legends and Leaders certainly didn’t help. Neither does the 
continued absence of November night games. The league still boasts amazing venues and plenty of 

jerseys (hated by some traditionalist fans, incredibly popular with recruits) or more pNme4ime games 

8ul: something is lacking. Coaches, such as Ohio State’s Urban Meyer, have nol:iced it. So have Big Ten 

athletic directors. 

Whethe~ it’s ~’~ore night games, night games in Nove~’~be~, larger scoreboards, better Wi Fi service, 

stronger acoustics or broader concessions, the gig ] en has to do more." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/blog/bigten/post/~/id/76902/big ten ads focused on game day upgrades 

"An actual network asking folks to pay extra on their cable bills to watch ACC sports events has been all 

the rage as the conference remakes itself. 

"It’s going to happen," gushed one source within the conference this week at the ACC spring meetings. 

The statement was made more out of anticipation than any finding of fact. While an ACC Network is a 

possibility, commissioner John Swofford doubted that the subject "moved off the dime in the last 24-48 

hours. It’s still something we’ll look at together and evaluate very thoroughly." 

The meetings wrapped up Thursday with some amazement lingering I:hat it could actually happen." 

Article Ling: 

http://www.cbssports.com!collegefootball/blog/dennls dodd/22256388/acc network possibility 

bouncing around halls of leagues spring meetings 
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ACC coaches are ~n favor of having the coaches’ poll be a part of the criteria used by the selection 

committee to determine the four teams in the College Football Playoff. 

Duke coach David Cutcliffe, serving as league coaches’ chair, told ESPN corn on Wednesday during the 

league’s spring meetings that his group also is in favor of having every single coach have a vote in the 

poll and complete transparency in the voting They also favor doing away wdh a preseason poll and 

releasing their first poll at some point during the season much in the way the BCS standings are 

released. 

League coaches also favor the model used by the NCAA basketball selection committee, with either 

current athletic directors or conference representatives serving on the committee as opposed to retired 

Article Link: 
http~//espmg~.c~m/c~ege~f~tba~/st~ry/Jid/9278253/acc-c~aches~want~picking-p~ay~-4-teams 

USA Today reviewed the league’s federal tax return for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2012, and 

than the SEC reported for its fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 2012, ] hanks in no small part to the gig ]en 

Network’s continued success, that number represented an increase of more than ~50 million over the 

Article Link: 

http://www.cbssports.com!collegefootball/blog/eye on college football/22256443/repoll big ten 

earns record revenue delany paid 2gin 

"The Big Ten released the 2014 conference schedule on Thursday, giving fans a first look at the 

expanded 14-team membership with Maryland and Rutgers. 2014 will also be the first season of the 

new East and West divisions, ending the brief-but-memorable Legends and Leaders Era. 

This will be the next-to-last season of eight-game conference schedules for the Big Ten, with a move to a 

nine-game model planned for the 2016 season," 

Article LTnk: 

http://www.cbssports.com!collegefootball/blog/eye on college football/22256298/big ten announces 

2014 conference schedule 
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Goes into the why it is important for college athletics that teams like Stanford, Notre Dame, 

Northwestern, Vanderbilt, and Duke succeed "not only in Olympic sports, but in the marquee sports." 

Article Ling: 

http://espn.go.comicollege football/story/ /id/9277054/stanford cardinal others find successful 

~ecipe a~ademics athlel:ics college football 

"There has been plenty of talk about changes that need to be made to the college athletics model in 

recent months, and Ohio State athletics director Gene Smith has a few ideas of his own, The OSU boss 
has started advocating that the biggest Division I schools should have their own division in order to 

alleviate some of the biggest problems," 

"People have been talking about moving away from the NCAA, but I am not a supporter of that. That 

makes no sense to me, but creating a structure within the NCAA that allows us to legislate a new 

division where we come up with a way to identify those 60 or 70 schools - which is pretty easy - and 

say, you know what, we’re going to legislate them differently." 

Article Link: 

http://ohiostate.scout.com/2/1291974.html 

gurnraar~ 

"One Oregon state lawmaker wants to make college coaches pay up if their recruiting methods break 

"A state House committee heard brief testimony Wednesday but took no action on a bill that would 

make coaches personally liable for the u i ve~sity’s legal fees and other costs if they "i itent onally o~ 

recklessJ,/’ commit a major NCAA rules v olation." 

"Rep. grent Barton says coaches have almost no incentive to play by the rules, and plenty of reasons to 

cut corners to build a name for themselves. Players, students and fans shouldn’t be stuck paying the bill, 

"The problem is that the cost and benefits are misal gned/’ Barton, an Oregon Cry Democrat, told The 

Associated Press. "You have coaches who reap the benefits in the short term of ... bending the rules 

players and 
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"Governor John Kitzhaber Monday signed into a law a measure that increases the regulation of sports 

agents in Oregon to protect the college eligibility of student athletes and the integrity of amateur 

"House gill 3296 broadens the definition of athlete agents to include "runners" who recruit athletes for 

sports management firms; requires that agents notify the educational institution in writing before 

initiating contact with a student athlete; broadens state law to include elementary and secondary’ 

school student athletes; makes a violation of the athlete agent law an unlawful trade practice; a nd 

allows athletes to take civil action against agents if they are harmed by violations of the act." 

Article Lfnk: 
http~//~w~.~reg~n~ive~c~m/ducks/index.ssf/2~g3/~5/g~vern~r-signs-measure-t~-incr~htm~ 
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"A House bill to prevent employers or toilettes from tappin~ into the private social media accounts of its 

applicants passed $$3_-$ at 10:09 p.m. Wednesday, with just four minutes of debate from weary 

lawmakers. But in the daylight the next morning, it consumed a half-hour and led to a split 76-36 vote. 

And later a parliamentary move t~round all action to an extended halt before being resolved," 

Article Link: 
ht[p://www.charlo[l:eobservercom/2013/os/16/4046409/[hJrry of nc bills race to finish.h[ml 
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Atlantic Coast Conference 

The Atlantic Coast ConP~rcncc is seekang a college graduate cm~didatc (master’s degree preferred) with at least two 
years of woNing experience in athletics compliance or a related field Tbe successful candidate will be solution- 
oricntcd with excellent writtcn m~d verbal cormnunication skills and will h:~c demonstrated initk~livc :rod 
collahoration ~ith various cottstitucnts Candidates must he proficient with technology clcative in providing 
solutions to complex and sensitive ~ssues and be able to work independently and in a team setting to efficiently 
meet established goals and deadlines Reporting dircctl? to the Senior Associate Commissioner, the Director will be 
responsible for Ihc following: 

Compliam:e 
Assist m providing inierp~tations of NCAA and ACC rides 

Prima~T administrator for rules education efforts wifu ACC members 
Proactivc ~md creative cducation on ACC and NC~ rules, i~tc~rctafions, cducaOonal colunms 
and ~rends; 

(> Assist with coaches meetings i~ the ofl~cc m~d 
o Assist fl~c Assistmtt Commissioner with NCAA recruiting test administration/education 

Assist i~ the processi~g el N(:AA (Leval HI/IV) m~d ACC violations 
Assist h~ Ihc confcrcncc-rOmi~istcrcd walvcrs ~md appcNs (ACC and NCAA) 
Assist m the mm~agcment of the Nations Letter of Ntcnt Progrmn 
Assist i~ monitoring m~d developing materials related to proposed attd adopted N(:AA legislation 
Assist thc Assist:mr Commissioner with coordfl~atio~ m~d conduct of monlhly compliance coherence calls, 
in-person compliance meetings and fl~e ACC Summer Compliance Workshop e~’ery t~fuer year 
Pa~icipate in monfuly CCACA conference calls and yearly in-person meetings 
Assig wifu fl~e de~ elopment of materials fur A(( governance and suppo~ group meetings, as necessat3 
Seconda~T liaison ~ifu support groups b~ed on expettise and intcres~ leg, Li~ Skills. Ac~temic Suppott, 
SAAC) 
Perfbrm other duties as assigned by the (’ommissioner and Senio~ Associate 

Saial3 and benefits package xxill be competitix~ and commensurate with experience Review of applicants wdl 
begin immcdiataly m~d continue until the position is filled Applications from women and minorities arc 
encouraged 

To apply, send cover letter, resume m~d live roll:fences to: 

Brad Ilostetter 
Senior Associate Coraraissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 

Applicants are encouraged to send their inforraation electronically to:               ~&Nnail.com 
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NLI/ASA Information Form 

PID (if applicable): N/A 

None 

Compliance Office Section 





On 





Orl 

On at 10:35 AM, IITinln-ermans, Tom,, <tin-rn ermans~un¢.edu > wrote: 









Name I School, State 

2013 Football Recruitinq Class 
Updated: Ma~, 30thr 2013 

Position I PID# I DOB |S~ort I HS Graduation Date I Orientation Date Enrollment Period I Frosh/Transfer 

Gr~duoted Mid-Term --- Spring 2013 FRESHMAN 

Groduoted Mid-Term --- Spring 2013 FRESHMAN 

Graduated Mid Term Spring 2013 FRESHMAN 

Graduated Mid Term Spring 2013 FRESHMAN 

.NLI Signees IScholarship] 

2 

3 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

6/10/1995 

12/25/1993 

4/19/1995 

8/20/1994 

3/26/1995 
9/7/1994 

10/18/1994 
11/28/1993 
11/28/1994 

12/13/1994 
11/30/1994 
9/3/1994 
8/3/1994 

12/16/1993 

Friday, May 24th 
Saturday, June 1st 

Friday, June 21st 
Monday, June 3rd 

Saturday, May 25th 

Friday, June 7th 
Saturday, June 1st 

Friday, June 7th 
Saturday, May 25th 

Wednesday, May 22rid 

Monday, June 10th 
Friday, June 21st 

June 17th-18th 
June 17th-18th 

? 
June 17th-18th 
June 17th-18th 
June 17th-18th 

June 10th-11 th 
June 10th-11 th 
June 17th-18th 
June 17th-18th 

June 17th-18th 

June 17th-18th 
June 17th-18th 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Summer Session 1 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Thursday, May 16th PREP SCHOOL 

FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
TRANSFER 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

Walk-Ons: Admitted to UNC with a Foolball Slot ]Nan-Scholarship] 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

6/18/1993 

6/10/1995 

2/6/1994 

12/21/1994 

6/22/1994 
9/22/1994 
5/4/1994 
5/2/1995 
1/24/1995 
4/1/1995 
6/2/1995 

9/6/1994 

Friday, June 7th 
Sunday, May 26th 
Saturday, June 8th 
Friday, May 24th 

Saturday, June 8th 
Monday, June 10th 

Wednesday, June 12th 
Friday, May 31st 

Saturday, June 8th 

June 10th-11 th 
June 10th-11 th 
June 3rd-4th 

June 10th-11 th 
? 

June 3rd-4th 
June 17th-18th 
June 10th-11 th 
June 10th-11 th 

? 
? 

Spring 2013 
Spring 2013 
Spring 2013 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Summer Session 2 ??? 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Summer Session 2 ??? 
Summer Session 2 

??? 

TRANSFER 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
TRANSFER 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

Walk-Ons: Admitted to UNC on their own (Non-Scholarshipl 

1/5/1995 
~5 
9/21/1994 
10/12/1995 

Saturday, June 15th 
Thursday, June 6th 

Friday, June 7th 
Saturday, June 8th 

June 10th-11 th 
June 3rd-4th 

June 17th-18th 
June 10th-11 th 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

OTHERS: ]Will no longer be members of UNC Football] 



2012 Football Recruitin,q Class 
2012 

Position PID # DOB HS Graduation Date Name SchooL State Enrollment Period Freshman/Transfer 

4 

0 

NLISi~nQQs[ScholarshipI 

3 

5 

7 
8 
g 

20 

2/20/1994 

3/17/1994 

4/30/1993 

12/10/1993 
5/24/1994 
11/16/1993 
8/4/1993 
1/5/1994 
2/5/1994 
1/6/1994 

5/3/1994 

6/19/1993 
3/11/1994 
12/22/1993 
7/1/1994 

12/29/1993 
10/13/1993 
5/21/1993 
5/19/1994 
1/6/1994 

10/21/1993 

GraduotedMidTerm 

GraduotedMidTerm 

Wednesday, June 13th 
Thursday, May 31st 

Thursday, June 21st 
Saturday, May 19th 
Saturday, June 2nd 

Wednesday, June 6th 

Thursday, May 31st 

Tuesday, May 22nd 
Sunday, June 3rd 

Friday, May 25th 

Thursday, June 7th 

Spring 2012 
Spring 2012 

Summer Session 1 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Summer Session 1 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

PREPSCHOOL 

PREPSCHOOL 

Preferred Walk-Ons: Admitted to UNC with a Football Slot ]Non-Scholarship] 

10/10/1993 
6/24/1993 
5/11/1993 
9/16/1993 
4/9/1994 
8/17/1993 
9/13/1993 
7/20/1993 
10/6/1993 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Fall 2012 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

FRESHMAN 

TRANSFER 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

Walk-Ons: Admitted to UNC on their own INon-Scholarship] 

2/5/1994 
1/22/1993 

3/31/1994 
10/31/1993 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Fall 2012 
Fall 2012 
Fall 2012 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

FRESHMAN 

OTHERS: IWill no longer be members of UNC Football] 

10/5/1993 
t 

Decided not to attend UNC 

Will not be participating in Football 



School, State 

2011 Football Recruiting Class 
2011 

DOB Sport    Enrollment Period Freshman/Transfer 

NLI Signees IScholarship) 

2 
3 
4 

8 
7 
9 
9 

2O 

3/27/1992 
1/5/1993 

10/25/1992 
4/10/1993 
12/18/1992 

2/15/1992 
7/12/1993 
1/22/1993 
10/21/1992 
8/26/1992 

1/25/1993 
10/27/1992 
12/4/1992 
7/29/1992 
3/2/1992 
2/9/1992 
8/5/1991 

Summer Session 1 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

Fall 2011 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 1 

FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
TRANSFER 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

TRANSFER-READMIT 

Preferred Walk-Ons: Admitted to UN¢ with a Football Slot )Non-Scholarship] 

NOTE: Dillon Maples is on a Baseball Scholarship (used a Baseball slot) 

11/15/1992 
1/25/1993 
5/1/1992 

11/13/1992 
7/8/1993 
6/4/1993 
5/9/1992 

Summer Session 2 
Fall 2011 

Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 
Summer Session 2 

FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

Walk-Ons: Admitted to UN¢ on their own (Non-Scholarship) 1 
2 

4 
5 

3/9/1993 
3/2/1992 

10/29/1992 
3/4/1993 
4/5/1993 

Bummer Bridge FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 
FRESHMAN 

OTHERS: )Will no longer be members of UNC Football) 
10/28/1991    NLI 
12/4/1991 Wa~--On 
~Walk On 

Will not be attending UNC 
Will not be participating in Football 

Decided not to attend UNC 









ALL STUDENT ATP LETES MUST COMPLETE QUESTIONS 1, 2, 7 AND 12. 

IF YON lAVE A CAR, AlSO ANSWER OgJERTIONS 3-6 

IF YOU I-AVE A SCOOTERiMORTORCYCLE, ALSO ANSWER QUESTIONS 8 1"-. 

2 Use of Automobile: Do you have use of (regular possession, regard ess of ownership) any automobile during the 
current academe year? IIf"No"~ RO to queston 7) 

3. Auto DescHpt[on: 

Make/Model (eg 

Toyota Camr¥): 

b License #late ’lumber and state of re#istration: 

c. TiLle sin tie name of: 

d Relationship of tire holder to you: 

4. Information ReRardin# Auto Purchase: 
a. Date of purchase: 

b Purchased from: 

¢. Was any ath etics associatioq staff member or booster nvo red iq this ~urchase? 

I Ident fythat individual: 

2. Descr be their involvement: 

a Is your automobile nsured? 

c Relationship of that individua to you? 

d. lfyou are payingpour own paymenLs~ what is the source of funds you are using? 

7. Use o~ 5coo[e ~Moto[ cycle: Do you have use of (ieguiar possession, regardless of ownersh p) any 

scooter or motorcycle durin# the current acade,~ic year? 

9. Information Regarding Scooter/Motorcycle Purchase: 

a Date of purchase: 

b Purchased from: 

No 



North Carolina state law requires that you be informed of the following: (1) your consent is imited to this one transact on; 12) you 

are erltted to a paper copy of the documents you have s~rled~ and 13) you are entitled to withdraw your consent to future 

electronic signatures by providing wr~en notification to the Compliance Offce 

PID: Date Si~ned: 



ALL STUDENT ATP LETES MUST COMPLETE QUESTIONS 1, 2, 7 AND 12. 

IF YON lAVE A CAR, AlSO ANSWER OgJERTIONS 3-6 

IF YOU I-AVE A SCOOTERiMORTORCYCLE, ALSO ANSWER QUESTIONS 8 1"-. 

2 Use of Automobile: Do you have use of (regular possession, regard ess of ownership) any automobile during the 
current academ ¢ year? IIf "N o"~ RO to question 7) 

Yes 

3. Auto DescHpt[on: 

Make/Model (eg 

ToyoLa Camr¥): 

4. Information ReRarding Auto Purchase: 

a. Date of purchase: 

No 

7. Use o~ 5coo[e ~Moto[ cycle: Do you have use o[ (ieguiar possession, regardless of ownersh p) any 

scooter or motorcycle dL~rin# the current acade,~ic year? 
No 

9. Information Regarding Scooter/Motorcycle Purchase: 

a Date of purchase: 

b Purchased from: 



PID: Date Si~ned: 



Recap and Planning - Carolina Outreach 



CAROLINA OU1 REACH 

1. Sign In/Collection of March Service Activities 

2. Icebreaker 

3, All Athle [ics Engagements 

4. Engagements with Kids 

5. Charles House 
6. Kindred Transitional Health Care and Rehab 

7. Murdoch Developmental Center 

8. Ronald McDonald House 

b+ Cance~ (linic 

c~ ~ids Cart 
d Pecliatr c 



CAROLINA OU1 REACH April, 2Ol3 

I oileby(ollecto~ (Acollecton box satt/l~sludy 

almost full. Let*s dorlate to dol~ate to ot~ local 

Collectir/g pop tops fo~ the Ro ~ald ~,~< Donald 

tic, s~. (A collectio/i box vvll be Ic~catecl il the 

weght ro/./rn o1: ..oud~ ~1 filk.) 

Shoe Collection Are your shoes part their athletic 
prime and cluttering your locker.> Give them a 
second life, Contribute them to the racks, They will 

be donated to GOODWILL, 

Business Clothing Donations - Supplying less 
fortunate individuals with professional clothing for 

interviews and workplace setting, such suits, khakis, 
dresses, and lies. Donatiol]s will be passed on to [he 

Durham Rescue Mission. Questions? Please contact 

A fie~d day tr’i~ is expected to happen at Morrs Grove ~:lemel~ta~7 school in Aplil, 

~ Any day other than Monday and Wednesday 

Monday April 291h~ lt1~.2~15pIt)"They also request a st ~dent..athlete from Duke and NCSU 

Heels~ Huddle; A teache[ from New Hope ~ [erue~taw Schoo wants U NC stuclehl ath etes to 

mer~tor for he~ fifth grade kid~ who really ~se a ~os[tive ~oe model n thor life. 

[hey will co,re for tie April t3~t~ Footba spri~ g game. f a ~yo ~e is i~ terqsted to vsil t~em, 

please et        know, 

Lighd~ouse of Clayto ~ woukl ke to bng a £ou~ of boys Io camp~is for vlsi~ a Ic~l of footbal 

~ Sboys (9 7 years od) & 5 stalf~ Saturday or Ihursday alter 5prn 

CtapelliillCahooCtySchoolsiookl:orStuclehlAtl elestoer~geir~aCtMt~eswtt bKletts 

for details if you wall to <:ooperal:e with a~y ot I:he a;ove prograns, 

{ PAGE } 



CAROLINA OU1 REACH April, 2Ol3 

Spe/icli/l£ tree wth, playh g, o speakin8 to olde 

aduts with n~ild to moderate hnpa rments 

Involvin~ in interestin~ snd wried sctivities 
and events with their patients and ~esidents 

Outdoor pursuits 

Entertainment and audience 
participation 

~ Baked goods can be d~ c ~)ped off ar~y day of the week 8AM.gP;,4 
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CAROLINA OU1 REACH April, 2Ol3 

B~rn Ce~~ter 

:: Grace Sch Tilts (N~se Manager) ~sch T/its@urlch unc,edu arid Mary Margaret Carroll 

Cb dren’s Onto o~y welcomes st ~dent at lletes to vist h~ the o ~tpat ent el@:. Aly 

Monday, Wednesday or Thursday before ~pnb no more than 4 people. 

TI/ey would also love:, Io haw:, I~,ams cohe Io visit adult i l-patienl. Tine can be flexible 

Contact         if your team is h¢e ested. 

Kkls Cart 

Ped[atri¢ Playroom 
~hck o~ calenda~ ~o view aval}abl i~y ... open dates/tines say peds 

~ Cont:~ct ):ul):~l wth dates/times, aid act:irides 

ClncAssistasce 

Women’s Soccer Clinic for Cancer Patients 

o ~ Aquaduct Conference Cen~er, Chapel I lill 

o Saturday, one hour 

Basketball Clinic for Global Youth Day 

o @ UNC Campus, organized by a freshman in 

Fencing Team, on 

o Sponsored byAu~ism Speaks 

©rams 

CAROLINA 
Sunday 2pro 

Baseball 
/./NC vs, [)ul~e vs~ Cance~ 

Host Tea 1~.? 

Please let                       ;@email.unc.edu) or 
know, if your team wants to be the host for the 

last event. 
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Heathy 6ir]~ Save the Wold 

Event Schedule: 

GOTR 5K Race, (_~ Durham, NC Saturday 

Contact: @live.unc.edu> 

~.~} Carq the LOAD 

Non profit or£anization helpind people celebrate a meaniri£ful Memorial Day by partneriri£ wi~h 

communities to hold local events and hostin~ a cross-country relay to honor veterans and active duty 
service members, law enforcement officers, firefighters and their families. 

Friday~ 8PNI-IOPM, UNGCH, 5.Ol miles 

14o Others 
¯ All Spor[s Banquet April 29th 
¯ Graduation Recep[bn May 
¯ UNCSWAG PromoVideo 

Contact Information 

crJcke~@~ ncaa unc,ed~ 

0 
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CoDtact the Dreams 









2013 Camp Auction Items 

UNC Gameday Football 

UNC Gameday Football 

UNC Chrome Football Helmet 

UNC Chrome Football Helmet 

UNC Military Appreciation Helmet 

Guest of Coach Fedora for UVA Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for UVA Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for Miami Game (4) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for Miami Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for ECU Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for ECU Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for Duke Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for Duke Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for (Away) NC State Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for (Away) NC State Game (2) 

Golf/Fishing/Hunting with Coach Fedora 

Golf Foursome with Coach Fedora 

Golf Foursome with Coach Fedora 

Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Attend Training Camp for a Day 

Attend Training Camp for a Day 

Head Coach White Team for Spring game 

Head Coach Blue Team for Spring game 

Total Donated to Camp 

2013 UNCAA Auction Items 

South Carolina Road Trip for 4 

South Carolina Road Trip for 4 

Georgia Tech Road Trip for 4 

Georgia Tech Road Trip for 2 

Pittsburgh Road Trip for 4 

Pittsburgh Road Trip for 4 



Total UNCAA Travel 

2013 AUCTION TOTALS 



Guest of Coach Fedora for Miami Game (4) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for UVA Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for UVA Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for Duke Game (2) 

Head Coach White Team for Spring game 

UNC Gameday Football 

Guest of Coach Fedora for ECU Game (2) 

Golf Foursome with Coach Fedora 

Georgia Tech Road Trip for 2 

UNC Gameday Football 

Attend Training Camp for a Day 

Dinner with Coach Fedora 

South Carolina Road Trip for 4 

Guest of Coach Fedora for Miami Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for (Away) NC State Game (2) 

Pittsburgh Road Trip for 4 

Golf Foursome with Coach Fedora 

Head Coach Blue Team for Spring game 





2013 Camp Auction Items 

UNC Gameday Football 

UNC Gameday Football 

UNC Chrome Football Helmet 

UNC Chrome Football Helmet 

Guest of Coach Fedora for ECU Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

Guest of Coach Fedora for 

ECU Game (2) 

Miami Game (2) 

Miami Game (2) 

UVA Game (2) 

UVA Game (2) 

Duke Game (2) 

Duke Game (2) 
(Away) NC State Game (2) 

Guest of Coach Fedora for (Away) NC State Game (2) 

Golf Foursome with Coach Fedora 

Golf/Fishing/Hunting with Coach Fedora 

Head Coach Blue Team for Spring game 

Head Coach White Team for Spring game 

Attend Training Camp for a Day 

Attend Training Camp for a Day 

Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Total Donated to Camp 

2013 UNCAA Auction Items 

South Carolina Road Trip for 4 

South Cm’olina Road Trip for 4 

Georgia Tech Road Trip for 4 

Pittsburgh Road Trip for 4 

Pittsburgh Road Trip for 4 

2012 

UNC Gameday Football 

UNC Gameday Football 

UNC Football Helmet 

UNC Football Helmet 

Wake Forest Sideline Passes (2) 

ECU Sideline Passes (2) 

ECU Sideline Passes (2) 

Virginia Tech Sideline Passes (2) 

Virginia Tech Sideline Passes (2) 

NC State Sideline Passes (2) 
NC State Sideline Passes (2) 

Georgia Tech Sideline Passes (2) 

Maryland Sideline Passes (2) 

Golf Foursome with Coach Fedora 

Golf Foursome with Coach Fedora 

Head Coach Blue Team for Spring game 

Head Coach White Team for Spring game 

Attend Training Camp for a Day 

Attend Training Camp for a Day 

Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Louisville Road Trip for 4 

Louisville Road Trip for 6 

Miami Road Trip for 4 

Miami Road Trip for 4 

**The university’s HR dcpartmcnt infonncd us of an uncxpcctcd change in thcir policy that governs how wc 
disburse thc Big HJttcr Funds Thc ncw policy prothbits what wc have done in thc past, but thc funds will still 

bc used 100% to benefit thc football program - hclping to support cmnp opcratinns, t~nd staffrctrcats and 
supplement salarics to hclp retain the best coaching staffin thc country 



**The change requires us to modil~’ our iitnding model lbr this year’s lbotball camps and how xxe make 

**This is an important source of fi~nding that xxe will use similarly to many other universities to replace the 

**We expect to hm~e a nexx model in place lbr the 2014 camp season We may take a close look at the 







On 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Monday,            7:54 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Can you please set up times for Vince and I to meet with 

Advisor Program? The week of (with the exception of 

Thanks, 

Paul 

would work best. 

to discuss the Agent and 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics.11 





Public Bnga~ernents for Coach Sylvia Hatchell 

individual Camp 

Position Camp 

Individual Camp 

Team Camp 

SC All Star Banquet (Keynote speaker) 

Retreat with AD of UNC Charlotte Judy Rose 

Back to School Alumni Association 

Family Day @ Friday Center 

Breakfast @ Kenan 

Interview with Daily Tar Heel Story on Charlotte Smith 

Dancin~ with Stars (for Charity) @ Carolina Inn 

Luncheon @ Concourse Club Blue Zone 

Welcome Back Picnic 

Tar Heel Team Tempo Pot Luck@ Hatchell’s home 

Shrimp Bunch Gathering @ Myrtle Beach 

Hunter Huss High School Reunion @ Myrtle Beach 

40~ Reunion for Chapman’s simulcast 

Kay Yow Golf Tournament-Greensboro NC 

Speaking at Francis Marion with Pearl Moore 

Scholarship Dinner 

Chatham Chamber of Commerce keynote speaker 

Keynote speaker @ Grulyville SC- AAU Banquet 

Basketball Coaches Clinic @ Providence Day 



Shoal Creek Baptist Church McCall Family Gathering 

Meet with Shelia Oliver author of biography 

Pre-Season Basketball Madness Kickoff @ Hatchell’s Home 

Loudermilk Center Dedication 

6~ Player Event and Tar Heel Team Tempo and Newcomers to 

practice 

Visit with Debble Antonelll 

Coaches Circle -Blue Zone 

Late Night with Roy 

Video for Carson Newman Special Night 160th girthday 

from Hatchell 

interviewwith Lauren Brownlow Tar Heel Monthly 

ACC Media Day in Greensboro 

Lineberger Gala - Rizzo Conf. Center 

Speak with Dr. Spencer Barnes Class 



Holiday Luncheon Concourse Club 

Chapel Hill Sports Club Keynote speaker@Squids 

Raleigh Sports Club 

Coaches Circle-Bubba Cunningham 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Radio Raid and TV Tour 

Tar Heel Team Tempo Sixth Player ~irne Out 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Radio Sho~ @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Dance for the benefit of Meals on Wheels 

Radio Show@ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Speak for Dance Marathon on campus 

Speak to group @ Mr. Carmel Church Fundraiser 

Lineber~er Cancer Club Luncheon 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s GHII and Pub 

Radio Show@ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Legends Luncheon {Sylvia Crawley) 

Men’sTournament Ram’s Club BBQ-Atlanta 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

End of Year Banquet - WRB 

LineberBer Cancer Group to mountains for blueberry pic 

All Sports Banquet 

Ram’s Tour to Burlington 



Ram’s Tour to Greenville, SC 

OBGYN Group @ Carolina Inn 

North Carolina Radiology Technologist Annual Conference 

Tar Heel Team Tempo Speakin~ to group and potluck 

gpeakinB in Cary to a group of Educators-Barbara Day 

Nike Coaches Clinic @ Myrtle Reach Convention Club 

SOS Parade @ Myrtle Beach 

gpeakinB to Dr. gpencer’s class on campus 

Shaw University WBR Banquet 

Athletic Play Day- Dancing @ Carmichael 

Athletic DepL Family Picnic 

Bible Study Group from campus for Dinner and Guest Speaker 

NC Hall of Fame- North Raleigh Hilton 

ACC Amelia island 

Uneberger Cancer Center Luncheon @ Chapel Hill Country Club 

Recruit Seminar Webcast @ UNC 

Francis Marion Reunion-NAIA District 8 Basketball Reunion 

Nike Trip 

Celebration of North Carolina-Governor’s Mansion 

Women’s Basketball Hall of Fame Knoxville, TN 

Cook out for Camp Workers at my home 

Elil:e Camp 

Team Camp 

learn Camp 



Cook out for Camp Workers at my home 

Position Camp 

Shooting Camp 

Individual Camp 

South Carolina High School Coaches Clinic 

International Trip to Europe with Team 

Interview with Channel 50 about Pare Saulsby 

Drop in Back to School Carolina Club 

Family Day with Team and Fall Fest 

Interview with WCHL-Lauren Stafford 

Football Breakfast-Carolina Club 

Breakfast Kick-Off Meeting @ Blue Zone and Welcome Back 

Picnic 

Linberger Cancer Center Event 

Dinner with Gary Sobba -lar Heel Sports MarketlnB 

Hunter Huss High School Class Reunion 

Kay Yow Cancer Fund -Charleston SC 

Pot Luck Dinner with lar Heel team tempo 

PeBgy Kirk Hell- The Hell Cup 

Scholarship Dinner 

Greek President Visit/Picnlc (Heads of Greek Organizations) 

Speaker @ Basketball Associalion in Tennessee 

Embassy Suites Cary for Olympic Celebration Dinner 

NC Nurses SpeakinB EnBagement @ Charlotte 

Inlerview with Inside Carolina 



Ram’s Club Coaches Circle 

Massage Therapy Convention @ Civic Center in Raleigh 

Speak to Men’s Bible Study @ Amity UMC-Chapel Hill 

Late Night with Roy 

Henderson Elvis Tribute Concert-Fundraiser-Durham NC 

ACC Media Day 

Interview with Lauren Browlow-Tar Heel Monthly 

Speaker @ Triangle Sports Commission Tip Off 

Chapel Hill Sports Club 

Breakfast with Roy and Sylvia 

FCA Banquet-Jim Graham Building - Raleigh 

UNC Hospital unveiling of Christmas Card 

Christmas House- Chapel Hill Service League 

Meet with Doncaster, clothing sponsor, to fit for clothing 

Photo shoot at Old Well for Hurricanes magazine with son 

Lunch at the Governor’s Mansion with Bob Eaves 

Celebrations of Giving {Lineberger Cancer) @ Ricco 

Interview with Lauren Brownlow@ Tar Heel Monthly 

Christmas Athletic Luncheon 

Interview with Ashley Maria for Documental’ of ’~Pioneer 

Skirts~’ 

Interview with NC News 

Radio Raid and TV Tour 

Key note speaker for Raleigh Sports Club 

Interview for ~CA Magazine 

Drop in and mingle with Ram’s Club before Ga. Tech game 



Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Conference Call with ESPN Producer and 2 announcers 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

interview with Lauren Brownlow@ Tar Heel Monthly 

interview with Michelle Vospel ESPN 

interview with WRAL 

interview with Harold@ Durham Herald Newspaper 

Meet with Kid’s Club before Duke same 

interview with Andrew Jones @ Sports Fox,corn 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Speak to Sponsors before Men’s Basketball Game-Learfield 

Interview with Gastonia Gazette 

Interview with WTVD 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Sixth Player Event with Tar Heel Team Tempo @ Time Out 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Interview with Phillip Cherr~ about Gastonia Co. Basketball Hall 

of Fame 

Inlerview with Bob Ellis 

Radio Show @ Tyler’s Grill and Pub 

Relay for Life@ C~ty Kitchen -University Mall speaker 



Pairings Show @ Tobacco Road Restaurant 

Interviews with DailyTar Heel, Durham Morning Herald and Bob 

Ellis with UNC 

Reception with the Hurricanes Game and ringing of the staring 

bell for 1he ~ame 

Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame Announcement and Press 

Conference for the Hall of Fame 

P~ess con]erence meeting with Bobby Nundley and Bob Ellis for 

the Naismith Hall of Fame 

Nike Clinic 

Leadership Academy RecoBnition Banquet 

End of Year Banquet @ Carolina Club with team and fans 

]hank You ]our to see Pat Summitt, fommy Norton and others 

that influenced my journey in basketball 

Blueberry Patch Workday for the Lineberser Cancer 

contributions 

All Sports Award Celebration @ Carolina Inn 

Ram’s Club Tour in Greenboro 

Meet and Greet with new Chancellor Carol Folt 

North Carolina Hall of Fame Celebration 

Step Up Seminar Speaker with Felicia Hall in Greensboro, NC 

Dancin~ with the Stars benefit as a judse 

Bible Study group from campus at my home for dinner 

Lunch @ 411 Restaurant with 8 from TROSA (auction item with 

Coach Hatchell 

Ram’s Club tour in Winston Salem for Lunch 

Ram’s Club Tour in Durham fo~ Dinner 

Speaking Engagement for YMCA in Shelby, NC 



Speaking Engagement for UNC Hospital Nursing on Team 











Student-Athlete Advisory Council 
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Men’s Tennis 

Coaching Staff: 

Team Members: 

Annual Repod 

Sam Paul, Tripp Phillips 

Address 



Full Name GIA Major Year on #of Class 
Contests days 

lTeam LPar~c pated missed 
5/20 2/3 
3/5 110 
3/0 110 
4/10 213 
3/11 212 
3/18 213 
010 0 
5111 2/2 
2120 213 
2/20 213 
0/13 0/1 
4/20 2/3 

Season Dates: 
A. Beginning and Ending date: 

B. Numberofdaysinvolved: 144 

C. Number of days per week and hours per day team practiced: 6 days; 3 hours/day 

D. Facility used for practice: Cone-Kenfield Temlis Center 

E. Facility used for o~cial games: Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center 

6. A. Season’s Schedule: Overall: 12-13 ACC: 4-6 
Date Opponent Home Away Win Loss 

Jan 19 Wofford X 7-0 
Jan, 19 GardnerWebb X 6-1 
Jan. 25 Tulsa (at Illinois) 4-3 
Jan. 26 Tennessee (at Illinois) 4-1 
Feb. 2 Louisville X 4-2 

+ 

Feb. 9 Navy X 7-0 
Feb 9 James Madison X 7-0 

+ 

Feb 24 UT-Chatt X 7-0 
Feb. 24 NC Central X 7-0 
Feb. 27 Ohio State X 4-1 
Mar 6 VCU X 5-2 
Mar 9 @ TCU X 4-3 
Mar. 12 @Texas X 
Mar. 15 NC State X 
Mar. 17 Duke X 
Mar. 22 @ Va. Tech X 4-3 
Mar. 24 @ Virginia X 6-1 
Apr. 5 @ Ga. Tech X 5-2 ¯ 



Apr. 7 @ Clemson X 6-1 
Apr. 12 Miami X 5-2 
Apr. 14 FSU X 5-2 

7-0 Apr. 21 Boston College X                                             , 
Apr. 25 Mum (ACC) Ca,% ’~(, 4-0 , 
Apr 26 Virginia Ca"~, NC 0-4 

± f ¯ 

C Final, end-of-season team rankings: 

National: # 52        Regional: #6 ACC: T 7th 

Final Indi~ ktual Natio~ml Rankings: 

Rated Recruiting (lass for by "l ennisrecraiting net 

Dean’s List Spring Semester: 

8 Accident-lnjnry Report: 
I Date I Name I Type of Injury 

Expenses: 
A. Total amount budgeted for current year (excluding salaries and benefits): $126,057.00 

10, Miscellaneous Information: 
A. TV/Radio Interviews: None 



Carohna 
Annual Repor~ 

Softball 



Staff 
Head Coach 

Assistant Head Coach, Recrui~ng Coord. 

Assislant Coach 

Director of Operat4ons 

Volunteer Assistant 

Undergrad Assistant 

Team Members 

Boo Gillette 

Tony Baldwin 

Catherine Mitchell 

30th Year 

3rd Year 

3rd Year (as Director of Operat4ons) 

3/2s 



Season Dates 

The fall season besan on and ended 

The team practiced 6 days per week. Practices were 3-4 hours long. 

Anderson Softball Stadium was used for practice and ofllcial games. 

Off-Season Schedule 

Elon 

UNC Greensboro 

Ray Chandler Fall Tournament 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Greensboro, NC 

Regular Season Schedule 

25 





Final, End of season rankings 

National: 42nd (RPI} ACC: 3rd 

Lori Spingola was ranked 11th in the NCAA for strikeouts, and 12th in the NCAA for wins 

The De[ease was ranked 20th in the NCAA [or Fieldinl~ Percentage 

Special Recognition 

Players selected to honorary teams: 

Players receiving academic honors: 

Coaches receiving honors or special recognition: 
Coach Papa was inducted into the NFCA Hall of Fame 

Injuries 

See altached report 

Expenses Total amount budgeted for current year (excluding salaries/beheSts for coaches).. 



Recommendations 

The most immediate needs that we have at our facility would be the following: 

Construcl:ion of an indoor hitting facilily, purchasing a video board to replace a very outdal:ed scoreboard, additfonal seatfng in 

the stadium, and an additional office built for head coach at the building. 

Budget: Travel budget needs to be increased by at least $90-:].00,00. So that we can continue to improve our schedule and RPI 

and compete at a high level. 



End of Season Report 
Copy of End of Season Report - University of North Carolina              Reperl Bate 

Name                   Onset     Side BodyPart Injury                                    Full Injury Dos 

Page1 



End of Season Report 
Copy of End of Season Report - University of North Carolina Reperl Date: Page 2 
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UNC / A¢ C Athletics 

"Emanuel, 1he ACC Pitcher of the Year, needed just lwo pitches in the ninth inning to earn his first cmeer 

save. Moran, the ACC Player of the Year, provided perhaps the most important hit of the game - a triple 

to right field that drove in Landon Lassiter in the bottom of the sixth inning. 

]hat cut South Carolina’slead to 4 3, and Moran came home with the tying run not long after when the 

Gamecocks committed their third error, On that play, Cody Stubbs flew out to center field, The throw 

Skye Bolt was headed after tagging up. 

Bul: Martin’s I:hrow was wide and sailed into center field, and Moran ran home. I ater, after a pitching 

change, Bolt scored the go ahead run when ]yler Webb, the Gamecocks’ third pitcher, walked Barks 

Jordan with the bases loaded. 

South Carolina’s blunders came one inning after the usually-reliable Frank dropped a routine fly ball in 

center field. The Gamecocks had two runners on at the time, and they both scored easily to give South 

Carolina a 3-2 lead, 

UNC advanced to the College World Series in Omaha, Neb., for the lOth time. The Tar Heels on Sunday 

will play against N.C, State, which advanced to Omaha on Sunday with a 17-inning victory against Rice. 

This will be the fourth game between the Tar Heels and Wolfpack, UNC prevailed in an 18-inning victory 

against N.C. State during the ACC tournament in Durham," 

Article Links: 

http://www~news~bserver~c~m/2~1~/~6/31/2955~78/ncaa-baseba~~-f~~~~w-the-unc-vs~htm~ 
http://www~news~bserVer~c~rn/2~2"3/~6/1:~/2955992/unc.ra~ies-t~-pic~-up-chaz.frank~htm~ 

http://www~thestate.c~m/2~:~/~/~/2814426/err~rs-c~st-usc-a-tdp-t~-~maha~htm~ 

"1 was praying that they were going to pull it out," [outfielder Brett W~lliams] said with a laugh. "fhey 

hurt us bad in the ACC tournament. That killed us ,,, so we’re really excited to see them in the first 

(game)/’ 

"Both teams come in as the lone members of the ACC to make it to Omaha and did so with late inning 

d~amal:ics For the Heels, it took a ninth innglg rally in the first game and a sloppy game that went in 

their favor in the final contest to advance. 
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Tile Pack won both of their games in the super regionals over Rice with come-from-behind victories in 

the ninth inning, including an epic 17-inning game that ended with their first dogpile before a trip to 

Omaha since 1968." 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013io6/11/2956211/pack sets its wish date in omaha.html 

gumrnary[ 

"Newly released ernails reveal the informal and cozy relationship between North Carolina’s academic 

support staff in tile athletics department and the former head of the university’s African studies 

department, undercutting claims made by UNC’s outgoing chancellor, Holden Thorp, and other school 

officials that staff members never worked with the department to create classes designed to maintain 

eligibility for student-athletes~ 

The emails, obtained by The News & Observer of Raleigh, NC., show members of UNC’s Academic 

Support Program for Student Athletes offering Julius Nyang’oro, then chairman of the African studies 

department, tickets to games and negotiating to create a "no-show" class a lecture-style class turned 

into independent studies~ 

"This is additional confirmation that there was far too cozy a relationship between the academic 

advisers in time athletic department and Nyang’oro and Crowder," Peter Hans, chairman of the UNC 

Board of Governors, told The News & Observer." 

"This was not an athletic scandal," former North Carolina Gov, Jim Martin, who led the probe, told UNC’s 

board of trustees. "It was an academic scandal, which is worse." 

Article Link: 

http://www.usatoday.coi’q!story/sports/college/2Ot3/o6/~/norl:h carolina academic scandal4ulius 

nyangoro african studies department/2412703/?morestories-obMsite 

"In a story June 9 about the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s public relations expenses, The 

Associated Press reported erroneously that one of time advisers the university paid was a National 

Basketball Association official, He is an NBA consultant, 

National Basketball Association consultant Doug Sosnik received $144,000." 

Article Lfnk: 
http://www~news~bserver.c~m/2~~3/~6/:[$/2956$2~/c~rrecti~n.n~rth~car~~ina~academic.htm~ 
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"UNC RB Khris Francis: Another early enrollee, Francis opened some eyes with a stellar performance in 

the spring game. With the earl,/departure of standout Giovani Bernard to the NFL, the Tar Heels are in 

need ofa runninS back to step up While A.k Blue and Romar Morris are the leading candidates I:o do 

that, Francis showed some biS t~me potential th~s spNnS. He had a same high 101 yards on 20 carries in 

the spring game." 

Article LiteR: 

http://espn.go.comiblog/acc/post/ /id/56366/first year players to watch in the acc 

Clemson 
Virginia Tech 

Florida State 

4, Kenan Memorial Stadium, North Carolina 

Opened: 1927 

Capacity: 62,980 

2032 Attendance: .50,286 (3Bt h) 

"One of the most picturesque places to watch a football game, Kenan Stadium was named after dairy 

farmer and :[894 UNC graduate William Kenan It is the second oldest football venue irl the ACC, and 

could be, in the very near future, the ACC’S nicest as major renovations are underway. [he "Blue Zone" 

will turn the horseshoe into a complete bowl with premium seating and innovative features while an 

upgrade of overall stadium facilities across the board will make the fan’s experience one of the best in 

the conference [he tar Heels are 12 2 over their last two seasons ~n Benan." 

Article Link: 

http://www.athlonsports corn/college football/ranklng accs football 

stadlums?utm source=bleacher&utm medlum=partner&utm campaign=traffic 
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UNC has 7 home games this year and they are all pretty favorable. Most expect UNC to 8o 7 0 or at least 

6 1 at home this year. 

] he key home game on the schedule is a I hursday night matchup with Miami on Oct. 17th, which 

according to Heather Dinich will determine the Coastal Division winner. 

Video Link: 

http://espn.8o.comiblo~/acc/post/ /id/56389/video north carolina home 8ames 

The averase four-year APR remained 949. Only three ACC schools failed to reach that mark -- NC State, 

Maryland and North Carolina. 

Here is a look al: each ACC [ootball tea~’~’s lares[ multi-year APR score: 

Duke 989 

Clemson 985 

Article Lfnk: 
http://espn.go,com/bloJacc/post/Jid/56456/apr-scores-for-all-acc-schools 
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"ACC television revenue nearly tripled from 2008 12, while the conference’s bowl income increased 50 

percent and league basketball tournament receipts declined. This according to the ACC’s five most 

] he net result for the conference’s 12 mere ber schools d uring that time: ] heir average annual share of 

league revenue increased more than 43 percent, from ~11.8 million to ~1B.9 million. 

This placed tt~e ACC in the middle of college football’s five power conferences, behgld the Big Ten and 

Southeastern, and ahead of the gig 12 and Pacific 12. [heir average per school payouts ranged from the 

Pac 12’s ~11.1 million to the gig Ten’s ~23.8 million." 

"Below is a chart of ACC revenues, in millions, from the last five years. Some observations: 

basketball television income. But the league’s new contract with ESPN folds those rights into 

one package. From 2010 1l to 2011 ’[2, ACC TV revenue rose 64.5%, from ~79.3 million to 

That 5"[30.5 million in TV income represented 58.4 percent of the ACC’s total revenue of ~223.6 

Article Link: 

http://www.dailypress.comisports/teel blog/dp teel time acc television revenue 2012,0,4270391.story 
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Below is a chart of the average Rivals recruiting class of each of the ACC schools and Syracuse since 

Rivals made its data available in 2002, the number of elite recruits (four or five star) verbally committed 

~o each during that span, and each I:eam’s tol:al wins, division titles and league I:ides since 2005 (when 

the ACC adopted divisional pla~, and Boston College joined). 

Team Avg. rank 4}5 star ACC wins Division titles~ ACC titles 

Florida State 8.25 166 39 4 2 

M al~li 1333 130 33 1 0 

Clemson 2525 92 41 3 1 

No[th Ca/olivia 28.58 61 29 1 0 

Virgin a Tech 28.75 58 50 6 3 

Maryland 3283 53 24 0 0 

Virginia 3542 54 26 0 0 

North Calo[i/a State 4300 36 27 0 0 

Boston College 4917 28 34 3 0 

Geoigia Tech 5425 25 42 4 1 

Syracuse 63.25 12 -- 

Duke 71.33 5 9 0 0 

Wake Forost 7575 2 30 1 1 

*Data inckldes Rivals’ Division [ team rankings from 2002-2013 

"Based only on conle~once lecord,/o Iiebreake~s used 

Article Link: 
http://www.syracuse.com/orangefootball/index.ssf/2olgio6/analysis how much do recruitin.html 
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"The NCAA continues to see positive overall trends in its Academic Progress Rate, but historically black 

colleges and unlvers~tles continue to lag behind the rest of Division I, according to data released I uesday 

by the NCAA. 

In fact, barring the NCAA granting a waiver request, four of the 10 men’s basketball teams in the 

Southwestern Athletic Conference -- made up entirely of HBCUs -- will be ineli.~ible for the NCAA 

Of the Division I teams that scored below 900 in the APR, the benchmark to be eligible for postseason 

[)lay, 78% were from HBCDs. The APR is calculated on a four year average, but a postseason ban can be 

avoided if the most recent two year average is above 930. 

Of the 5] squads below 900 in the APR, the NCAA says jusl: :[8 will be ineligible fm postseason 
corn petition this year because of waivers and other mitigating factors. 

The overall national APR average increased by two points in men’s basketball to 952 and stayed the 

same in football at 949. For just the 120 teams in the Football howl Subdivision, the APR average was 

954. Both sports are still well below the average of 974 for all sports. Women’s basketball came close to 

the overall average at 972," 

Article Lfnk: 
http://w~‘~ w~usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~e~/2~13/~/11/ncaa.apr~academic~pr~ress~rate~annua~. 

report/241:[497/ 

"Eighteen Division I teams will miss postseason play, and another 18 in men’s basketball and 9 in other 

college sports will trade practice time for remedial classroom sessions as a result of the N.C,A,A, 

10 universities: Alabama State, Arkansas Pine Bluff, Florida A&M, Florida International, G~ambling, 

Mississipp~ Valley State, New Orleans, Norfolk State, Savannah State and Southern In the 2012 

postseason, 15 teams were ineligible. 

Five teams received so called Level 3 A.P.R. penalties, which can include financial aid reductions and 

multiyear postseason bans: the men’s basketball teams at Grambling, Mississippi Valley, New Orleans 

and Io isia la Monroe and the Chicago State women s volleybal learn. 
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Most of the penalized universities, including ii historically black institutions, have significantly more 

limited resources than top N.C.A.A. programs." 

Article Link: 

http~//~w~.nytimes~c~m/2~~3/~6/12/sp~rts/ncaabasketba~~/ncaa-hands-~ut-p~stseas~n-bans-f~r- 

academics but uconn is back.html? r-O 

Surnrnary~ 

"The NCAA has penalized four of Florida A&M University’s athletic teams because of their student- 

athletes’ academic shorLcomings~ FAMU’s volleyball team received the stiffest sanction, a so-called 

Phase 2 penalty, and it will not be eligible for postseason competition this fall. 

The men’s basketball team and the men’s indoor/outdoor track and field teams also will operate under 

sanctions during the coming academic year, reducing the number of hours designated for practice and 

requiring the students to spend four extra hours in study hall, life skills or time-management classes/’ 

Article Link: 

http~//www.ta~ahassee.c~m/a~tic~e/2~[g~6l2/FAMU~2/3~612~26/FAMU-hit-pena~ties-by- 

NCAA?nclick_check-1 

"Tuesday, the NCAA released its new Academic Performance Rate (APR) figures -- one of several 

APR related provisions are bringing bonuses of 5250,000 to Colorado State football coach Jim McEIwain 

and 5:[O0,OOO I:o South Carolina football coach Sieve Spurrier, bul a USA TODAY Spo~ts analysis of 

various employment contracts found many smaller amounts going to ADds and to coaches in virtually 

every sport... North Carolina women’s basketball coach Sylvia Hatchell $30,000. 

"In a sense (APR bonuses) are a good thing because the coaches have to be concerned with athletes 

making progress like a normal student, but why do you have to incentivize coaches to do that?" said 

Michael Bowen, a professor in South Florida’s College of Busienss who chairs the Coalition on 

Intercollegiate Athletics. 

Other schools, including Wisconsin, provide no academic incentives." 

Article Link: 
http~//~w~.usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~Uege/2~3/~6/11/ncaa~apr-b~nuses-c~ach~athletics- 

director/24:~2095/ 
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"] empe police said [ uesday that Andres Rafael Garcia is being held on suspicion of two counts of sexual 

I he 22 year old defensive back was arrested late Sunday after police say he got involved in an argument 

with a 21 year old woman he knew, It allegedly escalated into a physical assault, 

Garcia is accused of shoving the woman backward into a wall, knocking her unconscious. Authorities say 

he then sexually assaulted the woman. 

ASU officials say Garcia has been dismissed from the football team. He joined the Sun Devils last season 

as a non scholarship player." 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~news~bserver~c~m/2~13/~6/11/2956285/ariz~na~state~f~~tba~bp~a~er~htm~ 

"Florida announced Monday that starting point guardScottie Wilbekin has been suspended indefinitely 

In early November, W~lbekin served a three game suspension for a violation of team rules, 

Florida did not comment further on Wilbekin’s latest suspension," 

Article Link: 

http://florida.247sports.com/Article/Florida PG Scottie Wilbekin suspended violation of team rules 

134437 

"Florida State coach Jimbo Fisher said in a statement Monday night that receiver Greg Denthas been 

suspended indefinitely while facing second-degree sexual assault charges. 

Fisher said: "We are aware of the situation with Greg Dent. He’s suspended indefinitely from all team 

activities as we let the legal process run its course." 

University policy requires any student-athlete facing felony charges be suspended. 

Dent was arrested Sunday night on a single count of sexual assault on a victim over the age of 12 and 

arraigned Monday. He was expecl:ed I:o compete for a slarling job." 
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Article Link: 
http~//espn~g~c~m/b~acc/p~st/~id/56372/fsu-~r~greg~dent-suspended-~ndef~nite~y 

"Teams are always looking for a way to excite players, fans, and recruits with unique new uniforms. 

Well, we’ve found what could be the next big trend in college football fashion, at least if you ask ESPN’s 

Darren Rovell. 
The University of Arizona, working with gad Ass Masks, has created a new facemask that has the 

university "A" logo." 

Link to Twitter picture: pic.t  n2tter.com/Ubk97DFIAo 

Summa~; 
"Bernie Fine is suing ESPN for $11,000,000 according to newly filed papers in the United States District 

Court in Syracuse~ Attorneys for ESPN have moved to Federal Court the defamation lawsuit brought 

against ESPN by former Syracuse University assistant basketball coach Bernie Fine. This new legal action 

also removes as defendants the reporter and producer who worked on the Bobby Davis story along with 

The Walt Disney Company and The Hearst Corporation. 

Fine’s attorneys initially brought the action in New York State Supreme Court, but after a legal exchange 

that questioned which parties should be included as defendants ESPN emerged as the only remaining 

defendant. 

A U,5. Magistrate has scheduled an initial court hearing for July 18th where a schedule for the legal 

action will be considered." 

Article Link: 
http://www.cnycentral.com/news/story.aspx ?id-90g615#.Ubf3d_m 1FSJ 

Link to the demand of damages: 

http://www.cnycentraLcom/uploadedfiles/wstm/news/stories/bernie%20fine%20- 

%2011%20million%20in%20damages%20june%202013.pdf 
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"] he OSU Basketball Center is a 34,500 square foot, four story, 515 million structure that features two 

regulation basketball courts on the first and third floors along with locker rooms, satellite training and 

program staff offices that offer panoramic views of the basketball courts. With some minor work still to 

be completed on the facility, both teams plan on moving into their new home during the month of July." 

Men’s Basketball Head Coach, Craig Robinson, said, "1 his is a huge marketing tool and you can 

understand that being part of Beaver Nation for so long. We all love this place. We all know this place. 

We all know this is tbe place most people want to come to go to scbool, but the fact of tbe real:let is, 

when you’re recruiting against folks who have more resources, who live in larger metropolitan areas, we 

have to have something that gets them here to visit this place. That’s what this practice facility will do," 

Article Link: 
http://www.osubeavers.com/sports/m-baskbl/spec-rel/Ogl l13aab.html 

"Pitt athletic director Steve Pederson has signed a new five year contract that runs through at least 

2018, the school announced on Tuesday." 

"With the University of Pittsburgh set to officially join the Atlantic Coast Conference on July 1, our 

Nordenberg said in a prepared statement "I hat is a real tNbute to the hard work and effective 

leadership provided by Steve Pederson as Pitt’s athletic director." 

"Pederson is entering his 13th year at Pitt." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/blog/acc/post/Jid/SB383/pitt ad receives extension 

"Rachel Newman Baker, the NCAA managing director of enforcement for development and 

investigations, has left her position to become the senior associate athletic director for compliance at 

the University of Kentucky, the school announced Tuesday. Newman Baker, a Kentucky native, had 

spent the past ~.2 years at the NCAA. 
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In the past six months, the erfforcement division has been the subject of serious scrutiny after publicly 

admitting it erred in maior investigations of both the University of Miami (Fla.) and UCIJL 

Those mistakes cost two investigators, Ameen Najjar and Abigail Grantstein, their jobs and forced the 

ouster of J ulie Roe Lath, the vice president of enforcement, Since Roe Lach’s resignation, three other 

investigators have left Marcus Wilson, to take a iob in compliance at Maryland; Dave Didion, to work 

in a simila~ capacity al: Auburn; and Chance Mille~, who is now at South Carolina." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/college spolts/story/ /id/9366442/kentucky wildcats hire iachel newman hakel 

former ncaa enforcement official 

"This past week, the Southeastern Conference held their annual meetings in Destin, Florida. The 

league’s coaches agreed to support a proposal that would provide student-athletes with a $4,000 

stipend. Although this is merely a "proposal", the fact that the most powerful conference in the highest 

revenue generating sport (football) actually voted on enacting this stipend is a definite eye opener. 

Urban Meyer who coached at Florida from 2005-2010, was asked about his thoughts regarding the 

stipend." 

"I’m on record of saying Ym in favor of it. That’s the first I’ve heard of the $4,000/’ Meyer said, ’q don’t 

think there’s any person that would say’ they don’t deserve that." 

"Meyer admitted that there are some complications that come along with compensating college 

athletes, especially those in sports that don’t traditionally’ generate revenue." 

Article Link: 

http://scadel:andgame.com/2ot3/o6/~O/urban meyer weighs in on paying studenl: athleles/ 

"The new American Athletic Conference will hold its first women’s basketball tournament at the 
Mohegan Sun casino. The conference announced Monday that the 2014 tourney would be played at the 

resort in southeastern Connecticut, which includes a just-under 10,000-seat arena that is home to the 
WNBA’s Connecticut gun. 

The tournament will take place March 7-10, The deal gives the league the option to return in 2015. 

"Mohegan Sun Arena offers our student-athletes, coaches and fans the best of many things a world- 

class facility, a great destination and committed management," the conference’s commissioner, Mike 

Aresco, said in a release. 
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[The Mohegan Sun] offers ~amblin~, but does not have a sports book." 

Article Link: 
http~//www~ncaa‘c~m/news/basketba~w~rnen/artic~e/2~:~3-~6-~/americar~-ath~etic-c~I~ferer~ce- 

releasesdocation-first-to~rna 
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Tim Brando [of the Tim Brando Show] thinks this is 1he college version of the Kirk Flood case back in the 

BOs. Believes there will be a lasting impact of the student athletes of tomorrow ] hink the players have a 

great case against the NCAA controlling their images, but the corn plicated part of the case is that the 

players, by the school using their images after they have left school, should be getting some of the I~/ 

Miami Case: Final result is at least 4 6 weeks away afte~ this infractions meeting. The big question 

coming up is whether there will be additional sanctions or not. Miami has already self imposed post 

season bans, and if additional sanctions are given to them, Barnhat thinks Miami will sue, 

Article Ling: 
http://www.cbssports.com/video/player/plaK/COllegefootball/9zVtaLeklEaM/tony barnhart on ed 
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owners of the twitter handle @KUgoobs a cease and desist letter. I he presumed reason here is that KU 

believes the account should not be able to use the school’s name or abbreviation to promote its brand. 

Irl other wo~ds, the school likely (we’re assuming) doesn’t wan1 to have ils own brand associated with 

the type of photos users send in and post." 

"lim Marchiony, the Associate Director of Public Affairs at KN, wbo made 1he below statement: 

"We’re not trying to shut @KUBoobs down. It’s one thing to have a ]witter account It’s another thing to 

sell items with ’KU’ on it, which is what they’re doing," said Jim Marchiony, Associate Director of Public 

Affairs with KN Atbletics "That’s our federal trademark, which we always have to protect" 

According to Rock Chalk Blog, the items sold were the wristbands, with the proceeds going to breast 

cancer research. " 

"Welker noticed a tweet from four star Grossmont Community College wide receiver Nick Kurtz saying 

he was having the time of his life and asked if he was visiting Texas Tech. 

When Kurtz replied he was visiting BYU, Welker took a shot at the program and attempted to convince 

him to side with his alma mater." 

"Name me the last WR in the league from BYU? I hink big picture," Welker tweeted "1 w~ll give you 50 

more reasons why they would be a bad move. TT" 

"Tweeting at recruits by people affiliated with the program, especially an NFL player, is frowned upon by 

the NCAA and considered a minor violation." 
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"College baseball fans attending the 2013 NCAA Men’s College World Series (June 15 25/26} in Omaha 

will have all the event information at their fingertips courtesy of a new free app available for iPhone, 

iPod touch and select Android devices The NCAA Men’s College World Series app will include complete 

tournament and Fan Fest schedules, interactive maps, news, live scores, t~cket information, social media 

integration and more." 

"] he NCAA Men’s College World Series App will include: 

- A daily event schedule providing fans with times, locations, directions/maps and lists of all the 

- Uve scores for all Men’s College World Series games, 

- Tournament facts and history, along with trivia to test fans’ M en’s College World Series knowledge. 

Article Unk: 

http~//~w~ncaa~c~m/news/baseba~/ar~ic~e/2~13-~-11/ncaac~m-~aunches-m~bi~e"event"app"2~13~ 
men-s-college-world-series 
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UNC Soccer 



Commi~ee Roster 

HIGER, Dale G ULC 

BALEY, RobeC. G. ULC U~iversty of Missouri Columbia 

baileyr@misso uri edu 

CARROLL John L ULC 

MCCRACKENJr, Thomas J ULC 

MCGARVEY, John T ULC 

Clmberla~d School of Law Samford 
U~iversty 

800 Lakesho e Dr. 

Bi mingqam AL 35229 

(205) 726 2704, Fax 
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Commi~ee Roster 

MCGIHON, Anne L ULC 

MIELKE, Donald E. ULC 

ROCKWELL, Rebecca ULC Ofllce of Legislative Research and 

210 House Bldg 

WALSH, Harry M ULC 456 Summt Ave #208 

St Paul, MN 55,102 

(65,1) 224-0512, Fax (651) 291-1098 

BASSETT der~ L ULC Legislative Reference Sep~ice 

613 Alabama State I Iouee 

Montgomery, AL 36130 

(334’, 242 7560, Fax (334) 242 4358 
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Commi~ee Roster 

BARNES, Michael P ABA, JD Appel ate 
Judges 

Capri of Appeals of Ind an8 

Stale House 

200 W Washington St 

LANS NG. Harriet ULC 

St. Paul, MN 55102 2~/5 

{651 } 224 3017, Fax 
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Commi~ee Roster 

AGNONE, Anthony Sports La~jers {410) 229-008Q, Fax 

BARTELSTEIN, Mark Priority Spor~s 

(312) 664 7700, Fax 

BERTAGNA, Joe 

BLEDSOE Brian 

National 
Association of 
Sports Agents & 
Athiete 
Representatives 

BURCH, Edgar NCAA Office of Government Relations 

One Dlponl Circle NW, Suite 310 

’~.~4shington, DC 20036 

{202) 293 3050, Fax (202) 293 3075 
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Commi~ee Roster 

CLOSIUS, Ph Ilip J Universty of Ba timore Schoo of Law 

(410) 837 44~81 Fax 

pc osius@ubalt edu 

EDELMAN, Marc 

GALLO, Lar~ 

GLJGGOI Z, Richard 

HANEY Jim 
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JACKSON Stu 

LYONS, Shane 

{2(;5) 348 36(;0, Fax 

syons@ia ua edu 

MANAK, Pat 

(440) 788-7467, Fax 

pmanak@nacdacom 

MCPHERSON JamesE 
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NEUSTADT, Doug The Neusladt Group 

~o ug@ne ustadt group corn 

NEWMAN - BAKER, Rachel National Co]legate 
Ath etic 
Association 

OSBORNE, Tom U~-ivers ty of Nebraska 

tosborne@huskers corn 

Offce of the 
Attorney General 
of Arkansas 

U~ivers ty of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Cl~apel I-ilL NC 27514 

{9i9) 843 ~690, Fax 

ppogge@unc.edu 
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ROE LACH, Julie 

SABAN, Nick 

SLIVE, Mike 
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Commi~ee Roster 

SMITH. Rick Priority Sports 

STEVENSON Naima 

TEAFF, Giant 

{254) 754 9900, Fax 

THOMPSON, Emily Alabama Office of 
the Secretary of 
State 

State of Alabama Secretaq~ of State’s 
Of~ce 

VINCENT Troy NFL 
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The College is imp emet-t t-_~ consistent best practices for indepe ldent study in all of its academic depar n-el s. 

Randa L 

July 17, 2012 

WRAL-TV 
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relationship between the tutoring program for athletes at UNC Chapel Hill and the former department 

chairman who was involved in creating dozens of bogus classes that helped keep them eligible to play 

Ross said he was unaware of the contents of the correspondence until it was reported Sunday by The 

any conclusions until he had seen it But he did say he was concerned about why UNC CH officials took 

so long to make it public. 

had a spedal panel reviewing the various investigations, and it produced a dratt report that largely 

backed UNC CH’s and Martin’s findings. But the report drew criticism from some board members, 

particularly 8udey Mitchell, a former NC Supreme Court chief justice, who said it was inconceivable 

that the fraud involved only Nyang’oro and Crowder. 

Article Link: 
http~//www~news~bserver.c~m/2~g3/~6/g4/2964379/r~ss-asks-t~-see-nyang~r~-cr~wder.htm~ 

Article talks about I he Big Lead story written on Friday and how the media is not going to drop this until 

it finds out who rented the car and if the NCAA will pursue an investigation. 

"What does [[he gig Lead Article] mean? Not much other than ~t reveals none of the occupants of the 

car that night rented the vehicle in question. Had one of the individuals arrested been the renter, there 

might be fewer questions though people would still wonder where the morley to rent a high end SLJV 

came from As it stands, the question of who rented the car and if ~t was an NCAA violation remains an 

"For now, barring additional charges from the police against Hairston, the name on the rental 

agreement is the biggest issue facing UNC." 

Article Link: 

http://www.tarheelblog.com/201gi6/14/4431034/the media digging into hairstons suv rental begins 
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"Biggest Challenge? ] he biggest challenge is trying to get everyone on the same page and trying to 

rebuild and restore trust and confidence in the athletic program. When you have those violations, 

relationships, and at the same t~me, you have to restore the trust in the program 

First priorities? Continue to do is try to learn what are the aspects of the University of North Carolina 

that I need to know. Where are we successful, and how do we continue in that direction and where can 

we improve? 

Moving forwa rd? I think as a university we’ve tried to be very open~ and transparent on the processes. 

We’ve had multiple investigations and revie~s, ~e’ve had a lot of recommendations, many of which 

have been implemented already, some of which are being implemented over time, And so our hope is 

that when you make a mistake you learn from it and you get better, and I think that as a university we 

have learned an a~ul lot and ~e are doing a better job of monitoring ourselves. Trust and verify. 

Changes in the Athletic Department? The biggest change is administratively. Dick Baddour had football 

and men’s basketball reporting to him and all 26 other sports reporting to Beth Miller. No~ ~e have 

about 20 primanl and secondary sports administrators, so I’ve asked more people to be more involved 

with the various teams, and I think that has been good for the teams." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/blog/acc/postiJid/Sg4gOiqa-unc-ad-bubba- 

cunningham ?S PID-108097&DB_OEM_ID-3350 

"The stench of academic fraud covers this mess. But where is Emmert? That the scandal is academic and 

In Emmert’s biography on the NCAA~s website~ after swearing athletes will never be paid under his 

watch, the president adds, "we’re providing athletes with world class educations and world class 

opportunities." 

Does what went on at North Carolina sound "world class"? 
How much value is the student portion of student-athlete when the athletes are shuffled through a 

maze designed to keep them eligible, not prepare them for a productive career after athletics?" 
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Article Link: 

http~//~w~.washingt~ntimes~c~m/news/2~13/jun/1~/ncaa~sl~ence.n~rth.car~~ina.academlc.scanda~~ 

speak/?pa~e-all#pasebreak 

"Rodon (~0 2), who required 108 pitches to record his third complete game of the season, held the No. 

1 national seed Jar Heels hitless into the fifth inning. He allowed five hits and struck out eight 

NC State and the Tar Heels have now split four games this season and could meet again before the week 

is over, Tile Wolfpack said the familiarity the teams have for each other makes it easier to adjust to the 

environment at TD Ameritrade Park." 

Article Links: 
http :/ /scores.espn.go.com/ncaa!baseball/cws/recap ?gameld- g30616196&league-CWS 

http~//www.news~bserver‘c~m/2~g/~6/:].6/296g~7/r~d~ns~c~mp~ete~game-~eadsmc.htm~ 

Safety from Georgia, 

Safety from Georgia, 

Defensive Lineman from Virginia,      " 
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with him and his senior staff, starting in July, he said in a Saturday interview with ] he Wall Street 

Journal. The idea is to leave fewer decisions about things like recruiting rules in the hands of busy 

college presidents and more with I:he athletic directors ,who work with coaches and their assistants The 

agreement came during Emmert’s visit here to speak to the National Association of Collegiate Directors 

of Athletics." 

Article Link: 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324688404578547781699014930.html 

"Among the 340 institutions in Division I, there is a distinct bifurcation between athletics programs that 

generate revenue and those that do not Emmert has finally recogrlized tills dichotomy. Tile creation of 

a fourth NCAA division would reflect the realities of the collegiate-sports industry in the 22st century. 

This new division let’s call it Super Division I (SDI) would remain under the jurisdiction and regulator’ 

oversight of the association while abiding by its mission "to be an integral part of higher education and 

to focus on the development of our student athletes." Let’s assume that membership ~s restricted to 

institutions in the Power 6 conferences (Atlantic Coast, Big 22, Big East, Big ~0, Pac 22, and 

Southeastern) SDI would necessitate the formation of its own leadership council, which would include 

current and former college athletes and would deal with the needs of member institutions while 

ensuring their integrity, competitive balance, and compliance with rules. 

By modifl/ing our definition of amateurism, these changes would preserve the pageantry of college 

athletics, but without the hypocrisy, Paramount to the success of this reform is the requirement that an 

athletics deparl:ment must remain accounl:able to its institution’s mission; this codification of a changing 

landscape does not remove the requirement that student athletes participate fully in academic life. 

Failure to abide by this principle, whether by the individual or the institution, must be met with a swift 

~esponse, ,which could include expulsion from SDI 

] he cost of putting this reform into effect may be substantial, but the Mstitutions that generate 

significant revenue from their athletics programs can afford it. And while splitting Division I may not 

appeal to traditionalists, reform is coming to intmcollegial:e sports anyway, and creating a fourth NCAA 

division offers a sound strategy for change." 

Article Link: 
http://chronicle.com/article/Lets-Give-the-Rich-and/~39833/ 
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"A model presented I uesday to the NCAA’s Division I sports management cabinet, if approved, would 

fuse the individual tournament and dual meet tournament into a single national title event. 

Anthony Holman, NCAA associate director of championships and alliances, presented the revised model. 

It would enable teams to accumulate points through a 24 team dual tournament that they could carry 

into the individual NCAA championships. 

P oposal has ma ~y h rdles ahead and wo Idn t kick i ~ ntil al least 2016 

Artide Lfnk: 
http://w~‘~w~usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~eg~/2~13/~/13/ncaa4‘~rest~in~.champi~nships~pr~p~sed~ 

change-in-format/24&9749/ 

FAU’s Director of Football Operations, Heather Henderson, got the job when FAU football coach Carl 

Pelini overheard her on a telephone call on the bus ride to the airport. The FAU Cheedeading coach was 

"rattling off a list of things she had to do for her atbletes at her cbeerleading gym [that she owned on 

the side]" 

O~ganization, planning a nd preparalion are key in 1he fool:ball operations job 

Article Lglk: 

bttp://espn.go.com/college football/story/ /id/9384057/florida atlantic heather henderson takes 

stereotypes football operations role 

"Donte Hill cbose not to participate in senior night festivities at Old Dominion last March because the 6 

foot 4 guard was optimistic he’d win his petition this offseason and receive another full year of 

eligibility. 

On [hursday, he learned never to assume common sense will prevail when the NCAA is ~nvolved. 
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NCAA officials denied Hill’s petition, ruling that the eight minutes he played in a closed-door preseason 

scrimmage in 2010 counted as an entire season of eligibility. Hill did not play again in the 2010-22 

season, transferring from Clemson to Old Dominion soon after the scrimrnage and sitting out the rest of 

the year. 

Newly hired Old Dominion coach Jeff Jones said Clemson officials told him they informed Hill he was 

risking an enl:ire year of eligibility by lransfe~ring after the scrimmage, but Hill 1old Iones he was 

unaware until atterward Regardless, barring a change of heart from the NCAA, Hill will not be allowed 

to play for Old Dominion next season and his college career is over." 

Article Link: 

http://sports.yahoo.comiblogs/ncaab the dagger/ncaa denies odu guard senior season over eight 

143717528.html 

"The NCAA denied Old Dominion guard Donte Hill’s petition for a final year of eligibility. Why was Hill’s 

petition denied? Because Hill played eight minutes in a preseason scrimmage in 2010 before transferring 

from Clemson to ODU. 

The rule is the rule, and there’s no denying that Hill was in violation of the rule, which is a bylaw stating 

that "any competition, regardless of time, during a season in an intercollegiate sport shall be counted as 

a season of competition in that sport." But so what? In cases like this, common sense and decency 

should prevail. And it’s neither sensible nor decent to take an entire season of eligibility away from Hill 

because of eight minutes played in a preseason scrimmage nearly three years ago. It’s so wrong on so 

many levels. And the NCAA must know this, deep down, because it has handled similar cases in the past 

quite differently." Example Tim Abromatis from Notre Dame. 

Article Link: 

http://www.cbssports.com/collegebasketball/blog/eye on college basketball/22416381/odu case 

shows the ncaa is iust as confusing and irrational as ever 

gumrnary[ 

"Kentucky offered a scholarship to seventh-grader Jairus Brents on Thursday after the Z3-year-old 

participated in a football camp at the university this past weekend. 

While the offer might cause shockwaves across the college football and recruiting platforms, it is not 

much reason for celebration for Brents, a Class of 20~8 cornerback from New Albany (Ind,) Hazelwood 

Middle School. "It’s not a big deal. It’s just an offer," Brents said. 
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"He said they watched the film [of the camp] and said I was working really hard and that I stood out, and 

then he offered me [a scholarship]," Brents said." 

Article Link: 

http~//espn.g~.c~rr/c~ege~sp~rts/recruiting/f~tba~/st~ry/~id/93g~763/kentuck~wi~dcats~er~ 
scholarship seventh grader jairus brents 

Summary[ 

"Florida Gators linebacker Antonio Morrison was arrested early Sunday morning for allegedly punching a 

nightclub bouncer because he was not given a discounted rate for admission. 

Police arrested Morrison and charged him with misdemeanor simple battery. Morrison was booked into 

the Alachua County Jail at 6:03 a.m. Morrison, a 6-foot-i, 230-pound sophomore, is expected to be the 

Gators’ starter at middle linebacker." 

Summary[ 

"City prosecutors say all cha~ges [lave been dropped agaglsl Arizona’s All America running 

back Ka’Deem Carey in a domestic violence case. Carey was facing misdemeanor assault and d~sorderly 

conduct charges stemming from an alleged domestic violence incident in December involving his former 

~irlfliend. As a sophomore for the Wildcals last season, Carey led the nation in yards rushln~ with 1,929 

and set a school record with 23 touchdowns." 

Article Li~k: 

http://espn.go.com/college football/story/Jid/9388472/charges dropped arizona wildcats kadeem 
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"Bigger, stronger and faster football players are going to kill the sport At least that’s what Lem Barney 

believes, 

"] he game is becoming more deadly today," the Pro Football Hall of Famer said Friday. "It’s a great 

game. I think it’s the greatest game if you like gladiators. It’s the greatest game for yesteryearZ 

gladiators But I ~an see in the next :[0 to maybe 20 years, society will alleviate football altogetheL" 

Barney is among the hundreds of former football players suing the N FL over how it handled head 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.comicollege football/story/ /id/9387994/lem barney says sees end football 10 20 

"We’re heading into a brave new world of college football postseason, and the most important question 

to settle is figuring out who’s going to be on the ~ommittee that picks the playoff participanl:s. After 

that, however, perhaps the biggest unknown is whether schools or bowls will win at the bargaining 

table, I wouldn’t bet against Slive or some of the other power conferences, but smaller leagues could 

find themselves stu~k in an uncomfortable position, ~ontlnuing to pay for the right to play." 
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If the NCAA prevails in an lawsuq pertaining to the use of college al:hletes’ names and likenesses, i[ colJId 

take what it says is an unusual step in anti trust cases: It may try to recover millions of dollars ~n legal 

expenses from the plaintiffs’ lead law firm. 

"Ordinarily, successful antitrust defendants do not recover fees. Here, the unfounded change ~n the 

theory may result in the NCAA seeking its fees from the Hausfeld firm," said Donald Remy, NCAA general 

It is safe to say that they are in the millions of dollars, although "1 don’t actually think it’s in the eight 

figures," said Remy on the NCAA’s legal fees. 

Article Links: 
t~rtP:llwww.usatodaycom!story/sports/2Ol3/O6!14/ncaa name and likeness obannon legal 

fees/2425099/ 
http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~~3/~~/14/ncaa-may-attempt-t~-rec~ver-~ega~-feesdf-~t" 

wins-obannon-lawsuit/ 

the arguments for the NCAA and the Plaintiffs on each issue 

NCAA: frequently cites Dukes to support their proposition of not allowing class certification to 
plainl:iffs because I:here is "no federal cause of acl:ion for Being ~equired to follow the NCAA’s 

o Also relies on NCAA v. Board of Regents o] University o~ Oklohorne to support their 

argumenl of "permdting NCAA rules to keep college athletes from Being paid." 

Plaintiffs: distinguishes Dukes by a "single rule that’s applied by the NCAA on all conferences and 

member institutions and licensees, Athletes get nothing, There’s no discretion," Whereas in 

Dukes, a "WaI-Mart store manager could hire and promote employees without an implemented 

corporatedevel policy that impacted each decision equally." 

NCAA’s knowledge of video game avatars: 

NCAA: "EA Sports takes the position that it does not use the name, image and likeness of 

players, and if the corn pany did, doing so wouldn’t be consistent with the NCAA’s agreement 

with EA. ’Under NCAA rules, EA is not allowed to use names, images and likenesses.’" 

Pja!ntiffs: "numerous NCAA employees knew the avatars resembled real players but were 

overruled by then-NCAA President Myles Brand and Shaheen. With the NCAA "incentivized/’ the 
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association looked the other way on the misuse of college athletes’ names, images and 

likenesses." 

Expert Testimony of Roger Nolh 

NCAA: "NBA and NFL group licenses cited by the plaintiffs have nothing to do with broadcast 

revenues and don’t result in payments to all players, much less equal payments. Noll made a 

"fatal" admission by agreeing that some class members would be paid much more for their 

broadcast rights than others, and some class members would probably not be paid at all. Daniel 

Rascher, another expert for the plaintiffs, contradicts Noll in proposed testimony’ about equal 

sharing. Rascher believes that if players were paid, the market would involve individual licenses - 

- not group licenses - and create a conflict for the plaintiffs to receive equal distributions" 

Pja!ntiffs: "Noll agrees that he valued equally the rights of all players for the purposes of a group 

license. But the plaintiff~ say the NCAA ignored Noll distinguishing group licenses from individual 

licenses ’that go beyond that for featured players.’" 

The ’Johnny Football’ Trademark Question: 

~ ’ The NCAA doesn t prohibit athletes from seeking redress to legal rights. ’If Johnny 

Manziel filed suit for his legal rights, we don’t stand in the way of that.’" 

Plaintiffs: "There exists the obvious question of why this is permissible for Manziel [suing a man 

selli )g lob I ly Football shirts b t ca I lot collect nlil his alter eliggglily ex )ires], b I p tative 

mere bers of the (antitrust class) cannot be paid after they graduate for use of their (names, 

images and likenesses) during their eligibility years." 

The NCAA also relies on a 2006 case that ruled the NCAA scholarships were not illegal restraints of trade 

and the former athlete’s class was not certified. The NCAA distinguishes another case, White v. NCAA, 

because they say the White case was certified "prior to full discovery and was based on potential facts." 

Article Lfnk: 

http://w~,~w.akcom/sports/index.ssf,2Og3/O6/ed_obannon_v_ncaa_the_argumenthtml 

Vaccaro co )vinced O Bannon to be I he plaintiff in a landmark antitrust lawsuit filed in 2009 against the 

NCAA. 

OBannon, lhefaceoflhislaws it, viewsVaccaroasitsheart. Iwo Idnlbehe etodayifilwasnl for 

him," O’Bannon says "He’s 100 percent engulfed ~n it I his is h~s baby I hat’s why I think tMs case will 

succeed. Because he’s behind it." 

fhe NCAA is expected to use the defense that each Division I student athlete must sign an agreement 

called the Student Athlete Statement to be cleared to play. The agreement specifies, among other 

issues. I:hat the player is authorizing the NCAA to use his or her name and pictu[e I:o promote NCAA 

events or programs by signing it. 
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If O’Bannon prevails in a class-action suit, the NCAA would likely have to repay hundreds of former 

athletes and pay current and future players for use of their likenesses well into the future. It’s been 

theorized that the lawsuit could force outright change to the structure of college sports." 

Article Lfnk: 

http://www.post gazette.corn/stories/sports/pitt bin east/one man rebellion sonny vaccaro takes on 

the ncaa 69:[883/ 
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How do you get involved? Check out our highlight videos throughout the summer on GoExplorers corn 

and vote for your favorite nomination via Facebook (by posting comments) and Twitter (by using 

#FightOn) 

This week, we’re Idcking our awards show off in style with the top buzzer heaters by Explorer student 

Article Link: 
http:llwww.goe×plorerscom/news/2013/6/~3/MgB 06~3:[357~9 aspx 

"Due to financial deficits in the University of North Carolina at Wilmington athletics department was 

going to cut the men’s swim team who have earned 12 subsequent CAA Championship victories in 

It was here that the swim team decided to fight back and began a campaign which swept the greater 

Wilmington area and even reached the social accounts of Lance Armstrong and Olympic swimmer Ryan 

I ochre. 

One member of the swim team, Sara Smith, created an online petition via Change.org which grew 

the power of Eacebook, ] witter, and many offllne methods ~n order to boost awareness surrounding the 

impending elimination of the team." 

Celebrity [w~tter Mentions: 

Lance Armstrong- 3,965,181 followers 

Audrina Patridge- 2,242,106 followers 

Ryan Lochte- 1,047,344 followers (257 retweets, 135 favorites) 

Campaign Statistics: 

Total reach via Twitter was around 8 million 

Over 50 major unlvers~tles from across the country showed social suppor[ 

6,000 pelil:ion signatures irl under 24 hours 
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Article Link: 
http~//~w~~business2c~mmunit¥~c~m/s~cia~~media/the~p~wer~~f~c~mmunit¥~h~w~s~cia~~media~ 

helped-save-a-sports-team-0524025 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             1:56 PM 

Pommerening, Roty <rmp1893@email unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 
PTC - ’ 

Coaches: 

Attached isthe permission to contactfo~               , a football ~udent athlete atthe University of 

let me know ifyou have any questions or would like any additionalinformation on 

Thanks, 

~)email unc edu 



I know ,~ou’re traveling but wanted to touch base on a couple upcon-ing meetings. It looks like lu[y 23rd is the only date that will work for the message workshop, 















Division I scouting ban upheld 























Malt 

















Second rental links UNC’s P.J. Hairston to Haydn Thomas 





Media Report 
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Haydn "Fats" Thomas, the convicted felon who rented the SDV that North Carolina basketball player 

was driving at the time of his arrest, has business ties to an adjunct faculty member at the UNC 

School of Dentistry and is more familiar with UNC athletes than he claimed earlier in the week. 

In a July 3 interview with USA f oday, I boreas said he didn’t know 

He clarified that statement in a phone interview Friday. 

)r anyone at North Carolina. 

"We throw par[ies, for Christ’s sake," f homas said when asked how he knew UNC athletes. 

"When I said I don’t know them, I meant, I don’t know you, but you’re talking to me now, right? So I 

Thomas, who has three active corporations registered under his aliases with the North Carolina 

adjunct faculty member at the UNC School of Dentistry, according to his biography, Thomas said Howard 

is his "blood related," cousin, 

From the comments section of the article: 
was cited for speeding a few weeks BEFORE the June incident. He was in a Camaro SS. It was a 

RENTAL. The live-in lady with Mr, Thomas (Fats) rented it for him. I guess that Fats don’t know what she 

does with her money and how SHE appears to know PJ when he don’t .,-so rant and rave and defend (if 

so inclined},...this info is now being reported on WRAL and was part of public records and was "out" but 

never got any "press", 

The dental school connection is incredible...the same foundation that hired Tammi Hansbrough and 

refused to let their books be audited because their director said it was not for public disclosure. Now 

you have two dentists deeply embedded irl the foundation with some eye brow raising connections to 

Fats, the philanthropist loaning cars to players...not really, just their friends and good guys like were 

just DDs. 

Get an honest, independent investigation into the cheating, corruption and obstruction at UNC. No 

entity like the Drake Group to monitor their athletic/academic system so it doesn’t happen again. UNC 

will most likely fall far in the ACC athletic performance, but over time, if they do it right and are honest, 

carl rebuild their image and become the model of fair play they claim to be. But until punitive measures 

are enacted, they can never heal or escape this stranglehold of bad med~a and ubiquitous distrust 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobservercom/2013/O7/OS/30H727/felon who rented car in html 
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"North Carolina’s leading scorer last basketball season was dted for speeding May 13 

arrested last month, 

was ciled for speeding while driving a 20] 2 Chevrolet Camaro SS with Virginia license plates, a 

Durham County District Court clerk said I he Camaro was paid for by a woman named Catinia 

Farrington, whose Durham address matches that of Thomas, according to the Hertz receipt obtained by 

NSA TODAY Sports" 

Artid8 Links: 

brtP:llwww.usatodayconl!storylsports/ncaab/acc/20]3!o7/o6/north carolina           haydn 

thomas camaro rental car1249548gl 

http://www.tarheelblog.com/201g/7/6/4499786/second-rental-car-linked-to- ’ 

http:~www~wra~sp~rtsfan.c~m/durham-man-rented-veh~c~e-fr~m-ha~rst~n-arrest/:~263~254/ 

"Now, apparenl:ly, Bubba Cunningham, athletics directo~ al: tbe Nniversity of North Carolina at Cbapel 

Hill, has a new game plan tor dealing with revelations about problems w~th academic performance 

among athletes. He’s just not going to say anything. That is a bad posture, and it’s insulting to the 

taxpayers ,who own I:be place wbere be works. As of luly :[, there’s hope things migbt ~hange New 

Chancellor Carol Folt is in town and in charge and thus the quiet Mr. Cunningham has a new boss. Folt 

can get off on a strong footing if she takes charge of athletics and makes it clear the university is going to 

be sh aigbt forward and open in its dealings with academic athletic problems. 

The university needs to quit rationalizing all that happened, or implying, as did former chancellor James 

Moeser (who hired fired football coach Butch Davis) that all this is simply the media going after people, 

The media didn’t phony up the courses. The media didn’t connect football players with agents. The 

media didn’t create an academic advising system for athletes that, by the refreshing disclosure of a 

person who worked there, tried to steer those athletes to easy courses." 

Article Link: 
bttp://www.newsobservercom/2013/o7/o7/30157:[6!foll: must take cha~ge on atbletlcs.btml 
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a senior, knows hell instead get plenty of scrutiny as the top returnee to the tar Heels’ offensive 

line and an NFL prospect.       ~ 6 7, 305 pound offensive tackle, said he’s ready for the pressure that 

"It’s a challenge l’ve never had in my career," said. "I’ve been lucky enough to play next to older 

older, you get new responslbilit~es, so l’m looking forward to it." 

the top llne prospects for the 2014 NFL Draft." 

"] he same year Jenny Levy and the Ear Heels’ women’s lacrosse team won the national championship 

that Dan Levy has a chance to win a title, too. 

Dan Levy coaches the Under 11 Carolina Cannons youth lacrosse team that just wrapped up an 

undefeated 23 0 regular season and qualified for a quasi national championship 

gut since she started the lacrosse program ~n 1996, the game has grown rapidly In 1996 there were no 

high schools girls’ lacrosse programs in North Carolina. Now, there are more than 70, 

Even though the sport has grown in North Carolina, lacrosse still struggles to get attention because 

many girls choose to play soccer. North Carolina’s national championship roster had no players from the 

state of North Carolina/’ 

Article Link: 

http://w~,~w.newsobserver,com12O13/O7/O3/3009304/coaches jenny unc and dan youth.html 
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Pack Pride 

Posted: 7/4/2013 11:08 AM 

What is no longer in question is whether he accepted a "gift" (in the form of a rental vehicle) from 

someone Wbat is in question, is whylhat gift was made And who al:unc(olher than Hairston himself) 

had knowledge of it. 

Posted: 7/4/21~1g 11:g:l AM 

Let’s just say that some very good work has been done and now we can wait to see who trips up next 

that would open up another round of investigations. The obvious choice to conduct a real investigation 

s here bonging beers 
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Okay now I just shot gunned with 

C Wu~ff (~WiiIffmanJones 1 h 
Yo            s at ******* masonboro right now we just chugged a beer with hira #heels #beast 

Brad Wall @BRAD_WALL88 5gin 

mobbin with us collectdeez 

ins~agra m.comlp/bXcsg3zCdg 

#Heels #Masonboro 

Posted: 7/4/2013 

ramblinjni:[23 wlote: 

To be honest, with all this info coming out, the ball is in the NCAA’s court. And to a certain extent, the 

media’s cou~t. How much mo~e needs to he revealed in ordm for there to be a full scale invesligation of 

UNC? 

There would have to be photo, video, and somehow DNA evidence of Roy passing out cash to recruits at 

a tournament for there to be an actual investigation by the NCAA, Even then they’d probably just 

conclude that he’s trying to help impoverished kids or some stuff like that. 

They’ll get minimal penalties, if any, despite the active probation period, 

Posted: 7/4/g0~,3 9;39 PM 
Won’s lawyer will have to convince a judge to do the following: 

1) Issue a court order telling Scout.corn to pony up the IP of posters on PP 

2) Issue a court order telling the various ISP to pony up the names associated with those IP 

3) Confirm, make sure that those names are the individuals who did the posting [Note that this step is 

pretty much impossible] 

4) Then provide enough evidence to support the claim that John Won has been libeled, Except message 

board posts are almost always construed as opinion, so there is no basis for a libel suit. All records that 

have been posted have been publicly available information from social media and state records. 

Posted: 7/6/201g 5:g7 PM 

Another th~ng to think about. UNC is currently on probation. 

Part of their pennanceisolution was they were to start monitoring their athletes online activities. It’s 
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monitor than say a walkon,          and Leslie McDonald fit the bill. Yet they are tweeting pictures in 

camaros, endorsing mouthgaurds, partying and consorting with felons, .... Where the hock was UNC 

compliance? 

Posted: 7/6/203‘3 6:35 PM 

As for UNC I’d say that more damning part of this is that Fats is claiming that no one from UNC has 

contacted him He may, have been lying ,/el again when he says thai:, as his apparently defective mind 

may be under the impression that saying he had spoken to UNC could be bad press for UlqC and imply a 

connection of some kind. But what he may not have considered is that, by doing that, he puts UNC 

compliance squarely in the crosshairs (YET AGAIN), and puts them in more danger of a ~epeat visit 

the NCAA 

As for UNC making a statement they’ve chosen lay low mode iust like Roy since this event. This is 

what these guys are going to do, just as the,i’ve done so many times before same sbS% different 

day I hey hope that as little as possible comes out, and, once they know what has been unearthed, 

they’ll craft their response. But being proactive and punitive? GMAFB. They ain’t gonna kick precious 

nff the team unless there is no othe~ option for them to protect their program. 

Posted~ 7,/6,/2013 7:g0 PM 

Makes you wonder which of the following applies.. 

1) I was smart enough to never drive said rented vehicles to practice for the coaching, adm~n, or 

compliance staff to see (doesn’t look like he’s that sawy). 

2) None of these folks (coaches, admin, compliance) was paying attention to what kind of vehicles their 

players were driving (again, unlikely) 

3) They saw et al) driving these vehicles but never asked where the vehicle came from (ostrich 

ieference here}. 

4) They knew about the vehicles, knew where they were supplied from, and were OK with it so long as it 

kept high caliber players in the program. 

Posted: Yesterday 10:00 PM 
I’m guessing there are several yet not named persons, who may or may not have anything to do with 

Fats. Fats and his associates are only responsible for some of the cars. Other hustlers have their own 

side business going with unc athletes. 

Posted: Yesterday 3,0:34 PM 
just sent ESPN a complaint email, discussdlg the discrepancy in coverage of various scandals. I 

compared the OSU/USC scandal coverage to the coverage of UNC. Obviously, by itself this won’t do 

anything but if enough of us email/boycott ESPN long enough, they’ll at least make a token effort. 

Posted: Yesterday 3,3,:04 PM 
Something tells me that even if Chancellor Folt was informed of the breadth of the scandals that have 

happened over there the last 4 years...and even if she is honestly determined to clean up the mess and 

change the culture, that she will not be allowed to do so. 

Posted: Yesterday 3,:1:43 PM 
Eventually, someone at UNC is going to have to answer to this. it will be interesting to see whether their 
response will be bold and new; or the same old defer and deflect we’ve come to know. 

Posted: Today 
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All of you pretendin8 this isnt dirty are crazy, damaged this program, badly. First of all, regardless of 

whether ~uns and dru~s become a lesal issue or not, they are a huge black eye on our program. This is 

the kind of stuff that will be brousht up for years. Furthermore, any issues of eligibility aside, is almost 

certainly on the take from a habitual criminal. A~ain, major reputation hit for us. This on the heels of 

everything that happened with our football program and our AFAM dept makes us look like a rosue 
athletic dept. 
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"Former Houston All American Mkhael Young filed a lawsuit this week in Ha{Ns County district court 

alleging that the university asked him to engage in fraud and v~olate NCAA rules, according to a report m 

the Houston Chronicle. The lawsuit alleges that Young was asked to accept money without performing a 

At the root of the matter is Young’s reassignment as the team’s director of basketball operations to a 

Young is seeking to have his contract, which pays a base salary of $64,340, rescinded as well as 

~epayment of ~2A00 in attorney% fees and court costs." 

Article Link: 

http://www.foxspo~tssouthwest cor!!story/Report Phi Slama Jama member sues 

U H ?blockID=9:Ig087&feedID=3742 

"Maryland sophomore running back Wes Brown was suspended from the program after his arrest 

Wednesday, the school announced. 

wiretapping, University of Maryland police spokesman Marc Limansky told ESPN" 

Article Links: 

http://espn.go.com/college football/story/Jid/9453053/wes brown maryland running back 

suspended following arrest 

http://deadspin.~orv/terrapins ~unning back arrested fo~ wiretapping among 6804667~5 

"Notre Dame quarterback Everett Golson will return to the Fighting Irish in the spring, he said Saturday. 

In May, the Irish suspended Golson for the 2013 season for "poor academic judgment." 

"1 will be returning in the spring, that’s pretty nuch it, ’ Golson told television station WPDE in Myrtle 

Beach, S.C." 
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Article Lfnk: 
http~//espn.g~~c~m/c~~~ege"f~~tba~~/st~ry/Jid/9457579/everett-g~~s~n"sa~s~return-n~tre"dame" 

fightingqrish-spring 

"Bruce Feldman of CBSSports reporls, citing a league source, reporls I:ha[ NFI is corlsiderglg nol: invibrlg 

players who are academically ineligible in college to the Combine [he idea [s being discussed [n 

response to "increased scrutiny on the maturity and commitment of the prospects entering the NFL" 

To suddenly put an extra emphasis on academics in college when football performance matters most to 

NFL clubs is only going to make things harder. The scouting combine is a money saver for pro 

organizations and academically ineligible players will be drafted anyways, 

And just imagine the increase in academic fraud to make sure an athlete is eligible for the biggest event 

that determines his future career." 
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Artide L[I1 ks: 
http://collegefootballtalknbcsportscom/201B/o7/o6/current athlete can nowjo~n the obannon case/ 

http://www.sbnation.cowicollege football/2013/7/5/4498625/obannon vs ncaa amend complaint 

Q]rren[ playe~ 

http://www~usat~day~c~m/st~r¥/sp~rts/c~ege/2~3/~7/~5/ed-~bann~n-ncaa-~ikeness- 

lawsuit/2492981/ 
http://www.aLcorn/sports/index,ssf/2OlB/O7/judge_rules_for_ed_obannon_pla,html 

http://onlirle.wsj.corn/article/SB10001424127887324436104578581763786152152,html 
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"] he easiest place to begin explaining gC’s recruiting uptick is with a hashtag Soon after he took the job 

in December, Addazio joined Twitter and forced his assistants to do the same. True to his smashmouth 

roots, Addazio began competing with his staff for followers the coach with the least gets his chops 

busted the most. 

At some point in March, 57 year old defensive coordinator Don grown started using the #beadude 

hashtag in his tweets [he term evolved from Brown’s coaching vernacular, as "being a dude" is h~s 

quintessential compliment a label for a tough, smart, disciplined, hardworking player. 

No one could have predicted that the tag would become synonymous with BC’s recruiting rise [he 

hashtag went viral, and Addazio loved #beadude feedback so much that it became BC’s unofficial 

manlra Soon, the #beadude board became part of BC’s recruiting bunker, as Addazio challenged his 

assistants to select players they knew they could get to commit. [hen he challenged them as one 

might predict to be a dude and get those prospects to verbally pledge. 

I he staff started an ins~-agram page; "Keep Calm and #bedadude" is the message over the dominant 

image. Recently, the Eagles’ staff began experimenting with Vine, a six second video app owned by 

Twitter that’s become irlcreaslngly popula~ of lale. Once lechnophobes, marly of BC’s staff members can 

be spotted screaming into the camera in an attempt to crack up recruits. 

"This is a revolution, and in a revolution you’ve got to overthrow a government," Addazio said. "We’re 

going to all get out of our comfort zone and go into areas that I’ve never been before." 

Addazio has also used Vine as a way to play up BC’s NFL lineage, pointing out former BC dudes like Mat~ 

Ryan, Mark Herzlich and Luke Kuechly." 
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"April 9 was a busy day for the NF[ Players Associatlo~ Commiltee on Agent Regulabon and Discipline 

("CARD"). As announced v~a two separate press releases on its official website on April 28, the N~LPA 

decided on April 9 to impose discipline on a variety of NFLPA Contract Advisors. Those receiving 

Article Link: 

http://www.sportsagentblog.com/20:3/O7/OS/nflpa hands out a few 5000 fines and a 3 month 

suspension/ 
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"A public records search by ESPN.com confirmed Thomas and Farrington’s shared address. 

North Carolina sports information director Steve Kirschner told ESPN.com in an email that UNC coach 

Roy Williams and athletic direr tot gubba Cunnlngham were "aware" of the situation and would "issue a 

statement when we have enough information to do so," On ] uesday, Williams told Durham ABC affiliate 

WTVD that he wouldn’t comment until "all the facts are in," 

According to a report ~n USA [oday, four rental vehicles that are linked to ]homas have received a total 

of nine parking citations on North Carolina’s campus between Feb. and May. 

A UNC spokesperson said Monday that Hairston’s status with the team remains unchanged. An NCAA 

spokesman told ESPN,com that the membership’s rules prevent the organization from commenting on 

potential investigations." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~~c~m/mens~c~~~ege~basketba~~/st~ry/Jid/9459287/rep~rt~~inks-renta~~cars~n~rth- 

carolina-tar-heels-pj-hairston-ex-con 
Scott Van Pelt s radio interview with Eric Prisbell: 
http://espn.go.com/video/dip?id=9459774&categoryid=2378529 

"North Carolina basketball player P.I. Hai~ston ~eceived a speeding ticket May ~3 while driving a ca~ 

rented by an associate of Haydn "Fats" ] homas - the convicted felon who rented the SUV Hairston was 

] he car involved in the speeding ticket was rented by Catinia Farrington, the co owner of I homas’s 

Durham home, according to county tax records. 

] he rented Camaro Hairston was driving while cited for speeding ~n M ay was also dted by U NC police for 

two parking citations, school records show. The first ticket was issued April 1_5 for not having a valid 

perrPit and bas not been paid. Thomas relurned the car to Hertz at 8:3~ p.m. lhat nigh1, ending a renlal 

period that began March 25. I he second ticket, also an unpaid g40 fine [was] for not having a valid 

permit," 

Article Unk: 

http://www~news~bserver.c~m/2~13/~7/~g/3~17~33/hairst~n-speeding~ticket-tied.htrn~ 
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"Haydn "Fats" [homas, 39, has a long cNm[nal history and also left a trail of tweets detailing arrests, 

drugs, trips and relationships with former high profile athletes before deleting his Twitter account July 1, 

Some of the relationships with athletes from UNC, Duke and other institutions, bring into question 

whether he provided impermissible benefits which could result in NCAA sanctions for those programs," 

Article goes on to show Iwitter and Instagram relationships between [homas, Greg Little, [errelle Pryor, 

Hairston, McDonald and John Henson - amongst others. 

Article Link: 

http://www.wralsportsfan.com/man linked to hairston arrest has athlete ties/12626598/ 

"Four rental vehicles that are linked to Haydn Thomas, the convicted felon who rented the sport utility 

vehicle that North Carolina leading scorer P J, HaJrston was driving when he was arrested last month, 

have received a total of nine parking citations on the university’s campus since February. 

Between Feb. 22 and May 28, the nine citations were issued for four rental vehicles that either Thomas 

at the Raleigh Durham international Airport. 

Rental receipts obtained by USA TODAY Sports that were crossed referenced by license plate with UNC 

parking tickets sbow: 

A 2013 GMC Yukon rented by Thomas from Feb. :14 to March 3 received tickets for an expired 

meter on Feb~ 21 and lack of a valid parking permit on Feb. 22. 

A 2012 Camaro SS rented by Thomas from March 25 to April :15 received a ticket on April :[5 for 

lack of a valid permit, 

A 2013 Chevrolet Tahoe rented by Thomas from April :18 to May 2 received a ticket on May 1 for 

lack of a valid permit, 

The Camaro was ~ented again from April 25 to lune 17 by FarNngton The Camaro received a 

parkMg ticket on May 28 for lack of a valid permit. 

A 2013 Mer~edes Benz 350 rented byThomas from May 8 to May 30 received Bur parking 

tickets, one each for an expired meter on May 22 and 23 and one each for lacking a valid permit 

on May 23 and May 28." 

Article Links: 

http://www.usatoday.com/storyisports/ncaab/20:[3/OT/Og/north carolina pj hairston haydn fats 

thomas rental car pa~king tickets/2502~81/ 

http://keepingitheel.com/2013/OT/og/pj hairston parking tickets haydn thomas unc/ 
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"1 his case raises questions, but university officials are strangely quiet. I hey need to be more 

forthcoming. 

Hairston, as a 20 year old, is apt to make m~stakes But when the mistakes involve the presence of a 

handgun and mariiuana and an automobile rented by someone with a troubled past, the issue becomes 

Artide Ling: 

http:llwww.newsobservercom/2013/O7/Og/30177:[9!eyes on pj.html 

"The silence should not come as any surprise since athletic director Bubba Cunningham made it clear 

when Larry Fedora was connected to the coaching vacancy at Tennessee that there would be no 

commenL Obviously this is a very different issue but the SOP is the same. If there is something going on 

which carries with it uncertainty or for which no definitive answer can be given, Cunninghar~ is opting 

for an information lock down. I he question is whether or not this is the right move? 

]alking about these situations only feeds the beast. Conceding the vacuum to speculation peddlers is 

actually not a big deal because no matter what anyone does, speculation is going to happen. And if UNC 

is not in a position to address the facts of Hairsl:on’s circumsl:ances, trying to say am/thing onl,/fuels I:he 

speculation even more. 

If I had to guess, I would say gubba Cunningham would like the first press release of substance on 

Hairston’s situation to also be the last one. UNC is looking for a definitive resolution or as close as they 

carl get to one before talking to the media. However keeping things under wraps until the situation can 

be dealt with in a clean fashion is absolutely the right move. If, for no other reason, than it is not what 

Dick Baddour or Holden Thorp would have done," 

Article Link: 
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"John Infante, an expert on NCAA compliance issues and the author of the Bylaw Blog, sa~d the basic 

rule is that an athlete cannot accept anything that’s not available to the general public. 

] here are exceptions - for instance, if the athlete receives something from a person he or she had a pre 

existing relationship with that the NCAA recognizes, such as a family member - but Thomas, 39, denies 

baying a prio~ connection with the 20 year old Hairston. 

Infante said that, assuming nothing else comes out, he expects Hairston to have to pay the value of the 

’Unless yo ’re getting into th ) sa Ids of dolla s, it sh ) Id 4’1 be rio e I han a ~0 20 percent penall:y, 

which is somewhere from B B games," Infante said. 

"lnfante said that McDonald likely wouldn’t be penalized by the NCAA for buying the iPhone, since it’s 

hard to determine the market value for used goods, However, it could bdng into question whether UNC 

should have been monitoring Thomas, a convicted felon who lives in Durham 

"Basically at this point there would be an issue for UNC if they knew this guy was having contact with or 

providing benefits to athletes, and they didn’t do enough to keep the athletes away from him, or to 

monitor his contact with athletes and educate him and make sure he wasn’t giving them stuff." 

Article Lfnk: 
http~//www.hera~dsun.c~m/sp~rts/unc/x17781~3~2/NCAAm~bUNC-c~u~d~dedde-Hairst~n-s~pena~ty 

’We’re reviewing (Ihe sit alion)," Kirschner said Mon ~ay. We ve been se It Ihe sa tie re )o ts yo ve 

read. [here’s just no rush to judgment." 

November through April, but would not be eligible to sign with an NBA team during the 2013 14 season. 

Hairston could play professionally with one of the lesser professional leagues in the country, or a 
semipro league such as the American Basketball Association. Or he could try to play overseas, 

Hairston could continue to attend college, either transferring to a lower division of the NCAA, or the 

NAIA or junior-college ranks so he could play right away next season. Or he could try to find another 

Division I team, although he’d have to sit out one season before playing in 2094-gB~" 
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Article Link: 
http~//~w~news~rec~rd~c~m/news/l~ca~-news/ar~ide-~cb294b~-e813.11e2~gb~b~1a4bcf6g7~htm~ 

http~//www.~urna~n~.c~m/sp~rts/c~eges/basketba~/artide-e~a11~c~e~2~11e2.~e33. 

0019bb30f31a.html 

"Prisbell was on the radio yesterday in Raleigh and in Charlotte saying that he thought Roy Williams 

would have indefinitely suspended Hairston by now, while UNC looks into things. But what, exactly, can 

you suspend Hairston from in the middle of the summer? The one silver lining for UNC is that it still has 

several months before basketball practice begins. That’s the point in which Hairston’s status will need to 

known for certain. Could Wiliams and the basketball program act before then? Sure. But right now 

they’re doing what they said they would do - waiting until they have all the facts in hand, 

[If] the facts we currently have are really all there is to know, and that all the loose threads don~t lead 

anywhere else~ Where would Hairston be? Well, you’d have a likely 3-6 game suspension for driving 

those two rental cars. And I’d imagine UNC would tack on something - maybe a couple of games - for 

Hairston’s arrest. 

But even the Fats Thomas portion of this story has run its course, there are still a few things out there 

that could dramatically alter Hairston’s status for next season. 

One, there’s the gun, If forensics ties it to Hairston, I’m thinking we may have seen the last of him in a 

UNC uniform. If not? Well, there are two other things to consider: 

First, you have to imagine that, after Hairston’s arrest, he was debriefed by Williams and the basketball 

staff. They’d want it all out on the table: What his connection to the people in the car and the renter of 

the car was, and whether there were any other potential problems out there. Did Hairston let the 

coaches know then about the second car? 

Finally, there’s the new chancellor, Carol Foil, who’s come to UNC from Darl:mout h and who officially 

took over on July 1. She’s seen the previous administration derailed by a scandal in athletics. Might she 

feel compelled to make an early statement by getting directly involved in the Hairston case, to show 

The final facet of this story is the social media/corn pliance angle. Should the Tar Heels then, have been 

aware that several of their players were hanging out with Thomas, a felon ,with a long rap sheet?" 
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"] hree Jar Heels earned a pair of Freshman All America honors this past week as Baseball America and 

Perfect Game each selected Skye Bolt, Landon Lassiter and Trent Thornton as first team picks." 

Article Links: 

http://m.goheels.com/mobileiViewArtide.dbml?ATCLID-208615460 

~4A:~,f E L L AWARD 
Bryn Renner, QB, North Carolina 

Kareern Martin, DE, North Carolina 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.comiblog/acc/post/ /id/57353/watch lists announced for maxwell bednaNk awards 

MACKEY AWARD 

Eric Ebron, TE, North Carolina 

RIMINGTON AWARD 

R{JSSell Bodine, C, North Carolina 

http://espn.go.cor’l/blo~/acc!post/jid!S7389/john mackey award watch list announced 
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Pack Pride Forum 

Posted: 7/8/2013 10:33 AM 
I keep waiting for Blackstock to become involved in all of this. 

Posted: 7/8/20:13 10:43 AM 
zero evidence any state players were involved at this point, central, eliz city state, unc-G, and mostly a 

dozen or so from UNC. Possibility that one duke fball player knew him well but info limited. 

Posted: 7/8/2013 11:10 AM 

This is the type of mess a school cant really control. Other than monitoring social media, there is no way 

of knowing exactly what all these kids are doing Funny thing is this is something the NCAA would end up 

punishing for while having a department head and academic advisors orchestrating academic fraud to 

keep athletes eligible get’s no attention from the NCAA what so ever. 

Posted: 7/8/20:13 11:43 AM 
Every program has someone like Fats hanging around the periphery. It is up to the school to identify 

these individuals and encourage them to move on. I think most schools, including State, do exactly 

that. This is why when you hear about impermissible benefits it often only involves one or two players 

over a short period of time. If it had gotten any bigger the school would have already stopped it. 

It is readily apparent that UNC did none of this. They had to be aware of Fats and his activities. At best 

they turned a willful blind eye. At worst they were complicit in providing the impermissible 

benefits. After everything we have seen in the academic fraud where players were given false grades to 

maintain eligibility, would anyone be surprised they were paying players too? 

Posted: 7/8/20:13:12:04 PM 
The big story/question is obviously how does Fats have the means to provide thousands of dollars worth 

of rental cars to Heel players, and what is his incentive? That’s way too much money to spend, just to 

have players "endorse" a party. 

With the known business ties between he and rich UNC boosters, it’s not difficult to connect the dots. I 
suppose nobody with enough power has enough interest (or cause) to fully investigate? The UNC Dental 

Foundation (or whatever the official UNC one is) has already said they wouldn’t turn over their records 
during the Hansboro deaL.so good luck getting anyone to voluntarily open their books. 

Posted: 7/8/2013 12:13 PM 

Rental cars are used in the DRUG trade. Iwould not be surprised to learn that the charges are upped to 

"inlenl: to sell" for PJ and the boys 

Posted: 7/8/2013 12:25 PM 

I think it is more likely thai money is being funneled I:o Fats from hoosiers in some manner to fund Heels 

for Wheels and other perks for UNC athletes It ~s convenient that he already is a felon so h~s word 

cannot be trusted when he gets discovered and they throw him under the bus. It seems to be a 

deviously clevel plan. 

Posted: 7/8/2013 12:38 PM 

And now UNC faces the inherenl problem with paying players. The insfitulion gives all I:he power 1o I:he 

18 22 ,,,ear kid who expects to keep being paid. UNC can only bribe, while the k~ds can threaten 
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Posted: 7/8/2013 10:08 PM 
I’ve gotten verified information from a good source that there is soon to be a national story broken 

which will absolutely shatter the U NC Basketball program into pieces. This stuff goes way beyond just 

Hairston, by the way. If even half of what I was told is true, then the o1’ Tar Heels are freaking buried. I’ll 
post more information as I get it, but still be sure to look for something hitting the national news this 

week. This is BIG, folks 

Posted: Yesterday 4:29 PM 

Here is my speculation about what mighl be happening: 

Wealthy boosters are giving money to the Dental Foundation and writing it off as a donation Part of 

that money is being funneled to runners through shell corporations that have names that are vaguely 

~elat ed to denl:ist~y, dental insurance plans, or medical billing. The ~unners then take I:he money from 

the shells and then use it to pay for the players’ cars. 

Posted: Yestmday 4:29 PM 

Is Fats the runner for Blackstock? Has a connection between those 2 been ruled out? 

Posted: Yestmday 4:43 PM 

Fat’s twitter page showed he was tight with Greg Little. Greg Uttle signed with Octagon upon entering 

the NFL draft, Octagon is the same agency that gave Joe Forte’s morn a iob when Joe was playing at 

UNC. This could be a lead to follow Could Fat’s be working fo~ Octagon? 

Posted: Yesterday 4:54 PM 

McDonald is from Memphis and has a Tennessee driver’s license, but the Chevy Malibu he was driving is 

registered in the state of North Carolina~ So, whose car is he driving? 

The registered owner of this car is Derrick Leon Parker, Junior, of Durham. 

This is the Facebook page for a Leon Parker of Durham (here. Whoever this is, he is in pictures with two 

men who appear to be Haydn "Fats" Thomas and Tim Harrington. 

Posted: Yesterday 5:05 PM 

I can’t imagine what other coaches and ADs are thinking about Roy’s silence on these issues, They must 

be shaking their heads in disbelief, How can he ever merit their respect at any level? 

Posted: Yesterday 7:24 PM 

UNC is hard at work trying to figure out how they can get away with this with little or no penalty. How 

much you want to bet that UNC lawyers have already contacted all the parties involved and has either 

had meetings or set up meetings to go over the facts so that they can create a story that will show the 

UNC had nothing to do with this, And I do mean story. Do you really think UNC will actually tell the 

truth? All the rental cars being used by present players have been sent back and they are back to 

walking and using their old cars. Listening to the radio it sounds like UNC is trying to figure out how 

many days that PJ was loaned a car. Right now the number is two, He was just very unlucky that he got 

tickets on both days, It would be really interesting to know exactly how long he has had the 

cars. Hopefully UNC will release a number and someone can prove that this is a lie that way they will get 

caught for deliberately hiding the facts, The biggest reason why UNC is not saying anything is because 
they want to get their lies straight so that no one questions them, 
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Posted: Yesterday 7:27 PM 

Posted: Yesterday 7:39 PM 

-Rodney Blackstock has been connected to both PJ Hairston and Ben McLemore. 

-Ben McLemore orisnally signs with Rival Sports Group as his agent then switches to Blackstock once he 

becomes a certified asent. 

-Terrelle PI~or was at a club with Fats and others in January~ He signs with Rival Sports Group in March. 

This does not 100% connect 81ackstock with Fats, but the probability’ is there~ My thinking is Blackstock 

was a runner for Rival Sports Group prior to becoming an agent and the party Fats was at in Miami with 

the athletes was to court them into signing with RSG. 

Posted: Today 6:38 AM 

If "Fats" produced rental cars for 4 or 5 players for an extended period of time, I don’t see U NC-CHeat 

8ettin8 off clean again~ They have already’ been warned about monitoring their players and yet this 

continues a year later? 

Posted: Today g:o0 AM 

In that picture of Fats driveway one of the twitter handles belongs to Derrick Parker. He~s the one that 

owned the car McDonald was driving when he got the speeding ticket. Just pointing that out ISee below] 

Wafflelron wrote:Confirmed through Google treat this drive way is Fat’s house. 4018 Trotter Ridge, 

Durham. Ali you need to do is go type in the address go ~o street view and pan across the streeL For 

@~John_Henso~_ ~aceboog35 ~BobbyDrakeTheDJ @.Wes_Saunde~s88 @Gette]~DP @~TimN 
C7 @.verffied DR!VEWA Y ***** pic.tw~er.com/MyxNNEKC 
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Posted: Today 8:57 AM 

I think it’s a good thing for us that they’re keeping their mouth shut, especially when so much 

information has been generated so fast. The rumor mill is pumping out facts, and nothing fuels tile 

rumor mill like silence. 

Posted: Today 8:59 AM 

James Michael McAdoo @ macCANdoo 20 Mar 
Mercedes-Benz E350... anyone’s opinion? 

http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaab/20$3/07 /09/north-carolina-pj-hairston-haydn-fats- 

thomas-r ental-car-parking-tickets/2502~.81/ 

A 20~.3 Mercedes Benz 350 rented by Thomas from May 8 to May 30 received four parking tickets, one 

each for an expired meter on May 22 and 23 and one each for lacking a valid permit on May 23 and May 
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That stricture, unusually large by college coaching standards, is one of several eye-catching terms in A]ford’s 

contract, wl~ich had not before been made public but has been released to The Times. Also notable is his 

signing bonus, which at almost 5850,000 is significantly larger than UC-A Athletic Director Dan Guerrero 

originally indicated it would be. 

"They [UCLA] don’t want to be used as a steppingstone to some better job," said M ark Levinstein, an 

attorney at Williams & Connolly," 

Article Link: 
http~//www.~atimes~c~m/sp~rts/~a-sp-~7~9-steve-a~f~rd~2~3~7~9-3~,~59~Zst~ry 

"Gov. Tom Corbett will not appeal the dismissal of his lawsuit challenging the NCAA’s sanctions 

against Penn State over its mishandling of child sexual abuse allegations against former assistant football 

coach Jerry Sandusky. 

Corbett’s general counsel said in a statement that after extensive review of U.S, District Judge Yvette 

Kane’s decision, the administration had decided not to further pursue claims that the $60 million fine, 

reduction in football scholarships and ban from bowl games violated federal antitrust laws. James 

Schultz added that the ruling highlighted issues that mighl be beneficial in other ongoing cases 

challenging the sanctions." 

Article Link: 

http://www.mcalhcom/news/breaking/mc corbett ncaa penn state no appeal 

20~ 30709,0,4028700 st ory 
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"f hese conferences and their universities represent the "1 percenff’ -- that el~te group of college sports 

programs that have become Nch, powerful and successful. So why doWt they lust walk away from the 

They are sufficiently strong to stand alone, to play within their own ranks. They would be free from 

annoying N.C.A.A. investigations. Best of all, they could keep their income instead of having I:o abide by 

the N C A.A’s revenue sharing program, which subsld~zes hundreds of college athletics programs that 

have little appeal for national advertisers or television audiences. 

I hope that the 1 percent who are threatening to leave the NCA.A do leave It might prompt those 

athletic directors, presidents and boards to appreciate their traditional privileges, which would be 

jeopardized if I:hey left. For example, their basketball programs would be excluded from the N,C.A.A. 

Road to the Final Four televised tournament," 

Article Link: 
http~//www~nytimes~c~m/2~13/~7/1~/~plnl~n/invitati~n-t~-a-dia~gue-~eave-the-ncaa~htm~?-r=~ 

"Northwestern Mutual has purchased the court that was used in the Georgia Dome for the 2013 NCAA 

men’s Final Four. They have donated the court to the University of Louisville, 

I he court will be turned into m ultiple souvenir pieces for fans to purchase All proceeds from the court 

will go towards the fi.~ht against pediatric cancer, Each piece of the court is expected to be numbered 

and will [lave a I ouisville logo added to it" 

Article Link: 

http://www.thecardinalconnect.com/2013!o7/os/Iouisville will auction off pieces of the 2013 final 

four court/ 
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"] he Mountain West Conference has agreed to tie ins with six bowl games starting in 2014 I he 

Mountain West’s six bowl tie ins are expected to be six year deals from 2014 19. 

] he Las Vegas Bowl will get the first selection from the Mountain West, while the Poinsettia Bowl in San 

Diego will get the second selection, sources said. The Hawaii, Armed Forces in Fort Worth, Texas, and 

New Mexico bowls will share the third, [ourLh and fiftb selections Tbe Famous Idaho Potato Bowl in 

Boise, Idaho, will get the league’s s~xth selection, sources sa~d " 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/college football/story/Jid/9452190/las vegas bowl anchor mountain west 

"Police were seeking to question Maryland running back Wes Brown about how his car was linked to a 

non-fatal shooting before he was arrested last week for allegedly’ trying to punch an officer, The 

Baltimore Sun has reported, citing a probable cause affidavit" 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/college football/story/Jid/9452356/police linked car maryland terrapins wes 

brown shooting report says 

Surnmary[ 

"Virginia Tech tailback Michael Holmes has been kicked out of school after being convicted of assault 

and battery. Athletics department spokesman Bryan Johnston said Tuesday that the decision was made 

by a student judicial panel. 

Holmes was charged with felony’ malicious wounding after a fight April 21. He was convicted of the 

reduced misdemeanor charge on June 13 and was given a one-year suspended sentence. Two counts of 

simple assault were dropped." 

Article Lfnk: 

http://www~news~bserver~c~m/2~3/~7/~9/3~19643/va~tech~tailback~h~lmes-dismissed~htm~ 
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"An attorney for the plaintiffs in a case which features former UCLA star Ed O’Bannon asked the NCAA to 

agree in writing I:o not re[allate against any current alhlete who joins the lawsuit agains[ the NCAA 

O’Bannon attorney Michael Hausfeld sent a letter to NCAA attorney Gregory Curtner requesting that the 

NCAA, on behalf of its itself and its universities and conferences, to agree they will not take "any adverse 

action of retaliation, intimidation, or coercion, including loss of scholarship, eligibility, or playing time" 

against a current athlete. 

Lawyers for the plaintiffs are in the process of lining up at least one current player to be added to the 

suit over names, images and likenesses. The addition of at least one new plaintiff will certainly bring 

widespread attention, and perhaps criticism, to a current player at an NCAA school." 

The stipulation offered by the plaintiffs asks the NCAA to agree that "participation in this litigation by a 

current student athlete does not violate any NCAA rule (spanning the constitution, operating bylaws, 

and administrative bylaws) contained in the 2012-13 NCAA Division I manual or otherwise compromise a 

student athlete’s eligibility." 

Article Links: 

http://~w~.aLc~rn/sp~rts/index~ssf/2~13/~7/ed-~bann~n-~awyer-asks-ncaa-t~~htm~#incart-f~Y~ut-sp 

orts 

http~//tracking~si~c~rn/2~3/~7/~8/~awyer-ed-~bann~n-asks-ncaa-n~t-t~-reta~iate/ 

http~//www.usat~day.c~~n/st~ry/sp~rts/n~aaf/2~1~/~7/~g/ed~~bann~n~n~aaqikenessdawsuit~current~ 

college-athlete/25g0207/ 
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] he re launch of uclabru ns tom and creation of the Pac 12’s integrated digital network focuses on 

providing fans with a more streamlined experience on a singular platform that delivers a variety of new 

fealures fo~ a more user friendly and interactive expedence. " 

Mobile-friendly design 

Social media eraphasfs 

"An Instagram wall on the main page and the individual sport pages provide additional 

visuals and bring you closer to the action of your favorite teams. Sport spedfic Twitter 

feeds are also displayed on each spo~t page. [ inks to each team’s Facebook and Twitter 

features will eventually allow for fan customization as well as easier sharing and 

Video 

Article Link: 
http://www.uclabruins.comiViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID-30500&ATCLID-208618960 
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5ources with knowledge of the situation say the N CAA has not yet contacted North Caro ina to begin nvestigating Hairston’s ties to the rental cars or Thomas, but 

WEAL, a t elevision star on in Raleigh, N.C., reported that Thomas has been convicted of at least nine offenses four of them felonies in Durham and Wake 

When Thomas’ ident ty was n-a de pu blic as the renter of the Yukon that Hairston was driving, he initial y denied know n@ Ha rston or having any con nection to U N C 











rYI David Morrisen (Greensboro News & Record) & Andrew Carter (N&O) have requested (see attacffed) the following: 



Subject: 

Morrison, David <David,Mordson@news record.tom> 
Wednesday, 12:2] PM 

Allen, Denise Q 
Stabile, Regina; O"th, Zach; Wooten, Eddie 
Public Records request 

I am writing to request information pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, GS 132, and related statutes. 

I am seeking to obtain copies of the guest pass lists from all of the 

The dales for the games wele: Oct 26 (Sbaw), Nov. 9 (Gardnel Webb), Nov ~ I (Florida Atlantic), Dec. ] (Alabama 

Birmingham), Dec. B (East [ennessee State}, Dec g5 (East Carolina), Dec. 22 (McNeese State), Dec. 29 (UNLV}, Jan. go 

(Miami), Jan. 19 (Maryland}, Jan. 23 (Georgia Tech), Feb. 2 (Virginia Tech), Feb. 5 (Wake Forest}, Feb. 16 (Virginia), Feb. 

23 (NC Slate}, March 3 (Florida Stale}and March 9 (Duke). 

I would prefer to receive this information in a computer file. I would be happy to receive the file via e mail or appear in 

if you decide to deny this request, please state your reasons for doing so by way of a reply to my email 

The News & Record would be glad to pay any reasonable cost, as defined bv law, associated with this request. However, 

electronically, which should eliminate any need for copying or printing. 

Please sen J all responses p~rtainin~ to this request to my email idavid.morrison@n~ws-record.corn, as well as that of 

my sports editor Eddie Wooten (edd~e.wootenC~news record corn} 

need to bring this to the attention of anyone else in addition to you, please let me know. 

Thanks for your help, and I look forward to your reply. 

David Morrison 

Greensboro News & Record 

david.morrison@news-record.com 

(office) 336-373-7008 

(cell) 



To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 4:22 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

public records request game pass lists 
0710uric aass Ist request.pall 

Hi, Regina ... 

Please see the attached records request for pass lists for 
the past three years 

Thanks so much. 

-Andrew 

games during 



July 10, 2013 

which you may be held personally li role. See NC Gen. Sial. Sec 132-9(c). 
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"A detailed police report into the traffic stop and arrest of UNC basketball star P.J. Hairston says that he 

swil:cbed places wilh a passenger 1o try to avoid a cilation of driving without a license, admirted to being 

a "recreational" marijuana user and had been given the rental car that he was driving to go to Atlanta 

and see friends, 

The arrest, coupled with Thomas providing at least one rental car to Hairston, creates potential NCAA 

problems for Hairston and UNC, NCAA regulations generally prohibit athletes from receiving benefits 

from anyone beyond family and previously established friends, 

Hairston said he had received the vehicle two hours before the traffic stop from a man he identified as 

"Mr. Hairston stated that ’Fatts’ rented the vehicle for Mr, Hairston because he was planning on 

traveling to Atlanta this weekend to see some friends," the repmt said. 

Hairston told police there was nothing in the vehicle when he picked it up, He had even checked the 

glove box to make sure. 

He denied throwing anything out of the car prior to the checkpoint, nor did he see Faulcon or Sanford 

tossing amlthing out," 

Artide Links: 

http~//~w~~news~bserver~c~m/2~13/~~/12/3~25921/p~~ice.rep~rt.uncs~hairst~n~switched‘htm~ 
http://www~sp~rtingnews~c~m/ncaa~basketba~/st~ry/2~3~7~2/pj~hab‘st~n~update~p~lice~rep~rt~ 

unc-basketball-star-ncaa-violations-june-5-stop 

http://www~cbssp~rts~~~m/c~~~egebasketba~~/b~~&/eye~~n"~~~~ege~basketba~~/22734387/rep~rt"pj" 

hairston-told-cops-convicted-felondoaned-him-car 

http://www~tarheelbl~g~c~m/2~3/7/J~2/4~:~9~78/fu~-p~ice-rep~rt-~n-hairst~ns-arrest-emerges 

http://www.wra~sp~r~sfan.c~m/p~ice-rep~rt~hairst~n-g~t"rentapfr~m-fats-/12658239/ 

http://www~sp~rtingnews.c~m/ncaa~basketba~~/st~ry/2~~3~~7~ g2/pj~hairst~n~p~~ice~rep~rt~fats~ 

thomas-car-rentals-unc-basketball-tar-heeB 

"Everyone wants to know, what was P.J Hairston doing driving that rental car? ] he real question is, why 

on earth was there a gun anywhere near it? Just because he hasn’t been charged with a crime doesn’t 
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NCAA violations very rarely put lives at risk. Guns kill. Drive around with a 9 mm handgun and nine 

rounds of ammunition, though, and you’re asking for real trouble. That was also found outside 

Hairston’s car, and while the police said Wednesday they don’t anticipate any additional charges against 

Hairston, there’s still no explanation for the gun. That’s the really worrying thing about this entire 

episode." 

Article Lglk: 

http://www.newsobservercom/201g/oT/13/3027847/luke decock for college athletes.html 

"North Carolina senior swimmer Stephanie Peacock won the gold medal in the women’s g,500-meter 

freestyle Saturday at the World University Games, setting a meet record in the process. 

Peacock, a native of Cape Coral, Fla., led from start to finish to capture the gold medal in a World 

University Games record time of 16 minutes, 4.44 seconds. The precious meet record was held by FlavJa 

Rigamonti of Switzerland at 

Article Link: 

http://w~,*.w.newsobserver,com12013/07/13/3028008/unc swimmer s~ts meet record at.html 

"NC State coach Dave Doeren, Duke coach David Cutclif[e, North Carolina coach I arry Fedora and Wake 

Forest coach Jim Grobe will team up and participate in the inaugural North Carolina Coaches for 

Charity event on Tuesday, July 23, at the Hilton North Raleigh/Midtown. 

Fisher DeBerFy, a North Carolina native and former head football coach of the U S Air Force Academy, is 

hosting the event through the Fisher DeBerry Foundation. Proceeds raised will be divided between the 

charities Iha[ the coaches choose Io s pporl. 

Article Lfnk: 

http://~spmgo.com/blog/acc/post/~ id/575981carolina coaches teaming tooether for charity, 

For twoho rsSat day...tbeTa Heels ha Idledlhel ~chsbiflaltbeD rhamResc eMission 

Saturday, waiting on between ~20 and 150 people." 
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Pack Pride Forum 

Posted: 7/13/2013 12:06 AM 

UNC has used a coat of paint fix to the rot its academics related to athletics which will inevitably give us 

here years of easy targets. They think they got away with something, but they really have not. They are 

suffering the same rotten seeds they have sowm 

There compliance department has turned into a damage control department, even hiring a high dollar 

firm to help them with their public appearance, but the issue is not their appearance. As long as they 

focus on "Seeming" rather than "Being" they are fish in barrel. You get the feeling UNC is waiting to 

comment because they do not know what else is to come out, and they do not want to put themselves 

in an awkward position should someone immediately show what they say to be untrue. 

The answer is simple UNC. Tell the truth, address the rot and control the access of the riffraff that is 

tearing your school apart rather than covering up for them. The trouble is in your foundation UNC, not 

your rafters. Ironic as it is that in the rafters is where the UNC fans, faculty and administrators find there 

justification. 

Posted: 7/12/2013 10:24 AM 

Link to recap of connections with Fats, Howard, one of the parking tickets and the mouthguards: 

ht t p://www.redwolfsohJl:ions.¢ ore/sam/Dent alConnect gins.pal[ 

Posted: 7/12/201_3 4:17 PM 

Guess he’s still waiting on those facts, righl? 

#UNC AD Bubba Cunningham declined comment to NandO about police narrative of Hairston arrest, 
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Posted: 7/12/201g 9:10 PM 

They got the football players a bunch of scooters that they can drive into athletic facilities and park 

illegally outside the reach of the meter-maids, Except so far :1./2 of that plan backfired. 

Posted: 7/12/2013 9:22 PM 

Reaction to the N&O Article: 

1 ) I1 deslroys Fats’ clalr~l thai the car was for Faulcon and that they were going 1o the store 

2) It shows that PJ specifically was getting an impermissible benefit 

g) It forces the NCAA to see Fats as a booster 

Posted: Yesterday 9:23 AM 

Fats asked the right quesLion when he asked, "Why would I give cars to athletes?". 

Answer he was being paid handsomely to do so. 

There is little doubt at all that uric athletics and the boosters hatched this plan after they realized that 

players names would be vulnerable through parking tickets. 

Which shows that is at the institutional and booster level and is well orchestrated and even more well 

funded. 

Posted: Yesterday 9:55 PM 

http://packsmack.com/: The longer UNC stays quiet.the more the News & Observer is going to 

I really don’t get it....but UNC has mishandled every crisis in the past 4 years..-this one is getting so dirty, 

that even the NCAA might have a hard time ignoring it... 

Posted: Yesterday 10:31 PM 

UNC has avoided taking to Fats, Wiey, Dr Julius and several others invo ced in the systematic cheating.they 
+ 

Posted: Yesterday 11:04 PM 

3 
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Posted: Yesterday 11:06 PM 

I find it surprising that UNC has not at least placed PJ on suspension or something until the court case is 

decided-this is another instance of where athletic interests are overriding the academic interests at an 

academic institution~ very similar to the Penn State decision-making after the on-campus discovery of 

Sandusky. 

Posted: Yesterday 13:57 PM 

The worst part is the silent approach is working for the most part. I’m shocked that other universities 

aren’l outraged al this polnl. It’s worrisome to say the least. 

Posted: Today 1:11 AM 

I believe UNC CHeat is silent so that 1hey can see what is uncovered by the press and olhers Then 1hey 

will admit to the obvious and take a small punishment. So far that strategy has led to a string of 

revelations over the last few years. They want to let the media work, and since they control or strongh/ 

influence a large portion of the media they suspect that little will happen. However, they have admitted 

very little but the string of embarrassments continues. 

] here are a few pages in this thread talking about how Hairston was ~nvolved with drug trafficking 

Taking into account the relationship to Fats (Hairston telling police that he knows him), the mariiuana 

found, the gun, and the trip to Atlanta. 
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] he school does not plan to comment on specifics until the deals are made final, which could happen in 

the coming weeks, University president Rodney Erickson called getting approval for settlement offers 

anotherimporlantste)t)wardtheresol lion )fclairvs fromSand skysviclirvs. 

More than 30 claimants have come forward with sexual abuse allegations involving the Iongtime 

assistant 1o late coach Joe Pal:erno. The deals will be limited to a range of dolla~ values and subject I:o 

final approval by a committee empowered by the board to handle the claims A university spokesman 

said the school plans to release the total amount it pays to settle lawsuit but will not provide amounts 

for indivglual cases." 

Article Lfnk: 
http://espn‘g~~c~m/c~llege~f~~tbal~/st~ry/Jid/94~3~~8/penn-state-university-b~ard~auth~rizes- 

settl~ments-several-~erry-sandusky-victims 

"On Friday, PSU coach Bill O’Brien made a private, hourlong presentation to the board of trustees that 

indicated the university might be planning a n appeal to the NCAA to reduce some of the sanctions 

levied 

According to the Centre Daily Times, O’Brien used several presentation slides, including one that read 

p )tential )roposal to mo ~ify sanctlo Is. An )1 her addressed the impact of scholarship reductions, ~,.hile 

another warned of the negati~’e impact of individual lawsuits filed against the NCAA. 

Trustees chai man Keith Masser Ioid reporters Ihat the board ’wo Id like to" appeal the sanctio Is "al 

some point" but said that there is no timetable for doing so and the board still needs to develop a plan" 
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"In a long awaited news release, Penn State said on Sunday morning that it will play UCF at 1:30 p.m. 

(8:30 a,m, ET) at Croke Park in central Dublin on Aug, 30, 2014, It’s the first international game in the 

Nit I:any lions’ 127 yem history, and it ,will open the 2014 season for bol:h teams" 

Article Link: 

bttp://espn~go.com/college football/story/ /id/9476954/penn state nil:tl:any lions play ucf knigbts 

dublin ~reland 

"What should have been a resounding call for action in college women’s basketball landed with a quiet 

thud a few weeks ago. Val Ackerman’s white paper on the state of the sport was a far-reaching, much- 

needed wake-up call for the sport, but like too many big events in women% basketball these days, it 
passed nearly unnoticed bythe sports world in general, 

That’s too bad, because her recommendations could be the key to revitalizing a sport that has been 

largely on the decline in terms of attendance, TV ratings and general attention over the past five years/’ 
Ackerman’s suggestions: "Byes and home games in the NCAA tournament for higher seeds, instead of 

subregionals selected in advance, Reduce scholarships from 15 to 13. Explore rule changes, Tweak the 

Across Ihe co ntry, tlany coacbes la ded the report s s ggesti )ns while picki Ig and choosing o ~ly t he 

specific ones that appealed to them (Duke’s Joanne P. McCallie and North Carolina’s Sylvia Hatchell, to 

their credit, have expressed a willingness to try anything that might improve the game.)" 

Article Link: 

http://w~,~w.newsobserver.com~ 2093/07~ ~2/30258~:[/d~cock future of womens basketbalkhtml 

"In Hill’s latest legal troubles, be admitted Friday in state disl:rict court to punching a man in the bead 

outside a bar in late April. State District Judge Michael ErwM, however, allowed him to remain out of 

jail, on probation, after Hill pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor battery charge, 

Still, Hill’s legal problems are not over and bis college [ootball futme remains in doubL 

Coach Leg Miles, who suspended Hill after the bar fight, said through LBU spokesman Michael Bonnette 

thai the Tigers leading r sher lasl year remains suspended indefinitely and that Miles would bare 

additional comments once the legal process is completed." 
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Article Link: 

http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2013/foot ball/ncaa/wires!07/12/2060,ap.fbc,lsu.hill.arrested,3 rd.ld.wr 

itet hru.1082/index.html 

"The NCAA bas already approved a new rule for 20:[3 1hat mandales an ejeclion for any player wbo 

targets a defenseless opponent with a hit above the shoulders, but until the college football season 

starts, it’s tough to say just how strictly college football officials will enforce that rule. 

The Big Ten’s marching orders for its officials on players who hit defenseless opponents in the head is, 

’When in doubt, throw him out.’" 

head/ 

"Karviar Shepherd and Jordan Mickey, both Prime Prep g~ads who had signed to [)lay basketball at TCU 

and LSU, respectively, have been declared ineligible by the NCAA 

The NCAA Eligibility Center says "sociology and social p~oblems," a course at Prime Prep, does not 

qualify as a core high school course." 

Article Link: 

http://www.wfaa.com/news/investigates/NCAA blocks two former Prime Prep basketball players 

from playing 215330191.html 

"Some universities have gone so far as to hire corporate CEOs and executives to head up their athletics 

Wherever they cut their teeth, ADs need to be different today. But more than ever they need to have 

some of the skills of a CEO, combined ,with tbe extreme tact and diplomacf demanded witbin tbe 

academy 
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A bottom-line mentality 

An entrepreneurial spirit 

A mission-driven approach 

Coachabillty 

Self awareness 

ADs are different t~)day they are fundamentally sports CEOs. As such, search committees carl ad~)pt 

new and different approaches to hiring them." 

Artid~ Link: 

http://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2013/OT/12/what colleges should be looking new athletics 

director essay 
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Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:13 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: 

Subject: RE: Labb/mcneill 

Dr, Ciocca 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 11:20 AM 

Subject: tabb/mcneill 

Just wanted to update 









To: 

Subject: 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Saturday, 5:55 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

guest tickets 

Regina, 
rm writing to make a reeords rer4uest for a list of all people who received guest or complimentary tickets Lo meo’s 
basketball games during the                   seasons from players or their ramilies, 

I am specifically requesting any information about tickets provided to Rodney Blackstock as a guest or at the [equest of 
as well as any other UNC players during the past b/~o seasons. I’m requesting any signature reports or any 

other documentation listing which player provided tickets/made the request for each guest. 

I appreciate your time in this matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Aaron Beard 
Associated Press, Raleigh 
The irffbtmation contained in this commu~fication is i~tended for the ~se 
of the designated recipients named above If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you Ila’ve received this communication in en o~. and that any reviea,,,’ 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited if you ttave received this communicatio*t in error, please 
notit}, The Associated Press immediately by telephone ar +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email Thank you 

[IP US DISC] 

rusk dccc60c6d2c3 a6438t’0cf467d9a4938 





From: Harold Gutmann [mailto: 

Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:18 PM 

To: Moon, Karen B 

Subject: Re: Public records request 

@gmail.coml 

Sorry Karen, realized I should have mentioned that I’m e-mailing from my personal account because our 

external work e-mail is out 

On Thu, Jul :~:£, 20:~3 at 4:/~7 PM, Harold Gutmann < @gmail,com> wrote: 

Hi Karen, 

Can you let me know who to send this to? 

I would like to submit a public records request for the player guest 

list/complimentary ticket list at UNC               games for the 





From: Harold Gutmann [mailto: 

Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:18 PM 

To: Moon, Karen B 

Subject: Re: Public records request 

@gmail.coml 

Sorry Karen, realized I should have mentioned that I’m e-mailing from my personal account because our 

external work e-mail is out 

On Thu, Jul :~:£, 20:~3 at 4:/~7 PM, Harold Gutmann, @gmail,com> wrote: 

Hi Karen, 

Can you let me know who to send this to? 

I would like to submit a public records request for the player guest 

list/complimentary ticket list at UNC home         games for the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            ~:13 PM 

Pommerening, Roty <rmp 1893@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Haydon, Joe 
<haydon@unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Transfer Tracer 

;pdf 

Coaches: 

Attached is the completed transfer tracer for          It does appear that he was recruited and therefore the one- 

time transfer exception is non-applicable. Please let me know if you have any questions or would like any additional 

information 

Thanks, 

a) email unc edu 



July 2~ 2013 



Jui 2313 08:30a 
p2 

} 3 Did’rite student-athlete F,z~s 6 hours in lals/hcr last full-trine ~ of e~llment~ ~ N 

] 4~ Wo~d the ~¢~t-mhl~ have be~n ~em~ly eli~!e ~o ~m during ~e next 

Please return ~is completed form to me (via fax at 919-962-60~Y2 or ~cardomai[) at your e~rfiest 
comcenicnee, and do not hcsi*at¢ to contact me with questions or cortcems. 

Th~k you for .~our assistance. 

Sincerely, 

(Email) 
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"Cha~ges resulting from an early lune arrest of North Carolina Tar Heels leading score~ P.I Hairsl:on have 

been dismissed, according to a Durham, N.C., court clerk. 

stemming from a traffic stop A count of driving without a license was also dropped, the court offidal 

confirmed, 

Hairston produced proof he had a driver’s license and had completed a drug assessment program. 

A school spokesman confirmed Monday 1he charges had been vacated but did nol: elaboral:e. It was 

uncertain how the dismissal of charges would affect Hairston’s status with the team 

The school is abeady investigating whether NBA agent Rodney Blackstock has improper ties to Hai~ston 

or any other UNC athlete. Blackstock is the founder and CEO of Hooplife Academy in Greensboro, 

Hairston’s hometown." 

Article Links: 
http~//espn.g~c~m/mens~c~ege~basketba~/st~ry/Jid/949~556/charges~pj~hairst~n~n~r~h~car~ina~ 
tarqleels-dismissed 

http://www.wra~sp~ttsfan.c~m/p~t-~icense-charges-against-hairston-dismissed/12~87889/ 

"] here are some tricky legal questions left over here. ] he first is the issue of the handgun, which police 

have said was found outside the vehicle at the traffic checkpoint. None of the three men in the vehicle 

that day (Halrston, Carlos Sanford and Miykael Faulcon) have been charged for having the handgun, 

reasons for which are just as uncertain as whose gun it was in the first place.* It [s also not unfair to ask 

whether the state would have been as deferential in dropping charges were Hairston not a Tar Heels 

star. When you spend the morning trying to mentally navigate whether a [acull:y report on widespread 

academic scandal was changed at the last minute to elide NCAA interest, you begin to see conspiracy 

But here’s the real problem for UNC: Ha[rston’s legal woes were never the main concern. 

The biggest concern for North Carolina was not the actual legal incident itself, but the connections to 

Haydn "Fats" Thomas, 

For an athletics program already mired in three years of football mess and widespread suspicion over its 

role in academic scandal, the idea of an NCAA investigation into potential improper benefits provided to 
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its star player by a well-known local felon is the real nightmare. That process would be long and arduous 

and unforgiving, and carries the possibility -- however remote -- of serious penalties against one of the 

college game’s marquee programs." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.comiblog/collegebasketballnationipost/ /id/86731/hairston legal issues hardly uncs 

"Hairston still faces questions about how he came to drive rental cars paid for by a felon with a long 

criminal history, and what impact that might have on his NCAA eligibility. 

Using a rental car paid for by another person could be considered an impermissible benefit under NCAA 

rules. UNC has said it is gathering information about the situation. 

it’s possible Hairston could face an NCAA mandated suspension in addition to whatever punishment he 

might face from UNC coach Roy Williams." 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013io7/22/3047718/charges dropped against hairston.html 

"Documents and social media posts tie Thomas, a convicted felon and party promoter, to current UNC 

basketball player Leslie McDonald, former basketball players John Henson, Dexter Strickland and 

Harrison Barnes and former UNC football player Greg Little. 

McDonald was pulled over luly 4 [or speeding. He was driving a 2012 Chevy Malibu owned by a man 

who told WRAL he does odd jobs for [homas. He said he let McDonald borrow the Malibu because 

McDonald is a friend. 

Even more ]witter posts from a now deleted account show [homas has relationships with former Duke 

wide receiver Desmond Scott and former Durham Riverside stand out Wesley Saunders." 

Article Ling: 

http://www.wralsportsfan.com/list of current former unc players tied to convicted felon 

growing/~ 2695738/ 
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"Of course the national med~a, which has served as an echo chamber for much of Kane’s reporting, has 

jumped on what on the surface seems like a key faculty leader scrubbing an important fact in an effort 

to potentially, throw the NCAA off the scent. Stewart Mandel of Sports Illustrated threw out some snarky 

comments, and the normally level headed and reliable John Infante of the NCAA Bylaw Blog implied this 

was some sort of cover up. The only problem is the national media is relying on Kane’s account when 

the entire :[22 pages of emails, in context, tells a somewhat different story. 

Did Boxill, in her capacity as faculty chair, order the change in the report to keep the NCAA at bay, as 

Kane asserts? Well, no, according to the emails. 

the members of the committee felt the description of Crowder was "not relevant and more ’gossipy’ and 

To make the assertion as Kane does that these relatively minor changes of 20 words in a 12-page report 

is part of a sleight-of-hand to throw off tile NCAA is disingenuous at best, And tile fact that the national 

media is parroting this story without context is intellectually lazy," 

Article Link: 
http://www~tarhee~b~~g~c~m/2~g3/7/23/454735~/dec~nstructing-dan-kanes-~atest-drive-by 
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Pack Pride Forum 

Posted: 7/22/20:23 9:57 AM 

the biggel oroblern for PJ’s el g bil[ty s tile il egal be:lefits that he got from Fats. I don’t see how the NCAA ca:l fail 

Posted: 7/22/’2013 10:04 AM 

Its not surprising they were dropped given LJNC’s considerable legal backing. The question is if they will 

act ethically or act llke nothing ever happened? 

Posted: 7/22/20:23 20:30 AM 

Tile charges are inconsquential really.., it’s all about the Fats rental car ring they had going and Iceberg 

guards and the connections to the dentists / boosters. 

Posted: 7/22/20:23 :[0:44 AM 

In Durham, you can get caught driving without a license. Then 2 months later go to the DMV and get a 

license and alls good? 

Audrey Patterson @_audreylayne_ 16 Jul 

I JUST SAT BESIDE PJ HAIRSTON LEADING SCORER FOR CAROLINA FOR AN HOUR AT THE DMV AND 

DIDNT EVEN KNOW IT 

Posted: 7/22/20:23 10:57 AM 

How is he paying his legal fees? Is some lawyer doing it "pro bono"? Is it a public defender? 

Posted: 7/22/20:23 1:2::24 AM 

Hairston might be in the clear legally but there’s too much to tile improper benefits angle for tile whole 

thing to blow over ~,ithout some sort of early-season suspension 

Posted: 7/22/2013 1:22 PM 

What ’me keep fo~gelting here and need 1o keep top of mind, is that lhey are on probation fo~ Failure I:o 

Monitor In other cases, perhaps he gets off with a few games of suspension, but the AD has already 

been cited for FTM and is continuing to NOT MONITOR. This is the story as far as I’m concerned and 

the mouthpieces and Twitter evidence only adds to the story here. But again, what will the NCAA do 

about it? irs all there for them to make a relatively easy ruling. 
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Posted: 7/22/2013 3:01 PM 
UNC’s Kareem Martin caught lying to the media. Martin has pictures of himself at Fats’/~rim Harrington 

part’y’s on his facebook account, 

Travis Bond, Kareem Martin, Robert Quinn, and Curtis Campbell 

Posted: 7/22/20:[3 3:12 PM 

It’s time to be very forward and bold about calling this what it is.. A Conspiracy. It’s a conspiracy to 

protect and proiect the image of UNC athletics and academics at the expense of anyone else who is non 

UNC in I:he sl:ate of Norl:h Carolina 

Marvin Austin and G~eg Idge- party in 2010 

PP posters are saying that the other guy (on the left) is either 

Michael McAdoo or Rodney Blackstock 
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Posted: Yesterday 8:16 AM 

I can understand if UNC is saying their athlete, Leslie McDonald, was used to promote the mouthguards 

without his knowledge, and that would be a "stern lecture" to U NC on how to monitor this type of thing. 

But McDonald was USING the mouthguard and THANKING these guys on Twitter. This is a big time No 

No not to mention these things sell for ~1500~ and that’s if he just received one, as it looks like Hairston 

did too. In all honesty, McDonald is a sittSIg duck to the NCAA, maybe even moreso than Hairsl:on. They 

could tell him he’s done based soley off of the known ~nformation that’s already been reported. 

**Refering to Section E(1)(c) I:ff I:bis document: 

http://www.goheels.com/fls/335O/imp photos/genrel/auto pdf/2031 

Posted: Yesterday 9:43 AM 

IF Myck Kabongo got 20 games.....Halrston will never play again. 

Posted: Yesterday 10:33 AM 

From my understanding a poster (lurker) has evidence of PJ in one of Fat’s rental cars, { Mercedes 350 to 

whom works in compliance at a local school (southern conf I think, not ACC) he was told to give the info 

to the NCAA and not the media..atleast not yet. This way when the NCAA goes to interview PJ (if they 

haven’t already) they have an ACE up their sleeve. 

Posted: Yesterday 6:00 PM 

Hairston should be permanently removed from NCAA play, The evidence is widespread and serious 

enough to warrant his removal from the team, 
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"College sports’ governing body said in the filing in Centre ColJnty court late Tuesday thai: the civil suit 

must be dismgsed in part because the university itself isn’t part of the suit, ] he sanctions handed down 

in July 2012 were agreed to by the NCAA and the university president. 

] he NCAA also firmly denied a claim that it had conspired with former FBI d~rector Louis ~reeh’s team in 

formulating the sanctions." 

Artide Links: 

http://espn.go.comicollege football/story/ /id/9503323/ncaa seeks dismissal joe paterno family 

http://www.usatodaycom/story/sports/ncaaf/bigten/201g/OT/23/penn state ncaa seeks dismissal of 

http://www.cbssports.com/general/blog/eye on sporl:s/22859394/ncaa in search of disr’lissal in 

"Atlantic Coast Conference commgsioner John Swofford said Monday the next six months are "very 

important" to the future of the NCAA and predicted that significant structural and governance changes 

Among the changes up for discussion would be the formation of a so called "super division" that would 

implement things like athlete stipends Many of those initiatives have been blocked by lower revenue 

programs, which make up the majority of the NCAA, 

Swofford told USA [ODAY Sports the super d~visbn concept would be preferable to a breakaway from 

the NCAA, something Southeastern Conference commissioner Mike Slive implied last week if power 

Article Links: 

hrtP:llwww.usatodaycom!storylsports/rlcaaf/acc/20:[3/O7/22/cor’lmissioner john swofford super 

division/2574369/ 

http://w~x w.cbs~ports.com/collegefootball/blog/ieremY fowler/22847154/ncaa powerconference 
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really do think we need to reconfigure the leadership of the organization," gowlsby said "1 don’t think 

we can at this point in time move forward, and we certainly haven’t been able to configure an agenda 

"Bowlsby expressed his concerns about the effectiveness of NCAA enforcement and the difficulty of 

advancing ~eal changes to the systenl And he cerl:ainly has majo~ changes in nlind Bowlsby believes it’s 

time to look at establishing new federations to separate sports and how they’re supervised. 

transformative change is not only necessary but also imminent 

"We’re going to work with membership broadly and say, "How do we create a model where the 

membership feels like the oversight of those regulatory processes is appropriate?" We’re talking about, 

is an ~ndependent party?" 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.comiespn/otlistory/ /id/9500191/mark emmert penn state ncaa 

"When Lempesis was still Concordia’s coach, top NCAA enforcement officials were ~nformed by the 

university of alleged inappropriate sexual conduct on his part involving at least one of his college 
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athletes -- as well as potential NCAA rules violations -- but were content with the school’s prompt firing 

of Lempesis and walked away without ever investigating, 

This provides an example of what has led to fans’ and university administrators’ angst and confusion 

about the state of the NCAA enforcement process, about the mixed signals of what rises to a potential 
violation and what triggers an investigation. 

In the case of Concordia, along with the possible violations reported by the school, it’s also possible 

Concordia officials failed to adequately address at least three principles of student athlete well being as 

defined in 1he NCAA rulebook similar to the "fundamental values" in the constitution ~ited b,/Emmert 

in the Penn State decision. ] he NCAA still saw no reason to investigate." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/espn/otl/story/Jid/9496870/ncaa crushed penn state sandusky matter had 

ignored division iii case concordia year prior 

"South Carolina is looking into whether defensive end Jadeveon CIowney has been in contact with agent 

Jay-Z, a school spokesman told NFLcom, 

The South Carolina compliance office’s investigation into Clowney is "standard operating procedure," 

Steve Fink, assistant director of athletics for media relations, told NFLcom, 

Contact would not necessarily jeopardize Clowney~s eligibility this season. Under NCAA rules, student- 

athletes are allowed to speak to and socialize with agents as long as the players pay for all their own 

costs, including transportation and meals." 

Article Links: 

http://espn.go.com/college football/story/Jid/9503618/south carolina gamecocks Iook4adeveon 

downey jay z contact 

bttp://fbw.usatoday com!20~3/07!jadeveon downey thinking about teaming up with~ay z/?// 
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The case could enter an appeals process - or possibly devolve into a lawsuit - if the NCAA’s punishment 

Article Lfnk: 

http://www.cbssports.com/coliegefootball/biog/ieremy fowler/22849264/miami golden eyeing ncaa 

"Big 3_2 coordinator of officials Walt Anderson showed just such a play on Tuesday as an example of how 

college football’s new targeting rule -- which carries an automatic ejection -- will affect the game. In this 

case, Anderson said, the safety would be thrown out because he struck too high on the chest and, in the 

process of driving through the tackle, created a head-to-head collision with the receiver. 

in other words, a player would get ejected from a game for a style of tackle taught by nearly every 

defensive coach in America for decades. This will not go over well," 

"According to a handout produced by College Football Officiating, LLC, if officials see the following 

things, the risk of a targeting foul is high: 

¯ Launching toward an opponent to make contact in the head or neck area 

¯ A crouch followed by an upward and forward thrust with contact at the head or neck area. 

¯ [eadb~g with the helmet, forearm, fist, hand or elbow into the head or neck a~ea. 

¯ Lowering the head before attacking and inlt~at~ng with the crown of the helmet 

According to that same handout, the followlng factors would indicate less risk of a targeting penalty 

being called: 

¯ A heads up tackle where the crown of the helmet does not strike above the shoulders. 

¯ Awrap up tackle. 

¯ The head is to the side rather I:han used to initiate contact 

¯ Incidental helmet contact due to players changing position during the play." 

Article Link: 

http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/college football/news/20130723/college football officials targeting 

rule/ 

"Sophomore safety Patrick Onwuasor has been cut from the Arizona football team after being arrested 

and accused of drug dealing and having a weapon. 

Tucson police say the 20-year-old Onwuasor was taken into custody Monday on suspicion of four felony 
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Article Link: 

http~//~w~~news~bserver~c~m/2~13/~7/23/3~~2~34/ariz~na-f~~tbal~~p~ayer-is-arrested~htm~ 

"The Southeastern Conference is in the final stages of a deal that will partner the power football 

con[erence wilh I:he Atlantic Coast Conference in the Belk Bowl [or six years. 

According to a source with knowledge of the deal, the ACC, which has been a partner conference with 

the Charlotte bowl at Sank of America Stadium since its inception in 2002, will join the SEC in the Belk 

Bowl beginning in 2014. 

The deal is expected to be finalized next week, and the depth of the SEC all but ensures a quality team 

visiting Charlotte each December/’ 
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"We feel like our attendance has remained relatlveiy strong," Bowlsby said Monday to kick off Big ] 2 

Media Days, saying the conference has played to 85 percent capacity. "But nationwide, we’re seeing .. 

numbers declining. 

"1 think bringing highlights in will take into account and help one of the things that is getting to be a 

challenge for us." 

"1 really think it’s going to be a terrific thing for our fans," Bowlsby said. "One item that will keep people 

from staying home in front of their televisions, 

"We see people that have a 60 inch television, (internet} on their laps, no lines at the restroom, no 

charge for concessions, have a cold beer when they want to, don’t have to spend 6 8 hours traveling to 

and from the stadium. 

"It’s something we’re excited about and think will greatly enhance the stadium experience." 

The plan is to show close-to-live highlights during the lengthy and frequent television timeouts those 

attending games have to suffer through, 
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"If he were a player, Maryland coach Randy Edsall said he "most definitely" would join a lawsuil: against 

the NCAA over the use of players’ likenesses. "Because kids are committed to institutions and not to the 

NCAAi’ Edsall said at the ACC Football Kickoff, "and the NCAA is using their likeness to make money, in 

my opinion, and that money is not going back to these kids." 

Dabo Swinney said he would "absolutely not" be a part of such a suit were he a player, though he 

Artide Links: 

http://www.ajccom/news/sports/college/edsall supports lawsuit against ncaa/nYzPf/ 

http://www.usatoday.com/storyisports/ncaafi2013/o7/22/maryland coach randy edsall strongly 
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"After taking the A~karlsas job in December, Bret Bielema has gone above and beyond to connect with 

theRazorbackfans Bielema~sact~veonlwltter although sometimes he struggles with lt andhas 

been responding to Hogs fans who are more than willing to send him photos of their devotion to the 

Woo Pig Soole cause." 

Article Link: 

bttp://spolts.yahoo.com/blogs!ncaaf dr saiurday/bret bieler-la retweeting random arkansas fans 

twitter great 205420106.html#more 30955 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: Complete pdf 

~email unc edu> 

Thursday,.            ~ 1:24 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Pommerening, RolN <rmp1893@email uric edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups uric edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@uric edu> 

. Transfer Tracer 

Coaches: 

Attached is the completed transfer questionnaire from              for football student-athlete 

me know if you have any questions or would like an additional information! 

Thanks, 

¯ Let 

Y~em ail unc edu 



1. In oceorda~ace w th NCAA Bylaw 3 i [ 3, may we have 

IIYES: 

ffYES: 
N 

N 

N 



8. t4ow many seasm~s ofeompetitlon did the studem-athlete use in the s~rl? ~ 

Did the student-arhI~e t~se a r~shia y~r’? Y ~ A I~rdship ~ear? 

9, Has the student-a~tete evc~ b~n disqualifi~ or ~d a disciplina~, suspension for any 
~n, i~ledlng ~ academic offense? g ~d 
IF YES, p~se ideat~’ ~he d~tes of the suspension: 

I0, H~ the s~nt-atblcte ever been deci~ b~efigibte due to a positive drug test 

~F YES, please ~dent~v the ~a es ~fthe sus~n~ion: 

t I. ig the student-athlete in good ~emi* st~ding? ~) N 

meet app~ carte progress-toward-degree ~mremen~?Q3~ 

academic tem~ at your i~titu~en (ifhffshe w~-e m return)? (~) N 

Plea,~ return ~his completed form to me (via tax at 919-962-,501)2 or scaniemai{) at yuur earliest 





NAME; 
SPORT: 

TRANSFER RESIDENCE REQUIREMENT WAIVER 

Birth Date: 
DATE 

The following is information concemil~g the transfer of the above-named student-athlete. If you have 

2, Has this stu..n~-athlete e~e~ t~ansfe~red from any other ~. ur-year institutk n. YES 

NO 

3, The student-athlete a~tended the University of Kentuclq," (Semesters) 

The following is a summary of the student-athletd’~, practice and competition h story at U, Kentucky; 

A, Did the student-athlete practice with a Learn? ~J I’40 

NO Did tile student-athlete compete with a team? 

~. # -qeasens Used 

YES Year IJsed D. Did the student-athlete use a redshirt yearY 

5, Was the student-athlete recruited? 

6, Did the studenL-athlete sign a National Letter of Intent? 

7, The student-ath[at~ was considered a Div. 1 qualifier by the NCAA Eligibiltb/Oenter, 

8. The student-athI~te was in good academic standing at the UniversE3, of Kentucky, 

9, The student-athlete [as twilled ti~e progress towards cleg~ee requirements, 

10. The University of Kentucky hereby grants the one-time transfer exception 
~or this student-a.h,ete p~r iICAA Bylaw t4.5.5,2,10, 

/~,, 1’40 

NO 

[nsuffident Data 

Not Applicable 





December 10 
2014 





On 







Subject: 

Axon, Rachel <raxon@usatoday.com> 
Wednesday, RJly 10, 20] 3 9:22 AM 

Stabile, Regina 

Prisbell, Eric 
Public reco-ds rcquest 

NoEhCa-olinaFOirequest July]~0,20Z3.doc;UNCFOirequest July]~0,2013.doc 



Pcegina Stabile 
Director of Instil~ltional Records and Reportillg Comp]iance 
University of North Carolina 
222 East Cameron Bird, 110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Re:    P~blic Records Act Request 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pu[suanI to local public ~eco~ds laws, I would ]ike to obtain any and all public reco[ds 
of the following: 

-- A copy of UNC’s policy t\~r student-athletes ~egistering a veh]c]e on campus 
-- A blank copy of the fom~ I.JNC student-athletes file with compliance regarding the 
vehicles they bri*tg to campus 
-- A copy of UNC’s policy regarding student-athletes repolzing of traffic tickets to the 
department 
-- A timeline, calendar or summa~?,- of UNC’s compliance education meetings or 
seminars with student-athletes (with dates listed) tbom Jul,/2010 to today’s date 

-- In cases where the fi*tes have been paid t’or those p~king tickets, a copy of the receipt 
of payment 

Please provide these records within fl~e time allotted by relevant open records laws 
(usuall,/five business days), provide an explanation of when the records will be provided 
or a statement of the s*atuto~Tv exception anthorizing the withholding of all or pa~s of 
these records Please include the name and title of the person responsible for the denial 

It" there will be a charge for these records of more than $25, please notify me in 
advance Electronic copies are p~et~red and can be sent to taxon@usatodav corn 

Thank ,/ou in advance for your cooperation; I look ~Brward to your quick response 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Axon 
Projects ~ eporter 



USA TODAY Sports Media Group 
7950 Jones Branch Dr 
McLean, VA 22108 
Cell: 3525537401 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bo,’dll. Jan <JMBOXILL,~ email uric edu> 

Tuesdax. Julx 30. 201a I{b PM 

Nor on, Moll,~ <mb mr on~u ~cedt >. 2u~als Sp lzer, PhD <asp lzer~usada org> 

Ille. Vince <ille,?~iunc edu>; Lisa Voight <LVoight,?~iusada org>; Cuuuingham. Bubba 
<bubbac,?~iemail uuc edu> 

RE: Meeting on Frida,% June 7 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:22 PM 

To: ’Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.’ 

C¢: Boxill, Jan; [lie, Vince; Lisa Voight; Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Friday, June 7 

From: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. rmailto:aspitzer(-®usada.orq] 
Sent; Monday, July 29, 2013 6:39 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
C¢; Boxill, Jan; Ille, Vince; Lisa Voight; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= RE: Meeting on Friday, June 7 



To= Norton, Molly 

1:¢; Boxill, Jan; Ille, Vince; Lisa Voight 

Subject; Re: Meeting on Friday, June 7 

Molly, 

If both Vince and Bubba are available on M onday July 22 at 11:OOEDT, then I think we should schedule the call. I will make it work. 

Please let me know. 

Thank you, 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e mail transmission and any documents files or previous e mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it to t he intended recipient, you are 
heleby not~ied that you must not road this tlansmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or atlached to this tlansmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner Thank you 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e mail transmission and any documents files or previous e mail messages attached to it, may cont~ain information that is confidential 
or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient you are hereby notified that you must not read 
this tlansmission and that any disclosule, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or atlached to this tlansmission is STRICTLY 
PROHIBITED. If you have leceived this transmission in enor, please immediately not~y the sender by telephone or leturn e-mail and delete the original transmission and 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail t[ansmission, and any documents, files or plevious e-mail messages altached to it, may contain info[mation that is confidential 
legally privileged If you ale not the intended [ecipient, or a pelson [esponsible for delive[ing it to the intended lecipient, you ale heleby notified that you must not lead 

a~achments without leading o[ saving in any manner. Thank you 
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A B C L     D 
Spring Student-Athlete Meeting Schedule 

Teams Location Date I Time 

Swofford Auditorium 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

Concourse ChJb 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

Concourse ChJb 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Boshamer Lounge 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Iacrosse Video Room 

Henry Stadium 

Cone - Kenfield Tennis 

Cone - Kenfield Tennis 

,2nd Floor Classroom 2301 
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A B C D 

Student-Athlete Meeting Schedule 

Teams Date 

Spring 

Location 

Swofford Auditorium 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

Smith Center 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

Baseball Player’s Lounge 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

2nd Floor Classroom 2301 

Time 

2:15pm 

2:45pm 

10:00am 

4:15pm 

2:30pm 

3:00pm 

3:00pm 

l:30pm 

4:00pm 

4:00pm 

4:45pm 

4:45pm 

2:30pm 

2:00PM 

10:00AM 

2:45pm 

2:00pm 

2:00pm 

9:00am 

5:00p 

2:30pm 

4:30pro 

l:00pm 



] D 

Time 

1:30pro 

2:00pro 

3:00pro 





is this in the holes Iockar morn? 

from instagram 

another one of his pcs titled "late night hoopin" I mean they just let anyone in to play ball 
don’t they? 

more fun at holeville for hope he signed in. Oh and there are 10-15 more at the 
nose dome etc 



Yeah these pics are definitely from UNC’s facility. 

OK I found what I expect to be the cou¢~ date for the person charged for drugs It’s 
his DQB is from     and the middle name is       Of note 

friend was Hillside class of 2009. Age is just right. Probably the same guy. 



oh yeah he fits the bill 



It’s all about the context of what Roy has allowed UNC-CH Basketball to get 
into ......... from letting this sort of behaviodcharacter off-campus, to inside the looker room 
and into facilities. Pdsbell/Kane could write a ton of stories about how out of 
control UNC-CH Basketball has gotten ......... 

it’s completely different when it gets brought on-campus and into          facilities 
That sort of privilege only comes with AD permission. Nobody cares that Roy can’t stop 
associations OFF-CAMPUS, but you can be DAMN sure he has a say in who enters his 
team’s facilities with HIS players on HIS University’s campus It’s HIS JOB as the face of 
UNC          to know 

They sure do like their gold I-phones Shout out from 
for hooking him up. 



NewOrlnsDukie wrote: It’s the guy who was remarking on seeing hi the Benz, 
He aiso hangs witf 

Someone with his name (again, dunno ff it’s the same guy) has a charge of possession 
with intent to distribute in Durham 

IF it is him, t,~en his chosen fb handle (which uses the middle name 
kinda humorous... 
You mean the guy who has this instagram account: 

V~no seems to be the guy in this picture: ] 

Who is in Atlanta in this picture? 

And hangs out with the guy in this picture? 

Somebody better do some screenshots. 

If it is indeed him (the felony drug charges and in the players Ioungelsmith center) ...... 

Drug dealers/felons allowed access to UNC-CH               Players AND their ON- 
CAMPUS Basketball Facilities/Basketball Players Lounge/UNC-CH          Locker 
Room (accompanying UNC-CH Players) ................ would be something that could sink 
them The photos need no explanation 

The press would eat them up for not paying close attention to who was entering those 
facilities with players 

Wow 

Talk about not monitoring your players ................ letting guys like this have VIP access to 
the "private player lounges" of UNC-CH without doing a basic social media 
account search ........... 

Roy appearing to have an "Anything goes" type of policy with his players and University 
facilities while ALREADY on NCAA Probation and UNC-CH scandals the subject of lots 
of news stories = 

Bad news for UNC-CH 



in short (getting ready for breakfast then work): 

The bottom line is that Roy has turned a blind eye to the monitoring of his players/their 
social media/their associations, EVEN when they are ON-CAMPUS and using HiS Men’s 

Facilities If you WANT to run a clean and trouble free program, these types 
of associations are the EASY things to steer players away from while on campus and the 
easy things to protect the University/Program from .......... they’re happening inside UNC- 
CH Basketball facilities ...... Do the basic job as a mentor/coach and ASK QUESTIONS 
/LOOK INTO the individuals you let into your Program’s most sacred facilities before 
throwing the doors open (especially when access to these areas are restricted to only 
certain individuals). 

-social media pictures surfaced last night of a guy playing video games with UNC 
players in the UNC-CH          Player’s Lounge in the UNC Basketball facility, 
playing a private game of Ball with _/others on the UNC Practice facility courts, and 
hanging out and watching TV in the Locker Room of the UNC-CH 
Team with This individual has close social (friends) ties to and other UNC 
players like , etc. He is possibly due in court for felony drug 
dealing charges in the near future (just discovered last night) His social media accounts 
have several pics of drugs, posts claiming himself smoking Kush in a hookah (Hindu 
Kush), firearms, and lots of cash Lots of pics of him in UNC-CH          facilities with 
current player(s) and also in Chapel Hill Virtual Tour link in previous posts confirms the 
Locker Room, Player’s Lounge, and Courts. Videos showing him with players, exotic 
cars, etc (nobody has dug through/posted much about those), also in the same 
group and some pics in University facilities. 

-social media picsiposts and current drug charges (if drug charges confirmed to be him) 
paint a clear picture of what Roy/UNC-CH have been allowing to go on in their ON- 



CAMPUS Basketball Facilities and who they’ve allowed access to their players while in 
on-campus facilities (VlP type access) These individuals are NOT UNC-CH students, so 
they would have needed permission from AD staff to be there. It’s clear by looking at 
their social media that UNC-CH did not take ANY time to look into the backgrounds of 
those they were letting hangout in their facilities and around their players. Complete lack 
of responsible oversight by RoylBball staff UNC Basketball Program has been 
completely out of control and responsible enforcement tossed aside ........... ALL WHILE 
BEING QN NCAA PROBATION ALREADY! They have clearly spit in the face of the 
ideals most Universities strive to abide by Very similar to the ....... situation in 
Football, but lots of photographic evidence available on social media of this individual’s 
presence around UNC-CH Basketball and in places that only Basketball Players/staff 
would be allowed to go unless an individual was given special permission. 

-On the lesser side, there’s also some social media exchanges that were found that 
show a iPhone (or iPhone upgrade) that someone thanks for hooking him up. No 
idea what to make of those findings (same iPhone upgrade posted about someone 
having "hooked him up with". .......... see through gold case 

Hopefully someone got screenshots of the pictures posted here, but also the many 
others on the accounts of activities in the Basketball Facilities Looking forward to seeing 
what else is posted from this later today ............ 

Somebody PLEASE create a graphic of the social media screenehote (locker room 
hangoutlbaH w, on UNC courts, and video games in          P~ayer’s lounge} 
beside the UNC Basketball Facility virtual tour of those same locations! 
remove any doubt} 

This should be low hanging fruit for USA Today and guys like Kane ........... while also 
possibly some of the most damaging. 

(Edit-- sorry, meant to "keep it to a short summary", but also wanted to make sure 
nothing got left out. IMHO this is a pretty big deal given recent events re: UNC-CH 

has a court date on September 24 for misdemeanor 

possesion of paraphanelia wonder if he will miss any time...~-~ 





Progress-Toward-Degree Subcotrmaittee 
NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs 
PO Box 6222 
Indianapolis, h~diana 46206-6222 

Dear Subcommittee: 

ease accept this applica*ion for a wmver of NCAA Progress- [’oward-Degree requirements for Mr 
a f~f/h yeas smdent-alhlele on 1he        team at 1he t niv’ersity of Norlh Carolina at 

kTltapel Htll w[lo initiMly enrolled at UNC in th~ semester 

h~ the Fall                          did not meet lhe 9-hour requirement per bylaw 1443 1 6 and 
then, follovdng the Spring, 2013 semester, he did not satisfy the 18-hour re~luirement per bylaw 
1443 l(b) f~)r the academic yem" Mnltiple factors pla?~ed a role in creati~lg these deficiencies 
including personal hardship I’or Mr and mi~communication between the .... coaching 
staff and the acadetmc cotmselors tbr the team While these factors resulted in Ne loss of his 
aligibili~’ ti~r the fall 2013 season it is UNC’s hope that Ne nature of the challenges provide an 
oppormnitw for relief 

While Mr        was working to recover from a t~?’ing fall semester, it was alrea@ understood that 
the 9-hour requirement, per 1443 16, was ?,~ing t~ be at1 obstacle However,            did not 



iu addition to the challmlges fllat             was experteactng m his personal lif~, the lbotball 
pro~am had been coordinating a plan fi~r him regarding his future with the program In discussions 
between the coaching staff mid the academic counselors in both the Fall, 
semesters, it was believed by the academic staff that            should be encouraged to ~aduate 
as they thought the        staff" did not see a role for ]lit~l on the team for the      season As a 
result o1’ fl~Ese discussions, primarily between ",              ~ position coach, and fia 
Overstreeb his acadenfic counselor, the academic stMl calibrated plans to gcce            the best 
chance of graduating by the end of the      summer term One of the decisions made by the 
academic counselors involved dropping him dovm to 12 hours on. so that he ma> 
have a better chance to successfi~lly complete the coursework l’his decision rendered 
mathematically unable to satisl~ the 18-hour requiremetu, per bylaw 1443 1 (b), which would bE 
no consequence since, at fl~at time, the acadenfic staff believed that the coactmlg staff wrested him 
gn-aduate p~or to the season However, soon in to the semester it w~ understood 
by the academic staff that the staff did indeed plan on s return to the team for 
the     season Unfortunately. it was beyond the ~ime where his schedule could be adjusted for this 
new plan, leaving him no opportunity to satisfy the 18-hour rule l’his lapse in commm~icanon was 
no I’ault of Mf          and lies at the hear1 of the claim of mis-advisemEnt 

While             did indeed pass 18 academic hours between the fall and the spring semester, two 
of his courses. EXSS     in the ~’al] and EXSS    in the spring, required a C or better in order to 
count towards his degree So even though he passed all the hours on his record from those ia~,o 
semesters, the higher grades needed I’or inclusion towards his EXSS degree caused him to fall short 
of the 18-hour reqturement 

nov,, finds himself on the brink of graduating from college, as he needs only ten hours to 
sadsfy his degree requirements The qualig point analysis of his academic record shows a more than 
50% likelihood of g raduation in the upcoming year While the smuggles of the past year contim~e to 
be a challenge to Mr         a~d his fhmily, it is 1.’NC’s hope thai             be gwen an 
oppottunh3 to fully experience his final season at UNC this fall and the stabiliD, it provides 

If you have any ques~ons, please contact my office Thank you for your time and consideration of 
this veO, important matter fbr             and the (lniversi~’ of Notth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Smcerely, 

Lance Markos 
Director of (ompliat~cE 

Cc: Brad tlostetter, Associate Commissioner. Aflmlfic Coast Conference 
Carol Folt, Chancellor 
l,awrence Cunnmgham. I)irector of’ AthlEUCS 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Alhletics Representutive 



Rick Stembacher, Senior Associate At[flet~cs Director 
Vince IIle, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
J~ariell e vea~Gelder. Associate Athletics Director 
Michelle Brown~ Director of Academic Suppo~ 
[,arr~, Fedora, Head Men’s Football Coach 
Corey Hollid~y, Associate Alhletics Director 



Co ~pliance Office 

Loude~ talk Celller fl.tr Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Dur[n8 the ;t was determined that several ~iayers that were enterin# ther Red Shirt 

event that they would not be ~iverl their fifth veal. As is customar% we discusse~J which of these 

year" sludenl:-atflletes w°uld retu~ [a~ the r ’fifth Year Man’/*~ch~r s ~o iqto that decisiorl, irlckldin8 

success °n and ofi~ he fie d, metivat~on, ~eader~hip etc. Oneofthese~ayerswas             . his 



NCAA waiver letter 

I am writing to ask for an appeal so I will be able to finish school and play this fall for’ my last 

season of eligibility. If I am granted this appeal, I will able to achieve my dream of graduating from the 
University of North Carolina with a degree and to play football. 

I also faced adversity in my football career here, During fall training camp, one week before our 

first game 

After all of this, i ended up on probation for the first time. Also, based on the advice from my 

counselor to get my grades up, I was not enrolled in the courses I needed to meet the NCAA 
requirements. Since the coaches decided they were not going to bring me back, last year I was advised 

to take courses to keep my gpa up but not towards my degree. Then the coaches decided in the spring 

theyto want me to play this fall Since I can still graduate, I hope I can be given permission to play even 
though I didn’t take more of my degree hours last year. Now, all I need to do is finish up my last 1(3 

credit hours this fall and play my hardest to have a shot at continuing my football career as a 
professiona]. 

Thank you[ 



Dead Period 
cial 

Permissible recruiting activities 
* Written and Electronic Correspondence, 
* Phone Calls, 







Guidelines [br  ;WC Studem-Athletes 

2 xMler yoMm~ e called 9-1-1, cm~tact your head coach to itffonn tl~enl of the simatiml, ifyou are 

(http:h~ww dps unc edu/Yom~s/Silent%20Witnessisileltwimess cfm) You may also contact the Clmpel Hi]l- 
Carrboro :U N C Crime Stoppers at 919 -942/7515 

P]ease be reminded tlmt retaliation directed towards an) one whu in good ~hith reports a concern is stnctl} proNbited 

[O0065 r] 4.DO(TX/ 







[O0065 714.DO(TX~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tilnmermans, Tom <tilnmermans@unc edu> 

Thursday,               I 1:36 AM 

Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Williams, 
Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 
RE: Potential Transfer Student 

pdf 

Please find attached the folm we have used in situations like 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Thursday, 9:44 AM 

TO: Holliday, Corey L 

C¢: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; file, Vince 

Subject: RE: Potential Transfer Student 

HiCorey- 

Please let us know what additional quest[oils you may have. 

Thanks 



mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, 9:24 AM 
TO: Vangelder, Marielle A 
¢c= Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Potential Transfer Student 

leaving camp today, would mean he is a counter for the entire year plus we would lose an APR retention point (he’s 

below a 2.6 GPA)? 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Thursday, 9:13 AM 
TO= Holliday, Corey L 

¢c= Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M 
Subject= Potential Transfer Student 

Hi Corey 

In regard to your student-athlete who is considering a transfer. 

He could participate in practice activities, should the coaches want him to. Because he is a sophomore, he has already 

triggered transfer status and would be required to sit a year in residence upon enrollment at another FBS institution. 

The only way for this SA to avoid the residency requirement is to transfer to an FCS institution provided he was 

otherwise eligible and has at least two seasons of eligibility remaining. 

Other things to consider: 

If he is a recruited SA and has been awarded an athletics grant in aid for the        academic year AND has received 

any benefits during the preseason (i.e., room and board), he will be a counter and must be included in the applicable 

team limitations for this academic year. 

Because his cumulative GPA is under a 2.6, he will lose the retention point if we release him and he transfer somewhere 

immediately for the Fall     semester. 

Please let me know how you would like to proceed after you speak with Paul about APR implications. 

Thank you for checking with us. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of NorEh Carolina 



Phone:(939) 962 7853 

Fax:(919) 962-6002 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 



Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 15564 I, I,            , assert that 1 am releasing the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill from its obligation to provide me with athletics grant-in-aid for the 

academic year Additionally, 1 af’Fu-m that I left the team voluntarily 

and departed the institution as a result of this voluntary withdrawal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tmlock, Scott <tmlock@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:59 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Timmem~ans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; 
Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Williams, 
Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email unc edu> 

RE: Potential Transfer Student 

: i5 scheduled for an at 8:00 tonight. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, 12:56 PM 
TO: Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co: Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince; Williams, Andre; Pogge, Paul; Trulock, Scot[ 

Su~ect: RE: Potential Transfer Student 

All, 

As of right now,     has decided to stay on the team until he finds more information on the condition of his 

(maybe a    is needed}, should have more information at beginning of nex~ week. 

Sent: Thursday,             11:36 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Holliday, Corey L 
C~: Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince; Williams, Andre 
Su~ect: RE: Potential Transfer Student 

Please find attached the form we have used in situations like in the past. Please have him sign and return it to 

Tom 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Thursday, 9:44 AM 

TO: Holliday, Corey L 

C¢: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; file, Vince 

Subject: RE: Potential Transfer Student 

Hi Corey 

There is an Official Interpretation from                 which states that a "recruited student-athlete in a head-cour~t 

sport who has been awarded an athletics grant-in-aid and receives 



Iql defer to Tom on the status of ou r cu rrent number of counters, who might be eligible to receive      aid should we 

choose release him and any previous experience he has had with this issue from the Financial Aid perspective that migbt 

help to clarify the situation fuCcher, 

Please !et us know what additiona! qLlestions you may have. 

Thanks 

Matielle A. vanGeider 

Associate Ati~letic Director 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, 9:24 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
C~: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: PoLential Transfer SLudent 

Mar[erie, 

Just want to make sure ! u nderstand one of you r points to consider - If be is a ~ecru[ted SA and has been awarded an 

atbietJcs gr~nt-[n-a[d for the        academic year AND bas received any benefits during the preseason 0,e,, room and 

board), he ~,~fll be a counter and must be ~ncluded in the applicable team limitations for this academic year, 

leaving camp today, would mean he is a counter for the entire year plus we would lose an APR retention point (he’s 

below a 2.6 GPA)? 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, 9:13 AM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 



Subject: Potential Transfer Student 

Hi Corey 

In resard to your student-athlete who is considerin8 a transfer. 

Thank you for checkin8 with us. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of Norlh Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962 7853 

Fax: (919) 962 6002 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 











Ongmal Messag~ 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <atbgallo@unc edu> 

Monday,               3:38 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; 
Trulock, Scott <trulock@email unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Fedora, H Lanay 
<larry fedora@unc edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Malielle A 
<mvangeld@email unc edu> 

S-A’s - Disability Insurance Status Update! 

Disability Insurance Coverage is effective toda) { ) for the following student-athletes: 

2 
3 
4 

Scott or Andre please feel flee to pass on this message of "effective coverage" to the above student-athletes 

As a FYI.            "currently does not qualify" for disability insurance - we are checking weekly and I beliex e he will 
be cligiblc shortly it’s j ust a matter of timc 

Thank you 

L~rO Gallo, Jr 















Purchase Requisition Print Page l of 1 

Requisition: R676752 

Notepad 

Attachment 

Deliver To 

Optional 

ayork@emai].unc.edu 
(919) 962 - 5196 
Department #£810 

2013-08-06 

Shelley Johnson 
UNC Leadership Academy 
344 Ridge Road 
Leuderrnilk Center 
University of North Carolina 

684t Piershill Ln 
Cary, NC 2751£ 

Account Number Amount 

S89,185.24 

Reference: W105921 

Ext. ! Exff.Price 
Price ~ +Tax 

$69,185,24569,185.24 3 1g008-3909 

UPO Type 

Normal Price 
(blank) 

https:ilitsapps.unc.edu.,’ffs/?]’JntPrcvJew.do 8/7/2013 





USC says ~ {arq~s~, Ixx. s autograph signing was within NCAA roles 







2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

43 

44 

45 

47 

48 

49 

50 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

72 

Players Coaches 

Ad a~Ts, Deke 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 

Brewer, Gunter 

Disch, Dan 

Duggan, David 

Fedora, Larry 

Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic, Chris 

Koenning, Vic 

GA 

GA 

- GA 

GA 

- SA 

Ath Dept 

Cowdin, Tych 

Haydon, Joe 

Heckendorf, Keith 

Holliday, Corey 

Williams, Andre 

Spurling, James 

Berry, Marcus 

Healy, Kaitlyn 

Pommerening, Rory 

Chancellor 

o 

- WAKE FOREST Game Travel Party 

Strth & Cond 
5 

Hernandez, Lou 

Womack, Zack 

Mitchell, Kevin 

GA 

Manaqers Medical 

Freeman, Jason Ciocca, Mario Dr 

student Bingham, Mary Ellen 

tudent Halverson, Doug 

student - GA 

udent King, Kevin 

"udent GA 

#udent Trulock, ScoE 

student Creighton, Alex Dr. 

student student 

- student - student 

student 

student student 

- student 

student 

. student 

Video J Academics 

Luke, Chris 

. student 

Sanders, Darryl 

- student 

student 

student 

Sports Info Ticket Office THSM 

0 0 0 

Family- All Trips J Police Escort 

G 3 

Skipwith, Robert NCSHP 

Miller, Johnathan - NCSHP 

UNC DPS 

Game Day Headsets ~ Truck Drivers Big Hitters 

3 2 0 

Davis, Timothy Truck Driver #1 

Davis, Walter Truck Driver #2 

Mason, Mitch 

Cheerleaders ] VlPs 

0 0 

10 VAN #1 - Equipment Managers (Friday) 

9 VAN #2 - Equipment Managers / Trainers (Saturday) 

4 VAN #3 - Video (Saturday) 

8 VAN #4 - S&C / Operations (Saturday) 

Total 
125 

TOTAL 
143 

000062.1773891.0002.xlsx 8:54 PM 



2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

59 

60 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

69 

70 

72 

Players 
69 

Coaches 

Adams, Deke 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 

Brewer, Gunter 

Disch, Dan 

Duggan, Da~d 

Fedora, Larry 

Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic, Chris 

Koenning, Vic 

GA 

-GA 

GA 

- SA 

Ath Dept 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Gwaltney, Clint 

Co#din, Tych 

Haydon, Joe 

Heckendorf, Keith 

Holliday, Corey 

Pommerening, Rory 

Spurling, Jame~ 

- LOUISVILLE Game Travel Party 

Strth & Cond 
4 

Hernandez, Lou 

Womack, Zack 

Mitchell, Kevin 

ManaPlers Medical 

Freeman, Jason Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Morelli, Dominic Ciocca, Mado Dr 

Yaekel, Mark Halverson, Doug 

. student - GA 

~ student King, Kewn 

Sports Info 
3 

Camarati, Jeff 

Hundley, Bobby 

Video 

Luke, Chris 

Sanders, Darryl 

student 

student 

Academics 
0 

Ticket Office THSM 
2 6 

Sabo, ~rn Alexander, Ben 

Steinberg, Jason Andre~s, Jason 

Angell, Jones 

Ellis, Bob 

Pace, Lee 

Steinbacher, Rick 

Chancellor I Game Day Headsets [ 
Truck Drivers Biq Hitters 

]]~orp, Holden Davis, ]]mothy Clodfelter, David  

Daws, Wa~er Wagoner, Da~   

Stevens, Emily Mason, Miteh  

  

 
 

 
 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 on Friday Flight 

Not on Saturday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING FRIDAY: 

TOTAL FLYING SATURDAY: 

145 

147 

Total 
120 

25 

20 

TOTAL 
165 

000062 $773895.0002 xlsx i 8:54 PM 



2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

42 

43 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

52 

53 

54 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

66 

67 

68 

69 

Players 
69 

Coaches 

Adams, Deke 
Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 
Brewer, Gunter 

Disch, Dan 
Duggan, David 
Fedora, Larry 
Jordan, Randy 
Kapilovic, Chris 
Koenning, Vic 

- GA 
- GA 

GA 
GA 

- SA 

Ath Dept 
12 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Berry, Marcus 
Cowdin, Tych 
Haydon, Joe 
Healy, Kaitlin 

Heckendorf, Keith 
Holliday, Corey 

Pommerening, Rory 
Spurling, James 
Williams, Andre 

Chancellor 
0 

- MIAMI Game Travel Party 

Strth & Cond 
5 

Hernandez, Lou 
Womack, Zack 

Mitchell, Kevin 

Managers 

Freeman, Jason 
Morelli, Dominic 
Yaekel, Mark 

#udent 
student      I 
- student 

- student 
student 

Medical 

Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Ciocca, Mario Dr. 

Creighton, Alex Dr. 
Halverson, Doug 

- GA 
King, Kevin 

- GA 
Trulock, Scott 

Video 
6 

Luke, Chris 
Sanders, Darryl 

, - student 
. student 
student 
, - student 

Academics 
1 

Richardson, Wally 

student 
student 
- student 
- student 
- student 

student 
- student 
#udent 
#udent 
- student 
¯ student 

Sports Info 
3 

Best, Kevin 
Hundley, Bobby 
Walston, Turner 

Ticket Office 
2 

Bersticker, Brian 
Parrish, Shane 

THSM 
6 

Alexander, Ben 

Andrews, Jason 
AngelI, Jones 

Ellis, Bob 

Pace, Lee 

Steinbacher, Rick 

Game Day Headsets 
3 

Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 
Mason, Mitch 

Police Escort 
2 

Metts, Don - NCSHP 
Moore, Robed - UNC DPS 

Truck Drivers 
2 

Clodfelter, David 
Wagoner, David 

Bus Driver 1 

Bus Driver 2 

Bus Driver 3 

Bus Driver 4 

Bus Driver 5 

BiPl Hitters / VIPS 
5 

Archbell, Stew 
Grogan, Ralph 
McCollum, Eric 
Niegelsky, Lee 

Mack, Ken 

Cheerleaders Wives 
14 13 

Royal, Kristin (Coach) 

Wives - Not Attendin,q 

Not on Friday Flight to FLL 

Not on Saturday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING FRIDAY: 
TOTAL FLYING SATURDAY: 

179 
181 

Total 
123 

28 

34 

TOTAL 
185 

000062.1773891.O002.xlsx 8:54 PM 



2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

42 

43 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

52 

53 

54 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

72 

Players Coaches 

Adams, Deke 
Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 
Brewer, Gunter 

Disch, Dan 
Duggan, David 
Fedora, Larry 
Jordan, Randy 
Kapilovic, Chris 
Koenning, Vic 

- GA 

GA 
-GA 

- SA 

Ath Dept 
3 

Berry, Marcus 

Cowdin, Tych 

Haydon, Joe 

Healy, Kaitlin 

Heckendorf, Keith 

Holliday, Corey 

Spurling, James 
Williams, Andre 

Chancellor 
o 

- DUKE Game Travel Party 

I Strth & Cond Managers Medical 
] o 2 

Hernandez, Lou Freeman, Jason Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Video 
1 

Luke, Chris 

Academics 
o 

Womack, Zack 

Mitchell, Kevin 

- GA 

Morelli, Dominic Ciocca, Mario Dr. 
Yaekel, Mark Spang, Jeffrey Dr. 

#udent Halverson, Doug 
student - GA 
- student King, Kevin 

student - GA 
student Trulock, Scott 
#udent student 
student - student 
- student student 
- student student 
- student - student 

- student 

Sanders, Darryl 

- student 

student 

student 

- student 

Sports Info Ticket Office THSM 
o o o 

Game Day Headsets 
1 

Police Escort 
2 

Metts, Don- NCSHP 
UNC DPS 

Truck Drivers BiPl Hitters / VIPS 
0 0 

Clodfelter, David 
Wagoner, David 

Cheedeaders 
0 

Bus Driver 1 

Bus Driver 2 

Bus Driver 3 

Wives 
o 

NOT ON TEAM BUS 

Total 

TOTAL 
97 

000062.1773891.O002.xlsx 8:54 PM 
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3 

4 

5 
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7 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

72 

- VIRGINIA Game Travel Party 

Players 
6R 

Coaches 
15 

Adams, Deke 

Anderson, Blake 
Bell, Walt 

Brewer, Gunter 
Disch, Dan 

Duggan, David 
Fedora, Larry 
Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic, Chris 
Koenning, Vic 

- GA 

i- GA 
GA 

GA 
- SA 

Strth & Cond 
5 

Hernandez, Lou 

Womack, Zack 

Mitchell Kevin 

- GA 

Managers Medical 
12 13 

Freeman, Jason Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Morelli, Dominic Ciocca, Mario Dr. 
¯ student Spang, Jeffrey, Dr. 

- student Balverson, Doug 

student - GA 
- student King, Kevin 

Yaekel, Mark - GA 

- student Trulock, Scott 
- student ~ - student 

- student - student 
#udent student 

- student ~tudent 
- student 

Video 
7 

Luke, Chris 
Sanders, Darryl 

, - student 

student 

student 
- student 
- student 

Ath Dept 
12 

Ille, Vince 
Lane, Cricket 

Berry, Marcus 

Cowdin, Tych 
Haydon, Joe 

Healy, Kaitlin 

Heckendorf, Keith 
Holliday, Corey 

Spurling, James 

Williams, Andre 

Sports Info 
0 

Ticket Office 
0 

THSM 
5 

Andrews, Jason 
Steinbacher, Rick 

Alexander, Ben 
Ellis, Bob 

Pace, Lee 

Game Day Headsets 

3 
Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 

Mason, Mitch 

Chancellor 
0 

Academics Truck/Bus Drivers 

2 
Clodfelter, David 
Wagoner, David 

Police Escort 

2 

Metts, Don- NCSHP 
Laffan, Mike - UNC DPS 

Cheerleaders 

0 

Bus Driver1 
Bus Driver2 

Bus Driver3 

Bus Driver4 

Bus Driver5 

Bus Driver #6 (Equip) 

Not on Team Bus 

Total 
120 

2O 

4 

TOTAL 
144 

O00062.~77389~.O002.xlsx 8:54 PM 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:03 AM 

Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu> 
Re: Vic Koenning ~ 

A one time or occasional interviews are fine A regular, standing session would violate Vic’s thsp agreement 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 8:39 AM, "Best, Kevin S" <kbest@unc edu> wrote: 

I will reach out to Mel I know him well 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 8:16 AM, "Holliday, Corey L" <chollidav~)unc edu> wrote: 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

1"o: MelLewis 

Subject= Re: Vic Koenning g. 

From: MelLewis < @att.net> 

Date: Sunday, August 11, 2013 1:58 PM 

TO: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Vic Koenning .... 

Enjoyedafunlunchw/DefCoorVicgoenningyesterday. Greatdry/drollsenseofhumor :-) 

He would make a fun guest for our WCH L pre-game show chatting about "the gooh/life of a 

career football coach....". A pre taped non gameday interview of course. 

BUT.... before I broach the subject to Vic: Does Larry have any rule about his Assts talking to the 

media ??? 



Mel 

MelLewis 

~i)att.net 









Holladay, Joe 

From: Hyde, Lee A 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Holladay, Joe 
Subject: RE: Summer Housing 

7:53 PM 

Hall. A~ain, I’II have him coordinate that this summer. 

5416 

These students will be here for 2"d session of SS only 

Thanks for your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 

Thursday,                3 : I g PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups uric edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Pommerening, Rory 
<rrap 1893@email unc edu> 

Holds 

All: 

Please remove the hold on Football. They are all caught up on their paperwork. 

Thanks, 

T~em all unc edu 



Beverage of @~e Nerds: How de 
schoos got good at 

Adm ssions 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                6:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr 
<koenning@email unc edu> 

Medical Documentation I       ) 

SKMBTC55213081518360 pdf 

A!l, 

From: uncfootball@uncaa.unc.edu [mailto:uncfootball@uncaa.unc.edu] 

To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Message from KMBT_C552 











From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Trulock, Scott 
Friday, 2:26:44 PM 
Ross, Luke; Bethel, Bradley Richard; W~lliams, Andre; Ille, Vince 

Ciocca, Mario F; Myers, Leslie; Holliday, Corey L 
RE: ADHD Testing 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Bad records_.p~ (3.2M) 

I have attached the records just faxed by 
thoughts. 

mother. Please review and ’reply to all’ with any 

As these are part of his medical record, please keep them confidential. 

Thanks 

From: Ross, Luke 
Sent: Friday, 12:55 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Ciocca, Mario F; Trulock, Scott; Myers, Leslie; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: ADHD Testing 

I’ve included a few others to make everyone aware of what is going on. 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, 12:31 PM 
To: Ross, Luke; Williams, Andre 
Cc: Ciocca, Mario F; Trulock, Scott; Myers, Leslie 
Subject: RE: ADHD Testing 

All, 

We have one more student,          who needs a follow-up test.      was diagnosed as a child 
and currently takes medication. However, we need to have    . tested as an adult (for the purposes 
of both Accessibility Resources and, I believe, the NCAA). To ensure the test yields reliable results, 



we need him tested when he is not on his medication. Because his medication helps him focus, we 
obviously don’t want him off his medication during a school day, and therefore we need to schedule 
him on a day he is not in school. We also need to do the test as soon as possible. Our psychologist 

has made himself available Saturday, , at 9 AM. I asked the psychologist if he could 
administer the test the following day so th~at would not miss any practice, but the psychologist 
is not available then. Please confirm as soon as possible that we can schedule for Saturday, 

at 9 AM. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

c I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 7:08 PM 
To: Ross, Luke 
Co: Ciocca, Mario F; Trulock, Scott; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: ADHD Testing 

Hi Luke, 

Bradley coordinated those efforts and can give more information. I have copied him on this email and 
he will get back to you. 

From: Ross, Luke 
Sent: Thursday, 7:07 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Co: Ciocca, Mario F; Trulock, Scott 
Subject: ADHD Testing 



Jaimie, 

Just wanted to flu regarding ADHD testing that was done for the         this summer. Who did we 
get tested and can we get copies of the results for Dr. Ciocca? Please let me know when you can. 

Thanks, 

Luke 
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4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 
Ot}’~ce Phone- (336) 854-8787 

Communications/Advanced Media - i336) 85L-6062 
Website: ww~theACC.com 

Home/Cell 
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ATLANTIC COAST 

CONFERENCE 

The Atlantic Coast Con[brence, through its member institutions, seeks to max- 
imize the educational and athletic opportunities of its student-athletes while 
enriching their quality of life. it strives to do so by affording individuals equi- 
table opportunity to pursue academic excd[ence and compete successfully at 
the highest level of intercollegiate athletics competition in a broad spectrum of 
sports and championships. The Conference will provide leadership in attaining 
these goals, by promoting diversity and mutual trust among its member institu- 
tions, in a spirit of fairness for all. It strongly adheres to the principles of integri- 
ty and sportsmanship, and supports the total development of the student-athlete 
and each member institution’s athletics departmental start; with the intent of 
producing enlightened leadership for tomorrow. 







UNIVERSITY OF NOR][H C,~OLINA ........................................................................................... Chapel Hfl], North Carolh~a 

NOl~f H CAROLINA STNFE UNIV£RSITY ........................................................................................... Ralcigh~ North Caroli ~a 
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Sam Pardue ......................................................................................................................................... Faculty Athletics Representative 

Deborah A. Yow .......................................................................................................................................................... Athlet~cs Directm" 

]~,[ichelle Lee ............................................................................................................................................ Se:’-ior Woman Administrator 



YTRGINIA POINTECHN1C INSTITUTE & STATE ~]VERSITY ................................................................ B]acksburg, VA 



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Chades W, Steger (Council or’Presidents’ Chah:) ........................................... Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State Ux! versity 
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Deborah A. Yow (Athbdcs Directors’ Chair) ............................................................... North Carolina Szate 
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Pdchard H. Brodbead ..................................................................................................................................................... Dnke U::bersity 

Eric J. Barton ..................................................................................................................................................... Florida State University 



CONSTITUTION 



CONSTITUTION 
[Note: For ease of reference~ c2"-ange s in d~e ACC Constitution for 2013-14 have been underlined.] 

Section I1-1. General Purpose. 

It is the purpose anti fimctio= of this Co=~brence to enrich and bala=ce the athletic a=d educational experiences of stu- 

de~t athletes at vs member institutions, to e~gance ath eric a~d academic integrity among its members, to provide leader 

ship and to do this in a spirit of £airness to alh The Conference aims to: 

a. Enhance the academic and ath]e~ic achieve nent of student athletes; 

b. increase educations1 opportunities for young peopie; 

Section H-2. Principle of Equity. 

The Conference and its member institutions assert the value ofinterco]]egiate ath]etics to al] individuals. The Conference 

anti its meeab er institutions are committed to pro%di=g equitable opportunities as required by ]aw fllr participation in toes- 
petition, administrat on and governance in a sprit of fiairness for a]]. Strucvure, programs, legis]ation, serv ces and policies 

of the Conference and its member institutions shall affirm those principles 

INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL 

There shall be institutional responsibility and control of intercollegiate athletics at member institutions. Each institution is 
responsible for co ~ducting its intercollegiate ath]etics program in compliance with rules a~d regulatio ~s of ~he NCAA and 

the Co ’_ference. The institutio ’-’s chief executive officer is nitimatuly responsibie for the ad ninistration of all aspects of the 
athletics program, including approvai of the budget and audit of all expenditures. 

iheins ................ these" ~ltutlon s respons~b~hty for the conduct ot ~ts intercollegiate athletics progra n mcluo.es responsibility for ~ 

ofi s s aft nembers a’-d for t2:e actions of a’-y other indi%dual or organization end,aged i’- activities i:romotin~, tbe a hletics 



Section IV=l. Current Membership. 

The Conference is composed of the following institutions: 

Boston College 

Clemson University 

Duke University 

Florida State University 

Georgia [~stitute of Technology 

University of Maryland 

U ~iversity of Miami 

U ’-iversity of North Caroii ’-a 

University of Pittsburgh 

Syracuse University 

Section IV-2. Required Teams. 

Section IV-3. Admission of New Members. 

Prior to considering admission of new members the Council of Presidents shall consider the desirability o£expansion. 
The ramifications of conference revenues, sd~eduling, stude ~t athlete welfare am the pool of prospective members 

may be coz:sideradons among other issues. A 5avorable vote of three 5ourths of the total members of the Council of 

co=sider a~y candidate i~stitutio~s. 

b N~ members must b~ proposee to. adm~ssion by thr~ e members o± the Counc~l of t r~ sldents, one ot ~ ~:ch must be 

from the prospective member’s state, if applicable. 

member institution with requested data sball be receB ed by tlne Conference office. Tln e data will be distributed to the 

chief execut ve off:cers, faculty representatives and athletics directors of all conference members, 

d. The prospective member shall submit to the Conference additional information regarding the institution’s acade-~ic 

and athletic cultures, i ’-5ormation shall include, but is not limited to the most recent report of the accrediting agency 
for colleges and universities, the Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act (EADA} reporg and the NCAA Committee on In 

stitutional Perlbrma=ce report 

e Afavo*ablevoteotth*ee-ourthsotthetotalmembez~o heCounc o±Lres~denslsrequiredtoextendaninvitation 

for membership to the Conference. 

" shareo£th " " rsonalp op rties}elding~ ame ofthe Confer 



Section IV-4. Expulsion/Suspension/Probation of Members. 

A member i ~stitutio ~ may be expeiied~ suspeuded or placed on probatiou by the Co ~rence only upou the fa~ orable vote 

of three-four ths (excludi :g the me nber under consideration) of the me :1bets. To expel means a complete severance from 

(l) or more sports. 

Among the reasons a member institution may be expelled suspended or placed on probation for good cause is if it no lon- 

ger participates i~ one or more sports wl-ich are required for membership in ~he Couference or if the member is required 

by the NCAA zo discontinue suck required sporz because of violations of NCAA regulatio :s or becomes incompatible with 
the ohjectives of ~he Conference. 

[x~ the event of expulsion, the Cox~ference must provide the member institution with the specific reasons for expulsion and 

one year notice (on or before August 15 of any year in which event the evpulsion shall be effective the following June 30). 

The i ~stitution will be assessed or paio. a proportio rote share of the qxeo. liabilities or asse~s of tl-e Confcre we ano. will 

recei~.e a proportio :ate share ofzhat year’s diszribution. 

the event of suspension or probation, ~be Confere=ce may enforce pe=ahies immediatd y. 

L~ any sport in which a me~ab er is ineligible for postseason play because of violations of NC&A or Conference regulations~ 

tl-e nember may be suspeudeo, iu that sport, if suspended, the member shall ~o~ be eligible for the Conference cha npion 

ship in zhat sport. The instizution may be required to forfeit its share of a:y or all Co :ference revenues generated by that 

sport. 

Section IV-5. Withdrawal of Members. 

and the Co :1 :~is~-ioner on or before _August/.S for the ~s ithdn~wal to be effective June aO of the follm~ing year. 

Upon offlcial notice of wit]ndrawal~ the member will be subject to a wit]ndrawal payme=t, as ]iquidated damages~ in an 
amount equal to three (3) trees the total operating budget of the Conference (including any cox~tingency x~duded there 

in)~ approved in accordance with Section V- 1 of the Conference Bylaws~ which is in effect as of the date of the official no- 

tice of withdrawal. Ti-e Conference may offset tl-e amount of such pay nent against any distributions otherwise due such 

member for any Con fete :ce year. Any remaining amount due shall be paid by the withdrawi :g member within 30 days afzer 
the eSt’ec~ive date of wi~hdrawah The withdrawing member shall have no claim on the assets, accotlnts or income of the 

Coa~hrence. (Revised: September 2011 September 2012) 

Section V-1. Council of Presidents. 

The Council of Presidents shall be cow, posed of the chief executive officer fro~ each men, bet institution and shall have 

tl-e complete responsibility for and authority over the AJautic Coast Confereuce. Ti-e Commissioner shall serve on the 

Council as an ex-officio, non-~oting memher. 



Section V-2. Faculty Athletics Representatives. 

is present, the faculty atEietics representative shall be the voting delegate for each member institution. In the event that 

the faculty atEletics representative is not present~ ~he institution’s vote may be cast by tee atEletics director or senior 

woma ’- administrator present at the meeting. (Revised: May 2008, May 2013) 

b. Off~er~. Tbe officers of the Conf)reace shall be a president a vice-president and a secretar,~-treasurer. The above 
officers must be voting delegates of their institutions, 

President. The president shall be the official representative of the Conforence in all relations concerning intercol- 

legiate athletics and, in cooperatio ~ with tee Commissioner, sEall %ster compliance with all NCAA and Confer 

ence rules and regulations. The president shall preside at all meetings of the Conf,’fence, shall appoint s~anding 

president shall have such other powers and duties as are normal and incident to such of±2ce (see General Policies 

president or by the Conference. 

c. Election of Oftlcers, Officers of the Conference shall be elected at the n~eeting in May and shall continue in office 
from July 1 through June 30. Candidates for office mus~ have servec, a minimum of two (2) years as a vo~ing delegate ~o 

be eligible for an ofl~ce. Officers shall be elected according to a rotation determined by constituent nembers and o’- file 

is next in line for the pos tion according to the Conference rotation, If the pres dent’s position becomes vacax~v during 

the middle of a term of office the vice-president shall assume tee presidency of the Conference If dee~ed necessary 

by tl-e preside ~t~ otl- er vacant of Pces occurring between tl-e meeti ~gs of tee Conference sl- all be filled by tee Executive 

Co nmittee. The Executive Committee shall approve a’-y needed adjuszments to zhe rotation cycle. A new nember zo 
the Conference shall be added to the end of the rotation cycle. (Revised: May 2006) 



Section V-3. Executive Committee. 

The Executive Committee shall be composed of the president~ the vice presidenh the secretary vreasurer, the immediate 

past president~ and the chair o£the Council o£Presidents. In the event the immediate pasz px’esident ceases to be a represen- 
tative of ~he Conference, a member a~ ]a’ge sl-aB be chosen by the Co :~rence to se’ve on the Executive Committee. T}-e 

Commissioner and the chair of the Athletic Directors shall serve as on-officio members without vote. 

of the Confe:ex~ce, subject to approval o~" the voting delegates at tBe next :egular or special meeting. TBe Executive 

Co~m~ittee is also charged with overseeing the management and operation o£the Conference in accox’dance with its 
Co :stitutio : aud Bylaws. The Executive Committee may establish el- anges in the procedures %r the general co :duct og 

the Commissioner’s office. A memhec institution may appeal to the Conference any decision ot action of the Executive 

b. Meetings. The Executive Committee sha meet at east two (2} weeks prior vo the May meeting to review the budget 

prepared by the Commissioner and recommend a budget fox" the forthcoming yeax" to the membex’ship for appx’oval at 

the May meeting. The Executive Committee sha]] conduct a mid year buo.getary review. 

Section V-4. Gommissionen 

There shall be a Commissioner ~4~o sha]] be elected5 by a vote of three ~’ourths of the Counci of P:esidents at any :egular 

or special meeting The Commissioner shall serve as the chief administrative o f±~c ex" oJ-the Conference and shall be respon- 
sib]e ~o g-e Executive Committee. ’E}-e Commissioner shall ensure adhe.e ere to tBe principles of tBe Coustitutiou and 

Bylaws by all members of the Co::Serence. The Commissioner shall perform such duties as ate prescribed in the Bylaws and 

sud~ other duties as may be prescribed by the Executive Committee. The Commissioner sbaB bare the powers necessary 

~hr the ef}hctive per~brmance of the ( ommissioner’s duties. 

Section W-1. Quorum. 

To constitute a quorum fox" the transaction oJ-business at a ~teeting of the Conference two-thirds of tee member institu- 
riots must be rep’esented by voting ddegates. 

Section V~-2. Constitution Amendments. 

The Const tution may be amended at any regu]ar or special meeting by three fourths of the members. The proposed 

amendment shall be submitted in wdting~ four weeks before the meeting~ through the co~issioner to tee Constitution 

and Bylaws Committee for revie~v. The Commissioue" sl’al] scud complete copies oftBe p’oposed amendmeuts to a]] men 

he~s at least i:fteen (IS) days before the meeting. 

Section V~-3. Bylaw Amendments. 

Any amendments to t}’e By;aws require a tBree fourtBs vote oFthe members oFtBe Conference, unless other~4se noted. 

ular or specia] meeting by two-t]~irds of all members. (Adopted: April 2006) 
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Amendments to Article X (Television Policy) o£ the Bylaws. Article X (Television Policy) of the Bylaws may be 

amended at any regular or special ~eeting by two-thirds of all members. (Adopted: April 2006) 

Section VV4. Sports Operation Code Amendments. 

Recomeaendatio=s t)~r moditlcations in the Sports Operations Code sln all be su bmitted to tee m eeabersln ip by the Coeaeais- 
sioner at a ny regldar meeting of th e Cooference an d may be adopted by a maiority vote of the voting de egates presex~t and 

voting on the issue (Revised: April 2006) 

Section Vi-5. General Policies and Procedures Amendments. 

Recommendat ox~s for rood fications in the Gex~eral Po icies and Procedures sha be submitted to the membership by the 

Commissioner at any regular meeting of tee Conference and may be adopted by a maiority vote of the voting delegates 

present and voting on ~he issue. Cha ~ges which are approved~ unless otherwise specified, shall become effective July 1 

lowing enact neut. (Revised: April 2006) 

Section V~-6. Effective Date of Amendments. 

All amend~lents to t~e ACC M.anual shall become effective july 1 following adoption unless otherwise noted in the pro- 

posed amendment. 



B YLA WS 



[Note: For ease of ~eference, changes in t~:e ACC l~y]aws 5m 2013= 14 have been underlined.] 

ARTICLE I. SPORTSMANSHIP PRiNCiPLE 

legiate athletics. [ ’-~-titutio ’-al pm~-onnei are prohibited~ therefore, fiom commenting on officia ing. ot2:er t2:an directly to t2:e 
Conference office. (See Ar ~cle I in he Sports Operati m Code f ~r the Sp rts~ ~anlike P licy ~ 

ARTICLE IL NCAA REGULATIONS 

The Conference a=d eacb (>fits member i=stitutio=s shall be members of Divisilm I Footbaii Bowl Subdivision o~’the NCAA. 

Member institutions are bound by NCAA rules and regu ations, ull]es8 Con~’erence rules are more restr ctive. 

AR’I"ICLI~i Ill. OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

Section IH-I. Duties of the Commissioner. 

"ihe Commissioner’s &lties shall inc]t~de: 

a. Chief Administrative O£ficer. Serve as the chie[: administrative officer of the Con[:erence. 

b. Conference Rules and Regalations. lx~terpret and enforce al rides and regldations of t!:e Conference and of the 

NCAA. This responsibility includes but is not necessarily limited to~ broad discretionary powers to supervise inves- 

tigations, hold hearings and impose te-~pora~- or per-~anent measures agai :st member i :stitutio :s, personnel, and 

student-at2:ietes for conduct judged to be i’- vloiation of the spirit as well as t2:e ietter of Co ’_Serence Constitution and 

Bylaws. The above shall [re carried out under procedures as set 5orth in the Conference Bylaws. 

Equity-. ]mp]emex~V and advoca e he prmc~p e ofequavy, 

and a hletics {irector’s committees~ Council of Fresidents and all other Co ~fere :ce committees. 



the Executive Co -lmittee. Make arrangeme :~s %r tl’e -~eetings of these groups, and for such meetings of the coaches 

or other employees of the athletics administration as may be authorized by the athletics directors, and be responsible 
for the publication and distrihution of all minutes setting 5orfl~ actions hy any of these groups. 

Constitution and Bylaws. Reprint the Constitution and Bylaws from time to time as may be necessary, and distribute 

copies as appropriate to each member institution’s chief executive officer~ faculty athletics representative~ athletics 
director and se ~io" woman administrato’. 

g. AthIetic~ Problems. Study athletics problems of the Conference, offer advice and assiatance in their solution, and 

encourage and promote f)ie=diy relations among the mere her i=stitutions student-athletes and alumnL 

Awards and Trophies. Purchase awards a=d troplnies presented by tlne Co=~breace 

Publicity. Conduct, through the print and electronic media, periodicals various meetings and the general service 

of tl-e Co ~rerence office~ a continuing eo.ucatio ~al program to promote the development of better sportsmanship, 

respect for the a natenr spiriL and understanding of the values of co npetiti~,e athletics~ and exert all reaso :able ef!~rt 

to acquaint the public with the ethics and high ideals which motivate the Conference in its conduct of intercollegiate 

athletics. 

k, Income Pro&~cing Projects. Initiate and formulate, for the Conference~ income producing pro}eels. 

l. S~hool Visits, Visit each Conference school at least o:ce each year to inqnire into and obser~,e the operation of its 

intercollegiate athietica program. 

m, Assistance to N~n-M~mb~rs. Stand ready to render assistance to non member institntions x~;aen solicited. 

Conference Employees. Select and engage assistants and employees to assist in carrying out ~he above described 

activities~ to choose titles "-"or co :Serence employees; and ~o fix their compensation within the limits of the approved 

budgeta. 

p. Conference Budget. Present a budget fur consideration to the Executive Committee at least ~vo ~veeks prior ~o the 

May heeling of the Conference. This budget requires Conference approval. 

q. Other Duties. Perfi~rm such other duties as the Council of Presidents~ f~culty athletics representatives~ the athletics 

directors or the Executive Committee may direct or as required in Articles VIH and [X x~ t!~s section. 

The Commissioner shall be paid a salary to he determined by the Conference. The term o[" the contract~ indnding fringe 

beneflts~ shall be recomme=ded by t~:e Executive Committee and approved by two-thirds of t~:e members of tlne Cou=cil 



Section HI-3. Office of the Commissioner. 

The Oft) ce of vlle Commissioner shal be located at a place designated by vlle Con ferenceo 

Section IV-I. Organization. 

a, Council of Presidents~ 

b Faculty Mhietics Represe=tatives~ 

c, Directors ofAthlet cs, at~d 

d. S enior ~%Toman Administrat or s 

Section IV-2. Structure. 

The Council of Presidents sha] have the cutup]ere responsibility for and authority over the Conference The Executive 

Committee shall transact the necessary business of the Conference between regular meetings of the Conference~ subject zo 
approval of~he voting de]egates at the new regular or special mee~ing~ as we]l as oversee the ma lage nent and opera~ion of 

the Conference in accordance with its Constitution a::d Bylaws. The faculty athletics representatives~ as voting deiegates~ 
per Article V of the Constitution~ shall take fina] action on Conference matters only during joint business sessions, See the 

governance structure detailed in Appendix I of tlnis section (Adopted: May 2009) 

Section IV-3. Standing Committees. 

The Co :Serence Zas es ablished tl’-e follm~ing standing commit ees. See Appendix ii of this section fm current member- 

ship of these committees. 

(see AppendL~ I of Bylaws): (Adopted: May 2009) 

Fa~Mty Athletics Represe~tati’~es. Co-m~ittee on Committees~ Constitution a:d B’daws Committee~ Infrac 

tions Review Committee, Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. 

approved by the f3culty at]nletics representatives at the annual Confbrence meeting The procedures for selections shall 

be as follows: 

I. A nomination ~orn% which includes all vacancies for the upcoming yea*) shall be distributed to ~ember institu- 
tions two (2) months prior to the annual Conference meeting. 

2. The nomiz:ation form shaii be returz:ed to the Conference of£ce six (6) weeks prior to the annual Conference 



3. The completed nomination form shall be reviewed by the President of the Conference~ the Chair of the Athletics 

tees prior to the annual Confere :ce meeting. 

session ef tire annual Conl}rence meeting. 

c. Terms of Standing Committee Appointments. Committee appointments are July InJune 30 unless othel~vise noted. 
Representatives on standing committees will se~’e o~e three year ter-~ ~x~th a maximum of tlp to one three year reap 

pointment term for any me nber or ex-officio. All commitzees will meet via telephone confere :ce call or in-person at 

May 

d. Mission and Conapos~tion of Standing Conamittees. 

(b) Composition: Seven (7) voting m embers. At least one ( 1 ) faculty at!: etics represet~tative, one ( I ) athletics 

Z009) 

(b) Composition: Seven (7} voting ~embers At least one (1) faculty athletics representative, one (l) athletics 

z009) 

(b) Composition: Fifteen (1S) voting members (one fro~ each member institution) inciudng at least two (2) 

fhculty athletics representatbes, twe (Z) athletics directors, twe (2) senior woman administraters and six (6) 

at large (assistat~tiassociate level or higher). One (1) coach of a female sport and one (1) coach of a male 



lowing its April ~eeting~ the Com~ittee w~11 recommend the proposed Con£arence Operating Budget for 

~he upcoming fiscal year to member i ~stimtio ~s for final review prior to the budget being submitted for fi~al 

approval at the annual Con fete ~ce Spring Meet~ ~g. {Adopted: May 2011~ 

(b) Composition: Fifteen (1S) voting ~embers (one from each mm ff~er ~nstitution) including at least six (6) 

~hculty atEietics representatives (Tnciuding the Conference Secretary-Treasurer as chair) and a combination 

of at least one ( ~ ) athlet cs ~Sivector, one ( 1 ) senior woman administrator, ox~e (~) at~:ietics fix~ancial off:cer 
and one (1) university financial officer shall fill the final nine (9) voting member posit~ons. In the event that 

the universiW fins ~cial officer is a representative fro-~ the same institution as a cur~e ~t member of the corn 

m~ztee, the committee may consist of sixteen ~ t6) members zo accommodaze for that individual. (Revised: 

May 2009, May 2011 ) 

(b) Composition: Five (S) voting members. The Conference Presideng Vice President and Secretary~reasurer 

(b) Composition: Six (6) voting members, The Conference Preside~t, V:ce Pres dent a~d SecretarpTreasurer 

Z0t ) 
(b) Composition: Seven (7) voting ~ ~embers, At least one ( 1 ) facuity ath]etics representative, one ( 1 ) ath]etics 

2009) 

(b) Composition: Seven (7} w>fing members A; least one (I) facui~y a~hletics representative, one (I) athletics 



director and one ( t ) senior woman administrator sha’fl serve as a voting or ex-oft~cio me~lber. (Revised: May 

2009) 

II. Stude::t-Athlete Advisory Committee. 

(a) Mission: The Student Athiete Advisory Committee, which represents diverse views and backgrounds of 

student-atbletes~ was established to serve as a medium of communicatk>n through which student-athletes, 

conference adminisvrators~ inst{tu~iona] representatives, NCAA vepresei!tat yes and coaches discuss ai!i5 take 

action on issues relating to rules and regulations; student-athlete welfare; and community service (Adopted: 

May2011) 

(b) Composition: Thirty{30) szudent-athietes(twofromeachmemberinstitmion)asvoti::gmembers. O::e(1) 

~aculty athletics representative and one (1) senior woman administrator shali serve as ex ol’f:cio members. 

{Revised: May 2009) 

12, Studex~t AthleteWel~’areCommittee. 

(a) Mission: The Student-&zhlete Welfare Co~mittee shall study and evaluate issues and trends that may impact 

~he lives o~ACC student athletes, it shall also make recomme ~dations to the ACC Senior Wonen Ad ninis 

zrators when necessarB (Adopted: May 20t I) 

(b) Composition: Seven(’7) voting~embers, One(1) facu]tyathleticsrepresentativeandone(1)seniorwoman 

administrator shall serve as a voting or ex-ot}’icio member. The chair of the Equity Committee will serve as a 

voting or ex officio member and a studex~v athlete from vl~e ACC SAAC will serve as an ex officio member, 
(Revised: May 2,009) 

{Adopted: May 2011 ) 

(b) Compos vion: lniffeen (IS) voting members cox~sisting of the athietics d vector from each member institu 

serve as ex officio members. (Revised: May 2009) 

Section IV-4. Sports Committees. 

at the site of the Championship and once at the Conference oft~ce or by telephone, depending on the nature of the busi- 

ness. T~-e Football and Men’s Basketball Committees ave composed of the athletics director from each member institution 

with one designated as c[:airperson. The Women’s Basketball Committee is composed of an assistant/associate athletics 
director of each mm ~ber institution with an athletics director designate� as chairperson. The pre~¢ent of the respective 

conference coaches’ association is a~ ex-off~do member of these three (3) committees as are facui~y athletics representa- 

tves appointed by the president of tee Conference, Every other sporVs committee, which includes the head coach of that 

sport from each member institution~ is chaired by a designated athletics director ov assodate!assistant athletics directm" 
and may fax e a vice thai~ appoiuted by the p~esident, if a Senior Wonan Administrator (SWA} is not appoiuted as chair 

or vice-cha~, an SWA ex-officio membe~ shall be appointed. These committees shall function under the Constitution and 
Bylaws of 0xe Conference and shall estabEsh operating procedures for the respective sports. Any special regulations having 

a, Terms of Sports Committee Appoi~atmeats. Committee appointments are July l-Jn :e 30 unless otherwise noted. 

ment term ~br any member or ea-ot}icio. Exceptk>ns fbr sports committees may be granted when specific expertise is 



warranted. All committees will meet via telephone conference call or ix-person at least one time each academic year. 
The Commissioner is an ex officio member o~aE Co ~rence committees. (Revised: May 2008) 

b. Committee Chair Responsibilities. (Revised: October 2012) 

1. Be presext at all Committee meetings or participate on all ( ommittee confhrence calls 
2. Preside over and conduct aE Committee meetings with the Conference liaison. 

3. Facilitate and mediate discussion arisixg ~rom agendaite~s. 

4. Be prese ¢~ at the Cha npionship si~e for the p’e championship neeting and ~hroughout the duration of~he chain 

pionship. 
5,. Serve as the Chair o~’flxe Protest Committee. 

6. ~’\ddress committee issues during tZe s er, ior woman administrator meetings or witb your respective s er, ior woman 

7. Assist with selecting aVice-Chair when necessary 

8. Assis~ the Conference iiaiso ¢ with various logistical, operatio ¢al and ad ~i ¢istrative iss~es tha~ may arise at the 

Championship. 

9. Provide the Committee with Conference and/or national perspective. 

C~mmtttee V~ce-Cha~r Responsibilities. (Rev sed: October 2012) 

L Be present at a’2 Commktee ~eetings or participate on all Committee cox~erence calls 
2. Assist with the conduct of all Committee ~ectings and preside over in the absence o~the Committee Chair. 

3. Assist with mediating discussion arising from agenda items. 

d. Committee Senior ~.Voman Administrator Ex-O fl’icio Member Responsibilities. (Ad!)p~ed: October 2012) 

2, Ass st w zh zl!e con du ct of a Committee meeti!?gs and pres de over in the absen ce of the Con! n!jtt~e CEair~ 

3. Assist with ~ediating discussion arising from agenda item, s. 

4. Be :,rese ~ at the Cha npionship si~e for the pre championship neeting and ~hroughout the duration of~he chain 

pionship. 

5. Serve as the Vice Chair of the Proteat Committee, if applicable, 

Section IV-5. Conference Meeting Dates and Sites. 

The faculD- athletics representat ves~ ath]et cs directors and senior woman administrators shall hold the aroma] Confer 

exce business meeting ix May. Business meetings are also held in October and December. (Revised: May 2009) 

a, Council of Presidents, The Comacil shall meet once in the fall and once during the Men’s or Wome Ps Conference 

Baskethall Championship~ alternating annually, The meeting during the Championship shall also include the faculty 

athletics representatives; athletics directors a=d senior woman administrators 



Regalar Meetings~ All of the go~-ernance groups shall meet three times each year in October, April and May. Each 
group shall meet separately before convening in a joint busi :ess session. 

an adm ~ strators shall be held in October at the ~stitutio~ of the current Conference pres dent. 

iointl~ in January/February. 

April Meetings. This reglxlar annual meeting of the faclxlty atbletics representatives, athletics directors and senior 

woman ad~ linistrators shall be in April and sba]i coincide with the ACC Post Graduate Scholar Athlete Banquet. 

g. Spring Meetings. This regular ammal meeting of t!:e facul>? athletics representaVives~ athletics directors and senior 
woman ad~inistrators shall be held in May. 

Additio~tal l~leetittgs. Additional meetings nay be cafied b} the president or Co n nissioner as deemed necessary or 

pursuant to written request of not iess than two thirds of the me~ fi)ers. In either case, the call shall state the reasons l’t~r 

~be meeting The site of the meetir, g will be determined by a vo~e of the Coa~brence Coa~brence business easy also be 

cox~ducted by teleconf~rence when aut!:orized by the pres dent or Comm ssioner. 

Section V-~. Conference Budget. 

The Finance C ommittee~ comprised of one repres entativ e fi’om each member institution~ shall p articip ate with the C onfor- 

e~ce office staff and Commissio ~er i~ prepariug the a~mal operatiug budget for the forthcoming year, Once ~his budget 

process is compieze, tbe Co n nittee will requesz C:at tbe Co n nissioner fotxs, ard tbe final draft budget to tbe Execmive 
Committee and all fifteen (1 S) institutions for review at least bvo (2) weeks prior to the May meeting of the Conference. 

Tbe Executive Committee will recommer, d tbe final budget fro: apprmai at that meeting The Con~)rence budget shall 

include a ten (I 0) percent cox~tingency amoux~v, (Editoria Rex-is ox~: 2008) 

Section V-2. Distribution of General Revenue. 

Tbe Coa~brence shall distribute its revenue~ including but not limited to revenue flora television receipts, Conference 

champ ox3ships, part cipat ox3 in preseasox3 or postseasox3 competition, and interest from Conference ftlnds on deposit, 

according to the prmisions set forvh in this Article 

Before distributing the revenue to each institution, the Conference s[:afi deduct the funds reserx, ed for the budget for C:e 



Any distributable funds not received in the Conference office by June 1 v,~ll be distributed equally upon receipt. 

upon the member institutions in equal amounts 

Section V-3. Conference Reserve. 

The Conference shall maintain a reserve equaling one times the Conference approved a : :ual operating budget. Any dis- 

L Total unrestricted net assets~ net of property and equipment~ :ess accumulated depreciation. 
2.. Less zhe reserve as deqned above. 

Section V-4. Postgraduate Scholarships. 

The Conference shall add the money received £rom player of the game awards presented during televised Conference 
football a~o. men’s basketball games and othe" mo~ey as o.etermined by the Executive Co n hi,tee to ~he funds used fur the 
Conference Poszgraduate Scholarships. 

Tb e scholarships are awarded to student-athletes who have completed their undergraduate d egrees and who plan to attend 

a graduate program ~,fithin five (S) years. (Revised: April g01 I ) 

Section V-5. Employee insurance, 

Section V-6. Indemnification and Liability, 

The Conference shall indemnify the faculty aflx]etics representatives, the dxief executive officers, the athletics directors, 

the senior woman administrators; the Commissioner, and the Conference staff against all costs (including attorney’s fees), 

expenses, judgments, fix~es, and other amounts reasonably incurred by any or all sue!: persox~s, or any of them, in con 

nection with any claim~ demand suit or proceeding~ civil or trichinal arising out of and related to the interpretation or 
e ~%rcement o-~ ~he Co ~reuce rules where ~he pc’son to be inde nnified acted in good faith and in a manne" reasonably 

believed by such person to be in the best interest off the Conference and to be authorized by the rules of the Conferez’_ce. 

Section V-7. Distribution o� Revenue Crom the NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship. 

All receipts fro~ the NC~% Men’s Basketball Championship ( six-year performance history and broad base programs) will 
be divic.ed equally among zhe member institutions after payments to the participating teams as outli ~ed below. 

A tea~ participating in the first round of the Men’s Basketball Championship wi]] receive $40,000. A team participating in 

t~:e second/third rounds will receive 540,000. Ar.y team advancing beyond t~:e third round and playing east of the Missis- 
sippi wi]] receive an additiona $4S,000. Any team advancing beyond t!:e third round and playing west of t!:e M ssissippi 

will recieve an additional $5&000. Ira team advances to the Final Fore) it will receive an additional $8&000 if playing east 

of the Mississippi and $95,000 if playing west of the Mississippi. 



A team participating in the Women’s Basketball Championship will receive $2&000. A team advancing to the Regional will 
receive an additional $2&000 (for a total of gSO,000). If a team advances to the Final Fou’~ it wiB receive an additio ~al 

$50~000 ifor a total of S 100,000}. Exceptio::: if an ACC team hosts a i:rst and second round site, and their team plays at that 

site, the institution would not receive the initial supplemental distribution. (Adopted: October 2007, Editorial Revision: 

Section V-8. Distribution of Revenue from the National Invitationa~ Tournaments. 

A team participating in the preseason or ti:e postseason National [nl, itationai Tournaments shall keep all game ~eceipt s. 

Section V-9. Distribution of Revenue from Postseason FootbaU Games. 

All receipts q’om postseaso ~ football games will be 0.ivided equally among ~he member institutions after payments to the 

participating teams. Expe::se allowances will be provided to all teams participating i:: a postseason bowl game. The base 
expense aliowance 5or all Conference bo~d games is $1.1 million. BCS bowl ga~ les’ base expense allowances range from 

$1.7 million to $2 1 million depending on tbe bowl game Amounts are then adjusted in increments of $25~000 depending 

on travel distance betweex~ the in st tution a nd the bowl ga me site, Actua expense allowan ces are described in Appex~d x V[ 

of this section. (Revised: December 2005 May 200g~ May 2010 NC.%a* Revisiom 2008) 

Should a lean participate in a game not specil~ed i: AppendL~ VL distrib ution and expenses wZii be determined at a meet- 
ing of the Conference. Conference schools who participate in post season bowl games are responsible fur the sale o[" the 

first 6~000 ticke~s. At}er 6,000 tickets, the Conferem:e will sBare it, the expense of unsold tickets (calculated at tbe lowes~ 

tcket prce available) as follows: 

a. i~rom 6,001 through 7,000 ticke~s~ the Conference wi]l pay S0% oQid, et cost. 

b. From 7,001 through 8~000 tickets~ the Conference will pay 75% ofticket cost. 

c. From 8,001 through the contracted guaranteed amount o1" tickets at the respective bowl game, the Conference will pay 

Any funds designated by the preseason or postseason game specifically for nonathletic scholarships will go directly to the 

participating institution a~d will not be included in the Co ~rence revenue distributio ~, 

Section V-~O. Early Distribution of Football Television Receipts. 

A member institut ox~ may elect a FebruaW distribution of football television rece pts The Commissioner shall poll the 

me~aber institutions in September to determine whether they wish to receive an early distribution of the television re- 
ceipts. This distribution will be made when the Co ~rence ofqce receives all of the funds due from the national networks. 

lnszitutions electing early distributio:: will ::oz receive inzerest payment on the balance of funds lefz on deposit fi’om 

Section V-11. Payment of Expenses. 

a. Nleeti~gs Among the meetings for whicl: the Conference will reimburse business-related expenses for i :stitutio :al 
personnel are: (Revised: May 2008, May 201t)) 

I. Winter Confhrence Meetings (Ja=uaryiFebruary): FAR (a=d adult guest), AD (and adult guest) 

2. ~ebruaW SWAiAssociave/Assistant AD Meeting: SWA~ oxte selected Assoc ate/Assistaxtv AD 

3. CEO Meeting (March Men’s/Women’s Basketball Tournament): CEO~ FAR,.~D SWA 

4. April Conference Meetings: AD, I~AR, SWA 



5. Annual Spring Conference Meetings (May,/June): FAR (and adult guest), AD (and adult guest), SW& (and adult 
guest), head football coach (am ac.ult guest), head hen’s basketball coach (a:d ac.ult guest), head women’s has 
ketbali coach (and adult guest) 

6. Division IA FAR Spring Board Meeting: FAR representative to the Di~’ision IA FAR group 
7. Fail CEO Meeting (September): CEO, EAR Chair, AD Chair 
8. Fa Conference Meetings (October): FAR, AD, SWA, SAAC Member 
9. FARAMeeting (November): Conforence Secretary-Treasurer 
10. Legislative Meetiug (December Football Championship): FAR (a m adult guest), SWA (and adult guest) 
It. Other Meetings: For a caiied Co ’_[erence meeti ’_g, the school designated attendee (s) o ’_iy shali be reimbursed for 

All ser~-ice groups, except compliance coordinators~ will meet once per year and will be reimbursed for that meeting, 

Co~pliance coordinators will meet twice per year. One individual from each school wdl be reimbursed for all service 

groups meetings. Service groups i ~clude: acade nic ad~’isors~ compliance coordinators, development directors~ facili 

ties anti operations directors~ student-athlete de~,elopme ’-t coordinators (fifi’ skills coordinators), marketing directors~ 

directors. (Revised: May 201 l) 

ACC Football Championship: CEO (a’-d adult guest). AD (aml adult guest) 

(a=d. adult guest), AD (and adult guest), SWA (and adult guest) 

4. ACC Men’s Basketball Championship: CEO (and adult guest), FAR (and adult guest), AD (and adult guest), 

5. ACC Women’s Basketball Championship: CEO (a’-d adult guest), FAR (and adub guest), AD (and adub guest), 
SW3. (and adult guest) 

The chair(s) and ,’ice chair(s) of the sports committees will be reimbursed for bus ~ess re]ated expenses incurred 
while attending the Championship. Business-related expenses are defined as meals~ lodging (single or double room 
rate) tips and gratuities, and transportation [coach airfare, taxi, car rental plus gas, persoual auto (current IRS niieage 
allowance). 

Section V-12. Football Ticket Return Policy. 

Two (2) weeks prior to the date of the game~ the ~isiting institution shou’.d retain no more than 500 unsold tickets fi’om 

tl-e original ticket aiiotmeut sent by the home team. The remainder sl-ould be o~’ernighted to the host iustitutiou at that 

tine. T2:ree (3) days prior to the gane day~ t2:e visiti ~g institution may remr~ no more t2:an 150 unsold tickets fi’om the 

The host school may modify the above policy to be less restrictive if circumstances allow. 



ARTICLE VL RULES OF ELKSIB~UTY APPUCAgLE TO ALL SPO~TS 

Section V~-l. Conference ~nitiaI-Eligibility Ru~e 

A nonqua ifier wl~ose first full tree collegiate enrol ment occurs at a Co~ference institution sha not be el gib]e ~’or tempe 

tition~ practice~ or athletically related financial aid at any conference institution. On an annual basis~ a conference member 
may permit a ma×i hum of %ur nonqualifiers (two in men’s sports and two i~ w omen’s sports witl- no more than one in a~y 

single sport) who 2"~av e been granted a partial waiver by the NCA~ initial Eligibilit y Wai~,er Corn nittee per hitting them to 

receive athletic aid and/or practice per NCAA rules and whose first fuli dine collegiate enrollment occurs at a Conference 
iastitutioa. (Revised: February 2006) 

A nonqualifier who transfers to a Conference institution from a two-year college ~tust have graduated with an Associate of 
Arts ¢.egree (or equi~’alent)~ satisfactorily completed a minimum of 48 semester or 72 quarter hours witl~ a cumtllative GPA 

of 2.0 on tra :sferable degree credit acceptable toward a:y baccalaureate degree program at the certifyi :g institution~ and 
have attended the two year college that awarded the AA degree (or equivalent) as a full time student for at least three se 

mesters or ftmr quarters (e xclud.i=g summer terms) in order to be eligible ~;>r competition~ practice~ a=d athletically related 

~inancia] aid. (Re,~ised: October Z007, May 2ll0S) 

A nonquaiirier who transfers to a Conference institution Dom a four year college outside the Conference must, in addition 

to meeting all NCA~K r~ies regarding such transfors~ ha~,e satisfactorily completed 48 semester or 72 quarter ho~rs with a 
cumulati~ e GPA of 2.0 on transferahle degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate degree program at the certifying 

institution~ a=d. have attended £:e immediately preceding fl~ur-year college as a thll-time student tk~r at least three se~aesters 
or fou r quarters (excluding summer terms) ~ order to be eligible for temper tion, practice~ a~d at!~letically re ated finan ca] 

aid. (Revised: October 2007) 

A nonqualifier xs he transfers to a Confere :ce institu ion fron a t~ o year college subsequent to attending a four-?ear col- 
lege outside the Conference, must meet all NCAA rules regarding 4 2 4 translers. 

Upon written appi%atioz~ an d good cause shown, the ~acu]ty representati~’es, acting as a committee of the whole, sh all ha~’e 

t~e authority to grant exceptions to this rule based on obiecti;,e evidence that de~tonstrates circumstances w~ich warrant 

g-e waiver of the ~ormal application of this rule (e.g., the smdenEs o~’erall academic record, whether the strident was re 

cruited by the institution). A written summary of the faculty athletics representatives’ decision will be distributed to 

Section V~-2. Intra-Conference Transfer Ru~e. 



cruited by the institution from which they are transferring, for whom the athletics department interceded in tee admissions 

process~ or who receive0, a~y athletically related finn ~cial aid during the academic year imme0.iately pqor to the transit" is 

required to complete oz:e (1) academic year (two full semesters or three full quarters) of residency at the certifying Con- 

ference institution before being eligih]e to compete [’or or to receive athletically re]ated financial aid from the certifying 

institution. Such an academic year of residency sbaii coun~ as one of the s~udent-athlete’s fbur (4) permissible seasons of 

competit o~ permitted under NCAA egis]ation, Dur ~g such a yea~ o~" res ~Senc}5 the stu~Sent athlete is permitted to prac 

rice pursuant to NC.~R eligibility rules regarding practice eligibility. A transfer student-athlete admitted after the twelfth 

day o� class nay not utilize that semeste" or quarter fur the purpose of establishing residency’. Waivers of this rule may be 

considered by the faculty athletics represe::tatives~ acting as a committee of the whole~ provided the student-athlete has 
qualifi.ed for an exception or waiver of the NCAA four year col]ege transfer rule, Further, the waiver request zmst denton 

strate objective evidence that proves the s~udent-atblete’s extraordinary personal hardship necessitates the transf}r to an- 
other Conference institution, (Rev sed: February 2006, October 2008) 

been admitted i:to a graduate degree program at another member institution may transfer to another memher insti- 
tution without being subject to the intra conference transfer rule. NC.aA\ transfer regulations would apply. (Revised: 

February 2006) 

An individual who signs a valid Natio :al Letter ofi :tent with a Con fete :ce i :stitutio : and does not satisfy the one-year at- 
tendance requirement or 0xe Junior College graduation provision of the National Letter of Intent may not represent anoth 

er Conference institution in intercollegiate athletics competition until the indi~ iduai has completed one (1) fi~ll academic 

year o~" residence at the latter Conference institut on and shall be charged with the loss of one (1) season of ei gibility in 

all sports &~ indi’hdual receiving a complete release per Ite~ 5 of the National Letter of Intent may not represent another 

Conference institution in intercollegiate athletics competitio ~ until the individual has completed one full academic year at 

the latter Conference i::stitutio:: a::d shall be charged with the loss of one season of eligibility in all sports. Waivers of the 

Section Vb4. Medical Hardship Waivers. 

Tb e Off:ce of the Commissioner has the authority to a~Sm x~ ster a requests for medica] hard ship waivers per NCA A egs 

lation. Institutions should submit such waiver requests on a form prescribed by the Conference of±Zce. All waiver requests 
received by the Conference should be comp]ete upon submission and contain all the necessary and requi’ed NCAA and 

An institutior, may appeal tb e decisior, of the O f}’~ce of the Commissior.er to the t~culty athletics representatives. If an insti- 
tution w sizes to appeai~ a written appeal must be received in the Co~f~l:ence office wit]: ~ ~,0 calendar days fi:om t~ze date of 

tee original decision letter. The faculty athletics representative from the institution appealing the decision will present the 
appeal to the e ~ire cou ~cil of facuky athletics representatives for vote. The decision of the ~acOty athletics representatives 

will be final, subject only to an appeal zo the NC~. 

Section VbS. Documentation of Summer Employment and Automobile Ownership. 

Each member institution s~all docurrmnt annually inforrr, ation regarding various aspects of smumer employ~ent and au- 



to~obile ow~:er ship or usage for all full grant-in-aid recipients. Specific infor~ation prescribed by tee Conference office is 
required to he included on :~stl u :o~al orms. £Rewseo.: May 2008 ) 

Section Vb6. Eligibility. 

Section VF7. Exceptions. 

Exceptions to the above rules of eligibility may be allowed in individual cases in whicb the circumstances are extremely 

ARIICLE VII. ASSIGNING OFFICIALS 

The Conference office shall be r.sponsible for zhe assignment ot ott~cials in the tollox~mg spo~ts: baseball, men s and 
en s bashetball, field hockey, r%o~b all, men s and women s soccer, sol ball and volleyball. In no event sl~ali o ffic~als be employ 
ees oftbe Conference. 

ARTICLE VIH. ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES 

Section Vill-1. Alleged Violations¯ 

Tbe ( ommissk)ner may receive anti investigate reports of al]eged viulatior, s of rules and regulatior, s of the Conference and 

of the NCAA and may interpret and rule upon such, 

required: 

a A member institution shall communicate to the confere=ce office potential NCAA viulations that might result in stu- 

ma : :er a:d ulti nazely shall also include the resolution of the matter o:ce complete.. (Adopted April 20 t2) 

An inquiry or report of alleged viulatioas by a Confere=ce member sEoukt be seat fi’om a senior level athletics ad.mi=- 

istravor or compliax~ce director from the x~stitutiox~ making the a egafion to a senior level athlet cs administrator or 

co~pliance director at the institution to whicE the allegation is made. In addition~ the institution making the allegation 
should ~otify ~he Confcre ~ce office. I?the above option is fulloweN the institution maki ~g ~he allegatio ~ is considered 



party to any investigation and shall receive subsequent information as outlined in (c) below. An institution may also uti- 

this instance, the institution is :or consk:ered party to any investigation anti shall :or receive subseque :t infor nation. 

In either case, all findings should be reported to the Commissioner. 

d. Only t2:e institution which nade the allegation s2:all receive periodic progress reports throughout the investigation 

Section Vlll-2. Investigations. 

The Commissioner is the principal er,~)rcement ot}lcer oft~e Conference Rules and Regulations but sba]] not undertake 
sig~ ficat~t it~vest gative responsibilities except n a superv sory capacity. Upon the request of the ath etics director or fac 

ulty representative of any member institution showing reasonable grounds or upon the Co~issioner’s own initiative the 
Commissioner shall initiate stlch investigation as nay be necessary to deter nine whether there has been a violation. As 

part of such an i :vestigation~ tl:e Con fete :ce office should assist the institution in: 

a Determining whether the potential violation will be viewed as second.ary or maior by the NCAA Enfbrcement Staff) 

b. Identifying any mitigating circumstances; 

Section VHI-:~. Hearings. 

If the investigation reveals that a ~iolation may e~dst, the Commissioner shall inform the president the faculty athletics 



representativ% and the athletics director of the member institution involved~ and afford an opportunity to be heard. 

The Commissioner may elect to hea~ those cases deemed to be seco idary in nature. Such hearing may be co iducted by 

M1 other cases will be heard by the Executive Committee. That body shall have the same po~cr as the Commissioner to 

impose pez’-alties. No representative o£the institution fo~ whom the hea~ing is being held shall have membership on the 

bearing body, The institution and any emp]oyee or student athlete invoived in the case sbail have an opportunity to he 

beard and to be represented by legal counsel The decision of the 1nearing body must be rendered within one week after 

Section Vlll-5. Penalties. 

[ ena]ties imposed by t::e Commissicnel" sba]] beccm e et}}ctix e i :1 :lediatel;~ and sball remain i.-. e~}}ct until and u=iess set 
aside by the Conference on appeal 

Section VHI-6. Enforcement Reports, 

ARTICLE iX. APPEALS 

Section IX=I. Appeal Procedures. 

The decision of the Commissioner or the Executive Committee in any proceedings under .4~-ticle ~III may be appealed. 
Such appeal must be made by ~he i ~stitutio ~ involved ~vitbi ~ fuurteen (14) days af:er receiving~ by registered mail~ the 

notice of such actioz’-. Appeals from decisions about interpretations or violations of the Coz’_Serence ~ules and reguiations~ 
or penalties imposed under these rules, sbaii be made to flxe Conference through the Conference president, 

Final appeal of decision made by the commissioner normally s :card by the Executh.e Committee~ howevev~ at t:e 

requ esz o£ the appealin~                              restitution," the Confe ence will hear the appeal¯~                                      ~¯¯~ l’mu of the E~ec                  uz~v" e Committee                    . 



c. T)-e committee heaqng the appeal may, if i~ so chooses~ modify the decision as ~o guilt and/or penalty but nay not 

increase the penalty. 

Section IX-2. Appellate Decision. 

Tlne decision as to the appeal shall be rendered only af}er affbrding any institution, employee, or student-athlete involved 
in the appea ed portion of the case an opportu nity to be heard and to be represented bylega] counsel and must be rendered 

within one week after the hearing of the appeal. Such decision is final and is not subject to further appeal except under 
provision o-~Section IX 3 (New Evidence or Prejudicial Error). 

Section IX-3. New Evidence or Prejudicial Error. 

The E~ecutive Committee shdd consider a request to reopen a case upon receipt of new evidence of fact or of preiudicial 

error in the heari ~g or appeals proce0.ure. A decision ~o~ ~o reopen a case is not subject to further appeal. 

ARTICL[ X. T[I..~VIS~ON POL~CY 

[Note: See Attic e XH for provisions regarding ~he Univers ~y of No~re Dame,] 

Section X-1. Conference Package Contracts. 

Tln e Television Committee is authorized to negotiate the term s and conditions of contracts iaw)lving telecast of packages 

of football games and me~’s basketba games. Such contracts shal be submitted to the member ~stitut o~s for approval, 

disapproval or suggestions and recommendations consistent with the terms of Conference contract policy as described in 
Section X 3 (Conference Television Contract Policy). 

Section X=2. Revenues From Sa~e of Rights to Package. 

All revenues from sale of rights to the Conference television packages referred to in Section X-I (Conf÷rence Package 

Contracts) shall be deposited v,*~h ~he Conference office. 

Section X-3. Conference Television Contract Policy. 

Negotiations for fntu re telex5 sion contracts shall be conducted by the Commission er udth input from a television subcom 

mittee appointed by the Commissioner~ in consultation with the President of the Conference. The subco~ittee shall be 

Tlne televiskm committee will review the proposed terms and conditions of tlne agreement(s) and make their recommen- 

dations ~o the facultT at!:letics represex~vatives for ther consideration and approval by two thirds vote of t!:e members of 

the conference. 

practicable, television contracts should be in writte ’- 5orm and sig ’-ed by t2:e participating parties within 60 days of t2:e 



ti~e of the agreement. If possible, said contract(s) shall be signed no later than 30 days prior to the £rst televised event of 

sports covere0. ~thin this agree nent. (Adopte0.: May t992~ Re~qsed: January 2010) 

Section X-4. Good Faith Effort not to Compete with Package. 

The Conference members will make every good faitk effort not to participate in a footbal] or men’s basketball game that 

wifi be televised in conflict witb any of the Conference television packages of games. ~Tele~ised" and ~’television" mean 
over the air or by cable. ]7 a Conference member is to participate in a nonpackage televised game which con£icts ~4th or 

overlaps with o’-e of the Conference football or mePs basketball packages of games~ the Conference member may partic- 
ipate in sud~ nonpackage televised game only if (a) such nonpackage ga~w is not distributed on television in the Confer 

e=ce area (d eflned as Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia; Nortk and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florid.a), or (b) if 

tke n on package game is to be te]ev sed in the Con~’ere~ce area; such game may be televised only durng a tree peri od ~dacb 

does not substantially overlap the time during which a Conference package game is being tele<sed "~Tn e n it appears there 

~4]] be an over]ap, the matter sba]l be prompfiy referred to the commissioner, who shall then consider a]] re]evant ffactors 

and make a final determinatioh in kis sole discretion as to whether or not the overlap is substantial 

Section X-5. Member Institution Contracts. 

Individual -~ember institutions may e~ter into contracts for the te]ecasts of football and me~’s basketball games wEich 

are :or a part of the Conf,’re :ce packages~ but o:iy if such co:tracts do :or conflict witk Con fete :ce package contracts 
referred to in Section X 1 (Conference Package Contracts) and aiso comply wifl~ aii other provisions of fifis Article. 

Section X-6. Revenues From Non-Package Games. 

The revenues derived from participation by any Conference member in any televised game outside the Gonfeve we televi 

sion packages shall be deposited with the Conference office. 

Section X-7. Conference Non-Package Contracts. 

the Conference television package of games referred to in Section X-[ (Con fete :ce Package Contracts). However~ such 

ted to the member institutions fi~r approvab 

Section X-8. Rights Fee, 

The Television Committee shall establish a rights fee for a:y football game or men’s basketball game being televised 
is not part of any of the Conference television packages of games. 

Section X-9. Distribution of Revenues. 

’]’he revenues derived u:4er S ectim~.s X-2 (Revenues From Sale of RJgkts to Package) and X-6 (Revenues F~om No :-Pack- 

age Games) of this Article shall be d~v~ded equally among the Conierence ~ ~embers. 



Section X~q. Booster Organization. 

The ath]et cs dh:ec~or shall serve as a board member of the institution’s a~hletics booster (fundraishlg) organization where 

one evists~ and the e~ployees o£ that organization shall be directly responsible to the athletics director or the person to 

whom the ath]etics director reports. 

Section X~-2. Annual Institutional Certification. 

.a. rrmmb e~- institution shall not be eligible to enter" a tea~ or individual competitors in a Conference ch&~pionship unless 

~ s govermng board makes an annual ms ~tut~o ~al cert~fica mu, ou a form approve0, by he Coufe’ence oq~ce, attest~ ~g that: 

a, Responsibi]ity for the a& ~inistration of the athietics program has been delegated to the chief" executive of!~cer o[" the 

b. The chief execuvive oSfice~ has the mandate and support of the board to operave a program of integrity in ful] comp]i 

c. The chief executive ofqce’~ in consultatiou with the faculVr athletics representative and the athletics director, deter 

mines how the institutional vote shall be cast o:: issues o~ athletics policy presented to the NCAA and the Conference. 

Section Xb3. Nonprofit Operating Principles. 

its members~ trustees~ ofqcers or other private persons except that the organization shall be authorized and empo~vered 

to pay ~easonable compensation fo~ se~v2ces rendered and to make payments and distributions i:: 5urtherance of tee 

purposes set forth herein above. 

b. I,eg~alatlve {~r P~]iticaI Actlvltles. No su bstantial part of the activities of the organization shall be tbe carwing on of 

propaga nda ov ovhe~ise attempt x~g to i nflu ex~ce ]eg slavion by lega]~ govern m ex~val agencies, and t~:e organizat ox~ shall 

not participate in or ~ntervene ~n (including the publishing or d~str~bution of state~ents) any political campaign on 

behalf of any ca ~0.i0.ate for p~b]ic ofqce. 

~. Operatio~ £imitatio~s. Notwithstanding any othe~ p~ov~sions of these a~ticles, the organization shall not carry on any 
o0~er activities not permitted to be carried on (a) by an organization exempt from Federal Income Tax under Section 

501 (C) of the [nter~al Revenue Code of t954 {or tee corresponding provisions of a~y fi~ture ~ hired States Revenue 

Law) or (b) by an orga~ tat on, con tribu to~s to ~v’hich are deduct bie u~der Section 170(c) (2) of fl~e Internal Reve 

hue Code off 1954 (or other cm’responding provisions of any future United States Internal Revenue Law) 

d. Diss~lutio~ Clause. Upou the dissolution of the orgauiza~ion, a committee composed o fvoti ~g delegates and athletics 

directors shall, after paying or making provisions 5or tee payment off all of tee i~abilities of tee organization~ dispose of 

or organizations organized and operated eacius~vely for charitable educational~ rei~g~ous or scientific purposes as shall 

av the time qualify as an exempv organization ov organizations u~der Section S0] (c)(3) of the h~tew~ai Revenue Code 

of £954 (or the cm’respond~ng provisions off any future United States Internal Revenue Law) as the Co~ittee shall 

determine. Any of such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed of by the state corot of j~qsdic~ion in which ~he pri~ 

cipal of~ice of the organization is then located, exclusively for such purposes or to such o~ganization or organizations as 

said court shall deter~ ~ine which are organized and operated exclusiveiy 5or such purposes. 



The University o£ Notre Dante’s football team shall neither compete with the footba’.l teams of the other member insti- 

tutions for the Conference championship nor participate in the ACC FootbaE C)-ampio ~ship t, ame. Any game between 

tee Un~versit v of Notre Dame football tean and a football team from another member ~nst~tufion shaE be co ~sidered a 

nonconference game. Rules, Polices, and Procedures of the Conference that have specif:c appEcatk)n to ffmtha]] w~]] not 

2. The University of Not. e Dame shall b~ e..titled to .etain all m~ dia a..d broadcast Aghts and revenues associat~ d with its 

football a~d ice i- ockev teams, inc]udin~ rights a~d reventles related to its par ticipadon in Postseason i~ootball Games. 

voting on or participating in - and if asked shall leave the room during- the discussion of matters specifically relating zo 
footbalh including nedia and broadcast rights relatino_ to football and stlch ret~resentatives shall not be co ~sidereo. in 

dezermining whezher a quorum is present for any such vote. 



jointB~siaess 

SerAor Woman 

Administrators 
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APPENDIX R, STANDING COMP~IT’~i’EES 

Committee members listed with an asterlsa¯ k * ) ale currently ser~i xg¯ t l:eir second tEree-year term and can no~ be reappointed. 

AWARDS COMMITTEE 

Primary Sta.[:l Liaison: Kris P.erce ............................................................................................. ~enior Associa.e C(irlirlissioner 

Co-Staf)’Liaison: Amy 33kola ............................................................................................ Senior Associate Commissioner 

COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES 

CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS COMMITTEE 

Primary StaffLiaisom Matt Bnrremeister Assistant Commissioner 
Co Sta r LlalSOll: B~ad Hoste~t~t ...................................................................................... SelllOr A sovla~e Commissioner 

EQUITY COMMITTEE 



Primary Staff Liaison: Kris P{erce ............................................................................................. Senior Associate CoInInissioner 

FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Pan Perre~ve (2015) (Secretary Treasurer) .................................................................................. Florida State lJniversi~ Chair 

Robert Taggart (2016*) ............................................................................................................................................ Boston Coiiege 

Grai~am Neff’ (2016) .......................................................................................................................................... Clemson University 

Pvimaw Staff Lia sore Jeff Elliott .............................................................................................. Senior Assod ave Corn missioner 

Co-Staff" Liaison: Lynne He~’ndon ............................................................................................................................ Directm" 

AUDIT SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Pare Pe~rewe (?.016) (Secretary T~easurer) .................................................................................. F]or da State Ux~ versity, Chair 

Ma~’tha Putallaz (2015) (Vice President) .............................................................................................................. Duke University 

Mitre Moser (201S) ................................................................................................................................................ Duke U liversity 

Bnbba Cmmingham (2014) ............................................................................................................... Universizy of North Caroii::a 

Sam Pardue (2014) (President) .................................................................................................. North Carolina State University 

Pvimaw Staff Lia sore Jeff Elliott .............................................................................................. Senior Assod ave Corn missioner 



INVESTMENT SUEICOMMITTEE OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Pare Perrewe (2016) (Secretary Treasurer) ........................................................................ Florida State Universit}; Chair 
.john Zona (2015) ...................................................................................................................................................... Boston College 

Martha Putallaz (2015 ) (Vice President) .............................................................................................................. Duke U ~iversity 

Sam Pardue (2014) (Preside=z) .................................................................................................. North Carolina Staze U::iversity 

Primary StaffLiaison: JeffElliott .............................................................................................. Seaior Associate Commissioner 

INFRACTIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE 

PrimaD- Staff Liaison: Brad Hoste~ter ...................................................................................... Senior Associate Commissioner 

Co-StaffLiaison: Matt Burgemeister ............................................................................................. Assistant Commissioner 

OFFICIATING COMMITTEE 

Primary Staff Liaison: Karl Hicks .............................................................................................. Senior Associate Commissioner 

Co-Staff Liaisons: Nora Lyaa Finch ................................................................................. Senior Associate Commissioner 

Michae Strickland ....................................................................... Senior Associate Commissioner 

SPORTSMANSHIP COMMITTEE 



Primary StaffLiaisom AmyYakola ........................................................................................... SeniorAssociate Commissioner 

Co StafrLiaisons: Kris Pierce ............................................................................................. Senior Associate Commissioner 

Sl~amaree T. Brown ...................................................................................................................... Director 

STUDENT=ATHLETE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

(Ter~s are fro" one year - appoint~ents will be made in Augnst) 

Sue Ann Allen (2014) ................................................................................................. Geo’gia institute of Techno]ogy~ ex oft"cio 

Lori Ebihara (201S) ................................................................................................................... University ofMaryiand, ex-off’-cio 

STUDENT-ATHLETE WELFARE COMMITTEE 

l,ori Ebihara (2015) (Equity Committee C!:air) ................................................................... University of Mary:and, ex of Ecio 

TELEVISION COMMITTEE 





APPENDIX I~I. SPORT COI’~I’~ITTEES COMPOSITION 

Committee memEers listed wire an asterisk¯ k ~ ) me currently se~ :g¯ the~ second th~ee-yea~ temn and can no: he ~eappo~ed. 

BASEBALL ~OMMITTEE 

StaffLiaison: 

MEN’S BASKETBALL COMMITTEE 

Staff I,ia son : Kar] Hcks .......................................................................................... Senior Associave Commissioner 

WOMEN’S E~ASKETBALL COMMITTEE 

TBD (2016) ...................................................................................................................................................................... TBD, Chair 

Staff Lia son : Nora Lynn Finch ................................................................................... Senor Associate Commissioner 



FENCING COMMITTEE 

FIELD HOCKEY COMMITTEE 

Staff Liaison: 

FOOTBALL COMMITTEE 

StafflAa son: Mchae Strickland ............................................................................................ Senior Associate Commissioner 

MEN’S GOLF COMMITTEE 

Staff Liaison: 

WOMEN’S GOLF COMMITTEE 

MEN’S LACROSSE COMMITTEE 



Staff Liaison: 

WOMEN’S LACROSSE COMMITTEE 

Staff Liaison: TBD 

WOMEN’S ROWING COMMITTEE 

Staff Liaison: 

MEN’S SOCCER COMMITTEE 

Staff Liaison: 

WOMEN’S SOCCER COMMITTEE 

Kris Perce ............................................................................................ Senior Associate Commissioner 

SOFTBALL COMMITTEE 

Staff Liaison: 



MEN’S AND WOMEN’S SWIMMING AND DIVING COMMITTEE 

StaffLiaison: 

MEN’S TENNIS COMMITTEE 

Staff Liaison: 

WOMEN’S TENNIS COMMITTEE 

Tom Gabbard (2015) ........................................................................... VirgL-,ia Polytechnic [nstitute & State IJniversitb Chair 

Staff Liaison: 

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S TRACK AND CROSS COUNTRY COMMITTEE 

Chris Helms (2014) .............................................................................. Virgi ~ia Polytechnic Institute & State University~ Chair 

Dwight Lewis (2016") ............................................................................................................ Wake Forest University, Vice-Chair 

Tony Hernandez (2016) ............................................................................................................... University of Miami, V:ce Chair 
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (2014} ..................................................................................................... Clemson U=iversity, ex-of}~cio 

(The remainder of the committee is composed of the head coach of each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: TBD 

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL COMMITTEE 

WRESTLING COMMI~iEE 



Staff Liaisom 



APPENDIX iV, SERVK~E G~:~OUP UA~SONS 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT DIRECTORS 

ASSOCIATE/ASSISTANT ATHLETICS DIRECTORS 

Primar~ Stal’fLiaison: Nma Lynn EincE .................................................................................. SeniorAssociate Commissioner 
Co-StarE’Liaison: KrJs Pierce ............................................................................................. Senior Associate Commissioner 

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTORS 

Primar} StaffLiaison: Amy ~’akola ............................................................................................ SeniorAssociate Commissioner 

COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORS 

Primary Sta[:l Liaison: AmyYakoJa ........................................................................................... Senior Associate Conlmissioner 

FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS DIRECTORS 

PrhnaryStaffLiasom Michae Strick]and ............................................................................ Senior Associate Commissioner 

HEAD ATHLETIC TRAINERS 

STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT COORDINATORS (LIFE SKILLS) 

MARKETING DIRECTORS 

Primary StaffLiaisom Tlrfi Lynde ............................................................................................. S~mm A~soQa~e Comm~ss~on~ 

TICKET MANAGERS 

Primar~ Stal’fLiaison: JeffEiliott .............................................................................................. SeniorAssociate Commissioner 

VIDEO SERVICES DIRECTORS 



APPEND!X V - P£NALT!ES 



SPORTS 
OPERATION CODE 



SPORTS OPERATION CODE 
[Note: For ease of reference, changes in tl:e _&CC Sport Operatio : Code for 20L3-L4 have been underii :ed. 

ARTICLE I, SPORTSMANUKE POLICY 

~,X regardtot e     e e a o ft epr v s so’ArtceI(S rts a ~ePo cy’oftheBylawsdealingwiththeSports 

manlike [ olicy tln e dutie ~ ftbe :~ember instih~tioa~ the Co :~ :~issioaer, coaches, student athlete band me :~bel% cheerlead 

ers~ mascots and officials nclude, but are not ]hnited to, pr nciples embodied in the following statements, 

Section I-1. Duties of Member institutions. 

Every reasonable e[}brt shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance o~’good, sportsmanship at all 

Only participants, coaches, officials, and authorized personnei shall be allowed in the competition area before, dt~ring and 

a~ ~be conclusion o~’competi~ion. 

No alcoholic be~ erages shall be sold to the public at the site o£a Conference championship 

Section I-2. Duties of the Commissioner. 

Whenever the Commissioner concludes after a reasonable investigation that there has been a vio]ation of the unsports 

manlike conduct regulation~ the Commissioner shall impose such penalty deemed appropriate by t~rst giving notice to the 

individtlal and the institution. The Co nmissioner will provide the institution the time and oppor trinity that the Co n his 

sioner considers reasonable to take action and may adopt t2:at action as Conference action if2:e or she deems appropriate. 

Jr, tbe event the individual or institution believes tlna~ the Commissioner’s peaazz> is inappropriate or excessive in nature, 
anappea maybem~t~atedw~th !:eExecut~veComnutteebyfflmganot~ce,a~h heConr~rencePres~dent, Theappea must 

be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification o£the penalty imposed by the Commissioner 

a. Cart      ying Pe~talt      y Over to Next Seasom Whene*er a                                p enait    ,v or suspension is imposed~ such          penalt    y to the indb idual 

Pines. At the discretion of the Commissioner fines can be issued tlp to $2.5~0110 per occurrence, with such fines being 

put into the Weaver:lames-Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship account (Adopted: January 2010) 



Section I-3. Duties of Coaches, Student-Athletes, Band Members, Cheerleaders and Mascots. 

contests is not in the best interest of intercollegiate athletics. Athletics personnel, players, band ~embers, cheerlead- 

ers and mascots are prohibited~ therefore, ffon co n nenting while acting in official capacity on off;ciati ~g other t~-an 

directly to the Confere :ce office. Head coaches are responsible for the comments of assistants and ot2:er athletic staff 

Any coach~ who violates the prohibit ox~s of puhlic criticism of officials, as state~5 above~ will be suspende~5 from a fit 

ture scheduled contest Specffically~ the coach will be allowed at the site o£the contest up to an hour before the contest 

begins, after which he!she must vacate the playing area. This applies to all sports and includes a11 conference as well as 

b. Cl~ach and Player Decl~rum. While the Conf}rence believes that one of the problems confbontiT, g iT, tercollegiate 
athletics is the lack of adherence and enSovcement of rules of decorum, it s cognizant that the majority of coaches, 

players band members cheerleaders~ ~ascots officials ant{ administrators make a real ef~23rt to ensm’e contests will be 

co ~o.ucted and played in a sportsmanlike nanner. 

Coaches and administrators have ~he responsihiffiy to set 0xe tone 5or responsihie behavior on the par~ of their teams 

and followers ~t is an iffibaction of the rules for coaches, squad members team attendants; band members cheerleaders 

Acts vio]ating coach and playe" deco’um ru]es shall includc~ but not be limited to~ the follo~,i ~g and may subject vio 

lators to reprimand or suspe::sion 5~om additional co=tests as the Commissio::er deems appropriate. (Note: Pe~son~ 

for the purposes of this sect{on, means coaches, squa¢ members, team attendants, hand memhers, cheerleaders or mas 

1. Any person who strikes or physically abuses an official~ opposing coach, player or spectator 

2. Any person ~,~" o intentionally i ~cites participants or spectators to vio]ent or abusive action; 

3. A~y person who uses p~ofa::it> vulgarity, taunts~ ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 

personnel; 

5. Any person xd~o engages in x!egative vecru ring by making statements which are unduly derogatory of another 

stitution or its personnel to a prospective student-affilete~ parents~ high school coach~ or other person interested in 

6. Ax~y person who enters the competiz:g area for az: unsportsmanlike purpose; 

,. Any other act of unsportsmanlike conduct not specifically prescrihed. 

Section I-4. Duties of Contest Officials. 

The Conference feels strongly that ofqcials must haxe the courage to e ¢%rce the rules set forth by the Conference and 

covered ix: Section i-3-b (Coach and Player Decormn) of tee Sports Operation Code. Whez: officials enforce tee decormn 

rules, they ~,ill be supported by the mm ff~er institutions of tke Conference and the Conference office. Failure to enSorce 

rules may subject officials to reprimand or suspension by the ( onfbrence offfi:e. 

Section I-5. Conclusion. 

A copy of Article I (Sportsman]ike Policy) of the Sports Operation Code is to he given hy the athletics director at each 



member institution to each head coach~ assistant coach band directol) and cheerleading and mascot coordinator at the 
beginning of each academic year. A copy shall also be given to each s~deut athlete, band member, cheerleader and mascot 

at the squad z:leeting held at tee b egi::::i::g of each year. Acceptance of this document, pursuant to NCAA rnles governing 

The ConSerence will be split into two divisions titled Atlantic (Boston Cdiege, C]emson~ Florida State, Maryhnd, North Car 

oiina State Syracuse~ Wake Forest) and C~>astal (Duke~ Georgia Tech Miami, Nortb Caro]ina~ Pittsburgb~ Virginia, Yiginia 

Ted) in the sports of footbalh ~n Olym~ c sp or t s using divi sio~xs (,baseb alJ)~ Notre Dame mag co~nFete fi~ d ~her ~he Atla nt c 

or Coastal division in order to equalize the number of teams in each division. 

in order to provide a regular and orderly means of competition betwee : the teams of student-athle tes of :1ember instimtions~ 
the fd]owing articles outline the principles and agreements among the atidetics directors af!~cting the conduct o[" games, 

meets matches, tournaments and championships oftbe C~mfhrence. 

As a basic p’inciple re" intra co :ference co -~petition, a]] member institutio :s sha]] co "~pete ~*ith other members in a11 spor~s 

fielded ~v-henever practicable. 

0h lO0-Tbe specific cbaracteristics of a ~ arsity sport filr purp~>ses of Conf}rence championship participation are: (a) The 

coach be hired and paid by the Department of Athletics an d report to tb e ath]etics d vector or his o1: her des gusted vepve 

sentative; (b) All team expenses such as travel~ uni~orms~ insurance ~or travel or injnr> officiating fees~ etc be paid by the 

Department of Ath]etics; and (c) All stude ~ a~h]etes be eligib]e uude" NCAA and Co :rerence rules. 

Section IH. Championships. 

If penalties imposed by the NC&A or the Conference or the member institution itsel£prohibit post season competition in 

a partictdar sport~ ~he member institution ~hus pe ~alized sha]] ~ot be e]igible to participate in a Confcre ~ce d~ampiouship 

event and in a Co ’:Srence seaso ’--ending tour ’-ament a’-d in any Conference wide event that determines qualification for 
the NCAA championsi~ip in that sport for the duration of the probihition. Ganges!matches played against Conference op 

ponents by the prd:ibited member institution team shall count as usual in the Conthreace standings during t::e season of 

competit ox~ for the sporv, 

Section Ib2. Recognized Conference Sports. 

Tbe Conference will c(mduct c(>mpetitio= in the filfiowi=g sports: baseballl basketball-men’s/women’sI cr(>ss coun- 

try me~’s/,a~omen’sl footbal ; field bockeyl gol5men’s/~v’omen’s indoor track men’siwomen’sl lacrosse men’s/women’s; 

rowing-wo~en’sj soccer-men’s/women’s) softballj swimming-men’siwo~en’sj tennis-meffs/women’sl outdoor track- 

0.1.. [0I:l’he Co :Serence shall conduct a championship in any N C_a~a. sport in which at least four member institutions 

fidd intercdlegiate teams and certify that they desire t(} participate in a Conference chan~pionship. 



The rules, regulations and athletfcs director’s agree -lents in the sports listed above shall be ad -~f ~fstered by the Confcre ~ce. 

k’- all other sports, these rules~ toget2:er with oti:er Con fete :ce or NCAA policies, shall be administered by the institutions. 

Section H-3. Medica~ Regulations. 

A qualified athletic trainer and/or doctor shall be supplied by the hence institution at all Conference regular-season con- 

tests and championship events. Medical coverage should be made available for all off ca npus championship events. All 

athletic trainers traveling to Co ’_ference championships are required to participate in a meeting prior to the start of the 

Section 1~-4. Code of Conduct. 

k shall be the responsibility of each i :stitutio : to i :sure that all individuals employed or directly associated wit2: the athlet- 

ics progrm ~ conduct themselves in a sportsmanlike manner. Unsportsmanlike conducb particularly when demonstrated hy 

coaches~ players~ band members, d:eerleaders~ mascots and!or athletics department staffmembers ca=not be tolerated and 

shall be subiect to individual disciplinary action. Institutional disciplinary act ox~ may be x~ viated by the Commissioner f 

it is found that the institution’s policies~ action or failure to act contributed to the individual’s misconduct. 

Public criticism of of!;ciais or co nments evaluating the officiating of particular co:tests is ’-or i’- the best interest of inter- 

collegiate athietics, Institutional personnel are prohibited, d~erel’ore, 5rein commenting on officiating, other than directly 

to the Cont)rence offlce (See Article I in tbe Sports Operation Code fbr the Sportsmanlike Poficy.) 

Section IhS. Squad Sizes and Championship Reimbursement Limits= 

There shall be a limit o: the number of smdent-at2:ietes who may travel to intra-conference competitio : being held away 
from the institution’s home 5acility. [Note: These limits apply to all student athletes, whether or not they are in unil’orm 

and intending ~o compete or accompanying tbe team to an away @om home competition (e.g, redsbirt injured etc.)] 

There shall be a limit on the ~mmber of student athletes ~ uniform at Co~ference championships. These limits are ~d cat 

ed below. When violations of the regular season travel limits occur the conference liaison will veri@ the number of travel 
members of the team iu question and the~ wi]] contac~ the institutional spor~ administrator. The Conference will then 

issue an of~;ciai letter of reprimand to the institution. Exception: An institmion playing a non-confere ~ce series or gane 

adjacent to a Conference series or game is not prohihited by Conference ruies 5rein taking additional student afl~letes to 

t]:e CoM)re~ce series or game. T]:ese student-athletes may be in u=i~k~rm~ may sit i~ t]:e dugout or o= the bead: and may 

take part in pregame actvities; however, they may not compete. (Revised: May 2006, May 2007, October 2007~ April 2008, 

April 2009, May 2009~ October 2009, April 20 t0, April 20 t I ) 

# of Student-Athletes # of Student-Athletes C2:ampio :ship 

Sp~rt Regu~ ar Sea sign Chan!pionsbips 
Baseball .................................................. 27 ............................................ NCA A (27) ................................. 35 

Basketball-M ....................................... NiA .......................................... NCAA (15) ...................................... see sport 
Basketball W ....................................... NiA .......................................... NCAA (15) ...................................... see sport 
Cross Country-M ................................. 16 ................................................... 10 ................................................... l 1 

Cross CountryW ................................. 16 .................................................... 10 .................................................. 11 

Field Hockey ......................................... 25 ............................................ NCAA (24) ........................................... 30 

~oothaE .................................................. 72 ............................................. 72 ................................... see sport 
GoIfiMiW ............................................. 7 .............................................. N C*%a* (5) ............................................. 7 



# of Student-&zhletes # of Student-&zhletes CEampionship 

Softball .................................................. 20 ............................................ NCAA (20) ........................................... 28 

Section U-6. Suspended or Canceled Conference Competition. 

(Adopted: October 2009): 

Section U-7. Conference Championships~ 

Unless otherwise specified, the Conference will reimburse institutions for champiouship expenses in the fullowing ma~ 

net: The Conference will reimbm’se each institution championship expenses fox’ its student-atEletes equivaient to the nun> 
bet of individuai chin ~pionship a~vards presented. The mileage rate is equivalent to the prevailing per mile round trip rate 

travel establislned by the Internal Revenue Service al thet~me g?fthe Conferenceb!!~get apprg?va~ with an additionai meal 
allowax~ce of $26,00 per day and a lodging allowance of S37,50 per day The chair(s) axed vice char of the sports commit 

tees will be reimbursed for business related expenses incurred wEile attending the Championship In addition if a Con- 
fere ~ce Cl~a apio ~sl~ip site is selected ot~t of t}’e "%otprint" of the Couference~ consideration will be giveu to the impact 

on travel reimbursement (e.g.. Disney). (Please see business related expenses in General Policies and Procedures Section 
II S,) Member institutions ~ay submit a ~,aiver for additionai reimbursement shouid their actual costs exceed their calcu 



lated rei~bursement amount. (Revised: May 2009 October 2009) 

The following guidelines shall be used while applyiz:g the above figures: 

Baseball ......................................................................................... 6 

Men’s Basketbaii .......................................................................... S 

Women’~ Basketball ..................................................................... 5 
Men’s/Women’s Cross Colmtry ................................................. 1 

Field Hockey ................................................................................ 4 

i~ootbaB ........................................................................................ 2 

Men’s Golf .................................................................................... 3 
Wo~ imps Go]f. .............................................................................. 3 

Men’s La cross e ............................................................................. 3 
~A*oi:l e n’s Lacrosse ....................................................................... 4 

Wo~en’s Rowing ......................................................................... l 

Meu’s Soccer ................................................................................ 6 

Women’s Soccer ........................................................................... 5 
Sofdlall .......................................................................................... 4 

Men’si~Vomen’s Swimming & Diving ....................................... 4 

Men’sil~Vomen’s Tennis ............................................................... 4 

Men’s/Women’s Indoor and Outdoor Track & Field .............. 3 

Wrestling ...................................................................................... 2 

4. Discrepancies will be worked out through the Conference o[’f:ce arid the business manager and/or assistant athletics 

director at the respective institution. 

O.L 102 In order ~o quali~’y for reimbu rsemet~t, a parvicipax~t must be properly entered and presenv at the Champ ox~ 

ship. 

O.h I03-Expense sbeets must be filed wizhin a thirty (30) day period following the conclusion of the ChampionshiD 

Section Ib8. Advertising. 

Adverzising and sponsorship policies for Co :Serence Cbampions2:ip events shall be consiste :z with current NCAA chan- 
pionships reguia~ions. Such policies are designed to exclude those advertisements that do not appear to be in the best 

interests of higBer education. To tlne eatent allowed by eaisting co7,tractual relationships with third-party rights holders, 

t!:e Commissioner shal bare the autbority to rule x~ cases wh ere doubt exists con cerx~ x~g acceptable advertisers axed adver 

rising copy of championship game programs~ broadcasts and telecasts of Conference Championships~ further, the following 



expressly are prohibited: 

I. Alcoholic beverages (except as specified below) 

2. Cigarettes and other tobacco products; 

3. Pro~bssioaai spot ts organizations or personaei (except as specified fk~r selected champions~:ips)~ 

4, Organ nations promoting gambling, 

exceed six percent alcohol by volume nay be used in cbampions2:ip gane programs. Such advertiseme’-ts, bowevm) 

per hour of any te]ecast or broadcast (either a singie 60-second commercial or two 30-second commercia]s.) 

b, Sponsorships, Conference championships activity or promotion may non be sponsored by liquor, tobacco~ beer or 

wine compallies or by" pro~ssional sports orgauizaxions or teams at aly gillie, 

Section H-9. Sportsmanship. 

Every reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance of good sportsmanship at all 

athletic events However~ in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated~ this responsibility rests with each host 
iustitutiou~ or witl- the Championship mauager at off campus cha npionship events, Ti-e athletics directors of the con 

peting i xstitutio ’-s are expected to commu xicate witl: their students axd other interested fans to e xcourage enthusiastic 
support within Oxe confines of good sports~ ~ansidp. The athletics directors or Oxeir designated representatives shall be 

available at the site oftbe competitio= to assist in controlling the crowd. {See Article 7 - Sportsmanlike Policy). 

Only the participants coache% offlcials~ and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area before~ during 

and at the conclusion o~co apetition. 

Section Ibl0= Experimenta~ Playing Rules. 

An experi neural change of playi xg rules may be adopted by the use of amendment procedures outlined in the Conference 

Section H-11= Motion Pictures and Electronics Media= 

Section H-12. Artificial Noisemakers - All Sports. 

hi all sports~ artificial ioisemakers (e.g., cowbeiis, whisties, ciappers~ tl:umlersticks) will *hot be permitted at any Confer- 

ence sporting event including regular and postseason events. 



Section IH=I. Regular Season, 

a. Scheduling. Every team wi]] attempt to play a full 30 game Conference sc!:edule with each team playing everyox~e in 

their respective division and three teams in the other division. Rainouts will be handled as ffollows: Revised: May 2007, 

April 2013) 
[ff zhe i:rst or second scheduled game is szopped before it becomes a regulation game (4-1/2 or 5 innings )~ it will 

game of the day will be a nine-inning game 
2. If on vhe final date of the series~ a doubleheader or one game pius is to be piayed, vhe fh:sv game or suspended game 

must be completed by 4:00 p.m. The ne~t game will teen be a nine-~nn~ng game. If the first ga~e or suspended 
game is no: completed by 4:00 pan. the next game will not be played unless mutually agreed :o by both coaches 

(no game may starz aAer 6:00 p.m.). 

3. All games nmst be completed (nine innings) unless the final day of the series is stopped because of weather. 

[n that case, the last game played will count if it has become regulation (4-1/2 or 5 innings). If’the game Eas not 

become regulation, it w01 be canceled. 

4. N1 doubleEeaders are scEeduled as two nine-inning games. 

S. No make up games are al]owed to be played after the ]ast date oQhe schedOed series. 

6. ~y alteration to the originai conference scheduie nmst be approved tErough tee conference office. 

b. Trave’t Squad. Regular season travel squads for baseball shall be limited to twenty-seven k27; student-athletes in in- 

tra conference compevit on, (Revised: May 2007, April 2009) 

Umpires. Umpires shall be co ~tracted and assigued by the Coordi ~ator of Baseball Umpires during regular season 

Co :Serence co npetition. 

d. RMes. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA 

visiting team shall be provided a naximum of 50 complimentary admissio ~s at its request. 

a team uniform during coa~brence competition. (Adopted: December 2006~ Revised: Aprd 2008 ) 

Section IH-2. Conference Championship, 

a. Championship Determina~iom A 10 team modified double elimination season ending tournamenl will be played 

at a site with a lighted baseball tleld over a ~a-day period to determine tbe CoM)rence champion and tbe automatic 

representative to the NCAA Tournament [x~ the event that the Conference Baseball Championship is not piayed ~o 

co~pletion~ the nu"ab er one (~q) seed in the tournament shall receive the NC.~ Tournament automatic qualification. 

(Revised: October 2006~ April 2007) 



one seed shall have the choice o£its preferred day of~2 The remaining teams will be seeded (three through eight) based 
on ~x.i ~ ~i ~g percentage in overall conference competition without regaro, to division. All ties ~x.i11 be b’oken using 

tie-breaking provisions. (Revised: Aprii 2006, April 2012) 

c. Seeding. In the case of a tie in conf}rence winning percentage, championship seeding will use the tie-breaking proce- 
dures below with the follow x~g guide1 x~es: (Revised: Aprl 2006~ October 2006~ Editorial Revision: 2008) 

VChen comparing tied tea~s and arriving at another pa~ of tied teams~ use each team’s winning percentage against 

the tied teams as a group. For exa nple, if 2~ams A and B have the same wi ~ ~ing percentage as compared to 2~am 

C; then "l~ams A and B wiii be co :tpared to Team D~ but if Team D is tied with ’lbam E~ then ’lbams A and B will 

be compared to the winning percentage of Teams D and E collectively, not indi~iduaiiy. 

Wln e= comparing records against a single team or group of teams, t~te higher winning percentage shall prevail even 
if the number of games played against a team or group of team s s unequab Ifw m~ x~g percentage of the tied teams 

is equal against a team~ or a group of tied tea~s~ continue until one team gains an advantage. 

If multiple teams tie and the tie can be reduced to two teams, the provisions for two team ties will be used from 

that point 5orward. 

(a) The division champion will be the team in each division with the highest overall con£erence winning percent- 

([’) Coin flip. 

(a) Head-to-head competition in regular season conference play between the two tied teams. 

(b) }lead to head competition of the tied teams compared to common oppone ~ts (divisio ~al and no~ divisio ~al) 

with the highest conference winning percentage and continuing until o’-e team gains a’- advantage. 

(c) Coin flip. 

3. Seeds Three Through Eight Determinations. 
(a) Di;’isional Opponents. 



(l) Combined head-to-head record among the tied teams. 

(2.) Records of the tied teams within the division. 

Head-to-bead competition versus tee team witlnia the division with the best oteraE (divisional and 

non d visional) conference wim¢ xCg percentage~ and proceed xCg through the division, Multiple tes 

within the division will be broken first to last. 

(4) Overall record versus non o.ivisional opponents. 

(5) Combined record versus all common non-divisional opponents. 

(7) The seed(s) shall be chosen by a draw. 

(b) Non-Divisional Opponents. 

(1) Head to head conference competition between the tied teams, 

(2) Head-to-head competition of the tied teams compared to co~m~on opponents with the highest o;,erall 

(3) Coin flip. 

Three-or-More-Team Tie 
(1) Combined head to head record among the tied teams (if common opponents). 
(2) Head-to-head competition of the tied teams compared to co~m~on opponents with the highest o;,erall 

(3) The seed shall be chosen by a draw. 

d. Champiott~hip Management. The designated Championship Manageb as appointed by the Baseball Committee, will 

in a manual prepared by the Championship Ma::age~. 

e. Tett-Rutt RMe. A te= run rule will be in ef~bct a~}er tln e seventh inning fi~r aii Confhrence Champio=sbip Teurnament 

games except tee championship game. 

Umpires, Championship u npires will be nominatee, a~d selectee, by the Coordinator of Baseball Umpires. 

h. Dugout, The dugout Emit for the CoxCference ChampionsE p is thirty f:ve (3S). (Adopted: May 2006) 

i. RMes. Co npetition will be co ~ducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Noncoaching StaffMembers. Noncoaching staff’ members (e,g,, Director of Operations) are prec]uded 5rein wearing 

team unit~rm during the Co=~brence ChampionsZip. (Adopted: December 2006. Revised: April 2008) 



year rotating co ~rence schedule with two (2) primary part ~ers. (Revised: February 2012) 

Tickets. The visiting team wll be given seventy f:ve (7S) complimentary tickets (reserved seats), al of which must be 

located behind the visiting team bench with no more than twenty-t~ve (25) seats on any one ( I ) row 

if requested, a oath(mated beverage for use at half time and at the end of the game. 

Pep Bands. No visiting team pep bands shall be permitted at Cox~ference basketball games. Home team pep bands play 

shall be restricted to pre-game, half-time~ post-game and during timeouts There shall be no playing of band instru- 
ments o.uring a f’ee ~hros~5 0~row i~ jmnp ball or live ball situation. 

Rules. 
1. Approved Ruies. Competiti¢m will he conducted under the rules and reguiations of the NCAA. 

2. Proposed 7nterpretatioas Froposals fklr ruie interpretations by tee Con~)rence basketball coaches seal be subject 

to approval by the commissioner, athlet cs directors and ~’acuity athlet cs representatives. 

3. Protest of O£t~cials’ Decisions. Decisions of ga~e o~ficials are final Protests arising from the decisions of the o£t~- 
cials or a:y i :adve’tent misinte’pretation of the rules will no~ be considered by ~he Conference 

Preliminary Games. There shall be a set period of at ]east 5orty five (4.9) minutes prior t(r tip off of the varsity game 

w~:en the court will be cleared a=d available to both teams. 

Section IV-2. Conference Championship. 

ketball Committee a=d the winner shall be the C(m~brence Champion. Details ~br the conduct of the Championship 
will be cox~tained in a participant’s manual prepared by the Championship Manager, Dates axed sites of t!:e Conference 

Championship will be selected by the athletics director and faculty athletics representative and announced from the 



Conference office. 

(d) Iftwo teams remaL-,tied,procedures (I) and (2) willbe fi~llowed. 

bail Tourn ame.-,t. If the winner o~’the Confbrence Basketball Cbampionship is ineligible f~)r NCAA postseason partic- 

ipation; the other f:x~aBsv shall be nominated for the NCAA Tournamex~V, Any team other than the Conference Chain 

pion may be permitted to participate in other" Con~e~’ence app~’oved postseason tournaments i£invited 

d. Travel Squad. Travel squads "-"or zhe Men’s Baskezball Champioz:ship shall be the same as zhe NC_M& Championship 
limit. 



1. Approved Rules. Competition will be conducted u~der the rules and regulations o~tl~e NCAA. 

2. Proposed interpretations~ by zhe Conference basketball coacbes~ shall be subject to approval by the Commissio::- 
er, ath]etics directors and faculty ath]etics representatives. 

3. Protest of Of?iciais’ Decision Decisions of game officials are tlnal. Protests arising flora the decisions of the offi- 
cia]s or ax~y x~advertent misinterpretation of the rules will not be considered by the Con ference off:ce, 

TeIevisi~tg of A~ards. There shall be no live televising of awards of a~y type duri ~g the Basketball Championship un 

less a Conference-related person is the recipient of the award. The Execmive Committee is empowered zo sez aside zhis 

g. Reimbursement. The Conference wiE reimburse each institution championship expe~:ses based on the foliow x:g for 

mula: Ma,~i~m m rei~bursement limited to 7g based upon a madmum of 32 in the o f~cial tea~ travel par ty~ a madmum 

of 30 band members, and a maxi hum of 13 cbeerimascot members; g t S0 per person per diem; and the prevailing per 

mile round trip raze established by the ACC Finance Commiztee 5or ACC Championships for travel o~2g0 miles or less 
one way or actual coach air fare based on a 21 day advance purdxase 5or trips of ~mre than 250 ~dles one wa> (Revised: 

October 2009) 

ART!CLE V. gASKET~ALL - WOMEN,S 

Section V-1. Regular Season. 

b, Officials. The Office of the Commissio :er will be responsible "-"or the appointment and coordinatio : of basketball 
ofl~ciais. The expenses of the coordination of officiais will be included in the Commissioner’s budget. The Officiating 

Committee shall recommend the method of selecting of~icials and fine f~’es and allowances fbr ot}’~cials in basketball It 

shali recommez~d policies and rules governing tbe veiations between coaches and officials, It shall sevve in an adv sory 

capacity to the Co~tmissioner with respect to training and appointment of officials. 

c. Unili~rras. The home team will wear iight uniforms a :d tee visiti :g tea :~ wiii wear dark unifom~s. 

d. Tickets. The visiting team will be given seveaty-~ive (75) complimentary tickets (reserved seats, if available), all of 
wbcb must be located behind the visiting team bench with no more than twez~ty five (zg) seats on az~y oz~e (1) row. 

Pep Bands. No visiting team pep bands slnall be permitted at Con~brence basketbail games Home team pep bands play 
shal be restricted to pre game, half time~ post game axed during t meouts, There sha be no playing of band x~stru 

ments during a free throw, throw-in~ jump ball or live ball sitnation. 

g, CheeHeaders. No visiting c2:eerleaders are permitted to travel to regular season Co :gerence games. 

It. Itttroductiotts. Visiti=gteam starters will beiatroduced~irst, fkliiowedbybometeam starters. Visiting teams sballbe 



treate4 with com’tesy when introduced~ 

Rules. 
1. Approved Rules, Competition will he conducted under the rules arid regulations offlxe NCAA. 

2. Proposed L~terpretations Proposals f~)r rule interpretations by the ACC Basketball Coaches sea]] be subject 

approval by the commissioner, t!:voug!: t!:e ACC BaskethaE CommitVee. 

3. Protest of Of±2cials’ Decisions. Decisions of ga~e offficials are final Protests arising from the decisions of the 
cials or a:y i :advevtent misintevpretatiou of the rules will not be considered by the Couference of Pce. 

Section V-2. Conference Championship. 

a, Champioaship Determi~atiom There shall be a singie-eii ni :ation basketball tournament held under the direction 

case of a tie, the following formula will be used: 

1. Whe~ two teams are tied in the sta ~o.i ~gs, regular season heao. to head results a’e used as the tiebreaker. 

2. if the tied teams played each other twice in the regular season and split their games, then each team’s record vs. the 
team occupying fl~e highest position in the final regular season standings (or in case of a tie for first place, fl~e next 

highes~ position in the regular season standings) and then continuing down througln tlne standings until one team 

gains an advantage. 

(a) When arriving at another pa~v of tied teams while co~apaving records, use each team’s record against the col 

iective tied teams as a g~oup (pqor to their own tie brcakiug procedures), rather than the per%rma ~cc agai ~st 

the individual tied teams. 



(c) If the tie is broken by (a) or (b) regarding one or more teams, but three or more teams remain tied, then pro- 

cedures (a) and (b) ~,,i11 be re applied among those tied teams onl3~ 

(d) if two teams remai:: tied, procedures (1) and (2) wdl be followed. 

If there i* more than one tie in the standings, and ~,hen utilizing the tie breaking procedures there are a pair of 

teams tied~ a team’~ record against the combined tied teams (prier to their ewn tie-breaking procedures) is used, 

If procedures (2) and!or (3) fail to establish an advantage, a coin flip to break the tie will be conducted by the 

if a coin flip or draw (for a three or more team tie) is required, the procedure takes place immediately fallowing ~he 

d. 0 f~cials. Championship officials wiB be selected~ assig ~ed and contracted by ~he Con ference o ff;ce. 

bail Teurnamer.t ~fthe winner of tb e Cenfbrence Basketball Championship is ineligible fi)r NCAA postseason par tici- 

pardon, the other finalist shall be nominated for the NCAA Tourx~ament, Any team other tbat~ the Cot~ference Champ 

on may be permitted to participate in other Conference approved postseason tournaments if invited 

Travd Sqt~ad, Travel squads for the Women’s Basketball Championship shall be the same as the N CAB. Championship 
limit. 

g. Rules. 
1. Approved Rules Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 
2. Proposed [nzerpretazions~ by the ACC Basketball Coaches Committee, shall be subject to approval by the co n his 

sioner~ through the athletics directors and faculty representatives. 

3, Protest of O[’f:cials’ Decisions. Decisions ofga~ le officials are final, Protests arising from the decisions of the 

h. TeIevisi=g of A~ards. There shall be no live televising of awards of any type during the Basketball Championship un- 

less a Conference related person is the "ecipient of the a~v ard. 1"he Executive Committee is empowered ~o set aside this 

restriction o:: a case-by-case basis. 

Reimbursement. Tbe Cenfbrence will reimburse each institution championship exper.ses based on tbe fi)liewir.g fi)r- 

mu]a: Max mum re mbursem exit ]i mi ted to 7S based upot~ a maxi mum of 32. in t!ze official team travel par ty~ a m axi mum 

of 30 band member% and a ma.~imum of 13 cheer/mascot memberss $ tfi0 per person per diems and the prevailing per 
mile round t’ip raze established by the ACC iqnance Committee q*" ACC Championships for travel o~ 250 mi]es or less 

one way or actual coach air fare based on a 2 l-day advance purchase for trips of more than 2fi0 miles on way. (Revised: 

October 2009) 

Section Vl-1. Regular Season. 

a. Scheduling. Ea cb m ember institution baying a cross l our, try team shall sl bedule teams of otber rnem her institutions 



Section Vb2. Conference Championship. 

al Cha ’-lpionships. The host i ’-stitutio ’- has the option of hosting on Friday if there is a home football gane. The course 
will be properly measured (i,e., USATF certified, hy a registered surveyor, etc.). [t’held on a goifcourse, the course shall 

be closed during the meet. The site will be rotated~ subiect to approval by the Con~Frem:e. (Revised: M~,~ 2006 April 

21108, April 21110) 

he NC_~Mens and~,omens I ach& F e ~Rules Book. Bo hme ’-s a ~dwome ’-s ea n and ’- a dual champ onswdl 

c. Travel Squad. The travel squads for he Cross Colm;ry Championship shall be hma;ed to ten (10) student athletes in 
uniform per men’s team and ten (10) r ..... " student-athletes in uni*o*m pez wo~ens team kRe~ise~ : April 2008~ May 2009) 

d. RMes. Co npetition will be co ’-ducted under he rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Section Vii-1. Regular Season. 

a. Schedufing. Eachmemberinstitutio~]na~inga f’teil~,hocke,~ teams]naIischeduleeac]n C( n~erence team at least o~ce 

each season, 

b. Travel Sqna& Regtllar seaso ~ travel squads for Field Hockey shall be ii hired to twenty five 125) stude ~t athletes in 

intra conference compe ition. (Revised: Ma,~ 2007, May ~009) 

c. Officials Officials for ccaferem:e matches ~ ill be assigned by a selected Coordinator of Field Hockey Officials. 

Section VII-2. Conference Championship. 

a. Date & Site. The Co ’_ference Field Hockey Championship ~ill be held on a date and at a site ~ecommended hy the 

In cas~ of a tie~ the ±ollow~g formula wm be us~ d IRevis~ d: April 2008 April 2012): 

Head-to-head co ’_2erence game results among the tied teams. 

be compiled. Ties will be broken based on winning percentage of the combined confere=ce records and tBe 

!: gber winning percentage shall prevail, even if the number of games played against the team or group is un 

equal. 



(b) In the case of a three or more team tie, ifprocedure (a) reduces the tie by at least one team, procedure (I) will 

be %llowed, co apa’ing only the remaining tied tea as’ conference records. Procedures (2) (S) will only be 

used if th:e tie cannot be reduced by at least one team in procedure ( I ). 

2. Goal differential in conference games only (goals for ~ersus goals against; a ~ ~aximum of three goals for any one 

coa~brence game will be used). Results flora all co=~brence games will be used 

3. Goal d f~’erential in conference games among ted teams (goals ~’or versus goals againv; a maxhnum of three goals 

for any one conference game will be used) Results from only games involving the tied teams will be used. 

4. Goals scored in coherence ganes only (a maximum of three goals for a~y one conference game will be used). 

Results fron all conference games will be used. 

game will be used) Results flora only games int olving tlne tied teams will be used 

6. Blind draw between the tied teams. 

Format. The Field Hockey Cha-~pio ~ship will be a single elimiuation tourname ~L The tca’~ championship will be 

determined by this event. 

d. O ff~clals. Cln ampionslnip ot}’tcials will be seiected by the Coordi=ator of Fieid Hockey Officials. 

’rravel Sq~a& The travel squads for the Field Hockey Championship shall be the same as the NCAA Championship 
limit. 

Section VHI4. Regular Season. 

agreements with any team outside the Conference The Conference Office must be consulted prior to scheduling any 

non-conference game on a specific date. (Revised: October 2006) 

b. Travel Squad. Regular season travel squads for football shall be limited to seventy-two (72) student-athletes in i’-- 

tra conference competition. (Adopted: May 2009) 

of that game would be determined by the Commissioner’s off~ce. 

Officials. The Of!hoe of the Commissioner will be responsible for the appoiz:tment of the Coordinator of Football 
Of!’iciais. The expenses of the Coordinator of Football Officials will be included in the Commissioner’s budget, The 

O~?~ciating Committee shall recommend the method of selecting officials and t::e f)es and allowances f~r officials in 

football, k sha recommend po ties and rules governing t~:e relations between coaches and off:cials, k shal serve in an 

advisory capacity to the commissioner with respect to training and appointment of officials. 

e. Jerseys. The visiting tean will wear white jerseys and the home team wiii wear ierseys of a contrasting color. Excep- 



h, Half-Times, All half-times shall be twenty (20) minutes in length. 

k. Bands. t]~ome bands arc prohibited ffo’~ being seated behind the visiting team bench area. if the band is a-~plified, 

speakers cannot be positio :ed as to be directed into zhe visizing team bench area. (Adopted: May 2006) 

m. Coin Toss, A Conference coin shall be used for the coin toss at all Conference Football ga~es~ The winning captain 
shall be presented the coin. 

institutklnal football games Th e spot must run at least o .-.c e between the coin toss and the end of the ill:st qu after. (Ad- 

opted: May 2008) 

Camps. Football toadying star@ may ~ot conduct~ attend, or be involved with a~y football camps/clinics, including 

camps/cik:ics for non-prospect aged individuals, during the months of June and July or any calendar week (Sunday 

through Saturday) that includes days o[" those months off their institution’s caz lpus. However coaches may evaluate at 

such camps/clinics during the spring ~botball evaluation period per NCAA .~egulatio.-,s. Coaches may attend coaching 
clinics off vheir institution’s campus av any time only w!:en t!:ere are no prospective student at!:lete’s enrolled in the 

clinic On-field graduate assistant coaches are pe~’mitted to work one off-campus camp pe~" year (institutions are not 
permitted to provide expenses to work the camp) fo" the advancement of their coaching career. This rule does not ap 

ply to noncoaching staff members. Waivers may be granted by the Commissioner when warranted. (Adopted: Oczober 

2005; Revised: Aprii 2007; Editorial Revision: 2010) 

Section VHb2. Conference Championship. 



for the conduct of the championship will be contained in a participant’s manual. Dates and sites o£ the Conference 
Championship will be selected by the athletics directors and faculty athletics representatives and announced 5rum the 
Con~brence of~ice. (Revised: May 20t3) 

b. Tickets. End1 member institution will receive forty (40) t%kets for the championship game to be used at tee institu 

tioffs discretio ’-. Each par ticipati ’-g institutio ’- will receive 10,000 tickets. Ten percent of the participating team’s lower 
seating allotment of eight hundred (800) tickets ~ay be sold at a 50% discount at the institution’s discretion, It has been 

recommended that tbese discou=ted tickets be used for students. The Conference will sBare it. the expense of unsold 
tickets (calcu ated at tBe lowest prce available) as follows; (Rev sed; October 200S,January 2009) 

I. Fro~ O001 through 7~000 tickets~ the Conference will pay 50% of ticket cost. 
2. Fron 7~001 throtlgh 8~000 tickets, the Conference will pay 75% of ticke~ cost. 

3. Fron 8~001 up to 10~000 tickets, t2:e Conference will pay 100% of ticket cost. 

c. Travel. The of~l:ial travel party size ~br tee cbampionship game will be 150 members (72 dressed limit) per team. A 

total of $160,000 per team wi be provided for expenses other t!:an travel, The Conference office must approve all 

charter travel Teams located 250 ~iles (or bands located 500 miles) or less from the Championship site must bus to 

the Championship site. ’I?ams located more than 250 miles (or bands located note than S00 miles) f’om the CBa npi 

unship site may fly. 

Section VUI-3. Procedure to Determine the ACC Football Champion/Automatic BCS ~erth if the 
ACC Footbal~ Championship Game is not Played. 

Should tee Conference not be able to Eold its az’-z’-u al Football Championship Game, tee Conference football champion will 

tBe same winning percer.tage~ the tied teams are d eclared co-cBampions. 

In order to determine the Conference’s representative to the Bowl Championship Series (BCS)~ the procedures listed 

below wiB be followed. A11 re~rences ~o ranki ~gs refer to the qnal BCS sta mi ~gs releaseo, on Selection Sunday after all 

regular season ganes a’-d Conference C2:ampio ’-ships Games are completed. 

Section VUI-4. Divisional Tie-Ereakers. 

i’- the event of division co-champions~ tl:e following tie-breaking procedure will be used to deter ni ’-e that division’s rep- 
resentative it. tBe championsBip game Confbrem:e games against otherwise postseason ineligible teams will always be 
counted in the league standings and application of the tie-breaking procedures. (Revised: October 2012) 

a. Two Team Tie. (Revised: May 2013) 
1. Head-to-bead competition between the two tied teams. 

winning percentage) and proceeding through other common non-divisional opponents based on their order of 

,. The tied team with the higher ranking in the full Bowl Champions2:ip Series Stamlings following the conclusion of 



regular season games If both tied teams are not ranked in the full Bowl Championship ~eries standings, the com- 
puter ranking portion of the standings will be used, eliminating the high and low computer ranking an0. averaging 

the remai :i :g ra :kings. 

Three or More Team Tie, (The three or more team tie break ng procedure will be used to break all ties to identify- the 

championship game representative. Once a team is eliminated from the tie~ the tie-breaking procedures restart for the 

appiied). (Revised: May 2013) 

1. Combined head to bead winning percentage among the tied teams. 

2. Winning percentage of the tied teams witbia tb e division. 

3. Head to head competition versus tee team within the divis on with the best overall (divisional and non div s on 

al) conference winning percentage~ and proceeding through the division Multiple ties within the division will be 

brokeu first to last~ using the couference’s tie bereaking procedures.. 

4. Combined winningpercentage versus all comno : non-divisional oppo :ents. 

6. Winning percentage versus commo= non-divisio=al opponents based upor. tbeir order of f~r.isZ (overall confkr- 

ence winning percentage) and proceeding through other common non divis onal opponents based upon their 

divisional order of ±lnish. 

7. The tie~. team with the highest rankiug in the full Bowl Champiouship Series staudings followiug the conclusiou of 

regular season games~ unless the second of the tied teams is ranked within five or fewer places of the highest ranked 
tied team. In this case, the two tea~ tie breaking procedure shah be applied between the two ranked tied teams. If 

all tied teams are not ran ked it. tZe fl~ll Bowl CZampionsZip Series standings~ tb e computer ranki=g pllrtion of the 

standings will be used, eliminating the high and low computer ranking and averaging the remaining rankings. 

8. The representative shall be chosen by a draw administered by the Commissioner or Commissioner’s designee. 

Section Viii-5. Automatic Qualifier. (Adopted: October 2005) 

a Two-Team Tie (between Teams g\ &-B). 

1. Team A defeats Team B and is ranked higher Team A earns tee BCS bid. 

2. Team A defeats Team B and is ranked iower~ but in the Top t0 - Team A earns bid (* evcept if Team B is ranked # 1 

or #2 in the BCS staudiugs~ then ’I}am B ea’ns the BCS 

3. 1>am A defeats Team B and is ranked lower~ b ut is ranked We or fewer positio::s below ’I?am B - Team A earns the 
BCS bid. 

4. Team A de,bats Team B and is ranked klwer~ and more than five positions below Team B - Team B earns the BCS 
bid, 

5. Team A does not play Team B, then whichever team is ranked higher in the BCS standings earns the BCS bid 
6. "l~am A does uot play Team B~ and ~either Team A nor B are rauked i~ the t" nal BCS standings~ theu the B CS Bowl 

wonld sdect the team of its choice fiom among tee tied teams. 

b, Three Team Tie ("mini con ference" created among the three tied teams}. 

Scenario I - All three tied teams have each won one and lost one against the other tied teams in the mini-conference. 
1. ]~n this case, the highest ranked tean amoug the three ear~s the bid. 

2. Xf two of the three teams have the same ranki::g, the bid is earned by the team winning the head-to-head match-up. 

If the tea~ ~s have not played each other, and they bare the same ranking, then the BCS Bowl wouid select the team 

of its choice flora anaong tbe tied teams. 



3. If none of the tea~s are ranked~ the B CS Bowl would select the team of its choice from among the tied teams 

See :ario H - All three teams have 6-2 conference records. Withi : the mini-conference, Tean A is 2-0, ’I~am B is 1-1. and 
TeamCis0 2. 

1. If Team A is ranked ln~gher than Teams B and C~ Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A is not the higBest ranked, but is x~ the Top 10, Team A earns bid m~iess Team B or C is yanked eitBer # I 

or #2 in the BCS standings~ then Team B or C receives the BCS bid 

3. I#I}am A is not ranked, but ti~e iqghest ranked tean in the mini conference is ranked #21 or lower, ’Bean A earns 

the B CS bid. 

4. If Team A is not the highest ranke¢ team and is ranked more six or more spo~s helow the highest ranked team in 

the mini-conference, Team A is eliminated ~)om coasideratio= 

Subsequently. 

(a) If Team B is ranked higher than Team C, Team B earns the BCS bid. 

(b) if Team B is ra ’-ked lower than Team C, but is i’- t2:e ’Ibp t0~ "[>am B earns bid u ’-iess "[>am C is ra ’-ked either 

#1 or ~2 in the BCS standings, then Team C receives the BCS bid. 

(c) IfTeamBisranked~werthanTeamC~butranked~te~rfewers~otsbek~wTeamC,TeamBearnsbid~un~ess 

Team C is ranked either # I or #2 in the BCS standings, then Team C receives t!:e BCS bid. 

(d) If Team B is ranked lower than Team C, but is ranked six or more spots below Team C Team C earns the B CS 

within the mini Contkreace Team A is 2-0, Team B and Team C are each 0-1; then: 

1. If Team A is ranked higBer tBan Teams B and C, Team A earns the BCS bid. 

2. I£Team Ais not the highest ranked but is in the Top 10~ Team A earns bid unless Team B or C is ranked either # 1 

or #2 in tBe BCS s~andings~ tBen ’I}am B or C receives tBe BCS bid. 

3. if Team A is not ranked, b ut the highest ranked team in the mini-conference is ranked #21 or lower, Team A earns 
the BCS hid. 

4. I~’Team A is not the higln est ranked team and is ran ked more than ~ite spots below the highest ran ked team in the 

mini cox~ference~ then t!:e BCS bd will go to the highest ranked team in t!:e BCS from anaox~g either Team B or 
Team C 

See ’-ario IV - Of the three teans which are tied, two or more have not played each other duri ’-g the regular season, and 

within the mini Conference Team A is 1 0, Team B, 1 1 and Team C is 0 1, then: 

1. I~’Team A is ranked lnigher than Teams B and C, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A is not the higBest ranked, but is x¢ the Top 1{I, Team A earns bid ux¢iess Team B or C is ranked eitBer # I 

or #2 in the BCS standings~ then Team B or C receives the BCS bid 

3. I#I}am A is not ranked, but t1"e 1-ighest ranked tean in the mini conference is ranked #21 o" lower, ’Bean A earns 

the B CS bid. 
4. I~’Team A is not the higln est ranked team and is ran ked more than ~ite spots below the highest ran ked team in the 

mini-con~erence~ then Team A is eliminated and: 

(a) if Team B is ranked higher than Team C, Team B earns the BCS bid. 



(d) If Team A is not the highest ranked team and is ranked ~ore than five spots be’.ow the highest ranked team in 

~he mini conference, ~hen the BCS bid will go to the highes~ ranked ~ean in the BCS q’om among tither "l}am 

B or "1>am C. 

vantage against each other then the BCg bid goes to the highest ranked team in the final BCS standings. 

2. i� t~,o or all of the ~ied teams have :ot pla~e0, each ofi~e~ and all three teams are :o~ ranke0., then the BCS Bmvl 

would select the team of its choice fiom among tee tied teams. 

c Four-Team Tie. 

1. I£ any tea~l should ~inish ranked ~q or #2 in the BCS standings they automatically will be the conference BCS 

2. A seve::-victory minimum i:: an I l-game seaso::; an eight-victory minimum in a 12-game season. All wins calcu- 

lated against FBS opp<ments oniy: 

Scex~arol IfTeamAis30~TeamB s2 I,TeamCisl 2andTeamD s03, tben: 

1. I£ T÷am A is the highest ranked team in the mini-confference~ then it receives the BCS bid. 

3. i[ Team A is ranked eight or fewer slots behind the highest-ranki::g team in the mini-conference~ then it receives 
the BCS bid. 

4. I~’Team A does not have tlne victory minimum then tlne highest-ranked team in tlne mini-conference receives the 

BCS bid. l~’no teams are ranked in the BCS standings, then Team B will receive the bid, 

5. I£T÷ams A and B do not have the victory minimum~ and no teams are ranked in the BCS then Team C will receive 

the B CS bid. 

A ssuming Teams A and B both have the victory mL-,imu m: 
1. [f Team A defeated Team B axed is rax@ed higher than Team B, Team A earns the BCS bid. 

2. I£T÷am A defeated Tea~ B and is ranked in the Top 10 Team A earns the BCS bid 

3. ]T’I~-am A defeated ’I’ea n B a~d is ra ~ked eight or fe~er spots louver than "l%am B, "learn A earns the BCS bid. 

4. ~ Team A defeated Team B but is ra::ked nine or more slots lower than Team B, Team B ear::s the B CS bid. 

Assuming either Team A or B do not ]nave the victory minimum: 

1. [{Team A has the victory rain mum and Team B does not and Team A is the highest ranked team in the mini cox~ 
ference, then Tea~ A ea~’ns the BCg bid. 

2. ~{’I}am A has fi~e victory minimu n and "l%am B does ~o1 and ’I}am A is ranked in fi~e ’Ibp 10~ []~en Tean A earns 

the B CS bid. 

3. I~ Tem~ A has ~he victory minimum and %am B does not and Team A is ranked eight ~r l’e~,er sMts behind the 

highes>ranked team ~n tlne m~n~-conf}re~ce, then Team A receives the BCS bid. 

4. ~f Team C ov %am D have the v ctory 1:11! i:lttm and are yanked nine ov more slots ahead of Team A or Team B, 
then Team C or Team O receives the BCg bid. 

S. ~neither "l~am A or B haxe ti~e victory minimum, ti~en the highest ~anked team i~ the mini conference earns the 

BCS bid. 



Scenario III - Assumes Team A and B did not play each other. 
1. ~amAand~I~amBb~thwere2~intheminic~nference,TeamCis~2andTeamDi~3.TheBCSbidg~es~ 

the highest ranked team from among "[~am A or B, unless ’[’eam C or D are ranked nine or more spaces above either 

Scex~ar o IV Assumes Team A does not play Team B and Team C does not play Team D, 

Teams A and B are 2-0 and Tea~s C and D are 0-2. The BCS bid goes to the higher ranked tea~ era or B~ unless 

"l~am C or D are ranked nine spaces above tl-e i-fgher ra ~ked erA or B. if no teams are ranked~ tl-en the BCS Bowl 

chooses fron among Teams A and B. 

2. Teams A, B, C and D are all 11. The BCS bid goes to the highest ranked Team. If no teams are ranked~ then the 

BCS Bowl chooses ~)om among all t~mr teams 

3. TeamAis20~TeamsBandCaret landTeamD s02, TeamAearnstheBCSbdunlesseitherTeamBorCare 

ranked nine or more spaces above Team A. If no teams are ranked~ then Team A earns the bid 

See ’-ario V - Assumes "[>am A does not play Teams B a’-d D. 
1. TeamCis30, TcamBisl 1,TeamDis02andTeamAis01. Team C earns the BCS bid. 

2. Team B is 2-0, Team Ais 1-0~ Team D is t-I and Team C is 0-3. Team B earns the BCS bid u=iess Team A or Team 
D are ranked ~e or more spaces a!:ead of Team B. If no teams are ranked, then Team g earns the bid, 

3. Team C is 2,- 1 Team B and D are 1-1 and Team A is 0- L The highest ranked team earns the BCg bid. If no teams 

are ranked~ then ’I}am C earns ~he bid. 

Scenario "v~ - Assumes three of the four teams do not play each other. In this case~ the BCS bid goes to the highest ranked 

team. if no teams are ranked, the~ tl-e BCS Bowl chooses from anong all %tit teams. 

ScenarioI TeamAis40, TcamBis31, TeamCis22, TcamDisl 3arldTeamEis04. 

1. [~’Team A is tln e lnighest ranked team in the mini-co=~brence then it receives the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A is ranked in the Top 10, t!:en t receives the BCS bid, 

3. If Tea~ A is ranked eight or fewer slots behind the highest-ranking team in the mini-con£erence, then it receives 



the B CS bid. 

4. i#I’eam A dots not have the victory minimt~ n, tl-en the highest ra ~kec. team in the nini confcre ~ce receives the 

BCS hid. 

receives the BCS bid 

6. If Team A is unra~@ed~ but Team B s ranked # 17 or owe% then Team A earn s the BCS bid, 

7. I£T÷am A is unranked~ but Team B is ranked # 16 or Eigher, then Team B earns the BCS bid. 

8. 17all teams are unranked~ then "lham A earns the BCS bid. 

ScenariolI TeamAandBare3 1,TeamCis2 2andTeamsDandEarel 3. 

1. If Team A d eihated Team B a=d is ra=ked lnigher than Team B~ Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A def~ated T~am B a~d is ra~@ed in th e Top I 0, Team A earn s th e BCS bd, 

I£ T÷am A has the victor y minimum and Team B does not and T÷am A is the highest ranked team in the mini-con- 

ference, then Tean A earns the BCS bid. 
2. if Team A has tee victory minimu n and "[>am B does ~ot and Team A is ranked in tee ’Ibp 10~ then Tean A earns 

the BCS bid. 

3. If Team A Zas ~he victory minimum and Team B does not a~d Team A is ranked eight or fewer dots behind the 

bighes~ ranked team in the co~ference~ then Team A receives the BCS bid 

4. If Team C~ D or E Eave tee victory minimum and are ranked nine or more slots ahead of Team A or B~ then Team 

C, D or E receives the BCS bid. 

5. if neither "[>am A or B have tee victory minimum, then the highest-ranked team in the mini-conference earns the 
BCS bid. 

6. [f ~o teams are ranked wZo have the tictoD minimum; tZen the BCS Bowl cZooses flora amo=g ~he teams that do 

See ~ario iii Teams A~ B and C are 3 1, %’am D is 1 3 and ’I’ea -~ E is 0 4. A mini confcre ~ce is formed among "lEarns A, B, 
and C and the three-way tie-breaker is used to break the tie. 

Sce=ario IV - Team A is 3-1, Teams B, C a=d D are 2-2 and Team E is 1-3 
1. If Team A is the highest ranked team in the mini cox~ference~ then it receives the BCS bid, 

2. I£T÷am Ais ranked in the Top 10 teen it recei;,es the BCg bid. 

3. if Tean A is ranked eigl-t or fewer slots behind the highest ranki ~g team in the mini conference~ then it receives 

the B CS bid. 

BCS bid. 

S. lfTeam A does not have the victory m x~ mum, and no teams are ranked, thex~ the BCS Bow] wi]] choose the team 

to receive the BCS bid. 

See :ario V - Teams A~ B. C, D~ and E are 2-2. The highest-ranked team ear:s the BCS bid. if no teams are ranked, then the 
BCS Bowl will choose the team to receive ~he bid. 



Section IX=I. Regular Season. 

Section IX-2. Conference Championship. 

Should the Conference Championship not be completed due to inclement weather or other unforeseen circumstances, 
the re]lowing procedures should be sited to determine t!:e Conference Champion: (Revised: April 2{112) 

1. Low score after completion o£ the same 46 holes by all participants 
2. Lo~, score after completion o-’the same 36 holes by all participants. 

3. Low score after completion of the same 2.7 holes by all participants. 

4. Low score after competion of the same 18 holes hy all participants, 

5. If less that, 18 ::(lles are completed~ there will not be a Conferer, ce Champion named. 

b, Format, The tournament field shall be composed of five entries from each school with the four low scores each day 

to count toward the team championship with the N CAA scoring system being useo.. No extra golfers will be allowed 

to entel: ifzwo or more piayers tie for the i :dividual championskip, a sudden death piayoff wiii be held immediately 

a hat by the coaches at the preceding year’s pre championship meeting. After the first round the team starthg times will 

be detem~ined by tee zeam order of finish each day with the top teams teek:g ogi’last. 



g. Automatic Q.ua[ificatton. Should the Cox!fel:ence Champiox~ship conclude (after 54 holes) and co Champions are 

na~ed, the following procedures should be used to determine the Autocratic Quali±2er: (Adopted: April 2008) 

1. The lowest score between the tied teams’ fif:h players on tl’e qnal day of competition. 

2. The lowest score be tween the tied team’s fifzh players o:: the second day of competition. 

3. The lo~,est score between the tied teams’ [’i f:h piayers on the 5irst day of competition. 

Should the Conference Championship not be played due to inclement weather, the following procedures should be 

used to determine the Automatic Qualifier: (Adopted: October 2005; Revised: April 2009, April 2011 ) 

1. Low score after completion oQhe same 4S holes by all participants. 

2. Low score after complezion off the same 36 holes by all participants. 

ARTICLE X~ GOLF -WOM~N~S 

Section X-1. Regular Season. 

its own option am] discretion during t]ne regular season. 

b, ’rravel Sq~aad. Regular season travel squad shall be limited to seven (7) student-athletes in intra-conference competi- 

tion. (Reviseo.: May 2007, May 2009) 

Section X-2. Conference Championship. 

by a $4 hole medal play tournament to be played on three consecutive days ( 18 hole contest on Friday, 18 hole contest 

on Saturday and 18-hole contest on Sunday) with no rain day and with the understanding that the C]nampioaship wi]] 

cox~c]ude on Su n dap~ over a course selected by the Womex~’s Golf Committee. In case of inc]ement weather, the Games 

Co~mittee has the right to make any adjustments deemed necessary in the championship fore, at. The Women’s Golf 

Co nmittee also will reco nmend the dates for the Cl-ampionsl-ip. A practice round shall be allowed tl-e da’~ preceding 

the first scheduled 18-hole round. 

b. Fermat. Tlne tournament ~ield slnall be composed of five entries f)om each sclnool with tlne fi~ur iow scores eacln day 

to count toward the team championship with the NCAA scoring system being used No extra golfers will be aowed 

to enter. If two or more players tie for the individual championship~ a sudden death playoff will be held immediately 
following completion of the qnal round~ weather and tine permitdng~ (wi~h play starring on a hole ~o be determined by 



the Committee) to determine the winner of the first place award. Ties for other places will remain and duplicate awards 

will be se~t. if a sudde ~ death pla3~offis not possible (e.g. weather, time)~ co champions will be na ned. if two or more 

teams are tied for the team championship~ the Con fore ’_ce champion wiii be deter ni xed by using the tie-breaking pro- 

Pairings. The players will be pah:ed by teams. The relat ve starting times for the first 18 hoe round wi be based on 

previous year’s Conference finish After the first round the team starting ti~es will be determined by the team order of 

finisl- each day wit}- the top teams teeing off last. 

play and/or walk the selected tournament course or use any golf course t)ciiities (including the use of practice areas, 

such as practice greens and range) between the beginning of the academic year for each institution and the first 

practice round of the !Vomen’s Golf Championship. Exceptions include: 

1. Ifd-e team member is a member of~he club/course on which the wo ne~gs golf tournament wi]] be p]a~ed~ she may 

play the course during the time nentioned above. Tean members who are ~oz members of the dub/course are not 
permitted ~o play as guests o[" members during the specified time. 

2. I{ a student-athlete has contracted with the host course professional fhr instructR~nal iessor.s~ she is permitted to 

use the following areas: 
(a) Practice &eas (three weeks prior to the ChampionshiD only the driving range may be used). 

(b) Championship Course (duqng~hefirst semester only). 

Any women’s golf team members wEo practice, play and/or walk the tournament course dm’ing the zime period men- 
tioned above, and are not memhers o[" that club/course, or being instructed by the host course professional, will be de 

elated ineligible ~o compete i~ that season’s Women’s Golf Championship (Adopted: May 2007; Revised: April 2009, 

April 2010) 

Rules. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulatRlns of the USGA. 

g, Automatic O~alification, Should the Conforence Championship not be played due to iridescent weather~ the follow- 
ing proce0.ures shoui0, be used to determine the Automatic Q.uaiifi er: (Adopte0.: October 2005; Revised; April 2012) 

I. Low score after complezion o£the same 45 holes by all participants. 
2. Low score after completion of the same 36 holes hy all participants. 

3. Low score a{}er completion of the same 27 holes by all participants 

4. Low score after completion of’the same 18 holes by all pattie pants, 

5. If 18 holes are not completed by all participants~ the committee will use head-to-head results in tournaments 

duri ~g the year to detenniue tl-e 

6. if still tied, use the szroke difihrential to dezermine the AQ. 
,. If still tied, the average of the Go]fWeek/Sagarin and Golf Star Polls will determine the AQ: 

Section ×1-1. Regular Season. 

a. Scheduling. Each member institution having a men’~ lacrosse team shall play all other member institutRlns having a 



travel squad limit will be reconsidered if any additionai member institutions add the sport of meals lacrosse. (Revised: 

May 2007 May 2009~ April 20 t0~ April 201 t~ April 2013} 

c. Offi¢ials. O£±~cials for Conference games will be contracted and assigned by the o£±iciating coordinator o£ the UgILA. 

d, Rules. Co :1petition will be co :ducted umler the rules aml regulations of the NCAA. 

Section Xb2. Conference Championship. 

a, Date g~ Site, The Conference Men’s Lacrosse Championship will be held two weeks prior to the ±]rst round of the 
NCAA Cha npio ~ship. The site will be rotated, subiect to approval by the Conference. (Revised: April 2013) 

be followed, comparing only the remaining tied teams" conference records, Procedures (2) (S) will only be 

(3) (5) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by" at leas~ o~e tean in procedure (2). 

ship wil] be deter -~ined by this eve ~t. 

e. Travet Squad. The travel squads ~’or the Men’s Lacrosse Championship s!:all be O~e same as the NCAA Championship 

limit. 

Rules. Co npetition will be co :ducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 



ARTICLE X~l. LACROSSE 

Section XH-1. Regular Season. 

Section XH-2. Conference Championship. 

b. Seeding. Seeding f~r the Women’~ Lacrosse Championship will be determined by the regular season Con~brence stand- 
ings I~ case o~’a tie, the ~’ollowing formula will be used: (Revised: May 2007, Apri 2012) 

itead-to-head Coxfference game results among the tied tea~s. 
(a) If three or more tean~s are tied, tl~ e con~bi ~ed ~ecord of confcreuce ganges anmng tl~ e tied teams involved will 

be compiled. T~es will be broken based on winning percentage of the combined conference records~ and tee 
higher winning percentage shall prevail, even if the number of games played against the team or group is un 

equal 
(b) In vhe case of a three or move team tie, ~fprocedure (a) reduces the tie by at l easy one team, procedure (1) will 

be ffollowed, co~apaving only the remaining tied tea~s’ conference records. 
Procedures (2) (S) will only be useo. if the de ca~ ~o~ be ~eo.uced by at least oue team in proceo.ure ( 1 ). 

2. Record versus team(s) occupying tee higher posit~on in the standings (or ~n case of a tie 5or i2~st place~ the next 

highest in the regular season standings and continuing down through the standings untii one team gains an ad 

vantage). %then arriving at anotlner pair of tied teams wlnile comparing records, use each team’s record against the 

collective tied teams as a group (prior to their own tiebreaking procedures), rather thax~ the performance aga x~st 

the individual tied teams. In the case of a three or more tea~ tie~ if procedure (2) reduces the tie by at least one 

team~ p~oceo.me (1) will be %llowed~ comparing only the rcmai ~i ~g tied teams’ coafcrence ~ecords. Procedures 

(3)-(5) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by at least one team in procedure (2). 

3. Goal dil’ferentiai in bead to bead competition among the tied teams (goals for~ minus goais against, maximum 

diff)rence plus five for any one game) 

4. Goal different al x~ Conference games ox~iy (goais for~ minus goals against among the tied teams), 

5. Blind draw. 

be determined by this event, 

d. O fficials. Ch ampionsbip offi cia]s will be assigned by a n approved coordinavor of officials, 



Travel Squad, The travel squads for the Women% Lacrosse Cha-~pionship shall be the same as the NCA2~ Cba~pion- 

ship limit. 

L Rules. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of U.S. Lacrosse with NCAA Championship 

ART!CLE X![!~ ROWING - WOMEN,S 

Section XHI-1. Regular Season. 

participating coaches prior to the competition 

Section Xlll-2. Conference Championship. 

a. Date & Sit~. The Rowing C!:ampionship w]] be held on a date to be determit~ed by t!:e Confevet~ce, If weather cox~ 

ditions do not permit the Championship to be held on the determined date the Championship will be held on the 
following day: The site will be rotated subject to approval by the Co ~rence. 

Travel Squad. Championship travel squad siva]] be limited to thir:y two (32) s:udent athletes i~ ~1 ~irur "~. (Reviseo.: 

May 2009 ) 

e, Jt~dge-Referees. The host institution shall be responsible for selecting the chie£ ref÷ree and his or her cre~ 

A~tomatic Q~aIificatiott, The Automatic Quali~er (AQ) will be awarded to the tean wit2: the hig2:est :umber of 



Section XW-1. Regular Season. 

c. TraveISquad. Regularseason ravelsquadshali eE~dtedt wen y six (26) studen ahletesininracon[:erencec ~* 

petitio= (Revised: Ma? 2007~ May 2009, April 2010, April 20 [ l) 

Rules. Co npetition will be co :ducted under be rnles and regulations oftbe NCAA. 

Section X~V-2. Conference Championship. 

lion tomnament. De alL- fur the conduct of the Championship ~ill be contained in a ma::ual prepared b) the ChainFi 

b. Seeding. Seeding f’or the Championship will be determined by the regular season Conferez~ce standings ut ] zing a 

point system (win = thz’ee points; tie = one point)]. Ties for any seeded position will be broken as follows: (Revised: 

April 2012,) 

1. Head-to-head Co::Serence game results among the tied teams. 

be compiled. Ties will be broken based on points of t]ne combined conlbrence records, and the highest num- 

ber of points sha]] prevail, evez~ if the z~umber o~’games played aga z~st the team or group is uz~equal, 

(b) In the case of a three or ntore team tie, ifprocednre (a) rednces the tie by at least one team, pz’ocedm’e (I) will 

be %llowed~ co apa’ing only the remaining tied tea as’ records. 
Procedures (2)-(5) will only be used if ~he tie ca::::ot be ~educed by at least one team in procedure ( 1 ). 

2, Goal differentia] in games among tied teams (goais for, minus goa]s against), 

3. Goals scored in Co=~brence games among tied teams. 

4. Goals scored in overall Conference games. 

5. Blind draw. 

d. Travel Squad. The ravel squads for the Men s Soccer Championship shall be him ed o wen y two (22,) student at!: 

fetes. (Revised: May 2009) 



e, Rules. Co -1petition will be co Cducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

ARTICLE XM SOCCER ~ WOMEN’S 

Section XV-I~ Regular Season. 

c. Trave| Squad, Regular season travel squads shall be limited to twenty-six (26) student-athletes in intra-conference 

co npetition. (Revised: May 2007~ May 2009) 

e, RMes. Co~apetition will be conducted under the rules and regulations o£ the NCAA 

Complimetttar y Admissiotts, in a:y regular season conference game for which the host institution charges ad nission~ 

the ~ isiting tea~l shall lie provided a maxi~ lure of f:t}y (SO) complimentary admissions at its request, to be used consis 

tent with NCAA regulations. (Adopted: May 2006) 

Section XV-2~ Conference Championship. 

elimination tournament. Details flit the conduct oi" tlne Championship wi]l be contained in a eaanual prepared by the 

Championsb p Manager. 

b. Seeding. Seeding for the Championship will be determined by the regular seaso~ Conference standings [uti]izing a 

point system (win ; three points~ tie ; o:e point)]. Ties for any seeded position will be broken as [ollows: (Revised: 

A[!ri12008, A[!ril 2011, April 2012) 

I. Head to head Confere=ce gaeae results am oag tied teaeas. 

Procedures (2)-(6) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced b,~ at least one tea~a i~ procedure ( 1 ) 



one conforence game will be used). 

goals for any one conforence game willbe use~:. 

Officials. Champiouship ofqcials will be selected~ assig ~ed am coutracted by the Coordinator of Women’s Soccer 

d. Travel Squad. Tlne travel squads ~br the Women’s Soccer Championship shall be twe=ty-fk~ur (24) student-atlnle~es in 

uniform. (Rev sed: May 2009) 

e, Rules. Competitio ~ will be conducted under ~he r tdes and regulations of ~he NCAA. 

Section ×Vl-’l. Regular Season. 

a. Scheduling. Each team will make every attempt to piav a full 28-game conforez’_ce schednie. Conference games shall 
be played as eigh~ three gable series and two ~lid week doubleheaders. Rainouts wili be handled as follows: (Revised: 
April 2013) 
1. If, on the final dave of the series~ a doubleheader or one game plus is to be played, the f:rst game or suspended game 

must be completed by 4:00 p.m. If the first game or suspended game is not completed by 4:00 p.m., the next game 
will not be played uuless mtltually agreed to by both coaches (uo gane nay s~art af:er 6:00 p,m.). 

2. No make-up games are allowed to be played after the last date of the scheduled series. 
3. Any alteration to the originai conference scheduie ~mst be approved through the Conherence office, 

b. Travel Squad. Regldar season travel squads for softba]] shall be lira ted to vwex~vy (20) student at!: etes in intra confer 

ence competition. (Revised: May 2007~ May 2009) 

Halted-Game Rule. The halted game ru]e w01 be used for all Conferex~ce play 

Section XVl-2. Conference Championship. 

the Conference Women’s Softball Committee, subject to approva by the Conference, This sve wil be rotated subject 
to approval by the Conference. (Revised: April 2008) 



b. Seeding. Seedi cg will be based ou ;*iuning percentage for all Couference games. If, after figuriug percentages, two or 

more teams are tied~ the following procedures will be used to break the ties: (Revised: Aprii 20 

1. Two Teams Tie. 

(a) Head-to-head competitiom 

(b) C~m~are each veam~s rec~vd versus teams ~ccu~ying tEe highest ~siti~n (~r ~ case ~f a tie for ~rst p~ace, the 

nevt highest in the regular season standings and counting down through the stand~ngs until one team gains 
an adva :rage). Wheu arrivi :g at another pair of tied teams ~*hile compari :g records, use each team’s record 

agaktst the collective tied teams as a group (prior to their own tie-b~eaking p~ocedu~es), rather than the per- 

5ormance against the individual tied teams, 

(c) Run differential comparison between two tied teams. 

(d) A coin flip will be administered by tee Conference Office, 

2. Multiple T~e (more than two teams tying at a position). 

(a) Head to head competitiom 

(l) if three or more teams are tied. the combined record of conference games among the tied teams involved 
wi]] he compiled. Ties will be broken based on the combined conference records, and the higher winning 

percentage shall prevail, even if the number of games played against the team or group is unequah 

(2,) 1~ the case ~f a three ~ m~e team ~ie, if pr~cedure (a) reduces the t e by at ~eas~ ~ne team, pr~cedure (a) 

will be followed~ comparing only tee remaining tied teams’ conference records. 
Procedure (b) and (c) will only be useo. if tl-e tie ca~ ~ot be *eo.uced by at least one team in proceo.ure (a). 

(b) Record versus teams occupying the highest position (or in case of a de for first place, the next highest in tee 

regular season standings and continuing down through the standings untii one team gains an advantage). 

When arriving at another pair of tied ~eams while comparing records~ use each team’~ record agains~ tbe col 
iect ve tied teams as a group (prior to their own tie breaking proceures)~ rather than the performance aga x~st 

the individual tied teams 

(c) Coin flip. 

be determined by this event (Revised: April 2008, April 2013) 

Umpires. Championship mnpires will be nominated and selected b~ the Coordinator of Softball Officials. 

the highes~ seed remaining in tl-e Championship after tl-e most recently completed full day of competition will be the 

automatic qualifier to the NCAA Championship. (Adopted: April 2009) 

ARTICLE XVH. SWIM~VI~NG & DIV{NG - MEN’S/WOmEN’S 

Section XVII-1. Regular Season. 



b. Travel Squad. Regular sense : travel squads shall be limited to twenty four (24) stude :~ athletes in intra conference 

co:’apetition. Men’s a::d wome::’s divers shall count one-half. (Revised: May 2007, May 2009) 

Section XVll-2. Conference Championship. 

to NCAA qualif~cation~ or one mo=th prior to fine NCAA Swimming & Divi=g Champions]nips at a site to be deter- 
mined (Revised: October 2010, April 2012) 

c. Officials. Referees judges and other Championship officials will be contracted through the Cont)reace Office with 
prior approvai of the Cox~ference Swimming & Diving Corn mittee. 

Travel Squads. The travel squads for the Men’s a~d Wome gs Swimming & Diving Cha npionships shall follow the 

guidelines outii::ed in the NCAA Championship Handbook. Men’s and women’s divers shall count as one half ( [/2). 

(NCAA Revision: 2.008) 

e. Travel to Championship Site. Trave wil be restricted as fol ows: 

No teams will miss class prior to the initial day of cha~pionship competition E~ceptions must be approved by the 
institution’s faculty athletics rep’esentative, athletics directo" and senior woman administrator and kept on file by 

the institutio::. (Revised: May 2006, May 2011 ) 

f. RMes. Co~apetition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA 

g. Facility Regtflations. Each institution desiring to host zhe Swimming and Diving Champio ’-ships shall certify to the 

s]nali be used at the Champions~:ip~. 

Section XVIH=I. Regular Season. 

b. Inclement ~Veather Poficy; (Revised: April 2012) 

I. If raiMng, wait to determi=e if the m~td: can be co=tinued outdoor. I~it cannot~ 
2. Move the match indoors (schools wth the availability of indoor courts within one !:our’s dr ving distance should 

make prior arrangements when playing a distant Conference member over three hour’s driving disvance) If indoor 



courts are not available; 

3. Complete the match the next day, if possible, If this is not Ceasible, the hatch should be rescheduled. No makeup 

tennis matches wdl be allowed to be played after the Sunday precedi :g the Conference "[~ : :is Cha npio :ships. 

Trax,e[ Squad. Regular season trax-e] squads shall be ]hnited to ten (10) student athletes in intra cox~f~rence compet 

tion (Revised: May 2007 May 2,009) 

e. RMe~. Cempetitio= will be conducted under the rules anti regulations of tbe NCAA and the ITA All Cont)reace 
matd~es will use the regular scoring system, A minimum of six (6) [TA officials will be at every conference tennis 

match. (Revised: May 2008) 

Section NVlll-2. Conference Championship. 

a. Date & Site. The Menk Tennis Chaeapio=sbip will be held the last weekend in April (Thursday-Su=day), or the last 

spring weekend prior to the beginning of tl~e earliest ~’ina] exam period of a member institution, whichever occurs ast, 

The site will be at a £acilit y suitable for a combined men’s and wo~en’s cha~pionship 

Seeding. Seeding for the Men’s Tennis Championship ,a4 be determin ed by the regldar season Con ferex!ce stax~dix~gs 

(utilizing a point system~ not percentages (win = one pointj loss = zero points). In case of a tie~ the following formula 

will be used: (Revised: May Z006~ April 2012) 

Head-zo-head co npetition results among t2:e zied teams. 

among the tied teams inw)ived will be co~apiied Ties will be broken based on accumu]atio= ofpoir,~s ar, d the 

hgher number of points sha] pre~:ai], even if the number of competitions played aga ~st the team or group is 

(b) In the case of a tEree or note team de, if proceo.ure (a) reduces the tie by at least on team, procedure ( 1 ) wil] 

be 5ollowe d, co :tparing only the remaining tied teams’ points. Procedures (2)-(4) will only be used if the tie 

cannot be reduced by at least one team in procedure (1). 

2. Points versus team(s) occupying tbe higber positio= in tbe standings {or in case of a tie {k~r first place~ the =eat 

rage). The higher number of points shall prevail~ even if the number of competitions played against the team or 

group is unequal 

(a) When arriving at another pair of tied teams while comparing points~ use eat/: team’s points against the collec- 

tive tied teams as a group (prior to their own tie breaking procedures), rather than the performance against 

the individua] tied teams 

(b) When comparing points against a six~gle team or group of teams, fl~e hgher number of points shall prex’ail, 

even if the number of cow, petitions played againsz a team or group is unequal If the points of tee vied teams 

an a&,antage. 

3. Tt~tal number of ACC individual matrixes won (the doubies matches one point; singles matches one point). 



e. Off~clals. Officials fi)r tee TenMs Championship sb ali be assig.-,ed by the CoordL-,ator of Tennis O~icials. 

f. Travel Sq~ad. The travel squads £or the Men’s Tennis Championship shall be the same as the NC&A Championship 
limits. 

g. Rules. Competition will he conducted under the ruies arid regulations of the NCAA and flxe ITA, MI Conference 

matches will use the regular scoring system. 

A~tomati¢ Q.o alificat ion. Should tee Con~el’ence Championship not be played due to inc’.ement weathe;, the highest 

seed re naining in the Championship a~ the suspension oCplay will be the Automatic Q.ualiqer ~o the NCAA Cha npi 

onship. (Adopted: _april 2008) 

ART{CLE X!X~ TENN!$- WOMEN,S 

Section XVlll-1. Regular Season. 

make-ups being scbeduled~ when reaso.-,able, between tee two competing teams %then ~ onfere*-4escl~ools play easb 

other on consecuvive days, if here is a ~,:00 p,m. or later orig x~al start time on the first day, the second day’s match mav 

not start befm’e I:00 p~l., unless agreed upon by the coaches. (Adopted: April 2013) 

b, Irtclement Weather Policy; (Revised: April 2012) 

waited u*-,til a matcb should be moved i~door. By the 90 minute mark, there mu~t be three available courts to play 

on if the match is to be played outdoor Warm up should be completed with x~ this 90 minute w x~dow, If a match 

has already begun~ and inclement weather suspends pla> a maximu~ of 60 minutes may be waited before continu- 
ing outdoor or moving indoor. These tine ]imits may be altered provided that both coaches mutually agree. If tl~e 

2. Move the match indoors (schoo]s with the availability of indoor courts within one hour’s driving distance shou]d 

ma ke prior arrangements wb en playing a distant ( on~brence mem bet over three hour’s driving distance). In wom- 

en’s tennis, it is required that three (3) courts be available before starting or cont xming a match indoor. If indoor 

courts are not available; 
3. Comp]ete the match the next day, if possible. If this is not ccasible, tl~e hatch shou]o, be rescl~eduled. No makeup 

tennis matches will be allowed to be played after the Sunday precediz’-g the Conference "~>z’-z’-is Champioz’-ship s. 

c. Trave[ Squad. Regular season travel squads shall be ]hnited to ten (10) stu~qent athletes in intra cox~5~rence compet 

tion (Revised: May 2007 May 2009) 

e. Rule~. Competitio.-, will be conducted under the rules and regulations of tbe NCAA and the ITA All ConIwence 



matches will use the regular scoring system. A minimum of six (6) ITA officials will be at every conference tennis 

maid1. (Revised: May 2008) 

Section XVIII-2. Conference Championship. 

a. Date&Site. The Women’s Tennis Championshipwillbeheldthe asvweekendinApril(WednesdaySunday),or the 

last spring weekend prior to tbe beginning o£ the earliest final exam period of a member institution~ whicbever occurs 

last. The site will be at a facility suitable fo. a combined meu’s and women’s champiouship. 

c. Seeding. Seeding for the V~omen’s Tennis Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference stand- 
ings (utilizing a poiut system, ~o~ perceutages (win o~e poi~i loss zero points), iu case of a tie, the followi ~g fur 

mula will be used: (Revised: May 2006~ April 2012) 

1. Head ~o head cow,petition results among the ~ied teams. 

(a) If three or more teams are tied (utilizing tln e point system), ~he corn blued points of coM)rence competitions 
among the tied teams invoived will be comp ied. Ties will be broken based on accu mulat ox~ o~’po x~vs axed the 

higher nu~ber of points sball prevail even if the number o£co~petitions played against the team or group is 

d. BaH/Court Surfaces. it wi]] be the respo ~sibili~y of the Cha -~pionship director to inform the coaches of the sur~ace. 
Tennis balls used in zhe Cha :tpionship s2:allbe the balls specified in the Co :ference Tennis ball co :zract. 

e. O ft~¢ials. Officials ~)~r the TeaMs Championship sln ali be assig=ed by the Coordi=ator of Tennis O~?icials. 

f. Travel Squad, TEe travd squads for the ~\~men’s Tennis Championship shall be the same as tbe NC.~ Championship 
limits. 

g. Rules. Competition will be conducted under the ruies and regulations of the NCAA and the ITA. MI Conference 

matches will use the regular scoring system. 



Section XX-1. Regular Season. 

its own option and discretion during the regular season. 

b, Tra~dSqt~ad, Regularseaso: raMsquadssballbebm*ed o h*r y-e~g_: 38) szudent-atEietesfm’menandforty(40) 
student athletes for women in intra con~’erence co~ ~petition. (Revised: May 20{)7, May 2009) 

Section XX-2. Conference Championship. 

a. Date & Site. The [Moor "r"ack & Field Championsl-ip will be held two weeks prior to the NCAA indoor Track and 

Fidd Championships. The Outdoor ’l?ack & Field Championship wili be heid zhe ’-ext to the lasz weekend in April 
(Thursday Saturday) or the last weekend prior to the beginning of the final exam peri(~d of a member institution, 

whichever occurs earlier. (Revised: May 200{5) 

and Outdoor Track & Fidd Championships will follow as per the NCAA Men’s!~% men’s Track & Field 

Champions!: p Handbooks. 

May 2006, Ma~ 2009) 

f. RMes. Competitio:wiilbeconducedunder hernlesandregulation~-ofzbeNC.%~,.. 

O, RTiCLE XXL VOLLEYB#~LL - WOMEN’S 

Section XXI-’J. Regular Season. 

a. Scheduling. Each member institution havng a ~ome~’s Volleyball tean shall play a 20-game regu]a season c(m~er- 
ence schedule, Each match will be the best three (3) of rqve (S) games. (Revised: Aprl 2008) 

b. Travel Squad. Regular season travel squads for Womeu’s Volleyball shall be limited to fiRee ~ (15) student athletes in 



intra-conference competition. (Revised: May 2007, May 2009) 

e, A~tomati¢ Q_ualifieation. The NCKA automatic qualification will be determined by conference winning percentage 
during the regular seaso ~. If the institution with the highest wiuuiug percentage is uot eligible fur NCAA postseason 

competition, the inszitution with the nexz highest winning percentage, which is eligible for postseaso:: competition~ 
will earn automatic qualification and will be named Conference Champion. In the event of a tie, the following proce 

dure will be used: (Revised: April 2009, April 2012) 

1. Head ~o head results between ted teams. 

2. Head-to-head game results between tied teams 

3. Head to head point differeutial betweeu tied teams. 

4. Compare mat& record against the highest ranked oppo :ent conti :ui :g dow: until one team gai:s an advantage. 

If still tied, 

5. Coin flip or blind draw if more than two teams are tied. 

ARTICLE NXH. WRESTLING 

Section XXII-1. Regula~ Season. 

Section XXlI-I. Conference Championship. 

a. Date & Site. The Conference Wrestling Championship will be a one day meet (Saturday or Sunday)~ held two weeks 
prior to the NCAA Division [ Cbampio ~ships. The site will be rotated among participatiug iustitutious. (Revised: 

April 2008) 



will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by at least one individual in procedure (I) 
2. W~n ]oss percentage of all common oppone ~ts (conference an0. non conference). 

(a) Ties will be broke:: based on winning percentage o£ the combined conference and non-conference records, 

and the higher winning percentage shall prevail, even if the number of matches against the individuai or group 

Co::Serence CEampio::ship. 

d. Format. The Con ferer, ce R~rmat will be consistent with the NCAA D~vision I R~rmat. 

e, Officials. Championship officials will be nominated and selected by the Gommittee on %~restiing. 

Squad. The travel squads for the Wrestik:g Championship shall be limited zo twelve (12) stude::z-azhletes in 

uniR/rm. (Revised: May 2009) 

g. Rules. Competition will be cox~dltcted under the rules and regular otis o~’NCAA. 

Section X×IIM. AIbACC Academic Teams. 

All-A( C Academic ~eams will be sd e;ted for those sports i~ which tlne Confererx e designates a ~o~fhrence cln ampion. The 

tea ms will be seiected by a special committee comprised of Cox~Serence office s t aS~’. 

"1o be e]igible %r co :sideration in all sports other tha: men’s a:o. women’s basketball, men% and wome :% swimming and 

wrestii ’-g, a stude ’-z-athlete must have ear ’-ed a 3.00 grade point average for the previous semester and mai ’-zained a 3.00 

cumulati~ e average during his/her academic career. 



L~ ~en’s and women’s basketball men’s and women’s swimming and wrestling~ a student-athlete must have earned a 3.00 

grao.e point average for the i nmediately preceding tall semester and naintained a 3.00 cumtllative grade point average 

during his/her academic career. 

ail sports, graduate students must have a cumulative und ergraduate GPA of 3.00 or greater and at ]east a 350 or greater 

graduate schoo in order to be considered for ax~ All ACC Academic Team 

Throughout the selection process primary consideratio : will be accoro.ed to the student athlete’s athletic acco -~plishme :~s 

during t2:e current at2:ietic season. Faii sports teams released by mid-January. Wi :zer and Spring sports teams released by 

last week in June. 

The maximum sze of each team is as follows: Baseball 40; Basketbail (Me~) approx. 10 15; Basketball (Women) approx. 

I0-15~ Cross Conntry (Men) 20; Cross Country (Women) 20) Field Hockey 30~ Football approx. 50) Goi£ (Men) 20 Golf 

(Women) 201 Indoor ’IYack & Field (Men) 10; i ~door ’Frad~ & Field (Women) 10; Lacrosse (Men) 30; Lacrosse (Women) 

30; Rowing 30; Soccer (Men) 30; Soccer (Wo hen) 40; Softball 30~ Swi riming & Diving (Men) 40; Swimming & Diving 

(Women) 40; Tennis (Men) 20; Tennis (Women) 20; Outdoor Track & Fidd (Men) 40; Outdoor Track & Fieid (Women) 
40; Volleyball 30; ~%’estling 20 (Revised: May 200{5 May 2007, October 2007~ October 2008) 

Section XXllb2, Scholar-Athlete of the Year Award. 

a. Football One football stude :t-athlete will be recognized as t2:e ACC Schdar-Athle~e of t2:e ~’ear aml will receive t2:e 

institution’s Academic Advisors. TEe criteria f~r seiecti=g tlne award recipients are as f~dlows: 
1. Candidates must be a sex~ or ~’ootball studex~v athlete 

2. The award will be based on 50% academic achieve~ent and 50% athletic achievement. 

c. Criteria for Naming the Award. Only ACC Schoiar-Athlete of the Year Awards are eligible to be named. Each award 
may !:ave multiple names. (Adopted: May 2009) 

I. Eligibility is not limited to any speci±2c group(s). 

2. The official no ni ~ation will originate from the nember institution where ~he ~ominee was ias~ in a positio ~ of 

3. A minimum period of two years must pasa (t}l)~ ~ when the nominee vacated his/her position) hefore an individual 



A non~inee should be one whose reputation exceeds that of a sports celebrity The nominee should be renowned 

for exceptional personal qualities, such as character~ leadersl-ip, integriD5 ~ational influe ~ce, and for excelle ~ce in 

intercollegiate athletics. The ’-o ni ’-ee should have demo ’-strafed a commitme ’-t to academic and ati’-ietic hala ’-ce. 

the sports arena. 

d. Process for Naming the Award, (Adopted: May 2009) 

1. A %rmal nominatio ~ will be submitted to the Office oQhe Commissio ~er by the nomi ~ee’s institution. 

2. The specific sport committee (to which the award would potentially be named) will be advised of all relative 

e. Men’~ Basketball. The ACC Me=% Basketball Scholar-Athlete of the Year will be offlcially named the "Skip Presser 

W~me~’s Basketball, The ACC Women’s Basketball Scholar Athlete o~the Year will be officially named the "Kay Yuw 
Award7 (Adopted: 2008-09) 

g. FI)otbalL The ACC Football Scholar-At~ziete of the Year will be off~cially named the "jim Tatum Award." (Editorial 

Revision: 2010) 

k. Men’sGolL TheACCMen’s Golf Scholar Ath]eteoftheYhar awardwillbeofficiailynamedthe"RodMyersAward2 

Section XXIII-3. ACC Sportsmanship Award. 

One female and one male ACC student athlete will be awarded the ACC Sportsmanship Award annua]]yz Additionally a 

team could also be selected if warranted NCAA Sportsmanship Award qualification criteria will be used in selecting 
nominees am award recipients. (Adoptec.: October 2008) 

Section XXIR=4. Conference Awards. 

The Commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference is instructed to purchase such plaques and trophies as are necessary 
for Conference championships (including the Confcre ~ce plaques a~arded for excellence in scholarship and athletics) as 

a A plaque shall be awarded to a senior male and senior t)maie of each institution for eacelleace in scholarslnip and ath- 
letics, and these awards will be presented at Commencemex~t or an appropriate awards da?~ 

b. The Conference will provide an award for All Conference, Freshman of the Yha*~ Player(s) of the Yhar and Coach of the 

Year in all sports, l~or additional Conference amhorized awards, see individual sport. 

c All teams that tie as the ACC Cont)rence champion will be awarded troplnies. (Adopted: May 2006) 



Section XXIU-5. Al~-Conference Teams. 

a. Baseball, Field Hocke); Soccer~ Volleyball, Lacross% Golf, SoFtbal[~ Tennis And Rowing. If four schools pattie 

ipate in a sport, a ±~rst team (based on the number of student-athletes on the field/court/boat) wi2 be named. I£ five 

sd-ools participate in a sport~ a first lean plus 25% (based oi tl-e mmber of student ati-letes on ~he field/court/boat) 

will be named, if six schools participate in a sport, a first team plus 50% (based on t2:e number of student-athletes on 

the field/court/boat) will he named, B’ se~en, eight, nine or ten schools participate in a sport, a first and second team 

(based on tln e number of student-at::ietes on t::e f~eldicourtiboat) will be named If eiet e:, or more scln ools participate 

in a sporv, a f:rst, second, and t!:rd team (based on t::e number of student athletes on t::e field/court/boat) will be 

b, Swimming~ Track, Cross Cotmtry And Wrestling. The All-Co ’_ference tean will be based on the student-athlete’s 

place at the ACC Clxampionsbip. (Revised: May 2009) 

Changes. Any cbax!ges to the ahove policies must be recommended to the Awards Committee. (Revised: May 2009) 

Section XXIH-6, BasebML 

Awards authorized and presented hy the Conference for Basebaii are as 5oilows: (Revised: Octoher 2005, May 2007, Oc 

tober 2007) 

40 
48 

35 

2 

All ACC Academic Team 

All-Conference Team (First, Second and Third Team; t0 members per team) 

lareshman of ~he Year Award (true freshman only) 

Pitcher of the Year 

a, All-Conference "ream. The Afi-Conference Baseball Team wifi be selected by a vote of the head coaches. Three (3) 

sixteen (16) member teams will be announced as Prst~ second am tbird team, including the foiiowi ig specific positions 

for each team: first baseman, second basema :, third base nan. shortstop, catche~, outfielder (3), starti :g pitcher (3), 

relief pit~her~ DH/Utility player and three (3) at large selections,(Reviaed: May 2007) 

head coaches. 

c. Player of the Year. The Baseball Player of t2:e Year wiii he selected hy a vote of the head coaches. 

d. Pitcher of the Year. T::e Basebaii Pitclner of the "~bar will be selected by a vote of t::e ::ead coaches. 

e, Coach ofthe Year. The Baseball Coach of the ~>ar will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

L All-Tournament Team. The Baseball All-Tournament Team wifi be selected hy a vote of the media in atte ’-dance. An 



eleven ( 1 ~ ) men~ber team, by position and including the ~,P713 will be named. 

Champi~ttshi~ M~st Va~ab~e P~ayer~ The Baseball Championship M~st Valuable Player will be sdected by a vote ~f 

Section XXIII-7. Basketball - Men’s. 

Awar0.s autho’ized a~d presented by the Conference %" Men’s Basketball are as follows: (Revised: October 200& October 

2007; Editorial Revision: 2008) 
10 1S All ACC Academic Team 

I 5 AII-Con~hrence Team (First, Second, Third Team) 

S All Freshmen Team 

5 All-Defensive Team 

1 Defensive Player of tl-e Year 

1 Rookie of the ~Cear 

1 Player of the Year 

a, All-Conference Team, One All-Conference Men’s Basketball Team will be selected by the Atlantic Coast Spot ts Media 
Association (ACSMA). A second All Conference "learn will be selected by the head toadies, l~irst~ second and third 

teams will be named. (Revised: May 2012) 

b. A~l-Freshmett Team. One Men’s Basketball All-Freshman Team will be selected by ACSMA A second All-Freshman 
Team will be selected by th e h ead coaches. (Revised: May 2012) 

All-Defensive "ream. O~e Men’s Basketball All De~nsive 2~am [five (5) members] will be selected by ACSMA. A 

second All-Defensive Team will be selected by the head coaches. (Revised: May 2012) 

Player oftheYear. One Men’s Basketball Player oftlne "~har will be selected by ACSMA. A second Player of the Year will 
be se coted by the head coaches (Revised: May 201 Z) 

h. All-Tournamettt Team. One Men’s Basketball All-Tournament Team will be voted by select media in attendance. Ten 



(10) members will be announced as a first and second team. A second All-Tournament Team will be selected by tfie 
head coaches. (Revised: Ma’~ 2012) 

Most s.raluable Player. The Men’s Basketball Championship Most Valuable Player will he sdected by a vote of media in 

atte=d.ance anti is i=cluded in the te=-member Ail-Touraament team. 

Section XXlll-8, Basketball - Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Women’s Basketball are voted on by a Blue Ribbon Panel~ w2:ich 
consists of coaches and media familiar with women’s basketball, and are as follows: (Revised: May 20t)4, October 2003, 

Ma,~ 2007~ October 2007, May 2008 May 20 [ 2) 

I0 IS All ACC Academic Team 

15 All-Conference Team ( 10-member First team~ 5-member Second team) 

S All Freshmen 2~am 

5 All-Defensive "Dam 

1 Rookie of the Year 

I Defensive Player of t::e Year 

I Sixth P]ayer of th e Year 

1 Player of the Year 

l Coach of tl-e Year 

1 Cha npionship Team ’lbophy 
25 Individual Awards for Members of ~he Winning Team 

10 All-Tournament Team (First and Second Team; S people per team) 

I Champ onship Most Valuable Player 

1 Regular Season Cfiampionship Trophy 
1 Scholar Athlete of the Year (Kay Yew Aware.) 

a. All-Canference Team. The Ail Conference Women’s Basketball Team wili be selected hy the Blue Ribbon Panel. A 

second Aii-Confere=ce Team will be sdected by tlne head coaches Fiffee= (15} members will be announced as a first 

(10 members) and second (5 members) team. (Revised: May 2012, October 2.012) 

b. All-Freshmen "ream. The Women’s Basketball All Freshmen ’Pca’~ (five (S) members) will be selected by the Blue 
Ribbon Panel. A secoml All-Freshma : ’lbam wifi be selected by zhe head coaches. (Revised: October 2012) 

c. All-Defensive Team. The ~’~roraen’~ Basketball All-Defensive Team (~ve (5) members) will be selected by the head 

Rookie of the Year, The We -~en’s Basketball Rookie of the Year will be selected by the Blue Ribbo ~ Panel. A second 
Rookie of the Fear will be selected by the head coaches. (Revised: October 20t2) 

e. DefensivePlayeroftheYear. Tlne~gomen’sBasketbaiiDe{)nsiveFlayero~’theYearwillbeselectedb,~ tlnebeadcoach- 

es, (Adopted: May 2004) 

Sixth Player of the Year. The Wome~Ps Basketball Sixth Player of the \’ear will be selected by the head coaches. (Ad 

opted: May 2007) 

g. Player of the Year. Tlne Women’s Basketball Player of the Year will be selected by the Blue Ribbon Pane1 A second 



Player of the ~.~ar will be selected by the head coaches. (Revised: October 2012) 

Coach of the Year, The Women’s Basketball Coacb of tlze kt, ar will be sdectecz by t2ze Biue ~bbon Panel A second 

Coach of the Year will be se]ected hy the head coaches. (Revise�: October 2012) 

All-T~urname~t Team. The Women’s Basketball Ali Tournamex~t %am will be selected by a vote of the media in atten 

dance. Ten (10) members w~ll be announced as a first and second team 

}lost ~l~ab~ Play,r. The Women’s Basketball Championship Most Vaiuabie Player wiii be selected by a vote of me- 
dia in attendance and is included in the ten member All T¢}urnament team. 

Section XXIIi-9, Cross Country - Men’s/Women’s. 

Awar0.s attthorized and presente0, by the Conference for Me~’s and Womens Cross Country are as follows: (Revised: Oc 

tober 2007) 
20 

] 

AII-Con~hrence Team - men and women 

Coach of the Year - men and women 

Cha npionship Team "l’ophy men and women 

[::dividual Awards for Members of the Winning "[>am - men az~d womez~ 

Individual Second Place - men and women 

b. Freshmatt ofthe Year. The Men’s and ~.Vomen’s Cross Countr y Freshman of the Y÷ar will be the first men’s and women’s 

cross cotl ~ry stude ~ athletes to c’oss tl~e finish ii~e at the Co ~rence c1-ampio ~ship. 

tire head coaches. 

Perf~rmer ~fthe }&ar~ The Men~s and ~V~me~,s Cr~ss C~untry Perf~r~er ~f the Year wi11be se~ected by a v~te ~the 
respective }~ead coaches. 

Section XXlll=lO. Fie~d Hockey. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Field Hockey are as ffollows: (Revised: October 200& October 

200;) 
30 AII-ACC Academic Team 

22 All Conherence Team (First and Second Team; 11 members per teml) 

I Freshman of the Year Award (true fYesbman only) 

I Offensive Player of the ~fear 

1 Defensive Player of the Year 



3O 

Coach of the Year 

Cha -lpionship Team "l’ophy 

E’-dividu al Awards for Members of zhe Winning 

( hampionsbip Most Valuable Player 

Regular Season Championship Trophy 

Scholar-Athlete of the ~>ar 

a, AI~C~nf~re~ceT~am~T~e~ie~dH~ckeyA~-C~nferez‘~ceTeamwillbesdeczedbyav~te~ftheheadc~aches.Azwen- 

ty two (22) memher team wiB consist o[" the top ten (10) vote recipients and the top goalkeeper heing designated as 

first team, and the next ten (10) tote recipients plus the second goalkeeper bei=g designated as second team 

b, Freshmart of the Year, The Field ttockey Freshman of the ~%ar must be a true fi-eshman and will be selected by a vote 

c. Offensive Player of the Year. The Field Hockey Offensive Piayer of the Year will be selected hy a vote of the head 

Defensive Player of the Year, The Field Hockey Defensive Player of the ~>ar will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

e. Coach ofttte Year. The Field Hockey Coach of the Year wiB be seiected by a vote el’the bead coaches. 

All-Tournamer~t Team. The Field Hockey All Tournament Team wB be se coted by a vote of the head coaches. An 

eleven (I 1) member team, including the MVP, will be named Two (2) members fi’om each of the losing teams in the 

se niqnals, ~hree (3) members from the runner up ~ean oft1"e Championship game, and four (I) nembers, including 

the Championship MV[~ from the winner of the Champio:’-ship game. (Revised: April 2008) 

g. Mr~stValuablePlayer. TheFidd HockeyChampionshipMostVaiuabiePlayerwillbedeterminedbyavoteofthehead 

Section XXIII-I~. Football 

Awards authorized and presented hy the Conference for Football are as follows: (Revised: October 2t)05, October 2007; 

Editorial Revision: 2008) 

S0 

50 

All ACC Academic Team 

All-Conference Team (First and Second team 25 members per team) 

Rookie of ~he \’ear 

Offensive Rookie of zhe ~Caar 

Del’enaive Rookie of the Year 

Offhnsive Player of the Year 

Defensive Player of the Year 

Player o£the Y÷ar 

Coach of tl-e Year 

Most Courageous Award (Brian Piccolo Award) 

Senior Schoiar Athlete Award (Jim Tartan Award) 

Most Outstanding Bhx:ker Award (Jacob’s Blocking Trophy) 



Divisional Championship Trophies (Atlantic and Coastal) 

Cha npionship Team "Dophy 

Championship MVP ’I~’ophy 

Championship Most Valuable Player Trophy-. The most valuable player oftbe Championship game is cbosen by se- 
lected members oQbe meda, 

Awards authorized and presented lly the Conference flit Men’s Go]fare as 5ollows: (Revised: October 2007) 

20 

7 

AII-ACC Academic Team 

All Conference Team 

Freshman of the Year (true freshman only) 

Player oQhe \’ear 

Coach of tee Year 

Cha~ ~pionsbip Team Trophy 

D, dividual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 



Individual Champion 
i mividual Second Place 

~::dividual Third Place 

Sctlolar Atidete of the Year (Rod Myers Award) 

a. All-Conference Team. The Mex!’s Golf All Cox~’erence Team will be determ x~ed by a vote of the toadies. A twelve 

(12) member team will be nan~ed The individual medalist in the Conference cEampionship is an automatic All-Con- 

ference team member. (Revised: May 2007) 

c. Player of the Year. The Men’s Golf Player of the ~>ar will be selected by a vote of the head coaches 

d. Coach of the Year. The Men’s Golf Coach of the Yea~ willbe deter nined by a vote of the head coaches. 

Section XXlIb13. Golf - Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Women’s Golf are as follows: (Revised October 2007) 
20 

7 

All ACC Academic Team 
All-Co£erence Team 

I Sob olaf At!:iete of the 5~-ar 

a. All-Con[~rence Team. ’FEe Women’s Golf All-Conference "[>am will be determined by a vote of the coaches. One 

twelve (12) ~ ~emher team will be named. The indMduai ~ ~edalist in the Conference Cha~ ~pionsbip is an automatic 

All-Cont)re~ce Team member (Revised: May 2007) 

c. Player of the YeariFhe Women’s Golf Plat er of :he Year will he selected by a vote of tl- e i- ead coaches, 

Section XXlll-14. Lacrosse - Men’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference fl}r Men’s Lacrosse are as follows: (Revised: October 200S, May 2007, 
October 2007, Apt 2011) 

30 AII-ACC Academic Team 



40 

Freshman of the Year (true fi’eshman only) 

Offensive Player oQhe \’ear 
Defensive Player of tl:e Year 

a. All-ConferenceTeam. TheMen’sLacrosseA1 Confere~ceTCamwi]]bedeterminedbyavoteoftheheadcoac!:es An 
eighteen (18) member teamwiilbe named 

Offensive Player of the Year. The Men’s Lacrosse O~’fens ve Payer of the ~¢ear will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

Section XXIU-15. Lacrosse - Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference 5or Wo~ ~en’s Lacrosse are as foliows: (Revised: Octoher 200S~ May 
2007~ October 2007, April 20 t l ) 
30 

24 

34 

All ACC Academic Team 

All-Conference Team (First and Second Team) 12, members per team) 

l~reshman of the \’ear (true freshman o~iy) 
Offensive Player of the ~ar 

Defensive Player of the Year 



a. All-Conference ’ream, The Women’s Lacrosse All Conference ’I?am will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 
Two tweive (12) member teams will be named. 

b. Freshn~an ofth e Year. The ~VomerJs Lacrosse Freshman o~’the Year eaust be a true @esheaan a=d will be seiected by a 

vote of th e head coaches. 

Section XXlll-16. Rowing - Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Women’s Rowing are as follows: (Revised: May 2006~ October 

2007) 

30 All ACC Academic Team 

t8 All-Co :fvrence Team (First aml Secoml ’I?am; nine me :tbers per team) 

1 Varsity Crew of ~he "~har (5 or 9 individt~al awards) 

[ Freshman of the Year (true fi:esbman or, iy) 

I Coach of t!~e Year 

t Cha~pionship Team Trophy 

38 i ~dividual Awarc.s for the Winning Team 

t Award for Earl: Event C2:ampio : (5 or 9 individuai awards) 

1 Scholar Athlete of the Year 

a, All-Ca~ference Team. T!:e Women’s Rowing All Cox~ference Team will consist o~" an eighteen (18) member team 
(First Team and Second Team; nine me~abers per team) selected by the head coaches. 

b, Varsity Crew of the Year The Crew of the Year will be selected b} a ~ote of the head coaches. 

c. Coach of the Year. Tln e C(~ach of t~:e Year wiil be selected by a vote of tln e ]n ead coaches. 

d, Freshma~ of the Year, The Freshman of the "~ar must be a true freshman and will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

Section XXIH-17. Soccer - Men’s. 

~a~wards authorized and presented by the Conference for Meffs Soccer are as follows: (Revised: October 2005~ October 



30 AII-ACC Academic Team 

3~, All Coxefe]:ence Team (Pirst, Second and Third Team; I I members per team) 

II All-Freshmen Team (true freshmen only) 

1 lareshman of ~he \’car (true freshman o~iy) 

I Offensive Player of the ~ar 

1 Defensive Player of the Year 

a, Ml-Conference Team. The Mee/s Soccer All-Conference Team will be determined by a vote of the head coaches. 

A thirty three (33) member team will co ~sist of the top ten (10) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the ~op 

goalkeeper being desig :ated as ~-rst team~ the next ten (10) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the second 

goalkeeper being designated as second team, and the next ten (10) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the third 

goalkeeper being designated as the tlnird team. 

b, All-Freshmett’I’eam, TheMen’sSoccerAll-FreshmenTeam[eleven (lI)members mustbe~ruefreshmenandwillbe 
selected by a vote of the head coadaes. 

d. Offensive Player of She Year. The Men% Soccer Offensive Player of tee Year will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

Section XXIlI-18. Soccer - Women’s. 

Award.~ authorized and presented by tlne Con~hrence fbr Women’s Soccer are as fbllows. (Re,Ased: October 2005, October 

2007) 

40 AII-ACC Academic Team 

33 All Co ~rerence ’I}am (lairs~, Second~ a~d Third ’I~’am/ 11 me nbers per ~eam) 



2~ 

All-Freshmen Toam (true freshmen only) 

iareshman of the Year (true freshman o~iy) 
Offvnsive Player of the ~ar 

Defensive Player of the Year 

a, All-Conference Team, The Women’s Soccer All-Conference Team will be determined by a vote o£ the head coaches. 
A thirty three (33) member team will co ~sist of the top ten (10) vote recipients~ regardless of position, plus the top 

goalheeper being desig ’-ated as ~-rs~ team� the next ten (10) vote recipients, regardless of posit~on, plus the secm~.d 

goalkeeper being designate~t as second team, and the next ten (10) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the third 

goalkeeper beiag designated as the tlnird team. 

b, A~Freshmet~ T~am~ The W~men~s S~ccer A~1~Freshmen T~am [deven ( I ~ ) members] must be true freshmen and w~1 
be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

w)te of tlne head coaches. 

f. Coach ofthe Year. The ~\~meffs Soccer Coach of the ~ar will be selected by a vote of the head coaches 

h. Championship Most Valuable Player. The Wome~’s Soccer Championsh p Most Valuable Payer wil be selected at 

the conclusion of the ACC %Tomen’s Soccer Championship by a vote o£ the ACC Sports Information Directors and 
media i~ atte mance. 

Section XXllb19. Softball. 

Awards authorized axed presented by the Conferex~ce for Softball are as follows: (Revised: October ?.00S, May 2007, Otto 

bet 2007) 

30 All ACC Academic Team 

30 All-Co :Serence Team (First, Second and Third ’I?am; I0 members per team) 



Pitcher of the Year 

Coach of the Year 

Championship Team ’Dophy 

a. Ml-ConferenceTeam. TheSoftbaliAll ConSerenceTcamwillheseiectedhyavoteo[’theheadcoadaes. Athirty(30) 

member team~ regardless o~’position will consist o~’the top ten (10) vote recipients being designated as first team the 

next ten ( I 0) vote recipients being designated as second team, an d the next ten (10) vote red pienvs being designated 

as third team 

b, Freshmatt of the Year, The So[tball F~eshman of the Y~a~ must be a true ffeshma : and will be seleczed b, a vote o[ the 

Section XXIH-20. Swimming & Diving - Men’s/Women’s. 

Awar0.s autho’ized am presented by the Conference %r Men’s and Women’s Swi -~ -~ing & Diving are as follows: (Revise0.: 

October 2007} 
4t) 

68 AII-Co=~)rence Awards 

Swimmer o£ the Year - men and women 

Award ~br Each Event Tlnird Place 



Scholar-Athlete of the h%ar - men and women 

Section XXlll-21. Tennis - Men’s!Women’s. 

All ACC Academic Team mex~ axed women 

All-Conference Team (First, Second and Third Team; nine members per team) - men and women 

l~reshman of ~he \’ear hen and women (~rue fi’eshmen o ~iy) 
Player of the ~far - hen and wome~ 

Championslnip Team Troph? - men and women 

[~dividu al Awards for Members of the Winning Team men a~d wome~ 

Championship Most ~51uable Player - men and women 

Regular Season CEampionship "Dophy 

Scholar-Ati:iete of the Year - men and women 

a. All-Confereuce Team. The Met,% and Women% Tennis AE-Confere=ce Team will be determined by a vote of the 
coaches. A twenty seve~ (27) member team wil be named as first, second and third team with x~x~e (9) members per 

b, Freshma~t of the Year, The Men’s and Women’s Te : :is Freshman ofthe Year must be a true freshman aml will be de- 

termined by a ~ote of the head coaches. 

c. Player of the Year. Th e Men’s and ~A~omen’s Tennis Player of the Y~ar will be selected by a vote of t!:e !:end coaches. 

tl. C~ach ~f the ¥ear. T~‘e Men~s and W~men,s Tennis C~ach ~f the Year wi11be deter ni ~ed by a v~te ~f t~‘e head c~aches. 

e. M~st Valuable Player. The Men’a and Women’a Tennis Championahip Most Valuable Player will be selected by the 

head coacln of the ACC clnampienship team 



Section XXIII-22. Track & Field-Indoor/Outdoor - Men’s/Women’s. 

Awards attthorized and presented by the Conference for Men% and Women’s Indoor and Outdoor Track & Field are as fo 

lows: (Revised: May 2,006, October 2007, April 2009) 

40 All ACC Academic Team indoor and out0.oo 

36 

All-Co::herence Awards (53 indoor, 65 outdoor 

Outdoor Track Performer of the ~i, ar - men and wonen 

Co ~rence Champio ~ship will be nameo. All Co ~rence. 

c. CoachoftheYear. TheMen’sandWomen’sCoachoftbeYearw beselectedbyavoveoftbecoaches, 

Most Valuable Performer, Track/Field. The Most Valuable Performer in Track and the Most Valuable Performer in 

Field will be selected by a vote of the coaches. 

e. Performer of the Year~ Track/Field. The Per~brmer of~he Yhar i= Ttack and ~he Performer of the Year in Field will be 

se coted by a vote of the coaches, 

Section XXIU-23. VoHeybMI - Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented hy the Conference for Wo~ wn’s ¥\}lleyball are as 5oik/ws: (Revised: October 2007, April 

2009} 

30 All ACC Academic Team 

27 All-Conherence Team (First~ Second and Third T÷am; nine members per team) 

6 All Freshmen "l~am (~rue freshmen o~iy) 

t Freshman of the Year (true freshman o::iy) 

1 Player of the Year 

[ Defensive Player of t::e }’ear 

I Coach of t!:e ?’ear 

t Championship Team T~ophy 
22 i ~dividual Awarc.s for Members of ~he W~nning "l~am 

I Schoiar-At[:iete of the Year 



All-Conference Team, The Women’s Volleyball All-Conference Team will be sdected by a vote of the head coaches. 

A twenty seven (27) nember team will consist of the top nine (9) vote recipients, regardless of position but including 

at least one defensive specialist," designated as l:rst team~ the next nine (9) vote recipients, regardless of position but 

including at ieast one ’ defensive specialist," designated as second team, and the next nine (9} vote recipients, regardless 

of position but including at least one ’del)asive specialist" designated as t~:ird team 

b, All-Freshmeu Team, The Women’s VolleyballAll-Freshmen Team six (6) members] must be true fi-eshmen and will 
be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

e, Det’~nsive Player of ~he "~¥ar. The We hen’s Volleyball Defensive Player of the ~har will he selected by a vote of t2:e 

head coactles. 

f. C~ach of the Year, The Women’s Volleyhall Coach of the 5~-ar wil] be selected by a vote of head coaches, 

Section XXIH-24. Wrestling. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Wrestling are as follows: (Revised: October 2007) 

20 

t6 

AII-ACC Academic Team 

All Conference Awards 

Wrestler of the Year 

~reshman of the \’car (true freshman o:iy) 

Coach of tl:e Year 

Cha~ ~pk/nsl~ip Team Trophy 

D, dividual Awards for Members of~be Winning Team 

Champ onsbip Most Valuable Wrestler 

Award for Each ~\reigEt Class Champion (AII-ACC) 

Award for Each Weight Class Second Place (All ACC) 

Award for Eat2: Weig2:t Class Third Place 

Regular Season Ci~ampionahip Trophy 
gob olar-At~:iete of the Year 



APPEND!X [--AUTOMATIC QUAUFJCAT[ON 

Baseball 

Men’s Basketball 

Women’s Basketball 

Fieid Hockey 

The following sports receive an automatic qualification (by team) to the NCAA Championships based on the regular-sea- 

son standings with a~y ties beiug broken using tl-e tie breaking procedure, 

The following sports do z~ot receive automat c qua ifications (by team) to the NCAA Champiox~ships, 

Women’s Cross Country 

Men’s Swimming & Diving 

?Vomen’~ Swimming & Dit ir, g 
Men’s ]ndoor Track & Field 

"~%men’s Indoor Track & Field 

Men’s Outdoor ’I}ad, & Field 

Women’s Outdoor Track & Field 

Th e ~’oll owi ng sport receives an automati c qualification (by team) to the NCAA Ch ampionshi ps by earni ng the m ost poh~vs 

in NCAA events (First "v~rsity Eight~ Second \~arsity Eight and First \~arsity Four races). In the event the ACC Cha~tpion- 

ship cauuot be l-e]d or comp]eted due to iuclemeut weather or other circumstances~ the automatic qua]if;er wi]] he deter 

mined t2:rough a coad:es’ vote usi:g the pre-champions2:ip seeding and a conference call. 

Rowing 



GENERAL POLiCiES 
& PROCEDURES 



[Note: For ease of reference, changes in the ACC General Policies & Procedm’es for 2013-14 have been underiined. 

marion (e.g., newspaper/magazine articles, videotapes, poster) regarding ga -~bling. 

ARTICLE II, NCAA S’I~IUD~NT ASSIS’I~ANCE FUIND 

The Confcre ~ce requires that each me -~ber institution at.here to the fu]]owing principles regarc.i ~g the NCAA Smdeut As 

sistance Fund: 

1. Con2erence member institutions shoui¢ avoid use ol’the fund in a ~ ~anner that cou1¢ he construed as attempting to gain 

a recruiting advantage or disadva=tage another institution and sln ould insure that all student-arM etes have equal access 

to the Rind. 

2. The ACC prindples should be conve!.ed to the NCA~&. 

3. The ACC principles should be co weyed to other confereuces. 

ARTICLE IlL CON~N~UNI~2AT~ON GLI~DEL~NES 

A :ecessary element in an effective functioning Conference governance structure is t2:e establishment of policy and proce- 
dures to build an effective and eSficient communication process within the Conference. This includes, but is not 1i~ died to, 

the s]:ari~g of i=~k>rmation, timely aotit)cation, certainty of jurisdictional authority and limitatkms~ a~d the establislnme~t 

of regular persox~a] interaction. In order to assist x~ the achie~;ement of the abo~;e obiectix’e, the following guidelines wll be 



structure. An executive su~ary of the minutes from theJoint Group shall be submitted to the Council 

4. There will be an annual meeting involvi :g Council or Presidents and Joint Group which shall normally alternate be 

tween the Men’s anti Women’s Conference Basketball C[:ampions[:ip. 

ARTICLE IV, INTERqNST~TUT~ONAL ACADEMIC COLLARORATWE 

graduate educat~o=; research a=d public service These joint interests ]nave o~en led to collaborative academic initiatives 
among many of the member institut ons. W~th the expansion to fi~’teen members opportuz~ ty exists for a more diverse set 

such collaborative &ct~vit~es. 

issues~ the Inter-institutional Ac~demk: Collaborative ([AC) is cre~ted. The [AC will be i~lrmed, by a Council of Chief Aca- 

demic Officers with a c!: air tb at rotates annua ly amo~g the member in stituti on s. The Council woud be cha rged wit!: drafting 

a charter for the IAC that promotes collaborative activities from a long ;erm perspective but the IAC structure will be fle.~ble 

ARTICLE V~ MED~A GU~DEUNES FOR CONFERENCE COMPETiTiON 

Section V-1. Working Conditions. 

An appropriate post game interv ew area for all sports sbaii be provided by the host sports information dh:ector. Security 

interview area. ~% Len possible, accessibility from &c press row a:o. to tLe nedia work room sLould be considered. 

The media work room fi~r football, ~ len’s basketball and women’s basketball should he designated k!r the sole use of attend 

iag media befm:e, during ar.d. immediately af}er t;:e event¯ The media work roo~a should be ~aanned by security personr.el 
consistent with vs hours of operation The media work room shoud include suffic ent standard phone line access and 

power sources. 

Section V-2. Post-Game ~nterview Policy for All Sports Except Men’s and Women’s Basketball, 
Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse and the Baseball Championship. 

All post game interviews with coaches will be conducted in a press interviev~ area designated hy the host sports informa 



tion directon There will be a ma~dmum ten-~linute <’cooling off" period~ at which time the winning head coach ~lust eater 

winning head coach. 

Once a head coach exits his/her ’.ocker room for the pus>game intervie~5 that team’s locker room will then be open to the 
media. The players will be made available to the media iu the locker room or an area designated by the sports i ~%rmation 

directoc 

April 2010) 

Section V-3. Post-Game Interview Policy for Men’s and Women’s Basketball and Men’s and Wom- 
en’s Lacrosse. 

All posy game interv ews with coaches ,a4]l be cox~ducted in a press inverview area designated by t!ze host sports informa 

There will be a maximmn ten-minute "cooii :g off" period~ at which tine the first available head coach will begin a ten- ni :- 

ute interview session in the interview area. Should hotfi coaches he ready to begin flxeir intervie~vs at the same time, 

preference for the first session should be given to the visiting coach Wine second head coach slnould be ready to enter the 
interview area i~ot more t!:an ten m i!lttes after t!:e start oQhe f:vst interview. 

Once a head coach exits his locker room %r the post game i ~terview, that team’s ]ocker room will then be opeu to the 

media. The players will be made available zo the media in the locker room or an area designated by the sports i::5ormation 
director. 

order of the above post-game interview procedure as long as media access to coaches and players is guaranteed. (Revised: 
May 2008, April 2010) 

Section V:4. Post-Game Interview Policy for the ~]asebaH Championship. 

All post-game inte;views with coaches will be conducted in a press interview area designated by the ACC. 

There will be a maximmn te :-minute cooling off" period~ at which time the losing head coach will begi: a ten-minute 

ten minutes al}er the start of the first interview. {Adopted: April 2013) 

Section V-5. Post-Game Reporter for Officials Locker Room. 

ACC allows for the host sports information director only to enter the of!;ciais’ locker room after a game. Guidelines to 

be 5oilowed for a post game interview situation are as Ested below. The question hy the SID, and subsequent statement, 

should be limited to the play, or call~ it, question. 

a, A potential fighting situation that resuits x~ a technicai/unsportsmanlike foul 

b. Unsportsmanlike conduct that results in a technical/unsportsmanlike foul 



Tosses will only be allowed when a otai of two people are im olved~ i.e. only one pmson tossing another person ix o the air. 

R~RT~CLE V~L OIYMPIR SPORT C~"~AMPIONSH~P POLICIES 

Section Vil-~. Olympic Sport Championship - Venue Completion. 

Section Vii-2. Bands, Cheerleaders, Mascots and Dance Teams, 

R, RTICLE V~IL GUiDELiNES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR O{~MPIC SPORT 

ed ~o be ~k)ilowed and used tEroughout the regular season and for clnampioaship events 

Section WlI-1. Annual Committee Meetings. 

Air travc] to attend the annual committee meeting should be made 21 days in advance, whenever possible. 

Section VHI-2. Championship Host. 

full time e nployee of the host institution. 

The host instittltion shall provide netltral ~ lusic for Oiympic sport championships (e.g., pregaine, halltime~ etc.) 

Section VHI-3. Championship Competition and Practice. 

petition at the respective championsl:ip. [: tl:e spo*t off tennis, the top 4 seeds are allowed a practice oppor tuniR on the 



ARTICLE IX, PRESIDENT% AWARD FOR EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE ATL&NT~C COAST CON-- 
FEREN~E 

a. Eligibility. Fuli time empk)yees ol the ConSerence are not eligible to receive the award, Additiona]l,~i individuals who 
have atmounced their retirement or departure from t!:e Conferex~ce at~d those associated wit!: the presidet~t’s institu 

tion would also noz be eligible. 

b, Criteria, The cr e ’aa fo’ sezec mn of he award would be he i tea*den s assessment that tile indbidual Ead provided 

Tbe annual coaches cert~ficat~oz~ tesv sh a be adm~mstered by e~t!:er the Cot~ference off:ce staff or !:e faculty athletics repre 

sentat~ e (or a deszgnee who is an lnstltutzonal staff member outszde o± the azhletlcs ~epar tmenz). ££d~tonal l-Lews~on 20 IO ) 



BOSTON COLI,EGB 

Robert Taggar t 

Facu~tyAtbletics Representative 

Boston College 

(617) 852-6104 (O) 

(781) 449 2298 (}t) 

Brad Bates 
Director of Atb]etics 

Boston College 

Chestv, ut Hill, MA 02467 

(617) 552 4681 (O) 

JodyMooradian 

Boston College 

Chestv, ut Hill, MA 02467 

(617) SS2 4801 (O) 

(308) 660-2426 (H) 

CLEMSON UNqVERSITY 

Janie ]lodge 

Fac~dty Athletics Representative 
Clemson University 

22S Holtzendorff 

C]emson~ SC 29634 

(864) 656 1613 (0) 

(864) 633-6376 (C) 

Dan Radakovich 
Director of Atl-]etics 
Clemson University 

P.O. Box 31 

C]emson~ SC 29633 

(864) 656 1935 (O) (864) 656 1330 (0) 

(864) 2668833 (H) 

DUKE UNI¥~RSITY 

Martha Putallaz 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Duke University 

T~ent ide :ti~cation Program 

(919) 668 5736 (O) 

(9L9) 475-3133 (C) 

Box90555 

10S Cameron Indoor Stadium 

Durham, NC 27708 

(919) 684 2431 (O) 

Jacki Silar 
genior V¢oma~ Administrator 

Duke University 

Box90555 

(919) 684 4685 (O) 

(9~9) 304-2 ~04 (H) 

FLOR1DA STATE UNBrERSITY 

Pamela I,. Perrewe 

Faculty Atl~lefics Representative 

Flo~da State University 

Coilege of Bus~ess 

821 Academic Way 
Tagahassee, FL 32306 

(SSO) 644 7848 (0) 

(850) 906-0287 (C) 

(850) 644-t079 (0) (850) 644-4o33 (0) 

(SSO) 728 48% (C) 



GEORGIA IN STITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Faculty AlhleBcs Representative 

Georgia Institute of Teclnnok>gy 
School of Chemical and B omolecnlar 

Engineerk~g 

311 ~erst D rive 

Afianta~ GA 30332-0100 

(404) 38S SOS3 (0) 

(404) 365-4686 (H) 

(104) 89"1 5411 (0) 

UNIVERSITY O F !VL~YLAND 

Nicholas Hadley 

Faculty Mhletics Representative 

University of Marylax~d 

Physics D epar t~aent 

Building 82 

College Park, MD 20742 

(301) 40S 6063 (0) 

(240) 463-2362, (C) 

(301) 314 7073 (O) 

(240) 463-3739 

UNIVERSITY O F MLM*AI 

Marvin P. Dawldns 

Faculty Mhletics Representative 

Coral Galqes, FL 33146 

(303) 284 6127 (O) 

(786) 302-6313 (C) 

Blake James 

(305) 284-2689 (0) 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Faculty Mlnletics Representative 

UniversBy of North Carolina 

160 Kidge Rd 

CB 3380, Van ttecke Wettach t tall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962 7066 (0) 

(919) 967-6887 (H) 

Bubba Cunntngham 
Dfl’ector of At21eBcs 

University of North Carolina 

UNC AthleBc Deparzmenz 
F.O. Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962 6000 (O) 

(,104) 894 4462 (0) 

(404) 895-7164 (H) 

Lori Ebihara 

Se=,ior X~Voma=, Administrator 

University of Maryla~d 
262A Comcast Center 

’Ii?rrapi : Trail 

College Park, MD 20742 

(301) 314 7171 (O) 

(214) 215-0241 (C) 

Jennifer StraMey 
Se=ior X~Voma= Administrator 

Coral Gables~ FL 331,16 

(305) 284-2661 (O) 

Beth Mdller 

Senior X~Voman Administrator 

UniversBy of North Carolina 

UNC Athletic Depatvmenz 
F.O. Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962 1234 (O) 

(919) 544-7061 



NoI~rH CAROLINA S’1~£E UN|VERSIT ~" 

(9191 515-5540 (O) 

(9191 889 0972 (C) 

(9191515 2109(O) 

Michelle Lee 

Campus Box 8502 

Raleigh~ NC 27695 

(919) 515 5076 (O) 

(919) 819-5447 (C) 

UNIVERSITY OIF NOTRE DA!cIE 

Tricia BeRia 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

University of Notre Dame 

31 $8 Eck Hail of Law 

Notre Da~e, IN 46556 

(574) 631 3866 (O) 

Jack Swarbrick 
Director of Athletics 

University of Notre Dame 

C113 Joyce Center 

Notre Da~e, IN 46556 

(574) 631 7516 (O) 

Missy Conboy 

University of Notre Dame 
C113 Joyce Center 
Notre Da~e, IN 46556 
(574) 631 5113 (O) 

Susan Albrech~ 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

University of Pittsbmgh 

350 VicR)ria Building 
3500 Victoria Sl~eet 

Pittsburgh~ PA 15261 

(412) 624-2403 (O) 

(4121 648 8230 (O) (41,2) 648 8209 (0) 

SYRACUSE uNrI¥~RS ITY 

Mike Wasylenko 

Faculty AtNetics Representative 

Syracuse UniversiW 
Maxwdl School 

200 Eggers Hall 

Syracuse~ NY 13244 

(MS) 443 9500 (O) 

Dar¥[ Gross 
Director oI- &g21eKcs 

Syracuse Universi~/ 

Maxiley Field House 

1301 E. Colvin Street 

Syracuse~ NW 13244 

(115) 443 8705 (O) 

Max~ley Field House 

(115) 443 2561 (O) 



UNIVERSH’Y OF VIRGINI~ 

Carolyn M. Callahan 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

(134) 92,1 0791 (0) 

(434) 977-SS29 (H) 

(134) 9SZ S100 (O) 
(434) 974-66S4 (H) 

Jaue Miller 

University o~’Virginia 
RO. Box 400846 

Cha~lo=esville, VA 22904 

(134) 98Z Sl82 (O) 

(434) 979-7851 

VIRGINIA POI A~TECHNrl C INSTITUTE & STATE U NrlVERSITY 

Larry Kdllongh 
Faculty Athletics R~presemative 
Virginia Poiytechnic Institute 

& State IJr, iversit y 
Jamerson Athlegc Center (0502) 
Black~bng~ VA 2406 t 
(540) 231 6512 (O) 
(540) 674-6524 (H) 

Jamerson Athlegc Center (0502) 

Black~bng~ VA 2406 t 

(540) 231 3977 (O) 

(840) SS2-lSS2 (~) 

Sharon McCloskey 

Jamerson Athletic Center (0502) 

Black~bnrg~ VA 2AO6 t 

(540)231 8137(O) 

(540) 961-8282 (H) 

WAKE FOREST UNrlVERSITY 

Richard Carmichael 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Wake Forest University 

Box7388 

(336) 7SS-$3S7 (O) 
(336) 722 8431 (iI) 

Ron Welh~aa 

Direczor of AtEletics 

Wake Forest University 

P.O. Box 7265 

(336) 7SS-S~16 (O) 
(336) 760 9419 (it) 

Barbara Walker 

Se :ior Woma2 Administrator 

Wake Forest University 

P.O. Box 7265 

(336) VSS-SVS3 (O) 
(336) 723 3218 (H) 



April (AD& SWA) ...................................................................................................................................................... April 15-t6, 2014 

Spring (InAR~ AD, SWA & Head MBB, WBB~ FB Coaches) .................................................................... May 12 15, 2014 

Amelia Island FL 



Men’s attd Women’s Cross Country 

Novembe" 1, 2013 

Beeson Park, Kernersville, NC 

(Hosted by "Wake lSol:est University) 

November 8 & t0,2013 

r~rakeMed Soccer Park, Car> N( 

Field IIockey 

November 7.8 & 10, 2013 





U niversit,~ of North Carolina at Chapel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Monday,T                8:57 AM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; Trulock, Scott <trulock@email unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; 
Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 
RE: 

We would like to replace these 5 student-athletes in the 
eligibility meeting this morning: 

with the following student-athletes once they comp!ete their 

Please let me know if there are any concerns or questions ]-hanks 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent: Sunday, 12:13 PM 
TO: Trulock, ScoE; Haydon, Joe; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
CC= Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: 

From: Trulock, Scot~ 
Sent: Sunday, 10:31 AM 
TO= Haydon, Joe 
CC= Ciocca, Mario F; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 
Subject: Re: 

Also add to that list. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 
Head Athletic Trainer for 
University of Notch Carolina 

On at 10:20 AM, "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Add to that list as well. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for 

University of North Carolina 



On at 9:08 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. Coach would like to get 3 guys a practice tomorrow. If you are in the buildins/at the 

meeting, he said he would talk with you. 

Sent from myiPhone 

On at 9:05 AM, "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do we need letters for "emovin8 them from 

? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for 

Coordinator of Spor[s Medicine for Kenan Stadium 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919 962 0102 

<image001.gif> 

Confidentiality Notice 



NCAA 
DIVISION I CCACA MONTHLY NPDATE 
NCAA 



Update on the AMA personnel 

September 3 

For enforcement cases n’,olving Love IV (incidental nfractions) v elaiions eccurr ng on or after August t shall be lepor~ed to and preceded by the 

Rules Workthg Group 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 9:45 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu> 
Mills, Ryan Rebecca <~ianmills@unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu> 
Re: Scholarships 

image005 jpg; image006 jpg 

will receive the I 0th and final ASA 

Serif from my Fet’izon Wirelcs.s 4G L’]L’ DI~()IL) 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> wrote: 

Attached are all of the ASA’s. 

Also attached are the scholarship addendums. I just updated the information and figured you can print them out on 

letterhead so it looks a bit more legit. 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell              I Fax 919.962.6002 





A 

1 [odd France 

2 Player Name 

B Albert, Branden 

4 Alexander, P.J. 

S Allen, Nate 

B Amukamara, Pr~nce 

7 Barnes, Kev~n 

8 Bell, Kendrell 

9 Bilbo, Damarius O 

10 Blackmon, Justin 

11 Borum, Jarvis 

12 Borum, Jarvis 

13 Bowe, Dwayne 

14 Boyle, Jeff 

B C 

Signed Date 

1/2/2008 0:00i 

1/4/2010 0:00i 

12/31/2008 0:00i 

8/22/2003 0:001 

12/31/2005 0:001 

1/3/2012 0:001 

8/26/2003 0:001 

9/10/2009 0:00i 

12/11/2000 0:00i 

1/21/2009 0:00i 

1/6/2001 0:00i 

8/26/2003 0:00i 

3/12/2002 0:00i 

2/23/2005 0:00i 

11/30/2003 0:00i 

1/2/2008 0:00i 

1/21/2007 0:00i 

1/12/2001 0:00i 

8/26/2003 0:00i 

1/4/2001 0:00i 

3/21/2005 0:00i 

11/26/2002 0:00i 

1/9/2008 0:00i 

1/29/2008 0:00i 

11/24/2012 0:00i 

1/5/2012 0:00i 

8/26/2003 0:00i 

1/15/2002 0:00i 

2/28/2007 0:00i 

6/21/2007 0:00i 

4/10/2009 0:00i 

1/5/2007 0:00i 

3/6/2007 0:00i 

12/28/2006 0:00i 

1/3/2005 0:00i 

i[erminated Date 

3/15/2012 O:OO 

4/23/2002 O:OO 

9/2/2003 0:0O 

8/19/2011 0:00 

9/2/2003 0:00 

1/19/2011 0:00 

9/2/2003 0:00 

9/2/2003 0:00 

1/20/2010 0:00 

6/18/2010 0:00 

3/2/2007 0:00 

Davis, Vernon 2/25/2009 0:00 i 



A 

47 Davis, Vontae 

48 Davis, Vontae 

49 Decker, Eric 

50 Dockery, Derrick 

51 Douglas, Harry 

52 Dugans, Ron 

53 Dunlap, Carlos 

54 Easy, Omar 

55 Edwards, Robert 

56 Edwards, Steve 

57 Edwards, Steve 

58 English, Larry 

59 Evitts, Chad 

60 Favors, Greg 

61 Fisher, Levar 

62 Fisher, ]ravis 

63 Ford, Jacoby 

64 Fox, Keyaron 

65 Franklin, Aubrayo 

66 Franklin, Aubrayo 

67 Gaither, Omar 

68 Gibson, Aaron 

69 Gilbert, Antonio forty 

20 Gilbert, Antonio forty 

21 Green, V~ctor 

22 Greene, Courtney 

73 Harris, N~c 

74 Hayes, Geno 

75 Hill, Leroy 

76 Hollings, lony 

27 Hollings, ]ony 

28 Holmes, Priest 

29 Holmes, Priest 

80 Houston, Chris 

81 Humphrey, Deon 

82 Ihedigbo, James 

83 Jennings, Jonas D 

84 Johnson, Spencer 

85 Jones, ferry 

86 Jones, ferry 

87 K~ng, Eric 

88 [andry, Dawan 

89 [eard, Ben 

90 [ee, Patrick 

91 [ewis, Jonathan 

92 [ofton, Curtis 

B 

4/25/2005 

9/13/2011 

11/3/2001 

1/20/2010 

9/25/2006 

2/8/2006 

8/29/2003 

12/28/2002 

1/4/2009 

4/15/2001 

3/6/2006 

5/6/2002 

12/8/2001 

12/28/2009 

9/10/2003 

1/29/2003 

2/22/2008 

11/22/2005 

8/22/2003 

1/4/2003 

6/23/2004 

12/30/2008 

1/10/2009 

1/28/2008 

3/1/2008 

8/29/2003 

6/21/2003 

8/26/2003 

7/26/2002 

8/3/2009 

10/20/2003 

4/5/2010 

2/11/2004 

2/10/2004 

8/26/2003 

2/22/2002 

12/31/2004 

12/30/2005 

1/8/2001 

1/3/2006 

4/29/2008 

3/29/2003 O:OO 

1/30/2011 O:OO 

11/9/2007 O:OO 

9/8/2003 O:OO 

2/7/2003 O:OO 

4/22/2002 O:OO 

10/27/2003 O:OO 

9/12/2003 O:OO 

2/27/2011 O:OO 

9/8/2003 O:OO 

9/2/2003 O:OO 

3/8/2010 O:OO 

8/13/2011 O:OO 

9/2/2003 0:00 



A 

McClain, Le’Ron 

McCIover, Stanley 

McFadden, Leon 

B 

8/28/2003 0:00i 

4/29/2003 0:00i 

12/30/2006 0:00i 

1/6/2006 0:00i 

12/30/2012 0:00i 

C 

9/8/2003 0:08 

McRath, Gerald 

Milloy, Lawyer 

Milons, Freddie 

Milons, Freddie 

Mix, Anthony 

Monroe, Derrius 

Monroe, Derrius 

Montgomery, Sidney Sam 

1/22/2009 0:00i 6/12/2009 0:08 

2/10/2009 0:00i 

8/26/2003 O:OOl 

1/16/2002 0:00i 9/2/2003 0:08 

1/6/2005 0:00i 4/25/2010 0:08 

5/2/2002 0:00i 5/2/2002 0:08 

1/16/2002 0:00i 4/22/2002 0:08 

1/11/2013 0:00i 2/28/2013 0:08 

8/22/2003 0:001 

1/2/2003 0:001 9/8/2003 0:08 

Nassib, Ryan 

Neufeld, Ryan 

Norwood, Edc 

Patterson, Elton 

Ph~lyaw, Mareno 

Pope, Leonard 

Rhodes, Dominic 

Rhodes, Kerry 

Rice, Ray 

Rogers, Carlos 

Royal, Eddie 

Sanderson, Watts 

Sanderson, Watts 

Scott, Kenny 

Sheppard, Kelvin 

Shockley, D,J 

Sims, Ernie 

Sims, Pat 

Smith, Daryl 

12/29/2012 0:001 

1/11/2005 0:001 

1/3/2010 0:001 

3/18/2005 0:001 

10/13/2000 0:001 

1/3/2005 0:001 

1/23/2009 0:001 

1/5/2005 0:001 

5/16/2009 0:001 

1/3/2005 0:001 

1/4/2008 0:001 

8/28/2003 0:001 

1/9/2003 0:001 9/8/2003 0:08 

1/2/2007 0:001 10/7/2008 0:08 

6/14/2011 0:001 

1/3/2006 0:001 

1/9/2006 0:001 

1/2/2008 0:001 1/11/2013 0:08 

1/6/2004 0:001 

4/21/2009 0:08 

8/5/2006 0:08 

Spikes, [akeo 8/26/2003 0:001 

Spikes, [akeo 4/16/2002 0:00i 9/2/2003 0:08 

Stanley, Montavious 1/4/2006 0:00i 1/9/2008 0:08 

Swearinger, DJ. 1/1/2013 0:00 i 

[alib, Aqib 1/4/2008 0:001 

[ate, Golden 12/29/2009 0:001 

[ boreas, Demaryius 1/9/2010 0:00 [ 

Juggle, Jessie Jesse 11/1/2001 0:001 

Vaughn, Darrick 8/28/2003 0:001 

Vaughn, Darrick 2/1/2001 0:001 9/8/2003 0:08 

Walker, Vance 1/30/2013 0:001 



139 Watts, Darius 

140 Westbrook, Brian 

141 Wheeler, Philip 

142 Whitehead, Willie 

143 

Whitehead, Willie 144 Williams, ~rennan 

145 Williams, Brian 

146 Williams, Dan 

147 Williams, Darrent 

149 

Wilson, George 

Woodyard, Wesley 

Player Name 

Arnoux, Stanley 

Chancy, Jamar 

Cooper, Jonathan 

Cox, Fletcher 

Diles, Zac 

Foster, Renardo 

Howard, Marcus 

Jackson, Dexter 

K~ng, Matt 

Massaquo~, Mohamed 

McFadden, Leon 

Montgomery, Sidney Sam 

Moore, M~chael 

Mosley, Brandon 

Nassib, Ryan 

Owens, Jeff 

P~analto, Zack 

Spencer, Owen 

Spitz, Jason 

Swearinger, DJ. 

Velasco, Fernando 

Walker, Regg[e 

Weston, Kade 

Williams, Brennan 

L     B     [ 
1/16/2004 0:001 

7/23/2008 0:001 

1/4/2008 0:001 

8/26/2003 0:001 

3/25/2003 0:001 

11/24/2012 0:001 

1/8/2002 0:001 

1/1/2010 5:001 

12/30/2004 0:001 

2/10/2009 0:001 

3/B/2008 0:0B 

9/2/2003 0:0B 

B/7/2003 0:0B 

7/2/2013 4:0B 

7/31/2010 O:OB 

6/18/2008 0:001 

1/20/2008 0:001 

Brian Ayrault 

Signed Date [[erminated Date 

1/5/2009 0:00 

12/21/2009 0:00 

11/24/2012 0:00 

1/5/2012 0:00 

1/11/2007 0:00 

1/14/2007 0:00 

1/5/2008 0:00 

1/1/2008 0:00 

1/11/2007 0:00 

1/2/2009 0:00 

12/30/2012 0:00 

3/10/2010 0:00 

1/2/2012 0:00 

12/29/2012 0:00 

1/19/2009 0:00 

1/1/2013 0:00 

1/3/2008 0:00 

1/19/2009 0:00 

3/10/2010 0:00 

11/24/2012 0:00 

2/28/2013 0:0B 

11/16/2010 0:0B 

Ziemba, Lee 1/16/2011 0:00 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tilnmermans, Tom <tilnmermans@unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I 1:16 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Tmlock, Scott 
<trulock@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Marie F <ciocca@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 
RE: Medical Non-counters 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, J.l:lJ. AM 

TO: Timmermans, Tom; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; Trulock, Scott; Ciocca, Mario F; Brown, Michelle; 

Myers, Leslie; Lane, Cricket; Williams, Andre 

Subject: RE: Medical Non-counters 

Tom, 
Is it possible to have tile MNCs board and room funds (or at least the hoard check) disbursed monthly? 

Michelie, 
Who Bhould the MNCs connect with in your office to set up their MAP? 

Cricket, 
How often would you like to meet with the MNCs during the semester? 

Finally, 
Coach Fedora wou!d like MNCs to work at least 8-20 hours a week during the semester since they are still receiving full 
grant-in-aid Is anyone in need of any assistance in their a~ea and would like to super,JiBe one of the MNC for their weekly 
tinre commgJoents? Coach Hernandez, (Strength and Conditioning) has requested 2 MNC              s £r~r fh~ 
semester and ’ will be sewing as an undergraduate assistant coach Be that leaves 2 MNC 
~emaining. 

Would anyone e!se like to chime in on this ma(~er? I am trying to set up a meethlg with eli 5 MNCs this afternoon at 2:30~m 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:52 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; TrulocK Scott; Ciocca, Mario F; Brown, Michelle; MyeB, Leslie; Lane, 

Cricket; Williams, Andre 
Subject= RE: Medical Non-counters 



Tom 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:56 AM 

TO: Timmermans, Tom 

CC: Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince; PoBge, Paul; VanBelder, Marielle A; Trulock, Scott; Ciocca, Mario F; Brown, Michelle; 

Myers, Leslie; Lane, Cricket; Williams, Andre 

Subject: Re: Medical Non-counters 

Tom 

We need to stop all checks (room and board) to Football Medicals until an organized plan of handling them has been 

established. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Some have gotten room and board ( Non of their tuition and fees disburses until they meet with me and 

sign the drug testing consent form. and ~topped by today but I haven’t told the scholarship office 

to disbu rse yet because of the extra form going around 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:03 PM, "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, 

Have the Medical non-counter~ room and board funds for the Fail semester been disbursed to them yet? 

From= Holliday, Corey L 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:35 AM 
To= Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul (DDoaae~unc.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A; Trulock, Scott 
(trulock~email.unc.edu); Ciocca, Mario F (ciocca~email.unc.edu) 
(;c= Brown, Michelle; Nye~, Leslie; Lane, Cricket ~cricket~unc.edu); Williams, Andre; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject~ FW: Medical Non-counters 

Since this is a ne~ process, any suggestions on who should communicate this information and what happe,~s 
if they do not sign the fo~m since their scholarship is already in effect for the        academic year? 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Friday, 5:54 PM 
To= Holliday, Corey L 
(;c= Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Nedical Non-counte~ 



Corey, 

For medical non-counters, you could use something like the document attached If you have any 
questions, please just let me know Thanks 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

<imageOOZ.jpg > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                4:48 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 
Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr <koenning@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Re: Medical Documentation        =) 

All - 

I heard from the NCAA regarding      s waiver They have granted us partial approval      must sit out the 
first four contests and is then eligible to compete in the remaining contests of the season 

I have not been able to actually speak with his case manager, but plan to do so in the morning to hear the Staff 
rationale 

Please let me know if you have any immediate questions or concerns 

Thank you 

Marielle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:09 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email unc edu> wrote: 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, 2:55 PM 



To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Williams, Andre 
(:c: 111e, Vince; Koenning, Victor Emanuel 3r 
Subject: RE: Medical Documentation ( 

Any updates 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, ; 9:17 AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Co: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr 
Subject: RE: Medical Documentation (      ) 

Marielle A vanGe!der 

Associate Athletic Di~ actor 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, 7:07 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: Medical Documentation (      ) 

Thanks Marielle! 

Sent from myiPhone 

On at 7:38 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Andre’ - 

I uploaded the last piece of documentation and submitted the case. The NCAA ciosed at 5pro, 



University of Norl:h Caro]ina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919] 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, 6:59 pivl 
TO: file, Vince; Vangelder, Narielle A 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Koenning, Victor Emanuel 3r 
Subject: Medical Documentation ~      ) 

From: uncfootball~uncaa.unc.edu rmaJlto:uncfootball~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:37 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Message from KMBT C552 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Thursday,                5:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

RE: Medical Documentation 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 4:49 PM 
TO: Vangelder, Marielle A; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject= RE: Medical Documentation 

Will the partial approval of his waiver for eligibility create an opportunity for us to file an APR waiver for 
for fall     ~ 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:48 PM 
To: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr 

Subject: Re: Medical Documentation 

All 

I heard from the NCAA regarding      waiver. They have granted us partial approval. 
contests and is then eligible to compete in the remaining contests of the season. 

must sit out the first four 

I have not been able to actually speak with his case manager, but plan to do so in the morning to hear the Staff 

rationale. 

Please let me know if you have any immediate questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 



- SOUTH CAROLINA Game Travel Party ( ) 
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Players J 
76 

Coaches 
15 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 
Brewer, Gunter 

Disch, Dan 
Fedora, Larry 

Gilmore, Keith 
Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic, Chris 

Koenning, Vic 

West, Ron 

GA 

- GA 

GA 

- SA 

Strth & Cond 
5 

Hemandez, Lou 

Wonlack, Zack 

Gizzi, Chris 

Managers 
13 

Freenlan, Jason 
M orelli, Dominic 
Yaekel, Mark 

;tudent 

udent 

~ student 

dent 

~dent 

tudent 

-student 

-student 

Medical 
15 

Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Ciocca, Mario Dr. 
Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 

-GA 

-GA 

Ross, Luke 
Spang, Jeffrey Dr. 

Trulock, Scott 
tudent 

udent 

student 

/ - student 

student 

~ student 

Halverson, Doug 

Video 
6 

Luke, Chris 
Sanders, Darryl 

Ath Dept 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Gwalt ney, Clint 

Gallo, Larry 

Brewer, Ron 
Browning, Clay 

Cauteruccio, Dino 

Haydon, Joe 
Healy, Kaitlin 

Heckendorf, Keith 

Holliday, Corey 

Pomnlerening, Rory 

Spurling, James 

Willianls, Andre 

Sports Info 
3 

Best, Kevin 
Hundley, Bobby 

Canlarati, Jeff 

Ticket Office 
2 

Steinberg, Jason 

Touloupas, Mary Alyson 

THSM 
6 

Alexander, Ben 

Andrews, Jason (New Media) 
Angell, Jones 

Leggette, Jon (New Media) 

Pace, Lee 

Steinbacher, Rick 

Game Day Headsets 
3 

Dav~s, Tinlot hy 

Davis, Walter 

Mason, Mitch 

Academics 
2 

Brown, Michelle 
Myers, Les 

Chancellor 
0 

Police Escort 
2 

Marsh, Ben - NCSHP 

Moore, Robed - UNC DPS 

Truck Drivers 
2 

Clodfelter, David 
Wagoner, David 

Bus Driver 2 - Team 

Bus Driver 3 Team 

Bus Driver 4 - Team 

Bus Driver 5 - Equtp 

East Coast Sports 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Wives 
0 

Mack, Ken 

Not on Wednesday Flight to CAE 

Not on Thursday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING WEDNESDAY: 
TOTAL FLYING THURSDAY: 

152 
151 

Total 
130 

28 

15 

TOTAL 
173 

O00062.1774512.0002.xlsx 12:47 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Friday,               5:06 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc edu> 

RE: - APR Bonus Point 

From: Holliday, Core,/L 
Sent: Friday, 1:20 PM 
TO: Pogge, Paul; Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE:              - APR Bonus Point 

Paul, 

Cricket will have connect with you before signing any aid pape~:ork. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, 8:15 AM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S; Holliday, Corey L 
Co: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE:              - APR Bonus Point 

From: BlanLon, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, 8:13 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Co: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Pogge, Paul; Brown, Michelle; MyeB, Leslie; Tile, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE:              - APR Bonus Point 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, ;:50 PM 
TO: Blanton, Brent a 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Pogge, Paul; Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, 
Cricket 
Subject: Re:              - APR Bonus Point 



"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton(Z#,unc edu> wrote: 

I’ll look at everything first thing in the morning with someone from Advising to ensure he is in the necessmay 
coursework 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:46 PM, "Timmennans, Tom" <timmermans@unc edu> wrote: 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Thursday, ; 7:25 PM 

TO: Timmermans, Tom; Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S 

Subject: RE:                 APR Bonus Point 

Tom, 

[)ate of Birth: 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, 7:03 PM 
TO: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Williams, Andre; Blanton, 

Brent S 
Subject: Re: APR Bonus Point 



We will have to pro rate as of the date he signs his agreement Send me his info(address, pod, dob,) 
and I will send you his agreement 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:30 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppoage(~unc edu> wrote: 

I believe we should pay for this 

Sent from my iPhone 

On~ , at 6:23 PM, "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday(rbunc edu> wrote: 

All 

Cricket has been in contact with former 
student-athlete in the      ncoming class, about finishing his degree this 
semester         is 12 hours short of graduation and is currently 
registered for 15 hours this semester and needs his tuition and fees paid for 
in order to graduate Please respond to all with thoughts, next steps 
(obviously this is a time sensitive matter) 

Thanks for your assistance 







On 





On 

Mike alld Scott, 

Andrew Lowenthal, a n affent with Jet Sports, has registered with ou r office s nd the State of North Carol na n accordance with state aw. Ile has res d 









CONNECT ~ITN THE BIG 12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Monday,                3:19 PM 

Anderson, Melinda <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Anderson, Robert Blake 
<blake anderson@unc edu>; Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email unc edu>; Best, Kevin S 
<kbest@unc edu>; Bingham, Matt Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Brewer, Gumer 
S <coachbrew@unc edu>; Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu>; Browning, Clay 
<rcbrowni@live unc edu>; Disch, Dan <dan disch@unc edu>; Fedora, H Lanry 
<larry fedora@unc edu>; Gqlmore, Keith Louis <ggihnore@email unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; @live unc edu>; Haydon, Joe 
<haydon@unc edu>; Healy, Kaithn <kjhealy@email uric edu>; HeckendorI; Keith J 
<heckendo@email unc edu>; Hemandez, Luis III <louh@email unc edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <yjeanbap@email unc edu>; 
Jordan, Randy Lamont <rljordan@unc edu>; Kapilovic, Christopher G 
<ckap@email uric edu>; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr <koenning@email unc edu>; 
Luke, Christopher Joseph <cluke@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; De,nail unc edu>; 
Pommerening, Rot7 <rmp1893@email unc edu>; Ross, Luke 
<lukeross@email unc edu>;            ~                           @email unc edu>; Spurling, 
James <jspurling@unc edu>; Tmlock, Scott <tmlock@email unc edu>; West, Ronald 
Eugene <ronwest@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu>; Yaekel, Mark C 
<yaekel@email unc edu>;                         @live unc edu>; Gwaltney, CEnt 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; 
Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu>; mmason@fca org 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Benjamin Marsh@ncdps gov; Robert F Moore 
< ~      " @msn corn>; Cautemccio, Dino <dcaut@emailunc edu> 

South Carolina Game - lravel Details (Coaches & PrimatT Support Stag) 

South Carolina Game I ) - Bus List xlsx; South Carolina Game ( ) - Team 
ItineratT xlsx 

To the Coaches and Primary Support Staff on the South Carolina game Trip: 
In the e mail below, I have included the general details of this week’s trip to South Carolina. Please read everything 

carefully and do not hesitate to call or e mail me with any questions that you may have. The bus list and team itinerary 

are attached. 

Wednesday: 

¯ The 3 Team Buses will depart from in front of Kenan Football Center at 2:00 PM. Bus #4 (SuppoE Staff & VlP) 
will depart at J-:30 PM. 

¯ As always, Parking is extremely limited so please plan to park in your everyday assigned area 
¯ We will be flying a Delta Chartered flight from RDU to Columbia Metropolitan Airpor~ (CAE). 
¯ Once we arrive at CAE airport, we’ll board the buses and go directly to the team hotel for check in. We will get to 

the hotel at approximately4:50 PM. 

Team Hotel: 
Marriott- Columbia 
1200 Hampton Street 

Columbia, SC 29201 
803-771-7000 

www.marriott.com/caemh 



Thursday: 

¯ The Buses will depaE the hotel for Williams Brice Stadium at 3:40 PM. Please be on the bus and ready for 
departure by 3:30 PM. 

¯ 50 minutes after the end of the game we will depaE the stadium for CAE airpoFL We’ll fly back to RDU and expect 
to arrive at Kenan Football Center around 1:30 AM Friday Morning. 

DRESS CODE: 

¯ The dress code for coaches and staffwill be ’coat and tie’ for the flight on Fdday, so please dress accordingly. The 
Players will be in their travel sweats. The return trip followin9 the game will be your game attire, 

FLIGHT PROCEDURES: 

MAHDATORY THAT YOU B~H~ ONE. 

~RPORT SCREENING PROCEDURES 

screened at the airport. Any checked bags (for our cha~ers, checked bags are those that are le~ under the buses and loaded 

with your necessary items with you onto the plane (we wil~ provide the plastic zip lock bags at the bus loading area). 

liquids in bo~les ~arger than 3oz wil~ need to be thrown away if they are in your carry on. 

Please contact me (cell: )if you have any questions about our tdp or travel procedures. 

Go Heels! 

Unive~ siW of No~ d~ 
Pho~le: 919.84,3.2572 

haydon@tu~c.edu 



BUS 1 (SPECIAL TEAIvlS) 

38 Passengers 
(Pommerening) 

Fedora, Larry 

Trulock, Sco~ 

Holliday. Corey 

Pommerening. Rory 

Haydon, Joe 

Carolina 
SOUTH CAROLINA 

BUS LIST 

BUS 2 (DEFENSE) 

39 Passengers 
(Brewer) 

BUS3 (OFFENSE) 

38 Passengers 

Disch. Dan 

Gilmore. Keith 

Hernandez, Lou 

Koenning. Vic 

West, Ron 

Bingham. Mary Ellen 

Brewer, Ron 

Cauteruccio, Dino 

Mason, Mitch 

Ross, Luke 

Williams, Andre’ 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 

Brewer. Gunter 

Heckendorf, Keith 

Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic. Chris 

Browning, Clay 

Healy, Kaitlin 

Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 

Moore, Robert- DPS 

Gizzi. Chris 

Womack, Zack 

Yaekel, Mark 

-tngr 

Marsh. Ben- NCSHP 

BUS 4 (STAFFNIP) 

42 Passengers 
(Spurling) 

Luke, Chris 
- video 

. video 

video 
- video 

Halverson, Doug 

Ciocca. Mario Dr. 

Spang, Jeffrey Dr, 

Andrews, Jason 

Angell. Jones 

Leggette, Jon 

Pace, Lee 

Gallo, Larry 

Ille. Vince 

Spurling. James 

Steinbacher, Rick 

Best, Kevin 

Gwaltney, Clint 

Hundley, Bobby 

Brown, Michelle 

Myers, Les 

Steinberg, Jason 

Touloupas, Mary Alyson 

Glenn, Paul 

Glenn, Paul Jr. 

Glenn, James 

Harper, Thomas 

Stoneman, Keith 

Stoneman, Letty 

Stoneman, Beau 

Weatherly. Bo 

Davis, Tim 

Davis, Walter 

Camarati, Jeff 

Mack, Ken 

Not On Either Flight 

Not on Wednesday Flight 

Not On Thursday Flight 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick 
Monday, August 26, 2013 9:42:40 PM 
Solow, Douglas C; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Carter, Gena J; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; Overton, Jackie; Roger 
Stancil (rstancil@townofchapelhill.org); Gwaltney, Clint; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Smith, Thomas A; 
Patty Griffin (pgriffin@visitchapelhill.org); Aaron Nelson (anelson@carolinachamber.org); Butch 
Kisiah (bkisiah@townofchapelhill.org); Laurie Paolicelli (Ipaolicelli@visitchapelhill.org); Meg McGurk 
(meg@downtownchapelhill.com); Beale, Michael; Bur[ Jenkins (bjenkins@tarheelspods.com); Payne, 
Christopher A; Wes Tilghman (wtilghman@townofchapelhill.org); Brian Bersticker 
(bdan@ramsclub.com); Nick Fulton (nick@ramsclub.com); Culler, Ellen B 

Cunningham, Bubba; Gdggs, Kathy; Creech, Karlton W; Brody, Matt; Billing, Angelyn S; Janine 
Holland (janine@ramsclub.com) (janine@ramsclub.com); Forbes, Mari S; Steinbacher, Rick 

Thursday Night Football - October 17th, 2013 (MEETING REQUEST FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 
28TH AT 10 AM) - LOCATION CHANGE 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
10-17-13 DPS Plan - DRAFT - 8-26-13.doc (1.6M) 
_1_~)_~!Z.:.13 U N__~.._H.e_..a.lthca.re..E[~n - DP~.._ET - ~:.2..6_j 3 doc (145.5K) 
Tar Heel Downtown - Draft Planner - 8-26-13.docx (16.1 K) 
~.a~ Heel ~o__wntowD....P..f_o~_r.a..~.doc_x. (15.0K) 
Tar Heel Downtown run sheet.doc (76.0K) 
T~£#ee_.l Do_vy_t.#__w..0__Sit_.e_ P!aE_~_3~.~t_d~ (622.3K) 

All - 

Our Thursday night football meeting is confirmed for this Wednesday, 8/28 at 10 am. 

There is a location change. The meeting will take place in the Bowles Hall of Champions in the Dean 
E. Smith Center. Parking instructions remain the same. Please walk toward the Dean Smith Center 
Entry A and follow ! look for a sign directing you to the Thursday Night Football Meeting in the Bowles 
Hall of Champions. 

Please review the attached exhibits in advance of Wednesday’s meeting: 

DRAFT Department of Public Safety Comprehensive Parking and Transportation Plan 

DRAFT UNC Health Care Operations Plan 

DRAFT Tar Heel Downtown Programming Planner and other associated Tar Heel Downtown 
Documents 

DRAFT Other Associated Tar Heel Downtown Documents Including draft site map 



The agenda for the meeting includes reviewing and discussing these documents so we can finalize 
and consolidate them into a final plan for the Thursday Night Football game on 10/17/13. 

Thank you, 

Rick Steinbacher 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: ’douglas_solow@dentistry.unc.edu’; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Carter, Gena J; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; 
’overton@psafety.unc.edu’; ’Roger Stancil (rstancil@townofchapelhill.org)’; Gwaltney, Clint; Hawkins, 
Deborah Lynn; Smith, Thomas A; Patty Griffin (pgriffin@visitchapelhill.org); Aaron Nelson 
(anelson@carolinachamber.org); Butch Kisiah (bkisiah@townofchapelhill.org); Laurie Paolicelli 
(Ipaolicelli@visitchapelhill.org); Meg McGurk (meg@downtownchapelhill.com); Beale, Michael 
(mbeale@email.unc.edu); Burr Jenkins (bjenkins@tarheelsports.com); Payne, Christopher A; Wes 
Tilghman (wtilghman@townofchapelhill.org); Brian Bersticker (brian@ramsclub.com); Nick Fulton 
(nick@ramsclub.com) 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Griggs, Kathy; Creech, Karlton W; Brody, Matt; Bitting, Angelyn S; Janine 
Holland (janine@ramsclub.com) (janine@ramsclub.com); Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Thursday Night Football - October 17th, 2013 (MEETING REQUEST FOR WEDNESDAY, 
AUGUST 28TH AT 10 AM) 

All - 

I hope everyone had a great summer and an enjoyable start of the new academic year. 

We are 58 days away from our Thursday night football game on October 17th, 2013. 

There have been numerous planning meetings and much progress has been made in preparing for 
the event. Deborah Hawkins in the Department of Public Safety will soon have a parking and 
transportation comprehensive plan to share with the group. Tom Smith has hosted several 
productive planning meetings at the hospital. We have worked collaboratively with the Town of 
Chapel Hill to create "Tar Heel Downtown", an event that evening that aims to capitalize on the ESPN 
exposure in positive ways for our greater community, generate positive economic impact and 
exposure for our merchants on Franklin Street, and re-direct portions of the inbound game traffic 
away from campus and towards Franklin Street. This event will take place on the 100 Block of West 
Franklin Street, including University Square and the new patios at 140 West Franklin Street. Public 



promotion of this event will begin in the next few days. 

With all these plans now in place, we think it is time to get our larger group back together and finalize 
plans for the critical communication aspect of this event. 

We’d like to try to get this larger group (and / or your designees) together before the Labor Day 
weekend. 

Please let me know if you or your designee can attend a meetine in the Ernie Williamaon Athletics 
Center "1st Floor Board Room on Wednesday, August 28th at "10 am. 

Parking will be available in the gated lot behind the Ernie Williamson Center. Enter 236 on the 
keypad and let the receptionist know you are attending the Thursday night football meeting. For 
those that cannot attend, we will send out detailed exhibits following the meeting. 

We have added several folks to this distribution list including Associate Vice Chancellor for Student 
Affairs Christopher Payne, Student Body President Christopher Lambden, and Brian Bersticker and 
Nick Fulton of the Rams Club. 

Thank you for your efforts to make this a positive event for our campus community, 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@~uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.,qoheels.com 

@goheels 



We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 







LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLY - CONFiDENTiAL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                9:23 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Morelli, 
David Dominic <dmorelli@email unc edu>; Fedora, H Lany <larry fedora@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Year in Residence/Withholding Requirements 

Transfer SA Satisfying Year in Residence, - )pdf; Transfer SA Satisfying 
Year in Residence, lpdf; Ineligible SA Satisfying Withholding Requirement 

)pdf 

See attached for letters explaining how to handle the SA’s who have some sor~ of eligibility issue for this upcoming 

season. The first two are for transfers serving their year in residence and the third is for a student who has a 

withholding condition for the first part of the season. Could you or Andre please distribute the appropriate letter to the 

SA’s? 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks and good luck tomorrow!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 84,3-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Corey Holliday 

Lance Markos ~-~---- /~- ..... 

Transfer Student-Athlete ( ) Satis~’ing Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement 

1 Travel to Away Contests Inclusive of Bowl Games: A transfer student-athlete may not be 
provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-fiom-home contest, including 
post-season play Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 
expenses" (eg, hotel rooms at special rates, aMine and bus travel at reduced rates, etc) unless 
the same rates are available to the general public In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 
all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition 

2 Complimentary Admissions/Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimenkaU admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates In addition, transfer student-athletes may be provided six (6) 
complimenkaU admissions to a conference championship, NCAA championship events, or bowl 
games Keep in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses 
to attend an away-from-home contest 

3 Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (eg, regular 
season, conference championship, bowl game) during his first year in residence However, it is 
the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual participation 
awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s competitive 
season (eg, scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning) 

4 Sitting With Team During a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 
institution’ s team (eg, on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 



5 Pre- or Post-flame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only 

6 Student Host/Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 
academic year in residence 

1 trust this infom~ation is self-explanatoD" If you should have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me We are pleased that      has joined us at Carolina Thank you! 

CC: 

Andre Williams 

Joe Haydon 
Dominic Morelli 
Lany" Fedora 
Bubba Cunningham 

Rick Steinbacher 

Vince Ille 
Marielle vanGelder 

Tom Timmermans 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Corey Holliday 

Lance Markos 

Transfer Student-Athlete Satis~’ing Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement 

1 Travel to Away Contests Inclusive of Bowl Games: A transfer student-athlete may not be 
provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-fiom-home contest, including 
post-season play Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 
expenses" (eg, hotel rooms at special rates, aMine and bus travel at reduced rates, etc) unless 
the same rates are available to the general public In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 
all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition 

2 Complimentary Admissions/Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimenkaU admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates In addition, transfer student-athletes may be provided six (6) 
complimenkaU admissions to a conference championship, NCAA championship events, or bowl 
games Keep in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses 
to attend an away-from-home contest 

3 Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (eg, regular 
season, conference championship, bowl game) during his first year in residence However, it is 
the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual participation 
awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s competitive 
season (eg, scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning) 

4 Sitting With Team During a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 
institution’ s team (eg, on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 



5 Pre- or Post-flame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only 

6 Student Host/Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 
academic year in residence 

1 trust this infom~ation is self-explanatoD" If you should have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me We are pleased that      has joined us at Carolina Thank you! 

CC: 

Andre Williams 

Joe Haydon 
Dominic Morelli 
Lany" Fedora 
Bubba Cunningham 

Rick Steinbacher 

Vince Ille 
Marielle vanGelder 

Tom Timmermans 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Corey Holliday 

Lance Markos ~-~---- /~ ..... 

Ineligible Student-Athlete ( ) Selwing Withholding 

Please see the following information regarding what ineligible student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satist~ving their withholding requirement 

1 Travel to Away Contests Inclusive of Bowl Games: An ineligible student-athlete may not 
be provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 
post-season play Also, an ineligible student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 
expenses" (eg, hotel rooms at special rates, aMine and bus travel at reduced rates, etc) unless 
the same rates are available to the general public In essence, an ineligible student-athlete must 
pay all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition 

2 Complimentary Admissions/Ticket Benefits: An ineligible student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimenta~N admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates In addition, ineligible student-athletes may be provided six (6) 
complimenta~N admissions to a conference championship, NCAA championship events, or bowl 
games Keep in mind, however, that an ineligible student-athlete may not be provided any 
expenses to attend an away-fiom-home contest 

3 SittinR With Team DurinR a Contest: An ineligible student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (eg, on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest Again, keep in mind that 
an ineligible student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from- 

home contest 



4 Pre- or Post-llame Meal and Snacks: An ineligible student-athlete can receive a pre- or 

post-game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only 

5 Student Host!Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host 

I trust this information is self-explanatot3, It" you should have any questions, please do not 

hesitate to contact me Thank you! 

Andre Williams 
Joe Haydon 
Dominic Morelli 
Lart3, Fedora 
Bubba Cunningham 
Rick Steinbacher 
Vince Ille 
Marielle vanGelder 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 2:34 PM 

Adrian Beros <Beros-adrian@aramark corn>; Alison Purdee 
<alisonpurdee@rockTtophospitality corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; Beale, 
Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Bersticker, Brian P <bstickS0@email unc edu>; 
Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford <blc@psafety unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Campbell, Ron Dean 
<rcampbe@psafety unc edu>; Cautemccio, Dino <dcaut@email unc edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kcleatN@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Danny Labar 
<Labar-Danny@aramark corn>;          }gmail corn; Fuchs, Jeft’rey W 
<jfuchs@email unc edu>; Fulton, Nick <nJfulton@email unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~-imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hare, George 
<ghare@psafety unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email unc edu>; Hilton, 
Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Jason 
Whitman <whitman-jason@aramark corn>; Jones, Kiln <kimajones@unc edu>; 
Kornegay, Jacob David <jdkorneg@psafety unc edu>; Matthew Mauzy 
<mauzy@sors us>; McClure, Matthew D <mcclure@unc edu>; McCracken, Jeff" B 
<jmccrack@psafety unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; PlunketL MalN Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Robert 
Bosworth <bozworth@townofchapelhill org>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc edu>; 
Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>         }gmail corn; Humphries, Sarah 
<shumphries@unc edu>; Spencer Lindgren <slindgren@sors us>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason 
<j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewa@email unc edu>; Sydney 
Marshall <sydney@ramsclub corn> 

Football Game Day Reminder - Take Two 

Football Game Day Reminder -Take Two... 

Our first game day meeting will be this T !~srlv~, ’3apt~r :!,~’ ~r~ ,,’: 2,~ a,~ on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of 

the Blue Zone. If you have any a~enda items to add, please email them to me by Monday at noon. 

Parking will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

The remaining Game Day Meetings are scheduled for: 

Tuesday, September 24th at 9:30 am for ECU 

Tuesday, October :l.Sth at 9:30 am For Miami and our Thursday night game 

Tuesday October 22nd at 9:30 am for Boston College 

Tuesday, November 5th at 9:30 am for Virginia 

Tuesday, November $9th at 9:90 am for Old Dominion 

Tuesday, November 26th at 9:30 am for Duke 

We’re looking forward to seeing everyone Tuesday! 



Go Heels! 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

919.428.1153 

The University of NoAh Carolina 









~. Season - Trip~e× Top Line Bottom Line Credential Type 

2 ALL ACCESS Season Credentials 

3 Rubba Cunningham Administration ALL ACCESS 

4 Tina Cunningham Administration ALL ACCESS 

5 Michael Cunningham Administration ALL ACCESS 

6 Matthew Cunningham Administration ALL ACCESS 

7 John Cunningham Administration ALL ACCESS 

8 Sarah Cunningham Administration ALL ACCESS 

9 Dick Baddour Administration ALL ACCESS 

10 Lynda Baddour Administration ALL ACCESS 

~.3. Larry Gallo Administration ALL ACCESS 

12 Laura Gallo Administration ALL ACCESS 

13 Willie Scroggs Administration ALL ACCESS 

14 Martina Ballen Administration ALL ACCESS 

15 Rick Steinbacher Administration ALL ACCESS 

16 Clint Gwaltney Administration ALL ACCESS 

~.7 Jen Gwaltney Administration ALL ACCESS 

18 Vince Ille Administration ALL ACCESS 

19 Michelle Brown Administration ALL ACCESS 

20 Beth Miller Administration ALL ACCESS 

21 Steve Kirschner Administration ALL ACCESS 

22 Karlton Creech Administration ALL ACCESS 

23 Staci Creech Administration ALL ACCESS 

24 Molly Norton Administration ALL ACCESS 

25 Paul Pogge Risk Management ALL ACCESS 

26 Kevin Best Athletic Communications ALL ACCESS 

27 

28 Carol Folt Chancellor ALL ACCESS 

29 David Pearl Chancellor ALL ACCESS 

30 

31 Coach Roy Williams Men’s Basketball ALL ACCESS 

32 Wanda Williams Men’s Basketball ALL ACCESS 

33 

34 Tim Sabo Ticket Office ALL ACCESS 

35 Shane Parrish Ticket Office ALL ACCESS 

36 Mary Alyson Touloupas Ticket Office ALL ACCESS 

37 Jason Steinberg Ticket Office ALL ACCESS 

38 Jacob Coggins Ticket Office ALL ACCESS 

39 

40 Tom Ross President ALL ACCESS 

41 Susan Ross President ALL ACCESS 

42 

43 Mike Bunting Facilities ALL ACCESS 

44 Butch Williams Facilities ALL ACCESS 

45 Kevin Robinson Facilities ALL ACCESS 

46 Johnny Heath Facilities ALL ACCESS 

47 Davey Cockman Facilities ALL ACCESS 

48 Rusty Nipper Facilities ALL ACCESS 

49 Bobby Gales Facilities ALL ACCESS 

50 Richie Grimsley Loudermilk Center ALL ACCESS 

5~. James Spurling Kenan Stadium ALL ACCESS 

52 

53 John Brunner Event Management ALL ACCESS 

54 Rob Stewart Event Management ALL ACCESS 

55 Ellen Culler Event Management ALL ACCESS 

56 Elizabeth Lancaster Event Management ALL ACCESS 

57 Mary Rob Plunkett Event Management ALL ACCESS 

58 

59 Ken Cleaw New Media ALL ACCESS 

60 Jason Andrews New Media ALL ACCESS 

62 Sammy Carden Durham Coca Cola ALL ACCESS 

63 Leave Blank Durham Coca Cola ALL ACCESS 

64 Leave Blank Durham Coca Cola ALL ACCESS 

65 

66 Deborah Hawkins Public Safety ALL ACCESS 

67 LaBron Reid McLaurin Parking ALL ACCESS 

68 

69 John Montgomery Rams Club ALL ACCESS 

70 Sharie Montgomery Rams Club ALL ACCESS 

7:~ Ken Mack Rains Club ALL ACCESS 

72 MaLt Terrell Rams Club ALL ACCESS 

73 grian Bersticker Rams Club ALL ACCESS 

74 Don McCauley Rams Club ALL ACCESS 



76 John Swofford ACC Commisioner ALL ACCESS 

77 Nora Swofford ]Atlantic Coast Conference ALL ACCESS 

78 Dou~ Rhoads Atlantic Coast Conference ALL ACCESS 

79 Michael Strickland Atlantic Coast Conference ALL ACCESS 

80 Mike Finn Atlantic Coast Conference ALL ACCESS 

81 Jeff Elliott Atlantic Coast Conference ALL ACCESS 

82 Allison Doughty Atlantic Coast Conference ALL ACCESS 

83 

84 Gary Sobba Tar Heel Spor~s Properties ALL ACCESS 

85 

86 Christi Fedora Football ALL ACCESS 

87 Dillon Fedora Football ALL ACCESS 

88 Sydney Fedora Football ALL ACCESS 

89 Peyton Fedora Football ALL ACCESS 

90 Hallie Fedora Football ALL ACCESS 

91 Joe Haydon Football ALL ACCESS 

92 Corey Holliday Football ALL ACCESS 

93 Melinda Anderson Football ALL ACCESS 



__                                                         Dwayne Ballen              Administration                PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Jeanne Kirschner Administration PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

__ Jody Brown Administration PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Karen file Administration PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

[Nate Hilton [Loudermilk Center [PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Evan Hughes Loudermilk Center PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Ginny French THAH PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Leave Blank THAH PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Sydney Marshall THAH PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

__ Erica Broughton THAH .PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Kat Fogartie THAH PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Alison Purdee Rocky Top Catering PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

__ Maite Vigil Rocky Top Catering PR EMI U M SEATI NG ACCESS 

Jeff Schenk Rocky Top Catering PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

__ Dean Ogan Rocky Top Catering PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

__ Mike Bickel Rocky Top Catering PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Clara Campbell Rocky Top Catering PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

__ Leave Blank Rocky Top Catering PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Ron Miller Fencing PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Susun Miller Fencing PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Andrew Sapp Men’s Golf .PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Laura Sapp Men’s Golf PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Joe Breschi Men’s Lacrosse PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Julie Breschi Men’s Lacrosse PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Coach Carlos Somoano Men’s Soccer PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Martina Somoano Men’s Soccer PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Rich DeSelm Swimming .PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Tracy DeSelm Swimming PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Mike Fox Baseball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Cheryl Fox Baseball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Sam Paul Men’s Tennis PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Rebecca Pa ul Men’s Tennis PR EMI U M SEATI NG ACCESS 

Coach C.D. Mock Wrestling PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Mickie Mock Wrestling PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell Women’s Basketball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Sammy Hatchell Women’s Basketball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Mann Women’s Golf PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
John Mann Women’s Golf PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Derek Galvin Gymnastics PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Debra Galvin Gymnastics PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Coach Jenny Levy Women’s Lacrosse PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Sarah Haney Rowing PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Guest Rowing PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Coach Anson Dorrance Women’s Soccer PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

M’Liss Dorrance Women’s Soccer PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Coach Donna Papa Softball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Guest Softball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Coach Brian Kalbas Women’s Tennis PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Suzanne Kalbas Women’s Tennis PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Coach Joe Sagula Volleyball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Ingrid Sagula Volleyball PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Harlis Meaders Track & Field PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Guest Track & Field PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Kathy Sapp Chapel Hill Sportswear PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 
Tracey Beine Chapel Hill Sportswear PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

~,ndres Moreno Chapel Hill Sportswear PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Holly Dedmond Chapel Hill Sportswear PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

Kitty Lynn EHS PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

.................... .......... 
Staff                        EHS                            PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 



=68 Mike Clayton HVAC PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

170 Dawn McPherson Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

171 Allison Bass Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

172 Sue Walsh Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

:~73 Diane Aldrid~e Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

174 Tim Smith Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

175 Nick Fulton Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

:~76 Grant Leiendecker Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

177 Margie Dubnansky Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

~.78 Eric Montross Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

:~79 Kim Jones Rams Club PREMIUM SEATING ACCESS 

180 Gary Burns Rams Club 



184 Morgan McPherson Ticket Office STADIUM ACCESS 

185 Sarah Langley Ticket Office STADIUM ACCESS 

186 Frances Ralston Ticket Office STADIUM ACCESS 

187 Kevin Fortier Ticket Office STADIUM ACCESS 

188 Leave Blank Ticket Office STADIUM ACCESS 

189 

190 Karen Sneed Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

191 Stephen Boyd Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

192 Ben Sonnier Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

193 Donna Cox Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

194 John Creason Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

195 Kelly Davis Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

196 Cliff Decker Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

197 John Dubis Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

198 Kathy Duffy Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

199 Sol Ellis Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

200 Stacey Harris Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

20~ Tracy Harris Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

202 Charlie Jones Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

203 Suzette Lugo Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

204 Janis Matson Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

205 Kim Murray Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

208 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................... .......................................................................................... ........................................................................... 
207 Jimmy Roberson Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

208 Ray Shearon Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

209 Stoney Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

210 Patrick Varker Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

211 Vickie Wilkins Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

212 Bernie Williams Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

21~33 Darrick Woods Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

214 Chad Zwierlein Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

215 Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

216 Tim Kelly Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

217 Leave Blank Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

218 Leave Blank Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

219 Leave Blank Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

220 Hunter Barrett Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

221 Brett Botta ~Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

222 Jeff Caudill Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

223 Hannah Fleishman Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

224 CJ Hunter Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

225 Stephen lannotta Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

226 Mark Ketterer Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

Jessica Rippey Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

Joe Smaldone Operations STADIUM ACCESS 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

Scott Ray Chain Crew Chief STADIUM ACCESS 

David Parker PA Booth STADIUM ACCESS 

233 Ronnie Norris PA Booth STADIUM ACCESS 

234 Tony Gilliam PA Booth STADIUM ACCESS 

235 Mark Isley PA Booth STADIUM ACCESS 

236 David Culp PA Booth STADIUM ACCESS 

237 Wes Hardison PA Booth STADIUM ACCESS 

238 David Galloway Instant Replay STADIUM ACCESS 

239 Allen Bean ECO STADIUM ACCESS 

240 

242 Michael Beale Marketing STADIUM ACCESS 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

Sarah Humphries Marketing 

Leave Blank Marketing 

[Leave Blank [Marketing 

Jordan Plumblee Marketing 

[Allison Hill [Marketing 

[Jessica Muffree [Marketing 

Derek Lochbaum Licensing 

STADIUM ACCESS 

STADIUM ACCESS 

[STADIUM ACCESS 
[STADIUM ACCESS 

[STADIUM ACCESS 

[STADIUM ACCESS 
STADIUM ACCESS 

249 Will Heyman Marketing STADIUM ACCESS 

250 Andrew Stilwell Marketing STADIUM ACCESS 

251 Phi[ Suchyta MarketinB STADIUM ACCESS 

252 

253 Josh Reavis New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

254 Kyle Lang New Media STADIUM ACCESS 



255 Michael Crowe New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

256 Bob Ellis New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

257 Byron Sanders New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

258 Matt Bachman New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

259 Dylan Field New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

260 Joseph Mayer Salman New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

261 Laura Escobar New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

262 Jon Cunningham New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

263 Leave Blank New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

264 Taylor Hoggard New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

265 Leave Blank New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

266 Leave Blank New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

267 James Fair New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

268 Joe Ferrara New Media STADIUM ACCESS 

269 

270 Jeff Fuchs UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 

271 Matt McClure UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 

272 Chuck Williams UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

Leon Patillo UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 

Justin Tillett UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 
Dwayne Barnes UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 
Matt Savage UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 
Tricia Hughes UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 
Arris Golden UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 

Jeff Richardson UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 
281 El Fisseha UNC Bands STADIUM ACCESS 

282 

283 Brown Waiters Cheerleading STADIUM ACCESS 

284 Taylor Pandich Cheerleading STADIUM ACCESS 

285 Curt Brossman Cheerleadin~ STADIUM ACCESS 

286 Kristin Royal Cheerleading STADIUM ACCESS 

287 Amber Woody Dance STADIUM ACCESS 

288 Liz Heafner Dance STADIUM ACCESS 

289 Mark Lyczkowski Dance STADIUM ACCESS 

290 

291 Mark Gaines Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

292 Casey Carrick Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

293 Leave Blank Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

294 Leave Blank Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

295 AI Sanders Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

296 Ben Sanders Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

297 Dan Clayton Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

298 Larry I(ing Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

299 Jack Karstaedt Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

300 Brian Stallin~s Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

301 Randy Green Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

302 Jon Wilson Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

303 Trey Parnell Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

304 Chris Harris Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

305 Joe Hunt Facilities Crew STADIUM ACCESS 

306 

307 Gary Sobba Tar Heel Sports Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

308 Missy Dike Tar Heel Spor~s Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

309 Seth Reeves Tar Heel Sports Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

310 Matt Wrynn Tar Heel Sports Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

3:z1 Casandra Webb Tar Heel Spor~s Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

312 Brian French Tar Heel Sports Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

3:z3 Burt Jenkins Tar Heel Spor~s Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

3:~4 Leave Blank Tar Heel Spor~s Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

315 Leave Blank Tar Heel Sports Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

3:~6 Doron Tamari Tar Heel Spor~s Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

3:~7 Jody Zeugner Tar Heel Spor~s Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

318 Dave Nathan Tar Heel Sports Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

3:z9 Lee Pace Tar Heel Spor~s Properties STADIUM ACCESS 

320 

321 Matt Bowers Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

322 Dana Gelin Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

323 Dave Lohse Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

324 Leave Blank Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

325 Lee Snyder Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

326 Bobby Hundley Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

327 Rick Brewer Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

328 Jeffrey Camarati Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 



329 Jerry Gambill Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

330 Abbey Doran Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

33:1 Gary Whaley Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

332 Jeremy Jones Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

333 RV Hight Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

334 Emily Fedewa Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

335 Cobey Culton Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

336 Helen Buchanan Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

337 Sam Bondurant Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

338 Adam Norris Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

339 ]Stephen Thompson Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

340 Laura Fellwock Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

341 Lena Welch Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

342 Raven Jones Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

343 Hillary Margolis Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

344 Brittany Mayes Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

345 Leave Blank Athletic Communications STADIUM ACCESS 

346 

347 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... I~1.~.~ ~!!~ r~ .q! e~ h~ ~n ............................................ .~e~ ~.~ !.! ...................................................................................................... ........................................................................... 

348 

349 

350 

351 

352 

353 

Bradley Bethel Football STADIUM ACCESS 

Tych Cowdin Football STADIUM ACCESS 
Mike Echstenkamper Football STADIUM ACCESS 

Steve Farmer Football STADIUM ACCESS 
Courtney Farrin~ton Football STADIUM ACCESS 
Andrew Gibson Football STADIUM ACCESS 

3S~44 Jerry Greenwood Football STADIUM ACCESS 

355 Ronald Brewer Football STADIUM ACCESS 

356 Kaitlin Healy Football STADIUM ACCESS 

357 Clay Browning Football STADIUM ACCESS 

358 Football STADIUM ACCESS 

359 Jaimie Lee Football STADIUM ACCESS 

360 Chris Luke Football STADIUM ACCESS 

361 Tia Overstreet Football STADIUM ACCESS 

362 Barbara Polk Football STADIUM ACCESS 

363 Rory Pommerenin~ Football STADIUM ACCESS 

364 Taylor Harper Football STADIUM ACCESS 

365 Mitch Mason Football STADIUM ACCESS 

366 Darryl Sanders Football STADIUM ACCESS 

367 Brittany Strowd Football STADIUM ACCESS 

368 Tony Tucker Football STADIUM ACCESS 

369 Teresa Vandefford Football STADIUM ACCESS 

370 Andre’ Williams Football STADIUM ACCESS 

371 Ryan Mills Football STADIUM ACCESS 

372 Kevin Mitchell Football STADIUM ACCESS 

373 Zack Womack Football STADIUM ACCESS 

374 Tori Koesters Football STADIUM ACCESS 

375 Daniel Sebastian Football STADIUM ACCESS 

376 Sam Smotherman Football STADIUM ACCESS 

377 Jaiquan Jordan Football STADIUM ACCESS 

378 Bill Collette Football STADIUM ACCESS 

379 Krista Cabrera Football STADIUM ACCESS 

380 Andrew Love Football STADIUM ACCESS 

381 Mike Ewing Football STADIUM ACCESS 

382 Michael Ewing Football STADIUM ACCESS 

383 Alex Collette Football STADIUM ACCESS 

384 Taylor Raines Football STADIUM ACCESS 

385 Elton Rodgers Football STADIUM ACCESS 

386 Amanda Thompson Football STADIUM ACCESS 

387 Angel Washington Football STADIUM ACCESS 

388 Mario Ciocca Football STADIUM ACCESS 

389 Dr. Alex Creighton Football STADIUM ACCESS 

390 Dan Hooker Football STADIUM ACCESS 

391 Dr. Jeffrey Spang Football STADIUM ACCESS 

392 Timothy Taft Football STADIUM ACCESS 

393 Jason Freeman Football STADIUM ACCESS 



394 Dominic Morelli Football STADIUM ACCESS 

395 Mark Yaekel Football STADIUM ACCESS 

396 Leave Blank Football STADIUM ACCESS 

397 Leave Blank Football STADIUM ACCESS 

398 Leave Blank Football STADIUM ACCESS 

399 Leave Blank Football STADIUM ACCESS 

400 Leave Blank Football STADIUM ACCESS 

401 Leave Blank Football STADIUM ACCESS 

4O2 

4O3 

404 Staff 

406 Adrian Beros Aramark Concessions STAFF 

407 Jason Whitman Aramark Concessions STAFF 

408 Danny Labar Aramark Concessions STAFF 

409 Penny Lyon Aramark Concessions STAFF 

410 Jaymin Patel Aramark Concessions STAFF 

411 Scott Weir Aramark Concessions STAFF 

413 Tom Bulthuis Signage STAFF 

414 Edy Bulthuis Signage STAFF 

415 

416 Connie Conway Facilities STAFF 

417 Leave Blank Housekeeping STAFF 

418 Leave Blank HousekeepinB STAFF 

419 Leave Blank HousekeepinB STAFF 

420 Leave Blank Housekeeping STAFF 

42~ Leave Blank Housekeeping STAFF 

422 

423 Cheryl Green KFC Housekeeping STAFF 

424 Khin OO KFC Housekeeping STAFF 

425 Adul Siler KFC Housekeeping STAFF 

426 Sedrick Cheek KFC Housekeeping STAFF 

427 Jane Siler KFC Housekeeping STAFF 

428 Annie Brim KFC Housekeeping STAFF 

429 James Yoder KFC Housekeeping STAFF 

430 

431 Christina Rizk Ticket Office STAFF 

432 Kacie Albert Ticket Office STAFF 

433 Myles Robinson Ticket Office STAFF 

434 Jennell Mclntosh Ticket Office STAFF 

435 Hannah Lebowitz Ticket Office STAFF 

436 Benjamin Duval Ticket Office STAFF 

437 Tyler Stohlrnan Ticket Office STAFF 

438 Lukas Whitcomb Ticket Office STAFF 

439 Keenan Harrell Ticket Office STAFF 

440 Ben Trachtman Ticket Office STAFF 

441 Matthew Schwartz Ticket Office STAFF 

442 Paul Fleck Ticket Office STAFF 

443 

444 Monk Tomlinson Special Guest STAFF 

445 Leave Blank Special Guest STAFF 

446 

447 

448 Loudermilk 45 Bradley Bethel Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

449 Brent Blanton Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

450 Kym Orr Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

451 Tia Overstreet Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

452 Jenn Townsend Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

453 Jaimie Lee Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

454 Beth Lyons Academics LOUDERMILK 46 

455 Nate Yarbrough Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

456 Tony Yount Academics LOUDERMILK 45 

457 Dana Gelin S-A Development LOUDERMILK 45 

458 Shelley Johnson S-A Development LOUDERMILK 45 

459 Cricket Lane S A Development LOUDERMILK 45 

460 Greg Gatz Strength & Conditioning LOUDERMILK 45 

461 Steve Gisselman Strength & Conditioning LOUDERMILK 45 

462 Eric Biener Strength & ConditioninB LOUDERMILK 45 

463 Erik Hernandez Strength & Conditioning LOUDERMILK 45 

464 

465 

466 

467 4"J 2 



471 Media 125 

TV/Minicam 50 

477 Staff 25 

478 Total Season Triplex 737 

























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 1:03 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

(-a)live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~comcast net; 
@aim cam: 

7~live unc edu>; 
@gmail cam; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>: 

?.blive unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

7~live unc edu>; 
,@~live unc edu>; 

?t~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

~gmail cam; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

~liveuncedu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@kenan-fla~ler unc edu; 

~liveuncedu>: 
@ive unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

7~live unc edu>; 
@hve unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

Lane, Cdcket <clicket@unc edu>; 

,~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

?t~live unc edu>; 

~)live unc edu>; 
=t~live unc edu>; 

~a)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

}live unc edu>; Gaines, 
BlTant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Shelton, Karen C 
<kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Smith, Amy Diane <amy smith@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<mbins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; rackham 
<rackham@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew 
<masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaa exestaff@groups unc edu> 

Carolina Outreach- 

Carolina Outreach 
Attendance xlsx 

docx; Outreach Number gif; Outreach Meeting 

Hello Outreach Representatives, 

Thank you for attending the meeting last evening. It is really exciting to see everyone there! 

In this email you can find the         Agenda, a      Carolina Outreach Summary Chart, and the attendance 
sheet of last night’s meeting. If you have any questions, please contact me. Also, here are some programs that we 
discussed in the meeting, and I want to follow up with you. 



a. Carolina Dreams 
Below are the new schedule for Carolina Dreams in this fall: 

Saturday 

Football vs East Carolina (Military Appreciation) 

Friday, 7PM 
Volleyball vs Duke 

Friday 
Late Night w/Roy 

Please contact 
get involved. 

~email.unc.edu) or @email.unc.edu) if your teams want Lo 

b. A Drinkfor Tomorrow 
The Universib/has a Water Theme for And UNC women’s soccer team would like to raise awareness 
about the global water crisis through their games. Right now they plan to designate the        game (vs NC 
State) as their clean water awareness game. They have couple plans (e.g.: wear blue wristbands, PA announcement, 
collect water bO[JLle donations etc.) for the game. And it’s a great idea not only for soccer game, but also for other 
teams to get involved in. We are looking forward to having more teams participate. 

c. Get Heeled 5K 
The evenL will take place on from 8:30am to 12pm. And Lhe details about Lhis evenL is on our 

agenda. We are so glad thaL Gymnastics, Women’s Golf, Swimming and Diving, Women’s BaskeLball, FooLball, Track 
and Field, Men’s Lacrosse and Women’s Soccer will participate this year. Also thank you for Lhose who helped us wiLh 
making GeL Heeled 5K posLers after Lhe meeting! 

Everyone should have a list of Outreach Bullet Points for your resume building. And you should also have your Outreach 
Binder now, Please remember to share Outreach goals and the Outreach Hashtag with your teammates & coaches, 
and make a plan together! After each meeting, I will give you a refle~ion paper. Then you can put all the Outreach 
materials together. 

So looking forward to working with you all together! Go Heels! #iServeiLead 

Please follow us on Social Media: 

Carolina Outreach 

U NC-Student-At hlete-Development 



Follow Carolina Outreach 

@iServeiLead 

iServe iLead 
Bingo Night at the Ronald 

McDonald House! 

AGENDA 
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All Athletics Engagements 

Shoe Collection - Tar Heels realized they have many shoes are part their athletic prime and 

cluttering in the locker. ,_,~ve them a ~ecor~o life by donating those athletic shoes to GOODWILL. 

Pop-Tops Collection - UNC student-athletes collect pop-tops in the Loudermilk weight room and 
donate to the Ronald McDonald House 

Toiletry Collection - During away games/meets/matches, UNC student-athletes bring extra toiletries 

from hotels back to Loudermilk Center to donate to our local communities 

Business Clothing Donations - Supplying less fortunate individuals with professional clothing for 

interviews and workplace with professional clothing for interviews and workplace setting, such as 

suits, khakis, dresses, and ties. Contact                        ~i] m afl.t n.: edt) for details 

Engagement with Kids 

ho 1 

Year round after school 

enrichment program for Chapel 

Hill Youth. Activities include 

helping to run games and play 

sports with elementary school 

kids, help demonstrate sport 

skills, encourage physical activity 

and teach sportsmanship. 

Reading program with 

children in local elementary 

schools.    Readers    and 
children meet in the 

classroom, talk about their 
favorite book, and pick a 

book to read together. Also 

talk    about    academics, 
athletics, and college life. 

This program matches 
studenbathletes with boys and 

girls from local elementary 
schools. Mentors visit kids at 
least once a week to play 

games, speak on leadership and 

read books. Contact 
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Rona~d McDonald House 

Hosting dinners, game nights and baking cookies for 

RMH [amiiies 

® Open meal dates have yellow stare (no more than 

Baked goods car] be dropped olf any day of 

the week 8AM-gPM 

Cathy Hall (919)913 2040 x103 

cathieen.l-la]l@chapelhillrm h.ne [ 

Charles House 
Spending time with, playing, or speaking to 

older adults with mild to moderate impairrTlerlts 

® Kardswork 

program2@charlesho use.org 

Kindred Transitional Health Care 
and Rehab - Chapel Hill 

Involving in interesting and varied activities and 
events with their patients and residents 

¯ Outdoor pursuits 

Entertainment and audience participation 

Murdoeh Development Center 

Escorting residents ~o Sunday church service anti braiding 

out with residents following lunch. (Burner, NC) 

lypicallv from 9AM 2PM on Sundays 

e Women’s I acrosse 

¯ Contact CHoker or to se~ up team v~s[t. 

Cal Ripken Sro I:oundation 

Helping disadvantaged young people through baseball and softball theme programs 

October 12th, Saturday, University of North Carolina College Experience Day 

A Student Athlete Speaker @12pro to talk about their athletic and academic experience in 
college to all the kids 
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Hospital Visits 

o Clickoncaienda[toviewavai~ability open 

dates/times say peds playroom 

grl,!.~l:v,~]unt,~,:rs (no more than 6 people) 

~ Grace Schm~ (N urse Manager) 

~SCd~Tll:Sf:~ ~r~Z~:.HrK.¢-CH and Mary 

Margaret Carroll (D~rector of Development) 

holiday parties 

o Babys~ttin~ durin~ Dads ~r’oup meetings- 

A Drink For Tomorrow 
U N C s Pan Camp us Water Theme for 2o12 2014 

Women’s Soccer team would like to raise awareness about the 
global water crisis through a week of games designated for clean 

water awareness. 

¯ A pregame announcement would be read by a team 

member 

¯ Athletes wear blue wristbands 

¯ A tent by the concessions stand would sell the same 

bands and collect donations 

Habitat for Humanity 
No more than six people, including a coaching 

staff. 

(http://www.oran~ehabitat.or~/construction/) 

Contact for available dates and time. 

4 



100% of the funds raised back to UNC Lineberger’s 
Pediatric Ontology and Hematology Clinic, specifically 

for Family Support Services. 

Location: 
lOO Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Front Commuter Parking Lot 

Time of event: 
September 14th, Saturday 

8:3o AM-12:oo PM 

Race Day Schedule 
8:15 AM: UNC Gymnastics leads the warm up 

9:o0 AM: 5K Run/Walk begins 

lO:OO AM: 1 Miler will begin (Carolina Dreams will host) 

September 28v~ Sa[urday 

*Military Appreciation Day 

October 11th, Friday, 7PM 

Vo~leyb~!l vs Duke 

October 25i~ Friday 
Late Night w/Roy 

CAROL NA 
DRFJ 

"I began learning long ago that those who are happiest are 
those who do the most for others"- Booker T. ~Vashington 

Contact Information 

Cricket Lane, Assistant Athletic Director, Student-Athlete Development 

(o) 919 843 2040 

Graduate Intern, Student-Athlete Development 

(o) 

Student-Athlete Development 

(o) 919-843-2~o6 
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September 2013 

I/Socceplpm vs ND 

aborDay 

inancial Education 7pro 

16 

I0 

17 

5 6 ]7 

vleeting Tennessee State 

i 
l2 30pm 

James Madison 8 
30pro vs Albany 

18 

13 
FH Game 6pm vs Old 
Dominion 
MSoccer 7pm vs 
Ma[~jland 
Volleyball 7pm vs 

21) 
Volleyball 7pm Illinois 

19 
~ternationalDayof 

iPeace 

’Volleyball 5pm Indiana 

.~3 24 25 26 27 .~8 
inancialEducationTprr ~lSoccerTprrvs/~/illiam JolleyballSprrNCState FHGarre6pmvsDuke ootballGame Carolina 

~ Ma[~j Volleyball 7pm vs ND 

30 

~ 
2 3                          5 

~ 
~/! orld Vegetarian Day Carolina Outreach 

bleeting 

7            8 9 10 I1 12 
~olleyball 7PM vs Duke 
;arolina Dreams 

13 14 15 16 17           18 19 
3olumbus Day 

.~0 21 22 23 24 Z5 
:inancial Education 7pro Speaker Janet Judge United Nations Day ;arolina Drearr s Late 

)Social Media) 4ight with Roy 

Hall ..... 
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Last Name First Name EmailAddress Spor~ September 

EX 

EX 



EX 

EX 



Calder, Andrew G 

From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Ross Comerford < ross@fastmodeltechnolc 
Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:37 AM 
Calder, Andrew G 
Judy Boliakis 
FastDraw iPad: Plays/Drills Store 
Fast Model Content Ucense Agreement.pd 

Andrew, 

really appreciate your ongoing support of me and Fast Model and am excite 
bus;hess by helping us get Sylvia Hatche!rs coaching content distributed thro 

The first step is to get our agreement in place and I have attached our Contef 
started. You can return the signed Agreement to Judy Boliakis via email orf~ 

Judy is our BusYness Manager and your point of contact for any questions an~ 
executed. She will be following up with you over the next several days to ge 
at any time prior to that is you have questions or need any assistance with 
946-3020, x.838 



Ross Comerford 
Fast Model Technologies 
:[266 E Main Street, Suite 700R 
Stamford, CT 08902 
O: 954-945-3020 



TIIIS CONTENT LICENSE AGREEMENT (this "A~eement’) s m~de ~s of 
.lthe "EI~be ire Da~e") by a~d between 

located at                                       _._ ("Licensor") and Fast Model 
Tecknologies, LL(2, tocamd al 1266 E. Main St, Suite 700R, Stamfard, (]ontteclictfl 06902 
("Licensee"). I’he pariies, tbr good emd valuable consideratinn and ~II~¢ndtng Io be legally 
bound, hmeby agree as fbllows: 

1, l’e~ m: "l’hc ~nilial I~rm of this AI~’eement shall conm~ence on the EfLhctiw: Date and 
exlfi~e tiuee years fi’om the ~versary of the Effective [?ate (the [n’’a Term ) and shall 

terms and eoedttions as sei o’al h~reN, for continuing one (1) year periods (each a "Renewal 
"l’erm") utfless it is tennhnated by eider party giving a mi~fimum of sixty (60) days notice ~o the 

Initial Term ~nd each Renewal Term shall collectively be ~e~;~rcd lu heron as the "Temf’. 

2.     Grant of Rights: Licensor hereby grants to I,ieenaee, during the TemL the exclusive 
worldwide, sublicenseable, and tmnsi)~-~ble i:ighL but n~t the obligation, tn use, reproduce, 
dislribul~, sell, display, perform, repnrpose, manipulate, er*ate derivative works ol~ and 
oiherwise exploit the Content (defined hoiow) via any and all technologies whether now known 
or nero n~Rer devised, e (.ontenl shall ~1 de all con~nt set Nrth on Sehet~tjle A altached 
hereto. Licensor a!so herehy granls e~mb ~]set afLicensee’s platfomns or simi]ar techm,h:~gy (~hc 
"Service") a licellSe to access the Conlent Ituo~agb the Service and to use, reproduce, di~hqbutc, 
display and perfom~ the Con~ent s " ~ ~ ¯ " a. )¢~ m ~.¢ t~ough me Nnctioaali~ of the Service. The 
pa~ies aN’co the foregoing g~m~t ¢~f rights shall ~clude the right to use the name af the (?oitlcil[ 
and Licensor !ogos, ~rademarks, tradc names, ~md see’ice marks and al other ~ttslleclual 
propeV/assocated~ 1 fie(. e sollatLlcenseec~lyexpotthe~ghsg~ cdhcrcm 

3.     Lice:~se Fees: I.iccnscc shall pay Licensor thirty percent (30%) of rcvenues net of 
al~plicable taxes received by Licensee 2~- connection with Licensee’s expluitalion of the Content, 
(the "License Fees"). The License Fees shall be due no later than fl:my-fivc (45) days after the 
end of each caio~dar quarl~r during zhe Tel~L Licensee shali p~uvide L~censor with a usage 

Confiduntialitv: Each pm~/ agrees that this Ag~eemc~t and lhe terms hereof are 
confid~ntial and proprietaU a:~d that they sh~ll hrdd the terms and existence of this Agreemenl in 
slrict c~nEdem:e; provided that either pm~y may provide such information to its advaso~s, 
representatives, and cun:ellt alld polential in’ccstolN so long as such entities are bottlld by 
agrccmenls of cenfidenfialiP] wifll respect to s~eh in brmation. 

5.     Representations and Warra!!ties: I.iccmsor reprcsems and wa~an/s to Licensee lhat (i) it 
is duI? ~rganized, validly existing and in good s~anding trader the laws of the stale m~d[or 
cuunlry under which it is orgal~i~ed, (ii) il has lhe power and authm’!V ~o enter hllo this 
Agreement and to pertbnn fiflly its abligations hereunder, (iii) it is under no contractual or olhcr 
legal obligation ~hat shait in any way iumrlhrc with ils Nll, prompt and cample~e per~brmance 
hereunder, (i~,t) ihe i~divid ml executing ibis Agreemem on its b, ehalf has the a~thoriIy 1o do so, 



(v) the obiigations trouped by this Agreement~ insufhr ~ls Ih~y Furpo~ to be binding on 
consfi~te legal, ~.alid and bind~g obligalions enforceable Ln ~ccordance wi~ their ~e~ms, (vi) it 
hgs acquired, is fl~e sole own~:r or controls all rights ta ~hc Content ~ee awd clear af any a~td 
cla~s, figh~ and ohligalions whatsoever and is empowered ~o ~ant the l’igh~s~ I~ce~ses and 
privileges gmn~ed in this Agreement, &ii) i~ shal~, at L~een~or’s sole expense, deliver to Lice~see 
copies nfall s~cl~ documents as L~censee may reqn~rc I~ e~’ide~ce Licensor’s chain of ~i~le ~o ~he 
Con~ent, (vii) here is no1 now pending nr thmate~cd ~gaktst Lice~or, the (?onteni, ~:~r a~y t~’d 
par~,, any el~im, dem~d, litigation, action, mill c~r oher Wocee~g including m~y i@~nctive 
proceedings, wNch, if advea~ely det~mfined, would impair or preveut the exercise by Licensee 
of ils rigNs heretmder, (ix) it has obtained or s[mll ensure ~hat all nece~smy w~i~le~ waivers 
mor~] rights ~a connection with fl~e Comenl have or will be ob~ah~ed by Lice~sor ~ order 
enable Licensee to exercise fialty all right~ granted here~, (x) none aftge Ctmlent will, az any 
time dur)~g the Tet~, contain any material lh:~t is obscene, I~beious, ~lar~deraus, indecent nr 
del~matoD,, or any mate~al tha~ vioNtes or Nfi~ges any copyrig}~t, l~ademark, righl of privacy, 

(xf) il shall, durNg the "Femb u~inlain liabiiily insurance at ~evels ~pprupriate to Rs liabili~ 
under Ibis A.~eement. 

6.     Indem~lifieaflot!: Liee~sor shall indenmify and hold harmless Licensee, its ~)arenl, 
subsidiaries, related companies, ~nd affiliates and t~eir officers, employees, directors, and-agents 
fi’om, against and wifl~ tcspec~ m an}’ and all claims, damage~, liabilities, costs, and e×penscs 
(invludh~g reasonabie attorneys’ ~hes) arising out of the b~eaeh or alleged breach by Licensor of a~y 
of its representations, wananlies, covenants, obligations, or dulies heretlnder. For clarity, [.ict:~see 
acknowledges and agrt~es tha~ Licensor shall no~ he responsible to inden~ify Licensee liar ~mv 
materials that me h~ Ihc pnblic domain, irM~ding withuul limit;~ion commotfiy used play£, 
coachi~g tee]miques and commonly understood techniques. 

7.     Termiua~ion Rights; Withdrawal of three,tea: Licensee may, by noti!~,ing Licensor, 
temiuale tNs Agreement: (i) if Licm~so~ is in malerial breach of this Agreemem and has not 
creed such breach w~t~ ~hirty (3tl) day~ ~’ ~otice of such b~aeh; (ii) if [.icea~or h~s filed a 
peli ion 5a bankm~pmy, is insalve~t, o~ has sought relief under may law rela~cd I~ its f~ancial 
crmdifion or its abide’ ~o meet i~s paymen~ obligations; or (iii) if m~y ~nvo~u~ary petition in 
ba~tlplcy has been flied against l.icensor, c~r any relief undm" any such law has been sought by 
auy creditor(s) of Licensot~ m~less s~mh invohmtary peti~o~ is Nsmissed, or such reiiefis denied, 
wil~ thir~ (30) days a~er it has been filed ~r sough~. Fm~hermo~e, Licensee sha~ have the 
figh~ lo (a) windrow Content fhm~ any means of exploitation at any time lbr any reason or no 
reason in its sole discretion, (b) erm~ate this Agreement if it ceases dislfibulion of the Contrary, 
and (c) resinate fl~is A8reemenl 2c~r any reason or no reason 
Licensor. 
8.     Zimitatio~ of IAahililN: N no event shall any prajeetio~s or forecasts by Licensee he 

any legal ~hemy, he liable to ~icensor for any special, h~dh-cet, ~cidental or co~sequent~M 

knowledge ol t}~e pussibili~y of such damages or loss ia ~dva~ce. 
liabiii~ af Licex~sce N c~nnection wilh fl~is Agreement exceed the License Fees aetaNIy paid by 
Licensee. 



9.    Govel::~i~g !:gkv; Jnrisdiction: This Agreement shail be coasted under the laws of the 
State of New York. The parties irmvoc~:hiy submit to the jurisdiction of the state and t~deral 
courts located in New York, New York. 

10.    Miseellaneons: The parties agree 1hat *his A~eement contains all of the mate~iai 
business tarms and shMI be legally bi~ldi~g upo~ *he palsies. No pm~’ shail he liable l~r thi[ing 
to perfimn or delaying pertUnnance of its obligafions resulting from any condition [teyond its 
reasonable conlrol, including bu{ not 1trailed to, governmental action, acts of *em?rism, 
eadbql*ake, fire, llood or olhm" acts of God, labor conditions, power ~i~nres, attd Intamet or 
other nc~vo:k d[sturbartces. The faiiuxe of any parb, to act in the event of a breach o[" this 
Ag~xemcn~ hy anolhvr par~y shall not be deemed a waiver of such breach or a waiver of fitturc 
hrcaclms. This Agrvcmcn~ stlpersedes any other prior or colltaerai agreements, whether orM or 
written, with respec~ m the su~iect ma~er hereof. ’lhis Agreement sets [b~th the en[ire 
underM~d~g and agreement between Ne pm~ies m~d, except as othmwise se~ ibrth here,, may 
b~ amended only in a writ~g siN~ed ~y al[ panics. ’lhis A~ecment sbail be construed as ~ 
joitaly drafted by the pastes. ~y invalid or unentbrceaNe provision shail be deemed severed 
~om tlais Agreement to ~e extent of its invalidi~~ or nnenfb~eeabitity, and the remainder oflhis 
Agreement shail rema~ N NIl force and eff?ct. Any notice, consem, approval or report given 
under this ANcement shail be in w~iting, s~aall be scnl po~tage prepaid by certified mail, re~xrn 
receipt requested, or ~y hand dd~vmN, or by t?dmal express ur similar overnight deliveW 
setwice, to the other pmV, at the addresses acl I~rlb above. ~y provisions of this A~eemen~ 
which by their nature or ~ogical tat?fence wal~ld sure’ire exp~a[ion or tennNation~ shall smadve 
exp, i~atio~ or t~rm~ttaliou. Eac~ imrly ~h~ll be ~mtided to prevai~g pm~- a~orney’s t~es n the 
case of a dispute arising ~mder this Agreement. All remedies, whether at law, in equi~~ or 

parties and fl~e~r permitted assi~s. Licensor n)ay not assi~ any of its rig~ m’ delegate any of 
its d~des ~:dcr ~his Agreemen~ (by og~eration of law or ot~mavise) wire,out ~he prbJr express 

ddivcrcd by Ncsinfile, each of which shall be deemed an origi ml and ~ll of which, when taken 

~ WITNESS WIIEREOF, ihe pa~ies hereto have executed Ibis AN’cement as of :he 
Effecfiw Dtae. 

FAST MODEL "I HEHNOLOGiES, LLC 

By: By: 
Print Name: P-L~I Name: 
Tifie: Tide: 



Schedule A 

Content 



FastDraw iPad: Plays/Drills Store 

FastModel Sports 

FastDraw Plays/Drills Store 

Offerings 

fastrnodelsports,com 



Calder, Andrew G 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ross Comerrord <ross@fastmode[techno ogies.com> 
Mor~day, August 12.20~.3 1:57 PM 

Ca der, Andrew G 
Play,/Drills Store Infe 

Hi Andrew 

IIope you are well. It was grca: to caleb up with you. 

I truly apweciate all 3,our kelp, support and the friendship we have built over the years. 

I have attac[tcd a otie paget" of ixflbrmation for you to show Sylvia in o~der o best prov de ~ m wit|t clarity lot’ 
what we are doing. 

Let me know if’you Imve an?. q~cslions. 

The next steps arc very simple. 

Sylvia will ha~z to sign a stmtdal:d content agreement 
We ~viI1 need an opc~alio~s contact to provide us with the plays;drills 

Thin,ks again and ]el me know ifyoa have ~x,_y quesllons. 

Ross 

Chicago, [L 60613 
O: 9Z4 946~3020 



September 7, 
Kenan Stadium Game Management: It is the responsibility of each and every staff member 

to be thoroughly familiar with the 2013 Staff Guide, the revised Kenan Game Management 

information sheet filled with refreshers and reminders and the individual game information 

sheet the latter two are provided on a game by game bas~s. 

Tar Heel Town: Tar Heel Town has relocated to Bell Tower Park, in front of Kenan Football 

Center. Highlights lot our home opener include: America’s #1 Show Band The Voltage 

Brothers, Dusty’s Doaghnuts, Old North State BBQ and Backyard Bistro 

~onog~am Day: Carolina letter winners will celebrate with a picnic in the Bell Tower Quads 

prior to the game. Letter winners - ONLY - (no families or guests) will have the option to 

paRicipate in an on field experience as they form a tunnel through which the Carolina team 

will run, Letter winners will meet at Gate 3 at 11:45 am and will then make their way to the 

UNC Band rese~ed area at Sections 115 ~ 116 to access the field. 

F~e~4 Leve~ o~ v~s~th~g team e~eerns: John Brunner 

Elizabeth Lancaster or Mary Rob Plunke~t 

Stadium Pep Bands: At 11:40 a.m. two small pep bands (15 people each band) will ente~ Gate 
2, They w~ll make their way around the stadium and [ejokfing their band members in the West 
End zone Concourse at 12:08 p.m. Btaff member should assist with c~owd control, if needed. 

Heat management: For those who, in one [orm or another, experienced last year’s Elon game, 
you all should be aware that heat problems, particularly on the North Side, can occur at a high 

volume with one on top of the next, While today’s forecast is considerably more appealing 

than our first game in 2012 every individual working this game should be on the look out for 
anyone suffering from heat distress - fans, band members, staff, etc. Be attentive, helpful, 
proactive and responsive 

A mi~ting tent has been added for this game (and the ECU game as well). The tent is located 
on the North Side near Section 100 and the Blue Zone North gate. This tent is open to the 
public. Additionally, the North Side treatment tent will also have cooling systems, albeit, on a 

much smaller scale. 



Rar~s Club Patio: The Rams Room has moved from the Rams Head Recreation Center gym to 

the patio of the Genome Sciences Building (the big glass building on Lhe opposite side of 

Bell Tower Park [rom the Football Center.). ][ Rams Club members enLer the sLadium and is 

tn/ing to access the new Rams Club Patio, please explain its new location - make an exception 

on our No Re-Ent~, policy and allow them to exit the stadium and then re-enter with their 

ticket stubs at a designated gate 

Ca~lina Football ~ the ~di~: Former Carolina Football long snapper, Ethan Albr~ght, will 

be the new color commentator alongside Jones Angel[, rep[ac~n9 R~ck Steinbacher for home 

games. Ethan was first team AII-ACC in ~993 He went on to play as a long snapper in the NFL 

and is also known by the nickname "The Red Snapper" due to his specialty position combined 

with his bright red hair. Albright was a member of the Miami Dolphins, Green Bay Packers, 

Buffalo Bills, Washington Redskins, and San Diego Chargers. 

~TgU Wristband 

Vendors @ ALL Bags (affixed at Gate 2 ~ Gate 6 for vendors - s~gn in required) 

~emiun~ Seat[~9 (affixed at entn/poi~ts of respective boxes - each patron should have a game 

ticket) 
Pope Box 
North Koury 

South KouD, W~[te 

All BZ 
BZ Noah l errace ~’~eo¢~ 

BZ South Terrace Neea Yello~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

@email unc edu> 

Friday,                4:38 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email unc edu> 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu> 

James G~ay Football Manager Operating Endowment 

Mr. Morelli, 

I am a         student in the spot[ administration graduate program and currently interning in the Business Office. 
Martina gallen asked me to contact you regarding your endowment distribution for Based on the information 
from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the distribution amount is as follows: 

James Gray Football Manager Operating Endowment $7,383,85 

Please let me know by Friday,                if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment 

income account or you would like the amount reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 

Friday,                4:49 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email unc edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu> 

John Pope Performance Fund 

I am a         student in the spot[ administration graduate program and currently interning in the 

Martina Ballen asked me to contact you regarding your endowment distribution for Based on the information 

from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the distribution amount is as follows: 

JohnPopePerformanceFund 

Please let me know by Friday,                if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment 

income account or you would like the amount reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

@unc,edu 

















- GEORGIA TECH Game Travel Party 
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PlayersI 
72 

Coaches 
15 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 
Brewer, Gunter 

Disch, Dan 
Fedora, Larry 

Gilmore, Keith 
Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic, Chris 
Koenning, Vic 

West, Ron 
~A 
3A 

- GA 
- GA 

- SA 

Ath Dept 
18 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Ille, Vince 
Gwaltney, Clint 

Ballen, Mar~ina 

Beale, Michael 
Cleary, Ken 

Creech, Karlton 
Lane, Cricket 

Brewer, non 
Browning, Clay 

Cauteruccio, Dino 
Haydon, Joe 

Healy, Kaitlin 

Heckendorf, Keith 
Holliday, Corey 

Pommerening, Rory 

Spurling, James 

Williams, Andre 

Academics 
2 

Brown, Michelle 
Qverstreet, Tia 

Chancellor 
0 

Wives Not Able to Attend: 

Strth & Cond 
5 

Bernandez, Lou 
Womack, Zack 

Haake, Simon 
Gi~i, Chris 

Managers Medical 
13 14 

Freeman, Jason Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Morelli, Dominic Ciocca, Mario Dr. 
- student Creighton, Alex Dr. 

- student Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 

-student - GA 
~tudent - GA 

student Ross, Luke 
- student Trulock, Scott 
. student student 

- student student 

- student - student 
-student , - student 

Yaekel, Mark student 
~tudent 

Video 
6 

Luke, Chris 
Sanders, Darryl 

Sports Info 
4 

Best, Kevin 
Camarati, Jeff 

Bundley, Bobby 

Walston, Turner 

Ticket Office 
2 

Sabo, Tim 
Steinberg, Jason 

THSM 
5 

Alexander, Ben 

Andrews, Jason (New Media) 
Angell, Jones 

Leggette, Jon (New Media) 

Steinbacher, Rick 

Game Day Headsets 
3 

Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 
Mason, Mitch 

Police Escort 
2 

Metts, Don - NCSHP 
Howard, Megan - UNC DPS 

Truck Drivers 
2 

Clodfelter, David 
Wagoner, David 

Bus Driver I - Team 

Bus Driver 2 - Team 

Bus Driver 3 - Team 

Bus Driver 4 - Team 

Bus Driver 5- Team 

Bus Driver 6 - Equip 

Bi,q Hitters / VIPS 
4 

 

 
 

 

Wives 
15 

Not on Friday Flight to ATL 
Not on Saturday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING FRIDAY: 147 

TOTAL FLYING SATURDAY:             161 
000062.1775149.0002.xlsx 

Total 
125 

32 

25 

TOTAL 
182 

3/10/2015 12:02 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu> 

Thursday,                    II :29 AM 

Trulock, Scott <trulock@email unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu> 
Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; Fedora, H Lain/<lanT fedora@unc edu> 

RE: Exclusions - 

Great news for both of our guys! Thanks to all for your assistance ~- drive on! 

Lanv 

Execud ve ~ssociate Director of~ Athle{ics 
Urdvelsity of North Caroli~la at Chapel Hill 

From: Trulock, Scot~ 
Sent: Thursday, 11:15 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ciocca, Mario F 
Co: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Fedora, H. larry 
Subject: RE: Exclusions- 

From: Stanley, Jeff [mailto:istanley@hcc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:03 AM 
TO: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
CC: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince: qfeinhach~r. Rick; Williams, Andre; Trulock, ScoLL; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Exclusions - 

can confirm receipt of the medical information submitted for hot} 

can a!so confirm that al! of the exc!udons have been removed 



Jeff Stanley 

Vice President of Sports Disability 

HCC Specialty 
HCC Specialty Underwriters Inc is a member agency of HCC Specialty, a division of HCC Insurance Holdings Inc 

mailto:istanlevt~hcc corn 
Tel: (761) 994 6000 Ext 6134 

From: Stanley, Jeff 
Sent: Thursday, 9:27 AM 
TO: ’Gallo, Jr., Larry A.’ 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Williams, Andre; Trulock, Scot[; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE:          ~ Status Change 

Thank you for the update with regards t{ 

with regards to removal of their exclusion... 

! will review, and let you know the underwriting decision 

On am going to reach out an solicit some additional opinionsieva!uations, to see if there is anything we 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. [mailto:athaallo~unc.edul 
Sent= Thursday, 7:48 AM 
To~ Stanley, Jeff 
Co= Pogge. Paul: Ille. Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Williams, Andre; Trulock, Scott; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: N Status Change 

Importance: High 

Jefl~ 

Good morning and I am hopeful you are well 

After playing two games. I am just checking back with you to see if our 
insurance 

is eligible for disabiliW 

Thank you, m)d a heads-up - I sent you a packet ycstcrda5 regarding                           -~ medical information 
to be considered to remove tbc "special exceptions provision" in their d]sabdtty msurm)cc You should receive the FcdEx 
toda) ! 

Take care, and ha~ e a great day! 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
Unive~sily of Nortb Carolh~a at Cbape] 



This e mail contains confide ntial information, and may contain privileged information, which is the properly of the sender, and is in~ended solely for ~he a~en~ion 
and use of the addressee If you a re not Lhe named addressee, you musL noL disclose, ¢o py or ret ransmi~ this transmission or take any other actio n in relia nee 
upon this ~ransmission, and you should n o~iSj us as soon as possible 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu> 

Thursday,                    11:41 AM 

’Stanley, Jeff" <jstanley@hcc corn> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Trulock, Scott 
<trulock@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

~- Status Change 

Thank you, Jeff Wc certainly appreciate your assistance in tt?ing to assist 

Take care, and we shall wait to hear fl’om you 

Be well, and THAN K YOU! 
Lain" 

F~xecutive Associate Director o[" Athletics 
University ofNorN Caroli~la at Chapel Hill 

From: Stanley, Jeff [mailto:jstanley@hcc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:27 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
~: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Williams, Andre; Trulock, Scot[; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE:           , Status Change 

Jeff Stanley 

Vice President of Sports Disability 

HCC Specialty 
HCC Specialty Underwriters, Inc. is a member agency of HCC Specialty, a division of HCC Insurance Holdings, Inc. 



rnailto:istanle¥~hco oom 
Tel: (761) 994 6000 Ext 6134 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. [mailto:athqallo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:48 AM 
To: Stanley, Jeff 
~c: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince: Steinbacher, Rick; Williams, Andre; Trulock, Scott; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: 
Importance: H~gil 

Good momh~g m~d I mn hopeful you arc well 

Alter playing two games. I am just checking back with you to see if our 
hlsurallcc 

is eligible for disability 

Thank you, and a heads-up - I sent you a packet yesterday regardin~                           ~- medical infommtion 
to be considered to remove tbc "special exceptions provision" in their disability insurm~cc You should receive the FcdEx 
today! 

Takc care, m~d have a great day! 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
Dniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 









Sept. 13 

The Friday interview 
The Daily Tar Heel (editorial board) 
Sept. 13 
Chancellor Carol Folt wants you to know that she is aware of the spotlight shining on UNC right 
now, and she is ready to take full advantage of it. 

Folt sees opportunity to become a leader in the greatness of public universities, beyond the 
scandals and afflictions that have been consuming the University’s image in the press over the 
past few years. 

"Everything that happens here is of great interest to everybody, and that’s actually really 
powerful I think that’s a belief in the institution that is to our advantage and to inherit that role 
really means a lot to me" 

As the most consuming of these problems, the athletic and academic scandals have the most 
potential and oppo[tunity for UNC to become a leader on the national stage 

Folt is not scared to address these issues in order to provide some sense to a problem that has 
stumped universities, coaches and administrators since Harvard raced Yale in 1852. 

Recently the Rawlings report came out with a litany of suggestions on how UNC could position 
itself as a leader in athletic reform. 

’1 think it was a call directly placed to us to take some national leadership and take advantage of 
the already leading position that we have and work with other institutions So that’s how I view 

Folt said the report will serve as a great structure to how to proceed with the relationship 
between athletes and academics. 

However, Folt was quick to admit that the athletic department was already involved, at least to 
some level in implementing reforms prior to the recommendations released by the Rawlings 
report. 

In the midst of Sports Illustrated’s series on Oklahoma State’s infractions, this leadership 
needed now more than ever 

While the Rawlings repod was ultimately issued as a response to UNC’s allegations, it is clearly 
applicable to many institutions across the nation. 

The University also has the opportunity to provide leadership in the issue of Title IX compliance 
when dealing with sexual assault cases. 

As UNC continues its search for a new Title IX coordinator, Folt remains optimistic in finding 
somebody who is up for the challenge. 

feel that we are going to get someone that will be excellent, and I think that they’re going to be 



coming to North Carolina because they think they have a chance to show national leadership 
here. 

And we’d like them to see this as a place where we can get it to work the best" 

This means not only repairing the school’s faulty protocol but also going beyond the public 
relations aspect to set an example nationally on how to foster an open and trusting relationship 
beb,~een students and their University. 

But in this upcoming year, Folt doesn’t see these issues as the most difficult challenge facing 
her or the University. 

"One of my biggest challenges is having people realize that the signs are not always about 
something like the Rawlings repod We have to take care of that, but the big issues for Carolina 
are what’s happening in the future for higher education" 

UNC makes national lists annually for providing a renowned and competitive education at an 
affordable price Folt’s long-term challenges come in the form of attracting the best students, 
providing an accessible education and recruiting the most talented faculty to teach and 
research 

And that’s going to take intensive strategic planning.That means coordinating with 
administrators across the departments, meeting with chancellors of other institutions and inviting 
input from the student body -- all while maintaining transparency throughout the entire process 

It’s a lot to juggle but Folt remains confident in UNC and retains a fort,yard-looking mindset. 

"When I look at it, it’s trying to embed what we have now in a future that is stronger than what 
has already made Carolina so strong’~ 
http://~,,~v dailytarheel com/article/2013/O9/the-friday-interview 

The Rawlings panel recommendation is unfeasible 
The Daily Tar Heel {editorial) 
Sept. 13 
The Rawlings panel’s recommendation for spending caps on operating expenses for specific 
sports is impractical and would hinder schools with rich athletic traditions. 

This recommendation is among those in the report that is beyond the scope of the UNC athletic 
depadment and would have to be enacted on a national level. 

Athletics have long been a big draw for alumni, and -- more importantly -- a major source of 
donations at many of the top programs in the country 

The vast majority of involved alumni pay more attention to the football team of their alma mater 
than to the research of its economics department, as backward as that may be. 

So why enact a spending cap on an area that so many people are passionate about? 

For better or worse, alumni have significant sway in the direction of their alma mater, and an 
NCAA-mandated spending cap could be met with vehement resistance. 



If spending is limited on athletics that alumni have spent so much money contributing to in the 
past, they might be concerned about schools’ commitments to their valued cause 

A spending cap would unjustly level the athletic playing field for smaller schools that do not view 
athletics as a priority 

Punishing schools with rich athletic tradition by prohibiting them from fully using their superior 
resources is counterproductive. 

UNC is in a position to use its national prominence to lead the charge in athletic reform. 
But advocating ideas like this ~,vould only reduce its credibility 

As the current scapegoat for athletic scandal, UNC cannot just push any and all athletic reform 
simply because it is in such a vulnerable position, and the athletic depa[tment understands this 

It is UNC’s role to start with its own program, see what it can do at an institutional level, and 
then use its influence to engage in productive dialogues with other similar schools about realistic 
changes that can be made 

While the Rawiings paners report certainly provides a starting point for national athletic reform, 
some of its suggestions -- the spending cap included -- would deal unnecessarily crippling 
blows to flourishing athletics programs, despite good intentions. 
http://~t~ dai~ytarheel c~m/article/2~13/~9/the-rawllngs-pane~-rec~mmmendatl~n-ls-unfeaslb~e 

UNC reviewing academic support for athletes 
Houston Chronicle 
Sept. 13 
NoAh Carolina is reviewing its academic support programs for athletes after three years of 
scandal and changes in university leadership 

Provost James W. Dean Jr., who recently became UNC’s chief academic officer, said a group of 
faculty and athletics officials is looking at everything from the admissions process for recruits to 
how the school provides academic counseling once athletes are here UNC would then 
implement changes in a review expected to take most of the current academic year 

"There’s no organization in the world that will execute it all perfectly, and we clearly haven’t," 
Dean said. "But I want to get beyond that We really need to figure this out If we’re going to 
try to excel at both (academics and athletics), we need to think hard about how to do it right" 

Since 2010, the school has dealt with the aftermath of an NCAA investigation into improper 
benefits and academic misconduct within the football program Academic violations initially 
centered on a tutor providing too much help on research papers, though it later led to the 
discovery of fraud in an academic department including no-show classes with significant athlete 
enrollments and unauthorized grade changes. 

That also raised questions about the role of academic counselors who enrolled athletes in 
suspect classes, though an investigation led by former Gov Jim Martin found no evidence the 
athletics department pushed athletes into the courses to keep them eligible for competition. 



The problems led to the departures of several university officials, including Iongtime athletic 
director Dick Baddour and chancellor Holden Thorp -- who said he was eager to leave behind 
major college athletics to become provost at Division III Washington University in St. Louis. 

The school hired Tulsa’s Bubba Cunningham as athletic director in 2011, then hired Dartmouth 
interim president Carol Folt as chancellor in April. Dean and Cunningham are leading the review 
group. 

"Our coaches are recruiting students from the class of ’14, ’15 and ’16," Cunningham said "We 
have to keep 800 student-athletes eligible for the next multiple semesters We have to register 
students for classes in October for the January session So we’re trying to change the wheels 
on a bus while the bus is rolling." 

Dean said he’s looking for a comprehensive way to improve academic support efforts instead of 
waiting for problems to occur 

"1 imagined Carol Folt being at an alumni reunion ... and somebody raises their hand and asks, 
’So are all these athletic problems behind us? Have we fixed them?’" Dean said. "1 want her to 
be able to say, ’Yes’" 
http:~/w~v chr~n c~m/defau~b‘artic~e/UNC-reviewlng-academic-supp~rt-f~r~ath~etes- 
4811664.php 
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Select Employee Salaries 

provided on September 16, 2013 

Full Name ISa~ary 
Ballen, Martina 

Beale Michael 

Bersticker, Brian 
Best, Kevlq 

Bitting, Angie 

Boyd, Stephen 

Br inner, John 

Samarati ,leffrey 

Slea% Ken 

3reech, Karlton 

:;uller, Ellen 

Dunning )art, Bubba 

Dully, Clare 

~-arley, Bre 

Field, Jaoi 

Saes, Bobby 

Salo, Lain/ 

Swaltney eJnt 

lalverson, Doug 

Harris, Stacey 

Hit[h, Chris 

Hooker Dr Dan 

Hoots, Eric 

HurrlDhr es, Saiah 

Hundley, Bobby 

lie Vince 

Johnson, Shelley 

Kirschner, Steve 
_ancasteq B izabetb 

ane, Cricket 

ivers, om 

_uke, Christopher 

Markos, Lance 

Miller, Beth 

"erkins, Mike 
-~ogge, Paul 

Robinson, Kevin 

Sabo, Tim 

Scroggs Wilie 

Steinbacher, Rick 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Select Employee Salaries 

provided on September 16, 2013 

T errell, Matt 

Trulock, Scott 

;anGelder, Mar ele 

York, Aaron 
7’~ er ein Chad 
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Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: Mike Fox 

Assistant Coach: Scott Forbes 

Assistant Coach: Scott Jackson 

Volunteer Coach: Bryant Gaines 

Director of Operations: Dave Arendas 

Administrative Assistant: .loan Holt 

8aseba~ 

mfox@unc~edu 962 2351 

sforbes@unc,edu 962 5451 

siackson@unc.edu 962 0308 

bagaines@email.unc.edu 962 7006 

arendas@unc edu 962-6999 

iholt@unc.edu 962-2531 

Other Associated Staff 

Athletic Trainer: 

Susan Maloy 

Terri Jo Rucinski 

sbmaloy@email uric edu 962-9892 

tkrucinski(5) unc.edu 962-2067 

Team and Academic Information 

Approximate # of S A’s: 41 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 17 

Team GPA 

:2,595 

:2.628 

APR(11-12): 914 (1 year}; 950 (Multi Year) 

GSR(1 !-I~2): 94/100 

Pract!ce andCom£et[t[on !nformatjon 

Fall Season: September 2nd through October 15th (31 practice days} 

Spring Season: January 24t~" through May 25t~" (101 practice/competition days) 

Competition I nfo: Maximum number of 56 contests, generally all during spring season. 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Director of Operations: 

Video Coordinator: 

Administrative Assistant 

Roy Williams 

Steve Robinson 

C.B. McGrath 

I lubert Davis 

Brad Frederick 

Eric Hoots 

Cynthia Friend 

NiA 

coachrob~unc.edu 

mcRFat hc(£0 emaik u nc.edu 

hidavis@unc.edu 

bra&frededck@unc.edu 

ehoots@email unc edu 

cstone@)unc.edu 

962 1154 

962 1154 

962 1154 

962 1154 

962-1154 

962-1154 

962-6000 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: Chris Hirth 

itownsend(.~) unc.edu 

chirth (~email.unc.edu 

962 9538 

962 7129 

Team and Academic information 

Approxirna [e # or S-A’s: 17 

S-A’s on Athletic Aid: ] 4 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2.535 

Spring 2013:2.517 

APR(11 12): 940 [1 Year]; 954 [Multi Year] 

GSR(11 12): 90/100 

Practice and Competition Information 

Season: October 25th through March 8th 

Competition I nfo: Maximum number of 29 contests allowed. 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Associate Head Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Video Coordinator: 

Director of Operations: 

Assistant Recruiting Coordinator 

Women’s 8asketba~ 

Sylvia I latchell 

Andrew Calder 

Ivory Latta 

Tracey Williams Johnson 

Billy Lee 

Greg Law 

Clarissa Adams 

shatche[[@u nc~edu 962 5187 

acalder@unc,edu 962 5187 

ilatta12@unc,edu TBD 

tracey williams@unc.edu 962 5187 

bilMee@unc edu 843-5474 

greg law@unc.edu 962-5"] 87 

c[arissa.adams@unc.edu 962-5287 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Jaimie Lee 

Nicole Alexander 

iaimielee(@unc.edu 843-6566 

nlalexan(~email.unc edu ] BD 

Team and Academic Information 

Approximate # of S A’s: 15 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 15 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2.394 

Spring 2013:2.454 

APR(11 12): 981 {1 Year); 963 (Multi Year) 

GSR(11 12): 79/100 

Practice and Competition Information 

Season: October 30~’ through March 7t~ 

Competition I nfo: Maximum number of 29 contests allowed 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Ron Miller 

Matt Jednak 

Josh Webb 

Fencing 

iednak~email,unc,edu 

idwebb@email.unc,edu 

962 5221 

962 5221 

962 5221 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Kym Orr 

Luke Ross 

orr@email.unc,edu 

lu ke ross(8 email.u nc.edu 

843 2425 

962 8519 

Team and Academic information 

Approxirnate # of S-A’s: 29(M), 19(W) 

SA’s on Athletic Aid: 0(M}, 0(W) 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:3.033 (M), 3.367 (W) 

Spring 2013:3.207 (M), 3.355 (W) 

APR(11 12): 1000 (M) 1000(M) [1 year]; 980 {M) 1000 (W) [Multi Year] 

GSR(~ %12): !O0{M), ~ O0(W) 

Practice and Competition Information 

FallSeason August26 throughNovember21~ (71practiceicompetition days utilized) 

h rd Spri ~g Season: Ja ~uary 6 through March 23 (54 ~ractice/com ~etition days utilized) 

Competition Info: Maximum of 11 total dates of competition allowed 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: Karen Shelton 

Associate Head Coach: Grant Fulton 

Assistant Coach: Guy Cathro 

Director of Operations: 

FieM Hockey 

~fulton@unc,edu 

guycathro@unc,edu 

952 5230 

962 5259 

952 4407 

TBD 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Tony Yount 

Scott Oliaro 

tonyyount@unc,edu 

oliaro@emaiLunc,edu 

962 9535 

962 0102 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 27 

S-A’s on Athletic Aid: 16 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2,994 

Spring 2013:3.056 

APR(11 12):93911 year};977[MultiYear] 

Fall Season: August 13th through November 10th (77 practice/competition days) 

Spring Season: February II~h through April 26t~’ (55 practice/competition days} 

Conlpet]tion Info: Maximum number of 25 contests allowed (20 fall, 5 spring} 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Player Development: 

Associate AD: 

Director of S A Development: 

Director of Operations: 

Larry Fedora 

Blake Anderson 

Walt Bell 

Gunter Brewer 

Dan Disch 

Keith Gilmore 

Randy Jordan 

Chris Kapilovic 

Vic I<oenning 

Ron West 

Keith Heckendorf 

Core¥ Holliday 

Andre Williams 

Joe I laydon 

]arry.fedora@unc:edu 

hlake.anderson@unc,edu 

wbell@email.unc,edu 

coachbrew@unc,edu 

dan disch@unc.edu 

~gilmore @email unc.ed u 

rljordan@unc.edu 

ckap@emaikunc.edu 

koenning@ emaih u nc.edu 

ronwest@emaihunc.edu 

he cke ndo@ema[! ~unc~ed u 

cholliday@unc,edu 

willia46(~ email.u nc.ed u 

haydon@unc.edu 

956 2575 

966 2575 

956 2575 

956 2575 

966-2575 

966-2575 

966-2575 

966-2575 

966-2575 

956 2575 

966 2575 

962 9:114 

952 8519 

843 2572 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Team and Academic information 

Approximate # of S A’s: 133 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 85 

LesMyers 

Greg Beatty 

Tia Overstreet 

Scott Trulock 

Luke Ross 

YuriJean Baptiste 

APR($1-$2): 930 (i Year); 932 (Multi Year) 

GSR(ll-$2): 65/100 

lesmvers@email.unc.edu 

~pbeatty@email.unc edu 

trulock@email.unc.edu 

lukeross@email.unc edu 

yieanbap@email.unc,edu 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2,502 

Spring 2013: 2.48i 

962-9893 

843-6566 

843-4400 

962-0102 

962-2602 

843 5391 

Fall Season Augus[ i [hrough Nove T~ber 24 

Spring Season: 34 consecutive calendar days; 1~5 practice sessions 

Competition Info: Maximum number of :12 contests allowed, 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Andrew Sapp 

Andrew DiBetto 

Men’s Golf 

masaAp@ unc~edu 962 0753 

afdibite@ unc,edu 843 4061 

hlanton@unc,edu 962 9536 

oliaro@email,unc.edu 962 0102 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Brent Blanton 

Scott Oliaro 

Team and Academic Information 

Approxirna [e # of S-A’s: 12 

S-A’s on Athletic Aid : ] 2 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:3,825 

Spring 2013:3.825 

APR(11 12): 1000 [1 Year]; 987 [Multi Year] 

GSR(] %12): 

Practice and Competition Information 

FallSeason August20 throughNovember2 {64 practice/competition days utilized) 

d th Spri~gSeason:January23 through Apri127 (80 practice/competition days utilized} 

Competition I nfo: Maximum number of 24 dates of competition. 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

Ilead Coach: Jan Mann 

Assistant Coach: Leah Wigger winger@ unc,edu 

962 4273 

843 4061 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: Tony Yount tonyyount@unc,edu 962 9535 

Athletic Trainer: Scott Oliaro oliaro@emaihunc.edu 962 0:[02 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 8 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:3,277 

Spring 2013:3,228 

APR(:[:[ :[2): :[000 (:[ Year); :[000 (Multi Year) 

GSR(:[:[ :[2): :[00/:[00 

FallSeason Augus[20 [hroughNovember2’ (64 prac[ice/competition days utilized) 

Spring Season January 1_8 ’ through April 20 ’ (gO practice/competition days utilized} 

Competition I nfo: Maximum number of 24 dates of competition. 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: Derek Galvin 

Assistant Coach: Amy Smith 

Gymnastics 

derekg@unc~edu 

amy,smith@unc,edu 

962 5213 

962 5213 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: Mike Greene ~reenemt@email.unc.edu TSD 

Athletic Trainer: Meredith Petschauer mbusby@emaihunc.edu 602 5635 

Team and Academic Information 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 13 

S-A’s on AthleLic Aid: 12 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:3.337 

Spring 2013:3.511 

APR(11 12): 1000 [1 Year]; 1000 [Multi Year] 

GSR(11 12): 100/100 

Practice and Competition Information 

Fall Season: September 3d through Dece ~ber 20 ~ (76 practice/competiLion days uLilized) 

Spring Season: December 27th through March 22nr~ (68 practice/competition days utilized] 

Competition Info: Maximum number of 13 dates of competition allowed, 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: Joe Breschi 

Assistant Coach: Pat Myers 

Assistant Coach: Chris Feifs 

Volunteer Coach: Brian Holman 

Direc[or of Opera[ions: Steve Toorny 

bresch!~unc=edu 962 5216 

patmyers@unc~edu 962 2890 

cfeifs(~3 u nc,ed u 962 5226 

bdholman@email.unc.edu 843 9672 

Loomy~email.unc edu 843-9672 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Mike Greene 

Nina Walker 

~,ree nemt @email.unc,edu TBD 

walkern(~3 email.u nc.ed u 962 2067 

Team and Academic Information 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 47 

S-A’s on Athle Lic Aid : 37 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2.760 

Spring 2013:2.775 

APR(11-12):100011 Year];977 [MultiYear] 

Practice and Competition Information 

Fall Season: September 16t~ [hrough October 14th (25 practice days utilized) 

Spring Season: January 6t~ through April 27t~ (95 practice/competition days utilized) 

Competition Info: Maximum number of 17 dates of competition, 

Practice Time: early morning 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Director of Operations: 

Jenny Lew 

PhilBarnes 

Katdna Dowd 

Laurie Holman 

je nn~jev2@u nc~ edu 

pbarnes@unc.edu 

kmdowd~)unc.edu 

Iholman@unc.edu 

952 0740 

259 4901 

259 0465 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athle[ic Trainer: 

Tony Yount 

Chris Hirth 

tonyyount@unc,edu 952 9535 

chirth@email.unc.edu 962-7129 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 37 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 31 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:3,018 

Spring 2013:3.022 

APR(1 !-I~2): !000 (~ Year); 995 (Multi Year) 

GSR(11-12): 96/100 

Practice and Competition Information 

Fall Season: September 13th through October 26th (34 practice!competition days utilized) 

Spring Season: January 8t" through April 27th (95 practice/competition days utilized) 

Competition Info: Maximum 22 dates of competition (5 fall, 17 spring) 



Coaching Staff 

Ilead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

VolunteerCoach: 

Sarah I laney 

Chelsea Pemberton 

Patti Hucks 

Rowing 

shaney@ema] !~ unc~edu 

@unc,edu 

chelsea.peru pbe rton C~ unc,ed u 

TBD 

952 8278 

962 8277 

TBD 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: Kym OfF 

Athle[ic Trainer: Nicole Fava 

orr@emaihunc.edu 

Fava@emaikunc edu 

843 2425 

962-2067 

Approximate # of 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 

35 (Varsity]; 53(Novice) 

Team GPA 

Fal12012:3,12g 

Spring 2013:3.104 

APR(11-12): 1000 [1 Year]; 995 [Multi Year] 

GSR(11-12): 100/100 

Fall Season: September 9th through November 2nd (45 practice/competition days utilized] 

Spring Season: January 1st through May 17th (108 practice/competition days utilized) 

Competition I nfo: Maximum 20 dates of competition, 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

Ilead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

VolunteerCoach: 

Jeff Negalha 

Grant Porter 

Joe Crump 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: Jenn Townsend 

Athle[ic Trainer: Alain Aguilar 

Approximate # of S A’s: 3:[ 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 3.8 

Team GPA 

Spring 2013:2.880 

892 [1 Year]; 946 [Multi Year] 

74/100 

cso moa no@ unc:edu 962 5739 

inegalha@unc.edu 962 0466 

gtporter@unc.edu 843 8657 

jlcrump@email.unc.edu TBD 

itownsend@ unc.edu 962-9538 

ala~uila@email.unc edu 843-2033 

Practice and Competition Information 

Fall Season: August 3.3th through November 17th (84 practice/competition days utilized) 

Spring Season: Not yet approved for 3.2 3.3 season. 

Compe[ition I nfo: Maximum number of 25 contes[s (20-fall, 5-spring) 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Volunteer Coach: 

Director of Operations: 

Anson Dorrance 

Chris Ducat 

Bill Palladino 

Jason Sisneros 

Tom Sander 

anson@ema([~unc~edu 962 5491 

ducar@unc.edu 843 8655 

bpalladino(,~) u nc.edu 843 8654 

TBD 

pacman@unc.edu 962-4100 

Other Associated Staff 

Athletic Trainer: 

Tony Yount 

Nicole Fava 

tonyyount@unc edu 

fava@email.unc edu 

962-9535 

962-2067 

Team and Academic Information 

Approximate # of S A’s: 39 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 22 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:3.016 

Spring 2013:3.056 

APR(11-12): 1000 (1 Year); 962 (Multi Year) 

GSR(11-12): 67/100 

Pract!ce andCom£et[t[on !nformat(on 

Fall Season: August 7t’ through November 10th {B3 practice/competition dates utilized) 

Spring Season: February 5th through April 12th (49 practice/competition dates utilized) 

Competition Info: Maximum 25 contests (20-fall, 5-spring) 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Director of Operations: 

Donna Papa 

Marissa Young 

Tony Baldwin 

Catherine Mitchell 

diP@ unc:edu 

mvyou ng@e mail,u nc,edu 

tonybaldwin@unc.edu 

cemitch (81ive,u nc,ed u 

475 3254 

TBD 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Mike Greene 

Scott Oliaro 

greenemt@email.unc.edu TBD 

oliaro@emaihunc.edu 962-0102 

Team and Academic Information 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 22 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 27 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2,765 

Spring 2053:2.932 

996 [l Year]; 992 [Multi Year) 

89/100 

Practice and Competition Information 

Fall Season: September 10t’~ through October 15th (30 practice!competition days utilized) 

Spring Season: January 6th through May 10th {J.02 practice/competition days utilized) 

Competition I nfo: Maximum number of 54 contests (8 fall, 55 spring) 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Swimming Coach: 

Diving Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Administrative Assistant: 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Rich DeSelm 

Abel Sanchez 

Michael Litzinger 

Aaron Workman 

Sean Quinn 

Christy Garth 
Pamela Higley 

Jaimie Lee 

Nicole Alexander 

Swimming and Diving 

dchdese[rn @unc~edu 966 5340 

abel2s@unc,edu 962 7261 

mlitzing@email,unc.ed u 843 9275 

aworkman@ unc.edu TBD 

TBD 962-1604 

cgarth@unc.edu 962-7262 

phi~ley@unc.edu 

iaimielee (~@ unc.ed u g43-6566 

nlalexan(SJemaiLunc edu ] BD 

Team and Academic information 

Approximate # of S A’s: 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 

34(M), 35(W) 

24(M), 21(W) 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012: 2.881,(M), 3 150(W) 

Spring 2013: 2.959(M), 3.192(W) 

APR(I~!-I~2): !000 (M) 1000 (W) [1 Year]; 997 (M) 995 (W) [Multi Year] 

GSR(11-12): 92(M), 100(W) 

Practice and Competition Information 

Fall Season: September 5th through December 18th (86 practice/competition dates utilized] 

Spring Season: December 2gtl through March I st (56 practice/competition dates utilized) 

CompeLition I nfo: Maximum number of 20 da Les of cornpetition. 

Practice Time: morning/afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

Ilead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Sam Paul 

Tdpp Phillips 

spau]@ unc~ed u 

tphillips@unc,edu 

962 6060 

962 6161 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: Ben Sheu 

Athletic Trainer: Sally Mays 

hsheu@emaihunc.edu TBD 

smays@email.unc.edu 962 2067 

Team and Academic Information 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 14 

S-A’s on AthleLic Aid: 11 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:3.235 

Spring 2013:3,146 

APR(11 120:1000 [1 Year]; 985 {Multi Year] 

GSR(11 12): 100/100 

Fall Season: September 13~’ through November ~0t~’ {50 practice/competition dates utilized) 

Spring Season: January 8th through April 27th (94 practice/competition dates utilized) 

Competition Info: Maximum 25 dates of competition. 

Practice Time; afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Brian Kalbas bl<#!b#E@#n£,gd# 962 5262 

Sara Anundsen anundsen@unc,edu 962 6464 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: Mike Greene 

Athletic Trainer: Carrie Shearer 

~reenemt@email.unc.edu TBD 

TBD 962 2067 

Team and Academic Information 

Approxirna [e # of S-A’s: 8 

S-A’s on Athletic Aid: 8 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2,888 

Spring 2013:2.906 

APR(ll 12): i000 (i Year); 985 (Multi Year) 

GSR(1 !,-!,2): 1,00/1,00 

Practice and Competition Information 

10 thro gh November’S0 {54 pratt ce/compet t on dates t Ized) Fall Season: September ..... 

th th Spring Season: January 10 = throuBh April 27 = (90 practice/competition dates utilized) 

Competition Info: Maximum 25 dates of competition 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Director of Operations: 

Track and Field/Cross Country 

I ladis Meaders 

Mark VanAIsytne 

Josh Langley 

Stephen Rubin 

Nicole Hudson 

Angela Reckhart 

meaders@unc,edu 

coachmva@unc,edu 

ilan~lev@ unc,edu 

rubins@emaihunc.edu 

coach huddy@unc edu 

reckhartq@unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

962 5199 

962 5215 

962 5222 

962 5210 

962-5195 

962-5234 

TBD 

Other Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: 

AthleLic Trainer: 

gym Orr 

Carrie Shearer 

orr@email.unc.edu 

]BD 

843-2425 

962-2067 

Team and Academic information 

Approximate # of S A’s: 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 

48(M),42(W) 

21(M),20(W) 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012: 2.796(M), 3 050(W) 

Spring 2013: 2.819(M}, 3.070(W) 

Indoor Track 

APR(11-12): 960{M), 977(W) 

GSR(11 12): 8S(M), 95(W) 

Outdoor Track 

960(M), 977(W) 

Cross Country 

977(M), 979(W) 

Practice and Competition Information 
th .t Fall Season: October 9 through December 21 (50 gractice/comgetition dates utilized) 

Spring Season January 5 thro gh May 17 (106 practice/competition dates utilized) 

CompeLition Info: Maximum number of 18 dales of corapetition. 

Practice Time: Cross Country-morning 

Track and Field afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

Ilead Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

VolunteerCoach: 

Other Associated Staff 

Joe Sagula 

Eve Rackham 

Tyler Adams 

Jennifer Charles 

Academic Counselor: Tony Yount 

Athletic Trainer: Sally Maya 

Volleyball 

jsagu[a@u nc,edu 952 5228 

rackham@unc.edu 962 5233 

tadams(~unc.edu 843 204:[ 

jenchar@unc.edu TgD 

tonyyount (~unc.edu 952 9535 

smays@emaihunc.edu 952 2057 

Team and Academic Information 

Approxirna [e # of S-A’s: 19 

S-A’s on Athletic Aid : ] 3 

Team GPA 

Fall 20:[2: 2,97:[ 

Spring 20:[3:2.963 

Practice and Competition Information 

Fall Season August 9 h through November 29 h (98 practice/competition days utilized) 

Spring Season: March 4t’ through April 19t’ (34 practice/competition days utilized) 

Competition Info: Maximum 32 dates of competition (28 fall, 4 spring) 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Coaching Staff 

I lead Coach: 

Associate Head Coach: 

Assistant Coach: 

Volunteer Coach: 

CD Mock 

Caw Kolat 

Dennis Papadatos 

Trevor Chinn 

Wrestling 

cdmock@unc~edu 962 5212 

kolat@emaihunc,edu 962 5217 

dpa pa (~email.unc,ed u 962 5217 

tjchinn@ unc.edu 962 5217 

Othe~ Associated Staff 

Academic Counselor: Brent 81anton 

Athle[ic Trainer: Sally Mays 

blanton@unc.edu 962 9536 

smays@emaihunc.edu 962-2067 

Approximate # of S-A’s: 38 

S A’s on Athletic Aid: 

Team GPA 

Fall 2012:2,545 

Spring 2013:2.610 

APR(11-12): 875 (I Year); 938 (Multi Year) 

GSR(I$-$2): 85/100 

Fall Season: October 10th through March gth (112 practice/competition dates utilized) 

Spring Season: April 1~t through April lgth (16 practice/competition dates utilized) 

Competition I nfo: Maximum 16 dates of competition 

Practice Time: afternoon 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams. Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Tucsda},                   3:47 PM 

Vangcldcr, Maricllc A <mvm~geld~;email uric edu> 

Holliday, Corcy L <chollida? @uric edu>; Illc, Vmce <ille~;unc cdu> 

RE: FB TraYel Notification 

I (Bye Week) pdf 



NOTI1 ICATION O~ PLANS 

N~me (PRINT): 

My Plans: 
will be leaving campus and my destination is: .                      __ 

I will !e~ive campus on: _ I ~vill return to campus on: 

~ i will be driving [] I will be flying 
[] I will be riding with: 

Travel Companions: 

Phone contact #(s): or 

" Date: 

Disapproved 



~i~ NOTIFICATION OF PLANS 

TO LEAVE CAMPUS 

1~ ] will ha flying 



IIMPORTANT: 
~ Sho~/d yo~ar plm~: chaNe, you ~st contact ~r~e ofNe ~b[~owing: 

o Lar~ce Markos, Direct:or, Compli~mce - 919--843-7259 
o CotW Holliday, Associate ~t), Foo~bMI Admi~is~ra~ion -919-(506-} 503 
o A*~dv5 Wiitiams, Director, Footba~ Smder~l-A~Ne~e Devel*~pment - 9!9- 

641-6168 
If you am unable to mack vary 61"the above, le~r,,c a dee,’died voicemai! regard{~g 
yo~ spcd{ic chaage of pkms 



I w~l! !cave campus ~n; _ I w ll m~ t:o oampt!s on; _ 

[] I will be driving [] I will be flying 
~g~ I will be riding with: riot 

Return complegedJbrm to Amlre Williaras or Kaitlin HeMy 

o Lance Macbas~ l)hecter, Compliao.ce----919-843-7259 
o Co~e? Holliday, Associate AD, Foc:tba11Admi~is~’ation - 919-606-1503 
c, An&el Williams, Dbt’ector, Foo%a!! S*ude~>A~l"dete Develc, pmetat -919- 

641-616g 
* ifym~ arc ~nabie m reach any oldie above, leave a detailed voicemail regardia.g 

yo,a apecific change ofplar~s 



NOTIFICATION OF PLANS 

TO LEAVE CAMPUS 

~ I wil be leaving campt~ aad my dest nation is: __ 

Dates: 
I w~ll leave c~p~ on: __ ( will mtura to 

I will be riddng ",M th: 

Travel C~mpanlons: 

Date: 

Disapproved 

Re~urn completed form to Andre ~$lliams or Kaitlin Heal), 
M PORTANT: 

o Lzmce Ma,:kes, D~ector. Complim~ce -919-843-7259 
o Co~y }~oIiiday, AssociaIe M), Fooib~11 Admi,.is~rario,~ - 919405-1503 
o An~’6 Williams, Director, Footba!~. 8"mden>A~tfle-te Deve!opme:e~;-. 919- 

64!~616g 
Ifym~ ~re ~ab[e to reach a~y office above, leave a detailed voicemaii mgardi:~g 
your specific change ofplans 



NOTIFICATION OF PLANS 

TO LEAVE CAMPUS 

Na~e (P~NT): 

M~ Plan~: 
I ~l be leaving �~pus ~d my des~ation is: 

I ~11 leave c~pus on: __ I will tenure to campus on: 

[]., 1 will be driving [] I will be flying 

[~’~ I will be riding with: 

Trave~ Companions: 

Phone contac~ 

Disapproved 

Date: 

Return completed form to Andre Williams or Kaitlin Healy 
IMPORTANT: 

Shouid yo~z" pla~?.s chaage, vo~ must co:~}:~a’t one of the :{b]Iowir;g: 
~3 Lance Markoa, Direc{or, Compi~aace - 91%943-7259 
o Core)" HoiEday, Associate AD. Football Administration ....-%%606-!503 
<> A:r~&~ Williams, D{rcc~or, FootbNi Studeo>A*h[ete Deve!opmem -- 919- 

64145168 
* tfyou are ~r~able to reac~ arE; ofd~e above, leave a detailed voicem~l regacdk~g 

your ~peciEc cb~mge of Naris 



NOTIFICATION OF PLANS 

TO LEAVE CAMPUS 

Name (PRINT): 
_ 

Plans: 
will be leaving campus and my destination is: _ 

will be driving 

will be riding,.v~lh; 
will be flyLng 

Sismalure: / ?:;-ff Dat~: 

Return comp&ged form to Andre Will~ams ar gattltn Hea~y 

Sho@J yo~r phms dqange~ yo~ ~ust cat, tact one of t~e Ib~owi~g: 
LanceMarkos, Dh~ector~ Complia~c~ -.. 919-g43-7259 
Co~ey Hol~idw, Associate AD, Foo~ba~ Admi~Ssga~on- 919-606~.503 
7~drd williams, Dfi’ector, Footba!I S’tnd~nt-A[hle~e Development - 919- 
641-6158 

specific chm~.ge of p!a~qs 



My Plans: 
I will be leaving campus and nay desti~,ation is: 

D~tes: 
1 "Mll leave campus on: 

will be drMng [] 
will be riding with: 

will return to campus on: 

vdll be flying 

Travel Companio ~s 

Phone contact #(s): 

Disapproved 

Date: 

Return comidetedJbrm ~o Andre Wi°lliams or Kaitlin Healy 
~MPORTANT: 

ShoaId your piaos chcmge; ?.’o~ mua~: corltact oee of the lb![owing: 
Laace Markos, Director, Comp1{ance 919-843-7259 
Corey Holli&~y, Associate AD, FooOg~alI Admirfist~’a~ioa-.... 9194;06q503 
Andrd William~, Director, Football St~der, t~Alh~e~,e Developrnem - 91% 
641-6158 
are unable"~ ~cach"" ~ any <.f,’th¢, above, 1care                    a detailed ’~ oicemaf[ rega~-dir~g 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Wednesday, 5:28 PM 

Anderson, Melinda <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Anderson, Robert Blake 
<blake anderson@unc edu>; Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email unc edu>; Bingham, 
Mataj Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc edu>; 
Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu>; Browning, Clay 
<rcbrowni@live unc edu>; Disch, Dan <dan disch@unc edu>; Fedora, H Larlaj 
<larry fedora@unc edu>; Gqlmore, Keith Louis <ggihnore@email unc edu>; Haake, 
Simon <sjhaake@unc edu>;                       ~live unc edu>; Healy, Kaitlin 
<kjhealy@email unc edu>; Heckendorf, Keith J <heckendo@email unc edu>; 
Hernandez, Luis Ill <louh@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <yjeanbap@email unc edu>; Jordan, Randy Lamont 
<rljordan@unc edu>; Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckao(-a)email unc edu>; Koenning, 
Victor Emanuel Jr <koenning@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>;                         @email unc edu>; 
Pommerening, Rory <rmp 1893@email unc edu>~ Ross, Luke 
<lukeross@email unc edu>;                           ~email unc edu>; Spurling, 
James <jspurling@unc edu>; Trulock, Scott <trulock@email unc edu>; West, Ronald 
Eugene <ronwest@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc edu>; mmason@fca org; Gizzi, Christopher Aaron 
<giz@email unc edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Cauteruccio, Dino <dcaut@email unc edu>; 
Donald Metts@ncdps gov; Kornegay, Jacob David <jdkorneg@psafety unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Luke, Christopher Joseph <cluke@email unc edu>; 
Freeman, Jason S <jfi-eeman@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Georgia Tech Game - Travel Details (Coaches & Primaq¢ Support Staff) 

Georgia Tech Game - Team Itinerary xlsx; Georgia Tech Game 
Bus List (Friday) xlsx 

To the Coaches and Primary Support Staff on the Georgia Tech game Trip: 

Inthee mail below, Ihaveincludedthegeneraldetailsofthisweek’striptoAtlanta. Please read everything carefully and 

do not hesitate to call or e mail me with any questions that you may have. The team itinerary and bus list are attached. 

FRIDAY: 

¯ The 3 team buses will depart from in front of Kenan Football Center at 11:45 AM. Bus #4 (Support 
Staff/VIPS/Wives) will depart at 11:15 AM. 

¯ As always, parking is extremely limited so please plan to park in your eve~Jday assigned area. 
¯ We will be flying a Delta Chartered flight from RDU to Atlanta Har~sfield Jackson Int’l Airpor~ (ATL). 
¯ Once we arrive at the ATL airport, we’ll board the buses and head to the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic 

Site. We will be there for approximately 90 minutes. While we are there, everyone will watch a video as a group 
a nd then have a chance to walk around and visit some of the historical sites. 

¯ We will then depar~ the museum and head directly to the team hotel for check in. We will get to the hotel at 
approximately 4:50 PM. 

Team Hotel: 

Marriott Atlanta-Buckhead Hotel & Conference Center 

3405 Lenox Road NE 



Atlanta, GA 30326 

404-261-9250 

www.m a rriott.com/at I bc 

 ATURDAY: 

¯ The Buses will depaR the hotel for Bobby Dodd Btadium at 9:35 AM. Please be on the bus and ready for 
departure by 9:20 AM. 

¯ 50 minutes after the end of the game we will depar~ the stadium for ATL airport. We’ll fly back to RDU and expect 
to arrive at Kenan Football Center around 7:45 PM. 

DRESS CODE: 

¯ The dress code for coaches and staffwill be ’coat and tie’ for the flight on Fdday, so please dress accordingly. Also 

note that since there will be some outdoor walking at the Martin Luther King Jr. Museum, you may want to wear or 

carry with you, a pair of comfortable shoes on Friday. The return trp following the game will be your game attire. 

FLIGHT PROCEDURES: 

¯ lids: I~IAKE SL~R~: YOU r~AV~: YOk~R D~VER’S LI~ENCE W~N VO~ FOR TN~ FLIGNTS~ IT 

~RPORT SCREENING PROCEDURES 

F~ ru~es require a~ cha~ered a~rcra~ passengers to be ~creened prior to boarding. A~ carry on baggage w~ be thoroughly 

screened at the airport. Any checked bags (for our cha~ers, checked bags are those that are ie~ under the buses and ioaded 
directly into the cargo area of the plane) do not have to be screened. Please only bring small bags or plastic zip lock bags 
with your necessary items with you onto the plane (we wilt provide the plastic zip lock bags at the bus loading area). Ali 

liquids in bo#tes larger than 3oz MII need to be thrown away if they are in your carry on. 

Please contact me (cell: if you have any questions about our tdp or travel procedures. 

Go Heels! 

Uravcrsiry of No~d~ (;&rolL*ha 
Phone: 9[9.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



Carolina Football 
GEORGIA TECH GAME 

BUS LIST - FRIDAY 

BUS 1 (SPECIAL TEAMS) 
35 Passenqers 
(Pommerening) 

BUS 2 (DEFENSE) 
37 Passenqers 

(Brewer) 

BUS 3 (OFFENSE) 
36 Passenqers 

(Browning) 

BUS 4 (STAFFNIP/WIVES) 
39 Passengers 

(Spurling) 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 
Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 
Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 
Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 
Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 
Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 

Player Player Player 
Player 

Player 

Player Disch, Dan Anderson, Blake 

Player Gilmore, Keith Bell, Walt 
Player Hernandez. Lou Brewer. Gunter 
Player Koenning. Vic Heckendorf, Keith 
Player Jordan, Randy 
Player Kapilovic, Chris 

Player West, Ron 

Fedora. Larry 

Trulock, Scott 
Holliday, Corey 

Pommerening, Rory 

Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Brewer, Ron 

Mason, Mitch 
Ross, Luke 

Williams, Andre’ 

Gizzi. Chris 

Browning. Clay 
Healy. Kaitlin 

Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 

Melts, Don- NCSHP 
Howard, Megan - DPS 

Andrews, Jason 

Angell, Jones 

Brown, Michelle 

Camarati, Jeff 
Ciocca, Mario Dr. 

Creighton, Alex Dr. 

Davis. Tim 
Davis, Walter 

Gwaltney. Clint 

Hundley, Bobby 

Leggelte, Jon 

Luke, Chris 

Newton, Jeff 
Overstreet, Tia 

Routh, David 

Seaver, Megan 
Spurling. James 

Steinberg, Jason 

Walston, Turner 

MEETING BUSES at RDU 

Womack, Zack 

 
Phillips, Jim 

Not On Saturday Flight 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Sabo, 

Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Academic All-Stars 

Great timing, Today in our communications meeting we are having our monthly storyboard brainstorming session for GoHeels, 

the CAROLINA digital magazine and our other media platforms. This will definitely be on the storyboard for the near future. I’ll 

work on a press release and coordinate with you and others on timing. 

KB 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 6:01 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>, "Sabo, Tim" 

<tsabo@email.unc.edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>, Karlton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, 

Rick" <rick@unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppo~e@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Academic All Stars 

Kevin, 

Please see the attached document Paul and I sent invitations out to all elementa~2¢ school principals in the state 
to encourage participation in the new Academic All-Stars initiative The invitations were sent under the 
signature of Clicket Lane the week of                (thank you Cricket) We also contacted Leanne Winner, 
the Director of Governmental Relations for the North Carolina School Boards Association Leanne kindly 

shared the invitations with school boards across the state to encourage participation as well We will meet her 
for lunch in Raleigh tomorrow to thank her for her willingness to help us with this program 

With four weeks to go before we reach our deadline for reservations, pa~icipation levels are good We have 
received requests for over 1,100 tickets for each game (ODU and Duke) and expect continued growth as the 
deadline approaches Thus far, it appears that approximately one in five responses have included requests to 
purchase additional tickets which are not included in the 2,200 total These sales are being made by our ticket 
office personnel (thank you Tim) 

Now that the response has been good, RSVPs are still arglving, and four weeks remain before the RSVP 
deadline, it may be time to issue a press release to highlight this program and our department’ s support of 
elementatT education in North Carolina Could you please assist with this? If so, can you please send me a draft 
to review? It might be best to include quotes from Bubba, Cricket and Coach Fedora 

Some schools have started promoting the participation of their school and students For example: 

httD://www ~cs k 12 nc us/site/default as~x? 
PageType=3&DomainlD=926&ModulelnstancelD=3276&Viewl D=047E6BE3 -6D87-4130-8424- 
D8E4E9ED6C2A& RenderLoc=0&FlexDatal D=27468&PagelD=6455 

We’ve also received positive messages from parents and school employees While I understand their responses 



should not be used without permission, I think they provide valuable context For example: 

’7 must admit that this will be a~t extremely dijficMt &o@)r me. Not o~tly did [ ~waduate.~om that GREA T 
school dou n the road m Raleigh ((;0 PA CK/), but it will be my birthcbo~ as well. [t is ~mtazing u hat Iove fi)r 
yo~w chiM ca~t overcomet" H~n,e a ~meat remainder of the u eek~ Tha~k you " 

"Tha~lk ),ot@)r sttch a great treat. My so~t u as so excited u he~t he u as selected [j I’d like to purchase o~te 
addithmal ticket i,s there a certaitt sectiott 1 ,sttould ask.for whett calling the mtmber listed ott the [lye~ Agaitt, 

tha~k 1,ott lbr reco~mizim., the kid~- in this sl)ecit t] u ayt" mother of who attends 

"1hank you.for .V~onsormg the Academic AlI-Stat;s Program. I am very proud of my son. He i.s very excited to 
attend the /botball g~e. [ do need to purchase additional tickets /br the L~ame. "             mother of 

who attends 

"We are so veO’ honored and proud to have had ont’ da~tghter,                to be .selectee(for this award 
]bi.s i.s a great hot~or, r       at~d her parem.s. 5he ~a.s g~et~ th~.s ach~ veme~t "ore her.schoo 

We wouM love to htwe the maximum ~ee #ckets (~ 4 a~d u iH be purchasing some more ~ank 
}’oil ,~0 mltch f!)t’ Ih£~ conlributiott to encourage .studenLs to achieve [heir greale.sl #t .s~’hool ~tlld ettha~tce their 
f!tture."                                                                whose daughter      a~ends 

"lhank you~ We are veo’ proud of our son         academic accompli~hment~ ~ And we are .super excited to 

attend the UNC /botball game~ ]7~ank~./br this ~m~azing opporttmity to honor         achievememst" 
parents of who attends 

"Jam a~t                                          [have received ir~fl)rmatio~t abottt the Academic All ,’#ars 
program. My admmistra#ve team and l wouM like to attend the game to .support our .studem.s who exhibit 
academic apOtude a~d character. Please advise me on how we can purchase #cke~ /br the £,ame ~lanks so 

"Our.school will participate in lhis program, lhank you for thi.s generou.s qffor andfor giving 
student~ the chance to attettd a UNC football game wilh their families. Ont’ school £s 

/bcused on (’ollege and (2treer Read#tess a~*d this opporttmity will sttpport studettts a~id give them access to a 
college campus ott game ebo,. ,’¢everal fi~milies at ottr school are tmable to qffbrd collegd fi)otball tickets, so this 
is an opportunity q/ a li./otime ~ Our stttdents will love the g~mte and the rec%mition. This program appears to be 

well-thought attd coordinated lha~tk you for reach#tg out to elementary schools a~td recogmzittg .studenl.s~ " 

If you have any questions or need additional information, please let me know ]-hanks for your help 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 I I : 19 AM 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Adrian Beros <Beros- 
adrian@aramark corn>; Alison Purdee <alisonpurdee@rock~tophospitality corn>; 
Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; Bersticker, Brian P <bstickS0@email unc edu>; 
Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford <blc@psafety unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Campbell, Ron Dean 
<rcampbe@psafety unc edu>; Cautemccio, Dino <dcaut@email unc edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kclealy@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Danny Labar 
<Labar-Danny@aramark corn>;          ~gmail corn; Fuchs, Jeft’rey W 
<jfuchs@email unc edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~-imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hare, George 
<ghare@psafety unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email unc edu>; Hilton, 
Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Jason 
Whitman <whitman-jason@aramark corn>; Jones, Kiln <kimajones@unc edu>; 
Kornegay, Jacob David <jdkorneg@psafety unc edu>; Matthew Mauzy 
<mauzy@sors us>; McClure, Matthew D <mcclure@unc edu>; McCracken, Jeff" B 
<jmccrack@psafety unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; PlunketL MaIN Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Robert 
Bosworth <bozworth@townofchapelhill org>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc edu>; 
Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>         ~gmail corn; Humphries, Sarah 
<shumphries@unc edu>; Spencer Lindgren <slindgren@sors us>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason 
<j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewa@email unc edu>; Sydney 
Marshall <sydney@ramsclub corn>; Sheppard, Laura Elizabeth 
<laurasheppard@unc edu> 

RE: ECU Football Game Day Meeting 

All 

Here is link to the East Carolina Fan Guide: http://catalog.e-digitaleditions.com/i/159540 

This week’s Fan Guide highlights the following: 

Victory Walk at 10am 

Live per[ormance in Tar Heel Town by Men of Distinction staring at 10:15am 

The All Veterans Parachute Team entering Kenan Stadium at noon 

Kenan Stadium concessions stand listing 

Game Day portable restroom options/locations 

Please pass this information along to anyone associated with Saturday’s game. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

From: Lancaster, Elizabeth 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:42 AM 
To: Adrian Beros; Alison Purdee; Andrews, Jason; Beale, Michael; BeNticker, Brian P; Best, Kevin S.; Klomparens, Bonnie 



Ledford; Brunner, John F; Campbell, Ron Dean; Cauteruccio, Dino; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Culler, Ellen B; Danny Labar; 
@gmail.com; Fuchs, Jeffrey W; Fulton, Nick; Ginny French; Grimsley, Richie; Hare, George; Hawkins, Deborah 

Lynn; Haydon, Joe; Healy, Kaitlin; Hilton, Nathan Scot~; Holliday, Corey L; Hundley, Bobby; Ille, Vince; Jason Whitman; 
Jones, Kim; Kornegay, Jacob David; Matthew Mauzy; McClure, Matthew D; McCracken, Jeff B.; Palanjian, Scott; Plumblee, 
Jordan L; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Robert Bosworth; Robinson, Kevin T; Sabo, Tim;       ~gmail.com; Humphries, Sarah; 
Spencer Lindgren ; Spurling, James; Steinbacher, Rick; Steinberg, Jason; Stewart, Robert House; Sydney Marshall 
Subject= ECU Football Game Day Meeting 

Good morning, 

Our ECU game day meeting will be on 11 ~’s~ ); ~:~.k)t~r.] .~.r 2z~: ~; ~. :’Jj a~l on the Sth Floor (Upper Club) of 

the Blue Zone. If you have any asenda items to add, please email them to me by Monday at noon. 

Parkin8 will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

We’re Iookin8 forward to seein8 everyone Tuesday[ 

Go Heels! 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

The University of North Carolina 



Gymnastics 



All sports except football field hockey, soccer, track and field, cross country and men’s water poo. 
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Players ~ Coaches 
72 15 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 

Brewer, Ounter 

Disch, Dan 

Fedora, Larry 

Gilmore, Keith 

Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic, Chris 

Koenning, Vic 

West, Ron 

- GA 

GA 

GA 

SA 

Ath Dept 

Brewer, Ron 

Browning, Clay 

Cauteruccio, Dino 

Haydon, Joe 

HeckendoB, Keith 

Holliday, Corey 

Pommerening, Rory 

Spurling, James 

Williams, Andre 

Academics 

2 

Bethel, Bradley 

Myers, Les 

Chancellor 

0 

- VIRGINIA TECH Game Travel Party 
Strth & Cond Mana~lers 

5 f3 

Hernandez, Lou Freeman, Jason 

Womack, Zack Morelli, Dominic 

Yaekel, Mark 

Haake, Simon student 

Gi=i, Chris I-student 

udent 

ludent 

student 

~tudent 

v student 

’~ -student 

#udent 

tudent 

Medical 

Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Ciocca, Mario Dr 

Creighton, Alex Dr 

Jean Baptiste, Yuri 

GA 

GA 

Ross, Luke 

T rulock, Scott 

Salters, Paul 

Video 
6 

Luke, Chris 

Sanders, Darryl 

- sludent 

student 

-student 

student 

Sports Info 

2 

Camarati, Jeff 

Hundley, Bobby 

Ticket Office 

2 

Touloupas, Mary Alyson 

Bersticker, Brian 

THSM 

4 

Andrews, Jason (New Media) 

Legget~e, Jon (New Media) 

Pace, Lee 

L Game Day Headsets 
3 

Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 

Mason, Mitch 

Police Escort 

2 

NCSHP Metts, Don 

UNC DPS - Howard, Megan 

Truck Drivers 
2 

Clodfelter, David 

Wagoner, David 

Bill Hitters / VIPS Wr~ves 

Bus Ddver 2 - Team 

Bus Ddver 3 - Team 

Bus Dnver 4 Team 

Bus Ddver 5 - Team 

BusDnver6 Equzp 

Not on Friday Bus to Roanoke, VA 

Not on Saturday Bus to Chapel Hill 

Not on Either Bus Trip 

Not T[aveling with Team (staying at different hotel) 

TOTAL ON FRIDAY BUS: 
TOTAL ON SATURDAY BUS: 

133 

127 

Total 
126 

22 

TOTAL 
155 

000062.1775761.0002.xlsx 3/10/2015 12:07 AM 









"Best, Kevin S," <kbest@unc edu> 



On 5ep 24, 2,313, st 9:04 AM, ,,Best. I(evin 5,, <kbest ...5~unc edu> wrote: 

(c: "Cunnin~harr, ~3ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Lane. Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>. "Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@errail uric edu>. "Holliday, Corey L" 







I’m seeing the same disturbing ’lack of institutional control" as in the years coding u~ to the footba I scandal. Hairston’s mu tiple law-breaking o~fenses 

are particularly troubling, yet the U n]vers[ty seems to making excuses and codd [ng him. His DTII head [ne quote was: "1 wil play this season.’ Since when 

does the cr[minal decide his fate? 

it is dishearten]ng that yet, again no adult in authority has the integrity to do the right thing 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rick@unc edu>; Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu> 

Fwd: Lunch with Bubba 

FYI, for "Invite Professor to Practice" on Wednesday, Oct 9th 

5’e~tj~om mJ~ }~rizon ~/zrete,~x 4G 1. TE 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Lunch with Bubba 
From: "Gitterman, Daniel P" <danielg@email unc edu> 
To: "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc edu> 
CC: "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc edu>,"Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc edu> 

Corey: president Tom Ross and my son 
for dinner 

will join me I think President Ross will come around 530 and stay 

Molly - FYI if Bubba is around for dinner 

Daniel P Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 
Public Policy 
LTNC-CH 
Sent from iphone 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 9:14 AM, "Holliday, Corey L" <chollidav~?unc edu> wrote: 

Professor Gif~erman, 

Please give me a call ~           at your convenience so ! can expound on the "Invite A Professor To 
P~actice’ event I look top~valg to nearing from you. 

Corcy Hoilid y 

LJldvcr dty of N~-~rth 
t(-cnaz’- Football Ccz’-tcr 
1,O. Box 2126 
Chapel HFA, NC 27hlb 
t’lt~ 9(52 FII4 (W) 
t’lt~ 9(52 0:~9:4 (FAX) 

From: Norton, Nolly 



Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: GitLerman, Daniel P 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Lunch wiLh Bubba 

Hi Professor Gitterman, 

I’ve copied Co~ey HoHiday and Joe Haydon in the football office on this email so that they can provide you 

with additional details. 

From: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Norton, Nolly 
Subject: Re: Lunch with Bubba 

I told Bu bba that one of the football players gave me an invite to attend practice and dinner on Wed with a 

reply request to            Could you tell me more? 

Thanks, Dan 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 
Bent from iphone 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 9:11 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Professor Gitterman, 

A conflict has just come up on Bubba’s schedule on Thursday, October 3 and he needs to 

reschedule his lunch with you. Bubba is available during the following dates and times. 

Please let me know if any of these might work for your schedule: 

Monday, October 14 

Breakfast (flexible on the time) 

Monday, October 28 

Breakfast (flexible on the time) 

Tuesday, October 29 

Lunch at 12:00 noon 



Thursday, October 31 

Lunch (flexible on the time) 

Friday, November 1 

Lunch (flexible on the time) 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of Nor[h Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 8200 (phone) 

919 962 7490 (fax) 

mbnor~on@unc.edu 

















2013 

Fall Gamecock 
Classic 

Tournament Details 

Site: The University of South Carolina 

Carolina Stad~am at Beckham F~eld 

Dates: Friday, October l~th 

Saturday, October r)th 

Sunday, October ~3th 

Participating Teams 

North Carolina 

Spartanburg Methodist 

Presbyterian 

Lander 

South Carolina 



Friday, October 11th 

7:oopm 3b (V) North Carolina vs. South Carolina (H) lh 

Saturday, October l=th 

io:ooam 3b (V) No~’th Carolirm vs. Presbyterian (H) lb 

i2:oopm 3b (ll) No**h Carolina vs. South Carolina (V) ib 

+ 

moopm 3b(V) Spar~anburg Methodist vs. Sonth Carolina (H) xh 

+ 

4:oopm 3b(H) Lander vs. Presbyteria~x (V)lb 

6:oo pm 3b (V) Lander vs, Spartanbu% Methodist (H) *b 

Sunday, October :~3th 

lo:ooam 3b (H) Spa~lanbmg Methodist vs. Lander (V) ~b 

~2:oopm 3b (V) Spartanburg Methodis~ vs. Presbyterian (H) xb 

2:oopm 3b (H) Lander vs. South Carolina (V) ~b 

4:oopm 3b(V) Presbyterian vs. South Carolina (H)~h 



Pregame Hitting Time 

Date Cage Time 

Friday October :l.3[th 

Game J_ 7:00PM South Carolina 5:30 North Carolina 6:05 

Saturday October 12th 

Game 2 :[0:00AM Presbyterian 8:30 North Carolina 9:05 

Game 3 12:00PM North Carolina South Carolina :~0:30 

Game 4 2:00PM South Carolina Spartanburg Methodist 1:00 

Game S 4:00PM Lander 2:30 Presbyterian 3:05 

Game 6 6:00PM Spartanburg Methodist 5:00 Lander 

Sunday Od:ober/~3th 

Game 7 10:00AM Spartanburg Methodist 8:30 Lander 9:05 

Game 8 :[2:00PM Presbyterian :[~L:00 Spartanburg Methodist 

Game 9 2:00PM Lander :[2:30 South Carolina :[:05 

Game 10 4:00PM South Carolina Presbyterian 3:00 

Game Time Home Team Cage Time Visiting Team 



  2013 Fail Gamecock Classic 

Rules and Information 

III. 

Tournament Rules 

I, All NCAA rules will be in effect. 
2. NCAA Run Rule will be in effect for all games. 

3, NCAA Bat Testing Regulations will be in effect for all games. 

4. Updated team NCAA Bat Lists should be highlighted before the start o1 tournament play 

5, Bat Testing will be required before l~t game of tournament begins. 

6. Tie breaker will be in effect after the 7th inning and will begin in the top of the 8th inning for all 

games. 

7. All protests will be handled in accordance to NCAA Rule 7, Section 2 IPg 88-92) of the NCAA 

Softball Rules Book, 

8. Inclement wea d~er: The tournament director and urnpire-in-chief will de[ermine schedule 
changes, etc, in the event of bad weather. 

9. The Gamecock Classic is utilizing the Halted Game Rule - NCAA Section 6.17 tpg. 63) 

Bat Testing 

Barrel Compression Testing (BCT) will be conducted prior to the start of each Gamecock Classic 
Opening Day contest. 

Each team must have every bat they plan to use in the Gamecock Classic tested during the pre- 
competition testing. There is no limit to the number of bats a team may have tested. 

3. Coaches mus[ bring a curren[ 2013 NCAA Approved Bat Lis[ wid~ their ba[ models highligh[ed to 
the testing site and have it available at testing and in their dugout during each game. 

4. Each bat that passes BCT will be marked with an appropriate sticker. 

5. Bats that have not undergone BCT and thus do not have the appropriate sticker will not be 

permitted on the competition field or in the dugout. 
6. All bats surrendered to the tournament director will be returned after the team’s final game of 

the Gamecock Classic. 

IV. Tournament Information 

1. No warm ups on field after the first round games. 

2. No game will start before scheduled game time if games run over allotted time, there will be 
10 minutes between games. 

g. Game balls will be provided Umpires will collect garne balls at the conclusion of the game 

4. The official NCAA Worth NC12L softball will be used. 

5. No formal infield will be taken before games. 

6. Please make sure the press box has a copy of your lineup card. 

7, In case of inclement weather, the tournament director will determine schedule revisions, and 
coaches will be notified as soon as possible via cell phone. 

g. Locker rooms/showers: contact Kacey Friedman, Friedmak@mailbox.sc.edu 

9. Concessions and restrooms will be available. 



Warm-Up Areas 

]. Practice soccer fields behind Beckham Field are available for dynamic warm-ups and throwing 

Friday Sunday. 

2. Cleats are not permitted for use on practice soccer fields 

3. Teams playing the first game of the day may warm up on geckham Field. 

Vl, Training Room 

~1. Athletic Trainers will be on site. 

2. Cups~ Gatorade, water and ice will be available in each dugout. 

3~ If your trainers are in need of equipment or supplies, please contact the USC trainer Ben 

Myers. t3en’s Phone #- 502.759.7~t05 

VII Parking 

Bus Parldng: Buses can park in the bus parking lane between the Dodie Academic Center mid the 

Parldng Garage on Heyward Street~ Busses may drop offa and pick up team under the bridge at 

Beckha m Field 

Fan Parking: ’Fbe Athletics Village Parking Garage on [leyward Street is open, fi’ee for all fans and is 

the best suggested parking place. Additional street parking may be available in the area. 



CONTACT INFORMATION 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
Beverly Smith Head Coach 

bevsmith(d)sc edu 
803.777.7858 office 

cell 

Lisa Navas Associate Head Coach 803.777.0368 office 
cell 

Calvin Beamon Assistant Coach 
crbeamon(a)sc.edu 

803.777.0369 office 
cell 

Kacey Friedman Director of Operations 803.777.6008 office 

Frie&nak@mailbox.sc.edu cell 
803.777.6439         Fa~x 

Megan Leonard Game Day Operations 
Leonarmf@mai!box:scedu 

803.576.9055 Office 
cell 

SPORTS MEDICINE 

Ben Myers Graduate Atttletic Trainer 803.777.0178 office 
cell 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICNrlON 
Koby Padgett Ath. Conm~ Assistanl 

kpadgett@sc:edu 
8(13.777.8(117 office 
803.777.2967 fax 

cell 

Athletics Department 
University of South Carolina 

1304 Heyward Street 
Columbia, S( 29208 

w~a~a~.galnecocksmtline.csW.conl. 
www.sc.edtt 



tIOST I IOTEL INFORMATION 

(8(~3) 252 -30|0 

Contact Maria Gioml (luring m~rmal business h~}urs fl~r r~,servations and pri~ing, 

Direct Line: (8031-978-2333 

978-2335 

978-2334 

3 E nbass~ Su te~ Col mb a-G e~s*one 



TRANSPORTATION 

Capitol Bus Lines 
2926 Leaphart Rd 
West Columbia, SC 
2!) 169 
803-79~1-9661 
800-777-9766 

Good News Charter 
622 Cooper Road 

Piedmont, SC 
29673 
864-295-2838 
800-584-6090 

Champion Coaches 
PO Box 25487 
C~ eenviIle, SC 

864-24-9000 
800-583-7668 

Car Rentals 

Avis Rent A Car 

Budget Car& Track Rental 

Hertz Rent A Car 

Airport 

Airport 

Airport 

800-83[-2847 
803-822-5100 
800-527-0700 
803-796-2269 
800-654-3131 
803-822-8341 

Commercial Airlines 

American Airlines 800-433-7300 

Delta AMines 

Northwest Airlines 800-225-2525 

USAir Air]ines 800-943-5436 

Columbia Me*ro Airport 888-562-500 



5 Points Area 

Applebee’s 

Harper’s (Aanerican) 

Ruby Tuesday’s 

Yesterday’s (Home style) 

Cantina 76 

COLUMBIA-AREA RESTAURANTS 

4505 Devine St 

700 Harden St 

4600 Devine St 

2030 Devine St 

290[ Devine St 

803-787-4687 

803-252-2222 

803-790-8974 

803-799-0196 

803-708-6004 

Vista Area-Gerv’ais Street 

Blue Marlin (Seafood) 

Bull Market Pcestaurant 

Carolina Wings & Rib ltouse 

Jason’ s Dell 

I ,onghorn’s Steakhouse 

Mangia Mangia (Italian) 

Pahnetto’ s (Southern) 

Vista Brewing Company 

1200 Lincoln St 

902-C Gervais St 

600 Gervais St 

823 Gervais St 

902 Ge~,ais St 

100 State St 

902-F Gervais St 

936 Gervais St 

803-795-3838 

803-343-2855 

803-256-8844 

803-540-1973 

803-254-5]00 

803-791-3443 

803-779-6400 

803-799-2739 

Fast Food (Campus Area) 

Domino’ s Pizza 

Jimmy John’s (Sandwich Shop) 

McDonald’ s 

Sandy’s IIot Dogs 

Sonic 

Stuft~,’s 

Wendy’s 

I 124 Devine St 

715 Ge~@s St 

434 Gervais St 

825 Main St 

315 Assembly St 

629 Main St 

803 Assembly St 

803-256-8151 

803-933-9595 

803-376-8898 

803-25~-6914 

803-799-2971 

803-771-4098 

803-254-8829 



Other Restaurants 

AI’s Upstairs (Italian) 

Califc~mia Dreaming (Americaxt) 

Villa Tronco (Italian) 

Za’s Brick Oven 

300 Meeting St 

401 South Mai*t St 

700 Harden St 

2930 Devine St 

803-794-7404 

803-254-6767 

803-252-2222 

803-771-7334 



GROCERY AND RETAILERS 

GFocer¥ StoFes 

Bi-Lo 

Food Lion 

Piggly Wiggly 

Publix 

Publix 

Whole Foods 

S orti oods 

Dick’s Sporing Goods 

Todd & Moore 

T&T Sporing Goods 

Target 

Wdma~ 

Walma~ 

4464 De’Ane St 

1001 Harden St 

3818 Devine St 

501 Gervais St 

2800 Rosewood Dr 

4305 FT Jackson Bb:d 

1110 Bou, er Pkwy 

620 ltuger St 

1207 Rosewood Dr 

6090 Garners Ferry Rd 

7520 Garners Fe~ly Rd 

5420 Forest Dr 

803-738-[]08 

803-748-8104 

803-256-3433 

803-255-4351 

803-806-8839 

803-509-6700 

803-749-0756 

803-765-0150 

803-799-8300 

803-647-0168 

803-783-[277 

803-782-0323 



Movie Theaters 

( olumbiana Orande 

Dutch Square Cinema 

Movies At Polo Road 

St Andrews Multiplex 

ENTERTAINMENT 

1250 Bower Pa, kway 

800 Bush River Road 

9700 Two Notch Road 

527 St Andrews Road 

803-407-9898 

803-750-3776 

803-788-7818 

803-772-7469 

Bow|inR 

AIvlF Capital Lanes 

AMF Columbia Lanes 

AMF Park Park Lanes 
Parkland Plaza Cayce 

Shopping MM|s 

Columbia Mall 

Columbiana Centre Mall 

Village at Sandhi[I 

2601 Broad River Road 

1732 Bush River Road 

900 Axtell Dr Cayce 

720 l Two Notch Road 

1-26 & Harbison Blvd 

481 Iov~m (;enter Place 

803-798-2444 

803-798-[310 

803-796-6300 

803-788-4676 

803-732-6255 

803-419-0235 



EMERGENCY LISTINGS 

Pal merio B apti si 

Medical Center 

Lexington Medical Center 

Providence Hospital 

Palmetto Richlat~d 
Memorial lIospital 

Student Health Center 

Campus Police 

Campus lntbnnation 

Main Number 
Emergency 

Main Number 
Emergency 

Mairl Number 

Mait~ Number 
Emergency 

803-296-5010 
803-296-5050 

803-79[-2000 
803-791-2350 

803-256-5300 
803-256-5320 

803-434-7000 
803-434-6350 

803-777-3174 

803-777-4215 

803-777-3196 



DIRECTIONS 

{2 atoll la Stadi~m at Beckha 11 Field Pb~,sical ,,~,ddresa: 
200 S Marion St 

Col~m~bia, SC 29205 

Fxom 1-126 to Beckham Field 
Exit offHuger Street 

Follow H~ger Street south to Blossom Street 

Take a left onto Blossom Street 

Follow Blossom Street east to Assembly Street 

Take a right on Assembly Street 

Follow Assemb]y Street south (towards Wil]iams-Brice Stadinm) to Pchaley Street 

"rake a left on Whaler Street 

Follow Whaler Street (-, blocks) east to Ma~on Street 
Take a right on Marion Street, Beckham Field will be directly ahead 

}’~om I-2(~ to Beckham Field 
"rake lhe Bull Street Exit 
l-’ollou,, Bull Street southeast to Gerx als Street 

Take a ~ght on Ge[vais Street 

Follow Ge[vais Street southwest to Assembly Street 

Take a left on to Assembl,~’ Street south {towards Vv I1 ams-Br ce 5tadmm} to V~ haley ~treet 

Take a left on Whale,,, Street 

Follo~ Whale} Street (o blocks) east to Marion Street 
Take a ~{ght on Marion Street, Beckham Field will be directly ahead 

From ~-77 to Beckham Field 
I Take BlulTRoad exit (exit 5) 
= Take BluffRoad all the ~ay into Columbia 

~ Turn right onto George Rogers Blvd 

4 At the first stop light, turn right onto Rosewood Dr 

5 At the first stop light on Rosewood Drive turn left onto Marion St 

6 You will go through a stop sign and you will see the softball field on your left 



VISITING TEAM QUESTIONNAIRE 

The University of South Carolir~a 
Atln: Kacey Friedman 
Rice Athletics Center 
1304 Ile:~,ard Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Phone: 803-777-6008 

Fax: 803-777-6439 

Visitmg Team: 

Mcfl~od of Tra~ d: 

Anticipated Timc of Am~ al: Date: 

Pre-~;ameiPost-tlame needs 

Ice: Training Room: 

Shower: I owels(# Needed) 

Laut~dw 5000 unifi~rm set 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:06 PM 

Adrian Beros <Beros-adrian@aramark corn>; Alison Purdee 
<alisonpurdee@rockTtophospitality corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; Beale, 
Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Bersticker, Brian P <bstickS0@email unc edu>; 
Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford <blc@psafety unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Campbell, Ron Dean 
<rcampbe@psafety unc edu>; Cautemccio, Dino <dcaut@email unc edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kcleatN@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Danny Labar 
<Labar-Danny@aramark corn>;           gmail corn; Fuchs, Jeft’rey W 
<j fuchs@email unc edu>; Fulton, ~xlcK <-njiulton@email unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hare, George 
<ghare@psafety unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email unc edu>; Hilton, 
Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Jason 
Whitman <whitman-jason@aramark corn>; Jones, Kiln <kimajones@unc edu>; 
Kornegay, Jacob David <jdkorneg@psafety unc edu>; Matthew Mauzy 
<mauzy@sors us>; McClure, Mattbew D <mcclure@unc edu>; McCracken, Jeff B 
<jmccrack@psafety unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkert, MalN Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Robert 
Bosworth <bozworth@townofchapelhill org>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc edu>; 
Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>;        ~gmail corn; Humphries, Sarah 
<shumphries@unc edu>; Spencer Lindgren <slindgren@sors us>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason 
<j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewa@email unc edu>; Sydney 
Marshall <sydney@ramsclub corn> 

Miami Game Day Reminder Email 

Good afternoon, 

Our Miami game day meeting will be on ~.,s~’.a:! rj~t,~b~ J.5~ ~! ~:30 ~rr on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of 
the Blue Zone. If Vou have anv agenda items to add, please email them to me bv Mondav at noon. 

Parking will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

We’re looking forward to seeing evervone Tuesdav! 

Go Heels! 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

The University of Noah Carolina 

















STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA    In The Generat Court Of Justice ORDER FOR ARREST                o~No~        County E~ o[stdct [] Superior Court Division 

THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA VS. 

PATRICK MITCHELL JONES 

PROFESSIONAL KEALTY GROUP, rNC. 

25 STONEWALL S ,%KEET 

$ ~2tLOOO.Ot)L_            secured 

TRUE BILL OF INDICTMENT ONLY 

To any o~cer with au~odty and jurisdiction to serve an Order For Arrest: 

The Coud finds that: 
[] 1. FTA - RELEASE ORDER TO.S. 15A-~05(b)(g)] 

~ 2. FTA - CRIMINAL SUMMONS OR CiTATiON (Do not use for infraction.) [G.S~ 15A-305(b)(3)] 
the defendant has failed on the date shown to appear as required by a duly executed Cdminal 
Summons or by a Citation that charged the defendant with a misdemeanor. 

[] 3: TRUE BILL OF INDICTMENT [G.S. 15A-305(b)(1)] 
a Grand Jury has re u ned a rue bill of indictment ~gainst the defendant, a copy of which is a~ached. 

[] 4. FTA - SHOW CAUSE AFTER Frc [G:S. 15A-305(b)(8)] 
t e defendant has fa led on the date shown to appear as required in a Show Caus~ Order entered in 

[] 5. FTA - SHOW CAUSE ORDER IN ORIGINAL CRIMINAL JUDGMENT 

the defendant has failed by the dat-~= shown to pay a fine or co~ts~ or both a~ required by a judgment 

[] 8 PROBABLE CAUSE THAT DEFENDANT MAY FAIL TO APPEAR - CRIMINAL CONTEMPT 

this Court has faitia,ed plenary proceedings for contempt against the defendant under 

[] 7. PROBATION VIOLATION [G.S. 15A-305(b)(4);-1345(a)] 

You are DIRBCT,.D to fake the defendam into custody and b rig i e b ] ~ ’    " " 



STAI’E OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ORANGE COUNTY 

IN IHE GENERAL COURI Of JUSTICE 
SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION 
13CRS213 

STATE OF NORTII CAROLINA 

iNDICTMENT; ATHLETE AGENT 
INDUCENIENT 

PATRICK JONES, 
Defendant. 

THE YURORS FOR THE STATE upon their oatk present that on or about May 25, 2010 
axxd i~ the county named above the del~ndant e, amed above, ma[awflxIIy, wi!lf~ily and feloniously 
did, with the intent to induce a student-athlete,                   to enter into an agency 
contract with an athiet~ agent, Terry Watson, [~umish something of ~athe to llte student-athlete 
before the s~mdent-athlete entered into the agency contract, to wit: provide with 
United States currency irx m~ amem~t of approximately $725.00 for the benefit of 

Tkis offense was committed in violatimt of N.C.G.S §78C-98(a)(2). 

~ / 
( "! 

, atGNATURu OF PROSECUTOR 

WITNESSES 

[,~ Speciai Agent A, H, Jonas, North Caroltha Department m Secretary o:~ State 

£/ 

The witnesses marked "X" were sworn by the uadersigned Foreman of the Grand Ju.~ and, aff~er 
hearing testimony, this Bill was rotund tc be: 

A TRUE BILL by twdve or more gra~.d jurors, and I, the undersigned Foreman of fl~e 
Grand Jury, attest the co_ncu~enee of twelve or more grand jurors in this Bill o~’Indietment. 

[ ] NOT A TRUE BII,L, 

SIGNATURE OF GRAND,TURN FOEMAN 



STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA    In The Generat Court Of Justice ORDER FOR ARREST                o~No~        County E~ o[stdct [] Superior Court Division 

THE .STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA VS. 

PATRICK IVDTCHELL JONES 

PROFESSIONAL REALTY GROUP, iNC. 
25 STONEWALL S ,%~EET 
CARTERSVILLE, GA 30120 

$ ~20.000.00[_            secured 

TRUE BILL OF INDICTMENT ONLY 

To any o~cer with auNodty and jurisdiction to sere an Order For Arrest: 

Tile Cour~ finds that: 

~ 2. FTA - CRIMINAL SUMMONS OR CITATION (Do not use for infraction.) [G.S~ 15A-305(b)(3)] 
the defendant has failed on the date shown to appear as required by a duly executed Cdminal 
Summons or by a Cifation that charged the defendant with a misdemeanor. 

[] 3; TRUE BILL OF INDICTMENT [G.S. 15A-305(b)(1)] 
a Grsnd Jury has re u ned a rue bill of indictment ~gainst the defendant, a copy of which is a~ached. 

[] 4. FTA - SNOW CAUSE AFTER Frc [G.S, 15A-305(b)(8)] 

this cdminal proceeding. 

[] 5. FTA - SHOW CAUSE ORDER IN ORIGINAL CRIMINAL JUDGMENT 

the defendant has failed by the daL~,~ shown to pay a fine or co~ts~ or both a~ required by a judgment 

[] 8 PROBABLE CAUSE THAT DEFENDANT MAY FAIL TO APPEAR - CRIMINAL CONTEMPT 

this Court has faitia,ed plenary proceedings for contempt against the defendant under 

[] 7, PROBATION VIOLATION [G.S. 15A-305(b)(4);-1345(a)] 

You are DIRBCT,.D to fake the defendam into cus{ody and b rig i e b ] ~ ’    " " 



STAI’E OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ORANGE COUNTY 

IN IHE GENERAL COURI Of JUSTICE 
SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION 
13CRS213 

STATE OF NORTII CAROLINA 

iNDICTMENT; ATHLETE AGENT 
INDUCENIENT 

PATRICK JONES, 
Defendant. 

THE YURORS FOR THE STATE upon their oatk present that on or about May 25, 2010 
axxd i~ the county named above the del~ndant e, amed above, ma[awflxIIy, wi!lf~ily and feloniously 
did, with the intent to induce a student-athlete,                   to enter into an agency 
contract with an athiet~ agent, Terry Watson, [~umish something of ~athe to llte student-athlete 
before the s~mdent-athlete entered into the agency contract, to wit: provide with 
United States currency irx m~ amem~t of approximately $725.00 for the benefit of 

Tkis offense was committed in violatimt of N.C.G.S §78C-98(a)(2). 

~ / 
( "! 

, atGNATURu OF PROSECUTOR 

WITNESSES 

[,~ Speciai Agent A, H, Jonas, North Caroltha Department m Secretary o:~ State 

£/ 

The witnesses marked "X" were sworn by the uadersigned Foreman of the Grand Ju.~ and, aff~er 
hearing testimony, this Bill was rotund tc be: 

A TRUE BILL by twdve or more gra~.d jurors, and I, the undersigned Foreman of fl~e 
Grand Jury, attest the co_ncu~enee of twelve or more grand jurors in this Bill o~’Indietment. 

[ ] NOT A TRUE BII,L, 

SIGNATURE OF GRAND,TURN FOEMAN 



















On 

Dn 



Live from Ch~pe~ Hill - ][t~s THURSDAY N]IGHT: This is our second Thursday night ESPN 

game the last being held in 2009 when Florida State came to town. Christian Ponder {his wife 

Samantha is tonight’s sideline reporter for ESPN) threw for a career-high 395 yards and three 

touchdowns to rally [rom a 24 6 3~ quarter deficit to bea~ ~he Heels 30 27. 

Zero l)~rk Thumd~y & IBlackout: Tonight’s theme is Zero Dark Thursday with new black team 

uniforms Fans have been encouraged to wear black and turn the Tar Pit 

P~ms Club D~y: Tile Rams Club Board will be on the field at hall time ~o present an oversized 

check in the amount of $L0~700,000 to Bubba. This represents their contribution to the UNC 

Athletics Scholarship budget. Celebrating its 75th year (1938)~ the Rams Club (16,000 members) 

have provided more than $175M in scholarship support. Please thank any and every Rams 

Club member you see for their generous support of UNC Athletics & our more than 800 

current student-athletes 

Pl~shli~hts: Flashlights are being provided to all ushers and supervisors as a keepsake. All full 

time volunteer ushers & supervisors receiving flashlights are STRONGLY encouraged to retain 

them for future night games - this is a one-shot deal for 

Visiting Team AD Box: Miami has elected ~o use tile Visiting Tearn Athletic Director’s Box to 
host donors. Fifteen of these tickets have been issaed for the box If you see this ticket, please 
direct them to the South Side, West Press Box Elevator. These do NOT allow access to the field. 

CAROLINA 

Tar Heel Dowmtowm: Tar Heel Town has moved to the 100 block of West Franklin Street 

Traffic has been closed down and all the elements that fans enioy at Tar Heel Town, includin9 

the band, will be available on Franklin Street The Rams Club Patio is also moving to Franklin 

Street. Activities are NOT slated for the Genome Sciences Patio. 



t~iackout ~;[irts & Rally Towels: S,000 black out t shirts arid 1,000 rally towels will be given 

out TO STUDENTS at Gate 5. First come. first sen, e. 

[~e~e~[( [~a~t Study: The UNC Sport Administration Program will be conducting an economic 
impact study at the ~equest of the Athletic Department. SpAd graduate student          and Asst. 

Professor Coyte Cooper will be supel-¢ising a team to gather data fiom fans throughout the stadium. 

O~tba~k ~ou~e~: Representatives from Outback will be d~stributing coupons to all fans 

upon ingress. Matt Wrynn from Tar Heel Sports Properties is coordinating this promotion. 

Please determine the best location at each gate to avoid additional congestion at the gates. 

Carolina Outreach Sewes The Community: Carolina places a high degree of emphasis on 

student athlete community sepvice Many parts of the local community are impacted by their 

helping hands ~ enthusiasm ~n presenting themselves as outstanding role models for young 

people. At the same time, the outreach activities benefit student-athletes, who practice 

leadership and servitude, bond with teammates, and build contacts, and gain experience that 

may help them as they pursue internships and jobs. Carolina Athletics works closely w~th the 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro ~ Durham schools, UNC Hospitals, as well as organizations such as 

Ronald McDonald House, Durham Social Services, Spedal Olympics, Adopt-A-Highway (and 

many others). With academic and team responsibilities, [heir schedules are already veny full, 

and we’re proud [hat [hey make [irne for the number of volun[eer communi[y service activities 

that they do. Last year, UNC student-athletes dedicated more than 2,000 hours to service 

activities, but ~t appears that number will rise ~n 20~3-~4. During the month of September 

alone, Tar Heels donated nearly 500 hours of their time to outreach activities. 

~a~[ Wr~stban~ Colors: 
Vendors @ ALL Bagg (affixed at Gate 2 ~ Gate 6 for vendors s~gn in required) 

~remiu~] Seathg (affixed upon ent~, to respective boxes patrons should have a valid ticket) 

Pope Box White 
North I<oury 

gouth KouD’ 

All BZ White 
BZ Noah lerrace 
BZ gouth Terrace .... 
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Subject: 

Morrison, David <David,Mordson@~news record.tom> 
Wednesday, July 03, 20] 3 10:49 AM 

Allen, Denise Q 
Stabile, Regina; OAh, Zach 
Public Records Request 

I am writing to request information pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, GS 132, and related statutes 

I am seeking to obtain copies of any email correspondence sent or received by athletics director Bubba Cunningham 

compliance Vince Ille (ille@uncaa.unc edu<mailto:ille(~uncaa.unc edu>) pertaining to Rodney Blackstock, from the 

period of May 3 through July 3. 

I would also like to obtain a copy of any correspondence sent from the school to Mr. Blackstock. 

person to pick up a CD or download the information to a portable hard drive, 

if you decide to deny this request, please state your reasons for doing so by way of a reply to my email - 

david,morrison@news-record,com<mailto:david.morrison@news-record.com> - so that it may be reviewed by legal 

counsel, 

The News & Record would be glad to pay any reasonable cost, as defined by law, associated with this request. However, 

please inform us of any cost exceeding $40 before executing it. Also, please note we are requesting the information 

electronically, which should eliminate any need for copying or printing. 

if I need to bring this to the attention of anyone else in addition to you, please let me know. 

Thanks for your help, and I look forward to your reply. 



Sincerely, 

David Morrison 

Greensboro News & Record 

(office) 336 373 7008 

(cell) 







On 



On 



On 





Mr 











WRAL 





N~ Investigati ~g Link Between UNC’s and Agent Rod ~ey B[ackstock 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               3:3 I PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Humphries, Sarah <shumphlies@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth 
<lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, Trey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rlck@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu>; 
Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu> 

Softball Schedule update 

All, 

The softball games vs. Notre Dame on Wednesday,           will now be played at 4 pm and 6 pm. They were 

originally scheduled for 12 pm and 2 pm but have been pushed back to later in the day. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 







Cole 



252-793-5171 (0) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

D. Coie Pheips 

Best -~egards, 
D, Cole Phelps 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Monday,                 5:31 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Hernandez, Luis Ill <louh@email unc edu>; Crocker, Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu> 

RE: Medical Non-Counters 

Cricket 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 12:23 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Hernandez, Luis III; Lane, Cricket; Crocker, Diane Marie 
Co: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Williams, Andre; Myers, Leslie 
Subject: RE:       Medical Non-Counters 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, 11:23 AM 

To: Hernandez, Luis III; Lane, Cricket; Ballen, Martina K 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; file, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre 

Subject: Medical Non Counters 

Martin~ I, Cricket and Lou 

Thank you for your assistance in helping our      Medical Non-Counters (MNC) find alternatives ways to assist and stay 
connected to the athletic department even though their playing careers have come to an end. Please make sure your 
student-athlete has a set schedule and responsibilities for 8-20 hours of work a week. If at any time, you are unable to use 
your student-athlete in your area, please notify me so I can try to reassign him somewhere else within the athletic 
department. Please notify myself and Tom Timmerman if there are issues or concerns with student-athletes fulfilling their 
work responsibilities as these assignments must be met for MNCs to receive their monthly room and board funds. 

Thanks again for your assistance and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Corey I lolliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of IXorth Carolina 



P.O. Box 212(~ 
Chapel Ilill, IXC 27515 
919-9112-9114 (W) 
919-9112-0393 (F,\X) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hernandez. Luis III <louh@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 6:27 PM 

Timmcrmans, Tom <timmcnnans a~unc edu> 

Hollida3, Corey L <chollida3 @uric edu>: Lmac, Cricket <crickct@unc cdu> Crocker, Diane 
Marie <dcmcker@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@nc edu>: 
Willimns, A~adrc <willia46@email uric edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmycrs a~cmail unc cdu> 

Re: Medical Non-Counters 

Tom. 

Lou 

Sent from nay iPhonc 

On 

is doing great assisting us in the wt room 

at 12:23 PM, "Timmcnnans, Tom" <timmcrmmas~a unc cdu> wrote: 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, 11:23 AM 

To: Hernandez, Luis III; Lane, Cricket; Ballen, Martina K 

C¢: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre 

Subject: Medical Non-Counters 

Mariir ;ricket and ant 

Thank you for your assistance in helping our      Medical Non-Counters (MNC) find alternatives ways to assist and 
stay connected to the athletic department even though their playing careers have come to an end. Please make sure 
your student-athlete has a set schedule and responsibilities for 8-20 hours of work a week. If at any time, you are unable 
to use your studengathlete in your area, please notify me so I can try to reassign him somewhere else within the athletic 
department. Please notify myself and Tom Timmerman if there are issues or concerns with studengathletes fulfilling their 
work responsibilities as these assignments must be met for MNCs to receive their monthly room and board funds 

Thanks again for your assistance and let me know if you have any questions or concerns 

Core5’ I Iollidas’ 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 
919 962 9Zld (W) 
9Z9 962 0393 (I~AX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:06 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu> 

Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <tTanmills@unc edu> 

Re: Meeting Request (. 

All, 

Thank you for your prompt responses! Evet2¢one appears to be available next Monday November 4th Please 
find below details for next week’s meeting If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to let 
me know 

Date: Monday, November 4th 

Time: 1:30 pm - 2:00 pm 
2:l0 pm - 2:40 pm I 

Location: 4th Floor Kenan FB Center 
(Football Operations Conference Room) 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 28, 20 [3, at 8:31 PM, "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca(-a~email unc edu> wrote: 

Monday is better for me if possible 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On Oct 28, 2013, at 4:56 PM, "Sauls, Jonathan C" <isaulsat~email unc edu> wrote: 

v. 919-966-4045 I f 91%962-2090 I 711 (NC-RELAY) 



From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 4:51 PM 
TO: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corer L; Ciocca, Mario F; Sauls, Jonathan C 
Su~ect: Meeting Request 

All, 

We would like to coordinate for each of you to sit in on meetings with         and 

Please find below time availabilities for each student athlete. At your earliest 

convenience, can you please rely all with which options works best for your schedule? 

Meetinl~ Availability: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->a. <!--[endif]-->Monday, November 4th 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]--~" (1:30 pm 2:00 pro) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]--: (2:00 pm 2:30 pro) 

<!--[if !suppor~Lists]-->b. <!--[endif]-->Tuesday, November 5th 

<!--[if !suppor~Lists]-->~ <!--[endif]--: 110:00 am 10:30 am) 
<!--[if !suppor~Lists]-->~ <!--[endif]-- (10:30 am 11:00 am) 

Best reBards, 

Andre’ 







Good Afternoo ~ 

The following individuals have been d esiffnated by each respective s Dor~ program to be responsible for mon[tor[n~= the social media accounts of each of their 



















252-793-5062 (F) 



















BestRegards, 
D. Cole Phelps 



D Cole Phelps 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lcsmycrs a~email unc edu> 

Thursday.                 8:16 AM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmcrmm~s@unc cdu>; Hollida?, Corey L <chollida? @unc edu>; 
Hernandez. Luis Ill <louh@email unc edu>: Lane. Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Crocker. Diane 
Marie <dcrocker@unc edu> 

Stcinbacher, Rick <rick a~unc cdu>: Ille, Vincc <ille a~unc edu>: Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu> 

RE: Medical Non-Counters 

Sent: Monday,                12:23 PM 

To: Holliday, Corey L; Hernandez, Luis III; Lane, Cricket; Crocker, Diane Marie 

Co: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Williams, Andre; Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE:        Medical Non-Counters 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, 11:23 AM 

To: Hernandez, Luis III; Lane, Cricket; Ballen, Martina K 

Co: Steinbacher, Rick; file, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre 
Subject: Medical Non Counters 

MaNna I Cricket and Lou 

Thank you for your assistance in helping our      Medical Non-Counters (MNC) find alternatives ways to assist and stay 
connected to the athletic department even though their playing careers have come to an end. Please make sure your student-athlete 
has a set schedule and responsibilities for 8 20 hours of work a week If at any time, you are unable to use your student athlete in 
your area, please notify me so I can try to reassign him somewhere else within the athletic department Please noti~ myself and Tom 
Timmerman if there are issues or concerns with student-athletes fulfilling their work responsibilities as these assignments must be 
met for MNCs to receive their monthly room and board funds. 

Thanks again for your assistance and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic I)ircctor 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan I~ootball Center 
P.//. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751b 
919 962 9111 (W) 
919 962 0393 (I~AX) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 3 I, 2013 10:54 PM 

Adrian Beros <Beros-adrian@aramark corn>; Alison Purdee 
<alisonpurdee@rockTtophospitality corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; Beale, 
Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Bersticker, Brian P <bstickS0@email unc edu>; 
Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford <blc@psafety unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Campbell, Ron Dean 
<rcampbe@psafety unc edu>; Cautemccio, Dino <dcaut@email unc edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kcleatT@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Danny Labar 
<Labar-Danny@aramark corn>;          }gmail corn; Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
<j fuchs@email unc edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~-imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hare, George 
<ghare@psafety unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email unc edu>; Hilton, 
Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Jason 
Whitman <whitman-jason@aramark corn>; Jones, Kiln <kimajones@unc edu>; 
Kornegay, Jacob David <jdkorneg@psafety unc edu>; Matthew Mauzy 
<mauzy@sors us>; McClure, Mattbew D <mcclure@unc edu>; McCracken, Jeff B 
<jmccrack@psafety unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkett, MatT Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Robert 
Bosworth <bozworth@townofchapelhill org>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc edu>; 
Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>;        ~gmail corn; Humphries, Sarah 
<shumphries@unc edu>; Spencer Lindgren <slindgren@sors us>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason 
<j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewa@email unc edu>; Sydney 
Marshall <sydney@ramsclub corn> 

UVA Football Game Day Meeting 

Our UVA game day meeting will be on i ,esdav i’,!~,’ a.’nb~: ’i :h ,]: q:~O ~r: on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the 

Blue Zone. If you have any agenda items to add, please email them to me by Monday at noon. 

Parking will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

We’re looking forward to seeing everyone Tuesday! 

Go Heels[ 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 
Assistant Director of Event Management 

919.428.1153 
The University of NoAh Carolina 





From: Sims, Julia [mailto:JSims@wral.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 5:~ PM 
To~ UNC News 
~:~ Moon, Ka~en B 
Subject~ Public records request from WRAL-TV per G.S.:[32-1 

WRAL-TV would like records of any donations given to the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

and/or its athletic program by Dr. Spencer Howard. 

Julia Sims 
WRAL-TV 5 

(cell) 

(office) 919-821-8988 







919 















919 829 















919 829 486Z 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, I 0:47 AM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

(?t~,/ahoo corn; 
~?live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

,~t~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; Bernstein, Jacob J <jakebern@unc edu>: 
~comcast net;, 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@gmail corn; 

@live unc edu>: 
~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~comcast net; 
@aim corn: 

~?live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn; ~hotmail corn; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; ~yahoo corn; 
¯ 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@kenan-flagler unc edu; 
@live unc edu>; 

,~vetizon net; 
@live unc edu>; 

7~,aol corn; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~vahoo corn; 
~)live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

~mail corn; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; ?~live corn; 
(a)live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; 
(~a),live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

~t~live~unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Sawyer, Korie 
<kcsawyer@unc edu>; Gaines, Bwant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, 
Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>: Shelton, 
Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Tyler, Brie Farley 
<brie tyler@unc edu>; Porter, Cnant <gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<rubins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; rackham 
<rackham@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew 
<masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu> 

Carolina Outreach 

Carolina Outreach docx 



Hey Outreach Reps, 

GREAT meeting last night! Thanks for coming, everyone! 

Just as Coach Joe Breschi said in the Outreach meeting, "The impact you have as student athletes giving back is 

phenomenal." And we already contributed 1134 hours to the community! 

Here are several reminders: 

-Burn Center Visit 

A visit to the Burn Center at U NC Hospital for the annual Touchstone Featu re will be at this Friday. 

12:45 PM: Meet in the Kenan Football Center Hall of Honor 

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM: Burn Center Visit 

-Men’s Lacrosse vs Cancer and Carolina Dreams 

UNC Men’s Lacrosse team will shave heads and raise money for childhood cancer. 522,244 already have been raised!! 

Please come and support them on this Satu rday, 10am-12pm, at Rams Head Parking Lot Plaza! 

-Christmas Collection for Ronald McDonald House 

Drop off all the supplies, including breakfast items, cookie and brownie mixes, laundry detergent, toilet paper, plastic 

wrap, batteries and etc. at Loudermilk 2nd floor Lobby. 

-Pen Pal 

Contact 

Elementary Schools. 

@live.unc.edu), if you and your teammates want to be pen pals with kids at New Hope 

-Academic All-Stars Football Games 

11/23 vs ODU and 11/30 vs Duke 

Need student athletes to help with photograph opportunities before games and sign autographs after games. If your 

team is available and interested to help, please email             ~live.unc.edu) or Korie (kcsawyer~unc.edu)! 

-Share Your Holiday 

Send Cricket the size of family you r team wants to adopt! 

The November Agenda is in the attachment. Remember to share with you r teammates. And good luck to all the 

competing teams! 

iServe, iLead. We are Carolina Outreach! 

Best, 

Carolina Outreach 

U NC-Student-At hlete-Development 



................... NOVEMBER 

Follow Carolina Outreach 
@iServeiLead 

iServe iLead 

Tweet it 

-AnonymOus 

AGENDA 

2, Icebreaker 

3. Men’s Lacrosse Head Coach Address 
Voluntee~ at UNC Hospital 

Academic All Star 



CAROLINA OUTREACH NOVEMBER 

Athletics Engagements 
Christmas Collection - Finley Golf Course will collect supplies for Ronald McDonald House, 

including breakfast items (granola bars, pop tarts, and cereal), cookie and brownie mixes, laundry 

detergent, toilet paper, plastic wrap, batteries, coloring books, crayons and so on. (Contact 

(:i~ ] v.._,:~ ¢ ..~..I for donations) 

¯ Toiletry Collection - During away games/meets/matches, UNC student-athletes bring extra 
toiletries from hotels back to Loudermilk Center to donate to our local communities. 

¯ Shoe Collection - Do you have a lot of shoes cluttering the locker or your closet? Give them a 

second life by donating those athletic shoes to GOODWILL. 

¯ Tennis Ball Collection - Collect Tennis balls from practice and donate to Chapel Hill Rehabilitation 

Center and Crescent Green. They will be used to put on the bottom of walkers and canes. Contact 

@live.unc.edu) for details. 

Engagement with Kids 
Day 

This is a year-round after school enrichment program 

for Chapel Hill Youth. Activities include helping to 

run games and play sports with elementary school 

kids, help demonstrate sport skills, encourage 

physical activity and teach sportsmanship. 

This program matches student-athletes with 
boys and girls from local elementary schools. 
Mentors visit kids at least once a week to play 
games, speak on leadership and read books. 

¯ Heels’ Huddle mentoring Ms. Jessica 
Honeycutt’s 4th grade class. 

¯ Glenwood Elementary School 

o Very Flexible 
¯ Morris Grove Elementary School 

o a [uesdav[H]ursdayiFridayaRernoon 

"Kids really enjoyed the activities last yearF’ 

--- Teacher at Glenwood Elementary School 

¯ UNC Student Athletes are pen pals with 

New Hope Elementary School kids. 

If interested with any above programs, 
please email your name, sport and year to 

li~:;!i~ ~ ~.~:, ~). 

One on One mentoring with one 4th grade 

and one 5th grade student. Contact 

DanDan for details. 



CAROLINA OUTREACH 

Ronald McDonald House 

NOVEMBER 

I lostirl~ dinners, game nights and baking cookies for RM H fanliiies. 

Baked goods carl be dropped off a~!y day of the week 8AM 9k’M 

Contact: Cathy I fall (919)913 2-040 XlO3 

Charles House 
Spendin~ time with, playing, or speaking to older adults with mild to modera[~_’ impairments 

~ December, Christmas EaroJ[n~, 2-~pm music time! 

Contact: KaLe Shaw(919)967 757o program2@charleshouse,or.£,~ 

Murdoch Development Center 
Escortin~ residents to Sunday church service and han~ing out with 

[yp[cally from 9AM 2PM or; Sundays 

Contact Cricket or DanDan to se~ up [eam visit 

Sw~mmin~ and Diving on November 17th, 201~ 

UNC Water Awareness Game 
Raise awareness about the ~lobal water crisis through a series of games designated for clean water 

awareness. All the funds ~[enerated from the event will be donated to "A Drink For Tomorrow", a student 
run non profit or~fanization at UNC. 

¯ Connect with local communities/elementary schools for a water theme class and encoura~fe them 

to the water theme ~ames 

¯ Set up a table at the game and sell water bottles, T-shirts 

¯ Student athletes will wear blue wristbands and blue ¯ shirts during warm up 

¯ An announcement read by student athletes and a Jerry can relay race during the halftime 

3 



CAROLINA OUTREACH NOVEMBER 

NoC. Hospital 

Click on calendar to viewavailability open 

dates/times say peds playroom 

:!_~ro ]: v( ]un ~= ~!rs (no more than 6 people) 

¯ Need a notice at least one week ahead of your 

volunteer dates 

¯ Bring a cra~: with you~ 

¯ Contact DanDan to set up visits 

¯ A large visit for Carolina Annual Touchstone 

Feature 

¯ Friday, November 8th, 2013 
¯ 12:45 PM: Meet in the Kenan Football Center 

Hall of Honor 
¯ 1:00 PM 2;o0 PM: Burn Center Visit 

¯ National Caregiver Month 

¯ Childcare support for Single Fathers Due to 

Cancer 

¯ Contact for details 

Carolina Dreams 
CAROL 

U NC Student Athlete host children at NC Children’s Hospital 

11/9 Football vs UVA 

Host Team: Baseball 

DRE  

Support Men s Lacrosse vs Cancer Event before the football game kick off 

Contact 

and for Dieams event details 

NA 

4 



CAROLINA OUTREACH NOVEMBER 

Chapel Hill/Carrboro Human Rights Center 
After-School Tutoring Program 

¯ After school learning center for students who wish to receive assistance with their homework and 

class projects 

Gardening 

¯ Started by local UNC Students. Now is the time to start preparing this year*s garden. Volunteers 

and donations are welcome, feel free to contact DanDan or Korie for more information. 

Share Your Holiday 
Adopt Families 

¯ Shop fog wrap and distribute gifts and household essentials 
¯ Send the size of family your team wants to adopt to Cricket 

Christmas Caroling 

¯ Sing Christmas songs at Ronald McDonald House, Charles House, NC Hospitals 

~lt was great being able to cheer on the same people who cheer us on during our 
meets. It let the community know how much we appreciate them." -- UNC Gymnastics 
Outreach Reps 

Contact Information 

Cricket Lane, Assistant Athletic Director, Student-Athlete Development 

(o) 919 843 ~o4o 

Graduate Intern, Student-Athlete Development 

(o) 

Student-Athlete Development 

(o) 919-843-2~o6 

5 



CAROLINA OUTREACH NOVEMBER 

~ 5 6 ~ 9 
} qr t "~’irq e ,:1o D~} Carolina Outreach ~urn Center Footballvs UVA 

:r, s Meeting Carolina Dreams 

Nens Lacrosse vs 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 ~) ;’1 Z2 23 
,4urdoch Center Visit Football vs ODU 
~wim ruing and Diving ~,cademic All Star 

Game) 

24 25 26 27 ;’8 29 30 

2 3 ~ 5 7 

9 10 jll 12 13 14 

15 16 17 118 19 .~0 21 

Z2 23 26 Z7 28 

Z9 3O 

24 Z5 

31 







~ Does the process differ by sport? 

Again, any insight you could ~rov[~e would be greatly appreciated In addition, ’d be happy to forward alonE to the ~roup a cemp[ ed report of the 

Thank you in advance for your tme and hep 









November11,2013 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Tilnmermans, Tom <tilnmermans@unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 I I : 12 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<markos@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu>; Duft’y, Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu> 

E-Textbook Proposal 

E-Textbook Proposal docx 

Vince and Michelle, 

Please find attached a proposal to rent e-textbooks for UNC student-athletes, which could potentially save UNC 

$125,000 a year. I have met with Brent Blanton, Mike Perkins and Clare Duffy to discuss some logistics and together we 

came up with the attached proposal. 

We would be really interested in your thoughts, 

Thanks 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell              I Fax 919.962.6002 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:42 PM 

Anderson, Melinda <mjoines@uncaa unc edu>; Anderson, Blake 
<blake anderson@unc edu>; Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email unc edu>; Bingham, 
MatT Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>; Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc edu>; 
Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu>; Browning, Clay 
<rcbrowni@live unc edu>; Disch, Dan <dan disch@unc edu>; Fedora, H LarlN 
<larry fedora@unc edu>; Gilmore, Keith Louis <ggilmore@email unc edu>; Haake, 
Simon <sjhaake@unc edu>;                       ~live unc edu>; Healy, Kaitlin 
<kjhealy@email unc edu>; Heckendor?, Keith J <heckendo@email unc edu>; 
Hernandez, Luis III <louh@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <yjeanbap@email unc edu>; Jordan, Randy Lamont 
<rljordan@unc edu>; Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@email unc edu>; Koenning, 
Victor Emanuel Jr <koenning@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; ~email unc edu>; 
Pommerening, Rosy <rmp1893@email unc edu>; Ross, Luke 
<lukeross@email unc edu>;                           ~email unc edu>; Spurling, 
James <jspurling@unc edu>; Tmlock, Scott <tmlock@email unc edu>; West, Ronald 
Eugene <ronwest@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa unc edu>; mmason@fca org; Gizzi, 
Christopher Aaron <giz@email unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Cauteruccio, Dino <dcaut@email unc edu>; 
Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email unc edu>; Jonathan Miller 
<Jonathan Miller@ncdps gov>; Moore, Robert Franklin <rfmoore@psafety unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Freeman, Jason S <j freeman@email unc edu> 

Pittsburgh Game - Travel Details (Coaches and Primary Support Staff) 

Pittsburgh Game - Team Itinerary xlsx; Pittsburgh Game - Bus 
List xlsx 

To the Coaches and Primary Support Staff on the Pittsburgh [lame Trip: 

In the e mail below, I have included the general details of this week’s trp to Pittsburgh. Please read everything carefully 

and do not hesitate to call or e mail me with any questions that you may have. The team itinera~ and bus list are 

attached. 

FRIDAY: 

¯ The 3 team buses will depart from in front of Kenan Football Center at 1:30 PM. Bus/44 (Support Staff/VIPs) 

will depa~ at l:00 PM. 

¯ As always, parking is extremely limited so please plan to park in your eve~day assigned area 

¯ We will be flying a Delta Chartered flight from RDU to Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT). 

¯ Once we arrive at the PIT airpo~, we’ll board the buses and head directly to our team hotel. We’ll arrive at the team 

hotel around 4:45 PM 



Team Hotel: 

Pittsburgh Marriott City Center 

112 Washington Place 

Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
412-471-4000 

www.m a rriott.com/pit dt 

~ATURDAY: 

¯ The Buses will depaR the hotel for Heinz Field at 10:10 AM. Please be on the bus and ready for departure by 
10:00 AM. 

¯ 50 minutes a~er the end of the game we will depaR the stadium for PIT airpoR. We’ll fly back to RDU and expect 
to arrive at Kenan Football Center around 8:30 PM. 

DRESS CODE: 

¯ The dress code for coaches and staffwill be ’coat and tie’ for the flight on Fdday, so please dress accordingly. The 
return trip following the game will be your game attire 

FLIGHT PROCEDURES: 

¯ lIDs: MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR DPJVER’S LICE{ICE WITH YOU EOR THE FLIGHTS!!{ ZT ~S 

~ANDATORY THAT YOU B~NG ONE. 

FAA rules require all cho~ered oircra~ possengers to be screened prior to boarding. All carry on baggage will be thoroughly 
screened at the airport. Any checked bags (for our cha~ers, checked bags are those that are ~e~ under the buses and ~oaded 
directly into the cargo area of the plane) do not have to be screened. P~ease only bring small bags or p~astic zip ~ock bags 
with your necessary items with you onto the plane (we will provide the plastic zip lock bags at the bus loading area). All 
liquids in bo~les ~arger than 9oz wil~ need to be thrown away if they are in your carry on. 

Please contact me (cell: ) if you have any questions about our tdp or travel procedures. 

Go Heels! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 

@live unc edu> 

5:55 PM 

@email unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~)live uric edu>; 
@unc edu>; 

}live uric edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~yahoo corn; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
U&live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn; .~,hotmail corn; 

~live unc edu> 
~llve unc ecru>; 

(?*)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

{.byahoo com; 
~)live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@comcast net; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
(~gmail corn; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

}comcast net; 
@aim corn; ~gmail corn; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; Ayers, 
~yahoo corn; 

@live unc edu>; 

T~live unc edu>;           @kenan-flauler unc edu: 
@live unc edu>;                       @live unc edu>; 

@live com; ~verizon net; ~live unc edu>; 
,~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; gaol corn; 
~live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 

~live unc~du>; 
@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
Ua)live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
,ablive unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; . 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live uric edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Sawyer, Korie 
<kcsawyer@unc edu>; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, 
Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Shelton, 
Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Tyler, Brie Farley 
<brie tyler@unc edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<rubins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; rackham 
<rackham@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew 
<masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu> 

PEN PAL UPDATE 



Hey everyone! 

Here isthe pen pal update: 

THE LE~FERS ARE BACK! 

You will be able to pick up your letters TOMORROW THURSDAY and Kourie’s 
office. 
PLEASE check off when you pick up the letter and when you drop off your written letter. There will be double 

sided checklists risht by the box (same as last time). 
The d ue date is MONDAY             . PLEASE have your letter in by that date- I don’t want to have to hunt 

you down for your letter! I know everyone is super busy but the kids really look forward to your letters so 
please try your best to have it in the box by Monday. If worst comes to worst and your can’t physically turn it 

in by Monday email me a copy of your letter by Monday night at         @gmail.com. 

Please note: Some of the kids are still finishing up their letters. So some of you won’t have a letter in the box 

just yet. I should have them by the end of the week. I will let your team liaison know when they are in! Thank 

you for you r patience ! 

You all don’t know how much you are impacted these kids, asain THANK YOU ALL for participating in this and 
taking ownership of this program. You guys rock. 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:47 AM 

Subject: Carolina Outreach 

Hey Outreach Reps, 

GREAT meeting last night! Thanks for coming, everyone! 

Just as Coach Joe Breschi said in the Outreach meeting, "The impact you have as student-athletes giving back is 



phenomenal." And we already contributed 1134 hours to the community! 

Here are several reminders: 

-Burn Center Visit 
A visit to the Burn Center at U NC Hospital for the annual Touchstone Featu re will be at this Friday. 

12:45 PM: Meet in the Kenan Football Center Hall of Honor 

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM: Burn Center Visit 

-Men’s Lacrosse vs Cancer and Carolina Dreams 

UNC Men’s Lacrosse team will shave heads and raise money for childhood cancer. 522,244 already have been raised!! 

Please come and suppor~ them on this Satu rday, 10am-12pm, at Rams Head Parking Lot Plaza! 

-Christmas Collection for Ronald McDonald House 

Drop off all the supplies, including breakfast items, cookie and brownie mixes, laundry detergent, toilet paper, plastic 

wrap, batteries and etc. at Loudermilk 2nd floor Lobby. 

-Pen Pa~ 

Contact 

Elementary Schools. 

@live.unc.edu), if you and your teammates want to be pen pals with kids at New Hope 

-Acaden~ic All=Stars Football Games 

vs Duke 
Need student-athletes to help with photograph opportunities before games and sign autographs after games. If your 
team is available and interested to help, please email             @live.unc.edu) or               _~unc.edu)! 

-share Your Holiday 

Send Cricket the size of family you r team wants to adopt! 

The November Agenda is in the attachment. Remember to share with you r teammates. And good luck to all the 

competing teams! 

iServe, iLead. We are Carolina Outreach[ 

Best, 

Carolina Outreach 

U NC-Student-At hlete-Development 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:40 AM 

Adrian Beros <Beros-adrian@aramark corn>; Alison Purdee 
<alisonpurdee@rockTtophospitality corn>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc edu>; Beale, 
Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Bersticker, Brian P <bstickS0@email unc edu>; 
Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford <blc@psafety unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Campbell, Ron Dean 
<rcampbe@psafety unc edu>; Cautemccio, Dino <dcaut@email unc edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kcleatN@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Danny Labar 
<Labar-Danny@aramark corn>;         ~gmail corn; Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
<j fuchs@email unc edu>; Fulton, Nick <nJfulton@email unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hare, George 
<ghare@psafety unc edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety unc edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email unc edu>; Hilton, 
Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Jason 
Whitman <whitman-jason@aramark corn>; Jones, Kiln <kimajones@unc edu>; 
Kornegay, Jacob David <jdkorneg@psafety unc edu>; Matthew Mauzy 
<mauzy@sors us>; McClure, Matthew D <mcclure@unc edu>; McCracken, Jeff B 
<jmccrack@psafety unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@email unc edu>; Plunkett MalN Rob <maryrobp@unc edu>; Robert 
Bosworth <bozworth@townofchapelhill org>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc edu>; 
Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>;        ~gmail corn; Humphries, Sarah 
<shumphries@unc edu>; Spencer Lindgren <slindgren@sors us>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Steinberg, Jason 
<j steinberg@unc edu>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewa@email unc edu>; Marshall, 
Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn> 

Old Dominion Game Day Reminder 

Good morning~ 

Our Old Dominion game day meeting will be on Tu, ,da ~, :~: t :t,~, .9~t a~ 9~[ a,’n on the 5th Floor (Upper 

Club) of the Blue Zone. If you have any agenda items to add, please email them to me by Monday at noon. 

Parking will be available inside the stadium at Gate 2 & Gate 6. 

We’re looking forward to seeing everyone Tuesday[ 

Go Heels! 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

919.428.1153 

The University of Noah Carolina 
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Working 

Invited 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

4 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

4 No 

No 

Spirit Yes Yes 80 Yes 250 No 0 Hat 250 No 0 No 

14 (12 cheer, 1 mascot, 1 coach) Yes Yes 6 Yes 14 No 0 Hat 140 No 0 No 

Team Yes Yes 60 Spouse9 120 Yes 120 Polo, Hat, Ring, GC 42000 Yes 120 120 

$314,815.00 $ 909,917.50 



Group 
Coaches 

Strength & Conditioning 

Operations 

Equipment 

Video/IT 

Sports Medicine 

TIER II BOWL- CHICK-FIL-A 

Name 

Larry Fedora 
Randy Jordan 
Dan Disch 
non West 
Vic Koennning 
Blake Anderson 
Gunter Brewer 
Walt Bell 
Keith Gilmore 
Chris Kapilovic 

Keith Heckendorf 

Title 
Head Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Quality Control 
Student Assistant 

Lou Hernandez 
Zack Womack 
Simon Haake 
Chris Gizzi 
Taylor Harper 

Head Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 

Corey Holliday 
Joe Haydon 
Andre Williams 
Rory Pommerening 
Ronald Brewer 
Kaitlin Healy 
Dino Cauteruccio 
Clay Browning 

Associate Athletic Director for Football 
Director of Football Operations 
Director of Student Athlete Development 
Director of Player Personnel 
Asst. Director of Player Personnel 
Operations Assistant 
Operations Assistant 
Operations Assistant 

Dominic Morelli 
Jason Freeman 
Mark Yaekel 

Christopher Luke 
Darryl Sanders 
Andrew Gibson 
Tony Tucker 

Equipment/Business Manager 
Asst. Equipment Manager 
Asst. Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 

Director Video Operations 
Assistant Director Video Operations 
IT Services 
Video/Graphic Design 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 

Dr. Mario Ciocca 
Dr. Jeff Spang 

Director of Sports Medicine 
Pr mary Orthoped st 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Lodging 

I room 1 Guest 

Yes 0 5 Yes 

I room 1 Guest 

I room 1 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes 0 5 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes I) 5 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes I) 5 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes I) 5 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes I) 5 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes I) 5 Yes 

Yes 0.5 Yes 

Yes I) 5 Yes 

Workout 1 Polo, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

Wo~ kout 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

Workout 1 Polo, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

Wod, out 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

Workout 1 Polo, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

Wo~ kout 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

Wod, out 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

Workout 1 Polo, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

Wo~ kout 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

Workout 1 Polo, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

Wod, out 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

Workout 1 Polo, ilat, Ring 

Wod, out 1 Pob, Hat, Ring 

Workout 1 Polo, ilat, Ring 

Workout 1 Polo, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

Wod, out 1 Pob, Hat, Ring 

Wo~ kout 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

Workout 1 Polo, ilat, Ring 

Wod, out 1 Pob, Hat, Ring 

Workout 1 Polo, ilat, Ring 

Workout 1 Polo, ilat, Ring 

4 Workout 1 Fob, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

2 Workout 1 Pob, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

3 Wod, out 1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

2 Workout 1 Polo, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

I Wod, out 1 Pob, Hat, Ring 

1 Workout 1 Polo, ilat, Ring 

I Wod, out 1 Pob, Hat, Ring 

1 Workout 1 Polo, ilat, Ring 

2 

2 

2 

4 

1 PoD, liar, Rzng, PcMant 

1 Polo, Hat, Rmg 

Polo, Hat, Ring, GC 

1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

1 Polo, Hat, Rmg 

Pob, Hat, Rmg 

Yes 1 Contract 

Yes 1 Yes 

Yes 1 Yes 

Yes 1 Yes 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 Yes 

Yes 1 Yes 

Yes 1 Yes 

Yes 1 Yes 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

No 

No 

$ 29,16700 

$ 17,91700 

$ 20,83300 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 20,83300 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 10,000 00 

$ 20,000 00 

$ 20,83300 

$ 11,807 00 

$ b,000 00 

$ 5,000 00 

$ b,000 00 

$ 8,01200 

$ 4,41700 

$ 4,638 00 

$ 4,16700 

? 

? 



Sports Nutrition 

Office Admin istrative Staff 

Sports Information 

Academics 

Alex Creighton 
Scott Trulock $ lO,417oo 
Yuri Jean-Baptiste 
Luke Ross 

Orthopedist 

Head Athletic Trainer 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Graduate Assistant Trainer 
Graduate Assistant Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 

Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 

Head Sports Nutritionist 
Assistant Sports Nutritionist 

Administrative Asst. to Coach Fedora 
Administrative Asst. 
Recruiting Administrative Asst. 
Front Desk Administrative Asst. 
Front Desk Administrative Asst. 

Director Sports Information 
Sports Information Assistant 

Mary Ellen Bingham 
Rache Stratton 

Melinda Anderson 
Teresa Vanderford 
Ryan Mills 
Joanna Evans 
Courtney Farrington 

Kevin Best 
Bobby Hundley 

Dr. Michelle Brown 
Les Myers 
Greg Beatty 
Tia Overstreet 
Bradley Bethel 

Mitch Mason 

James Spurling 
Butch Williams 
Randy Green 
Chris Harris 

Bubba Cunningham 
Vince Ille 
Rick Steinbacher 

Executive Staff 

Executive Staff 

Senior Staff 

Senior Staff 

Ticket Staff 

Marketing Staff 

Compliance Staff 

New Media Staff 

Communications Staff 

Photographer 

UNC Band 

Cheerleaders 

Football Players 

Director 
Assoc. Dir. & Coordinator of FB Academics 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Counselor 
Reading/Writing Learning Specialist 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

0.5 Yes 

0 5 Yes 

1 Gucsl 

1 Guest 

1 Yes 

0 5 Yes 

0.5 Yes 

Gucsl 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

2 No 

4 No 

2 No 

1 Polo, Hat, Rmg 

1 Polo, liar, l~ng, PcMant 

1 Polo, liar, l~ng, PcMant 

1 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 

1 PoD, ilat, l~lg 

1 Pob, Hat, Rmg 

1 PoD, ilat, Ring 

1 Polo, Hat, Ring 

0 PoD, ilat, l~g 

0 Polo, Hat, Rmg 

0 PoD, ilat, l~g 

0 Polo, Hat, Rmg 

0 PoD, ilat, l~g 

0 Polo, liar, l~g, Pendant 

0 Polo, Hat, Ring 

0 PoD, ilat, l~lg 

0 Polo, Hat, Rmg 

0 PoD, ilat, l~g 

0 Polo, Hat, Rmg 

0 PoD, ilat, l~g 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

3 

3 

3 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

1 No 

1 Yes 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

Director of Kenan Football Center/Kenan Stadium 
Maintenance 
Maintenance 
Maintenance 

Director of Athletics 
Sport Administrator 
Sport Administrator 

Working 

Invited 

Working 

Invited 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Full- Bus 

14 (12 cheer, 1 mascot, I coach) 

Yes I room 1 Guest and dependm~ts 4 No 0 Polo, Hat, Ring, Pendant 530 3 Yes 1 Yes $ 5,000 00 

Yes 1 rOOlll 1 GUCSL aid dependents 4 No 0 Polo, liar, l~ag, Pcndant 530 3 Yes 1 Yes $ 5,00000 

30 No 

4 No 

4 No 

Yes 

Yes 

0 Polo, Hat 

0 Polo, Hat 

0 Polo, Hat 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

675 

18o 

18o 

45 

15 Guest 

9 Yes 

9 Yes 

2 Yes 

2 Yes 

2 Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

4 No 

4 No 

4 No 

No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

Spirit Yes Yes 80 Yes 250 No 0 Hat 250 0 No 0 No 

Yes Yes 6 Yes 14 No 0 Hat 140 0 No 0 No 

Team Yes Yes 50 8pouse? 120 Yes 12C Polo, Hat, Ring, GC 42000 0 Yes 120 120 

$314,81500 $ 879,492.50 



TIER III BOWL- ORLANDO, DC, 

Group 
Coaches 

NASHVILLE, CHARLOTTE 
Name 

Larry Fedora 
Randy Jordan 

Dan Disch 
non West 
Vic Koennning 
Blake Anderson 
Gunter Brewer 
Walt Bell 
Keith Gilmore 
Chris Kapilovic 

Keith Heckendorf 

Title 
Head Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Quality Control 
Student Assistant 

Strength & Conditioning 

Operations 

Lou Hernandez 
Zack Womack 
Simon Haake 
Chris Gizzi 
Taylor Harper 

Head Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 

Corey Holliday 
Joe Haydon 
Andre Williams 
Rory Pommerening 
Ronald Brewer 
Kaitlin Healy 
Dino Cauteruccio 
Clay Browning 

Associate Athletic Director for Football 
Director of Football Operations 
Director of Student Athlete Development 
Director of Player Personnel 
Asst. Director of Player Personnel 
Operations Assistant 
Operations Assistant 
Operations Assistant 

ONLY 6 TRAVEL 

Equipment Dominic Morelli 
Jason Freeman 
Mark Yaekel 

Equipment/Business Manager 
Asst. Equipment Manager 
Asst. Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 

Video/IT Christopher Luke 
Darryl Sanders 
Andrew Gibson 
Tony Tucker 

Director Video Operations 
Assistant Director Video Operations 
IT Services 
Video/Graphic Design 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 
Student Video Staff 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Lo dying Per Diem Gear UN C A,~ards 

I room 1 Yes 1 Workout 

Yes 0 5 Yes 1 Workout 

Polo, Hat, Rmg 

I Polo, Hat, Ring 

I Ring, GC 

I Ring, GC 

I room 1 Guest 2 Workout I Polo, Hat, Rn~g, Pm~dant 

Yes 0 5 Yes 1 Workout I Ring 

530 5 

530 4 

530 3 

530 1 

530 4 

530 4 

530 1 

530 

530 3 

530 3 

405 1 

225 0 

225 0 

225 0 

405 i 

225 0 

530 3 

225 1 

225 0 

225 1 

225 0 

530 3 

530 

530 1 

530 

225 0 

225 0 

225 0 

225 0 

530 

225 0 

225 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

530 1 

180 0 

180 0 

180 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

305 0 

180 

180 

No 0 Yes 

No 0 Yes 

No 0 Yes 

No 0 Yes 

Yes I No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes I No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes I No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes I No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes I No 

Yes I No 

Yes 1 No 

No 0 No 

Yes 1 No 

Yes I No 

Yes 1 No 

Sports Medicine Dr. Mario Ciocca Director of Sports Medicine Yes l rOOlll 1 GUGSI 2 Workoul l P, Jng No 0 No 

Dr. Jeff Spang Pr mary Orthoped st Yo~ 1 fO01}} 1 Gucsl 2 Workoul 1 i~ang No 0 No 

$ 29,167.00 

$ 17,917 00 

$ 20,833.00 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 20,833.00 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 10,000.00 

$ 20,000 O0 

$ 20,833.00 

$ 11,807 00 

$ 5,000.00 

$ 5,000 00 

$ 5,000.00 

$ 8,012.00 

$ 4,417.00 

$ 4,638 00 

$ 4,167.00 



Sports Nutrition 

Office Admin istrative Staff 

Sports Information 

Academics 

Alex Creighton 
Scott Trulock 
Yuri Jean-Baptiste 
Luke Ross 

Orthopedist 

Head Athletic Trainer 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Graduate Assistant Trainer 
Graduate Assistant Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 

Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 

Head Sports Nutritionist 
Ass stant Sports Nutr t on st 

Administrative Asst. to Coach Fedora 
Administrative Asst. 
Recruiting Administrative Asst. 
Front Desk Administrative Asst. 
Front Desk Administrative Asst. 

Director Sports Information 
Sports Information Assistant 

Mary Ellen Bingham 
Rache Stratton 

Melinda Anderson 
Teresa Vanderford 
Ryan Mills 
Joanna Evans 
Courtney Farrington 

Kevin Best 
Bobby Hundley 

Dr. Michelle Brown 
Les Myers 
Greg Beatty 
Tia Overstreet 
Bradley Bethel 

Mitch Mason 

James Spurling 
Butch Williams 
Randy Green 
Chris Harris 

Bubba Cunningham 
Vince Ille 
Rick Steinbacher 

Executive Staff 

Executive Staff 

Senior Staff 

Senior Staff 

Ticket Staff 

Marketing Staff 

Compliance Staff 

New Media Staff 

Communications Staff 

Photographer 

UNC Band 

Cheerleaders 

Football Players 

Director 
Assoc. Dir. & Coordinator of FB Academics 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Counselor 
Reading/Writing Learning Specialist 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

1 Guest 

1 G ucst ~md dcpcndcn/s 

1 Yes 

1 Guest 

0b Yes 

0 5 Yes 

0b Yes 

0 5 Yes 

0b Yes 

0 5 Yes 

0 5 Yes 

0b Yes 

0 5 Yes 

1 Yes 

1 Yes 

05 Yes 

0 No 

0 No 

1 Gucsl 

0 5 Yes 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

2 Workout 

2 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

Workout 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

0 No 

0 No 

4 No 

1 No 

2 No 

1 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

Rmg 

Rang 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

180 

530 

530 

530 

305 

305 

305 

305 

305 

305 

305 

305 

305 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

530 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

$ 10,41%00 

0 No 

4 No 

2 No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

0 No 

0 Polo Hat 

0 Polo Hat 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

180 

9O 

45 

0 No 

2 Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

2 No 

2 No 

2 No 

No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

Spirit Yes Yes 35 Yes 90 No 0 Hat 1000 0 No 0 No 

Yes Yes 6 Yes 14 No 0 Hat 140 0 No 0 No 

Team Yes Yes 60 Spouse? 120 Yes 120 Polo, Hat, Rin& GC 42000 0 Yes 121; 120 

401 189 76940 69 176 120 

Director of Kenan Football Center/Kenan Stadium 
Maintenance 
Maintenance 
Maintenance 

Director of Athletics 
Sport Administrator 
Sport Administrator 

Working 

Invited 

Working 

Invited 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

2 Buses 

14 (12 cheer, 1 mascot, 1 coach) 



TIER IV BOWL- EL PASO, SHREVEPORT, 
SAN FRANCISCO          Transpo..t,on 

Spouse anti Children Bo~I A~atxls Bonuses 

Group 
Coaches 

Strength & Conditioning 

Operations 

Name 

Larry Fedora 
Randy Jordan 
Dan Disch 
non West 
Vic Koennning 
Blake Anderson 
Gunter Brewer 
Walt Bell 
Keith Gilmore 
Chris Kapilovic 

Keith Heckendorf 

Lou Hernandez 
Zack Womack 
Simon Haake 
Chris Gizzi 
Taylor Harper 

Corey Holliday 
Joe Haydon 
Andre Williams 
Rory Pommerening 
Ronald Brewer 
Kaitlin Healy 
Dino Cauteruccio 
Clay Browning 

Equipment Dominic Morelli 
Jason Freeman 
Mark Yaekel 

Title 
Head Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Quality Control 
Student Assistant 

Head Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach 

Associate Athletic Director for Football 
Director of Football Operations 
Director of Student Athlete Development 
Director of Player Personnel 
Asst. Director of Player Personnel 
Operations Assistant 
Operations Assistant 
Operations Assistant 

Equipment/Business Manager 
Asst. Equipment Manager 
Asst. Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 
Student Equipment Manager 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

2 G ucst ~md dependents 

1 Gucsl 

1 Guest 

1 Gucsl 

0 5 Yes 

0b Yes 

0 5 Yes 

0b Yes 

5 Workout 

2 Workout 

5 Workout 

2 Workout 

4 Workout 

2 Workout 

1 Workout 

Workout 

4 Workout 

1 Workout 

2 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

Polo, Hat, Rmg 

Polo, Hat, Ring 

I Rmg 

1 Rmg 

I Rmg 

1 Rmg 

1 Rmg 

530 

530 

530 

530 

530 

530 

530 

530 

530 

530 

405 

225 

225 

225 

4O5 

225 

530 

225 

225 

225 

225 

530 

530 

530 

530 

225 

225 

225 

225 

530 

225 

225 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

5 

4 

3 

4 

4 

3 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

$ 29,167.00 

$ 17,917 00 

$ 20,833.00 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 20,833.00 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 20,833 00 

$ 10,000.00 

$ 20,000 00 

$ 20,833.00 

$ 11,807 00 

$ 5,000.00 

$ 5,000 00 

$ 5,000.00 

$ 8,012.00 

$ 4,417.00 

$ 4,638 00 

$ 4,167.00 

Video/IT Christopher Luke Director Video Operations Yes I room 1 Guest 2 Workout I Polo, Hat, R~g, Pm~dant 530 1 Yes I No 

Darryl Sanders Assistant Director Video Operations Yes Yes 0 5 Yes 1 Workout I Ring 180 0 Yes I No 



Sports Nutrition 

Office Administrative Staff 

Sports Information 

Academics 

Team Chaplain 

Kenan Facilities Operations 

Administration 

Luke Ross 

Mary Ellen Bingham 
Rachel Stratton 

Melinda Anderson 
Teresa Vanderford 
Ryan Mills 
Joanna Evans 
Courtney Farrington 

Kevin Best 
Bobby Hundley 

Dr. Michelle Brown 
Les Myers 
Greg Beatty 
Tia Overstreet 
Bradley Bethel 

Mitch Mason 

James Spurling 
Butch Williams 
Randy Green 
Chris Harris 

Bubba Cunningham 
Vince Ille 
Rick Steinbacher 

Executive Staff 

Executive Staff 

Senior Staff 

Senior Staff 

Ticket Staff 

Marketing Staff 

Compliance Staff 

New Media Staff 

Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Graduate Assistant Trainer 
Graduate Assistant Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 
Undergraduate Student Trainer 

Head Sports Nutritionist 
Assistant Sports Nutritionist 

Administrative Asst. to Coach Fedora 
Administrative Asst. 
Recruiting Administrative Asst. 

Front Desk Administrative Asst. 
Front Desk Administrative Asst. 

Director Sports Information 
Sports Information Assistant 

Director 
Assoc. Dir. & Coordinator of FB Academics 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Counselor 
Reading/Writing Learning Specialist 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Director of Kenan Football Center/Kenan Stadium 
Maintenance 
Maintenance 
Maintenance 

Director of Athletics 
Sport Administrator 
Sport Administrator 

Working 

Invited 

Working 

Invited 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Personnel Approved by AD or Sport Administrator 

Pep Band 

14 (12 cheer, 1 mascot, 1 coach) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

1 Yes 

1 Yes 

0 5 Yes 

0 No 

0 No 

0 5 Yes 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

1 Yes 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

Yes 

0 No 

Yes 

0 No 

2 Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

2 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 Workout 

1 No 

1 No 

1 No 

0 No 

0 No 

4 No 

1 No 

2 No 

1 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

1 No 

0 No 

0 No 

0 No 

6 No 

2 No 

2 No 

No 

0 No 

No 

0 No 

4 No 

2 No 

2 No 

2 No 

I Rmg 

I Rmg 

Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 Rmg 

0 No 

0 No 

530 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

530 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

180 

530 

180 

180 

180 

180 

530 

530 

530 

900 

900 

180 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0 

0 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 

o 

o 

o 

5 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

0     No 

0     No 

0     No 

0     No 

Communications Staff Yes Yes 1 Yes 2 No 0 Polo, Hat 90 0 No 0 No 

Photographer Yes Yes 1 Yes 1 No 0 Polo Hat 45 0 No 0 No 

Spirit uac Band Yes Yes 14 Yes 30 No 0 Hat 300 0 No 0 No 

Cheerleaders Yes Yes 6 Yes 14 No 0 Hat 140 0 No 0 No 

165 329 189 72115 62 177 120 

$148,50000 $ 76,492 50 $1890000 $ 7211500 $6,20000 $ 2600000 $21,60000 $314,815 O0 $ 684,622.50 



























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Monday,                   I 1:42 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

RE: Final Agent Meetings 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, 11:32 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
~:: Williams, Andre 
Su~ect: RE: Final Agent Meetings 

Paul 

The         is exams and most of these guys only have 2 or 3 classes and may [lot have Final exams dudng this 
period so they would have a better idea of their schedule, If needed we could star the interviews a few days eadier 

Tuesday,      but most likely we wil! start practising on       ti~[ough the bow[ game 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Su~ect: Final Agent Meetings 

Corey has informed us that our final agent meetings with student athletes can take place from through 

the Are there any paracular dates and times that work best for the student athletes during that timeframe? We 

will need to have several student-athletes meet with agents on multiple days. We would like to schedule meetings with 

the following student-athletes on various days: 

Please let me know what days and times work best for them and I will reach out to the agents to see what days they are 

able to come to town. 

Thanks, 

Paul 



Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gat?¢ Sobba <gsobba@tarheelsports com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:20 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Haydon, 
Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 
RE: Thank you for Pittsburgh trip 

Joe and Corey 

Rick 

From: Howard Johnson [maJlto:hiohnson@carychamber.com] 
Sent: Nonday, November 18, 2013 7:01 PN 
TO: iac k.¢lavton (03wellsfa roo.¢om 
Cc: Sobba, Gary; david.booth@wellsrarqo.¢om; Steinbacher, Rick; sdifranco@trinib/-partners.com; 
carrie.clray@wellsfarqo.com~ Deborah.C.Raqsdale@wellsfarclo.com~ Nicholas.Carey@wellsfarclo.com 
Subject: Re: Thank you for Pittsburgh trip 

~aol.com; 

Jack, thank you so much for this once in a lifetime experience. Being a lifelong TarHeel fan and graduate, this trip was 

u nbelievable and so beyond any expectations. You are fortunate to have David on you r team. He is such an asset to the 

Chamber. 

Gary, to you and Rick, you make being a Tarheel very proud. A first class act!. 

I apologize for being the last to respond---but participated in an outdoor event today at MacGregor Downs!! 



Thanks to all it was fantastic! 

Happy holidays and Go Heels!!!! Let’s beat Duke! 

Howard S. Johnson 

Sent from myiPhone 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 2:16 PM, "iack.clayLon~wellsfargo.com" <iack.clayton~wellsfar~o.com> wrote: 

Great partnership on this ai! the way around! Thanks Gary for making it happen and gettin8 UNC 

to hold on to the victory! David I appreciate your taking customers up, 

From: Gary Sobba rmailto:qsobba@tarheelsporLs.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 11:33 AM 
TO: Booth, David D; rick@unc.edu 
(:e: sdifranco@Lrinitv-aartners.com; (~aol.com; hiohnson(~carvchamber.com; Gray, Carrie; 
Ragsdale, Deborah C.; Clayton, Jack O 
Subject: RE: Thank you for Pittsburgh trip 

David, 
Thank you for the kind note and it was truly ou r pleasure hosting al! of you...what a ter!ific weekend and 

Hope everyone had a 8I’eat ~[me.,,Go Heels! 

Ga~/Sobba 
Tar Heel Sports P~-oper~ies 
919-419-8100 ext. 2070 (Phol~e) 

(Mobile) 

From: david.booth@wellsfargo.com [mailto:david.booth@wellsfar~o.com] 
Sent: Monday, November ~8, 2013 11:30 AM 

To: Gary Sobba; rick@unc.edu 

C¢: sdifranco@trinity-partners.com;           @aol.com; hiohnsonOcarychamber.com; 

carrie.~ray@wellsfar~o.com; Deborah.C.Ra~sdale@wellsfar~o.com; iack.claytonOwellsfar~o.com 

S~bjeet: Thank you for Pittsburgh trip 



Gary & Rick, 

I wanted to Thank each of you for the hospitality and the first class treatment this past weekend in 

Pittsburgh! Wow.. what a great time & glad we came out with a victory. 

It was a well planned event & it was special to be a part of the UNC Football team experience[ 

Thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

David D. Booth 
Senior Vice President 
Business Banking Nanager 
Cary Narket President 



November 15, 2013 

CON ~TDENTIAL 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr. Willie Barley 

Dear Mr. Barley: 

The Universiiy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to compliance with NCAA rules and 

regulations. There are no exeepfions. The Department of Athletics reviews all information concerning 

possible NCAA rules violations that comes to our attention. Recently, documents related to the North 

Carolina Secretary of State’s investigation of possible violations of North Carolina’s version of the 
Unifoma Athlete Agent Act revealed aetinns on your par~ that were expressly prohibited by NCAA 

legislation governing anaateurism and improper benefits. As you know. some involved parties have now 
heen charged with criminal violation of North Carolina’s Lnitbtm Athlete Agent Act. 

In addifiolh the U niversity wil! not: (]) accept any a~sistance from you Ihat will aid in the recruitment of 

prospective student-athletes or the support of e~rolled student-athletes; (2) accept financial contributions 
t?om you for the L~3Aversity~s athletics p~ogram; O) permit prospective or enrolled student-athletes to 

have contact with you; or (4) provide yola with, or peimait to be provided to you, any athletics benefit or 

privilege that is not normally available Io the general public, including complimenta~, tickets from 

smdent-at.Metas or staff membelS, specilXc access to student-athletes and/or coaches, or access/o the 

Foolball Center or other campus athletics facilities. You are specifically prohibited Crom sccessing the 

Football Center or ocher cmnpus athletics lhcilitics at any time, e~en il" you come with a current or former 



member of~he UNC football team. Additionally, the UN.versit) will noiify all slaffmembers in the 

Department of Athletics that they are prohibited from commtmic’.-rting ~i~ you regarding any UNC 

athletics matter other than the enforcement of the conditions set forth in this letter. 

These terms shall remain in effect on a permanent basis. The U niversi~, thtcnds to take cvcrjr step 
necessary to comply ~ith NCAA rules and regulations. These actions arc in~cnded Io prevent y~,ur 

potential involvement in jeopardizing ot~r commitment to that objective. 

If wc obtain i*fformatitm indicating a violation of the terms of this le~er, we wiii report those actions to 

the appropriate nuthorifies. Should you have queNions concerning +dais action, piease contact me 

Director of Athletics 

Carol Folt, UNC Chancellor 
Elaine Marshall, North Carolina Secretary of State 
John Duncan, NCAA Enforcemer~t Director 
John Swofford, ACC Commissioner 
Brad Hostet~er, ACC Semor Associate Commissioner 
Vince I11e, UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Paul Pogge, L -,’NC Associate Athletic Director 
Maricllc vanGeldcr. LqqC Associate Athlctla Director for Compliance 
IJNC Foc*tball Staff" 



Nnvember ] 5, 2013 

C ON~IDENTIAL 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr. Michael Johnson 
c/e Rosenhaus Sports Representation 
6400 Allison R~ad 
Miami Beach, F1,3314! 

RE: Notlee ffom Tim Univer~gy of North Carolina at C.hapel Hill 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

The Univcrsfly of North Carolina at Chapel Ilill is committed to ¢ompliattce win NCI~,\ rules and 

regulation. There are no exceptions. The Department of Athletics reviev~s all infmraetion concerning 

possible NCAA rates violetions that comes to our a~ention. Recently, documents related to the North 
Carolina S ecTet,’~r y o1" State’s investigation of possihle violations of North Carolina’s version of the 

Unifi~rm Athlete Agent Act revealed actions on your part that were expressly prohibited by NCAA 

legislation governing amateurism and improper benefits. As you know, some involved parties have now 

been charged with criminal vinlation of Neigh Caroiina’s Uniform Athlete Agent Act. 

Based upon these actions, we have d etenzained that it is necessary and appropriate to take 1"ormal action to 

no@ )vu that, from this date for*yard, )~u must have no further contact with any o1" our student-athletes 

or with anyone associated with our intercollegiate athletics program. In this context, "no fitrther conrad" 

i rmludes prohibitions ot in=person cormnunicafion as well as commtmicafion by telephone, letters, text 

nlcssagcs, cmall, social media, and any ~ther means now known or developed in the future. Further, you 

must avoid any and all actions that may jeopardize the eligibility of our student-athletes, including (but 

not limked to) the fblIowing: (l) contracting, whether or@ or in writing, with current student-atIfletcs 

lbr currenl or future services; and {2) providing benefits to current student-athletes (including, hut net 

iinlited to: transportation, m~ls, entertnhm~ent, cash, loans, and items o1" value). 

!n addition, the University will not: (I) accept an}’ assistance 1"rom you that wil! aid in the recruitment of 

prospective studcnt-athictes or the supper: of enrolled student-athletes; (2) accept financial contributiohs 

li-om you riot the University’s athletics program; (3) permit prospective or enrolled student-athletes to 

ha~ e conlaet with you; or (4) provide you witho or permit to be provided to you, any athletics benefit or 

privilege that is not normoJly available to the general public, including complimentary tickets from 

student-athletes or staff members, specific access to student-athletes and/or coaches, or access to the 

Football Center or other campus athletics tocihnes. You arc specifically prohibited from accessing the 



These terms shall remain in effect on a permanen~ basis, The University intends to take eyeD’ step 

necessary to comply with NCAA rules and regulations. These actions are intended to prevent your 

potential im,olvement in jeopardizing our commitment to eaat objective, 

If we obtain information indicating a violation of the terms of this letter, we will report ~ose actions to 

the appropriate authorities. Should you have questions concerning this action, please contact me, 

Sincerely, 

.z¢ #/3./ 
Lav, Tence R, Ctmningham/ 
Director of Athletics 

Carol FoR, UNC Chancellor 
Elaine Marshall, North Carolina Secretary of State 
John Duncan, NCAA Enforcemem Director 
John Swofford, ACC Commissioner 
Brad Hosletter, ACC Senior,%sociale C, omm~ssio~mr 
Vinec Illc, brNC Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Paul Pogge, UNC Associate Athletic Director 
Mafietle vanGelder, UNC Associa~ AtNetic Director for Compliance 
L2NC Football Staff 



November 15, 2013 

Mr. Marvin Austin 
c/o Authentic Athletix 
400 South Steele Street 
Suite 47 
Denver, CO 80209 

RE: The University of 2Vorth C~rolina at Chapel lIill- Letter 

Dear Mr. Austth: 

As you know from your thne as a football student-athlete, The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill is ¢ommitled to compliance with NCAA r~!es and rcg~ations. There are no exceptions. The 

Dcpar~nent ofAthlelics ~evie~s all intbrrnation concerning possible NCAA rules violations that comes to 

rJt~r atlention. Recently, documents related to the North Carolina Secretary of State’s invesligation of 

possible violations of North Carolina’s version of the Ilnifonn Athlete Agent Act revealed actions on 

your par~ that were expressly prohibited by NCAA legislation guvenfing amateurism and improper 

benefits. Furthemmre, some involved parties have nov* been charged with criminal violation of North 

Carolina’s IJnifbrm Athlete Agent _Act. Based upou Ihese actions, we have detemathed that it is necessary 

mad appropriate to take formal action to pemaanently disassociate you from the Universib, of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill aud its imercollegtate athletics program. 

Among oflaer things, disassociation means that the University will not: (1) accept any assistance from you 

that will aid in the recruitment of pro .s?ective sradm~t-athletes or tbc support of enrolled student-athletes; 

(2) accept financial contributions from you for the University’s athletics pro~’am; (3) permit prospective 

or erffolled student-athletes to have contact wifla you; or (4) provide you with, or permit to be provided to 

you, may athletics benefit or privilege thai is not nomaally available to the general public, including 

complimentnry tickets from student-athletes or staff’members, specific access to student-athletes and/or 

crJachas, or access to the Footbal! Center or other campus athietics facilities. You arc specifically 

prohibited from accessiug the Football Center or other campus athletics thcilities at any time, even if you 

come with a current or former member of the UNC football taaln. Additionally, the University will noti~ 

all staff menthers th the Department of Athletics that thcy arc prohibited from communicating with you 

regarding any UNC athletics matter other than the cml’orcement of the conditions set forth in this letter. 

Shotdd yon o/tend ~rly atbletics event involving University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill student- 
othletes, you nre required to no@ the Director of Athletics prior to .~ur appearance. 



Further, from this date forward, the Universib, must thsist that you have no contact with our current and 

fiature student-athletes for any purpose, including student-athletes in sports other than fhotbalh In this 

context, "no contact" includes prohibitions of in-person ccmamunicat]on ~ well as communication by 

telephone, letlers, text messages, cmail, soeiaI media, and an5, other means now known ov developed in 

the future. Further, yon must avoid a~a~ ~nd ~11 actions that may je~pnrdize the eligibiliLv of our sludent* 
athletes, including (but not limited to) the following: (I) con~rncting, whethe~ ¢~r~lly oy in v~itJ~g, with 

current student athletes for current or ~ture services; and (2) providing benefits to cuwent student- 

athletes (including, but not limited to: transportation, meals, entertainment, casJa, loans, and items of 

value). 

As stated above, this disassociation is permanent. Youx d~sasso¢iation will begin on the date of this letter 

and is intended to restrict your involvement in lb.rther embarrassing the Universit5, and jeopar~Jiziag the 

University’s canmfitmcnt to fillI NCAA rtllcs compliance. The integri~, of The tJniversit3, of Nolth 

Carolina ~t Chapel Hill’s intercollegiate athlctics progznm has bccn damaged tb rough your actions. We 

will take every step necessary to protect our intercollegiate athlctics program ~om fitrarc NCAA roles 

violations. 

If we obtain bt formation indicating a violation of the temts of this d~sassociation, we will report those 

actions to the appropriate authorities. Should you have questions concerning this action, please contact 

Sincerely, 

I awrcnce R~ ( unnin~bam 
Oirector of Athletics 

Carol Folt, Lq’-TC Chancellor 
Elaine Marshall, North Carolina SecretaD’ of State 
John Duncan, NCAA Enforcement Director 
John Swofford, ACC Commissioner 
Brad Hr~stel/cr, ACC Set~ior Associate Commissioner 
Vthec lllc, UNC Se~[or Associate Athletic Director 
Paul Pogge, L-NC Associate Athletic Director 
Marielle vanGeldcr, LrNC Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 
UNC F0othall Staff 



November 15, 2013 

CONFIDENTIAL 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr, Robert Qalrm 
c/o St. I,ouis Rams Football Team 
One Rams Way 
St. Louis, MO 63045 

Mr. Quiun: 

As you know from your time ~s a fuothall student-alNete, The University of North Carolina at C3apal 

Hill is committed to compliance with NCAA rules and regulations. There are no exceptions. The 

Department of Athletics reviews all infomaation concerning possible NCAA rules violatiol~s that comes to 

our a’,tention. Recently, dociaments related to the North Carolina Secretary of State’s investigation of 

possible violations of North Carolina’s version of the Uniform Athlete Agent Act revealed actions on 

your part that were expressly prohibited by NCAA legislation governing amateurism and improper 
benefits. Furthermore, some involved parties have now been charged with crindnal violation of Nortb 

Carolina’s Uniform Athlete Agent Act. Based upo~ these actions, we have determined that it is necessary 

and appropriate to take formal action to permanerctly disassociate you from the Universily of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill mad its intercollegiate athletics program. 

Among other things, disassociation mean~ that tbc Ualvcrsit~ will not: (1) accept any assistance from you 
that wiil aid in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes or the support of erardiled student-athletes; 

(2) accept financial contributions from .w~u t’or the University’s athletics program; (3) permit prospective 

or enrolled student-athletes to have contact with you; or (4) provide you with, or permit to be provided to 

you, an~ athletics benefit or privilege that is not normally available to the general public, including 

complimentary tickets fi"om student-athletes or staff members, specific access to student-athletes and/or 

coaches, or access to the Football Cg¢lter or other campus athletics facilities. You arc specifically 

prohibited from accessing the Football Center or other campus athletics facilities at any time, even if .~u 

come with a eta, rent or former menthcr of the L_NC t1~otball team. Additinnally, the University will nutty’ 

all staff mere bets in the Dcparhncnt of Athlctics that they are prohibited from communicating with ~u 

regarding a~y L _~’qC ath]efics matter other than the enforcement of the conditions set forth in this letter. 

Should you a*|cnd any athletics event involving University of 1,,-orth Carolina at Chapel Hill sta~dent- 

athletes, you are required to no6fy the Director of Athletics prior to your appearance. 



Further, from this date forward, the University must insist that you have no contact with our currem and 

furore student-athletes for ~my propose, including student-athletes in sports other thnn fbotba]l. In this 

context, "no contact" includes prohibitions of in-person communication as v, ell as communication by 

telephone, letters, text messages, email, social media, and any ~ther means nov*" known or developed in 

the futurc. Furlhcr, you must avoid any and all aetio~ls that may jeopardize the eligibility of our student- 

athletes, including (but not limitcd to) the following: (]) contracting, whether orally or in writing, with 
current student-athletes for current or fi~tt~re services; m~_d (2) providing bcncfits to current atudcnt- 

athletes (including, but not limited to: tca~sportation, meals, entertalnmem, cash, loans, and items of 

value). 

As stated above, this disassociation is permanent. Your disassociation v, i11 begin on the date of this letter 

and is intended to restrict your i~volvement in further embarrassing the U niversity and j eopardi~dng the 

University’s comminnent to iilll NCAA rules complizmce The integrity of The U~[versity of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill’s intarcollcglatc athlatics program has bcct~ damagcd furougb your actions. We 

will take every step necessary to protect our intercollegiate athlctics progrnm from filtUrc NCAA rules 

violations. 

lfwe obtain information indicating a violation of the terms of this disassociation, we will repor~ th~se 

actions to the appropriate authorities. Should you have questions concerning this action, please contact 

Die. 

Lffwrence R. Cnnninghal~t" 
l~wctor of Athletics 

Carol FoR, L~IC Chancellor 
Elaine Marshall, North Carolina Secretary of State 
lohn Duncan, NCAA Enforcement Director 
John SwoFFord, ACC Co_~minssioiler 
Brad Hostetter, ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
Vince llle, UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Paul Pogge, UNC Associate Athletic Director 
Marielle vanGelder, UNC Associate Auhletic Direclor for Compliancc 
UNC Footba]l St~f 



November 15,2013 

CONFIDENTIAL 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr. Robert Quinn 

c/o Impact Sports 
2401 NW Boca Ralon Boulevard 
Suite #200 

Boca Raton, FL 33431 

RE: The Univevsiiy of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt- Letter of Permanent Disassociation 

Dear Mr. Quinn: 

As you know from your thnc as a football student-athlete. The UIfiversit3 of North Carolina at Chapc! 

Hi!! is committed tz compliance with NCAA rules and rcgulatio~s. Xhere are no exceptions. The 
Department of Athletics reviews aH in~i~rrnation conccrning possible NCAA rules violations that comes to 

our at~enIinn, Recently, documents related ~o lhe North Carolina SeeretaD’ of State’s investigation of 
possibIe violations of North Caro ~lJna~s version of the Uniform Athlete Agent Act revealed actions on 

your part that wcrc expressly prohibited by NCAA legislation governing amateurism and impropcr 

bcnct~ts. Furthermore, some i~volved parties have now been charged with criminal violation of North 

Caroltha’s Uniform Athlete Agent Act. Based upon these actions, we havc determined that it is necessaD, 

and appropriate to take ~-hrmal actin~ to permanently disassociate you from thc Universiiy of North 

Caroltha at Chapel Hill and its intercollegiate athletics progam. 

Among other things, disassociation means that the Universily will not: (1) accept any assistance from you 
that will aid in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes or the support of enrolled student-athletes; 

(2) accept financia! contributions from you fbr the University’s athletics program; (3) permit prospective 

or enrolled st odent-a~etes to ha~e contact with you; or (4) provide you with, or permit to be provided to 

yot~, any athletics benefit or privilege that is not normally available to the general pubtie, including 
complimemavy tickets ~om student-athletes or st,aft members, specific access to stodenl-athletes and/or 

coaches, or access to ~he Football Center or otber campus athletics fincilities. You are specifically 

prohibited from accessing the FooF~all Center or other cnmpus athletics facilkies at any thne, even if you 

come with a cmTent or former member of the UNC football team. Additionally, the University will notify 

all staff members in the Dcparlrnent of Athletics that they are prohibited from communicating with you 

regarding any UNC athletics matter other than the enforcement of the conditions set forth in this letter. 

Should you a~end any athletics event involving Uth~r sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill student- 

athletes, yo~ are required to notify the Director o~" Athletics prior to your appearance. 



Further, l~om this date for~ ard,/he University must insist that ),ou have no contact with our cu’rent and 

future student-athletes for any purpose, including student-athletes in sports other than football hi this 
context, "no contact" includes I~rohibitions of in-person communication as well as communication by 

telephone, lettars, text mess0ges, email, social media, and any other means now known or developed in 

the future. Further, you must avoid any and all actions that may jeopardize the eligibility of our studer~t- 
athletes, including (but not limited to) the following: (1) contractfug~ whether orally o~ in wasting, with 

etwrcnt student-athletes for current or ftmlrc services; and (2) plx~viding benefi{s {o current studei~t- 

athletes (includiog, but not limited to: trmasportation, meals, enter t~inraent, cash, loans, and items of 

value). 

As slated above, this disassociation is permanent. Your disassociation will begin ~,a the date of this letter 

and is intended to restrict your involvement in further embarrassing the Udiversi~ and jeopardizing the 

UniversitT’s commitment to full NC~LA rules compliance, Fhe integrity of The Universi~ efNo~a 

Carolina at Chapel Hill’s intercollegiate athletics program has been dsxnaged throuNt your ~ctio,s. We 

will take e~ery step necessaU, to protect our intercollegiate athletics program from future NC~ rules 
violations. 

IPwe obtain kfforatation indicating a violation of fl~c terms of this disassr~c[ation, we will report those 

actions to the appropriate au thorifies. Should you have questions couccmit~g this action, please eon~ct 

Sincerely, 

Director of Athletics 

Carol Foil, UNC Chancellor 
Elaine Ma~_hp~l], North Carolina Secretary oPState 
John DuncmL NCAA Enfbrcemerx Director 
John Swofford, ACC Comanissioner 
Brad Hoste~er, ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
Vince II1% UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Faul Pogge, LINC Associate Ath]etic Director 
MpMclle vanGelder, I!NC Associnte Athletic Director for Compliance 
IJNC Eootball Staff 



Novembe~ 15, 20!3 

RE: Notice from Tie Untversily of ~Vbrth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dear Mr. ~ atson. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is conmailted m compliance with NCAA rules and 

regulatkms. There arc no exceptions. The Department of .athletics reviews all ittfomlation concemi~g 

possibIe NCAA rides violations that comes to our attention. Recently’, documents related to the Noah 

Carolina S ec revery of State’s irwestigalion of posa]ble violations of North Carolina’s version of’the 
Uniform Athlete Agent Act revealed actions on your part that were expressly’ prohibited by’ NCAA 

]egislatio~ governing amateurism and improper benefits. As you know, some involved parties have now 
been charged with cd~mfiaal violation of North Carolina’s Uniform Athiete Agent Act. 

must a~oid any and all actions that may jeopardize the eligibility of our student-athletes, including (but 

In addition, dan Univ~r sity wadl not: (1) accept aW assistance from you ~hat will aid in the recruitment of 

pro$pective student-athletes or the support of’enrolled student-athletes; (2) accept financial contributions 

£rom you lzar the Universib,’s athletics progrm:t; (3) permit prospective or enrolled student-athletes to 

ha*~ conlact with you; or (4) provide you with, or permit to be provided to you, any athletics benefit or 

privilege fimt is not normally available to the genera] public, including complimentary tickets fi-om 

stud cn/-athleles or staff members, specific access to student-athletes and/or coaches, or access to the 

Football Center or other campus ath!eti~s facilities. You are specifically prohibited fi’om accessing/he 

Footba]] Center or other campus athletics facilities at any time, even if)~u come wilh a current or former 



member of the UNC football team. Addifionaily, the University will notify all staff members in the 
Department of Athletics that the)’ are prohibited from communicating with you regarding any IJNC 

athletics rustier other than the enforcement of the conditions set forth in this letter. 

These terms shall remain in effect on a permanent basis, The I ~iversi~- intz~ds to take cve~, step 
necessary to comply with NCAA rules and regulations, These action, s are intended to prevent your 

potential involvement in jeopardizing our commitment to that o~ective. 

ff we obtabl information indicating a violation of the terms of this letter, we will report those actions to 

the appmpriato authorities, Should you have ques/ior~ concerning this action, p]ease contact me, 

Sincerely, 

Director of Athletics 



November 15, 2013 

CONFIDENTIAL 

~ FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr. Greg Little 
clo Rosenhau~ Sports Rcprcsenla|ion 
6400 Allison Road 
Miami Beach, FL 33141 

RE’. The Uni*’ersity of                   .North Carolina at (¥u~pel, Hill- { eller of Permanent~ Disassociation 

Dear Mr. Little: 

As you know from your time as a tN~tball student-athlete, The Universi~" of Norda Carolina at Chapel 

Kill is committed to compliance with NCAA rules and regulations. There a:-e no exceNinns. The 

Depattment of’Ath!¢tics r~vi~ws all in1‘onn~tinn concerning possible NCAA ruies violations that comes to 

our attention. Recent13x documents related to tim North Carolina Secretary of State’s investigation of 

posaible violatinns of North Carolina’s version o1" the Udifonn Athlete Agent Act revealed actions on 

3,our port that were expressly prohibited by N C..L,~. legislatinn goverldmg amateurism and improper 

bendiits. Furthermore, some involved parties have flow been charged with criminal violation of Nortb 

Carolina’s Unit"arm Athlete Agent Act Based upon these actions, we have determined that it is necessary 

and appropriate to take formal action to perman~nfiy disassociate you fi,om the Universi|y o1" Norda 

Carolina at Chapel Kill and hs intercollegiate athletics program. 

Among other things, disassociation means that the L nivcrai|y will not: (1) accept any assistance from you 

that will aid in the recruitment of proapectivc studcn|-athletes or the suppott of enrolled student-athletes; 

(2) accept financial contributions from yrm inr/ke University’s athletics program; (3) I*lmit prospective 

or e~rolled studeat-athletes to have contact with yoE or (4) provide you with, or permit to be provided to 

you, an?, athletics benefit or privilege that is not normally available to the general public, including 

complimentary tickets from student-athletes or staffmembers, specific access to student-athletes ancFor 

coaches, or access t~ the Fo~tbail CenWr or olher cmnpus a~h letics facilities. You arc specifically 

prohibited from accessing lhe Football Center or other campus athletics Pacilitics at any time, even if you 

come ,sbth a current or former member of the UNC 1"oothal] team. Additionally, the University will notify 

all staffmembers in the Department o1" Athintins that they are prohibited from communicating with you 
regarding any I JNC athletics matter other than the enforcement of the conditions set forth in this letter. 

Should you attend any athletics event involving Universib- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill student- 

athletes, you are req.ired to notify the Director of Athletics prior to vxmr appearance. 



Further. from this date forward, the Universi~ must insist that yotl have no contact with our currcnt, and 

future student-athletes for any purpose, including student-athletes in ~,ports other than football. In this 

cotuexl. "no contact" includes probibitions of in-person communication as well as communication by 

telephone, letters, |cxt messages, email, social media, and at~y otber means now known or de~,eloped in 

the future. Further, yotl must avoid any and alJ actions that mayjengardize the eligibili)- of our ~dent- 
athletes, including (btu not limitod to) the following: (1) contracting, whether orally or in writing, with 

current stuxtent-athletus for current or future sei~’ices; and (2) providing benefits to current student- 

athletes (including. but not limited to: transportation, meals, er~tc~rtalnment, cash, iomas, mad i~ems of 

value). 

As stated above, this disossociation is permanent. Your dJsass~iatintt will begin on the date of this letter 

and is intc~tded to restrict your involvement in further embarrassing the lJni~,ersi)’ and jeopardizing the 

Universib,’ s commitment tu full NC~A rules c omplizalce. The integri~, of Tl~e I Jniversity of Nortl~ 

Carolina at Chapel Hill’s intercollegiate athletics program has be, on damaged through your actions, We 

will take eve~" step necessary to protect ot~r inter collegiate athletics progqara thum future NCAA rules 
violatior~s. 

If we obtain information indicating a violation of the terms of this disassociation, we will r~port those 
actions to the appropriate authorities. Should you ha~,e q~aes~tions concerning this action, please co~tact 

Sincerely~ 

Director of Ath letics 

Carol Folt, IJNC Chancellor 
Elaine lvlarshall, North Catolina Secrem~’ of State 
John LNncma. NCAA Enforcement Director 
John Swofford, ACC Commissioner 
Brad Hostetter, ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
Vince [lle, UNC Se~dor Associate Athletic Director 
Paul Pogge, UNC Associate Athletic Director 
Marielle vanGelder, UNC Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 
UNC Foo~balI Staff 



November 15, 2013 

CONFIDENTIAL 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr. Grog LiRle 
c/o Cleveland Brm~ns Football Team 
76 Lou Groza Boulevard 
Bores. OH 44017 

RE: The ~n ~ers ty of lborth Carol na at ChapeI Hil!- Letter qf Permanen Dzsassoc~allon 

Dear Mr. Litile: 

As you know from your time as a football student-athlete, The Uinversity of North Carolina at Chapel 

IIill is committed to compliance with NCAA rules and rcgulalior~s. There are no exceptions The 

Department of Athletics reviews all inlbrmafion concmning possth]e NCAA rules violalions/imt comes to 

ot~r attention. Recen*ly, documents relaled to the North Carolina Secreiaxy of Slale’s investigation of 

possible violations of North Carolina’s *~rsinn oftbe Unifbrm Athlete Agent Act revealed actions on 
5’our pal~ that were expressly prohibited by NCAA ]egislafion governing amateurism and improper 

benefits. FuN~ermore, some inwqvcd parlies have nov, been charged with criminal violatinn of North 

Carolina’s Unitbrm Athlelc Agent Act. Based t*pon these actions, we have determined that it is necessary. 
and appropriale to take formal action to permanen*ly disassociate you from the University of Norfl~ 

Carolina at Chapel IIill and its intercollegiate athletics program. 

Among other thit~gs, disassociation means that the University will not: (1) accept any assistance from you 

that will aid in the reffuitme~t of prospective student-athletes or the suppor[ of ertrolled student-athletes; 

(2) accept financial contributions from you lbr the Univcrsily’s athletics prod’am; (3) permit prospective 

or eexolled student-athletes ~.o have contuet with yo.; or (4) provide yotl v,ith, or permit to be provided to 

you, any athletics bermfit or privilege thai is not normally available to the general public, including 

complimentur) tickets from student-athletes or staff members, specific access to student-athletes and/or 

coaches, or access to the Football Center or other campus athletics facilities. You are specifically 
prohibited from accessing ~he Football Cen~er or other campus athletics fhcilities at any time, even if you 

come with a currei:t or fel~ter member of the UNC Ii~othall team. Additinnally, the UNvcrsity will noti~’ 

all staff members in the Department of Athletics that they are p mhibilcd Prom communicating with you 
regarding any UNC atblatics matter other than the enforcement oPthe conditions set forth in this letter. 

Should you atter~d ar~y athlatics event involving University’ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill s~dent- 

athletes, you are ~zquircd to no@ the Director of Athletics prior to your appearance. 



Further, from this date forward, the University must i~sist that you have no contact with our current and 
future stadent athletes for any purpose, incIuding student-athleles in sports other than foc~tbalL I~l this 
context, ’~no contact" includes prohibitions of in-person communication as well a.q eommmfieati~n hy 

the filture. Further, you must avoid any and all actions lhat may jeopardizc the eligibilily of ,~ttr student- 
athletes, inelnding (but nol limited/o) the following: (1) contractLng, whether orally’ or in writing, with 
current student-athletes for cttrrent or fnture services; axd (2) providing benefits to current sradent- 
athletes (htcluding, but not limited to: transportation, meals, entertainm0"nt, cash, loans, and items of 
value). 

As atated above, this disassociation is permanent. Your disassocktfion mill begin on the date of this letter 

and is intended to restrict your invcdvement in further embarrassi~g the U niversi~" and jeopardizing the 

Univcrsi.ty’s commitment to full NCAA rules compliance. The intcg~rily ofTh~ Universits’ ~,t’No~th 

Carolkna al Chapel Hill’s intercollegiate a~hlelics progr~ has been damaged tgr~,ugh your actions. We 

will take every step necessary, to protect our intercollegiate athletics prepare from furore NCAA rules 

violations. 

If we obtain information indicating a violation of the 1erms of tltis disassociation, we will report those 

actions to the appropriate authorities. Should you have questions concerning this aclicra, please contact 

me. 

Sincerel>, 

Lawrence R. Cun~ingh~ 
Director of Athletics 

Carol Felt, UNC (Nancellor 
Elaine Marshall, North Carolina Secrelaty of State 
John Duncan, NC.~_A Enforcement Director 
Jokn Swol"ford, ACC Commissioner 
Brad Hostet*er. ACC Senior Assoc{a~e Commissioner 
Vince I[le, UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Paul Pogge, L~IC Associate Athletic Director 
MarMle vanGelder, UNC Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 
UNC Football Staff 



November 15, 2013 

CONFIDENTIAL 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr. Patrick Jones 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

rl’he tmiversity of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to compliat~ce with NCAA rules znd 

rcgula/ions. There are no exceptions. The Deparanen+, col Athletics reviews all information concerning 

possible NCAA rules violations that comes to our attention. Recently, documents related to the North 

C~xolina Secretary of State’s invcstiga/inn of possible violations of North Carolina’s version of the 

tJ ~iform Athlete A gent Act revealed actions on your part that were expressly prohibited by NCAA 

legislation g~werning amateurism and improper benefits. As you know, some involved parties ha~ now 

been chnrged with criminal violation of North Carolina’s Uniform Athlete Agent Act. 

must avoid an5’ and all actions thaz may jeopardize the eligibilit3_’ of our student-athletes, including (but 

not ]Lmiled to) the following: (1) eon*raeth~g, whether orally or ha writing, with curre~d student-athletes 

]h ad dition, the University will no’,: (1) accept any z~si~ancc from you that will aid in the recruitment of 

prospective studem-athletes or the support oPenrolled studcua/-a~hlctes; (2) accep~ financial contributions 

from ~u for the / ninersity’s athletics program; (3) permit prospecti~ or enrolled student-athletes to 
have contact wi% you; or (4) provide you ~ith, or permit to be provided to you, any athletics benefit or 

p6vilegc that is nut nonnall.~ available to the general public, including complimenta~’ tickets from 
student-athletes or staffmembers, specific access to student-athietes and/or coaches, or access to the 

Foothal[ Center or other ¢0Jnpus athletics facilities. You are specifically prohibitcd t?om accessing the 

FooJbal[ Cetttar or other c~mpus athletics facilities at any timc, even if you come with a current or former 



mcmbcT ol" thc UNC foo~bal! team. Additionally, the Universi~ will noti~ at] staff members in the 
Department of Athletics that they are prohibited from ¢ommunieming with you regarding any L~C 

athletics maiter other than the eldorcement of the condilions set forth in this lette~. 

These terms shall remain in effect on a permanent ba~. The University intends to take cveD, stcf’, 
necessary to comply with NCAA rules and regulations, I hese actions ate intended to prcvent your 

potential involvement in jeopardizing our commitment to that objecfivc. 

If we oMain intbrmation indicating a violation of the terms o1" this lcacr, we will repo~ those actions to 

the appropriate authorities. Should you havc questions concevn[ug this action, please contact me. 

Director of Athletics 

Carol Folt, IJNC Chancellor 
Elaine Marshall, North Carolina SecretaW of State 
John Dturcan, NC~%a~ E~fforeement Director 
John Swofford, ACC Commissioner 
Brad Hostell.er, ACC Senior AssocJate Commissioner 
Vin~ Ille, IJ’NC S erdor Associate Athletic Director 
Paul Pogge, UNC Associate Athletic Director 
Matielle vanGelder, tNC Associate Athletic Director fb~ Compliance 
UNC Football Staff 



On 
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Bring Your Photo 

Basketball Hall of Fame Tip Off Tournament 

Thursday~ 
1:80 PM 
3:45 PM 
4:3t) PM 
6:00 PM 
7:35 PM 
8:15 PM 
9:30 PM 
10:45 PM 

1 |:00 PM 

Practice 
Meal in the Bowles Room - Tobacco Road 
Depart for RDU -General Aviation (Coat and Tie) 
Charter Flight to Windsor Locks, CT 
Arrive Bradley Internatlonal Airport (BDL) TAC Air FBO 
Arrive Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame -Sandwich/Drinks 
Depart IIOF for Mohegan Sun 
Arrive Mohegan Sun 
11 Mohegan S~m Boulevard 

Uncasville, CT 06382 
888-226-771 I 

Full Snack and Meeting 

Friday, 
8:30 AM 
9:00 AM 
10:00 AM 
11:45 AM 
1:00 PM 
6:30 PM 
7:00 PM 
ll:O0 PM 

Wake Up 
Breakfast 
Practice at U.S. Coast Guard Academy (1 hr 45 rain Floor Time) 
Return to Mobegan Sun - Lunch on Bus 
Shootaround at Mohegan Sun Arena ($5 iilb| Floor Timel 
Rams Club Dinner Michael Jordan’s Steakhonse (RW Only) 
Tournament Banquet - Team Issued Polo/Slacks or K~akis 
Snack and Meeting 

Saturday~ 
8:0g AM 

Noon 
3:00 PM 
7:30 PM 
11:00 PM 

Pregame Meal 
UNC vs. Richmond 
Postgame Meal 

Full Snack and Meeting 

9:00 AM 
1:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
6:00 PM 
7:45 PM 
8:15 PM 
Th*~rs 

UNC vs. Louisville,Tairfield 
Depart for T.F. Green Airport (PVD) Providence, RI (food on bus) 
Depart for RI)U 
Arrive RD|! 
Arrive Smith Center 

Fri Sat Sun 

48°/38° 52°/43° 50°/26° 36°/20° 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Thursday,                   4:40 PM 

Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: 

Thanko 

Fi’~m~ Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, 4:35 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 

Subject: 

Good Afternoon - 

I just spoke with the NCAA. eligibility has been reinstated. He is set to compete this weekend. 

Please let me know if there are any questions. 

Thank you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962 6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 





GAMEDAY NEWS & NOTES 

STAFFING DEPLOYMENT 

Command Game Management 
Public Safety 

Show Pros 

EMS 
Chapel Hill Fire 

Ellen Culler 
Chief Jeff McCracken 
Colonel George Hare 

Ron Campbell 

Deborah Hawkins 
Fred Stipe 
Chief Matthew Mauzy 

Chief Jones 

Chief Lawrence 

Operations 

Tickets 

Telecom Greg 

Field Level 
Roaming 

South Side 
North Side 

Football Recruits (KFC) 
Gate 3 Ticket Office / WC 
Gate 3 Player Guest 

Gate 3 Academic All Stal~ 

336.269.7529 

Elizabeth Lancaster/John B~unnel) 
Mary Rob Plunkett 

Rob StewarL 
Adam Phelps 

Sarah Langley 
Jason Steinberg 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 

Tim Sabo (roaming) 

Disability NorLh Side Adam Phelps 

Re-seats South Side Rob Stewart 

West End Zone Walter Holt 

Facilities Plumbing 

Electrical / TV’s 

Trash / General 
Housekeeping 

Davey Cockman 

Johnny Heath 

KevinRobinson 
Connie Conway 

GAME ~IANAGEMENT 

Home and visiting coaches’ transport: UNC Coaches will access the SE Elevator on golf carLs 

from/to KFC to/through Gate 6 passing by Gate 5. Visiting Coaches will utilize Gate 6 via golf 
carL. Show Pros communication to Command is vital. Gate 6 staff should be ready pre game & 

halftime. 



Lettermen’s Halftime Reception: Carolina Football Lettermen, with a valid Lettermen’s [D card, 
will be admitted to the Lettermen’s Lounge located behind Section 125 (underneath the South 

Koury Box) starting with 2:00 left in the 2nd quarter through the conclusion of the 3rd quarter. 

Show Pros will assist with admission. Teresa Vandefford from the Football Office will oversee 
this process. 

Medical, Incident, and Maintenance Reports: It is IMPERAT~/E that all medical/security 
incident and maintenance requests be documented. Forms are available in you= folders & check 

in binder. 

Parking Control Employees: All Chapel Hill Transit, McLaurin, and Carolina Livery workers may 
only enter at Gate 2 & Gate 6 via their sign in list & must possess the respective wristband for 

this game. If they cause problems, they must surrender their wristbands/credential & should be 
escorted from the stadium. They may not enter Kenan until the check in has received their 

group’s staffing list. 

Scanners: Scanners will be delivered to Gate 6 for the South Side and Gate 2 for the North Side 
approximately 2 1/2 hours prior to kick-off. The scanners are sufficient to efficiently scan 

tickets for patrons entering the stadium. Staff should not publicly complain to patrons 
regarding any issue related to the scanners. 

Smoking: As of January 1, 2008, the no smoking boundary is expanded to inside and to 100 
feet from all University facilities, both on and off campus. If you encounter someone smoking, 

please advise them of this policy and ask them to refrain from smoking while on campus. Event 
Management’s policy also extends to E Cigarettes. 

Vendor Check-in: All vendors without a credential must check in via Gate 2 or 6 and adhere to 

entrance policies and receive a wristband. THAH and Rocky Top Staff Check in at Blue Zone 
South. 

Tar Heel Tracker 
Wristband identification for any one, children or adults, who may become separated from their 
guardian: 

9:30 a.m. Opens at the Ram Sculpture in front of the Kenan Football Center 
10:30 a.m. Shuts down outside the stadium and opens up inside Gate 3 

End of the First Quarter- Gate 3 location shuts down 

Ill. COI~ {V~U NICATIONS 

Radios: We will utilize Ops IRA as our primaly radio channel 

Radio Protocol 
First Listen for other radio traffic/transmissions 

Second Push button and hold for one count 
Third Identify the individual you are calling AND yourself 

Emergency Medical Service Protocol 
Identify yourself, the nature of the problem and your precise location. 

Confirm the ABC’s: Alert, Breathing and Conscious 



Game Management 
Public Safety 

Show Pros 

EMS 

Chapel Hill Fire 

Operations 

Roaming 

Field Level 

North Side 

Gate Staff 

Usher Supervisors 

South Side 
Gate Staff 

Usher Supervisors 

Ellen Culler 
Chief Jeff McCracken 
Colonel George Hare 

Ron Campbell 

Deborah Hawkins 
Fred Stipe 
Chief Matthew Mauzy 

Chief Dan Jones 

Chief Mat~ Lawrence 

Mary Rob Plunkett 

Elizabeth Lancaster Ooh~, Brunner) 

Darrick Woods (Coord.) 
John Dubis (NE Corner) 

Ben Sonnier (SE Corner) 
Stoney (Home Tunnel) 

Adam Phelps (Coord.) 

Charlie Jones (BZ North) 
Tra Waters (BZ North) 
Ray Shearon (Gate 1) 

Hannah Fleishman (Gate 1) 
Stephen Boyd (Gate 2) 

Mark Ketterer (Gate 2) 
Clara Perry (Gate 2) 
Tim Kelly (Gate 3) 

Charles Robinson (Gate 3) 

Bernie Williams (Gate 3) 
Kathy Duffy (100 106) 
Kelly Davis (106 112) 

Kim Murray (200 206) 

Karen Sneed (206 212) 

Rob Stewar~ (Coord.) 
Stacey Warner (Gate 5) 

John Creason (Gate 6) 
Patrick Varker (Gate 6) 
Angie King (check in) 

Chad Zwierlein (BZ South) 

Vickie Wilkins (125 131) 
Donna Cox (121 125) 
Suzette Lugo (125 131) 

Tar Heel Ambassador 

Tickets 

Football Recruits (KFC) 
Gate 3 T.O. / WC 
Gate 3 Player Guest 

Gate 3 Academic All Stars 

Jeff Caudill (119 125) 

Cliff Decker (Mezzanine) 
Sol Ellis (Mezzanine) 

Walter Holt 0Nest Endzone) 
Peggy Ross 

Sarah Langley 

Jason Steinberg 
Mary Alyson Touloupas 

Tim Sabo (roaming) 

Paul Fleck (Gate 1) 

Hannah Lebowitz (Gate 2) 
Lukas Whitcomb (Gate 3) 

Matthew Schwartz (Gate 3) 
Tyler Stohlman (Gate 5) 

Ben Duval (Gate 6) 
Kacie Albert (BZ South) 

Keenan Harrell (BZ North) 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality 
Roaming Ginny French 

Roaming Sydney Marshall 
Thomas Mosley (South Side) 

Erica Broughton (North Side) 

Kat Fogar[ie (Blue Zone) 

Katharine Batchelor (Suites) 
Alex Nystrom (Upper Club) 

David Fox (Concourse) 
Tom Griffith (Pope Box) 

Andrea Tam (NKB) 

Patrick French (SKB) 
Allyson Blose (Mezz) 

Facilities 
Plumbing 

Electrical / TV’s 

Trash / General 
Housekeeping 

Davey Cockman 

Johnny Heath 

Kevin Robinson 
Connie Conway 



ViA LLLCIRONiC MAIL 

Dear Mr &icheberger 

wrte in response to ,~,our correspondence dated Juy 8, 2013, in whc you ~rote seek ng copies o~ Un velsb, lecords 
Spec fically, you lequested ;docun on% tat provide the f’;Iow g n%l ~’alie : I } War was the ba ance in ,/our alh et c 
departmenl endo,¢Tmenl f Jnd(s} fol the ,/ears ending June 30, 20111 June 30 ?012 and June 30, 2013 Tip s for al 

ath etc accounts, inc uding endowment f~nds eld or ~’anaged hv a booster cub or elher o Jtside gro J:) that reports to the 
u I ve~si[y 2) Wi~at was the annual retire in each of tbose [scal years? 3} We r~ a lages youl e ido,~m ent ~unds and 
wba[ are [bey used ~ol 

be enclosed decL~ment s bein9 plovded to yeL~ n accordance wit [e Nertb Care na Pubc Recolds Ac[ Specificaly, 

the enc osed docun ent cons sts o[the existing Unvels [y lecord ta[ s respensve to your leq ~est Tbis lequest as been 
fully processed an,~; s n~w olosed-oul Tile Unversl,/s Pblic Records Policv is availabe on-lne at 

Sincereiy, 

Zach J Or~h, JD 
Public Records Specia ist 

ZJOidqa 

cc Regina J Stabile Director Instit~tonal Records and Reporting Compiiance 



~nvestment Account Recap 
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Matt Terrell: Murphy to Ma nteo progress on identifying where to go. New branding opportunities 

within digital magazine. Preparing for executive board mtg. Dec~ 13. 

Ken Mack: Carolina fan development. Lots of phone and e-mail activity. Major initiatives M and W BB. 

Starting baseball this week, Bowl eligible, will start working on bowl game. 

Rick: Annual burn center visit on Friday, 34 SA from 7 sports went to burn center. Fantastic visit. SA 

very engaging with patients, Will go back on Thanksgiving and will do a feature on it, One of good 

friend’s father is a Rams Club member, had a heart attack in front of SRC. Campus police helped and 

saved his I~fe. 

Paul: Working on finalizing a few policies, Agent meetings. Risk management, 

Michelle: 5 days of classes left. Finals will be busy. Hours extended at center. End at 5:00 this Tuesday. 

John Brunner: Traveled with MSOC to Irvine~ Impressed with team, Class acts, 

Michael Beale: Marketing working with Rick and Paul on academic all-stars. New wrinldes; Chapel Hill 

gportswear, food and beverage service, DJ. 22,000 t-shirts from Nike for Kentucky game white-out. This 

Saturday; Honor Jersey and Patterson medal for Cooper and Kara gets Patterson and Honda award (not 

yet corlfiimed). 

Angle: Successful Nike Cup swim meet. Broke records. Both teams finished first. Concerns about air 

quality in pool mentioned by visitors and officials. Hard to maintain constant temperature in pool. 

Ellen: Congrats to everyone ~nvolved with academic all stars Concerned about parking this weekend 

with University Mall not available Waiting on volleyball to see if host HS football coming up is there a 

contract signed for use of the facility? Must use standard facility use agreement in accordance w~th 

facility use policy. Let me know if parking needs for this week since we may be out Thursday and Friday. 

Kirsh: Good weekend fo{ MB8 after a challenging few months Very fired up If call about Maul in a few 

years, we can not confirm until they confirm. Refer those people to Kirsh. Will be about a year before 

we can say’ something about it. Video at halftime of Kentucky’ game about Coach Smith’s presidential 

medal of freedom. 

Beth Miller: NCAA CC Men qualified for nationals for first time in 22 years, finished ~.7d’, Goal was top 

] 0 but was a lofty goal. Highest finished since 85. Virginia was ]3, but we were ahead of NC State who 

was 2g One individual woman who qualified, finished 25th OUt of 253. All American status. V8 won at 

Sunday’ will be NCAA announcement. WBB leaves tomorrow for Cancun (3 games). VB at Maryland, 8 

girls had cell phones and/or headsets stolen, Working with Maryland to get those replaced~ They had 

police report and have been good about it. 

Gary Sobba; Doubleheader broadcast went welk Williams show tonight, Fedora final show tomorrow. 

Duke Medicine sign on 54 is annoying entering Chapel Hill. 



Corey Holliday: Want to get bell back in Chapel Hill, Wednesday we have kids going out xmas shopping 

for families~ Wrapping presents Wed, afternoon before practice. Fedora hates Thanksgiving, so send 

him a text. 

Scroggs: Prepping for football and WSOC, concerned about heavy rain. Preparing sod for baseball and 

Updating I:heal:re in KFC. Media room at Carmichael refurblsbed a bit. Parti¢ipaled wil:h EXSS to create 

lab in Fetzer gym Saved tberq ~30k 

Gallo: FH final four, lost in shootout to UConn who won it all. FH 15 3 in semifinals. Great support from 

former players, WSOC advances to round of 8. College Cup could have 4 ACC teams, Play Sat at 5:00 

UCLA. We are only team that has beaten them this year. Swimming and Diving, lots of depth, new 

diving coach Abel Sanchez has done great job. Never got points from diving in past, will score now, 

which will help in ACC Female diver must sit out this year will be good fo~ us next year. Wrestling up to 

Marielle: Finishing up rules ed. Coaches do every other month. Awards and benefits to current SA was 

topic for this month. If turning in unused credentials to Carly, please put your name on it so she knows 

where it is coming from. 

Mado: Clint and I met with Roper this week to enhance relationship with hospital. Looking toward 

future with what we can do, and also grow sports med and provide recognition. Scooter accidents: 21 

in last year among our SA, 2 require surgery. Needs to be addressed, 

Cricket: Academic All Stars amazing turnout, Working on 2n~ one~ Will do a few things differently for 

2’~d one. Very positive e-mails, some negatives, One crier on phone today, Share your holiday, DanDan 

has families if you would like to adopt one~ :[200 hours of outreach since September. Pancake party on 

Dec 5 lhursday at 10pro to midnight. Come help flip pancakes 

Martina: Lots of research on comparing operating budgets to other schools: Operating revenues and 

bow to project future Iookingattopg!top:[Oandwhatthat means in terms of dollars. Anothe~ 

project: Michigan video to be transparent, looking to do similar type thing, 

Tim Sabo: Academic All Stars: 72% of AAS tickets showed up. Duke game is sold out. EM going out 

today to department, encouraging people to turn tickets in if not using them, Taking bowl requests 

now. Black Friday (Friday through Monday), three half price M and W basketball games, 

Perkins: Challenge of university shutting things down around holidays. Throwing deadlines out there to 

make sure meeting deadlines for travel for recruiting, 

Karlton: Pancake dinner is a way to give SA a break during stressful time of year, Encouraging you to 

come to that if you can. Good opportunity to give back and serve SA and be around them. M eeting 

schedule in packet, should have come in EM Changed schedule to every other week b/w executive and 

senior staff. Jarrod James over an hour talking to/g&s, thankful to him. If you can come by Saturday 

morning, please come by. ] hey want to talk to anyone related to Carolina, don’t care who you are. 

Ken Cleary: Senior day on Saturday and Patterson medal, a lot going on this Saturday. WSOC will have 

live sheam available after FB game. I ast week init ial discussion about RAM MY awards. 



John Montgomery: Working on campaign with university development. Visits to NYwith David Ruth 

with some of university’s top hitters. Meals on wheels rams club at Brinkley. Packaging and delivering. 

Very rewarding. 

Bubba: Student involvement with fans, alumni, friends, is remarkable. The more we can do with them, 

Bubba: How do we fix the air problem with the pool? Angle: Not sure what our solution is. Lot has to 

do with weather and it being unseasonably warm. Kirsh said NC State’s pool was unbearably hot a few 

weeks ago. Bubba wants to make sure we are not negatively recruiting against ourselves by talking 

about this issue too much. 

Bubba: Recruiting videos can be shown at the renovated theatre in Kenan Football Center Good step 

forward in recruiting process. Encourage you to go take a look at it. 

Looking into possible training. Mario: Wisconsin has a policy, we don’t have any policy about requiring 

training or anything. If university doesn’t step forward on it, maybe athletics should. Paul, Beth and 

Larry will look at other schools’ policies on scooters. 

Tim: We have taken about half of student tix for Duke game. Didn’t take any for ODU. Duke is a sell- 

out. Have rolled AAS over to 2 women’s BB games, Will talk about next week after its done. Paul: 

Takes time I:o roll program over, aboul: a month and a half to collecl RSVP’s and get tlx out WBB Miami 

o~ Maryland for people who missed deadline for FB. 

Bubba: What is talent for Rammy’s? Cricket: Working on it. Talent is out there. Beth: Couldn’t hurt to 

repeat with Benton. 

Michael: Will honor W lennls at a basketball game. 

? Did at a FB game Ins1 year. 

Michelle: Someone mentioned they were concerned how athletic department viewed across campus. 

Carolina Cares Carolina Shares numbers have been low from athletics. Hard to ask everyone else to 

come out and support us, and then we aren’t supporting this program. Can we tie this into what else we 

are doing. Kirsh: Isn’t that an anomaly this year? Usually we are very involved. This year people were 

locked out. Only g5 people in the department have signed up according to Curt. 

Bowl game not announced until after BCS selection show Sunday Dec. 8. Won’t know 

until 12/8 what bowl we will geL. National Championship, Orange Bowl {hope Clemson 



Holiday schedule: 2 holiday dates this week, then more in December. If questions frorr~ 

staff, go through Joyce with ar~y questions brought to you~ Do time sheets the right 

way Will have conflicts with events, and university holiday and time off. 

grunner: [hanks tot your staffs patience with moving parking lots due to events. 

gubba: Notify your supervisor when you won’t be here, and have your staff notify you. 

No Senior Staff meeting next Monday b/c Disney will be here meeting with Executive 

staff. 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   10:03 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Linebel~y, 
Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu> 
Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu> 

Softball Schedule Updates 

All, 

A couple of changes to the Softball schedule for the spring: 

Northern Iowa (9 am) and Texas (11:30 am) at the Louisiana Lafayette tournament 

Purdue (9 am) and Louisiana-Lafayette (2 pm) at the Louisiana Lafayette tournament 

- Florida State (1 pm & 3 pm) in Chapel Hill 

- Florida State (6 pm) in Chapel Hill on ESPNU (ACC has not released the change to the FSU series yet so 

just for internal consumption at this point) 

If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 





GA.MEDAY NEWS & NOTES 

STAFFLNG DEPLOYMENT 

Command 

Public Sarety 

Show Pros 
EMS 

Chapel Hill Fire 

Ellen Culler 
Chief Jeff McCracken 

Colonel George Hare 

Ron Campbell 
Deborah ~ lawkins 
Fred Stipe 

Chief Matthew Mauzy 
Chief Jones 

Operations 

Tickets 

Telecom ~Greg 

Field Level 

Roaming 

South Side 
North Side 

Footba!l Recruits (KFC) 

Gate 3 Ticket Office / WC 
Gate 3 Player Guest 

Gate 3 Academic Al! Stars 

336.269.7529 

John Brunner 
Elizabeth Lancaster 
Ma~’y Rob Plunkett 

Rob Stewart 

Janis Matson 
Adam Phelps 

Sarah Langley 

Jason Steinberg 
Mary Alyson Touloupas 

Tim Sabo (roaming) 

D~sabi~ity North Side Adam Phelps 
Re-seats South Side Janis Matson 

West End Zone Walter Holt 

GAME MANAGEMENT 

Piumbing 

Trash / General 

Housekeeping 

Davey Cockman 

Johnny Heath 

Kevin Robinson 
Connie Conway 

Home and visiting coaches" transport: UNC Coaches will access the SE Elevator on golf carts 
from/to KFC to/through Gate 5 passing by Gate 5. Visiting Coaches will utilize Gate 6 via golf 
car:. Show Pros communication to Command is vital. Gate 6 staff should be ready pre game & 

haiftime, 



Lettermen’s Halftirne Reception: Caro!]na Football Lettermen, wRh a void Lettermen’s ID card, 
will be admitted to the Lettermen’s Lounge Iocaled behind SecLiorl ~25 (underneath the South 

Kou~ Box) starting with 2:00 left in the 2nd qua~er thro~Jgh ~he conclusion of the 3rd quarter. 
Show Pros will assist with admission. Teresa Va~defford from the Football Offce will owr~e 
this process. 

Medical, Incident, and Maintenance Repots: £I is [MPERATWE ti~at alt medical/security 

incident and maintenance requests be documer’ted. Forms are avaiiabie n your folders &: check- 
in binder. 

Parking c~ntr~ Emp~yees: A~ ~hape~ Hi~] Trans:t~ McLaudn~ and Car~ina Livery w~rkers may 

only enter at Gate 2 & Gate 6 via their sign-in list & must possess the ~espectice wr stbaqe for 

this game. if they cause problems, they must surrender their wristbands/credential & should be 
escor[ed from the stadium. They may not enter Kenan unti the check-in has race red their 

group’s staffing list. 

Scanners: Scanners will be delivered to Gate 6 for the South Side and Gate 2 for the North Side 

approximately 2 1/2 hours prior to kick-off. The scanners are sufficient to effic ently scan 
tickets for patrons entering the stadium. Staff should not publicly complain to patrons 

regarding any issue related to the scanners. 

Smoking: AsofJanuaP/Z, 2008, the no smoking boundaG~is expanded toinside and to ZO0 
feet from all University facilities, both on and off campus. ]f you e~cou~ter someone smoking, 

please advise them of this policy a~d ask them to re[rair) from smoking whi!e on camp~s. Event 
Management’s polie~’ also extend~ to E-Cigarettes. 

Vendor Check-i~: All vendors without a credential must check ]n via Gate 2 or 6 and adhere to 
entrance policies and receive a wr stband. THAH and Rocky Top Staff Check-in at ~lue Zone 

South. 

¯ =÷ Tar Heal Tracker 

Wristband identif cation for any one, children or adu]ts, who may become separated from their 

guardian: 
9:00 am - Opens at Ehringhaus Fieid for Academic All-Stars 
:1,0:30 a,m, - Shuts ~own outside the stadium and opens up inside Gate 3 

End of the First Quarter- Gate 3 location shuts down 

*~- Radios: We will utilize Ups RA as our pdmary radio channel 

Radio Protoco~ 
First Listen for other radio traffic!transmissions 
Second Push button and hol~ for one count 

Third .tdeetify the ind;viduai you are calling AND yourself 

~mergency Ma~ical Service Protocol 
Identify yourself, the nature of the problem and your precise location. 
Confirm the ABC’s: Alert, B"eathing and Coqscious 



Appreciation: Thank you to everyone who played a par[ in a very successful home Football 
season on and off the field. Your dedication, cornrnitment, communication and emphasis on 

ex!:,eiient service contribute significantly to the success oF tile entire game day experience. 
Let s finish strong! 

Sen~,or Day: Today is the last home game for a number of our Football Players. These young 
men have been through a great deal during their tbrle here and have consistently overcome 
the adversity presented theln. Let’s make sure we encourage our fans to support them. Senior 
Parents have been instructed to enter tile Players’ Lounge in tile Kenan Football Center via the 
entrance outside the gates arid will be recognized on the Reid pre game. Each senior will be 
presented with a fralned jersey on the fie[& 

"H[cken and Poythress Award W~,nnesr": We are recognizing our game day event 
management Excellence in Service awards on the Reid prior to Saturday’s game: 

The Poythress Award is "presented annuaLLy to the supervisor or usher who best exhibits the 
spirit of the [ate Marvin L. Po}4hress during his fifty years of ser~zice and dedication to Kenan 
Satdium operations. This award is given based on length of service, loyalty, dedication, 
attitude, dependability & consistent service above and beyond tile call of duty." 

Tile Hi.�ken Usher Award is "presented annually to the volunteer usher who best exhibits tile 
enthusiasm and [oyaFty exhibited by the Fate Gene Hicken, long time Kenan Stadium & Dean E. 
Smith Center volunteer ushers as selected by hWher peers." 

ACade#~[c All-Stars {Round 2): Each elementary school across the state was asked to select 
their Top 2 students in each grade based on academic aptitude and character. Approximately 
2,500 Academic All-Stars were provided 4 + complimentary tickets to this week’s game 
(10,000+ total tickets). This could be the first time for rnany in Chapel Hill, on a college carnpus 
or attending a college football game, as a[’e, ays ’¢,e need to be very, ,re[coming gracious and 
ready to answer questions. Some of the tickets are in Section 111 114 and 121 which are 
typically a student section. 

Acade[~c All-Stars £~’e-ga~e a~d JPost-ga~[~e Jgve[~t: A replication of last Saturday’s activities will 
include an Academic All-Star specific ore-game event on Ehringhaus Field from 9:00 - I~ ~ :00 am which 

will include an informational booth, meet and greet with student athletes and cheerleaders, as well as 
a photo booth with the Capital One Cup and several National Championship trophies. Following the 
game there will be an autograph session with student athletes on the field turf in the East end zone. 

Fans on the F~,eld Post-game: Following today’s contest and once tile field has been cleared 
oF team personnel; fans will be able to access tile Reid via the four Field gates nearest the 35 

yard line, Fans will have 45 minutes on the field before staFF will dear the fie[& 



Student-Athl.ete Houors:                 (FootbatD and                (Women’s 
Lacrosse) will receive a number of honors throughout the game Both are the recipients of the 
annual Patterson Medal the highest honor given to a UNC athlete The Patterson Neda[, first 
given in ].924, is the highest honor a UNC Student Athlete may receive. This recognition ls 
based primarily on career athletic accomplishment, but general conduct, sportsmanship and 

leadership are also emphasized in the consideration of this award. Previous recipients include 
Char[ie "Choo Choo" Justice, Lennie RosenbhJth, Phil Ford, and soccer star N1ia Hamm. 

Sun Tan City Lanyarels.- Sun Tan City will distribute lanyards prior to the game to students at 
Gate 5. The representatives from Sun Tan City will check in through Gate 6 and Doron Tamarl 
with Tar Heel Sports Properties will coordinate 

Outs[~le tl~e Lines: UNC Football stadent athletes met 
their pen pals from New Hope Elementary for the first time after the UNC vs, ODU football 
game last Saturday                     gave their pen-pals a tour of the football facility 

and brought them to the field to take pictures. 

Tar Nee[ Terrace: The Rams Club will be using one lerrace to hand out their 75th year 

memorabilia and the other terrace for Blue Zone overflow 

Duke Wr~stba~d Colors: 

Vendo~:s & AI.L Bags (affixed st Gate 2 & Gate fi for vendors sign ;n required) 

Royal Blue with Black Lettering 

£1relr~l~Ull~ Seating (affixed at entry points of respective boxes - each ~atron should have a ~arne 

licker) 



GAMEDAY NEWS & NOTES 

Operations 

Tickets 

Game Management 
Public Safety 

Show Pros 

EMS 
Chapel Hill Fire 

Telecom Greg 

Field I evel 
Roaming 

South Side 
North Side 

Football Recruits (KFC) 
Gate 3 Ticket Office/WC 
Gate 3 Playe~ Guest 

Gate 3 Academic All Stars 

Ellen Culle~ 
Chief Jeff McCracken 
Colonel George Hare 

Ron Campbell 

Deborah Hawkins 
Fred Stipe 
Chief Matthew Mauzy 

Chief Jones 

336.269.7629 

Elizabeth Lancaster 
Many Rob Plunkett 

Rob Stewart 
Janis Matson 
Adam Phelps 

Sarah Langley 

Jason Steinberg 
Mary Alyson Touloupas 

Tim Sabo (roaming) 

Disability North Side Adam Phelps 

Re-seats South Side Janis Matson 
West End Zone Walter Holt 

Plumbing 

Electrical / TV’s 
trash / General 
Housekeeping 

Facilities DaveyCockman 
Johnny Heath 

Kevin Robinson 
Connie Conway 

Home and visiting coaches’ transport: UNC Coaches will access the SE Elevator on golf carts 
from/to KFC to!through Gate 6 passing by Gate 5. Visiting Coaches will utilize Gate 6 via golf 

cart. Show Pros communication to Command is vital. Gate 6 staff should be ready pre game & 

halftime, 



Lettermen’s Halftime Reception: Carolina Football [ ettermen~ with a valid I ettermen’s ID card, 
will be admitted to the Lettermen’s Lounge located behind Section 12.5 (underneath the South 

Koury Box) starting with 2:00 left m tile 2rid quarter through tile conclusion of the 3rd quarter. 

Show Pros will assist with admission, Teresa Vandefford from the Football Office will oversee 
this process. 

MedicM, Incident, and Maintenance Repots: ]t is ]IMPERATIVE that all medical/security 
incident and maintenance requests be documented. Forms me available in you~ folders & check 

in binder. 

Parkin9 Control Employees: All Chapel I lill Transit, McLaurin, and Carolina Livery workers may 
only enter at Gate 2 & Gate 6 via their sign in list & must possess the respective wristband for 

this game. If they cause problems, they must surrender their wristbands/credential & should be 
escorted from the stadium, They may not enter Kenan until the check in has ~eceived thei~ 

group’s staffing list. 

Scanners: Scanners will be delivered to Gate 6 for the South Side and Gate 2 for the North Side 
approximately 2 1/2 hours prior to klck-off. The scanners are sufficient to efficiently scan 

tickets for patrons entering the stadium. Staff should not publicly complain to patrons 
regardin9 any issue ~elated to the scanners. 

Smoking: As of               the no smoking boundary is expanded to inside and to 100 
feet horn all Unive[sity facilities, both oil and off campus. [f you encounter someone smoking, 

please advise them of this policy and ask them to refrain from smoking while on campus. Event 
Management’s policy also extends to E Cigarettes. 

Vendor Check-in: All vendors without a credential must check in via Gate 2 or 6 and adhere to 

entrance policies and receive a wristband. THAH and Rocky Top Staff Check in at Blue 7one 
South. 

Tar Heel Tracker 
Wristband identification tor any one, children or adults, who may become separated from their 
gumdian: 

9:00 a.m. Opens at Ehringhaus Field for Academic All Stars 
10:30 a,rn. Shuts down outside tile stadium and opens up inside Gate 3 

End of the First Quarter- Gate 3 location shuts down 

I~L COMMUNiCATiONS 

Radios: We will utilize Ops RA as our primmy radio channel 

Radio Protocol 
First Listen for other radio traffic/transmissions 

Second Push button and hold for one count 
Third Identify the individual you are calling AND yourself 

Emergency Medical Service Protocol 
Identify yourself, the rlatu[e of tile problem and your precise location. 

Confirm the ABC’s: Alert, Breathing and Conscious 



2013 

Thu, 08/29: @South Carolina 

Sep 07^: Middle Tennessee 

Sep 14^: 

Sep 21^: @Georgia Tech 

Sep 28^: East Carolina 

Oct 05: @Virginia Tech 

Oct 12: 

Thu, 10/17: I~liami (Fla.) 

Oct 26: Boston College 

Nov 02: @Nor[h Carolina State 

Nov 09: Virginia 

Nov 16: @Pittsburgh 

Nov 23: Old Dominion 

Nov 30^: Duke 

Dec 07^: 

Nor :h Caro h a $ched   e 2013 - 2032 

Aug 30: 

Sep 06: 
PENDING CONTRA~T FINALIZATION 

Sep 13: 

Sep 20: 
Date is Tentative 

Sep 27^: 

Oct 04^: 

Oct 18^: 

Oct 25: 

NOv 01 : 

Nov 08: 

Nov 15: 

Nov 22: 

Nov 29: 

Dec 06: 

FULL - ND ON ROAD 

Sep 03: 

Sep 10: 

Sep 02: 

Sep 09: 

FULL 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 

Sep 19^: 

Sep 26^: 

Oct 03^: 

Oct 10^: 

Oct 17: 

Oct 24: 

Oct 31: 

Nov 07: 

Nov 14: 

Nov21: 

Nov 28: 

Dec 05^: 

Sep 17: 

Sep 24: 

Oct 01 ^: 

Oct 08^: 

Oct 15^: 

Oct 22^: 

Oct 29^: 

Nov 05: 

Nov 12: 

Nov 19: 

Nov 26: 

Dec 03: 

Sep 16: 

Sep 23^: 
Contract being finalized 

Sep 30^: 

Oct 07^: 

Oct 14^: 

Oct 21: 

Oct 28: 

Nov 04: 

Nov 18: 

Nov 25: 

Dec 02: 



2018 

Sep 01: 

Sep 08^: 
Da~e and Year lentatlve 

Sep 15^: 

Sep 22^: 

Sep 29^: 

Oct 06^: 

Oct 13: 

Oct 20: 

Oct 27: 

Nov 03: 

Nov 10: 

Nov 17: 

Nov 24: 

Dec 01^: 

Aug 31: 

Sep 07: 

Sep 14: 

Sep 21 : 

Sep 05: 

Sep 12: 

Sep 19^: 

Sep 26^: 

Sep 04: 

Sep 18^: 

Sep 25^: 

Sep 03: 

Sep 10: 

Sep 17: 

Sep 24^: 

Sep 28^: 

Oct 05^: 

Oct 12^: 

Oct 19^: 

Oct 26^: 

Nov 02: 

Nov 09: 

Nov 16: 

Nov 23: 

Nov 30: 

Dec 07: 

Oct 03^: 

Oct 10^: 

Oct 17: 

Oct 24: 

Oct 31: 

Nov 07: 

Nov 14: 

Nov21: 

Oct 02^: 

Oct 09: 

Oct 16: 

Oct 23: 

Oct 30: 

Nov 06: 

Nov 13: 

Nov 20: 

Nov 28: 

Dec 05: 

Nov 27^: 

Dec 04^: 

Oct 01^: 

Oct 08^: 

Oct 15^: 

Oct 22^: 

Oct 29: 

Nov 05: 

Nov 12: 

Nov 19: 

Nov 26: 

Dec 03: 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 



Sep 02: 

Sep 09: 

Sep 16^: 

Sep 23^: 

Sep 30^: 

Oct 07^: 

Oct 14: 

Oct 21: 

Oct 28: 

Nov 04: 

Nov 18: 

Nov 25: 

Dec 02: 

Aug 31: 

Sep 07: 

Sep 14: 

Sep 21 : 

Aug 30: 

Sep 06: 

Sep 13: 

Sep 20: 

2025 

Sep 05: 

Sep 12^: 

Sep 19^: 

Sep 26^: 

Sep 04: 

Sep 11: 

Sep 18: 

Sep 25: 

Sep 28: 

Oct 05^: 

Oct 12^: 

Oct 19^: 

Oct 26^: 

Nov 02: 

Nov 09: 

Nov 16: 

Nov 23: 

Nov 30: 

Dec 07: 

Sep 27^: 

Oct 04^: 

Oct 18^: 

Oct 25: 

Nov 01 : 

Nov 08: 

Nov 15: 

Nov 22: 

Oct 03^: 

Oct 10: 

Oct 17: 

Oct 24: 

Oct 31: 

Nov 07: 

Nov 14: 

Nov 21 : 

Nov 28: 

Nov 29: 

Dec 06: 

Dec 05^: 

Oct 02^: 

Oct 09^: 

Oct 16^: 

Oct 23^: 

Oct 30: 

Nov 06: 

Nov 13: 

Nov 20: 

Nov 27: 

Dec 04: 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 



Sep 02: 

Sep 09: 

Sep 16: 

Sep 23^: 

Sep 30^: 

Oct 07^: 

Oct 14^: 

Oct 21: 

Oct 28: 

Nov 04: 

Nov 18: 

Nov 25: 

Dec 02: 

Sep 01 : 

Sep 08^: 

Sep 15^: 

Sep 22^: 

Sep 29^: 

Oct 06^: 

Oct 13: 

Oct 20: 

Oct 27: 

Nov 03: 

Nov 10: 

Nov 17: 

Nov 24: 

Dec 01^: 

Aug 31 : 

Sep 07: 

Sep 14: 

Sep 21 : 

Sep 28^: 

Oct 05^: 

Oct 12^: 

Oct 19^: 

Oct 26: 

Nov 02: 

Nov 09: 

Nov 16: 

Nov 23: 

Nov 30: 

Dec 07: 

Aug 30: 

Sep 06: 

Sep 13: 

Sep 20^: 

Sep 27^: 

Oct 04^: 

Oct 18: 

Oct 25: 

Nov 01 : 

Nov 08: 

Nov 15: 

Nov 22: 

Nov 29: 

Dec 06: 

Sep 04^: 

Sep 11^: 

Sep 18^: 

Sep 25^: 

Oct 02^: 

Oct 09: 

Oct 16: 

Oct 23: 

Oct 30: 

Nov 06: 

Nov 13: 

Nov 20: 

Nov 27^: 

Dec 04^: 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 



ACC 
A November l& 201] Ed, (:olumn provides more clarity for wh at a n institut on ca n provid e stu dent athletes reFa rding travel expenses associated wth pratt ce ~ n d 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Hol~-ath <hhol~:~-ath@usada org> 

Monday,                  2:45 PM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JlYLIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

image7965cd PNG; Call Agenda 123 13 docx 

Dear Committee Members, 

Please see the attached Agenda for our call Tuesday, 

We look forward to speaking with you tomorrow! 

at 2prn ET. 

Hailey Horwath 

Cornrnunications and True Sport Adrninistrator 

Stay Connected: w~vw,usada~org I Facebook i -lw!ttar I w~,TrueSpott,org 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages atlached to it, may contain information 
thai is co nfidenlial or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
haraby notified that you must nol read INs transmi~ion and that any disclosure, copying, printing, dislribulion or usa of any of lha information oonlainad 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or relum a mail and dalale the original lransmi~ion and ils attachments without readin9 or sawn9 m any mannar Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  3:10 PM 

@live uric edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~yahoo corn; 
@live uric edu>; " 

~live uric edu>; 
~comcast net; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live uric edu>; 
~live uric edu>; 

@gmail corn; 
@live uric edu>: 
~live uric edu>; 
@live uric edu>; 

@comcast net; 
~aim corn; 

@live unc edu>; 
@gmail corn; ~hotmail corn; 

@live unc edu> 
,~)live unc edu>i 

~live unc edu>; @yahoo corn; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

/@kenan-flagler unc edu; 

~live unc edu>; 
....... ~vefizon net; 

@live uric edu>; 
@aol corn; 

~live unc edu>; 
U~live unc edu> 

~live uric edu>; 
@live uric edu>; 

@live uric edu>; 
:@live uric edu> 

@live uric edu>; 
’ ~live uric edu>; i 

~live uric edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
"" ~live uric edu>; 

~unc edu>; 
:(~{live uric edu>; 

@live uric edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

’~vahoo corn; 
~live uric edu>; 

. @live unc edu>; 
~ @live uric edu>; 

@gmail corn; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>: ~live com; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
,@live unc edu>; 

(-~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~uncedu>; ~le, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Gaines, Bt2cant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Shelton, Karen C 
<kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; 

~unc edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<rubins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; rackham 
<rackham@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew 
<masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu> 

Outreach Meeting and Holiday Party 



Hope you all had a great Thanksgiving!! 

In conjunction with UNC Rowin6’s holiday party, this year’s last Carolina Outreach meeting will also be holiday-themed. 

Here is the schedule: 

Wednesday, at 7pro, 3rd floor of Loudermilk 

Dress Code: Tacky Sweater 

6~30pnl - 7~30pnl Holiday Par~y - Music & Decorating Cookies! (We will serve some Pizzas for you!) 

7~4gprn - Brin~ Cookies to the Ronald McDonald House 

8~O01~rn -8~301~rn Sing Holiday Carols at RM H 

~Allen Champagne (Football) will collect some 5~ for his donation project for kids in Uganda. If you want to support 

them in this holiday season, please bring 53 55 with you on Wednesday night! #FTK 

We would like to invite you and everyone from your team to join us! If you want to brin~ extra cookies/decorations to 

the par~y, that will be awesome! 

Even if you are not available for the entire time, please let me know what part you can participate, and how many 

student-athletes we should expect from your team. Looking forward to your response! 

Thank you. Hope to see you on Wednesday night! 







ACC Cornp|iance Per  _nne! 

Aaron Aaker I Asst. AD/Compliance & Eligibility (817) 552-1918 

Christine I owlhert Asst Director!Compl ance & Recruiting ~( I [~...2 8. 

Yadi~a Reyes Compliance Assistant (817) 552-4518 

Brad Wood!/ Asst At)ICompliance ~864] .. t.82 

Amanda Gray D rector of Compliance (86.~) 858 .~138 

Andy Campbell Compl an~e Coo a nato, (864) 858 3901 

Bud Pough Compliance Intern 

Todd Mes boy Asst. AD/Compliance (919) 668-5523 

,amy Herman Compliance Coordinator 

Compliance Coordinator i919~ ~81-o870 

Tasha Fshe~ Asst. ADICompliance (850) 644-5932 
D rector of Initial El gibility Admissions &    (850) 

644-3049 
Student 

Derrick Coles D rector of Compliance k85u, o.’15 vo~l 

/~Jex Dominato D rector of Compliance (850) 644-3635 

Raph Shick D rector of Compliance (850) 644-4390 

Manssa SsncK Compliance Coordinator i850) ~45-%~1 

aaker@bc edu 

Iowtherl@bc edu 

reyesya@bc edu 

cbwoody@clemson edu 

agray3@clemson edu 

wcampb2@clemson.edu 

opough@clemson edu 

tmesibov@duaa duke edu 

ahe~man@duaa duke edu 

ncampbe I@duaa.duke.edu 

t%her@fsu.edu 

dcoles@fsu edu 

adominato@fsu edu 

rshick@fsu.edu 

mcsllc@my rsu.edu 



Marauita Armstead 

Bier Cowley 

Kyle Buffolino 

Assoc Director!Compliance 

Compliance Assistant 

(404)894-5507 

(404-385-0611 

(404) 894 9416 

Matthew Banker          Assoc AD/Compliance                  is02) 8,_,2-8871 
÷ 

I a~ren R~ist D rector of Compliance (502) 852 9863 

Daniel Gossom Asst Director/Compl ance ~o0z~ 8~,2 lo80 

Kate Matthews Compliance Coord.iAthletics Services (502) 852 0220 

Emily Garr Compliance Assistant (502) 852 /4~’2 

Kristi Gidd ngs Asst. AD/Compliance 301-314-7619 

Cody Gambler 

Ryan C ingan 

Jeff Poulard 

Dan Raben 

Assist [}irector/Compliance 

Assistant Director 

Assistant Director 

(301) 314 1349 

~,~01~ 31, 9,33 

(301) 405-3325 

(305) 284-8457 

. Erin Moran , Asst. Director, Student Services , (305) 284-4428 

Matt Potto~ 

Nick Daeo 

Lance Markos 

Tom mimmermans 

Director of Compliance ~vlv, 843 72~,9 

Asst. DJrectoriCompl ance (919) 962 7851 

Compliance Assistant (!)I!)) 843 4738 

Michelle Lee            Assoc ADICompliance                (919) 515 5076 
+ 

,Jason Montgome~ Asst ADICompliance (!)I!)) 515 2902 

Meegharl Ford D rector of CorT pliance (919) 515-2560 

Jason Greco D rector of Compliance (919) 513-1676 
+ 

Julie Mallette D rector of Compliance/Financial Aid (919) 515-2334 

marmstead@athletics gatech edu 

bcowley@athletics g atech.edu 

kb[;ffoliqo@gtaa galech ed[; 

matthew banker@louisville edu 

la Jren@gocards.com 

daniel@gocards com 

kate@gocards.com 

emily@gocaros corn 

, g ddings@umd.edu 
cgamb er@umd edu 

rclingan@umd edu 

jpou arl@umd,edu 

d,raben1@miami.edli 

¯ emoran@m amLedu 

m pottofff@miami,edu 

mar~os@unc.edu 

~emal usc edu 

miche le lee@nc-su.edu 

jjmontgo@ncs ~ eau 

mpfoid@ncsu.edu 

jpgreco@ncsu.edu 

j~mallet@ncsu,edu 



Jen Vin rig-Smith 

Brent Moberg 

Hed Uebelhor 

Cyndi Sykes 

,~Jex Stone 

,~ny Bado’f 

{:)an Isaf 

Kyle Snoke 

Caroline Nourse 

Rob Slavis 

Art Markos 

Deiek Gwnn 

Asst. AD 

Director of Compliance 

Director of CorT pliance 

Compliance Assistant 

Intern 

Asst ADICompliance 

D rector of Compliance 

Asst Director of Athletic Compliance 

Compliance Coordinator 

Office of Athletic Compliance~ Intern 

,,~,ss ,D, Comphanc~ 

Asst. DirectodCompliance 

Asst. AD/Compliance 

(574) 631-3248 

(574) 631-3041 

(574) 631-2237 

(574) 631 964T 

(574) 631 2215 

(315) 443 1265 

i.~1o~ ,43 1265 

(315) 443-6331 

~434i243 11~9 

(434) 982-5546 

(540) 231-2696 

. Heather LaFon , D rector of Compliance , (540) 231-0644 

Bridget McSorley D rector ~.,ompl~ance ~o40~ 241-47~ o 

Kirsten Elleby D recioriCompliance 33t ] ..8 3,). 2 

Seth Bal’~ ck Compliance Specialist ~.~3b~ 7~,8 .~9~,0 

jvinings@nd edu 

bmobergl@nd,edu 

Uebelhor.3@nd edu 

crissman@nd edu 

Astonel@nd edu 

zsaunc, ers@athlefics pitt ed u 

abadorf@athletics pitt edu 

dmisat@syr ed ~ 

kcsnoke@syr edu 

cmnourse@syr edu 

rslavis@virginia edu 

am@virginia edb 

gwin n@excharlge vt.edu 

herobert@vt edu 

mcsorlbb@vt,edu 

eliebykc@wfu edu 

balwicjs@wfu edu 



COMPLIANCE FAX NUMBERS 

BC (61 !/,-,5z-8~ 86 

CU (%4) 656 1243 

DU (919) 681 7866 

FSU (850) 644 7025 

GT (404) 8!)4 4265 

UMD (301) 31,’1 0185 

UM (305) 284 2276 

UNC (919) !i62 6902 

NCSU (919) 515-5306 

P~TT (412) 648 8115 

ND 

SYR (315) 443-1441 

UVA (434) 982-5213 

VT (540) 231-4105 

WFU (336) 758 3624 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather Wilson <hbm3@psu edu> 

Tuesday,                9:41 AM 

’Halley Ho~vath’ <hhorwath@usada org>; Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitze@usada org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ 
<rskl@psu edu>; David Joyner <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ 
<sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ <ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULI1~ A DEL GIORNO’ 
<jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight~email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; ~email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RE: Next TrueSportU Committee Call - 

Good morning all 

Dave Joy~er asked t~e to let you k~ow that u~/brtunate[y he wilt not be able to participate hi the co~ f%rence call 
~oday as the Big Ten hasjust called an urge~t cont’e~ence call today, also ~br 2:00 pm He sends his ~egrets and 
looks t%)rwa*d to an upda*e t]om r}te group 

Many Ihanka, 
Heather 

Heather Wilson 
Executive Assistant to the Athletic Director 
Penn State Athletics 
101 Bryce ]ordan Center 
University Park, PA 16802 
(814) 865-1086 

From: Hailey Horwath [mailto:hhorwath@usada.org] 
Sent= Thursday,                1:30 PM 
TO= Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunningham@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu)’; 

’ROBERT SCOFF KRETCHMAR’; David Joyner; ’Ross, Stephen’; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; 
’eweight@email.unc.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; Heather Wilson; ’mbnorton@unc.edu’; 

@email.unc.edu)’ 
¢c= Lisa Voight 
Subject= Nex~ TrueSportU Committee Call - 

Thank you to everyone for submitting your availability for the next TrueSportU Committee Conference call. 

The date and time that will work best for the majority of the com mittee is Tuesday, from 2pm-3pm ET. 

Please add this to your calendars and note the call-in details below. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 



Thank you, 

Hailey 

HiDefCorporate 

Managing the Conference Call 

The following commands may be used by participants during the 
conference call! 

¯ 1 Play menu of Features so you know what’s available 
¯ 2 Mute/Unmute your own line so other people can’t hear you talking 
~5 Hear the number of callers who are on the conference 
¯ g Raise your hand (when the moderator has the conference in Lecture 
Mode) 

For questions or support, please contact our 24x7 Global Customer Support 
team at contact us. 

Thank you for using HiDeF Corporate! 

© 2022 Citrix Online Audio, LLC. All rights 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Stay Connected: www.usada.or~ I Facebook I Twitter I wv~,~.TrueS#o[t.or~ 



CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified ~hat you must not read this ~ransmi~ion and ~ha~ any disclosure, copying, prin~ing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached ~o this ~ransmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received ~his transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

FW:     Invoice and Receipt 

Vince, 

Pleasefollowthe enlailtrailherefor 
Thanks 

paying of lawyer and cour~ fees. Let me know if you have any questions. 

From: Hathaway S. Pendergrass [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Re:    Invoice and Receipt 

@gmail.com] 

Coach Holliday, 
I hope you had a nice Thanksgiving I know you were copied on my email exchange last week with Coach 
Williams regarding let me know last Wednesday that he talked to you about sending us 
two checks for fee and court costs and that eve~Tthing was fine I just wanted to confirm this with you as I 
want to make sure that eve~aything is done in complete compliance with the team, University and NCAA 

If you need to call me, my office number is 919-929-0323 and my cell is 
hearing from you Thanks 

Look fox.yard to 

-Hathaway 

On Wed, at 10:17 AM, Hathaway S Pendergrass (a~gmail corn> wrote: 
Andre, 
Thanks for the email I received two checks from          : (I) one for my fee ($ 100); and (2) one for the 
court costs ($180) As for paying court costs, our normal routine is to pay the costs out of our firm’s operating 
account and then our client will pay us for the costs 

As for my understanding of         relationship with    there should not be a compliance issue, but if I need 
to contact the compliance department please let me know It’need be, I can send back the $280 and 
have pay in cash 

Thanks 

On Wed, 
Hathaway, 

at 8:04 AM, Williams, Andre <willia46~a)email unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks once again for providing us with the requested information Can you please provide confirmation 
method of payment (ie cash or debit!credit card) 



Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:34 PM, "Hathaway S Pendergrass" ~gmail corn> wrote: 

Coach Williams, 
This is Hathaway Pendergrass I represent in his "Noise Ordinance Violation" charge in Orange 
County District Court Attached to this email are two documents: (I) an invoice to for my 
representation showing that my fee of $100 has been paid; and (2) a receipt from the Orange 
County Clerk of Superior Court showing that     fine of $180 has also been paid 

The DA’s Office has agreed to voluntarily dismiss     case on condition that he complete 12 hours 
of community service and pay a $180 fine to the Clerk’s Office He has completed the community 
se~w-ice and has paid the fine 

next court date is Tuesday,               in Chapel Hill    will not have to attend I will 
take proof of payment of the fine and a letter showing his completion of the community se~wice and 
the Assistant District Attorney will voluntarily dismiss his case at that time 

As a side note, has been extremely easy to work with and has been a great client If you have 
any questions, please feel free to email me call my office (919-929-0323), or call my cell 

Have a great day and a wonderful Thanksgtving 

Hathaway S Pendergrass 
Epting & Hackney 
Office: (919) 929-0323 
Fax: (919) 929-3960 
www eptingandhackney com 

<Invoice for pdf> 

<Receipt of Payment to Clerk’s Office for pdf> 

Hathaway S Pendergrass 
Epting & Hackney 

Office: (919) 929-0323 
Fax: (919) 929-3960 
www eptin~andhacknev corn 



Hathaway S Pendergrass 
Epting & Hackney 
Office: {919) 929-0323 
Fax: (919) 929-3960 
www el~tin~andhacknev com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ross, Steve <sfr I 0@dsl psu edu> 

Tuesday,                2:21 PM 

Harley Horwath <hhorwath@usada org>; Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitze@usada org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRIZTCHMAR’ 
<rskl@psu edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7~psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RIZ: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

Thanks. 

Stephen F. Ross 
Professor of Law and 
Lewis H. Vovakis Distinguished Faculty Scholar 
Director, Penn State Institute for Sports Law, 
Policy and Research 

The Pennsylvania State University 
332 Katz Building 
University Park, PA 16802 
(814) 865-8995 
sfrl0@osu.edu 
Institute website: 
htlo://www.dsl.os u .ed u/ce nt e rs/soortsinstitute.cfm 

From: Hailey Horwath [mailto:hhorwath@usada.org] 
Sent: Monday,                2:45 PM 
TO: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunningham@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu)’; 
’ROBERT SCO~ KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; ROSS, Steve; ’CoyLe Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; 
’eweight@email.unc.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; ’mbnorLon@unc.edu’; 

@email.unc.edu)’ 
C¢: Lisa Voight 
Subject: TrueSportU CommitLee Call Agenda - 

Dear Committee Members, 

Please see the attached Agenda for our call Tuesday, 

We look forward to speaking with you tomorrow! 

at 2pro ET. 



Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights o.f athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

Stay Connected: ~vw.usada,org I F~cebook ! Twitter i www,True$port.or~ 

CON FIDEN TIALITY N OTICE This e mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e mail messages atiaohed to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. II you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible Ior delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notilied that you must not read this transmi~ion and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use ol any ol the inlormation contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED Ifyouhavereceivedthistransmissioninerror, pleaseimmediatelynoti~ythesenderby 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                2:21 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larlay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, 
C~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 
<jlangley@unc edu>; VanAIstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc edu>; Reckart, Angela 
<coachreck@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <mbins@email unc edu>; Hudson, 
Nicole <coach huddy@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Indoor Track Schedule update 

Updated Indoor Track and Field Schedule pdf 

All, 

The Indoor Track and Field schedule is being u pdated. We will no longer be participating in either the Va. Tech 

Invitational or the Notre Dame Invitational on                        We are now adding two meets - the New 

Mexico Invitational (Albeuquerque, NM) and the Univ. of Washington Classic (Seattle, WA), both of which will be 

conducted on 

If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org> 

Tuesday,                3:38 PM 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Coyte Cooper 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; Ross, Steve <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; Hail ey Ho~vath 
<hhorwath@usada org>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCINvIAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’JULI~ A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, 
Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

image001 png; imageba397c PNG 

[ think a written agreement is a reasonab!e ard prudent request. 

Pete: Would you be able to oversee drawing something up and submit that to Dave’s office prior to the Save the Date 

mailing deadline of     ? Thank you’. 

Stay Connected: www, usada,erg I Facebook -twitter ! w~q,TrueSporLorg 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto:bubba.cunningham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                12:33 PM 
To: Coyte Cooper; Ross, Steve; Hailey Horwath; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCOq~ 
KRETCHNAR’; ’David Joyner’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, 
Molly; 
Co: Lisa Voight 
Subject: RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Coy~e Cooper [ccooper@nwca.cc] 
Sent: Tuesday,                2:28 PM 
TO: ROSS, Steve; Hailey Horwath; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCO]q- 
KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, 
Molly; 
~:: Lisa Voight 
Subject: Re: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 



and I had chatted about this and I don’t think that this would be an issue at all. The domain transfer would be an 

easy process and there should not be any reason why you would not be able to use it~ and Bubba, would you agree 

with this? 

Coyte 

From: <Ross>, Steve <sfrlO@dsl.psu.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                at 2:20 PM 

To: Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.or~>, "Anais Spitzer, Ph.D." <aspitzer@usada.or~>, 

"’bubba.cunnin~ham~unc.edu’" <bubba.cunninRham~unc.edu>, "’ille~uncaa.unc.edu’" <ille~uncaa.unc.edu>, "’Boxill, 

Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu)’" <JMBOXILL~email.unc.edu>, "rskl~psu.edu" <rskl~psu.edu>, ’David Joyner’ 

<dmi14~psu.edu>, Co~ Cooper <ccooper~nwca.cc>, ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <iadTO~psu.edu>, 

<hbm3@psu.edu>, "’mbnorton@unc.edu" <mbnorton@unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu)" 

<chalfin @email.u nc.edu> 

Cc: Lisa Voight <LVoi~ht@usada.orR> 

Subject: RE: TrueSpor~U Committee Call Agenda 

I don’t want to take up valuable time during the conference call to raise this point, but, with regard to the do~ain name, 

it would be reassu ring for Penn State if whoever secured the domain name can provide us with writte!~ assu rance that 

either the domain name will be transferred to USADA or that UNC wi!l !icense its use to us for the     conference. 

Stephen F. Ross 
Professor of Law and 
Lewis H. Vovakis Distinguished Faculty Scholar 
Director, Penn State Institute for Sports Law, 
Policy and Research 

The Pennsylvania State University 
332 Katz Building 
University Park, PA 16802 
(814) 865-8995 
sfrl0~,psu.edu 
Institute website: 
hilp://www.dsl.ps u .ed u/ce nt e rs/sporisinstitute.cfm 

From= Hailey Horwath rmailto:hhorwath@usada.orq] 
Sent= Monday,                2:45 PM 
TO= Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunninqham@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu)’; 
’ROBERT SCO~ KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; ROSS, Steve; ’CoyLe Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; 

Cc= Lisa Voight 
Subject= TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 



Dear Committee Members, 

Please see the attached Asenda for our call Tuesday, 

We look forward to speaking with you tomorrow! 

at 2prn ET. 

Preserving the integlity o~competition 

Stay Connected: www, usada,o~g ~ Fac~book 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

Twitter [ www.TrueSport.org 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages atlached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmi~ion and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you 

CON FIDEN TIALITY N OTIGE This e mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e mail messages atlached to iL may contain information 
lhal is co nfidenlial or legally privileged If you are nol lhe inlended reeipienl, or a person responsible for delivering it lo the inlended reeipienl, you are 
hereby nolified that you musl nol read lhis transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, dislribulion or use of any oflhe information conlained 
in or attached to Ibis transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify lhe sender by 
telephone or relurn e mail and delele the original lransmi~ion and ils attachments without reading or sawn9 ~n any manner Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                4:37 PM 

’Harley Ho~vath’ <hhorwath@usada org>; Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitze@usada org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; 
’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ <ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULI~ A 
DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; 
’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larl?~ A <atllgallo@unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Summit content information 

Panel invitation docx; Arne Duncan invitation-JB docx; Outline for TmsportU- 
docx 

t le[Io Everyone, 

Today’s call was very helpful and [ think despite missing our original deadiines, i think we are on the right track for a 

great summit. The suggestions made today are very helpful and fit nicely with what I think we all have in mind. Thanks 

so much, Given everyone’s commitment ! am confident we will have a great event, 

Attached you will find: Format of summit; themes with the original descliptions; position paper information w[ti~ 

confirmed or potential writels; my attempt at rewriting the descriptions; letter of invitation sent to Aine Duncan; 

general letter for position paper wrltels. 

would appreciate yo!~r suggest[or!s, edits, recommendations for potentiM par!el members and writers of papers, and 

gest~ 

Jan 





From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Halley Horwath <hhorwath@usada org> 

Wednesday,                 10:55 AM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT $COII KREICHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmjl4@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

IrtteSportU Committee Call Scheduling - 

imagefge6de PNG 

Dear Committee Members, 

Thank you to everyone who was able to attend yesterday’s conference call. The meeting minutes will be send to the group 

by the end of this week or early next week. 

The next conference call is being scheduled for early January. 

Please follow the link below to view the prospective dates and enter your availability: 

http://doodle.com/zg63a456n36ssd rg 

If you have any questions or difficulties, please let me know. 

Please try to submit your availa bility before the end of the week, if possible. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

~laile¥ Horwath 

Communications and True Spo~ Administrator 

Stay Connected: v~w:usada:o~g [ Facebook I Twitter I www.]rueSt~ort.org~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e mail transmi~ion, and any documents, files or previous e mail messages attached to it, may contain information that 
is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that you must not read this transmission and that a ny disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of a ny of the information contained in or 
attached to this transmi~ion is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notif~ the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving m any manner Thank you. 





Disney Institute 

Executive Team Report 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

Desired Outcomes - as expressed bv Executive Team 

How do we get better? 

Everyone gives the same/consistent answer on priQritie~ 

Stronger sense of TRUST on Executive Team and within Athletic Department 

How do we get people to act/do without having all o[ the information 

No more us/them - get to WE 

Execute Carolina Leads 

Stronger COMMUNICATION 

Ways to get ether bought into strategic plan 

Healthy attitude towards change 

Be a part of the change 

Be specific about change - what has changed~ what needs to change 

Culture? 

Recr uiting/onboarding/training 

Desired Outcomes - as expressed by Bubba Cunning_b~m_ 

Define ownership of the strategic p!an 

A[ignment- Bubba 

¯ Top 3/IOAcademics many 

Top 3/10 Athletics- marly 

Administrative Engagement - Executive Team 

Define our culture 

Standards and dearly defined behaviors 



Disney over manages what other companies undermanage or ignore 

Over manage means to do more 

Leadership - people 

Culture - leadership and process 

Customer experience 

Brand loyalty 

Creativity and innovation 

¯ There must be equal emphasis on these 5 areas to achieve desired results 

Disney is intentional where others are unintentional 

Over manage is more about how you THINK about your business 

Disney never assumes that any employee is a great communicator- everyone receives desired 

behaviors training 

Disney uses many military philosophies and techniques rotated to over management 

Exceptional service is achievable because exceptional service is arch!tooted from systems and 

processes that you control 

You must treat your employees as customers 

The power of service lies in its ability to create an emotional connection rather than purely rational 

connection- and emotional connections lead to outcome~ 

Care, support and connection can help overcome the lack of competitive pay problem 

Customer service is very deliberate through hiring, trainin~ and process - employees know what to do 

without having to be told what to do by management 

Great customer" service is instinct 

Culture is what people do without thinking and what they do when no one is watching 

Loyal and happy employees = loyal and happy customers 

Disney cast members (employees} want to be the one to solve the problem for customer 

Disney takes a long term view of both the employee and the customer 

Use Yes..,and 

Praise in public...coach in private 

It is possible to create a workforce that consistently demonstrates desired behaviors 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

Disney Best Practices (cont.) 

By focusing intentionally on employee engageme!~t you can shift commitment/engagement to the 

right side of the bel! curve and improve the consistency of how the organization acts 

Don’t overwork the engaged employees - use them to bring others onboard 

¯ As leaders we must look for other people to develop and challenge 

Culture Progression 

o Culture =desired behaviors 

o Desired behaviors = results 

¢~ Culture = results 

o Focus on the behaviors, not the results 

People get frustrated when they do not know bow to do their jobs, which has serious ensuing 

consequences 

People improvise when they do not know how to de their jobs, which has serious ensuing 

consequences 

Be as intentional about enlployee communication as you are abou[ cus[omer corr~munication 

Tone and wording of emails, etc. - grammar and spelling are important 

Inchlde people in the activity and project - tell them their role and reward them for success 

Taking the time to develop trust upfront will save time later 

Slow down and over manage the process - thi~ will create speed in the future 

Pe~formance reviews should evaluate what you do and more importantly how you do it 

Culture is developed through hiring and training based on behavior 

Think F~labal, act local 

Always include the following components in every communication: 

Purpose - why are we doing this 

2. Picture - what does the future look like, what does success look like, define how long it will take 

3. Plan - how are we going to get there 

4. Part- what role do I play 

The role of each individual every day ties to the common purpose 



Leadership A~ignment Sessions 

Disney Best Practices (cont.) 

Common purpose is the inspirational and motivational too~ Lha~. provides e~ch role with a reason for 

providing an extraordinary customer (student-athletel experience 

:l, What emotion should your guests walk away with a~er their e×perience 

2. What is your product 

3. Who is your target audience 

An organization’s culture either forms organically irt the presence of passive leaders or are intentionally 

established by proactive leaders. 

How do we over manage leadership and culture? 

continually talk about mission and values arld behaviors that hack ther~ up 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

House Metaphor for Buildin,~ Culture 

Quality Standa rds 

(Values} 

Defined Behaviors 

Leadership 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

Common Purpose Discussion 

Positive emotional connection 

Loyalty 

Lifetime memories 

Be a kid with your kid 

Invested 

Experience 

Leave smifin8 

Forgive us our sins 

Recruiting ready 

Feel special 

Stress free 

Make a difference 

Pride 

Impor[ant 

Feel a part of it 

Create Carolina memories 

We create awesome memories with a winning attitude 

Pride ]n the UniversiW of North Carolina 

Win 

Make Tar Heels everyday 

Proudly create specia~ Caro~ina/’Far Heel memories 

At the end of the discussion the Stoup decided to keep "We Educate and Inspire throush Athletics" as 

our Common Purpose 

Other ideas like creating special experiences can be incorporated into desired behaviors 



Leadership A~ignrnent Sessions 

Traits of a Leader - as expressed by Executive Team 

Connects emotionally and makes decisions rationally 

Sets an example for others 

Sets people up for success 

Knows the vision 

Communicates the visions 

Promotes positive results 

Shows care 

Understands the big picture and how all parts fit 

Good listener asks for input 

Sets goals and manages their people 

Allows the people manage the process = empowered 

Provides the tools to be successful - resources, skills, etc, 

A]lows people to feel trusted, valued 

Allows people to take ownership 

If empowered, I feel trusted 

Empowerment works both 

Fearless, i~novative, creative 

Not scared of mistakes/failure 

People need to know they are supported by their leader 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

Leadership Team Desired Behaviors - as expressed by Executive Team 

Strive individually to get better 

Be honest 

Be comfortable being uncomforLable 

Communicate 

Be a good listener 

Respectful 

Value the relationship 

Tell people what they need to hear 

Push each other to get better 

Embrace new ideas & experiences 

Trust 

Positive enthusiasm 

Strive for collaboration 

Ability to raise difficult issues 

Rely on each other care 

Agree to disagree (must agree once decision has been made) 

Make decisions based on the framework 

Help de~ne success and where we are going 

Trust the people below them 

Deliver consiste~t message 

Support dec~s~ons o~ce they are ma~e 

Effe~ive communication 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

Leadership Team Desired Behaviors with Coaches 

Listen and filter information 

Advice 

Find opportunities for Bubba to connect with coaches- go to practicer etc. 

Connect to Carolina Leads 

Communicate successes 

Find out what can help Bubba connect emotional~,t with coaches 

Ways Leadership Team can own strategic plan and affect, culture 

Tie conversations back to strategic plan document 

Set an example for others 

Instill and role model behaviors 

Empower and let go of old tasks 

Stor~*telling of Carolina Leads 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

Messages to share comin~ out of Leadership Alignment 

Begin building the culture of the Leadership Team which will lead to the culture of the depmlment 

More cohesive alignment among Leadership Team 

Continue to develop trust and communication - great progress in Leadership Alignment sessions 

Share the ownership and implementation of Administrative Engageme~t by Executive Team 

Share the value of the Disney investment with the Senior Team and full department 

Share that the Leadership Team is making an effor~ to continually grow and improve with Disney’s help 

Full department meeting on - Disney faciIitator keynote address 

Establish work team for desired behaviors 

Apply specific dates to full Phase 1 engagement {2 years) 



Leadership Alignment Sessions 

Karlton Personal Notes 

Can we redefine the role of Rameses to illustrate our mission and values 

~ m ust accept responsibility for emotional connection with my staff/coaches on behalf of [3ubba 

We need formal leadership team desired behaviors based on RISE and educate and inspire 

Must promote successes from strategic plan 

Work team for communication standards 

Larry- Bubba needs to build relationships with head coaches 

Bubba- he needs to be more intentional with his schedule 

Bubba- needs sport admins to have relationships with coaches that reflect Bubba’s values a~d Boals 

Need to redevelop Bubba’s internal communication strategy 

It’s ok and encouraged to brag on ourselves - only when it relates to mission and values 

Create a coin or medallion with mission and values [or all stafF- especially new stall 

We must use the strategic plan as the basis for all meetings 

Define meeting culture 

Use the strategic plan like it’s our game plan reference i[ in every meeting 

Does Disney have a meeting management system? 

Start and end each meeting with a Responsibility message or other value based message 

Need a dedicated internal communication person - separate from external 

Ask Joel Caftan how we should handle internal vs. external communication 

- full staff, coaches, SA^C, others? 

We need to be very transparent about what we can communicate and what we can’t 

The student-athlete should be the {ocus of all we do 

We need to create an annual employee questionnaire that measures an employee’s career aspirations 

Decisions on cross-training and lateral movement are based on these meetings 

We need a toolbox for how to communicate - executive stafftraining 

We need to get coaches involved when bui}ding the cultural framework 



Leadership Alil~nrnent Sessions 

How can you intentionally communicate with your team and wit~!_e_~O pther?~with Stev~_~.~Gb~ 

A system 

Face to face beats electronic 

In person is better than phone, phone is better than email, emai] is better than nothing 

Tatk about something other than work 

Have offline conversations- over lunch, on a walk 

Dry erase boards on even/one’s door to make sure even!one knows where even!one is 

Communicating with people how they want to be communica[ed with - 

At some point we must adjust to culture and expectations - especially difficult with inherited staff 

One on one conversations - there are times for group and private conversations 

Make sure each level of unit is being communicated with - follow established lines or cornmurfication 

And also have an open door policy 

Determine up front who needs to know what when 

Crisis communication is very important - must have a system and we can’t rely on email 

Intent is difficult to convey in email 



Disney Institute Open Forum Attendees                            = 

The following staff attended one or both of the Open Forum session and should be cot=sidereal for 

participation on future work teams: 

Aaron York 

Alison Bass 

Beth Miller 

Bobby Hunley 

Brian Chacos 

Britta Williams 

Chelsea Pemberton 

Clare Duffy 

Clark Smith 

Connie Conway 

DanDan Hua 

Dawn McPherson 

Diane Aldridge 

Diane Crocker 

DiAnne Lowe 

Don McCauley 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Eric Hoots 

Gary Burns 

Ginny French 

Grant Leinendecker 

Jacob CoBsins 

James Spuding 

Jason Steinberg 

Jayne Barnwell 

John Dougherty 

John Brunner 

John Montgomery 

Jordan Plumlee 

Joyce Dal8leish 

Kathy Dully 

Kathy Dutton 

Kathy Griggs 

Ken Mack 

Kevin Robinson 

Kim Jones 

Larry Gallo 

Marble Dubnansky 

Matt Terrell 

Mattie Touloupas 

Megan Tichenor 

Mike Perkins 

Mo]ly Notion 

Nick Fulton 

Richie G rirnsley 

Robert Stewa~ 

Scott Palanjian 

Shelley Johnson 

Stephen Boyd 

Steve Kirschner 

Sue Walsh 

Sydney Marshall 

Tim Kelly 

Tim Smith 

Tom Timmermans 

Tracy Harris 

Trey Parnell 

Velvet Catoe 

Willem 8okhoven 

Michael 8ea]e 

Jaci Field 
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INTRODUCTION 

Adopted as part of the Education Amendments of 1972 by the Congress of the 
IInRed States, Title IX is the federal Iaw that prohibits gender discrimination kn federally 
funded educational programs and activities, ~ncluding intercollegiate athletics, In order 
to ensure compliance with the law, the D~aviment of Athletics ha~s conducted periodic 
self-studles since the early t990s. Consistent with this practice, in October 2011, Dick 
Beddour, then Director of Athletics, reeonvened the Title IX Committee to conduct a 
current review of the Department of Athletics’ compliance with Title IX.t In the Self- 
Study, the Committee was informed by the language of Title IX and its implementing 
regulations. The Corrtrnittee also referenced the guidelines and procedures set forth in the 
Title tX Athletics Investigator’s Manual ("Investigator’s Manuar’)"~ pablished by the 
United States Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights ("OCR") as well as 
additional documents published by that office. 

What ihllows is a summary of Title IX and the regulations promtdgated porsumrt 
thereto, a description of the information used by the Comm]ttae to assess compliance, a~d 
a statement of the Commi~ee’s findings, 

SlYNhMARY OF TITLE L~ 

Section 9Ill(a) of Title IX of the Education Amendmet~ts of 1972 s~ates: "No 
person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, 
be denied the benefits of, or be snbjected to discrimhaatlon under any education pro~ 
or aetiv[~ receiving Pederal financial assistance?’~ The stamta also deleg~tas mlem~mg 
and en~brcement autho6ty m the U.S. Depa~ment of Education,4 

Pursuant to its mlemaking authoriD’, the Department of Education enacted 
regulations, which are published in the Code of Federal Regulations and which 
implement Title IX by providing specific provisions for athletics programs and athletic 
sebolarships. Federal regulations promulgated by the I)epartment of Education and 
interpreting the Title IX statute state: "No person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded 
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, be treated differently from another person 
or otherwise be discriminated against in any interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or 
intramural athletics offered by a recipient [of Federal financial assistance], and no 
recipient sbalt provide any such athletics separately on such basls.’’5 

In addition, on December I 1, 1979, the OCR issued the Intercollegiate Athletics 
Policy Interpretation ("Policy Interpretation’),6 whieb provides clarification of Title IX’s 

He met with the Committee in November and confi~ed his suppo~ for ~nductlng ~his Self-Study, 
z Office of Civil ~ghts, Depamnent of Education, Title IX Athletics Investigator’s Manual (1990). 



regulatory requirements. "11ae federal regulations m~d the Policy Interpretatlofi combine to 
break Title bX’s requirements in~o three I~riroary areas of investigation: 

"Whether the sale~tion of sports and levels of competition effectively 
accommodate the i~teresks and abilities ofroernbers of btah sexes."g 

Whether eqaivalent bene~lts and opportunities are provided for members of both 
sexes par~’tcipating in intercollegiate athletics in the areas of: 

Provision of equipment and s~applies. 
Scheduling of games and practice times. 
Trave! and per diem atiowance. 

In addition to deltheafmg the areas of investigalion, the Policy Interprelation 
provides an explanation of the slandard for coroplianee in each of the three priroary areas 
of investigation. 

With regard to athletic scholarships, the area in which the assessment is the most 
straightforward, coropliance is roeas~red siroply in temps oPthe amount of scholarship aid 
that is available to the men’s and women’s prograros. If ~he scholarship assistance thai is 
available ~o t~male s~udent-athletes on a per capila basis is s~bstantialiy equM to the 
scholarship assistance that is available to male student-athletes on a per capita basis, or if 

any disparity can be explained by ~0egitlraate, nondiscriminatory factors, then the 
instgution is in compliance in this area. 

With regard to accommodation of intarests and abilities, ~’the govemlng principle 
¯.. is that the athletic interests and abilities of male and tEmale students must be equally 
effectively accoromodnted."a~ Whether the interests and abilities of students of both 
genders are being equally effectively aceoromodated is measured by determining 
students’ athletic interest and abilities then examining the selection of spor~s oft’e~d to 
students of each gender a~d the levels of coropetition offered to students of each gender. 
The Policy Interpretation does not require the institution to offer the saroe sports to 

~ 34 C,F,R § t06.37(e)(1) (2011). 



women and men or to offer sports to men and women at equal levels of ~ompetition. The 
only requirement is flint the interests and abilities that do exist are equally effectively 
accommodated hy the sports and levels of competltlon that are offered.12 

W~th regard to other athletic benefits and opportunflies, the Polley Interpretation 
states that compliance will be assessed 

by comparing ~he availabili~-, quality, and kinds of benefits, 
opportunities, and treaa~ent afforded members of both sexes. 

In addition, a finding that disparities exist will not necessarily mean that the 
institution is not in compliance provided that the institution is able to provide legitimate, 
nondiscriminatory reasons for the dlspar~ties. "Generally, these differences will be the 
result of factors that are htherent to the basic operatio~ of specific sports" (e.g., rules of 
play, nature/replacement of equ!pment, rates of injury resulting from partialp~tlon, nature 
of facilities required for practice and competition, and the maintenance requirements of 
those facilitles).la 

Thus, Title IX focuses on athietlc participation opportunities and benefits and 
r~quires that they be equal or equal in effect. Strict numerical or financial analysis, 
therefore, is not generally appropriate. 

For each program component, the Investigator’s Manual provides a list of data to 
be requested from the institution, facilities to be inspected during the investigation, and 
questions to be asked dorlng interviews of the institution’s administrators, coaches, 
and/or student-athMtes. 

Once the appropriate information is collected, the Investigator’s Manual provides 
a framework for analysis of the information: 



factor or all of the factors combined have a disparate impact 
one sex. If so, and fl~ese d~ff~mnces camaot be explained by 

The Investigator’s Manual also explains that there is a difference between 
"disparity" and a "significant disparity" in the benefits and oppo~nifies provided 
student-athletes of each gender: 

A disparity is a dift~rence, on the basis of sex, in benefits or services, tba~ 

benefice a~d services are merely dlfferem. A disparity may vary 

"significant" disparities. A "significam" disparity refers to a single 

Finally, fl~e Investigator’s Manual eehoe~ the Policy lnterpretstlon in cautioning 
that difi~rences between spots and between student-mhletss of each gender are 
pe~ssibM as long ~ ~e oppo~unlties ~d benei~ts provided to student-athletes are 
equ~ or equM in effect)7 

The Committee reviewed all the areas described in the havestigator’s Manual and 
modeled its current review on the procedures described in the Investigator’s Manuah The 
Committee also relied upon additional guidance provided by the Office for Civil Rights 
in the Policy h~terpretstion as well as ciarifieatlen provided in a letter, dated Jmmary ~6, 
1996, entitled "Clarification of lntsrcol~egiate Athletics Policy Guidm~ce: The Three Part 
Test" ("1996 Clarification Letter"),~g and additional clarification provided in a letter, 

dated April =~), 2010, entitled ’Intercollegiate Athletics P~liey Clarification: The Ti~ree- 
Part Test--Part l]I ( ’2010 Additional Clarification Letter ). 

The Committee first convened on October t7, 2011 and commenced gathering 
information for review and analysis. On December 19, 2011, the Commltiee ¢ou~ed the 
majority of the intercollegiate athletic facilities to enable members to gain first-hand 
knowledge of the facilities used by the men’s and women’s teams. Between November 



2011 and Febraa~y 21)12, surveys were distributed to undergraduate students, student- 
athletes, and coaches, resulting in the following response rates: 

Undergraduates 14,305 !,716 12% 

’l~aese survey processes were designed to allow the Conmalttee to evaluate athletic 
interests and abillfies as well as perceptions of gender equlty in athletics at the 
University, The Undergraduate Survey afforded respondents the opportunity to provide 
anonymous comments or other feedback to the Committee and to he contacted by 
Cemmlttee members regarding their interests. The Student-Athlete Questionnaire also 
offered the option for student-athletes to provide anonymous feedback. The C~aches~ 
Qtte~lJeonaire offered the option of providing resptmse~ in writing or to be persona~ly 
inte~viewed~ or both. The Committee examined concerns raised by students, ~tudent- 
athletes, and coaches and assessed whether there was a legltlmate basis for the concern 
that had been expressed. This examination involved follow-up interviews with the 
individuals and review of the relevant data. 

From February 2012-August 2012~ the Committee examined the Department 
Athletics’ praetlees and procedures regarding each of the eleven areas of comparison to 
determine whether equivalent benefits and opportunities are provided to male and female 
student-athletes. 

Finally, as pa~ of its overall review, the Committee analyzed data fi’om the Norih 
Carolina High School Athletics Association, inc~l parks arid recreation depa~ments, and 
information f~om other Atlantic Co~st Conference ("ACC’) schools ~bout the numbers 
and types of men’s and women’s sports offered.~° The Committee otherwise relied upon 
data from the Universlty in exanfining the intercollegiate athletics program. When 
feasible, the Committee reviewed da~a liom each year since the 2005 selGstndy. 
Otherwise, the Commlttee focused on data from the 2011-12 academic year, 

2a See Appendix K, Athletic Participation Rates in Selected tfigh School~; Local Parka & Recreation 

Departments, and the ~v~ C High School Athletic Association. 



The Title 1~ regulation at 34 C.F.R. § 106.37(¢) states: "[Institutions] must 

provide reasonable opportunities for such awardg[of financial assistance] for members 
of each sex in proportion to the number ~/" students qf each sex participating in . . . 
intercollegiate athletics. " 

The PollO, Interpretation states that compliance in this area will be measured 
"primarily by means of a financial comparison to determine whether proportionately 
equal amounts of financial assistance (scholarship aid) are available to men~ and 
women’s athletic programs. [The analysis] will measure compliance with this standard 
by dividing the amounts of aid available for members of each sex by the numbers of male 
or female participants in the athle~ic program and comparing the results. 

investigator’s Manual directs the investigator to: 

Determine what propor&m of athletes in ttte athletie.~ program are women and 
what proportion in the program are men. 

Determine wbet proportion of the available athletic financial assistance is 

For both women and men. compmv the proportion of athletic financial 

OCR requires that financial assistance for female athletes be "substantially 
proportional" to their relative participation in athletic programs.~~ Thus, if women 

account for 40% qf an institution’s intercollegiate athletes, they should receive 
approximately 40% of the institution’s anm~al athletic scholarship budget. OCR 
presumes diJparities between participation rates and.financial assistance of less than 1% 
are reasonable and based upon legCtimate nondiscriminatory factors. If’ there is a 



disparity that exceeds, 1%, an insti~ttion may sttll be in compliance if this disparity can 
be explained by legitimate non-discriminatuW.f!~ctors such as unexpected fluetuatio~ta in 
participation rates or differences benveen in-state and out-of-state tuition at public 

Data on wthletie finanelal assistanee provided to females were reviewed for 
past seven academic years: 

2005-06 $7,146.820 $3,26t,817 45.64% 45.87% -0.23% 

2007-08 $6,893,806 $3,103,735 45.02% 44.44% }. 0.58% 

2009-10 $6,669,095 $2,935,605 44.02% 44.87% - 0.85% 

2011-12 $10,448,080 $4,779,426 45.74% 45.21% + 0.53% 

Using this information, the Committee finds that, for each academic year 
reviewed, other thml 20!0-11, fl~e I)epartment of Athletics was in eompllanee Mth Title 
IX with respect to athletic fin~cial assistance because the percentage disparity between 
partMpatlon rates and scholarship distribution was less than 1% and therefore within the 
presumptively reasonable range set by OCR. The Committee finds that for 2010 11, the 
Department of Athletics’ scholarship allofrne~at was not presumptively reasonable due to 
a !.79% dispari~y between female ~thlet[c participation rates and scholarship distribution 
to female stadent-athletes. However, this disparity favored the traditionally 
underrepresented gender. Moreover, the Committee finds that the disparity" was the result 
of a legitimate nondlscrlmlnatory factor, as it was caused by State legislation eliminating 

~4 Letter from Dr. Mary Frances O’Shea, Nafi~naI Coordinator for Title 1X Athletics, OCR, io Bowling 

Green Slate Un~vers~iy (Ju~y 23, t 998), available at 

http://w~w2.ed.gov/about/offices/llsffaer/docs/bowlgrn.htm~. 



the tuition walver~ that previously allowed out-of-state f’ali athletics scholarships to be 
charged to athletics departments at in-state rates.26 T~king into account this legitimate 
nondiserlminatory factor, the Coram~ttee concludes that the Department of Athletics was 
in compfianee in the area of atMetie financial assistance during each year under review. 

The Title L~ regulation at 34 C.F.R. ,~’ 106. 41 (c)(!) ~tates that one vf the.]?tetors to 
be examined in determining whether an institution is providing equal athletic opportunity 
for both genders is "[w]hether the selection of sports aM levels of competition effectively 

accommodate the interests and abilities of members of both sexes." 

According tu the Policy Ituerpretation~ "the governing principle, .. is that the 
athletic interest and abilities of male and female students must be equally ej,]~ctively 
accommodated "~ To measure compliance, there are three areas of application for this 
policy; thus, the analysis under this program component wil! proceed by the following 
outline; 

b. 
Determination of athletic interests and abilities 
gelection of sports 

Levels of competition 
L Opportunities toparticipate 
ti. Equivalently advanced competitive opportunities 

a, Dme~mination of Atbletie Interests and Abilities 

With regard to determination of athletic inte1"ests and abilflies, the Policy 
Interpretation allows institutions to use nondiscriminatu~v methods of their own 
ehoo,Ting, provided: 

7~e methods, ¢f delerminlng interest and ability do not disadvantage 

the membera of an under~eprese?tted 

The methods of determining ability take into account team 
perJi)rmance records,; and 

~he methods are responsive to the expressed interests of students 
capable of intercolleglate competition who are members of an 

See N.C. Sees. Laws 2010-31 § 9.25 (20!0) (amending N.C. Gen. Star. § ~ 16-143.6). 



As advised by OCR in the 2010 Additional Clarification Letter, the Commbtee 
examined "a broad range of indicators to assess whether there is unmet interest among 
the nnder;epresented sex?’ 29 

To begin, the Committee rccogrfized that thele was obvious interest in each of the 
varsity intercollegiate sports (hereinafter "varsity sports" or "v~sity teams") cu~ently 
offered by ~e Depa~ent of Athlefics. There are cu~ently 13 men’s and 15 women’s 
varsi~ spots offered at ~C-Chape~ Hill.~° Moreover, ~e te~ peffo~anee records of 

each ~fthe Un]versi~’s v~’s]~ tennis demons~ate a su~cient level of a~lefic abii[~’ to 
just~’ the continued offering of these a~hletic opportunities.3~ The Dcpaarnent of 
Athletics’ current oft~rlng of fifteen women’s varsity s~s places it second ~n that 
reg~d ~ong schools within the Atl~tic Coast Conference ("ACC"), behind only 
Boston College.3z 

To further gauge studenls’ athletic interests and ablilties, the Committee also took 

into consideration the levels ofpartlcipedon in sport clubs and intramural sports. ~ough 
the Depa~ment of Exercise and Spo~ Science, ~e Un~versi~" eu~ntly offers fogy-eight 
spo~ c!ubs.33 Of those spo~ clubs, b~kethall, handball, lacrosse, rugby, soccer, ultimate 
Frisbee~ volleyball, and water polo o~’ both a ~le and female tean~. Cheerle~ing~4 
and softball provide ~cams for women only. Several tea~ns a~ fielded lbr men only, 
including crew, efiekeL footbal!, and ice hockey. All o~et sport dubs offered ~e co-ed. 
Notably, since the last Title ~ Self-Study ~ere have been no requests for "elevation of 
an existing club spoa to inte~ollegiate s~tus."~5 

’ll~rough the Depar/ment of Exercise arid Sport Science, the University also offers 
forty-two intramural sports.~6 Each sport, when entries allow~ is offered in men’s, 
women*s, and co-recreationa! divisions. Since the last Title [X Self-Study, there have 
been no petitions to the Department of Athletics to add an additional varsity, sport from 
among the current intramural offerings. 

The following table provides the 2011-12 participation levels in sport clubs and 
intramural sports at the University.37 As depicted in the t~b!e, male students have 



demonstrated a ~eater interest in athletics than female students as shov¢~a by their 
partieipatlon in these athletic 

I Total Male % Male Female i % Female 
~ Partieipatlot~ Parficipa~lts Participan~s._~arti~pg_n_t_s__ Pa..rticip~ts 

Intramural | 18,063 12!306 68.13%    15,757       [ 31.87% 
Club | 1,419 833 58.70% ]586 41.30% 

In addition to assessing participation in current athletic offerings, the Commiltee 
took effo~s to idenfif~ possible fiato~e a~letie ~ntere~t and abfli~,. To that end, the 
CommRtee gathered and assessed ~nfo~ation from a variety ~f ~our~es. ~ pa~icular, 
the Co~iRee reviewed ~nfo~ation ~om local parks & recreation departments, ~e 
Noah C~olina H~gh School Athletic Association, and eight of the ten Noah Carolina 
high schools f~m which the ~Jn~versi~ admi~d ~e most smden~ in Fatl 201 ] .3~ As 
indicated in Appendix K, the participation levels ha these athtede ~rganizafi~ns confirm 
thal the eu~ent varsity intercollegiate athletic offerings provided by the De0a~ment of 
Athletics are sufficient to meet the re~onably anticipated future interest and ability of 
incoming undergraduate ~den~. 

To continue, the Comrnlrtee developed an electronic survey designed to garage 
athletic interest and ~bility among the current undergraduate student body. The cens~s- 
sigle survey was administered to tmdergraduatc station,s ~n February 2012 via tbe 
University’s "Formal Notice" mass email system.~9 The follow~ng is a summary of the 
Undergraduate Survey response rate and demographic data: 

Gender: _Fem~al_e- L 186 (69,1%) Class: 
Male- 525 (30,6%) 
Other- 5 (0.3%) 

Fir~t-Year- 636 (37%) 
Sophomore- 471 (27,4%) 
Junior- 303 (17,6%) 
Senior- 309 (18%) 

~ See Appendix K, Athletic Participation Rates in Selected High Schools, Loeat Parks & Recreation 
Departments, and the ]V~ C, fligh School Athletic A~soeiation. 



5he Undergraduate Survey asked res~pondents to indicate their level of high 
school participation (if any) in a llst of 3l sports.4° Respondents were also asked to 
indicate their eu~ent level of pa~iclpatlon (if any) in ~ose spoas. Next, mspondetrts 
were asked tu [nd~catu the [eve] at which they would like tu pa~Npatu in those spoas at 
the Universi~ (e.g., recreational, int~mural, club, inte~ol~eg[atu, ~o interest), Fh~ally, 
rcspond~ts were asked, with respect W each spo~ in which they s~ted interest in future 
pa~icipation~ to ~d[cate whaler ~ey possessed, or ~nstead would need to develop, the 
abili~ tu pa~icipate at ~eir des~d leveI of competition. 

The complete results of the Undergraduate Survey are included in Appendix J. 
By analyzing these results, the Committee determined that the Uni~,ersity’s current 
intramural offerings include all sports for which _>15% of all respondents indicated an 
interest in future partlclpafion at the httramurat level. Moreover, the current intramural 
offerings include all sports for whleh _>10.5% of female respondents indicated interest in 
future intraraural partielpatlon. The University’s et~ent sport club offerings include all 
sports for which ~5% of all respondents indicated an interest in future partMpafion at the 
club level. The current sport club offerings include all sports for which _>4% of female 
respondents indicated an interest in future participation. Also, the Universlty’s cuffent 
varslty offerings inclt~de all but 3 sports (equestrian, r~fle, rugby.) for whlcl~ _>2% of all 
respnndents indicated an interest in intercollegiate partlcipation.4" 

Finally, in addition to surveying the undergraduate student body, the Committee 
sotMted information regardhag athletic interest as part of the Coaches’ Questionnaires. 
Information was received fmra all head coaches as well as fl~ree assistant coaches.42 
Twenty of the twenty.-four respondents oplned that there was no onmet interest in 
interct~lleg~atu athletic participation. Among the remainlng four coaches, possible unmet 
interest was identified with respect to men’s volleyball, men’s crew, water polo, sand 
volleyball, and "possibly equestrian."~3 Notably, each of these sports is currently offered 
at the club level. 

b, Selection qf Sports 

With regard to the selection of sports, the Policy Interpretation does not require 
instit~ttions to provide exactly the same choice of sports for men and women, but it does 
set forth a formula for determining whether an institution must offer a particular sport 
for members of one gender. 1he Poli~T Interpretation makes this d~termination on the 
basis qf eff~ctive accommodation within the categories of contact and non-contact sports. 



For both contact and non-contact spo~ts, effective accommodation means that if 
an institution sponsors a team for members of one gender in a contact or non-contact 
sport, it must do so for members of the other gender f: 

The oppormnitie~ fbr members of the exch~ded sex have historically been 
limited; 

There is sufficient interest and ability among the member,* of the 
e2cluded sex to ~ustain a viable team and a reasonable expeetatlon of 

l~br non-contact sport# only, members ql’the exchcged sex do not posse~s 
snffi~ient slNll to be selected for a single integrated team, or to compete 

actively on such a team if selected4~ 

7bus, the first two criteria apply to contact sports, and all three criteria apply to 

Based on the aforementioned determination of athletic interest and ability, the 
Committee concludes thnt the current varsity teams sponsored by the Department of 
Athletics include the sports for wbA~h there is significant interest in intercollegiate 
participation. The current varsity teams include all contact sports for which interest in 
intercollegiate participation was indicated by a significant number of students or for 
which there is a reasonable anticipation of fi~re i~terest. Moreover, of the students who 
indicated interest in intercollegiate participation opportunities riot provided by current 
varsity teams at the University, a majority indicated the "need to develop ability" in order 
to partlcip~te. Of respondents indlc~ting a~ interest in participation in "equestrian," 
81.6% indicated a need to develop ability. Of respondents indlcatlng an interest in 
intercollegiate participation in "rifle," 77.2% indicated a need to develop ability. Of 
respondents indieagng an ituerest in "rugby," 75.9% indicated a need to develop ahiiity.~6 

Still, the University is constantly mindful of the importance of selecting 
intercollegiate sports in a manner deslgned to accommodate students’ athletic interests 
and abitifies. In order to dete~mine when conditions are appropriate for adding 
~ntercollegiate sports, the Department of Athletics has adopted a forma! written policy 
that is keyed to the requirements of Title iX and considers lhe following fhcturs: 
compatibility with the Department of Athletics’ goals and mission; availability of 
competition within the ACC and!or region; contribution to equity among student-athletes; 
sponsor.~hip of a championship by the ACC or NCAA; availability of resources to 
partic!pate at the intereolleglate level; suffie~etu interest and qualified participatus; 
national trend o~" sport and regional popularity and appeal; and eonsidt~ratlon~ based on 
NCAA rules and regnlation~, federal statutes, and state ststutes.47 



~Vith regard to levels of compeiitio~t, the Policy Interpretation states: "lit 
e~(ybciively accommodating the interests and abilities ~/" male and female athletes, 

institutions musi provide both the opportunity fo~. individ~als of each sex to participate in 
intercollegiate zompetitior~ and for" athletes qf each sex to have competitive team 
schedules which equally reflect their abilities. 

Opportunilies to Participate 

Institutions can demonsO’ate that the, v are not discriminating on the basis of sex in 
providing options for participation in intercollegiate ,worts in three ways: 

Universities can have approximately ihe same percentage of 
women on varsity teams and in the undergraduate student body, a 
situation known as " s~bstantial proportionallty~’ ; 

2. They can demons~ate a "h~tory and continuing practice" of 
expanding athletic ~pporlun~tiesjbr women; or 

3. They can demonstrate that they are ,’~ully and qffectgvely 
accommodating the interests and abilities ’ of female smdents. 

This assessment is meant to be fl~ible, and only o~ of the three tests must be 
satisfied in order for the insti~tion to meet the requirement. 

TEST 0~: Oppo~n~t~ proportionately to 

E~olhneat aad ~terco[leg~ate athletic partlc~pation rates a~ UNC~Chapel 
~he yea~ under review were ~ follows:5t 



2005-06 

2006-07 

2007-08 

2008-09 

200%10 

2oliq2 

7,136 43,77% i 9,168 

6,940 4[.21% 9,900        183 53.67% 417 

7,554 41.53% 10,634 186 55.29% 392 

7,027 41.23% 10,016 ~g2~/~/o i472 54M4% 395 

7,077 40.99% 10,190 i~[~’ 470 54.71% 38c~ 

7,126 40.82% 10,331 482 54.52% 402 

Therefore, the University does not meet fine proportionality test regardir~g 
opportonitles to particlpate and is unlikely ever to meet that test if it continues to have the 
same ratio of male to female students and main~Mn a full range of varsity spor~s for male 
students. 

TEST TWO: A history" and continuing practice of program expansion. 

As noted above, d~ere have been ~o petitions to add a vm~ity sport sh~ee the 
2005~)6 Tide/X Self-S~udy. Yet, while the Unlversi~y has not added any additional 
varsity women’s te~s since t~e last self-sludy, seve~l effo~s have been unde~aken to 
e~ance existing progams. For instance, a number of facilities have been built or 
renovated that directly benefit female smdent-a~letes. Be~een 2008 and 20~0, the 
Depa~ment of Athletics renovated C~c~o1 Arena, up~ading seats and adding a new 
video/score bo~d, a new sound system, and air conditioning to the home office women’s 
basketball, volleyball, and gymnasllcs ~eams.53 These renovationa alao included the 

eons~ction of a new locker room and expanded toam me~mg space for ~e women’s 
bask~ball team. Other improvemenN included an additional concession s~nd, enlarged 
lobby area, women’s basketball museum, commemorative gaphies on concourse walls, 
and an up~ed trophy case recognizing al] major aebievements in O~p~e spots, wilh 
speeiN spaces for sports ~hal ~mpeto ~n Ca~iehael Arena. The Ca~chael Arena 
renovations Mso improved the MminiswatNe and coaching offices for the women’s 

~s~ort in which he or she pariMpates") 



basketball team and certain Olympic sports tenths (fenelng, ileld hockey, gymnastics, 
women’s lacrosse, rowing, sottball, volleyball, and wrestling). 

Renovations were also completed in Woollen Gymnasium in 2010. These 
renovations inaluded the construction of two new visiting team looker morns. In 
addition, a new practice court was designated for use by the women’s basketball and 
volleyball teams. The renovations aIso provided a new ergonomie room for use by the 
rowing team and a new weight room for use by the women’s basketball team. Plans are 
also underway to construct a llew volleyball locker room and media room ha the nero: 
f~tore in Woollen Gymnasium. 

In September 2011, the University completed construction of the Loudetmilk 
Center for Excellence. T~ls facility expands the academic support facilities avallaNe for 
members of all vm’sity teams. Moreover, the faeility kMudes a large weight morn used 
by all women’s teams except for the women’s basketball team, which uses its own weight 
room ~n Woollen Gymnasium. 

In 2012, a new locker room was constructed for the gw.a-anastlcs tem~ in the lower 
level of Fe~er Gymnasium. 

These program enhancements demonstrate a strong and continuing commitment 
to women’s athletics and a concentrated effort to improve athletic opportunities for 
women. IIowever, they did not technically create additional athletic participation 
oppormnitles for women. Thus, wbfle the Committee lauds the efforts to improve the 
experience of female student-athletes, the Committee ~ings that the Uni~’ersity earmot 
demonstrate compliance with the Three-Part Test by demonstrating a history and 
continuing practice ofpro~ara expansion. 

TEST TtFREE: Demonstration of effective accommodation through the 

present program. 

In determining whether an institution’s c~¢rrent program effectively 
accommodates the interests and abilities of the ~mderrepresented sex, OCR will rely on a 
three-step test: 

I. Whether there is " unmet interest "’ in a particular sport, 

2. PP77ether there is sufficient ability to sustain a team in the sport," and if 

3. ~I~aether there i,~ a reasonable expectation of competition ./br the 

The 1996 Clar~f’~cation Letter states that satisfaction of these three steps should be 
assessed through a "multi-indicator" analysis and provides a non-exhortative list of 

54 1996 Clarification Letter. 
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indicators that should be considered. These indicators can be assessed through surveys 
of students regarding interests and abilities; intetwiews of students, coaches, and 
adminisirators regarding student interests and abilities to sustain a compel#ire 
intercollegiate team; and data on participation rates "’in high schools, amateur athletic 

associations, and communiO,, ,~orts leagues that operate in areas f~m which the 
institution draws its students, "~-- 

As detailed above in seetlon 2.a. "Determination of Athletle Interests and 
Abilities," there is very little "unmet interest" in athletics at the University. Again, the 
eurretu varsity spots sponsored by the Department of Athletics include e~,ery sport for 
which ~2% of the respondents to the Undergraduate Survey indicated interest. Moreover, 
there is no indication on either the national level, or based on state-wide data, that there is 
~ significantly rising participation in any high school sport not currently offered by the 
University. 

To the extent that there is "unmet inl~uwest"56 of ~brnale students in equestrian, 
rifle, and rugby based on the undergraduate survey, the Committee finds, based on 
current club/inrt~mural participation levels, as well as sttrvey responses, that there is 
insufficient ability to sustain a varsity team in any of these’sports. Moreover, no ACC 
members sponsors a varsity women’s nagby or equestrian team, and only one school 
(North Carolina State University) sponsors a wrsity women’s rifle taam. As such, the 
C~mminee finds that there is not a reasonable expectation of competition tbr a varsity 
team in any of these three spor~s. 

In addition, the cmxent varsity sports at the University far exceed the average at 
NCAA institutions as summarized in the table below: 

Average # of Varsity [ 

Sports at NCAA 17 8                 9 

28                  ~3                  15 
L 

More importandy, given the extensive data gathering conducted as part of the 
Title IX Self-Study, the Commi~ee is confident that the varsity sports offered by the 
Department of Athletics, combined with the sport clubs and intramural sports offered, are 
sufficient to meet the athletic interests m~d abil[tles of the current stadent body as well as 

~ 1996 Clarifieat/on Letter. 



the interests and abilities that can be reasonably anticipated in fhture students at the 
Univemity. 

Equivalently advanced competitive opportunities 

The second measure of compliance with respect to accommodation of interests 
and abilities examines the competitive schedules of the men’s and women’s teams and 
requires the following sequence of determinations to be made: 

Again, only one qf the two must be met in order for the institution to be in 
compliance with Title lX in this area. 

The Committee finds that the Department of Athletics is in compliance with Title 
IX in the area of competitive scheduling. According m the Committee’s review of the 
responses given by head coaches and student-athletes, the competitive schedules for 
men’s and women’s teams, on a program-wide basis, afford proportionally similar 
ralmbers of male and thmale student-athletes equivalently advanced competitive 
opportunilies. Based on this £ind~ng the Committee did not need to assess the second 
component of this measure of compliance. 

With regard to the entire prog~’am component under accommodation of interests 
a~d abilities, the Committee eo~cludes that ~e Department of A~hletics is in compliance 
with Title IN because its currant athletics offerings adequately accommodate the athletics 
interests at~d abilities of its students. 

The Title IX regulation at 34 C.F R. § ]06.41(c) states: "(An institutioa) w¢tich 
operates or sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate, chub at" intraraural athletics shall 
provide equal athletic opportuni~ for members of both sexes. " The re~lation and 
Policy In�eructation then combine to list eleven factors (or pro~am components) to be 
considered in determining whether an institution is in compliance with Title IX with 
athletic benefits and oppor~nities other than athletic financial assistance and 

accommodation of interest and abilities 



The Policy Interpretation states that compliance will be assessed, "by comparing 

the availability, quality and ~inds qf benefits, opportuni~es, and ~reatment afforded 
members of both sexes, lnstitntiom will be in compliance if the compared program 
components are equhmlent, that i~. equal or equal in effect. Under this standard, 
identical benefits, opportunities, or treatment are not required, provided the overall effect 
of say differences is negligible. ,,s9 

Beeatgse the list ~f program components to be considered is as comprehensive as 
it is, however, the Policy Interpretation also provides in detail for t!~e existence of 
legitimate, nondiscriminatory factors to explain dtfferences in b¢nqfas and opportunities 
provided to different sports and, therefore, to student-alhletes ~f each gender. 

First, the Policy Interpretation provides for differences that will necessarily exist 

because of unique aspects of particular ~orts or athletic activities. Such differences 
might exist with regard to rules of play, nature ~f equipment’ replacement oj’equipment’ 
rates of injury resulting from participation nature of facilities required for competition 
and practice, and maintenance of those facilities. 

For the most part, diffbrenees involving such factors will occur in 
programs offering football, and consequently these differences will favor 
men. ff sport-specific needs are met equivalen@ in both men’s and 
women’s pro~ams, however, differences in p~li~’ular program 
components will be found to be j~tifiable, ~o 

Seco~td, the Policy Interpretation caution*" thai special circumstances of a 
temporary nature may lead to non-equivalence in some aspects of the athletic program. 
bbr example, significant disparities in recruitment activity may be tied to fluctuations in 

different teams’ need~ for first:year players, or disparities in expenditures on facilities 

may reflect varying needs.for repairs to the Jbeilities. "Such differences are justifiable to 
the extent that they do not reduce overall equality qf opportunity. 

Third, the Policy Interpretation provides for differences that are associated with 

the demancZ9 of operating competitive evems that create varying levels of public appeal. 
The poirtt of this provision is to allow Jbr the.fact that public interest in football and 
men’*" basketball qflen requires arenas or stadiums and event management stq[fs on a 
much larger scale than that which is required for competitive events in other sports. 
Because football and men~s basketball are men’s sports, the differences in event 
management may appear to be a~tributable to differences between the men’s and 
women ;~ programs in general The Policy Interpretation points out, however, that 

(tJhese differem’es wo~ld not violate Title IA, if the [i~litutionJ does not 
limit the potential.for women’s athletic events to rise to spectator appeal 
and if tt~e leveL~ of event management support available to both 



programs are based on sex-neu~’al criteria (e.g., facilities used, 

projected atte~danee, and staffing needs). 62 

Finally, the Policy lnterpretaiion notes with approval: 

Some aspects of athletic programs may not be equivalent jar men a~ld 

women because institutions are undertaking voluntary affirmative 

actions to overcome effkcts of historical conditions thaz have limited 
parlicipation in athletics by the members qf o~le sex. ~3 

Following the approach used in tJ~e Investigator’s Manual, flats section will 
discuss the following d~ven program components: 

k, 

Provision and maintenat~ce of equipment and supplies; 
Scheduling of gmnes eald practice times; 
Travel m~d per diem allowances; 
Ttllofing; 
Coaching; 
Provision of locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities; 
Med~,c~l and training faeilltles and services; 
Housing and dining facilities; 
P~bllcity; 
Provision of support services; and 
Recruitment. 

a. Provision and Maintenance of Equipment and Supplies 

The Policy Interpretation states: "Equipment and supplies include but a~’e not 
limited to un~orms, other apparel sport specific equipment and supplies, instructional 
devices, and conditioning and weight equipment." The Policy lmerpretation explains 
that compliance is assessed in terms of five factors: 

2. 
3. 
4. 

Quality of equipment and supplies; 
Suitability of equipment and supplies; 
Amount of equipment and supplies; 
Maintenance and replacement oj’equipment and supplies; and 
Availability of equipment and supplies, a4 

Quality refers to condition, durability, and top-of-the-line versus cut-rate. 
Suitability is based upon whether the equipment is san¢lione~L regulation, and does or 
does ~ot meet the rules spec~ficatie~ for the sport.*s 



On behalf of the Depm~.ment of Athletics, the University has entered into an 
agreement with Nike that provides most apparel and some of the equipment for mer?s 
and women’s teams, Some individual spoils also have additional agreements with other 
athletic equlpment companies that provide complimentary sp~rt specific equipment.6~ 
Eight teams reported supplying some of their own apparel or equipment: some men’s 
and women’s cross ceuntry ~d track & field student-athletes purchase their own practice 
clothing and shoes beyond the allocated allotment, and the men’s and women’s fenaln.~ 
student-athletes have to purchase a full competition outfit [hr open event competitlon~~’ 
(ranging in price from $100-$600, depending on new or returning status) arid also use 
those outfits for University competitions. 

In the Coaches’ Questiovmalre, respondents were asked to rank "equipment" and 
"apparel" (fi’om i being "poor" to 5 balng "excellent"). The coaches gave extremely high 
ratings, with the average rating of equipment being 4.68 and the average rating of appareI 
being 4.85. In their responses to the Student-Athlete Questlonnalre, the aYerage ratings 
(fi:om 1 being "poor" to 4 being "exeellent’) provided by each gender in these areas were 
nearly identical and female student-athletes rated almost every area higher than their ntale 

Female 3,39 3.46 3.16 

Replacement of Replacement of Adequacy of 
Uniforms/Apparel Equipment Uniforms/Apparel 

l~’emale 3A6 3,~2 3.45 

Adequacy of Laundry arrangements Availability of _~ 
Equipment for uniforms&pparel equipment 

Female 3.42 2.19 3.06 

In addition to the foregoin~ gender-specific averages, the Committee also 
60 reviewed responses from each team. As part of that review, Committee members noted 

that the only overall team ratings halow "Pair" (with fair = 2) were given with respect to 

For some spor~s, N~kc does not make the neeessa~" apparel or equipment (e.g. leolards for use by ~he 
gymnastics team), so the Department of Athletics purchases these items from other vendors Imrsuant to a 
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"arrangements for laut~derlng of unifomas/practlee apparel" and "availability of video, 
filmit~g, and other special audio/visual equipment." 

First, twelve teams (includi~*g some combined teams) rated laundry, arrangements 
for uniforms/apparel below "fair": ~vomen’s tennis, men’s and women’s fencing, 
women’s gol~] ,men’s and women’s cross-country, women’s iacrosse, rowing, arid men’s 
and women’s indoor track & field ~d men’s and women’s outdoor track & fieldfi9 
While more women’s teams ra~ed fl~is componem loweL the Co~i~ee noted that the 
Student.Aflatete Questionnaire was adminismred prior to the completion of a new ]aund~ 
facility N Woollen Gymnasium which will se~ice each of these reruns (as well as those 
for all o~er Ol~pie sports), La~dry Neilities are centrally located on campus. Many 
te~s practice in remote locations. Due to convenience, some te~s choose to launder 

their own unifo~s. All teams have access to the een~al laund~ Neilities in Woollen 
Gymnasium whe~ the Depmxment of A~]eties’ equipment room staff o~rs Nil laund~ 
services, Laundry sea, ices and locations are shown in the tbllowing cha~. 

B~sketball- M 

PIayers/Mmaagers 

Cross Cotmt~ 

Field Hockey 

Golf- M 

X 

X 

X 

Gymnastios X 

X(~l 

X 

Tennis - M X 

Indoor & Outdoor 
X (end of year) 

Wrestling 
(p) = practice aOp0a’el (g) = game appm’el 

X 

~ These teams are listed in order from the highest average rating (w¢lmen’~ tennis- 1,88) Ill lhe lowest 
average rati~g (track & field- 1.23). 



Second, eight teams rated "availability of video, filming, and other special 
audlo/visual equipment" helow fair: cross country, track & field, and fencing.7° The 
Committee noted that the audio!v~suai equipment used by each of these teams is shared 
by male and female participants in each spo~, so the "fair" ratings do not create a 
concern with respect to Title IX compliance. 

The Commlttee finds that the Department of Athletlcs is in compl~ance with Title 
IX in the area of provisio~ of equipment and supplies. There are no disparities in the 
provision or maintenance of equipment and supplies available to men’s and women’s 
teams. Any differences among teams were due to choices made by coaches based on 
convenience and were not gander~based; however, because more women’s teams ranked 
laundry facilities lower, the Commlttee recommends that the Department of Athletics 
conduct a follow-up storey of coaches a~d student-athletes by May 2013 regarding 
laundry arrangement~ Ito assess the el~li~ot of~he new facil~ on student-athletes" opinions 
regarding laundry arrangements. It is further recommended that ~he results of this surcey 
be shared with the Title 1X Committee. 

h. Schedttling of Games and Practice Times 

The Policy Interpretation states that compliance in the avea of scheduling of 
games and practice times will be assessed in terms of five factors: 

3. 

The number of competitive evems per ,wort; 
The number and ~ength of practice opportunities; 
7~te time of day competitive events are scheduled; 

The time of day practice opportunities are scheduled; and 
The opportunities to engage in available pre-season and post-season 
competition, zt 

L ~ he Number of Ck~mpetitive Events Per Sp~rt 

With regard to compcqifive opportunities, there appear to be no significant 
disparities between the men’s and women’s teams. In malting this determination, the 
Committee noted that every respondent to the Coaches’ Questionnaire replied "yes" 
when asked, "Are there su~aient competitive opportunities for your team?" In addition, 
when student-athletes were asked to rate the "competitiveness of game schedule" (from 1 
beltN ,poor" to 4 being "excellent"), the average male ranking was 3.40 and the average 
female ranking was 3.43. 

average rating (t~nclng-1 



For sports h~ which men’s and women’s teams are coached by the same head 
coach and eoaohing s~aff (cross ¢ountIT, fencing, swimming and diving, and indoor ~d 
ouidoor ~ack & field), th9 men’s and women’s te~s ha~e nearly identical competitive 
schedules. For eomp~ble sports tha~ are coached by difl~rem head coaches and 
co~ching siMTs ~asketha~l, gol~ lacrosse, soccer, and te~is), the schedules are 
simil~ with respect to the number of competitive evenls scheduled. For men’s ~d 
women’s spots that do not have a counte~m spo~ ~aseball, foothall, and ~stling for 
men; firm hockey, g~nnastics, rowing, softball and volleyball for ~vomen), ~e number 
of competitive events scheduled is in evmT case a ~I! schedule. 

Al! teams p’m’tlcipate in competitive events that are adequate for the team based 
upon the head coach’s goals and NCAA regnlations. 

The N~mber and Length of Practice Opportunities 

With regard to the quantity of practice opportunities, there is no disparity between 
~ny of the teams. Each team ha~ the opportunity to practice as much as is petmltted by 
NCAA regulations in both traditional and non-tradltional seasons. When student-athletes 
were asked to rate the "suffieieney of practice time]’ (from ! being °’poor" to 4 being 
"excellent’), the average rating supplied by male student-athletes (3.29) was similar to 
that provided by female student-athletes (3.46) and there were n~ teams that raled this 
factor below 2,8 (i.e., all gave it an ~verage rating above "fair"). 

Simgariy, the majority of the coaches answered "yes" when asked if their practice 
time was sufficient, While three coaches lamented limitations placed on practice time by 
the NCAA, only one coach stated concerns about practice time unrelated to compliance 
with NCAA regulations. Specifically, ~he fencing coach noted that his te~ has limited 
use of its own facility, which is controlled by ~he Dep~ent of Exercise and Spo~ 
Science. ’~at said, these scheduling eonflie~ have an equal efl~ct on male and female 
members of the fenelng learn ~d, as sueh~ do not present a concern with respect tu Title 
~ compliance. 

3.- 4. The Time of Day Practice Opportunities and Competitive Events are 
Scheduled 

Student-athletes gave thvorsble responses with respect to questions regarding the 
scheduling of practices and competitive events, as indicaled by their ratings (from 1 being 
"poor" to 4 being "excellent") in the following riffle. Notably, no team rated these 
program features below "fair," and, as indicated below, there ~vas not a significant 
d~spadty in the answers provided by male and female student-athletes. 
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When asked whether practice and game schedules are convenient for their teams, 

all coaches responded positively except the Track & Field coach, who noted difficulty 
w~th scheduling outdoor track practlces because his ~ams share the field w~th the Men’s 
and Women’s Lacrosse to~s in the spring. These confllets are not gender based and are 
worked out among the coaches involved, the facility scheduler, or an A~ledc~ 
Admlnis~ator. 

With ~egard to facilkies scheduling conflicts, on a scale of 1 being "never" to 4 
being "always’~ both male and ~thmale student-athletes also gave favorable responses. On 
average, male student-athletes gave a rating of 1.75 and female student-athletes gave a 
rating of 1.88. Similarly, no team rated these conflicts as "Usually" or "Always" 
occurring. Again, the average ratings provided by male and female student-athletes were 
vlrtua/ly identlcal with respect to most of these questions. Also, as detailed ha the 
following chart, stodent-athletes rated the frequency (from ! being "~ever" to 4 being 
"always") of o~her interferences as relatively low. 

Practice Times w/ 
Classes/Exams 

1.76 

Cancellation ~f 

~acility Conflict 

Female 
, 1.92 , |1.63 ¯ 

The Opportunities to Engage in Available Pro-Season and Post-Season 
Competition 

Every varsity team is given the opportunity to participate in pro- and post-season 
competition. Pro-season opportunities inelndc pa~eipation ha exhibition games, 
invltafiona! tournaments, and scrimmages. Post-season play is dete~ined by 
quMificatlon or invltmion ~d ~11 teams who quallfy generally pa~icip~. The only 
exception during the years under review took pla~ in ~012, when the women’s 
b~sk~ball co.h, in an exe~ise of bor discretion, declined an invitation to pa~ic~p~te in 
the post-season National ]nvitational ’l’o~mament. 

Conclusions 

The Committee finds that fine I)epartmem of Athletics is in compliance with Title 
IX in the area of scheduling of games and practice times. There is no pattern of disparity 
with regard to the number of competitive events per sporL the number and length of 
practice opportunities, the tlme of day competitive events are scheduled, or the 
opportunities to engage in available pro-season and post-season competition. 
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co Travel ~tnd Fer Diem Allowances 

7he ~Policy Interpretation states that compliance will be assessed by examining 

five factors: 

3. 

5, 

Mod~s oJ transporta¢ion; 
Housing famished during gravel; 
Lenglh of stay before and after comt~titive events; 

Per diem allowances; and 

As a general matter, the Committee notes that the majority of coaches of both 
men’s and women’s varsity teams responded that their travel budget was inadequate.73 
Particular concern was expressed that, with the addition of The UMver~ity of Pit.burgh 
and Syracuse Universlty to ACC seheduIes, ~rave~ expenditares will necessarily increase, 
Other eoncen~s were rela~ed to ~he rising costs of gas, airfare, and hotel accommodations. 
Several coaches also opined that the), need an increased travel budget to maintain a 
competitive schedule. Not~6th~tanding these concerns, there was n~ i~dle~tion that the 
current budgetary allotments are made in ~ manner that d~sadwntages one gender or the 
other. 

1. Modes of Transportation 

The modes of travel utilized by the vm~ity teams to reach away events are bus, 
van, a~d airplane. ’l~e mode of travd is generally le~ t~ the dls~retlon of the head coach. 
A number of factors are taken into consideration when selecting a mode of travel In 
response to the Coaches’ Questionaire, coaches indicated that those facto~ include 
geo~aphlcal d~slanee, time of~avel, team s~ze, conven~enea, and cost. ~e Depa~ent 
of Athletics provide5 equi~ble travel funding to men’s and women’s te~s, ~d each 
coach has discretion h~ allocating that funding. Teams wh~ regularly ~avel by van, such 
as the goffor te~m[s teams, d~ so because o£’squad size,74 The football ~eam and men’s 
and women’s basketball te~s ~e afforded ~e choice to fly to most competition 
destinations. Fu~he~ore, there ~s no pa~em of dispafi~ with regard to the number of 
women’s te~s who travel by van as compared with men’s teams of equal squad s]ze.75 
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NoLably, when asked to rate the transportation for away events (from l beit~g 
"poor" to 4 being "excellenf’), male and female siudent-athletes gave, on average, 
virtually identical responses (Female= 3.13; Male= 3.14). No team supplled an average 
rating below "fair." 

Housing Furnished During, Travel 

All teams, with the exception of men’s and women’s basketball, stay in hotels that 
are of comparable quafity and price range, The men’s and women’s basketball teams 
utilize more expensive hotels on occasion, However, any notable differences occur 
between sports, and not between ganders. The Department of Athletics has mandated that 
there be no more than two student-athletes per hotel room,76 

When asked to rate "housing for away events" (from ! being "poor" to 4 being 
"excellent"), the average response from female student-athletes (3.34) was slightly higher 
than the average response provided by male student-athletes (3A9). The average 
responses from each h~dlvldual team were all above "fair" and ranged from 2.59 
(wrestllng) to 3.92 (women’s basketball). 

3.     Length of Stay Before and Afler Competition 

Coaches of most of the teams in both the men’s and women’s programs indicated 
that travel distance and competition thne were factors in their travel plans. Coaches 
indicated that ~hey rtaveled the night before a scheduled competition if "considerable" 
distance (usually more thin 4 hours) was involve. All te~ return ~mediately ~er 
their scheduled competition unless ~e game or match conclude~ late at night. 

As indicated i’n the following table, student-athlete responses were generally 
Pavorable with respect to the length of stay before and after competition. Student-athletes 
were asked to rate the timlng of their arrival/departure on a scale from 1 to 4 (with I 
being "poor", and 4 being "excellent"). No team gave an average response of "fair" or 
lower, 

] Timing of Arrival Before 
Competition 

Female 
, , ~3.44 

Timing of Departure 
After Competition 
3.31 

_4, Per Diem Allowances 

Coaches have discretion in the allocation of per diem; however, the Department 
of Athletics provides guidelines for per diem allotments for student-athletes hased on 
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reimbursement provided to state employees.77 Most teams reported that they remained 
within these g~idellnes, with some variation resulting from differing travel sizes and 
competition sites, When teams travel to a more expensive economin area, a larger per 
diem is justified. The variation in per diem allotment also depended on the number of 
meals eaten off campus and whether team meals were provided or instead student- 
athletes were paying for their own food out of their allotted per diem. Acanrding to the 
coaches’ responses, per diem a[lotnaent varies s[gniIieantly by tanm, from $15Nay to 
$30/day, but the Committee finds no evidence that the discrepancies were the result of 
gender discdmlnatlon. 

Among the responses to the Student-Athlete Questionnaire, some of the lower 
ratings (from 1 being "poor" to 4 being "excellent") were given with respect to the 
"adequacy of money provided per diem and/or for team meals (away events)." However, 
the average team ratings were all still above ’;fnfi," and the average ratings provided by 
female stodant-sthtetes (2.85) exceeded that for male student-athletes (2.59). This 
supports the inference that per diem allotment decisions are not the consequence of 
gender discrimination. 

5. Dining Arrangements 

While on the road, teams either eat together with the coach paying the bill or each 
inthviduaI is givetl a per diem to cover food costs. A large number of teams combine 
team meals with meals where stodent-athietes are given money and eat on their own. The 
Committee saw no evidence that this practice lhvors either gender. When asked to rate 
the ~’dinthg arrangements for away events" (from 1 being "poor" to 4 being "excellent"), 
the average responses given by female student-athletes (3.15) and male student-athletes 
(2.96) were both favorable. No team supplied an average rating below "fair." 

The Committee finds that the Department of Athletics is in compliance with Title 
IX i~ the area of travel and per diem allowances, as any existing disparhies are the result 
of legitimate nondiscriminatory f~ctors. 
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d,    Tt~tor~ 

The Investigator’s Manual notes that if tutoring is’provided through a centralized 
administration program for men’s and women "s teams, then "a general description of the 
tutorial program . . . will suffice. ,,7s 7he Policy Interpretation divides the analysis of 

tutoring benefits into three areas, 7he ftrst qf these is the opportunity to receive tutoring, 
iu which compliance is assessed by examining two factors: 

The availability qf mtoring; and 
Procedures and criteria for obtaining tutorial assistance. 

S~udent-athletas can use a~y of the academic programs ef~bred at the University; 
however, most utilize the Academic Support Program ~br Student-Athletes (ASPSA). so 
The ASPSA provides services to all studetu-athte:~e~ regardless of scholarship designation 
or sport designation. The ASPSA employs Academic Counselors, Learning Specialists, 
Supplementul Instructors, Learning Assistants, Study Hall Monitors, and a Tutor 
Coordin’amr. The ASPSA also hires approximataly thirty ~o lbrty tutors per semester. 
The ASPSA hires subject tutors based on the needs expressed by student-athletes and 
their academic schedules. 

Each student-athleta requesting a tutor does so through his,~er academic 
counselor. The counselor puts the request into the ASPSA’s internal database, where the 
request is reviewed inifiaIty by the Tutor Coordinator. The Tutor Coordinator theta works 
wlth the student-athlete’s Academic Counselor to determine if one-on-uric or small group 
tutorial sessions are best for the student-athlete. The appointments are then scheduled 
accordingly based on both the student-athlete’s and tutor’s availability and the level of 
the student-athlete’s need (e.g., individual or small group). 

Tutoring m~d other academic programming are availahle durh~g fl~e day and 
evening hours.    During these structured study hours, protbssional staff" and tutors 
oversee group study tbr speei~c teams as determined by the ASPSA, Tutors also work 
one-on-one with student-athletes during the structured study hours. Student-athletes who 
need heIp kn a particular subject area can sign-up with their Academic Counselor to 
receive one-an-one assistance during the structured study hours. Additional asslstmace 
can be received by special appointment as noted ~bove. These resources are free tu all 
student-athletas. 

~en asked to rate the availability of tutors (ll-om 1 being "poor" to 4 being 
"excellent"), the average response from female student~athletes 0.07) was virtually 
identical to that provided by their male counterparts (3.02). No team gave an average 
rating below "fair." Among tbe coaches responding to the request to irtd~¢ata if tators are 
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"available often enough," 77.4% responded "yes," 13.6% responded "no," and 9% 
expressed "no opinion." 

The second area of tutoring attaly,~is is assignment of tutors. The Policy 
Interpretation notes that a Title IX violatiott will oecu~ in this area only where 
assignment policies deny male and fi, male strident-athletes tutoring of equivctlent qualitk; 
nature, or availability. Tlte Policy Interpretation lists two factors to be examined in 
determining complia~we in this area: 

7~tor qualifications; and 

Training, experience, and other qualifications. 

Tutors hired by the ASPSA must be successful graduate students, retired teaching 
professionals or, in rare ea,~es, exceptional upper class undergraduate students (jut~iors, 
seniors, at~d fifth-year students). Tutors are hlrcd based on a persona~ interview as well 
as a review of both their trar~scripl and references. Tutors either must have taught the 
subjec~ matter, majored in the subject matter, or taken the particular class for which they 
are tutoring. Training is provided to tutors throughout the academic year. The Dea~ of 
Students’ Office instructs ~ters at least ar~qually on their role in the ASPSA and on 
issues involving plagiarlsm. 

The third area of the tutoring analysis is the compensation of tutors. Again, the 
Policy Interpretation emphasizes that a Title ]X violation will not result from a difference 
in the compensation of tutors unless the difference shows a lack of equivalence in the 
benefits peovtded to male and female student-athletes, The Poli~y Interpretation lists.live 
factors to be assessed in detetTnining compliance in this area: 

2. 

5. 

Hourly rate of pakonent by nature of subjects tutored; 
Pupil loads per tutoring season; 
Tutor qualifications; 
Experience; and 
Other terms and conditions of employment. ~ 

All ASPSA staff members are available to work with male and female student- 
athletes. Learning asslstants and writing tutors are pald at a standard rate of $20/hour, 
Subjeel tutors typically eam $18/hour, although tutors who have greater amounts 
experience warrant salary increases accordingly. Outside of the experience and 
quafificatlons detailed above, the only other requirement to he a tutor is that the 
individual must b~e available during st~’uctured sl~dy hours. 
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The Committee finds that the Department of Athletics is in compliance with Title 
IX in the area of tutoring. All tutoring services are equally available to male and female 
student.athletes. Any stadant-athlete who deslres the assistance of a tutor and who 
fMIows the proper procedures for reqoesting tutorial assistance will be given assistance. 
While a few coaches and student-athletes expressed concern about difficulty scheduling 
around practice times and/or individual class schedules, the Committee finds that this 
concern is not gender-based; therefore, Title IX is not implicated. 

It should be noted first that the Investigator’s Manual states that data jbr coaches 
of combined sports shouM not be included in this area of analysis. "Combined sports" 
refers to sports in which the men’s and women’s teams have the same coaching staff~ and 
practice and compete at the same or similar litrtes, 84 

At U~C-Chapel Hill, the combined sports are cross country, fencing, indoor track 
& field, outdoor track & field, and swimming & diving. Therefore, oniy eighteen sports 
are ineiuded in the review in this section. 

Opportunity to receive coaching 

The Poli~y Interpretation divides the analysis of coaching benefits into three 
areas. The first ~f these is the opportunity to receive coaching, in which compliance is 
assessed by examining three factors: 

L Relative availability of co~whes; 
Relative assignment of coaches," and 
Relative compensation of coaehes.S5 

L AvaiLability of Coaches 

The Investigator’s Manual states that the amount of coaching available to the 
men’s and women’s programs should be quantified on per student-athlete as well as a 
per team basis. The ratios are then to be compared to determine if the men’s prograra 

Availability is defined as the relative availability of full-time and pro’t-time 
coaches. Assignment is defined as training, experience, and other professional 
qualifications of coaches. Compensation is defined as the allocation of funds jbr 
coaching to the men’s and women’s programs. 
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According to the investigato~’s Manual, the primary focus of the analysts is the 
availabgity of coaches ./br student-athletes because the intent of Title ~ is .]Dr equal 
opportunity to be provided to student-athletes, not coaches. To ma~ this determination, 
the analysis quantifies the total amount of coaching ~ailable to a team, then temples 
the ratio of coaching units ~r atudent-athleta in the men’s and women ~ prepares, 

The Committee calculated the full-time employee ("FTE’) ra~ios of men’s and 
women’s bead a~d assistant coacbes to the total number of male and female student- 
athletes.87 There is no significant disparity in FTE ratios for either assistant or head 

coaches in terms ~f availability of coaehlng. In faeL female student-athletes have sfigbtly 
more ~vai~ability of e~aehes than male student-athletes. When the fuothall team is 
excluded frt~m the analysis, along with combined teams, the head and assistant c~ach 
FTE ratios f~r m~le student~athletas is slmllar t~ that for female student-athleta~. 

Moreover, with the exception af gyrrmasties, all xaon-eombi~aed ~ports are staffed 
with the maximmn number of coaches permitted under current NCAA bylaws. 
only disparity that appears is due to the number of assistant coaches assigned to the 
football team, which increases the total number of assistant coaches ~ssigned to work 
with na~le student-~thletas. However, this iegltlm~ta difference i~ due to the ~a~re of 
that spo~ and the size of the roster, rather th~n any app~ent gender dlscrimth~tion, and, 
~s noted above, is eonsi~tant with the coaching allot~nent established by the NCAA. 
Even ~o, the Cormnit~ee suggests that the Dcp~r~ment of Athletics consider alloeatir~g 
another fu!l~time assistant coach to gymnastics so that all non-combined spor~s have the 
NCAA maximum number of coaches. 

Aeeordhagly, the C~rmnittae finds thta the Depart~nent of Athlet]¢s is h~ 
compliance with Title IX with respect to the relative availability of c~aches. 

2. Assignment of coaches 

The ,~econd area oJ coaching analysis, is assignment of coaches. "IT~e Poli~ 
Interpretation notes that a Title 1X violation wilt" occur in this area only where 
assignment policies deny male and female student~athletes coaching of equfi,alent 
quality, nature, or availability. The Policy Interpretation lists two factors to be examined 
in determining compliance irl this area: 



Training, experience and other professional qualifications," and 
Professional standing,s~ 

With regard to assignment of coaches, the Investigator ’~" Manual reads as jbllows: 

CO.~ARE the ~aining, experience, and other professional qualifications 
of coaches assigned to the men’s program with coaches assigned to the 

women’s program.    NOTE any difJbrences.    (Since individuals’ 
backgrounds and experiences may vary considerably, differences are 
expected. The determination is based on whether the assignment of 
coaches is equivalent or equal in effect. The institution may not routinely 
assign coaches of less experience or qualifications to, for ~ample, the 
women "s program,)~’~ 

The Committee I.bcused its review on the coaching ~tat’fs of men’s and women’s 
tenthS. As noted above, combined sports are not included in this specific ~nalysis. The 
following chart ~ndicates the number o~ years of ~IIegiate coaching experience 
possessed by the head coach of each varsity ~am at ~e Oniversi~ without a mixed- 
gen@r ros~er. 

As demonstrated in the chart, there is not a significant disparity, in the coaching 
experience of bead coaches of men’s and women’s ’~eams. !Vioreover, the Committee 
finds that there is no discernible pa~ern of ossining less experienced head coaches ~o 
women’s sports, S~milar data analysis condos that there is not an identifiable trend of 
ossining less qualified assist~t coaches to women’s teams, as demonstrated in the 
following eha~. 

P~liey Interpretation at 71416, 
investigator’s Manual at 60, 
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Baseball !2,5 Basketball t5 

Football 13.2 Golf 9 

Lacrosse 7,7 Lacrosse 10 

Tennis 5 Soccer 24 

Tennis 5 

11.04 11,22 

In Olympic sports, there is generally less experience among assistant coaches 
because the salaLy range is lower for such sports. However, a number of men’s and 
women’s Olympic sports teams at UNC-Chapd Hil! bare assistant coaches with several 
years of experleane, in revenue sports, the t~atlonal labor market creates a salary range 
that allows assistant coaches in these sports at Division l institutions to earn enot~gh 
money 1o remain in assistant coaching positions tong enoug~ to become more 
experienced than their peers in Olympic sports. 

The Committee also reviewed the educational qualifications of the head and 
assistant coaches of men’s and women’s teams at the University. The acedemie 
credentials of the head coaches of men s teams (5~8 have M.A. degrees) exceeded those 
for head coaches of women’s teams (1/11) bas a M.A. degree).91 However, the 
Committee saw no evldence of an intentional practice of assigning women’s teams 
coaches with less advanced education. 

After reviewing a compilation of head and assistant coaches’ experience, 
education, and other professional qualifications, the Committee finds that the Department 
of .athletics is ~n corapIlanee with Title EK in tbe area of assigmnent of coaches. 

3.     Compensation ofcoaches 

The third area of the coaching analysis ~ the compensation of coaches. Again, 
the Policy Interp~etagion emphasizes that a Title [X violation will not result from a 
difference in the compensation of coaches unless the difference shows a lack of 
equivalence in the benefits provided to male and female student-athletes. The Policy 
Interpretation lists seven factors to be assessed in determining compliance in this area: 

(2/3 have M.A; 1/3 has Ph.D.). 
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2. 
3, 
4, 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Rate of compensation (per sport, per season); 

Duration of contracts; 
Conditions relating to contract renewal; 
Experience; 
Nature of coaching duties performed," 
Worldng conditions; and 

Other terms and conditions of employment. 92 

The Investigator’s Manual states that comparisons should be made belween the 
men’s and women’s programs in terms of salaries of head coaches, salaries of assistant 
coaches, and percentage of coaching compensation awarded to the men’s and women’s 
programs. Nondiscriminatory differences in salary include consideragion of the range 
and nature of duties, the experience of individual coaches, the number of participams for 
particular sports, the number of assistant coaches, the level of competition, or whether a 
particular individual possesses such an outstanding record of achievement as to justify 
an abnormally high salary. ~ 

The onalyMs of compensation compare,9 the salaries of head coaches in the men’~ 
program with the salaries of head coaches in the women’s program, compares the 

salaries of assistant coaches in the men’s program with the salaries of assistant coaches 
in the women’s progrart~ and compares the percentage of coaching funds available to the 
men’s program with the percentage of coaching fimd~ av, ailable to the women’s program. 
After the comparison is made, differences are to be noted and a determination is to be 
made as to whether any differences are the result of non-discriminatory factors such as 
the range and nature of coaching duties, the experience oJ individual coaches, the 

number of participants for ~articular sports, the level of competition, or a particularly 
high record of achievement.94 

Average A~nual institutional Salm3’ per Head Coach $182,575 

% of Lnsfi’~ufiortal Itead Coaching S~ies on non- 57% 
Combined Temns 

$110,585 

43% 

% of [nsfitulion~d S~lary for Assistant Cozches of non- 
Combined Teams 

$141,815 $61,14~ 

74,8% 25,2% 



Differences exist in the compensation of coaches in the men’s mad women’s 
programs, but the Committee finds that the dlf!hrenees in compensation do not reflect 
differences in the benefits provided to student-a~hletes or hi the opportunities that 
stadent-athlates have to receive coaching. 

The Investigator’s Manual states, "iT]he fact that the afllletes who ale coached by 
persons eompensatad at a lower rate are alI ibmale will not support a violation" of Title 
IX or the regulations passed pursuant thereto.95 As has been noted, because the 
availability mad assignment of coaches are equivalent, it is diflqcult to assert that there is a 
negative impact on student-athletes of one gender even where slgnifiem~t differences 
exist in the compensation of coacbos 

The disparities that exist in the area of compensation of coaches reflect the 
differences that exist between revenue and Olympic sports in the extent of media and 
public interest, in coaching duties, and in labor tam’ketch. Both head and assistant coaches 
in tbotball and men’s basketball at UNC-Chapel Hill have mace extensive coaching 
duties than their peers in Olympic sports because ~he extent of public and media interest 
in football and men’s basketball Par exceeds the extent of inlerest in any other sport. That 
heightened interest is reflected by corresponding heightened intensity and 
competitiveness in the recruitment of prospective stadeta-athletes for football and men’~ 
basketball, by the fact that coaches’ radio and television shows are finaneialiy profitable 
enterprises for Ihe electronia media, and by the fact that vastly greater fan support exists 
for football and men’s basketball than for Ol),xnpic sports, all of which create a highly 
pressurized environment for assistant and head coaches. 

This general condition of highly pressurized pubIic interest in revenue sports not 
only creates differences in coaching duties, but also creates a tremeadaus difference in 
the labor markets for coaches of revenue versus Ol~rapic sports. As a fundamental 
matter of economics on a national scale, coaches in revenue sports at institutions that 
have Division I men’s basketbalI progrma~s and Division I-A football progrmns command 
~ompensation at a higher scale than coaches in Olympic sports at the sanae instltmions. 
At brNC-Chapel Hill, coaches in revenue nnd Olympic sports have won numerous 
national championships in the years since the enactment of Title IX, and to maintain this 
level of excellence across the athletics program, the Deparmaent of Athletics pays 
coaches what the coaching labor market requires, q(l~e average salaries of head coaches 
and full-time a~ssistant coaches in Olynapie sports at UNC-Chapel Hill are actually very 
similar between the men’s and women’s programs, mad have been able to be increased 
recently due to a student fee increase in order to encourage longevity in these posflions.% 
Furthermore_, iu response to increased pubiic and media interest in women’s basketball, 
the Department of Athletics has taken steps to increase coaches’ saIaries accordingly. 
With fbw exceptlons~ head coaches and assistanl coaches of men’s and women’s teams 
have at-will appointments. 

Investigator’s Manual at 

A student fee increase of approxlmately $69 occurred between tim 2608-2009 and 2009-2010 aeademlc 
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Based on the foregoing, the Committee finds that the Department ~f Mhleties is 
in compliance with Title !X with respect to the compensation of coaches, 

f Provision of Locker Rooms, Practice and Competitive Facilities 

The Policy Interpretation states that compliance with Title IX in this area will be 
determined by assessing the following factors: 

L Availabili~y of locker rooms; 
Quality q[ locker rooms; 
Quality and availability oj’ the facilities provided for practice and 

Exclusivity of use of facilities provided for practice and competgive 

Maintenance ofpractice and competitive events; and 
Preparation q#~cilities for practice and competitive event~. ~z 

For ease of discussion, this seetlon will be subdivided into two seetlons. The first 
seotion w!ll address locker rooms; the second wil! address practice and competitive 
faelthies, 

LockerRooms 

L Availability and Exclusivity of Use 

Twelve men’s teams (basehatt, basketball, eross-countsy, football, golf, lacrosse, 
~oecer, ~wln~ming & divir~g, te~is, ~ndoor ~ack & field, ou~oor track & field, and 
wrestling) have the exclusive use of lheir locker room thciIities during the enlire 
academi~ year. 

Thirteen women’s teams (basketball, cross-country, field hockey, golf, 
gymnastics, lacrosse, soccer, softball, swimming & diving, tennis, indoor track & field, 
outdoor track & field, and volleyball) have the exch~sive use of their locker room 
fasiiities during the entire academic year. Field hockey occasionally shares its locker 
room wi~h visiting women s !acrosse teams in the spring, and v, omen s Iacrosse shares 
its locker room wlth visiting field hockey reruns in the fall. 

- The men’s .ferlcing teem and two women’s teams (fencing and rowing) do not 
have locker room facilities. The fencing team utilizes slorage and bathroom]shower 
facilities available in Fetzer Gymnasium; however, because the absence of a fencing 
locker room impacts men and women equally, it does not create a concern related to Title 
]X comp!iasce. The Committee noted that the current rowing facility is located on land 
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now ovmed by the Orange Water and Sewer Authority, ("OWASA"), which means that 
the Depattment of A~hleti~s cannot unilaterally decide to renovate the boathouse to 
construct locker moms. However, the Committee undersNuds that fl~e represe~tfaes 
from ~e Depa~ment of Athletes have recently in]tia~ed talks with OWASA regarding 
the uselexp~sion of Ncilifies far ~e rowing team at UnNershy Lake. ~e CommRtee 
~commends both that these conversations with OWASA continue, ~d also that ~e 
Depamnem s~ongly consider ~nde~klng effo~ to identify Nnding far the construction 
of a locker morn for ~e rowing team. Specifically, the Commi~ee recommends that the 
Depmment unde~e a review of the site along wRh OWASA to determine the 
feaslbi[~ of locker morn construction at Universi~ L~e. 

Quality of Locker Rooms 

As part of the Self-Study, the Committee toured the majority of the locker rooms 
provided for varsity- teams99 and Committee members were generally impressed by the 
qua[i*y thereof. Similarly-, most of the stadent-athletes whose teams have locker room 
facilities rated the quality of their faeillty hlghly. When asked to rate the quality" of 
locker rooms (from 1 being "poor" to 4 being "excellent"), the average response of 
female student-athletes w~s 2.85, while that of male student-athletes was 3.25. On a 
reran-specific basls, no team (other than rowlng) rated the quality of their locker rooms 
lower than "fair." The responses to the Coaches’ Questionnaire also indicated 
satlsfaefion with the q~ality of locker rooms. When asked to rate the "quality of locker 
room faeilities" (from l being "poor" to 5 being "excellent"), the average response was 
3.95. 

The Department of Athletics’ eommltanent to provldlng quallty locker morns for 
its student-athletes h~s been demonstrated by a number of efforts taken since the last Title 
1X Sell’Study. Since 2006, exclusive locker morns have been constructed for both the 
wrestllng and gymnastics teams and renovations have enhanced the locker room facilities 
for the women’s basketball, men’s lacrosse and baseball teams. Plans are also underway 
to improve the locker rooms for the volleyball team as part of the next phase of the 
renovations to Woollen Gymnasium. 

Practice and Competitive Facilities 

3-4, Quality and Availability of the Facilities provided for ,Practice and 
Competitive Events, and Exclusivity of Use q[ Facilities Provided for 
Practice and Competitive Events 

When asked to rate the quality of practice facilities (from 1 being "poor" to 4 
being "excellent") the average response of famMe student-athletes (3,13) was very slmiIm 
to the average lesponse of male student-athletes (3.38). On a team-specific basis, no 
team rated the quality of practice facilities below "fair." Likewise, student-athletes gave 
favorable responses when asked to rate the quality of competitive facilities, and the 
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average response from female student-athletes (3.20) was similar to the average ratlng 
provlded by male student-athletes (3.31)~ Urine again, no team rated their competitive 
facilitles lower than "fair." 

Similarly favorahle assessments were offered by the coaches. The average 
response of coaches rating the qeality of practice f~illtles (from 1 being "pear" tu 5 
being "excellent") wa~ 3.81. On the same five-po~n~ scale, coaches rated the quality of 
competitive i~aci[ities even more highly (4.00). 

All of the teams in both the men’s end women’s programs either have priority or 
shared priority of their practice and/or competitive facilities. A large amount of overlap 
occurs among teams (prin~arily with Fetzer Field a~d C,a~michael Are~aa), but in those 
cases the coaches work together in order to share the facility. When asked to idetuil~ how 
often scheduling conflicts existed with respect to their practice facilit3, (from 1 being 
"never" to 4 being "always"), the average response by female student-athletes (1.88) was 
similar to that provided by male student-athletus (1.75). Very few teams share the same 
competitive facility, m~d these that do suceessfatiy schedule competition events to avoid 
conf~ict. 

Teams that use Fetzer G,.,~nasium must sometimes wait until alter 3:00 p.m. to 
utilize their practice facilities because the Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
controls the building and Fetzer is otten used for academic classes until 3:00 p,m. The 
teams that have shared priority are able to work out a schedule that is agreeable to all 
those involved. 

The head sofiball coach expressed concern that, unlike the baseball team, the 
so~hal~ team does not have an indoor h~tting facility. During inclement weather, efforts 
are ~nade to schedule time for the softball team to utilize floe haseball team’s indoor 
hittlng Neili~’. However, because the baseball toam bus priority, softball players can 
typically only nse that thciIity during limited times during the morning, which can 
conflict with practices during the fall, or during the evening hours, which presents a 
conflict with study hall. Accordingly, the Committee recommends that efforts be taken 
to improve the current time-share of the indoor bitting facility at Boshamer Stadium so 
that the srdtbaIl tomn has better access to that facility during inclement weather. 

Maintenance and Preparation of Facilities for Practice and Competitive 
Events 

For the most part, the teams are satisfied with the maintenance and preparation of 
their facilities. Some of the teams do a large portiu~ oftha preparation work for practice 
themselves. For example, wrestling clemas their room daily, gymnastics and fencing set 
up all of their equipment, and many other teams will regularly move equlpment (i.e., 
goals, hurdles, cones, etc.) around to suit their needs for a given day. When asked to rate 
facility maintenance (ftom 1 being "poor" to 4 being "excellent"), foe average response 
of famale ~udent-atbletes (3.1I) was similar to the average response of male studertt- 
athletes (3.28). Similarly, when asked if"facilities are maimained adequately," twenty- 
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one of the twenty-three coaches who responded answered "yes" and there was no 
discernible pattern of gender inequity revealed by the few coaches that disagreed with 
this assessment, 

The Committee finds that floe Department of Athletles is in con~pliance with Title 
13Y wifl~ respect to the provision ot" tucker rooms, practice thcifities~ and competitive 
facilities¯ Committee members determined that, on the whole, the Department provided 
excellent ~aeilities for both men’s and women’s teams. IIowever, the tack of a locker 
room for the rowing team is problematic~ and the Committee recomraends that 
conversations be eontlnaed with OWASA to explore possible options far expanding the 
facilities for fl~e rowlng ~eam ~d also reeo~ends that the Dep~ment strongly consider 
~de~ag eflb~s ~o ideati~ ~nding for ~e con~etion of a locker room for the 
ro~mg te~. The Commi~ee will review these effo~ related to ~e feas~bi[~ of fac~li~ 
eonsO~ctlon at University L~e during its next manual meeting. In addifiot~, the 
Commi~e recomme~ds that ~he Deponent of A~et~cs explore ways to improve the 
eu~ent t~nae-share in the indoor hitting facility at Boshamer Stadium between 
b~eball and softball ~ams and the Commi~ee will review the success of ~ese effo~s 
d~ng its next ann~! meeting. 

Medical and Training Facilgies and Services 

The Policy Interpretation lists five factors to be assessed in determining 
compliance with Tiile LY in this area." 

2. 
3. 

5. 

Availability of medical personnel and assistance; 
He~dlh, accident, and i~ury instance coverage; 
Availability and quality of weight and training facilities; 
Availability and quality of conditioning facilities; and 
Availability and qual~cations of athletic trainers. 

1, Availability of Medical Persnnnel and Assistance 

The Director of the UNC Sports Medicine program oversees a staffof phys~ctans, 
nurses, certified licensed athleti~ trainers, physical therapists, graduate and undergraduate 
student athletic trainers a~d olher support staf~ Through the Team Physicians and 
Addetlc Training staff., student-athletes are guaranteed complete medical coverage ihr 
prevention and treatment of sports-feinted ha juries and illnesses. 

Each varsity team is covered by a team of sp~rts medicine personnel. Each team 
is assigned a Prima~y Care Physician, Orthopedic Physician, Staff Athletlc Trainer, and 
Graduate Sluden~ Athletic Trainers¯ ~is medical team provides most of the health care 
for their assigned student-athletes, a!~ough there is some cross-coverage be~een s~ff as 
the need arises. Unless the Team Physician reeo~n~end~ othe~i~e, the Spo~s Medicine 
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physicians and staffwill be utilized for treatment. All trainers have masters’ degrees in 
the areas of biomeehanlcs, anatomy and physiology, mad some are also physical 
theraplsts. The~ are eleven full-time athletic trainers, one part-time athletic trainer, two 
part time thculty-clinicians, and nineteen graduate assistants, all of whom are certified 
and licensed in North Carolina. The number of ~rainers employed is driven by data 
(provided by the National Athletic Trainers’ Association) indicating the appropriate 
staffing requirements far each sport based on analysis of the likelihood of injury. 

The trainer assignments are driven by a "coverage model," under whlch the goal 
is to have a trainer available during all competitions and either a trainer or a graduate 
assistant available at each team praetice,t°l Trainers do not typically cover rowing 

praefiee (beeanse the trainer would essentially wait at the boat house), but they are 
caW’ in the ease of emergency, Athletic trainers are typleal/y responsible for more than 
one sport (exceptions include the employment of a sport-specific trainer tbr the ~hotball 
team due to the size of the te~m and sport-speclfic trainers for both gymwasfies and men’s 
soccer due to the teaching responsibillfies of the trdmers). Most teams are assigned a 
staff athletic trainer and t~,o graduate assistants (the graduate asslstaut positions are 
funded jointly by Campt~s Health Services, the Department of Exercise and Sport 
Selence, and the Department of Athlefics), 

The physicians, physical therapists, and nursing staffall have regular office hours 
in the Campus Health Servlces building, Athletle trainers have regular office hours in the 
Stalifugs-Evans Sports Medicine Center. Appolntmants can also be scheduled with each 
staff member as needed. There are also three athletic training Paeilities available to the 
student-athletes in addition to the Physical Therapy theififies available to all stodents ut 
Campus Health Services. The most frequented facility is the Stalllngs-Evans Sports 
Medleine Center, which opened in June 2010 and is available to all Universi~" students. 
Stalllngs-Evans is open on weeMays during the school year from 8:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. 
It is also open on weekends for practice and game coverage, The Kenan FootbMI Centar 
is also equipped with a training facility utilized by the lbotball team. The Kenan Athletic 
Training Room is open for football practice, conditioning and game coverage. The third 
training room is loeatad in the Smith Center and is used by the swimming & diving teams 
and the men’s basketball team, Tbe Smith Center Athletic Training Room is open from 
1:30 p.m,-5:00 p,m. fi’om Monday Friday and for game and praetlce coYerage on the 
weekend. All training Neilities are available to the student-athletes on a first come, first 
served basis. 

As part of its review, the Committee consulted Dr. Mafia Ciocca, the Director of 
Sports Medicine, and Dr. Dan Hooker, the Associate Director of Sports Medicine. Dr, 
Ciocea noted that trainers typically have 3M years of experience prior to being hired. He 
also opined that there is no disparity between the experience levels of the trair~ers 
provided to each team. Committee members also asked ab~et the instructional training 
provided to trainers, Dr, Hooker explalned that there is some spert=speeific training 
provided to help prepare the trainers for the most eommon medical maladies associated 

chart indicating the a,ss[gmrnenI of medical training personnel is included in Appendix t, Assignmenls 
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whh their assigned sports(s), H~z also noted that there is some gender-specific training 
regarding toples such as likelihood of injury and eating disorders. The Sports Medicine 
staff is continuing to work with coaches, student-athletes, and their paren~ to establish 
earlier relationships and foster a better understanding of the scope of the services they 
provide. 

Health, Accident, andInsurance Coverage 

Health related costs are covered fillet by the student-athletes’ individtml health 
insurance policies. Secondary coverage is provided by the Department of Athletics. 
Student-athletes’ health insurance coverage is identified each summer prior to the 
hegirmlng of the academic year. Student-athletes with no health inst~rance coverage, high 
deductible amounts, or no out-of-network benefits are identified; then Sports Medicine, 
Athletics’ compliance persormel, and coaches assess these sltaations to determine if the 
])epa~nent of Athlefies sho~dd purchase a primary or secondary health insurance policy 
for these student-athletes. Additionally, the Department of Athletics purchases health 
insurance policies for at! international student-athletes. 

Personal ~iury costs incurred due to sports-related accidents are in:st covered by a 
student-athletes’ primary insurance coverage. Costs not covered by the student-athletes’ 
primary insurance coverage (up to $7,500) are paid by the Department of Athletics. The 
Department of Athletics aIso provides seeo~dary accident insurance coverage that covers 
all costs up tu a set NCAA catastrophic amount.l°~ Costs beyond the NCAA calastrophic 
smnutu are then deferred to the NCAA’s catastrophic insurance policy.1°~ The 
Department does not distinguish between male and female student-athletes in applying 
these policies. 

3~. Qualiiy and Availability of Weight Training and Conditioning Facilities 

A m~iority of the teams (including all Olympic sports) utilize the newly constructed 
weight training and conditioning facilities housed in the Loudermilk Center for 
Excellence. With input from coaches, a schedule wifl~ a~l Olynapic sport teams is devised 
so fl~at each team is provided with a designated time to conduct weight training and 
conditioning activities. However, the men’s boskethall, women’s basketball, baseball, 

and football teams 13,pically utilize their own team-specific facilities. In addition, the 
men’s and women’s tennis, men’s and women’s cross-country, indoor track & field, 
outdoor track & field, and wrestling teams have ~ll pm~hased ~ limited anaount of weight 
equipment for their individtml teams o~t of their own b~dgets. 

The_weighl tmining and conditioning facilities were rated highly by both studetu- 
athletes and coaches alike. When asked to i’ate the quality, of weight training and 
conditioning faeilities (from 1 being ,poor" lo 4 being "e×cetlenl"), the avei~ge 
responses of tbmale student-athletes (3.85) and male student-athletes (3.57) were both 
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high; indeed, no team rated these facillti~s b~low "good," Similarly, when asked to rate 
the quality of the weight traiJ~ing and condkloning facilities (from l being ’~poor" m 5 
being "~xoelle~f’), the a~’orage rating of respondents ~o the Coaches’ Quesfionnaire was 
4.95. 

5. AvailabiIily and Qualifications of Athletic Trainers 

Sports Medicine employs eleven ftdi-fime athletle trainers, one part-ftme athletle 
trainer, and two part-fime faculty clinicians. Of the ~hll-time sted$ members, four are 
certified ~d licensed physical therapists. AddKionally, three ce~ified athletic ~alners 
~e pm of the Spans Medicine facul~. ~e s~ffalso includes ~vo doctoral students who 
are also ceR~fied licensed athlefie trail~ers ~ad sere ~ the pr~ma~ stuff athletic trainer 
~br a team, ~am coverage ~d athletic training room covarage are also supposed by 18 
ee~[fied licensed ~aduatu assistant athletic trainers ~d approximately 25-30 
under~aduate stud~t athletic g~mers. 

Asslgrtments of athlefie ~ainers for each team are ~hown in Appendix I. 

The Commh~e finds that the Depar~roent of Athletics is in eomp[ia~ce with ’]iRle 
EK in the provision of medical and athletic tminit~g fheilRie~ and services. Medical 
services provided to the student-athletes are excellent for both male and female student- 
athletes. Athletic training facilities are provided to fit the needs of each individual sport. 

h. ~lau~ing and Dining Faeglities 

The Policy .~nterpretation states that compliance with Title LY in the area of 
housing and dining facilities be assessed by examining the following facturs: 

Housing provided; and 
Special services as part of housing t~rrangernents (e.g. laundry,facilities, 
parldng space, maid service). 

The Investigator’s Manual states that comparisons between the men’s and 
women ~ programs should be made as to special hmzsing programs, meal plans 
available, special dining arrangements, and the number of teams Jbr whom training 
tables ov pre-game meals are arranged. 

In assessing compliance in this area, the housing and dining and related fae~lifies 
and services were eoasldered for both tbe academic year mad periods when classes are not 
in session (~emester breaks, before ehs~es start ga ~he fall, etc,). 
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During the Academic 

There are no special or separate facilities used to house the sta~dent-athletes. The 
t)cpartment of Athleties is allocated a certain manber of spaces in various residence halls 
on Sottth and Mid Campus, Assigranents of those spaces are made by the Senior 
Associate Athletic Director for Olympic Sports. A number of studant-athletes choose to 
live off-campus in apartments. Those sradent-athletes who receive a room Grant in Aid 
("GIA") and choose to five off-campus receive a housing stipend. Eael~ stadent-athleta 
who lives off-campus must make al! arrangements for obtaining his/her apartmet~t, 

2. Dining 

Student~ath~etes (other tha~ those partielpatlng in football or basketball) who 
reeelve board as part of their GIA receive off-campus meal ct~ecks once per semester, 
which they may use to either purchase a meal plan on-campus or to buy groceries if they 
live off-campus. Student-athletes participating in men’s or women’s basketball who 
receive board as part of thelr GIA receive off-campus meal checks monthly,m6 They 
may either choose to purchase a meal plan on-campus or to buy groeerles if they live off 
campus. St~dent-athletas participating in foothal! who receive board as part of their GIA 
receive tlve training table meals a week. eight meals on-campus, and right meals to be 
purchased with a meal check.I°~ 

b During University B~’eakd 

Itousing 

As discussed above, a number of student-athletes choose to llve off-campus. 
Unless otherwise noted, discussion of housing arrangements in this seetlou pertain only 
to those student-eth]etes living on-campus. 

Most coaches, regardless of whether ~hey coach men’s or women’s teams, stated 
that their policy is to have those who llve on-campus double-up in the apartments of 
those who l~ve off-campus. Some coaches indicated that fl~ey will sometimes arrange for 
hotel aeeommodetlons, particularly if there is not enough space in taammates’ 
apartments.1°9 The football team uses a campus residence hal! during the pre-season. 
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Durthg the Winter Holiday break, if the team is stil! playing, on-campus football student- 
athletes are allowed to remain in their residence halls. 

Z Dining 

All coaches stated that they give their student-athletes a per diem during 
University breaks during which their team is either practicing or competing. 

The Commitree finds that the Department of Athletics is in compliance with Title 
IX in the provision of housing and dining facilities and se~vines. I)uriag the academic 
year there are no differences between the way male and female stodent-atlfletes 
treated with regard to housing and dining facilities and services. During times when 
classes are not in session, male and female student-athletes utilize off-campus team 
housing, residence hails, and hotels. ~lhere is no dispari~’ evident between men’s and 
women’s teams with regard to housing dutlng semester breaks and holidays, 

Review of the publicity provided to each team is brohen down lnm three areas of 
assessment: 

Availability and quality of sports information personnel; 
Access to other publicity resources for men’s and worann’s 
programs; and 
Quantity and quality of publications and other promotional devices 

featuring men’s and women’s programs. ~ ~o 

I, Availability and Quality of Sports Information Personnel 

To evaluate this program component, the Conwalttee received information from 
Steve Kkschner, Associate Athletic Director for Athletics Communications. Mr. 
Kirschner explained thai every intercollegiate athletics competition ~hat is hosted by 
UNC-C, hapel Hit is staffed by the number of sports infarmatlon personnel necessary to 
record aI! relevant statistics during the competition and to accommodate the media 
before, duting, and after the competition. Also, at least one l~C-Chapel Hill sports 
thformetion official travels with the football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, 
volleyball; baseball and softball teams to all competitions thai take place away from 
home. The number of sports information personnel who staff each home competition 
varies with each sport’s need for statistical record keeping and the extent of media 
attention at that particular compethian. 
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In addition to recording statistics and accommodating media requests, the sports 
informatlon department wrltes, designs, and edits media guides/yearbooks, writes and 
distribtltes press releases, writes and distribates game pJ~eviews and post-game releases~ 
and photographically documents team performances. Sports lnfor;nation personnel also 
record and post audio and video elements to GoHeels.com, the Universlty’s official 
wehsita, and help coordinate the soclal media presence of varsi~" teams. 

The sports information (aka "Athletics Communieatlons") staff is carnprlsed of 9 
full-time employees with an average of more than I6 years of experience in sports 
lnformatiom Mr. Kirsebner’s staff also includes a graduate student and 8 student 
assistants. With the exception of fl0e official Department of Athletics’ photographer, each 
member of Mr. Kksehner’s staff is assigned specific teams for which to provide sports 
information services. The Committee found no evidence of gender dlscriznlnation in the 
assignment of sports information personnel; indeed, all but two members of the staffwere 
assigned to provide sarviees to teams of both genders. When necessitated by media 
demand, sports information persormel witl often provide see,lees for teams to which they 
are not assigned. Similarly~ sttMent assistants ore ntl]ized as necessary to meet demand. 

Based on the foregoing, the Committee f’mds that the Department of Athletics is 
in compliance wifla Title VX with respect to the oval[ability and quality of sports 
infon~ation personnel. 

2. Access to Other Publicity Resourees for Men’s and Wvmen’s Programs 

As part of its review-, the Committee heard from Rick Steinbacher, Uq’,iC’s 
Associate Athletic Director for Sports Mm’keting, about the services provided by the 
Department of Athletlcs’ Sports Marketing and New Media Staff. 

The Sports Marketing group is responsible for generating revenue through a 
variety of means (e.g. ticket sales, corporate sponsorships, concessions, merchandise) as 
well as developing new revenue streams. Additionally, the Sports Marketing group 
endeavors to grow atlendance, er~anee athletics game atmosphere, and protecffadvance 
the UNC bPand, To meet goals in each of these areas, the Sports Marketing group seeks 
to develop bgth "traditional" and "digital" communities of supporters. The Sporta 
Marketing group also focuses efforts on creating a common brand plaffoma, marketing 
fuothatl & men’s basketball tickets, f~nd-raising for the Biue Zone at Kenan Stadium, m 
arid sponsorlng alhletic program gro~vth and development. 

The New Media group is primarily responsible fur utilizing technological 
advancements to improve hoth media coverage and the game-day experience. As such, 
the New Media group is responsible for prodl~eing content for the video boards at the 
Smbh Center, Kenan Stadium, Bosbarner Stadium, Henry Stadium, and Carmic!~ael 
Arena (collectively, approximately 120 events per year). The New Media group also 
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produces television shows, streams Olympic sports online, produces Intomet videos, and 
assists with Special Productions and Events such as Late Night w! Roy’ & Signing Day 
Live. Mr. Steinbacher touted recent efforts to increase broadcast signal distribution, 
includthg the development of a Cenu’alized Control Room whleh connects multiple 
athletic venues to a production center housed in the Smith Center. Relatedly, the 
University recently launched a pilot program in partnership with ESPN that enables 
I3NCoproduced content to be streamed online vla ESPN3,com, In addition, Mr. 
Steinbaeher noted the transition to an increased capacity for High Definition 
broadcasting, a general expansion of Digital Media, an increased focus on Game Day 
produtaion planning, and various efforts to support reeruiring, 

Since the 2005~96 Title IX Self-Study, the Department of Athletics has 
undertaken significant efforts to improve the publicity services provided through digital 
media, As a testament to the success of these efforts, during the past year, GoHeels.com 
(and its predecessor tarheelblue.com), the oitlcial website office I)epartment af Athletics, 
received 501),g00 visitors each month. The New Media group also controls accounts on 
Facebook and Twitter that are used to market each varsity team. 

3he Sports Marketing group is comprised of five futl41me employees with an 
average ~f five years of exparience in the Department, as well as a graduate student. The 
New Media group is comprised tff seven ful!-fime employees with an average of over slx 
years of experience. With the exception of foothaIl, men’s basketball, and women’s 
basketball, each sport is assigned one full-time staff member or intern and at least one 
stodent assistant. 

The Sports Marketing and New Media Department does not distlngnish sports by 
gender; instead, the primary dividing line is bstween revenae-producing spoi~ and 
Olympic Sports. ~ere are essenlJally (and informally) 4 tiers of sparks that drive 
budgeting decisions. The higher the tier, the more money is allocated for marketing. The 
first tier includes revenue generating sports and sports with especially strong fan bases, 
and is eun’ently comprised of football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, and 
baseball. The second tier is comprised of sports for which UNC sells tickets bm which 
do not produce revenue for the institution. This tier currently includes men’s lacrosse, 
women’s lacrosse, men’s soccer, and women’s soccer. The third tier is comprised of 
sports for which tickets are not sold but for which the fan base is demonstrably 
responsive to marketing efforts. P~eser~tly, the third tier is comprised of the volleyball, 
softball, and field hockey taams. The fourth tier is comprised of sports for which 
marketing eflbrts have little return on investment and tbr which UNC does nat sell 
tickets. The fourth tier includes the cross country, fencing, gymnastics, men’s golf, 
women’s golf, men’s tennis, women’s tennis, rowing, swimming & diving, track & field, 
mad wrestling taams. There is nothing that automatically limits a varsity team’s ability to 
move into a higher tier. 
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3. Quantity and Quality of Publications and Other Promotional Devices" 

There are a number of publleations and other promotional devices available to all 
teams. With the exception of fencing, the Athlefics Communicatlon office publishes 
media guides for all teams, all of whlch are of consistently high quality in terms of 
production and in the extent of information they contain. Four-color posters with 
integrated schedules are produced for all teams. With respect to advertising, all home 
competitlons in all sports recalve pre-event advertising through two local newspapers (the 
Chapel Hill News and the Dally Tar Heel) and one local radlo station (WCHL). 

Game programs, television and radio coaches’ shows, and pl~y-by-play 
broadcasts are produced for football and men’s basketball as part of the multi-media 
agreemem. The women’s basketball team also benefits from a mdlo coaches’ show and 
play-by-play radio broadcast of games. Play-hy-play broadcasts are also provided for the 
baseball team after the conclusion of the men’s basketball season. S~nee ~c 2005~6 
Tffle ~ SelGStudy, ~e Dep~ment of Athletics has developed a Cen~alized Control 
Room which ~eets multiple athletic venues to a production center housed in the Smith 
Center. Relatedly, floe Depa~ment of A~leties recently launched a pfl~t pro~am in 
pa~ership w~th ESPN tha~ enffbles UNCsprodueed content to be ~re~ned onfine via 
ESPN3.com, which will benefit women’s varshy spots. 

The Committee finds that the Department of Athletics is in compliance with Title 
IX in the area of pnblleity. The Committee finds, with regard m the types and quality of 
sports information personnel and services, that there is no disparity in the services offered 
to teams; each team receives sports information services commensurate wlth the demand 
created by media attention. 

There is a disparity between the types of promotlonab*sports marketing devices 
provided to football, men’s basketball, women’s hasketbalI, and baseball and the types of 
promotlonal/sports marketing devices that are provided to all other sports. In general 
terms, the sports marketing devices for these teams are dealgned to take advantage ofpre- 
existing public interest, Maile the spotts markefing devices for all other sports are 
designed to create public interest. The disparity in the types of sports marketing devices 
does not, theretbre, result in a disparity in the opportunity to receive publicity. Thus, the 
Commlt~ee found no pattern of a gender-based disparity in the area of pubficity. 

The Commlttee notes that a number of student-athletes rated the level ofpubfic[ty 
provided lower than other components~112 Some of the comments (Le. inaccurate 
reporting by media outlets not controlled by the University) are unrelated to the current 
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Self-Study, Others may result from a misunderstanding about the level of services 
provided to each team. Regardless, the Committee finds that this is not a gender-related 

fi Provi~’ion of Support Servlees 

"~e Policy Interpretation states the amount of administrative and clerical support 

provided to an athletics program cart affect the overall provision qf benefits and 
opportunities .[br student-athletes of both genders, ’~ticul~ly to the extent that the 
provided se~ices enable coaches to perform be~ler th~i~ coaching functions. ,,~m 
Compliance in this area will be assessed by examining the equiva&nce of +he fMlowing 

2he amo*¢nt of administrative assistance provided to men ~ and 
women’s programs; and 
The amount of secretarial and clerical assistance provided to 
men’s and rromen ’ s programs. ~ t4 

Administeative Assistance 

"l~c Athletic Administration at LTqC-Chepel Hill is not divided into a men’s and 
women’s program. All athletic administrators are available to work with both men’s ,and 

Secretarial/Clerical Assistance 

With the exception of football and ~omen s soccer, all head coaches reported that 
they perform at least some clerical duties on a weekly basis. 

Four teams have their own secretarial/clerical staffpersoa~s: 

Football: 4 full-time 
Men’s Basketball: 3 full-time 
Women’s Basketbal!: 3 full-time 
Baseball: I part-time 

One full-time seeretarlal/cler[cal staff person is assigned to each of the following 
combined groups: 

Field hockey, Men’s I,aemsse, Gymnastics, Wrestling, and Volleyball 
Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer, Track & Field, Cross Country,, Men’s 
Tennis, Women’s Tennis 
Women’s Lacrosse, Rowing, Softball, Fencing, Men’s Golf, Women’s Golf 
Women’s Swlmmlng and Diving, Men’s Swimming and Diving 
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Several coaches lathe "combined groups" noted that although the quality of 
service provided is excellent, the sitoation ereatas a workload too heavy for one staff 
person. 

Additional Operating Factors Which Impact the Prmqsion of Support 
Services 

a. Office Space 

Each head coach has a private oNae. Additionally, most of the assistant coaches 
have off.ice space as well. Of the nineteen head coaches who provided input in this area, 
eighteen indicated that they thought men’s and women’s teams have comparable oNce 
space, 

b.     Qff’tce Equipment and Supplies 

Get, era! oNce equipment and supplies are purchased by the teams’ administrative 
assistants m~d are charged to the business office account. All general office equipment 
and supplies are charged to the Department’s business once account for all teams 
excluding football and men’s basketball. Coaches who would llke personalized supplies 
may purchase those supplies out of their team budget. 

ONce equipment, such as fax machines and copy machines, are also available to 
all of the teams in their respective secretary’s once. The machines are also purchased 
out of the business office account. Some coaches have pumhasad their own once 
equipment (fax machine, copy machine, etc.) because they felt it would be more 
convenient to have the equipment closer to their oNces. It should be noted here that each 
of these teams has once eq~fipment avai[ahle for its use, and their personal oNce 
equipment was p~rehased o~t of convenlenee rather than necessity. 

The Committee finds that the Department of Athletics is in compliance with Title 
IX in the provisinn of support services. All coaches have equal access to the Athletin 
Administration. Each head coach has a private oNce, and most of the ~,ssistant coaches 
are accommodated with once space as ~velL Two men’s teams (football and basketball) 
and one women’s team (basketball) have more cIefical support, but the differences are 
reasonable in light of the administrative demands of the sports. 

Recruitment 

The Policy lhterpretation notes that "recruitment practices of institutions often 
affect the overall provia?ion of opportunity ¢o male and female athletes. ~ 77re review of 
recruitment practices will take into account the Jbllowing three factors: 
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Whether coaches or other professional athletic personnel in the 
programs serving male and female athletes are provided with 
substantially equal opportunities to recruit; 

~¢7~ether the financial and other resources made available for 

recrug>nent in male and female athletics programs are 

equivalendy adequate to meet the needs qf each program; and 

Whether the differences in benefits, opportunities, and ~reatment 
afforded prospective student-athletes of each sex have a 
disproportionately limiting ~ffect upon the recruitment of students 

of either sex, m 

DeparOnent Recwuitment Policy 

The Department of Athletics has established guidelines for the recruitment of 
student-athletes that applies to both men’s and wolv~en’s varsity teams. In dohag so, the 
Department follows the rec~iting bylaws included in the Divlsi~n [ NC.~ Manual and 
the ACC Constitution ~d By-Laws. There are no differences between the men’s and 
women’s varsity te~s wi~ reg~ to rec~it~ng policies, procedures, and criteria. 

Equal Opportunities to Recruit 

Substanfiaily equal opporttmity to recruit is based on the amount of time the 
coaches and/or other athletic personnel have to recruit. All of the head coaches for the 
men’s and women’s varsity ~eam~ devote time to recruiting. The percentage of time 
spent, however, varied among the individual sports wlth no significant differences 
between the men’s and women’s varsity teams as a whole. Each team reported they have 
as many coaches recruit on the road as allowed by the NCAA. 

Equivalently ddequate Financial and Recruiting Resources 

Financial and other resources made available for recruitment in the men’s and 
women’s athletic progrmxts must be equivalently adequate to meet the needs of each 
program. To assess compliance, the Committee examined actual expenditures 
recruiting between 2005 and 20ll lbr each sport, q3t~e recruiting expenditures arc 
included in the foIlowing charts, compiled with audit informmion provided by the 
Department of Athletlcs’ Business and Finance Office: 

5O 
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Based on the foregoing, the Committee noted that the annual recruiting expenses 
varied considerably across spo~ sad, to some extent, across years. To decrease the 
variation across years, file Committee determined the average (mean) recruiting expenses 
tbr each varsity sport which revealed a range of annual reeruitif~g expendltures from 
$7,t25 (gynmastics) to $534,936 (football)] 17 

The average overall total for recruitment expenses for men’s teams was $862,222, 
as compared to $273,736 fbr women’s teams. The Committee noted thin these fi~re~ 
were l~kely skewed loward men ~n pa~ because of ~e roster size o~ the ~bothall team. 
Subtracting the ~c~ent expenses for f~othall ~m the ~1 f~r the men’s ta~s 
resulted in a revi~ed t~l of $327,286 f~r ~e inca’s ta~s. However, in addition to the 
recruiting expenses ~sted ~n the table above, the Commi~ee le~ed that each year pfivata 
donors eon~ibute approximately $160~000 for ~’ave] in a private jet hy the head 
baskethall coach ~d $100~000 for slm[lar travel by the head foethal~ coach.~as ~i~ 
~ncmases the a~ual average recruiting expense~ ~br ~he men’s tea~ (excluding ~bothall) 
to $487,286. Using ~ese revised to~ls, the relative comparis~n of expenses for ~e 
men’s and women’s teams is a ratio of 1.78 to 1. S~d differently, the ree~itlng 

More than half of the coaches sur~,eyed indicated that their recruitment budget 
was insufficient.ll9 Several coaches indicated that their ability to make personal visits to 
recruits’ homes and!or~ games w~s Iimited due to budgetary constraints. However, there 
was no discernible pattern of gender discrimination identifiable on the basis of tl~ese 
assessments.~2° 

The Committee consldered a number of legitimate nondiscriminatory, factors that 
contt’ibute to the evident disparity ba recruith~g expenses. Some of the disparity can be 
explained by the fact thst varsity coaches take advantage of all evaluatlon and!or 
recruiting oppott~nities permitted by the NCAA. For example, the NCAA permits more 



’°recrnidng-person days"121 for men’s basketball (130) than it does for women’s 
basketball (100).1~2 Also, the NCAA permits ¢onalderably more "evaluation days" for 
football (210) than it does for sol~ball (50) or women’s volleyball (gO).~3 Because 
coaches at UNC are permitted to spend the maximum number of days 
recruitingievaluatlng allowed by NCAA bylaws, some ol" the disparity in recruiting 
expenses must be attributed to the cost of additlonal such oppormnitles afforded to men’s 
teams by the NCAA. 

Additionally certain head coaches utillze means of t~’avel that are more expansive 
than those otilized by other coaches, For instance, the head coaches of the men’s 
basketball and football teams are afforded the option to fly in a private jet on recruiting 
visits, which is more expensive than the alternative modes of traval utilized by other 
coaches, such as the University pirate used by the women’s basketball coach. This does 
not, hbwever, mean that head coaches w~h less expenalve modes of travel are afforded 
fewer travel opportunities. However, so that future self-studies can more accurately 
account for the recruiting benefits received by each program, the Committee recommends 
that the Department take efforts to more accurataiy capture the full costs of recruiting. 
Specifically, the Comthitlee recommends that costs a~d hours associated with travel by 
private plane be tracked and made available upon Commlt~ee request. Generally. the 
Commit-tee encourages /he Department of Athletics to account for all recruiting 

expanditures (ineludlng those afforded by athletic endowments). 

Finally, som, e of the disparity in the recruiting budget can be attributed to the 
exercise of discretion by bead coaches, each of whom is given to the option to rcalloeate 
l:hnding to other expenditures on the b~rsis of perceived priority. 

Other resources must also be considered in determining whether the needs of each 
program are adequately met. On their questionnaires, all coaches indicated that they use 
letters, phone calls, text messages, m~d campus visits in recmlting student-athletes, Each 
head coach receives a cell phone and adequate data plan due to the nature of their work. 
Further, all coaches indicated ~hat thcy and/or someone on their staff made in-person 
visits via games or tournaments as welt. There was no dift~rence in these t3,pes of 
technological resources made available for recruitment, Among the student-athletes who 
completed the su~ey and indicated that they had been recruited to attend UNC-Chapel 
Hill, 79% of men and 70% of women stated they were reerlfited via phone call, 64% of 
men and 60% of women slated they were recrulted via letter, and 66% of men and 72% 
of women slated they were recruited via emails and/or text messages. 
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Impact of Benet~ts, Opportunities, and Treatment Afforded Prospective 
Student-Athletes 

The treatment of prospective student-athletes is covered under the Department of 
Athletles’ recruitment policy and there was no discernible discrimination in the way 
maies and females were tte~ted while on ~n officiM v~sit. 8~eh vls~ts ~suMly ~eludcd 
~ave[ reimbursement, an en/ertai~ent allowance, a te~ meeting, att~ding a game, a 
campus ~, ~n academic meeting either wi~ a professor or academic counselor, ~d 
lodging with a player on the team. ~e number of o~cial vlsi~ varies among t~e ~ams, 
depending upon a te~s scholarship availabiii~’, with no identifiable dlserimhmtion 
baleen the men’s ~d women’s progr~s. 

Conclusions 

The Committee finds that the Depal~ent of Athletics is in compllanee with Title 
IX in the area of recrulunent. Coaches all use the same methods ~f rceru~tlng: emMls~ 
text messages, letlers, phone calls, in-person visits to see the prospective student-athletes, 
and o~cial and uno~ciM c~pus visits by ~e prospective student-athletes. All 
prospective s~dent-athletes were ~ated comparably during ~eir o~cial campus visits, 
~ad t~ere was no discriminntion baleen the men’s mid w~men’s teams based on the 
n~mber ~f prospective s~udents malting such official vislls. Unofficial visits, by 
definition, vafi~ among the te~s. 

In addition, the Committee finds that while the financial resources afforded to the 
men’s and women’s teams create a noticeable disparity, this disparity does not result in 
inequality ofleemitment oppo~milies available to male and female student-athletes, For 
insntnee, the comparative size of certain men’s teams (Le, football), comparative 
availability of recruiting opporttmities per NCAA regulations, and intensely competitive 
recruiting environment for certain sports all contribute to the difference in recruiting 
expenditures. 

bouts related to the use of private planes be tracked and readily available for Committee 
review in the fi~tare, Also, the Committee recommends thnt all costs associated with 
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Title IX requires instltutio~s that receive federal funding "to provide equal 
opporttm~ty to participate and to equaRy effectively acee~mnodate the athletics interests 
and abilities of male and female student-athletes."~2~ Since October 201 !, the Committee 
has examined all aspects of the intercollegiate athletics program at The University of 
North Carollna at Chapel Hill in order to assess whether these requ{rements are being 
met. The Committee generally was informed by file procedures i~dicated in the 
Investigator’s Manual, PNicy Interpretation, Clarification Letters, and other OCR 
publleatio~s in conducting the self-study. The Committee gathered information from 
various UKwersity and Department of Athletics’ adm’mistraters and personally toured the 
University’s athletic and ~’alning facilities. The Committee conducted surveys of 
undergraduate students, head coaehee, and nearly all stude~tt-athletes on each vaa’sity 
ituercelleglate team. The Committee also solicited information ~:om regional cntmnunity 
sports leagues, amateur athletic associations, and high schools. Committee members 
followed up with persons in each of these categories who indicated that they" wished to 
discuss issues with a member of the Commlrtee. 

As stated in the opening summary of tlfis report, ’l’itle IX’s requiremer~ts are 
divided into three prhnary areas ofinvestigatign: 

Whether athletic scholarships are provided "in proportion to the number of 
students of each sex pa~mlpating in interscholastic or intereollegiatu 
athletics.’,125 

2. "Whether the selection of sports and levels of competition effectively 
accommodate the interests and abilities of members of both sexes." 

"Whether equivalent benefits and opportunities are provided for members 
of both sexes partMpating in intercollegiate athletics in the areas of: 

Provision of equipment and supplies. 
Scheduling of games and pracf~ce times. 
Travel and per diem allowance, 
Opportunities to ~eelve tutorthg. 
Opportunities to receive coadfing. 
Locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities. 
Medical and training facilities and services. 
Housing and dining facilities and services. 
PubiiciPy. 
Support services. 
Recruitment of stodent-athletes.’’127 
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]~ae Committee firals that the Department of Athlelics is in compliance in all of 
the above areas and provides recommendations in three of the thirteen categories, as 
follows. 

Area 1: Whether athletic scholarships are provided in proportion to the number of 
students of each gender participating in interscholastic or intercollegiate athietles. 

v¢" CO~LIANT - IScholarships 

During the years under revie~v, the Department of Athletics" scholarship budget 
allotment was outside the proportionately equal guidelines set by OCR only during the 
2010-2011 academic year; however, fue variance favored the traditionally 
underrepresentud gender and was the result of amendments to State legislation, a 
legitimate nondiscfiminatou¢ factor. For each of the remaining years under review, the 
Department of Athletics was in compliance in the area of athletic financial asslstanee 
because the resulting discrepancy beiween female participation rates and associated 
scholars!tip rates falls withhi the one percentage point g~ideline. 

Area 2: Whether the seleefion of sports and levels of competition effectively 
accommodate the inter~ts and abiliiies of members of both genders. 

"/COMI~LI/LNT - Accommodation of athletics interest and ability 

The current varsity sports sponsored by the University fully and effectively 
accommedatu the athletic interes*s and abillties of both male and female students. As 
demonstrated by responses to the Undergraduate SulWey, pzrtieipafion rates in sport clubs 
and intramural spol~, and performance records of existing teams, the University’s 
current varsity intercollegiate offerings include all sports for which sufficient interest and 
ability exists among the student body to field a team. Moreover, the existing teams 
include all those for which significant future interest was discenfible based on an analysis 
of partlclpation in athletic organizations from which prospective future students are most 
likely to be dlawn. Consistent with this finding, there have been no requests for the 
Department of Athledes to add additional teams to its current offerings since the last Title 
LK Self-Study in 2005-2006. Moreover, the Department has a gender-neutral policy 
adequately suited to assess the demand fur~ and propriety of, adding additional sports in 
the future. 

Since the last Title IX Self-Study, the Department of Athletics has undertaken 
several projects to enhance existing programs through avenues sueb as operating budget 
and salaD’ inel~ases, new and/or renovated lhcilities, and trave] budgets and 
accommodations. 

In addition, the number of varsity intercollegiate women’s teams sponsored at 
LFNC-Chapel Hill far exceeds the national institutional average and places it second 
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among member institutions in the ACC. Based upon the Committee’s review of input 
fi-om head coaches and student.athletes, the Committee finds that on a program-wide 
basis, the competitive schedules of all teams afford both genders comparable 
opportunities for advanced competition. 

Area 3: ~,~�%ether equivalent benefits and opporiuu~ties are pruvlded fur members 
of both genders participating in intercoll~te athletics ~n the focusing eleven 

q/COMPLLkNT, With Recommendation - Provision ofEqn~pmen~ & Supplies 

There are no differences in the provision and maintenance of equipment and 
supplies available to me~s and women’s teams. Any differences among teams were due 
to choices made by coaches based on convenience and were not gender-based, However, 
the Committee recommends that the Department of Athletics tbllow up with coaches and 
student-athletes in Spring 2013 to assess whether renovetlons to the laundry facilities 
adequately alleviated concerns expressed with respect to this program component and to 

COMPLIANT - gched~lthg of Ga~es & Practice Times 

’H~are is no pattern of" disparity with regard to the number of competitive events 
per sport, the nnmber and length of practice oppo~unitles, the time of day competitive 
events are scheduled, or the opportunities to engage in available pro-season and post- 
season competition. 

COMPLIANT - Travel & Pe~ Diem Allowance 

Equitable travel funding is provided to merPs and women’s teams, and each coach 
has discretion in allocating that thnding. The football team and men’s and women’s 
baskethall tom,as are afforded the el~oiee to fly to most compethion destinations. Other 
teams utilize air travel as dictated by factors such as distance and scheduling. 
Ftutharmore, them is no pettem of disparity with regard to the number of women’s teams 
who travel by bus or van as compared with men’s teams of equal squad size. Length of 
stay by the teams before and after their competition is virtually the same. The only 
dlfferenees are due to the nature of the individual sports and are not gender based, Per 
diem amannts allotted for ~roveI are equitable between the men’s and women’s teams. 

COMPLIANT- Tuturing 

While a l~w coaches and student-ethletes (both male and female) expressed 
concern about the difficulty of scheduling tutoring, the Committee finds this concern ~s 
not a gender-based; therefore, Title ]X is not implicated. Importantly, any student-athlete 
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who deslres the assistance of a taxtor and follows the proper procedmes for ~questlng 
tutorial assistance is afforded tntofing services withotu regard to gender. 

While differences exist in the compensafitm ~f coaches oflhe men’s and women’s 
teams, ~ey do not reflect differences ~n benefita provid~ to student-a~letas or in the 
oppo~nffies ~at smdem-ath]etes have to receive coaching. Fu~he~ore, the disparities 
that exist in this ~ea reflect difibrenees be~een revenue mad Olympic sp~s in the 
extent of media and public ~ntaresL in e~ach[ng dut~es~ and in labor m~keta, 
Additionally, there is no d~scem~ble pattern ~f assi~en~ ~f less qualified coaches ~ 
women’s ta~s. Finally, ~ere is no si~fic~t dispari~ in F~ ratios for both assistant 
~d head coaches. Even so, fl~e Comm~ee suggests that the Dep~ment of Athletics 
consider allocating another ~ll-tlme assi~nt coach to gymnasfic~ so that all non- 
combined spe~s have the NC~ m~xinmm number of coaches 

COMPLIANT, With Reeonamendafion - t~eker Rooms, Practice and 
Competitive lzaeilities 

Committee members concluded that, on the whole, the Depm’tment of A~hleties 
provides excelIent facilities for both men’s and women’s teams. In addition, a number of 
laudable efforts have been undertaken slnce the last self-study to improve existing 
faeiiities arid construct new facilities, "/hese efforts have d~reet/y benefitted female 
student-athletes. However, the Co~nmittee finds that the absence of a locker room for tbe 
rowing team and an indoor hitting facility for the softball team both implicate Title ~ 
concerns. Accordingly, the Commiaee recommends that ~e Depa~em take steps to 
identify a potentially suitable location in flxe prox]mi~’ of ~e e~ent boat house for ~e 
possible eons~eflon ofa loeke~" room for the rowing taam. To ~at end, the Comm]~ee 
recommends tbat the Department underi~c a review of the site along whh OWASA 
while continuing ongoing discussions to delemfine lhe feasibifity of such possible 
construcgon at Unive~iU L~e. The Committee also recommends that the Depa~ent 
s~ongly consider unde~king effo~s to idemi~’ ~nd~g for ~e cons~ction of a locker 
room for the rowing team. in add~tion, fl~e CommiRee recommends that effo~s be 
unde~en to improve the cogent time-sh~ in the indoor hiring faeili~ at Boslramer 
Stadium between the baseball and softball teams. The Co~zlRtee will ~view bolh issues 
at its nex~ ~nual meeting. 

COMPLIANT-Medical & Training Facilities and Services 

Medical services provlded to student-athletes are excelient for both genders. 
There is no dispartS’ in stadent-athletes~ health, accident, and eatastrophlc insurance 
coverage. Athletic tl~inlng facilities are provided to fit the needs of each individual 
sport, and the assigmnent of athletic trainers is equitable. Finally, there is no discernible 
inequity in the quality or avallabili~- of weight and conditioning facilities provided to 
student-athletes. 
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~/ COM~PLI~NT - Housing & Dining Yaeillties & Services 

With regard to housing and dining facilities and services, male and female 
student-athletes are treated the same both during the academic year and during semester 
and h~llday breaks. During times when classes are not in session, all teams utilize off~ 
campus team housing, campus residence halls, arid hotels. 

COMPLIANT - Pubilcity 

With regard to the types and quMity of sports inthmladon personnel end services, 
there is no disparity in the publicity services offered to teams; each team receives sports 
infonnafion sarvlces commensurate with the demand created by media attention. ~qrile a 
disparity exisks between the types of promotlonal/sports marketing devices provided to 
ti~otball and men’s basketha!t and all other sports, it is generally because the marketing 
devices for these two teams are designed to take advantage ofpre-exi~tlng public interest, 
while the marketing devices for a!t other sports are designed to create public interest, 
The disparity in the types of sports marketing devices does not, therefore, result in a 
disparity in the opportunity to receive publicity. 

Overall, the Committee finds that the pt~bli¢ity resources provided by the sports 
information office are of consistently high qaality and are also commensurate with the 
level of media interest that exists in partleular events, teams, or student-athletes 
regardless of the~ gender of the student-athletes involved. The Committee finds that the 
promotional devices provided by both the Athletics Communication staff and the Sports 
Marketing and New Media staff are of consistently high quality. 

COMPLIANT - Support Services 

All coaches have equal access to the Athletics Administration, [’inee men’s 
learns and one women’s teem have more clerical s~ppott, which is reasonable in l[gi~t of 
the administrative demands of those sports. Alt general office equipment and supplies 
are charged to the business office account for all teams excluding football and men’s 
basketball, which pay for their own snppfies. Each head coach has a private office, and 
most of the ~ssistant coaches also have office space. 

COMPLIANT, With Recommendation - Recruitment 

All coaches use the same methods of recruiting: emails, text messages, letters, 
phone ea!ls, in-person v~sits to see the prospective student-sthletes, and official and 
unofficial campus visits by the prospective student-athletes. All prospective student- 
athletes were treated comparably during their official campus visits, and there was no 
discrimination between the men’s and women’s progrmns in the number of prospective 
students making m~ch officiM visits. 
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While football and me~’s and womel~’s basketball receive a greater amount of 
money fbr recruiting than all other sports, the Committee finds this variation to be 
partially just[fled based on the national recruiting market for these sports and on the fact 
that football is unique in the Ngh number of student-athletes recruited on an annual hosts. 
Moreover, the Committee finds that some of the dispariV between men’s and women’s 
recruiting budgets is thee ~o the lhot that NCAA regnla~ions permit more recruiting-person 
days for men’s basketball than women’s basketball and more evaluation days fur [botball 
than for any other sp~rC The Committee finds that the recruiting opportunity afforded 
men’s and women’s programs is equivalently adequate, notwlthstanding the disparity in 
)~eruiting budgets that is primarily &ae to the intensely competitive 
environment for football mad men’s b~skethalk Howeveg so fuat furore self-studles can 
more accurately account for the reeralfing benefits reealved by each program, the 
Committee reeonmaends that the Department of Athletics’ Business and Finance Office 
t~ke efforts to more fully capture the costs of recruiting (including those afforded by 
athlefle endowments). Spe~iHea/ly, the Committee recmnmends g~at costs and hours 
associated with trave~ by private plane be t*aeked mid made readily available to the 
Committee upo)a request. I~ addition, the Committee recommends that effort be taken to 
ensure that all recruiting expenditures ([naluding those afforded by athletic endowments) 
are captured in the Department’s records. 

This self-study h~s provided the members of the Committee a welcome 
opportunity to examine gender equity in the varsity sports sponsored by the Department 
of Athletics. In doing so, we have been impressed by the marly steps taken by the 
DeparOnent of Athletics to achieve equality between the men’s and women’s programs. 
By identifying perceived inequalities, the Committee is confident that any potential 
dlsparNes will be addressed arid resolved by the Department of Athletics within a 
reasonable period of time. 

The Committee recognizes that continued monitoring and evaluation of the 
intercollegiate athletics program wilD be required to assure that gender equity is achieved 
and mab~ta[ned. Disparity in athletic opport~nlty aad/or athletic benefits based on gender 
will neither be tolerated nor accepted at The University of North Caroilna a~ Chapel Hill. 



The Coff~ittee would l~ke to express its th’,w&s to all those at the University, 
especially in the Department of Athletics, who contributed to the self-study from 
beginning to end. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics, ~hould be commended for 
support~g the need to reasse~s intercollegiate athletics opportunities provided at UNC- 
Chapel Hill, All of the coaches of the naen’s and women’s teams cooperated promptly 
and graciously with the Conma~ttee’s requests tbr data. Also, the Committee gained 
important information from the student-athletes of e~ch varsity team. Others in the 
Department of Athletics and Universit3’ community provided support and a~sistance in 
the completion of this self-study, and the Commit~e extends its appreeiatlon to them as 
well. Specifieally, the Committee would like to thank Dr. Marlo Ciecea, Amy Herman, 
Dr. Dan Hooker, Steve Kir~chner, Prick Ste~nba~her, and Tom Timmemaans for sharing 
thelr expertise. The Conmdltee iz also grateful to Larry Mayes, Sally Morris, artd Chris 
Wiesan for their invaluable assistance with data collection and analysis efforts. 
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IHo Coaches~ Questionnaire 
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~L Student-Athlete Questionnaire 

201 t Student-Athlete Tit~e [X (Gender Equity) Questionnaire 

We are interested [n your honest evaluation of the many aspects of beimg a student-athlete at UNC=Chape] Hill The 
items have been grouped in iarge categories which HIt be used in repo~ting your responses. Your data will be held in 
confidetlce end will be reported as group data which may be by te~m, gender or the total group. While we realize the 
mmr~y pressures on your time, p/ease take the lg - !5 minutes necessary to complete this questionnaire. We will take the 
feedback we receive and treat i~ seriously. 

Be stire to circle oaJy,one response for each question, 

E~quipmeet, Appare!, and Supplies 

1) Qualityofequipmentp~videdtotheteam poor fair good exceite~t 

Scheduling of practice and competition times 

16) lntederence of practi~ times w~h c~asses and exams never sometimes usuaity always 



Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athtates 

Locke~ rooras, practice ~aailities, and compstition ~aii|ti~s 

Medical and weight training/conditioning faaiiities and services 



51) Housing arrangements when you must be on campus during semester n/a poor fair good ex~lle~t 

breaks or other t~mes domes are clo~ed 

52) O~n~ng a~angemen~ when you must be o~ ¢amp~s du~ng semester nla poor ~{r good excellent 

53)P~amemealsbeforehomecompet~ons poor fair good excellent 

Public~b~ 

54) Marketing and media relations for your team (e.g., posters, press guides, poor fair good excellent 
programs for home events, websi~e, etc.) 

Recruitment 

Specify: 
59) Any other forms of contact for recruitment? 

60) How many times were you contacted by UNC-Chapel Hilf 
0=5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 20+ coaches during yog~" recr~ib’nent? 

81) Did you receive an ¢~ffi¢ial, paid recruitment visit to 
UNC-Chapel Hill? yes    no 

62) How many uno~cialiunpaid visits did you make to 
UNC-Chapel Hill? 0 ! 2 3 4 5+ 

if you recefved an official, paid recruitment visit to UNCoChapel Hil~, 
were yo~ afforded: 

63} Transpor~tien? 

64} Housing? 

65) Meals? 

68) Rate the arrangements made for your recruiknent visit 

67) On a sc~le from 0 to10, ratehowimportantyouthinkcampus 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 



Considering any of the areas on this eurvey (Equipment, apparel, and supplies; Scheduling of practice and 
competition times; Travel and per diem for away events; Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes; 
Coaol~es; Locker rooms, practice face,}ties, and compet~on ~cifiges; Medical and weight train~ng/cond~t~oning 
~ac~l~ties and s~wices; Housing ~n~ dining; Public~; and R~cru~tment} et ~ny other aspect ef your 
experience as a studen~athlete at ONC=Chapel Hifl, please use this space and the back of any p~ge to add 
your ~mments or obse~ations. Yo~t am NOT mquimd to sign your same, ff you wish to discuss any of these 
issues or concerns in person with a member or mpmsentative of the T~le IX Commi~ee, please contact Wifl 
Hendfick, O~ce of Univemi~ Counsel, ~t 962-12 t 9. 

Finally, please respond to the following demographic questions. Just as was true for your 

p stare u~the pad: s pants n th s survey. 

74) Class: 
First-Year 

Thank you for your assistance with this evaluation, 
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Tetal Sports 
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.    ,~thletlcs F~articipat~On - M~n!s and Women’s Teams 
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H~ Comches - Women’s Team~ 
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He~d Co~ches’ Salaries L Men’s and Women’s T~ms 
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AsSistant Co~�~e~ - IVlen’sI Te~nS 
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Assis~anl Coaches o Women’s Teems. 
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Athletically Rela~ed Student Aid, Men’s and Women’s T~ams 
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Athletics Participation - Men’~ and Women’~ Teams 
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Head Coaches. Men’s Teams 



Head Coaches - Women’s Teams 



Head Coaches’ Salaries o Men’s and Women’s Teams 

Assistant Coaches - Men’s Teams 
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Assistant Coaches - Women’s Teams 
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Assistant Coaches’ Salaries - Men’s and Women’s Teams 

Athletically Related Student A~d = Men’s and Women’s Teams 
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Ath{etics Participation - Men’s and Women’s Teams 
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He~d Coaches - Men’s Teams 
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Hoed Coaches’ Salaries - Men’s and Women’s Teams 



Assistant Co~ches - ~en’s Teams 



Assistant Coaches - Women’s Teams 
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Assistant Coaches’ Saladas = Men’s and Woman’s Teams 
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Athletically Related Student Aid = Men’s and women’s Teems 
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Head Co~ehss = Man’s Teams 
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Heed Coaches - Woman’s T~m.¢ 
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Assistant Co~cl~s - Women’s T~anls 



Asststant Coaches’ Sal~r~s - Men’s a~:l Wonten s Teams 

Student/~d - Men’s and W~men’s Teams 
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Athletic Participation and Schol~rsMp Distribution Figures for 20t1-12 

TOTALS 473 

54.79% 

TOTALS 394 

Corrected for 3’s 

Corrected for 37 

340 

Men 

Women 
Total 

2011-12 Athletically Related Student Aid 
$5,668,654 
$4,779,426 

$10,448,080 
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P~ii~¯ tbr Adding an IntercMlegiate Sport At 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

’lhe following criteria should be met, and are d~e basis of consideration when deciding whether 

to add an intercollegiate sport at the Uni-cersily of Norlh Carolina at Chap~l Hill: 

I. Compatibility with ~e Athletic DepartmenUs mission stalement, goals, and long range 

plans ~ deten~fined by the Board of Trustees, Chancellor, and Director of Athletics 

2. Availabillty of intereo!leglete competition within the Atlantic Coast Conference and!or 
region. 

3. Contribution to equity among student-athletes 

In addition to the above criteria, other factors, such as those listed below, will be considered: 

1. Sponsorship of a eimmplonship by the ACC or NCAA. 

2. Availability o f SUflqcient resources, as dete~nined by the Director of Athletics, to 

participate on the imercolle.m.’ate level. This weald include, but not be limited to, funding 

for operating budget and scholarships, as well as ~dequate facilities and support services. 

3. Sufficient interest and qualified partielpants within North Carollna high schools and/or 

the Univet sity of No~a Carolina at Chapel Hill student body. 

4. National tcend of sport and reginnaI popul~ity and appeal 

5. Conslderetions based on NCAA lules and regulations, federal statutes (including, but not 

limited to, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972), ~nd state statutes. 

A~y group interested in petitioning for intelxollegia~e stat~s should present its petition in writing 

to lhe Director of Athletics. The request will be reviewed by the Director, the Title [X 

Committee, the Faculty Committee on Athletics, and the Athletic C~neil. "/~e Atbleties 

Director, in consultation with the Chancellor, will consider the recommendations of these 

advisory groups and make a decision whether or not to add ~he sport in question, 
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Appendix E 

]Intercollegiate Spnr~s Offered a~ UNC-Chapel Hilt~ 

l~en’s Teams (13)_ 
Baseball 
Basketball 

Fen£i~n~ ....... 
Football 
Golf 
Lacrosse 
Soccer 

Swimmin$iDivlng 
Tennis 
Track & Field - Indoor 
T~ae~ & FMd - Outdoor 
Wrestling 

Wamen’s Teams (15) 
Basketball 

Cross Count~ 

............................ ~ncing 

.......................... ~_~d Hockey 
Golf 
Gytmmstics 
Lacrosse 
Rowing__ 
Soccer 
Softball 
Swimming/Diving 
Tennis 
Track & Field - Indoor 
Track & Field - Outdoor 
Volleyball 
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Append~ F 

Spor~ C~abs an~ Intramural Sports Offered at UNC-Chapel 

Sport Clubs 

Ailddo 

Ballroom Dance 

Baseball 

iBasketball- Men’s 

Basketball- Women’s 

Cheerlead]ng 

Crew (a,k.a. "Rowing’) 

Cricket 

Cycfing 

Equestrian 

Field Ilockey 

Football 

Golf 

Gyamastics 

Ice Hockey 

Jiu-Jltsu 

2011-12 

Jude 

Lacrosse- Men’s 

Lacrosse- Women’s 

Marathon 

Modernextension 

Monkey Kang Fu 

Racquetball 

Rugby-Men’s 

iRugby- Women’s 

Sailing 

Skiin~Snowboarding 

Tae Kwon Do 

Team Handball- Men’s 

Team t{andbatl- Women’s 

TenNs 

Track: & Field/Cross Country 

Triathlan 

Ultimate Frisbee- Men’s 

Ultimate Frlsbee- Woman’s 
Blue 
Ultimate Frisbee- Women’s 
V~qaite 
Underwater Hockey 

Volleyball- Men’s 

Soccer- Men’s Volleyball- Women’s 

Soccer- Women’s Blue 

Soccer- Women’s White 

Set, ball 

Swimming 

Water Polo- IVlen’s 

Water Polo- Women’s 

Water Skiing 

Wrestling 
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lntramura~ Sports 

Flag Football 

NFL Pick ’Era 

Splash and Dash 

Volleyball 

Badminton Singles 

Fantasy Basketball 

Basketbal~ Tournament 

Table Tennis singles 

Table Tennis Tournament 

Swim Meet 

Terrors 

Saad Vo!Ieyball 3’s 

3-on-3 Basketball 

WiNe Ball 

Dodge ball 

Soccer 

Baggo 

Sports Trivia 

Basketball 

Waliy ball 

Indoor Soccer 

4v4 Flag Football 

Tennis Ladder 

Disc Golf 

Racquetball Ladder 

Inner tube Water Polo 

Paddle Tennis 

Pickle ball 

Spades Tournnn~ent 

Table Tennis doubles 

SoFtball 

Inner tube Water 
Basketball 

Spike Ball Tournament 

Street Hockey 
’Era ISand Volleyball 4 s 

Golf Tnnmament Ultimate Disc ]Badminton Dm~bles 

Texas Hold ’Era Co-Rec Kickball , Paddle Tennis Ladder 
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Appendix G 

Modes nf Transpnn~a~inn Used in ~he 2011-12 Se~snn 

Boston College 
Fly: Lacrosse (W) Soccer (W), Soi~ball, Termis (M),I Track & Field,aVolleyball 

Bus: Soccer (M) 
Van: n/a 

Fly: Basketball (M), BasketbaI1 (W) 
Bus: Baseball, Soccer (W), "][’emais (M), VNleyball 

Van: G)~nnastics 

Florida State ~Unlve~’si~ 

Fly: Basketball (M), Basketball (W), Soccer (W)~ Softball, T~is ~), Volleyball 

Bus: ~a 

Van: Golf(~~ 

UniversitT of Vir~inla 

Fly: Basketball (M) 

Bus: Baseball. Basketball (W), Field Hockey. Lacrosse (M). Lacrosse (W), Soccer (M), Sot~ball, 

Track & Field, Volleyball 

Van: Tennis Ovr), Tennis (W), Wre~ilng 

Virgh~ia Polytecb~ic Institute and State Unive~si~’ 

Fly: Basketball 

Bos: Basketball (W)~ Footbal]~ Soccer (M), Soccer (W), Softball, Sw~mmin~ivlng,~ Track & 

Field, Volleyball 

Van: Tennis (W)~ Wrestling 
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Appendix !~ 

UNC-Chapel Hill Coaching FTE Ratios, 2011-12 

Head Coach FTE Ratios ,027 

Shard 

.040 
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APPENDLY ~ 

Assignments ofAthleltie TrMners 

Basketball 

Fencing 

Golf 

Staff.. 2 GA (games 

Staff; 2 GA 

Staff or 1 GA 

Staff, 1 GA or IUG 1 Staff 

0 

0 

1 Staff 

1 Staff 

Tennis 

Wrestlin 

Basketball 

Field I:[ockey 

Gymnastics 

Rowing 

Softba!l 

Tennis 
Track & 

Volle),ball 
Cheerleading 

1 Staff, 2 GA, I UG 
1 Slaff~ 2.G-Ai 2 UG 

Staff or 1 GA, 1 UG 
_(if available)_ 
1 Staff, .2’ GA; 1 OG 

Staff, 2 GA 
1 Staff,’3 GA, 1-2 UG 
I Staff’; 2 GA 
1 Staff, 1 GA 

1 Staff; 1 GA 

1 Staff or 1 GA 

Staff’or 1 GA, 1 
UG 

Staffor 1 GA 
IGA 

Stagor 1 OA 
Staffor I GA 

7 ...... 

1 Staffor I GA 
1 Staff or I-2 GA 
1 Staff or 1 GA 

1 Staff, 1 GA, 1 UG 

t Staff, 2 GA 

! Star*; 2 GA 

1 Staff; 1 GA 
1 Staff 
1 Staff 

1 Staff, I GA, 1 UG 
1 Start; 2 G,,{, 2 UG 
1 Staff 

Staff, 1 GA 
Staff, 2 GA 
Staff, 1 GA 
Staff, 2 GA 
Staff 
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As part ef the process to determine if UNC-Chapei Hill is meeting the requiremeflts for gender 
equity in athletics, the T!lle IX Committee periodically conducts a survey of undergraduate students to 
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Wresting 40 47.6 None None 2 2.4 5 6 37 44 
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247 4g,2 5 1 

Gymnastics 

111 36.7 5 3.9 5 

28 62.2 None None 15 

19 90,5 1 4.8 1 

80 77.7 2 1,9 13 

32 91.4 1 2,9 1 

3,9 7 5.5 

33.3 2 4.4 

4,8 None None 

14.9 7 10.4 

!7,7 6 97 

12=6 8 7=8 

2.9 1 2.9 

Rowing 

Rugby 

Sand Volleybag 

8kih~g 

Soccer 

24 40.7 3 5.1 

24 51.1 1 

132 67.7 63 32,3 

g0 92.8 1 

144 31.6 291 83.8 

35 29,9 85 65.4 

9 13.6 

20 42.6 

None None 

g 6.2 

10 J 2.2 

7 5.4 

24 40.7 

2 4.3 

None Norse 

11 2,4 

3 2.3 

1 2.6 1 2.6 None None 

1 0.5 14 7.5 9 4.3 

Squash 36 94.7 

Synchronized 
14 93.3 None None ; 1 i 6.7 None None 

Teara N~ndball 22 62.9 2 5.7 11 31.4 None None 

Tennis 237 I 88.4 20 7.5 11 4.1 None None 

Vo~eyba8 114 I 43.8 I33 5!.2 11 42 2 0,8 

Water Polo 19 I       46.3 15 36.6 7 17,1 None None 

Wrestlir~6 22 I 75.9 I 1 
3.4 2 6,9 4 13.8 
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16 3.5 , 21 4,g 1 0.2 

63 I 13.3 10 2.1 2 0.4 

45 ~ 10.7 15 3,6 7 12 

299 41 ’ 20 2,7 17 2,3 

26 5,7 11 2,4 2 0.4 

19 3.7 46 9.1 11 2.2 

10 2.3 16 3.7 10 2.3 

16 4,2 9 2.1 22 5.2 

28 7 6 1.5 6 1,5 

25 5.3 15 3.2 11 2.3 

13 3,1 23 5.5 6 1.4 

!2 3.1 3 0.8 2 0.5 

22 &l 15 3,5 16 3.7 

48 10.6 22 I 4,9 g 2 

25 5,2 28 5.8 21 4.4 

15 3.7 5 1~2 9 2.2 

301 65,3 

294 61.9 

I 208 28.5 

266 58.1 

301 59.4 

315 74.3 

i 336 83,8 

249 44.1 

i 288 61 

i 332 86.7 

322 74.9 

317 77.5 

122 28.5 

1Og 22.3 

52 12.3 

185 25,4 

153 33A 

130 25,6 

66 j20 

00 ’ 14.2 

25 62 

86 15,2 

133 28.2 

6g 15,7 

34 8.9 

55 12.8 

61 13,5 

85 17.7 

63 15.4 

Rowin9 55 12.8 14 33 17 4 31 7.2 313 72.8 

Rugby 33 8.1 19 4,7 21 5.2 9 2.2 325 79,9 

Sand Volleybag 146 25,9 164 29.1 17 3 2 0.4 235 41.~ 

Skiing 100 35.1 27 5.6 25 5.2 ,5 1 254 53 

Soccer 130 17.6 318 43.1 62 8.4 I 9 1.2 219 29.7 

Softbag 45 9.3 129 26.8 20 4,1 5 I 283 587 

Squash 48 12.3 15 3.9 2 0,5 } 3 0,8 321 82,5 
Swimming and 

197 38.6 29 5.4 28 5.2 9 1.7 275 51.1 

Synchronized 
25 J 6,7 4 1.1 1 0.3 None I No~e 345 92 

Swimming 

Team Handbetl 39 9,4 44 10.6 13 3.1 2 0.5 316 76.3 

Tennis 291 ’, 43 114 103 40 5.9 8 J 1,2 224 33.1 

Volleybaff 131 21 187 30 39 6.3 5 1,3 258 41.4 

Water Polo 33 5 43 10.4 8 1,9 2 0,5 327 79.2 

’ Wresthng 2g 7.4 9 2.3 5 i !.3 4 1 347 58.1 
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Have Ability 

N 

160 

352 

308 

535 

433 

363 

124 

53 

155 

499 

286 

83 

295 

322 

121 

134 

436 

295 

615 

347 

% 

24.5 

56 

53.4 

73 

69.5 

56.1 

18.4 

20.3 

59.9 

15 

53.2 

32.1 

54.5 

22,5 

25 

24.1 

64.4 

48.9 

73,6 

59,3 

18,2 

542 

89 

346 

56 13.7 

144 28.1 

435 52,3 

494 67.3 

102 19.9 

67 . 13.8 

Need to Deve[ep Ability 

N % 

424 75.5 

277 44 

269 45.6 

235 27 

190 30,5 

285 43,2 

462 81,6 

420 58,6 

413 79,7 

348 57.6 

469 85 

446 89 

259 48,8 

389 67.9 

269 45.5 

410 77,2 

402 75 

321 75,9 

242 35.6 

312 51,1 

221 26,4 

238 4&7 

401 81.8 

222 45.8 

415 85.3 

368 71,9 

293 37.7 

240 32.7 

410 80,~ 

417 86.2 
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Age: All 
Respondents 

, Age 0.5 I383 I22.3 t555 3~32~3J335 1~9~’5 284~1&5t15519 I 

Respondents N 

Other 

R 

N % N % 

03 17,8 309 18 
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Archew 98 97 1 I    ~ 2- 2 None N~ne None N~ne 

Equestrian 77 79,4 3 3,1 ~ 6 6,2 None None ~1 11.3 

Fencing 26 68.4 None None 3 7.9 None None 9 23.7 

Golf 74 70.5 None None I 1 None None 30 28.6 

ice Hockey 18 85,7 1 4.8 2 I 9.5 None None None None 

Rowing 35 65.8 None None 1 2.6 None None 12 31,5 

8occe~ 126 31.5 23 5.6 29 7~! 48 11.7 181 44.1 

Softball 63 33.3 !0 5.3 1~ 5.8 15 7.9 96 47,6 

Non Non 

r 
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Participation: Female N % ! N 7 
Archery 19 100 I None 

N 

3 

None 

23 

6 

Football 33 31.7 70 67.3 

None    None None 

8 3 4 

~one None None 

33.3 None None 

4.4 None None 

6.9 None None 
I None None None 

{00058213.DOCX}l 0 



Oufdoor Track and 
58 18.5 19 6.1 18 5.7 11 3.5 208 65,2 

Rifle 33 13,f 8 2=4 1 6.4 4 1.6 208 82~5 

Rowing 34 12.1 10 3.5 10 3.5 23 8.2 205 72.7 

Rugby 14 5.5 7 2.8 11 4.3 7 2.8 215 84.6 

Sand Volleyba8 95 I 25.7 109 29.5 9 2.4 1 0.3 155 42 

Soccer 80 17.1 184 39.4 43 8.2 4 0.6 186 33.4 

So~ba8 32 10 77 24 16 5 4 i 1.2 192 59.8 

Squash 25 10.1 5 2 None None 1 0.4 216 87.4 
gw~mirlg aad 

145 39.4 23 8,3 20 5,4 5 !.4 175 47.6 
Diving 
Synchronized 

17 7.1 2 0.8 None None None = None 22I 92.1 

Team Handbag 18 6.6 20 7.6 7 2.7 1 ~ 0.4 216 824 

Tennis 178 40.1 78 17.5 26 5.9 6 1.4 155 

Volleyball 97 22.3 129 29.7 31 ,7.1 6 1.4 172 39.5 

WaterPo~o 19 7.2 27 10.2 4 I 1.5 None ~ None 214 81.1 

10 4.1 3 1.2 2 ,I 0.8 j None None 228 93.8 
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Need to Develop Ability 
Ability: Female 

% N % 

21 332 79 

222 

127 

322 

248 

223 

62 

172 

105 

193 

17 

6.9 

49.7 

29 

19.2 

302 83 

283 93.1 

174 50.3 

257 7~ 

183 48.7 

273 86.1 

278 80.5 

292 83,7 

Sand Volleyball 270 90.8 174 39.2 

Skiing 174 

368 

209 

131 

23O 

43 

6t 

303 

326 

69.3 

55 

103 

53,6 

14 

19.8 

59.8 

64.6 

13.7 

4.2 

264 

250 

294 

179 

279 

279 

55.2 

30.7 

45 

89,7 

494 

402 

35,4 

96.3 
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;N % % N % ~N % 

CrossCount~ 42 30.4 2 1.4 . None 19 13.8~. 75 54.3 

Golf 117 74.1 3 1.9 3 1.9 3 1,8 I 32 20.3 

Gyr~nasti~s 18 85.7 None None 2 9,5 None None ~ 4.8 

IceHockey 15 57.7 3 1~5 i I 3,8 None None 7 26.9 

Tennis 105 54=4 10 5.2 7 3=6 ~ 3.1 r35 33.7 

Volleyball 80 74,1 15 13.9 4 3.7 1 0.9 8 7.4 

Water Po~o 21 72,4 I 34 3 10.3 1 3.4 3 10,3 

Wrestling 22 35.5 None None ~ 1.6 5 8.1 34 54.8 
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Archery 

Cross Country 

N % 

17 100 

34 63 

63 85.6 

8 53.3 

78 40.8 

73 i 86.9 

8 8O 

01.5 

82.8 

67.6 

90.5 

33.3 

N % 

2 7.7 

2 0,7 

None None 

10 

5 6 

5 35.7 

1 10 

4,8 1 4,8 None i None 

&3 8 33.3 6 ! 25 

Soccer 68 36,2 

Squash 16 889 

36 

None 

1 

36 

3 

None 

2.4 

[ 61.2 

76.5 

[5.6 

None 

7,1 

8.7 

48 

25 

2 

2 

3 

4 

4 

4 

5 

2 

4~8 None None 

2 None None 

5,6 None None 

6 4 8 

16.7 None None 

28.6 None None 

3.9 None None 

5.3 None None 

41.7 None None 

11.1 4 22.2 
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13 3.6 50 32.9 3 2 1 0.7 85 55.9 

Squash 22 16.4 10 7.5 2 1.5 2 1.5 98 73.1 

Sy~chtoMzed SwimmMg 7 5.6 

3    12 

0.8 1 0.8 None None 115 92.7 
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Badminton 

Have Ability 

~ % 

70 30.6 

~26 60 

178 72.1 

309 8&5 

N % 

159 69,4 

84 40 

69 27.9 

53 22.4 

86 38.1 

9,3 165 90,7 

20.5 147 79.5 

81.3 59 1&7 

61,9 98 36.1 

[llA 164 88.6 

17 16! 83 

137.2 130 62.8 

59.9 85 40.1 

36.4 133 63.6 

35.4 122 64.6 

35.5 127 64.5 

55.5 97 44.5 

135 67.2 

= 30.6 

55.2 

12,4 

66 32.8 

128 69.2 

91 44.8 

149 87.6 

116 58.6 

66.7 88 33.3 

73.1 60 26.9 

30~5 130 69.5 

28.6 !37 7t.4 
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:) 

A ~ot of not participating in sports hero at UNC is the ~ack of consideration the planners 
2 

have in our schedules~ 

accidentally clicked equestrian 2 

Add "Cheerlead/ng" to the itst of sports 2 

As a part time studies student I don’t think ~ qualify for any participation with college 

programs within which I coufd participate. I would be interested in soccer and/or track and 
field (like cross country teams to r~n 5k’s with). 

campus rec is great! Also I want uric basketball tickets! 2 

schools! 

Cheedeading is missing from the list of sports 

Cheerleading was not an option 2 

Dance and Cheedeading should be ~lsted as spor~, 2 

DANCE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A SPORT 2 

Dance should be on the list 2 

Dance was not included in the athletic abilitys. I am on a n~tiot~ally competStive and award- 
2 winning interco~Iegiate dance team. 

Did have sports at my high schoo~ 2 

don’t have time for intrarnurals or I would 2 

equestrian club composition currently very restrictive and prohibits students with more 

Every year ~ have been ~ student, ~ have tried to sign up for an archery class, but one 
hasn’t been offered, or it has been full. ]his is greatly disappointing as I am now 2 

{00058213.DOCX}17 



noticed that Fdsbee wa~ not on this sun~ey, t also WaSh t sure if I~tercollegiate referred 

I participated in an nationally recognized women’s football league for many years and 
would enjoy participating at UNC. There are multiple local teams in which we could 

I participated in dance in high schoo~ but r~ef the scboo~ team. That would be ~omethiflg ~’m 
interested in at UNC but it was not listed on this sur~ay 

I play Club Ultimate, which was not on this list 

t play competitive alt gid intramural volleyball at unc 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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PLAY ULTIMATE. why would you have a fifle section but not an ulfimate frisbee section? 
you guys are crazy. ! played on my high school’s ultimate team and t play for UNC’s club 
ultimate team, and we happen to be really good, thank you. 

I rea!ly want to learn lacrosse but my high school didn’t have it, and since I have no 
experience, there’s no way for me to learn to play at UNC since Women’s Lacrosse only 

teach.y0u unless you take a class, and you can’t join a team unless you have lots of 

suggest that the campus reo group fitness classes be included on this list. It is my main 

I think the University does a great job of providing recreation facilities. Also, I think the 
University needs to improve publicity for sports other than football and basketball. 

I tried rowing to try something different 

used to be on the Womer~’s Varsity fencing team, but have lett to pursue other academic t 

I was a varsity cheerleader in high school, but that was not on the list. 

organizations, 

I wish outdoor soccer intramurals was offered both in the f~ll and spring 

I wish there was a Martial Arts C~ub here oH c~mpus thst was sponsored by the school 

wish there were lessons for the fields that i indicated that i need help developing skills for 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

t would definitely like to become more involved in Carolina athletics. 

I wou~d ~ike the opportunity to participate in sports at a level with little competition, simply 
for recreation. 

r would like to participate in a sport for fun but do not have time. 

~ would ~ove to be involved in Club volleyball, but never ~eally knew where [e go to get 
involved. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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I’m gradua~ng, no desire to pa~icipate in things ~n the future. 

~’m in boxing ctub, which was ~ot a featured gem. 
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Ultimate Fdsbee should be included in this study, I played 4 yrs on my High Schoo~ team, 
and 2 years on UNC’s Pleiades 

2 

Itimate Fdsbee should be on this ~ist! Maybe Disc Golf too 2 

UNC does not have a Varsity or Club Rifle Team, so I compete completely on my own 
w~ho~ ~ny suppo~. I a~ended the National Club Championship ~ast year, and ~ wi!l be 

against ether ¢ollege~ in tt~ regiom I am ¢u~ently ranked 5 out of 53 competitors, again, 
~ithout e coach, funding, or any suppo~. 

Uric is a large, well-known school. I’m su~dsed end dissapointed we do not have an 
NC~ equestrian team 

2 

UNC-Cbepe} H~!I does not offer a fie~d hockey inffamuml, ~ would absolutely love to p~ey, 
yet do not b~lieve my abi~es ate at club level It is my greates~ regret ~hat UNC has not 2 
foxed a field hockey intramural program, 

Unde~ater ho¢key c~ub spo~ was not on the I~st of things one can pa~cipa~e in at UNC 2 

~why wasn’t u mate f isbee on he st because I p ay club uflimate at UNC.,. 2 

Wish it didn’t co~t ~o much to join teams, an~ that they were eas~er to find.,, Poor ¢o~lege 2 

Would love to see Curling on this listt                                            ~ ~ 

Carolina athletics does an excellent job of providing many different spods for us students 

~ I Team handball would be awesome!!! 
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UNC ath~eitcs are amazing from intramural to club and varsity 

where i$ this survey goibg..,.? 

You forgot the Tdath[on Club~ 

] have a bad knee still recovering f~om an inju~ a ~ew y~sts ago, which ke~ps me from 
act~ely pa~icip~ing in all the sporing events I would like to, 
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0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 0 0 
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12 24 35 !30 

12 18 26 26 

n/a i 25 38 n/a 

22 98 26 

7ff 97 50 
28 33 19 

34 31 30 

29 27 

24 21 

47 74 

46 33 

62 46 
69 42 

22 37 

14 

30 

25 

20 

47 

lO    66 

69 
42 
25 

29 

56 
39 

13 

Golf 080 6 4 9 
Soccer (P*1) 24 46 44 
Soccer (W) 24 36 48 
Footbal| r~ta 102 94 

Wrestling 18 31 31 

Baseball 24 30 34 

Hockey 

Volieyba|[ !2 29 ~ .... 

49 43 !69 
42 36 [44 

36 48 123 

35 39 30 

lO 7 
n/a 7 
49 40 
46 39 
|00 107 

34 24 

33 33 

rda n/a nla 31 

27 26 22 29 27 
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Basketbnll 

20 

7 

206 
30 
r~a 

Cargboro Parks & Recreation 
348 
17 

20 
158 
136 

rda 

North Czrollaa High School Athletic Association 

Baseball 
Basketball 

Basketball (W) 
Ch~erlead~ng 

~ross County 

F~eld Hock~ 
Footbal~ 

Gymnastics 
Lacrosse 

Lacrosse ~) 
Soccer (M) 
Soccer ~ 
Softball- F~st P~tch 

10,506 
8,568 

22,902 
8,729 
4,589 
1.120 

3,316 
1,241 
198 

2,940 

1!695 
13,423 
12 132 
8,809 

. f!~!~!.~pivi~__ ............................................... ?,_8~ ...................... 
SwimmlngiD~ving (W) 4,552 

Tennis ~ 4,352 

Ten~is ~) 4,467 
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Track- indoor (M) 

Track- Ouidoor (M) 
Track- Ou*door ~ 
VoileybM1 

Wees~llng 

5,398 
3,241 
J.4,320 
10,!38 
8;843 
9!47~ 
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Baseball 
Basketball - Men’s 
Basketball - Women’s 

Cwss Country 
Fenein~ 
Field Hoeke~ 
Football 

O~mnasties 

So,ball 
Swimming & Diving 

Tennis - Women’s 

Voilqyball 
Wrestling 

32-6 
20-11 
1-5 
3-3 
23-2 
7-6 
10-5 
11-5 
15-4 
20-2~3 
13-5-2 
43-14 
4-1 
15-8 
24-7 
24-9 
6-14 

Golf Teams9 Performance Records~ 

Wolve6ne 5~ PIaee Cougar Classic 2~ Place 
lntercol[egime 

! VCU Shootout l l u~ Place Mason Rudolph Fall    5~ (Tie) 

L Preview 
’ Rod Myers 9t" Place (Tie) Tar Heel Invitational ~l~e 

Intercollegiate 

lnvitationalJack NicMaus 

~i~ ........ Landfall Invi~ti~nal 

I~CG Br~d~es~one 6~ place (Tie) Cennal D~str]et 8~ Place 



IntarcoltegJate .......... 
Puer~ Rico CIassie 

USF Invitatlonal 

Seminole 
tntaraoilegiata 
ttootie at Bulls Bay 

_Col!~egiata 
River Landing 

Intercollegiate 
ACC Championships 

13m Place (Tie) 

5t~ Place 
5tn Place 

8t~ Place 

Tp~°’(Tie) 

7~ Place 

Invitational 
Darius Rucker 
Invitational 
LSU Golf Classle 
Bryan National 
Collegiate 
ACe Championships 

~I~CAA West Regional 

NCAA 
Championships 

~° Place 

Place 

n~ Place 

t~ Place 

Rowing Teams’ Performance Recordsa 

EvenffOpponenffs) 
Occoquan Chase 

IIead of the Chattahoqehee 
Regatta 

Old Dominion 

Delaware 

Georgetawo & West Virginia 

Oceoquan Sprints 

I Second Varsity 8 
! Varsity. 4 

Result 

Fourth Varsity 4 14~S 

y~gN i~ 8 ........................... !2TM 
Second Varslty 8 

 ars_i A .................... 8 
Second Varsity 4 
Novice 8 
Varsity 8 

Second Varsity 8 
Varsity 4 
Novice 8 ................................ 
Second Vm’si~ 8 
Varsity 4 
Novice 8 
Second Novice 8 

Varsity 8 
Second Varsity_ 
Varsity 4 

Second Varsi~__4_ 
Varsity 8 

ill~ 

Lost 
Lost 
Lost 
Won 

Won 
Won 
Won 

Won 
Won 
3~ 
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Knecht Cup 

.Second Var_~ty~ 
Varsity 4 
Novice 8 
Second Varsity 8 
Varsiq,’ 4 
Novice 8 i 

l5t~ 

5~ 
4t~ 
5t~ 

9. 

ACC Charapionship 

Dad Vail Regatta 

Varsi~" 8 
Second Varsity 
Varsity 4 
Novice 8 

I Second Varsity 
Varsi ,ty 4 
Novice 8 
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APFENDIX M 

Participation F~gures for Spa~ C~ubs and In~ramura! Sports 

at UNC-Chapel Hill, 2011-12 

Gender Participants 
833 
586 

% of Participants 
58.70 
41.30 

~po~ Club Pa~icipation by Team 

Spo~ 

Male 

Ballroom Dance 
IVial~ 

Female 
Baseball 

M. ale 
Female 

Basketball- Men’ s 
Male 
Female 

Basketball- Women’s 
Male 
Female 

Cheedeading 
Male 
Female 

Crew 
Male 
Female 

Cricket 

I Male 
I Female 

Cycling 
Male 
l~;male 

17 
13 
4 
64 
28 
36 
27 
27 
0 
15 
I5 
0 
15 
0 
15 
25 
0 
25 
44 
43 
1 
25 
25 

33 
26 
7 

Participanls % of Participants 

76.47 
23.53 

43.75 
56.25 

I00 
0 

100 
0 

0 
100 

0 
100 

97.73 
2.27 

0 

78.79 
21.21 
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Equestrian 

ale 
Field Hockey_. 

Female 
Football 

Male 
Female 

Golf 
Male 
Female 

Male 
Female 

Ice Hockey 
Male 
Female 

J~u-Jitsu 
Male 
Female 

Jude 
Male 
Female 

Lacrosse- Men’s 
Male 
Female 

F~nale 
Marathon 

Female 
±M_ p d__e__m e]q;~t~ s_i~n ............................. 

Male 
Female 

Monkey Kung Fu 
Male 
Female 

Racquetball 
Male 
Fema e 

17 

17 
18 
2 
16 
20 
20 
0 
16 
13 
3 

5_9. 
2O 
29 
24 
24 
0 
31 
3O 
I 
2l 
t8 
3 
28 
28 
0 

o 
24 
55 

2 
17 
12 
9 
3 
22 
14 
8 

R u g_b~ Men’s 50 
.................. ..................... - i5 ....... 

0 
too 

11,1t 
88.89 

100 
o 

81.25 
18,75 

40,82 
59.18 

100 
o 

96.77 
3,23 

85.71 
14.29 

100 
0 

o 
1oo 

40 
60 

10.53 
89.47 

75 
~25 

63.64 
36.36 

lOO 
0 
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Male 
Rugby- Women’s 

Male 
Female 

Skilng/Snowbnardlng 
Male 
Female 

Soccer- iMen’s 
Male 
Female 

Soccer- Women’s Blue 
Male 
Fema e 

Soccer- Women’s White 
Male 
Female 

Sottball 
I Male 

Female 
Swimming 

Male 
Female 

Tae Kwon Do 
Male 
Female 

Team ttandbal!- Men’s 

28 
0 
28 
80 
30 
50 
17 
8 
9 
40 
40 
0 
21 
0 
21 
20 
0 
20 
It 

o 
100 

37,5 
62.5 

47.06 
52.94 

100 
0 

0 
100 

o 
lOO 

40 
26 65 
14 35 
25 
12 48 
13 52 
22 

Male 
Female 

Team Handball- Women’s 
Male 
Female 

Tennis 
Male 
Female 

Track & Field!Cross Country, 
Male 
Female 

o 

0 
I00 

22 

24 
0 
24 
65 
30 
35 
90 
47 
43 
26 
12 
14 
27 
27 
0 

46.15 
53,85 

52.22 
47.78 

7’ria~hlor~ 

Male 46.15 
Female 53.85 

Ultimate I-’rlsbee- Men’s Blue 

Male t 00 
Fema e 0 
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Ultimate Frisbee- Men’s White 
Male 
Female 

Ulthnate Frishee- Women’s Blue 
Male 
Female 

Ultimate Frisbee- Women’s White 
Male 

-Underwater Hockey Female 
Male 
Female 

Mate 
Female 

Volleyball- Women’s 
Male 
Female 

Water Polo- Men’s 
Male 
Female 

Water Polo- Women’s 
Male 
Female 

Water Skiing 
Male 
Female 

Wrestling 
Male 
Female 

133 
33 
0 
19 
0 
19 
18 
0 
18 
13 

3 
~2 
22 
0 
2O 
0 
20 
2t3 

100 
o 

0 
I00 

0 
I00 

76.92 
23,07 

loo 
0 

0 
lOO 

20 lOO 
o o 
15 
0 0 
15 100 
32 
18 56,25 
14 43.75 

19 95 
I 5 

Intramural Particil~atinn Overallz 

.......... __M~.~le~ .............. I ......... l 2_,_3_~. ....................................... _6_8_. [ 3 .............. 
Female | 5,757 31,87 

~ The Intramural Parfieipat~ot~ in this Appendix were provided by the Depa~ne~u of Exevzise aad Sport Ssienee, do 
not include figures for NTL P~ck ’Era, Splz~sh and Dash, Paatasy Basketball, Table ’I’es~is SlngIes, Swim Meet, 
NCAA Tournament Pick ’Era, Disc Golf, or Inner Tube Water Basketball. 
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jSpor*_ Partlcipanls 
4v4 Flag Football 696 

’ Male I 489 
Female ] 207 

Badminton Doubles 40 

tMale +22 
Female ~ 

70.26 
29,74 

55 
45 

Badminton Singles I 23 

............. ............ ....................... 91.3 

.......... +~z~!_+ ......... i ~ ..................... 8.7 
Baggo i 22 

Male I 19 
Female i 3 

Basketball 1 2~505 
Male 1,965 
£emale r 540 

Basketball Tournament 321 
Male 243 

Fema_l~ ............. 78 

IDodge ball 
398 

~ ....... Male 
~ Female 

gg~Y~_o_t~! .................... 
Male 
Female 

Golf Tournament 
Male 
Female 

Indoor Soccer 
Male 
Female 

Inner Tube Water Polo 
Male 
Female 

Co- Rec Kickball 
Male 
Female 

3-on-3 B~sketball 
i Male 
Female 

Paddle Tennis 

Male 
Female 

86.36 
13.64 

78.44 
21.56 

75.7 
24.3 

200 50.25 
198 49.75 

2 263-- 
73.66 
26.34 

94.74 
5.26 

65.77 
34.23 

50.21 
49.79 

50.81 
49.!9 

88.1 
11.9 

t ,667 
596 
19 
18 
I 
1,981 
1,303 
678 
243 
122 
121 
124 
63 
61 
252 
222 
30 
20 
15 
5 

75 
25 
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Paddle Tennis Ladder 
Male 
Female 

Fielde Ball 
Male 
Female 

Racquetball l,adder 

~lale 
l~ema e 

._s_~n¢ Vo_ !!e_Lb_alI 3’s 
Male 
Female 

Sand Volleyball 4’s 
Male 

Male 
Female 

SoffbM1 
Male 
Female 

Spades Touraament 
Male 
Fema!~ 

_S_p[~e ball Tournament 
Male 
Female 

Sports Trivia 
Male 
Female 

Street IIoekey_ 
Male 
Female 

8 
8 
0 

i90 
175 

15 
373 
224 
149 
48I 
240 
241 

3,107 
1,966 
1,141 
1~573 
1,092 
481 
36 
24 

12 

5 

11oo 

549 

54 

33 61A1 
21 38.89 

100 
0 

83.33 
t6.67 

60,05 
39.95 

49.9 
50.1 

63.28 
36.72 

69.42 
30.58 

66.67 
33.33 

77.27 
22.73 

98 
2 

404 73.59 
145 26.41 

Table Tennis Doobles 93 

t Female 
Table Tennls Tournament 

IN{ale 
]Female 

Tennis Ladder 

I Male 

Tennis 

tMale 

69 74,19 
24 25.81 

~76 
69 90.79 

7 9,21 
123 
93 75.61 
30 24.39 
82 
52 63.41 
30 36.59 
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Texas Hold ’Era 

Ultimate Disc 

Volleyball 

W~llyball 

Wiffleball 

Mate 
Female 

Male 
Female 

Male 
Female 

Male 
Female 

Mate 
Female 

47 
45 
2 
421 
282 
139 
953 
397 
556 
304 
169 
135 
28 
23 
5 

95.74 
4.26 

66.98 
33.02 

41.66 
58.34 

55.59 
44.41 

82.14 
1%86 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org> 

Thursday,                  I 0:59 AM 

Ross, Steve <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; David Joyner <dmj 14@psu edu>; UNC Athletics 
Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Coyte Cooper <ccooper@nwca cc>; Halley 
Horwath <hhorwath@usada org>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMA_R’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’YULI£ A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; Heather Wilson <hbm3@psu edu>; Norton, 
Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; ~email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

image001 jpg; image002 png 

Pete: Your lawyers should be able to put somethi!?g to this effect together, but ! am a!so happy to get ours to draft 

something. Please let me know if [ should have ours draw something up, or if you woulcl rather do this on your end, 

Thanks! 

From: ROSS, Steve [mailto:sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                8:32 AM 
TO: David Joyner; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Dire~or; Coyte Cooper; Hailey Horwath; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; 
’ROBERT SCOFF KRETCHMAR’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; Heather Wilson; Norton, 
Molly; 
~c: Lisa Voight 
Subject= RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

Actually, in light of Usa’s follow-u p I would suggest that the best thing would be for U NC to transfer the domain name 

~o USADA, not Penn Sta~e, and then USADA to license Penn State, 

From: David Joyner [mailto:dmi14~Dsu.edu1 
Sent: Wednesday,                10:28 AM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; Coyte Cooper; Ross, Steve; Hailey Horwath; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; 
’ROBERT SCO~ KRETCHMAR’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; Heather Wilson; Norton, 
Molly; 
Cc: Lisa Voight 
Su~ect: RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

David M. ]oyner 

Director of Athh, tics 
The Pennsylvania State University 

101 Bm.1ce Jordan Center 
University Park, PA 16802 
Office: (814) 865-1086 
Fax: (814) 863-7955 



From: Anais SpJtzer, Ph.D. [maJlto:aspitzer@usada.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday,                3:38 PM 
TO: UNC Athletics Dire~or; Coy~e Cooper; ROSS, Steve; Halley Horwath; Ille, Vinos; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCOlq- 
KRETCHMAR’; David Joyner; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; Heather Wilson; Norton, Molly; 

Co: Lisa Voight 
Subject: RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

think a written agreement is a reasonable and prudent request. 

Would you be able to oversee drawing something up and submit that to Dave*s office prior to the gave the Date 

mailing deadline of     ? Thank you~ 

Preserving the integrity of competition 
Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Stay Connected: www.usada,or8 I Facebook 

Anais SpitzeD Ph,D, 

True Sport I~anaging Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

Twitter i www,TrueSpodz.or~ 

From: UNC Athletics Dire~or [mailto:bubba.cunninaham@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday,                12:33 PM 
TO= Coyte Cooper; ROSS, Steve; Hailey Horwath; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; Tile, Vince; Boxill, .]an; ’ROBERT SCOFF 
KREFCHMAR’; ’David 3oyner’; ’3UL[E A DEL G[ORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, 
Molly; 
~c: Lisa Voight 
Su~ect= RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Coy~e Cooper [ccooper@nwca.cc] 
Sent: Tuesday,                2:28 PM 
TO: ROSS, Steve; Hailey Horwath; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCO]q- 
KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, 
Molly; 
~c: Lisa Voight 
Subject= Re: TrueSportU Committee Call Agenda - 

Pete and I had chatted about this and I don’t think that this would be an issue at all. The domain transfer would be an 

easy process and there should not be any reason why you would not be able to use it. and Bubba, would you agree 

with this? 

Coyte 



"’bubba.cunningham@unc.edu’" <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>, "’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, "’Boxill, 
Jan 0MBOXILL@emaiLunc.edu)’" <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>, "rskl@psu.edu" <rskl@psu.edu>, ’David Joyner’ 

<dmi14@psu.edu>, Coyt Cooper <ccooper @ nwca.cc>, ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <iad70@psu.edu>, 

"’eweight@emaiLunc.edu’" <ewei~ht@email.unc.edu>, "’pal7@psu.edu’" <pal7@psu.edu>, "’hbm3@psu.edu"’ 

<hbm3@psu.edu>, "’mbnorton@unc.edu’" <mbnorton@unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu)’" 
<chalfin @email.u nc.edu> 

Subject: RE: TrueSportU Committee Call A0enda - 

Thanks. 

Stephen F. Ross 
Professor of Law and 
Lewis H. Vovakis Distinguished Faculty Scholar 
Director, Penn State Institute for Sports Law, 
Policy and Research 

The Pennsylvania State University 
332 Katz Building 
University Park, PA 16802 
(814) 865-8995 
sfrt0@psu.edu 
Institute website: 
http://w~vw.dsl.ps u .ed u/ce nt e rs/sportsinstitute.cfm 

From: Hailey Horwath rmailto:hhorwath~usada.ora] 
Sent: Monday,                2:45 PM 
"1"o~ Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunningham@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu)’; 
’ROBERT ScoTr KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; Ross, Steve; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; 
’eweight@email.unc.edu’; ’palT@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; ’mbnorton@unc.edu’; 

@email.unc.eduJ’ 
Cc: Lisa Voight 
Subject= TrueSportU CommitLee Call Agenda - 

Dear Committee Members, 

Please see the attached A0enda for our call Tuesday, 

We look forward to speaking with you tomorrow! 

at 2pro ET. 



Preserving the integrity of competition 
Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of ethletes 

Stay Connected: v,r~w, ugada,ot~ I Facebook 

CON FIDEN TIALITY N OTICE This e mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e mail messages atiaohed to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED II you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notily the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmi~ion and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner Thank you. 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. II you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED Ifyouhavereceivedthistransmissioninerror, pleaseimmediatelynotifythesenderby 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmi~ion and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you. 
CON FIDEN TIALITY N OTICE Thisemai~ransmissi~n’andanyd~cumen~s’~es~rpreviousemai~messagesat~a~hed~it‘may~ntaininformation 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED II you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmi~ion and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner Thank you. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  8:02 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, 
Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclealN@unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu> 

Crocker, Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Clare E 
<duffyce@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larly A <athgallo@unc edu>; Gelin, Dana E 
<dgelin@unc edu>; Ginny French <ginny@ramsclub corn>; Grimsley, Richie 
<rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu>; Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; john@ramsclub corn; ken@ramsclub corn; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, 
Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn>; mat*@ramsclub corn; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu>; Perl% Clara A 
<capenT@unc edu>;                        @unc edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; tim@ramsclub corn; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

120913 docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 





Kenneth Schank 









Cornplianc: Personne 

Aaron Asker            Asst. AD/Compliance & Eligibiiity         (617) 552 1918 
+ 

Yadira Reyes Compliance Assistant (617) 552 4518 

Brad I/~loody Asst, ADICompliance ~864~ o.0o-6~82 

Amanda Gray D rector of Compliance (864) 656 4138 

/~qdy Oampbe Compliance Coordinator (864) 656-3901 

Bud Pough Compliance Intern ~864~ ooo-03~o 

Cindy Hartmann Associate AD/Compliance (919) 613-6223 

Todd [vesbov ~s ,D, Compl~anc~ ~19~o68 o5z3 

Niesha Campbe I Compl an~e Coo ~ nato, (919) 881 5870 

~y Herman Compliance Coordinator 

Tasha Fsher Asst. AD/Compliance (850) 844 5932 

[)emck Coles [)rector of Compliance (859) 945 9991 

#~ex Do.,~nato D rector of Compliance ~85u~ o.~, ~o35 

Raph Shick D rector of Compliance (850) 844 4390 

Marissa S#rick Compliance Coordinator (850) 645-9691 

Marquita Armstead D rector/Compliance (404) 894-5507 

Bret Cowley Assoc Director/Compliance (404-385-0611 

Shaidonay Blueford Asst. Director/Compliance ~404) %4-041~ 

Compliance Assistant (404) 894-0416 

aaker@bc edu 

Iowthed@bc ed[i 

reyesya@bc edu 

cbwoody@clemson,edu 

agray3@clemson edu 

wcampb2@clemson.edu 

opough@clemson edu 

chartmann@duaa duke edu 

tmesibov@duaa duke edu 

aherman@d[;aa duke edu 

t%her@fsu.edu 

dcoles@fsLl edLl 

adominato@fsu edu 

rshick@fsu.edu 

mcsl 1 c@my fsu ,ed u 

marmstead@athletics gatech edu 

bcowley@athletics g atech,edu 

sblueror d@ath etics.gatech edu 

kbuffolino@gtaa gatech edu 



Matthew Banker 

Lauren Rust 

Daniel Gos,som 

Kate Matthews 

Emily Garr 

Assoc ADIOompliance 

Di~ecto~ of OOrT pliance 

Asst DirectodCompl ance 

Compliance Coord./Athletics Services 

Compliance Assis[ant 

,~,ss ,D, Comphanc~ 

(502) 852-8871 

(502) 852-0863 

(502) 852 1980 

(502) 852 0220 

(502) 852-7472 

30131,17619 

o Cody Gambler           Assist Director/Compliance             (301) 314 1349 
Ryan C ingan 

Jeff Poulard 

Dan Raben 

Erin Moran 

Matt Pottorff 

Lance Markos 

Assistant Director 

Assistant Director 

Diredor of Compliaqce, Eligibility 

Asst Director, Student Services 

Director of OorT pliance 

(301) 314 9433 

i,~01~ ~05 ,~3z5 

(305) 284 845/ 

ioOo128, 4, z8 

(305) 28l--2844 

(919) 843-7259 

. Tom Timmermans . Asst. DirectoriCompl ance . (919) 962-7851 

Compliance Assistant (919) 843-4738 

r’~iichelle [ ee Assoc ADICompliance (!)I!)) 515 

Jason MontgomeB~ ,,~,ss ,D, Comphanc~ (919) 515 2902 

Meeghan Ford D rector of Compliance (919) 515 2560 

,Jason Greco 

Julie Mallette 

,Jen Vinng Smith 

Bient Moberg 

Director of Compliance 

Director of Compliance/Financial Aid 

Asst A[:) 

Director of CorT pliance 

(!)I!)) 513 19~’9 

(919) 515 2831 

Heidi Uebelhor           Director of Compliance                  (574) 631-2237 
+ 

Cyndi Sykes Compliance Assistant (574) 631-9647 

,~Jex S[orle h/tern io74) o~1-2215 

matt@gocards,com 

lauren@gocards.com 

daniel@gocards corn 

kate@goca,ds corn 

errlily@gocards corn 

gidd ngs@umd edu 

cgamb er@umd edu 

rclingan@umd edu 

jpou arl@umd edu 

d raben1@miami edu 

emoran@m ami edu 

m pottor’f@miami.edu 

marKos@urlc.edu 

timmermans@unc ed~, 

@emal unc,edu 

miche le lee@ncsu eou 

jjmontgo@ncsu edu 

mpford@ncs~,.edu 

jpgreco@ncsu.ed ] 

jrmallet@ncsu edu 

jvinings@nd edu 

bmobergl@nd.edu 

Uebelhor.3@nd edu 

crissman@nd,edu 

Astonel@nd edu 



Asst. AD/Oompliance ~412~ o48-82,~7 

D rector of OOrT pliance i412~ ~48-1845 ,aa~y Badorr 

Da’l Isaf Asst Director of Athletic Compliance 

Kyle Snoke              Compliance Coordinator                 i31o) 443-1265 
÷ 

Carol ne r,4ourse Office of Athletic Compliance Intern (315) 443 8331 

Rob Slavis             Asst. AD/Compliance                 (434)243 1139 
+ 

Arl ’v]arkos Asst DirectoflCompliance ~434~ 982 5, 4, 

Derek Gwnn Asst. AD/Compliance (548) 231-2696 

Heather I aFon 

Bridget McSorley 

Kk sten Elleby 

Seth Barwck 

[)rector of Compliance 

Compliance Specialist 

(549) 231 9844 

io40~ 231 4770 

i336, 7,~8-3%2 

(336) 758-3950 

zsaun8ers@athletics pitt edu 

abadorf@ahletics p t[ edu 

dmisaf@syr edu 

kcsnoke@syr.edu 

cmnourse@syr edu 

rslavis@virginia edu 

am@virginia edu 

gwinn@exchange vl.edu 

herobert@vl edu 

mcsorlbb@vt edu 

el ebykc@wfu,edu 

balwicjs@wfu.edu 



COMPLIANCE FAX NUMBERS 

BC (61 !/,-,5z-8~ 86 

CU (%4) 656 1243 

DU (919) 681 7866 

FSU (850) 644 7025 

GT (4,)4) 894 4.--65 

UMD (301) 31,’1 0185 

UM (305) 284 2276 

UNC (919) !i62 6902 

NCSU (919) 515-6306 

P~TT (412) 648 8115 

ND (574) 631-9961 

SYR (315) 443-1441 

UVA (434) 982-5213 

VT (540) 231-4105 

WFU (336) 758 3624 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  3:57 PM 

@email unc edu>; Harley Horwath <hhorwath@usada org>; 
Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT 
KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ 
<sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ <ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULI~ A DEE GIORNO’ 
<jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; 
’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 
RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Scheduling - 

From~ 
Sent: Monday, 3:45 PM 
To: Harley Horwath; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCOFF KRETCHMAR’; 
’David Joyner’; ’Ross, Stephen’; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; 
’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, Molly 
~: Lisa Voight 
Subject: RE: TrueSportU Committee Call Scheduling - 

All, 
As we continue to get the website u p and running and prepare the Save the Date to be sent out, I think it would 

be beneficial if everyone 0wolved contributed toward compiling the list of recipients of this save the date. I’m not sure 

of the best approach to ¢r!allag0lg this process, so suggestions are ~elcome. Do we break it tip and assign certah1 
demographics to different groups? For example, a group of 2 or 3 can be assigned to Ngh school coachesj another 

From: Harley Horwath [mailto:hhorwath~usada.om] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCOFF KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; 
’Ross, Stephen’; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, 
Molly; Chalfin, Peter L 
~c: Lisa Voight 
Subject: TrueSportU Committee Call Scheduling - January 2014 



Dear Committee Members, 

Thank you to everyone who was able to attend yesterday’s conference call. The meetin8 minutes will be send to the 

8roup by the end of this week or early next week. 

The next conference call is being scheduled for early 

Please follow the link below to view the prospective dates and enter your availability: 

http://doodle.com/zg63a456n36ssd ry 

If you have any questions or difficulties, please let me know. 

Please try to su bmit you r availability before the end of the week, if possible. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

Hailey Horwath 

Cornrnunications and True Sport Administrator 

Stay Connected: ww~,v.usada,or~ [ Facebook [ Twitter [ wv~v~TrueSpo~t.or~ 

CON FIDEN TIALITY N OTICE This e mail transmission, and any documents, ~les or previous e mail messages at[ached to iL may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipienL or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Hailey Ho~-ath <hhol~-ath@usada org> 

Tuesday,                  10:06 AM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David J oyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfr I 0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’J1ZLIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email uric edu>; ’pal7~)psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

TmeSportU Committee Call: 

image001 gif; image002 png; image003 gif; image004 j pg; image0d8ded PNG 

Dear Committee Members, 

Based upon the scheduling response, please save the following date and time for the next TruegportU Committee Call: 

Monday,              from 3pm-4pm ET. 

The call in details are below and you will receive an agenda closer to the call date. 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

Dear Hailey Horwath: 

Anais Spitzer has scheduled a conference for: 
3:00 PM Eastern Standard Time on Monday 

Managing the Conference Call 

The following commands may be used by participants during the 
conference call; 

*1 Play menu of features so you know what’s available 
"2 Mute/Unmute your own line so other people can’t hear you talking 
"5 Hear the number of callers who are on the conference 
*9 Raise your hand (when the moderator has the conference in Lecture 
Mode) 



Thank you for using HJDeF Corporate! 

2012 Citrix Online Audio, LLC. All rights 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages atlached to it, may contain information 
that is oonfidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmi~ion and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 5:13 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

FW: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

From: Press, Dennis A 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:46 PN 
TO: Ballen, Nartina K 
Co: Pendergrass, ivlartha 3~ Crawford, Patricia C~ Smith, Brian T 
Subject: RE: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

Martina, information on the 4 issues below based on business aspect is provided in the same order: 

I’m not aware of a University policy on this. I would assume such gifts would be considered a gift to 

the employee even though provided for spouse/child ren. In that case Policy 1123 - Taxation of 

Employees’ Gifts, Prizes, and Awards, would be relevant and the gifts would be taxable to the 

employee. Departmental award programs should be registered with HR. It would also be useful to 

confer with Vanessa Ragland in HR regarding this potential, additional compensation to employees. 

2. The University is bound by state surplus property rules. We do not believe Athletics can sell them as 
the surplus property rules do not allow sale of anything directly to individuals unless it is offered to the 
public, but Athletics could gift them as long as the value was de minimis (< 540). 

3. The response to item 1 would apply to staff. The response to item 4 would apply to students. 



4. I’m not aware of a policy that add resses a limit, but you could check with OSSA since that office 

monitors awards to make sure any financial aid award is not impacted. Object code 6595 is for sifts 

awarded to students and would be reported on the $099-MI5C form. 

http://finance.unc.edu/university controller/university controller/welcome.html 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 4:30 PM 
TO: Press, Dennis A 
Subject: FW: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

Martina 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
TO: Morelli, David Dominic 
Co: Ille, Vince; Ballen, MarLina K; Holliday, Corey L; Perkins, Michael; Ballen, MarLina K 
Subject: RE: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

Please see my inl~ut below from an NCAA Compliance perspec*ive. Let me know if there are additionai questions or 

concerns at this point, 



Malie[le A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 11:12 AM 
TO: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: Fwd: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

Beginforwarded message: 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> 

Date: December 8, 2013, 10:52:37 AM EST 

To: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu>, "Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>, 

"Holliday, Core¥ L" <chollidag@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas} 

Answers below it, all CAPS 

Rick 

Before I star[ ordering things for the Bowl and Christmas that are no no’s I want to check 

rules. I think I know most of the answers to these but just want to double check. 

-) Can we still buy bowl gifts for wives and children? I know we can’t buy Christmas presents 

for them but can we buy bowl gifts? 

DOMO’S QUESTION IS RELATIVE TO STATE PURCItASING RULES, HE AND COREY ARE GOING 

TO PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE GIFT PLAN TO ME FOR BUBBA TO REVIEW AND APPROVE, 
NEED TO KNOW IN ADVANCE OF THAT IF Tills CAN BE DONE VIA BUSINESS OFFICES POL!CIES 

AND PROCEDURES, 



Can we sell same worn jerseys to players for ~10.00 ? 

WE ARE FINE WI1H 1H!S SO lONG AS I[ MEE1SA~I CURREN r COMPliANCE RULES 

) If one of the bowl gifts is a 5400.00 gift card can we buy cards in addition to ou r corn p 

allotment -for students? For staff? 

DOMO’SQUESIIONISREIAIlVI IOSTWIE PNRCHASING RU~ES HEf~NDCOREYAREGOING 

[O PROVIDE A COMPREHI NSIVE GIFT PlAN [0 ME POR BUBBA I O REVIEW AND APPROVE, 

NEE[) ]O KNOW IN ADVANCE OF 1HAl IF THIS CAN BE DONE VIA BUSINESS OFFICES POLICIES 

AND PROCENURES 

-) (Unrelated to bowl) If we are 8iving a present to the senior Carolina Blues is there a cost 

limit? If so what is the limit? 

BUSINESS OFF!CE POLICY/PROCEDURE QUESTION 

Please let me know ASAP. Thanks! 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Wednesday, December I I, 2013 2:44 PM 

Will Webb <WWebb@charlottesports org>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Katheline Johnson 
<KJohnson@charlott esports org> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: 2013 Belk Bowl Spouses Welcome Orientation 

From: Will Webb [mailLo:WWebb@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:53 PM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Katherine Johnson 
~.~: NorLon, Molly; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: 2013 Belk Bowl Spouses Welcome OrientaLion 



From: SLeinbacher, Rick rmailLo:rick(~unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:30 PM 
TO: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vinse; Will Webb; Katherine Johnson 
~c: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: 2013 Belk Bowl Spouses Welcome Orientation 

All - 

We will host the 2013 Belk Bowl Spouses Welcome Orientation in Chapel Hill instead of in Charlotte. 

The event will take place on Sunday, December 15th at 6 pm in the Kenan Football Center 5th Floor. 

Will Webb will either join us in person, or Will and/or Katherine Johnson of the Charlotte Sports Foundation will join us 

via phone. 

ABenda includes a Welcome and gift presentation by Bubba (     Belk Bift cards for each spouse) followed by the Bowl 

Staff Boing over the week’s events and providing helpful information to spouses about spouse and family events and 

allowinB Will/Katherine to answer any questions about the 2013 Belk Bowl. Spouses will be asked to sign up for 

activities durinB / after the meeting. 

Will, I will Bet you the exact amount of Bift cards needed tomorrow. 

Thanks and please let me know of any questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.u nc.edu 

mobile: 

www.~oheels.com 

@goheels 

We Educate end Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Harley Ho~-ath <hho~-ath@usada org> 

Wednesday,                   6:12 PM 

Anais Spi~er, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David J oyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfr I 0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

TmeSportU Meeting Minutes - Call 

image0dd24a PNG;        Meeting Minutes docx 

Dear Committee Members, 

Attached please find the meeting minutes from our most recent conference call on 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

U,5. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring tlu¢ sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Cornrnunications and True Sport Adrninist rotor 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org [ gacebook [ Twitter [ www,TrueSj~o~_rt_,o_rg 

CON FIDEN TIALITY N OTICE This e mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e mail messages at[ached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notily the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng m any manner Thank you 



TrueSportU 
Conference Call Minutes 

PRESENT: Anais Spitzer. TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy and 
Research, PSU 

Pam Driftmeir, Director of Conferences, PSU 
Bubba Cmmingbam Athletic Director The University of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Jan Boxill. Director. Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TvueSport Outreach 

Education Coordinator 
Coytc Cooper Assistant Professor nfExcrcisc and Sport Science UNC 
Scot~ Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PS U 

Julie DclGiomo Athletics Integrity Officer, PSU 
Erianne Weight. Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science. UNC 

Graduate Stadent and Assistant, UNC 

Recorder: Halley Horwath, Communications and TmeSport Administrator, USADA 

ABSENT: Travis Tygart, CEO, USADA 
Dave Joyner. Athletic Director, The Pennsylxania State University 

Vincc Illc Senior Associate Athletic Director, UNC 

CALL TO ORDER: Anais Spitzcr c~led the conference callto ordcr at2:00pm ETa t# 1-866-951- 

1151.conferenceID #4158748 

AGENDA ITEMS 

1 Report on keynote speaker 

¯ Jm~ Boxill reported that Condolcczza Rice would not ~ork and that an hlvitation has bccn extended 
to Antic Duncan with a goal to hear back on his status by Frida? 

Steve Ross suggested contacting Senator Hagan or using the UNC Washington lobbyist to connect 
directly ~ith Antic Duncan 

¯ Bubba Curminghmn rccormncndcd John Thompson or John Skipper as backup options 
Pare Drifimeir reported that            would be the outermost deadline for hax ing the ffdl 

registration process in place and ~orking and for launching fidl scale cmail marketing cmnpaign 
beyond the initial Date Saver 

1. Repor~ on "Save the Date" mailings status 

¯ Jm~ Boxill reported that Coytc and      arc currently responsible for the mailing list m~d the 
audiences include: high school coaches, athletic directors, athletes, administrators, and coaches 
associations 

¯ Pmn Driftmcir reported tbat m~ electronic save the date is what should be sent m~d tbat the keynote 
speaker does not need to be included 



UNC agreed to a deadline for sending om "Sa~ e the Date." even if this means 
sending without a keynote 

2. Report on website status 

reported that w~x truesportconference corn has already been purchased and that 
Coyte’s tcmn of undcrgrad m~d grad students arc working on the websitc 

3. Repor~ on hotel and conference space 

Jan Boxill reported that the venue and hotels ha~ e been reserved 
reported that the Loudermilk Center and Blue Zone has been booked for up to 400- 

500 guests for Frida? night’s keynote speaker Rooms have bccn booked at the Sheraton for both 
Friday and Saturday night and rooms will be booked shortly for the panel speakers and other VIP 
guests at a separate hotel 

¯ Jm~ Boxi[l confirmed that these venues are satisthcto~ for the format she has plmmed 

4. Report on UNC’s marketing plan 

reported that himself’and Covte’s team of undergrad and grad students will be 
working on the marketing 
Coyte confirmed that his team will provide a mailing list for ’Save the Date" moilings prior to the 

deadline 
¯ Pmn Driftmcir suggested including prh~ted flycrs in the participm~ts packets of participants at the 

upcoming NCAA conference in order to generate interest 

5. Repor~ on status of registration fee 

¯ Jm~ Boxill reported that the registration fcc will be $150-$195 per da? The overall budget will 
determine if meals are included within this price 

¯ Anais Spitzer reminded Jan that her conference budget will in part drive this price point 
Steve Ross suggested waiving the fee for the panel speakers and paper writers but this will also be 
determined based upon the overall budget 

6. Repor~ on status of position paper guidelines 

¯ Jm~ Boxi[l reported that she will send the guidelines by Frida?, 
7 page long papers The papers will be due fl’om the authors by 
panel members by 

The goal is to bovc 4- 
and will be sent to the 

7. Discussion on Position Paper assignments 

¯ Jm~ Boxill reported that position paper authors have bccn confirmed for topics # 1, 2, 3, 4 
Steve Ross suggested Christin Golic as a speaker Ibr the ~’Parent" topic g5 

¯ Jm~ Boxill will reach out to Christine Golic 
¯ The cotmnittcc decided tbat parents should bc topic #5 

8. Report on status of panel speakers 



Jan Boxill reported that the deadline for sending out invites to panelists is and the 
deadline for securing panelists is Jm~uary 1~ 
Steve Ross suggested having 3 people on a panel and only adding a fourth for a more specific 
perspective This will allow for better audience participation 

¯ Erim~nc Weight has a list of parent-focused individuals for possible panelist members that she will 
share with Lisa Voight 

ACTION ITEMS 

I Jan Boxill will reach out to use the UNC lobbyist to contact Senator Hagan on 
confirm the availability of Amc Duncan by 

2 Jm~ Boxill m~d Scott Krctchinar will send Position Paper guidelines and assignments to the 
committee and to Position Paper authors by 

and 

3 Tbe nex~t conference call will be scheduled tbr 

ADJOURNMENT 

This meeting was adjourned at 3pm ET by Anais Spitzcr 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

.~{em all unc edu> 

Thursday,                   12:34 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups unc edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups uric edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Haydon, Joe 
<haydon@unc edu>; Pommerening, Rory <rmp1893@email uric edu> 

Football Hold 

All: 

Please remove the hold from Football They are all caught up on their papel~vork 

Thanks, 

Z~!em ail u~c ed~2 



















Carolina Football Future Schedules Based on new ACC concepts and parameters - 12/16/13 

NEED 2 - 5/5 NEED 4 - 4/4 NEED 3 - 4/5 
2016 2017 2018 

FULL- 6/6 
2014 

o~13o 

09/20 

NEED 1 - 6/4/1 
2015 

~91o5 

09/23^ 09/22^ 

L0/08A ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

L0/15A ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

L0/22^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

L0/29^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/06^ ACC COASTAL/ OPEN 

10/13^ ACC COASTAL/ OPEN 

10/20^ ACC COASTAL/ OPEN 

10/27^ ACC COASTAL/ OPEN 

NEED 3- 5/4 (ND) 

2019 

NEED 4 - 4/4 
2020 

)9/05~’, 

NEED 3 - 415 (@ND) 
2021 

09/04^ 

09/11^ 

NEED 4 - 4/4 
2022 

]9/03^ 

NEED 4 - 4/4 
2023 

09/02^ 

09/09^ 

NEED 3 - 5/4 (ND) 

2024 



Carolina Football Non-Conference Scheduling - 11/7/13 

School           [ UNC Contact [Ideal Scenario                    [Guarantee Range L      2014 Games Avail? (ESPN)       [ 2012 RecordJStatus 

SCHEDULED 

Liberty RS Home 8/30/14 Contracted 

Notre Dame ACC Away - 9/13/14 Announced by ACC, more games to be announced for next 12 years soon 

East Carolina RS Away 9/20/14 and Away in 2016 or 2018 Contracted need to finalize 2016 or 2018 date 

South Carolina RS Neutral (CLT) - 9/5/15 Contracted 

North Carolina A&T RS Home 9/12/15 Contracted 

Ohio State Vl Home 9/23/17, Away 9/22/18 Contracted 

Akron Vl Home 9/6/14or 11/22/14 1 11 

Ball State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9-4 

Bowling Green Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 85 

Buffalo RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 Buffalo is not interested, they want an easier game 

Colorado State Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Eastern Michigan VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

Idaho RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

Kent State RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11 3 

Louisiana Monroe VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8-5 

Louisiana Tech Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9 3 

Massachusetts RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 Verbally agreed, then went dark 

New Mexico Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 9 

New Mexico State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

North Texas VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Northern Illinois Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 12 2 Has a game scheduled with Wake Forest that Wake may want out of 

Rice RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 Has Notre Dame and New Mexico State in 14, New Mexico State may drop them 

San Diego State RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9 4 

San Jose State VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11-2 

South Alabama RS Home 9/6/14or 11/22/14 2 11 

Texas State VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Tulane RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

UAB Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3 9 

UNLV RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2 11 Can and may take a 13th game, they need the money 

UTEP VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3-9 Bob Stull 

UTSA RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8 4 

Western Kentucky VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 

Western Michigan RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Wyoming Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Connecticut RS 

Indiana Vl 

Kansas Vl 

Kentucky Vl 

Memphis RS 

Northwestern Vl 

Purdue Vl 

Rutgers RS 

SMU RS 

South Florida RS 

Stanford (extra time) Vl 

Temple RS 

UCLA (extra time) Vl 

Vanderbilt RS 

Alabama 

Florida 

Georgia 

LSU 

Nebraska 

Oklahoma 

Penn State 

Texas 

USC (extra time) 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 

PRIMARY TARGETS - 2014 GUARANTEE HOME GAME 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

ONE GAME OVER (RICE ON 9/6/14) 

FULL 

1 (ALSO HAS WAKE WHO MAY WANT OUT) 

FULL (NOTRE DAME & NEW MEXICO ST) 

3 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

1 (MAY HAVE FSU, DEPENDING ON ND) 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

1 (CAN PLAY 13) 

PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE HOME AND HOME SERIES 

PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE MARQUEE HOME AND HOME OR NUETRAL SITE GAMES 



Rutgers(RS): Doubtful 

Temple(RS): Full 

Northwestern(Vl): Doubtful 

Texas State(Vl): 

UAB(Vl): 

Illinois(Vl): not until ’15 (’15/’19) 

Cincinatti(RS): wants ’14/’15 

Buffalo(RS): NO 

Ga Southern(RS): FULL 

Vanderbilt(RS): Doubtful 

Dave Brown Suggestions: 

Old Dominion(Vl): 

Southern Miss 

UTEP(Vl): lose Colorado State 

Colorado State (Vl): 

Idaho: 

Northern Illinois: (Gardner Webb to Wake) 

Rice(RS): 

/a Tech: 

Eastern Michigan(Vl): 

Purdue: 

Washington State: 

UNLV will take a 13th same, need the money 

Bill Fairdoth would he look at it? 

New Mexico state may drop Rice 

BobStull 



DEAD PERIOD 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~unc edu> 

Monday, 3:57 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~yahoo corn; 

~live unc edu>; 
@comcast net; 

~live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@yahoo corn; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@gmail corn; ~hotmail corn; 

¯ @live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>i 

@live unc edu>; ~yahoo corn; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~kenan-flagler unc edu; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

:~hve unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

,~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Lane, Cricket <crlcket@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 
@live unc edu>; 

,q~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
(?t~live unc edu>: 

~live unc ed-> 
(~mail corn; 

~live unc edu>; 
r@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>: 
~comcast net; 

:@aim corn; @gmail corn; 
@live unc edu>; 

.~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
(T~,live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; ~t~live corn; 
@verizon net; 

@live unc edu>; 
@aol 

~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
.~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
(?t~live unc edu>: 

@live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 

-@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Gaines, BtNant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>: Shelton, Karen C 
<kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc edu>; Tyler, Brie Farley 
<brie tyler@unc edu>;                     @unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc edu>; Debelm, l~ch L <nchdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<rubins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; rackham 
<rackham@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew 
<masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu> 

Carolina Outreach Sm~ey 



Attach: imageO03 jpg 

Congratulations to you all for a great semester] We have contributed ourselves to the community for more than 1270 

hours in this semester. So proud of what you have achieved]] 

Now please help us get better. Here is a link for you to provide some feedbacks on your experience with Carolina 

Outreach so far this year. (https://www.surveymonke¥.com/s/iserveilead) 

Your opinions are important for us and we want to hear your voice as we work to plan an even better spring semester. 

5o please take a few minutes to complete this survey by Friday, . It’s even better, if you can also forward 

this link to your teammates and help us collect some feedbacks from them! 

And, we are still SERVING during the winter break, go if your team is still in town during the break and looking for some 

community services, please let me know. We can always schedule something together. 

Wish everyone a happy holiday! Go Heels!! 



Ken Cleary: New starting lineup video at Kentucky game, different from past, All access video 

from other big wins, will go up today or tomorrow. 30,000 vie~s of alley-oop just from us, not 

including ACC and ESPN. Congrats to Angie and Smith Center staff, here at 5:30 am on Saturday 

with TV crew, then broke down tot graduation. 

Corey Holliday: Preparing for 8elk Bowl. Practice th~s week, arrive ~n Charlotte on Monday. 

Fedora at Bailey’s jewelry store on Thursday at 6:30. 

Tim Smith: Two verbals fo~ two 5500,000 scholarships 

Sobba: Final Roy Williams show is tonight for this year None next week. Great event prior to 

the Kentucky game. Another one before Texas game. Hiring a position in Charlotte, likely to be 

a former female 



Karlton: Tomorrow is holiday lunch. Trying new things. Committee to make it more 

entertaining. Giving away Carolina experiences. Trips, throwing out first pitch, etc. No 

organized singing. 

Matt Terrell: Executive board met last week. Idea of increasing giving levels, is big 

month for giving. Blue Zone renewals out for people that signed up in year :~ and signed 3 year 

lease Due 

John Montgomery: Great discussion in meeting about Smith Center, will contact donors. 

Wanted to get project out in front of the board, Preparing for next capital campaign~ 

Martina: Clare Dully sent out memo outlining reimbursable meals. Rules have changed Not 

able to do things we used to A few projects going on: fiscal year ended up in the black. 

Michigan v~deo on finandal overview, fundraislng piece. We are looking to do something similar 

but for transparency and informational reasons. Kirsh asks about travel bill: If several of us are 

on a trip and go for a meal, we each pay separately? Yes. If out with media (or other outside 

party) can pay all together? Yes. 

Paul Pogge: Risk management issues. Agent meetings in full swing. Hoping guys end up in good 

places. Meeting with Mario about scooter policy. 

Michelle Brown: Grades are trickling in, Coaches are being updated as grades come in. Over 

BOO grades not posted yet, Group got together to talk about books, very productive meeting, 

Michael Beale: Finalizing search for new employee, Hope to make offer soon and start in new 

year. Working on contract for baseball game vs NC State at Durham Bulls park in Durham. 

Brand initiatives presentation next time we meet, Kudos to Angle’s group, Great to deal with~ 

Clint: Mario had retreat this morning with sport reed crew, Updated on Disney Institute. Got 

good feedback and good questions, Finishing up next year’s MBB schedule. Will start 3 year 

doubleheader with Kentucky, UCLA and Ohio State, Moved a Saturday game next yr to Sunday 

to not conflict with ACC FB Championship. 

Angie: Very busy weekend at Smith Center with Kentucky game and graduation Getting ready 

for Texas and Davidson, 

Kirsch: Ken Cleaq/deserves remarkable kudos for balftime. Hard to keep something on Dean 

Smith short, because have so mu~h material. To take all he had and put together what he (lid 

was great ESPN has become difBcuB to deal with CBS here for 3 4 clays doing behind the 

scenes wilh Roy Thought it would be a good thing for him I:o do. Normally doesn’t like doing 

things like this. Called Mack to send regards from UNC, secretary started crying~ Social media so 

powerful, between toys for tots, Ohai, videos going out, now this stuff gets out really easily, 

Marketing and Rams Club doing a good job. Friday was a great day b/c kid was in town who 

spent his money on the girl with cancer, lots of people came by to thank him and congratulate 

him. Marcus presented him with a jersey. Very rewarding, 

Brunner: Honor of hosting NCHSFA football championships this weekend. Loudermilk people 

were helpful, good unl:il M[AX in March. Debriefing on fall, and FB in particular. Reaching out 

MaBo: One issue: if someone gets concussion, how accommodate academically. Hard for 

professor to understand that student may have concussion where symptoms may last a week or 

longer. Working with dean of students office to set up protocol for this situation. Most 

professors are accommodating but 5 10% give hard time. 



John Montgomery: We get all kinds of calls about uniforms, gets lots of complaints, Same 

people got reallV excited about putting on a t shirt. 

Bubba: Appreciation and thanks 1o everyone ,who had hand in Kentucky game Angle - lois 

work; Gary funding of promotions helpful; Clirlt: Apply same things from FB Lo BB; Ken 

halftime was remarkable. 

Bubba: Blue Zone how are numbers? Matt: 90% renewal rate; anyone who was on waiting list 

prior to this season we were able to take care of. Expect to exhaust the entire waiting list. All 

suites that were up are renewed. Bubba: We should promote scarcity. 

Bubba: Concussions campus wide - more from intercollegiate sports or rec sports? Mario: 

Many from club sports. More from general student population than from athletes. Whether it 

is intramurals, club sports, or just a regular student. 

Bubba: Talking to Scott Palanjian other day about promotion at BB, said we’ve given out 

scooters. Is that the right thing to be giving away? Like the idea but given the risk may not be 

Disney Update: 

Karlton had a day and a half with 3 people from Disney about culture and leadership, Next step is to 

define behaviors we want as leadership group Will eventually be a work team project for entire 

department. Will be given a report back form this meeting, which will be circulated to senior team. 

When dealing wilh internal people, communicale jusl: as intentionally as you would with your top 

customer. Be upbeat and positive and clear and articulate when you communicate internally’ with each 

other. 

Steve Kirschner: Really enjoyed those meetings. First day was 6 hours, Looking forward to working 

with them, Proven techniques and methods to make companies better. Huge opportunity’ for us. 

John Montgomery: Emotional connectivity and connections are needed to respect each other and 

communicate the right wav. 



Clint: Comnlunication and trust are two takeaways~ Improved withirl that nle~tirlg already. 

Karlton: Very close to finalizing contract with Disney. Want to be transparent and will prepare a 

statement showing the cost and the investment we are making in our departnTent. 



THE NEXT TWENTY: 
A TEAM’S SIIGHTLINE 
FUTURE SUCCESS 

~S 

Steve Knotek, PhD 

School of Education 

University of North Carolina 



What Hath We Wrought? 

Doonesbury 



The P~°em se and the Prom se of Spo~ls 

"1 won’t know for another 20 
years." 

Amos Alanzo Stagg 

Asked after a winning season if this was in fact~ his 
greatest season? 



My Resea °ch Agenda 

1~ Can coaching support the development of athletes’ 
character strengths related to optimal functioning? 

2~ Are character strengths developed through participation 
in sports generalized to other settings? 

3. Will development of character strengths such as self- 
efficacy, adaptability, optimism, social competence and 
initiative improve an athlete’s competitive performance? 

4~ What are the psychosocial dimensions of coaching 
related to supporting optimal talent development? 



n O her Wo °ds 
Coaching and participation in sports results in skiffs and 
attitudes that are critical to success in important fife 
circumstances, such as in the academic and social 
arenas. 

Effective coaching promotes students’ competence in the 
attributes of: 

- Self-efficacy 

- Adaptability 

- Optimism 

- Social competence 

- Initiative 



A Cults~°e of Cha~acter 

The UNC Women’s Soccer Team has a highly structured 
Learning Environment designed to promote student- 
athlete’s psychosocial development, 

Core Values 

Book Groups 

Team Manual 

Letter Writing 

Distributed Mentoring 

Deep Engagement 

Coach Meetings 

Self Evaluation 

Team Evaluation 



Core ues: Examples 
L Let’s begin with this, we don’t whine. This individual can 
handle any situation and never complain about anything on or 
off the field. (The true joy in life is to be a rome of fortune 
instead of a teveh~sh, selfish little clod of ailments and 
grievances complaining that the world will not devote itself to 
making you happy" George Bernard Shaw), 

II. The truly extraordinary do something every day. This 
individual has remarkable self-discipline, does the summer 
workout sheets from beginning to end without omission or 
substitution, and evenx, day has a plan to do something to get 
better. ("Roosevelt, more than any other man living within the 
range of notoriety showed the singutar primitive quatiLv that 
belongs to ultimate matter, the quality that medieval t,~eo/ogy 
assigned to God: ,~e was pure act’." Henry Adams Theodore 
Rex- Besmond Morris) 

Some examples players rate lhemselves on lhese vakies and are in rum ~ated by fl]eir pee~s. Those wilh file highest 

rankings ~ceive special honors 



Read ng Group 

10 Natural Laws for Successful Time and Life Management: 
Proven Strategies for Increased Productivity and Inner Peace, 
Hyrum Smith 
, Sophomores 
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons 
in Personal Change, Stephan Covey 

, Juniors: 
Man’s Search For Meaning, Viktor Frankle; Some Thoughts 
Delivered on a Significant Occasion about Living a 
Compassionate Life David Foster Wallace 
, Youth National Team Players 
The Talent Code: Greatness Isn’t Born, It’s Grown, Here’s How 

Done in a socratic style across the spdng semester which is devoted to personal development 



ExampIe of  ÷xt from Book Group 
"The one thing you can’t take away from me is the way I choose 
to respond to what you do to me. The last of one’s freedoms is to 
choose one’s attitude in any given circumstance," 

"Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of 
the human freedoms---------to choose one’s attitude in any given set 
of circumstances, to choose oRe’s own way/ 

"But there was no need to be ashamed of tears, for tears bore 
witness that a man had the greatest of courage the courage to 
suffer." 

"When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are 
challenged to change ourselves." 

-- Viktor E Frankl. Man’s Search for Meaning 

Physician example 



Letter VVr t ng 
Type of Letter 

Letters to Recruits 

Poems written to Se ]iors by First 
Assistant Coach 

Mailed to potential recruits during 
the year 
Read to graduating Seniors at the 
end of season informal ba ]quet 

Letters written to players by 
Coaches 

Read, discussed, and given to 
players at individual meetings 

Letters written to Seniors by Head 
Coach 

Letters between Players 

Read and presented to Seniors 
before the NCAA fnal four games 

Ongoing~ from current and former 
players 

Letters from Seniors to Coaches 



Poem ExampIe Seniol° Banquet 
Our Seniors are special, they have endured much strife. 
Tonight is a tribute, so let’s look at their life. 
Your challenges were difficult, unique in their own way. 
Retiring was not an option, your commitment was to play. 
Was is madness, lunacy, or denentia fr~)m the start? 
Your dedication to the tarheels, it’s what we call Heart. 

As a class you should be proud, your achievements are renowned. 
This is our chance to thank you, your impact was profound. 
Our patty goes on, interference car] not sway. 
Our lives are strengthened, each and every day. 
Your futures are important a new life you will start. 
This you can count on, you’re always i~ our hearts 

Note the themes of self-efficacy and initiative 



Process 

Deep Engagement - Team as family: explicit acknowledgement of 
bonds and commitments Beach Trip, Thanksgiving Dinner, Parents 
inclusive of one another, "We" 
Coach Meetings - start with review of academics/set goals, go over 
team and core values data/set goals, including Corrective Feedback 
within Direct Instruction 
Distributed Mentoring - Responsibility for personal development 
shared by all coaches and staff 
Self Evaluation - process the data within the framework of the core 
values and a~dve at own goals 
Team E’,ialuation - get feedback on team’s collective sense of how a 
student-athlete is living the core values 
Study groups - book groups and student led study groups with 
academic team captains 
Leadership team with ongoing leadership develop nent 
Continued, relentless renewal - the ultimate entrepreneurs 



The Secret Sauce 
Focus ng on Grit 



SeIf Esteem v SeIfAgency 
Responsibility is the core developmental target 

Evolution of: 

Personal accountability 

Time management 

Pathos 



So What? 
How does the culture of the team support success? 

By supporting the protective/competence factors of: 

Self-efficacy 

Adaptability 

Optimism 

Social competence 

Initiative 



Grt T snslated 
"The problem, I think, is not only the schools but also the 
students themselves. Here’s why: learning is hard, True 
learning is fun, exhilarating and gratifying - but it is also 
often daunting, exhausting and sometimes discouraging 
._ To help chronically low---performing but intelligent 
students, educators and parents must first recognize that 
character is at least as important as intellect." 

Ange~a Duckworth, Psychologist 



Develop (in order) 
Strength of Character 

Academic Responsibility 

Soccer 

In athletics we have the time and the learning environment 
to help students acquire and hone the skills to use college 
to achieve the ultimate success - the means to attain a 
happy, meaningful and productive life. 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:21:15 AM 

~gsk.com; ~; @art.net 
Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Vander[ord, Teresa P; Cunningham, Bubba 
Belk Bowl 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2013 Belk Bowl Wives Request form and Bowl Packet.Pd=f. (1.1M) 

Thank you for coming to the meeting on Sunday! 

At the meeting a form was referenced that may have caused some confusion. That form is attached 
along with a scanned copy of the Wives Informational Packet that was handed out at the meeting. 

The form notified each staff member/spouse of how many hotel rooms & tickets they would receive, 
and what they needed to do to request more of each. I believe we have covered all of these needs 
for the Cunningham, Ille and Steinbacher families, please let me know if you have any questions. 

The entire Cunningham family is arriving on 12/23 and staying until 12/29. 

Vince and I are arriving on 12/23, while our families will be joining us on 12/25 and staying until 
12/28. 

Corey and Teresa will be sending out as requested at the meeting a full bowl week itinerary to all the 
spouses tomorrow. It will include the Hospitality Room Schedules and the Football Administrative 
office at the Westin Hotel schedule. They will include each of you on this distribution. 

If you or your children plan to attend any of the official spouse / children’s events and have not 
already done so, please let Teresa know. 

Spouses Outing - Levine Cancer Institute Tour and Brunch (12/26/13 @ 9:30 am) 

Children’s Outing - Sports Connection (12/27/13 @ 9:45 am) 



Spouses Outing - Belk Spa and Shopping (12/27/13 @ 10:00 am) - Let Teresa know your 3 
spa preferences / times per the form in the attached packet 

we have you down as attending the Coaches reception at Quail Hollow Club on 12/23 @ 5 pro. 

If you want to do the Belk Bowl 5K, let me know and I’ll get you signed up for that. 

Thanks again for coming Sunday and please contact Corey 
or me              at any time with any questions. 

, Teresa 

It is going to be a wonderful week! 

Rick 
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All TrAvel Party members will first chock in at tho IINC Football Itoception Dosk ie the main lobby. 

~AI~KIN8 (}FIll]N, YBU W~LE BE ~ESP[]NSiBI..~ I::{:~f< THE B~ST QF VALET PA[~K NI:~ I::BR THE EN’Tli<~] WE[~K 
Park y~ur v@i~l~ and take all of y~ur items with ynu. 

Take th~ Eievat+r ~o ~he Lobby and proceed t+ th~ main desk area far check-in. 

7. All Student-Athlete k+ys will bP, collected at check-in 



Beap right, thso [ur~ right #n B{d Dewd Read. 
Tu~a le~t ~nta H~rlee Avenue. 
Tu". right at US H,g~waV 74 E~st/~N’l~insao BJul~vard. f£1owi~g for 3//m~les. 



Take Intarotat.~ 7? South ta John Belk FCeeway Exit 

Pre#eed to the hotel which isiocated ahead o£ the right. 

Fr+m G++h+.p++++!..#!![ ( E m st ) 

TaKe Interstate 48 West to Ioterstat£ 85 Sooth. 

Take Exit 38 te Intn~state 77 South. 
~ontintl~ ~n 1-27 Snuth ta J~hn B~lk Freeway (Exit 98). 

I~ke the College ~tre~t Exit 1[. 

Prooeed to the hath1 whie~ isthe first b~il~ing oe the right. 

Take let+rstata 2@ W+st te Interstatm 2~ ~ast. 
Cantiau~ +el-26 East t+ County Read 74 East. 

Then prmceed to lat+Pstate ~5 East. 

~ontinue ~n ~-85 t+ Interstat~ 77 South. 

~xit onto JDhn Belk Freeway (Exi~ ~B). 

Prmm~d to th+ Collage Stroet Exil. 

Exit ante ~#ll~e ~tP8~t. 

]ol~e I#terslatn 85 North to Frm+dea+ Drive (Exit 34). 
From Freadom Drive, moron ~nto Jaterst~t~ 277 N~rl:B via the romp on the loft, 

Then take the ~11~#~ Street Exit towards dawntaw o 
The hotel is Ioeatedon the right. 



A BIVAL ff F ff  A I IN 

]~eLurr shJtt es [a t~-e ,@part wilJ dupert f;om :he fct~l Ymi ’*ill b~ ~,13wced w:th t2~ rctLe~ shuttle suh~’L]e duriq~ the week in 



Teem lleli~ 
Tuesday. I]eeember 74th 

Irl:3rlam - 12rill]pro 

Bases IJepart at Ill:Ill]am 
Attire: %wl Sweats 

Tuesday, I]ecemher 24th 
B:,~rlpm 

W~dnesday. December 2l~th 
Brand Ballroom C 

Team rl~lin~ 
Thursday. l]esember 2Bth 

Levine %ildren’a Haspital ]]usee I]~part at 
Art r’e: [;am[-,’ ,.l~,,’rse7 S Bawl Sweats 

Thursday, I]ecamb~r 2!]th 
7:l]lJpm 

NASIG, AR Hall of Fame []apart at 8:4~pm 



You wilt be designated a mandatary dress cude {or certain events thrnughuut the week. Please find balaw the required 

gear that you will be responsible for packing ~u bring with you to the bowl game site. 

21]1~ Nike Travel ~weate (Jacket and Pants) 
Friday Walk-Through Cerulina iglue Shorts end Daralina Blue T-Shirt (Turque ee leap) 
Carolina Blue Cetlerad Shirt 
Drey Collared Shirt 
Travel Shoes 

[ms: 
Dress Slacks/Khaki Pants!Collared ,~hirtiDr’ess Sheer (Dhriatmae !]inner) 
Jeans/Nice Shirts/Shoes (Casual Clathas) 
Duterwear Jacket (Expect Temperature te be enid[) 

Walcame Reception - Monday. December 2Srd (Deeual) 
Players ~h~pping ~pPBB - ~4~nday, ~cember 2~rd (CeeuaO 

~ecember 24 (Dee ab 
Team ~hristmas Dinner t,, ,,, , , 

Levine ~hildren’s Hospital Visit - Thursday, December 28th ([3ame dereny 
Ws}k-Thru a[ Bane o~ America Stadium - Friday. Oecember 2?th (20{3 Nike {cave Swee~s. 



5 WORbDUT SHI]E~ - YDU MUST TAKF THESE FOR WEIGHT Ri]DM WI]RK-UDI ANU Pl]SSIDLE INDODR DRIll:TIDE 

D LAUNDRY LI]DH {IN METAL lUDKEN) 

ID GLUVES (AS NEED[D) 

E ~RA~T/C~ PANTS 

14 LONR SLEEVE [BO~E fiT T-SHIRT 
15 KN[E ELBDW, BR TBIBH SLEEVES 
IB MISC. BRA~£S- SHOULDER, ANAL[, ~NEL ET& 
~2 TIGHT TBP 
18 TIGHT BB~I,~ 

IF YoU TURN THE A~3[~VE ITEI~S IN T~ BE WA%EU. THEY WILL BE WASHED AND TAKEN FBR YOU 
TAKE ALL EgUIP~H[NT ~N YOUR LUCKER Y~U W#LL NEEO FOR PRACTICE OR GAME WHILE IN CHARLOTTE 
~N~; -: TIIE WFATHER IN CHARLgTTE WIIL BE ~OLD- PLEASE PREPARE F~R C~LD WEATH~R~ 
PI~K UP ALL ITEMS_     IN YOUR M[TAL LOCKER BY THE EOUIP~ENT RD~ - PA~K YOUR BAG AND PUT IT ON THE TRU~K 

BRAY 2[1I~1 TRAVEL ~WEATS G TURBUI]IBE LOOP WILL BE IN YOUR [%KER ON FRIDAY MDRRING- YOU ~U:~T TAKE 
THEM T[I CHAR[UTTE-- MAK[ SURF YOU R~JK THEM UP 



All Players and ~aach+~ will Kmrk an tha 13-3 Level afths parking deck (lewer I+val) 
All Players’ ears will be s~cur~d, ~ey~ taken, and m~itor~d by vi~ carrl~ras all w~ 

After Par’kinq yaur vehicle: 
Chaakia atthe UN[~ Raa~ptian l]ssk ,. Nain L~bi~y 
ALL PLAYERS TU~ IN ~Aff KEYS 

Attendees: Team. FB ;taft, ~upport Staff 

A~ir.: Casual 
Attandaas: Prayers 

Attire: ~BSUBJ 

AttBndmes: Players Only 

FP~ Tim~ 
"Bead Times" Shuttles Available 





A 
IT 



A~oft Charlotte Uptown at the 

EpiCentre 

230 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

704-333-2999 

Hilton Charlotte City Center 

222 East 3"~ Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

704-377-1500 

Hilton Garden Inn Center City 

Residence Inn Charlotte Uptown 

404 South Mint St 

Char]otte~ NC 28202 

70~-340-4000 

The Ritz*Carlton 

201 East Tra~e Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

704 547-2244 

Sheraton Charlotte Hotel 

555 South McDoweli St 

Charlotte, NC 28204 

704-372-4100 

704-373-0917 



sophisticated, succulent Modern American Cuisine. Sp~ciaJk~ng ~n Sc~o~d, L~mb, ~tsak~. ~sme ~eat~, Pnu~try and 
Pasta. R~iax and ~nj~y ~thing music, inviting accommodations, unb~li~wbl~ ~ntr~s. sp~c~a]ty ~ss~rt~ and ~n 
~xt~n~iw wine list. S~rvin~ th~ Triad of North ~aro~ina sinc~ ]~. new t~ Uptown ~har]o~. ~el~da~ [~uers: Lunch ~n 

I",bristn,~a~ Ew. [~osed ~hr slcm~ %,~ 

sides. A!l you can eat f~r $34.9~. N~klay H~urs: ~]~s~d ~hr~ma~ Ew and [;hr~raos 

E2 Emari~’u Eatery - E2 Emarii’e Eatery features an acleclie menu ~caaaing nn New I]rlaans-inspired American cuisine 
using ~barlatta’e rich local and regional products. Nclidof I~aore: I~h]ratmaa E~o airmen Bnl~,. []laaed [;hristmas %y 

~mbe~ ~]ri]l~ ~ A modern Amarisea grille incorporating the aauth’a distinctive flavors, with a fiery wood burning oven. 
and rotisserie and an innovative, inventive win~, list ’[aaturing tap American wines. It’s ~reah. urban, contemporary 
design features an open kitchen end patio. Halido’f Iollra: []pen 11-.[] }~ol:b ~hristmao Eva aed 

Pizza - Fast. ~asual Dining. Real. Fresh Ingredients. N~w Yarl~ style pizza. Vegan. Yegalariaa and Gluten-Free 
[]ptians available. Salivary aeailabl~. Hl:li’day toara:/]losing earl~ [;briatmas Ewe l]looad %riotmes 

F~Jj~ ~Jptu~vn giutr~ - A ~ull-sarvice Asian Fusion restauraal that has been in business since 2B114, Has Sushi. 

~alayoa Meatuurant - ~lalofce is a sophisticated re-imagining of the Iocavnc~ bud movement, s~owcasing the r~gion’s 
b~st b~uliqu~ ch~s~ Bad proteins ai~ngsid~ s~asunal produc~. Enjmt a m~nu o~ hous~-crail:~d ingredients in dish~s 
inspired by t~aditianal S~uth~rn fa~. gin~ sur~uundad by candl~lighl, hand-h~wn w~d~n tables, end fl~r-to-c~il~n~ 
winda~s with a vista of ~haH~tte s skyline. Valid "Best New Restaurant", "Beat Upscal~ Bur~r", and "Bast ]~t~rasting 
~ocktai~ List". ~cl~day Hours: Closed J]le%t~as We m~d []hristmas [)a~’ 

~tim~su r, riB - M, imoaa Grill [ealures global cuisine with a unique s~uthene twist. Balidaf ttaurs: Bhrietnme Eee %m-. 
2rail [~l~s~d l]hriatrrms 

Club - ~ombinea the rich taste or a New York delicatessen with the re[inad almnaphere of an upecele bistro. 
Hears: %:n;~d ~a’ietrrlas ice arei ~hriatmoa Bay. 



TA U T 



Baptist Church (D} 

Shr’istm~s Ev~: 5 PM 

P~’i~nitiv~ Baptist Church 

727 West TPM~ St~’~e 

Charlutt~, t4~ 28202 

CATHOLIC 

~t, Petel"s (;atho~ic Church 

~harbtt~ h~ 2£2B2 

(704) 332-29~f 

~t. Petee’s Epi~cepal Church 

Temple Beth El (O) 

(7D4) 3~B-194~ 

:ha PlottP., ~4~ 28226 

Christmas Ew: 

Chr stm~s Ba~: 

W = WALKING DISTANCE D= DRIVING DISTANCE 



First Prssby~eria~ Church 

(7~4) ~a2-5~2a 

Christmss [w: 5:30 PM 







375o2111 

III IIII 



All TrAvel Party members will first chock in at tho IINC Football Itoception Dosk ie the main lobby. 

~AI~KIN8 (}FIll]N, YBU W~LE BE ~ESP[]NSiBI..~ I::{:~f< THE B~ST QF VALET PA[~K NI:~ I::BR THE EN’Tli<~] WE[~K 
Park y~ur v@i~l~ and take all of y~ur items with ynu. 

Take th~ Eievat+r ~o ~he Lobby and proceed t+ th~ main desk area far check-in. 

7. All Student-Athlete k+ys will bP, collected at check-in 



Beap right, thso [ur~ right #n B{d Dewd Read. 
Tu~a le~t ~nta H~rlee Avenue. 
Tu". right at US H,g~waV 74 E~st/~N’l~insao BJul~vard. f£1owi~g for 3//m~les. 



Take Intarotat.~ 7? South ta John Belk FCeeway Exit 

Pre#eed to the hotel which isiocated ahead o£ the right. 

Fr+m G++h+.p++++!..#!![ ( E m st ) 

TaKe Interstate 48 West to Ioterstat£ 85 Sooth. 

Take Exit 38 te Intn~state 77 South. 
~ontintl~ ~n 1-27 Snuth ta J~hn B~lk Freeway (Exit 98). 

I~ke the College ~tre~t Exit 1[. 

Prooeed to the hath1 whie~ isthe first b~il~ing oe the right. 

Take let+rstata 2@ W+st te Interstatm 2~ ~ast. 
Cantiau~ +el-26 East t+ County Read 74 East. 

Then prmceed to lat+Pstate ~5 East. 

~ontinue ~n ~-85 t+ Interstat~ 77 South. 

~xit onto JDhn Belk Freeway (Exi~ ~B). 

Prmm~d to th+ Collage Stroet Exil. 

Exit ante ~#ll~e ~tP8~t. 

]ol~e I#terslatn 85 North to Frm+dea+ Drive (Exit 34). 
From Freadom Drive, moron ~nto Jaterst~t~ 277 N~rl:B via the romp on the loft, 

Then take the ~11~#~ Street Exit towards dawntaw o 
The hotel is Ioeatedon the right. 



A BIVAL ff F ff  A I IN 

]~eLurr shJtt es [a t~-e ,@part wilJ dupert f;om :he fct~l Ymi ’*ill b~ ~,13wced w:th t2~ rctLe~ shuttle suh~’L]e duriq~ the week in 



Teem lleli~ 
Tuesday. I]eeember 74th 

Irl:3rlam - 12rill]pro 

Bases IJepart at Ill:Ill]am 
Attire: %wl Sweats 

Tuesday, I]ecemher 24th 
B:,~rlpm 

W~dnesday. December 2l~th 
Brand Ballroom C 

Team rl~lin~ 
Thursday. l]esember 2Bth 

Levine %ildren’a Haspital ]]usee I]~part at 
Art r’e: [;am[-,’ ,.l~,,’rse7 S Bawl Sweats 

Thursday, I]ecamb~r 2!]th 
7:l]lJpm 

NASIG, AR Hall of Fame []apart at 8:4~pm 



You wilt be designated a mandatary dress cude {or certain events thrnughuut the week. Please find balaw the required 

gear that you will be responsible for packing ~u bring with you to the bowl game site. 

21]1~ Nike Travel ~weate (Jacket and Pants) 
Friday Walk-Through Cerulina iglue Shorts end Daralina Blue T-Shirt (Turque ee leap) 
Carolina Blue Cetlerad Shirt 
Drey Collared Shirt 
Travel Shoes 

[ms: 
Dress Slacks/Khaki Pants!Collared ,~hirtiDr’ess Sheer (Dhriatmae !]inner) 
Jeans/Nice Shirts/Shoes (Casual Clathas) 
Duterwear Jacket (Expect Temperature te be enid[) 

Walcame Reception - Monday. December 2Srd (Deeual) 
Players ~h~pping ~pPBB - ~4~nday, ~cember 2~rd (CeeuaO 

~ecember 24 (Dee ab 
Team ~hristmas Dinner t,, ,,, , , 

Levine ~hildren’s Hospital Visit - Thursday, December 28th ([3ame dereny 
Ws}k-Thru a[ Bane o~ America Stadium - Friday. Oecember 2?th (20{3 Nike {cave Swee~s. 



5 WORbDUT SHI]E~ - YDU MUST TAKF THESE FOR WEIGHT Ri]DM WI]RK-UDI ANU Pl]SSIDLE INDODR DRIll:TIDE 

D LAUNDRY LI]DH {IN METAL lUDKEN) 

ID GLUVES (AS NEED[D) 

E ~RA~T/C~ PANTS 

14 LONR SLEEVE [BO~E fiT T-SHIRT 
15 KN[E ELBDW, BR TBIBH SLEEVES 
IB MISC. BRA~£S- SHOULDER, ANAL[, ~NEL ET& 
~2 TIGHT TBP 
18 TIGHT BB~I,~ 

IF YoU TURN THE A~3[~VE ITEI~S IN T~ BE WA%EU. THEY WILL BE WASHED AND TAKEN FBR YOU 
TAKE ALL EgUIP~H[NT ~N YOUR LUCKER Y~U W#LL NEEO FOR PRACTICE OR GAME WHILE IN CHARLOTTE 
~N~; -: TIIE WFATHER IN CHARLgTTE WIIL BE ~OLD- PLEASE PREPARE F~R C~LD WEATH~R~ 
PI~K UP ALL ITEMS_     IN YOUR M[TAL LOCKER BY THE EOUIP~ENT RD~ - PA~K YOUR BAG AND PUT IT ON THE TRU~K 

BRAY 2[1I~1 TRAVEL ~WEATS G TURBUI]IBE LOOP WILL BE IN YOUR [%KER ON FRIDAY MDRRING- YOU ~U:~T TAKE 
THEM T[I CHAR[UTTE-- MAK[ SURF YOU R~JK THEM UP 



All Players and ~aach+~ will Kmrk an tha 13-3 Level afths parking deck (lewer I+val) 
All Players’ ears will be s~cur~d, ~ey~ taken, and m~itor~d by vi~ carrl~ras all w~ 

After Par’kinq yaur vehicle: 
Chaakia atthe UN[~ Raa~ptian l]ssk ,. Nain L~bi~y 
ALL PLAYERS TU~ IN ~Aff KEYS 

Attendees: Team. FB ;taft, ~upport Staff 

A~ir.: Casual 
Attandaas: Prayers 

Attire: ~BSUBJ 

AttBndmes: Players Only 

FP~ Tim~ 
"Bead Times" Shuttles Available 





A 
IT 



A~oft Charlotte Uptown at the 

EpiCentre 

230 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

704-333-2999 

Hilton Charlotte City Center 

222 East 3"~ Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

704-377-1500 

Hilton Garden Inn Center City 

Residence Inn Charlotte Uptown 

404 South Mint St 

Char]otte~ NC 28202 

70~-340-4000 

The Ritz*Carlton 

201 East Tra~e Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

704 547-2244 

Sheraton Charlotte Hotel 

555 South McDoweli St 

Charlotte, NC 28204 

704-372-4100 

704-373-0917 



sophisticated, succulent Modern American Cuisine. Sp~ciaJk~ng ~n Sc~o~d, L~mb, ~tsak~. ~sme ~eat~, Pnu~try and 
Pasta. R~iax and ~nj~y ~thing music, inviting accommodations, unb~li~wbl~ ~ntr~s. sp~c~a]ty ~ss~rt~ and ~n 
~xt~n~iw wine list. S~rvin~ th~ Triad of North ~aro~ina sinc~ ]~. new t~ Uptown ~har]o~. ~el~da~ [~uers: Lunch ~n 

I",bristn,~a~ Ew. [~osed ~hr slcm~ %,~ 

sides. A!l you can eat f~r $34.9~. N~klay H~urs: ~]~s~d ~hr~ma~ Ew and [;hr~raos 

E2 Emari~’u Eatery - E2 Emarii’e Eatery features an acleclie menu ~caaaing nn New I]rlaans-inspired American cuisine 
using ~barlatta’e rich local and regional products. Nclidof I~aore: I~h]ratmaa E~o airmen Bnl~,. []laaed [;hristmas %y 

~mbe~ ~]ri]l~ ~ A modern Amarisea grille incorporating the aauth’a distinctive flavors, with a fiery wood burning oven. 
and rotisserie and an innovative, inventive win~, list ’[aaturing tap American wines. It’s ~reah. urban, contemporary 
design features an open kitchen end patio. Halido’f Iollra: []pen 11-.[] }~ol:b ~hristmao Eva aed 

Pizza - Fast. ~asual Dining. Real. Fresh Ingredients. N~w Yarl~ style pizza. Vegan. Yegalariaa and Gluten-Free 
[]ptians available. Salivary aeailabl~. Hl:li’day toara:/]losing earl~ [;briatmas Ewe l]looad %riotmes 

F~Jj~ ~Jptu~vn giutr~ - A ~ull-sarvice Asian Fusion restauraal that has been in business since 2B114, Has Sushi. 

~alayoa Meatuurant - ~lalofce is a sophisticated re-imagining of the Iocavnc~ bud movement, s~owcasing the r~gion’s 
b~st b~uliqu~ ch~s~ Bad proteins ai~ngsid~ s~asunal produc~. Enjmt a m~nu o~ hous~-crail:~d ingredients in dish~s 
inspired by t~aditianal S~uth~rn fa~. gin~ sur~uundad by candl~lighl, hand-h~wn w~d~n tables, end fl~r-to-c~il~n~ 
winda~s with a vista of ~haH~tte s skyline. Valid "Best New Restaurant", "Beat Upscal~ Bur~r", and "Bast ]~t~rasting 
~ocktai~ List". ~cl~day Hours: Closed J]le%t~as We m~d []hristmas [)a~’ 

~tim~su r, riB - M, imoaa Grill [ealures global cuisine with a unique s~uthene twist. Balidaf ttaurs: Bhrietnme Eee %m-. 
2rail [~l~s~d l]hriatrrms 

Club - ~ombinea the rich taste or a New York delicatessen with the re[inad almnaphere of an upecele bistro. 
Hears: %:n;~d ~a’ietrrlas ice arei ~hriatmoa Bay. 



TA U T 



Baptist Church (D} 

Shr’istm~s Ev~: 5 PM 

P~’i~nitiv~ Baptist Church 

727 West TPM~ St~’~e 

Charlutt~, t4~ 28202 

CATHOLIC 

~t, Petel"s (;atho~ic Church 

~harbtt~ h~ 2£2B2 

(704) 332-29~f 

~t. Petee’s Epi~cepal Church 

Temple Beth El (O) 

(7D4) 3~B-194~ 

:ha PlottP., ~4~ 28226 

Christmas Ew: 

Chr stm~s Ba~: 

W = WALKING DISTANCE D= DRIVING DISTANCE 



First Prssby~eria~ Church 

(7~4) ~a2-5~2a 

Christmss [w: 5:30 PM 





HFLPL~ERS 







MONDAY-DECEMBER 23RD, 2013 

I:QD PM = 3=HI] Pll 

7:00 Pill- 8:30 PI~ 

C~h~s ~eception: ~il Hoflo~ Coon~ry Clob 



TUESDAY = DECEMBER 24TH, 2013 (CHRISTMAS EVE) 

B:O0 ~ 

8:05 AI~- 8:3fi AlVi 

9:50 

Fuetio~ Statien Awilable: Grand 

P~sifions ~eetin~s 

Team ~uses Oepart ~o~ Charlette ~etor Speedway 

Team Ouling: Cbarloffe ~eter Speedway 

Note: Coaches G Players Bnly 

Lunch: Garage 

Team Buses Bepa~ f~r Charlene C~un~ry Bay 

Toping / O~ess F~r Pr~tice 

P~actice 

£~ ~atc~ Pr~cgc~ Him: ~to~ll 

~vel ~e~ 

Buses Leave Fe~ Oave ~ Busters 

Attire: 

Note: Trave! Par~ 

8uses Oep~: 7:30 

F~ee ~me: Goo~ ~mes ~hu~le 



W~EDNESDAY. DECEMBER 25TB, 2013 (CHRISTMAS DAY) 

8:nn P~ 

Fuulin~ Statien Available: BPend t~atlroom C 

C~apel: Gpand BallPBm B 

Lunch / T~eatment / Tape: GPand Ball~aam C 

Special Teams Meeting: ~rand BallPoam ~ 

Pesifien ~eetings 

Teem Buses BeFall For CherJolte Country Bay 

Practice 

lravel P~rty Cbristms Oinnsr: Providence Ballroom (1= Floor) 

Team Aoto~raph Per~y 

Free Time: Goo~ T~mes Shuttle 

Cu~ew 



THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26TH, 2013 

Fuelie!t Statien 

Tern Butins: Levine Children’s Hespital Visit 

~ote: C~ach Fedora S Rayers l]nly 

Lunch / Teealment 

Team Meelin~: 

Practice 

Trays[ Team Lift 

Travel Team ~e~ting: Gran~ ~.liroom B 

Fre~ Time: E~e~ Tim~s 



FRIDAY, DEGEMBER 27THe. :20 I~ 

D:nG PM 

?:OD PI~ 

9:3G Pl~ 

1G:45 P~ 

Fualing Gtntiea Meilahla: Grand Dellrenm C 

£pouses" Duting: ~eik ~pa and Sh~ppin# 

Lunch: Beam Ballea~ C 

£ta# ~e~ing: ~tenewal[ 

Mass [Dpti~na~): Grnnd BalJro~m B 

Special Te~m ~etin~s: Grand Ballru~m B 

Petition ~eet~n9s 

Team Buses Oep~r~ For ~a~k 0[ Amepica ~Ladiu~ 

Walk Ac~m~ Bunk 0~ America ~tadium 

Dffense: HaPPis De]ense: Grand Ballruum B 

In Ynue ~onm 

Lights O~t 



SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28TH, 2OI3 

9:51] AM = ll]:ID AM 

II]:11] AM - 10:50 

11:45 

12:1)0 PM 

1:20 PM 

Dree]~faat: Grand rl+llr.am C 

Taping: independence 

Chapel Service (OpLional): Gram Ballreom B 

Team ~eetin9: ~rand BalJroem B 

Non= TraveI Pre-Eem~ Meal: Grand Ballre~m ~ 

Te~m Euse~ Depart For B~nk of Ameri~ StMium 

~uses + G 5 ~e~rt FeP Stadium: Nen-Travd and StaE / 



~’RYON ROOM 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 23RD, 2013 

4:g~ {~M - II I:1~ PM B~bysilting 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24TB, 2013 (CHRISTMAS EVE) 

I~:~[I ,~M - 3:1]tl PM ~abysittin~ 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25TH, 2013 (CHRISTMAS DAY) 

...... I, IIJ IJ;,BY~ TT BE; ~W~[LA~LE ..... 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26~H, 20 I3 

9:BI] AM 2:1]1] PM Babysitting 

’7:00PM 9:30PM Babysitting 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28TH, 20113 

PLEASE LE~ VE ~L~NEY/FLTDL7 FOR YDUg DHILD iF #EE~TEL7 (PER DIE/4 PREVIOL/SL Y PRDYIDED)o 



~{O~TM CAROL~{NA FOOT~,ALL 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 23RD, 2013 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24TO, 2013 (CHRISTMAS EVE) 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25TH, 2013 (CHRISTMAS DAY) 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2~1TM, 2013 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27TH, 2013 



MONDAY. DECEMBER 23RD 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24TH 

WEDNESDAY, D_BCEMBER 25TH 

II:II kll -, 2:II III 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26TH 

I:II All - II:ll II 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27TH 

ALL ADMINISTRATB!E ASSL%’TANTB WILL ]BE AVAILABLE DURING 

NON -- OFFICE HOURS VIA CELL PHONE 

Melinda 

~yarl ~lill~: 

ler~s~ Vand~rfurd: 











Orb 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

@att net> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 g:48 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 
Vanderford, Teresa P <tvandefford@unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Re: Belk Bowl 

Thank you, Rick We would like to extend just the standard room (with the 2 queen beds) one more night 
(checking out Sunday) to give us a place to sleep before we travel noah to see family Would we get the team 
rate and j ust pay for the extra night once we get there? 

Thanks for your help, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 2:29 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks, looking forward to a great trip! 

Rick 

From:        [mailLo       ~atLnet] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:13 AM 
"1"o: SLeinbacher, Pick; Vandefford, Teresa P 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Belk Bowl 

Thanks, Rick. I have already given my form to Teresa to sign             and me up for the Belk Spa 
and Shopping (12/27/13 @ 10:00 am). As far as I understand, there should be room on the bus for all three 
of us, but if not, we are happy to drive ourselves. 

In regard to Christmas dinner on 12/25, would you or Teresa forward the following food allergy information to 
the appropriate person? That would really be helpful since our eating options will be so limited that day. 

Also, one last question (I hate to bother you with questions as I know you have so many things to coordinate 
right now): Could you tell me what room types we are assigned to? We may end up keeping one of those 
rooms on Saturday, 12/28, before we begin our journey north to see family. I will call the hotel to find out 
bed sizes, etc., to see if we can all fit in one just for one night, or if it’s better to get on the road afler the 
game. 

Thanks so much for all your help - we are really excited about the trip! 



From: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> 
To: ’                  .~,¢4sk.com" ¯                  .~,,qsk.com>; 

~qmail.com>; ~att.net" Matt.net> 
(.;c: "llle, v~nce" <ille~unc.edu>; "Holliday, Corey L" <chollidav~unc.edu>; "Vander[ord, Teresa P" 
<tvander[ordC~,unc.edu>; "Cunningharn, Bubba" <bubbac~,ernail.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:21 AM 
Subject: Belk Bowl 

Thank you for coming to the meeting on Sunday! 

At the meeting a tbrm was referenced that may have caused some confusion That form is attached 
along with a scanned copy of the Wives Infom~ational Packet that was handed out at the meeting 

The form notified each staff member / spouse of how many hotel rooms & tickets they would 
receive, and what they needed to do to request more of each I believe we have covered all of these 
needs for the Cunningham, Ille and Steinbacher fhmilies, please let me know if you have any 
questions 

The entire Cunningham t~amily is arriving on 12/23 and staying until 12/29 

Vince and I are arriving on 12/23, while our families will be joining us on 12/25 and staying until 
12/28 

Corey and Teresa will be sending out as requested at the meeting a full bowl week itinerary to all 
the spouses tomorrow It will include the Hospitality Room Schedules and the Football 
Administrative office at the Westin Hotel schedule They will include each of you on this 
distribution 

If you or your children plan to attend any of the official spouse / children’s events and have not 
already done so, please let Teresa know 

Spouses Outing Levine Cancer Institute Tour and Branch (12/26/13 @ 9:30 am) 
Children’s Outing Sports Connection (12/27/13 @ 9:45 am) 
Spouses Outing Belk Spa and Shopping (12/27/13 @ 10:00 am) Let Teresa know your 3 

spa preferences / times per the form in the attached packet 

we have you down as attending the Coaches reception at Quail Hollow Club on 12/23 @ 5 
pm 

If you want to do the Belk Bowl 5K, let me know and I’ll get you signed up for that 

Thanks again for coming Sunday and please contact Corey 
or me               at any time with any questions 

It is going to be a wonderful week! 

Rick 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 9:29 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; LinebelTy, 
Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Paine0, lrey <tpame0@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu>; 
Young, Madssa Veronica <mvyoung@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu> 

Softball Schedule Update 

All, 

Softball is adding a game against Campbell in Chapel Hill on 

accordingly. If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

at 4 pm. Please adjust your schedules 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 





TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Larry Fedora 

Head Football Coach 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in post-season intercollegiate athletics competition. Ira student~thlete is not 

declared eligible, he has not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for the 

bowl game. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

25. 

2g. 

34. 

37. 

40. 

43. 

46. 

49. 

52. 

55. 

58. 

64. 

67. 

20. 

23. 

26. 

29. 

32. 

35. 
3g. 

44. 

47. 

50. 

53. 

56. 

59. 

62. 

65. 
6g. 

24. 

27. 

30. 

33. 

36. 

39. 

42. 

45. 

4g. 

54. 

57. 

60. 

63. 

66. 

69. 



70. 

73. 

76. 

79. 

82. 

85. 

88. 

91. 

94. 

97. 

100. 

103. 

106. 

109. 

112. 

115. 

118. 

121. 

74. 

77. 

80. 

83. 

86. 

89. 

92. 

95. 

98. 

104. 

107. 

72. 

75. 

78. 

81. 

84. 

87. 

90. 

93. 

96. 

99. 

102. 

105. 

108. 

111. 

114. 

117. 

120. 

NOT ELIGIBLE: 

Coaching Staff 

Joe Haydon 

LesMyers 

ScottTrulock 

Lou Hernandez 

Clare Duffy 

Corey Holliday 

Bubba Cunningham 

Compliance Staff 

Tia Overstreet 

Luke Ross 

Dominic Morelli 

Andre Williams 

Rick 5teinbacher 

Brent Blanton 
Greg Beatty 

Yuri Jean-Baptiste 

Jason Freeman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 9:44 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Fedora, H LarlT <larry fedora@unc edu>; Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc edu>; 
Jordan, Randy Lamont <rljordan@unc edu>; Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email unc edu>; 
Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@email unc edu>; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr 
<koenning@email unc edu>; Disch, Dan <dan disch@unc edu>; West, Ronald Eugene 
<ronwest@email unc edu>; Gilmore, Keith Louis <ggilmore@email unc edu>; 
Heckendori; Keith J <heckendo@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Timmermans, 
Tom <timmermans@unc edu>;                       @email unc edu>; Strassner, 
Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Beatty, C~-eg 
<gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Tmlock, Scott <trulock@email unc edu>; Ross, Luke 
<lukeross@email unc edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <yjeanbap@email unc edu>; 
Hernandez, Luis Ill <louh@email unc edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email unc edu>; Freeman, Jason S <jfl-eeman@email unc edu>; Dully, Clare 
E <duffyce@email unc edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete - Bowl Game 

You are correct As a                    is able to travel in that role and is otherwise eligible just as any 
other player minus the fact that his medical retirement prevents him fi-om actually playing Thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:26 PM, "Williams, Andre" <willia46Ka)email unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks for your list’, Can you please confirm tbat           is eligible to receive all student-atblete 
benefits and travel as a              ? 

Best regards, 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, 1:43 PM 
To: Fedora, H. Larry 
Cc: Brewer, Gunter S; Jordan, Randy Lamont; Bell, Walter A IV; Kapilovic, Christopher G; Koenning, Victor 
Emanuel Jr; Disch, Dan; West, Ronald Eugene; Gilmore, Keith Louis; Heckendoff, Keith J; Holliday, Corey L; 
Williams, Andre; Haydon, Joe; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; 
Timmermans, Tom;              Strassner, Rachel; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, Tia; 
Beat[y, Greg; Trulock, Scot[; ROSS, Luke; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Hernandez, Luis III; Morelli, David 
Dominic; Freeman, Jason S; Duff’y, Clare E 
Subject= Eligible to Compete - Bowl Game 



Coach Fedora, 

See the attached list of your student-athletes who are officially certified as eligible for the bowl game. The 

guys who aren’t eligible for whatever reason - noted at the bottom - may only receive their tickets to the 

game and stand on the sideline not dressed out. They are not permitted to receive any meals, even pre or 

post-game meals that the team is receiving~ If you have any questions, just let me know~ Thanks and good 

luck against Cincinnati!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mar kos(O email.unc.e d u 



NC State Picks U|~ Linebacker A Former UNC Signee 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 9:04 AM 

wwhitley@newsouthprop corn 

Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; John Montgomery 
(~ohn@ramsclub corn); Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
Wedgebusters 

Will, 

Thanks for all your help with the Wedgebusters today! 

If you can get out some logistical information to the group today that would be great I think they already have 
most of this, but below includes some hotel logistics for the social hour 

WEDGEBUSTERS 12/26/13 

2:30 pm 4:00 pm 
Practice @ Mallard Creek High School 
3825 Johnston Oehler Rd, Charlotte, NC 28269 

4:30 pm 
Cocktails and Appetizers 
Team Hotel The Westin Charlotte, Room 2501 
5 2 S Ceil geSI.-,:~l (hmlo~ii!,bC;21,202 ~hc~:t~ ~0-i 7521, 0 
Parking is available in the hotel parking deck beneath the Westin. 
Rick Steinbacher will be in Room 2501 and have parking vouchers to pay for your parking charge 

Any questions, call Rick @ 

Thanks! 

Rick 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.u nc.edu 

mobile 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 







~The above mid yea r enrol ees w II meet you in trainin~ room at 10:00 ~ m 
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28 

29 
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32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

41 Wednesda3~, ,lanuar3, 8th, 2#14 

42 lime Event 

43 7:30 AM Breakfast (on your o~n) 

44 8:00 AM Meet ~ith Al~drc’ Willklms (Kc’non Football Center; 4th Floor) 

45 IBD Class: Please refer to academic schedule 

46 10:00 AM - 1:00 PM Lnnctt (Kenan Football Center; 2rid Floor) 

47 6:00 PM Dinner (Kcnan Football Center 2nd Floor) 

48 7:00 PM Academic MAP [Loudermilk) 

 pripg 20!  Footba!] Oriep at en 

Time Event 

Night Cheek into ( arotina Inn (21 [ Pittsboro Street. Chapel Hill. NC 27516; 919-933-2001) 

Sunday, Jamm~, .~th, 2014 

U00 PM Meel Andre’ Williams Dir~tor ofFB S-A Development at Kenma Football Center 

1:30 PM Mo~e into Residence ~a[[ (Rams Village 5506) 

9:00 AM Complc~ Sport M~AJciuc Paperwork ~/Lttkc Ross-Kcnan FB Ccnt~ Athlete Training Room 

9:30 AM Physical Examination at James A Taylor Campus Health Services (Dr Ma6o Ciocca, Team 

Physician) 
10:45 AM Equipmcnl Room (Jason Freeman Head Equipment Manager) 

1:00 PM Lunch (Spanky’s; 51h Floor of Kenan Football C~tcr) 

Student Development?Baddour (arobna Leadership Acad~ny (Dr Cricket Lane. Assistant 

U30 PM Athletic Dircctor’Shcllcy Johnson. Dirtx’tor oFBCLA: Kcnan Football Center 5th Floor- 

2:00 PM 
~ omphmtce P~peta~ ork (Lma~ Mmkos, Du’ector ol Complmnce: Kenma Football Center 3th 

Floor-Rccr ttitin~ Room) 

2:30 PM Sport Ntttfitionisb (Mat3 Ellen Bingham Numbonisl; Kcnan Football Cen~r 5th Ftoor 

Rccruifin~ Room) 

2:45 PM       Team Chaplain (Mitch Mason. ~C Football Team Chaplin,FCA Rcprcs~atati~c; Kcna~ 

Football Ccn~r 5th Floor Rc~uifin~ Room) 
Meeting ~/Academic Support (~s My~s)-Izmdc~ilk Ccmtcr for Excellence: 2nd Floor 

Contact:             ) 

3:00 PM Academic Screening by Bradlc3 Bethel (( ontact: ~ 

Discuss MAP ~Mentor requ~ements 

7:00 PM Dinn~ (Ruth’s Chris) 

Tuesday, .hmuaty 7th, 2014 

8:30 AM       Meet with Andre’ Willimns (K~m~ Football Ccn~r: 4th Fl~r) 

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM UNC Campus Ofientztion (C~olma Student Union ~13209) 

12:00 PM Lunch (Toba~o Road Spots Cffe) 

1:30 PM Campus ~gistics ~w Andre Williams & Kaidin Hcab (Books, Pick-tq~ compu~r & Campus 

Personal Identification Card) 

3:00 PM Team Meeting (~nan gootbzll Center; Swoflbrd Audilorium-2nd gloor) 



Bubba, 

I apologize for the timing of this question, given we are in a holiday 
period. 

Our      semester begins next Monday and it would be very much 
appreciated if we can answer this question before then to help the 
young man in question plan for bis future. 

Thanks for your assistance and 
family. 

to you and your 

Debbie Y. 

Bubba, 





Bubba, 
I apologize for the timing of this question, given we are in a holiday period. 
Our      semester begins next Nonday and it would be verg much appreciated if 
we can answer this question before then to help the young man in question plan for 
his future. 
Thanks for your assistance and to you and your family. 
Debbie Y. 

On 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,               5:01 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@unc edu> 

M Tennis Schedule 

M Tennis Spring Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached sched ule for M Tennis for this spring. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              4:04 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc ed£>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, 
Cl?~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Mann, Jan M <janmann@unc edu>; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu> 

W Golf Schedule update 

All, 

The ACC tournament for women’s golf has been moved up a day due to Easter. It will now run from 

over in Greensboro. Also, our previous schedule was a day off on both NCAA Regionals and the Championship. 

Regionals will be held from and the Championship will be held from Please update 

your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 
FW: Update Tidbits 

When you get a moment can you give rne a ca!l I would like to discuss situation with you, thanks 

From: MyeB, Leslie 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:22 AM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Update Tidbits 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE: Update Tidbits 

By [he end of ? 

10:06 AM 

From: MyeB, Leslie 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:00 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Update Tidbits 

is not in position to graduate this 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:19 AM 
TO: Myers, Leslie 

CC: Lane, Cricket; Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Update Tidbits 

Les, 

Ok, what is the situation with      - can he graduate this ? If not we may need to cancel his aid hnmediafely. 
Coach Fedora does not want to continue losing APR points on a kid who is not fulfilling his responsibilities 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:16 AM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Update Tidbits 



Just reached out to       to see what his plans are for the spring term and to see if he knows anything more about his 

honor couR issue for his histor’/class last semester, WN[ update as soon as [ know. 

track down the spreadsheet for you on APR, but the points we are projecting as !ost for the fan are as follows- 
- 1/2 (should be 1/1 if he signs pro contract) 

4/2 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:50 AM 
TO; Myers, Leslie 
Subject: Update Tidbits 

Les, 

I know it’s a busy day, so whenever you have an opportunity to follow up of these tidbits, would be great. 

Thanks for the info on    , please let me know when you hear the results of his appeal. Coach Fedora has requested to 
terminate his aid because of his unsatisfactory academic progress. 

What is the current plan/situation with for the semester? 

Please keep abreast of the I NC on as you find out more information, thanks. 

You or Michelle mentioned to coaches that our current APR after the     semester is 934, can you provide me the 
spreadsheetJinformation you all used to calculate this past progress (who was counted as 1 for 2, 0 for 2, etc). 

Thanks, 

Corcy Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
LJnivcrsky of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel HiE IXC 27b15 
tll~2 t162 7114 (W) 
t~19 t~62 03t<{ (FAX) 



From: Michael 

Mr McFarland: 

This is a request by the Atlanta Jomna]-Constimtion under the F~eedom of Infommtion Act, 5 

{.IS C Sec 552, and applicable state laws 

The Atlama Jom~al-Constitmion reqnest copies of tl~e following int~rmadon: 

Copies o[ financial-aid agreements signed l?om Aug. 1, 2013, to Dec. 18, 2013, between 
UNC’s athletics department and prospective student-athletes in football. 

[ ]ook fot~vard to hea~Jng from you within the I 0 days specified within the law Ihank you t~r 
your cooperation If you have any ques~ons, please email 0nca~-d~@ajc:com) or call 

The Atlanta Jonrnal-Constimtion is willing to pay tees for this request up to a maximum of $50 
If you estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please infb~m me first Please email the info to 
mcarv-ell(<aic corn via PDFs, if possible 

Michael Carvell 

The Atlanta Joinha] Constitution 

PS I have enclosed a copy of a financial-ald agreement obtained from the University of Georgia 
~ia an FOI request, signed by a prospective student-athlete in lbotball b is the same type of 
document I am seeking from your universig~" 

Michael Carvell 
ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION 
E:          (a;gmail com 



November 1, 2013 

Iacob Park, Mens Football 

Cong~atula ions, you lave bee~t awarded an athletic scholnrship to The University of Georgia. ’~’bls five 

year scholarship will begin dmql~g the Sprirxg Semester of the 2013-14 school year with fl~e m~derstandlng 

that you will comply wi+.h the egulations of he men’s ++botbalI teals, "[he /J;~fiverslty of Geurgla, the 

UniversiV of Georgia A~bletic Associ~ll.iol¢, the Sou+.heas~ern Conl~r<:~ce (S g(’), and ++he NCAA You must 

be admi~ ed ~.o the +.Jni~ersiV m~d m~imain academic eligibility [br ~he scholarship to be ~,,alid. Your 

scholarship will i~c ude the tbllowi~g: 

Spring 2014-. 1++~0 Schralarshlp (1i00%) 

2014~2015 - Full~ (1.~1) Scholarship 

20!~...2(~16 ,-,,, Pu~l (1.0) Se[mlarst~ip 

201~-2~17 - Fu~I (1,0) Sct~olarship 

2~17+2018 - F~lll (1+9) Scholarship 

Fall 2018 - 1.09 Scho~arsMp (190%) 

/f yot~r atNefic aid is redaced or cm~celed, NCAA ,u*es provide you a }v{ aring oppm+taniLv. 

Let me tak+a this opportunity to congratulate you agait+ and say +tht~t wc are pro~d yot* will be a stude~t at The 

University of Georgia li~rthering your a*hlefic and acade~ ic pursuits. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               3:35 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
OTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdesehn@unc edu>; Litzinger, Michael B 
<mlitzing@email unc edu>; Workman, Aaron <aworkman@unc edu>; Garth, Christy 
Lynn <cgarth@unc edu>; Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email unc edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc edu> 

Schedule update 

All, 

is adding an individual date of competition to allow           to participate in the 

Championships from             in Brisbane, Australia. Please update your schedules as appropriate. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Wednesday, 6:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Committee meeting 

Vince, 

After reviewing the prospects with Barbara (outstanding information, areas of concern, knowledge of prospect, etc), we have 

decided to present the following prospects on Monday, 

Please let me know your thoughts or give me a call and I share more information. 

Thanks 

Corey I lolliday 
Associate At}detic Director 
11niversi~y of Nord~ Carolina 
Kenan Football Cen~er 
P.O. Box 212(5 
Chapel Ilill, NC 27515 
9±9 962 9114(W) 
919 962 0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@unc edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 8:06 PM 

~live unc edu~ 

(?t~yahoo corn; 
~live unc edu>; 

.... @live unc edu>, 
@comcast net; 

¯ @live unc edu>; 
~t~live unc edu>: 

_ _ 9live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>: 

@yahoo corn; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

l@live unc edu>; 
@gmail corn; ~hotmail corn; 

~hve unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>: (?~)yahoo corn; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
;@live unc edu> " 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

f41ive unc edu> 

~live unc edu> 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
.q~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn; 

(T~21ive unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@comcast net; 
@aim corn @gmail corn; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@kenan-flagler unc edu; 

@live unc edu>; 
¯ @live corn; 

@verlzon net; 
~live unc edu>; 

@aol corn; 

~liveunc~du>; 

~live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~)live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Lane, Cricket <crlcket@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Gaines, BtNant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>: Shelton, Karen C 
<kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc edu>; Tyler, Brie Farley 
<brie tyler@unc edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<rubins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; rackham 
<rackham@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew 
<masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu> 

Welcome Back, Carolina Outreach Reps 



Attach: Be The Match - UNC Marrow Drive Outreach doc; Tar Heel Navigators Flyer doc 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy New Year and welcome back! Hope you all had a wonderful holiday break!! 

Since we will not have an Carolina Outreach meeting in here is a list of programs for your teams. Please share 

with your teammates! 

Single Fathers Due to Cancer is looking for help with babysitting during their meetings with fathers. Dates in the 

spring semester are: Contact if your 

team is interested. 

Pediatric Playroom at NC Children’s Hospital. 

Avalable Dates (open times say peds playroom): https://www.google.com/calendar/htmlembed? 

src-u nchvolunteerservices@gmail.com&skipwarning-true 

Fill out the Online Application: http://www.u nchealthcare.org/site/volu nteers/grou pvolu nteers 

Kids Cart at NC Children’s Hospital 

M F from 1:30 2:30pm, contact DanDan to set up visits please. 

After-School Program (a field day) at McDoulge Elementary 

A Wednesday or Friday, contact                      @unc.edu) for more information. 

Habitat for Humanity 

Saturday      morning shift 8:15am 12pm, afternoon shift 12:30pm 4:30pm, at the Phoenix Place, Chapel Hill, 

12 volunteers including a coaching staff for each shift, contact DanDan if your team is interested. 

Be The Match 

Saving lives by joining the Be The Match Registry of potential marrow donors. You can contribute to Be the 

Match in any way that you or you r team are willing. Please see the first attachment for more details. 

Tar Heel Navigators at Northside Elementary School 

UNC Student Athlete Development is partnering with Northside elementary school in Carrboro to bring 

leadership development to 5th graders. Please see the second attachment for more details. And contact Cricket 

Lane for more questions! 

Charles House 

Contact Kate Shaw (919) 967-7570 for activities and dates/time. 

Gymnastics 

vs PITT @ 7pro (Friday) 

Men’s Basketball 

vs Wake Forest @ 12pm (Saturday) 

Baseball 



vs GaTECH @ lpm (Sunday) 

o WLacrosse & Mlacrosse Double Header 

@ 12pro and 3pro (Saturday) 

¯ WLAX AND MLAX 

Please contact                           ~live.u nc.edu ), 

~live,unc.edu_) if your team wants to host or involve, 

Also, please subscribe to our Carolina Outreach schedule: 

iCal: https://www’g~g~e.c~m/ca~endar/ica~/56r9~ntnn8~qgfigkShi~4~f~%4~gr~up’ca~endar’g~g~e’c~m/pub~ic/basic’ics 

XML: httpS://www.~e.c~m/ca~endar/feedS/56r9~ntnn8iqgfigkShi~4~f~%4~gr~up’ca~endar’g~g~e.c~m/pub~ic/basic 

Don’t forget to check Carolina Outreach 

http://youtu.be/LNAs22kqlq4 

video recap here: 

Again, welcome back! Go Heels[ 

Connect With US On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ross, Steve <sfr I 0@dsl psu edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 2:56 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada org>; 
Anais Spi~er, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT 
KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’UIYLIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RE: 60 Minutes story on Steve Carlson--qua~erback gum 

would welcome C[arkson or other "gut us~’ as a panelist, as well as someone like gart Scott, interviewed [rl ti?e story 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, December 22, 2013 9:02 PM 

TO= Hailey Horwath; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Direc[or; Ille, Vince; ’ROBERT SCOFF KRETCHMAR’; ’David 
Joyner’; ROSS, Steve; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; 
Norton, Molly; Chalfin, Peter L 
¢c= Lisa Voight 
Subject= 60 Minutes story on Steve Carlson--quarterback guru 

Not sure if any of you saw this on 60 minutes tonight but it fits right in with our theme of early specialization, 
elite performance, and parental behavior Wonder if we should have him be a panelist 

hup://www cbsnews com/news/quarterback-guru-steve-clarkson/ 

Jan Boxill 
Chair or Ihc Facully 
Director. Pa~ Center for Ethics 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               4:53 PM 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu> 

Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Mays, Sally D 
<smays@email unc edu>; Biener, Eric <beric@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler21 @email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Duff’y, 
Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete -      Semester 

Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach Paul, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who have been certified as eligible for competition for the      semester. 

Please review it to make sure that it matches what you are expecting. If you have any questions, just let me know. 

Thanks!! 

LanceMarkos 
Director o~ Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sam Paul 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Tripp Phillips 

Compliance Staff 

Sally Mays 

Travis Hipps 

Brent Blanton 

Eric Biener 
Clare Duffy 

Tim Sabo 
Ben gheu 

Steve Miller 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu> 

Friday,               1:05 PM 

Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Pogge, 
Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

RE: APR 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, 3:47 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE:             APR 

Typically, it is for graduation only athletics aid in WVB, W. GYM, W. TEN and MFB cannot be re-awarded when [t was 

cancelled due to violations of university policy or academic ine]ig[b[!ity. !lowevel, the fol!ow[ng voluntary withdrawal 

We may not awardl~he athletics aid to ano[ber sluderll athle[e in 1he academiclerm in which the aid was reduced 

Football 
We can replace a counter who voluntarily withdraws from the team by providing the athletics aid to another student 

Does this help clarify? Let me know if [ can provide any additions! informat[oi’~, 

Ihankyou 



Marielle A. v.3nGe[der 

Assodate Athletic Director 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, 12:35 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Hoots, Eric M 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S; Frederick, Brad 
Subject: RE: Men’s Basketball APR 

I do have one more question for clarification. For the second paragraph regarding Volleyball, Gymnastics, arid Football (I 

believe one of the volleyballs should have been tennis), can the scho!arship be re-awarded in the spring if a student- 

athlete had his or her aid cancelled based on Bylaw 15,3.4,2 (!ike the equivalency sports) or the student-athlete 

M[chelle 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 11:37 AM 
TO: Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Hoots, Eric M 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S; Frederick, Brad 
Subject: RE: Men’s Basketball APR 

In Women’s Volleyball, Women’s Gymnastics, Women’s Volieyball and Football, there are limited opportunities to utilize 



Thank you, 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, 10:36 AM 
TO: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; HOOB, Eric M; Vangelder, Marielle A 

CI:: Townsend, ]enn; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Men’s Basketball APR 

I am adding Marielle to the email conversation so that we are all in on the conversation and we can put all the pieces 

together, Madelle, can you please confirm that               cannot place another strident-athlete or, scholarship 

for the spring ff PJ does i~ot retu rn? We would truly appredate if you can provide us wff~ the explanation so that we 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 9:22 AM 
TO: Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu~; Pogge, Paul (Doooee(~unc.edu~; Hoots, Eric M 
Co: Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S (blanton(~uncaa.unc.edu~ 
Subject: Men’s Basketball APR 

If it is accurate that PJ Hairston is not returning full time for spring 2014, has there been any conversation about putting 

someone else on scholarship for APR purposes? If he does not return full-time and goes to play professionally, he will be 

a 1 for 1. Even if he takes classes par[ time and UNC pays for it, he will not be included in the APR cohort for spring 2014 

because it is not his last semester. Therefore, there is an opportunity to put someone else on scholarship and maximize 



all the possible points. 

Has there been any conversation on this that Jenn and I have not heard? And, is there anything that we can do to assist 

with the conversation? 

Thank you, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962 9533 

fax: (919)962 8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,.                4:52 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc ed£>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@unc edu> 

M Tennis Schedule update 

All, 

The M Tennis team will now be playing Navy and the Citadel on Saturday,            instead of Friday, 

UNC will play Navy at lO am and the Citadel at 5 pm on here in Chapel Hill. If you have any questions, just let us 

know. Thanks![ 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@emafl.unc.edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
Tuesday,               11:18 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc edu> 
RE: FB Degree Completion Update 

and both earned adiustments. The 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:22 AM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S 
~c~ Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince; Myers, Leslie; Lane, Cricket; Brown, Michelle 
Subjeet~ FW: FB Degree Completion Update 

Brent, 

[ know you are busy at this time of year, but could you provide me with an APR perspestive (loss points in past, eligible for a 
bonus point, etc) on each of these former student-athletes. Thanks 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Monday, 8:00 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
CO: Caldwell, Andrea L; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: FB Degree Completion Update 

Thanks Andre: 

Please see our updates in red,.. 

, - Does not appeal as of tonight that he has applied for the oniine courses, 



From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Monday, 7:34 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Co: Caldwell, Andrea L; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Re: FB Degree Completion UpdaLe 

Spencer & Andrea, 

Thank you for assisting our returning football student athletes enroll in courses aimed to complete their degree 

requirements. I wanted to follow-up with you one last time to see which of our returning student-athletes followed 

through with their commitment to enroll in courses. At your earliest convenience, can you please provide a detailed 
update outlining which stage in the process the below student athletes currently are in? 

Targeted Returning Student-Athletes: 

1. (enrolled in on-campus course; expected to graduate 

2. (enrolled in on-campus courses; expected to graduate 

3. (enrolled in on-campus courses; expected to graduate 

enrolled in online courses?; need to raise GPA above 2.0) 

(enrolled in online courses?; need to raise GPA above 2.0) 

(enrolled in online courses?; need to raise GPA above 2.0) 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 9:05 AM, "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Than[< you for the notification le: and his ~ltl:enlptS to cornplete his degree. C~lrently, 



will need g hours with a cumulative GPA of 2,000 to graduate in tt~e spring, The student will need 6 

hours of A- work to raise his GPA to a 2.001 (earn A- in each of his two cou rses). His only option would be 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:38 PM 
TO: Welborn, Spencer; Caldwell, Andrea L 
(~e: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: FB Degree CompleLion UpdaLe 

Spence & Andrea, 

l odayl received a call from ore of our former football student athlele 

inquiring if he was still able to register for class next spring to cornpiete his degree requirements, [ 
provided with your contact information and encouraged him to contact you as soon as possible. 

I believe that only has six hours remaining to graduate. If this is true, it would be great to get 

him registered in both courses in the spring. 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:51 AM 
TO: Williams, Andre; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Ce: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: FB Degree CompleLion UpdaLe 

1. We have not conne~ed, We left it at him letting rne know additional tM3es to 

speak, We are a iJttJe slower at this point so piease have the student reconnect, 

2. Spoke with Lee May on wishes to come back in to 



1. ENROLLED 

2. not enrolled and have not heard from him since out last meeting, (we can also 

give him a call to touch base) 

Final Reminder: the readm[ssion application process for 

[Firla[ deadline). 

(Priority deadline); 

From= Williams, Andre 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:58 AM 
TO: Welborn, Spencer; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject= RE: FB Degree Completion Update 

Spencer & Andrea, 

Good morning [ [lope all is well! When time permits can you please provide an update on the status of ou r 

returning football student-athletes? We a~e planning -3 "Caro!ina Footba!! Career Networking Night’ this 

Thanks so much for your assistance! 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Monday, 9:22 AM 
TO: Williams, Andre; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Ce: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: FB Degree Completion Update 

Ar~dre and Corey: 

As promised: 



From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 AM 
TO: Welborn, Spencer; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Ce: Holliday, Corey L 
Sebject: FB Degree Completion Update 

5Dencer & Andrea: 

Thanks for any assistance or information you are able to providei 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 
TO: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Meeting Follow-Up 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Co: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Meeting Follow-Up 

3:27 PM 



Sent: Tuesday, 9:10 AM 
To: @yahoo.corn) 
Cc: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: Meeting Follow-Up 

It was great to see you again and we are excited that you are determined to earn your degree. This email 

is to serve as a follow-up to our conversation from our meeting on Friday,              It is your 

intention to enroll in courses as a fulltime student for the           semester. There are a few steps that 
we must complete prior to enrolling in            courses. 

First (which you have already completed) is completing an application for an additional (ninth) semester. It 

is the university’s policy that students must complete their degree requirements in eight semesters. If an 

additional fulltime semester is needed, the student must petition for an additional semester through the 

Associate Dean of Academic Advising. 

Secondly, you must reapply to the university via the readmission application. We reviewed the application 

during our meeting and the application can be found in the email I sent you on Friday. Please let me know 

if you have any trouble with the application process and please be aware of the fee associated with the 

application. 

It appears that your account is past due from a previous term. Please contact the cashiers office to clear 

any account balance that may be lingering. Cashiers.unc.edu 

Lastly, you will need a total of thirteen (13) hours to earn your degree in Communication Studies. Please 

the see the courses below for more details: 

GEOL - 1 hours 

COMM (C or better, not C-) 3 hours 

QR/QI - 3 hours 

Experiential Education - 3 hours 

World Before 1750 -3 hours 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Spencer B. Welborn 





Website: http:/iint ranet.t h eacc.or~ 



Andre, 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               12:45 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larlay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, 
Cl?~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu>; 
Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu> 

Softball Schedule update 

All, 

The softball game against Cal-gtate Fuller~on out inf California will now be played at 22 pm instead of the previously 

scheduled 1 pm start. The game will still be played on If you have any questions, just let us know. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:26 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lartaj A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; LinebelTy, 
Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 
<jlangley@unc edu>; VanAIstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<rubins@email unc edu>; Recka~, Angela <coachreck@unc edu>; Hudson, Nicole 
<coach huddy@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Track and Field schedule updates 

Track and Field Schedule - APPROVED - updated        pdf" 

All, 

We have some schedule updates for both the Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field schedules. They are: 

Adding 

JDL Hilton Garden Invite on 

A second JDL Hilton Garden Invite on 

over in Winston Salem, NC 

also in Winston Salem, NC 

Removing 

The Duke Invite on April 4 5 has been cancelled. 

Changing 

The Cardinal Invitational out at Stanford will now be held on 

The Joe Hilton Invitational, held here at UNC, will now only occur on Saturday, No competition will be held on 

as previously scheduled. 

The UVa Last Chance meet will now be held on up in Charlottesville, Va. It was previously scheduled for the 

following weekend. 

I have attached an updated version of the schedule for everyone. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Lance Markos 
Director o~Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brown, Michelle </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~.ATfVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPLENTS/CN MICHELLE JD BROWN (MBROWNg) 
ASA> 

Wednesday, Janua~T 15, 2014 I I:00 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emai[ unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeat~y@emai[ unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@emai[ unc edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emai[ unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tin <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu> 

Debbi Clarke ~ ~gmail corn) 

FERPA and IRB oberse~ations 

concerns with research msg 

I has been brought to our attention that several current and former student-athletes have contacted a few of you about their 

concerns about the information that is being shared with the media and they are asking what they can do. We have been 

provided with the following information. Please let me know if you have any questions and keep me informed about 

concerns that are being brought to your attention. 

If an individ ual has any questions or observations regarding research compliance, which includes access to data and misuse of 

data, he or she can call anonymously to the following number (866) 294-8688. This call goes outside the university and then 

they contact the institution to look into the concerns (see attachment for original email). 

If an individ ual has any questions or observations regarding FERPA, which includes students who believe their information 
was compromised, he or she can contact: 

Christopher Derickson 

E-mail: cderickson(a~unc edu 

Phone: (919) 962-8289 
Title: Assistant Provost & University Registrar [and he is the FERPA Privacy Officer for the University] 
Depariment: Ofc of Provost Acad Affairs (3101) 

Thank you, 

Michelle grown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: {9J.9)962 8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 3:51 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Linebelvy, 
Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 
<jlangley@unc edu>; VanAIstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc edu>; Hudson, Nicole 
<coach huddy@unc edu>; Reckart, Angela <coachreck@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen 
Aaron <rubins@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Track and Field schedule update 

All, 

Please remove the 

Thanks!! 

meet at Virginia Tech from your track and field schedules; the meet has been cancelled. 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 

Friday,               10:08 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: 

Comy: 

Asa ~llow-up, ifyou Nldecideyouareimerested, pleaselet meknowandI willrequestaPTC ~ryou 

Thanks, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 12:42 AM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L; 
Subject: Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: at 11:46:50 PM EST 

To: "ille@uncaa.u nc.edu" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 

Vince, 

FYI, can you please forward this to the appropriate person in your department. 

Thankyou, 

Sent: Sunday, 7:48 PM 

To: blakeand @ u ncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

I’m contacting you on behalf of my son.                 is currently enrolled at     and is a 

intends to graduate from     this spring and is interested in transferring to another division one 

school in the fall to play He was a this season. If you have an interest in 



speaking to him about possible scholarship opportunities at your school, could you please provide me with 

the contact information for whoever on your staff would be the appropriate person to receive a permission 

to contact letter from I can be reached on my cell phone at or by email if you have any 

questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Friday,               10:39 AM 

@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: 

Will do 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:08 AM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: RE: 

Corey: 

As a follow-up, if you all decide you are interested, please let me know and I will request a PTC for you 

Thanks, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 12:42 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; 
Subject: Fwd: 

Beginforwarded message: 

Date: at 11:46:50 PM EST 

TO: "ille@uncaa.u nc.edu" <ille@ u ncaa.u nc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 

Vince, 

FYI, can you please forward this to the appropriate person in your department. 

Thank you, 

From: 

Sent: Sunday~ 7:4g PM 



TO: blakeand @ u ncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

I’m contacting you on behalf of my son               is currently enrolled at    and is a 

intends to graduate from    this spring and is interested in transferring to another division one 

school in the fall to play        He was a                  this season. If you have an interest in 

speaking to him about possible scholarship opportunities at your school, could you please provide me with 

the contact information for whoever on your staff would be the appropriate person to receive a permission 

to contact letter from I can be reached on my cell phone at or by email if you have any 

questions. 











From: Debbi Clarke ¯                @gmai[ co~!!> 
Subject: Re: recruiting notes = request your feedback on tbis 
Date: January 18, 2014 1 1:31:11 AM EST 

<cn]cgrat!]@m]caa un&edu>. Scot[ Jackson <sjackson@unc=edu>, Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa unc=edu>, 
Tracey Williams-Johnson <tracey williams@unc.edu>, Jenny Levy <uncwla×@uncaaunc.edu> 



From: DebN Clarke ’ (~qmNI.com> 

Date: January 18, 2014 11:31:11 AM EST 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa u!!c:edu>, Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unmedu>, CB McGrath 
<cmcqrath@uncaa.unc edu>, Scott Jackson <siackson@unc edu>, Joe Haydon 
<haydon~d),uncaa unc edu>, Tracey Williams-Johnson <hace’,/ williams,~,unc edu>, Jenny Levy 

<u!! cwlax@uncaa u!!c:edu > 

I~cc: Debbi Clarke < ~@.#mail.com> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 4:03 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu> 

Re: 2013-14 ACC Football Bowl Financial Settlement Details 

I will put it on my colander Thanks! 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 3:09 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(~a)unc edu> wrote: 

Covey, Vince, Chnt, Oomo, Tim, 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 9:20 AM 
TO: Gwaltney, ClinL 
Subject: FW: 2013-14 ACC Football Bowl Financial SetLlemenL Details 

<! [if !supportLists] > <! [endif] >Review Lhe Bowl Survey F~tedback 



<! [if !supportLists] > <! [endif] >Discuss the bowl overall inc!ud[ng the new tiering plocess 

<! [if !supportLists] > <! [endif] >Close out finances and make sure we have everything we need 

Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 5:00 PN 
To: Sabo, Tim (tsabo@email.unc.edu); Ballen, Nartina K (mballen@unc.edu); Gwaltney, Clint 

Tim, Clint, Mart[ha, 

Here [s what [ plan to send to Bubba. Does this look good to you? 

Bubba, 

Tim, Clint, MaRina and I conferred on the four numbers you requested, Our projections are below: 

BeJk Bowl Exper~se Allowance: g1,050,000 



Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:40 PM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick; Ballen, Martina K; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Fwd: 2013-14 ACC Football Bowl Financial Settlement Details 

Given this settlement format I would like a projection by Thu rsday before I talk to Jeff Elliott. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Beginforwarded message: 

From; "Tario, Ben" <btario@theacc.org> 

Date: December 16, 2023 at 3:52:40 PM EST 

To; "Lawrence \"Bubba\" Cunningham (bubbac@unc.edu) (bubbac@unc.edu)" 

<bubbac@unc.edu>, "mballen @ u ncaa.unc.edu" <m ballen@uncaa.u nc.edu>, 

"cholliday@uncaa.u nc.edu" <cholliday@ u ncaa.u nc.edu> 

Cc: "Elliott, Jeff" <ielliott@theacc.org>, "Strickland, Michael" <mstrickland@theacc.org> 

Subject: 2013-14 ACC Football Bowl Financial Settlement Details 

Bubba, MarRna, and Corey, 

Please see the attached memo outlining the ACC football bowl financial settlement process. 

Please advise if you have any questions. 

Thank you! 

BEN TARIO 
Assistant Commissione~ Football Multimedia and Legal Affairs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,.               8:27 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, 
Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclealN@unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; 
Crocker, Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Clare E 
<duffyce@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larl3~ A <athgallo@unc edu>; Gelin, Dana E 
<dgelin@unc edu>; Crinny French <ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~qmsley, Richie 
<rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu>; Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; john@ramsclub corn; ken@ramsclub corn; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, 
Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn>; matt@ramsclub corn; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu>; Perl% Clara A 
<caperry@unc edu>;                        ~unc edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; tim@ramsclub corn; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrog@email unc edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,.               I 0:30 AM 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <Pyanmills@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: Agent Meetings 

From: Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:28 AM 
To: Williams, Andre; Pogge, Paul; Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: RE: Agent Meetings 

.O. Bcx 2i26 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:04 AM 
TO: Pogge, Paul; Holliday, Corey L 
O:: Ille, Vince; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Su~ect: RE: Agent Meetings 

Good morning, I hope ail is welli Please find below tbe requested scbedule for agent meetings. 



Ryan~ carl we please reserve the foc~tball operations corlfeler/ce ioom fol Paul and V[nce to utilize fol each of these 

A~ent Meeting Schedule (Friday, 

B. 

D. 

E. 
F. 

11:15 AM 
12:00 PM 
12:45 PM 
1:30 PM 
2:15 PM 
3:00 PM 
3:45 PM 

Location: Kenan Football Center; 4th Floor Football Operations Conference Roo~n 

Best I e~{ards~ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:40 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 
~c: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Agent Meetings 

Corey and Andre’, 

Could you please help us schedule some individual meetings with appropriate football student athletes who have the 

potential of ~oing to the    next year? I am available all day both this Friday and next. Specifically, I think it would be 

best to spend 45 minutes or so with 

and anyone else you believe may draw the interest of agents, financial advisors, and other 

professional representatives. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Diredor 

University of North Carolina 



450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics.’1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               10:31 AM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu> 

Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu>; Young, Marissa Veronica 
<mvyoung@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans(2~unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>                       @email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Oliaro, Scott M 
<oliaro@email unc edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler21 @email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Duffy, 
Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

Softball - Spring Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach Papa, 

Attached is the list of your student athletes who are eligible for competition this semester. Please review it to make 

sure it matches up with your list~ shouldn’t be any surprises. If you have any questions, lust let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Donna Papa 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

19. 20 
22. 

Tony Baldwin 

Mike Perkins 

Mike Greene 

Steve Miller 

Marissa Young 

Compliance Staff 

Scott Oliaro 
Travis Hipps 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Gisselman 

Clare Duf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~’i 2 I, 2014 1:02 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: Purchase requisition for Catapault GPS units 

Bubba said he would tp/to get a donor to sponsor (direct cenvergNion was be’!ween 
Dome mentioned he was unguccegsfuL 

and Bubba) and like 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:59 PM 
TO: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject= Purchase requisition for Catapault GPS units 

I am sending a requisition (R680751) to Kathy Griggs for Mr. Cunningham to sign for 10 of the Catapault GPS units that 

track players during work outs and practice. Bubba had mentioned during the fall that he was going to get donors to 

sponsor these, but in a recent conversation with Corey said he had been u nsuccessful. He also told Corey to go ahead 

with the purchase - but this is an unbudgeted expense. Bubba needs to be aware we have charged this to the Physical 

Development account but it is very likely that this will cause that accou nt to be over budget by the amou nt of the 

subscription 522,200.00. Be aware the requisition is for 3 years of that service for a total of 566,600.00 obviously I can 

add this to the physical development budget going forward for the additional years. Please make Bubba aware and see if 
he still wants to proceed. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:17 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Cunningham, 
Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 
Re: Meeting request ( 

On 4:56 PM, "Holliday, CorM" L" <chollidav ~a uric edu> wrote: 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Faisot~ Clmstopher 
>Senl: Tuesday, 4:53 PM 

>Sul~iect: Re: Meeth~g ~equest (white) 

>Hi 

>Tlmt~ks for your entail Congmts on deciding to complete your degree! 1 am 
>ha~¢ availability on Ihis Thursday,        from 9-10a or 11:30a-3:30p 
>If those times don’t work, then we can meet up on Monda? or Tuesday of 

>Clms 

>Christopher Faison I Coordinator. Minorily Male Menlofing and Engagemenl 
>Cenler for Student Success and Academic Counseling 12203 SASB Nordl 

>> O11 at 4:18 PM. ’ ~a gmail corn> wrote: 

complete n~y deg~e~ a member of our athletic’department provided me with 

>>chance do you have m~? availabdit~ to schedule a meeting fltis week? 1 
>>look ron~ ard m speaking wilh you soon 
>> Bes[ regards 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Halley Hol~-ath <hho~-ath@usada org> 

Wednesday,                 10:41 AM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCINvIAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper~?nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7(~psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; ~email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

Meeting Minutes - TrueSportU Committee Call - 

image2b82dc PNG; I 13 14 Meeting Minutes docx 

Dear Committee Members, 

Attached you will find the meeting minutes from the most recent committee call on 

The date and time for the next committee call will be announced shortly. 

If you have any questions regarding these minutes, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

Stay Connected: ww~x.usada.org [ Facebook I Twitter I ~v~q.TrueSport.org 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmi~ion and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED Ifyouhavereceivedthistransmissioninerror, pleaseimmediatelynotifythesenderby 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng m any manner Thank you 



TrueSportU 
Conference Call Minutes 

PRESENT: Anais Spitzer. TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 
Lisa Voight TrueSport Consultant, USADA 
Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy and 
Research, PSU 
Pam Driftmier Director of Conferences, PSU 
Scott Krctchlnar Professor of Exercise and Sport Science PSU 
Erianne Weight. Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science. UNC 

Graduate Student and Assistant UNC 

Recorder: Halley Horwath, Communications and TmeSport Administrator, USADA 

ABSENT: Tra~is Tygart, CEO. USADA 
Dave loyner. Athletic Director, The Pennsylvania State University 

Vincc Ille Senior Associate Athletic Director, UNC 
Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, The Universitv of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Jan Boxill. Director. Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TateSport Outreach 

Education Coordhlator 

Co3te Cooper, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Julie DclGiomo Athletics Integrity Officer, PSU 

CALL TO ORDER: Anois Spitzcr cMled the conference callto ordcr at3:00pm ETa t# 1-866-951- 

1151.conferenceID #4158748 

AGENDA ITEMS 

Report on status of keynote 

reported that the deadline to receive a response from Amie Duncan is ,~ 
If there is no response, they ~ill move to secure Travis Tygart on 

Report on status of completion of "Save the Date" mailing and upcoming marketing 

Pete Cboflin reported that while there has been nothing posted on social media, the Save the Date 
has been sent to a variety of groups within UNC m~d outside, including: 

o Chancellor 
o Provost 
o Joel Curran, Vice Chancellor tbr Communications 
~ Women’s Basketball Coaches Association 
o International Association for Philosophy in Sport [via Scott Krctchlnar] 
~ Faculty Athletics Comm 
~ Faculty Exec Comm 
o Board of Trustees 
~ Other Ethics Centers. (especially those with an interest in Ethics in Sports) 
o Governor’s office 



Knight Commission 
The North American Society for Sport Management listserv 
The College Sport Research Institute listserv (via Richard Soutball) 
]-he North Carolina High School Atbletic Association (via Da~ is Whitfield) 
UNC Athletic Department (including all coaches) 
Commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference (to for~ard to AD’s, Presidents and 
SWA’s at all ACC schools to forward to entire athletic departments and faculty) 

Pam Driftmier suggested sending another cmad blast on February 1 when registration is open 
Pam Driftmier says PSU has bad great success procuring mailing lists for the target audience m~d 
that they use market research to identifi: past conference participants and new target attdience 
Some examples for the Summit include the middle and high school arenas and local coaching 
associations 
A~ais Spitzcr recommended tbat UNC work with their Marketing & Communications Dcpt to 
procure audience-specific mailing list(s) 
Steve Ross reported that he has sent the Sa~ e the Date to a distribution list for Sports Law 
Professors 
Anais Spitzer reported that USADA’s Communications department will be sending Sa~ e the 
Date 

3. Update on Summit logistics 

reported that the hotels and meeting spaces have been booked 

4. Update on panels and panelists 

reported that they’ll be working offa spreadsheet broken do}~n by theme, to contact 
potential panelists The deadline to get the fi.dl list of names is                  and the deadline 

to send the invitations is             The deadline to bavc all panelists in place is 

Update on position paper guidelines 
Jan Boxill is absent so review of guidelines will be postponed to next committee meeting 

Update on continuing education 

reported that he will be meeting with Jan to discuss this but there are no details yet 
available 
Pam Drifimier suggested announcing the continuing education details on the second wave of 
emails that are sent when registration opens on             Pem~ State will bc offerfl~g a 
Continuing Education Credit (CEU) to those attending their upcoming conference 

7. Discussion on creating PR policy for Summit 

Stcvc Ross suggested that the PR policy is a marketing decision for each school Suggested 
allowing panelists to decide if they want their panel to be "offthe record" and adding a note on 
the invitation that %e rese~ e the right to make an3~hing off the record" 

reported that we want the media to come and report on the conference Suggested a 
separate registration process for media, regardless of whether or not they pay a fee 



Pam Drifimier reported that Perm State does not cbargc a registration fee for media but that the 
media also do not tend to stay the fi.dl run of the conference Recommended I ) creating a point 
person for the media and 2) setting up an area for media to videotape the panels and giving 
speakers the choice of whether or not they’d like to be taped The media likely will not register, 
but they will show up 
Anais Spitzer requested that UNC put a media point person into place prior to the conference so 
that all questions can be directed to that person Durh~g the conference that person will mintage 
media logistics and requests 

Discussion of registration fee and audience 

Erianne Weight suggested that if the goal of the conference is a public service and educational 
discussion, the fcc of $150 is too high and suggested $5 for students m~d $25 for parents/coaches 

reported that the $150 price ~ill limit some people who ~mat to come and a lower 
price would ensure attendance UNC will cover the funding if the conference is more public 
sel~ice vs academic 
Steve Ross suggested that each institution needs to decide what they are t~ying to achieve (public 
vs academic) If the information is valuable to the audience, the fee should reflect that value 
Pam Driftrmer reported that a cormnunity event is different than m~ academic conference and by 
providing value to those who will take what they learn and implement it will result in a higher 
price A public good~ ill event would be at a lower price point if that is the goal 
Anais Spitzer asked UNC what their budgetary requirements are in terms of registration 

confirmed that UNC has the ability to lower the registration fee and make up the 
difference in their budget themselves UNC to decide on registration price point and ac{iust their 
budget accordingly 

ACTION ITEMS 

I UNC and PSU sub-committee groups will meet in oMer to draft independent PR policies for each 
institution’s respective Surmnit 

2 UNC to ensure registration is in place by deadline 
3 UNC will plan m~d execute next marketing effort by deadline 
4 UNC will work to finalize pm~cls m~d pm~clists by deadline 
5 UNC to larii% paper guidelines and parameters 
6 UNC to complete list of potential panelists spreadsheet and reach out to said pm~clists by 

deadline 
7 TmeSport to schedule next conference call for the first week of Februats" 

ADJOURNMENT 

This meeting was ac~iourned at 4pm ET by Anais Spitzer 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,.                 3:20 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email uric edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email unc edu>;                           @unc edu>; 
Pemberton, Chelsea Anne <chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; Bunting, Mike 
<mbunting@unc edu> 

Rowing Schedule update 

All, 

Rowing is adding a new race to their schedule for this spring. They will race against Old Dominion University in Norfolk, 
VA on Saturday, Please u pdate your schedules accordingly. If you have any questions, just let us know. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 
Friday:                10:07 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mado F <ciocca@email uric edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
C~Tstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc edu>; DiBitetto, Andrew F <afdibite@unc edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu> 

M Golf Schedule update 

All, 

Men’s Golf has added a two day individual tournament for their team in February. We will be co hosting with NC State 

on            (Finley) and February 16 (NC State course) an event that will not feature team scoring. Please update 

you r schedules accordingly. If you have any questions, lust let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Friday,               10:36 AM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <~Nanmills@unc edu> 

RE: Agent Meetings 

1 baak% Andre’. 
Paul 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, 10:35 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Holiiday, Corey L 
~c: Ille, Vince; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: RE: Agent Meetings 

From: Williams, Andre 

~c: Ille, Vince; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: RE: Agent MeeLings 

Agent Meeting Schedule {Frida¥~            ~ 

C. 
D. 

F. 

11:i5 AM 

i2:00 PM 
12:45 PM 

1:30 PM 

2:i5 PM 

3:00 PM 

3:45 PM 



Location: Kenan Football Center; 4th F~oor Footba~I Operations Co~fere~ce Room 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:40 AM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 

Subjeet~ Agent Meetings 

Corey and Andre’, 

Could you please help us schedule some individual meetings with appropriate football student athletes who have the 

potential of 8oin8 to the    next year? I am available all day both this Friday and next. Specifically, I think it would be 

best to spend 45 minutes or so with 

and anyone else you believe may draw the interest of asents, financial advisors, and other 

professional representatives. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 





Bostun Co lege 8/3 8/4 - 8/8 8/9 912 8/30 

Clemsen 7131 811 - 815 813 8!20 8!30 

Duke . 813 . 8/4 - 8/8 8/9 8/25 8/30 

FIe da Slate 8/8 8/4 - 8/8 8/9 8/25 8/30 
Georg a Tech 7/30 7/31 - 8/4 8/5 8/18 8/30 

Miami 8/4 815419 8/10 8/27 9/1 
North Ca~o na 7/31 8/1 - 8/5 8/3 8/19 8/30 
North Carolira Sta~e ~ 7/31 ~ 8/1 - 8/5 8/5 8/2C 8/30 
Pittsburgh 813 814 - 818 8/9 8!25 8/30 
Syracuse 8i3 8/4 - 8/8 8/9 8/25 3!30 
V rginia . 813 . 8/4 - 8/8 8/9 8/26 8/30 
Vkgin a -ech 8/3 8/4 - 8/8 8/9 8/25 8/30 

Wake Forest 7/31 8/1 - 8/5 8/3 8/26 8/28 



UNC Pubic Records Office, 

--Jacob I(ber 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 8:06 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, 
Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclealay@unc edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu>; 
Crocker, Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Clare E 
<duffyce@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larl3 A <athgallo@unc edu>; Gelin, Dana E 
<dgelin@unc edu>; Ginny French <ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~qmsley, Richie 
<rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu>; Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; john@ramsclub corn; ken@ramsclub corn; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, 
Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn>; matt@ramsclub corn; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu>; Perl% Clara A 
<caperry@unc edu>;                        @unc edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; tim@ramsclub corn; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrog@email unc edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

012714 docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 



Tar Heel Navigators 
Got Leadership? 

Pilot #~ 

udent-Athlete’s Nant NorLhside Elementary 
irst Last / 

Sport E-mail 
Mr. Mason Mondays :[2:00pm - 

I 
4 

~nt-Athlete’s Na~ Last | 

I 

udent-Athlete’s Nan 
qrst    Last 

udent-At!lete’s Na~ 
:irst    Last 

/ 

Sport 

Sport 

E-mail 

E-mail 

NorLhside Elementary 

Ms. Moore Tuesdays ~.2:00pm - 1: 

NorLhside Elementary 
Ms. Williams Wednesdays &2:00p = 

Sport E-mail 

@lk,e uqc edL 



:50pro              Notes 

3 

!:50pro 
Notes 

NC43NC 

Ramses 

MrAf~’s Mile 

Vake?~ Yak 

Notes 

G~o@ 4 Yake?~ Yak 

NC43NC 

MrAf~’s Mile 

4ame 

Notes 

Tar Heel Navigators 
Got Leadership? 

Pilot #1 



A B    [    C 
Teacher Group 
Mason McAfee’s Mile 
Mason McAfee’s Mile 
Mason McAfee’s Mile 
Mason McAfee’s Mile 
Mason McAfee’s Mile 
Mason McAfee’s Mile 
Mason NC 43 NC 
Mason NC 43 NC 
Mason NC 43 NC 
Mason NC 43 NC 
Mason NC 43 NC 
Mason NC 43 NC 

Mason Yackety Yack 
Mason Yackety Yack 
Mason Yackety Yack 
Mason Yackety Yack 
Mason Yackety Yack 
Mason Yackety Yack 
Moore McAfee’s Mile 
Moore McAfee’s Mile 
Moore McAfee’s Mile 
Moore McAfee’s Mile 
Moore McAfee’s Mile 
Moore McAfee’s Mile 
Moore McAfee’s Mile 
Moore NC 43 NC 
Moore NC 43 NC 
Moore NC 43 NC 
Moore NC 43 NC 
Moore NC 43 NC 
Moore NC 43 NC 

Moore Yackety Yack 
Moore Yackety Yack 
Moore Yackety Yack 
Moore Yackety Yack 
Moore Yackety Yack 
Moore Yackety Yack 
Moore Yackety Yack 
Williams McAfee’s Mile 



55 
L B [ c 
Williams McAfee’s Mile 
Williams McA[ee’s Mile 
Williams McAfoe’s Mile 
Williams McAfee’s Mile 
Williams McA[ee’s Mile 
Williams NC 43 NC 
Williams NC 43 NC 
Williams NC 43 NC 
Williams NC 43 NC 
Williams NC 43 NC 
Williams Rarnses 
Williams Ramses 
Williams Ramses 
Williams Ramses 
Williams Ramses 
Williams Rarnses 
Williams Yackety Yack 
Williams Yackety Yack 
Williams Yackety Yack 
Williams Yackety Yack 
Williams Yackety Yack 
Williams Yackety Yack 



2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

A 
First Name 
E~rian 
Sarah 
Leigh 

Cheryl 
Virginia 

C 
Position 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Pdn¢ipal 
Counselor 

D 

br~ason@ohocs.k12 nc us 
smoore@chccs~k12 n&us 
vlwilliams@chccs.kl Z he.us 
ktumer@chcc&M 2 n&us 
ccarnahan@chcc& M 2.n&us 
vfox@chccs.k12.n&us 





A I B     C 
i ~dent-Athlete’s 
2 First Last 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

9 

11 =dent-Athlete’s 
12 First Last 

20 

2~ =dent-AtMe~e’s ~ 
22 First Last 

Spo~ 

23 
24 
25 

26 

27 

28 

2e ~den~-Athlete’s N~ 
3o First Last    Spo~ 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

Grady Brown Elementary School 

Fall 2007 

E-mail 
Grady Brown Elementary 

Ms, Byerlyo Wednesdays 11:50a=12:35p 

E-mail 
Grady Brown Elen~entary 

Ms. Byerly- Fridays 11:50a-12:35p 

E-mail 

E=rnail 

Grady Brown Eler~entsry 

Grady Brown Elementary 

K 



2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

2O 

22 

23 
24 
25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

L M 

Notes 

Notes 

Notes 

Notes 

Grady Brown Elementary School 
Fall 



GKiA Sigmup Sheet 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

A 
Dates/Times Mondays 1:00pro - 1:40pro 

Central Elementary School 

NametEmail 



GKiA Sign-up Sheet 

1 Tuesdays 1:45pro - 2:25pm Wednesdays 1:45pm - 2:25pm 
2 Central Elementa~ School Central Elementary/School 

3 

7 

22 

23 

24 



GKiA Sign-up Sheet 

1 Thursdays1:40pro - 2:20pro 
2 Grady Brown Elementary 

3 

4 

7 

20 

24 













~ High schoo students who ~raduated early and enrolled in 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Jm~umy 29, 2014 10:27 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Re: FB Scheduling 

image001 png 

Thanks 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jm~ 29, 2014, at 6:46 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick~unc edu> wrote: 

[[~e~ knew already’ wha~ was being discussed this week in Florida and plan to contact us again next week. 1 he 

Zach Franz 

Senior Vice President 

Russ Ports Productions Inc. 

O: 540 665 0598 

zachfranz@rppimet 

www.rppi.net 

<imageOOl.png> 



Subject: 

Morrison, David <David,Mordson@~news record.tom> 
Wednesday, July 03, 20] 3 10:49 AM 

Allen, Denise Q 
Stabile, Regina; OAh, Zach 
Public Records Request 

I am writing to request information pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, GS 132, and related statutes 

I am seeking to obtain copies of any email correspondence sent or received by athletics director Bubba Cunningham 

compliance Vince Ille (ille@uncaa.unc edu<mailto:ille(~uncaa.unc edu>) pertaining to Rodney Blackstock, from the 

period of May 3 through July 3. 

I would also like to obtain a copy of any correspondence sent from the school to Mr. Blackstock. 

person to pick up a CD or download the information to a portable hard drive, 

if you decide to deny this request, please state your reasons for doing so by way of a reply to my email - 

david,morrison@news-record,com<mailto:david.morrison@news-record.com> - so that it may be reviewed by legal 

counsel, 

The News & Record would be glad to pay any reasonable cost, as defined by law, associated with this request. However, 

please inform us of any cost exceeding $40 before executing it. Also, please note we are requesting the information 

electronically, which should eliminate any need for copying or printing. 

if I need to bring this to the attention of anyone else in addition to you, please let me know. 

Thanks for your help, and I look forward to your reply. 



Sincerely, 

David Morrison 

Greensboro News & Record 

(office) 336 373 7008 

(cell) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Halley Horwath <hhorwath@usada org> 

Friday,                12:27 PM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT $COTI KEEICHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; ’David 
Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl 0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Eriam~e A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; ~email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

AGENDA AND REMINDER: TrueSportU Committee Call - Monday, 

imageea52fa PNG; 2 3 14 Agenda docx 

Dear Committee Members, 

This email serves as a reminder of our upcoming conference call on Monday, 

Also, attached, please find the agenda for this call. 

If you are u nable to attend, meeting minutes will be sent to the committee afterwards. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

at 3pm ET (lpm MT) 

Haile¥ Horwath 

Communications and True Spor~ Administrator 



Date/Time: 

Dial-in: 

Attendees: 

Objectives 

3:00 p m EST, Tuesday, 

+1 (866) 951-1151, Conference Room Number: 4158748 

Anais Spitzer, TmeSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight, TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy, and 
Research, PSU 

Pam Drifimier, Director of Conferences, PSU 

Erianne Weight, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Julie DelCriorno, Athletics Integrity Officer, PSU 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TrueSpott Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Graduate Student and Assistant, UNC 

Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Report on status of keynote 
Report on status of "Registration Open" marketing and other additional marketing 
eftbrts 
Report on UNC PR Policy for Summit and logistics for Media 
Identify PR point person at UNC 
Review of position paper guidelines 
Report on status of panels and panelists 
Report on continuing education being offered 
Identify PSU participants coming to UNC Summit 
Brief update of hospitality logistics 

Agenda Items 

I Jan Boxill to report on status of keynote 

2 Jan Boxill and to report on status of"Registration Open" marketing and 

other additional marketing eftbrts 

3 to report on UNC’s PR Policy for Summit and logistics for Media 

4 to identify PR point person at UNC 

5 Jan Boxill to provide update on panels and panelists 

6 Jan Boxill to review position paper guidelines 

7 to report on continuing education 

8 Scott Krntchmar to report on those artending from PSU 

9 to provide brief update on hospitality plan and logistics 

10 Other concerns or issues from Committee members? 

Action Items 

1. UNC to put together full-scale hospitality plan and logistics and present at next 

Committee meeting 



2. UNC will continue to work to finalize panels by deadline 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hailey Holw-ath <hhol~-ath@usada org> 

Friday,               3:16 PM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JlYLIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnor~on@unc edu>; @email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RE: AGENDA AND REMINDER: TrueSponU Committee Call - Monday, 

Attach: imagec2d I a8 PNG; Agenda docx 

My apologies, the day on the previous agenda was incorrect. 

Please refer only to the attached agenda. 

Thank you, 
Hailey 

Hailey Horwath 

Cornrnunications and True Sport Adrninistrator 

Stay Connected: www~usada~org [ Facebook [ Twitter ! www.TrueSport.org 

From: Hailey Horwath 
Sent: Friday, 10:27 AM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunningharn@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu)’; 
’ROBERT SCO]~ KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; ’Ross, Stephen’; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; 
’eweight@email.unc.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; ’mbnorton@unc.edu’; ’Chalfin, Peter L 

@email.unc.edu)’ 
Co: Lisa Voight 
Subject: AGENDA AND REMINDER: TrueSportU Commit[ee Call - Monday, 

Dear Committee Members, 

This email serves as a reminder of our upcoming conference call on Monday, 

Also, attached, please find the agenda for this call. 

If you are u nable to attend, meeting minutes will be sent to the committee afterwards. 

at 3pm ET (lpm MT) 



If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmi~ion and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you 



Date/Time: 

Dial-in: 

Attendees: 

Objectives 

3:00 p m EST, Monday, 

+1 (866) 951-1151, Conference Room Number: 4158748 

Anais Spitzer, TmeSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight, TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy, and 
Research, PSU 

Pam Drifimier, Director of Conferences, PSU 

Erianne Weight, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Julie DelCriorno, Athletics Integrity Officer, PSU 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TrueSpott Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Graduate Student and Assistant, UNC 

Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Report on status of keynote 
Report on status of "Registration Open" marketing and other additional marketing 
eftbrts 
Report on UNC PR Policy for Summit and logistics for Media 
Identify PR point person at UNC 
Review of position paper guidelines 
Report on status of panels and panelists 
Report on continuing education being offered 
Identify PSU participants coming to UNC Summit 
Brief update of hospitality logistics 

Agenda Items 

I Jan Boxill to report on status of keynote 

2 Jan Boxill and Pete Chalfin to report on status of"Registration Open" marketing and 

other additional marketing eftbrts 

3 to report on UNC’s PR Policy for Summit and logistics for Media 

4 to identify PR point person at UNC 

5 Jan Boxill to provide update on panels and panelists 

6 Jan Boxill to review position paper guidelines 

7 to report on continuing education 

8 Scott Krntchmar to report on those artending from PSU 

9 to provide brief update on hospitality plan and logistics 

10 Other concerns or issues from Committee members? 

Action Items 

1. UNC to put together full-scale hospitality plan and logistics and present at next 

Committee meeting 



2. UNC will continue to work to finalize panels by deadline 



SOCIAL-EMOT O~tAL LEARNING AND OTHER 
NON,COGNITIVE FACTORS: ISSUES 

Steve Knotek, PhD 

Associate Professor 

UNC School of Education 



Outl ne 

UNC Women’s Soccer Team study 

Characteristics of programs that support youth 
development 

Social Emotional Learning 



THE NEXT TWENTY: 
A TEAM’S SIIGHTLINE 
FUTURE SUCCESS 

~S 

Steve Knotek, PhD 

School of Education 

University of North Carolina 



What Hath We Wrought? 

Doonesbury 



The P~°em se and the Prom se of Spo~ls 

"1 won’t know for another 20 
years." 

Amos Alanzo Stagg 

Asked after a winning season if this was in fact~ his 
greatest season? 



My Resea °ch Agenda 

1~ Can coaching support the development of athletes’ 
character strengths related to optimal functioning? 

2~ Are character strengths developed through participation 
in sports generalized to other settings? 

3. Will development of character strengths such as self- 
efficacy, adaptability, optimism, social competence and 
initiative improve an athlete’s competitive performance? 

4~ What are the psychosocial dimensions of coaching 
related to supporting optimal talent development? 



n O her Wo °ds 
Coaching and participation in sports results in skiffs and 
attitudes that are critical to success in important fife 
circumstances, such as in the academic and social 
arenas. 

Effective coaching promotes students’ competence in the 
attributes of: 

- Self-efficacy 

- Adaptability 

- Optimism 

- Social competence 

- Initiative 



A Cults~°e of Cha~acter 

The UNC Women’s Soccer Team has a highly structured 
Learning Environment designed to promote student- 
athlete’s psychosocial development, 

Core Values 

Book Groups 

Team Manual 

Letter Writing 

Distributed Mentoring 

Deep Engagement 

Coach Meetings 

Self Evaluation 

Team Evaluation 



Core ues: Examples 
L Let’s begin with this, we don’t whine. This individual can 
handle any situation and never complain about anything on or 
off the field. (The true joy in life is to be a rome of fortune 
instead of a teveh~sh, selfish little clod of ailments and 
grievances complaining that the world will not devote itself to 
making you happy" George Bernard Shaw), 

II. The truly extraordinary do something every day. This 
individual has remarkable self-discipline, does the summer 
workout sheets from beginning to end without omission or 
substitution, and evenx, day has a plan to do something to get 
better. ("Roosevelt, more than any other man living within the 
range of notoriety showed the singutar primitive quatiLv that 
belongs to ultimate matter, the quality that medieval t,~eo/ogy 
assigned to God: ,~e was pure act’." Henry Adams Theodore 
Rex- Besmond Morris) 

Some examples players rate lhemselves on lhese vakies and are in rum ~ated by fl]eir pee~s. Those wilh file highest 

rankings ~ceive special honors 



Read ng Group 

10 Natural Laws for Successful Time and Life Management: 
Proven Strategies for Increased Productivity and Inner Peace, 
Hyrum Smith 
, Sophomores 
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons 
in Personal Change, Stephan Covey 

, Juniors: 
Man’s Search For Meaning, Viktor Frankle; Some Thoughts 
Delivered on a Significant Occasion about Living a 
Compassionate Life David Foster Wallace 
, Youth National Team Players 
The Talent Code: Greatness Isn’t Born, It’s Grown, Here’s How 

Done in a socratic style across the spdng semester which is devoted to personal development 



ExampIe of  ÷xt from Book Group 
"The one thing you can’t take away from me is the way I choose 
to respond to what you do to me. The last of one’s freedoms is to 
choose one’s attitude in any given circumstance," 

"Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of 
the human freedoms---------to choose one’s attitude in any given set 
of circumstances, to choose oRe’s own way/ 

"But there was no need to be ashamed of tears, for tears bore 
witness that a man had the greatest of courage the courage to 
suffer." 

"When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are 
challenged to change ourselves." 

-- Viktor E Frankl. Man’s Search for Meaning 

Physician example 



Letter VVr t ng 
Type of Letter 

Letters to Recruits 

Poems written to Se ]iors by First 
Assistant Coach 

Mailed to potential recruits during 
the year 
Read to graduating Seniors at the 
end of season informal ba ]quet 

Letters written to players by 
Coaches 

Read, discussed, and given to 
players at individual meetings 

Letters written to Seniors by Head 
Coach 

Letters between Players 

Read and presented to Seniors 
before the NCAA fnal four games 

Ongoing~ from current and former 
players 

Letters from Seniors to Coaches 



Poem ExampIe Seniol° Banquet 
Our Seniors are special, they have endured much strife. 
Tonight is a tribute, so let’s look at their life. 
Your challenges were difficult, unique in their own way. 
Retiring was not an option, your commitment was to play. 
Was is madness, lunacy, or denentia fr~)m the start? 
Your dedication to the tarheels, it’s what we call Heart. 

As a class you should be proud, your achievements are renowned. 
This is our chance to thank you, your impact was profound. 
Our patty goes on, interference car] not sway. 
Our lives are strengthened, each and every day. 
Your futures are important a new life you will start. 
This you can count on, you’re always i~ our hearts 

Note the themes of self-efficacy and initiative 



Process 

Deep Engagement - Team as family: explicit acknowledgement of 
bonds and commitments Beach Trip, Thanksgiving Dinner, Parents 
inclusive of one another, "We" 
Coach Meetings - start with review of academics/set goals, go over 
team and core values data/set goals, including Corrective Feedback 
within Direct Instruction 
Distributed Mentoring - Responsibility for personal development 
shared by all coaches and staff 
Self Evaluation - process the data within the framework of the core 
values and a~dve at own goals 
Team E’,ialuation - get feedback on team’s collective sense of how a 
student-athlete is living the core values 
Study groups - book groups and student led study groups with 
academic team captains 
Leadership team with ongoing leadership develop nent 
Continued, relentless renewal - the ultimate entrepreneurs 



The Secret Sauce 
Focus ng on Grit 



SeIf Esteem v SeIfAgency 
Responsibility is the core developmental target 

Evolution of: 

Personal accountability 

Time management 

Pathos 



So What? 
How does the culture of the team support success? 

By supporting the protective/competence factors of: 

Self-efficacy 

Adaptability 

Optimism 

Social competence 

Initiative 



Grt T snslated 
"The problem, I think, is not only the schools but also the 
students themselves. Here’s why: learning is hard, True 
learning is fun, exhilarating and gratifying - but it is also 
often daunting, exhausting and sometimes discouraging 
._ To help chronically low---performing but intelligent 
students, educators and parents must first recognize that 
character is at least as important as intellect." 

Ange~a Duckworth, Psychologist 



Develop (in order) 
Strength of Character 

Academic Responsibility 

Soccer 

In athletics we have the time and the learning environment 
to help students acquire and hone the skills to use college 
to achieve the ultimate success - the means to attain a 
happy, meaningful and productive life. 



So What?? 
What does the Women’s Soccer team’s focus on personal 
development have to do with the Academic Support 
Program for Student-Athletes? 

As you think about this~ consider the following: 

What are the goals of the ASPSA? 

What methods are used to achieve the goals? 



What s an Ado escent? 
Under the hood 



A Brain on Adolescence 

http:llwww.npr.or.q/playerlv2/mediaPlayer.html?action=l &t 
= 1 &islist=fa Ise&id = 124119468&m= 124188677 

What does this audio clip tell us about adolescent 
behavior, success? 

Role of adults? 



Contexts that Can Support "~outh 
Development 

Community Programs to Promote Youth 

Development 

Not just prevent problems - promote positive 
outcomes 

Engage with caring adults 

Develop sense of security and identity 

Goal is to help adolescents Thrive 



Handout from executive summa~7 

Conaider the Features of Poaitive Developmental 
Settings and your understanding of the goa~s and 
methods of ASPSA - any overlap? ~f so what and 
how? 



PersonaI and Soca Assets 
Brainstorm a list of personal and social assets that you 
think will facilitate positive youth development. Put them 
into categories if you can, 

Compare your list with the handout - what did your lists 
have in common? What was different? 



Non Cognitive Sklis 

http://www.thisamericanlife.or.q/radio- 
archives/episode/474/back-to-school?act=2#play 

What are the main points of this conversation? 

How do these themes apply to your students? 

How can this information inform your interactions with 
your students? 



Wh~t is socia~ an~ emotiona~ learning (SEL}? 

Process 

Components - knowledge, attitudes, and skills 

Recognize and manage emotions 

Demonstrate caring and concern for others 

Positive relationships, responsible decisions 

Handle challenging situations constructively. 









n a Context 
Competence in the use of SEL skills promoted in 

Context of safe and supportive school 

Family, and community learning environments 

In these contexts students feel 
Valued 

Respected 

:: Connected to/engaged in learning 



SEL Can Lead to Th~°v ng 
Health 
Ethical development 
Citizenship 
Moth~ation to achie’,~e 
Academic learning 

O~ce again: do these areas matter to us? 



SEL E ements 
Five areas 

Self-Awareness 

Responsible Decision Making 

Relationship Skills 

Social Awareness 

: Self-Management 

Describe 2 things you can do in each area 

, Handout of IL SEL standards 

Some web resources: 



Send from Lee Burgess Ford via iPhone. 

On 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 7:58 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, 
Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclealN@unc edu>; Crocker, Diane Marie 
<dcrocker@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry 
A <athgallo@unc edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; G~-imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott 
<nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Hua, Rong 
DanDan <rhua@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; john@ramsclub corn; 
ken@ramsclub corn; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>: Markos, Lance 
M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn>; 
matt@ramsclub corn; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu>; Perl’y, Clara A <caperly@unc edu>; 

~unc edu>; Spurling, James <jspurling@unc edu>; tim@ramsclub corn; 
Towns£nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; 
York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday,               10:31 AM 

Harley Ho~w-ath <hhola:~-ath@usada org>; Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitze@usada org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ 
<rsk I@psu edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ 
<sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ <ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULI~ A DEL GIORNO’ 
<jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; 
’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Brenner, John F 
<John Brunner@unc edu> 
Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 
RE: AGENDA AND REMINDER: TrueSportU Committee Call - Monday, 

TRUESPORT SUMMIT MEDIA POLICY docx 

All, 
Attached is the initial draft of the media policy that I have put togethel. As discussed yesterday, the last bul!et 

point regarding reserving five minutes for questions from media is something we w[l! address with Rob Hol!iday and 

reconsider. Thanks for the insight on that yesterday. Please offer any suggestions you may have for changes or 

additions to im prove this policy Also, please be on the lookout for the registration opening annou ncement later today, 

We are planning to anno~3nce that registration is open and tilat participants ca!~ ealn continuing education units for 

attending. If anyone has additional information they believe should be inciuded in this announceme!~t, piease let us 

know! 

Athletic Dhector’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

From: Hailey Horwath [mailto:hhorwath@usada.org] 
Sent: Friday,               12:27 PM 
TO: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCOTI- KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; 
’Ross, Stephen’; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, 
Molly; 
0:: Lisa Voight 
Su~e~t= AGENDA AND REMINDER: TrueSportU Committee Call - Monday, 

Dear Committee Members, 



This email serves as a reminder of our upcoming conference call on Monday, at 3pm ET (1pro MT) 

Also~ attached~ please find the agenda for this call. 

If you are u noble to attend~ meeting minutes will be sent to the committee afterwards. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

TrueSport 

Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Spo~t Administrator 

Stay Connected: www.usada.or~ I Facebook I Twitter I www.TrueS#ort,or~ 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmi~ion and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmi~ion and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Halley Horwath <hhorwath@usada org> 

Tuesday                 11:08 AM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT $COII KREICHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmjl4@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; ~email unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

SCHEDULING: TrueSportU Committee Call - 

image496009 PN G 

Dear Committee Members, 

Thank you to everyone who was able to attend yesterday’s conference call. The meeting minutes will be sent to the group 

as soon as possible. 

The next conference call is being scheduled for early March. 
Please follow the link below to view the prospective dates and enter your availability: 

http://doodle.com/m92ifdSmdfxydmSx 

If you have any questions or difficulties, please let me know. 

Please try to submit your availability before the end of this week, if possible. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

Anti-Doping Agency 

~laile¥ Horwath 

Communications and True Spo~ Administrator 

Stay Connected: v~w:usada:o~g [ Facebook I Twitter I www.°]rueSport.org~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e mail transmi~ion, and any documents, files or previous e mail messages attached to it, may contain information that 
is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that you must not read this transmission and that a ny disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of a ny of the information contained in or 
attached to this transmi~ion is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notif~ the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving m any manner Thank you. 





ACC 
What do ESPNs ~[k® G~e®nb®~g and Tony Stark ha~e in 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Harley Hol~-ath <hho~w~-ath@usada org> 

Wednesday,                 12:08 PM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; ~email unc edu>; Brenner, John F 
<John Brunner@unc edu> 
Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

Meeting Minutes - TrueSportU Committee Call - 

imagecfab58 PNG; Meeting Minutes docx; TRUESPORT SUMMIT MEDIA 
POLICY docx 

Dear Committee Members, 

Please find attached the meeting minutes from this past Monday’s Committee Call. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

Hailey Horwath 

Cornrnunications and True Sport Adrninistrator 

Stay Connected: www~usada~org I Facebook I Tw!tter [ wv~TrueSport~org 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmi~ion and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or sawng m any manner Thank you 



TrueSportU 
Conference Call Minutes 

PRESENT: Anais Spitzer. TrueSpovt Managing Strategist, USADA 
Lisa Voight, TrueSpovt Consultant. USADA 

Dave Joyncr, Athletic Director PSU 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics UNC & TrueSport Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy and 
Research, PSU 
Co3~e Cooper, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Pam Drifimier Director of Conferences, PSU 
Scot~ Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PS U 

Erianne Weight. Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science. UNC 

John Brum~cr, Director of Athletic Operations UNC 

ABSENT: 

Halley Hor~ath Cormnunications mid TrucSport Administrator USADA 

Travis Tygart CEO, USADA 
Vincc Illc Senior Associate Athletic Director, UNC 
Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, UNC 

Julic DclGiomo Athletics Integrity Officer, PSU 

CALL TO ORDER: Anais Spitzcr called the conference call to order at 3:00pm ET at # 1-866-951- 

1151. conference I O 

AGENDA ITEMS 

1. Report on status of keynote 

Jan Boxill reported that she will know if is ax ailable by at the latest 
Travis Tygart is our backup m~d has agreed to attend if is not available 
Pam Drifm~er reported that there arc no cons to opening registration and wc cm~ list the keynote 
speaker as To Be Determined in "Registration Open" marketing 

2. Report on status of "Registration Open" marketing and other additional marketing efforts 

reported that the websitc is set up for registration with two different options (one 
with continuing education credit, one without) Dr Cooper’s grad stadents are creating the open 
registration announcement and it will be sent by The website will continue to 
bc updated as panelists m~d speakers are confirmed 

confirmed that he will send out template to Committee on for "Registration 
Open" email 
Pam Drifm~er suggested sending one cmail for open registration m~d m~othcr for the keynote 
speaker announcement, tweaking the message slightly each time List se~s can be updated 
without constraint, as well as social media 



3o 

Co3~e Cooper suggested the possibility of using the UNC sports departmem twitter to ensure the 
followers arc in the correct audience 
Report on [JNC~s PR Policy for Summit and logistics for Media 

Steve Ross pointed out that dedicated question time for media is unusual for conferences, and that 
at PS U the media is provided an opportunity to inte~ Jew speakers at another time 
Eriarmc Weight suggested that the five minutes dedicated to media questions x~ould be a 
fascinating view for the non-media audience 
UNC confirmed their preference for dedicated media question time alter each panel 

4. Identify PR point person at UNC 

reported that they are meeting with Rob Holliday (UNC’s Media Relations Rep) by 
the in hopes of securing hart as their point person, or having him provide an 
alternative 

5. Update on panels and panelists 

Jan Boxill reported that UNC will ha~ e all panelists in place by 

6. Review position paper guidelines 

Jan Boxill reported that the due date for position papers is The papers should be 
4-7 pages long and 1000-15000 words 
Position papers will bc sent to the othar pm~clists by All papers will bc 
published on the website by      and accessible for everyone to read 

7. Report on continuing education 

reported that the Summit has been approved for 1 4 hours of Continuing Education 
Units The registration page on the website will have a quick bhirb explaining what the credit 
will cover 

8. Report on those attending from PSU 

Scott Krctchinar reported that ha will be attending the UNC conference along with Stcve Ross 
and Daxe Jovner He will confirm a final number 

9. Brief update on hospitality plan and logistics 

Anais Spitzcr and            reported that a call is happening latcr this wcck to discuss 
hospitality plans m~d that the Committee will be apprised of those pha~s in the next phone call 

10. Other concerns or issues 

Scott Krctchinar reported there is a Phaming Cormnittcc of nine people at PSU for their 
conference They have met once m~d plan to mcct 2-3 marc times before the summer They’ve 
decided on a theme of "Student Athlete WelNre." which will be a broader program with three 



general categories The target audience will be college and high school athletes A list of 15 
possible keynote speakers has been identified m~d, as plans arc fleshed out, h~vitations will go out 
Regarding UNC’s marketing,     asked Pam Driftmier about thning Pam recommended a 
minimum of seven days in bet~ een the registration email blast and the keynote speaker 
atmounccmcnt and not to send these cm~ils on Monday mornings or Frida? aften~oons 

ACTION ITEMS 

I to send template of new email blast to Anais Spitzer and the rest of the Committee 
on will send "Registration Open" marketing on along with a 
confirmation of recipients to Anais Spitzer 

2 UNC to notify" committee &keynote speaker on 
3 to cmail the rest of the Committee UNC’s media point person before the next call 
4 UNC to develop a social media strategy by nex~t call 
5 UNC to develop full-scale hospitality plan mtd logistics to present at next committee call 
6 UNC will continue to work to finalize pm~cls by the deadline 

ADJOURNMENT 

This meeting was ac~iourned at 3:50pm ET by Anais Spitzer 





Kapilovic Chris 
Brewer Gunter 
Koenning Vic 
Hernandez Lou 
Gilmore Keith 
West Ron 

C G KAPILOVIC 
G S BREWER 
VE KOENNING JR 
L HERNANDEZ III 
K L GILMORE 
R E WEST 

Totals 

Amount 1812 1813 1822 1833 1872    1873 
State Health And 

SS Medicare Retirement HMO TIAA Disability 

1875 1876     1892     3914     Total 
Composite Transit Payment and 

Valic Fidelity Benefit Fee Benefits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thursday,                 5:04 PM 

’Harley Holaxath’ <hhorwath@usada org>; Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitze@usada org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj ld@psu edu>; 
’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ <ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JULI~ A 
DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; 
’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
TmeSport Registration Announcement 

All, 
Below is tbe announcement about registration being open, Please pass this along to your respective 

Subject: FW: [Test] TrueSport Registration 

We invite you to a first of its kind, national summit l:~ a~. promises to 

have a lasting impact on the complex and changing conversation about 



sports culture in academia and in our communities. The event will 

featttre prominent sport leaders, scholars, coaches, athletes, parents, 

and journalists discussing a broad range of effects of collegiate athletics 

on American society from their unique perspectives. 

;xt ~’. We hope to see you in Chapel Hill for this one-of-a-kind event in 

May[ 





For Immediate Release 

The IINC Student-Athlete Literacy Controwrsy & 
Thoughts Prom The Project 

After reading about what happened oi~/lNC’s campus, I wasn’t surprised. I’m a 
faculty affiliate with the College Sport Research institute at Chapel Hill and was 
aware of many of the abuses taking place on that campus. However, [/NC is not 
alone in the misedacation of the black athlete, Many olthe schools I’ve been 
affiliated with ([b Ker~tuc~/, b~diana 1], Syracuse, Ohio State) have a histoW of 
putting athletics before academics. I’ve even seen players walk out of college 
without beit~g able to ~ end. But money does this to most it~dividuals and 
ins~imtions. You’ve basically got a prof>ssional spots organiza ion pretending to 
be amatettr. But a~yone who tmdersta~ds collegiate athletics k~ows that it’s not 
amateur, The fact that this [INC taculb’ member was attacked for reveahng the 
obv ot]s shows just how Inuch greed alld vice can cause us ko deviate from ollr 
principles. Rreminds me ofwher~ he Ca hollo church covered up cour~tless 
molestations [n order to protect their profitability. A love ~br money can tm’n you 
into someone you never thought you’d be. 

The top issue that is harming [INC is white privilege and the obliviousness of the 
people with power at IINC around the rz~cialized way thz~t decisions a~e made and 
power is distributed, Ti~is privilege and this obliviousness deeply inion-r~ ti~e culture 
at [JNC, No one there sees themselves as racist, and the way they do thirlgs, in their 
perspective, does not have anythii~g to do with ]’ace, That kited of obhviousness is 
not uncommon in concentrat~m~s of white power. But the5; are exceptional m %eir 
resis ante to the possibilily that race is a f~ctor in imw things happen there, ’ri~e 
deepest aflliction irt [tow it functions at UN C comes fl’om their unwillingness to 
consider that they may have institutio~al bli~d spots in this regard, 

Tt#c, Rev. Marcio Mount Shoop, PhD 



I think tfie problems at UNC-Chapel Hill regarding studen athletes are a reflection 
of a bigger cultural program formal in sports~ one thats perpetuates low 
expectations for athletes, ]~ack males ~n particular. Let’s face it, these guys were 

recru I.ed ffor athletics, not academics or character, and most of these guys chose 

UNC because of athletic exposure and tfie opportunily to turn pro, nok to earn the 
degree. Somewhere at UNC-Chapel Hill low academic expectations became the 

norm. Somewhere, the athletes bave ~earned academic excellence is not what ~s 
expected of them. Ths ~s not the student’s faufi.. Those literacy scores don’t speak to 
~nte[[ectual ab~l[ty; they speak to the culture of low expectations. To contrast, we 

traditionally haven’t heard of these problems at IIBCUs, because the clbTmte doesn’t 
promote th~s behav~or~ HBCUs don’t privilege atNetes, the expectation ~s that 
students come to these spaces to learn. 

As you know the mission of the Drake Group is to defend academic integri~, in 
Iligher education from the corrosive aspects of commercial college sports. EveW 
year we award the Robert _Maynard Hutchlns Award to the faculty or staff member 
who has courageously taken a stand for defending the core educational values of the 

university. Past award ~dnners have been vilified, ostracized and other wise treated 
as pariahs for merely doing their jobs which include defending integrity in the 

teaching and learning process. Las t year’s winner was Mary Willingham, an 
academic councilor for the athlete program at UNC. She was one of the first to step 

forward to report the alarming number of athletes admitted to U NC with reading 
scores at the grade 5 to grade 8 levels. She also reported that over a decade 

hundreds of students inchlding many athletes had taken no show classes and had 

others do their work for them. She has been ridiculed. She loves what she does and 
thinks athletes who are admitted with bruited skills should be given a change to take 

advantage of real remediation. Special admiLs shmdd not play as freshmen and they 
should spend their summer and fall of their freshmen years taking intensive 

remedial reading courses with ~ninimal time spent in athletic practice sessions and 
no games, The list of proposals go on, The bottom line is that if athletes are admitted 
to college they must have an opportuniiT to be educated. We must all come to the 
defense of the Mary Wi/hngham’s of the world, That is the lesson to be learned from 

the UNC case. 

Allen Sack 
Drake Group President 

I think the l~lks over at UNC have good intentions, but they remain obhvious to the 
strategies necessary to insure young men and women of color earn functional 

degrees. Truth he told this journey st;]rt.s on the UNC’s fields and court.s. The head 

coaches need to allow student-athletes to seek the education they are owed by the 
university by h’eeing them from their 60-hour work week. Student-athletes... cash 



cows.., indentured servants.., or what ever you want to call them at UNC (and across 
the power conferences), need the freedom to experierxce instructiorx via travelirxg 
abroad, engaging in internships that teach soft sMlls, majoring Jn money making 

maiors that do not require graduate degrees, and learn to think, navigate systems 
and function without being constantly managed by coaches. If nok then we should 
call amateurisfn what it is... one of the most prevaihng and illogical injustices irx our 

United States. Coach Fedora and Coach Williams "no comment and I will only 

discuss the game" is no longer acceptable because when the games are over many 
IJNC athletes of color are ill-prepared for the most important contest of all life! 

Emmett L, Gill, It,, PhD, MSW, LCSWA 
Durham, N orth Carolina 

Media are fi’ee to use parts or all of the quotes above. The Project would appreciate 
it if you would mention it as one of the author’s affiliations. Please visit 
v~¢v.studentathleteshumanrights.com to earn more about our non-profit 
organization. Please contact us ifyou would like to intecview any of the authors. 





UNC Pubic Records Office, 

--Jacob Kioer 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday:                  2:18 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Hovton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
C~Tstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu>; 
Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu> 

Softball Schedule change 

All, 

The softball game versus Lion on Wednesday,           is being postponed and will be played on Thursday, 

at 5:30 PM. The game will still be away at Lion. Adjust your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  3:21 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Hovton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
C~Tstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc edu>; Kolat, Cary J <kolat@email unc edu>; 
Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
<tjchinn@unc edu>; Cleal2¢, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc edu> 

Wrestling Schedule updates 

All, 

Wrestling is/will add 2 dates for some of their student-athletes to get some experience. They participated this past 

Saturday down at the Newberry Open in Newberry, SC. On              , we will also participate in the National 

Collegiate Open up in Richmond, VA. Please adjust your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  I 1:50 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lartay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Linebelvy, 
Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu>; 
Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu> 

Softball schedule update 

REVISED Februatay 14-16 2014 xlsx 

All, 

The schedule for the softball tournament down in Jacksonville, FL this weekend has been updated. U NC will play games 

this weekend as follows: 

at 12 pm - UNC vs. Louiville 

at 2:30 pm - UNC vs. Jacksonville University 

at 12 pm - UNC vs Jacksonville University 

The entire tournament schedule is also attached. Please update your schedules accordingly. If you have any questions, 

just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Thursday, FebruaPy 13, 2014 12:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Schedule Notes 

¯ Scheduling 

o 9 games tabled until most likely May Annual Meetings - likely for ’17 
o 2015 

¯ Another Dave Brown Idea Maybe 
o 2016 

¯ Home and Home 
¯ Buy Game 

o 2017 

o 2018 

we don’t commit soon 

o 2019 

- will go with if 

o 2022 

don’t commit soon 
- will go with if we 



Sibling Benefits on an Official Visit 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,                2:04 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc edu>; DiBitetto, Andrew F <afdibite@unc edu> 

schedule update 

All, 

The golf tournament we were supposed to co host this weekend with NC State has been cancelled due to weather. 

Please update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Ross, Luke 
Saturday, 2:39:51 PM 
Fedora, H. Larry; Kapilovic, Christopher G; Brewer, Gunter S; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; 
Hernandez, Luis III; Womack, ZachaQ/Wayne; Haake, Simon; Richardson, Tommy; McKee, Ryan A; 
Heckendorf, Keith J; Littrell, James Seth; Gilmore, Keith Louis; West, Ronald Eugene; Disch, Dan 

Ciocca, Mario F; Holliday, Corey L; Gwaltney, Clint; Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Ross, Luke 
Sickle Cell Trait update for Football 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Sickle Cell Trait Policy.Final.docx (21.8K) 
SickleCellTraitforCoaches.l~_f (3.0M) 

Coaches, 

When you have a moment, please reply back with a simple "got it" to confirm that you received this 
email and were able to open the attachments. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Below is the list of Football Student Athletes that are confirmed to have Sickle Cell Trait: 

There are 2 attachments to this email. The PDF document titled "Sickle Cell Trait for Coaches" is an 
NCAA brief about sickle cell trait and its implications for athletes and coaches. The Word document 
titled "Sickle Cell Trait Policy" is UNC Sports Medicine’s adopted policy based on national 
recommendations. Please read both and let me know if you have any questions. Also, send me a 
simple reply to this email to let me know that you received it and were able to open the documents 
attached. 

Lastly, please help to ensure that everyone is aware by relaying this information on to any other 
personnel (Staff Assistants, Graduate Assistants, Interns, etc.) that are under your supervision and 
might be interacting with these student athletes. Please forward this email on to them with instructions 
to reply to me at lukeross~,email.unc.edu that they have received it. 

Thanks, 



Luke Ross, MA ATC 

Staff Athletic Trainer for Football & Fencing 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-2602 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 
by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  4:52 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 
Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 
<jlangley@unc edu>; VanAIstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc edu>; Reckart, Angela 
<coachreck@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <mbins@email unc edu>; Hudson, 
Nicole <coach huddy@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 
Track and Field schedule update 

All, 

Track and Field is adding two meets to their upcoming schedule. The first will be Virginia Tech Challenge in Blacksburg, 

VA this weekend on 

On the outdoor portion of the schedule, we will now be sending athletes to the Florida Relays down in Gainesville, FL on 

. Please updateyourschedulesaccordingly. If you haveanyquestions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



Transactions Through: I!31/2014 Date Printed: 2/17/2014 





2iii HOUSEHOLD SUP IANiCL 

23ii EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES 



2 Ju GI ENN’S TAI OR SHOP 

Sen GLENN’S TA L00974280 

Oct R CHARD A’BALDWIN 





3141 TEAM TRAVEL 48 W401281 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 

3145 TEAM TRAVEL 60 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 60 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE z8 K689079 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K680418 



69 

69 

69 

69 

69 

69 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

48 W400~55 

48 W400~55 

48 W400~55 

48 W400~55 

48 W400~55 

48 W400~55 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

69 

6O 

48 W400~55 

6O 

6O 

Z6 Jul BUNDLED VOICEiDA-A 

Z6 Aug BUNDLED VOICEiDA-A 

26 Sap BUNDLED VOICEiDA-A 

Z6 Oct BUNDLED VOICEiDA-A 

]6 Nay BUNDLED VOICEiDA-A 

]6 Dec BUNDLED VOICEiDA-A 

















48 T173i27 104ul RIOIARD A~BALDWIN 532.04 

68 1B Se~ T173127 TONY BALDWIN (~32 04} 









FY 20"13-t4 E|UDOET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 1/31/2014 Date Printed: 2/1712014 



2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 

2911 OTN SUP NON EDU MSC 64 CARD03 



2 Ju GAME SET MATCH TENN 

2 Ju GAME SET MATCH TENN 

$5 Ju GAME SET MATCH TENN 

($13500) 

S~o.32 





3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314~ TEAM TRAVEL 

314] TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314~ TEAM TRAVEL 

3~4~ TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 



$1807 

$1541 











3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

312~ OUT/STATE TRANS AIR 

60 T180589 

60 T180587 

60 T179251 

60 T%80587 

60TXXXXXX 







48 K575797 

48 P401810 

48 P401810 

48 P4018~0 

48 K704S70 

23 Sep SAM*PAUL 

20 Dec HOWARD B. JO~,ES & SO 

30 Dec HOWARD B. JO~,ES & SO 

30 Dec HOWARD B. JONES & SO 

19 Dec NANTUCKET CAFE & CAT 

22Jan J&EINC 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday                  I : 15 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G 
<tadams@unc edu> 

Volleyball Spring Schedule 

Volleyball - Spring Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached spring schedule for volleyball. Please update your schedules accordingly. If you have any 

questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  1:25 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Fulton, C~ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Tel2cn Bfill 
~gmail corn>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu> 

Field Hockey spring schedule 

Field Hockey - Spring Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached spring schedule for Field Hockey. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 













1 Personnel 
Chancdlof Carol 
PHOI ? http/%~’~w northcarol ~a edu’news/ nages/carolfolt jpg 
BIO: http://chancellor unceduibiographyi 

PRESS REI EASE ht~p wwwuncedt~/spothght tolt-mlertnl-darhllouth-college-presldent- 
named-carolina-chancellor/ 

,~ LN( http:iiwwwuncedu/spotlightifolt-intefim-daflmouth-college-president- 

named-carolina-chancellor/; http:iiv~a,~av unc edu/spotligh~dnothing-could-be-finer/ 

Ik N( General Administration: 

http:/iu, u, w northcarollna eduinews/index php?code=homepage&acm=vieu,&artlc 

le Id al 0.~0 
ME)A COVbRAGb : 

,, Hiring 

o Da~mouth College http//nowda~mouth edu,201a/04 cam]-l-lolt-named- 
cllancello~ -of-unc-chapel-hilli 

o The Daily Tar tleel: 
http:ziwwv dailytarheel comimficle z01a 04idmtmouths-folt-is- 
chancellor-pick 

o News& Observe[: 
http://www ~ewsobser~. er corn/2013/04/13/2820917/carol-f~lt-~amed-as- 
first-female html 

~ Huffington Post: http:/iwsv5vhuffingtonpostcomi20[3i04/I Iicaro]-fo]t- 
unc-chancellor n 3065870htmI 

o WKAL: http:iiwwwwralcomit’olt-the-fixer-gets-warm-unc-welcome- 

~ 1.~3.~6M0/ 

Installation 
o TheDail} TarIIeel http,,~dail3,tarheelcom, artlcle,~Olo, lOmarol- 

folt-offlcially -inst ailed -as-chancellor- sat urday 
News & Obse~’er: 
t tip ~,www * ewsobse ,,er con ~2013~09 1 ¢,o204~6/ ew-chancel]or-carof 
t’olt-looks html 

Director of Academic A’port~ Program.for Student-Athletes (ASPAM) Michelle Brawn 

PHOTO: 
http:/iimage cdnlh~wnl xosnetwork com/pics33/400/\,lgqv11PBFiTHPPZRl~BF 20130827 
190456jpg 
BI(;: http://wwwgoheels com/ViewArticledbml?ATCLlD 207687960 
PRESS RE[ ] ASli: http:i/v~a,~, unc eduicampus-updatesibrown-to-lead-academic-snpport- 
program-for-student-athletes/ 

~ Provost to UNC Community: https:i/provostuncedu/brownaspsaappointment/ 

University Gazette: http:I/gazetteuncedu/2013/04i02/brown-to-head-academic- 
support-program-tbr-student-athleteai 

ME)iA COVERAGE: 

{PAGE } 



News & Observer: http://www newsobser~ er com/2013/03/19/2763111iunc-hires- 
new-leader-for-its-athlete html 
The Herald Sun: http://www heraldsun com/newsilocalnews& 145780382/l~C- 
hires-rmw-director-for -athlete-tutorir~g-progr am 
The lterald Sun Editorial: 
http:/iwww heraldsun com/chherald/x 145781442/Editorial-Hopeful-that-Brown- 
can-fix-1 NC-tutofing-program 

A~ldeffc Director Bubba O~mffngham 

PIIOTO: h~p:i/gazetteuncedu/~p-content/uploads/2011/11/cunnigham-bubba j pg 
B[o: htq):/iv,~,,~v goheels comiViewArticle dbmP? ATCLH)=205694768 

PRESS REl EASE: 
http:iiwww goheels comiViewArticle dbm[?DB L.~NG=C&SrrE=UNC&DB OEM ~ 

.~3~0&ATCI.~ _0M82~3a&SP~ 10809~&SPS~ 668181 
IN I ERNAI ANNOUNCEMEN I S: 

UNC: h~p://~wuncedu/campus-updates/cunningham-appointed-director-of- 

athletics.,’ 

University Gaze~e: h~p/,gaze~e unc edu,2ol 1,11/01,cunn n~am-appo nted- 
athl eti c-dhector-et~ctive-n or- ] 4/ 

~ ESPN: hgp:,espngocomcol[e~e-spo~s/s*o~3 hd/ 1001 ~o~h-carohna-tar- 
heels-hi~e-bt bba-cunningham-tulsa-golden-ht Hicane-athle ic-direc or 

. The Daily Tar tleel: 
h~p:/iwsvwdai[ytarheelcomiindexphpia~ic]ei20t ]i10/cunningham to lead ath] 
etics 

~ News& Obse~:er: http://wwwnewsobsea’ercomi201 Ii[0i13/1563420/is-tmc- 
closing-ia-on-tulsas-cunrfingham him[ 

~ WRAL: http:/i~wralspo~sfan com/unc/sto*T/10250852i 

Associate Athletic 1}irector for Compliance Vince Ille 

PHO[O: 
hrip:/iimagecd~lh~wnl xosnetwork com/pics33/400/IT/IT\qtZLFPDBLIGQT 201308280 
21931 jpg 
B[O: httl)://wa~,~v goheels comiViewArticIedbml?AT(iL[D 205840939 
PRI~SSREIEASI< http:i/~x~x~vgoheels comiViewArticle dbmI?ATCLID 205503477 

o ESPN: http://espngocomiblog/north-carolhm-basketball/post/iidi8843ihires-to- 
strenglhen-academics-compliance 

News& Observer: http://blogsnewsobsen’ercomiuncnow/unc-makes-new-hires- 

with-hope-to-better-ir~tegr ate-academics-r~caa-compliar~ce-and-athletics 

lndel~’endent ACudy Tasl~ Force Reporl: 
tttp~/wwwu cedu/ ev, s,05041~ hdeper der t {,z0SRdy;20 epo tpdf 

{PAGE } 



Harllyn-Andrem~ Re~@w q] Ctmrxes in African and ~]ko-Ameriean Studies Report: 

http:/iww~v unc edu/news/050412iReviev¢? ~20~t~/.20c~uvses pd f 

3 New Initiatives 

Artlch,~ related to creation ~f Fro~,ost’ s Working Group: 

UNC: ~ttp:/iwww uric ed u/caJrr~pus-u pdates/university-launches-student-athlcle- 
academic-initiative-working-group/ 

Universit? Gazette: httpZ/gazetteuncedui2014iO]/28/hard-work-numerous- 
reform s-designed-t o-b rlng-about-key-changeff 
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Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd edu> 

Monday, Februata£ 24, 2014 2:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Thomas Nevala <Thomas J Nevala l@nd edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Jennifer Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd edu> 

RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar docx 

Athletics Compliance Office I ~!~. 1574.631.9647 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 2:26 PM 
To: Thomas Nevala; Jill Bodensteiner; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Su~ect: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

All, 

I understand that Jill and Marielle have a call scheduled for today I believe UNC should be able to meet the 
proposed schedule if we don’t encounter too many surprises during our collection of student financial aid data 

Thanks for the draft and look forward to working with everyone 

Vince 

From: Thomas Nevala 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 12:08 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Jill Bodensteiner 
Su~ect: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Jill and Vince: 

Before I schedule a kick-off meeting for the N D team (or were U NC to do the same) wanted to ru n a draft of a proposed 

project schedule/calendar by you for your review and comments. 

1) Worked backwards from a May 9th date for completion of the project/presentation materials (May ACC 

meetings are the 12th-15th). 

2) Knowing that both Compliance and Financial Aid staffs at both institutions will be taxed with compiling the 

needed/updated student financial aid data, that is the first critical date...does this allow for enough time to do 

so? 

3) Initially thinking of one ND/UNC meeting (location/form TBD) sometime after the initial analysis of data under 

currently proposed models has been initiated (sometime between 3/24 and 4/11...tough time to do so with 
NCAA hoops tourneys in full force). 

4) Please let me know if you think I have omitted any major tasks/deadlines at this point. 



Thanks for your time and consideration here. 

Best, 

Tom 

Thomas J. Nevala 
Sr. Associate Athletics Director I Business Operations 
General Manager I Compton Family Ice Arena 
University of Notre Dame I 113 Joyce Center I Notre Dame, IN 46556 
574 631-8112 Office 1574 631-9669 Fax 

Conf~denhality Requirements: This e mail message, including any attachments, ~s for the sole use of the intended rec/p~ent(s) and may 
contain confidential mformahon Any unauthodzed rewew, use, disclosure or d/stnbuhon ~s stdctly prohibited If you are not the intended 
rec/p~ent, please ~mmed/ately contact the sender by e marl 







Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Softball Committee 

Conference Call 
February 18, 2014 

Boston College Ashley Obrest 
Florida State University- Lonni Alameda, Bernie Waxman ((Thaitp 
Georgia Tech- Shelly Hoerner 
University of Louisville- Sandy Pearsall 
University of North Carolina DonnaPoppa 
North Carolina State University- Shawn Rychcik 
University of Notre Dame- Deanna Gumpf 
University of Pittsburgh- Holly Aprile, Donna Sanfi (Ex-Qff~icio) 
Syracuse University LeighRoss 
University of Virginia Blake Miller 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University- Scot Thomas, Chris Helms 
Atlantic Coast Conference LeeButler, AlexFraser(Recordi~gS~,cretary) 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout 
the meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in 
order of the agenda for convenience of reference These minutes reflect only actions (formal 
votes or "sense of meeting") that occurred ] 

Welcome: Mr Lee Butler tookroll and thanked thegroup forjoining the call 

ACC?Bi~ Ten Challenge: Mr Butler updated the group on the status of an ACC?Big Ten 
Challenge, mainly highlighting that the first proposal from Disney was not financially 
suitable for the ACC or the Big Ten, and that both conferences wanted to consider other 
options He noted that the Big Ten coaches were not opposed to playing the challenge on 
an ACC campus or campuses ACC coaches expressed a desire to continue to pursue the 
event Most of the coaches were in favor of hosting it on an institution’s campus 
especially if that campus is wired for television production The coaches felt that 
institutions are better prepared to manage the quality of the fields if they need to handle 
multiple games per day Mr Scot Thomas noted that the site determines the number of 
teams that could play there The group agreed that having 3 teams fiom each league at 
each site is ideal Ms Deanna Gumpf suggested that if the event is held, that the ACC 
teams be selected on a rotating basis, instead of by ranking, so that teams can more 

efficiently plan their future schedules knowing whether or not they are participating in 
the challenge The following schools expressed interest in hosting the challenge: FSU, 

GT, LOU, UNC, and NCST 

3 Championship Site Standards: Mr Butler asked the group about developing a list of host 
site requirements for hosting an ACC Soflball Championship The group was in favor of 



using the NCAA hosting standards that Mr Butler had shared with the group Mr Butler 
reviewed each NCAA host site requirement, and the group decided to alter or remove two 
of the requirements to become the ACC’s Championship Site Standards 

It was MOVED to: Amend the NCAA Softball Championship Standards so that restrooms are 

allowed to be tempora~?¢ or permanent (#7), and remove the requirement for six phone lines in 
the press box to an "adequate number" of phone lines (#14) These changes, along with the other 
unchanged requirements, will be recommended as the ACC Sot~ball Championship Site 
Standards 

VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 

Mr Butler added that if an ACC championship site does not have a video board, the ACC 
will continue to seek approval to provide one 

Number of Regular Season ConfErence Games: The group expressed a desire to play less 
conference games, opening up the schedule to play more non-confErence games and 
fewer conference doubleheader series Mr Butler noted that such a change would have to 
go through the legislative process to be approved for 2015 and that it may be difficult to 
pass since the group has not played a full season under the current 28 game schedule in 
which everyone plays each other Mr Shawn Rychcik suggested that the doubleheader 
series be removed fiom the 2015 schedule, reducing the number of conference games to 
24 for 2015 and then reduce the number to 21 games in 2016, playing 7 conference series 
with no conference doubleheader series He noted that it would not be advisable to reduce 
to 21 games fbr 2015 since the schedule is set, most tournaments are full, and it would 
create budgetary and scheduling problems for 2015 Mr Chris Helms noted that changing 
the regular season format may also affect the ACC championship format since not all 
teams will play each other during the regular season The group discussed this and felt 
that the field for the championship should be expanded if the number of conference 
games is reduced 

It was MOVED to: Play a 24 game (8 series) regular season conference schedule with no 

conference midweek games and an 8 team ACC championship in 2015; play a 21 game (7 series) 
regular season conference schedule with a 10 team ACC tournament in 2016 The teams that 
each institution would miss in 2015 (2 opponents) or 2016 (3 opponents) will automatically be 
on that school’s schedule the following year 

VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 

Mr Butler encouraged the group to discuss these items and their rationale with their 
Senior Woman Administrators prior to their March 10 conference call 

5 Other Business Items: There were no fi~rther issues the group wanted to discuss Mr 
Butler thanked the group for their participation on the call 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Harley Hol~-ath <hho~w~-ath@usada org> 

Wednesday,                  6:15 PM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’JWLIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; ~@~email unc edu>; Brenner, John F 
<John Brunner@unc edu> 
Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RESCHIZDULE: TmeSportU Committee Call March 

imageftTe9c PNG 

Unfortunately due to a pressing last minute obligation, this coming Monday’s conference call will need to be 

rescheduled for the following week. 

Please cancel Monday, meeting from your calendar and please click on the following link to provide your 

availability for the week of 

http://doodle.com/zg~fSr6kebvggcuv 

I apologize for this inconvenience and hope to have the call rescheduled with new details sent out before the end of this 

week. 

Thank you, 

Hailey Horwath 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights of athletes 

Haile¥ Horwath 

Communications and True Spor~ Administrator 

Stay Connected: www.usada~org [ Facebook I Tw!tter ! www.TrueSgort.org 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmi~ion and its attachments without reading or sawng m any manner Thank you. 



TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

February 26, 2014 

TO: Directors of Athletics 

FROM: John D. Swofford, Commissioner 

SUBJECT: Nominations for ACC Standing and Spor~ Committees 

According to conference policy, nominations for ACC Standing and Sport Committees are 
submitted by each Director of Athletics. Attached you will find a nomination form that includes 
committee vacancies for which your institution is eligible to nominate representatives for the 2014- 
2015 year. Vacancies where the institution must nominate a representative for the committee are 
designated on the nomination form; all other nominations are at the institution’s discretion. 

As a reminder, all standing committees that currently have seven members will be increased to 
nine members in 2014-15; therefore, there are additional service opportunities available to you and 
other staff members at your institution. 

All nominees have an opportunity to provide a Statement of Interest and Qualification. This is not 
required information, but will assist that conference staff and Committee on Committees in 
determining the best candidates for each position. This will be especially helpful for nominees with 
little or no previous experience on ACC committees. Further, the nominee’s gender and 
ethnic/racial minority status are optional fields. This information is collected for review by the ACC 
Equity Committee. 



Please note that only one person per institution may serve on a committee and all committee 
appointments are for three years. 

Once completed, the Director of Athletics or a designee shall return the nomination form to Matt 
Burgemeister in the conference office. Forms should be submitted by email 
(mburqemeister(~.theacc.orq) or fax (336-369-0065) no later than Tuesday, IV]arch 18, 2014. 

The Committee on Committees will present the recommended slate of nominees for 2014-15 
during the May 2014 Conference meetings. 

Please feel free to contact Brad Hostetter or Matt Burgemeister if you have any questions. 

Thankyou. 

Attachment 

CC: Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Senior Woman Administrators 

Brad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner 

Kris Pierce, Senior Associate Commissioner 

Matt Burgemeister, Assistant Commissioner 



2014-15 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Committee Nomination Form 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

The charts below include your current institutional representation on ACC Standing and Spor~ 
Committees as well as the committees for which your institution is eligible to make nominations for the 
2014-15 academic year. All nominations must be submitted by the Athletics Director (or designee) and 
should include appropriately qualified athletics administrators. Only nominate one person from your 
institution per committee. Please note that standing committees marked with an asterisk (*) are 15- 
member committees that must have representation from each member institution. 

ACC STANDING COMMITTEES 

Awards Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male [] Female 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and previous committee experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Committee on Committees - Beth Miller is a member of this committee. 

Constitution and Bylaws Committee - Lissa Broome’s term ends in 2014; she may be re-nominated 
or a new nominee may be submitted. 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male [] Female 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and previous committee experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Equity Committee* - Martina Ballen is a member of this committee. 

Finance Committee* - Lissa Broome’s term ends in 2014; she may be re-nominated or a new nominee 
may be submitted. 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male [] Female 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and previous committee experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 



2014-15 ACC Committee Nomination Form 
Page 2 

Infractions Review Committee* - Bubba Cunningham is a member of this committee. 

Officiating Committee - Beth Miller’s term ends in 2014; she may be re-nominated or a new nominee 
may be submitted. 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male [] Female 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and previous committee experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

SpoFtsmanship Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male [] Female 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and previous committee experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Student-Athlete Welfare Committee - Larry Gallo is a member of this committee. 

ACC SPORT COMMITTEES 

Baseball Committee - Larry Gallo is a member of this committee. 

Fencing Committee - no vacancies. 

Field Hockey Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes 

Oversight experience for this spor~? [] Yes 
Experience as a player or coach of this spor~? [] Yes 
NCAA/conference committee experience (any committee)? [] Yes 

Briefly explain interest and relevant experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Men’s Golf Committee - no vacancies. 

Women’s Golf Committee - Beth Miller is a member of this committee. 

Men’s Lacrosse Committee - no vacancies. 

Women’s Lacrosse Committee 

[] Female 
[] No 

[] No 
[] No 
[] No 



2014-15 ACC Committee Nomination Form 
Page 3 

Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): 

[] Male 
[] Yes 

[] Female 
[] No 

Oversight experience for this spor~? 

Expenence as a player or coach of this spor~? 
NCAA/cenference committee experience (any committee)? 

[] Yes 
[] Yes 
[] Yes 

[] No 
[] No 
[] No 

Briefly explain interest and relevant experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Women’s Rowing Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): 

[] Male 
[] Yes 

[] Female 
[] No 

Oversight experience for this spor~? 
Expenence as a player or coach of this spor~? 
NCAA/cenference committee experience (any committee)? 

[] Yes 
[] Yes 
[] Yes 

[] No 
[] No 
[] No 

Briefly explain interest and relevant experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Men’s Soccer Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): 

[] Male 
[] Yes 

[] Female 
[] No 

Oversight experience for this spor~? 
Expenence as a player or coach of this spor~? 
NCAA/cenference committee experience (any committee)? 

[] Yes 
[] Yes 
[] Yes 

[] No 
[] No 
[] No 

Briefly explain interest and relevant experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Women’s Soccer Committee - no vacancies. 

Softball Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): 

[] Male 
[] Yes 

[] Female 
[] No 

Oversight experience for this spor~? [] Yes [] No 
Experience as a player or coach of this spor~? [] Yes [] No 



2014-15 ACC Committee Nomination Form 
Page 4 

NCAA/cenference committee experience (any committee)? [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and relevant experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Men’s & Women’s Swimming and Diving Committee - no vacancies. 

Men’s Tennis Committee - no vacancies. 

Women’s Tennis Committee - no vacancies. 

Men’s & Women’s Track and Field and Cross Country Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male [] Female 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes [] No 

Oversight experience for this spor~? [] Yes [] No 
Experience as a player or coach of this spor~? [] Yes [] No 
NCAA/cenference committee experience (any committee)? [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and relevant experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Women’s Volleyball Committee 
Nominee: Click here to enter text. 
Title: Click here to enter text. 

Gender (optional): [] Male [] Female 
Racial/Ethnic Minority? (optional): [] Yes [] No 

Oversight experience for this spor~? [] Yes [] No 
Experience as a player or coach of this spor~? [] Yes [] No 
NCAA/conference committee experience (any committee)? [] Yes [] No 

Briefly explain interest and relevant experience (optional): 
Click here to enter text. 

Wrestling Committee - no vacancies. 

Click here to enter text. 
Submitted by (Athletics Director or designee) 

Return completed nomination form no later than Tuesday, March 18, 2014. 
mburgemeister{’~,theACC.org or 336-369-0065 (fax) 
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Sent: 

To: 

Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@email unc edu> 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <crlcket@unc edu>; Sawyer, Korie 
<kcsawyer@unc edu>; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, 
Clarissa <clarlssa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Shelton, 
Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>: Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Porter, Grant 
<gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 
<richdesehn@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <mbins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, 
Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna 
J <djp@unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L 
<spaul@unc edu>; Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@unc edu>; Williams, Brlrta 



<britta@ramsclub corn> 

Subject: Outreach Meeting on & Spring Break Outreach 

Hello Everyone, 

Hope you are doing well with your school work and sports. The March Carolina Outreach meeting will be on 

Wednesday~           ~ 7pm~ 3rd floor Loudermilk. If you have any conflicts, please let me know or make sure other 

representatives from your team can attend the meeting. 

As you may notice, the week of          is the school’s spring break. If you r team stays at Chapel Hill du ring the break 

and look for something else to do besides competitions, Carolina Outreach can help you get involved with some 

community work. 

Here are some available shifts for the Pediatric Playroom at the N.C. Children’s Hospital. Please let me know ASAP, if you 

want to reserve any slots: 

llam 12pro; 2pm 4pm 

11am-12pm; 2pm-4pm; 6pm-7pm 

11am-12pm; 2pm-4pm; 6pm-7pm 

llam 12pro; 2pm 4pm 

llam 12pro; 2pm 4pm 

2pm 4pm 

Also, we offer opportu nities for everyone to do a field day trip, kids cart, Ronald McDonald House and etc. during the 

spring break week. Feel free to contact me, if you are interested! Thank you! Enjoy the beautiful day! Go Heels. 

Best, 

DanDan 

Connect With Us On 



Name Job Responsibility Classification Salary Notes 

Christopher Luke Direct a staff of one full time assistant, one graphic designer, one IT 

manager, and :~2 students managing all facets of internal team video 

and game analysis needs for the football coaching staff and players 

using DVSport Gameday, Galaxy, Shuttle, Launchpad and Dragonfly 

exchange system. Manage 7 cameras at practice while also in charge 

game clock and music for practice. Create and produce Blue Dawn 

videos, Fedora’s Freak Show videos, all team motivational videos prior 

to games, Recruiting videos for Heavner theater, and direct social 

media recruiting content for all UNCFBVIDEO social media platforms 

including facebook, twitter, instagram, vine, and youtube. Manage a 

network of 40 coaches viewing stations and with over 250,000 hours 

of practice/game video. Provide practice and game video with Time 

Stamp for Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury Research Center. 

Provide technical analysis, procurement, and purchasing of all 

technology hardware in Kenan Football Center. Numerous other 

duties as assigned by Head Coach. 

SPA Exempt 

Darryl Sanders Direct practice at Navy Fields. Serve as secondary for filming ground 

level camera for practice. Primary for transport of SD cards during 

practice from navy Field to Kenan Football Center Video Office. 

Videotape games from ground level for highlights. Setup and maintain 

technology operations for various functions including clinics and hotel, 

replication of discs, technical maintenace, student relations. 

SPA Non Exempt 

Tony Tucker UNC Marketing Office Provide graphics (4 hrs a day) for recruiting, 

infocaster, playbooks, print media. Not under my supervision. 

SPA Exempt ?? Not his direct supervisor 

Andrew Gibson UNC IT Services - Cover football for computer services. Installation, Part time - Temporary ?? Not his direct supervisor 

deployment, repair, email, phone etc. Not under my supervision. 



Students Fall 

Assist in importing, intercutting, and appying data fields for game 

analysis to all practice and game footage during those events. Serve as 

secondary backup for students who miss work because of class, illness 

etc. 

Primary student in charge of weekly motivationals, Blue Dawn videos, 

various other recruiting projects using ou r AVID editing system. Film 

games from sideline on gameday for highlight videos. Import and 

name all video from games into AVID for use in making all of the above 

videos. 

Offense Field High Sideline All 22 shot. Primary Press Box All 22 shot 

location on gamedays. 

Secondary student in charge of weekly motivationals, Blue Dawn 

videos, various other recruiting projects using our AVID editing system. 

Film games from sideline on gameday for highlight videos. Import and 

name all video from games into AVID for use in making all of the above 

videos. 

Offense Field High Endzone (Tower) tight shot. Primary EZ shooter 

from Kenan Football Center location on gamedays. 

Defense Field High Endzone tight shot. Primary EZ shooter from Blue 

Zone location on gamedays. 

Defense Field High Sideline All 22 shot. Secondary Pressbox All 22 shot 

on gameday. In charge of providing video with timestamp to Sport- 

Related Traumatic Brain Injury Research Center. 



Assist in importing, intercutting, and appying data fields for game 

analysis to all practice and game footage during those events. Impor~ 

all P2/SD cards on gameday into our AVID editing system during game. 

Serve as primary backup for students who miss work because of class, 

illness etc. 

Offense Field High Endzone (Lift) tight shot. Primary SD card runner 

from Blue Zone EZ location on gameday. 

Primary on site game clock management during all practices. Use a Go- 

Pro camera on Gamedays for creative shots to be posted on 

UNCFBVlDEO Instagram account. Assist on sideline for highlight video 

shots. 

Serve as primary for shooting all ground camera needs on practice 

days. Serve as secondary for transport of all SD cards from Navy Field 

to Kenan Football Center. Primary card runner from Kenan Football 

Center EZ location on gameday. 

Play music for practice. Work with coaching staff to start/stop music 

during practice. Primary card runner from Press Box High Sideline All 

22 shot on Gameday. 



Name 

Ken Cleary 

OPEN GameDay 

Kyle Lang- Live Events 

Michael Crowe 

News Services 

Bob Ellis - News Services 

OPEN TBD 

Jones Angell THSP 

Josh Reavis GameDay 

Taylor Hoggard - Live Events 

Laura Escobar 

News Services 

Title 

Assistant AD for New Media 

Assistant Director of New Media 

Assistant Director of New Media 

Assistant Director of New Media 

Assistant Director of New Media 

Assistant Director of New Media 

Assistant Director of New Media 

Production Associate 

Production Associate 

Production Associate 

Major Responsibilities 

Jnit Management. Specific responsibilities for Late Night with 

~oy, Rammy Awards, other 

Manage Gameday productions. Responsible for all content on 

ddeo boards whereever they exist. Serve as gameday 

3roducer for football and men’s basketball games to include 

*nanaging game scripts, music, video content, and 

:oordination between band, PA, video and other elements. 

dentify and train gameday producers for volleyball, women’s 

3asketball, field hockey and baseball. 

Manage Live Event Productions. Responsible for all technical 

3perations. Staffing for video board, GoHeels and ESPN 

3roductions. Liasion with ESPN, UNC ITS, Game Operations, 

~4anage all news gathering operations of the unit. Assign and 

approve stories. Schedule highlight and postgame coverage for 

all home athletic events. Manage GoHeelsTV twitter account. 

~4anage Athletic Department YouTube account. Liasion with 

~,thletic Communications and NeuLion. Cover basketball beat. 

~roduce weekly Coaches TV shows (35 weeks per year). 

Manage tape library and serve as unofficial librarian for 

archival footage. 

~pecific Role TO BE DETERMINED 

~rovide voice and audio editing services as needed. 

3ameday Unit. Graphics production for all video boards. Also 

;erves as producer for ESPN broadcasts and in a variety of 

)ther live event capacities. 

_ive Event Production Unit. Assists in production of all live 

-~vents including set build, control room set up, staff 

~anagement and other responsibilities. Digital Asset 

Management. Serves as producer for ESPN broadcasts. 

~lews Services Unit. Beat reported for olympic sports. Develop, 

~hoot, edit and post stories from olympic sports teams. Other 

~uties as assigned. 

Status/Classification 

Permanent - SPA Exempt 

Permanent SPA Exempt 

Permanent - SPA Exempt 

Permanent SPA Exempt 

Permanent - SPA Non-Exempt 

(overtime) 

Permanent - SPA Non-Exempt 

(overtime) 

Permanent SPA Exempt 

Temporary hourly 

Temporary - hourly 

Temporary hourly 

Hours/Week 

FT 

FT 

FT 

FT 

FT 

FT 

FT 

40 

40 

4O 



gameday Unit. Video editing for football, men’s basketball, 

Nelson Hurst - GameDay Production Associate ~aseball and other events. Gameday producer for baseball. Temporary - hourly 40 

glso serves in a variety of other live event capacities. 

3ameday unit. Serves as primary contact and gameday 

3roducer for women’s basketball. Some social media, and data 

GameDay Intern :racking responsibilities. NOTE: This is a 1 year graduate EXSS Intern 30 

nternship to conclude in May. We do not have an intern 

assigned for academic year. 

~lews Services Unit. Beat reporter for football. Other news 

Ion Leggette - News Services Production Associate :overage as assigned. Also serves as camera operator for live Temporary - hourly 30 

-~vent productions. 

~rimarily provide live event productions services - camera, 
:reelance Production (8-10) - 

n/a :echnical director, producer, etc for ESPN3 and video board Temporary - hourly 0-15 
Live Events 

~roductions. 

Student Assistants (15-20) n/a Jsed throughout all facets. News gathering, live event, 
Temporary - hourly 0-15 

;ameday and other duties as assigned. 



Carolina Football Future Schedules Based on new ACC concepts and parameters - 2/27/14 

NEED 1- 6/4/1 NEED 4- 4/4 
2015 2017 

6 home/6 away 

2014 

09/05 

09/12^ 

09/19^ 

09/26^ 

NEED 2 - 5/5 
2o16 

09/02A 

09/09A 

09/16~ 

NEED 3- 4/5 

2018 

09/08^ 

09/22^ 

NEED 3 - 5/4 (ND) 
2019 

NEED 4- 4/4 
2020 

NEED 3 - 4/5 [@ND) 

2021 

NEED 4- 4/4 

2022 

NEED 4- 4/4 

2023 

NEED 3 - S/4 (ND) 
2024 



Carolina Football Non-Conference Scheduling - 11/7/13 

School           [ UNC Contact [Ideal Scenario                    [Guarantee Range L      2014 Games Avail? (ESPN)       [ 2012 RecordJStatus 

SCHEDULED 

Liberty RS Home 8/30/14 Contracted 

Notre Dame ACC Away - 9/13/14 Announced by ACC, more games to be announced for next 12 years soon 

East Carolina RS Away 9/20/14 and Away in 2016 or 2018 Contracted need to finalize 2016 or 2018 date 

South Carolina RS Neutral (CLT) - 9/5/15 Contracted 

North Carolina A&T RS Home 9/12/15 Contracted 

Ohio State Vl Home 9/23/17, Away 9/22/18 Contracted 

Akron Vl Home 9/6/14or 11/22/14 1 11 

Ball State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9-4 

Bowling Green Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 85 

Buffalo RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 Buffalo is not interested, they want an easier game 

Colorado State Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Eastern Michigan VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

Idaho RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

Kent State RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11 3 

Louisiana Monroe VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8-5 

Louisiana Tech Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9 3 

Massachusetts RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 Verbally agreed, then went dark 

New Mexico Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 9 

New Mexico State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

North Texas VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Northern Illinois Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 12 2 Has a game scheduled with Wake Forest that Wake may want out of 

Rice RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 Has Notre Dame and New Mexico State in 14, New Mexico State may drop them 

San Diego State RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9 4 

San Jose State VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11-2 

South Alabama RS Home 9/6/14or 11/22/14 2 11 

Texas State VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Tulane RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

UAB Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3 9 

UNLV RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2 11 Can and may take a 13th game, they need the money 

UTEP VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3-9 Bob Stull 

UTSA RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8 4 

Western Kentucky VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 

Western Michigan RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Wyoming Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Connecticut RS 

Indiana Vl 

Kansas Vl 

Kentucky Vl 

Memphis RS 

Northwestern Vl 

Purdue Vl 

Rutgers RS 

SMU RS 

South Florida RS 

Stanford (extra time) Vl 

Temple RS 

UCLA (extra time) Vl 

Vanderbilt RS 

Alabama 

Florida 

Georgia 

LSU 

Nebraska 

Oklahoma 

Penn State 

Texas 

USC (extra time) 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 

PRIMARY TARGETS - 2014 GUARANTEE HOME GAME 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

ONE GAME OVER (RICE ON 9/6/14) 

FULL 

1 (ALSO HAS WAKE WHO MAY WANT OUT) 

FULL (NOTRE DAME & NEW MEXICO ST) 

3 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

1 (MAY HAVE FSU, DEPENDING ON ND) 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

1 (CAN PLAY 13) 

PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE HOME AND HOME SERIES 

PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE MARQUEE HOME AND HOME OR NUETRAL SITE GAMES 



Rutgers(RS): Doubtful 

Temple(RS): Full 

Northwestern(Vl): Doubtful 

Texas State(Vl): 

UAB(Vl): 

Illinois(Vl): not until ’15 (’15/’19) 

Cincinatti(RS): wants ’14/’15 

Buffalo(RS): NO 

Ga Southern(RS): FULL 

Vanderbilt(RS): Doubtful 

Dave Brown Suggestions: 

Old Dominion(Vl): 

Southern Miss 

UTEP(Vl): lose Colorado State 

Colorado State (Vl): 

Idaho: 

Northern Illinois: (Gardner Webb to Wake) 

Rice(RS): 

/a Tech: 

Eastern Michigan(Vl): 

Purdue: 

Washington State: 

UNLV will take a 13th same, need the money 

Bill Fairdoth would he look at it? 

New Mexico state may drop Rice 

BobStull 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Hol~-ath <hhol~-ath@usada org> 

Friday,                3:30 PM 

Anais Spitzer, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David J oyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfr I 0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca cc>; ’UU-LIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnovton@unc edu>; @email unc edu>; Brenner, John F 
<John Brunner@unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

RESCI~DULE: TmeSportU Committee Call 

image001 gif; image002 png; image003 gi£ image004 jpg; image4e69a8 PNG 

Dear Committee Members, 

Thank you very much for your flexibility on this change to March’s TrueSpor[U Committee Call. 

The conference call will now be Monday, from 4-5pro ET. 

The dial in details are below and an agenda will be sent closer to the date. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Hailey Horwath 



For questions or support~ please contact our 24x7 Global Customer SupporL 

Thank you for using OpenVoice audio conferencing. 

© 2013 Citrix Online Audio, LLC, All rights ~ Citdx Online 
reserved. 

Citrix Online Audio, LLC I 499 Washington Boulevard I Suite 1401 I Jersey City, 
NJ 073~0 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

Stay Connected: 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete the original transmi~ion and its attachments without reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu> 
Friday, FebrumT 28, 2014 7:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
List as of 228 14 
Athlete Admired or To Be Admitted 228 14xls 

Here’s the list I have as of today. Please see the notes at the bottom of the list. Let me know what else you need. 

Re: ou r conversation from earlier this week: We should plan to present that case to the corn mittee on 3/10. (PGPA - 2.0 

now) Let’s talk next week about the specifics. 

Thanks and have a good weekend. 

Barbara 

Barbara I. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Hostetter, Brad <bhostetter@theacc org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 8:05 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu edu); Alex Stone 
<astonel @nd edu>; Amanda C~-ay (agray3@clemson edu); Amy Badorf 
<abadorf@athletics pitt edu>; Amy Herman <aherman@duaa duke edu>; Andy 
Campbell (wcampb2@clemson edu); Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@ese~ices virginia edu); 
Art Markos (am@virginia edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson edu); Brent Moberg 
<bmobergl @nd edu>; Bret Cowley <bcowley@athletics gatech edu>; Brett Luy 
(bdl 11 @my fsu edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsodbb@vt edu); Bud Pough 
<opough@clemson edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Carly Pariseau 
(carly pariseau@bc edu); Caroline Nourse (cmnourse@syr edu); Carrie Doyle 
(carriedoyle@ncsu edu); Christine Lowthert <lowthert@bc edu>; Christopher B 
Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub duke edu); Cindy Hartmann (charimann@duaa duke edu); 
Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd edu); Craig Anderson (craig anderson@miami edu); 
Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd edu>; Dan Ba~holomae (dba~holomae@athletics pitt edu); 
Dan Raben (d rabenl@miami edu); Daniel Gossom <daniel@gocards corn>; Danielle 
Barnes <dcbames@fsu edu>; Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami edu); Derek Gwlnn 
<gwinn@exchange vt edu>; Derrick Coles <dcoles@fsu edu>; Dr Louis Marcoccia 
<lmarcocc@syr edu>; Emiy Garr <emily@gocards corn>; Eric Baumga~ner 
(embSp@virginia edu); Erin Moran (e moran2@umiami edu); Erlease Wagner 
(erleasem@syr edu); Heather LaFon <herobert@vt edu>; Heidi Uebelhor 
<uebelhor 3@nd edu>; Herman Frazier <hrfrazie@syr edu>; Jamie Mullin 
<jpmullin@syr edu>; Jason C~eco <jpgreco@ncsu edu>; Jason Montgomery 
<jason montgomery@ncsu edu>; JeffPoulard <jpoularl@umd edu>; Jen Vining-Smith 
<jvinings@nd edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd edu>; Jim Curry 
(jmcurry@fsu edu); John Cams <john@gocards corn>; Julie Mallette 
<jrmallet@ncsu edu>; Kate Matthews <kate@gocards corn>; Kirsten Elleby 
(ellebykc@wfu edu); Kristi Giddings <giddings@umd edu>; Kyle Buffolino 
<kbuffolino@gtaa gatech edu>; Kyle Snoke <kcsnoke@syr edu>; Markos, Lance M 
<markos@email unc edu>; Lance Markos <lancemarkos@hotmail corn>; Lauren Rust 
<lauren@gocards corn>; Marcus Wilson <mmwilson@umd edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email unc edu>; Marissa Sprick <mcs I I c@my fsu edu>; Marquita 
Armstead <marmstead@athletics gatech edu>; Marra Hvozdovic <mbh 13@my fsu edu>; 
Matt Pottroff <m pottorff@miami edu>; Matthew Banker 
<matthew banker@louisville edu>; Meeghan Ford <mpford@ncsu edu>; Michelle Lee 
(michelle/ee@ncsu edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa duke edu); Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Ralph Shick 
<rshick@fsu edu>; Rob Slavis (rslavis@virginia edu); Ryan Clingan 
<rclingan@umd edu>; Seth Barwick <ba~w-icjs@w[’u edu>; Shardonay Blueford 
<sblueford@athletics gatech edu>; Shoshanna Engel <sengel@gtaa gatech edu>; 
Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson edu); Tasha Fisher <tfisher@fsu edu>; Tim Parker 
(tparker@vt edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@w[’u edu); Todd Mesibov 
(tmesibov@duaa duke edu); Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tom 
Timmermans (             ~gmail corn); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu edu); Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc edu); Zac Saunders 
(zsaunders@athletics pitt edu) 

Burgemeister, Matt <mburgemeister@theacc org>; Giardina, Mary 
<mgiardina@theacc org> 

Scouting seats memo 

Memo - Comp Admissions MBB 2014 pdf 



All 

This is my annual plea for your assistance in reminding your coaches and non-coaching basketball staff’who may scout in 
person and therefore, mat sit in thc scouting scats at the confcrcncc tournmncnt Our staffwill bc monitoring the coachcs 
scats to cnsurc that there is enough room for full-timc coaches to sit and scout during the toumamcnt With 15 teams this 
year. the space is even more limited than in the past; so, your help on the fi’ont end to remind the Directors of Ops. etc that 
those scats arc for the coachcs ~ho can scout in person is much appreciated 

Thanks and I hope to see you in Greensboro 

BRAD HOSTETTER 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

O: 3363694640 I C: 
bhostetter~theacc orn 

......................................................................................................... 



|. Charge 

Anal,/ze L~C’s current coaching compensation levels to ensure that employment standards and 

compensation levels are appropriate in light of applicable legislation and policies 

|1. Committee 

Marina Ballen 

Joanr~a CaN, Cleveland (Replaced upon departure by David Parker) 

Kadton C~eech (Replaced upon departure by Jessica Moore) 

Vince llle 

Hadis Meade, s 

Donna Papa 

Paul Pogge 

Rick Steinbacher 

IlL Process 

I Ffi st, the Committee discussed applicable legislation (Equal Pay Act, Title |X, ’|’itle VII) and 

Unive~ sit?," policies 

2 Second, the Conlmittee analyzed the [)epamnent’s policies and procedures to ensm e that ti~ey 

encourage equity in compensation 

3 Next, the Committee performed a statis~ica] ana]ysis of head coaches’ compensation based on 

the methodology recommended in Chapter t0 of’the EEOC Compliance Manual (Determine a 

statisti cal median, then identify how many members ofp~ otected classes are above and below 

that median ) 

4 The Committee ti~en bad a discussion about a general compensation philosophy, p~qorities in 

allocating ]imited resources, and the creation of an equitable framework for compensation 

5 Equit? analysis pe~}\~rmed 



IV. Overview of Applicable Legislation and Policies 

Enacted in 1963 as an amendment to the I~alr I,abor Standards Act and enforced by the 

federal Equal ]Employment Opporttmity Commiasion (]EEOC) 

Federal law that requires an employer to provide "equal pay for equal work" 

"An employer cannot pay an employee of’one sex less than is paid to an employee of 

another sex whele both perfolm equal work under similar working conditions on jobs 

iequiling equal skill, effort, and responsibility" 

An employee must initially demonstrate that he o~ she: (i) worked in the same 

establi shment as another employee of the opposite sex; (ii) received a wage unequal to 

that of his or her co-worker: (iii) for wod< which required equal skill, effort, and 

responsibilily; and (iv) which was performed under similar worldng condilions (~Equa] 

skills" means that the skills ~equi~ ed of a coach and his or her comparators must be 

coral)arable ]n experience, training, education, and abili~- ’[’hese should be measured in 

terms of the performance requirements of the job "Equal effort" refers to the actual 
effort in fulfillment of the job requirements of the jobs analyzed ’Equal responsibility" 

determinations in~ olve analyzing the actual duties performed by the employees to assess 

whether ditl;erence in responsibility iustil~y unequal pay Disproportionate pressure to 

win or generate revenue has been successti~lly used in cases to show difl;erences in 

%~’orking conditions" l’~x coaches ) 

Title VII prohibits discrimination by the 1 niversity on the basis of race, color, religion, 

sex, or national origin 

Title VIl has also been held to p~ohibit sexual harassment as well as disc~qmination 

against an individual because ofp~egnancy or his or her association with anotbe~ 

individual of a parti cula~ race. color, religion, sex, or national origin 

Under [itle VII, it is illegal for the University to discrhninate in any area of employment, 

~’inc]uding hiring, firing promotion ]ayoPi~ compensation, benefits job assignments, 

training o~ any other terms of employment" 

The federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and sometimes the 

North Carolina Office of Administrative Ilearings- Civil Rights Division enforce Title 

VII 

An employee m~st fi~st file a complaint with the EEOC before he or she can file a 

lawsuit An emp]oyee must initially dernonst*ate: (i) he or she is a member o[’a protected 

class (iace, color, religion, sex, or national o~]gin); (ii) he ol she was qualified for the job; 

(iii) he or she suffered an adverse employment action taken by the de[~ndant; and (iv) 

circumstances existed to support an inference of discrimination by the University 



Title VII is much broader than the Equal Pay Act, sweeping within its pu~iew all aspects 

of~he employment relationship 

The scope of Title VII is not just limited to wages like the Equal Pay Act 

Title VIl’s broade~ applicability p~ohibits wage discrimination i*~ ge*mra], whereas the 

Equal Pay Act focuses or~ equal pay for equal work 

The University will not be liable under the Equal Pay Act or Title VII if it can prove tbat 
the pay disparity is the ~ esult of: (i) a seniority system (ii) a medt system; (iii) a system 
that measures eami ngs by quantity or quality oPproduction; or (iv) another diffe~ ential 
based on any factor othe~ than sex 

5. "K~ctor odwr than Sex" D@ql~e~ 

The "Revenue" Dei?nse (The University must prove equality of revenue opportunity and 

must be prepared to show that the revenue discrepancy in no way relates to: (i) 

institutional discrimination in opportunity; or (ii) societal discrimination 

The "Marketplace" Defense (1"he University would ha’, e to assert that it must pay a 

particular coach more in order to compete in the marketplace for the coach 1"his defense 

must be based on an objective, gender-neutral ~ aluarion of the coach’s skills This is not 

~he same as a "market rate" det~nse, where pay is measured based on the going rate for 

~he coach in a competitive market, which may be impacted by social or economic 

discrimination ) 

The ’ Pl~or Salary" Defense (The University rnusr demonstrate tbaI it has conducted a 

flmrough investigation of the considerations in determining a pal~icular employee’s salary 

to ensure there was not discrimination) 

The "Prior Experience" Defense (It" prior experience is to be used to j ustiI~, a pay 

disparity, the prior experience relied upon must be in a job that developed a skill directly 

related to coaching) 

The "Additional Duties" Defense (This is a viable defense provided the extra 

compensation is directly related to extra duties performed This is not a viable det’cnse if 

~he comparative coach was not provided the opporlunity to assume additional duties, or 

where Ihe additional duties arc made a~ ailable in a discriminatory fashion ) 

’No person in the United States shall, on tbe basi s of sex, be excluded t’rom participation 

in, be delried the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education 

program or activity receiving federal financial assistance" (including ernployment) 



The Department of Education (Office for Civil Ri~ts) enforces Title IX 

An employee ms)’ file a complaint of sex discrimination with the Department of 

Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR}, but doing so is not a prereqnisite to filing a 

lawsalt 

OCR is not requi[ed to p~osecute claims, but it does bare the authofi ty to take 

administrative action against educational institutions, up to and including removal of 

federal ~anding 

’Pbe Department of Justice has statutory authority to sue on behalf of O(R 

Title IX can be broader than Title VII because it covers many elements of educational 

institutions’ operations, not just employment like Title VlI does 

Title ~ also covers students and employees, whereas Title V~I onb applies to 

employment 

Title \qI is broader in tbe classes it protects from discrimination Under Title VII (and 

amendmetus thereto), discrimination is prohibited against an}, individual on the basis of 

sex, race, color, national origin, religion, pregnancy, and related medical conditions 

Title IX just applies to sex-based discrimination 

Title \~I applies to private and public educational institutions that have more than 15 

employees Title IX has no minimum employee requirement for applicabilit} 

Title VII claimants must first file a complaint with the EEOC Title IX claimants can file 

a complaint with O(R, but are not required to do so betbre filing a private action 

Disparate Treatment (Disparate treatment means treating similarly-situated persons 

differently on the basis of a protected category or characteristic Discriminam~w imetu 

mus~ be sbown ],n other words, ’bu~ for" fl~e protected stares, the claimant would nor 

have snffered tbe alleged discrimination) 

Disparate hnpact {Disparate impact occurs when a neutral practice or policy has a 

disproportionate impact or effect upon a protected class) 

Retaliation (Retaliation is prohibited against an individual who has va]idly comp]ained 

abont discrimination participated in an investigation of possible discrimination, or 

opposed a discriminatory action or policy) 

Both Title VII and Title IX prohibit sexual harassment (either as quid pro quo or hostile 

environment) 



An employee alleging quid pro quo sexual harassment must demonstrate: (i) the r¢iection 

of sexual advances; (it) a tangible, school-related consequence; and (iii) a causal 

An employee alleging an unlawftd hostile environment must demonstrate: (i) 

membership in a protected class; (it) the he/she was subjected to unwelcome conduct; 

tiii) that the conduct was based on sex: and ti~) that the conduct was sufficiently severe 

or pervasive so as to alter the conditions of employment 

11, North (’arol#*a’.~ /,;qua! 1,;mldqvme*lg Prac#ces Act 

NCEEPA provides tim public policy of the State is to protect persons flora emp]oyment 

discrimination based on race. religion, colol, national o~qgin, age, sex, or handicap by 

employers who employ fit~een or more employees 

N(EbPA does not contain an enforcement provision allovd ng for a private cause of 

action Novtb (arolina courts do, howex’er, recognize a cause of action for wrongfu] 

discharge in violation of public policy where the public policy articulated in NCEEPA 

can be used by a claimant as the basis t’or the wrongful discharge claim (This has not 

been tested in the context of a compensation discrimination claim) 

12 North (2trol#~a’.s Sta*e Per.so~t~tel.4ct 

North Carolina’s State Personnel Act provides for equal opportunity for employment and 

compensation by State departments and agencies 

"All State departments and agencies shall give equal opportunity 1"o~ employment and 

compensation, without regard to race, religion, colog creed, nationa] origin, sex, age, or 

handicapping condition as detined in GS 168A-3 to a]l persons otherwise qualitied, 

except where specific age, sex, or physical ~equirements constitute bona fide 

occupational qualifications necessary to proper and efficient administ*ation This section 

"~vith respect to equal opportunity as to age shall be limited to individuals who a~e at least 

lbrty yea~s of age" 

13 MostReA,~’*mtUN(75),~lem, U~VC-(’hapelHil[, andDepartme~*t(b*Ath[elic.sPo[icies 

IF’~C System Policies (Employees Exempt fi-om the Personnel Act; S~*pplementa/Pay; 

Non-sala~T and Deferred (ompensation; Head Coaches’ and Athletic Directors’ 

Contracts) 

UNC- Chapel ttill Policies (,EPA Non-Faculty Employment Policies; Policy on Non- 

SalalT and Deferred Compensation, Policy on Prohibited Itarassment, Including Sexual 

Misconduct, and Discrimination) 



Depmlment of Athletics Policies (Irmentive Pay; ComplimentaJT Vehicles, 

Complimentary Tickets; Camps) 

I Coaches should reevaluate their current job descriptions and the percentages of time allocated 

to each area This feedback should then be incorporated into more formalized, consistent and 

standardized job descriptions with a small part of each iob description intended to be specifically 

tailored for the requirements of that job 

2 Use more contracts to govern coaches’ terms of employment 

3 Ensure that hiring committees continue to be diverse and inclusive 

4 Establish a (at Dealer Policy which clearly a~icuIates who has access to cars It would also 

be appropriate for riffs Policy to define what the Department provides in return 

5 Deve]op better processes to obtain and ,etain information about outside income and 

professional activities for PW, h~cluding camps (onsider forming an ongoing g, oup which v,,il] 

nleet periodically to discnss this information 

6 Continue to ensure that access p, ovided to UNC Athletics t’aci]ities t\~r coaches’ camps is 

consiskmt and equitable 

7 Utilize the Incentive Compensation Plan payments as a means of advancing the general 

philosophy rega~ ding coaches’ compensation and priorities in allocation oflhnited resources for 

coaches’ compensation (below) 

8 Continue to generate and provide funds to increasingly suppo~l programs’ pursuit of the Top 

3/lop 10 goals specified in the Strategic Plan 

9 Colltillue to recruit and retain top m]llority and t;,~ma]e candidates for open coaching positions 

10 Convene a group to review equity in coaches’ compensation b]annualh 

VL General Phi~os~)phy Regarding Coaches’ Compensation 

l~ldersta~lding ~ha! ~he pool Qf resource.~ for coaches’ compensation is.tim/e, we em/eavor to 

compe~,sate our coaches in a fair, equ~/ab/e mamwr that rgf/ecl,s our commitmem lo recruiting 

am/remming excep#ona[ relent. (?ompenra#on m~0 be #~finetwed by a mtmber qffactot;~ 

mchtdmg, bui tlol /imJied to: mar~et ~ ~/hte of the coach ’~ servJce.L opporlunil~e.~ to getwra~e 

revenue, academic attdath/elic peoZormance (like coach ’~ program, conduci q[.~tudem-ath/eles 



VII. Priorities in Allocation of Limited Resources for Coaches’ Compensation 

Priorities in allocating the finite amoum of" available resources in furtherance of the 

Compensation Philosophy include (in no particular order): 

Ability to generate ~ evenue 

Ability to bring exposure to the institution 

Equity 

Affording oppommkies to a large number of studem-athletes to compete in a broad array 

oPintercollegiate disciplines 

Fulfillment of the objectives and goals espoused in Carolina Leads 

Recruitment and retention of outstanding ta]em 

Providing compensation, benefits, and opportunities to obtain additional income by 

means ofa coacb’s position at I~C wbicb, when taken collectively, result in levels of 

total income competitive with that provided to other similarly-siumted coaches at peel: 

in stitmi ons 

VIII. Criteria for Hiring Head Coaches 

]~. Criteria for Hiring and Promoting Assistant Coaches 

X. Considerations before Undertaking Analysis of Statistical Data 

I There are inherent limitations to effectively conducting such an analysis because we do not 

have an accurate assessment of revenue generated by camps 

2 In our analysis, we thought it best to f~,cus on the protected classes of sex and race, as 

infommtion about other protected classes was not readily available Efforts to collect 

infommtion about coaches’ religion, for example, could even have been viewed as intrusive 



XI. Initial Assessment of Head Coaching Salaries 

Per the guidance of Chapter 10 in the EEOC Compliance Manual, we initially identified the 

statistical median of the compensation for UNC head coaches We then analyzed how many 

members of protected classes were above and below the median 

XII. Ilead Coach Salaries Relative to the Median 

Sarah Haney 
Ron Miller 
CD Mock 
l)erek Galvin 
Dom~a Papa 
Jal~ Maml 
Brian Ka/bas 
Sam Paul 
Rich DeSehn 
3 enny Levy 
Carlos So ~oa~xo 
Joe Sagula 
Andl~w Sapp 

Haflis Mea@rs 
Karen Shelton 
Joe Brescbi 
Anson Dorrance 
Mike Fox 
Sy1,:ia Hatch@ 
Larry Fedora 
Roy Williams 

XHI. EquiD’ Study of Head Coaches’ Salaries 

XIV. Tiered Structure for Head Coaches’ Salaries 

1 The Committee deemed it appropriate to establish a minimum salary tbr UNC head coaches 

to reflect minimum expectations of achievement set f~,rth in the Carolina Leads Strategic Plan 

2 The Committee believes that a tiered structure fi, r head coaches’ compensation would be an 

efficient means of ensuring equity in salaries While all compensation would remain subject to 

the discretion of the Department, general market value at the time of hiring (or execution of the 



contract, when applicable) would detem~ine the initial assignment to a ’~salary tier" From there, 

academic and athletic performance in accordance with the Strategic Plan, longevity, conduct of 

the coach, conduct of the team, and commitment to the student-athlete experience u, ould be 

among the factors considered in decisions to move a coach’s compensation to a higher tier An 

equitable option could be: 

Tier 1:$73,000 minimum- $79,999 

For head coaches of non-thlly funded sports or other head coaches for which market and 

performance do not j usti~, a higher positioning 

Tier 2: $80,000- $89,999 

For: 

A: 

Head coaches whose ma*ket value initia]ly dictates placement in this tie~ OR 

(1) Whose prodam has corlsisterlt]y performed we]l on a natiorlal level both academically and 

athletically; AND 

(2) Whose prodam has riot had sigj~ificant betla~ioral issues; AND 

(3) Whose own conduct has demo~tstrated prol;essio~talism a~td a commitment to student-athlete 

well-being; AND 

(4) Whose proNam has demonstrmed a "culture of compliance" with NC &A rules and applicable 

legislatio*t 

Tier 3:$90,000-$99,999 

For: 

A: 

Head coaches whose market value initially dictales placement in this tier OR 



Who have achieved significant national li£~time coaching accolades that have brought acclaim to 

their personal talents and the University OR 

C: 

(1) Whose pro~am has conslstentl,/performed well academically and at a championship level 

~thletically; AND 

(2) Whose pro~am has not had significant behavioral issues; ,4~SD 

(3) Whose own conduct has demonstrated professionalism and a commitment to student-athlete 

well-being; AND 

(4) Whose pro~am has demonstrated a "culture of compliance" udth NC_A_~k rules and applicable 

legisl~tion 

Tier 4: $ 100,000-$ 109,c~99 

A: 

Head coaches whose madder value initially dicIaIes placement in this tie~ OR 

B: 

(1) Whose proNam has cor~sister~tly performed well academically and won multiple national 

championships; AND 

(2) Who have achieved significant coaching accolades that have brought acclaim to their 

personal tNents and the University; AND 

(3) Whose proNam has not had si~fificant beha~ ioral issttes; AND 

(4) Whose own conduct has demonstrated prol;essionalism and a commitment to student-athlete 

well-being; AND 

(5) Whose proNam has demonstrated a "culture of compliance" with NC &A rules and applicable 

legislation 

rler 5: $ I I 0,000 + (Dictated primacily by market value b~t al so by other facto~ s including, but 

not limited to: exceptional academic and athletic perfo~-mance, coaching accolades, potential to 

generate revenue, program behavioral issues, persor~al conduct and comnfitment to student- 



athlete well-being, and demonstrated histoD, of compliance ;~ith NCAA rules and other 

applicable legislation) 

XV. Equity Study of Assistant Coaches’ Salaries 















I feel blessed to have the opportunities alfbrded me here at North 
Carolina. I couldn’t have asked for a better atmosphere or collegiate 
experience, and it’s an honor to be working towards such a prestigious 
degree. 

As a                     major, my classes have been engaging, and 1 
feel more and more ready to take on the industry in my life after 

I wanted to take a moment to address the fans that have helped make 
my Carolina experience such a positive one, The support from you all is 
the lifeblood of our program and we couldn’t be on the rise without you. 

My most exciting moments as a Tar Heel are on Saturdays when i can 
feel the electricity- of the crowd around us. [ hope that you all continue 
to be such great supporters and continue to grow Tar Heel Nation 
strong as we grow in strength as a team! 

With you behind us, our program can be the city on the hill that all 
programs strive to be. 

Go Heels! 







Paul Pogge 
University of North Carolina Mhletics 
E~nie Williamson Athletic center 

PO Box 2126 
Campus Box 8500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Re: Registration information for Top Notch Performance 

Dear Mr Pogge 

Thank you for your e-mail to me of                  in the ahove referenced matter 
This at~ernoon. I completed and submitted the o ~1 e ~ N~ ad’dsor registration form £Br m} 
personal iraining business, Top Notch Performance thereinaf~er "~’) ]m addition, please 

1     A list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators that you represent or have 
represented in the past five years in contract negotiations This should include each person’s 
address, phone number, the dates of such representation, their sport, and the 
team (s)/otganizati on (s) involved 

Response: I’NP does not engage in contract negotiation on behaff of any athletes. 

2     A list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators you represent or have 
represented in the past five years tbr purposes other than contract negotiations (eg, 
marketing and promotions, financial planning, etc) This should include each person’s 
address, phone number, the dates of such representation, thei~ spoon, and the 
team(s)/o~ganization(s) hwolved 
Response:    TNP does not provide any representation services of any kind for any 
athletes, coaches or sports administrators. TNP has provided personal training services 
to the follo~*ing UNC ath|etes: 

3     Yore standa~ d representation contract and resume (if availab]e) 
Response: See attached. 

,4     Photographs and corresponding names, cell phone numbers, and email addresses of 

you and everyone who may [epresent you o~ your o~ganization in dealing with University of 
No~h Carolina Sludent-Athletes 
Response:    See attached. 



If you need additional infomlation about me or my business, please please feel ibee to 

Very truly yours, 

TOP NOTCH PERFORMANCE 

Russell Dudley 
President 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Wednesday, I:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; 
Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

RE: Agent and Advisor Program 

Agent Presentation personnel xlsx 

Vince, 

Please let me know frorn the attached spreadsheet who (???) stilt needs to attend the Agent Presentation? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:37 PM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 
C~: Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Agent and Advisor Program 

What about other start; such as the volunteer strength coach? Do we have any others who are not aware of the 
policy and how it is applied? Thanks 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:49 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
~:: Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Agent and Advisor Program 

the new Ddensive Graduate Assistant (currently a Temp) will need to be presented the Agent 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:40 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
~:: Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul; Williams, Andre 
Su~ect: RE: Agent and Advisor Program 

I don’t think so, if Marielle agrees Do you have other new staff members in administrative roles who did not 
attend? Thanks 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:38 AM 
TO: Ille, Vince 
C~: Pogge, Paul; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Agent and Advisor Program 

From my understanding the new coaches (Littrell, Po~ter and LindeO all set in the Agent presentation yesterday with the 
student~athletes, so do they still need an additional meeting? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 2:33 PM 



"l’o; Holliday, Corey L 
~:; Pogge, Paul; Williams, Andre 
Subjeet= RE: Agent and Advisor Program 

Thanks Corey Can we also identify a time when I can explain the program to the new coaches and staff 
members? Appreciate the help 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, 2:16 PM 
TO: Ille, Vince 
Co: Pogge, Paul; Williams, Andre 
Subject= RE: Agent and Advisor Program 

Wewill have a 5pmteam mee~ng on Tuesday, 
Thanks 

to present the Agent and Advisor Program to the feotbN team. 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Monday, 12:58 PM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 
Co: Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Agent and Advisor Program 

Corey, 

When can we reschedule our meeting with the team to present the Agent and Advisor Program and related 
policies? The meeting was originally scheduled for but was cancelled due to weather Thanks for 
your help 

Vince 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:06 PM 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: Draft Agenda for Tomorrow 

1 banks, please keqp us posted. 

From: Bunting, Mike 

Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 12:04 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 

Subject: Re: Drar~ Agenda for Tomorrow 

Talked to Bubba yesterday He said he is 99% sure he wants to do all Field Tur[’but wants to talk to Martina to 
be sure we can pay for it 

Simtj~om nO~ DRO]D 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(~,unc edu> wrote: 

Mike - 

Rick 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 7:28 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Drar~ Agenda for Tomorrow 

Hey Rick, 

I had a good meeting with Bubba also. He didn’t give a "definite" go ahead with Field Turf but did want me to talk to 

Martina about how to pay for it. I think he is a little bit concerned about the "court of public opinion" (my words not his) 

if we take the grass out of Kenan Stadiu m. I told Bubba that we will need to have a final decision about the field asap 

we need all the time we can get for design and coordination with the storm pipe project with construction beginning this 

fall. It sure feels like Field Tuff is what we will be doing. What do you think? 

Thanks for passing along Ken’s comments. I think we have all that covered but will reach out to Ken and have him 

review our scope so we are sure we aren’t missing an~hing. 

Mike Bunting 

Cell: 



mbunting@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 7:00 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> wrote: 

Subject= RE: Dra~ Agenda for Tomorrow 

Bubba Cunningham / Vince Ille / Corey Holliday / Rick Steinbacher 2/28/14 

Kenan Stadium Field Renovations 

Future Football Scheduling 

April or May ACC Meetings - 9 Conference Games in 2017???? 

FCS) 

2015 (need one game} 
USC in Charlotte - Move to Thursday (ESPN, Charlotte want us to do this) 
UNCC - NO 
Buffalo (FAU) 
Houston 
ACC Update & Date Flexibility (7 schools in need of a game, some need 2, 3 still have no 

FCS 



2016 (need two ~ames) 
UNCC in Charlotte 
Kentucky in Bristol 
Other Home and Home 
Eastern Michigan at home 

2017 and beyond 
Home and Homes based on 9 conf games (5/4, 4/5) & FCS rules 

Charlotte Ontions 
2015 - South Carolina ($25 million / $32 million) (Contracted) 
2016 - UNC Charlotte ($25 million / $3 2 million) (Draft Agreement) 
2017 - UNC / USC in lieu of NCSU ($32 million) 
2018 - UNC / Tennessee ($32 million) - will go with Tenn v WVU if we don’t commit soon 

UNC / ECU in Charlotte (in lieu of @ ECU) 
2019 - UNC / Notre Dame in Charlotte ($60 - $72 million) 
2022 - UNC / Tennesse in Charlotte ($32 million) - will go with Tenn v WVU if we don’t 

commit soon 

Football Staffin~ /Football Creative Services Support 
o Blue Chip Proposal (Spring 2013) & Analysis - attached 

Current Football Video / IT / C~aphics Staffing attached 

¯ Coaching Video 
¯ Football Creative Se~wices Videos 

Current New Media Staffing attached 
¯ GameDay (Video Boards) 
¯ Live Event Production (ESPN3 / GoHeelsTV) (Funded primarily by ESPN) 
¯ News Services (Video Features for all 21 sports programs) 
¯ Limited Creative Services Support 

Football official visit conteN (Gameday video, Traditions video, mubiple 1 Ant A Tar 
Heel versions) 
Womeifs Basketball NCAA Championslfip 20th Amfivet~aiy content - bal~quet video 

Football Coaches Starting Lateups for Jmfior Days 

Various basketball pla? er comparison videos for official visits 

Meifs Soccer; Volleyball lfiglfligbt videos (programs pay editor sepamtel? ) 

Football "Day In the Life" video 

Football position Nstmy video (nnufing backs) 

Individual sport tradition and Nstoty videos old requests front Wrestling, F Hockey, 

Prospective inen’s basketball cieative (trick sbots, Hallein Slmke, o5 shnllm) 

Baseball Recndting video 

Potential Solutions 

¯ Short Term 
Move Tony Tucker from 50/50 Football / Marketing to 100% marketing 
Allocate       to hire Jordan Sain for football graphic design 



¯ Long Tem~ 

Option A: 
Allocate $100,000 to create a Creative Services Division housed in New 
Media 

o $50,000 in one time equipment expenses 
o $50,000 in recurring personnel costs 

¯ 1 Full Time Director of Creative Services 
¯ I 2 C~-aduate Assistant Positions (preferably recently 

former S-As) 
¯ 5 15 Student Workers 

o Year One Focus: 40% Football 
40% Men’s Basketball 
20% Strategic Communications 

Option B: 
Use football "Club 22" Endowment to create a Football Creative 
Services Position 

o Reports to Corey Holliday 
o Attends all staffmeetings 
o Handles all football graphics, video, social media, and other 

creative se~ices primarily focused on recruiting 
o Need to account for personnel and equipment expenses 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:17 PM 
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Clarissa <clarlssa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Shelton, 
Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Porter, Grant 
<gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 
<richdesehn@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <mbins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, 
Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna 
J <djp@unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L 
<spaul@unc edu>; Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@unc edu>; Williams, Brlrta 



~0ritta@ramsclub corn> 

Subject: Carolina Outreach March 

Please see the Carolina Outreach March Agenda in the attachment. 

Outreach Reps, share the agenda with your teammates, and let us know what projects you are interested to do[ 

Here are several reminders of outreach activities during the spring break: 

Champions for Change 

The UNC softball team partners with The Arc, a nonprofit org., to help support individuals with disabilities and integrate 

them into the corn mu nity. on Sunday, they will host their first Cham pions for Change event at their home 

game against Syracuse. Gymnastics, Women’s Golf, and Women’s Lacrosse will join the softball team to do some pre- 

game activities with the family. Contact @live.unc.edu), or i@live.unc.edu), if 

your team wants to host families. 

Single Fathers Due to Cancer 

Student-athletes babysit children and play games when their fathers are attending the monthly su pport meeting of the 

Single Fathers Due to Cancer program, which is a part of the Corn prehensive Cancer Su ppor~ Program at the North 

Carolina Cancer Hospital and UNC’s Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center. The coming shift is on Tuesday, March 

11th. If you want to volunteer, please let DanDan Irhua@unc.edu) know. 

UNC Habitat vs, Duke Habitat 

The best sports rivalry is not only on court, but also in the community. The two schools are competing to see who can 

raise the most money in the next month. The money will go directly toward building 2 homes in Phoenix Place, Chapel 

Hill, which provides adequate and affordable housing to UNC employees and their families. Women’s Lacrosse, Football, 

and Women’s Tennis will host games in the PIT with U NC habitat on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday after the Spring 

Break, from 12pro to 1pro. Every student will have chances to try different sports and compete again UNC student- 

athletes! 

Pediatric Playroom at NC Children’s Hospital 

There are still some available volunteer shifts for the Pediatric Playroom (http://bit.ly/le6QiAh). Open date says "Peds 

Playrrom". Please let me know ASAP, if you want to reserve any slots. 

Wish you all have a wonderful Spring greak! Also, good luck to all the competing teams. Go Heels! 

Best, 

DanDan 

Connect With Us On 
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Sent: 

To: 

Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:18 PM 
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Attach: 

~0ritta@ramsclub corn> 

RE: Carolina Outreach March 

Carolina Outreach pdf 

Please see the Carolina Outreach March Agenda in the attachment. 

Outreach Reps, share the agenda with your teammates, and let us know what projects you are interested to do! 

Here are several reminders of outreach activities during the spring break: 

Champions for Change 

The UNC softball team partners with The Arc, a nonprofit org., to help support individuals with disabilities and integrate 

them into the corn mu nity. on Sunday, they will host their first Cham pions for Change event at their home 

game against Syracuse. Gymnastics, Women’s Golf, and Women’s Lacrosse will join the softball team to do some pre 

game activities with the family. Contact ~live.unc.edu), or Nlive.unc.edu), if 

your team wants to host families. 

Single Fathers Due to Cancer 

Student athletes babysit children and play games when their fathers are attending the monthly su ppor~ meeting of the 

Single Fathers Due to Cancer program, which is a part of the Corn prehensive Cancer Su pport Program at the North 

Carolina Cancer Hospital and UNC’s Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center. The coming shift is on Tuesday, 

If you want to volunteer, please let DanDan (rhua@unc.edu) know. 

UNC Habitat vs. Duke Habitat 

The best sports rivalry is not only on court, but also in the community. The two schools are competing to see who can 

raise the most money in the next month. The money will go directly toward building 2 homes in Phoenix Place, Chapel 

Hill, which provides adequate and affordable housing to UNC employees and their families. Women’s Lacrosse, Football, 

and Women’s Tennis will host games in the PIT with U NC habitat on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday after the Spring 

Break, from 12pro to 1pro. Every student will have chances to try different sports and compete again UNC student- 

athletes! 

Pediatric Playroom at NC Children’s Hospital 

There are still some available volunteer shifts for the Pediatric Playroom (http://bit.ly/le6QiAh). Open date says "Peals 

Playrrom". Please let me know ASAP, if you want to reserve any slots. 

Wish you all have a wonderful Spring Break! Also, good luck to all the competing teams. Go Heels! 

Best, 

DanDan 
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3 Ne~v Initiatives 

All Recommemlations fi’om Various Reviews and Reports hnph, ment~,d by the 

UniverMO~ and ~5~C Athletics 
Contacted Dcbbi Clad<e, awaiting response 

Articb, on New Reportit~g Line fiwm ASPSA lo the 

List q[Committees Revived at Direction t~Reviews and Reports 
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University Gazerie: hrtp:i/gazerieuneedui2014i01/28/hard-work-numerous- 
refom~s-designed-to-b6ng-about-key-changed 

~ TheDailyTarIleel:http:/Avwwdailytarhee]com/article/2Ol3/O8/ath]etics-con~m- 
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C~trolina Leadu: 

Strategic Plan: http://cataloge-digitaleditionscomii/lO1921i2[ 
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UNC Agent and Advi.w~r Poliqv and t~ogmm: 

Website: 
brlpJ/wwwgoheelscomiVlewArtlcledbml’VDB OEM iT) 3350&ATCLID 206 
494864 

Program Summau: http:i/wwwgoheelscomifls/3350/pdf/Agent- 
Adviso~rogr~m/ProgramSumm~yPagepdt?SP~D 108097&DB OEM ID 3350 

Football: http://www gobeels com/fts/3350/pdf/FB- 
AgemAdvisorpdt’vSP1D 108097&DBOEM 1D 3350 

Men’s Basketball: http:/iwww gobeels comitla/3350/pdf/MBB- 
AgentAdvisorpdt~?SPID 108097&DBOEM ID 3350 

Athh.~c.~ ha:ident Reporffng PcdiW 2013 
Attached 

UNC Athletie "i)’chet Q[]2 e Pol’qp l%t vember 2013 

Attached 

~ Results 

Athletic Accompllshment~ (2007-1~’esent) 

None 

Field Itockev Men’s Basketball Regular Season Champion 

Nolle 
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Regular Season Champion, Men’s Basketball Tournament Champion 
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Women’s: Ft Champions 

2011-12 

2010-11 
Men’s: 

AII-ACC 

Academic Accompli~hmettt~ (2007-pre~enO 
~ PFRFFCI APR SCORFS: 

hrtp://fs ncaa orgiDocsinewmedia’public/rates/indexS html 
2011-12 

Women’s I~encing 
Women’ s Golf 
Women’ s Gymr~astics 
Women’s Volleyball 

2010-11 
Women’s Cross Country 
Women’ s Fencing 
Women’s Golf 
Women’s Gymnastics 
Women’ s Volleyball 

r) 2009-10 
Women’s Fencing 
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Women’ s Golf 

Women’ s Swimming 
Women’ s Volleyball 

o 2008-09 
M e,~’ s Swimming 
Women’s I~encing 
Women’ s Golf 
Women’ s Gym~tastics 

Women’ s Swimming 
Women’s Volleyball 

2007-08 

Women’s I~encing 
Women’ s Golf 

GSRs {Sources: hrtp:iifsncaaor~’Docs/newmedia/publiciratesiindexhtml: 
http://www ~caa org/sites/def~.u]t/l]]es/GSR%2Band%2BFed%2BTrends%2B20 I 
3 Final !) pdt) 

http://w~,-wgoheels comiViewArticle dbml~DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLlD 207 
804160 
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ACADFMIC AI I -ACC 

2013 
Men’s Swimming 
Women’ s Fencing 
Women’ s Golf 

Volleyball 

.~tudeng-Athlete~ 

Sylvia Hatchell 
Speaker at Junior I~eague of Wi n stun-Salem : 
h~p://wwwjlwsor~’ama/orig/Nt),rmer/September 2013 InIbrmer 
pdf 
More Examples 

Roy William s 
Roy Williams’ Fast Break Against Cancer: 
h~p://unclineb erger org/fastbreak 
()n Jason Ray Foundation: 
http:iiwa~w youmb e com/watch% qTVkOejllhk 
Donor to Carolina Covenant: 
Mp:i,’carolinacovenam unc edu&arolina-covenant-adds-menrofing- 

pmg[am/ 
Special Olympics: 
h~p:i/mms tveyes comCNlediaViewi? cGFydG 51cml~TEzN{]Emc3 
~dGlvbj 0yN~)cwJnBsYXIzdGFydD0yYPJmOSUyZiIwMTQrM 
TEIM2EOMC[ zYTE2KOFN.IINOYXJORGFOZVRpbWU9MDIIM 
m YwOSUyZj IwMTQrMTN M2EzOSUzYTUxJkVuZERhdGVUa 
WilPTAyJTJmN~)klMmYyNg)EOKzExJ%h~IIM2EONiZIc2 

V3, aWQgMj QzNTQ3 JmhpZ2hsaWdodI~lZ2V4P~wZWNp~r 
wr ~ 2x5bXBpY3MmJI89M ~ M 5MjEyMzAxMzQONCZ]eH BpcmF 
0aW9uPTAzJTJmMTEIMmYvM DEOKzEx.ITNhMzklM2E [ MS4 
wN~naW 5zdGFudFBsY~9V~ 1ZSZzaWduY~I cmUgMT 

BkZDUI k%VVjMTA3N’[iMwNGFmY~ zN2FIM2Nkk~BkOTQ 
Mo~e Examples 

LanT Fedora Golf Tournament: 
http://www vokmteerstbryouth or>/golfiournament/ 
Volunteers for Youth Silent Auction: 
http://www downtow~ch apelhill com/cN endaff2013/11/I 9/volunte 
ers-%r-youfi~-silen~-auction-dudng-larry-fedora-live 
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North Carolina Coaches for Charity: 

http:/iwww northcarolh~acoaches corn/charities htm 
More Examples 

SECI HI)USE EVFTNTS 

Annual BBQ and Golf Tournament: 
hrip://’secut~amilyhouse org/e’cents/’annual-bbq-and-gol~-tou~-nament/ 

2012 Annual Report: hnp://secufamilyhouseor~,u,p- 
comemiuploads/2014iO1/Report-to-the-Community-2012 Family- 
ltouseFinal pdf 
201 I Annual Report: http://secufamilybouse o~g/wp- 
content/uploads/2012/06/2011-Repo~rtorthe-Con~ munitv rhea/pdf 

2010 Annual Report: hup://secufamilyhouseor~,u,p- 
content/’uploadsi2010iO7/SI-.(U FH 20]0 report pagespdf 
2009 Annual Report: http:i/secufamilyhouse or~iwp- 
cot~te*ttiuploads/2OlOiOT/SECUFH AR09 pages pdf 

Announcement: http:/i’~’ truesport org/news/emailsij anuary-20 [ 4- 

Website: ht~p:/,’www ul~c tmesportsummit org/ 
Schedule: http:/iu, u,u, unc truesportsummit org/~!event-schedule/clz7b 
Speakers: http:i/’a~" unc tmesportsummit org/#[speakers/c3ik 

Internal Parr Center Announcement and Invitation: 
http :/iparrcenter unc eduiprograms-1ibeyo*td-compliance 

Photographs: http:/iwww adsymposium usica]s-galleries html#cals l 2- 
gallery 
About CALS: http://www nextlevel usiant~ouncementi 
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1 Personnel 
Chancellor. Carol 
PHOI ? http/%~,’~,w northcarol ~a edu’news/ nages/carolfolt jpg 
BIO: http://chancellor unceduibiographyi 

PRESS REI EASE htip wwwuncedtt/spothght tolt-mlertnl-darhllouth-college-presldent- 
named-carolina-chancellor/ 

,~ LN( http:iiwwwuncedu/spotlitOttifolt-intefim-daflmouth-college-president- 

named-carolina-chancellor/; http:iiv~a,~av unc edu/spotlight,’nothing-could-be-tqner/ 

,~ Ik N(_ General Administration: 

http:/iu, u, w northcarollna eduinews/index php?code=homepage&acm=vieu,&artlc 

le Id .~1 0.~0 
ME)A COVbRAGb : 

,, Hiring 
o Da~mouth College http//nowda~mouth edu,201~/04 cam]-l-lolt-named- 

cllancello~ -oP-unc-chapel-hilli 
c, The Daily Tar tleel: 

http:ziwwv dailytarheel comim~icle z01a 04idmtmouths-folt-is- 
chancellor-pick 

o News& Observe[: 
http://www ~tewsobser.~ er corn/2013/04/12,/2820917/carol-f~ltqtamed-as- 
first-female html 

~ Huffington Post: http:/iwsv5vhuFrSngtonpostcomi20[3i04/I Iicaro]-fo]t- 
unc-chancellor n 3065870htmI 

o WKAL: http:iiwwwwralcomif~dt-the-fixer-gets-warm-unc-welcome- 

Installation 
c, TheDail} TarIIeel http,,~dail3,tarheelcom, artlcle,~Olo, lO¢carol- 

folt-offlcially -inst ailed -as-chancellor- sat urday 
News & Obse~’er: 
t tip ~,www * ewsobse ,,er con ~2013~09 1 ¢,_~204~6/ ew-chancel]or-carof 
t’olt-looks html 

~Tce Chancellor.for ~bmmttnications ,Ioel Cttrran 
P~olo: http://unc eduifiles/2013/l Iicurran~]oel 280-230 jpg 
BI(x No official, but details can be R~und here: httpdiwww unc edu/campus- 
updaresicurran-top-publi c-rela~ions-executive-~amed-vice-chancellor-ft~r- 
communications/ 

Chanceltor’s Office: http:i/chancelloruncedu/2013/1 Iiappointment-of-a-vice- 
chancel]or-for-commurlications-and-public-affail si 

,, Campus Updates: http:I/wwwunced~’campus-updates/curran-top-public- 
relations-executive-named-vice-chancellor-for-communications/ 
University Gazette: http://gazetteunc edu/2013/[ 1/I I/curran-top-public-relations- 
executive-handed-vice-chancellor-for-communications/ 
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News & Ohserver: http:iAwwv newsobserver comi2013i~ lil l/3363 ~ 89/unc-ch- 
hires-new-pu blic-relalions html 

WCNC: hltp://www wncn corn/stop//23937406iunc-names-vice-chancellor-for- 
publi c-affai rs 
’rite Daily Tar Heel: hltp:i/www dailytarheelcom/article/2013/1 l/new-vice- 
chancellor-role-filled 
Chapelbo~ o: hltp :i/chapelboro cominews/unc/joel-cuHan-named-unc-vice- 
chancellor-for-communicatlons/ 

V~ce Chancellor for Workforce Strategy, Equip;, and Engagement Fellcla Washington 

PHOIO: https://hr unc eduifiles/2Ol4/O2/wash~ngton feIiciaO9jpg 
BIO: hN~s i,’wfsee unc eduibioi 
Press ~LEASE: h~ps:/iwigeeunced~dannci 

~ Campus Updates: http://wwwuncedu/campus-updates/washingion-appointmenL, 
~ ~CNews: h~ps:i/uncnewsuncedu/2014iO1/14/washlng~on-lead-restrucmred- 

workforce-s~r at%~--eq uiD~-engagem ent-ot~5 ce/ 

~ News&Obsem’er:http://wwwnewsobsea’ercomi2014iO1i14/B532074/fom~er- 

~ The Daily Tar tleel: h~p://www dailytarheel com/a~icle/201~/01/t)wmer-trustee- 

~ Chapelboro: htip:i/chapelborocominews/news-around-time/new-vc-m~jor- 

Vice Chattcellor for UMversiO, Development Dm,id Routh 
PII, ~I"o: hrip:i/unc edu/tiles/2013/09/routhdavid j pg 

BI~: http://giving unc edtdabout/leadershipida~id-routl’t/ 
PRESS REI EASE: 
IN I ERN/\] ANNOUNCEMHN I S: 

Carolina Connections: http:/icarolinaconnectionsweb uncedui2013ill/13/meet- 
da’cid-routh -vi ce-ch an cel I or-t’o r-unive r sity-dex’el op m ent/ 

Campus Updates: http://wwwuncedu/campus-updates/alumnus-longtime- 
vohmteer-rourh-named-vice-chancellor-for-developn~ent/ 

* News & Observer: http:i/www newsobserver comi2013i09i26/3230404/unc-ch- 
hires-top-fimdr aiser html 

, News&Record: http://wwwneu, s-recordcom/neu, s/artlcled3,192926-29Pg- 
t ] e3-9789-001 a4bcf6878 hm~ P?mode@ q m 

, Philanthropy North Carolina:Imp://philncor>/2013/09/26/unc-ch-names-david- 
routh-vice-chan cell or-for-devel opm enff 

Ihe Herald Sun: h~,tp:/%~wcwheraldsuncom/news/x249846554iRouth-named- 
UNC-vice-chancellor-for-development 
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The Daily Tar Heel: http:i/www dailytarheelcom/article/2013/og/new-vice- 
chancellor-for-development-named 
Chape[boro: http://chapelboro com/news/unc/david-routh-uncs-new-vice- 
chan cell or-for-developm en t/ 

WRAL: http:/iwww wral com/unc-ch-names-new-top-fundraiseff [ 2929143/ 

tS"o*,ost Jim Dean 

PI~(;q o: https://provost unc eduifiles/2013/08/dear~ ames 13001 - I j pg 
ht~p://provost ulm edu/about-the-office/exeeutive-vice-chancel[or-alad-provost/ 

UNC Kenan-Flagler News: http:i/wwwkenan-flaglerur~cedu/news/20 [3/05/jim- 
dean-named-university-provost 
UNC General .~umni Association: Imp:i/alumni uric edu/article aspx?sid 9673 

Business Week: http://www businessweek comia~icles/20 [ 3-05-24iunc-loses-a- 
b-school -dears-gain s-a-provost 

Chapelboro: http://chapelbovo cominews/unc~ames-w-dean-jr-selected-as-unc- 
provost/ 

The Herald Sun: httpi/wwwheraldsm~com/news/x972556542iDean-named- 
provost-al-I ~C 

’the Daily Tar Heel: tmp:i/www dailytarheel com/articb/2013/05/dean@m-dean- 

The News & Observer: http://www newsobsea’er comi2013/OS/23/2913427/new- 
provost-named-as-leadershlp html 

Director qf Academic Spor~* P~ogram.f!~r Student-Athletes (AXPSA) Michelh: Brmvn 

Mp:/iimage cdntlnwnl xosnetwork com/pics33/400~H~I~BFIT~PZRPBF 20130827 
[o0456jpg 
BIo: h~p://wwwgoheelscomiViewA~ic[edbml?ATCLg) 207687960 

progra m-t~ -sR~dent-ath]etesi 
IN I ERNAI ANNO JNCEMEN ~ S: 

~ Provost to !~C Community: htips://provost uric eduibrownaspsaappointmemi 

, University Gazette: http://gazetteuncedu/2013iO4/O2/brown-lo-head-academic- 
suppo~-program -for- student-athletes/ 

News & Obse~’er: http://www newsobse~’er com/2013/03/19/2763111iunc-hires- 
new-leader-t~r-ks-athlete htm[ 

, TheHera[d Sun: [mp:i/wwwheraklsuncom/news/localnews&145780382/L’NC- 
hires-n ew-director-for-athl ete-tutorin g-program 

Ihe Herald Sun Editorial: 
h~p:/iu.u.w herNdsun com/chherald/x145781442~Editofial-Hope~l-that-Brown- 
can-fix-UN(-R~tod ng-program 
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Academic Counselors fl~r Football (.1) 

Other Academic Counselors 

2 A & S Advisors assigned to collaborate with AXPSA 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunnlngham 

PHolo ht p i/gazer e uric edu/wp-content/uploads/201 l/I I/cum~igham-bubba jpg 
BIO: hN~://www goheels comiViewA~[cle dbml?ATCLff)=205694768 

http/A~v~vgoheelscomi~ewA~c]edbmI?DB LANG=C&S[TE=UNC&DB OEM ID 
=3350&ATCLID=205482532&SPID= 108097&SPSlD=668 [ 81 

~C: h~p:/iu, u, wuncedu/c~mpus-updates/cunningham-appointed-dlrector-ot~ 
athle6csi 

University Gazette: http:/igazetteuncedui2011/’11/01/ctmnin~tam-appointed- 
athl eft c-director-efl~ctive-n or- 14/ 

, ESPN: h~p://espngocom/college-spo~s/s~oi5,/~i~b’7100197/no~h-carolina-tar- 

heels-hire-bo bba-cun ningham-~lsa-golden-hm-ricane-athletic-dhector 
~ The Daily Tar Heel: 

h~V//www da@tarheel corn index [,hp, amcle,20[1, 10 cunnmgham~o lead athl 
etics 

News&Obse~a~,ev:http ........ ’A~vnewsobse*aercom/2Oll/iW13/1563420/is-unc- 
closing-in-on-tulsas-cunnin~am htm[ 

~ WRAL: http://wwwwra]spo~tsl~ncomiunc/story/10250852/ 

llead Footbag Coach Larry Fedora 

http:/iimage cdnHnwn] xosnetwork comipics33/640iMDiMDDRPTIXXJAWFXU 20130 

826080 [36png 
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http:/iimage cdnllnwn] xosnetworkcom/pics~2/400/XK/XKQGJDWM DIDRZI~A 20120 
717214907 j pg 

h~p / www goheels corn \ ewArt cledb ~[DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205497736 

The Daily Tar Heel: 
htIp:/iwwwdailyta~heelcom/article/2OI2/Olif}do~a brings f~esh f~ces to coach 
ing staff 

~ WK&L: http://wwwwralsportsfancomiunc/atory/10555454i 

~ ABC: http://abclocalgocom/wtvd/story?section=news/sports&id=8488861 

Cb-D~[‘en~it,e { ~ordinator/Littebacke~ Rott West 

PILOT(): 

h tp ,Amage cdnlln~nl xosne work corn p~cs~) 400 IO IODLkROIDUELHQS ~0130& 

[031702jpg 

b~rip / www goheels corn \ ewArt cledb ~[DB OEM 1D=3350&ATCLID=206400760 

ME)iA COVFRAGF : 

~ Sporls Illustrated: http://spo~sillustratedcnncom/college- 

fbotbaH/news/20130214/no~th-carolina-~on-westap/ 

WRAL: http:/iwwwwralsportsfan com/north-carolina-hiring-a~zona-state-s- 

wesl/12087611/ 

D~[‘~nsh e Line Coach Kelth Gilmore 

http://image cdnIlnwnl xosnet~ork com/pics33/61O/VO/VOLX~ffIPA;FUZFJCX 201307 

14013509jpg 

http://wwwgoheelscom/ViewArfi¢ledbmi?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206329565 

ESPN: http://espngocom/biog,~oigten/posb’ /idi70447/reports-iilinis-keith- 
gilmore-heads-m-un c 

Asslsmm Head O~ach.[’or Of[’ettse/I~ght End Seth Littrell 
PiloT(): 
http:/fimage cdnllnwnl xosnetwork com/pics33/400/BP/BPOJ SFTKTEULZQZ 20140227 
[80900jpg 
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http:iiw~ goheels comiViewArticle dbm[?DB OEM ~ ~350&AICLLD _0%854M 

The Daffy Tar Ileel http/,wwx~ da@tarheel com,amcle,~014,0 I,unc-h~res-seth- 
littrell-as-ofl~nsi~ e-coor dinat or 

News& Obse~ve~: http://wwwnewsobser~er com/2014/Ol/21/3551219iunc- 
mens-~ennis-topples-x, cu html 

ESPN: http://espn go comib[og/accipost/ /idi66707/tar-heels-ofllciallF-announce- 
littrell-hire; http:i/espn gocomicollege-football/sto~T’ /idi ~ 03292 ~ 0iseth-littrell- 
offensi~ e-coordinator-north-cm-olina-tar-heels 

Fayetteville Observer: http://~ f~?,obsen, er com/sports/a~icle 161c8elc-06t2- 
5 f67-a9e4-btT8e9446237 html 

Yahoo! Sports: ht~p://spo~ts yahoo com/news/unc-hi~esqitt~ell-di~ecbno- 
003010989-ncaaf html 

Star News (Wilmington): htlp:/iaccblogss~amewsonlinecomi40056ifedora-hires- 
indianas-littrell-as-new-oft)nsi~ e-assistant/ 

The Hera[d Sun: h~tp://wwwheraldsuncom/newsishowcaseix318371476iLinrell- 
next-UNC-offer~sive-coordinaIor-source-says 

Co-O.ffknstve ~2oor¢hnator, t~ tale Recen ers Gnnter Bre}~er 

http:/iimage cdnllnwnl xosnetwork corn/pics32/400/KI I/KI HVIAUOETV[ PLI I201207 [ 
7214726 ~pg 

http://wwwgoheelscom/ViewArficledbmI?DB OEM ID 3~50&ATCLID ~0>4. 7~7 

The Daily Tar Heel: 
h~p://wwwdai[ytarheelcomianicle/2OI2/O1/tTdora brings fresh faces to coach 
ing staff 

WRAL: http:/i~- wralspo~sfan com/unc/sto~T/10555454i 

ABC: h~p 7abclocal go com/~,,~story?sect’on=~ews/s?o~s&’d=848886[ 

cb-Off~nsiPe C~ordlnatot’/(~j’k, nsive Line Chri~ Kapilovic 

ttttpZ/image cdn[ln~nlxosnetu,,orkcom/pics32/400/YQiYQINMVDRBXGAPRL 20120 
717215619jpg 

hrlp / www goheels corn \ ewArt cledb ~[DB OEM[ 1D=3350&ATCLID=20549774[ 
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The Daily Tax Heel: 
http://w~wdailytarheel comiarticle/2OI2iOlifedora brings fresh faces to coach 
in~ staff 
\r~I_AL: http:/iwwu, u, ralsportsfan comiunc/story/1055545,1/ 

ABC: http:i/abclocal go com/w~’distoD’?section news/sports&id 848886[ 

Running Bach~ Coach LarO, Porte~" 

htip /iimage cdnHnwnl xosnet~ork com/pics33/400/AH/AHDKMQDHOCHFEOJ 20140 

227180900 j pg 

http:/iwv~av goheels comiViewArticle dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLlD=209405454 
PP&SS RELEA’;E: http£//wwwgoheelscom/ViewAa-licledbnlP?ATCLPO=209403089 

CBS Sports: http:6%~wvcbssportscom/collegefootbalb’eye-on-college- 
£ootball z44~9~02! nc-am~o nces-h~res-ot-laxry-por er-ketth-hcckendorl 

o ESPN: http://espngocom/college-football/stoD// /id/10435131/north-carollna- 
kw-heels-com plete-stafl’-qb-rb-coaches 

/, .... /,, / , , o News & Observer: http: ,~ ne~,,,sobser~er corn s014 02/10,3610308/uric- 
announced-its-new-football html 

Quarterhack.~ Omch Keith Heckendor] 

h[tp, ~ma=ecdnIInwnl xosnetwork com~plcb3~40 ~PZ~PZ’~ZBI)N\ SI~ SIN<XB 2)14022 
7180900 j pg 

brlp / www goheels corn \ ewArt cledb ~[DB OEM[ 1D=3350&ATCLID=209405450 
PRESS RHI EASE: http://wwwgoheelscom/ViewArticledbmP?ATCLID=209403089 

CBS Spovis: http://wwwcbssportscom/collegefoolball/eye-on-college- 
[ootball z44-,93{)=/unc-announces-h~res-ofLIa~ y-pot ter-ketth-heckendofl 

~ ESPN: http://espngocom/college-football/stoD// /id/10435131/north-carollna- 
tar-heels-corn plete-staff-qb-rb-coaches 

News & Observer : http: ~ nev, sobser~ er corn/2014/0z/10/3610308, unc- 
announced-its-new-football html 

Head,Strength & (Mnd#ioning Coach for Football Lo# Hernandez 

httpZ/image cdnlln~nlxosnetworkcom/pics32/400/GK/GKgJILMBOQF¥’rDPP 201207 
[7215122jpg 

brB~ / www goheels corn \ ewArt cledb ~IDB OEM[ 1D .~350&ATCLID 205497,.~5 
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News & Observer: http://blogsnewsobsex~er comiuncnowiunc-makes-new-hires- 
with-hope-to-better-integrate-academics-ncaa-compliance-and-athletics 

A.~,~ismn¢ Directo~ q[ Compliance Rachel Strt~sne~ 
PHOTO: 

2 Rex, iews andReports 

NCdA Committee on lqfi’actions Report (Red*~cted): 
ttttp://chronicle com/blogsiticker/filesi2012iO3/UNC pdf 

Independent Study T~t.~k Force 

http :/iw,,wv unc edu/newsi050412/Independent2 620Sludy%20repovt pdf 

Hartlyn-Amtrews Review ~f Cottrses in ~frican and ~’o-American Studies Report: 

http:/iwv~avuncedu/news/050412iReviev¢? ;20otT.20courses pd f 

Report qf the Special (i~mmittee qf the FaculO, Executive Committee: 

http://faccoun unc eduiwp- 
contenv’uptoadsi2010itO/20t20726Repo~[b(Sub 9 FINAI. pdf 

Press Reh,ase regarding NCAA andAlo~tM (August 2012): 
hrip:/ialumni unc edu/print aspx?sid 9101 

Baker Till)’ Review oJ Polieies and Procedures: 
hap://,a, ww unc edu/newsi12fl_rNC-Baker-Tillv-Academic-Pollcles-Procedures-Repon- 

12-19-12-Final pdf 

6’overnor :~lartin ’~ Academic Anomalies Review Report oJ Findings with Addemh~m : 
hrip:/A~ ww uric edu/news/[Ut YNC-Govemor-Ma~in-FinaI-Repor:-and-Addendum pdf 

UNC Board q[ Governors Academic Review Panel: 

http:/iwv~av unc edu/news/12/TItE-REPORT-OF-IHE-UNC-BOG-ACADADEMIC- 
REVLEW-PANEL-2 7 13pdf 

NCAA Annual Omqdiance Repor¢ (Redacted) February 2013: 

Is formation about Accrediting Agen{T Decislon: 
~tttp :I/oira sites unc edu/filesi2013iO61SAC SCOCDeciaionBackgroundJune202013 pdf 

Rawlings Panel Repot�: 
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http://rawlingspm~el web unc edu/t’tles/2013iO9/Rawlings-Panel Intercollegia*e- 
Athletics-at-U N( -Chapd -Hill pd f 

Email.[’f’om NC4A ~o llle regarding AFA~I Is,ue: 

News & Obseiwer Article: 
h~ip:/iw~vw newsobserver com/201~/I 1/08i3 ~522001ncaa-unlikely-to-punish-unc- 
~br html 

NCdA Annual C?)ml~liance Report (Redocted) February 2014: 

3 Ne~v Initiatives 

All Recommemlations fi’om Various Reviews and Reports hnph, ment~,d by the 

UniverMO~ and ~5~C Athletics 
Contacted Dcbbi Clad<e, awaiting response 

Articb, on New Reportit~g Line fiwm ASPSA lo the 

List q[Committees Revived at Direction t~Reviews and Reports 

Articles related to creation ¢*f Provos~’s Workittg 
UNC: h~p:/iw~wuncedu/¢ampus-updates/unive~sity-launches-student-athlete- 
academic-initiative-working-group/ 
University Gazerie: hrtp:i/gazerieuneedui2014i01/28/hard-work-numerous- 
refom~s-designed-to-b6ng-about-key-changed 

~ TheDailyTarIleel:http:/Avwwdailytarhee]com/article/2Ol3/O8/ath]etics-con~m- 
0826; http://www dai[ytarheel comiarlicle/2013/0Oirawlings-report-emphasizes- 
culture-change; http://w~ dailytarheel corn/article/2014/0 I/student-athlete- 
working-group-0108; http://www dailyta~heel corn/article/2014/0 I/map-changes- 
0110; Mp:i/www dai[viarheel corn/article/2014/01 ifacu[ty-ex ecurives-optimistic- 
~br-fut ure-of- st udent-athletes-academics 
lterald Sun: http:i/v~a,~avhera]dsun com/newsishowcase/x]401032237fl.JNC- 
responds-to-report-condemning-smdent-ath[et es-reading-levels 

C~trolina Leadu: 

Strategic Plan: http://cataloge-digitaleditionscomii/lO1921i2[ 

http://www goheels com/ViewArtic]e dbml?ATCLID 205865095 

News & Observer: http://wwwnewsobservercom/2013/O1ilO/2594356iunc-ad- 
str ategic-plan-will-align html 

Admissions Committee ltiformation Previously Put on llohl 
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{LVC Agent and Advi.w~r PolhT and Program: 

Website: 
brrpJ/wwwgoheelscomiVlewArtlcledbml’VDB OEM ]D 3350&ATCLID 206 
494864 

Program Summau: http:i/wwwgoheelscomifls/3350/pdf/Agent- 
Adviso~rogr~m/ProgramSumm~yPagepdt?SP~D 108097&DB OEM ID 3350 

Football: http://www gobeels com/fts/3350/pdf/FB- 
AgemAdvisorpdt’vSP1D 108097&DBOEM 1D 3350 

Men’s Basketball: http:/iwww gobeels comitla/3350/pdf/MBB- 
AgentAdvisorpdt~?SPID 108097&DBOEM ID 3350 

Athh.~c.~ ha:ident Reporffng PcdiW 2013 
Attached 

UNC Athletie 7)’chet Q[]2 e Pol’qp l%t vember 2013 

Attached 

Athletic Accompllshment~ ! 

~ Results 

-present) 

None 

Field Itockev Men’s Basketball Regular Season Champion 

Nolle 
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Regular Season Champion, Men’s Basketball Tournament Champion 

Source: http://www nacda com/directorscu p/nacda-directorscup-previou s- 
scoring html 
2012-13:8II~ 
2011-12:8Ih 
2010-11:6 
2009-10:7 
2008-09:2 
2007-08:14~ 
2006-07:3 

2012-13 

Women’s: Ft Champions 

2011-12 

2010-11 
Men’s: 

AII-ACC 

Academic Accompli~hmettt~ (2007-pre~enO 
~ PFRFFCI APR SCORFS: 

hrtp://fs ncaa orgiDocsinewmedia’public/rates/indexS html 
2011-12 

Women’s I~encing 
Women’ s Golf 
Women’ s Gymr~astics 
Women’s Volleyball 

2010-11 
Women’s Cross Country 
Women’ s Fencing 
Women’s Golf 
Women’s Gymnastics 
Women’ s Volleyball 

r) 2009-10 
Women’s Fencing 
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Women’ s Golf 

Women’ s Swimming 
Women’ s Volleyball 

o 2008-09 
M e,~’ s Swimming 
Women’s I~encing 
Women’ s Golf 
Women’ s Gym~tastics 

Women’ s Swimming 
Women’s Volleyball 

2007-08 

Women’s I~encing 
Women’ s Golf 

GSRs {Sources: hrtp:iifsncaaor~’Docs/newmedia/publiciratesiindexhtml: 
http://www ~caa org/sites/def~.u]t/l]]es/GSR%2Band%2BFed%2BTrends%2B20 I 
3 Final !) pdt) 

http://w~,-wgoheels comiViewArticle dbml~DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLlD 207 
804160 
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ACADFMIC AI I -ACC 

2013 
Men’s Swimming 
Women’ s Fencing 
Women’ s Golf 

Volleyball 

.~tudeng-Athlete~ 

Sylvia Hatchell 
Speaker at Junior I~eague of Wi n stun-Salem : 
h~p://wwwjlwsor~’ama/orig/Nt),rmer/September 2013 InIbrmer 
pdf 
More Examples 

Roy William s 
Roy Williams’ Fast Break Against Cancer: 
h~p://unclineb erger org/fastbreak 
()n Jason Ray Foundation: 
http:iiwa~w youmb e com/watch% qTVkOejllhk 
Donor to Carolina Covenant: 
Mp:i,’carolinacovenam unc edu&arolina-covenant-adds-menrofing- 

pmg[am/ 
Special Olympics: 
h~p:i/mms tveyes comCNlediaViewi? cGFydG 51cml~TEzN{]Emc3 
~dGlvbj 0yN~)cwJnBsYXIzdGFydD0yYPJmOSUyZiIwMTQrM 
TEIM2EOMC[ zYTE2KOFN.IINOYXJORGFOZVRpbWU9MDIIM 
m YwOSUyZj IwMTQrMTN M2EzOSUzYTUxJkVuZERhdGVUa 
WilPTAyJTJmN~)klMmYyNg)EOKzExJ%h~IIM2EONiZIc2 

V3, aWQgMj QzNTQ3 JmhpZ2hsaWdodI~lZ2V4P~wZWNp~r 
wr ~ 2x5bXBpY3MmJI89M ~ M 5MjEyMzAxMzQONCZ]eH BpcmF 
0aW9uPTAzJTJmMTEIMmYvM DEOKzEx.ITNhMzklM2E [ MS4 
wN~naW 5zdGFudFBsY~9V~ 1ZSZzaWduY~I cmUgMT 

BkZDUI k%VVjMTA3N’[iMwNGFmY~ zN2FIM2Nkk~BkOTQ 
Mo~e Examples 

LanT Fedora Golf Tournament: 
http://www vokmteerstbryouth or>/golfiournament/ 
Volunteers for Youth Silent Auction: 
http://www downtow~ch apelhill com/cN endaff2013/11/I 9/volunte 
ers-%r-youfi~-silen~-auction-dudng-larry-fedora-live 
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North Carolina Coaches for Charity: 

http:/iwww northcarolh~acoaches corn/charities htm 
More Examples 

SECI HI)USE EVFTNTS 

Annual BBQ and Golf Tournament: 
hrip://’secut~amilyhouse org/e’cents/’annual-bbq-and-gol~-tou~-nament/ 

2012 Annual Report: hnp://secufamilyhouseor~,u,p- 
comemiuploads/2014iO1/Report-to-the-Community-2012 Family- 
ltouseFinal pdf 
201 I Annual Report: http://secufamilybouse o~g/wp- 
content/uploads/2012/06/2011-Repo~rtorthe-Con~ munitv rhea/pdf 

2010 Annual Report: hup://secufamilyhouseor~,u,p- 
content/’uploadsi2010iO7/SI-.(U FH 20]0 report pagespdf 
2009 Annual Report: http:i/secufamilyhouse or~iwp- 
cot~te*ttiuploads/2OlOiOT/SECUFH AR09 pages pdf 

Announcement: http:/i’~’ truesport org/news/emailsij anuary-20 [ 4- 

Website: ht~p:/,’www ul~c tmesportsummit org/ 
Schedule: http:/iu, u,u, unc truesportsummit org/~!event-schedule/clz7b 
Speakers: http:i/’a~" unc tmesportsummit org/#[speakers/c3ik 

Internal Parr Center Announcement and Invitation: 
http :/iparrcenter unc eduiprograms-1ibeyo*td-compliance 

Photographs: http:/iwww adsymposium usica]s-galleries html#cals l 2- 
gallery 
About CALS: http://www nextlevel usiant~ouncementi 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Halley Hola~-ath <hhol~-ath@usada org> 

Friday,             I 1:09 AM 

Anais Spi~er, PhD <aspitzer@usada org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba cunningham@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHNAR’ <rskl@psu edu>; 
’David J oyner’ <dmj 14@psu edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfr I 0@dsl psu edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper~?nwca cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email unc edu>; ’pal7@psu edu’; ’hbm3@psu edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; @email unc edu>; Brunner, 
John F <John Brunne@unc edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada org> 

CANCELLED: TrueSportU Committee Call 

imageacc2cc PNG 

Dear Committee Members, 

The upcoming TrueSpodU Committee call on Monday, has been cancelled due to the postponement of the 

UNC Summit. 

All committee calls will be suspended but we will be in touch as we regroup. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you again for your flexibility. 

Best regards, 

Hailev Horwath 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 



CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering i~ to ~he intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached ~o this ~ransmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED If you have received ~his transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e mail and delete ~he original transmi~ion and its attachments wi~hou~ reading or sawng ~n any manner Thank you. 





of the 

University of North Carolina 
Saturday, March 8, 2014, 2:00 pm 



The Black Star Project 

3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, illinois 

773,285,9600 

This session is open 1o high school Basketball 
Players, Football Players, Soccer Players, Volley Ball 
Players, Baseball Players, Tennis Players, Golfers, 

Track Athletes, Swimmers, Wrestlers, Bowlers or any 
college athlete, both male and female. 

/4y Brother’s Keeper - 

A Perspective from/4other Africa 

COSEBOC’s 8t]~ animal Gathering of Leaflets will 
cem eric in Jac ksol~, Mississippi, April 23-25~ 2014, 



Educational Excellence for Africm~-Amcricans on 
April 25-26. 2014 

Call for Applicants to Study/Teach/Learn 
In Africa: Fellowship Opportunities for 
African Diaspora Scholars Interested in 
Academic Projects on the Continent 



PNC Bank Supplies Tax Preparation 

to Those Who Need Help 

Register Your Child At A School 

That Honors Their Heritage 



Racial climate for athletes considered 

by Faculty Athletics Committee 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:02 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, 
Cl?~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny levy@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc edu>; Dowd, 
Katrina M <kmdowd@unc edu> 

W Lacrosse schedule update 

All, 

The Women’s Lacrosse game originally scheduled for 7 pm tomorrow vs. Elon will now be played at 2:30 pm to avoid 

late arriving bad weather. The game will still be played here at UNC. Any questions, just let us know. Thanks![ 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@emafl.unc.edu 







] im Smith: F undraising dinner for women’s tennis for team van. Donor stepped up and will 

have van by ACC tournament, 

Steve Kirschner: Men’s Tou~rlarPent ACC b~acket on GoHeels. Play winner of Pitt vs. ND/Wake 



hearing anything about salary increases~ NC State heard 2%, ACC Women’s Legends luncheon 

Saturday, Marion Jones represented UNC and was well received, 

o Jim Smith asked if we can add an exhibition game. Clint said we are only allowed 2. 

Currently we have one exhibition and one closed scrimmage Clint suggested we can 

add the exhibition game to the season ticket for more guaranteed sales. Currently it is 

not on season ticket and it’s SZ0 general admission. Will have to look into this further. 

Michelle Brown: SA on spring break Athletic staff and ASPSA staff not permitted to proctor 

Award includes a $5,000 scholarship to be used for graduate studies. 

Women’s soccer plays next week. Field Hockey starts non traditional season after spring break. 

Baseball beat Davidson then took 2 of 3 from Pitt.          : 4th at ACC in Blacksburg. 1 

individual champion: 4 have qualified for NCAA. May get a fifth. 

o Martina: Business office didn’t get an intern so if anyone has any leads, let her know. 

Beth Miller: Track and Field Men 2na Women 7[h at ACC’s, Qualified in 5 different events for 

NCAA between men and women. Gymnastics EAGL championships in New 

Hampshire. Rowing on spring break training trip. Women’s Golf just went to Hilton Head and 

finished 7 out of 17 at Darius Rucker Invitational. Fencing competed in NCAA Mid Atlantic South 

regionals. Waiting to see who qualifies for NCAA Championships. WBB upset Maryland in ACC 

tourney then lost to Duke. 

Mario Ciocca: Hired new head trainer fo~ football: genny 8oyd from Drily. of Texas. Will be 

here for all of spring ball Nnderg~ad at Florida then Miss. State. Was head trainer at Texas for 

last lO years. 

MaNelle: Handling team travel questions over break. Financial aid data gathering proiect. 

Kirsch: Paige: 2rid team All America by Sporting News Qualifies him to have jersey honored at 

Smith Center. 

o Observations from game Saturday night: 

Center-hung scoreboard made big difference. 

Lots of people allowed close to visiting team bench. 

Cl[nt: Duke removed "Free ’ poster 

Impressive pre-game video with "respect" theme. 



Bubba’s Respones!Questions 

Lets take a look at pricing model of WBB at ND. 

o Sabo: Start at 565 and goes to 5120. Looking to bring ours down. Currently sell 600 

season tickets, which fills lower levels~ 

What would be involved in streaming tennis? 

o gen: G1, Duke and UVAall have some version. Fixed cameras on each court and some 

way to code and stream remotely. Ken wants to get signal back to Smith Center to 

stream from here. Other schools do it remotely from tennis faciJities, have computers 

there and stream them directly from tennis. BigBest issue is infrastructure outside. 

Regarding raises: Governmen~ has a non favorable view toward highe~ education Nght now 

I egislat ure talks about too much money going to higher ed. 

Rams Club Meeting last week: Asked for design money for Mike to look at VB locker room, 

Gymnastics for practice space, Rowing and softball for batting cage. Fundraising proiects for 

Rams Club. Positive momentum for campaign. 

Any responses from interns on assignments? 

Any reservations about moving seats for basketball? 

o Sabo: Students willing to take a lesser location to be consolidated. Win win. 

Tim Smith: Can we move media tables to create space for Ioge? 

o glint: those would become student seats before Ioge, Need to look at where we can 

move them. 

White house: honoring 87 teams at same time. Different this year. Only 3 spots per team 

beyond the roster, didn’t have chance to take as many people this year. 

Sports wagering: No betting on sports we have college championships in. Be extra cautious. 

Graphics will be added in Loudermilk on entry-way in, Mike can show graphics. 

Investigation Weinstein group: Not sure where it’s going. Request of Board of Gov’s and Pres. 

of System. Bring closure to 4 years of reviews. Anticipate it to be released some time this 

summer Will make report public when done. We aren’t involved as of now. 

Tim Smith: Where are we at with chief of staff position? 

o Bubba: Paul has a lot of Karlton’s responsibilities on interim basis. Trying to create 

position of communications: internal and external communications. Fewe~ 

~esponsibilitles tban Kadton. May add responsibilities once candidates are identified. 

TrueSport Summit: We were going to do a seminar with Penn State and USADA. Based on trial 

and recent investigation, we will be pushing it back. Won’t have it here this spring or next year. 

Looking at spring of 2015 at PSU and Spring 16 at UNC. Timing wasn’t right to do it right now. 

Brad Bethel has a blog. His reflection was very enlightening. Has since been taken down. Blogs 

can be good when you like what they say, but bad when you don’t. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 I : 18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

FW: Position and crim check 

Joyce’s response is in reference to the         temp position, as of lprn today the position still isn’t posted and no word 

on the background check paperwork Coach Fedora wanted in the office on Monday, March 17th when he returned 
from Spring break doesn’t look like this will happen now 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 4:36 PM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 
~c: Harris, Tracy U 
Subject= Position and crim check 

Corey, 

Vince signed it on March 5th and I was in training on Thursday, so I did not 

sign off on that until Friday. It is in the works. 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalsleish 

UNC Depar[ment of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2J.26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275 J.5 

Phone: 9 J.9-962-7850 

Fax: 9 J.9-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

We&lesday, Mmch 12, 2014 h29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: Position and cfim check 

As oed Joyceesa, cpocessbeweencea t epos o a dget(ingapprovedbyyouwascompletedoriMarch5th, what 
happened after that n the process is the q:Jestion. Jlst wanfed fo prov de background if euestions/.’a, iscessions are had later 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:24 PM 
To= Holliday, Corey L 
Subje~: RE: Position and crim check 

Corey, 
Please note thatI signed it and gaveitto Joyce the dasit was delivered to mel’mopento suggestions regar~ngideas 
to facilitate the process Thanks 
Vince 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Position and crim check 

Joyce% response is rl reksrel!ce to tb:          temp pos rich, as of I prr today the posit on ,s(i[ isr/’t postod and no ,,~¢ord orl the 
backgro,lnd check pape~,ork Coach Fedora wanted      ,n ne ofice ..n Monday,/~ oh !yth when he ,etumed from Sprng 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 4:36 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 

C¢: Harris, Tracy U 
Subject: Position and crim check 

Vince signed it on March 5th and I was in training on Thursday, so I did not 

sign of[on that until Friday. It is in the works. 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

ErnieWilliamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone:919 962 7850 

Fax:919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 





Subject 

don              @mindspring,com > 
Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 2034 3:38 PM 

Ghny French: UNC Athletics Director; Chance lot 

don@don"edding.com; don; uncS0duke0 
Re: Peebles Newsletter Duke & Pitt 

I ha~;e had season tic}ets to the Dean Dome £rom the fi]st game. 2n addition 2 bought 8 

more tickets for this game. I am worried abou~ m%, friends who are ~slng the tickets 

drivisg tonight, especially sisce t}e governor of our state sas asked us to stay of£ the 

I has;e heard criticisms from coaches and administration aboi£t fo]ks nora coming to games 

even though they are p]a%,ed and ssranr~e ho~rs, and I trv so make as many basketball games 

as I can inci~ding the Duke oses. I missed almosL no }oi:e football games slrlce 195b 

I am an ex scholarship football player at unc, an endowed scholarship donor, had as many as 19 season tickets to 

football games though I had to cut down to 12 as you increased the pricing a few year ago. 

On 2/lg, 2014 g2:45 PM, Ginny French 



Ginny Ellis French 
Tar Heel Athlet]c Hospitality 

P.O. Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

P 9198433058 



Subject: 

Dibbert, Douglas Steven 

Wednesday, Februany 32, 2034 2:02 PM 

Folt, Ca.ol Lynn; Dean, J% James W; Cur.an, Joel; Routh, David S; Cunningham, ~3ubba; 

Montgomery, John R; enc@ramsclub.com; Angell, Jones; Steinbacher, Rick; Crisp, 

Winston B; Gil, Karen M 
Hinton ~ames Day! 

http://www.alumnLunc edu/article aspx?sid-lO091 



Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 
Wednesday, Febr~apy ]2, 2014 2:25 PM 

Cunningham, ~3ubba; K rschner, Steve 

FW: I he Chronicle/interview request 

From: Danielle Muoio I           @gmail.com] 
Wednesday, Februan/12, 20:14 1:24 PM 

UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: The Chronicle/interview request 

Hi Mr Cumlingham, 

My name is Danielle and I am the editor of The Chronicle, Duke’s student newspaper I was wondering if you 
had 5 or 10 mi*mtes today to discuss tlow the a~hletic departmen~ is preparing for the Duke-UNC game tonigh~ 
with the winter storm warning? Please let me know if you have any time today for a brief phone call If not, l 
can also send questions via email 

Thank you, 
Dani el I e 

Danielle Muoio 
Duke University, Trini ty ’ 15 
klditor in Chief’, H~e Chronicle 
President, Duke Student Publishing Company 

(c) 



Subject: 

Nancy Thomas                 @yahoo.corn > 
Wednesday, Februaey ]2, 2014 3:04 PM 

UNC Athletics Director 

Failure to cancel UNC Duke game tonight 

Dear Mr Cunningham, 

I am writing to express my extreme displeasure regarding the plan to play the UNC-Duke game as 
scheduled I don’t know who makes the decision, but I’m guessing that it is driven in part by TV Yet 
there are many fans like myself who will be forced to sacrifice our tickets and miss the game. There 
are others who will violate safety recommendations to stay at home in this severe weather and 
possibly some will be injured or worse I believe the decision makers, whoever they are, will bear 
some responsibility for any injuries that occur. It is probably too late, but ~ am advocating that the 
decision to proceed be changed and that the game be rescheduled 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Thomas 



Subject: 

Ma"go MacNair <MMacnah @olin]pace.corn> 

Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 2034 3:46 PM 

UNC Athletics Director: No,on, Molly 

UNC/Du~e Game [onight 

Please cancel this game! It is not an ordinary game, a nd people will make extraordinary efforts at the risk of their own 

safety to get to Chapel Hill EMTs, police and highway patrol do not need to be worrying about game traffic or extra 

people (students included) trying to get to or from this game. 

Margo MacNair 

CLINIPACE WORLDWIDE 
3800 Paramount Pkwy, Suite I00 
Morrisville, NC 27560 

(e) mrnacnair~clirlipace corn 
(o) 919-797-9460 

Follow 
clinipace corn twitter 



Subject: 

Kirschne", Steve 

Wednesday, FebruaPy 32, 2034 3:53 PM 

UNCAA Every’one; Aaron Keck: Aaron Schoonmaken ACC Digital Network; Andrew 

Ca~er; Andy Siegel; Chansky, At:; Ben Sherman; Bret St"elow; Brooke Pryor: Chris 

Moore; Chrs Wright; Dane Huffman; Dennis Ga-cia; Ed Hardin; Eddie Wooten; El iott 

Warnock; Edc Montross; Harod Gutmann; Jared Fialko; Jeff Gravley; Jerod Brooks; Jm 

Connors; Jim Heavner; Jim Young; Joe Mazur; Joedy McC eary; Angell. Jones; Kellen 

I Ioltzman; Kenny Beck; Mandy Mitchell; Mark Armstrong; Bowers, Matthew B: Crowe, 

Michael; Mike ManJscalco; News 14 Ca-olJna; News 14 Assignment Desk; Ran No.ham; 

Wil ett, RobeE; Ronnie Gal aghe~ Stephen Bob-atom; Phillips, Steve; Shawn Krest; Way, 

Mad son; Derek Med in; Greg Barnes; Aaro~ Bear’c; Br’an Ba ley; Bitting, Angelyn S; Wll 

BraLLoq; Gerry Broome; Lauren Brownlow; Luke DeCock; BreLt ~riedlande ~ Todd Gibson~ 

Dave Glenn; Adam Gold; Brian I la[l: Danny I lamden; Barn/Jacobs: Andrew Jones: Fred 

Kige~: Adam Lucas; [ucl<er McLaughl n; Ken Medlin; Charlie Mickens; B"ian Morrison; 

Dave Nathan; Brian North; Hayes Penman; Adam Powell; Derek Rowles; Brad Simmons; 

Mike SolaEe; Bo) g[Jtton; Turner Walsto ~; Heather Hirsc ~man; indsay Humbert Matt 

Oakes~ C.L Bown; Caulton Tudor; Nicole Co tloaraLo~ MaLt Oakes; Mak Thompson; 

Bernard Thomas: Ch.stine Nguyen; NBC 27 Assignment Desk; Jesse Burkhart; Brian 

Barbour; D~ana Kunovac; Mchae Lananna; Leesa Moore; Zach Godwin; Brian Hami ton 

Ca"olina Duke update (game still scheduled for 9:~0 p.m. start) 

FOR IIVI~EDIATE RELEASE 

UNWERS~TY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNCIATIONS 

WEDNESDAY~ FEI~. 12, 2014 

CAROLINA-DUKE GAME UPDATE 

Game still schedule to tip at 9:10 p.m. this evening 

CHAPEL HILL-The University o~ North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains scheduled For a 9:$0 
p.m. tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Classes at UNC have been cancelled and offices closed this afternoon effective through :EL a,m. Thursday due 

to the winter weather (See AlertCarolina uric edu for updates}. 

People with tickets to this evening’s game are encouraged to stay off the roads. Chapel Hill transit has 
cancelled bus sen,ice for the game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network. 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but everyone’s safety is our top priority and 

we want people LO use discreLion and follow Governor McCrory’s advice LO stay off Lhe roads," says Director of 
Athletics Bubba Cunningham. 

"ACC policy states that we should play the game if the teams, officials and games operations staff can safely 

get to the arena. As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be able to get here. We 
distributed approximately 6,000 student tickets before today and we will be able to get more students in the 



buildin8 once we see how many people with tickets actually attend the game, Seats that go unused by season 

ticket holders will be filled by students." 

Students who do not already have tickets may come to the Smith Center bel~inninl~ at 7:30 p.m to set in the 

stand by line at Entrance C. 

Students with Phase I tickets will be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginnin8 at 6 p.m. 

All fans that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra time to set 

here safely. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Ca~’olina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

GoHeels.corn 



Subject: 

Nancy Valmassoi < nancy@flexsourcelegal.com > 
Wednesday, FebruaPy ] 2, 20] 4 4:03 PM 

UNC Athletics Director 

Duke Carolina Game 

The decision to proceed with tile Duke Carolina game is one of tile most irresponsible decisions made by the university. I 

cannot believe that the university would endanger the lives of student athletes, students and the general public. 

Tomorrow morning when the reports of injuries and deaths from your decision begin to roll in, please don’t bother to 

express your sympathies to the friends, family members and rescue personnel. It will be too late to explain why money 

was more important than lives. 

find the university’s decision unconscionable. 

Nancy Valmassoi 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet:t: 

Wednesday, Februany ] 2, 2034 4:26 PM 

UNC Athletics Dire~on 

Senior/student ticket holder! 

Dear Sir, 

While I understand the ACC ruling about how the game should be played if the all the players and oftlcials 
can be there and that there is not enough time in the schedule to reschedu]e the game My daughte~ has a ticket 
that she has waited FO1R YEARS to earn and yes earn It is one of the highlights of her I, JNC career Seniors 
arc mainly off campu s, where as, the underclassmen are with in walldtlg distance My daughter resides in the 

As you know, the 
buses are not tutoring and she doesn’t ha~,e a car It is not [easonable to expect her to walk l do believe it is even 
reaso~lable to expec~ a person to drix, e si~ce it took some people 3 horn s to drive that 5 mi]es early in d~e storm 
I hope that there u, ill be some concessions will be made for next year to make up this for them[ I do expect a 
personal response from you to my email I can also be reached at Thank you t’or your time a~d 
attention in this matter[ 



To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Sabo, Tim 

Wednesday, FebruaPy ] 2, 20] 4 4:28 PM 

Kirschne,, Steve; Cunn ngham, Bubba: Pogge, Paul: ~3itting, Angelyn S; 

Gwaltney, Clint; Brossman, C~r[ Alan 

Proposed Student Emais 

Duke Student EFnal wth Tickets.docx; Duke Studeqt Email without Tickets.docx 

See the two attached student emails. Let me know if you have a ny questions or if we are good to d~stribute to all 

students. Thanks, 

Tim Sabo [ Assistant Athletic Directo" Ticket Operations I (919) 962 2296 (p) 

Universit,y of North Carol na I P, O, Box 3000 I Chapel Hil, NC 27515 



CHAPEL HILL-The University of North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains 

scheduled for a 9:1~0 p.m tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Students are encouraged to slay off the roads. Chapel Hill [ransi[ has cancelled bus service for 
the game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network, 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but everyone’s safety is our 

fop priority and we wan[ people [o use discre[ion and follow Governor McCrory’s advice [o slay 
off the roads," says Director of Athletics gubba Cunningham. 

"ACC policy states that we should play the game if the teams, officials and games operations 

staff can safely get to the arena, As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be 

able [o gel here. We distribu[ed approxima[ely 6,000 s[uden[ tickets before [oday and we will 

be able to get more students in the building once we see how many people with tickets actually 

attend the game. Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students." 

Since you have already received a ticket through the IotteIT, please note the following revised 
entry times: 

Phase 1-5:00 6:20 (Enter at Gate D} 
Phase 2 - 6:20-6:40 (Enter at Gate C) 

Phase 3 - 5:40 7:00 (Enter at Gate C) 
Phase 4 - 7:00-7:20 (Enter at Gate C) 

Phase 5 - 7:20 7:40 (Enter at Gate C) 

Due to adverse conditions and in an effort to admit students in an orderly fashion, please do 

not arrive at your designated entry gate earlier than 5 minutes prior to your time noted above. 

Students with Phase ~ tickets will now be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginning at 6 p.m. 

Studentswillhave[heoppor[uni[y[osi[inanyunusedsea[in[heSmithCenter Ifapa[ron 

presents a ticket for the seat you are occupying, please relocate to another unused seat. As 

always, it is Smith Center policy to not save seats for other students. 

All fans that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra 
time to get here safely. 



CHAPEL HILL-The University of North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains 

scheduled for a 9:1~0 p.m tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Students are encouraged to slay off the roads. Chapel Hill [ransi[ has cancelled bus service for 
the game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network, 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but everyone’s safety is our 

fop priority and we wan[ people [o use discre[ion and follow Governor McCrory’s advice [o slay 
off the roads," says Director of Athletics gubba Cunningham. 

"ACC policy states that we should play the game if the teams, officials and games operations 

staff can safely get to the arena, As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be 

able [o gel here. We distribu[ed approxima[ely 6,000 s[uden[ tickets before [oday and we will 

be able to get more students in the building once we see how many people with tickets actually 

attend the game. Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students." 

Students who do not already have tickets may come to the Smith Center beginning at 7:30 p.m 
to get in the stand by line at Entrance C, based on availability, 

Students will have the opportunity to sit in any unused seat in the Smith Center. If a patron 

presents a ticket for the seat you are occupying, please relocate to another unused seat. As 

always, it is Smith Center policy to not save seats for other students, 

All fans that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra 

lime [o gel here safely. 



Subject: 

ITS noreply 

Wednesday, Februany32, 2034 4:43 PM 
UNCAthlegcs Director 

Carolina Duke update (game still scheduled for 9:Z0 p.m. star~) 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12, 2094 

CAROLINA-DUKE GAME UPDATE 

Game still schedule to tip at 9:10 p,m, this evening 

CHAPEL HILL The University of North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains scheduled for a 9:10 p.m. 

tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Classes at UNC have been cancelled and offices closed this afternoon effective through 11 a,m, Thursday due to the 

winter weather~ (See AlertCarolina,unc.edu for updates). 

People with tickets to this evening’s game are encouraged to stay off the roads. Chapel Hill transit has cancelled bus 

service for the game. 

[ he game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network. 

people to use discretion and follow Governor McCrory’s advice to stay off the roads," says Director of Athletics Bubba 

Cunningham. 

"ACC policy states that we should play the game if the teams, officials and games operations staff can safely get to the 

arena, As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be able to get here, We distributed approximately 

6,000 student tickets before I:oday and we will be able to get mo~e sl:udents in the buildirlg once we see how many 

people with tickets actually attend the game Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students." 

Studerlts with Phase I tickets will be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginning at 6 pm 

All fans that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra time to get here safeh/. 



Subject: 

Google Alerts <googiealer~s noreply@google,com> 
Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 2014 5:09 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

GoogleAer~ BubbaCunningham 

Bubba Cunningham 

the Ne#h Carolna Duke ga~e, scheduedto begin a Ittb after 

BS:lsAtte T~e ~,o<ahollcs (s xs 



Subject: 

Kirschne", Steve 

Wednesday, FebruaPy 32, 2034 5:43 PM 

UNCAA Every’one; Aaron Keck: Aaron Schoonmaken ACC Digital Network; Andrew 

Ca~er; Andy Siegel; Chansky, At:; Ben Sherman; Bret St"elow; Brooke Pryor: Chris 

Moore; Chrs Wright; Dane Huffman; Dennis Ga-cia; Ed Hardin; Eddie Wooten; El iott 

Warnock; Edc Montross; Harod Gutmann; Jared Fialko; Jeff Gravley; Jerod Brooks; Jm 

Connors; Jim Heavner; Jim Young; Joe Mazur; Joedy McC eary; Angell. Jones; Kellen 

I Ioltzman; Kenny Beck; Mandy Mitchell; Mark Armstrong; Bowers, Matthew B: Crowe, 

Michael; Mike ManJscalco; News 14 Ca-olJna; News 14 Assignment Desk; Ran No.ham; 

Wil ett, RobeE; Ronnie Gal aghe~ Stephen Bob-atom; Phillips, Steve; Shawn Krest; Way, 

Mad son; Derek Med in; Greg Barnes; Aaro~ Bear’e; Br’an Ba ley; Bitting, Angelyn S; Wll 

BraLLoq; Gerry Broome; Lauren Brownlow; Luke DeCock; BreLL ~riedlande ~ Todd Gibson~ 

Dave Glenn; Adam Gold; Brian I la[l: Danny I lamden; Barn/Jacobs: Andrew Jones: Fred 

Kige~: Adam Lucas; [ucl<er McLaughl n; Ken Medlin; Charlie Mickens; B"ian Morrison; 

Dave Nathan; Brian North; Hayes Penman; Adam Powell; Derek Rowles; Brad Simmons; 

Mike SolaEe; Bo) g[Jtton; Turner Walsto ~; Heather Hirsc ~man; indsay Humbert Matt 

Oakes~ C.L Bown; Caulton Tudor; Nicole Co tloaraLo~ MaLt Oakes; Mak Thompson; 

Bernard Thomas: Ch.stine Nguyen; NBC 27 Assignment Desk; Jesse Burkhart; Brian 

Barbour; D~ana Kunovac; Mchae Lananna; Leesa Moore; Zach Godwin; Brian Hami ton 

Ca"olina Duke game postponed; no makeup date scheduled 

For immediate re~ease 
University of North Caroline 

Athletic Communicetions 
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 

5:40 p.m. 

Carolina=Duke Geme Postponed 
No makeup date scheduled at this time 

CI lAPEL I IILL Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the University of North Carolina and Duke 

University has been postponed due to inclement weather, 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, February 

due to the conditions, 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip to Chapel 

Hill so we can’t play this evening." Says UNC Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham, "The safety of the teams 
and officials is the number one priority and this was the best decision to make at this time. Coach Williams, 

Coach Krzyzewski, (Duke AD) Kevin White and I will be on the phone with the ACC and make a decision as to 
when to play the game as soon as possible." 

More information to follow as it is available. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 



University of Nor[h Carolina 

962 7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 



Fron~: Steve Lemer <sle"ne"@bluehi Igroup.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, Februar’y ]2, 2034 6:05 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Right call on the game tonight. The roads are ridiculous and someone was likely to end up in a bad place. 

Iwas not looking forward to the walk from my house to the game and back, 



Subject: 

Kirschne", Steve 

Wednesday, FebruaPy 32, 2034 6:35 PM 

UNCAA Every’one; Aaron Keck: Aaron Schoonmaken ACC Digital Network; Andrew 

Ca~er; Andy Siegel; Chansky, At:; Ben Sherman; Bret St"elow; Brooke Pryor: Chris 

Moore; Chrs Wright; Dane Huffman; Dennis Ga-cia; Ed Hardin; Eddie Wooten; El iott 

Warnock; Edc Montross; Harod Gutmann; Jared Fialko; Jeff Gravley; Jerod Brooks; Jm 

Connors; Jim Heavner; Jim Young; Joe Mazur; Joedy McC eary; Angell. Jones; Kellen 

I Ioltzman; Kenny Beck; Mandy Mitchell; Mark Armstrong; Bowers, Matthew B: Crowe, 

Michael; Mike ManJscalco; News 14 Ca-olJna; News 14 Assignment Desk; Ran No.ham; 

Wil ett, RobeE; Ronnie Gal aghe~ Stephen Bob-atom; Phillips, Steve; Shawn Krest; Way, 

Mad son; Derek Med in; Greg Barnes; Aaro~ Bear’c; Br’an Ba ley; Bitting, Angelyn S; Wll 

BraLLoq; Gerry Broome; Lauren Brownlow; Luke DeCock; BreLL ~riedlande ~ Todd Gibson~ 

Dave Glenn; Adam Gold; Brian I la[l: Danny I lamden; Barn/Jacobs: Andrew Jones: Fred 

Kige~: Adam Lucas; [ucl<er McLaughl n; Ken Medlin; Charlie Mickens; B"ian Morrison; 

Dave Nathan; Brian North; Hayes Penman; Adam Powell; Derek Rowles; Brad Simmons; 

Mike SolaEe; Bo) Button; Turner Walsto ~; Heather Hirsc ~man; indsay Humbert Matt 

Oakes~ C.L Bown; Caulton Tudor; Nicole Co tloaraLo~ MaLt Oakes; Mak Thompson; 

Bernard Thomas: Ch.stine Nguyen; NBC 27 Assignment Desk; Jesse Burkhart; Brian 

Barbour; D~ana Kunovac; Mchae Lananna; Leesa Moore; Zach Godwin; Brian Hami ton 

Ca"olina Duke game re scheduled fo~ FebruaQ/20th 

For immediate re~ease 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 

Wednesda% February 12, 2014 

Contact: Steve Eirschner {919=475=2695) 

Carolina-Duke game moved to Thursday~ February 20~h 

CHAPEL HILL-The University oF North Carolina will play host to Duke University on Thursday, February 20t~, in 

a makeup date from tonight’s men’s basketball ]game that was postponed due to inclement weather, as 

agreed upon by UNC, Duke and Atlantic Coast Conference officials. 

The time of the game and television information has not been determined at this time, 

Stay tuned to Golteels.com regarding ticket policies for the makeup game. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Assodate A.D. for Communil:a*ions 

(919) 962 7258 office 

cell 





Subject: 

ITS noreply 

Wednesday, FebruaPy]2, 2g]4 6:] ] PM 
UNCAthiegcs Director 

Carolina Duke game postponed; no makeup date scheduled 

For immediate release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 

Wednesday, Feb, 12, 20:[4 

5:40 p.m. 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 

No makeup date scheduled at this time 

CHAPEL HiLL -- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the University of North Carolina and Duke University has been 

postponed due to inclement weather. 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, February :L3th, due to the 

conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip to Chapel Hill so we 

can’t play [his evening" Says UNC Director of A[hletlcs Bubba Cunningham "The safety cff [he learns and of[kials is 1he 

number one priority and this was the best decision to make at th~s t~me. Coach Williams, Coach Krzyzewski, (Duke AD) 

Kevin White and I will be on the phone with the ACC and rnake a decision as to when to play the game as soon as 

More information to follow as it is available, 



Subject 

Wednesday~ Februany ]2, 2034 6:25 PM 

G]nny :rench; UNC Athletics Director; Chance lot 

don;    8",          corn; 

Thank you for postsoning the game. 

Thank you for postponing the game 

don 
~edding 

On 2/] 2/’20 ] 4 1:38 PM, don wrote: 

Gentlemen a d Ladies 

Thanks for this ]7~fo~ Ms Finch, however I am perp]e:<ed the c~dm]n]~.o.av]on is 
~o]ng ahead with the game. I can barely get 



To: 

Subject: 

if so can you call me at 

Harold Gutrnann 

Staff Writer, UNC athletics 
The Herald-Sun 

2828 Pickett Road 

Durham, N.C, 

(cell) 
www.heraldsun.com 

Harold M, Gutmann <HGutmann@heraldsun.com> 
Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 2014 6:4] PM 

Cunningham, 8ubba 

Have a second to talk about Duke UNC upd? 



To: 

Subject: 

RTCRAFT@alum nLecu.edu 
Wednesday, Februany 32, 2034 6:52 PM 

UNC Athletics Director 

D~e Game Postponement/lickets. Please Read 

Mr. Cunningham, 

First of all let me state how impressed I have been with your time thus far at UNC With that said I have to say 
I am extremely upset and depressed about how the situation with the game played out today, 

I am 25 year old non UNCgradthat has been in the Rams Club since I was $6. I purchase UNC football tickets 

every year and attend as many away and bowl games as possible. Because of my short time in the rams club, I 

obviously can not purchase tickets to the Duke basketball game through the school, 

After seeing the weather today, I decided it would be in our best interest not to attend and tried to call the 

ticket office to donate to a student, I was told If I wasn’t the original buyer I could not leave them, Near 4pro 

today when you announced for no one to drive to the game and the students would take many seats of the 

season ticket holders, I figured maybe someone in the area could use some cheap tickets and sold them on 

stubhub for a rneasly 85 dollars combined. Upon hearing an hour later [he game was postponed, it was [oo 

late to get my tickets back and too expensive to buy more. I know this is out of your control, but I just want to 

share our combined disappointment and depression over this. 

I know [he situation was fluid and difficult to make, but I really hope nothing like this happens again and is 
handled differently next time. 

Thank you for everything you have done and will continue to do at UNC, My continued suppor~ is with you and 
with all Carolina athletics. 

Regards, 

Thorne Craft. 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Monday,               3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

CLASS OF - ACADEMIC SUMMARY 

CLASS OF - ACADEMIC SUMMARY xlsx 

Here is the updated Academic Summary sheet with 7 semester grades on file for all signees and most walk ons (walk ons 

are on the 2nd tab). See notes below: 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe 



All¸ 

day of a pSA’s competition (before and after the competition} 





From: NABC <ricknabc@nabc.ccsend.com> on behalf of NABC, ~!~,mail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:26 PM 

Subject; IMPORTANT MESSAGE REGARDING CONTACTS WITH PROSPECTS 

MARCH 13, 2(~14 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE REGARDLNG CONTACT WITH PROSPECTS 

FROM: 
Phil Martelli, NABC President (Head Coach, Saint Joseph’s University) 
Jim Haney, NABC Executive Director 
Reggie Minton, NA B( Depu~ Executive I)irector 
Ernie Kent, NABC Associate Executive Director 

We are heating that the NCAA is receiving reports of possible recruiting violations 
Supposedly, coaches are speaking to prospects afler tt~e prospect’s competitior~ has beer~ 
completed and after the prospect has been releaserl by his coach lftrue, tbis is a clear 
violation ofNCAA B,/lau, 13162 1-(a) which prohibits coaches making contact ~ith 
prospects the entire day of a competitlon~ I~efore and after competition Head coaches 
make certain you speak to your staff and make clear your assistants know the role and adhere 
to the rule 

Thank you 

NABC 
[ ] 1 I Main Street 

Suite 1000 
Kansas City, Missouri 64105-2136 

phone: 816-878-6222 fhx: 816-878-6223 

www:NABC org 
Rick Leddy, Senior Director of Commtmications ] 203-815-2437 :aYgmai[ corn 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debbi Clarke <                 @gmail corn> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 6:23 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Copeland, 
Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
DRAFT book scholarship process 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 3doc 

Hi Brent, Jackie, Malielle and Rachel, Can you take a look at this draft of the book scholarships process and let 
me know what changes you have? For instance, please see the "$400/800" and see 372, I believe this is 
incorrect, need your help re-wording Please let me know if it’s easier if we meet in person to discuss/edit 

Thank you again, 
Debbi 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton. Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Monday,              7:15 PM 

Re: Account Hold- 

Hi Vincc, 
He just needs to bring his drop form to Jenn and she will take care of it 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:33 PM. "[lle. Vince" <ille ~ unc edu> wrote: 

FYI Any advice on who this student should see about his issue? Thanks 
Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 6:33 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: Account Hold 

OK, d~anks 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Account Hold 

5:51 PM 

He isonthe             team I mached out to Brant Blantontogetitresolvedbuthaven’theardback 
called me about him 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:29 PM. "[lie, Vince" <ille ~ unc edu> wrote: 

Is this guy on a roster? Do you know who he is? 

Sent: Monday,             3:12 PM 
To: llle, Vince; kcrowdet~email.unc.edu; Hipps, Travis Joseph; Lusk, Tyson 
Subject: Account Hold 

M3 colmccl carolina accotml s~13s/here is a hold o11 lny accomll fl o111/11¢ alNciics dcparUncnt. I nccd Io drop a class 
for Ihc BLLSmCSS School very soon, so laow do I remove tkc hold? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:19 AM 

Debbi Clarke <                 ~gmail corn>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<j ackiecopeland@ unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
RE: DRAFT book scholarship process 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - RSdoc 

Debbi, 

Attached are my suggestions in red font, I added a comment regarding the ~400/~800 NCAA value, which we are 

required to use when calculating books into the NCAA scholarship limits, despite the actual costs of the books, 

Feel free to let me know if you need more information. 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 6:23 PM 

TO: Blanton, Brent S; Vangelder, Marielle A; Strassner, Rachel; Copeland, lacquelyn D 

Cc: file, Vince; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: DRAFT book scholarship process 

Hi Brent, Jackie, Mafielle and Rachel, Can you take a look at this draft of the book scholarships process and let 
me know what changes you have? For instance, please see the "$400/800" and see 372, I believe this is 
incorrect, need your help re-wording Please let me know if it’s easier if we meet in person to discuss/edit 

Thank you again, 
Debbi 































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:22 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Debbi Clarke 
@gmail corn>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Vangelder, 

Mariell~e A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<j acki ecopel and@un c edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: DRAFT book scholarship process 

Conference Book return policies docx; UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 
MBdoc 



From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: @~mail.coml 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 6:23 PM 

TO: Blanton, Brent S; Vangelder, Marielle A; Strassner, Rachel; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

CC: Ille, Vince; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: DRAFT book scholarship process 

Hi Brent, Jackie, Marielle and Rachel, Can you take a look at this draft of the book scholarships process and let 
me know what changes you have? For instance, please see the "$400/800" and see 372, I believe this is 
incorrect, need your help re-wording Please let me know if it’s easier if we meet in person to discuss/edit 

Thank you again, 
Debbi 

DeBbi Clarke 
O±~]cc of Bac Executive Vice Ch~mccllor ~md Provost 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:37 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: 2014 KFC Facility Non-Sponsored Waiver          )) 

t~quested to use the weight room toda? He acluall? has ah eacl.~ comphited ltis wmkout and Ires left rite building I will nmke 
scheduhis a meeting with you and Vhtce prior to utilizing our facilities agaht 

Besl regards, 

..... OfiNlml Message ..... 

Thanks. 
Paul 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
From: Williams. Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:03 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subjccl: RE: 2014 KFC Facihiy Non-Sponsored Waiver 

Paul. 

Unfortmmtel). 

Best tegat~ls, 

plm~s to leave town today after practice Please let me know your thoughts 

..... O~iginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Pogg¢. Paul 
S¢nl: W¢dn¢sday, March 19. 2014 12:54 PM 
To: Williams Andre 
Subject: Re: 2014 KFC Facility Non-Sponsored Waiver ( 

Please set up a thne for hint to meet with vince mid lne this FridW afternoon Tlmt~ks, Paul 

Sent fm~n in> iPhone 

On Mar 19, 2014, at 12:52 PM, "WilIimns, Andre" <wiIlia46@mnail unc edu> wrote: 

> J oby? 
> 
> -----O~iginal Message ..... 
> From: Pogge. Paul 

> Sent: Wednesdw, Matvh 19, 2014 12:52 PM 
> To: Williams. Andre 
> Subject: Re: 2014 KFC Facilily Non-Sponsored Waiver 



> Who is his agenl iF he has one? 

> Sent from In) iPhone 

> O11 Mar 19. 2014. al 12:50 PM, "Williams. Andre" <willia46@enlail uric edu> 

>> 
>> Please fred aRached a non-sponsored waiver for 

>> Best mg~ds 

>> Sm~: Tuesd~’, Febmmy 25, 2014 4:22 PM 
>> To: Hemandez. Luis III: Tndock. Sco0 (l~ulock~a cmail uric edu); 
>> Holli&~y, ~my L (cholli~y ~a unc cdu); Spurling, James; Ross, Luke 
>> Cc: Vangelder, ~ielle A 

>> Sent: %ms~y, Fcbrua~ 25, 2014 3:37 PM 
>> To: Hermndez, Luis 111; Tndock ScoR 

>> James; Ross, Luke 
>> Cc: Vangeldcr, Ma~ellc A 
>> Subjecl: RE: 2014 KFC Facility Usage Conlmcl (        ) 
>> 
>> All 

>> Please find a0ached a signed Kenan Football Cenlcr Facility Usage Conlmcl for 
any qucsbons or concerns 

>> Conlacl: (919) 962-9119 

>> From: Williams. Andre 
>> Sent: Mon~ly, Fcbrua~3 10, 2014 10:59 AM 
>> To: Hermndez, Luis 111; Tndock ScoR 

>> James; Ross, Luke 
>> Cc: Vangeldcr, Ma~ellc A 

>> 
>> Please fred aRached a signed Kmmn FootbaR Center FaciliB" U sage CoNtact for 

>> BeSl regards, 

>> Andre’ 

Please Icl me know if you have 

Please let nle know if you lmve aW 



>> Director of Foolball SludcnI-Alhlclc Dcvclopmcnl Univcrsfly of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>) CoNact: (919) 962-9119 

Please let me !~ow ffyou have 



>> Subjecl: RE: 2014 KFC Facilily Usage Conlracl (             ) 

>> Calf you le-send, there was no al~acNnent Tlmtlk you! 

>> Mafielle A vanGelder 

>> Associate Atlflefic Director 

>> Phone: (919) 962-7853 
>~ Fax: (919) 962-6002 

>> To: Trulock, Scoll; Hemandez. Luis III: Holliday, Corey L: Spurling, 

>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

>> Subjccl: 2014 KFC Facildy Usage Conlmcl I             ) 

>> Please find altached a signed Kenan Football Cenler Facility Usage Contmcl for 
know ii’you lmve aW questkn~s or concen~s 

>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Conlacl: (919) 962-9119 

>> Sent: Monday, Janlml3 13. 2014 5:02 PM 

>> Luis 111; Hol[ida?, Core?" L 

Please let me know if you lmve 



>> Director of Foolball SludcnI-Alhlclc Dcvclopmcnl Univcrsfly of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>) CoNact: (919) 962-9119 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               9:19 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Hovton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
C~Tstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc edu>; 
Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu> 

Softball Schedule update 

All, 

Softball is adding a game versus East Carolina on             ; instead of playing one game we will be playing a 

double header here in Chapel Hill. The first game will start at 5 pm and the second game will begin at 7 pm. Please 

adjust your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Deborah Clarke <debbiclarke@unc edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:51 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email uric edu> 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email uric edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store uric edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu> 
Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Re: meet to discuss book scholarship student-athletes 

Great, see you soon! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 24, 2014, at 8:15 AM, "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strassgbemail unc edu> wrote: 

nd We are all set for the EWAC (2 floor) Conference Room on Wednesday, March 26 @ 11:30am. 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 7:33 AM 

To: Horton, Toni M 

Cc: Clarke, Deborah Y; Clay, Kendra; Blanton, grent S; Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Re: meet to discuss book scholarship student athletes 

Great! Look forward to seeing you then Rachel, could you help us reserve a conference rm in 
EWAC on Wed 3/26 at I 1:30AM? 
Thanks, 
Debbi 



On Mar 24, 2014, at 7:30 AM, "Horton, Toni M" <tmhortonabstore unc edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Debbi, 

Wednesday the 26th at 11:30 works fine for me; I’ve logged it on my calendar; let me 
know location; thanks[! 

Toni MHorton 
Financial AccountangARSupervisor 
University ofNorthCarolinaatChapel Hill 
Student Stures 

(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton~bstore unc edu 

"Never underestimate the power of words They can elevate the spirit or wound the 
SOUl" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Clarke [mailto:debbi clarke~?unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 5:44 AM 
To: Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra 

Cc: Blantun, Brent S; Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: meet to discuss book scholarship student-athletes 

Dear Toni & Kendra, I’m a member of the Provost’s Working C~-oup on Student- 
Athletes and Academics, we are documenting the academic processes related to our 
student-athletes at UNC Recently I met with Rachel Strassner, Marielle Van Gelder 
and Brent Blantun to discuss the process by which student-athletes who receive book 
scholarships get their books and other course materials We plan to meet again and 
UNC Student Stores obviously is an important piece of the discussion Could you let 
me know if you’re available this Wed 3/26? Pls let me know if any of these times 
would work: 
11:30-12:30 
12-1 
12:30-1:30 
1-2 
1:30-2:30 
I look fox.yard to meeting you soon Thanks[ 
Debbi Clarke 
Office of the Provost & Executive Vice Chancellor debbi clarke(?~unc edu 

mobile 







Charlie No’son 
.~,.ssig line it Desk Manager 

WNON News,~ncn corn 
12~6 Front Street 
Ra oigh, NC 27609 

(819) 835 6399 

ViA LLLCIRONiC MAiL 

wire respe se ~e ,/our cer~espe dence dated Febl~ani i8, 20i4, in which you wrote scent ng copies of Nnvelsb, 
~eco@s Specficaly, you requested ’al emas er other electlonic corn r" m cat ons lo or f~om UNC Athlet cs D rector B~bba 
Ourningan el Feb 12 re a[ed tu [i~e Ta[ Heels’ game with Duke Ur iveloky that ight’ aid ’capes of any enaiB [o or [rcr~ 

he enclosed docur[ er B ale being prey ded to you in acco[dance ,~4th [i~e North Cara na Public Records Act Ti~s request 
has been f~ly plocessed and is ro,~’ coped a~t Te Universi~b~s P~bic Reco[ds £oicy s avalable on lie a[ 

Sincere y, 

Zach J Or~h, JD 
Public Records Specia ist 

ZSOidqa 

cc Regina J Stabile Director Instit£onal Records and Reporting Compliance 



Wednesday FebruaPy ]2, 2034 ]:S8 PM 

Ghny French: UNC Athletics Director; C ~ance ior 

@ corn; dor/; 

Re:PeebesNewsetter Duke&Ptt 

football games though I had to cut down to 12 as you increased the pddng a few year ago. 

On 2/11/2014 12:45 PM, Ginny French wrote: 



Ginny Ellis French 
Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality 

P,O. Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
P 9198"13.1058 

F 919843 2342 

Managed b~; Colonnade Group 





UNC Athletics Director 
Wednesday, Februapy ]2, 2034 2:25 PM 

~rem: Danielle Nuoio           ~gmail.com] 
Wednesday, Februa~y, 12, 20:14 1:24 PH 

UNC Athletics Director 
~ul~ject: The Chronicle/intenview request 

My name is DaMelle and i am the editor of The Chronicle, Duke’s studem newspaper I was wondering if you 
had 5 or 10 llblutes today to discuss how the athle ic depar* lien* is prepari lg tbr the Duke-UNC game to,light 
with the winte~ storm warning? Please let me know if you have any time today fo~ a briePt)hone call If*~ot, [ 
car~ also send qoestio ~s ~ia email 

Thamk you, 
DaM e] I e 

Danielle Muoio 
Duke Llniversit!,, [ritd ty ’t 5 
Editor in Chief, ]he Chronicle 
P~esidenL Duke Studeltt Publishi*tg Company 



Wednesday, February ]2, 20i4 3:04 PM 

UNC Athlet cs Directo~ 

Failure to cancel JNC Duke game ~onight 

Dear Mr Cunningham, 

I am writing to express my extreme displeasure regard ng the plan to play the UNC-Duke game as 
scheduled I don’t know who makes the decision but I’m guessing that it is driven in part by TV Yet 
there are many fans like myself who will be forced to sacrif ce our tickets and miss the game There 
are others who will violate safety recommendations to stay at home in this severe weather and 
possibly some will be injured or worse I believe the decision "nakers whoever they are, will bear 
some responsibil ty for any injures that occur It is probably too late, but I am advocating that the 
decision to proceed be changed and that the game be rescheduled 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Thomas 



Ma"go MacNair <MMacna]~@cJin uace.com> 
Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 2014 3:46 PM 

UNC Athlet cs Director: No~ton, Molly 

Please cancel this game! It is not an ordinary game, and people will make extraordinary efforts at the risk of their own 

safety to get to Chapel Hill, EMTs, police and highway patrol do not need to be worrying about gar~e traff c or extra 

people (students included) trying to get to or from this game. 

Margo MacNair 
ICRA 

CLIN]PACE WORLDWIDE 
3800 Paramount Pkwy, Suite 100 
Mor isvlle, NC 27560 

(o) 919-797-9460 

clinipace corn twitter ] bloq 



Kirschnes Steve 

Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 2034 3:5] PM 

UNCAA Eve yor~e: Aaon Keck: Aaron SchoonmakeL ACC Digital Network Arid ew 

Ca’ter Andy "_Siegel; Chans <y, Art: Ben "_Sherman; Bet 5trelow; Brooke P’yo: this 

Moore; Chns Wright; Dane ~ uffman; Dennis Ga~c a; Ed lard n; Eddie Wooten; Elott 

Wamock; E~ic Montross; Harod Gutmann; Ja"ed F alko; Jeff GravJey; Jerod Brooks; Jim 

Corrors Jm Heawer Jm Young; Joe Mazur~ Joedy McC~ary;Ange, Jones Keen 

I Ioltzman Kenny Beck~ Mar~dy Mitchel~ Mak Armstrong; Bowers, Matthew B: Crowe, 

Michael: M~ke Manisca co: News Z4 Carolina; News Z4 Assignment Desk; Ran Northam; 

Wle~, Robert; Ronne GalJaghe~; Stephen Schramm; Phillips Steve: Shawn Krest: Way. 

Mad son; De’~k Med ~n; Greg Barnes; Aaron Beaud; Bdan Baey; B~tti ~g Angelyn S; WiJ[ 

BraL.on Ge~y Boome ~.auren Brow ~ ow; Luke DeCock; B~eL. bried ande~s Todd Gibson; 

Dave Gle ~n; Adam Gold Bria~ ~a:Dannyl amden;BarryJacobs;AndrewJones;Fred 

I(JgesAda~’Lucas; uc<e McLaughln;KenMedlJn CharlJeMckens;BrianMorson; 

Dave Natha% Bran NoR’~ Hayes Pe~mar; Adam Pov~el[; Derek RowNs; Brad Simmoqs; 

FOR iMMEDiATE RELEASE 

UNIVERS~TY OF NORTH CAROliNA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNC~ATIONS 

WEDNESDAY, FEB, 12, 2014 

CAROLINA-DUKE GAME UPDATE 

Game still schedule to tip at £::U) p.m. this evening 

CHAPEL HILL-TheDniversityofNorthCarolinaandDukemensbasketballgamere~sainssched led forag:]o 
pat1. tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill 

Classes at UNC have been cancelled and offices closed this afternoon effective through 1:[ a.m. Thursday due 

to the winter weather (See AlertCarolina unc edu for updates}. 

Peoplewit~ticketstothiseveM~gsgameareen~o raged to stay offt~ercads. ChapeIHilltra~sithas 
cancelled bus service for the game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network. 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but everyone’s safety is our top priority and 

we want people to se discretion and follow Governor M~Crcry s advi{e to stay off the roads, says Director of 
Athletics Bubha Cunningham. 

’ACC policy states that ~,e should play the game if the teams, officials and games operations staff can safely 

get to the arena. As of right now, we believe that those crit cal personnel w[[ be able to get here. We 
distributed approximately 6,000 student tickets before today and we will be able to get more students in the 



building once we see how many people with tickets actually attend the game. Seats that go unused by season 

tcket holders will be filled by st~Jdents.’~ 

Studentsw~odonotalreadyhaveticketsmaycometotheS~ihCenerbeginninga 7:30p.m toge[ nthe 
stand by line at Entrance C, 

Students with Phase I tickets will be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginning at 5 p.m. 

All fans that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra time to get 
here safely. 



Nancy Valmassoi <nancy@flexsourcelegal.com> 
Wednesday FebruaPy ] 2, 2034 4:03 PM 

UNC Athlet cs Directo~ 

Duke Ca ol]na Game 

The decision to proceed with tile Duke Carolina game is one of tile most irresponsible decisions made by the university. 

cannot bel eve that the un versity would endanger the lives of student athletes, students and the general public. 

Tomorrow morning when the reports of njuries and deaths from your decision begin to roll n, please don’t bother to 

express your sympathies to the friends, family members and rescue personnel. It will be too late to explain why money 

was more important than Ires. 

I find the university’s decision unconscionable. 

Nancy Valmassoi 



Wednesday, Februar~ ] 2, 20i 4 4:26 PM 

UNC Athlet cs Director: 

5eniori-<tuder/t tickei holde 7 

While i understand the ACC ruling about how/he game should be played if the all the pla,/ers amd oitlcials 
can be g~ere and tha~ there is no~ enough time in the schedule 1o ~ eschedule the game My danghter has a ticke~ 
that she has waited FO[R YEARS to earn and yes earn I~ is one of the highlights of her UNC ca*ee~ Seniors 
am mai@ offca ~pus, where as, ~e underclassmen are with i~ walki[~g dis a:~ce My daughter resides in the 

As you know, ~he 
buses are not ru ruing and she doesn’t hax, e a car It is not easonable ~o expec~ her ~o x~,a~k ] do believe it is even 
reasonable ~o expec[ a person to dri~e since it took some people 3 hours ~o d~1ve that 5 mi]es early in the storm 
i hope that there will be some concessions will be made bar next year to make up/his ~br them[ I do expect a 
perso~a] respo~se l~om you ~o my emN] I ca;,~ Nso be reached at ~’ha ~k yo~ t~r your ti~e a;,~d 
atter~fion in this mat~e[[ 



students. I hanks. 

Tim $abo I Assistant A[hlet c D redor Tcket Operations I (9~-9) 962 2296 (p) 
Un versW of North Carolina I P O Box 3000 I Chase ~i, b~C 27S15 



CHAPEL HILL-The University of North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains 
scheduled for a 9:]0 p.m tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Students are encouraged to slay off t~e roads. Chapel Hill Lransit has cancelled bus service for 

tbe game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network, 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but everyone’s safety is our 

top pr ority and we want people to use discreL on and follow Governor McCrory’s advice to stay 
off the roads," says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham, 

"ACC polcy states that we should play the game if the teams, officials and games operations 

staff can safely get to the arena, As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be 

able to get here. We distribuLed approxi "~ately g,O00 sLude ~L tickeLs before toda’¢ and ~*;e 

be able to get more students in tbe building once we see how man,~, people with tickets actually 

aLLend the game. Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students." 

Snce you have already received a tcket through the Iottel~/, please note the following revised 
entry times: 

Phase :1-6:00 6:20 (Enter at Gate D} 

Phase 2- 6:20-6:40 (Enter at GaLe C) 

Phase 3- 6:40 7:00 (Enter at Gate C) 

Phase 4 - 7:00~7:20 (Enter at Gate C) 

Phase 5-7:20 7:40 (Enter at Gate C) 

Due to adverse conditions and in an effort to admit students in an orderly fashion, please do 

noL arrive aL your designaLed enLry gale earlier than 5 minutes prior Lo your time noted above. 

Students w}th Phase ~ tickets will now be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginn}ng at 6 p.m. 

StudentswllhavetheopportuntyLositinanyunusedseatintheSm]t~Center Ifapatron 

presents a ticket for the seat you are occupying, please relocate to another unused seat, As 

always, iL is SmiLh CenLer policy to not save seats for other sLudenLs. 

All fans that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra 
time to get here safely, 



CHAPEL HILL-The University of North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains 
scheduled for a 9:]0 p.m tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Students are encouraged to slay off t~e roads. Chapel Hill Lransit has cancelled bus service for 

tbe game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network, 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but everyone’s safety is our 

top pr ority and we want people to use discreL on and follow Governor McCrory’s advice to stay 
off the roads," says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunninf_.,ham, 

"ACC polcy states that we should play the game if the teams, officials and games operations 

staff can safely get to the arena. As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be 

able to get here. We distribuLed approxi "~ately g,O00 sLude ~L tickeLs before today and ~*;e 

be able to get more students in tbe building_., once we see how many people with tickets actually 

aLLend the game. Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students." 

Students who do not already have tickets may come to the Smith Center beginning at 7:30 p.m 
to get in the stand by line at Entrance C, based on a,~ailability. 

Students will have the opportunity to sit in any unused seat in the Smitb Center. If a patron 

presents a ticket for the seat you are occupying, please relocaLe Lo another unused seaL. As 
always, it is Smith Center policy to not save seats for other students, 

All fans that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra 

L ~e to get here safely. 



IS noreply 
Wednesday, Febru~py ] 2, 20] 4 4:4] PM 

UNC Athlet cs Directo~ 

Carolina Duke update (game siill scheduled for 9;10 pm. stari) 

FOR iMMEDiATE RELEASE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATH LE’~’IC EOMMUNIEATIONS 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12, 202.4 

CAROLINA-DUKE GAME UPDATE 

Game still schedule to tip at 9:10 p,PP, this evening 

CHAPEL HiLL The University of North Carol na and Duke men’s basketball game remains scheduled for a 9:10 p,m, 

tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill, 

Classes at UNC have been cancelled and offices closed this afternoon effective through 12. a.rn. Thursday due to the 

winter weather, (See AlertCarolina.unc.edu for updates]. 

service for the game. 

Cunningham. 

"ACC pollc¥ states thai: we should play the game if the teams, off c als and games operations staff can safely get to the 

arena As of d~ht now, we believe that those cr tical personnel will be able to ~et here. We distributed approximately 

6,000 student tickets before today and we will be able to get ~/o~e students in the b,.~ildi Ig once we see how many 

people with tickets actually attend the game Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students" 



Google Alerts <googiealeEs noreoly@google,com> 

Bubba Cunningham 

BS= Is~,t,, T ~ .... kah, h,, a, 



Subject: 

Kirschne", Steve 

Wednesday, February ]2, 2034 5:4] PM 

UNCAA Eve ~ior~e: Aaon Keck: Aaron Bchoonmake~: ACC Di.c]ital Network Arid ew 

Ca’ter Andy Siegel; Chans<y, Art; Ben Sherman; Bet Strelow; Brooke P’yo: qhis 

Moore; Chns Wright; Dane I uffman; Dennis Ga~c a; Ed lard n; Eddie Wooten; Elott 

Wamock; Etqc Montross; Herod Gutmann; Ja"ed F alko; Jeff GravJey; Jerod Brooks; Jim 

Corrors Jm Heavier Jm Yourlg;Joe Mazur~ Joedy McC~ary;Ange, Jones Keen 

I Ioltzman Kenny Beck; Mar~dy Mitchell; Mak Armsr~on.c]; Bowers, Matthew B: Crowe, 

Michael: Mike Manisca co: News Z4 Carolina; News Z4 Assignment Desk; Ran Northern; 

W I ett, Robert; Ronne GalJaghe~; Stephen Schramm; PhiJlips Steve: Shawn Krest: Way. 

Mad son; De’~k Med in; Greg Barnes; Aaron Beaud; Bdan Baey; Bitti ~g Angelyn B; Will 

BraI:.on Gely B oorpe ~.aurerl Brow / ow; Luke DeCock; B~eI:. bried arlde~s Todd Gibson; 

Dave Gle~n;Adarn Gold Bria~ la: Dannyl amden; Barry/acobs;Andrew Jones; Fred 

I(JgesAda/’Lucas; uc<e McLaughln;KenMedlJn CharlJeMckens;BrianMorson; 

Dave Natha% Bran Nort% Hayes Petmar; Adam Pov~el[; Derek Rowles; Brad Simmoqs; 

For immediate release 
University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 

Wednesda% Feb, &2, 20:[4 
5:40 p.m. 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 
No makeup date schedu[ed at this time 

CI [APEL I IIL~ Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the University of North Carol]ha and Duke 

University has been postponed due [o inc[emen[ weatber. 

A makeup date has not been announced at ths time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, February 

due to the conditions, 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be aisle to make the trip to Chapel 

Hill so we can’t play ~his evening.’~ Says UNC Director o~ Athletics Bubba Cunningham "The safety o~ the teams 
and officials is the number one pdority and this was the best decision to make at this time. Coach Williams, 

Coach Krzyzewski, (Duke AD) Kevin White and [ will be on the phone with the ACC and make a decision as to 
when to play the game as soon as possible/’ 

More information to follow as it is available, 



University o~ NorLh Carolina 



UNC Icket Office 
Wednesday, Februapy ]2, 2034 6:0] PM 

Duke Game Postponed 

C}IL’&I~EL ItLL --- "1 onlght’s men’s basketbMl game bet,~een the Uni~ e~ slt,/of North Carolina 
and D~ke ~JniversiW has been postponed d~e to inclement weather 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time The game will NOT be played tomorrow, 

~ I~ ,duetotlecondt 

’~Duke’s bus is r~ot ab]e to ge~ io ~leir campus to pick up the ieall in time to be ab]e to make the 
trip ~o Chapel Hill so we canX play this evening" Says I~-C Director of Athletics B~*hba 
Cunni ~gham "1he sal?4y of the teams aa~d ol] cia/s is the nu nbe~ one priority and this was the 
best decision to make at this time Coach Williams, Coach Krzyzewski, (Duke All)} Kevin 
White artd I will be on the phone with the ACC and make a decision as to when to play the 
game as soo~ as possible "’ 

Mote infottnatJon to follow as it is a,~ai[able 



Sent: Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 2034 6:05 PM 

Right call on the game tonight, [he roads are ridiculous and someone was likely to end up n a bad place. 



I[S noreply 
Wednesday, February ]2, 20i4 6:] ] PM 

Carolina Duke ga/’e posb2oned; rio makeup date scheduled 

For immediate release 
Un versity of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 

5:40 p.m. 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 

No makeup date scheduled at this tirne 

CHAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between tile University of North Carolina and Duke University has been 

postponed due to inclement weather, 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, February lgth, due to the 

conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip to Chapel Hill so we 

can’t play this even rig," Says Uh,]C Director of Athletics Bubba E:unnintjha~, "The safety’ of the tea~s and officials is the 

number one pdorty and I:hiswas the best decison to r~ake at ths tr~e. Coach Wllalrls, Coach Kiz~,zewsk, (Duke AD) 

Kevln White and [ will be on the phone with the ACE and rnake a decision as to when to play the game as soon as 

More nforrnat on to follow as it is available. 



Subject: 

Kirschne", Steve 

Wednesday, February ] 2, 2034 6:] 5 PM 

UNCAA Eve ~ior~e: Aaon Keck: Aaron Schoonmake~: ACC Di~;ital Network Arid ew 

Ca’ter Andy Biegel; Chans<y, Ar~: Ben Sherman; Be~ 5~reJow: Brooke P’yo: Chis 

Moore;ChnsWdghbDaneJuffman;DennisGa~ca;Ed lard n; Eddie Wooten; EI oft 

Wamock; E~qc Montross; Herod Gutmann; Ja"ed F alko; Jeff GravJey; Jerod Brooks; Jim 

Corrors Jm Heawer Jm Young; Joe Mazur~ Joedy McC~ary;Ange, Jones Keen 

I Ioltzman Kenny Beck~ Mar~dy MitchelJ~ Mak Armsr~on~;; Bowers, Matthew B: Crowe, 

Michael: Mike Manisca co: News £4 Carolina; News ~4 Assignment Desk; Ran Northern; 

Wle~, Robelt; Ronne GalJaghe~; Stephen SchFamm; Phillips Steve: Shawn Krest: Way. 

Mad son; De’~k Med ~n; Greg Barnes; Aaw~n Beaud; Bdan Baey; B~tti ~g AngeJyn S; Wi~[ 

BraL.on Ge~y Boome ~.auren Brow ~ ow; Luke DeCock~ B~eL. bried ande~s Todd Gibson; 

Dave Gle ~n; Adam Gold Bria~ [a:Dannyl amden;Barry~acobs;AndrewJones;Fred 

I(JgesAda~’Lucas; uc<e McLaughln;KenMedlJn CharlJeMckens;BrianMorson; 

Dave Natha% Bran NoR’~ Hayes Petmar; Adam Pov~el[; Derek Rowles; Brad Simmoqs; 

For immediate release 
University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 
Wednesday, February :~2, 20:~4 

Contact: Steve Kirschner (9:~9-z175-2595) 

Caro[i~a-Du[(e ~[ame moved to Thursday, February 20t~ 

CI {APEL I IILL-The University of North Carolina will play host to Duke Un vers ty on Thursday, February 20 , n 

a makeup date from [onight’s men’s basketball game [hat was pos[poned due [o inclement wee[her, as 

agreed upon by UNC, Duke and Atlantic Coast Conference officials. 

The time of the game and television information has not been determined at this time, 

Stay tuned to Golteels,com regarding ticket policies for the makeup game, 

962 7258 office 
cell 





I[S noreply 
Wednesday, February ]2, 20i4 6:] ] PM 

UNC Athlet cs Directo~ 

Carolina Duke ga/’e posb2oned; rio makeup date scheduled 

For immediate release 
Un versity of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 

5:40 p.m. 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 

No makeup date scheduled at this tirne 

CHAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between tile University of North Carolina and Duke University has been 

postponed due to inclement weather. 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, February lgth, due to the 

conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip to Chapel Hill so we 

can’t play this even rig," Says Uh,]C Director of Athletics Bubba E:unnintjha~, "The safety’ of the tea~s and officials is the 

number one pdorty and I:hiswas the best decison to r~ake at ths tr~e. Coach Wllarrls, Coach Kiz~,zewsk, (Duke AD) 

Kevln White and [ will be on the phone with the ACE and rnake a decision as to when to play the game as soon as 

More nforrnat on to follow as it is available. 



Wednesday, Februapy ]2, 2014 625 PM 

Ghny trench: UNC Athletics Dhector; C ~ance ior 

don;     ~h             corn; 
Thank you for postuoNng the game 

Thamk }ou lbr postpoMng the game 

~edding 

On 2/I 2/20 ] 4 1:38 PM, don wrote: 



Harold M. Gutmann <H6utmann@heraldsun.com> 
Wednesday February ]2, 20i4 6:4] PM 

Have a second io talk aboui Duke UNC ppd; 

If so can you call me at 

Harold Gutmann 

Staff Writer, UNC athletics 
The Herald-Sun 

2828 Pickett Road 

Durham, N.C. 

(cell) 



Wednesday, FebruaPy ]2, 20i4 6:B2 PM 

UNC Athlet cs Directo~ 

Duke Game Posiponement! ickets, Please Read 

Mr. Cunningbam, 

F}rst of all let me state how impressed I have been with your time thus far at UNC With that said I have to say 
I am extremely upset and depressed about how the situation with the game played out today. 

I am 25 year old non UNCgradthat has been in the Rams Club since I was $g. I purchase UNC football tickets 

every yeal and attend as many away and bowl games as possible Because o[ my sholt time in the rams club, 
obviously can not purchase tickets to the Duke basketball game through the school, 

Alter seeing the weather today, I decided it would be in our best interest not [o attend and tried to call the 

ticket office to donate to a student, I was told If I wasn’t the original buyer I could not leave them. Near 4prn 
today when you announced for no one to ddve to the game and the students would take many seats of the 
season ticket holders, I figured maybe someone in the area could use some cheap tickets and sold them on 

s[ub~ub for a measly 85 dollars combined. Npo~ hearing an ~our later the game was postponed, t was too 
late to get m~! tickets back and too expensive to buy more. I know this is out of your control, but I just want to 

shine our combined disappoinbnen[ and depression over this. 

I know the s tuation was fluid and difficult to make, but I really hope nothing like [his happens again and is 
handled differently next time. 

Thank you for evePcthing you have done and will continue to do at UNC, My continued support is with you and 
with all Carolina athletics. 

Thorne Craft. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,               5:08 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LarlT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, 
C~Tstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 
<jlangley@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <rubins@email unc edu>; VanAlstyne, 
Mark <coachmva@unc edu>; Reckart, Angela <coachreck@unc edu>; Hudson, Nicole 
<coach huddy@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Track Schedule update 

All, 

Track and Field is adding a meet on            . The Vert Klasse Track at High Point is in addition to the previously 

scheduled meets where we are also sending athletes on those days. Please adjust your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 





Unit Updates 

Mike Bunting: Facilities planning: Need 2,000 more parking spaces on campus to accommodate 

growth by 2022. Likely to be new parking decks on South Campus. 950 spaces coming to Craig 

plus this 2,00& Good for event parking. Triangle transit putting in light rail connecting Duke 

and tJNC hospitals. Triangle transit proposed another 800 service space parking lot, not sure 

where it will go. Initial design development meetings for batting cages at SB, raising floor for 

gymnastics and volleyball locker room expansion and renovation. Athletic facilities masterplan 

underway, Next workshop 

Matt Terrell: Champion for internal communications Disney Work team. Will conduct 

interviews this week. Changing giving levels. Creating higher premium level around 525,000 

annually. Meeting with Adam on digital publications for next year. Around 3,000 each week are 

downloaded. Had been mailing out :[2-:[3,000 hard copies. 

Ken Mack: Champion for Disney Desired Behavior team. Good conversation and lots of ideas. 

Meeting twice th~s week to streamline thoughts and prepare for Disney coming ~n next week 

Martina: Budget letters have gone out. Sport Administrators and supervisors should have 

signed off on any letters or requests, Golf course loss off-sets some gains. This year looking at 

umelated Busgless incomes at Ioudmmilk Will be taxed around $4,000. Student AtMete 

medical coverage conference call this week. 

Beth Miller: hosting NCAA WBB in Carmichael. Going well, lots of people and units involved 

doing great job, WBB play tomorrow at 7:00 vs. MSU. Rowing lost all 5 at ODU but im proved 

from last year. At Lake Wheeler in Raleigh this Saturday vs. Georgetown. Gymnastics finished 

7th at EAGL Track hosted outdoor meet on FriiSat. Had some PR’s. Two separate meets this 

week in Raleigh and Texas. Women’s Golf at Greensboro this weekend. Men’s soccer two wins 

over Canadian soccer club at Finley this week. Play Railhawks at Wake Med this week. Fencing 

J.9~t’ at NCAA championships. 

Paul Pogge: Sent out policy with independent contractors with facilities Busy time of year 

working with agent advisor program for football. 

John Montgomery: Working with university on campaign planning. 

Sobba: Final coach W~lliams show tonight Kitsch and Adam best digital guide we’ve had. In 

middle of sales cycle Muscle Milk potential new sponsor but conflicts with Coke and Gatorade 

contracts. Coke has given us the green light. Working on Gatorade to see if they can agree. 

Would be for significant trading credit. 

Ken Clear,,,: Focus on Rammy’s now. Nominations deadline is a week from today. 2/3 of teams 

have been shot for Space lain video. All atMete shoot next Monday night ESPN3 for SB this 

weekend. 

Clint Gwaltney: MLAX big win on Willie Scroggs weekend. 

Beale: In process of hiring Assistant Director. Over 150 applicants. Meeting with Scott to 

discuss today. Nike 5 step process: Look at all of our Iogos, doing research analysis and brand 

strategy. Now on design phase. Met with coaches for feedback and have given Nike input. 

Hope to present in a month where we are at. Hope to have large unveil in spring of next year 

and ready for the student athletes in fall of 



Kevin Best: Tomorrow is NFL pro day. Lots of coverage on goheels and twitter. 3 NFL network 

crews tomorrow. Mike Mayock today. Practice Friday at HS. Gymnastics - smallest roster of 

any school in country. We have 11, UNH 19. 

Kirsch: Locker room last night was most devastated he’s ever seen, Lots of players crying. HBO 

program tomorrow on Real Sports. SI story on ESPN and CNN were back on 

campus asking questions 

Tim Smith: Thank a thon this week. Coaches and SA in Blue Zone suites calling and thanking 

CoreyHolliday: Pro day tomorrow Inside or outside depending on weather, lOpart~dpants. 

Wednesday 100 Carolina fever students at practice then dinner with Coach Fedora Next 

Wednesday: Professors at practice Next Friday Gbmsley HS 7pro 

Rick: Talking with Gary about growing sponsorship sales in future. Thanks to everyone involved 

with Disney. Aggressive timeline. Disney here next Monday and Tuesday. Monday night: 7pro 

in Carmichael, Disney presents to all Student athletes Spoke with friend at MSU They are 12 

months ahead of us in the process. Rick passed along what MSU sha~ed to the work team 

champions. Rammy’s 20 days away. Digital promotional poster and hard copies out. External 

invites out, Following up this week with internal invites and want RSVP’s. Want to fill Memorial 

Hall. Donor number lower than expected, Inviting band, Carolina Fever, etc, Women’s Lax beat 

Georgetown and BC. 1.4th straight win most in program history. 

Marielle: Half way through March rules education meetings. Looking at financial aid external 

award program. Going to Indy, NCAA made push for institutional discretion on applying 

legislation on appropriate interpretation of rules. ACC met to discuss last week, not all on same 

Gallo: Saturday: Willie Scroggs function. Former players came back. Players from 

championship teams spoke on his behalf. Good turnout and team beat Maryland 1:[-8. 7 years 

anniversary of death of Jason Ray (former Ramses Mascot killed in car accident). Annual 

fundraising event in his honor: brunch at Carolina Club. May ask for help with autographs and 

things to auction off. Hoping to eventually name organ transplant area after Jason. Women’s 

Swimming finished I~9th in Minnesota. 3"~ top 20 finish. 5 seniors did well. Men’s swimming 

leaves today for Austin for NCAA championships. :[ diver in NCAA championships too. Field 

Hockey at Duke this weekend. Women’s soccer played Washington Spirit, lost 2-0. Play Sky 

Blue FC this week in NJ Many former Tar Heels on these teams. Wrestling finished 25th Evan 

Henderson 4t~inthe country ] 3 this past week lost 2 of 3 to Georgia Tech. Dealing 

with injuries glduding top At Duke this weekend. 

John Brunner: Challenging week this past week due to weather. Men’s Lax moved to Navy b/c 

of weather. Facilities and communications handled adjustment well. Pulled together baseball 

vs. WVU Wednsday after Tuesday was rained out. Baseball doubleheader Saturday b/c of 

weather. Staff stepped up for Men’s Lax vs. Maryland. Softball moved up to 1_0:00 yesterday. 

WBB scoreboard issue caused delay and safety issue on campus. Handled well and received 

positive feedback. Quiet weekend this upcoming weekend. 

Sabo: licker office: Mary Alyson left. Eric Morablto now working on Disney Work learn. Jason 

Steinberg handling financial aspect in ticket office. Working on revenue projections. 



Mike Perkins: Disney care and recognition team 4’~ week of hour-long meetings. Meeting 

with Bank of America this afternoon on possibility of pre loaded debit cards to replace the 

checks for our SA. Could also look at advances for coaches. 

Dr. Ciocca: Team physicians got together in Greensboro, Consistency within universities and 

promote research collaboration. Unified voice from ACC for medical issues, Obamacare no 

longer allowed to have caps on insurance policy. Used to only cover up to a certain amount if a 

student athlete got injured. Used to be 3,000, this year 7,000. Puts burden on secondary 

insurance policy. Now, no longer allowed to have a max. 

Michelle Brown: Summer session advanced registration opened today, fall registration opens 

next week. Student-athletes must see an arts and sciences college advisor (90% of SA in that 

college). 72% of SA in fall. Right now only at 50%. Musl exceed previous number Advising 

Cenler has added evening hours for next week and a half. Coaches musl help make this push. 

Bubba: Trustee presentation Thursday. Athletics presenting to board. Some Student Athletes: 

3 FB players a gymnast and SB player, Will ask Marcus now that basketball is done, 

gubba: Lots of spor~s just finished, Lots of very positive comments regarding this weekend 

WBB. Positive feedback from U I Martin. Handled tough s~tuation welk 

Rick: Only 75 donors coming to Rammy’s. Feel need to go to students now. Ken Cleary: We 

plan to acknowledge band during Rammy’s. Will have band playing as people enter. 

Bevin Best: We are only pro day tomorrow so we will have all day coverage Bubba: Can we get 

some former players back for pro day to say positive th~ngs about their academic experience 

here at UNC. Lets do the best we can to capture this, 

Bubba: Marketing position; Look really hard at women and minorities for any position that we 

have. Real high prlodty for all positions. 

Bubba: Tim business office intern got 2 job offers, 

Bubba: Boy did great job this year under circumstances. 

Bubba: Coaches Circle April 12 John had good meeting with Kim Jones to plan event Will be 

held on football practice field. 

John; Do we have information that we can respond to HBO show with? GPA’s, etc. It’s always 

o 8ubba: Working on website to point eve{yone to. Joel, Ca{ol and Jirq Dean didn’l: realize 

how much they’d have to deal wilh this. Almost paralyzed by media that attack 

everything that you do. Being accused of attacking Mary Willingham’s credibility, 

o Clint: Have we tried to approach a national network to tell our side of the story? 

gubba: Falling on deaf ears because of national pay for play movement 

Hesitancy of former SA to speak out b/c they took classes that didn’t meet and 

afraid that will be exposed. 

Paul: Media outlets would probably view that as a gamble to take that side of 

story, 

8ubba: Working g{oup: Public meetings. Average at best Michelle and Debbi Clark gel lots 



o On a national basis it’s not about NC but about state of industry. We will watch HBO 

and say that’s not us, that’s just two kids, We will also say "1 can see that happening at 

Memphis and Oklahoma" 

o Have to be comfortable that we provide great experience for our SA that are here, Must 

think about things we do right, Local feel better story when we are done with Academic 

working group. 

o Media doesn’t pick up our side of story because reforms don’t sell. Just what happened 

in the past sells. 

o HBO: 2003 changed academic standards - NCAA lowered sliding scale, When this 

change happened, we started admitting students that couldn’t do the work, Created 

academic support, majors and classes to allow them to play. Eligibility was priority. 

Roy and players handled officiating very well and with class, 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                12:55 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu>; 
Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Vangelder, Matielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu> 

Book Scholarships 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 3doc 

Thank you so much for meeting today to discuss the book scholarship process Could you please look at the 
attached and let me know what I may have missed based on our discussion? 
I believe we have achieved with these changes: 
I compliance 
2 student-athlete accountability 
3 automation!process improvement 

I look fot~vard to hearing from you 
Many thanks, 
Debbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu> 

Wednesday,                1:41 PM 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Vangelder, Matielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu> 

RE: Book Scholarships 

THUNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 3doc 

Thank you as wei[ Deborah, 

Attached are just a few suggestions, everything !ooks good; I arn ~¢o~king on the electronic spreadsheet and ~A[I address 

that with Bient shortly. 

thanks 

Toni M Horton 
Financial AccountantJAR SupenAsor 
University of NoRh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Student Stores 

(9~9) 962-24~2 
(9~9) 962~9722 
tmho~on~stora,unc,edu 

"Never unde~sflmate the pov~er of ~zords They can elevate the spirit o~ wound the souF 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:55 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Strassner, Rachel 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; ; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject: Book Scholarships 

Thank you so much for meeting today to discuss the book scholarship process Could you please look at the 
attached and let me know what I may have missed based on our discussion? 
I believe we have achieved with these changes: 
I compliance 
2 student-athlete accountability 
3 automatio*dprocess improvement 

I look fot~vard to hearing from you 
Many thanks, 
Debbi 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                12:19 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Caiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 
Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc edu>; Negalha, Jeff <jnegalha@unc edu>; Porter, 
Ca-ant <gtporter@unc edu> 

M Soccer spring schedule update 

All, 

Our Men’s Soccer team will be playing Gate City FC this Saturday at 2 pm over at Bryan Park in Greensboro, NC. This is in 

addition to the previously scheduled game versus UVa to be held later that day at 5 pm. Please update your schedules 

accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Horton, Toni M <tmhorton@store unc edu> 

Thursday,               3:42 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu> 

Vangelder, Matielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu> 

RE: Book Scholarships 

Toni M Herren 
Financial AccountanlJAR Supervisor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Student Stores 

(919i 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu 

"Never underestimate the power of’words. They can elevate Zhe spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Thursday, 2:27 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Clarke, Deborah Y; Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject= RE: Book Scholarships 

All, 

From a compliance standpoint we would need the reporting featu re to be determined between Student-Stores and 

ASPSA IT staffs before committing to the process. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:28 PM 

TO: Clarke, Deborah Y; Herren, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Strassner, Rachel 

CC: Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Copeland, lacquelyn D 

Subject: RE: Book Scholarships 



From: Clarke, Deborah Y 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:55 PM 
TO= Blanton, Brent S; Horton~ Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Strassner, Rachel 
¢c= Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject= Book Scholarships 

Thank you so much for meeting today to discuss the book scholarship process Could you please look at the 
attached and let me know what I may have missed based on our discussion? 
I believe we have achieved with these changes: 
1 compliance 
2 student-athlete accountability 
3 automation~process improvement 

I look fotaxard to hearing from you 
Many thanks, 
Debbi 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

Friday,              8:18 AM 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Horton, Toni M <tmhortun@store unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

<j ackiecopeland@ unc edu> 

RE: Book Scholarships 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 3doc 

Hello, 

I added some comments and questions in the a~ached document, Tbank you for everyoi-~e ¢on~ing together to work o~t 

tbe best s~,stem for all, 

t iave a great weekend, 

Micheile 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:55 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Horton~ Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Strassner, Rachel 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject: Book Scholarships 

Thank you so much for meeting today to discuss the book scholarship process Could you please look at the 
attached and let me know what I may have missed based on our discussion? 
I believe we have achieved with these changes: 
1 compliance 
2 student-athlete accountability 
3 automatio~dprocess improvement 

I look fox.yard to hearing from you 
Many thanks, 
Debbi 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            10:48 AM 

~live uric edu>; 
@live uric edn> 

~)live unc edu>; 
~?live unc edu>; 

~?live unc edu>; 

~)live unc edu>; 
2blive unc edu>; 

~bunc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
,~?b~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>;. 
~glive unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
. ~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 
@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

(Y~Xlive unc edu>; 
~live u~c edu>; 

:(a!live unc edu>; 
~b~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

h) live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

Ua) mnail corn; 
(?blive unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

¯ @live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live corn; 
,~?live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~aol corn; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~&live unc edu>: 

~live unc edu>; 
iblive unc edu>; 

~?live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

?~blive unc edu>; 
@live unc ~du>; 

~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

:@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; ’@gmail corn; 
@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; 
<kcsawyer@unc edu>; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, 
Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>: Shelton, 
Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M 
<janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe 
<breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc edu>; Porter, Ga-ant 
<gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 
<richdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <rubins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, 
Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna 



J <djp@unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc edu>; Paul, Sampson L 
<spaul@unc edu>; Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@unc edu>; Williams, Britta 
<britta@ramsclub corn> 

Outreach Meeting on 

Hello Everyone, 

Just a reminder the April Carolina Outreach meeting will be on Wednesday,         ,7pro, 5th floor Loudermilk. We 

will discuss some details of the "Meet & Greet Pen Pal Day" at the meeting. If you have any conflicts, please let me know 

or make sure other representatives from your team can attend the meeting. 

This is the last meeting of this academic year. Thank you to all the senior outreach reps for what you have done for your 

team and in the community. We also strongly recommend you to bring some younger and interested teammates to 

attend the meeting, go they will have a better u nderstanding of being an outreach rep for the team next year. 

Enjoythe beautiful day! Go Heels. 

DanDan 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brant S <blanton@unc edu> 
Tuesday, .          1:34 PM 
Honon, Toni M <tmhonon@store unc edu> 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email unc edu>; Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store unc edu>; 
Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email unc edu>;                       @email unc edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn 
D <j ackiecopeland@ unc edu> 

Re: Book Scholarships 

Thanks Toni! 
B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:44 AM, "Horton, Toni M" <tmhorion(~,store unc edu> wrote: 

Everyone, lust updating on the statu s of the report need from Student gtores; i have not forgotten; [ am 

currently working with our IT people and retail system support team to generate what’s needed. 
waiting for our IT staff to instal[ a program on m~, computer that will allow me to generate "hopefu![y" 

Thanks~. 

Toni M Horton 
Financial Accountant/AR Supervisor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Student Stores 

(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu 

Never underestimate the power of words . T,#ey can eievate the spin’t or wound the souY’ 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:28 PM 
To: Clarke, Deborah Y; Horton, Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Strassner, Rachel 
Cc= Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject: RE: Book Scholarships 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:55 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Horton~ Toni M; Clay, Kendra; Strassner, Rachel 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; i Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject: Book Schola~hips 



Thank you so much for meeting today to discuss the book scholarship process Could you please 
look at the attached and let me know what I may have missed based on our discussion? 
I believe we have achieved with these changes: 
I compliance 
2 student-athlete accountability 
3 automation/process improvement 

I look fol~-ard to hearing from you 
Many thanks, 
Debbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              1:44 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
ClTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc edu>; Negalha, Jeff <jnegalha@unc edu>; Porter, 
G+ant <gtporter@unc edu> 

M Soccer Fall Schedule 

M Soccer- Fall Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached sched ule for the men’s soccer team for the upcoming 

just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

season. Ifyou have any questions, 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             11:51 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lartay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Linebe~Ty, 
Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Paine0, lrey <tpame0@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc edu>; Tetayn Brill 
@gmail corn>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu> 

Field Hockey Pall schedule 

Field Hockey -     Pall Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached schedule for the 

Thanks!! 

season for Field Hockey. If you have any questions, lust let us know. 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 84.3-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 





From: Hua, Rong DanDan 
Sent: Thursday, 12:47:05 PM 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Sawyer, Korie; Gaines, B~ant Anthony; Adams, Clarissa; Webb, Josh; 
Shelton, Karen C; W~lliams, Andre; Mann, Jan M.; Galvin, Derek P; Breschi, Joe; Barnes, Philip E; 
Por[er, Grant; Sander, Thomas J; DeSelm, Rich L; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Anundsen, Sara; 
Papadatos, Dionisios; Papa, Donna J; Sapp, Andrew; Paul, Sampson L; Charles, Jennifer S; 
W~lliams, Britta; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

Carolina Outreach_ 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Carolina Outreach j3df (588.8K) 
pen palda_yjpg (972.7K) 
Pen Pal meet and greet Itinerarv.docx (15.3K) 

Hello Everyone, 

The most updated community hour is 2222. Shout out to all the Carolina Outreach Reps, thank you 
for what you have done for your team this year! 

Please see the Carolina Outreach April Agenda in the attachment. Remember to share with your 
team or anyone that you think will be interested. 

Also, several reminders: 

Meet and Greet Pen Pal Day (Tuesday, 
6pm) 

’, the Baseball game against NC A&T at 

More than 100 student-athletes are pen pals with students from the New Hope Elementary School. 
We are inviting all the pen pals from the elementary school to the baseball game and meet with their 



student-athletes pen pals. Student-athletes and their pen pals will be sent to the "Meet and Greet" in 
25-minute waves. Here is the "Meet and Greet" Schedule: 

6-6:25 pro: Gymnastics, Women’s Lacrosse and Men’s Basketball 

6:25-6:50 prn: Fencing, Tennis and Swimming 

6:50-7:15 prn: Volleyball, Football, Field Hockey and Golf 

7:15-7:40 pro: Softball, Soccer, XC and Men’s Lacrosse 

Carolina Dreams (Saturday, April 5th, WLacrosse & Mlacrosse - Double Header) 

During the break of two names, families will tour UNC Football Center and have a meal with student- 
athletes. Contact @live.unc.edu), @live.unc.edu), 

~live.unc.edu), if your team wants to host families. 

CPALS Family Retreat Event I , at the Aqueduct Conference Center) 

Carolina Pediatric Attention Love and Support program is working to make a di[ferenee in the lives of pediatric Hematology/Ontology 
)atients and their families at N.C. Children’s Hospital. 

visit the let[eat participants at the meal time and into[act with the child[on for a sho[t po[tion of time 

Sunday, 

Lunch (12-1pm) 

, Breakfast (8-9am) 

If your team wants to have a burn center visit and give some encouragements to their patients, 
please let me know! 

Go Heels! 

Best, 

DanDan 

Rong Hun (DanDan) 



Student-Athlete Development 

The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

(o) 919-843-2306 

rh u a.L~ llve ~_u..n...c_, #d ~ 

Connect With Us On 

Facebook-lo_&o- 1817834_p_O~cLt~_.L~ t_e_r~..q u t u b._ej _n s t_a~[A _m__i##_n_ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday,             8:12 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, 
Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclealN@unc edu>; Crocker, Diane Marie 
<dcrocker@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry 
A <athgallo@unc edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; G~-imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott 
<nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Hua, Rong 
DanDan <rhua@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; john@ramsclub corn; 
ken@ramsclub corn; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>: Markos, Lance 
M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn>; 
matt@ramsclub corn; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu>; Perl’y, Clara A <caperly@unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; tim@ramsclub corn; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrog@email unc edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

040714 docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 







From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L 
Tuesday, 7:55:20 AM 

Cunningharn, Bubba 
RE: Waivers to be Reviewed Dudng Meeting 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Thi~ m~n~’~ r’r~nfants have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

_Pdf (2.9M) 

Corey and Marielle - Are you both available to meet at 10:00 on Monday, April 14th to discuss the 
waiver request for          I am happy to meet at the Football Center if that is convenient for 
everyone. I have attached the waiver request which will be considered by the FARs on April 16, 
unless we determine that we need more time to prepare our response. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/~vww.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: httj3;llssrn,comlauthor=248720 

Description; http :llw~wv. law, unc. edulimageslnewslmed ialbankin~finance_web._542,jpg 



From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 3:25 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Ille, Vince 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Waivers to be Reviewed During Meeting 

I am available all day on Monday 

We mentioned the date to Corey Holliday this morning and asked that any relevant information be 
gathered and provided to us as soon as possible. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 9624~002 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Waivers to be Reviewed During Meeting 

Hi Marielle and Vince - I have not reviewed these yet, but we should discuss before        I will be 
out of the office this Thursday and Friday, so let’s find a time on Monday, I’m free that day 
before noon and after 3:15. 

LB 



From: Burgemeister, Matt [mailto:mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday,             11:27 AM 
To: Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virclinia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge 
(hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough (larr’,L@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD 
(p..utall~.u~e~dg); Marvin P. Dawkins (..m. da.w.~oA@.miami._e.~_u_); Michael J. Wasylenko 
(E0jwas~.~ss~); Pamela Perrewe’ (Ipperrew~@cob.fsu.edu.); Patricia Bellia (E_b~); 
Reggie DesRoches (reginald.descoches@ce.gatech.edu); Richard D Carmichael 
(carmicha@wfu.edu); Robed Taggar~ Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Roby B. Sawyers 
(r~ .~.a....w_y..e_~.§~._n__c_s..g:_.e_.d...u.); Sam Pardue (.s_.a._.m._~.rd~D..c_s..u~du); Sue Ann Allen 
(sue.bidstruE@chbe.~qatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01 @pitt.edu) 
Ce: Hostetter, Brad; Giardina, Mary; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject: Waivers to be Reviewed During       Meeting 

Hello all, 

I hope you had a good weekend. This message is to provide the materials for the three waiver 
requests that will be reviewed during our       meeting. As noted on the agenda distributed on 
Friday, the following waivers have been submitted for consideration: 

Initial-Eligibility Waiver - 

Intra-Conference Transfer Waiver - 

Intra-Conference Transfer Waiver - 

Please let me know if you have a problem with any of the files or any other questions. I look forward 
to seeing you soon. Thanks. 

MATT BURGEMEISTER 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

O: 336.369.4641 I C: 

mbur_oem eister(~theacc.org 

theACC, com ¯ @theACC 

ACC 20!3-14 ESi_ignature Ju!y! (2) 











































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 8:49 AM 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: Facilities Master Plan - football 

In the interest of time, would it be possible to gather Coach Fedora’s thoughts on football’s facility needs and also 

provide him with p,~rticular questions Tom may need answering in advance of Tom’s May Z2-14 arrival? 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 8:47 AM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 
C~: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Facilities Master Plan - football 

Thanks, Corey If it doesn’t work out this time I will t~i to plan Tom’s next trip around Coach Fedora’s 
availability 

Se~tji’om my DRO[D 

"Holliday, Corey L" <chollidav(?fiunc edu> wrote: 

Mike, 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 8:30 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Bunting, Mike 

Subject: RE: Facilities Master Plan - fooLball 

Mike, 

have conflicts as follows: 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 8:13 AM 
To: Bunting, Mike 
~c: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 

Su~ect: RE: Facilities Master Plan - football 

Mike, 

I’m currently flexible on those dates The only current conflict I have now is noon-1:30pm 5/12 

Vince IRe 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 3:13 PM 
TO= Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subjeet= Facilities Master Plan - football 

Hick & Vince, 

Tom Waggoner with 360Architecture is planning to be in town May 12 - 14. With your help, I am hoping to set up a 

meeting with Tom and Coach Fedora to talk about the Facilities Master Plan. I anticipate the meeting taking 1 2 hours 

and we would, of course, meet at the football office. Can you guys check your schedules and let me know if there is a 

th                                      th time that works for the 3 of you? Tom gets into town the morning of the 12 and leaves the evening of the 14 so 

anything in between works for us. 

Thanks. Have a great weekend, 

Mike 





Andrea Benna, J,D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Monday,              2:26 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu> 

Hollidav. Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

~ update 
14042114110pdf 

Barbara, 

Looks like the ACT is starting to crank the scores out m uch quicker than before,.. score is available Nready 

SAI which is an increase 

l)i~ect~)~ or ~kx~d)all Ot}eralJolls 

Phone: 9~ 9.843.2572 

haydon@m~c.cdu 



William Winter, J.D. 







Absent: John Montgomery, Ellen Culler, Gait Sobba, Ken Mack, Vince Ille, Bubba Cunningham, 

Steve Kirschner, Michelle Brown, Mike Buntdlg, Ken Cleary, Matt Terrell, 

Unit Updates: 

Angie Bitting: 

o Getting ready for commencement and camp~ 

Mike Perkins: 

~ Complling everything for next year’s budget Great crowed at sottball vs Bama 

Mario Ciocca: 

o Creating policy of what’s covered for medical expenses: Athletics not fiscally 

~esponsible if procedure is done somewhere else and not here. Athletics doesn’t always 

pay for pre existing conditions that aren’t related to sport. 

Rick Steinbacher: 

o Positive feedback from Rammys. Identified ways to improve next year. 

o Small Disney work team meetings this week, larger meetings next week. 

o WLax: 5 SA out for year with iniuries. ACC tournament this week. 

Cricket Lane: 

o Last CREED meeting tonight: Google hangout with 6 SA (g former 3 current), All can 

follow on own. 

o Pancake breakfast: Still unsure if 

Marielle vanGelder: 

o Starting today, out-of-season sports can not require any activity, 

o Must get summer school requests to Rachel ASAP. 

Corey Holliday: 

o CommuniW service todaywith Chapel Hill Police Department. 

o Mark Levine from NFLPA giving presentation to team on "pipeline to pros" today at 

5:00. 

gevin Best: 

o Looking for any good graduation stories about our SA. Example: Athletes that went pro 

and are now back getting degree~ 

o Recent Gio Bernard Bengals story, went to Haiti to help build school. 

o Fedora: D[H Sportsdesk video on Goheels very funny. 

o ACC I&F: good feedback from ACC Untortunately, photographer had 516,000 camera 

stolen out of media room. 

o Looking for an intern to work with SB, WBB, to replace 

Michael Beale: 

o Had phone interviews last week for open assistant director position, looking to bring 3-4 

o N~ke meetings next week, will update at next senior staff 

Tim Smith: 

o Tar Heel Tour: next few weeks in NC and SC, 



Clint Gwaltney: 

o Lax finished regular season with win over High Point. Lost 3 games this year so out of 

ACC tournament, playing in showcase game Saturday vs. UVA. Expecting to make NCAA, 

If win vs. UVA, will likely host 1’t round of NCAA, 

o Women’s Tennis #1 seed overall in ACC tournament. Play Friday morning at 9am, 

o Legislation to feed SA has passed first phase, must pass another. We were going to fund 

one meal (lunch) Monday-Thursday in concourse club, was going to cost $250k to 

Sb00k Now legislation allows usto feed them as much as we want, lots of tough 

decisions to make on how to best handle this Must see what other schools do. 

Advantage for SEC because they can fund it. Can feed walk-ons now, Idea is food will 

be very healthy, If SA were going hungry it was bit they weren’t using their board 

checks for food, Lots of positives to this but tough financially, This legislation is a game- 

changer 

Dr, Miller: 

o Last home track meet on April 12: Faculty mile. Had 5 participants each of last 2 years. 

o ACC T&F: Ops did fantastic job. Largest event we’ve ever done. Lots of positive 



Women’s Basketball pricing char~ Ihanded out during meeting} 

3 price points proposed: $49, $79, S99. This past year was 5130 for everything. If sales remain 

same, lower prices would cost us $15,000 in revenue. Must sell 39% more to make up for that 

loss. 

2~d page lists season ticket holder benefits applies to all three price points 

Top schools in ACC in attendance are Louisville, ND, Maryland, Duke. We are in middle to top 

half. 

Concern that we won’t be able to increase by 39% and therefore losing some revenue from WBB 

that we’ve been getting lately. Since the blue (lower level) is close to selling out at $130, and 

there hasn’t been much negative feedback regarding the price, can we keep that price the same 

and just change the other two sections to $49 and $79? After discussion, group agrees it makes 

most sense to keep top price point at S130 to maintain that revenue, but lower price of other 

seats in hopes of increasing sales. 

Potential markets for glowl:h: group sales - Chacos working on those. Kids ChJb, family type 

concessions deals. Pricing allows us to look at younger fan base bic tix for kids less expensive, 

There are 219 seats in blue section that could be sold as season tickets that aren’t. Not much 

unsold in lower level, but never know who is going to show up to games. 

Parking has gotten better bic capacity and sales have gone down. Price upstairs is too 

expensive. Want to move on this soon and get these on sale soon. 

Is the goal to increase attendance or make money? The difference in revenue between $130 

and ~99 is a small percentage of our overall budget, but that $15,000 does mean a lot to some 

of our smaller programs. 

Larry Gallo: 

o Play day is , must respond by Family picnic is possibly in Eddie 

Smith Fieldhouse but st~ll working on location. 

o Track coach at ND has coached for 40 years, said ours was one of best run track meets 

he’s been involved in for 40 years. 

o This Sunday                   brunch at Carolina Inn. Cheerleaders, mascot and band 

will attend. 

o Coaches meeting tomorrow at 8:30 in Swofford auditorium. Anna Millar from business 

school giving presentation about SA applying for acceptance to business school. 

o Baseball rained out in Durham, looking for make-up date, but will be tough. They were 

expecting i0-11k. Game will only be played at DBAP. Baseball beat Elon on 

Wednesday, lost 2 of 3 al: LJVA over weekend. 

o I ouisville is going to be a big change to ACC Very good in all sports Very’ competilive. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             9:05 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket(?bunc edu>; " " 
@unc edu>; ¯ 

~live unc edu>; 
" " @liveuncedu>;F " "" 

~live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; ..... 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~blive unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; - 
@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

~live unc edu> 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
"(Yt)live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
,~live unc edu> 

~ @live unc edu>; 
~)live unc edu>; 

~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 
~live unc edu>; 

~@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 
@unc edu>; 

,~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email unc edu>; 
Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups unc edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <clicket@unc edu> 

April SAAC Meeting Agenda 

April SAAC Agenda docx 

Good morning - 

Attached is the agenda for our final SAAC meeting tomorrow night, 

unable to attend please let us know. 

Thanks. 

7:00PM, 3rd floor Loudermilk. If you are 

Graduate Assistant 

Student Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 939 843 2306 

Cell: 



Student At/~lete Advisory ~ounci/ 

Meeting Agenda 

Meeting Facilitators: I Cricket Lane 

Invitees: Athletics Administrators, Faculty Athletics Representa~ve 

Call to order 

Welcome 

b) Cricket 

Faculty Athletics CommitLee Updates Lissa Broome 

SAAC Review of Student Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

NCAA Governance, the role of student athletes in ACC and UNC discussions 

Future SAAC Meetings 

Next Working Group meeting --) May l~ 3:30 5:00PM~ 30Z0 Steele Building 

Pancake Dinned/Reading Day Extravaganza PtZ 



We can discuss in more detail this Saturday but as always, let rre know if you do have any questions about this information 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             2:45 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lamy A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, 
Cl?~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Fulton, C~ant <gfulton@unc edu>; Teryn Bfill 
@gmail corn>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu> 

Field Hockey Fall Schedule update 

All, 

Field Hockey has added a game to their upcoming fall,      schedule. We will be playing LiberLy University on Sunday, 

up in Lynchburg, VA at 2 pm. Please adjust your schedules accordingly. If you have any questions, lust 

let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

FW: North Carolina - Notre Dame schedule rotation update 

Vince & Corey 

Sorry I had to !eave our meeting yesterday early. We did not get to talk scheduling. See below from Micbae[ Strick[and 

at the ACC. !mportant note is that tbere is a CHANCE our game at home vs, could move from 2019 to 2017, 
They hope to finalize by mid may, 

or 11/21/15 

Rick 

From: Strickland, Michael [maJlto:mstrickland@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 1:20 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: North Carolina - Notre Dame schedule rotation update 

Rick: 

Following up on last week’s ACC meetings during which our directors of athletics indicated a preference, 
sta~ing with the 2017 season, to play at least one (1) out of conference game annually against a peer conference 
opponent (Big 10, Big 12, Pac 12, SEC or Notre Dame), please see below the most recent but yet stillpe.d#~. 
annual rotation with    for the 2017-2022 seasons so as to assist in your planning of meeting the potential out- 



of-conference scheduling mandate 

We (ACC & Notre Dame) hope to have the final pieces of scheduling moves completed by our Spring Meeting 
in order to permit us to lock in these years and discuss exact game dates 

Thank you 

=-ACC Football Rotation 
2019 (Three ACC Home): 

1 at North Carolina * Plea.sv ~lole, Rick, lhi.s .season is pe~ldhlg a separate ~lo~l-co~fere~lce 

game year c&mge f!~r someone else we are work#tg on; !f we are no~ ,successfid, /here is potemml to 
.sw~q) your gtmte to 20 l 7 

2021 (Three ACC Home): 
I North Carolinaat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:52 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: Big Hitters 

Rick 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:32 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Big HitLers 

From: Tim SmiLh [mailLo:tim(~ramsclub.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:24 PM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Big Hitters 

0:939843.6448i M:              [ F: 9398435777 

tim@ramsclub.com www.ramsclub.com 

From: Holliday, Corey L [mailto:cholliday@unc.edul 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:19 PM 
"1"o~ Tim Smith 
Su~ect= Big Hitte~ 

Tim, 

Has the letter from gone out yet to the Big Hitters? 

Corey I Iolliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Nenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 212(; 
Chapel Ilill. IXC 27515 
919-9(;2-911,1 (W) 
919-9(;2-0:~9:~ (FAX) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 11:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 
RE: North Carolina - Notre Dame schedule rotation update 

Virice & Corey - 

Rick 

From: SLeinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:43 AM 
TO: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
~:: Cunningham, Bubba (bubbac@email.unc.edu) 
Su~ect: FW: North Carolina - Notre Dame schedule rotation update 

Vince & Cor.,ay - 

Let me know of questions / concerns. 

Rick 

From: Strickland, Michael rmailto:mstrickland~theacc.oml 
Sent= Monday, April 21, 2014 1:20 PM 



To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: North Carolina - Notre Dame schedule rotation update 

Rick: 

Following up on last week’s ACC meetings during which our directors of athletics indicated a preference, 
starting with the 2017 season, to play at least one (I) out of conference game annually against a peer conference 
opponent (Big 10, Big 12, Pac 12, SEC or Notre Dame), please see below the most recent but yet stillpe~ld#~g 
annual rotation with    for the 2017-2022 seasons so as to assist in your planning of meeting the potential out- 
of-conference scheduling mandate 

We (ACC & Notre Dame) hope to have the final pieces of scheduling moves completed by our Spring Meeting 
in order to permit us to lock in these years and discuss exact game dates 

Thank you 

.ACC Football Rotation 
2019 (Three ACC Home): 

I at North Carolina* Please note, Rick, th& season ispending a separate non-co~jbrence 

g~m~e year change jor someone else we are u or~ on; ~/we are not sz~cces@d, there is pownt#d to 
.swap your game Io 2017 

2021 (Three ACC Home): 
I North Carolinaat 

MICHAEL 8TRICK~-&ND 



Harold 

Ilaroid Gutmann 

















Matt 







Can you take one more look? Thank you Rachel! 

<UNCStudenl Athle[eAcademicProcesses --3 (2)RS doc> 









Subject: 

A T Panter 

panter@un¢ edu 

From: <Clarke>, Deborah Y <clarked @ err all unc ed u> 

Depending on how much progress we make during the 5/1 meeting we may be able to cover Process 11 0 Eligibility & Com~l a nce/R etention & 
Probation/FERPA & documentation in our following meeting on Friday t, tay 25 

1. DRAFT UNC Student-Athlete Academics Processes 

These documents wll be organized by the academic processes around which the Working Group’s efforts have been focused. Thole ale 22 #recesses (see 



2 0Admission~ 
3.0Financial Aid 
4 0Orientation/Samn~er Bridge 
5 0Enrollment]Advising 

I w[][ ask each designee to share the documents with his;her group. In your case Lissa nlentioned that you have identified a group of SAAC menlbers 
who have kindly volunteered to review the documents a rd provide feedback 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              4:34 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Hovton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, 
C~Tstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey <tpamell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc edu>; VanAlstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc edu>; 
Reckart, Angela <coachreck@unc edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 
<jlangley@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <mbins@email unc edu>; Hudson, Nicole 
<coach huddy@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

Schedule update 

All, 

Sunday, 

Lance 

will be taking 3 athletes to Stanford this weekend to compete in the Pagton Jordan Invitational on 

in Palo Alto, CA. Please update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 



On 

Dn 











Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into this 7th day of April 2014, by and between the University of North Carolina 

at Chauel Hill (hereinafter UNC), and ~ . on behalf of its Intercollegiate 

Athletics Deuartment. i (hereinafter 

1. PURPOSE/COMMITTED GAMES: The purpose of this Agreement is to confirm the arrangements and conditions 

under wfiich UNC and     will compete in two games of intercollegiate football ("Game(s)") to be played on the 

following date(s) and at the following location{s): 

GAME# 

2 

DATE 

September 2, 2017 

September 1, 2018 

HOST INSTITUTION 
UNC 

LOCATION (city! 
Chapel Hill, NC 

GAME TIME 

TBD 

TBD 

Both schools acknowledge that the date(s) and game time(s) listed above are tentative and subject to change 
pending tfie mutual written agreement of tfie participating institutions. If a game time is not specified, tfie game 
time will be decided by tfie Host Institution, but sfiall be no earlier tfian 12:00 a.m. and no later tfian 8:00 p.m. local 
time unless mutually agreed. 

GAME RULES / STUDENT-ATHLETE ELIGIBILITY: The Games shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association ("NCAA"), and the rules of the applicable host conference (if any) in effect on 
tfie date of tfie Game. Tfie eligibility of studenbatfiletes and coaches to participate in tfie Game(s) shall be 
determined by the rules of the NCAA, applicable conference(s) (if any) and the respective institutions in eflhct on the 
date of each Game. 

FINANCIAL AID EOUWALENCIES FCS OPPONENT: To confirm compliance with the provisions of NCAA Bylaws 

18.7.2.1.1 & 20.9.7.2.1 the Visiting Institution shall certify in writing and provide the Host Institution with 

verification prior to signing the contract that it averaged 90% of the permissible maximum number of grants- 

in-aid per year in the sport of football during the two academic years immediately preceding the date of the 

agreement, Further, the Visifing Institution shall certify in wrifing ten months prior to the game that it intends 

to maintain compliance with the applicable NCAA Bylaw effective during the academic year in which the game 

is scheduled to be played, If the Visiting Institution is not in compliance with the above bylaws at any time 

following the execution of the contract, then Host Institution has the option to cancel the affected game without 

being subject to the liquidated damages provision contained within this agreement. 

GAME OFFICIALS: A crew of qualified on-field officials shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of 
tfie Yisitin~ Institution for tfie Game. Tfie replay officiating crew, operating in accordance with NCAA and College 
Football Officiating (C FO) standards, shall be selected and compensated by tfie assigning agency of the Host 
Institution for the Game. 

5. GUARANTEE PAYMENT: In consideration for its participation in tfie above described football Game(s), the Host 
Institution shall pay the Visiting Institution as follows: 

GAME# 

2 

DATE 
September 2, 2017 

September 1, 2018 

HOST INSTITUTION 
UNC 

GUARANTEE AMOUNT 
$200,000 
$200,000 

The Host Institution shall pay to tfie Visiting Institution the full amount of the guarantee wfiicfi is due no later tfian 
February 15 of the year following the Game for which the guarantee was provided. Except for this fee, the Visiting 
Institution shall be entitled to no other additional Fayments from the Host Institution in connection with the 



Game[s) played. Any amount not paid by the due date shall immediately bear interest at the maximum amount as 
permitted by state law of the governing jurisdiction. 

6. LIOUIDATED DAMAGES: The failure of a party to participate in a Game will constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement that will cause the other parW significant disruption and damages. The breaching parW shall pay to the 
non breaching party as liquidated damages the sum of $1.000.000. 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above will be the sole remedy for damages incurred because of 
cancellation of the Game due to breach. No liquidated damages shall be paid if it becomes impossible to play the 
game by reason of force majeure [see provision 14). The sum shall be payable on or before February 1S of the year 
following the Game for which the breach occurred. The parties acknowledge that the breach or cancellation of one 
game in a series shall not be considered a breach or cancellation of all games. 

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, if either party is prohibited from appearing on television 
by the NCAA or the governing conference of either team (if applicable), and such prohibition applies to a Game, then 
the liquidated damages provision of this paragraph shall not apply, and either party shall have the right to cancel 
that aflbcted Game and the non-sanctioned party shall have the right to file a claim, if necessary, to recover its actual 
[but not consequential) damages arising out of the failure or inability of the sanctioned party to fulfill its contractual 
obligations hereunder. 

TICKETING: 

A. The Host Institution will establish all ticket prices. 

E. The Visiting Institution shall be allotted 350 complimentary tickets. 

C. The Visiting Institution shall be allocated up to 3,000 tickets for sale to its fans if requested by Anril !st 

for the year in which each game is scheduled, Unsold tickets may be returned to the Host Institution 31 

days prior to the Game date. The Visiting Institution is responsible for paying the printed face value to the 

Host Institution for any tickets not returned to Host Institution by the agreed upon date as set forth above. 

Said location of tickets is TBD, 

D, The Visiting Institution’s Band, Cheerleaders and Mascot(s) shall be admitted to the Game without charge 

when in uniform. Seating for the Visiting Institution’s Band shall be in a contiguous blocked location as 

determined by the Host Institution. The Visiting Institution shall inform the Host Institution of the 

approximate number of band members, not to exceed 350 (these seats must come from the 3.000 

tickets allocated for sale to its (ansi that it intends to bring to the Game at least 31 calendar days in 

GAME MANAGEMENT: 
A. The Host Institution shall be responsible for managing the Game at its own cost. This shall include but not 

be limited to the procurement of the facility, arranging for and conducting ticket sales, advertising, 
security, and all of the other details customarily associated with hosting an intercollegiate football game, 
along with paying all expenses associated therewith, except for the expenses of the Visiting Institution. 
The Host Institution agrees to have a medical doctor and ambulance with emergency personnel at the 
game site throughout the duration of the footl~all game. 

B. The Host Institution shall retain all revenue associated with each Game unless otherwise set forth in this 
Agreement. 
The Visiting Institution shall be furnished TED free game programs, to be delivered to its dressing room at 
least one (1) hour before game time. 

WALK THROUGH: If requested by the Visiting Institution, not later than lO days prior to the game, the Host 
Institution will make its best eflbrts to accommodate the Visiting Institution’s request to conduct a walk-through at 
the game facility on the day prior to the game. It is understood that such an opportunity is contingent upon weather 
and field conditions. Non-cleated shoes shall be worn. 

10. SIDELINE LIMITATIONS: Visiting Institution recognizes that Host Institution has exclusive agreements with certain 
sponsors that may prevent Visiting Institution from bringing certain products or items into Host Institution’s 
facilities. Visiting Institution agrees to consult with Host Institution before the game to ensure that Visiting 



Institution does not bring products or items into Host Institution’s facilities that violate Host Institution’s sponsor 

CREDENTIALS: TEe Visiting Institution shall be provided a minimum of 60 [sixty) team bench area passes, 10 [ten. 

sent to AD) all-access passes, 8 feight) coaches’ booth passes, and 4 (four) team/coaches video passes. Bench 

passes must be worn at all times by tEose holding sucE passes and seal) be restricted to the team hence area 

[between the 25 yard lines). Additional credential requests sEall be subject to mutual agreement, availability and 

faciliw constraints. 

12. PARKIN G: The Visiting Team shall be allowed parking passes for I tone) equipment truck[s), 4 (four) buses, and 

6 fsix. sent to AD) automobiles for use by the football program and administration. 

13. MEDIA RIGHTS- TELECAST. RADIO. INTERNET: 

Radio: The Visiting Institution shall have the right to, and be provided space for one radio broadcast outlet for, a 

non exclusive radio broadcast by the Visiting Institution’s flagship station [local announcer) teat is distributed via 

terrestrial radio stations, the Interact or similar broadband distribution, satellite radio, and similar audio-only 

distribution. The Host Institution shall retain all other regional terrestrial, national terrestrial and satellite radio 

rights, and any other audio distribution metEod now known, existing or Eereafter developed. The Host Institution 

also shall have exclusive rights to sell national terrestrial radio rights, 

Television, Video, Film, and Internet Video Streaming: The parties Eereto mutually desire that tee games to be 

played hereunder should have maximum media exposure, including national television exposure, 

A.    Agreement to Telecast. EacE game covered hereunder shall be available for telecasting by tee Host 

Institution. The Host Institution shall have all rights of telecast, including, but not limited to, national network 

television, national cable, Conference networks, Internet streaming, delayed telecasting, unlimited EigEligEts, 

institutionally syndicated packages, and telecasting by any and all other means and media. The Visiting 

Institution agrees to the following: 

1.    The scEeduled start time for tee game[s) is solely at tee discretion of tee Host Institution and may be 

changed up to six (6) days in advance of tEe game in order to accommodate television. 

2. Any change in the date of tee game(s), including cEanges for television, must be mutually agreed 

upon by the participating institutions. 

3.    Media timeout formats are determined by the Host Institution’s conference. TEe Host Institution’s 

conference shall be responsible for the TV liaison [red hat). 

4.    The Host Institution agrees to provide the Visiting Institution witE one 30 second message in each 

national broadcast network or cable network telecast. 

5.    The Visiting Institution may not telecast tee game in any way or use any video from tee Host 
Institution’s telecast of the game [including, but not limited to, programs like coaches’ shows, DVDs, web 
site highlights, etc.,) witEout the written permission of tEe Host Institution’s conference; provided, 
Eowever, that tee Visiting Institution shall be allowed the use of EigEligEts of the game[s), not to exceed 
eight (8) minutes in length, for the sole purpose of producing coaches’ shows and season highlight 
presentations. This permission, if granted, must be within any limits set by tee Host Institution’s 
conference or telecast tigers Eolder regarding amount of video [time elapsed), where tee video may be 
seen or accessed (i.e., national vs. local TV, website, mobile device) and any other restrictions, which limits, 
if applicable, must be communicated by tee Host Institution to the Visiting Institution. Notwithstanding the 
above, (a) the Visiting Institution shall have the right to use up to three (3) minutes of video footage from 
games on its institution- or conference-controlled website and/or online platforms, and (b) immediately 
following the conclusion of each game Eereunder, the Visiting Institution shall Eave the tiger to telecast 
audio and visual highlights not to exceed five (5) minutes in length in program[s) on the Visiting 
Institution’s or the Visiting Institution’s conference’s controlled and operated Network (e.g., Pac-12 
Networks, Longhorn Network, Big Ten Network, etc.). 



6.    Without limiting any industry-standard credentials and/or access provided to the Visiting 

Institution, the Host Institution agrees to provide one (1) media credential to the Visiting Institution’s or 

the Visiting Institution’s conference’s controlled and operated Network solely for" the purpose of such 

individual conducting pregame and/or postgame presence reports outside of any coverage window of the 

game’s live telecast rigfits holder. Moreover’, tfie Host Institution agrees to allow reasonable access for" an 

uplink truck and support personnel solely for the purpose of transmitting such presence reports. For tfie 

avoidance of doubt, this provision does not allow for a set presence or other physical representation of the 

Visiting Institution’s or Visiting Institution’s conference’s controlled and operated Network at the Host 

Institution’s stadium. 

14. FORCE MAIEURE: This Agreement shall be void with respect to any of the games in the event that it becomes 
impossible to play such game(s) by reason of an unforeseen catastropfie or disaster sucfi as fire, flood, eartfiquake, 
war, confiscation, by order of government, military or public authority or prohibitory or injunctive orders of any 
competent judicial or other government authority. Notice of such catastrophe or disaster shall be given as soon as 
possible. No such cancellation shall aft~ct the parties’ obligations as to subsequent games covered by tfiis 
Agreement. Any games not played as scheduled shall be rescheduled as such exigencies may dictate or permit. 

SEVERANCE: If any portion of tfiis Agreement is declared null, void, invalid, or unenforceable, such provisions shall 
be stricken from the Agreement. All of the provisions of this Agreement not stricken shall remain in full force and 
efl~ct and s fial] be binding upon tfie parties. 

16. INTEGRATION: This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties. There are no understandings, 

agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Agreement. No amendment, 

consent, or waiver" of terms of tfiis contract shall bind eiflmr pm’ty unless in writing and signed by botfi parties. 

17. ASSIGNMENT: This Agreement may not be assigned by either party without the written consent of the non-assigning 
party. 

18. TERM INATI0 N: This Agreement may be terminated witEout penalty by mutual written consent of botfi parties. 

19. INDEMNIFICATION: To the extent permitted by applicable California and North Carolina state law, each party agrees 
to indemnify, defend and hold fiarmless the otfier, from and against all claims, demands, costs (including attorney 
fees), actions or damages brought by third parties, arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of that parW, or its 
employees, agents and assigns. 

20. AUTHORITY TO SIGN: By executing this Agreement, the undersigned parties represent and warrant that they are 
eacfi autfiorized to act on behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 
bind each institution and their respective oflicers, trustees, employees, agents, servants, affiliates and successors. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed tfiis Agreement on tfie respective dates set fortfi. 

INSTITUTION: University of North Carolina 

at Chanel Hill 
INSTITUTION: 

By: 

Name: Lawrence R. Cunningfiam 

Tide: Director of Athletics 

Date: 

By: 

Title: Director of Athletics 

Date: 



Federal I.D. Number: Federal I.D. Number: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Friday,           8:51 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Heckendorf, 
Keith J <heckendo@email unc edu>; Fedora, H Larry <lanT fedora@unc edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
<         @live unc edu> 

Manning Passing Academy     (        ) 

MPA March CP letter docx; MPA Shuttle SelMce dec 

Footba!l student-athlete, , has informed me that he would like to participate in the Mar~n[ng 

From: Williams, Marquise Javon 

Sent: Thursday, 9:21 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: FW: Manning Passing Academy 

Sent: Sunday, 11:27 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Manning Passing Academy 

Hi Guys, please open the attachments about the camp...one is your "official" invite and the other is a shuttle form. Looking forward 

to having you all with us at camp this 



rYi Public Records Response sent to Harold Gutmann at The Herald Sun. regarding his request seeking "correspondence (’permission to contact letters’)sent to 



Narold 

Fron-: K rschner, Steve [st evekirsch her @unc.edu] 





Tuesday, May 6 noon to 4:00 {room opens at 















University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Summer Leadership Group 

2 
3 

6 
7 

9 

Sophomore 

Freshman 

Freshman 

Sophomore 

Sophomore 

Sophomore 

Senior 

Sophomore 

RS-Junior 

Junior 

Sophomore 

Senior 

Junior 

RS Junior 

Sophomore 

RS Junior 

Sophomore 

RS Junior 

@yahoo.com 

@grnail.corn 

~yahoo.corn 

@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 
@yahoo.com 

@live.unc.edu 

@ernail.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

~carolina.rr.corn 

@live.unc.edu 

# 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Date 

Wednesday, 

¢Vednesda¥, 

Wednesday, 

¢Vednesda¥, 

Wednesday, 

¢Vednesday, 

Time 

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM 

5:00 PM 6:00 PM 

5:30 PM-6:30 PM~ 

4:30PM 5:30PM** 

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM 

5:00 PM 6:00 PM 

Location 

Defense Back Meeting Room 

Defense Back Meeting Room 

Defense Back Meeting Room 

Defense Back Meeting Room 

Defense Back Meeting Room 

Defense Back Meeting Room 

Notes: 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Summer Leadership Group 

~On Wednesday the Leadership Group meeting will be proceeded by a Summer Challenge 

Activity that is expected to be completed by 5:00 pro. 

~ We have scheduled a Team Meeting on Wednesday, June 18th at 6:00 pm. If possible, we 

would like to coordinate the Leadership Group to meet just prior to the team meeting. 







TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Donna Papa 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes EliBible to Compete 

AccordinB to the UNC ReBistrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

22. 

20. 

Tony Baldwin 

Mike Perkins 

Mike Greene 

Steve Miller 

Marissa Young 

Compliance Staff 

Scott Oliaro 
Travis Hipps 

Brent Blanton 

Steve Gisselman 

Clare Duf~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Thursday,            8:21 AM 

Williams, Andre <willia46¢a email m~c edu> 

Hollidas, Corey L <chollida5 @unc edu>: Myers, Leslie <lesm5 ers@email unc edu>; Ille. 
Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: 

Please share the below with or let me know if you would like me to email him directly. 

Summer School application has been received and approved for funding as follows: 

Sessions: Summer Session 1 & 2 

Credits: Geol Lab; Hist or Stor 

Athletic Award: 100% award 

; Bus    ;and Busi 

The Athletics Award will be applied to       :onnect Carolina account, except room and board, which he will pick up from the 

Compliance Office (same as he previously did this semester). If he drop/withdraw from the any class(es), he is required to notify 

his ASPSA cou nselor, head coach and the Com pliance Office immediately. All other conditions on the request form he 

previously signed apply. He will also sign an summer aid agreement through his ACS account. 

If you or Travis have questions feel free to let me know. 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Co: Holliday, Corey L; Myers, Leslie 

Subject: Travis Riley 

Please find attached the requested medical summer award recommendation for, football student-athlete, 

Fedora has approved this requested. Please advise on next steps to approve Travis for summer aid? 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             12:46 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: 

Thanks for the below updates regarding             summer school status. I have copied the below err~ail and sent it to 

via text message. It would be very helpful if you could also send him an emaiI, so that he can have it for his 

Thanks once again for all of you r assistanceH 

Best regards, 

From: SLrassner, Rachel 
Sent: Thursday, 8:21 AM 

~: Holliday, Corey L; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Summer School application has been received and approved for fundin8 as follows: 

Sessions: Summer Session 1 & 2 

Credits: Geol    Lab; Hist    or Stor 
Athletic Award: 100% award 

Busi    : and Busi, 

The Athletics Award will be applied to      Connect Carolina account, except room and board, which he will pick up 

from the Compliance Office (same as he previously did this semester). If he drop/withdraw from the any class(es), he is 

required to notify his ASPSA counselor, head coach and the Compliance Office immediately. All other conditions on the 

request form he previously signed apply. He will also sign an summer aid agreement through his ACS account. 

If you or have questions feel free to let me know. 



From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Myers, Leslie 

Subject: 

Please find attached the requested medical summer award recommendation for, 

Coach Fedora has approved this requested. Please advise on next steps to approve 

Thanks, 

for summer aid? 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             I : 15 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Summer School Award -        (MFB) 

Your Summer School application has been received and approved for funding as follows: 

Sessions: Summer Session 1 & 2 

Credits: Geol Lab; Hist ~ or Stor 

Athletic Award: 100% award 

; Busi ; and Busi 

The Athletics Award will be applied to your Connect Carolina account, except room and board, which you will pick up 

from the Compliance Office {same as you previously did this semester). If you drop/withdraw from the any class{es), 

you are required to notify your ASPSA counselor, head coach and the Compliance Office immediately. All other 

conditions on the request form you previously signed apply. 

If you have questions feel free to let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Thursday,            2:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

FW: Graduation I     ) 

Summer Aid Recommendation for Exhausted Eligibility S-A ( )pdf 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, 1:51 PM 
TO: Pogge, Paul 
CC: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Graduation ( 

Please find attached                   Summer Aid Recommendation fol a student-athlete with exhausted eligibility, 

is a forme~       student-athlete who has ~equested financial assistance from our athletic department to er, rofi 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 12:04 PM 
TO: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Graduation (    ) 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Friday, 5:41 PM 
TO: Williams, Andre; Myers, Leslie; 
CO: Holliday, Corey L; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Graduation (    I 



do, I w[[! complete the form over the weekend and return it on Monday. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, 5:12 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Welborn, Spencer; 
CC: Holliday, Corey L; Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: Graduation (    ~ 

To: Holliday, Corey L 
Co: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Graduation 



Marielle A. vanGeld<~ 

Associate Ath!etic Director 

University of Nodch Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn(a~email unc edu> 
Date:             at 11:30:29 A_M EDT 
To: "Williams, Andre" <willia46~)email uric edu>, 
Subject: RE: Graduation 

Thank you for the emaiH We are actually in a homing pattern on the ruling of online courses (on!y g 

Andre’ is correct that      only needs six hours of electives to complete his degree at UNC, I would 

suggest takinL, two Caro!ina Courses Online (CCO) this summer to complete the degree. The dates in whicl~ 

!. http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html Selec[ the courses in which you would like to 

enroll 

2. Reg[sterforthe courses..- http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollmenthtm 

you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask, 

As for courses [ha[ may work for 

COMM 

COMM 

EXSS 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Cmrently,       maintains a      cumulative GPA (must maintain a 2.000 to graduate) 

h~ the current situation, the minimum grades that can earned this summer are two     Two would 

Please [e~ me know if you have any questions, 



From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Monday, 11:02 PM 

To:            Welborn, Spencer 

Subject: Re: Graduation 

Spencer, 

Thank you for providing the below information to                   and I have had an 
opportunity to speak about his below options and he has indicated that he is leaning toward 
completing his African American Studies degree At your earliest convenience, can you please 
advise what are the next steps if      is interested in enrolling in online classes for summer 
session I? In addition, can you provide insight on which elective online courses would be good 
options for him to review? 

According to your below email, if       selects to pursue a degree in African American Studies he 
will only be required to complete two elective courses and maintain a    GPA To ensure that 

places himself’in the best situation, can you please provide use with        current GPA 
and the minimum grade he could earn in each course to maintain a    GPA? 

Thanks once again for all of your assistance[! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:53 PM, "! " < > wrote: 

Hello, 

Below is the message I have received from Mr Welborn regarding graduation Please 
contact me and let me know how we should proceed 

Thank You, 

Forwarded message 
Prom: Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email unc edu> 
Date: Wed, at 3:33 PM 
Subject: Graduation 

It was a pleasure speaking with you on Friday and again we are very excited that you 
would like to finish your degree In our conversation you indicated that you were 



interested in earning a Communication Studies degree although you are further away 
from graduation in said degree While I understand that the negative attention to the 
AFPd!AFAM department may have skewed your view, I can promise that the 
department is much improved A degree from UNC is ve~T special and no one can 
deny such a statement! 

Currently you are only two courses (any two courses) away from graduation with the 
Afri/AFAM degree (while maintaining the      cumulative GPA) The completion of 
two courses (online) could earn your degree from the University of North Carolina in 
August (AFRI/AFAM) The only requirements remaining for this degree program is 
two elective courses while maintaining a      cumulative GPA 

After expressing your interests in communication studies, I pulled the COMM 
worksheet and worked up your final report It appears that you would need a total of 
21 credit hours to complete your COMM degree The reason why I have been waiting 
to send this email is that I have taken this case to the graduation division 

Currently there are rules in place regarding online courses through UNC that may 
intent’ere with completing the degree away from UNC Currently, the UNC policies 
and procedures indicate that a student may only complete six hours (2 courses) of 
online work in their degree (COMM courses) This means that only six of your 
remaining 21 credits could be used toward your degree In worst case situation, you 
would be able to take 2 COMM courses online from UNC, possibly transfer in up to 
six hours of COMM work from another institution (24 of your final 30 hrs must be 
taken through UNC), leaving you with one course to be taken on campus (either during 
summer school or the semester) 

We have taken your case to the Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education for 
further review Needless to say, the COMM degree would take at least a year to 

complete due to the online roles In addition, the University only allows a student to 
enroll in two online courses during a semester or smnmer school session 

The Communication Studies degree requires students to complete a concentration 
within the major I have included a link to the communication studies website which 
will allow you to view the divisions of concentrations within the department 
Currently you have only completed one course in any of the concentrations and that is 
COMM    (Small Group Communication) which lies within Interpersonal and 
Organizational Communication In addition, you have completed two of the three 
core courses required for all COMM majors To complete the core requirements, you 
will need to complete COMM    or COIVLM     Please review the J%llowing link 
J%r more information regarding the B A on Communication Studies: 
http://comm unc edu/undergraduate-studies/degree-requirements/ 

One option is to take courses online through UNC as a distance education program 
These courses are offered through the Friday Center and can be done from any location 
due to the web based assignments You will be allowed to transfer a total of six credits 
back into UNC based on your class standing We could possibly find courses offered 
at another University that may be cheaper or a better fit for your schedule Lastly, 
courses taken on campus is the final way to complete your degree Based on our 
conversation, it appears that you do not plan to attend summer school at UNC 

Please read over the material and let me know your thoughts I will reach out to you 
once I hear back from the Senior Associate Dean 



Thanks 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
U niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB g3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,           9:09 AM 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc edu> 

Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>;                       @email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email unc edu>; Mays, Sally D 
<smays@email unc edu>; Biener, Eric <beric@email unc edu>; Miller, Steven L 
<smiler2 l@email unc edu>; Hipps, Travis Joseph <jthipps@email unc edu>; Duffy, 
Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Postseason 

M - Postseason Eligible to Compete pdf 

Coach Paul, 

Attached is the list of your student-athletes who are eligible for postseason competition now that the semester is over; 

it’s the same list we had at the beginning of the semester. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks and good 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director o~ Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 
Phone: 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sam Paul 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, Ira student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Cc: Tripp Phillips 

Compliance Staff 

Sally Mays 

Travis Hipps 

Brent Blanton 

Eric Biener 
Clare Duffy 

Tim Sabo 
Ben gheu 

Steve Miller 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,            10:59 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lanay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Linebe~Ty, 
Crystal Nolan <clineberty@unc edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, 
Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Paine0, lrey <tpame0@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc edu> 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc edu>; rackham <rackham@unc edu>; Adams, Tyler G 
<tadams@unc edu> 

Volleyball Schedule 

Volleyball -     Pall Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached Volleyball schedule for the upcoming 

Thanks!! 

season. If you have any questions, lust let us know. 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



Head Coach Nmne: 

Employee ID: 

Conclusion of the 2013-2014 Appraisal Period: 

also reference examples of how the Head Coach’s peffornmnce reflected the values of responsibiIitT, hmovatioik service, mtd 

excellence Avoid using abstract words and plu-ases (eg, "appears") 

Tn be Signed upnn Cnmplctinn iff thc Pcrfnrmancc Rc~icw at thc End iff thc 2013-2014 Appraisal Pcrlnd: 

Appmisai P¢fiod: From: To: 



Head Coach Nmne: 

Beginning nf the 2014-2015 Appraisal Pcrind: 

2 

Prin~r~ Sport AdmflP~ator Nmne: 

Sport: 

At rite begimmtg of each applaisal period, rite Head Coach, PrimmF Sport Adnfimstrator, and Director of Athletics should 

meet to establish goals m each of the areas included below 

The Pronto3" Sport Adlmnistrator will obtain fire sig~mtures below and will give the signed form to fire Department’s Hunmn 

Resources Manager 

To be Signed at the Beginning of the 2014-2015 Appraisal Period: 

The sig~mmres below aclatowledge ag~ eement to the stated goals for the upconPng appraisal period by both fire Head Coach and 

Prinmr~ Sport Adnmfistlator 

Cnnclusinn ~ff the 2014-2015 Apprais~fl Perind: 

also reference examples of how the Head Coach’s peffornmnce reflected the values of responsibility’, hmovatiolk service, mtd 

excellence Avoid using abslracl words and phrases (cg, "appears") 

Tn be Signed upnn Cnmpletinn ~ff the Perfnrmance Re~iew at the End ~ff the 2014-2015 Appraisal Perind: 

Appraisal Period: From: To: 



~892,890 

839 352 



¯ HEAD COACH COMMENTS - 
¯ SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS- 
¯ DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS - 

¯ HEAD COACH COMMENTS - 
¯ SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS- 
¯ DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS - 

¯ HEAD COACH COMMENTS - 
¯ SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS 
¯ DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS 

¯ HEAD COACH COMMENTS 
¯ SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS- 
¯ DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS 

¯ HEAD COACH COMMENTS 
¯ SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS- 
¯ DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS - 

¯ HEAD COACH COMMENTS - 
¯ SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS 
¯ DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS 



HEAD COACH COMMENTS 

SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS 
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS 

HEAD COACH COMMENTS 

SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS - 

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS - 

HEAD COACH COMMENTS - 

SPORT ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS 

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMMENTS 



Were there issues with student athlete behavior and discipline on this team? 

If so, were appropriate actions taken and did the Head Coach utilize appropriate resources to address these matters? 

Did the Head Coach and their staff attend all mandatory Department of Athletics and NCAA rules education sessions? 

Did the team submit accurate recruiting, playing, and practice logs on time to the Compliance Office? 

Were there any NCAA compliance rules violations reported within the last year? 

Were submissions by the Head Coach and the program to the Business Office made in a timely manner? 

Did the Head Coach and the program comply with all Department of Athletics policies? 



Media Report 

May 9, 2014 
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] he academic fraud scandal at UNC Chapel Hill will apparently be part of a U.S Senate committee 

hearing next week. 

] he Senate’s Committee on Commerce, Science and I ransportat~on said in a news release Wednesday 

that it will conduct a hearing titled ’ Promoting The % eli-Being and Academic Success of College 

Athletes" on May 

The witness list has not been announced, but The Chronicle of Higher Education reported Wednesday 

that among those asked to testify is Mary Willingham. 

UNC academic advisor Mary Willingham shared on her website, PaperClasslnc corn, on I uesday that she 

has officially resigned from the University. 

In an email, Willingham told WCHLthat she’s currently in Washington, D.C. and w~ll return next week. 

A UNC learning specialist says the very people who are blasting the University for allowing the academic 

scandal to take place are at the heart of the problem. 
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Bradley Bethel is the author of the blog Coaching the Mind: Putting tile Student in Student-Athlete. He 

blamed the deans in the College of Arts and Sciences during Julius Nyang’oro’s tenure for a lack of 

oversighL 

"This professor didn’t show up for over a decade, and his supervisors had no idea," Bethel says, "So, the 
reality of this scandal is that it is gross negligence on the academic side, unfortunately." 

Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/newsiunc/former deans blame academic scandal/ 

Surnraary~ 

With recent reports uncovering poor education for student-athletes, Sara Ganim looks at life for those 

who don’t go pro. 

Article Link: 
http~//www~cr~r~c~m/vide~/data/2~/vide~/sp~rts/2~:~4/~/~8/~ead-dnt-ganirn-undrafted-c~ege- 

education.cnn.html 

David Ridpath answering questions on Willingham’s research methods, "paper courses", etc. 

"Given the athletic relationship that JN and Crowder have with athletics, documented communications, 

etc, it is not that big of a reach to ascertain there was coordination and I find it hard to believe there was 

not. Academic advisors for alhletes are primarily great people who want to do the right thing, but their 

jobs are predicated on keeping athletes academically eligible to play and the conB[ct and pressure are 

huge, I know this because I lived it. If UNC made a choice to bring in more unprepared athletes and not 

shove I have seen academic integrity thrown out the window to keep kids on the field or court." 

Article Link: 
http://bdavidrid.authorsxpress,com/2Og4/OB/O7/answering-some-good-questions/ 

I he state has abandoned ~ts constitutional commitment to provide all North Carolina children with a 

sound, basic education, say lawyers for low income school districts, who cite years of budget reductions, 
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In a new filing, attorneys in a landmark school quality lawsuit call for a hearing in August and a detailed 

plan from the state, with timetables, for complying with the basic education mandate from two previous 

Supreme Court rulings, They say North Carolina has disca rded many of the planned remedies to the 

problem, leaving 800,000 poor students 56 percent of all school children at risk of academic failure, 

Article Link: 

t~ttp:llwww.newsobservercom/2014/O5/OS/3846698!too many nc childlen arent 

receivmg html?sp-/99/ZOO/&ihp-I 
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A break from the NCAA is not desired, but autonomy on the "group of five’s" terms is 
imperative, 

The Big Ten football championship will not follow the men’s basketball tournament east. 

Delany wants multi-year scholarships for NCAA athletes, calling them "the right thing to do". 

Article Links: 
http~//www.usat~daY~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~14/~/~7/big-ten-c~mmissi~ner-jim-de~any-questi~n- 

and-answer/8774193/ 

Delany on the CFP: http:ffwww,usatoday,com/story/sports/ncaaf/2014/og/O?/big-ten-commissioner- 

jim-delany-college-football-playoff/8791503i 

By moving to an autonomy system where five conferences not only draft but administer their own rules, 

Delany is suggesting the NCAA cease performing the latter two of those tasks, at least for a subset of 

people), so the only reason to keep the NCAA around and Division I intact is the value of March 

Madness, 

That is not enough to keep Division I together for even the medium term, The Division I men’s basketball 

tournament might be an $800 million/year property, But the five power conferences only see about 

$200 million of that, some of it with significant strings attached, A lighter, leaner organization might be 

able to produce the same distributions for power conference members on a tournament generating as 

little as a third of the revenue of March Madness, 

You only have to read between a couple of lines to see that Delany is even indicating when a split will 

happen. Multiple times, Delany mentions a time frame of five to seven years to get Division I 

restructured, reform it to the liking of the power conferences, and let outside reform efforts like the 

wave of lawsuits play out. That is also, perhaps not coincidentally, the average time between 

governance reforms in Division I over the last 20 years or so. 

Article Link: 
http~//~w~~sp~rtingnews.c~m/ncaa-f~~tba~~/st~ry/2~14~~5-~7/ncaa~restructuring-hits-p~int~where~ 

split-is-preferable 
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Cost of attendance particulars debated, [exas ]ech AD Hocutt says it’s important to let ~ndiv~dual 

schools mare their own decisions, Mountain West Commissioner Thompson believes each league 

Article Link: 

http://www.cbssports.com/collegefootball/wrlter/jon solomon/24ss3166/ncaas latest cost of 

Ole Miss & Mississippi State officials step forward & offer help to Jackson State Baseball program after 

all of their equipment was lost in a bus fire on Monday, Rebels& partner Easton Sports are sending 

cache of bats, balls, helmets, buckets, catchers gear & more to assist Tigers to complete their season. 

Article Link: 

http://www.cladonledger.com/story/sports/college/jackson state/2014/os/o6/jackson state gets 

assistance ole miss msu bus fire/8793023/ 

Oregon AD Mullens & University VP for Student Affairs Holmes release statement on forcible rape 

situation involving three Ducks MBB student-athletes, timing of UO investigation delayed as local law 

enforcement asked for no interference with their own review of the situation, safety of students is the 

utmost priority. 
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Framework in place for Kansas to have another tough basketball schedule 

Kansas Senior Assoc. AD Keating finishing up Jayhawks Mgt3 schedule for next season, not sure if ~t will 

be as tough as last year’s, but does feature a number of high profile opponents home, away & on 

neulral courts, trips to Ter~lple & Georgelown fulfill HC Self% desire to play games in high profile East 

Article Link: 
http://www.kansascity.com/2014/o5/o6/5006829/framework ~n place for kansas.html 

In advance of releasing updated APR data for all schools next week, the NCAA publicly recognizes all 

programs who finished in the Top :[0% of their sport, includes four women’s & two men’s National 

Championship programs, Dartmouth leads the way with 26 total teams recognized~ 

Article Links: 

http://~w~.ncaa~~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media-center/press-re~eases/ncaa-rec~gnizes-divisi~n-i- 

academic achievement 

http://web1_.ncaa.org/maps/ilammta~thwRecognitionAwards.jsp 

Summary[ 

It’s a four-team blockbuster fixture in the style of the already successful Champions Classic, only this one 

will have a different batch of teams. 

It’s called the CBS Sports Classic, and it’s going to be an annual event featuring four of the biggest 

programs in college hoops history: Kentucky, North Carolina, UCLA and Ohio State. 

Four distinct, different regions of the country are covered by four programs that total 25 NCAA 

Tournament championships -- nearly a third of all title-winners. Pretty great. Kentucky is the only 

program of the four that will compete in both the Champions Classic (which also boasts Duke, Michigan 

State and Kansas) and the CBS Sports Classic. 

"We’re excited to bring these powerhouse programs together for a tremendous early-season 

showcase," said Dan Weinberg, Senior Vice President, Programming, CBS Sports. "From its debut next 

season, the CBS Sports Classic will be a marquee event, adding to our already deep college basketball 

schedule," 

Article Link: 

http://www.cbssports.com!collegebasketball/eye on college baskelball/24553465/cbs spolts classic 

to launch in 2014 include hoops blue bloods 
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Opinions on how possible student athlete stipends should be administered continue to be 

discussed, Baylor AD McCaw says his department is trying to figure out how to increase revenues or 

officers from the ’gig 5’ will get together to create a common approach, Oklahoma AD Castlglione asks 

complkated questions of process. 

Article Link: 
http://www.usatoday.com/storyisports/collegei2Ot4/o5/O7/ncaa governance restructuring reform 

Big 12 Commissioner Bowlsby says many of the possible NCAA governance changes that are on the table 

may take a long time to solve, Arizona FB HC Rodriguez does not agree with the picture of a 

disenfranchised student-athlete, Washington State FB HC Leach wonders if student-athletes as 

employees could be fired, USC AD Haden can see the utility of a post-graduation licensing fund. 

Article Link: 

hrtp://www.cbssports.com/collegefootball/writer!ion solomon/24bb4058!how does college sports 

solve the growing players movement 

Pitt AD Pederson discusses agenda for ACC meetings that start next week, expects significant debate on 

possible introduction of student-athlete stipends, does not believe there is momentum within the 

conference to eliminate FB games against FCS opponents, which he believes is an important option in 

Article Lfnk: 
http://triblive.com/sports/college/pltt/6074020 74/pederson acc schools#axzz317Zw5KJV 

Texas Executive Assoc. AD Ryan in the news for department decor purchases of over S20k during the 

past seven years that were made from an antique store she & her husband own, University handbook 
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states that employees may not do business with an entity in which they have a substantial interest, 

spokesman Voinis says actions were above board. 

Internal Audit Office at Texas will take over the investigation of purchases approved by Executive Assoc~ 

AD Ryan from an antique store she owns with her husband, since 2007 the athletic department has 

spent over $20k at Ryan% Old Mill Store, Travis County Judge Aleshire wonders why a checks & balances 

httP:lltrackingsicom/2024/o5!o7/texas al:hletic academic adviser purchases! 

http://www.mystatesman.com/news/sports/college/uts Mternal audit office to take over ryan 

review/nfrxMi?kmp-statesman [nternall[nk [nvitationbox apt2013 statesmanstubtomystatesmanpre 

mbml#4846f226.2694093.736362 

Big 12, Pac-12 & American leaders comment on unlimited meals legislation that is now available for all 

schools to implement at their behest, Oklahoma AD Castiglione says situation is ripe for abuse, Kansas 

State AD Currie has targeted $600k to $1m as the annual financial investment to upgrade, East 

Carolina AD Compher wants an agreement on a baseline approach. 

Article Link: 
http~//www~cbssp~rts~c~m/c~egef~tba~/writer/jeremy-f~w~er/24555~79/c~ege-f~tba~s-next- 

great-money-race---food--ds-here 

allowed to increase scholarship numbers per sport compared with all other schools within new 

Article Unk: 
http://www.courant com!sports/hc-iacobs-column-O509-20140508,0N 119719.colum n 
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Notre Dame one of the latest schools to continue pushing the ’You Can Play’ campaign to support openly 

gay student athletes, AD Swarbrick within new video, "...the university is committed to fostering an 

Article Ling: 

http://www.huffing[onpost.com/2Ot4/O5!OS/notre danle gay athletes n 529076] html 

The NCAA, along with the press and advertising agencies, uses TV, radio, phone applications and social 

media to influence a certain way of thinking. 

Under this new arrangement, athletes were vulnerable to losing their scholarships for a variety of 

reasons such as the inability to produce because of injury, failure to perform as desired on the field, 

and/or a change in coaching staff or coaching philosophy, In effect, the athletic scholarship became a 

tool in controlling player behavior, movement, and value. 

E~ eryone involved with college athletics, whether it i~ the students, coaches or administrators, seems to 

Due to all of the revenue the students bring in through athletics, the term "student athlete" may cease 

Article Link: 

http://www.huffing~onpost.com/evan [ nloole/propaganda and spolts 

ncaa b g28878}.html utm hp ref=sports&ir=Sports 

Big-time college sports is at a crossroads, It is the best of times and it is the worst of times, This can go 

either way, Above all it’s time for everyone to understand big money gets a lot of attention including 

from a generation of student-athletes that can access more information, see widening disparity and the 

vast wealth being amassed because of their talents, 

Nothing fosters anger more than a sense that your labors are benefitting a corrupt system. If that anger 

is allowed to fester, expect action. 
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Legal Issues 

USA Today repor[er Be~kowi[z (@8yBerkowi;z): Kendall G~egory McGhee sui[ v NCAA and Big b confs 

re: cost of at[endance v. grant ~n aid reassigned to US Dis[rlct Judge Claudia Wilken. Wilken now 

handling 2 cases regarding cost of at[endance v. gran[ in aid, as well as O’Bannon/Keller litigation. 

Article Link: 
http://www.aLcom/sports/index.ssf/2014iO4/another.html 

College Athletes Players Association President Huma worried that next week’s Congressional review of 

student-athlete welfare could lead to unionization barriers, "CAPA is concerned that this hearing has 

been called in an attempt to legitimize the NCAAs illegitimate effort to eliminate college athletes’ 

rights." Baylor President gtarr & Stanford AD Muir will testify. 

Article Link: 
http://abcnews~g~‘c~m/~p~rts/wireSt~ry/hearing-ath~etes~uni~n-w~rries~activist~2362~757 

SummaryL 

During hearing with US House Education & Workforce Committee, Stanford AD Muir says Cardinal would 

look at a different model of college athletics if student-athletes are allowed to u nionize, Baylor President 

Starr also rallies against unionization, committee chair Klein would look to introduce legislation to block 

unions if he could get it through the Senate & had support from President Obama. 

Economist Schwarz also testifies to US House Education & Workforce Committee, compares the NCAA to 

a rich investment banker who makes $1m per year, but spends all his money before allocating some to 

his kids education, believes the current system is full of price-fixing, worried changes to governance 

structure could lead to anti-competitive behavior 

Article Links: 
http~//www~insidehighered.c~m/news/2~~4/~5/~9/h~use"pane~~debates~uni~nizati~n~c~~~ege" 

athletes#sthash.YiQPoCue.QiGqOZgD.dpbs 

http://www~sbnati~n.c~m/c~ege-f~tba~/2~4/~/8/5693196/ncaa-sp~rts-p~ayers-uni~ns-~awsuits- 

http://www~usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~4/~5/~8/h~use~educati~mw~rkf~rce~c~mmittee- 

nort hwestern-football-labor-union/8846929/ 
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http://chronicle,com/article/Battle-Over-College-Athlete!146453i 

Ed O’Bannon chats with CBS Sports reporter Dodd about h~s on going lawsuit against the NCAA & the 

state of affairs in college athletics, believes the current system is designed for student athletes to keep 

their heads down & be quiet since someone else is fool:ing the bill for their education, simply wants to 

help spur changes that will better support players. 

Former University of Georgia football coach Jim Donnan abused the trust of friends and fellow coaches 

A defense attorney countered that Donnan thought he’d found a good investment and wanted to share 

his good fortune with others. 

Article Link: 

http://espn.go.com/college football/story/ /id/lO8929:[O!fedelal trial jim donnan former georgia 

bulldogs coach begins 

Current NCAA Division I rules send the gross majority of the billions of dollars in sports-generated 

revenue right bad< to the schools, coaches, administration, and staff~ the athletes see very-little-to-none 

of it, And as NCAA General Counsel Donald Remy is now coming to understand, collaring revenue of that 

magnitude can send tremors across the landscape; tremors strong enough to awaken a sleeping giant, 

Unfortunal:ely for I:he NCAA, they a~e next up in Kessle~’s crosshairs, and il: is quite unlikely that they will 

succeed where the NFL, the NBA, and the IAAF, among others, have fa~led. Over the years, their position 

on amateurism in college athletics has not only been consistent, it has also been defended time and 

again But they have not faced an opponent on the scale of leffrey Kessler before--not by a country 

mile. 
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Article Link: 

http~//~w~~f~rbes~c~m/sites/davidparne~l/2~Z4/~5/~8/the.ncaas.carte~.activity.has.awakened.a. 

sleeping-giant/ 

560 million fine and other NCAA sanctions against Penn State due to the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse 
scandal, NCAA attorneys said in asking a judge to dismiss a lawsuit filed by the late Penn State football 

coach’s family. 

The NCAA’s 64-page response was filed Tuesday in Centre County. It argues the university willingly 

agreed to sanctions including a ternpora~, postseason ban and scholarship reductions after Sandusky, 
Paterno’s former defensive coordinator, was convicted of abusing boys, including some incidents at 

campus football facilities. 

Paterno’s family has sued to overturn the sanctions, arguing that Penn State was wrongly forced by the 

NCAA to accept the penalties that harmed the school, defamed Paterno’s memory and affected the 

ability of his son and assistant coach, Jay Paterno, and others to find jobs~ 

Article Lfnk: 

http~//www~philly~c~m/philly/educati~n/2~24~5~7-ap-~d222772a4c34276b~af8ba24d7e83fb~html?c-r 
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Villanova extends deal wkh partner Paciolan, pai~ started working with each other in 2006, as part of 

new agreement Paciolan will implement their scanning & digital ticket solution dubbed ’Access’, Senior 

Assoc. AD Steitz excited about giving fans functionality of mobile tickets. 

Article Links: 

http://www.villanova.com/genreli050614aaa.html 

Also, Providence: http://paclolan.com/2014/hot topics/providence college renews partnelship with 

padolan/ 

Wisconsin athletics will contribute half of funds needed for 526m renovations to theSoutheast 

Recreational Facility that will gldude a new competition pool for 8adge*s Swimming programs, 

construction will begin in 2017 with completion expected in 2019, 50 meter pool, new diving platforms 

& 1,500 seats all part of project. 

Article Link: 

http://host.madison.com/sports/columnists/andy baggot/badgers swimming construction on new 

~’~illion pool starts in/article 9e21~a64 ec:[f 540b 8bgd bcf52e4f4cff html 

Arizona AD Byrne updates on the status of McKale Center renovations, old seats & court that have been 

removed will not be salvaged for fans to purchase in order to keep project on time, new floor should be 

installed by June 1 & will feature a traditional design, also launches FB ’Be the One’ campaign. 

Article Link: 

http~//www.ariz~nawi~dcats~c~m/~iewArtic~e.dbm~?ATCL~D-2~94928~6&DB-~EM-~D-3~7~ 
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Oregon Senior Assoc AD Pintens discusses marketing process of differentiating Ducks, upon arrival in 

Eugene asked key question of, "How do we distinguish ourselves in the marketplace?" Points to 

commitment by Nike & key donors, reflecl:s on impact of Joey Harrington billboard in Times Square. 

Article Link: 

http:llcontent.scribblellve.com/Event!The Oregon Ducks How they became a national college foot 

ball brand?Page=O 

West Virginia AD Luck says Big 12 officials discussed the possibly of combining their MBB & WBB post- 

season tourneys durinB league meetings in Phoenix, points to low attendance for the Women’s tourney, 

contracts for both events currently run through 2016. 

Article Link: 
http://www.wvgazette.comiarticle/20140508/GZ02/140509265/1115 

interesting chart by Nielsen that has implications for college athletics, shows that while the total 

number of cable TV channels has continued to rise, from 96 in 2005 to :[89 on average in 20:[3, the 

number of channels actually viewed by each individual customer has remained steady at :[7 to :[g. 

Article Link: 

http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2094/05/081 data point there are hundreds of tv channels people watch 

the first three months of the year. Net income at $468M was u p 1.1% vs the period last year on 

revenues of S3.86B, -4.6%. The top line fell short of the $3.92B that analysts expected. But earnings at 

78 cents a share topped forecasts for 75 cents, CBS says that last year’s results included $280M from 

itsSuper Bowl broadcast, and benefited from two additional NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball 
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Championship 8ames. Their absence cut :[1 percenLage points from revenues at the main Entertainment 

unit, where revenues fell 9.3% to $2.3B with operating income -4.6% to $420M. 

Article Link: 
http://www.deadline.com/2014!05/cbs-q 1-revenues-miss-expectations-wit h-fewer-ncaa-basketball- 
~ames and no super bowl/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday,              7:59 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, 
Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclealN@unc edu>; Crocker, Diane Marie 
<dcrocker@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry 
A <athgallo@unc edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; C~-imsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott 
<nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Hua, Rong 
DanDan <rhua@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; john@ramsclub corn; 
ken@ramsclub corn; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>: Markos, Lance 
M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn>; 
matt@ramsclub corn; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu>; Perl’y, Clara A <caperly@unc edu>; 

@unc edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; tim@ramsclub corn; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrog@email unc edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 8:10 AM 

Grimsley, Pdchie <rgrlmsley@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Wasserman 

What is the Wasserman Team Building activity listed on the schedule of events for Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 I 0: I 0 AM 

ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Housing Update 

Vince a king room is available at the convention hotel would gou prefer that, please let me know as soon as possible, thank 

Kathy Griggs 
Administrative Assistant 
Athletic Director’s Office 
UN C Athletics 
919 843 5834 

Se~t: Monday, May 12, 2014 9:49 AM 

To: Griggs, Kathy 

Subject: FW: 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Housing Update 

Please see the message below i tried to resetwe a room at file host hotel within a day or two after I received fl~e 
notification from the NCAA, but received a message that they were already booked 

Please make reservations for me at the Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina 1 will arrive for check-in on June 2 and 
check-out on June 6 I would like single room/king bed instead of double beds (same price) I believe that bay side 
and city side are file same price as well, so would prefer bay side 

i will also need flights depariing after 9:30 AM on June 2 from RDU to Saa Diego My return flight from Saa Diego 
to RDU should depart after 10 AM Would appreciate as few connecting flights as possible 

The purpose of the trip is to attend the NCAA Regional Rules Meetings in San Diego, CA During this time, 1 also 
plaa visit wflh two or three of the NFLPA agents who represent former UNC football team members and have been 
active pariicipams in our Agent & Advisor Program 

if you have any questions, please let me know Thaaks for your help 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletic~ 

From: NCAA Regional Rules Team [mailto:reqionalrules@ncaa.orq] 
Se~t: Monday, April 28, 2014 5:43 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Housing Update 



Good Afternoon, 

The NCAA block of rooms at the Manchester Grand Hyatt is sold out and the hotel will not provide 
additional rooms at our group rate. There are other hotels available in the area and you will need to 
contact them directly to secure a room reservation. If there are cancellations and we are able to provide a 
room at the Manchester Grand Hyatt, you will be contacted directly by a member of the regional rules 
team. 

Below is a list of hotels that are within walking distance of the Manchester Grand Hyatt. The NCAA is not 
holding rooms at these properties. All rates and availability are subject to hotel capacities. 

¯ W San Diego 
421 West B Street, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://www.thewsandiegohotel.com/ 
Walking Directions: http:flmapq.st/licjmr4 

The Westin San Diego Gaslamp Quarter 
910 Broadway Circle, San Diego, CA 
Website: httFJ/wwwwesting aslamA, com/ 
Walking Directions: http:flmapq.st/li5JPLI 

The Westin San Diego 
400 West Broadway, San Diego, CA 
Website: http:l/www.westinsandiego.com/ 
Walking Directions: http~//mapq, st/lfkgTuR 

Embassy Suites San Diego Bay Downtown 
601 Pacific Highway. San Diego. CA 
Website: http:~/embassysuites3~hi~t~n~c~m/en~h~te~s/ca~if~rniajembassy-suites-san-dieg~-bay- 
downtown-SANDN ES/index.html 
Walking Directions: http://mapg_st/lnEmYHy 

Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina 
333 West Harbor Drive, San Diego, CA 
Website: http:l/sandieqomarriottmarquisandmarina.coml 
Walking Directions: http://mapq.st/lrjKxWm 

Horton Grand Hotel 
311 Island Avenue. San Diego. CA 
Website: San D!egoBoutique Hote!sl Hot, on Grand Hote! I San D!ego. CA 
Walking Directions: http://mapq.st/Pqi5tJ 

Thank you, 

The Regional Rules Team 

Click here to forward this mailing with your personal 
message. 



This email was sent by: NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click hAE# to be removed from this mailing list. 

Click h#£~ to view our privacy policy. 



Sent: 

To: 

Sul~iect: 

Cn’iggs, Kaflly <kgfiggsla;unc cdu> 

Monday, May 12. 2Pl4 1:46 PM 

[11¢. Vine� <ill¢@tmc cdu> 

RE: 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Hou sing Update 

I thought our travel office could book hotel without your credit card number but cannot. Will need your credit card number or if you prefer I 

can forward you info and you can make the reservation. Thanks. 

Kathy Griggs 
Administrative Assistant 
Athletic Director’s Office 
UNC Athletics 

Yes, staying at host hotel is preferable if possible Thmtks 

Our travel agent could not get the convention rate but the rate is tom parable to Marriott Marquis, since you will be reimbursed assume 

this is OK. 

Kathy Griggs 

Administrative Assistant 

Athletic Director’s Office 

UNC Athletics 

919-843-5834 

Yes. if at host hotel that’s great! 

On Ma) 12, 2014, at I 0:1() AM. "Cn’iggs. Kathy" <kariaas,?tlunc cdu> \\ rote: 

Vince-a king room is available at the convention hotel would you prefer that, please let me know as soon as possible, thank 

Kathy Griggs 
Administrative Assistant 
Athletic Director’s Office 
UNC Athletics 

919 843 583zb 



Please scc the message below [ tried to reserve a room at file host hotel within a da) or t\\o after [ received the 
notification from the NCAA, but received a message that they wcrc alrcad) booked 

Please make reservations for me at the Mart’ioN Marquis San Diego Marina I will arris e for check-in on June 2 and 
check-out on June 6 I would like single room/king bed instead of double beds (same price) I believe that bay side 
a~d city side arc the same price as \\elh so \\ould prefer bay side 

I will also need flights departing after 9:30 AM on June 2 flora RDU to San Diego My return fright froLn San Diego 
to RDU should depar~ after 10 AM Would appreciate as few com~ecting flights as possible 

The purpose ol’thc trip is to attend the NCAA Regional Rtdcs Meetings in San Diego, CA During this time, [ also 
plan visit with t\\o or three of the N FLPA agents \\ho represent former UNC football team members and have been 
active participants m our Agent & Ads isor Program 

[l’you have any questions, please let me kno\\ Thanks for your help 

Vince IRe 

<imageOO1.]pg> 

From: NCAA Regional Rules Team [ma[to;refJona!r~es@ncaa,oE~!] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 20t4 5:43 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject; 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Housing Update 

Good Afternoon, 

The NCAA block of rooms at the Manchester Grand Hyatt is sold out and the hotel will not provide 
additional rooms at our group rate. There are other hotels available in the area and you will need to 
contact them directly to secure a room reservation. If there are cancellations and we are able to provide a 
room at the Manchester G rand Hyatt, you will be contacted direc’[ly by a member of the regional rules 
team. 

Below is a list of hotels that are within walking distance of the Manchester Grand Hyatt. The NCAA is not 
holding rooms at these properties. All rates and availability are subject to hotel capacities. 

¯ W Ban Diego 
421 West B Street, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://www.thewsandieqohotel.com/ 
Walking Directions: http://mapq.st/licimr4 

¯ TheWestin San Diego Gaslamp Quarter 



910 Broadway Circle, San Diego, CA 
Website: http~//www,wes~ngas!am£,com/ 
Walking Directions: htt£~//mapq,st/l!5JPU 

¯ TheWestin San Diego 
400 West Broadway, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://www.westinsandieqo.com/ 
Walking Directions: http://mapq.st/lfkqTuR 

¯ Embassy Suites San Diego Bay Downtown 
601 Pacific Highway, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://embassysuites3~hi~t~n~c~m/en/h~te~s/ca~if~rnia/embassy-suites-san-dieq~-bay- 
downtown-SANDNES/index.html 
Walking Directions: http://mapq.st/lnEmYHy 

¯ Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina 
333 West Harbor Drive, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://sandieqomarriottmarquisandmarina.com/ 
Walking Directions: http://mapq.st/lriKxWm 

¯ Horton Grand Hotel 
311 Island Avenue, San Diego, CA 
Website: San Dieqo Boutique Hotels I Hodon Grand Hotel I San Diego, CA 
Walking Directions: http://mapq.st/Pqj5tJ 

Thankyou, 

The Regional Rules Team 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc edu> 
Tuesday, May 13, 2014 4:50 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: CommiRee meeting 

Thanks for the update and scheduling the meeting. I will touch base with you early next week to discuss further. See ya 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 4:47 PM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M 
~c: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Su~ect: Committee meeting 

Carlos, 

I’m sorry for the delay in confirming your meeting with the Special-Talent Committee. The date/time have now been 

scheduled for Thursday, May 22. I hope you will be available to meet with the committee at 3:45 that afternoon. Your 

participation should last no more than 30 minutes. 

The meeting will be held here in Jackson Hall, Office of Undergraduate Admissions. Simply make yourself at home in the 

lobby and I will find you when it’s time to join the meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I’m happy to talk with you between now and the 22nd to help you 

prepare if you think that might be useful. 

gee you next week. 

Barbara 

Barbara Polk 

Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Pbone: 919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 9:53 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

FW: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 

2013-2014 Outside Athletically Related Income Declaration Form f 

Good Morning Corey 

Malielle A. vanGelder 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 962-7853 

Fax: (919} 962-6002 

mvangelder@uncedu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 10:38 AM 
~:: Camarati, Jeffrey Allan; Temple, Abbey; Jackson, ScotL C; HOps, Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Miller, Ron C.; 
Webb, Josh; Jednak, MarL; FarringLon, Ms.Courtney; Fedora, H. Larry; Pommerening, ROW; Sanders, Darryl J; Williams, 
Andre; Culler, Ellen B; Feifs, Chris; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Bahratian, Jonas R; Williams, Roy A; 
Lang, Kyle; Tucker, Tony; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred; Hernandez, Luis III; Brestin, Miriam; Anundsen, Sara; Paul, Sampson 
L; Phillips, Tripp; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Roberts, Logan; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, Clarissa; 
Cheek, Donna E; Hatchell, Sylvia R; High, Jane Starr; Law, Greg A; Lee, William R Jr; Barnes, Philip E; Levy, Jennifer S; 
Lynch, Becky; Tyler, Brie Farley 
Su~ect: FW: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 
Importance: High 

Al! 

This emai! represents the fourth request for your completed outside athletically related income form. As has been noted 

Please complete the form at your eaNest convenience and return it to the Compliance Office, 



Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Assodate Athletic Director 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 6:45 PM 
~:: Camarati, Jeffrey Allan; Snyder, Lee; Temple, Abbey; Forbes, ScotL; Jackson, ScotL C; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Perry, Clara 
A; Hipps, Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Jednak, MarL; Miller, Ron C.; Webb, Josh; Oliverira, Carl; Farrington, 
Ms.Courtney; Fedora, H. Larry; Mills, Ryan Rebecca; Pommerening, Rory; Sanders, Darryl J; West, Ronald Eugene; 
Williams, Andre; Brunner, John F; Culler, Ellen B; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Galvin, Derek P; Smith, Amy Diane; Feifs, Chris; 
Chase, Kaye WatLs; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; Friend, Cynthia Stone; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Sahratian, Jonas R; Williams, Roy 
A; King, J. Angela; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Mitchell, Catherine Elizabeth; Papa, Donna J; Young, Marissa Veronica; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene; Ellis, Bobby Joe; Lang, Kyle; Palanjian, Scott; Tucker, Tony; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred; Hernandez, Luis 
III; Brestin, Miriam; Anundsen, Sara; Parker, Andrew F; Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp; Langley, Raymond Joshua; 
Meaders, Harlis James; Reckart, Angela; Roberts, Logan; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; VanAIsLyne, Mark; Adams, Tyler G; 
rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, Clarissa; Calder, Andrew G; Cheek, Donna E; Hatchell, Sylvia R; High, Jane SLarr; 
Law, Greg A; Lee, William R Jr; Barn~, Philip E; Dowd, Katrina M; Levy, Jennifer S; Lynch, Becky; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne; Haney, Sarah K; Tyler, Brie Farley; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Kolat, Cary J 
Subject: FW: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 
Importance: High 

Good Evening- 

Please let me know if you have any questions ol ¢oncelns. 

I hank you 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:30 PM 
Subject: FW: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 
Importance: High 

Good Afternoon 



Marielle A. wnGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 6:14 PM 
To: Best, Kevin S.; Bowers, Matthew B; Brewer, Rick; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan; Gelin, Dana E; Hundley, Bobby; Kimmel, 
Mark D; Kirschner, Steve; Lohse, Dave Clark; Snyder, Lee; Temple, Abbey; Arendas, Dave; Forbes, Scot~; Fox, Mike; 

Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Holt, Joan M; Jackson, Scott C; Puryear, Tyler; Ballen, Martina K; Boyd, Stephen L; Crocker, 
Diane Marie; Duf~l, Clare E; Perkins, Michael; York, Aaron; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas; Cunningham, Bubba; Dalgleish, 
Joyce L; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Griggs, K~3thy; Gwaltney, Clint; Harris, Tracy U; Norton, Molly; Strassner, Rachel Marcine; Ille, 
Vince (ille~unc.edu); Markos, Lance M (markos~email.unc.edu); Pogge, Paul ~oDoaae~unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom 
(timmermans~unc.edu~; Livers, Tom; Perry, Clara A; Suits, Chrisbl H.; Hipps, Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Parrish, 
Shane; Jednak, Matt; Miller, Ron C.; Webb, Josh; Teryn Brill (       ~omail.com~ I       ~omail.com~; Fulton, 
Grant; Shelton, Karen C; Boxberger, Carl J; Costa, Robert; Fowler, Ross; Maynard, Frank C III; Nusbaum, Mark J; Renn- 
Clements, Brittany; Stec, Gary; Steffer, Mark A; Wilkinson, Michael H; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Sapp, Andrew; Mann, Jan M.; 
Wigger, Leah Marie; Anderson, Melinda; Brewer, Gunter S; Brewer, Ronald; Disch, Dan; Farrington, Ms.Courtney; Fedora, 
H. Larry; Freeman, Jason S; Gilmore, Keith Louis; Haydon, Joe; Heckendorf, Keith J; Holliday, Corey L; Kapilovic, 
Christopher G; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; Lit[rell, Seth; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Mills, Ryan Rebecca; Morelli, David 
Dominic; Pommerening, Rory; Porter, Larry Demond; Sande~, Darryl J; Vandefford, Teresa P; West, Ronald Eugene; 
Williams, Andre; Yaekel, Mark C; Brunner, John F; Culler, Ellen B; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Scroggs, 
William E; Galvin, Derek P; Smith, Amy Diane; Breschi, Joe; Feifs, Chris; Holman, Brian; Martin, Joseph T; Myers, Patrick 
Jacob; Chase, Kaye Watts; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; Frederick, Brad; Friend, Cynthia Stone; Hoots, Eric M; Lynch, Nadia 
Suzanne; McGrath, Colin B (mc~rathc(~email.unc.edu); Robinson, Steve A (coachrobCOunc.edu); Sahratian, Jonas R; 
Williams, Roy A; Domina, Julie; Warner, Stacey Harris; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth; Koenig, Kaye T; Rea, Dana M.; Streett, 
Shelly; Boger, Ricky L; Bunting, Mike; Carrick, Casey L; Cockman, George David Jr; Congelli, Aj; Conway, Connie Morgan; 
Davenport, Robert Wayne; Duffy, Kathy B.; Field, Jaci; Gaines, Timothy M; Gales, Bobby H.; Green, Randy A; Grimsley, 
Richie; Harris, Christopher J; Heath, Johnny; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Karstaedt, Jack W; King, Larry R; Maddox, Danny; 
Noell, Bruce A; Parnell, Trey; Robinson, Kevin T; Sanders, Albert E; Sanders, Benjamin A; Spurling, James; Wilson, 
Jonathan M; Bitting, Angelyn S; Brossman, Curt Alan; King, J. Angela; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Negalha, Jeff; 
Porter, Grant; Rich, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Sisneros, Jason M; Somoano, Carlos M; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Mitchell, 
Catherine Elizabeth; Papa, Donna J; Young, Marissa Veronica; Angell, Jones; Beale, Michael; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; 
Crowe, Michael; Ellis, Bobby Joe; Haake, Simon; Lang, Kyle; Palanjian, Scot[; Plumblee, Jordan L; Steinbacher, Rick; 
Tucker, Tony; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred; Biener, Eric; Gatz, Gregory; Gisselman, Steve; Hernandez, Luis III; Hernandez, 
Erik H; Womack, Zachary Wayne; DeSelm, Rich L; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B; Sanchez, Abel; Workman, 
Aaron; Anundsen, Sara; Kalbas, Brian J; Parker, Andrew F; Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp; Morabito, Eric Michael; Sabo, 
Tim; Steinberg, Jason; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Meaders, Harlis James; Reckart, Angela; Roberts, 
Logan; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; VanAIsb/ne, Mark; Adams, Tyler G; rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, Clarissa; Calder, 
Andrew G; Cheek, Donna E; Hatchell, Sylvia R; High, Jane Starr; Latta, Ivory; Law, Greg A; Lee, William R Jr; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D; Barnes, Philip E; Dowd, Katrina M; Holman, Laurie J; Levy, Jennifer S; Lynch, Becky; Haney, Sarah K; 
Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Tyler, Brie Farley; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Papadatos, Dionisios; Kolat, Cary J; Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subjeet~ Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 
Importance: High 

Good Evening Everyone 



I hope this finds you well. 

As we have already discussed with some of you, we have recently made some changes to the man ner in which we 

comply with the NCAA requirement to report outside athletically related income. Beginning with the 2013-2014 

academic year, ALl. Department of Athletics staff members will be required to either: 

1. Repor~ any athletically related income earned (actual dollar amount) as well as the itemized source(s) of such 

income; OR 
2. Attest that no outside athletically related income will be received. 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2 Athletically Related Income and as an employee with the University of North 

Carolina Depar[ment of Athletics, you are required to provide a written detailed account of any athletically related 

income and benefits received to the Office of the Chancellor on an annu al basis. 

Sources of such income shall include, but are not limited to: 

1. Income from Annuities; 

2. Spor[s Camps or Clinics; 

3. Housing Benefits (including preferential housing arrangements); 

4. Country Club Memberships; 

5. Complimentary Ticket Sales; 

6. Television and Radio Programs; 

7. Endorsement or Consultation Contracts with Athletics Shoe, Apparel or Equipment Manufacturers; and 

8. Speaking Engagements. 

Attached, please find an Outside Athletically Related Income Verification Form for 2013-2014. We ask that you 

complete all information requested for any source of outside athletically related income that you have received or 

expect to receive during the period of September ~., ;t0~.3 through August 3~., 20~.4, then sign/date on the bottom of the 

second page. 

If you will not have any outside athletically related income du ring this time, please check the box on the front page of 

the form to indicate such, then sign/date on the bottom of the second pa~e. 

If at any time prior to September 2014 you add an additional source of outside athletically related income, please 

contact the Athletics Corn pliance Office to amend you r form. Failu re to declare ALL athletically related income will 

constitute a violation. 

Please return completed forms to the Athletics Compliance Office at your earliest convenience, however no later than 

Friday, April 18, 2014. Forms can be returned via email or in hard copy. Pursuant to the legislation, once received, 

corn pleted forms will be provided to both the Director of Athletics and Chancellor for their review. At this time, the 

attached form will not serve as a replacement for the University EPAP reporting requirements; however, we will 

continue to work with H u man Resources and the Office of the University Counsel to align ou r processes moving forward 

so there is not a need for duplication of information. 

Beginning in September 2014, we will ask you to be~in the two par[ outside athletically related income process for the 

2014-2015 academic year. You will be asked to project any sources of income you expect to receive during the year. 

Additional sources of projected athletically related income can be added on an on-going basis throughout the academic 

year. Then, in September 2015, you will be asked to verify your actual athletically related income received in 2014-2015 

and project your athletically related income for 2015 2016. 

I appreciate your assistance in this very important matter. If you have any questions or concerns about the form or 

revisions to our outside income reportin8 requirements, please feel free to contact me. 



Thank you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 



ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 
ALISONMCG EE@ANTHONYTRAVE L.C OM 

Electronic Invoice 
Prepared For: 
ILLE/VlNCE aeI: 319030 

SALES PERSON TX 

INVOICE NUMBER 3103423 

INVOICE ISSUE DATE 13 May 2014 

RECORD LOCATOR JGXAOC 

CUSTOMER NUMBER 037150 

Client Add ress 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
LOUDERMILK CENTER SUITE 2201 
CHAPEL HILL NC 27515 
VlNCE ILLE 
ATTENTION KATHY GRIGGS 

DATE: Tue, Jun 03 

Flight: DELTA AIR LIN ES INC 1294 

From RALEIGH DURHAM, Deparis 11:00am 
NC 

TO ATLANTA. GA Arrives 12:21pm 

Departure Terminal 2 Arrival Terminal S 

Duration 01hr(s) :21min(s) Class Economy 

Type BOEING 737-900 Meal 
JET 

Stop(s) Non Stop 

Seat(s) Details ILLE/VINCE Seat(s) - 30D 

DATE: Tue, Jun 03 

Flight: DELTA AIR LIN ES INC 1967 

From ATLANTA. GA Depads 3:08pm 

To SAN DIEGO, CA Arrives 4:48pm 

Departure Terminal S Arrival Terminal 2 

Duration 04hr(s) :40rain(s) Class Economy 

Type BOEING 767 JET Meal Food for Purchase 

Stop(s) Non Slop 

Seal(s) Details ILLEfVINCE Seat(s) 29E 

DATE: Sat, Jun 07 

Flight: US AIRWAYS 1996 

From SAN DIEGO, CA Deparis 11:05am 

TO CHARLOTTE, NC Arrives 6:48pm 

Departure Terminal 2 

Duration 04hr(s) :43min(s) Class Coach 

Type AIRBUS INDUSTRIE Meal Food for Purchase 
A321 JET 

Stop(s) Non Slop 

Seat(s) Details ILLE/VINCE Seat(s) - 33C 

DATE: Sat, Jun 07 



Flight; US AIRWAYS 1861 

From CHARLOTTE, NC Depads 8:25pm 

To RALEIGH DURHAM, Arrives 9:20pro 
NC 

Duration Ohr(s) :55min(s) 

Type AIRBUS INDUSTRIE 
A321 JET 

Stop(s) Non Slop 

Seat(s) Details ILLE/VINCE 

ArrivalTerminal 2 

Class Coach 

Meal 

Seat(s) - 31C 

DATE: Sun, Mar 15 

Others 

HAVEAGREAT 
TRIP AND GO 
HEELS 

DATE: Wed, Apt 08 

Others 

THANKYOUFOR 
CHOOSING 
ANTHONY 
TRAVELINC. 

Ticket Information 
Ticket Number DL 7451829688 

Ticket Number US 7451829689 

Passenger ILLE VINCE 

Billed to: USD * 219.00 

Passenger ILLE VlNCE 

Billed to; ( USD * 319.50 

SubTotal USD 538.50 

Net Credit Card Billing * USD 538.50 

Total Amount Due USD 0.00 

FOR EMERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 
24 HOURS A DAY pLEASE GIVE YOUR VIT CODE $715C 

PASSENGERS REQUIRED TO SHOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 
PHONE NUMBER 919-843-5076 
FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED. 
SERVICE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFUNABLE 
PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF 
ANY DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING 
ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME MAY RESULT 
IN A PENALTY FEE 
UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 
PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 
AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 
SECURITY CHECKPOINTS A BOARDING PASS MAY BE 
OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER AIRLINE 
KIOSK OR IN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE WEBSITE 
PLEASE CHECK AIRLINE WEBSITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 
REGARDING ALL BAGGAGE ALLOWANCES AND ADDITIONAL FEES 
FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFORMATION ON AIRPORT 

Your travel arranger provides the information contained in this document If you have any questions about the content please contact you r travel 
arranger For Credit Card Service fees please see eTicket receipt for total charges 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, I 1:34 AM 

@live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; @live unc edu>: 

~yahoo corn; @live unc edu>; - 
¯ --@live unc edu>; ~)live unc edu>; 

, @live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; @gmail corn; 

@unc edu>;                          ~live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn;                                    @live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
,~)live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 

@gmail corn; ~live unc edu>; 
(T~,live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; @live unc ~du>i 
~gmail corn; ’@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>;                                  ~live unc edu>; 
~g~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>;                                ~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

?.~live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; f~kenan-tlagler unc edu; 

~live unc edu>; ~gmail corn; 
~)live corn; @live unc edu>; i 

"~0,1ive unc edu~; @live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; @email unc edu>; 

/3),live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; ~,aol com~ 
,@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>: 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

(@Ive unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 
~gmail corn; 

. ~live unc edu>; 
~live ~nc edu>; ~live unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cficket@unc edu>; Jenije, Matthew O 
<ojenije@email unc edu>; Sawyer, Korie <kcsawye@unc edu>; Gaines, B~Tant 
Anthony <bagaines@email unc edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa adams@unc edu>; 
Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email unc edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Williams, 
Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Mann, Jan M <janmann@unc edu>; Galvin, Derek 
P <derekg@unc edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc edu>; Barnes, Philip E 
<pbarnes@unc edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron 
<rubins@email unc edu>; Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios 
<dpapa@email unc edu>; Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu>; Sapp, Andrew 
<masapp@unc edu>; Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@email unc edu>; Phillips, Tripp 
<tphillips@unc edu>; Williams, Britta <britta@ramsclub corn> 

Summer Carolina Outreach 



Hey Everyone, 

Hope you are doing well It" you and your teammates are looking for community service opportunities in the 
summer, here is a brief list: 

ElementarY/Schools Visit: 

flping out to run games and play sports with local elementata£ school kids after their schools 

cnic with a 3’’~ grade class after their baseball class project 

siting elementa~3z school students to talk about the importance of staying in school in order to exceed in sports 
as well as life at their lunch break 

liting letters to a Middle School students to share some positive academic and athletic experience 

Volunteer at N C Hospitals: 

:diatric playroom really needs volunteers during summer, all the shifts are available now: 
hrtps://wwwgooglecom/calendar/htmlembed?src unchvolunteerservices@gmailcom&skipwarning true) 

flivering a Kids Ca~, which is staft’ed with many snacks to patients at the Children’s Hospital 

siting patients at the Burn Center/Cancer Hospital to give them some encouragements about lives 

Visits to local non-profit organization: 

oviding companionship in the form of conversation and activities to older adults in Charles House 

~oking meals and organizing game nights at the Ronald McDonald House 

Feel free to contact us for specific dates and details We would love to help, if your team want to build other 
se~wice projects 

Also, I am really glad to introduce a new staff member Ochuko Jeniie (oh-CHOO-coe Jen-uh-jay) tu join the 
Student-Athlete Development team He will se~we as an Assistant Director of Student-athletes Development 
and be the prima~2¢ contact for Carolina Outreach Welcome! 

Hope you all enjoy the summer! Good luck with eve~2cthing! Go Heels!! 

Best, 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Attended 

Attended 

[ N/A [ New Coach/Leadership Liaison ALtended/Did not 

89% 







Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

SOCCER (Men’s) 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Buildin8 Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Attended 

Attended 

89% 





Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

WRESTUNG 

Fal Meeting Attended Commitment Workshop Attended 

89% 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

FENCING (Men~s) 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Attended 

Attended 

[ N/A I New Coach/Leadership Liaison ALtended/Did not 

89% 





Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

SWIMMING AND DIVING (Men’s} 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Not Attend 

Not Attend 

AtLended 

AtLended 

Did Not Attend 

89% 

AC(afl2 41 180 195 74~ 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

SWIMMING AND DIVING (Women’s) 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Not Attend 

Not Attend 

AtLended 

AtLended 

Did Not AtLerld 

89% 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

TRACK AND F~ELD (Men~s) 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Did Not Attend 

Attended 

Not Attend 

89% 

AC (eft) 41 180 195 74% 

I HC (e!0 I 19 I 9~ 75 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

TRACK AND F~ELD (Women’s) 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Did Not Attend 

Attended 

Not Attend 

89% 

AC (eft) 41 180 195 74% 

l HC (e!0 I 19 I 9~ 75 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

BASKETBALL (Women’s) 

Attended 

Attended 

Did Not Attend 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Attended 

Did Not Attend 

89% 

Comments: Head Coach took a leave of absence for cancer treatment. 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

F~ELD HOCKEY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Attended 

Attended 

[ N/A I New Coach/Leadership Liaison ALtended/Did not 

89% 

AC (eft) 41 180 [ 195 74%    [ 

Comments: ^The Rising Star who did not complete Rising Slats willldrew for the semesler in 

order to train with the National Team 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

GOLF (Women’s) 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Attended 

Attended 

[ N/A I New Coach/Leadership Liaison ALtended/Did not 

89% 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

GYMNASTICS 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

Attended 

Attended 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Building Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

rqot Applied 

rqot Applied 

[ N/A I New Coach/Leadership Liaison ALtended/Did not 

89% 

Comments: Gymnastics adjusted their participation in the Leadership Academy in order to better 
meet their unique leadershipdevelopment needs. Pad ofthe adjustment involved no 
participation in Rising Stars. The participation pipeline will be intact nexi year though. 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

LACROSSE (Women’s) 

[ N/A I New Coach/Leadership Liaison ALtended/Did not 

89% 



Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

ROWING 

[ N/A [ New Coach/Leadership Liaison ALtended/Did not 

89% 





Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

SOFTBALL 

PaAicipation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

Attended 

Did Not Attend 

Attended 

Commitment Workshop 

Team Buildin8 Workshop 

Liaison Binder 

Attended 

Attended 

89% 







Richard A. Baddour 
CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

Participation Snap Shot 
2013-14 

FOOTBALL 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 
Thursday, May 15, 2014 11:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
Football Scheduling 

carolina future football schedules based on new acc concepts and parameters - 5-15- 
14 xlsx; Football Revenue-Expense Analysis xlsx 

I’d like to get this to you, Bubba and Corey today. Take a look and give me a call when you can. 

Rick 

Bubba, Vince, Corey 

Based on the ACC vote, I have updated our football scheduling tracker (attached). I have also attached a summary of net 

revenue from all games at home in ’09 and ’10 (Mike Perkins and Chad Z are working to update for ’11, and ’12). 

Now that the scheduling model has been resolved I think we need to focus on strategies & next steps for 2015 - 2019 

scheduling. Additionally, I am in Charlotte all day tomorrow calling on Wells Fargo and Coke. Will Webb and Johnny 

Harris want us to update them on exactly where we are relative to games in Charlotte now that the vote has taken 

place. I am planning to stop by and give Will Webb an update tomorrow, but want to make sure you are all on board 

with what I tell him. Below is a quick summary of potential options for 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 followed by what I 

suggest we tell Will tomorrow. 

2015 - Need one more game at home (would make us 7/4/1) 

Options: 

Central Florida wants to do a home and home, 9/12/15 in Chapel Hill (we would need to move NCA&T), and 

2017 in Orlando, FL. They say they will not be a buy game. Have not asked them about 2 for 1 yet. 

Buy a FBS team, options are very slim if any at all, and it will likely be expensive (~1,000,000 plus) 

Buy a 2nd FC5 team, we know UT Martin will come for about $500k, we could also likely get a MEAC team later 

Special Note: The ACC does not want us to schedule this game on 9/26/15 anymore due to other league non 

conf games. They want us to play a conf game on 9/26/15 and then they would give us an open date mid way 

through the season. 

R5 Suggestion: Try to schedule UT MarLin now (2nd FB5 will take some date changing), or schedule the home and home 

with Central Florida 

20~.6 - Need 2 more games 
Options: 

UNC Charlotte in Charlotte (need Charlotte SporLs Foundation to commit to $2.5 mm), this would lock us in to 

only 6 home games, but the CLT guarantee (52.5 ram) would be significantly more than our average home game 

net ($1.7 ram) 
guy an FBSteam at home 

If we don’t do UNC C in CLT, we could do another FBS buy, or do another FBS home and home 

RS Suggestion: Commit to UNCC in CLT if Charlotte Sports Foundation will guarantee $2.5 mm), work on 2nd FBS buy 

game 

2017 - Need 3 more games 
Options: 

CAL contract (’17 in Chapel Hill, ’18 Away) is close to done, waiting on final ACC / ESPN clearance on TV 



language) 

Notre Dame at home a small possibility, awaiting confirmation from M 5trickland 

Get ’18 game at ECU moved to CLT in ’17, long shot, but if we think of it as an away game and Charlotte Sports 

Foundation gives ECU a large guarantee, it may happen 

If no Notre Dame in ’17, would we consider playing South Carolina again in Charlotte for 53.5 - 54.0 mm? 

Buy an FBSteam at home 

Buy an FCSteam at home 

RS Suggestion: Get confirmation on ND from Strickland (working on it now), Tell Charlotte Sports Foundation to try to 

get @ ECU in ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

2018 - Need 2 more games 

Options: 

Get ECU ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

Schedule another FBS/BCS H & H (in addition to CAL) 

Buy an FBSteam at home 

Buy an FCSteam at home 

RS Suggestion: Tell Charlotte Sports Foundation to try to get @ ECU in ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

2019 - Need 3 more games 

Options: 

Notre Dame at home is likely 

If ND moved to ’17, would we play So Carolina in CLT for 54.0 mm? 

Buy an FBSteam at home 

Buy an FCSteam at home 

RS Suggestion: Wait to see what happens with ND in ’19 or ’17, and wait to see what happens with other Charlotte 

game options 

CHARLOI"FE SPORTS FOUNDATION MEETING - 5/16/14 

Most Recent Charlotte Pitch 

Package ’19, ’16 and ’17 as follows: 

UNC vs. USC on Thursday night in 2019 (9/3/15) for 53.2 mm guaranteed (current deal is 52.9 mm guaranteed / 

53.2 mm with sellout). 

UNC vs UNC-CLT in 2016 for 52.5 mm guaranteed (they will need to subsidize ticket pricing) 

UNC vs. USC in 2017 for 53.9 mm - 54.0 mm guaranteed 

R5 Suggested response for 5/16/14 meeting: 

Tell them we cannot commit to the package deal due to unknown Notre Dame date and need to schedule BC5 

Home and Home (i.e. Cal in ’17 & ’18) 
Tell them if they guarantee 53.2 million for the ’15 game we will play it on Thursday or Saturday 

Tell them we want to lock down the UNC Charlotte in Charlotte in 2016 game for a 52.5 mm guarantee 

Tell them we will work with them to see if ECU will move our game in Greenville in ’18 to Charlotte in ’17. ECU 

would get the guarantee, we would be the away team 

We will consider to continue games in out years, ’19, ’20, ’21 etc., but can’t commit to package deals at this 
time, rather need to work on this one year at a time 

Let me know your thoughts. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 11:29 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Football Scheduling 

carolina future football schedules based on new acc concepts and parameters - 5-15- 
14 xlsx; Football Revenue-Expense Analysis xlsx 

Bubba, Vince, Corey 

Based on the ACC vote, I have updated our football scheduling tracker (attached). I have also attached a summary of net 

revenue from all games at home in ’09 and ’10 (Mike Perkins and Chad Zare working to update for ’11, and’12). 

Now that the ACC scheduling model has been resolved I think we need to focus on strategies & next steps for 2015 

2019 scheduling. Additionally, I am in Charlotte all daytomorrow calling on Wells Fargo and Coke. Will Webb and 

Johnny Harris want us to u pdate them on exactly where we are relative to games in Charlotte now that the vote has 

taken place. I am planning to stop by and give Will Webb an update tomorrow, but want to make sure you are all on 

board with what I tell him. Below is a quick summary of potential options for 2015, 2016, 20~7, 20~8, 2019 followed by 

what I suggest we tell Will tomorrow. 

2015 - Need one more game at home (would make us 7/4/1) 
Options: 

Central Florida wants to do a home and home, 9/~2/15 in Chapel Hill (we would need to move NCA&TI, and 

2017 in They say they will not be a buy game. Have not asked them about 2 for ~ yet. 

Buy an team, options are very slim if any at all, and it will likely be expensive (51,000,000 plus) 

Buy a 2nd team, we know will come for about 5500k, we could also likely get a team later 

Special Note: The ACC does not want us to schedule this game on 9/26/15 anymore due to other league non- 

conf games. They want us to play a conf game on 9/26/15 and then they would give us an open date mid-way 
through the season. 

RS Suggestion: Try to schedule now (2nd will take some date changing), or schedule the home and home 

with 

2016 - Need 2 more games 

Options: 

UNC Charlotte in Charlotte (need Charlotte Sports Foundation to commit to 52.5 mm), this would lock us in to 

only 6 home games, but the CLT guarantee (52.5 mm) would be significantly more than our average home game 

net (5L7 mm) 

Buy an    team at home 

If we don’t do UNC C in CLT, we could do another    buy, or do another    home and home 

BS Suggestion: Commit to UNCC in CLT if Charlotte Sports Foundation will guarantee 52.5 mm), and work on an buy 

game 

2017 - Need 3 more games 

Options: 

contract (’17 in Chapel Hill, ’18 Away) is close to done, waiting on final ACC / ESPN clearance on TV 

language) 

at home a small possibility, awaiting confirmation from M Strickland 

Get ’18 game at moved to CLT in ’17, long shot, but if we think of it as an away game and Charlotte Sports 

Foundation gives a large guarantee, it may happen 

If no in ’17, would we consider playing again in Charlotte for 53.5 - 54.0 ram? 

Buy an    team at home 



guy an    team at home 

RS Suggestion: Get confirmation on from Strickland (working on it now)~ Tell Charlotte Spots Foundation to try to 

get       in ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

2018 - Need 2 more games 

Options: 

Get ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

Schedule another             (in addition to    ) 

guy an team at home 

guy an team at home 

R5 Suggestion: Tell Charlotte Sports Foundation to try to get in ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

2019 - Need 3 more games 

Options: 

at home is likely 

If    moved to ’17, would we play 

Buy an team at home 

Buy an team at home 

RS Suggestion: Wait to see what happens with 

game options 

in CLT for 54.0 mm? 

in ’19 or ’17, and wait to see what happens with other Charlotte 

CHARLOI"rE SPORTS FOUNDATION MEETING - 5/16/14 

Most Recent Charlotte Pitch - 

Package ’15, ’16 and ’17 as follows: 

UNC vs.     on Thursday night in 2015 (9/3/15) for 53.2 mm guaranteed (current deal is 52.5 mm guaranteed / 

$3.2 mm with sellout). 

UNC vs UNC-CLT in 2016 for $2.5 mm guaranteed (they will need to subsidize ticket pricing) 

UNC vs.    in 2017 for 53.5 mm - 54.0 mm guaranteed 

RS Suggested response for 5/16/14 meeting: 

Tell them we cannot commit to the package deal due to unknown date and need to schedule 

Home and Home (i.e.    in ’17 & ’18) 

Tell them if they guarantee $3.2 million for the ’15 game we will play it on Thursday or Saturday 

Tell them we want to lock down the UNC - Charlotte in Charlotte in 2016 game for a 52.5 mm guarantee 

Tell them we will work with them to see if    will move our game in Greenville in ’18 to Charlotte in ’17. 

would get the guarantee, we would be the away team 

We will consider to continue games in out years, ’19~ ’20, ’21 etc., but can’t commit to package deals at this 

time, rather need to work on this one year at a time 

Let me know your thoughts. 

Rick 



Carolina Football Future Schedules Based on new ACC concepts and parameters - 5/15/14 

NEED 3 -5/4 NEED 3 -4/5 (@ ~ NEED 4-4/4 

2o17 2o21 2022 

6 home/6 away 

2014 

08/30 Liberty 

09/20 @ East Carolina ~ 

NEED 1 - 6/4/3. 

2015 

09/05 sour h Carolina in CLT~ 

OpLions: 

H & H: UCF only current vlable 

BUY FBS MAC: S12 milUon plus 

BUY 2rid FCS: $500k approx 

NEED 2 - 5/5 

2016 

Optlons: 

UNCCIt in CLT 

BUY FBS 

09/23^ 

at H small possibiliLy 

BUY 

BUY 

Get ’18 moved to CLTin ’177 

in CLT? 

ACC Non Conf? 

NEED 2 - 4/6 

2018 

09/08^ 

09/22^ 

}tlons: 

GeL ’18 moved to CLTin ’177 

BUY 

BUY 

H&H 

ACC Non Conf? 

NEED 3 - 5/4 

2019 

NEED 4 - 4/4 
2020 

09/04^ )9103~ 

09/11^ )9110~ 

09/18^ )9117~ 

09/25~ )9124^ 

L0108~’ ACC COASTAL I OPEN 

L0115~’ ACC COASTAL I OPEN 

10/09AACCCOASTAL/OPEN 

10/16AACCCOASTAL/OPEN 

NEED 4 - 4/4 
2023 

NEED3-5/4( [ 

2024 



Carolina Football Non-Conference Scheduling - 11/7/13 

School           [ UNC Contact [Ideal Scenario                    [Guarantee Range L      2014 Games Avail? (ESPN)       [ 2012 RecordJStatus 

SCHEDULED 

Liberty RS Home 8/30/14 Contracted 

Notre Dame ACC Away - 9/13/14 Announced by ACC, more games to be announced for next 12 years soon 

East Carolina RS Away 9/20/14 and Away in 2016 or 2018 Contracted need to finalize 2016 or 2018 date 

South Carolina RS Neutral (CLT) - 9/5/15 Contracted 

North Carolina A&T RS Home 9/12/15 Contracted 

Ohio State Vl Home 9/23/17, Away 9/22/18 Contracted 

Akron Vl Home 9/6/14or 11/22/14 1 11 

Ball State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9-4 

Bowling Green Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 85 

Buffalo RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 Buffalo is not interested, they want an easier game 

Colorado State Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Eastern Michigan VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

Idaho RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

Kent State RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11 3 

Louisiana Monroe VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8-5 

Louisiana Tech Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9 3 

Massachusetts RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 Verbally agreed, then went dark 

New Mexico Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 9 

New Mexico State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

North Texas VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Northern Illinois Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 12 2 Has a game scheduled with Wake Forest that Wake may want out of 

Rice RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 Has Notre Dame and New Mexico State in 14, New Mexico State may drop them 

San Diego State RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9 4 

San Jose State VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11-2 

South Alabama RS Home 9/6/14or 11/22/14 2 11 

Texas State VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Tulane RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

UAB Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3 9 

UNLV RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2 11 Can and may take a 13th game, they need the money 

UTEP VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3-9 Bob Stull 

UTSA RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8 4 

Western Kentucky VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 

Western Michigan RS Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Wyoming Vl Home 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4 8 

Connecticut RS 

Indiana Vl 

Kansas Vl 

Kentucky Vl 

Memphis RS 

Northwestern Vl 

Purdue Vl 

Rutgers RS 

SMU RS 

South Florida RS 

Stanford (extra time) Vl 

Temple RS 

UCLA (extra time) Vl 

Vanderbilt RS 

Alabama 

Florida 

Georgia 

LSU 

Nebraska 

Oklahoma 

Penn State 

Texas 

USC (extra time) 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 

PRIMARY TARGETS - 2014 GUARANTEE HOME GAME 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

ONE GAME OVER (RICE ON 9/6/14) 

FULL 

1 (ALSO HAS WAKE WHO MAY WANT OUT) 

FULL (NOTRE DAME & NEW MEXICO ST) 

3 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

1 (MAY HAVE FSU, DEPENDING ON ND) 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

1 (CAN PLAY 13) 

PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE HOME AND HOME SERIES 

PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE MARQUEE HOME AND HOME OR NUETRAL SITE GAMES 



Rutgers(RS): Doubtful 

Temple(RS): Full 

Northwestern(Vl): Doubtful 

Texas State(Vl): 

UAB(Vl): 

Illinois(Vl): not until ’15 (’15/’19) 

Cincinatti(RS): wants ’14/’15 

Buffalo(RS): NO 

Ga Southern(RS): FULL 

Vanderbilt(RS): Doubtful 

Dave Brown Suggestions: 

Old Dominion(Vl): 

Southern Miss 

UTEP(Vl): lose Colorado State 

Colorado State (Vl): 

Idaho: 

Northern Illinois: (Gardner Webb to Wake) 

Rice(RS): 

/a Tech: 

Eastern Michigan(Vl): 

Purdue: 

Washington State: 

UNLV will take a 13th same, need the money 

Bill Fairdoth would he look at it? 

New Mexico state may drop Rice 

BobStull 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 11:53 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: Football Scheduling 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 11:29 AM 
TO: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Football Scheduling 

Bubba, Vince, Corey 

Based on the ACC vote, I have updated our football scheduling tracker (attached). I have also attached a summary of net 

revenue from all games at home in ’09 and ’10 (Mike Perkins and Chad Z are working to update for ’11, and ’12). 

Now that the ACC scheduling model has been resolved I think we need to focus on strategies & next steps for 2015 - 

2019 scheduling. Additionally, I am in Charlotte all daytomorrow calling on Wells Fargo and Coke. Will Webb and 

Johnny Harris want us to u pdate them on exactly where we are relative to games in Charlotte now that the vote has 

taken place. I am planning to stop by and give Will Webb an update tomorrow, but want to make sure you are all on 
board with what I tell him. Below is a quick summary of potential options for 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 followed by 

what I suggest we tell Will tomorrow. 

2015 - Need one more game at home (would make us 714/1) 

Options: 

Central Florida wants to do a home and home, 9/12/15 in Chapel Hill (we would need to move NCA&TI, and 

2017 in Orlando, FL. They say they will not be a buy game. Have not asked them about 2 for 1 yet. 

Buy an FBS team, options are very slim if any at all, and it will likely be expensive (~1,000,000 plus) 

Buy a 2nd FCS team, we know UT-Martin will come for about 5    , we could also likely get a MEAC team later 

Special Note: The ACC does not want us to schedule this game on 9/26/15 anymore due to other league non 

conf games. They want us to play a conf game on 9/26/15 and then they would give us an open date mid-way 

through the season. 

nd RS Suggestion: Try to schedule UT Mar[in now (2 FBS will take some date changing), or schedule the home and home 

with Central Florida 

2016 - Need 2 more games 

Options: 

UNC Charlotte in Charlotte (need Charlotte Spor[s Foundation to commit to 52.5 mm), this would lock us in to 

only 6 home games, but the CLTguarantee (52.5 mm) would be significantly more than our average home game 

net (~1.7 ram) 

Buy an FBSteam at home 

If we don’t do UNC C in CLT, we could do another FBS buy, or do another FBS home and home 

RS Suggestion: Commit to UNCC in CLT if Charlotte Sports Foundation will guarantee 52.5 mm), and work on an FBS buy 

game 

2017 - Need 3 more games 

Options: 



contract (’17 in Chapel Hill, ’18 Away) is close to done, waiting on final ACC / ESPN clearance on TV 

language) 

at home a small possibility, awaiting confirmation from M Strickland 

Get ’18 game at moved to CLT in ’17, long shot, but if we think of it as an away game and Charlotte Spor~s 

Foundation gives a large guarantee, it may happen 

Ifno in ’17, would we consider playing again in Charlotte for 53.5 54.0 mm? 

Buy an team at home 

Buy an team at home 

RS Suggestion: Get confirmation on from Strickland (working on it now), Tell Charlotte Spor~s Foundation to try to 

get       in ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

2018 - Need 2 more games 

Options: 

Get ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

Schedule another {in addition to ) 

Buy an team at home 

Buy an team at home 

RS Suggestion: Tell Charlotte Sports Foundation to try to get in ’18 moved to CLT in ’17 

2019 - Need 3 more games 

Options: 

at home is likely 

If    moved to ’17, would we play 

Buy an team at home 

Buy an team at home 

RS Suggestion: Wait to see what happens with 

game options 

in CLT for 54.0 mm? 

in ’19 or ’17, and wait to see what happens with other Charlotte 

CHARLOI"rE SPORTS FOUNDATION MEETING - 5/16/14 

Most Recent Charlotte Pitch 

Package ’15, ’16 and ’17 as follows: 

UNCvs. USCon Thursday night in 2015 (9/3/15) for $3.2 mm guaranteed (current deal is 52.5 mm guaranteed / 

53.2 mm with sellout). 

UNC vs UNC CLT in 2016 for 52.5 mm guaranteed (they will need to subsidize ticket pricing) 

UNCvs.     in 2017 for 53.5mm 54.0 mm guaranteed 

RS Suggested response for 5/16/14 meeting: 

Tell them we cannot commit to the package deal due to unknown date and need to schedule 

Home and Home (i.e. Calin ’17 &’18) 

Tell them if they guarantee 53.2 million for the ’15 game we will play it on Thursday or Saturday 

Tell them we want to lock down the UNC Charlotte in Charlotte in 2016 game for a 52.5 mm guarantee 

Tell them we will work with them to see if    will move our game in Greenville in ’18 to Charlotte in ’17. 

would get the guarantee, we would be the away team 

We will consider to continue games in out years, ’19, ’20, ’21 etc., but can’t commit to package deals at this 

time, rather need to work on this one year at a time 

Let me know your thoughts. 

Rick 
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Players 

- MIAMI Game Travel Party 
Coaches 

15 

Adams, Deke 

Anderson, Blake 

Bell, Walt 

Brewer, Gunter 

Disch, Dan 

Duggan, David 

Fedora, Larry 

Jordan, Randy 

Kapilovic, Chris 

Koenning, Vic 

- GA 

GA 

GA 

- SA 

I Strth & Cond 
5 

Hernandez, Lou 

Womack, Zack 

Mitchell, Kevin 
- GA 

Managers 
13 

Freeman, Jason 

Morelli, Dominic 
Yaekel, Mark 

student 
- student 

- student 
student 

student 

~tudent 
student 

- student 
- student 

- student 

Medical 

Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Ciocca, Mario Dr. 

Creighton, Alex Dr. 

Halverson, Doug 

- GA 

King, Kevin 

-GA 

Trulock, Scott 

-student 

- student 

student 

student 

- student 

- student 

Video 

Luke, Chris 

Sanders, Darryl 

Academics 
1 

Richardson, Wally 

Ath Dept 
12 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Berry, Marcus 

Cowdin, Tych 

Haydon, Joe 

Heckendorf, Keith 

Holliday, Corey 

Pommerening, Rory 

Spurling, James 

Williams, Andre 

Sports Info 
3 

Best, Kevin 

Hundley, Bobby 

Walston, Turner 

Ticket Office 
2 

Bersticker, Brian 

Parrish, Shane 

THSM 
6 

Alexander, Ben 

Andrews, Jason 

AngelI, Jones 

Ellis, Bob 

Pace, Lee 

Steinbacher, Rick 

Game Day Headsets 

3 
Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 

Mason, Mitch 

Police Escort 
2 

Metts, Don - NCSHP 

Moore, Robed - UNC DPS 

Chancellor 
0 

Truck Drivers 

2 

Clodfelter, David 
Wagoner, David 

Bus Driver 1 
Bus Driver 2 

Bus Driver 3 

Bus Driver 4 

Bus Driver 5 

Biq Hitters / VIPS 
5 

Cheerleaders Wives 

Royal, Kristin (Coach) 

Wives - Not Attendin~l 

Not on Friday Flight to FLL 

Not on Saturday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING FRIDAY: 179 

TOTAL FLYII~6~,T~{it~[~602 xlsx 181 

Total 
123 

28 

34 

TOTAL 
185 

2012 Carolina Football 

3/10/2015 1248 AM 











V~ ~lhngham s research apphcatmns raise q~estions 













Senior Staff 
Larry Gallo 

leaves for tlolland for the World Cup (5 Ileels playing~ - 
..... only cur~enl player 

going to University Games in Akron, OH 
plays NC State in GTeensbo[o on 

ARENA Grand Prix in Char]otte (many current/former swimmers competed) 

Marielle vanGelder 
Renewals 
Spring Checkout meetings are finishing up 
Asking wo[k/car info[mation both now and at the end of the Stlmmer 
Looking at need based aid 
Expecting long Q&A about meals 

Rick Steinbacher 
Wells FargotCoca Cola meetings 

neutral site game vs SC in Charlotte 
o They are pushing for more neutral site games 
o Looking to add seat licenses for neutial site games, bowl games, ACC 

Championships 
ACC decided to stay with 8 conference football games and maintain divisions 
In      AC( m~]st schedu]e at least I non cont;,~rence game vs BCS team 
ACC did not take step eliminate FCS games 
Looking to schedule in state FCS teams 
Rammys Survey Restdts (if you have feedback let them know) 

o Rammys will take place Monday April 20th in Ca~nicbael Arena next 
year 

NACDA 
o Putting a master schedule together including who is going from Carolina 
o Template to report back what was learned at NACDA 

Corey Holliday 
About to stari 8 hours of required workouts 

is returning to the team (enrolled in summer school) 
Atlantis Basketball Toumametu 

o Wednesday-Friday of Thanksgi,Angweek 
o At Atlantis Hotel 
o Imperial Arena (4000 seats) 
o Will not know bracket until late July 

ACC Toumamenl 
o Moved up one day in the week 
o Now’will start on Tuesday 
o Championship game on Saturday Night 



Extra day off before NCAA Tournament 
Easier travel fo~ fans 
Better TV schedule (primetime semifinal and championship) 

One or two exhibition games at home next year 
30 second shot clock in those games 

Kevln Best 
Going to crcate/updale bits for the entire alhletic department on GoHeels website 
Please contact to update your department and to keep it up to date 
Want unifb~ned pictures and bits 

Michael Bea~e 
Process of hiring new assistant administrator 

tickets went on sale 
More planning, less implementation currently 

Ken Cleary 
Covering 
Final ESPN3 production was 

in Greensboro 
(40 total ploductions) 

End of expected events 
Potential with depending on regional/super regional sites 
Continued discussions with fan development group 
Meeting with a number of coaches m talk about Fetzer 
Discussions with grad students on internship evaluations 
Helped out with NCAk     Regional at NC State (we host in 

Angle Bitting 
Bids going on tbr renovation of Bowles Dr 
Going to tear the road up and rebuild it (next summer) 

Martins Ballen 
End of year expectations 
Please get expense reports in 
Please ]imit spending if ab]e 
Additional requests for next year are $6-7 million 
We ha~e about 1/10 of that to work with cunently 

Paul Po~e 

Agent program f~r football is underway 

Mike Bunting 



Master plan for facilities in the works 
Should be available late August/September 
Working with Rams Club 

o Cover barling cages at 
,~ New gymnastics floor 
o I~ix tap locker room floor for 

Ridge Rd work ahead 

Beth Miller 
is on trip in Europe (Turkey & Italy) 

Each player is taking ruins on a daily blog (on GoHeels) 
Matches against Italian Jr National Team (split) 

~ad meets at NC State & GA Tech 
NCAA Prelimina~T Rounds begin May 29-~ I 

had ACC Championships (finished 8th but have closed gap on other 

Mike Perkins 
Implementing PeopleSoft %r the entire university 
Training the business oft?ce staff who will then train athletic department 

Matt Terr¢ll 
Survey for potential renovation of Smith Center 
Will go out ~text week 
Great Tar Heel Tour 
Coaches did a fantastic j ob 
Executive Board on June 6th to app~ ore [~ acilities Prqiects and vote on increased 
~ving levels 
Working with Anthony Travel on Notre Dame game travel (hoping to get more 
thin Anthony Travel) 
Sports Management Ins6 tute 

o We’re hosting 

Miehdl¢ Brown 
APR was recently released 

lowest in the conference 
had buge single year jump 

Nationa] Score compares multi-year and single year scores fbr head coaches 
Improvement plans working with coaches to look at lost points and understand 
trends & issues 
WorMng to make commitmems o~t changes and improvements 
VeW strong years for                      expected in 
Working or~ APR strategic plans %[ snuggling prog[ams 
GSR is due       but will not be released until 



Orientation f)r incoming SA’s is changing 

o St~ldents will no longer register at oi%ntation 
o Will regdster following week instead 

Parking 

o Night parking police that stal~s in August 
o A~yone pa~king o~ campus al!er 5 must have a decal 
o Will be a new night parIdng map 
o New cost for tutors 

New decals in Loudermilk 1st Floor 
New associate director Scott Maxwell (learning specialist) 

o Working since last fall on summer programming 

o Testing out a new platform this year 
o Scores program for foothall vdll now be blended for all sports 
o If other sports would like to participate they can 
o Transitio*ting and currently in the process ofletti*tg coaches 

o Critical Reading & Wri*ing help program being implememed 
o GRID p~og~am 

Gary Sobba 
Annual sponsor golf outing is Wednesday 

Modify football game programs 
Instead of individual programs there will be a yearhook (will be sold every game, 
4 pa*~el insert [br each game too) 
Muscle Milk is interested, inchading prod~*ct, would start          if completed 

Maria Ciocca 
Letters going out to coaches to give to athletes fo~ insorance i~formatio~ 
Gives us correct infom~ation on coverage and medications 

College Football Safety Summit 
o Proposals to change amount of contact in practice 
o Conctlssion protoco]s 
o Medical reporiing system 
o Very similar to the models that we hax, e in place here 

Dan Hooker was honored by Mid Atlantic Athletic Hainers Association Hall of 

Fame 

Question about i~tsura~tce tbr SA’s 
o State of NC mandates that studems have insurance 
o We look at tbei[ insurance and detem~ine if they *~eed better coverage 
o 70-80 athletes we purchase prhna~T insurance fo~ them (typically SA’s 

who can’t afford prlmarv care and are in injury likely sports) 

o Secondary policy that athletics purchases t’~r it~iuries related to the sport 

(helps cover what prirnai~., insurance doesn’t) 
o We have not had many issues with long te~m injuries (5-I0 years later) 
o Exit physicals t’or players (we’ll assess them and take care of them if 

something is discovered) 



Not 100% sure how to handle long term issues that may or may not have 
occurred in their time here 

Dwayne Ballen will be speaking about his book at Franklin Porter Graham ChiJd 
Dex’elopment Institute 
Working ori release to discuss Smith Cente~ infb gathe~irig 

o Help talk i~eople off the edge who think Smith Center is getting tom down 
o Explain that in£i, gathering is to understand what we nee~b’want 

Looking for part-time employees or vohmteers for Operations 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu> 

Monday,            7:25 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc edu> 

FW: Softball Operating Endowment 

Softball Endowment Payment Histo~N xlsx 

I wanted to allocate the money highlighted in red for      I had been keeping it aside for him. He took over our 

recruiting when     left. He landed us a number of outstanding recruits and has done an outstanding job with it. We are 

recruited through the next 3 years I would like him to be able to get this before the end of the fiscal year. 

Please tell me how to proceed. 

Thank you. 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent= Monday, 3:26 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: So~ball Operating Endowment 

Coach, 

I have done my best to calculate benefits on this amount, only gets benefits taken out after she is not 

enrolled as a student, which is at the end of the semester in May. ~ill have benefits taken out each time. I have 
attach6 da spreadsheet so that you can see how I came up with this. Last year         only got 13,000 instead of 

14,000. I increased her to the 14,000. We can not take the full amount of the distribution because we need to cover 
that negative balance in the account. Hopefullythat is all clear in the attachment. If not, let me know. 

Aftertalking to Joyce, you willhave to make this requestfor 
you have any questions. 

again and for s well. Please let me know if 

Mike 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Friday, 6:06 PM 
To: Perkins, M~ci~ael 
Subject: FW: Softball Operating Endowment 

Mike, 

I want to divide this up like I have in the past: 

receiving g 14,000 and I would like to recommend get an increase in his pay. I know last year it 

went over the 6,000 because of the benefits and everything that was taken out. Is it possible to figu re up so it wouldn’t 

do that but I could still give him an increase. I also did not know if I have to recommend Ior the third year in a 

row or do any special paperwork. 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 5:47 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: So~ball Operating Endowment 



Willdo. Thanks, Coach! 

Graduate Intern I Athletic Business Office 

University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~unc.edu 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Friday, 5:41 PM 
TO: I 
Subject: RE: S0~ball Operating Endowment 

I would like it available for my endowment income account. 

Thank you. 

Donna J. Papa 

From 

Sent: Friday, 11:31 AM 
To: Papa, Donna J 

Subject: Softball Operating Endowment 

Coach Papa, 

I am a 2nd year student in the spot[ administration ~raduate program and currently internin~ in the Business Office. 

Martina Ballen asked me to contact you regarding your endowment distribution for 2013. Based on the information 

from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the distribution amount is as follows: 

Softball Operating Endowment $20,751.69 

Please let me know by Friday, September 13th, if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment 

income account or you would like the amount reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

Graduate Intern I Athletic Business Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

, unc.edu 



Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into this 7th day of April 2014, by and between the University of North Carolina 

at Chauel Hill (hereinafter UNC), and’ . on behalf of its Intercollegiate 

Athletics Deuartment. (hereinafter 

1. PURPOSE/COMMITTED GAMES: The purpose of this Agreement is to confirm the arrangements and conditions 

under wfiich UNC and     will compete in two games of intercollegiate football ("Game(s)") to be played on the 

following date(s) and at the following location{s): 

GAME# 

2 

DATE 

September 2, 2017 

September 1, 2018 

HOST INSTITUTION 
UNC 

LOCATION (city! 
Chapel Hill, NC 

GAME TIME 

TBD 

TBD 

Both schools acknowledge that the date(s) and game time(s) listed above are tentative and subject to change 
pending tfie mutual written agreement of tfie participating institutions. If a game time is not specified, tfie game 
time will be decided by the Host Institution, but s fiall be no earlier tfian 12:00 p.m. and no later than 8:00 p.m. local 
time unless mutually agreed. 

GAME RULES / STUDENT-ATHLETE ELIGIBILITY: The Games shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association ("NCAA"), and the rules of the applicable host conference (if any) in effect on 
tfie date of tfie Game. Tfie eligibility of studenbatfiletes and coaches to participate in tfie Game(s) shall be 
determined by the rules of the NCAA, applicable conference(s) (if any) and the respective institutions in eflhct on the 
date of each Game. 

FINANCIAL AID EOUWALENCIES FCS OPPONENT: To confirm compliance with the provisions of NCAA Bylaws 

18.7.2.1.1 & 20.9.7.2.1 the Visiting Institution shall certify in writing and provide the Host Institution with 

verification prior to signing the contract that it averaged 90% of the permissible maximum number of grants- 

in-aid per year in the sport of football during the two academic years immediately preceding the date of the 

agreement, Further, the Visifing Institution shall certify in wrifing ten months prior to the game that it intends 

to maintain compliance with the applicable NCAA Bylaw effective during the academic year in which the game 

is scheduled to be played, If the Visiting Institution is not in compliance with the above bylaws at any time 

following the execution of the contract, then Host Institution has the option to cancel the affected game without 

being subject to the liquidated damages provision contained within this agreement. 

GAME OFFICIALS: A crew of qualified on-field officials shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of 
tfie Yisitin~ Institution for tfie Game. Tfie replay officiating crew, operating in accordance with NCAA and College 
Football Officiating (C FO) standards, shall be selected and compensated by tfie assigning agency of the Host 
Institution for the Game. 

5. GUARANTEE PAYMENT: In consideration for its participation in tfie above described football Game(s), the Host 
Institution shall pay the Visiting Institution as follows: 

GAME# 

2 

DATE 
September 2, 2017 

September 1, 2018 

HOST INSTITUTION 
UNC 

GUARANTEE AMOUNT 
$200,000 
$200,000 

The Host Institution shall pay to tfie Visiting Institution the full amount of the guarantee wfiicfi is due no later tfian 
February 15 of the year following the Game for which the guarantee was provided. Except for this fee, the Visiting 
Institution shall be entitled to no other additional Fayments from the Host Institution in connection with the 



Game[s) played. Any amount not paid by the due date shall immediately bear interest at the maximum amount as 
permitted by state law of the governing jurisdiction. 

6. LIOUIDATED DAMAGES: The failure of a party to participate in a Game will constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement that will cause the other parW significant disruption and damages. The breaching parW shall pay to the 
non breaching party as liquidated damages the sum of $1.000.000. 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above will be the sole remedy for damages incurred because of 
cancellation of the Game due to breach. No liquidated damages shall be paid if it becomes impossible to play the 
game by reason of force majeure [see provision 14). The sum shall be payable on or before February 1S of the year 
following the Game for which the breach occurred. The parties acknowledge that the breach or cancellation of one 
game in a series shall not be considered a breach or cancellation of all games. 

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, if either party is prohibited from appearing on television 
by the NCAA or the governing conference of either team (if applicable), and such prohibition applies to a Game, then 
the liquidated damages provision of this paragraph shall not apply, and either party shall have the right to cancel 
that aflbcted Game and the non-sanctioned party shall have the right to file a claim, if necessary, to recover its actual 
[but not consequential) damages arising out of the failure or inability of the sanctioned party to fulfill its contractual 
obligations hereunder. 

TICKETING: 

A. The Host Institution will establish all ticket prices. 

E. The Visiting Institution shall be allotted 350 complimentary tickets. 

C. The Visiting Institution shall be allocated up to 3,000 tickets for sale to its fans if requested by Anril !st 

for the year in which each game is scheduled, Unsold tickets may be returned to the Host Institution 31 

days prior to the Game date. The Visiting Institution is responsible for paying the printed face value to the 

Host Institution for any tickets not returned to Host Institution by the agreed upon date as set forth above. 

Said location of tickets is TBD, 

D, The Visiting Institution’s Band, Cheerleaders and Mascot(s) shall be admitted to the Game without charge 

when in uniform. Seating for the Visiting Institution’s Band shall be in a contiguous blocked location as 

determined by the Host Institution. The Visiting Institution shall inform the Host Institution of the 

approximate number of band members, not to exceed 350 (these seats must come from the 3.000 

tickets allocated for sale to its (ansi that it intends to bring to the Game at least 31 calendar days in 

GAME MANAGEMENT: 
A. The Host Institution shall be responsible for managing the Game at its own cost. This shall include but not 

be limited to the procurement of the facility, arranging for and conducting ticket sales, advertising, 
security, and all of the other details customarily associated with hosting an intercollegiate football game, 
along with paying all expenses associated therewith, except for the expenses of the Visiting Institution. 
The Host Institution agrees to have a medical doctor and ambulance with emergency personnel at the 
game site throughout the duration of the footl~all game. 

B. The Host Institution shall retain all revenue associated with each Game unless otherwise set forth in this 
Agreement. 
The Visiting Institution shall be furnished TED free game programs, to be delivered to its dressing room at 
least one (1) hour before game time. 

WALK THROUGH: If requested by the Visiting Institution, not later than lO days prior to the game, the Host 
Institution will make its best eflbrts to accommodate the Visiting Institution’s request to conduct a walk-through at 
the game facility on the day prior to the game. It is understood that such an opportunity is contingent upon weather 
and field conditions. Non-cleated shoes shall be worn. 

10. SIDELINE LIMITATIONS: The visiting Institution recognizes that Host Institution has exclusive agreements with 

certain sponsors that may prevent Visiting Institution from bringing certain products or items into Host Institution’s 

facilities, Visiting Institution agrees to consult with Host Institution before the game to ensure that Visiting 



Institution does not bring products or items into Host Institution’s facilities that violate Host Institution’s sponsor 

agreements, This limitation does not apply to uniforms/apparel, isotonics, or loges that appear on headsets, 

CREDENTIALS: TEe Visiting Institution shall be provided a minimum of 60 [sixty) team bench area passes, 10 [ten. 
sent to AD) all-access passes, 8 feight) coaches’ booth passes, and 4 (four) team/coaches video passes. Bench 
passes must be worn at all times by tEose holding sucE passes and seal) be restricted to the team hence area 

(between the 2S yard lines). Additional credential requests seal) be subject to mutual agreement, availability and 
faciliw constraints. 

12. PARKIN G: The Visiting Team shall be allowed parking passes for 1 tone/equipment truck(s), 4 (four) buses, and 
6 fsix. sent to AD) automobiles for use by the football program and administration. 

13. MEDIA RIGHTS- TELECAST. RADIO. INTERNET: 
Radio: The Visiting Institution shall have the right to, and be provided space for one radio broadcast outlet for, a 
non exclusive radio broadcast by the Visiting Institution’s flagship station (local announcer) teat is distributed via 
terrestrial radio stations, the Internet or similar broadband distribution, satellite radio, and similar audio-only 
distribution. The Host Institution shall retain all other regional terrestrial, national terrestrial and satellite radio 
rights, and any other audio distribution metEod now known, existing or Eereafter developed. The Host Institution 
also shall have exclusive rights to sell national terrestrial radio rights. 

Television, Video, Film, and Internet Video Streaming: The parties Eereto mutually desire that tee games to be 

played hereunder should have maximum media exposure, including national television exposure, 

A.    Agreement to Telecast. EacE game covered hereunder shall be available for telecasting by tee Host 
Institution. The Host Institution shall have all rights of telecast, including, but not limited to, national network 
television, national cable, Conference networks, Internet streaming, delayed telecasting, unlimited EigEligEts, 
institutionally syndicated packages, and telecasting by any and all other means and media. The Visiting 
Institution agrees to the following: 

1.    The scEeduled start time for tee game(s) is solely at tee discretion of tee Host Institution and may be 

changed up to six (6) days in advance of tEe game in order to accommodate television. 

2. Any change in the date of tee game(s), including cEanges for television, must be mutually agreed 

upon by the participating institutions. 

3.    Media timeout formats are determined by the Host Institution’s conference. TEe Host Institution’s 

conference shall be responsible for the TV liaison (red hat}. 

4.    The Host Institution agrees to provide the Visiting Institution witE one 30 second message in each 

national broadcast network or cable network telecast. 

5.    The Visiting Institution may not telecast tee game in any way or use any video from tee Host 
Institution’s telecast of the game (including, but not limited to, programs like coaches’ shows, DVDs, web 
site highlights, etc.,) witEout the written permission of tEe Host Institution’s conference; provided, 
Eowever, that tee Visiting Institution shall be allowed the use of EigEligEts of the game(s), not to exceed 
eight (8) minutes in length, for the sole purpose of producing coaches’ shows and season highlight 
presentations. This permission, if granted, must be within any limits set by tee Host Institution’s 
conference or telecast tigers Eolder regarding amount of video (time elapsed), where tee video may be 
seen or accessed (i.e., national vs. local TV, website, mobile device) and any other restrictions, which limits, 
if applicable, must be communicated by tee Host Institution to the Visiting Institution. Notwithstanding the 
above, (a) the Visiting Institution shall have the right to use up to three (3) minutes of video footage from 
games on its institution- or conference-controlled website and/or online platforms, and (b) immediately 
following the conclusion of each game Eereunder, the Visiting Institution shall Eave the tiger to telecast 
audio and visual highlights not to exceed five (5) minutes in length in program(s) on the Visiting 
Institution’s or the Visiting Institution’s conference’s controlled and operated Network (e.g., Pac-12 
Networks, Longhorn Network, Big Ten Network, etc.). 



6.    Without limiting any industry-standard credentials and/or access provided to the Visiting 

Institution, the Host Institution agrees to provide one (1) media credential to the Visiting Institution’s or 

the Visiting Institution’s conforence’s controlled and operated Network solely for" the purpose of such 

individual conducting pregame and/or postgame presence reports outside of any coverage window of the 

game’s live telecast rigEts holder. Moreover’, tee Host Institution agrees to allow reasonable access for" an 

uplink truck and support personnel solely for the purpose of transmitting such presence reports. For tee 

avoidance of doubt, this provision does not allow for a set presence or other physical representation of the 

Visiting Institution’s or Visiting Institution’s conforence’s controlled and operated Network at the Host 

Institution’s stadium. 

14. FORCE MAIEURE: TEis Agreement sEall be void with respect to any of tee games in the event teat it becomes 
impossible to play such game(s} by reason of an unforeseen catastrophe or disaster such as fire, flood, earthquake, 
war, confiscation, by order of government, military or public authority or prohibitory or injunctive orders of any 
competent judicial or offier government auffiority. Notice of such catastropEe or disaster shall be given as soon as 
possible. No such cancellation shall affkct the parties’ obligations as to subsequent games covered by this 
Agreement. Any games not played as scheduled shall be rescheduled as such exigencies may dictate or permit. 

15. SEVERANCE: If any portion of this Agreement is declared null, void, invalid, or unenforceable, such provisions shall 
be stricken from the Agreement. All of ffie provisions of this Agreement not stricken shall remain in full force and 
effect and sEafi be binding upon ffie parties. 

16. INTEGRATION: This Agreement constitutes tee entire agreement between tee parties. TEere are no understandings, 

agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Agreement. No amendment, 
consent, or waiver of terms of this contract shall bind either parW unless in writing and signed by both parties. 

17. ASSIGNMENT: This Agreement may not be assigned by either parW without the written consent of the non-assigning 
party. 

18. TERM INATI0 N: This Agreement may be terminated witEout penalty by mutual written consent of botE parties. 

19. INDEMNIFICATION: To the extent permitted by applicaEle California and North Carolina state law, each party agrees 
to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other, from and against all claims, demands, costs (including attorney 
fees}, actions or damages brought by third parties, arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of that parW, or its 
employees, agents and assigns. 

20. AUTHORITY TO SIGN: By executing tEis Agreement, the undersigned parties represent and warrant that they are 
each authorized to act on behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 
bind each institution and their respective officers, trustees, employees, agents, servants, affiliates and successors. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed this Agreement on the respective dates set forth. 

INSTITUTION: Dniversitv of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 

INSTITUTION: 

By: 

Name: Lawrence R. CunningEam 

Title: Director of AtEletics 

Date: 

By: 

Title: Director of Athletics 

Date: 



Federal I.D. Number: Federal I.D. Number: 

(U~C) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sawyer, Korle <kcsawyer@unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: Marchelle Lane wants to share a Qualtrics survey with you[ 

I just shared the survey with you so that you can access the results. Can you follow those instructions and see if it works? 

Let me know if you have any issues! 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 3:05 PM 
To: Sawyer, Korie 
Subject: FW: Marchelle Lane wants to share a Qualtrics survey with you! 

Do you have any idea what this might be? 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Marchelle Lane rmailto:$urvey@qualtrics.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 2:26 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Marchelle Lane wants to share a Qualtrics survey with you! 

Marchelle Lane has invited you to collaborate in developing an online survey. 

The sut~,-ey was built using the Qualtrics Research Suite and can be accessed at any time 

¯ Login or re.~tster a new Qualtrics account 

¯ Click the "Accept Shared Sulvey" button under the My Su~w-eys section 

¯ Copy and paste this collaboration code: 
Thanks, 
The QualtliCS Team 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sawyer, Kotie <kcsawyer@unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 9:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: Welcome to Qualtrics Research Suite! 

Did you use ille@unc.edu to create the qualtrics account? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 3:33 PM 
To: Sawyer, Korie 
Subject: FW: Welcome to Qualtrics Research Suite! 

I created a tempora~¢ account with Qualtrics, but can’t log in to view results 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: The Qualtrics Team [mailto:success@qualtrics.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 3:26 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Welcome to Qualtrics Research Suite! 

Welcome to Qualtrics! 

You’re all set up mid ready to start building your first surve5 with out" 
enterprise smaey solution, Qualtrics Research Suite! 

We’re certain you’ll find creating, distributing, analyzing, and sharim 
our survey results has never been easier 

~et started ~ith Research Suite in 3 easy steps: 

1 Log in by clicking here 

2 Click the "Create Sut~ey" tab 

3 Create your first surve3 fi’om scratch with the Quick Sur~ ey 
Builder or choose £rom over 200 pre-built templates in the 
Surve3 Librm3 

To help you really get rolling, get the Qualtrics "Ho~ To" guide: 



Just a little reminder of what’s in clu dcd in your frcc trial: 

¯ 250 completed responses 

¯ 100 outgoing cmails 

¯ Unlimited sin3 eys (one active sm3 ey at a time) 

¯ No expiration date 

¯ Quahries Univcrsit~ online support 

After your trial, wc hope you’ll upgrade to get liJll access: 

¯ Unlimited active survc?s 
¯ Unlimited responses 
¯ Unlimited outgoing emails 
¯ Expedited email and 24 hour phone support 

O 

This email was sent to ille¢~unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubseribe at any time. 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu> 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

file, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: 2 quick questions 

~rote to me in February and requested a two year deferral so he could complete his church mission work. We 

rarely approve deferral requests for more than 1 year but will approve them for reasons like this. So, yes, he did request 

a two year deferral and I did approve it. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:10 AM 

TO: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: FW: 2 quick questions 

Can you please confirm whether or not 
Thanks for your help 

Vince 

admission has been deferred until Fall or later? 

We Educate and Inspire Tlu’o ugh Atldetics 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:31 PM 
TO: Ille, Vince 
Subject= FW: 2 quick questions 

Hoping you are able to assist or point me in the correct direction. 

Is it possible to check with admissions if they have received 

indicating he is deferring admissions till Fall      or later? 

letter (or other necessary documents) 



Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

Universityof North Carolina Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

’The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs." 

From: Breschi, Joe 

Sent; Tuesday, 3:25 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject; Re: 2 quick questions 

Rachel 

I would like to increase more guys but I will need to see the numbers with the incoming guys added. I know we received the 

deferred enrollment in March on so I don’t know if that helps in compiling everything together with this 

renewal/non-renewal form. Let me know. 

Thanks 



Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into this 21st day of March 2014. by and between the IJnivers|tv of North Earolltla 
at Chaoel Hill ~hereinaf~er tiNCL and on behalf of its Inter colle~iate 
Athletics DenarUnent. ~hereinaflec - "- ~ 

PURPOSE/COMMITTED GAMES: The purpose of this Agreement is to confirm the arrangements and conditions 
under which ONE and     will compete th two garaes of intercollegiate football ("Game(s)") to be played o~ the 
following date(s) and at the following location(s): 

I)A~ ] HOST INSTITUTION 
september Z, 2oi I HNG 
September h, 2018 I 

Chapel Hill, NG TBD 
TBD 

Both schools acknowledge that the date~s) and game time~s) listed above are tentative and subject to change 
pending the mutual written agreement of the participating institutions. If a game time is not specified, the game 
time will be decided hy the I-l~st Institution, but shal! be no earlier than 12:00 p.m. au~d no later than 8:00 p.m. local 
time ~nless mutually agreed. 

.GAME RIILES / STUDENT-ATHLETE ELIGIgILITY: The Games shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the 

National fiaIlegiate Athletic Association ~"NCAA"), and the rules of lbe applicable host cmffere~lce (if any) in effect an 
the date of the Game. The eligibility of student-athletes and coaches to participate in the Game(s) shall be 
determined by the rules of the NCAA, applicable conference(s) (if any) and the respective insfit u~ions in effect on the 
date nf each Game. 

FINANCIAh All3 EOIIIVAhENCIES- FES OPPONENT: To confirm compliance with the provisions of NCAA Bylaws 
18.7.2AA & 20.9.7.2.1 the Visiting institution shall certify in writing and provide the Host Institution with 
verification prior to signing the contract that it averaged 90% of the permissible maxLrnum number of grants- 
in-aid per year in the sport of fo~thall during the two academic years immediately preceding the date of the 
agreement. Further, the Visiting Institution shall certify in writing ten months prior to the game that it intends 
to maintain compliance with the applicable NCAA gylaw effective during the academic year in which the game 
is scheduled to be played. If the Visiting Institution is not in compliance with the above bylaws at any time 
following the execution of the contract, then Host thstitu~ion has the option to cancel the affected game without 
being subject to the liquidated damages provision contained within this agreement. 

GAME OFFICIALS: A crew of qualified on-field officials shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of 
the Visiting Institation for the Game. The replay officiating crew, operating in accordance with NCAA and College 
Football Officiating (EFO) standards, shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of the Host 
Institution for the Game. 

GUARANTEE PAYMENT: In consideration for its participation in the above described football Game(s), the Host 

GAME # / DATE 

1 
[      September 2, 2017 2 September 1, 2018 

HOST INSTITUTION 
tiNC 

GUARANTEEAMOUNT 

$200,000 

$200,000 

The Host Institution shall pay to the Visiting Institution the full amount of the guarantee which is due no later than 

Februal2¢ 15 of ti~e year foIlowing the Game for which the ~uarantee was prodded, Except fhr this fee, the Visiting 

Institution shall be entitled to no other additional payments from the Host Institution in connection with the 

Game(s) played. Any amount not paid by the due date stroll immediately hear interest at the maximum amount as 

permitted by state law of the governing jurisdiction. 



LIOUIDATED DAMAGES: The failure of a parly to participam th a Game will constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement that wig cause the other party significant disruption and damages. The breaching party shall pay to 
non-breaching party as liquidated dm’nages the sum of $!~000,0011. 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above wdl be Ihe sole remedy for damages incurred because of 
cancellation of the Game due to breach. No liquidated damages shall be paid if it becomes impossible to play the 

game by reason of force majeure (see provision 14~. The sum shall be payable on or he(ore Feb~-uary 15 of the year 
following ~he Game For which tim breach ncemTed. The parties aclcqowledge that the breach or cancellation of one 
game in a series shall not be c onsidered a breach or cancellation of all gaines. 

Notwithstanding any ether provisions ef this Agreement, ff either party is prohibited from appearing en television 

by the NCAA or the govermng conference of edher team ~if appEcahle~, and such prohibition applies to a Game, then 
the Equidated damages provision of this paragraph shall not apply, and either party shall have the right to rancel 
that affected Game and the non-sanctioned party shall have the right to file a claim~ ff necessa~% to recover its actual 
(but not consequential] damages arising out of the l;ailure or inability of the sanctioned party to fulfig its contractual 
obligations hereunder. 

7. TICKETING: 
A. The Host thstitution "will estabEsh all ticket prices. 

B. The Visiting Institution shall be allotted 3 ~0 complimentary tickets, 
E. The Visiting Instimbon shall be allocated up to S.000 tickets for sale to ~ts fans if requested by Auril 1st 

for the year in which each game is scheduled. Unsold tickets may be returned to the Host Institution 31 
days prior to Ihe Game date. The Visiting Institatlon is responsible fbr paying the printed face value to the 
Host Institution for any tickets not returned to IIost Institution by the agreed upon date as set ~octt~ above. 
Said location of tickets is TBD. 

D. The Visiting Institation’s Band, Cheerleaders and Mascot{s) shall be admitted to the Game without charge 

when in uniform. Seating for the Visiting Institution’s Band shall be in a contiguous blocked location as 
determined by tt~e Host lnstltatlon. The Visiting Institution shall inform the Host Institution of the 
approximate number of band members, not to exceed 350 (these seats must come from the 3,000 
th;Igete allocated for sale to its fansl that it intends to bring to the Game at least 31 calendar days in 

GAME MANAGEMENT: 
A. The Host h~titution shall be responsible for managing the Game at its own cost, This shall include but n~t 

be limited to the procurement of the facility, a~rangmg fur and conducting ticket sales, advertising, 
seem-icy, and all of the other details custumi~ily associated with hosting an intercollegiate football game, 

along with paying all expenses associated therewith, except (of lhe expenses of tl~e Visltlng Institution. 
The Host lnsdtadon agrees to have a medical doctor and ambulance with emergency personnel at the 
game site throughout the duration of the football game, 

E. Tbe Host lnstltation shall retain all revenue associated with each Game unless othercAse set forth in this 
Agreement. 

C. The V~sidng Institution shall be furnished TED free game programs, to be delivered to its dressing room at 
least one [11 hour before game time, 

WALK-THROUGH: If requested by the Visiting institution, not later than 10 days prior to the game, the Host 

Institution will make its best efforts to accommodate the Visiting Institution’s request to conduct a walk-through at 
the game facdky on the day prior to tt~e game. It is understood that such an opportunity is contingent upon weather 
and field conditions. Non-cleated shoes shall be worn, 

1O, SIDELINE LIMITATIONS: The visiting Institution recognizes that Host Institution has ~xclusive agreements witt~ 
certain sponsors that may prevent Visiting Institution from b~4nglng certain products or items into Host institution’s 
facilities. Visiting Institution agrees to consult ~-th Host Institution before the game to ensure that Visiting 
Institution does not bring products or items into Host Institution’s facilities that violate Host Institution’s sponsor 

agreements. Th~s limitation does not apply to uniforms/apparel, isotunics, or loges that appear on headsets. 

1~. CREDENTIALS: The Visiting l~sftotion shall be provided a minimum of 60 fsix’tv/team bench area passes, 10 (ten. 
sent to ADI all-access passes, ~ coaches’ booth passes, and 4 {four} team/coaches video passes. Bench 

passes must be worn at all times by those holding such passes and shall be restricted to the team bench area 



~between the 25-yard lines). Additional credential requests shall be subject to mutual agreement, availability and 
facility constraints. 

12, PARKING: The Visiting Team shall be allowe d parking passes for 1 forte% equipment truck(s), 4 [four} buses, and 
6 [six. sent to ADI automobges for use by the foothall program a~d admlnist~atlon. 

13. MEDIA RIGIITS- TELECAST, RADIO, INTERNET: 
Radio: The Visiting Institution shall have the right to, and be provided space for one radio broadcast outlet for, a 
non-exclusive radio broadcast by the Visiting Institution’s flagship stathm (local annonncer) gmt is distributed via 
lerres~I’ial radio sratim~s, fl~e lnternet ~r similar broadband distribution, satellite radio, and similar audio-only 

distribution. The Host Institution shall retuin all other re,oriel terrestrial, national ~errestrial and sate]llm radio 

Television, Video, Film, and Internet Video Streaming: The parties hereto mut~lally desire that the games to be 
played bm’eunder should have maximum media exposure, including national television exposure. 

A. A~reement to Telecast Each game cowred hereunder shall be available for telecasting by die Host 
lnsti~tlon. The Host Institution shall have all rights of telecast, including, but not limited to, national network 
television, national cable, Conference networks, Internet streaming, delayed telecasting, unlimited highlights, 
inslitutionally syndicated packages, m~d telecasting by any and all other means and media The Visiting 
Institution agrees to tbe following: 

1.    The scheduled start time for the game(s) is solely at the discretion of the Host Institution and may be 
changed up to six (6) days in advance of the game in order to accnmmodate television. 

2 Any change in the date of the game(s), including changes for television, must be mutually agreed 
upm~ hy the participating h~stitutions. 

Media timeout formats are determined by the Host Institution’s conference. Tbe F~ost Institution’s 
conferem’e shall be responsible for fl~e TV liaison (red hat). 

4,    The Host thstttutmn agrees to pruvide the Visiting lnstitugml ~Ath one 30-second message in each 
national broadcast network or cable network teIecast 

Tim Visihng Institution may not telecast the game in any way or use any video from the Host 
institution’s telecast of the game (including, but not limited t~, programs like coaches’ shows, DVDs, web 
site higbligh L% etc.,) without the written permission of the Host Institution’s conference; provided, 
however, that the Visiting Institution shall be allowed the use of highlights of the game(s), not to exceed 
eigb t (8) ngnu tes in length, for the sole purpose of producing coaches’ shows and season highlight 
presentations. This permission~ if gxanted, must be within a~ny limg,s sol by the Host lnstitu tion’s 
conference ur telecast rights bolder regarding amnunt ~f video (time eiapsed), where the video may be 
secn or accessed (i.e., national vs. local TV, website, mobile device) and any other restrictions, wldch limits, 
if applicable, must be communicated by tile Hust Institution to the Visiting Institution. Notwithstanding the 
above, [a) tim Visiting Institution shall have the right to use up to three [3~ minutes of video footage from 
games on its institution- or conference-controlled websile and/or online pla ffonns, and [b) immediately 
following the ctmclusirm of each game hereunder; the Visiting Institution shall have the right to telecast 
audio and visual highlights not to exceed five (5) minutes in length in program(s) tm the Visiting 
Institution’s or [be Vis iti~g lnstitutlm~’s confm’ence’s controlled and operated Network (e.g.. Par-12 
Networks, Longhorn Network, Big ’fen Network, etc.). 

6.    Without lim~ting any industry-standard credentials and/or access provided to the V~siting 
Institution, the Host Institution agrees to provide one ( I ) media credential to the Visiting Institution’s or 
the Visiting Institution’s conference’s controlled and operated Network solely for the purpose of such 
individual conducting pregame and/or postgame presence reports outside of any coverage window of the 
game’s live telecast rights holder. Mm’eover, the Host Institution agrees to allow reasonable access for an 
upling truck and support personnel solely for the purpose of transmitting sucb presence reports. For tbe 
avoidance of doubt, this provision does not allnw fro" a set presence or other physical representation of the 



Visiting h/stit~tion’s or Visiting Institotion’s conference’s controlled and operated Net,,vork at the Host 
Institution’s stadium, 

14, FORCE MAI~JRE: This A~eement shall be vold wiffi respect to any of the games in the event that it becomes 
impossible to play such game(s) by reason of an ~mforeseen catastrophe or disaster such as fire, flood, ea~hquake, 
war, confiscation, by order of governmer~t, milita~2� mr public authority or prohibitory or injunctive orders of any 
cnmpetent judicial or other government authority. Notice of such catastrophe or disaster shall be given as soon as 
possible. No such cancellation shall affect the parties’ obligations as to subscquent games covered by this 
Agreement. Any gmnes n~t played as scheduled shall be resegeduled as such exigencies may dictate or pe~dt. 

15. SEVERANCE: If any pordon of this Agreement is declared null, void, inv~did, or unenforceable, such provisions shall 
be stricken from the Agreement, All of the provisions of this Agreement not stricken shall remain in thll force and 
effect and shall be binding upon the parties, 

i6, INTEGRATION: This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement beixveen the parties. There are no understandings. 
agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Agreement. No amendmeng 

consent, or waiver of terms of this contrac~ shall hind either parW unless in writing m~d signed by both parties. 

17, S~ This Agreement may not be assigned by either p arty wiffiou [ th e writton consent of the non-assigning 
party. 

lg. ~ This Agreement may be terminated without penally by mutu!l written consent of both parties, 

19. INDEMNIFICATION: To the ex~e nt permitted by applicable California and Nord~ Carolina state law, each party agrees 
to indemnifT, defend and hold harmless the otheL from and against all claims, demands, costs (including attorney 
fees), actions or damages brougb¢ by third parties, arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of that party, or its 
employees, agents and assigns. 

20. AUTHORITY Ttl SIGN: By executing this Agreement, the undersigned parties represent and warrant that they are 

each authorized to act on behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 
bind each lnsfitotion and their respective officers, trusses, employees, agents, servants, affdiates and successors. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed this Agreement on the respective dates set fordi. 

INSTITUTION: IlniverMty of North Carolina INSTITUTION: 

By: By: 

Name Name: 

Title: Director of Athletics Title: Director of Athletics 

Date: Da~e: 

Federal I.D. Number: Federal I.D. Number: 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu> 
Thursday, May 22, 2014 3:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: Head Coaches’ Meeting 

Vince, I will see if can send you a copy of the previous results electronically. 

~Beth 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 12:45 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Head Coaches’ Meeting 

OK, I’ll check with Paul Do you have reported results from previous years that you can share or point me 
toward? Thank you 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 12:44 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Head Coaches’ Meeting 

Paul put this together, taking information from the previous survey we did several years ago and revising it.....l believe 

he gave each unit leader an opportu nity to look at the statements, but I don’t know that for su re. You will need to 

discuss this with Paul. 

~Beth 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 12:33 PM 
TO= Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Head Coaches’ Meeting 

Beth, 

Regarding the unit surveys to be completed by the coaches, who created the statements for each unit that appear 
on the su~w-ey? Was there an opportunity for collaboration with the leader of each unit to create and approve the 
statements? If so, when did this occur? Thanks for your help 

Vince 



Senior Associate Athletics Director 

We Educate and Inspire Tlu’o ugh Atldetics 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Lynch, Nadia 
Suzanne; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric M; No~ton, Molly; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject~ Head Coaches’ Meeting 

This is a reminder of our Head Coaches’ Meeting on Wednesday, May 28 at 8:30 am in the EWAC Board Boom. 

Preliminary items on the agenda are: 

Academics.....Su tamer Programs 

Rammys’ recap 

Monogram Awards distribution 

Nike Branding update 

Compliance update 

Revised Per[ormance Evaluation Forms for Head and Assistant Coaches (attached) 

Unit Evaluation Survey (attached) 

The revised Performance Evaluation Forms are not "recreating the wheel", but rather to be more aligned with our 

Strategic Plan by standardizing the form and being consistent with the process. You should be familiar with the 

information in the forms. A copy of the proposed evaluation forms are attached...., please bring a copy with you to the 

meeting. We want your opinions and input before these are finalized. 

Also, attached for your information, is a copy of the UNC Athletic Department Survey requesting your feedback on all 

depar[mental units. This will be sent to head and assistant coaches electronically, but we wanted you to see a copy 

prior to receiving it. DO not complete a hard copy of the su~ey, as your responses must be submitted electronically. 

th Any questions, please let Larry Gallo or me know. We look forward to seeing you on the 28 . 

Best wishes and enjoy the Memorial Day weekend. 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dm~ Beebe <dan@dm~beebegroup com> 

Thursday, May 22, 2014 7:14 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Mike McCall <mike@dm~beebegroup com> 

RE: Meeting 

Paul, 

The wcck of ltmc 23 is best ~xd p~cfe~ablv clrhc~ ]txnc 26 or 27 (~1 daotxgh a beggar c~£r bc a chooser) Let me lmow what might 

D~mBeebe 
214 924 7220 
dml@d~lbccbcg~ou~ corn 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppogge@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 12:52 PM 

To= dan@danbeebegroup.com 

Dan, 

My name is Paul Pogge and I was forwarded your email regarding risk management services by Bubba Cunningham. Are 

there any dates that work for you to discuss these concepts the week of June 3.6 or the week of June 23? IIookforwardto 

hearing from you and learning more about what your firm is doing. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drve 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 8:04 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Best, 
Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleal‘y@unc edu>; Crocker, Diane Marie 
<dcrocker@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry 
A <athgallo@unc edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc edu>; Crlnny French 
<ginny@ramsclub corn>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott 
<nhilton@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Hua, Rong 
DanDan <rhua@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; john@ramsclub corn; 

ken@ramsclub corn; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email unc edu>: Markos, Lance 
M <markos@email unc edu>; Marshall, Sydney <sydney@ramsclub corn>; 
matt@ramsclub corn; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email unc edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc edu>; Pert’y, Clara A <caperty@unc edu>; Sawyer, 
<kcsawyer@unc edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc edu>; tim@ramsclub corn; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email unc edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

052614docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 
Wednesday, May 28, 2014 4:38 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrlggs@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
FW: Signed Contract 

UNC - Cal Signed Contract pdf 

Kathy - 

Will you please print a copy of this and create a new folder for ou r football scheduling file. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Solly Fulp [mailto:srulp@berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 28, 2014 1:36 pivl 
"I’o: Steinbacher, Rick 
O:: Brendan Gildea 
Su~ect: Signed Contract 

Rick 
See attached. Really excited about this! 

Solly Fulp 
Chief Operating Officer 
Deputy Director of Athletics 

Intercollegiate Athletics 
Haas Pavilion, Berkeley, CA 94720 

~510-642-0029 C: E:sfulp@berkeley.edu W: CalBears.com 

Follow us on Facebook I Twittef I YouTube 



TUTOR TRAINING 2013-14 

Topics and Presenters 

August 20, 2013 Tutor Orientation - 6-8pro 

Susan Maloy, Tutorial Coordinator - Policies and Procedures 

Chancellor Carol Folt - Video message from the Chancellor 

Ben Sheu_,Assistant Tutor Coordinator Payroll/TIMS 

Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist Learning Disabilities, Tips in Tutoring, Red Flags 

Bradley Bethel, Reading and Writing Specialist What Makes and Effective Tutor 

Megan McVae and Tara Anderson, Assistant Learning Specialist - Learning Strategies 

August 21, 2013 Tutor Orientation - 6-8pro 
Marielle van Gelder, Associate Athletic Director for Compliance - NCAA Rules Education 

Michelle Brown, Director of AgPSA Message from the Director 

ErikHunter, Judicial Programs Of/icer UNC Honor Code 

October 25, 2013 Tutor Training - 1-2prn 

Erica Wood and Jamie Walker, Assistant Learning Specialist- Choosing Appropriate Learning Techniques 

January 7, 2014 Tutor Education and Training - 6:30-8:30pm 
Susan Maloy, Tutorial Coordinator - Policy Reminders and Points of Emphasis to follow up the skits 

Academic Support Staff Tutor Session Scenario Skits 

Michelle Brown, Director o[AgPSA Message from the Interim Director 













From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Beale, Michael 
Wednesday, May 28,2014 9:26:21PM 
UNCAA-Eve~one 
Marketing Office Newest Member-Alexis Hende~on 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Alexis Henderson.ipq (2.3M) 

All - 

The marketing office is excited to welcome Alexis Henderson to the Carolina Athletics family. Alexis, 
who comes to us from the Vanderbilt Athletic Department will join our staff as an Assistant Director of 
Marketing. She will oversee all marketing efforts for our Men’s & Women’s Soccer and Men’s and 
Women’s Lacrosse programs. 

As a basketball student-athlete, Alexis earned her BS in Sports Marketing/Management and BA in 
Communications in Electronic Media from Xavier University in 2005. She went on to receive her Law 
Degree from Marquette University in 2010. She has also worked at the NCAA and in the Marquette 
and New Mexico athletic departments. 

Alexis’ first day with us will be the week of June 2nd and her office will be located on the 2nd floor of 
the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center. 

Please join me in welcoming Alexis to Carolina Athletics. 

Go Heels, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 



The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 

michaelbeale~,unc.edu 







Craig Andcrs~n 







All, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 II :28 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Fedora, H LanT <lanT fedora@unc edu> 

Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc edu> 

FW: Football Summer Athletic Activities - Eligibility Certification 

Bylaw 17 - Play & Practice Seasons - Football Summer Activities Eligibility Form 
5 29 2014 pdf 

Good Morning- 

The student-ath!etes on the a~ached form have been approved fo~ reqmred Summer athletic activities in your spo~t 

beginning on May 29, 2014 un!ess otherwise indicated. We ask that you review this list carefuily to ensure that we bare 

accounted fo~ a!l team mernbe~s and that yoa notify the Compliance Office immediately if anyone is rnissing. 

I bank you 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 1:11 PM 
TO: Boyd, Kenny; Ciocca, Mario F 

Subject: FW: Football Summer AthleLic AcLiviLies - Eligibility CerLification 

Attached, please find tile eligibility certification form for required Football Summer Athletic Activities. At your ear!iest 

convenience, csn you please review the Igst of student-athletes who appear on this !ist and indicate in the column 

labeled "Sports Medicine Approval" whether sports medicine approves of their paEic[pation in athletic activities this 



We will send an additional certification sheet for the incoming student-athletes prior to their participation in required 

Summer Athletic Activities beginning with their enrollment in Summer Session IL Wt~ile they do not t~ave to complete 

the required drug testing forms prior to their Sum met participation, we want to ensure that you have all the infolmation 

you need (proof of insurance, physical sickle cell etc.) prior to that date. 

Thank you, 

MarieHe 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 4:19 PM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S 
Co: Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= RE: Football Summer Athletic Activities - Eligibility Certification 

Thank you. 

MarielJe 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 9:18 AM 
TO: Blanton, Brent S 
Co: Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince (ille(~unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Football Summer Athletic A~ivities - Eligibility Certification 

Good Morning Brent - 

As we discussed, Football student athletes need to meet one of two criteria in order to participate in required Summer 

athletic activities. Specifically, they need to either: 

Be enrolled in Summer school; or 



Meet minimum academic requirements. 

The minimum academic requirements for participation (if not enrolled in Summer school) are outlined below. 

Achieved a cumulative minimum GPA of 2.200 AND has successfully completed the following academic 

requirements based on the applicable number of full~ime terms of enrollment: 

After two semesters: 

After three semesters: 

After four semesters: 

After five semesters: 

After six semesters: 

requirements 

After seven semesters: 

requirements 

After eight semesters: 

30 credits 

45 credits 

50 % of degree requirements 

62.5% of degree requirements 

75% of degree 

87.5% of degree 

completion of baccalaureate degree requirements 

Attached, please find an eligibility certification sheet which includes all anticipated student athletes who will appear on 

the 2914 2015 Football roster. There is a tab for CONTINUING student athletes and a tab for NEW student athletes. 

Football intends to conduct their required Summer athletic activities between May 29 through July 23. 

On the CONTINUING tab, can you please verify which student-athletes are enrolled in Summer school (Session I, II or 

both) during that time period? We have prepopulated the attached Excel sheet with a drop down menu to indicate "yes" 

or "no". If they are enrolled in Su miner school during that time period, you do not have to complete the academic 

exception data. However, if they will not be enrolled in Summer school, can you please verify whether or not (based on 

final grades received in Spring 2014) each student-athlete meets the appropriate academic exception to Summer school 

enrollment? There are applicable drop down menus for GPA~ credit hour and percentage of degree requirements. 

On the NEW tab, stu dent-athletes initially enrolling for the first time in Fall 2014 may only pa~icipate in required 

Summer athletics activities if they are enrolled in 5urn mer school Can you please verify which student-athletes are 

enrolled in one or both Summer sessions using the drop down menus? 

Once you have verified all the required enrollment and academic data on both tabs, please print, initial each page, sign 

the bottom of both the CONTINUING and NEW documents and return them to Compliance. We will then provide it to 

Sports Medicine for their review and approval. Once finalized, we will then send the official notification to the Football 

coaching staff indicating which student-athletes are eligible for participation. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder(~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,             1:16 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Maria F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly 
<cldressl@email unc edu>; Dully, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; LinebertT, CtTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Madelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Meaders, HarEs James <meaders@unc edu>; VanAlstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc edu>; 
Reckart, Angela <coachreck@unc edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 
<jlangley@unc edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <mbins@email unc edu>; Hudson, Nicole 
<coach huddy@unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu> 

schedules 

- APPROVED pdf 
Schedule - APPROVED pdf; Schedule 

All, 

Please see the attached for the 
any questions, just let us know. ThanksU 

Lance 

schedules for the upcoming 20i4season. If you have 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

1 

9 

Friday AppS~Cow.~Br~d.o~v~o Boone, NC 3:00pm 1 

Friday Va Tech Invite Blacksburg, VA 5:00pro 1 

Saturday UM RoyGriaklnvitational Minneapolis, MN 12:20pm 1 

Friday Ur~ivofWisconsi~ Invite Madison, Wl 11:30am 0 

Friday ACC XC Championship Charlot[esville, VA TBA 2 

Saturday Adidas Three Stripe Inv Raleigh, NC 9:00am 0 

Friday NCAA SE Regional Louisville, KY TBA 

Saturday NCAAChampir~nships Terre Haute, IN !2:00pro 

Applicable NCAA Regulations 



Spo~t: 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Date Submitted: 

1 

1 

7 

Friday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Friday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Friday 

Saturday 

App St. Covered Bffdge Invite 

Va Tech Invite 

UM Roy Gd~k Invitational 

Univ of Wisconsin invite 

ACC XC Championship 

Adidas Three Stdpe Inv 

NCAA SE Regional 

NCAA Championships 

Boone, NC 3:00pm 1 

Blacksburg, VA 5:00pm 1 

Minneapolis, MN 12:20pm 1 

Madison, Wl 11:30am 0 

Charlottesville, VA TBA 2 

Raleigh, NC 9:ooar~ o 

Louisville, KY TBA 

Terre Haute, IN 12:00pro 

_                     el’-- 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Monday, June 2, 2014 8:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
Best, Kevin S <kbest@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu> 

Re: Insurance Questions 
image003 j pg 

Will do 

Kevin - it may be best for me to explain via phone Let me know when it would be best for me to give you a 

call After Disney work team meetings in the morning, I will be available all day 

On Jun 2, 2014, at 8:21 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille(~,unc edu> wrote: 

Marielle, 

Will you please check with Larry Gallo and your staffregarding the questions below and 

communicate the responses to Kevin? Thanks for your help 

Vince 

<image003.jpg> 

From: Best, Kevin 8. 
Sent: Honday, June 02, 2014 1:19 PH 
To: Ille, Vince; 8teinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Insurance Questions 

Can you assist with this or point me in the right direction? Thanks. 

Kevin 

From: Rand Getlin ¯         _~gmail.com> 
Date: Monday, June 2, 2014 at 1:10 PM 

TO: Kevin Best <kbest@unc.edu> 
Subject: Insurance Questions 

My name is Rand Getlin and I’m a reporter for Yahoo Sports. I’m writing with a few questions on athlete 
insurance. As I’m working on a bit of a deadline. I’d greatly appreciate it if you could get back to me as soon 
as reasonably possible. 

1 ) How many players from your football and/or         teams have obtained "Loss of Value (LOV)" 
and/or "Permanent Total Disability (PTD)" insurance in the past five yeats? 



2) How many of them were given financial assistance through the "Student Assistance Fund (SAF)" to pay 
for the premiums on that insurance during that time frame? 

3) How much money out of the SAF was used to pay for LOV premiums? For PTD premiums? 

4) Can you please provide the documentation you give your athletes to proactively inform them that funds 
from the SAF can be used to pay for PTD and LOV premiums. 

Thank you very much for the time and consideration here. I look fo~ard to headng from you. 

All the best, 

- Rand 

@Rand Getlin 









d 

# 







From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Ricllard <bbethel@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 4:05 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

Iaking Carolina Athletics from Good to Ch’eat 

Dear Mr. Cunningham, 

My na me is Bradley Bethel, and I am writing to thank you for your introductory speech this afternoon a nd to offer my 
responses to you r question naire. 

I was hired only two months ago as a Learning Specialist for underprepared/at-risk student-athletes. As an avid reader not 
only of fiction but also of leadership studies, I have read Good to Greet and try to live by the philosophy, "Good is the 
enemy of great." In everything I do, I strive to be the best, not just good. My goal is to develop the country’s most effective 

program for at-risk student-athletes. 

In my two months here, I have observed the following three strengths of the Carolina athletics department: 

1. Staff are respected for their expertise and treated as professionals. 

2. Relationships within the department are strong, and we are encouraged to develop relationships with staff in 

other campus departments. 

3. There is a genuine desire to help student-athletes develop as both students and athletes. 

In our effort to help our student athletes develop as both students and athletes, we need focus our messaging on 

promoting learning, not just the generic term academic success. Honest academic success only comes with 

learning, and so we need to create a culture of learning for our student-athletes. The grades will come when 

learning comes first. Coaches and other staff, therefore, need to get in the habit of asking student-athletes, "What 

have you learned lately?" 

2. We need to focus more on developing systems for the work we do and then maintaining those systems. Many 

staff members are highly committed and work very hard, but sometimes we work hard when we should be 

working smart. 

3. Many times when we do develop programs or systems, we do so without considering what has and has not 

worked elsewhere. We end up wasting time and resources re inventing the wheel. We need to become more 

familiar with other schools’ athletics department programs and systems, so that we can learn from what has not 

worked and adapt what has worked. There are plenty of opportunities to learn from and collaborate with other 

universities we just need to take advantage of those opportunities. 

I am excited about the change that lies ahead and am confident that your leadership will help our department make the 

leap from good to great. I myself aspire to be an athletics director someday, and so I hope I will eventually have the 

opportunity to sit down with you to discuss leadership and to learn from your experience. Thank you again for introducing 

yourself to the staff and for taking the time to consider ou r input. I look forward to meeting you in person. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill. NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 
C          l F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 
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Rashad McCants, the second leading scorer on the North Carolina basketball team that won the 2004 05 

for about half his time at UNC, and he remained able to play largely because he took bogus classes 

designed to keep athletes academically eligible, 

McCants told "Outside the Lines" that he could have been academically ineligible to play during the 

championship season had he not been provided the assistance, Further, he said head basketball coach 

Roy Williams knew about the "paper-class" system at UNC. The so-called paper classes didn’t require 

students to go to class; rather, students were required to submit only one term paper to receive a grade~ 

Article Links: 
http://espn~g~c~m/espn/~t~/st~ry/Jid/ll~36924/f~rmer-n~rth-car~lna-basketba~-star-rashad- 

mccants-says-took-sharn-classes 

http://b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/artic~es/2~88244.rasbad.mccants.discusses-a~eged.academic.fraud.during. 

time-at-north-carolina?utm_source-newsletter&utm_medium-newsletter&utm_cam paign-college- 

basketball 
http://www~cbssp~rts~c~m/c~egebasketba~/eye.~n-c~ege.basketba~/2458~85~/rep~rt-rashad. 

mccants-took-fake-classes-at-unc-to-stay-eligibile 

http://sp~rts.~ah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaab"the.dagger/rashad-mccants-rec~unts"academic"fraud"at-n~rt h- 

carolina-:[42758359.html 
http://tracking,sLcorn/20&4/Og/Og/ex-unc-rashad-mccants-took-bogus-classes/ 

http://abcnews.go.com/Sports/uncs-mccants-show-play/story ?id-24023238 

http://fansided.c~m/2~4/~/~/rashad.mccants.r~y-wi~iarns.p~ayers.d~eat-dass/#!vs~N 
hrtp://www.heraldsun.com/news/x]235865234/Former Tar Heel star says Williams knew about 

bogus classes 

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/2088244 rashad mccants discusses alleged academic fraud during 

time al: norlh carolina 
http://www.washingtonpost com/blogs/early lead/wp/2014/O6/O6/former north carolina basketball 

player rashad mccants recounts academic fraud at the school,/ 

hrtp://www.newsobservercom/20]4/o6/o6/39~5764!formel unc stal iashad 

http://chronide.com/blogs/ticker/ip/former u of north carolina basketball star says tutors wrote his 

papers 
http://collegebasketballtalknbcsports.com/2014/o6/o6/former north carolina guard rashad rnccants 

says he took phony classes to remain eligible/ 

http://deadspin.com/rashad nlccants made the deans llst at unc withoul atte ~587050360 

http://www.latimescom/sports/sportsnow/la sp sn rashad rnccants north carolina 20140606 

story.html 
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Avery Edwards, an incoming [resbman tight end for the Norlh Carolina foolball team, was arrested on 

May 23 at 330Z Hammond Road in Raleigh and charged with felony larceny, according to Wake County 

police reports. He appeared in court on Thursday. 

Article Link: 

http~//~w~~dai~ytarhee~~c~m/artic~e/2~14/~6/inc~mlng"freshman"f~~tba~~-p~ayer"avery-edwards- 
charged-with-felonydarceny 

LJNC has completed a number of investigations, some of which have found ploblems, gut Steps 2 and 3 

on the flowchart explain why these broad, statistics based investigations are problematic for the NCAA 

To find a violation, VOU have to be able to point to either specific fraudulent credit or specific athletes 

who were erroneously deHa~ed eligible and compeled (Le but fo~ tbe academic rPis~onducl, the alhlete 

would not have been eligible). Saying UNC has a systemic issue is not enough, the investigation has to 

get into the specifics. 

So if UNC does not consider steering athletes toward the paper classes to be a violation of academic 

policies, the NCAA cannot even start the process of finding an academic fraud violation. And if McCants 

bad a paper written for bim but ,would have been eligible even if he had failed the class, that is no1 an 

academic fraud violation. After McCants’ comments, the best reason for the NCAA to get involved is still 

the grade changes which were reported early last year. 

I here are two other ways that the NCAA could investigate and ultimately punish U NC in th~s scandal 

First, even absent a finding of academic misconduct, the arrangements for student athletes can be 

impermissible extra benefits. The classic example of an extra benefit in an academic context would be 

allowing an athlete to enroll in a course when it is closed to other students. The NCAA decides what is 

and is not an impermissible benefit, not UNC. 

The other way the NCAA can find a violation without UNC finding academic misconduct is by finding that 

UNC deviated from its own policies. Given the time frame of investigations, that will be very difficult 

though. 
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Article Link: 

http:llwww.athlel:icscholarshipsnet!20~4/o6/o6/unc still holds 1he cards in academic fraud 

scandal.htm 
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Pack Pride Forum 

Joe Ovies_@joeovies_ ¯ 37m 
Done RT @_Fogow24Hodge: I need an hour loday guys 140 characters does no juslice 4da verbal 
lashing I have for this snitch McCants! 

Retweeted by Julius Hodge 

Cbds Ford_@ChdsFord_UNC_ 23m 
Salute to @_Fogow24Hodge for momentadly putting aside the rivalry and exposing this clown McOants 
for 1he fraud that he is. 

Julius Hodge=@Fogow24Hodge= ¯ 12s 
WHOA some State fans arc blasting me? whaaaa? Tune in to @.g99TheFan at 4pro today TRUST ME 
I’m a STATE man 

Ruy Williams’ Statement: 
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Bilas would allow athlete~ to be compensated through the Olympic model and by gettin.~ paid by 

schools, if the universities elect to do so. 

"Allow institutions to do what they want just as we do in even/other area as far as corn pensation," Bilas 

said. 

If payments were allowed, Bilas envisions players would receive non-compete deals with schools and 

endorsement companies, 

Many major college football and men’s basketball recruits would have offers of at least ~100,000 to 

attend certain colleges if the schools were allowed to use broadcast revenues to compensate athletes 

for use of their names, images and likenesses, lawyers for the NCAA said Thursday night in a filing 

related to a class action anti trust suit it is facing. 

The NCAA’s lawyers wrote that when they present their case during a trial that is scheduled to begin 

Monday in U.S. District Court ~n Oakland, they will have experts present analyses showing a scenario 

under which "many recruits will have significant -- in many cases, six figure -- incentives to attend 

schools with more revenue 

Article Link: 
http://w~‘~w~usat~day~c~n1/st~ry/sp~rts/c~eg~/2~.4/~/~6/ncaaqawsuit~student-ath~ete~irvag~- 

use/10053371/ 
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NCAA’s trial brief says rich schools would lure recruits with cash payments for image use: 

http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/ncaa-s-t riaJ-brief-says-rJch-schools-would-lure- 

recruits-with-cash-payments-fordmage-use-g4451:[56&html 

Miami (OH) AD Sayler discusses pay outs [or ’guarantee’ EB games that are increasing sharply, says he 

won’t even entertain calls that don’t start at a seven figure pay out, scheduled to get S15m for a tilt in 

2020, BaH State AD Scho[I echoes thoughts, next season Big Ten schools will pay a cumulative $22.gm for 

38 non-conference home games 

Article Link: 

http://msn.foxsports.com/wisconsin/story/million dollars baby cost of big ten opponents keeps rising 

050414 

Give these a read: Consultant Infante investigates ff MBB is truly experiencing a transfer epidemic as is 

being positioned by media outlets, compares transfer rates to those for other sports including revenue 

generatglg FB, the overall studenl body & a historical perspective fo~ M88, also [)in poglls the top actual 

Athletic directors recently have found themselves stuck in the middle of a smoldering debate: defending 

a besieged collegiate model while acknowledging that athletes deserve more, including a stronger voice 

in decisions impacting their welfare, 

it’s an awkward position for the ADs, many of whom once were college athletes but have spent most or 

all of their pro~essional careers as administrators It’s also a surprisingly empathetic position. See, the 

men and women leading athletic departments also have felt muzzled by a plodding, convoluted NCAA 

governance system that, in its effort to satisfy its many interest groups, has discouraged and ignored 

But a more effective governance system for athletes might first require a power surge for the athletic 

directors, which appears to be on the horizon. 
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Legal Issues 

Sporl:s Illuslrated’s McCann digs in on 1he O’Bannon I:rial sel: 1o begin Monday in Oakland, believes odds 

are very low that a last minute settlement could be reached, sMce its a bench trial it may only last a 

couple of weeks, scope of case has significantly narrowed since its inception, lists a number of possible 

outcomes & says it’s still unlikely I:hat appeals will run all the way up 1o the Supreme Courl: 

Article Link: 

btlp://spo~lsiluslraled.cnn.com/college football/news/20]4osob/ed obannon ncaa trial primed/ 

Mark Emmert to testify ~n O’Bannon Case: 

http://www.usatoday.com/storyisports/colegei2014/O6/O4/ncaa president mark emmert to testify in 

obannon case/9963897/?ul:msource-dlvr.d&ulm medium-lwilter 

Witness list: 

http://www.mllve.com/woNerines/lndex.ssf12014iO6/dave brandon map/ sue coleman.html 

NCAA leadership questions: hl:lp://chronlde.com!ardcle/On Eve of legal Batde/]46929/ 

Conference USA asks judge in O’Bannon case to close courtroom during trial testimony concerning its TV 

deals_says discussion of TV deals would cause it "significant" barm. Big ~ 2 follows C USA & asks 

judge_to shield IV rights agreements and "confidential internal business communications" 

Article Link: 

https://twitter.com/ByBerkow~tz 

Current NCAA FB & MBB student-athletes will be allowed to receive pay-outs from the recently settled 

case with EA Sports & CLC without jeopardizing their eligibility, a statement from the NCAA says such 

monies are not equitable to the paying for performance no matter how the situation is being portrayed 

in the media. 

Article Link: 

http~//~w~~usat~da~~c~m/st~r~/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~~4/~~/~4/ncaa~ea-sp~rts"sett~ement-student~ 

athletes/9986555/ 
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Arkansas Little Rock AD Peterson clears Baseball HC Norwood of wrongdoing after investigating claims 

of physical & sexual harassment by former AC Gordon who resigned in mid April, Gordon detailed a 

substantiated 

Article Link: 

http://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2014/iun/OS/ualr clears baseball coach after invest/?f-sports 

The U.S, Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation ruled Wednesday that two lawsuits against the NCAA 

and its conferences over athletic scholarship rules will be consolidated in the Northern District of 

California. 

U~S. District Judge Claudia Wilken will oversee the Shawne AIston cost-of-attendance case filed in 

California and the Marvin Jenkins scholarship case filed by prominent sports attorney Jeffrey Kessler in 

New Jersey. Additional tag along lawsuits w~ll likely also fall under W~lken, who is currently hearing the 

Ed O’Bannon and Sam Keller name, image and likeness cases against the NCAA. 

Arti~ll~ Link: 

http://www.cbssports.com/collegefootball/writer/jon solomon/245g0536/ed obannon iudge will 
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student tickets from behind their bench to create a new premium seating opportunity for donors, 

students will still receive the same hum bet of overall tickets for Jayhawks home names, 5350k is gap 

athletic department is t~ying to corm 

Article Link: 

http://cjonline.com/sports/20~4 06 05/ku students no longer will sit behind bench allen 0eldhouse 

Texas announces new ’The Big Ticket’ student opportunity that will grant access to all 

Longhorns home games, set to open up sales today at $195 price point, will include a reserved seat at all 

FB tilts & general admission seating for all other sports, also includes priority purchasing for premier 
neutral site, away game & bowl appearances. 

Article Link: 
http:llwww.texassportsco~’~/news/2014/4/15/tickets 041 g]42722.aspx 

Georgia AD McGarity continues to push forward on likely FB ticket price increases for the 2015 season, 

points to ticket revenues as a stream that could be further optimized, notes that new NCAA legislation 

calling for more student-athlete support will have to be funded by generating more returns & that each 

home FB game nets around 5L25m, 

Article Link: 
http~//www.redandb~ack.c~m/sp~rts/ge~rgia-ath~et~c-department-t~-ra~se-ticket-pr~ces-f~r-h~me- 

football/article_d17003ce-ec42-11e3-9b0b-001a4bcf6878.html 

Following reports earlier this week that Arizona would start selling FB jerseys this season that only 

display one consistent number it looks like Texas A&M &Northwesl:ern will follow gull:, ’Zona will go with 
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the number ’14’, Aggies select ’12’ to celebrate their ’12th Man’ tradition & Northwestern will use HC 

Fitzgerald’s old ’51’ 

Article Link: 

http~//tracking~si~c~m/2~~4/~6/~5/ariz~na"n~rthwestern"texas~am~numbered-jerseys/ 

Nebraska to use ’Be Ready’ branding for the upcoming FB season to celebrate program’s 125th year of 

competition & to enjoy 5!2.3m worth of upgrades at Memorial Stadium that are designed to improve 

the fan experience, projects have included a new sound system, wireless network to vastly improve 

connectivity & a smar~ phone app. 

Article Link: 

http://nebraskaradi~netw~rk.c~m/2~14/~~/~6/nebraska-ann~unces-fan~experience-upgrades-t~- 

memorial-stadium/ 

Cal AD Barbour ~eviews how the Golden Bears removed more than S7m in tmive~sity subsidies from 

their budget over the past three years, points to Bac Z2 [V deals as a key new revenue stream, has been 

for Houston athletics that has grown to ~26.1m 

Article Link: 

bttp://www.usatodaycom!story/sports/ncaaf/20:[4/O6/O4/cal finds little company ii~ push to cut 

subsidies/99go34z/ 
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Bradley University Athletics 
Athletics Compliance Of Sce 
1501 West B~adley Aver~ue 
Peoria, Illinois 61625 

Ottlce: (309) 677-3801 
Fax; (309) 677-3626 
Email: t mtavlor(~ bradley edu 

To Whom It Ma?, Concern: 

Effective immediately, Bradley l niversity wall no longer sponsor the sport of In 
accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13 1 1 3, this letter is to inform you thai all current 
studem-athletes (see list below) bare permissio~ to contact any institution to di scuss a potentiN 
transfer 

In addition, Bradley Unix, ersity will grant a ihll release to any 
wishing to transt~r to any institution 

Student-Athletes: 

student-athlete 

Please feel flee to contact me ifyou have any questions 

Sincerely, 

Tessi Taylor 
Assista ~t Atbl~tic Di ector for Co nplia ~ce 
Bradley University Athletics 

CC: Dr Michael Cross, Director of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@unc edu> 

Monday                  AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

RE: Incident- 

Ycs, Bubba -~ bclicvc ~c ha~c donc so thus far, and \aill continuc to do so Thm~k 

Executi ve A ssoci ate Director of A thl eti cs 
I t~iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Honday, 6:57 AN 
To: Gallo, 3r., Larw A.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Go: Holliday, Corey L; P~ge, Paul 
Subje~= Re: Incident ~ Sam Smiley (3une, 2014) 
Impo~ance: High 

Thanks make sure we stay on top of this situation and keep all campus authorities fully informed. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Gallo>, <Jr.>, "Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday             at 6:21 AM 

TO: Vince file <ille@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> 

CC: "Cunningham, [3ubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subject: Incident ~ 

Vfl~ce -~ don’t bclic~ e I for~a ardcd this to ? ou? 

Rick - wanted you to know that Vince also has this 

Thanks, gttys! 

Execrative Associate Director of Athletics 
Uni~ersit3 of North Carolina at Chapel 



From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, 6:50 PM 
TO: Purchase, Edward IV; Quirnbaya-Winship, Ew; Kallern, Howie; Hare, George; Lewis, Kristen Sirnonsen 
Ce: Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Subject: Incident N 
Importance: High 

All, 

I spoke with Larry Gallo this afternoon regarding the incident we discussed by email yesterday. I have included the 

timeline below to provide all the details I have at this point. Larry spoke with some individuals today and this will 

probably provide additional context as your units proceed with handling this matter as you deem appropriate. 

Molly Norton, Bubba’s Executive Assistant, forwarded a voicemail message to Executive Associate Athletic Director 

Larry Gallo. 

Larry Gallo called at approximately 3:30 PM. granddaughter, (I am unsure of the 
exact spelling), is friends with student athlete here at UNC. Both and ~ are from 
Jacksonville, Florida. In the conversation with Larry Gallo, alleged that Sam assaulted , resulting in 

having two black eyes. also informed Larry that her daughter is a Wake County 

Sherriff. 

At approximately 3:50, Larry called Corey Holliday, UNC’s Associate Athletic Director for Football, to inform him of the 

incident. 

Shortly thereafter, Larry informed me and I reported the matter to University Counsel, DPS, the Clery Act Coordinator, 

and the Title IX Office. 

After talking with , Corey Holliday informed Larry Gallo at approximately 1:00 PM that 

there was no altercation, also told Corey that Indria’s aunt had come by to pick her up. 

did not want Indria to be with 

had indicated 
aunt apparently 

Several minutes after having this conversation with Corey, Larry called 

she would have her daughter call him. 

to update her told Larrythat 

At 1:45 PM, (I am unsure of the exact spelling) called Larry Gallo. is a Wake County 

Sherriff, the daughter of and aunt of . Her phone number is informed 
Larry that there was allegedly an incident approximately four or five months ago in which got into an 

argument. At the time,    lived in Odom Village Apartments (this is believed to be the name of the complex). 

was told that      allegedly fell down, hit her face, and was bruised. In the conversation today,       told Larry she 

had reservations about this incident that allegedlv occurred several months ago. 

Later in the same phone conversation today,       informed Larry that      had called her on Tuesday,       to 

inform her of some issues with That same da% came to Carborro and the apartment complex where 

lived. Once at the complex, called the Carborro Police. The Police went into residence and spoke with 

Sam and Indria. When the Police had concluded their conversation,                  away from      apartment. 

told Larry on the phone call today that no charges have been pressed related to the events of 

During the course of the same phone conversation with Larry Gallo today, Teneal said she had previously contacted 
Officers Mosier and Tickle (I am unsure of the exact spellin~ of these names) with UNC Police. Teneal also identified 



Carborro Police Officer P. Tivman {I am unsure if this spelling is correct] as an individual in that deparLment who was 

aware of the situation. 

After the call with Teneal, Larry called Officer Tickle of the U NC Police at approximately 2:00 PM. Larry was informed 

that Officer Tickle was not working at that time. Larry then left a message for John Moore of UNC Police. 

At approximately 2:30 PM, Larry called the Carborro Police and spoke to an individual named lan since Officer Tivman 

was not working at that time. Larry was told that the repor~ from was from apartment, unit C-3 on 

the 200 block of Westbrook Drive. Officer Tivman reportedly spoke to and said she was not assaulted by 

also indicated she did not wish for charges to be pressed against 

At 4:10 PM, Larry talked to Lieutenant Twiddy (I am unsure of the exact spelling) of UNC Police. Lieutenant Twiddy told 

Larry he had spoken with 

Larry updated me on the situation at 5:00 tonight. 

I hope that this information is helpful to all of you. Larry, please let us know if the information above is inaccurate or 

incomplete. We want to support your efforts on this matter however appropriate and will wait to hear from you on 

what measures, if any, you would like us to take from here. As always, we are happy to do whatever you need us to 

do. Please just let us know. 

Thanks again for your efforts. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of Noah Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 9:52 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Dutton, Kathy B <KathyDutton@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: Contingency Funds 

hanks, Cot ey. 

A cou pie of things: 

is not eligible to receive this as he is an SPA employee. 

2, I w[!l need the finalized list to be approved by our Business Office to verify final totals. 

Joyce 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

gent: Monday, June 09, 2034 4:33 PM 

TO: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

gubject: RE: Contingency Funds 

t lere are the estimate amou nts for the J uty paycheck, t wilt have final, confirmed amounts nex-L week. 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, June 09, 2014 9:59 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: Contingency Funds 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, June 09, 2034 9:53 AM 

TO: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

C¢: Steinbacher, Rick; file, Vince; Perkins, Michael 

Subject: RE: Contingency Funds 

Ally into you can provide would be help[ul, thai)ks. 



From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2014 1:01 PM 
TO~ Dalgleish, Joyce L 
¢c~ Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Perkins, Michael 
Sul~ject~ Contingency Funds 

Joyce, 

Coach Fedora would like to provide contingency fund (Big Hitters account) payments to assistant 

coaches and some EPA staff starting with the July pay cycle (similar to last year). Please let me 
know the necessary steps needed to allow this to happen in a timely and efficient manner. 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 





[ tried to send you the attached, the latest iteration of azl essay that some of 
you have already see~t, but [ seem not to ttaw~ attached it to some og 
messages. If you got tlxis, please t~rgive n\¥ sendSaag it a, ga~n. In any case, as [ 
said~ feel free to pass R on to ~nyone who might be Jz~terested particulal-lv 







........ Oliginff Mcssacge ........ 
SubjeceOops 

John Reed 















Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALl. COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

Both schools aclomwledge fl~at the date(s) and game time(s) listed above are tentative and subject to change 
pending the mutual written agreement of the participating institutions. [f a game time is not specified, the game 

GAME RLILES ,1 STUDENT ATHLETE ELiGIBiLiTY: The Games shall be govel ned by the rules and regulations of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association ("N CAA"), and the rules of the applicahle host conference (if any) in efl~ct on 
the date of the Game. The eligibilil3, of studenbathletes and coaches to participate in the Game(s) shall be 
determined by lhe rules of the NCAA, applicable conference(s) (if any) and the respective institutions in effect on the 
date of each Game. 

FINANCIAL AID EOUIVALENCIES FCS OPPONENT: To confirm compliance with /he provisions of NCAA Bylaws 
187.2.11 & 209.721 lhe Visiting Institution shall certify, in writing and provide lhe tlost Institution wgh 
verification prior ~o signillg tile contract that it averaged 90% of the permissible l~laximtnn nttlnber of grat~ts- 
in-akl per year in the sport of football during the two academic years immediately preceding the date of the 
agreement. Further, the Visiting Institution shall certify in writillg ten mollths prior to the game that it intellds 
to maintain eompliat~ce with the applk:able NC~ Bylaw" effective during the academic year in whk:h the game 

GfiARANTEE PAYMENT: In consideration for its parOcipation in tl~e above described fimtball Game(s), the Host 
institution shall pay the Visiting Institution as follows: 

The ttost Institution shall pay to Ihe ’visiting Institution the full araotmt of the guarantee which is due no later than 
February 1S of the year tollowing the Game fm which the gum antee was provided. Except fbr this De, the Visiting 
institution shall be entitled to no other additional payments from the ttost lnsIitut~on in connection v¢ith the 
Game {s) played. Any amount not paid by the due date shall immediately bear interest at the maximum amount as 
permitted by state law of the governing iu risdiction. 



LIOIHDATED DAMAGES: The f?ilure of a parW to participate in d~e Game will constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement that wd] cause the other party significant disruption and damages The parties recognize that the 
damages incm’red as a result of the breach increase significantly as tile date of the Game approaches, and they 
further recognize and agree that these damages cannot he fully mitigated. Therefore, the breaching parW shall pay to 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above will be the sole remedy for damages incurred because of 

Notwithstanding any otber provisions of this Agreement, if either pm ty is prohibited from appearing on television 
by the NCAA or the governing conference of either team (if applicable), and such prohibition applies to a game, 
then the liquidated damages pro;qsion of d~is parag~’aph shall llOt apply, and either parW shafi have the right m 
cancel that aftected Game and the non sanctioned parW shall have the right to tile a claim, if necessary, to recover 
its actual (but not consequential) damages arising out of tile f?ilure or inabili~ of tile sanctioned parW to fulfill its 
contractual obligations hereunder 

WALK-THROUGH: [f requested by tile Visiting Institution, not later than 10 days prior to the game, tile Home 
Institution will make its best efforts to accommodate the Visiting Institution’s request to conduct a walk through at 
the game l?ciliB/on the d ay prior to the game. It is understood that such an opportunit?~ is contingent upon weath er 
and field conditions Non-rleated shoes shall be worn, 

10. SIDELINE LIMEPATIONS: The Visiting Institution may use aw and all product and equipment on the sidelines of the 
football field lhat are normally used on their home field sidelines, and in conjunction wfih such use, may display lhe 



product or equipment name, logo, image, slogan or identifying marks in a saf~ and responsible manner. In addition, 
6ame personnel [coaches, players, trainers, equipment managers, etc.~ who must be on the field or sidelines will be 
permitted to wear any brand name clothing or equipment to display any product or equipment name, logo, image, 

slogan or identifying marks as are customary on their home field sidelines. 

11, CREDENTIALS: The Visiting Institution shall be provided a minimum of 60 fsixtw-I team bench area passes, 10 lien. 

12, PARKING: The Visiting Team shall fie allowed parkingpasses liar 1 (one/equipment truck, 4 I’fourl buses, and 
6 {six, sent t~ AD/automobiles for use by the tootball program and administration. 

13. MEDIA RIGHTS- TELECAST. RADIO. iNTERNET: 

Video: Each parW shall have the right to produce films and/or ~ddeo of the Game played pursuant to this 
Agreement for coaching purposes and for use in a weekly coaches’ show only and for no other purpose. Such 
films and/or video may not be replayed, used or otherwise distributed by the Visiting Institution ba any 
person other than the incorporation of up to eight {8) minutes of highlights of ~he game as part of a weekly 
coaches’ show and tu its coaches and playel s. 

C, Radio: The Host Institution shall retain full control of radio rights, except that the Visiting Institution shall be 

permitted to provide or sell a radio broadcast or broadcast right.s of the Game tan its own flagship station 

Facility Access: The }lost Institution agrees to provide reasonable facilities for the origination of any of the 
programs described hm ein. 



F, Additional [se: Any otfier usage by the Visiting Institution of lbotagc of games played pursuant to tfiis 

Agreement shall be governed by a separate agreement between the &Zisiting Institution and the apphcable 

affiliated conlkrence (or governing entity) and/re’ broadcast partners, 

15, SEVERANCE: [f any pol’tion of this Ago’cement is declm’ed null, void, invalid, o1’ unenfbrceable, such pro~qsions shall 

be stricken from the Agreement All of the prnvisions nf this Agreement not stricken shall remain in full force and 

17. ASSIGNMENT: This Agreement may not be assigned by either party ~qthout the written consent of the non-assigning 

18. TERMiNATION: This Agreement may be terminated ~ithout penalty by mutual written consent of both parties. 

19, [NDEMNIFICATION: To file extent permitted by the Nortfi Carolina Tort Claims Act, each party a~ees to indemni~-, 
defend and hold harmless the other, from and against all claims, demands, costs {including a~orney fees), actions or 
damages b~’ought by third pro’ties, arising out of tile negligent acts or omissions of tfiat party, or its employees, 
agents and assigns. 

20, At THORITY TO SIGN: By executing this A~eement, tile undm’signed parties represent and warrant that tfiey are 
each authorized to act on behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 

21 GOVERNING LAW: This Agreement shall be governed, construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the 
State of North Ea rolina_, regardless of its place of execution. 

[N WITNESS WitEREOF, tfie undersigned parties have executed this Agreement on the respective dates set forth. 

INSTITUTION: University of North Earolina 

By: 

Title: Director of Athletics 

Date: 

INSTITUTION: San Diego State University 

By: 

Name: Jim Stelk 

Title: Directer of Intercollegiate Atfiletics 

Date: 

Federal [.D, Number: Fedm’al hD. Number: 
{UNC) 





Molly Bubba i~formed me that he is not the best at e-mail and asked that I be sure to tell you to tell him 
to rex iew this e-mail and als~ help wi*h scheduling a date for a mcetm~ Thmtks 

Bubba, 

I hope 1his message finds yon well 1 am following up on our conversation this week 1 want to take 1his 
opport~m ly to flmher introduce you to ~’voh~ o~ ~)~or~s Pa "~ ~’rs (]~~19, a company I recently ~b~mded 

with two paaners, Peter Kraf~ and Trac/Ilowe, veteran entrepreneurs in technology, and data services 
m hl~ler educatlcn ESt oilers hl~tfl} speclaI~ed tecimolc=?, ~la anal} tics rind ccnsMtmg serv ices to 
ad&ess the specific needs and challenges of k~tercollegiate Ali~etics 

As the former Director or" Athletics at the University or" Georoia, 1 exnerienced firsthand the challenoes 
and snccesses~ that make the xwrld~ of intercollegiate~ athletics excitmg~       ~ ~d *~lfilling~ Understanding, ttmsc~ 



challenges and the need to address them was the spark tbr starting ESP 

Our solutions and services include: 

Fa~Ga~f~,~t: From Students to AlumM... it’s fan engagement, redefined. 

A c~stom web and mobile solmior~ an extension of your team and a strategy to dri,~e fan acquisition, 
engagement, attendance a~d retention 

Fans are e~gaged and rewarded :"or attending games (ticket-linking), watching games &ie~ver-linkmg), 
playing game pre&ctions: connecting witln other f~s, engaging ~vitt~ sponsors ,and more 

FanGauge is supported by robust engagement tools, data analytics and alerts fl~at drive attendance, 
ticket s~les, donations and sponsor activations 

~gA360~ u: (~raundbreaking Student-Athlete Success Pregram 

An interactive toolkit for studen~-atifletes to help Ihem ~l~lve academically, adftetically and socially 
SA360 includes quick read articles crafted for mobile millenni~ls, self-tests & real-life scenarios and 
virtual met~tor videos Topics include: 

Ad,cersily 

Social Pressures 

Diversip£ 

Bullying 

De~ling with expectations (ie, being pitt on a pedestal, going plo, etc) 

Nutritiol~ 

Health and wellness 

Alcohol and &~ag (including prescription drag) awareness 

Gender Equip, 

Even more, SA360 includes revolutiorm~5~ pulse silrve’~mg: providing administrators a real-time glimpse 
of student-athlete well being- and potential problems 

Parents ] A~d36(]~: For Parent of Student-Athletes 

Supports and educates parents on being the right ally and support s~ stem f‘or their student-athlete 
Mot~itorit~g parent interaction and tEedback is highly insightful mf‘om~ation that in many cases provides 
athletic administrators a real-t~rne lens nx~o ~hen soxt, daitghter’s well being Can ran as a stand-alone 
program or complemel~t 5’~360 

ESP Data Analygcs: Aggregating, scrubbing, transff~rming, and modeling data wifl~ the goal of 
discovering useful infolina~iorL suggesting conclusions, arid supporting decision m~king for 

Intereollegiate Athletics 

Consulting: O~tr constfltmg division provides an expert temn of plofessiortals Itlat will review, analyze, 
and develop strategies and solutions to help you achieve ii~stimtional goals and objectives Areas of 
engagemei~t include, but are i~ot limited to, the lollowmg: Strategic Planning, Operational 



Assessments~ Feasability Studies, Revenue Enhancement Strategies, etc. 

For your ir~’ormatin11, attached yott will fred brochures for SA360 at~d FalaGauge Fulthermore, I have 
cc’d Rebecca Wang from my office to check yo~ir a~ ailabildy for ~ursday, June l CAb or Friday. June 
20th 

I hope to see you soon, and look f~.)p0~,ard to our discussion! 

Managing Director 
Evolution Spoils Pai~ners, LLC 
83 So~tth S~eet 
Morristow~, NJ 07960 
Main: (973) 453-4105 x102 
Direct: (704) 626-27!)1 
Cell: ~ 





Re~ards, 



Molly, Bubba informed me that he is not the best at e-marl and asked that I be sure to tell you to 
tel1 him to review this e-marl and also help with scheduling a &~te for a meeting Th~nks! 

Bubha, 

I hope this message finds you well I am ~bllowing up on our conversation this week I want to 
take Ibis opportunity to further introduce you to Evolution N/)orls Par~ne~ (b2NP), a company I 
recently founded with two partners, Peter Kraft and Tracy Howe, veteran entrepreneurs in 
technology and data sepdces in higher education ESP offers higj~[y specialized technology, data 
~mlytics and consulting services to address the specific needs and challenges of Intercollegiate 
Athletics 

As the lbm~er Director of Athletics at the University of Georgia, I experienced firsthand the 
challenges and successes that make the~xzorld of intercollegiate,~ athletics exciting,~ m~d f~lfilling 
Understanding these challenges and the need to address them was the spark ~k)r starting ESP 

Our solutions and services include: 

A custom web aad mobile solution, ~ extension of your team and a strategy to drive fan 

Fans are engaged and rewarded for attending games (ticket-linking), watching games (viewer- 
linking), playing ga~e predictions, connecting with other f~s, engaging with sponsors and 

FanGauge is supported by robust engagement tools, data analytics and alerts that drive 
attendance, ticket sales, donations and sponsor activahons 

SA36~# ~: Groundbreaklng Student-Athlete Success Program 

An interactive toolkit for smdent-attfletes to help them tinlye academically, attftetically and 
socially SA360 inchldes quick read articles crafted }:or mobile millennia]s, self-tests & real-li};e 
scenarios and virtual mentor videos Fopics include: 

Adveisi~, 

Social Pressures 

Diversity 

Bullying 

Dealing with expectations (ie, being put on a pedestal, going pro, etc) 



Nutrition 

Health and weltness 

Alcohol and drug (inch~ding prescription drag) awareness 

Gender EquiW 

Even more, SA360 includes revolutionaD, pulse sur~,eying, providing administrators a real-time 
glimpse of student-athlete well being- and potential problems 

Parents [A’A360ru: For Parent of Student-Athletes 

Supports and educates parents on being the right ally m~d support system ff~r their student- 
alhlete Mor~iIormg parent interaction and l:~edback is higtfly insi~tl:hl it~formation dmt in many 
cases p*ovides alhletic adminislrators a real-Iixne lens into their sor,’dau~er’s well being Can 
run as a stand-alor~e program or complemem &4360 

ESP Dala Analylics: Aggregating, scrubbing, t~ arts forming, and modeling data wl~h ~he goal of 
discovering nsefifl "afformatior~ sttggestmg corrclusions, and supporting decision making for 

h~tercollegiate Athl etics 

Consulting: Out consttlting division provides an expert team of prol:~ssionals that will review, 
ar~alyze, arid deve]op strategies a~d solutions to help you achieve institutioaa] goals and 
ok~iectives ~eas of engagement include, but are not lm~i*ed to, ~e ,~lloxvmg: Strategic 
Planning, Operational Assessments, FeasaMl~ty Studies, Revenue Euhancemeut Strategies, 

For your m*brlnation, attached you will fred brocht~es for SA360 and FanGauge Fm-thermore, 
I have cc’d Rebecca Wang from my office to check your availN)ild? for Thursday, June l 9tb or 
Friday, June 20th 

I hope to see you soon, and look fbrward to our discussion! 

Damon Evans 
Managing Director 
Evohttion Sports Partners, LLC 

83 South S~reet 
MorrislowlL NJ 07960 
Main: (!)73) 453-4105 x102 
Direct: (704) 626-2791 
Cell: 
w~v esportsp cam 





No. NCAA Educational Column- 2/13/14- NCAA Division [ 
Football Summer Athletic Activities (I)- states t~at the following 

question No. 2: When may an institution begin to conduct summer 

athletic activities with its football student-athletes? When must 

summer athletic activities end? 

Answer= Summer athletic activities may begin the day following the 

institution’s spring commencement exercises. Summer athletic 

activities must end by t~e start of the preseason. Note that unless a 

studenbathlete meets the exception to the summer school 

requirement, workouts are only permissible during the time period 

:erm or terms) in which the student athlete is enrolled, which 
includes only the brae from ~e opening day of classes through the 

last day of final exams for each applicable term. 

week period? 

situations when their student-a~letes are assigned to summer work 

at a location (e.g., military base) t~at is separate from t~e service 



academy7 Nay the couching staff conduct workouts with those 

student-athletes assigned to another area oF the countl~? 

or meeting an exception to the enrollment requirement, it is 

en~issible top the coaching staff to conduct workouts at t~e 

assigned location. 

(e.g., spring semester, spring quaker) may engage in requi~ed 



Bylaw ~4.4.3.4.4. 



only engage in the activity for which he is eligible. 

Receive the Daily Compliance Item via Twitter each day by 
follewing @]umpFerward and @DCI Daily 



Thought you all might like this picture of 

Paul 

today 

From: Gary Shipman [mailte:gshipma n@shipma nlaw com] 
Sent: Monday, 606 PM 
To: Pogge Paul 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppegge@unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 521 PM 
To: Gary Shipman 
Subject: RE: Registration Renewal 

This is outstanding news. CongraLulations! Please give our best to How exciting 

From: Gary Shipman [mailto:gshipman@shipmanlaw corn] 
Sent: Monday, 127 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: James Moore; Brandon Gay 
Subject: RE: Registration Renewal 

Paul well get you the updated client information. 

Just got some great news    went today for a workout with the 
might keep him cut of someone’s camp but he’s worked hard! 

and they are offering him a contract!!!! We were worried about whether the injury 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppegge@unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 
To: Gary Shipman 
Subject: Registration Renewal 

Gary 

We are currently renewing registrations for the UNC Agent and Advisor Program At your earliest convenience could you please send me the items below? 

¯ Updated client list 
¯ Names, photographs, email addresses, mailing addresses, and cell phone numbers for everyone who has staded working at your firm since 

Thanks very much I hope you’re well, 

Paul 



Paul F’egge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bewles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 4:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Blantun, Brent 
S <blanton@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email unc edu> 

UPDATED 6-17-14 Process 11 0 Eligibility 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - I Idoc 

Many thanks for your comments and changes I’ve attached the latest draft 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Tuesday,            7:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: CLASS OF - PlDs and Term UPDATED 

CLASS OF - PIDs and Term xlsx 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:14 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: FW: CLASS OF 2014 - PIDs and Term UPDATED 

Joe, 

Can you please send me your most current version of the document that was attached to the 
below? Thanks 

Vince 

email 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: CLASS OF 

3:52 PM 

-PIDsandTerm UPDATED 

Joe 



From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Tuesday, 

TO: Ille, Vince (ille(~unc.edu~ 
Subject: FW: CLASS OF 

9:45 AM 

-PIDsandTerm UPDATED 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, J1:28 AM 
To: Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Kaitlin Healy; Dino Cauteruccio; Ryan Mills; Les Mye~; Jason Freeman; Dominic 
Morelli; ’Luke Ross’; Boyd, Kenny; Hernandez, Luis III; Best, Kevin S.; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
~c: Rory Pommerening; ’Ronald Brewer’ 
Su~ect: CLASS OF     - PIDs and Term UPDATED 

All, 

Attached is an updated list of our incoming student athletes for this year. It includes both the scholarship and non 

scholarship guys. I will send an update if there are any changes that take place and once we’ve determined who will be 

coming for summer school session #2. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

[~nivcrsi~ ~ No~fi~ Cazo]k~a 
Phone: 919.84&~,572 
haydon@unc.edu 







On 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eilers, Christopher J <chriseilers@unc edu> 

Wednesday,              5:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

RE: NCAA Gl-aduation Rates Reporting 

M al’~y thanks Vince. 

Brent, let me know if you have time tomorrow morning and I can call you to discuss the details. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:49 PM 
TO: Eilers, Christopher J 
~.~: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: NCAA Graduation Rates Reporting 

Chris, 

It is my understanding that Brent Blanton, an Associate Director in ASPSA, does the work to identify and report 
on the students in the cohorts you reference below I’m copying him on this response for that reason Brent, if 
I’m mistaken, please let us know Othe~vise I will let you two guys discuss and address Thanks 

Vince 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:53 PM 
TO: Ille, Vince 
~.~: Williford, Lynn E 
Su~ect: NCAA Graduation Rates Reporting 

I’m working on an urgent request and am hoping you, or someone in your office, may be able to help. The attached 

report is one that I downloaded from the NCAA website, in their graduation rates reporting area. The report provides a 
6 year graduation rate for student athletes but I’ve been asked to come up with the 4 year graduation rate for the same 

group(s). The problem is that I’m not sure how to identify the student athletes that were reported to the NCAA. Does 



you r office provide this information to the NCAA? If so, is it possible to get a list of the student athlete PIDs, by entering 

class year, so that we can calculate the 4 year grad rate? If possible I would need the student athletes that are par[ of 

the        entering class, as well as those that were part of the                  and         entering classes too so 

that we can calculate the rates for the "4 class" group. The athletes that make up the "GSR" group would also be nice to 

know too, if that was available. 

Let me know your thoughts. I can give you a call this afternoon to discuss details if you’re available. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Assistant Director of Institutional Research 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.u nc.edu 
Phone: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc edu> 
Thursday, June 19, 2014 12:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc edu> 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu> 

RE: 

Thanks, Vince. I will invoice the Rams Clu b for the total amou nt of the bonus plus benefits. 

Martina 

Mar t~na g. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office [9191962 2715 
Cell 
F~x (919j 962 0125 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 11:38 AM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L; Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: FW: 

Joyce and Martina, 

Does the $3,000 bonus for      ~ave to be added to a monthly salary deposit or can it be provided separately? 
Martina, this bonus would be taken fpom the funds you and Tim Smith have previously referenced Thanks for 
your help 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

We Educate and Inspire Tlu’o ugh Atldetics 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 11:02 AM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
~c: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: 

Joyce, 

Can you please process a bonus payment for             in the amount of $3,000? We would like      to 
receive this as soon as possible This bonus is based upon team accomplishments which are referenced as 
performance metrics in the department’s approved incentive co npensation plan The hen s tennis team 



accomplishments for 2014 include an annual APR greater than 975 (1000), an NCAA post-season appearance 

(final 8), and a final Top 25 national finish in an NCAA recognized poll (7th) 

I’ve discussed this with Bubba and he has approved the processing of this payment Thanks for your help 

Vince 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Pdchie <rgtimsley@unc edu> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 12:18 PM 

Dave Rotman <RotmanD@rotmanarchitecture corn>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
<kcleary@unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu> 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc edu> 

RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

If available times for tomolTOW and next week can be sent to me, I will find a time that works best for the 
group Thanks 

Richie Gfimsley 
Asst Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-452-9472 

From: Dave Rotman [mailto:RotmanD@rotmanarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3une 19, 2014 12:00 pivl 
TO: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Ille, Vince; Bunting, Nike; Grimsley, Richie 
C~: Livers, Tom 
Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

We included about 3000 linear feet of fiber optic cable in conduit at ~l.00/foot. 

It might be wise to have a quick meeting with the group to resolve scope and make certain there are no gaps. I am a 

little concerned that we have pulled together figures independently and I would be more confident if we could go 

through everything together before we advise a donor of the final figures. 

What do you think? 

David Rotman, AIA 

Rotman Architecture, PA 

512 Saint Mary’s Street 

Suite 105 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

(919) 835 9988tel 

(919) 821 1474 fax 
:ell 

From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene [mailto:kclearv~unc.edu1 

Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 11:54 AM 

TO: file, Vince; Bunting, Mike; Grimsley, Richie 

C¢: Livers, Tom; Dave Rotman 

Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 



We would need the 53200 contingency on the video side. 

Dave does your cabling figure include pulls or is it just for materials? 

Thanks 

Ken 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 11:44 AM 
TO: Bunting, Mike; Grim$1ey, Richie 
Cc: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Livers, Tom; David Rotman 
Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

What is the most accurate projected total cost that we can provide the prospective donor? 

It appears to be $98,560 based on the following: 

Infrastructure - $64,560 
Video items - $32,000 (no fudge factor included 12 streaming cameras connected to the network) 
Climate controlled rack Tom, can you please provide? Dave can you confirm this isn’t in your number? 
Fiber Terminations - $2,000 

There was mention of contingency on video side of $3,200 and did we get an answer on the Climate controlled 
rack? 

Thanks for evelszone’s efforts on this project It is ve~?~ important to our tennis programs 

Vince 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 9:01 AM 
TO: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Grim$1ey, Richie 
Cc: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Livers, Tom; David Rotman 
Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Is the project, without the security cameras, a "go"? 

Mike B~mdng 
UNC Atbl~Ncs 
(cell) 
n~bu ming~a)mc ~du 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 8:52 AM 
TO= Pogge, Paul; Grimsley, Richie; Bunting, Mike 
~c: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Livers, Tom; David Rotman 
Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Unless we can get a reasonably solid final quote on total price of the streaming project, we should not include 
the security cameras at tennis at this time We can always purchase them separately Thanks 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

We Educate and Inspire Tlu’o ugh Atldetics 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 8:48 AM 
To: Grimsley, Richie; Ille, Vince; Bunting, Mike 
~c: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Livers, Tom; David Rotman 
Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

If the budget permits it, I certainly think it would be a good idea¯ If not, let’s address it sometime soon. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 7:50 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Bunting, Mike 
~c: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Livers, Tom; David Rotman; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

I wanted to follow up to see if there was a final determination on whether to include the few additional security 

cameras in this project? If not, do we have approval to proceed based on Dav d s des ~n (and refine it if 
needed) and Ken’s equipment list? 

Richie Grim sley 
Asst Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-452-9472 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, June 01, 2014 10:17 AM 
To: Bunting, Mike 
CO= Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Grimsley, Richie; Livers, Tom; David Rotman; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Re: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Paul and I can discuss¯ I don’t think it should since that is not within the scope of the donor’s interest. 



On Jun 1, 2014, at 10:12 AM, "Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, it is your call on whether or not to include any security component in the pricin8 but it doesn’t look 

like to budset will support it. 

Ken, thanks for all your work on this. Now, set out of the country and have fun! 

Mike Bmaing 
UNC Athlc.tics 

(c¢11) 
nlbumn~g~,(~ unc,e du 

<image001 giI> 

Front: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Sunday, June 01, 2014 10:08 AM 
To: Grirnsley, PJchie 
Ce: Bunting, Nike; Live~, Torn; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; David Rotman; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Update on Tennis Streaming 

This just includes 12 streamin8 cameras connected to the network. 

Sorry - should have included you on the Friday email. 

Couple of thoughts: 

Should the security parts be included in the pricing for the donor? Or is that something that should be 

priced separately? 

I don’t think we have a final design in place as much as pricin8 8uidelines for the donor. It wouldn’t be a 

deal to modify along the way. 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 1, 2014, at 9.04 AM, Gnmsley, Richie" <[gE[rn~!#y@gp£,#d#> wrote: 

David/Ken, 
Does this plannin8 and equipment budset include having the few additional interior cameras 

for security to tie in with the same system? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

On Jun 1, 2014, at 7:3~ AM, "Bunting, Mike" <jy).~#.E~[£g~.~J.£g=9.£1.[J.> wrote: 

<image00 Igif> 



From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
~ent: Friday, May 30, 2014 5:41 PM 

TO= Ille, Vince; Livers, Tom 
Ce= Bunting, Mike; RotmanD~rotmanarchitecture.com 
Subject= FW: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Tom/Vince - 

Please see the atLached drawings and scope from Dave Flotman. Here’s 

breakdown of where we are: 

Infrastructure 564,560 

Video items 532,000 (no fudge factor included) 

Climate controlled rack -Tom, please provide (Dave can you confirm this isn’t in 

your number?) 

Fiber Terminations 52,000 

If our max donation is 5 lOOk, we are there. If we need to value engineer the 

project to keep it at that num beG we can try to find places to take it out. If 

we’re lookin~ for a more true all in cost I would also include a 10% contingency 

on the video side as well, which would add 53200 to the above costs. If we feel 

this is enough information for Coach Paul to provide to the donor, let’s roll. 

One additional wrench, I am out of the cou ntry from Sunday morning until 6/14 

and won’t have m uch ability to work on this. If the above is enough to proceed 

with conversations, please don’t wait for me. If we need to sharpen the pencil 

on this more, I’m happy to jump on it when I return. 

Thanks 

Ken 

From: Dave Rotman [mailto:RotmanD@rotmanarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:55 PM 
TO: Bunting, Mike; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Mike/Ken, 

See attached for further information on the Tennis Streaming project. I have 

included a preliminary cable routing site plan, a scope definition and a 

preliminary cost estimate. It looks like we are close, dependin~ on if there are 

large costs for network infrastructure that neither Ken nor I can identify at this 

time. 

Let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. 

Regards, 

David Rotman, AIA 

Rotman Architecture, PA 

512 Saint Mary’s Street 

Suite 105 

Raleigh, NC 27605 



(919) 835-9988 tel 

(919) 821-1474 fax 

cell 

<a100052714 pdf> 

<Estimate052714 pdf> 

<Tennis Video Streaming Infrastructure Scope docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 12:55 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 
<       @email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LartT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineben% Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <fick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc edu>; 
Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu> 

W Soccer schedule update 

All, 

The order of the women’s soccer opponents on the weekend of September 5 7, 2014 have now been reversed. We will 

now be playing Penn State at 5 pm on September 5, 2014 and we are playing Arkansas at 12 pm on September 7, 2014. 

Both games will still be played in Durham, NC at Duke. 

If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 
Phone: 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 













Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc edu> 

Friday,            ):46 AM 

Porter, Grant <gnporter@unc edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions unc edu> 

Men’s Soccer Admissions 

will now be a ecruit for us. He has decided to take a gap year. 

JT 

Can you let me know his missing documents and what we need to do from the application side of things to defer? 

Thanks. 

From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            5:01 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: [WARNING: MESSAGE ENCRYPTED]2014 Fall Soccer-M 



htt#://www cadwa ader.com/news/news release(cadwalader partner kenneth I wainstein briefs board oFffovernors of university o~north carolina? 



From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Friday, 5:05:21 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 3ontract 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Littrell. JamesSeth NewHireLetter. pdf (1.8M) 

Here you go. 

Joyce 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 2:13 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject:           Contract 

Joyce, 

Can you please send me a signed pdf copy of the employment agreement for           He is 
currently unable to locate this (may have misplaced it during moving process) and his agent has 
asked that I send him a copy signed by Seth for his files. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@..unc.edu 



http:llblogs, dnj. comlsubtlesparkylfiles120131091U NC-Logo.ipg 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Monday, June 23, 2014 2:54 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

RE: FCS Options 

fcs options xlsx 

Corey- Don’t share this with Coach yet, rather let’s you and Italkthrough it first- 

See attached. Every single FCS football school in the country. Broke it in to three tiers - nearby schools we’d likely want to 

play, anyone else nearby, and everyone else. 

I did a bunch of schedule research on the first tier and only one team is available (Davidson) on 11/21/15 and they have never 

played an FgS ga~e 

The 11/22/}.4 SEC FC5 Matchups are: 

Eastern Kentucky @ Florida {5550 OgO G 

Charleston Southern @ Georgia {$450,000 G 

South Alabarna @ South Carolina (~900,000 

Western Carolina @ Alabama (5480,000 GTE) 

We got the week 11 game done with ODU lasL veal, and we can keep w~r ki[~g towa[ds it in tile future, but for all the reas£ms 

we discussed earlier this gear, we are late getting this 12th 2035 game done and gubba, Vince and I feel like we need to move 

on something now. 

Give rne a call to discuss when you can. I[ you see some other schools on the list I should check [or 11/21/15, let me know. in 

the meantime, I’!! keep working with ACC and Delaware to try to line up dates. 

Rick 5teinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher @uncaa.u nc.edu 

mobile: 

@goheels 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 3:29 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 
<       ~email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lar~ay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineben~, C~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmi0e@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rlck@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marie0e A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc edu>; Litzinger, Michael B 
<mlitzing@email unc edu>; Garth, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc edu>; Workman, Aaron 
<aworkman@email unc edu>; Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email unc edu>; Bitting, 
Angelyn S <abitting@unc edu> 

M and W Swimming & Diving schedules 

M Swimming - 2014-2015 Schedule - A PPROVED pdf; W Swimming - 2014-2015 
Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached schedules for the upcoming 2014 2015 season for both Men’s and Women’s Swimming and 

Diving. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



Mole details to come, but please save the date[ 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Thursday,              9:04 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu>; Brewer, 
Gunter S <coachbrew@unc edu> 

RE: 

s currently enrolled in ~. summer session course this session (but he has not received any board funds this 

session). 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, 9:02 AN 
TO: Holliday, Corey L; Vangelder, Marielle A 

~: [lie, Vince: Brewer. Ronald; Brewer, Gunter S 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks very much, Corey. If he is not part of the program and no [ongel a student-athiete here, [ don’t see an 

immediate need to meet with him. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, 8:59 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
6¢: Ille, Vince; Brewer, Ronald; Brewer, Gunter S 
Subject: RE: 

Mease let me know if you have any further questions or concerns. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, 4:01 PM 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 
~: Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks ve~’y much, Marielle Corey, if he has an agent, I’d like to sit down with him as soon as possible 
Best, 
Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 



On at 1:48 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeldU~email unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Corey 

Thank you for the time this morning I wanted to follow-up with you regarding               As 
we discussed,      was drafted by the                      of      He culvently appears on 
their roster as "Collegiate Inactive" 

Bylaw 12 1 3 Amateur Status ijPr@ssio~lal in Another 5))ort does allow a professional athlete in 
one sport to represent an institution in a difi’erent sport Therefore, if      was to begin pursuit of a 
professional career in rules pem~it him to utilize his final season of competition in 
Football 

In addition, NCAA rules state that an individual shall be ineligible for participation in an collegiate 
sport if he ever has agreed (orally or in writing) to be represented by an agent for the purpose of 
marketing his athletics ability or reputation in that sport This would permit      to be represented 
by an agent for marketing his athletics ability in         only Any agency contract not 
specifically limited in writing to a sport or particular sports shall be deemed applicable to all sports, 
and therefore would be considered ineligible to participate in ANY sport at the collegiate 
level 

I understand that      is not currently on your active roster; however, p6or to      resuming 
participation with the Football team this Fall, we need to verify whether or not he is currently 
represented by an agent I’m not aware of how prevalent agents/advisors are in     , especially for 
an athlete drafted in the 7Ih round, but we must do our due diligence to ensure compliance with all 
NCAA and institutional rules It" needed, we can certainly review this with Coach Breschi as well 
If      does have representation for his professional         abilities, he will need to meet with 
Paul at his earliest convenience to review the specifics of his contract and discuss applicable 
institutional policies 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns at this point 

Thank you 

Marielle 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder~?unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 4:19 PM 

Beatty, C~eg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; gee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email unc edu>; Maxwell, 
Scott <smaxwell@unc edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email unc edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<or@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc edu>; Zambrana, Kathe~Tne 
<kathyz@email unc edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; @email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu> 

NCAA Educational Column: Use of AP Credits Towards Academic Certification 

Good Afternoon - 

Below, please find an Educational Column we received from the NCAA yesterday regarding the use advanced placement 

credits towards certification of progress~oward degree requirements. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Use of Advanced Placement Credits Toward Certification of Progress-Toward-Degree Requirements(I) 

Date Published:June 25, 2014 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that when certifying a student athlete for the 24 credit hour requirement or 

percentage of degree requirements (i.e., 40/60/80), an institution has the discretion to use credits earned prior to initial 

full time collegiate enrollment via advanced placement (AP) courses, examination and/or from another institution. 

However, once an institution uses any credits earned prior to initial enrollment to certify a progressrtoward degree 

requirement, the credits may not be excluded from the student athlete’s later certifications. 

Further, a student athlete’s percentage of degree calculation is determined by the total number of credits a student 

athlete has earned that cou nt toward the student athlete’s specific degree program, divided by the total number of 

credits that are required to complete the student athlete’s declared degree program. The total number of credits that 

are required by a degree program may include general electives, lower and upper level major requirements and 

required minors, so long as the credits satisfy required components of the degree program itself. Aside from being used 

to satisfy available elective credits within the student athlete’s specific degree program, credits that satisfy a voluntary 

minor or institutional graduation requirements (e.g., foreign language), but are not components of the student athlete’s 

specific degree program may not be used to satisfy percentage of degree requirements. 

The following questions and answers are designed to assist the NCAA Division I membership with the application of this 



legislation. 

Question No. 1: Prior to the student athlete’s third year of collegiate enrollment, an institution used credits earned from 

an AP biology test she took du ring high school to cer[ify her 40 percent requirement. May those AP biology credits be 

excluded from the institution’s cer0fication of her 60 percent requirement? 

Answer No. Once the student athlete’s AP credits are used in a certification, the credits must continue to be used to 

satisfy the same degree requirement (e.g., life sciences) in all future certifications. In other words, the used AP credits 

become a permanent par[ of the numerator of the student athlete’s percentage of degree calculation. 

Question NO. 2: If a student athlete receives credit at the cer[ifying institution for advanced placement tests, 

examinations, or from hours earned at another institution prior to initial full time collegiate enrollment, must such 

credit be used to cer[ify the student-athlete’s progress-toward-degree requirements? 

Answer; No. The institution may, but is not required to, use the student-athlete’s credits earned prior to initial full-time 

collegiate enrollment to certify progress-toward-degree requirements. Such credits may only be used to satisfy the 

24/36 credit-hour requirement or percentage-of- degree requirements. 

Question No. 3: May an institution use any portion of the student-athlete’s credits earned via advanced placement tests, 

examinations or from another institution prior to initial full-time collegiate en rollment to cer[ify the student-athlete’s 

progress-toward-degree requirements? 

Answer; Yes. An institution may decide the amount of the student-athlete’s credits earned prior to initial full-time 

collegiate enrollment to apply toward the student-athlete’s applicable progress-toward-degree requirements. 

Question No. 4: What constitutes use of a student-athlete’s credits earned via advanced placement tests, examinations 

or from another institution prior to initial full-time collegiate enrollment for progress-toward-degree cer[ification 

purposes? 

Answer The student athlete’s credits are considered "used" when the credits are included when cer[ifying the student 

athlete’s completion of progressr[oward degree requirements. 

Question No. S: If a student-athlete transfers to the certifying institution from another collegiate institution (four year or 

two-year institutions) must the certifying institution use the student-athlete’s transferable degree credits earned 

following initial full-time collegiate enrollment to cer[ify completion of the applicable progress-toward-degree 

requirements? 

Answer: Yes. Transferable degree credit earned following the student-athlete’s initial full-time enrollment is handled 

differently than acceptable credit earned prior to the student-athlete’s initial full-time collegiate enrollment. Unlike 

acceptable credits earned prior to the student-athlete’s initial full-time collegiate enrollment, transferable degree credit 

earned following the student-athlete’s initial full-time enrollment cannot be disregarded from the student-athlete’s 

percentage-of-degree calculation once the credit is accepted by the certifying institution and is determined to be 

applicable toward the student-athlete’s specific degree program at that institution. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of Nor[h Carolina 

Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962 6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 



(b 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 3 : 15 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 
<,      ~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larry A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, Trey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <tick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; 
Ducal Chris <ducar@unc edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email unc edu> 

W Soccer schedule update 

All, 

The Women’s Soccer game at Duke on October 19, 2014 will now be played at 3:30 pm instead of the originally 

scheduled 2 pm. Please update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 9:22 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc edu>; Dutton, Kathy B <KathyDutton@unc edu> 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <layanmills@unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rlck@unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Football Student-Athlete Development position 

Joyce, 

Football would like to recommend for the vacate Football Student-Athlete 
Development position. Please find below the skills and qualifications that we feel make 
best candidate for this position: 

the 

Please let me know if you need any additional information and next steps, thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Chalfin, Peter Lawrence 
Monday, June 30, 2014 10:35:31 AM 
UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Caudill, Jeff 
Resources provided to student-athletes 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Welcome Reception Resources Provided for Student-Athletes.pptx (12.6M) 

Executive staff, 

Bubba has asked Jeff and I to put together a powerpoint presentation showcasing the 
various resources that we provide for our student-athletes here at Carolina. The idea is to present 
this to the parents of our incoming student-athletes at the Welcome Reception that we are hosting at 
the Blue Zone on move-in weekend. Attached is the presentation. Please review this when you get a 
chance and let me know of any changes/additions that you would like us to make. 

Additionally, if there are any projects that Jeff and I can help any of you with over the next 
two weeks while Bubba and Mr. Gallo are out of town, please let us know! We are happy to help out 
in any way possible. Thanks, 

Peter Chalfin 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



5~rn and Tripp, 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Public Records 
Monday, June 30, 2014 12:02:01 PM 

RE: FYI - request received from Alex Green re: baseball coach contract & records ready to send 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2014.06.24 Green Prep.pdf(2.1M) 

Vince, 

Sorry to bug you. I just wanted to check in to see if you had an opportunity to review this one (Mike 
Fox’s contract). Thanks, and hope you had a good weekend. 

Zach 

From: Public Records 
Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2014 11:52 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: FYI - request received from Alex Green re: baseball coach contract & records ready to 
send 

Hi Vince - 

Just following up on this one... 

Thanks, 

Anne 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 11:32 AM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: Re: FYI - request received from Alex Green re: baseball coach contract & records ready to 
send 



I have reviewed these, thanks 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@,unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

From: Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 at 10:20 AM 
To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(’~,unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille(’~,unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" 
<ppoclcle(~unc.edu> 
Co: Regina Stabile <re,qina stabile@unc.edu>, "Orth, Zach" <orth~,email.unc.edu>, Public Records 
<publicrecords~,unc.edu> 
Subject: FYI - request received from Alex Green re: baseball coach contract & records ready to send 

FYI - public records request received from Alex Green seeking: 

copy of the contract of current Head Men’s Baseball Coach, Mike Fox 

I have also attached the responsive records, which have been previously released. Vince/Paul/Steve 
- please let us know when you have completed your review. 



Thanks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton 

Public Record Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

suttona@email, unc.edu 

From: Public Records 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:06 AM 
To: ’Ac~reen~,charneymanaclem entc~roup.com’ 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 6.24.2014) 

Dear Mr. Green, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to publicrecords~b, unc.edu this 
morning. A copy of your message is included below for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s 
Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:llpolicies.unc.edulpolicieslpublic-recordsl. 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records Paralegal 



Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Alex Green [mailto:Agreen@charneymanagementgroup.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 9:51 AM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: request of public records 

I am requesting an emailed copy of the contract of current Head Men’s Baseball Coach, Mike Fox. 

Thank you very much and I will be looking out for that contract. Thanks again! 

Alex Green 

502-64-8326 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 2:08 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 
RE: Update on Exit Surveys 

Couldn’t do tomorrow but Wednesday, I could do g :00 up until g and then I can do after 3:30. I will be at Kenan at 3:30 

if we could meet there. 

JoyJ. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 
CBg7130 UNC CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7130 

919 966 5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CON FIDE NTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it 

is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law 
and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. oh. 132). Student educational 
records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 1:48 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Ille, Vince 
Subject= Update on Exit Surveys 

Hi Vince and Joy - 

I would love to arrange a call for the three of us to get updated on the exit surveys, their compilation - as well as SAAC 

focus groups. 

I could do tomorrow morning before 9:45, at 4:00 or any time on Wednesday. Let me know what works for you two. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 



Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc edu> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 3:49 PM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email unc edu>; McFarland, Michael B 
<mike mcfarland@unc edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc edu>; Moore, Tanya 
Topolka <tanya moore@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc edu>; Public Records <publicrecords@unc edu> 

FYI - request received - Steve Berkowitz (USA Today) - re: athletic contracts & EPAP 
forms 

FYI public records request received from Steve gerkowitz (USA Today). Mr. Berkowitz is requesting the following (the 

request appears in full below): 

Current contracts and EPAP forms for the athletics director, the head football coach, and the nine full-time 
assistant football coaches 

Public Records Staff is looking into this request. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office ol University Counsel I UNC Chape H~ 

110 Bynum HallI CB# 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 9105 

(919) 843 8894 (direct) I (919) 843 1617 (fax) 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, July 02, 2014 2:17 PM 

TO: Berkowitz, Steve 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment {Public Records Requested 7.2.2014) 

Dear Mr. Berkowitz, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Regina Stabile this afternoon. A copy of you r 

message is included below for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records 

Policy is available on line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 



Public Records Ass£~tant 
Off’tee of University Counsel 
(919) 962-1219 
Denise Allen(u anc.eda 

From: Berkowitz, Steve [mailto:sberkowi@usatoday.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 02, 2014 12:33 PM 

TO: Public Records 

Subject: From USA Today: Open records request Football coaches and AD compensation 

July 2, 2014 

Regina Stabile 
Director of Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Office of University Counsel 
222 East Cameron Ave, 110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY 

Dear Regina Stabile: 

Pursuant to the applicable open-records law(s), I am requesting copies of the following: 

1. The current contracts for the head football coach and the nine full-time assistant football coaches 
reasonably expected to be employed in fall 2014, including but not limited to: 

Amendments or addenda 
Documents, drafts or e-mail related to, or reflecting, intended compensation or known COLA 
raises not included in the contract. 

Documents reflecting current or intended compensation or benefits to any of the coaches from 
a third party 

*If the head coach (or any assistant) is not covered by a contract, please provide the applicable letter of 
understanding or other document that outlines his compensation 
*If the head coach (or any assistant) is employed on an at-will basis, please provide a list of each 
coach’s base salary and a copy of any document lishng bonuses for which the coach is eligible, 
including criteria for the bonuses and the amounts that would be paid 

2. The most recent Athletically Related Income statement (as described in NCAA Bylaw I 1.2.2) for 
the head football coach and the nine assistant football coaches described above. This is also known as the 
Outside Income Report filled out by all athletic department personnel 

3. The current contract and Athletically Related Income statement for the athletics director. 

If any of these records can be provided electronically, I would prefer that format Please send them as 
attachments to my email address, ~b~rko~’itz({~Oa(~da3~?~ If it is necessary to mail the documents, please use 
the address below 

Please provide these records within the time allotted by relevant open-records law, provide an explanation of 
when the records will be provided or a statement of the statutory exception authorizing the withholding of all or 
parts of these records Please include the name and title of the person responsible for the denial 

If there will be a charge for these records of more than $25, please notify me in advance 

Thank you for your assistance 



Steve Berkowitz 
Sports Projects Reporter 
USA Today, 3rd Floor 
7950 Jones Branch Drive 
McLean, VA 22108 
703-854-7605 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Wednesday, July 02, 2014 5:22:48 PM 
Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B.; Griggs, Kathy; King, J. Angela; Norton, Molly; Smith, Samuel Clark 
Bitting, Angelyn S; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, 
Tom; Vangelder, Madelle A; Steinbacher, Rick; Beale, Michael; Creech, Karlton W; Pogge, Paul 

July Coverage Calendar 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
July 2014.doc (1.1 M) 

Attached is the July administrative support staff coverage calendar. Please let 

me know of any corrections or additional approved leave that needs to be added. 

For those of you in need of administrative support during July, please plan 

accordingly. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



Sent: 

To: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc edu> 
Sunday, July 6, 2014 2:00 PM 

Subject: Tony’s new position and future hiring information 

I wanted to communicate follow u p after my phone calls to you r daughters regarding Tony’s acceptance of the position 

at Georgia. As Tony communicated to your daughters, he made his decision based on a great opportunity for his family 

and him. He was very invested here at UNC and we were all excited for the fall. He did some really good things in our 

program and I for one will certainly miss him. I know he will have continued success in his new position. 

We had a plan for telling our players and then recruits about Tony’s new position. We also were trying to respect 

Georgia’ s timeline in making it official and the best timing for our players and recruiting. Unfor[unately, while we were 

all recruiting in Colorado it was apparent that word/rumors were spreading fast. We had to change our plan and I felt it 

was im por~ant that Tony call our returning players right away to let them hear it from him. When something like this 

happens, it is always difficult to get the timing to go as you would like it because things happened before they can 

become public information. 

I know this is an anxious time for players and parents as we await our new hire. I hope that you can trust in me and the 

process to find the best person possible. I think that it is important that everyone remains positive and patient to allow 

me to get things in place. We have laid the grou ndwork going forward to contin ue on ou r journey of success. 

As always, UNC attracts many talented coaches. I have been bombarded by candidates. I will continue to work diligently 

and proceed in getting the best candidate to fill this position. Our timeline for this, as required by the University, is that I 

advertise for 2 weeks. Ou r goal is to post it by Tuesday, July 8th, It then will post for 14 days. I am required to conduct 3 

interviews. Past that, it is my goal to have someone in place by August 1. Again, I know everyone wants to know and for 

it to happen sooner than later but it is a process and one that I hope you will be patient with. 

I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at our Rookie Bru nch August 17 at 11:30 at R and R Grill. I hope that 

you all received your evite and are able to attend. 

Have a great rest of you r weekend. 

Sincerely, 

DonnaJ. Papa 



University of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

Email: djp~)unc.edu 

/F: (919)-962-5105 

UNC Website: ~vw.goheels.com 

Camps/ClioJcs Website: ~v.donnajl) al) asoflballcaml) s.com 

Facebook: wx~nv facebook congTarHeclSoft ball 

Txxitter: (gUNCSoftball- ~UNCCoachPapa- ~UNCCoachTony- ~UNCCoachYoung 

htstagram: UNCSoftball 

2O±2:ACCREGULARSEASONCHAMPIONS*NFCAHALLOFFAMEINDUCTEE 

5ACCREGULARSEASONCHAMPIONSHIPS*STIMEACCCOACHOFTHEYEAR 

2ACCPITCHERSOFTHEYEAR*2ACC ROOKIESOFTHEYEAR*5 ACCPhAYERSOFTHEYEAR 
10 NCAA AppEARANCES*I±ALL-AMERICANS*±±ACADEMICALL-AMERICANS 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday,            2:21 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lartay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Linebeny, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmi0e@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Paine0, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rlck@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marie0e A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email unc edu>; Pembenon, Chelsea Anne 
<chelsea pemberton@unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu> 

Approved Rowing Schedule 

Rowing -           Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

Please see the attached for Rowing’s schedule for the upcoming 

just let us know. Thanks!! 

academic year. If you have any questions, 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday, July 7, 2014 4:57 PM 

UNCAA-Evelayone <uncaa-everyone@groups unc edu>; Boxberger, Carl J 
<cjbox@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email unc edu>; 
Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email unc edu>; Clark, Fred M <fredclark@unc edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 
<cderickson@unc edu>; Horton, Rock~" <rockTh@email unc edu>; Evans, Jack 
<jevans@email unc edu>; Grego~?g, Cassandra B <grego~?gc@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>;       @nc rr corn; Lineberry, Crystal 
Nolan <clinebeny@unc edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@unc edu>; Oft, ShMey A 
<sao@unc edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email unc edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions unc edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>; 
Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions unc edu>; Roberts, Ten~ Kermit 
<tkrobert@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Botta, Brett 
<bbotta@unc edu>; @live unc edu>; .... 
< .... ~live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
< @live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
< " " @live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; Iannotta, Stephen 
<iannotta@email unc edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelbom@email unc edu>; Caldwell, 
Andrea L <andreac@email unc edu>; Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc edu>; Russell, 
Chloe <cjrussel@email unc edu>; Hanson, Tony Randall <hansont@email unc edu>; 
Cowell, Glynis S <gscowell@email unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B 
<bbfoster@email unc edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 
<eugene orringer@med unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; Parsons, 
Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc edu>; 
Rennet, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu>; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog unc edu>; 
Folt, Carol Lynn <carol folt@unc edu> 

Compliance Newsletter, July, 2014 

July 2014pdf 

All, 

See attached for the July, 2014 edition of the Corn pliance Newsletten 

Thanks, 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Pax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@emafl.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,            5:23 PM 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc edu>; DiBitetto, Andrew F <afdibite@unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kretchmar, Jen <jkretchma@admissions unc edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Transcript Reviews - Men’s 

transcript eval pdf 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Andrew Sapp/Andrew DiBitetto 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student-Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student-athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions 

feel free to give me a call at 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this impor[ant matter for your prospective student athletes. 

Group 3 

Imm 

Jen Kretchmar 

Brent Blanton 





Te: "Frederic~ [~rad" <brad fred @email.unc.edu> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,            10:19 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duffy, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lartay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Linebeny, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmi0e@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Paine0, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rlck@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Made0e A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc edu>; Johnson, Shelley 
H <shellj o@unc edu> 

Field Hockey schedule update 

All, 

Field Hockey~s game at Longwood, originally scheduled for 

Please update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

will now be played on ~at5pm. 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



May 2!, 2014 

Your employment will be sub}eet to the "Employment Policies lhr EPA N on-}b.cul~ Re s em~:.’h Staff, 
lnstmcd~mal Staft, and Tier II Senior Academic and Adminisv~ative Officers of the University o:f North 
Carolhla at Chapel Hill" as defined h those policies as origina!ly adopted a~d as they may be periodically 
revised A copy oFthe poliales cm’rently h~ effhct is enclosed with thls letter and is also available a~ 
a,~ydm~ by co.nsRlting ~he Univel~iVy’s Office of Human Resom-ces web site ~r.une.edlt). iNder mm’e~t 
policy, you will receive 24 days (192 hours) per yea of a~nual (vacation) bare and 12 days (96 hours) per 
year of sick ieav~ for f~II-time service. Bo~h amounls m’e prorated for pax-tlme schedubs provided you 
mai~llaln a ha!f-tlme schedule (.5 FTE} or grea~er. Up to 30 days (240 hours) of am~ual leave will be carried 
forward ~ach calendar year wilh ad~y excess balance converted to sick leave at yeax end. Sick 1cave does 
not have a maximum acur’aal rate. Pleasg note that at the thne your appointment may end, your leave 
pay’out is determined based on whether you bave mm~ or less ~hm~ 24 months of leave-earnLng service with 
local or State go~,ernment entities wi~mi No~d~ Carolina. For Ndlvid~als employed more tha~ 24 months 
by ,~uch entities, payout is up to 240 ho~s of your ammal leave. For Ndividuals who have been employed 
a total or 24 r~o~ths ar less, payoat is ealeulated as one day fhr each mo~th -worked less the total number of 
leave days take, during th~ en:ployment period. Sick leave is not paid out at appointment end, but is retaL~ed 



for a 5-year period and available in that time if you return to work ~w~th the State in a !eave-eamln g 
position. 

Employee parking is governed by the Universii2¢’s parking regn/ations al~d specific parking apace 
allocations made to individual University Departments. Employees pay ~he cost o f parking and 
details can be obtained from your appointing Department’s tlR Representative a,~d also by c{msMtlng 
UNC Departmen.~ of Publin Safety web site at: bttp://www.dpsmlc.edu/I’arkin~]~_m_~_l_o_yee.cfll~. 

You shall have such &aries, responsibilities, and obligations as are assigned to you from time to time by tbe 
Head FootbalI Coach and]or the Director ofAtNetlcs Phe University i~serves the right to aLlj~ast yore" 
duties from tL, ne to time during the period of your eanploymea~t. 

Please be advised P~at you are required to abide by all applicable NCAA, ACC, and University rules. You 
a~e responslble a~ aLl times for being knbwledgeable of, and asst~fing that you conduct yo ursdf bt 
compliance with, a!i appLicable governing consfia~tions, by-laws, legislation, rules, polities, ilal:erpre~a~ions, 
and regnlatinns of the NCAA, the ACC, a~d the Unlversity~ "gou mus~ immedia*~ely aLlviae the Depm~tment 
of Athletlcs’ CompIi~mce Office if you have reason to believe that violations have {~eeurced or wiLl deem; 
¯ nd you must cooperate fully in any thvestigatint~ of posslble violations co~d*mtad or m~lhorlzed by the 
NCAA, the ACC, mndgor the University at any th, ne. 

~pecial Prov~sions Re,attiring Supplemental Pay 

Should the football team participate h’. post-season play and sho’ald you coach in that game, you 
will receive a ~u~ple:nental paymen~ for increased respm~srNLltles equlvaient to one-~elRh of 
yore" then c,arret:t anrmalized base salm’y, as recommended by the Head Coach and approved by 

An allditional supplement may be awarded froe~ tl:e Pope Endowment, ~n an amount deemed 
appropriate by the Director of Athletics md in accordance wfih the prereq~ isites set fo r ~2~ in 
endowment provisions, and as s*ipulated in the Department of Athletics’ I~eentbte Cor~pensafion 
Plar~ approved by the Boea’d of "Ppas~ees. 

As provided ~ the UMverslty’s Employment Policies fi)r BPA N~m-FacaIty Employees, your appoi~tment 

Please be advised that, a~ required by NC A A regulafioas (Bylaw 11.2.2) and lfiLlversity policy, you are 
requireLl l:o receive print written appmvai for all external profeasinnal activities for pay, which b~c~udes ax!y 
athlefically-relatM i~come and b~nefits fiom s(mrces oulslde Ll:e insdtlltin~l. 

All materials including, without limitation, l-ecraiting records, lvam in Ib~al:inn, fihns, and/or sl~tistlcs 
furnished to you by the University, or developed by you o~1 behalf of the Uaivorslty, or at Ihe UMversitp’s 
direction in eonnectinn with your empinyment by the Universi~#, are aa~d shall remain the sole properly of 
ti~e Ordversi~. To the e~ent that the Universi:3, Copy~igN Poliny confers on ymz any ownershlp i~teres~ in 



such materla[s, by yore" slgaatx~e below you irrevocably assige all your rights, title, and o;v~aership in such 
materials to the Unlversi~. if the University requests the retm~ of such materials at any time d~rin g, at, or 
at~er the termh~atlon of your employment, you s.hall hmedlately retina the same to the Universitb’, along 
wi~h any other Uniwrsi~y propeW or prop~r~, made available to you by the Universiw that is then ~n yot~- 

Please ir~dlcate your acknowledgement ofl~ceipt of thls letter by si&~il?g and dat kng the e~closed copy of 
this lettur, ~e C(mf~dent~ality Statement, and ~he Certification of Ethical Cond~mt S~atement and rel~ming 
them to J~)yee Dalgleish i~ the Athletics }IR Office ~o later than 1 week fi’om the date of this 

Vge are pleased with your affiliation with the Carolh~a athletics program. 

cc: La~, Fedora, Head b oothall Coach 
Office of ttuman Resources 

Aclc~owledgemer.t by Employee: 



p~u-poses hereo~; "Cause" shall mean the thllowhag: 

material failure to perform any of the duties specified in the appointmen* le~,:.cr, as they may 
subsequently be amended in the discretion of the Depa~ent of Athlelhas; 

conviction by the Coach of any Ihlony or a~y crime that involves disho~esb’, or behavior by 
the Coach tha~ displays a continual or serious disrespect for the hat%~cky a~d eltdc~ of the 
Urdversir2; 

(d) any other materia! breach by the Coach of ~he terms of this Agreement or oF Un i~raky 
policy; or 

(e) any of those causes specified ha Section VIII, 1 of the Employment PoBcies’fi)r EPA N)m- 

Any process to termhaar~ Coach lbr Cause shall be conducted ha complim~ce with all r*!eva~t 
University policies, 



(~) The Coach recoginzes that his promise to work for Uthversity l::~r ~e e~drc/e~n ~ff thls 

Football Coach~ lhe Coach al~o recognizes thai the University is making a hig~hiy ualua~k 

AssJstaet Poothall Coach with Universily prior Io fl~e expiration of this Agreement. That 

(c) [n ~he eve,t thai: the Coach terminates his empinyment wi~ the University wltho,at cause from 
Jtdy 1, 2015 lhrol~gb fu~* 30, 20 t 6, tbea Cos ch shall no{ be requi*ed to pay University 
lkluidatsd damages in lie~ of any and all other Iegal remedies or equitable relinll 

Payment of the Iotal amoual delermined pursuant ~o Seclinns (b) or (c) shalI be made by the Coach, or the 

The parties have bargained for m~d agreed to lhe liquktal:ed damages proviainns set forth ~n 
tiffs Atiacin~ent ii~ glvNg consideration to the fo]inwi~g: the partles a{~nowlMge that 15e 
Unlversit7 will incttr administrative, reonfiting, resettlement a~d olker coats in obtaining a 
replacement for the Coach in additin~ to potentially increased compensation co~ts and inaa of 
ticket, broadcast or other revenues a~d fern and donor sltpport, which damages are difficult to 
determine with ceasing,, Therefore, the parries bare agreed ~pon lhla liquidated damages 
provision and further agree that the liq~lidated damages provided fur berei~ are reasonable in 
alnom~t and not a penaI~,~ 

his payment of tim amounts contempla*ed in Sectin~ ~o) llr (c) above if there is a in,lure by 

Chancellor. 

T~e parties a~’ee that the Coach shall be requked to notify *,he Direclor of AIkietins and 



http://p~ icies unc edu/policiesipub ic records/ 





My name is            and I’m a Tar tIeel I hate to be corny and start with that 

but I almost t;,~el ]ike this can be a rally c~2," of sorts for peop]e that Io~e UNC ]ike I do 
We all have seen these videos at the Dean Dome and Kenan Stadium among other places 
at UNC over the past t’ew years, and It l;elt compelled to start with that I also recently t’eh 

the urge to tell a differetu and, in my opinion, a more complete side of the story to the 
one that is being rehashed and constantly talked abotlt in the media in a negative way 
towards UN( 

i spent 13 years of my life in Chapel Hill and was in some type of academic 
environment for most of it I have toyed with the idea of writing some type of response to 
the negative UNC stories over the past yea~ o~ so, but I was never comp]etely motivated 
to do so ~mtil I read a recent article about Coach Roy Williams and Rashad McCants 
Sadly, m,~, alma mater has been discussed relentlessly over the past t?w years in the state 
of North Carolina due to mainly academic issues sun otmding the athletic department It 
is not the positive publicity" we have gqo~xm accustumed to, but that is not the point The 
point is that it has been borderline slander by a select tkw in the local and national media 
I, like many, believe this is not a UNC problem, but more of a problem that is present at a 
majo~ ty of institutions across the country 

I played on the         at LrNC from          (I redshirted one year), and by 

no means am i comparing playing     at UNC to playing basketball or t’c~otball, but I am 
lumping all of the student-athletes at UNC together for this response Playing any sport or 
doing any type of extra-cu~r~cula~ activity at UNC was difI~cult due to the time 
commitments needed I~C is a very difficult school to get imo, and then once you are 

there it is veta/challen~ng academically, even ibr a high school valedictorian As 
fo~ reporis of athletes reading on fourth grade levels, do I agree? Not completely but I 
am sure there were and are some student athletes that struggled with the curriculum Do I 
think nlany athletes would not be at UNC if not lk~r their said sport? Absolutaly Do i 
think I~C gave out grades to athletes? Absolutely not I personally know f~r too many 
athletes that struggled to stay in school much less stay eligible 

I u, as a            ibr three ,,,ears so I had to work closely with the coaches, the 
academic stall; and my teammates to make sure matters (including academic, athletic, 
and social) were handled accordingly As I mentioned before, UNC is a hard school to 

get into and a ~eally ha*d school to do well in once you are there Many students, much 
less athletes, straggle Thankfldly, I~C has a system in place to provide tutoring help to 
student-athletes There are also systems set up u, here regular students can receive tutoring 

as well so this is not just f’~r the athletes Much of ~,llat is being ccitialzed and discussed 
in the media is this "help" I went to the academic support center many times during my 
athletic career There were always players f~om other teams presetu You had to sign up 

for a time (us~aally 30-60 minute slots) to get tutoring halp This could range t¥om help on 
math assignments, to help on outlines and papers, to assistance with the l~nal editing of a 
paper We were usually in rooms where we cou]d hear othe~ tutors helping athletes I 
never once heard or sau, a tutor do anyone’s work In fact, the policy was more along the 
lines of the tutor would help with wording or structure, but the athlete had to come up 
with the idea and then actually type or write the words in I am by no means saying some 



athletes needed less help than others, but I can adamantly defend that lhe tutoring help we 
received was reg~daled structured, and at no time did I see wo~l~ done for 
athletes Additionally, many teams required study hall hours for the players and almost 
alway s the t’reshman 1"here were certain GPA requirements one had to meet to be 
excnsedfrom going to smdy bafi hours Someteamsandcoachesrequiredacer~ain 
number of hours no matter what the GPA was 

I u, ould be lying and showing my bias ifI told you that there was nothing wrong 
at UNC or any other institution in the country in regards to academics and athletes The 
athletic program would not have received any penalties from the NCAA if there were no 
problems, but I do t~el like UNC is being singled out because it’s UNC and because the 
media and other institutions will nor let the story go away as they want to see LrNC fail 
As for my undergraduate work, I took a "paper class" as they are being referred to in the 
media and a few online classes as well They were referred to independent studies when 
I was in college I met with Deborah Crowder and explained to her that I needed to take 
a class that filled an AJe’~ad~l prerequisite, but due to my golf travel and playing schedule, 
there were few classes that I could take She was able to enroll me in a class in which 
had about 3-4 topics to choose l~om to w~ite a 25-page pape[ Did everyone write a 25 
page paper? I have no idea, but ~ do know that these "paper classes" we~ e present and 
work was required ~i,r a grade How did I learn of this said class? From my roommates 
and other f~%nds i did not learn tiom another athlete and she did not let me take 
class because I was an athlete In fact, I would venture to guess that over 30 of my 
flatemity b~others took a class similw to this, and I know a f~w of them that did not w~ite 
a paper and received an F or an incomplete in the class The curriculum ar UNC is one 
that is very diverse and there are a lot of unusual requirements that one has lo take to 
graduate Athletes are no dit’ferent than any other smdent when it comes tu meeting a]l 
these requirements with tim exception of scheduling as there are many factors student- 
athletes have to deal with such as practice, workouts, study hall hours, games, etu 

I mentioned the online classes, because at the time these were basically the same 
thing as independent studies except less wod; was ~ equired from my experiences You 
had to get on a ~i, rum and post about a topic and comment on a selection that you u, ere to 
have read A certain number ofinsightihl posts were connected to a certain grade i 
remind you that this was back in           when online courses were just beginning and 
people were lea[ning about the inte[net so I assume a lot has changed since then Very 
few, if any, of the online courses I took bad a final exam, but they all had some type of 

final assignment such as a paper I did not take any of these classes to raise my GPA or 

to stay eligible I took them because I needed a certain requirement and due to lime 
constraints this was sometimes the only way I could get a course 

,athletics, especially football and basketball, have become so big and the financial 
benef] ts a*e insane tot institutions, so many colleges ale changing~aoending some of their 
admission ~eqai~ements for certain athleies to be admitted tu school I assume that when 
this occurs, the athlete also has people constantly checking on them and making sure his 
or her work is being done and they are not getting completely left behind 11" not, then the 
school is letting itself down but more importantly, the school would be letting the 



student-athlete down Some people do not think this is t~air or correct as an athlete is 

receiving special attention, but that is the way it is at many, if not all institutions due to 
the current environment of athletics and economics 

I did not play for Coach Williams, but I have had the privilege to get to know him 
outside of basketball His daughter and my wif~ were on the dance team at UNC together, 
my father’s recently deceased best fiiend was a good friend of Coach Williams my 
~andparents were close with Coach Smith so they also got to knou, Coach Williams, and 
i personally came to know him through one of my good friends who was an assistant golf 
coach at UNC Why does all this matter? It probahly does not to many of you, but it 
allowed me to see Coach Williams in many different fhcets of]if~ I discovered that he is 
one of the most caring, dedicated, hardworking, and driven indivi&mls any of us would 
ever met He u, ould come to L2~C anytime he did not have a game at Kansas to watch his 
daughter dance when she was selected to do so He wears purple on his shoes during 
Coaches vs Cancer week for one of his best friends battling pancreatic cancer I le went to 
my t?ther’ s friend’ s fimeral during the middle of the season to show his suppor~ for the 
family He would ask me how my family was doing whenever I saw him He would do 
any of this fo~ almost anyone whether he knew them or not Mo~e importantly, he wou]d 
do all of this and more for I[]NC the school He loves and crees about this unive~ sity as 
many alumni do 

This isn’t ahout Coach Williams, even though I felt like I needed to write that and 
I could writu much tno~e This is about UNC and its reputation I arn only one person, but 
I know there are many just like me and many thin are more qualified to write this Nat we 
do not hax, e a thrum to be heard, nor are not famous enou~ to where we can make a 
comment and people will listen Ihe sexy story is academic fraud o~ agents running wild, 
but I think it has been ovethlown regarding a small few and the majority of students and 
student-athletes specifically ha~e n~t been heard tiom Some of them don’t ha~e the time 
to tlS, to find a t’orun~ to be heard and even if 
fMt like I needed to write something to get it olPmy chest and give another side of the 
sto~T that may aler~ the masses that there is a different side and likely a more common 
side to this 

We all know there have been issues at UNC, but too many are ignoring the bigger 
picture and the mo~e common experiences such as mine in f~tvor of’the f~w that make the 
story more of a drarna than the actual real life events Thank you for yo~ar time 







This message’s conten~ have been alchived by the Barracuda Me~age A, ch vet 

Ofqce (919i 962-2715 
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July 15 2014 

Mar~j Alca Bell 
Assignment Edto~ 

WRAL-TV 

(919) 821-8600 
mabe I@wral.com 

SEN ] VIA ELEC [ RONIC MAIL 

Dear Ms. Bell: 

i write in response to your correspondence dated July 7, 2014, in which you wrote seeking copies of Universit’fi records 
Specifically, you wrole: 

’Is it possib e for us to get a copy of tha alter that UNC assoc ate athletic director Vincenl Ille sent ’o Rashad McCanl?~’ 

he enclosed document is being provided to you in accordance wi01 gle Nort Carolir a Public ~ecoids Act. his request 
has been fuly piocessed and is row cosed out Te University’s Public Records Policy s availabe on lira a[ 

hdp://policies unc edu/pol cies/public recerdsl. 

Sincere y, 

Regina J Stabile~ J D 
Dkector, nsttutior al Records and Reporting Compliance 

~JSidqa 



Durham, North Carolina 27705 

~ learned today of F~blic stateme~ts you have made that indicate your knowledge of potential 

NCAA rule v elations invoM% the U~iversity of North Carolina, I would like Lo meet with you at 

your earliest convea ence to d scuss this ir~ greater deta}l. 

Please let ~le kr~ow whea you can be available, You can reach me via emai[ at .iI....l...ej~.!4[~c �#~ or 

by callk~g n~y office at (929} 962 463L If for any reasot~ you l~ave any difficulty reach[% me, 

p~ease feet free to ca[~ rny ce~[ phone at              ! hope to hear from you soon, 

Thank 

Vincer~t ~tle 

Senior Associate AtNetic Director 
University of North Caro~i~la at Chapel Hill 

Marielte va~lGetder 





De ivered 

Follow 

Begin forwarded message: 

l)a~te: .hme 9, 20!,1 at 10:13..:,1 AM E])T 

Your package has been 
’delivered 
Tracking # 7702 

Shp (P!U) date: 
Fr day, 6/6114 

US 

Delivery date: 
Monday, 6/9/I,< 
10:07 AM 

Shipment Facts 









20"4UPDATE~docx (I 6M) 

Se~t: Wednesday. 11 52 PM 

To; Gailo, Jr, La’#~’ A 
Co; Mat[Teq~el; Caudil. Jeff 
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SEN 1 VIA ELEC [ RONIC MAIL 

n which you wrote seek ng cooies of U niversily information 

Specif callM you wrole: " am requeslng al emal correspondence belween Wayne Walden and Roy Willams since 
2003 I arrl also reauestir g tile saary given to Walden during hs time at UNC as WiJiams’ academic counselor for his 

he in’ormaton Ihat lollows is being provided tc you in accoidance with te Norlh Caiolina Pubic Records Act he 
[espor s ve saaq/ n[oirrlatior, consisting of personnel ir brmatiorl open to inspectior by the public uoon request, lot Wayne 
Walden is included in the chart below 

his request is stil beirg processed and we will contact you agair when additonal responsive public [ecoids aie available 

to provide to you The University’s Public Records Policy is availabe on Ine at http://policies unc edu/polices/public 
recerdsl. 

Sincere y, 

A~lne M. Sutton, NCCP 
Public Records Paralegal 

AMS/dqa 

cc: Regina J Stabile, D rector, Institutional Records and Reporting Compl ance 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu> 

Monday,              10:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

CLASS OF - ACADEMIC SUMMARY 

CLASS OF - ACADEMIC SUMMARY xlsx 

All of our incoming guys have been certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center I          has not yet been certified but he is 

not attending UNC this fall). Attached is an updated and final version of the academic summary. I am sending this over 

to Barbara as well so that she can reconcile with the numbers that she has on file. Let me know if you have any 

questions. 

[ Jrnvcrsiry of Noitl~ C~ol~a 

haydon@tmc.edu 



Dru  Free Sport 

MEMORANDUM 

July 2014 

TO: NCAA Drug Testing Site Coordinator. 

FROM Sherry Byler 

NCAA Drug-Testing Program Manager. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Year-Round Drug-Testing Program. 

The National Center for Drug Free Spor~ (Drug Free Sport) is the official administrator of the NCAA’s 
drug-testing programs. In preparation for 2014-15 NCAA drug testing, we are providing the following 

details and instructions your institution must follow to comply with NCAA year-round drug testing 

protocols. 

Site coordinators are responsible for updating NCAA drug-testing contact information and providing 

Drug Free Sport with your institution’s academic information and holidays and breaks during which your 

institution will be closed. This and other administrative tasks are to be completed on 

https://scan.drugfreesport.com by August 8, 

Log onto https://scan.drugfreesport.com to review and update institutional contact information, your 

institution’s sport sponsorship and calendars. If you have forgotten your password, please click on 

Forgot Your Password and enter your email address. You will receive an email with instructions on how 

to reset your password. 

Please make sure information is updated on your institution’s home page (e.g., address, phone 

numbers, etc.) as well as any contact information that has changed. Please delete any administrators 

who are no longer affiliated as one of your institution’s drug testing contacts. 

Academic information, including holidays and breaks, must be completed in the calendar section at 

https://scan.drumfreesport.com. Institutions are required to enter academic information such as first 

and last days of class/instruction (do not include finals week) for the academic term as well as any 

holidays and breaks your institution will be closed. Drum Free Sport will use your academic information 

and your holidays and breaks information to determine the optimal drum testinm date for your 

institution. 
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The Director of Athletics, Director of Compliance and Drug Testing Site Coordinator are notified of NCAA 

drug testing results availability via email. Please ensure that you get these results by checking the 

accuracy of your email listed online at https://scan.drugfreesport.com. NCAA drug testing results will be 

available approximately 15 20 business days after the drug test. 

Please ensure that you receive NCAA drug testing notifications by adding Drug Free Sport’s email 

address ncaadrugtesting@drugfreesport.com to your safe senders list. Contact your institution’s IT 

department if you need assistance. 

Division I Institutions 

NCAA Drug-Testing Specifics 

1. Every Division I institution will be drug tested at least once each academic year (August July). 

2. Institutions may be selected for testing more than once each academic year. 

3. The number of student-athletes selected for each drug-testing event may vary. 

4. Notification of a NCAA testing event may be on short notice or "no-notice." 

Division II Institutions 

1. Every Division II institution is subject to drug testing. 

2. Every Division II institution sponsoring football will be drug tested at least once each academic 

year (August July). 

3. Institutions may be selected for testing more than once each academic year. 

4. The number of student-athletes selected for each drug-testing event may vary. 

5. Notification of a NCAA testing event may be on short notice or "no-notice." 

Division III Institutions sponsoring Division I sports 

1. Every Division III institution sponsoring a Division I sport is subject to drug testing. 

2. The number of student-athletes selected for each drug-testing event may vary. 

3. Notification of a NCAA testing event may be on short notice or "no notice." 

Notification of Drug-Testing 

In preparation of NCAA year round drug testing, make sure all student athletes have signed the NCAA 

Student Athlete Statement and the NCAA Drug Testing Consent Form pursuant to NCAA Bylaw. 

If your institution is selected for year round drug testing, the director of athletics, site coordinator and 

director of compliance will receive notification from Drug Free Sport no sooner than two days prior to 

the test date, and in many cases short or no notice. 

Per NCAA Bylaw, a squad/elgibilty list for each sport must be completed and on file at your institution by 

the first day of competition. If your institution is selected for drug testing, your institution must submit a 
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current and accurate NCAA list to Drug Free Sport. If your institution has not held its first competition, 

Drug Free Sport will accept a team roster. 

After Drug Free Sport has selected student athletes for drug testing, the site coordinator or designee will 

receive the testing roster of selected student athletes. The site coordinator or designee(s) is responsible 

for notifying the student athletes of their selection for drug testing and having them sign the NCAA 

Student Athelte Notification Form. Student athletes must be notified in person or via direct telephone 

or cell phone contact. Voice mail messages, text messages and/or email communication are not 

acceptable forms of notification. The site coordinator or designee must sign each notification form, 

verifying the student athlete’s notification of drug testing. 

Institutions who fail to provide information to Drug Free Sport, such as a current and accurate NCAA 

list when requested, fail to notifl/selected student-athletes for drug-testing or fail to respond to other 

administrative requests made by Drug Free Sport, may be found in violation of NCAA Bylaws. 

A student-athlete who refuses to sign the notification form or custody and control form, fails to arrive at 

the collection station at the designated time without justification, fails to provide a urine sample 

according to protocol, leaves the collection station before providing a specimen according to protocol, 

or attempts to alter the integrity of validity of the urine sample and/or collection process, will be in 

breach of protocol and treated as if there was positive for a banned substance other than a street drug. 

A student-athlete who tests positive for a banned substance shall be declared ineligible for further 

participation in regular and post-season competition in accordance with the ineligibility provision. 

Program Changes for 2014-15 

Effective August 1, 2014, the sanction for a positive street drug result for an NCAA administered drug- 

test will change to a fifty percent (50%) withholding penalty. The NCAA street drug testing panel 

includes marijuana (THC), synthetic cannabinoids (e.g., K2, Spice) and heroin. The sanction for positive 

tests administered by the NCAA in all other NCAA banned drug classes is loss of a year of eligibility and 
sitting out a year of competition. 

In its ongoing effort to make NCAA drug testing events as efficient as possible, Drug Free Sport is 

pleased to announce the roll out of an extensive upgrade to its current electronic platform. SCAN3 

provides NCAA drug testing with efficiencies in notification, testing roster production and most 

importantly to the student athlete, in the checking in and checking out processing. Beginning with the 

summer testing in 2014 the IPad based, copyrighted technology will assist the certified collectors with 

maximizing these efficiencies and more. 

Please contact Mark Bockelman, Director of NCAA Drug Testing (phone: 816.285.1407; emaih 

mbockelman(~drugfreesport.com), with any questions regarding these program changes. 
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Critical Institutional Resources 

The NCAA continues to provide an expanded list of banned substances on the NCAA Web site, on the 

Sport Science Institute page under Drug Testing. THE LIST WILL NOT BE ALL INCLUSIVE OF EVERY 

POSSIBLE BANNED SUBSTANCE. The very nature/science of the supplement/designer drug industry is 

to constantly change formulas and names in an attempt to stay a step ahead of testing. However, 

CSMAS believes an expanded Web site list (which can be updated when necessary at any time) is 

another educational opportunity for the membership and its student athletes. 

The Resource Exchange Center (REC) is a service provided by Drug Free Sport to the NCAA membership 

to promote student athlete health and well being. It offers a confidential source of information 

regarding dietary supplements and other substances banned by the NCAA. NCAA student-athletes, 

coaches and other athletic department staff contact the REC via a toll-free hotline, e-mail from Drug 

Free Sport’s Web site at www.drugfreesport.corn/rec or social media outlets. It is the place to go for 
accurate and current answers to difficult questions. The REC is available 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week. 

No-Notice Testing 

The NCAA Committee of Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS) has endorsed 

drug-testing best practices that provide for more frequent testing and shorter notification to the 

institution and student-athletes. Procedurally, no-notice testing tends to involve fewer athletes than the 

standard year-round campus test. 

1. No-notice testing will most likely be conducted post-practice. 

2. While the institution may receive notification on the day of the test, in most cases, the list of 

selected student-athletes will be provided by the certified collector upon his/her arrival on 

campus. 

3. The site coordinator (or designee) should: 

°Identify at the start of the academic year the most practical location for post-practice 

testing. 

oAssist the crew chief with notifying the student athletes. 

oBe present and available to the crew chief until the completion of the drug test. 

4. The crew chief will be prepared to handle situations that could impact testing (e.g., academic 

classes, absence from practice, cancellation of practice, etc.). 

Resource Exchange Center 

The Resource Exchange Center (REC) is a free, confidential source of information available to NCAA 

member institutions. The REC answers inquiries regarding dietary supplements and other NCAA banned 

substances. TO access the REC, call toll free 1-877-202-0769, or go to: www.dru~freesport.corn/rec. 

The password for Division I institutions is ncaal; Division II institutions is ncaa2; and Division III 

institutions is ncaa3. 



Drug Free Sport 

NCAA Year-Round Drug-Testing Program 

Page 5 

Institutional representatives should be aware that dietary supplements may contain "designer" drugs 

and proprietary ingredients that are not easily matched to any banned drug list. The REC is the sole 

resource to provide thorough and accurate review of listed ingredients. 

Further, institutional representatives should advise student athletes that nutritional supplements are 

not well regulated and could be contaminated with banned substances that are not listed on the 

ingredients label. Ultimately, student athletes are responsible for anything they ingest. 

For more information on the NCAA year round drug testing program, refer to the NCAA Drug Testing 

Site Coordinator Manual and the NCAA Drug~esting Program booklet on the NCAA’s website at 

www.ncaa.org/drugtesting. The 2014 15 editions of the site coordinator manual and program booklet 

will be available in August. 

If at any time you have a question or concern about the NCAA drug-testing program, please feel free to 

contact Drug Free Sport at 816.474.8655. 

Thank you for your assistance with the NCAA’s drug-testing program. 

cc: Director of Athletics 

Director of Compliance 



CREED 
Personal Leadership 2014-2015 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

2O 

22 

23 

24 
25 
26 
27 

29 

A B 

September 

Topic Carolina Culture 

Agenda 

Culture 
Intro to Carolina Leadership 

Academy 

Carolina CREED 

Speaker(s) 

Cricket Lane 
Harlis Meaders 

Image: The Iceberg 

Location Loudermilk 3rd Floor 

Other ~nformation *Mentees look for desired behsviors in 
3esired Behaviors - Welcoming Environment 

~,cknowledging indiv d~a s, family feel ng 

9/8/2014 



CREED 
Personal Leadership 2014-2015 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

29 

C 

October 

Carolina Culture 

D 

November 

Respect for Self and Others 

Culture 
What is the Carolina 

Culture? 

Values Clarification 

Respect 
Self-Awareness 

Branding 
Johari Window 

Cricket Lane Cricket Lane 

Image: Oversized Gift 

Loudermilk 3rd Floor Loudermilk 3rd Floor 

*Group Selfies 1st Impressions feedback 
Balance - confidence vs cockiness 
Branding, Dove Pictures 

Desired Behaviors - Gratitude Desired Behaviors - Be/Sta~ on time, 

Ex Dean Smith. Mary Bridge’s email to end on time Be r~.e t, ~o .ide at~,~n 

Anson. Stuar[ Scott’s video (Rarrlmys). of othels (es Dean Smkh and segrega[ion 

Eve Carson’s quote; Pride in uour space Diversity, Self-awaress 

10/6/2014 11/3/2014 
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Personal Leadership 2014-2015 

E 

1 December 
2 
3 Excellence in Academics 
4 
5 

6 Integrity 
7 Academic Honesty 

9 Time Management 

12 Cricket 

16 Image: Pop Quiz 

19 Loudermilk 3rd Floor 2O 

22 

23 

24 

26 Preparation, Ownership 
27 
28 

29 12/1/2014 
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A 

Topic 

B 

January 

Other information *Mentors look for desired behaviors in 

mentees 

Agenda 

Speaker(s) 

Location 



CREED 
Personal Leadership 2014-2015 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

C 

February 

Excel Athletically 

D 

March 

Developing into Leaders 

Panel Discussion Leadership 

"What do athletes Development 
who excel do?" 

Image: The Half=Hearted 
Kamikaze Image: Discipline Bridge 

Anson Uorrance 
Ma~’y" Ellen Bingham 

Greg Gatz 

Action Plan 

Shelley Johnson 

Loudermilk 3rd Floor Loudermilk 3rd Floor 

*Tweet Discipline Sightings 

Desired Behaviors CE, Sacrfice Desired Behaviors Integrity; Lead, Follow 

Accountability or Get out the Way Servant Leadership 

Ex Controling the Controllables, Contribution E× Leading sef, commitment 

Make each othel better, Commkment 

21212015 31212015 
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2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

E 

April 

Culture 

Senior Panel Discussion 
"St Reflections - How 

will you be 
remembered?" 

Image: Emotional Fuel 

S-A Panel 
Google Hangout 

QuestionstAnswers 

Loudermilk 3rd Floor 

Desired Behavior Empower; Appreciate and 

4/6/201 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            11:25 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Dully, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lar~ay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineben% C~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmi0e@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Paine0, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rlck@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marie0e A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc edu>; Te~ayn Brill 
< ~gmail corn>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc edu> 

Field Hockey Schedule update 

All, 

The previously scheduled exhibition game versus Wake Forest for Field Hockey will now be played on 

pm here at UNC. Please update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

at 2 

LanceMarkos 
Director o~ Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,            9:14 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blamon, Brem S <blanton@unc edu>; 
Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, LanT A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Gqiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email uric edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email uric edu>; LinebenT, CtTstal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, Trey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <tick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc edu>; Porter, C~-ant <gtporter@unc edu>; 
O’Keefe, Jason Craig <jokeefe9@unc edu> 

M Soccer schedule update 

All, 

The Men’s Soccer team’s previously scheduled game against the Columbus Crew on                has been canceled. 

In its place, we will now be hosting the Carolina Railhawks on at 7 pm at Fetzer Field. Please update your 

schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

LanceMarkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 









A 

1 Recommendation 

2 Desired Behaviors 
3 

4 Welcome 

5 Engage 

7 Empower 

8 Commit 



Recomme~ldation Description 

We welcome 1be campus communily and guests to our university by giving them a personalized 

experience and a positive lastir~g impiession We encourage our coworkers to challenge us to be 

otn: best by expecling new ideas and respectful disagreement as paths 

We are present in our work and approachable to our coworkers and guests while we are on 
campus, supportive of our coworkers as we uphold the mission statement a*td values of the 

Athletics Department 

We appreciate and value the contributions of our guests, students, campus and commm~ty 

members and peers - eve~3,one has a contrihution to make 
We empower each other 1o innox’ale in order to promote gro,~s~h as an individual, a depariment, 

a*~d a University 

We fully commit ourselves to (Tarolina 



Exam ples/Reso nrces/~’[an power Necessary 

Wa’,,s of Welcoming: Everyone to campus [Help guests and commu,ity members feel at home 

on our campus[; New ideas [E~courage new ideas l~om all areas and people[; Debgte 

[Respectful, open rlialogue in eer’~rts to innovate and improx’e]; Challenges lo be your besl 

Ill,spire each othe~ to grow professionally]; To your place of work [Make others f~el welcome 

~o your work space[ 

Examplea of Engagemextt: Everyorm [Dialogue, collaboration axtd debate o~ly make you 

stronger[; Be Approachahle [Let others know you are availahle to them[; Be Present [Give 

others your undivided attexttior~; they deaerve it[; Be Supportive [Be supportive of others; it may 

be what the?,, need at that particular time[ 

I ,isten to others and Acknowledge their merits 

Challenge existing ways; Investiggte ~ew ways; P~esent their findings or take action 

I’o our responsibilities [Our contributions make a ditthrence[; To each other [Our department 

operates with a team mentality]; To educate and inspire through athletics 



1 O~ne~’(s) FJ’ame Adopt Comments 



A 

~ Recommendation 

9 C & R: Top Qlfick-Win Recommendations(Continue) 

11 Con~plimentaU Tickets and Nike Shoes 

Increased Prese*~ce of’Executive Team at Departmental Functior~s 

Convnunicate Athletic Director’s Accompllstvnents & Schedule 

Timely Communication ot~ New Hires 

19 Intemional, Deliberate Communication about Change 
20 

21 Networking gt Department Meetir~gs 
22 



Recommendation Description 

Both benefits are greatly appreciated by employees Continue the Nike shoe distribution as is; 

however, let’s revisit the method for using or receiving complementary football and men’s 

basketball tickets The act of generosity by the Athletics Department is lost for units who have to 

work these e~ents and thus get no benetk l)om receiving these ticket~ 

The stalt" appreciates the E×ecutive Team members who iegulafly attend athletic events and 

departrnenral t)nctions We would like 1o see this practice conrin~e with increased participaion 

l~om the Executive Team and Senior Stafl~ This increased presence liom all admhiistrative 

leadership would boos1 morale This is especially the case a del?ar~menta/fi~ncrions lbnt encourage 

inte~ action with employees 

Seeing hou, and with whom the A~Netlcs Director spends his time shou, s staffhow he is execnting 

the strategic plan In the past, we received ~ eg~lar emails fi-om B~bba highlighting his monthly 

schedule of meetings and accomplishments Knowing this would also give some compassion to his 

taxing and challenging schedule as well as i’urther pro~,ide an opporttmity for staffto engage with 

him when the occaslon arlses 

Staffmembers coNin~e to be hired without communicating wha role the new bite is going to 

,er [bmL where the new hiie is going to work, etc It would help with moiale and elt~ctiveness if 

tbese were clearly communicaled bod~ to provide a warm welcome for d~e new staffmember and 

to show that the hirir~g unit cares er~ough about the affected co-workers to celebrate the new hire 

and let staffmembers know wha is "going on" Recent emails about department postings are a 

step in the right dir ection 

The manner and process in which change is developed and communicated is strongly correlated 

with how change v~,ill be accepted and its efficacy People are more likely to accept change - even 

if they don’t agree with it - if they are given the opportunity to engage in two-way dialogue This 

may not he possible in a]] situations, but in many, it is Where there is a void in commm~ication, 

19 negativity fills it Given this, we must fill the void u, ith posltivity 
20 

The number ofatlendees at our department meetings can be a bit daunting even for people who 

have worked in the department tbr yea~s G~ven this. stalt’member s tend to stick with their 

irnmediare colleagues An all-depam~ent meeting is a great oppo~uniry to meet people with whom 

vo~ do not typically interact Assigned seating and compethive ice breakers and team bnildir~g 

activities {prizes awarded} wo~ld go a long way hi t’ostering a truer sense of department 

21 (togetherness) rather than a collection of units (isolated) gathered together 
22 



Exam ples/Reso nrces/~’[an power" Necessa~’y 

This will rlot require a*ty additiorml thnding; Requires @,,eloping a new method 
using/receiving complementaU football & men’s basketball tickets [Can we create an alternate 
be*letlt that others could select if they do *lot/cannot utilize t~mir tickets?] 

This will not require aw additional f~nding 

This u, ill not require any additional timding 

This will not require aw additional fi-mding 

39 This u, ill not require any additional timding 
20 

2~1 This will not require aW additional fi~nding 
22 



1 O~ner(s) Frame Adopt Comments 



A 

1 Recommendation 

23 C & R: Top Long-Term Recommendations(Continne) 
24 

28 RISE Awards 
26 

27 Department Picnic 

29 Improvement to GoHeds corn StaffDirecrory 
30 

31 Support Team (On-Deck Team/Special Team) 
32 

33 Play Day for All 
34 



B 

3 Recommendation Description 

23 
24 

25 
26 

|be RISE Awards recognize staff members who demonstrated the desired bebax, iors specific to 

our core values: one winner t’~,r each core value Moreover, the nominations of state members 
would be easi]y accessib]e, easily completed - possibly online Nominations would reqnire 
explanation of specific actions as justificmion Awards would be distributed on a quarterly basis 

Winners would receive a gilt certificate, gilt card and be eligible to win sometbing big, ie fly witb 
Bubba on prlvate jet to an away game, use of box at home game with guests, etc The idea would 

be to give ~’ . ~ " . ¯ away experiences which we already have access to in recognition of staff eft\~rts 

Let’s call it the Spring Fling It is a stami-alone event which takes place in the amphitheater 

adjacent to tbe Footba]] Center As a stand-alone event, it wou]d not preclude those working tbe 

baseball game from attending, the even with which is presemly connected The event should be 

scbeduled wben there are as few’ work-~elated contlicts as possible Anything tbat encourages 

employees to get together is a good thing A band can play just as one does on Football Saturdays 

Food can be p[ovided by lbod tlucks, o[ bettel yet, we co~fld leverage our sponsols fbl lbod 

Since it is a department-wide event - inp~t should be solicited throughout the department to be 

27 more h~clusive to all staff’membe[ s (not just those with Pamilies) 

The Athletic Comnmnicadons once has already started a process to improve the staffdirecrory on 

GoHeels corn Every staffmembe~ on the dhecto~y ideally shou]d have accurate and app[opdate 

biographical information (within the parameters of IS~ivemity and State personnel policies) with 

accmate contact infb~mation and job descriptions Tbis signilies that everyone is a valued membe~ 

of the stalt~ Moreover, this inf~)rmation would help to foster greater awareness ami access to other 

staff members Tbat way, when patbs do cross, it is possib]e to put a f~.ce witb a name o[ vice versa 

29 if they are a voice at the other emi of a phone call 
30 

There are times when units need help - stufl]itg e~tvelopes, unpacking boxes, inventoryi~tg clothes, 

setting up hurdles There is the concern that if you ask for help it indicates that you are incapable 

of ha~tdling your assigned duties We should t’cel comfortable asking for help, a~td there are a 

number of people inside (and outside) the Athletics Department who would love to help out if they 

know about it Let’s create a Support Team of interested stat’f or a place where you can i~tdicate 

3~ ’ou need help, and then those available and interested can respond 
32 

Provide a Play Day t\~r a]] and not j~st for some l,et’s increase the scope of what constitutes 

’pla,/’ - thereby making it more inclusive rather than exclusive Innovmive companies like Nike 

and Google make play a part ofthei~ coq~orate culture They bax, e reasoned that play helps to spur 

innovation, creativity, and rejuvenation Inclusion might also be a tSctor of timing May might 

,reclude spring sports and support staft’participation kxpand Play Day to include Fall and Spring 

3~ versions 
34 



q Exam ples/Reso nrces/~’[an power Necessary 

23 
24 

25 
26 

|his will ~ equire utilizing resources we ctlrrent[y possess within the department as weil as 
redistribution of latent resources currently ax, ailable to our department (sponsorships, ex]sting 

inventor2,’, filling existing opportunities) and possibly additional resources 

This will not necessarily requi~e additio*~al fhnding We shou]d be able to utilize resou[ces we 

currently possess within the deparlmen~ as well as redistribution oflatem resources currently 

27 availab]e to ou~ depa~ tment ( sponsorships, existi*~g hive*~tot y, filling existing oppo~ tunities) 
28 

This will require utilizing cmrent statP (Dana Ge]hi, Jelt" Camarati) and additional stalt" (extem 

29            I as well as asking all staffto prepare a biography 
30 

31 This will not require any additional funding 
32 

aa This udll require no additional funding, just a reworking of existing resources 
34 



1 O~ner(s) Frame Adopt Comments 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 



Recommendation 

35 Position Review Process 
36 

37 Redistribution o f l.Jnused Compliment aQ," Ticket s 
38 

39 Ongoing Cultural Poe-engineering 
40 

41 E~nie Williamso*~ Award Display 
42 

43 Uni,:ersity, Staie Rewards & Recognition Programs 
44 



Recommendation Description 

Suppol~ ~be process or" annual position reviews following the performance management process 

Annual per[b~mance reviews and evaluaIion should serve as the oppo~tunity to reconcile job 

descriptions so that they accurately reflect work plans, principle fi~ncrio~s, goals that are used as 

the basis fb~ the perlbrmance management p~ocess This will p~ox, ide supe~,isors the opportunity 

to determine if there are su~icient changes to recommend a position re,:iew for possible 

reclassilicaIions, and could potentially lead to sa]a~~ increases [br the employee as well as claril)ing 

a~d more accurately ideNi~ing that employee’s role and responsibilities 

Per the pre~ious recotmnendation rega*di*tg complimentary tickets, the ticket inve*tto~, should be 

used more eNciently The use~lness of this benefit could be maximized by redistributing the 

gorementioned tmused season and single-game tickets to other people in the depmament who 

would use them These tickets would be returned to a pool for redistribution to a waiting list of 

st~rmembers Phis could be extended to complimenta~, tickets the UNC AtNeric Department 

receives for ACC Championship Events, NCAA Championship Events, Bowl games, etc 

Many staff members have emb~ aced the ongoing cuhural re-engineering within the department 

However, there are still st~Ymembers throughout the depasmen* who through their (in)actions, 

disparaging comments, ]ack of positive encore agement, lack of engagement and negative body 

l~guage have a negative eit~ct on the Disney Process as well as the ekEcriveness, cohesion and 

,effom~ance of the overall athletic department ~hese behaviors need to be addressed and 

~9 recogNzed for the damaging eREct they have on other staffmembers as well as our depasmen* 
40 

Ostensibly, the Ernie Williamson Award is the highest revel of recognirio~ in the A*hletics 

Department ~ven this, there should be an adequately appropriate display to this el~Ect fitIingly in 

the lobby of the building bearing his name, the Emie ~flliamson A*hletics Center The disptay 

would explain the context of the award and the criteria lbr receiving it as well as identi[~’ past 

winners MoreoYer, during the a~ouncemem of the award, there sho~dd a clear explanation t]~r 

4~ what an individual has done to dese~,e Ihis honor 
42 

The Athletics Depa~ment has mechanisms in place to reward its employees for their service, N~t 

we cou]d better utilize and be bette~ intbrmed about the rest of Ihe pre-existing rewa*ds & 

recognition programs on campers and t~r the s~ate Athletics is just o~e depa~mem on this 

university’s campus, and UNC is just one university in a latge~ state system Besides, lhnds are 

already set aside for them Moreover, this is a fSntastic public relations oppo~uaity for the 

depa*tment - to have the good works of depa*tment staff members recognized in the University 

43 Gazette and on the u~c edu homepage 
44 



Exam ples/Reso nrces/~’[an power" Necessa~’y 

This i~a¥ require additiol~al t’~nding as ~ell as perhaps hiring additional HR ~dmin Stat’fto help 

execute this etI~ctively This investlnent could have veu,, beneficial long te~rn benetits Ibm ~norale 

35 and productivity 

This w-ill not require any additional Panding 

39 This udll not require an?, additional ti~nding 
40 

This would ~equi~e a relati~,ely slnall invest~nent to purchase or to build (utilizing the skill of in- 

house facility srat~Jcarpen~el:s) a display to honor past winnel:s ~ith a descriptiol~ of F~rnie 

4~1 Williar~son as well as the aw’ard criteria Possibly include picture and briet~bio 
42 

43 This ~ill I~o~ i:equire any additiol~al fi~nding 
44 



1 O~ne~’(s) FJ’ame Adopt Comments 



~ Recommendation 

45 C & R: Top Qukk-Win Recommendations: Start 

47 Standing Committee fo~ Care & Recognition 

49 Virtual Workday (Flex Time, Flex Place) 
50 

51 A Family Who Eats Together Stays Together 
52 

53 kxpand Athletic Department Staffon Away Trips 
54 

55 Specifically In’~ite Stafflo an Athletic Ex’enl 
56 



Recommendation Description 

This standing committee would sexve as an umbrella group cooIdinahilg all event committees to 
sustain the etTorts initiated by the Disney work teams, generating ongoing improvements and 

becoming a part of the department culture Committee members could serve three-year terms That 

structure would provide for easy transitions from year-to-year, while passing along knowledge and 

committee responsibilities Each comtrattee member champions a given Care & Recognition 

initiatives and recommendations - like Play Day, Onhoarding, Awards/Rewards, Communication, 

47 etc 

Flex time Nlows st~r to determine when they will work, while flex place allows staff to determine 

where they will work, as permitted by 1 niversity and State policy Relevant employees could 

choose a virtual workday or two each month 1"he flex place option (e g work tbom home) is 

environmentally friendly, and it saves employees on gas money Fewer long commutes and saving 

on gas lowers stress levels Flex time would allow stmrto make more et’thctive use of their time - 

49 permitting for better work-life balance and most likaly lower stress levels as well 
50 

Nothing brings people together like tbod and/or drinks That said, every monlh could ,%ature a 

department-wide social event around food - be it First Friday Breakfasts, Meatless Mondays, Third 

Thursday Pot Luck Lunches, or a Monthly Happy Hour Take-Over ’Ptfis could also include having 

Executive Team members make informal drop-ins with biscuits, donuts, etc for a monthly ’stop 

and chat" .Smother option rraght involve an Executive Team-sponsored tailgate for at least one 

sport each season This would help attract support to our athletics events as well as support 

relationstfip and team building 
52 

Trax, eling u, ith the Football and Basketball teams is an unparalleled experience coveted by many 

inside and outside the department but only available to a few Special amenities inchide flying on a 

charter, eating v,,ell, access to behind-the-scenes operations, etc Expand this opportuhity as a 

reward to non-Senior Staffor non-Executive ~eam for their meritorious performance |his wou]d 

be a matter of utilizing the full extent of airline seats and hotel rooms v,,hich are available but not 

53 necessarily used in the past 
54 

Expand the Guest Coach P~ogram to inchide staffmembers - not just f~tculty members That way, 

staffmembers would get a glimpse imo how their work (in)directly contributes to the student- 

athlete experience - by attendhig the p~e-game meal, pre-game video, wa~m-up, sitting on the 

bench during the game Another aspect of this co~dd include creating a staff seciion for athletics 

events - similar to what is done 1"o~ the student group Carolina Feve~ Offering a special snack, 

55 drink, or gear for attendance at lhese events would sweeten the deal 
56 



Exam ples/Reso nrces/~’[an power Necessary 

47 This will not require a~ly additional thnding 
48 

49 This will not require any additional ~nding 

Some of the suggested items might entail minimal out-of-pocket expenses for employees The 

proposed meNs can be pot luck style thereby distributi~tg ~he cost equNly amongs~ participants, 

but any financial assistance which the department could provide would be appreciated to o~2set 

expenses ’I’b~t said, po~ luck ia typically a factor of pm~y size 
52 

Ideallg, this would not require any addRionN t~nding I~ would utilize the t~ll extent of 

53 airline/~us seats and hotel rooms which are availab]e but not necessarily used in the past 
54 

55 This will not require an~ additional fianding 
56 



1 O~ner(s) Frame Adopt Comments 



1 Recommendation 

57 C & R: Top Long-Term Recommendations: Start 
58 

59 Onboarding to Uni~ arld Depm’~mer~t 
60 

6~1 Use of Existi*~g Sponsorships lbr Employee Recogrfition 
62 

63 RISE Urtiverslty 
64 

65 Reqliired Supetxisor Training for All En~ployees in S~pe~’isols, Positions 
66 

67 Better Communicate Existirlg Benefits 



3 Recommendation Description 

57 

Tar Heels pride themselves on their hospitality Let’s show that hospitality it~ ttelpit~g new 

employees get settled into their positions An Onboarding Checklist would include suggested 

Welcome Basket Items; Mammals, Calendars, & Resources; Introductions & Tours; Informational 

& Training Sessions; and the Timeline for Onboarding (Day ~. Week I, Month I, First 100 Days) 

Other resources would entail a Welcome Letter, Day 1 Itinerat3,, a package of Carolina Nike Gear 

or maybe a $~00 Gift Certificate to Chapel Itill Sportswear The Checklist would be tailored by 

59 each unit but Nso outline boilerphite elements for the departme~tt 
60 

Use our sponsorships with Tar Heel Spo~ts Marketing, loca] ~estau~ants, and othe~ ~etailers to get 

deals for deparlment employees There could be a "deal of the month" (ie like Living Social) 

which wo~fld be sent via email to the entire department Examples would be disco~nts at Dick’s 

Spor.ing Goods, Top of the Hill, etc In the long ran, this could also drive b~si~ess to those places 

It is a win-win proposition [br the department and our sponsors 
62 

The RISE Universlt¥ would provide tbr start; adn,dnistration, and coaches the same five ser~,ice 

areas (Adviso~y Council Caree~ Development. I ,eadership Development. Personal Development, 

and Outreach) which we provide our student-athletes through Student-Athlete Developmem In 

effect, these wonld be parallel structures Ihe areas cove~ the same benefits most fiequent]y seen in 

the Fortune top 25 compahies to work 
64 

The faihire to properly train and p~epare supervisors is the number one cause of admhiistrative 

faihire today: over 98% of managers are placed i~ poshions which they have not been properly 

trahied (B~idges et al, 1992) It is imperative that supervisors receive appropriate, sutIicient 

~raining for their new role a~d responsibilities University HR offers a ~umber of classes dedicated 

to this It is even more important when someone is new’ to the organization because they a*e not 

familiar wirb UNversity and Deparlment policies and procedures Another vital element to the 

trahihig process would be access to and the a’~,ailability of mote experienced super visors as 

65 resources or me~tors 
66 

Most staffdoes not realize or fiA]y appreciate what the department provides them in temps of 
benefits (complimentary tickets, Nike gear), etc, becm*se the admi~isrrario~ does not spell it out 

The University sends each employee a report each year that spells ot~t the f~tct that compensation is 

more than j~*st salat3, Conveying existing benefits more explicitly could boost morale These 

benefits could be delineated in the Department Newsletter Anothe~ possibility could be 

comnmnicaring this durhig the Onboarding Process as well (Top 12 Ways We Care & Recognize 

67 StatI~ Cme & Recognition Over~,iew) 



Exam ples/Reso nrces/~’[an power Necessary 

(’(wogm~ gear f!’om Equq)me~t(S75), True Bh~e ¢$5h Di,~C A~se~sme~t (~40), ~9~come Basket 

59 (Sl5zl~ecom~rtet~dedbook(S30) 
~0 

~3 We would utilize the terms of our existing sponsorships 

;101,000/year - $50,000 t),r national conference, $20,000 tbr ~SE Speakers series, $20,000 for 

(arolina (onvention, $5,000 for marketing materials, $5,000 for RISE Oellows Program, $1,000 

63 t),r books 

66 

67 This will not require aW additional fhnding 
68 

This will not require aW additional fimding but taking advantage of existing resources on- 

campus There are close to 50 courses avai]able through UNC HR, specifically 15 geared 

rewards "Supervision/Managemenl" Ce~ain courses could be identified as part of the required 

depamnent t~aining (fbcused cmriculum) with certificates going to those "who have completed 

them 



1 O~ner(s) Frame Adopt Comments 

65 

66 

67 

68 



A 

Recommendation 

C & R: STOP 

71 Candy Awards 
72 

73 Implemel~ting Procedures without Proper ( ommll nication 
74 

75 Sentime*~ts o*~ Salaries and Rises 



Recommendation Description 

7O 

In gener~L awards sho~dd recognize the good work, exemp[als, efforts, considerable comriburions 

a*~d unique challenges staffmembers f~ce Moreover. candy is ger~e~ally well received by most 

people and a cosi-effective means of apprecimion However, given the morale of the staff and the 

underdeveloped relatio*~sbips with the m¢iotity of employees anothe~ fbm~ of recognition may have 

7~ been preferred 
72 

(hanges to procedures and policies are made; however, more consideration, communication and 

involvement tbr all those ak)cted should be provided Something more thorough than an email 

memo is necessitated Pa~ of improving public pe~ ception of our depa~men* means we must all be 

one cohesive unit on the same page It doesn’t look good if the right hand doesn’t know what the 

73 le~ hand is doin~ 
74 

75 
76 

There is the very real iss~ae of the rising cost of living in the area and stagnant income levels This 

makes for co*~siderable strain and stress on statI’members wber~ they are concerned abo’tlt refit, 

bills, groceries, etc There is the perception that departmental leadership is not sensitive to these 

issues The priorities of’the department strategic plan specifically state "administrative engagemer~t; 

relentlessly pursue the reso~rces alld administrative structures necessa~), for success" Furdler, 

Objective l 1 (Attract, develop, a*~d retai*~ the best staff) in the strategic plar~ also challenges ~s to. 

’Develop a systematic approach to reward sra:Y for perf~mlance" The stat’f needs clear 

commurficatior~ that this is *~ot on]y bei*~g heard but a]so being practiced 



q Exam ples/Reso nrces/1"~’[an power Necessary 

70 

7q This will no~ require a,y additional funding 
72 

73 |his will not ~equire aW additional i~mdin~ 
74 

75 This will r~ot require aW additiorml fhnding 
76 



1 O~ne~’(s) FJ’ame Adopt Comments 

75 
76 



~ Recommendation 

77 Internal Communications 

79 Employee Intranet/Website/Fomm 

80 Multi-Facility Mo~itor System 

8~ Email/Text Update System 

82 Intentio*~al Behavior 

8a Employee Forum 

84 Unit-Based Best P~actices 

85 Personal and SociN Interaction 



3 Recommendation Description 

77 

[] Priorities Z StaffResponsibilities [] Departmental Protocols Z Talking Points Z Meeting 

79 Minutes I I Personne] Changes StaffContact Ir~fb I I Events Announcements 

[] Priorities Z StaffResponsibilities [] Departmental Protocols Z Talking Poims Z Meeting 

80 Minutes I I Personne] Changes StaffContact Ir~[b I I Events Announcements 

[] Priorities Z StaffResponsibilities [] Departmental Protocols Z Talking Poims Z Meeting 

Minutes I I Personne] Changes StaffContact Ir~[b I I Events Announcements 

[] Priorities Z StaffResponsibilities [] Departmental Protocols Z Talking Poims Z Meeting 

82 Minutes I I Personne] Changes StaffContact Ir~fb I I Events Announcements 

[] Priorities Z StaffResponsibilities [] Departmental Protocols Z Talking Poims Z Meeting 

8a Minutes I I Personne] Changes StaffContact Ir~[b I I Events Announcements 

[] Priorities Z StaffResponsibilities [] Departmental Protocols Z Talking Poims Z Meeting 

84 Minutes I I Personne] Changes StaffContact Ir~[b I I Events Announcements 
Information we seek to share: 

I I Priodties StaffResponsibilities I I Departmental Protocols Talking Points Meeting 

85 Minutes [] Personnel Changes Staff Contact Intb [] Events ~ ,amnouncements 



q                          Exam ples/Reso nrces/~’[an power" Necessa~’y 

77 

78 

Mandatory and Opt-in Listservs Leadership meeting updates; Ur~it Updates 

Visible Presence of I.eadersbip; Eml?basis on Priorities; hlclusiveness with, Involved Groups; 

82 Timely Ack~ow]edgement a~d Feedback 

84 StatI" Huddle {"Arou~id Ihe Horrl’); C~ oss-Sectional lrlvolvement; Small Teams 

85 Training Table; Social Committee; Continuing Education Seminars (stat’ftaught) 



1 O~ne~’(s) FJ’ame Adopt Comments 



A 

1 Recommendation 

2 Desired Behaviors 

5 V~lue 

~ ~mpower 



Recommendation Description 

We welcome the campus community and guests to our university by giving them a personalized 

experience and a positive lasting impression We encourage our coworkers to challenge us to be 

our best by expecting new ideas and respecttid disagreement as paths 

We are present in otlr work and approachable to our co~orkel s and gtlests while we are on 

campus, supportive of our coworkers as we uphold the mission statement and values of the 

Athletics Department 

We appreciate and vah~e the contributions of our guests, students, campers and community 

members a~d peers - everyone has a contribution to make 

We empower each other to innovate in order to promote growth as an individual, a department, 

and a { niversity 

We f~lly commit ourselves to Ca~ olina 



G 

Examples!Resou rces~,l,qn pro, er Necessary 

Ways ot" Welconfing: E,~et3,ot~e to campus ]Help guests and community membms t’cel at home 
on our campus]; New ideas [Encourage new ideas from all areas and people]; Debate 
[Respectthl, open dialogue in efl’o~ts to i*movate and improve]; Challenges to be your besl 
[Inspire each other to grow professionally]; To your place of work [Make others feel welcome 
to your work space] 

Examples of Engagement: Everyone [Dialogue, collaboration and debate only make you 
stt-onger]; Be Approachable [I ,et othet-s know you at-e available to them]; Be Present [Give 
others your undivided attention; 1hey deser~,e it]; Be Supportive [Be supportive of others; it may 

be what they need at that particular- time] 

Lister~ to others and Ackno’wledge thei~ merits 

Challenge existing ways; Investigate new ways; Present their findings or take action 
To our responsibilities [Our con*ributions make a diit’erence]; To each other [Our depar~mem 
operates with a team mentality]; ~ o educate and inspire through athletics 



1 OwneJ’(s) Frame Adopt Comments 



A 

Recommendation 

Care & Recognition 

~omnml~icare Athletic Director’s Accomplishnlenls & Schedule 

~SE Awards 

12 ~tanding Committee for Care & Recogrfition 



Recommendation Descriptinn 

Seeing how and with whom the Athletics Director spends his time shows staffhow he is execrating 

the strategic plar~ 1~ the past, we received regnla~ emails fiom Bubba higbligtnlng his monthly 

schedule of meefings and accomplishrnems Knowing this wonld also give some compassinn to his 

taxing and challer~ging schedule as well as fintbe~ provide an opportunity l~br stal~P to engage with 

him when the occasion arises 

The RISE Awards recognize staffmembers who demonstrated the desired behaviors specific to 

would be easily accessible, easily completed - possibly online Nominations would require 

exp]a~ation of specific actions as justification Awards wonld be distributed on a quarte@ basis 

Winners would receive a git~ certificate, git~ card and be eligible to win something big, ie fly with 
Bubba on private jet to an away game, use of box at home game with guests, etc The idea wonld 
be to give au, ay "experiences" which we already have access to in recognifion of statt’et~brt s 

This standing committee would serve as an umbrella g~oup coordinating all eve*~t committees to 
s~*stain the efforts initiated by the Disney work teams, generating ongoing impro,:ements and 

structure would provide for easy transitions from year-to-year, while passing along knowledge and 
committee responsibilities Each committee member champions a given Care & Recog*~itinr~ 
initiatives and recommendations - like Play Day, Onboarding, AwardsZRewards, Comrn~micatinlJ, 



c 

Examples!Resou rces~,l,qn po~, er Necessary 

This will not require any addkiona/funding 

This will require utilizing resources u,e currently possess within the department as well as 

redistribution of latent resources currently available to our department (sponsorships, existing 
lnventop,,, filling existing opportunities) and possibly additional resources 

12 This will *lot require any additio*~al fhnding 



1 OwneJ’(s) Frame Adopt Comments 



A 

Recommendation 

Care & Recognilion /In~ernaI Communication 

15 Dnboardingto Unit andDeparlment 

16 ~ISE [Jnivers~ty 

~8 [nterna~ Commn nications 

~9 -:mp~oyee hm anetiWebsiteiFom m 

20 ~,luki-Faci~ity Monkor System 

2~ -:maililext Lpda~e System 



Recommendation Description 

Tar Heels pride themselves on their hospitality Let’s show that hospitality i~ helpi~g new 

employees get settled into their positions An Onboarding Checklist would include suggested 

Welcome Basket Items Manuals, Calendars, & Resources Introductions & Tours E~brmational 

& Training Sessions; and the Timeline for Onboarding (Day 1, Week I, Month l, First 100 Days) 

Other resources would email a Welcome Letter, Day 1 llineraxy, a package of Carolina Nike Gear 

or m~l)e a $100 CA~ Ce~ificate to Chapel Hill Spo~swear The Checklist would be tailored by 

~5 each unit but also outline boilerplate elemems tbr the department 

The RISE University would provide for sta~ administration, and coaches the same five se~-qice 

areas (AdvisoD, Council, Career Developmem, LeadersNp Developmem, Persmtal De~ eIopmenh 

and Outreach) which we provide our student-athletes through Student-Athlete Development In 

efl~ct, these would be parallel structures The areas cover the same benefits most fieque~ttly scent it~ 

~6 the Fo~une top 25 companies to work for 

Information we seek to share: 

Priorities ~ Staff~esponsibilities Depa~memN Protocols ~ TalMng Points ~ Meeting 

~9 Minutes Personnel Changes StaffContact Info k:vents Announcements 

Information we seek to share: 

Priorities ~ Staff~esponsibilities Depa~memN Protocols ~ TalMng Points ~ Meeting 

20 Minutes Personnel Changes StaffContact Info k:vents Announcements 

Information we seek to share: 

Priorities ~ Staff~esponsibilities Depa~memN Protocols ~ TalMng Points ~ Meeting 

2~ Minutes Personnel Changes StaffContact Info k:vents Announcements 



G 

Examples!Resou rces~,l,qn po~, er Necessary 

(’~ro/ma gear fiom Eq~ipmen~(.~75), Trm" Blue (i~5), DIS1; Assessme~t ($40), ~e/c~me Baske~ 

15 fS15), Reco~r~me~tded book ($30) 

$10[,000/year - $50,000 for national conference, $20,000 for RISE Speakers series, $20,000 for 

Carolina Convention, $5,000 tbr maxketing materials, $5,000 Ibr RISE Fellows Program, $1,000 

1~ for books 

20 

23 Mandatot3"and Opt-in I,istse~ws; I,eadership meeting updates; Ualt Updates 



1 OwneJ’(s) Frame Adopt Comments 



Desired Behaviors 

WAYS OF WELCOMING 

+ Everyone to campus [ttclp guests and comnlunity members fccl ar home on our cmnpus] 
+ New idcrts [Encoumgc ncw ideas from all areas :rod pcoplc] 
+ Deba~e [Respeclfifl, open dialogue in e~Yb~ls 1o inttovatc and improve] 
+ (hallcttgcs to be your best Ittspim each other to gro*~ pmt~ssionalyl 
+ To yonr place ofx~ork [M&e orhem feel welcome to your work space] 

POINTPERSON 

INDIVIDUAL/I }NIT/DEPART3~E NT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Desired Behaviors 

EXA]MPLES Oli ENGAGEMEN 1" 

+ Evcryonc [Dialogue, collaboration and dcbatc only make you strongcr] 
+ Bc Approachablc [Lct others know ?ou arc availablc to Ihcm] 
+ Be PI~,~seltt [Give others your undivided attention they desem’e 
+ Be Suppo*tivc IBc suppo*tivc of others it ma~ be *~har they need at thal particular time l 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

÷ 

|ND|VII)U AIJUNIT/I)EPAR I’),H!~NTfI’EAM |NVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Desired Behaviors 

VERSIONS OF VALUE 

TI~V~ FI~LAME POINTPERSON 

INDIVII)UAL/I ~NIT/DEPART3~E NT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMM]~NTS 

ADOPT 



Desired Behaviors 

ENCO( RAGE OTHERS TO 

+ Challenge existing wa:,s 
+ h~vcstigatc new ways 
+ Present thei~ fmdir~gs o~ take action 

POINT PERSON 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT!DEPART}~NT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMME.NTS 

ADOPT 



Desired Behaviors 

CAPSTONES OF COMMITMENT 

+ To our rcsponsibilitics [Our contributions makc a diffcrcncc] 
+ To each othcr [Our dcparancnt opcr:tlcs willl a tcam mcnmlityl 
+ To educate and ir~spire through athletics 

POINT PERSON 

INDIVIDUAL!UNIT!DEPARTmeNT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Continue) 

REQUII,~EI) I,~ESOU R(~ES 

This will not require any additional i)nding 
Requires developing a new method for using/[eceiving complementa[y t~otball & men’s basketball tickets 

(Ta~ ~e creale a~ aller~mtive iha~ o#~e~;~ co~d<lseA~ct ~f ihe) do t~oI ca~mol ~lilize the#’ 

T|M EFRAME POIN I’ PERSON 

collaboration of the Ticke~ Office and IT 

I N D I V I I) U A 1,1 U N I rl ’1 D I<] P A R’ F M E N’ I ’,Q’ EA M INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL CO~IENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Continue) 

~[ IRLI) RI~SOUR(TES 

+ This will not require any additional t)nding 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Bubba could emphasize and promote the value of presence and 
participation to all Executive Team and Senior Staffmembers at these 
events 

INDIVIDUAL/[NIT/DEPARTMENT!TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAL CO3~,’IENTS 

ADOPI’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Continue) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 

+ This will not req/.,ire any additional fm~_ding 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

A staffmember designated by Bubba Potemially, Graduate Assistam 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAI, COMM 

ADOPI’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Continue) 

REQUII/I~I) I-~I~SOU RCES 

+ This will not require any additional t)ndilag 

T|M [,;FRAME , POIN I’ 
A unit representative t’rom each department shot*ld coordilaa*e 
communication of neu, hire with departmental I12. stai~; and take the new 

hire around to introduce 1o people ~hrooghout the department 

INI)IVI I){IAI,IUNITII)I<]PARTMI~NT/TIF.AM , INVESTORSIOWNI,;RS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Continue) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 

+ This will not require any additional funding 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Collaborative effort of the Executive Team, department heads and 
affected units to ensure inclusive engagement &all appropriate mlits and 
individuals Effective two-way communication with department heads 
wi]l help Pacilitate both the buy-in and sharing of information ~eaardin~ 
change and promote understanding of functional responsibilities 

INDIVIDUAL/L~’IT/DE PARTMENT!TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

’ADDITIONAL CO3~MENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Continue) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 
+ This ~ill not require any additional ~nding 

TLMEFRAME POINTPERSON 

Ihose leadi ng the meeting can utilize ~andomly assigned seating, and 
name tags to build some "get to know you" time into the agenda and 
~Bster interaction 1~ is also up to each st~f member to welcome and seek 
opporiunities to meet people witb whom they ~ypica/ly don’t interact 

÷ 

INDIVIDU~L!UNIT!DEPARTMENTiTE~tM INVESTORS!O~VNERS 

ADDITIONAL CO_~MENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

~UIREI) RESOURCES 

Creation of Awards Committee, use of HR knowledge and/or Executive 
Team in decidiag on developing rlomiaation and selection system for 
a~,ard wim~e~ s If Google Doc tech~o]ogy is sufficient, that’s fine, but II 
staff can assist with a secure collaborative means t~or executing Football 
staff (or other relevant sport program or operational unit) would help 
coordinate "experiences" of game day or travel witfi tfie team 

INDIVIDUAL!UNIT!DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

REQUIRI~I) I~ESOUR(TES 

+ This will not necessarily requile additional fundiag We should be able to utilize resources we cuilently possess within the department as well as 
redistribution of latent resources cmrently available to our department ~sponsorships existing inventol3", filling existing opporronities) 

Expand ~’Depal~menra[ Play Day/Family Picnic Committee’" to include 
staff" fl-orn throt@~out the athletic department to iacrease geaera] 
participation input, creativit? and ultimately buy-hi Ibis can be a sub- 
group of the Standing Committee tbr Care & Recognition 

INDIVIDUAL/L~NIT/DE PARTMENT!TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAL COS~!IENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

~UII-~EI) RESOU R(3!~S 

biography 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Athletic Commtmications and Athletics HR 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAL CO3~’IENTS 

ADOPt 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

REQ~ IRLI) RESOUR(3!~S 

+ Tbis will not requile any addi6onal lhnding 

TIMEFRAME POINTPERSON 
Ihe Director of Ath]elics and Executive learn can ¢oramunicate that it is 
not only acceptable but a productive thing to ask for help when needed 
This can make our organization more effective, build relationships, 
memories, rdnt’orce desired behaviors and eg,’eetively display care & 
recognition 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAL COM3’IENTS 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

REQIYlRED RESOIYRCES 

+ This will require no additional fimding, iust a ,eworkir@ of existing resotuces 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Expand "Departmental Play Day Committee" to include staff from 
throughout the athletic department to ino ease general participation, input, 
creativity and ultimately buy-in - vet3~ similar to Departmental Picnic 
Committee 

INDIVIDUAL/[NIT/DEPARTMENT!TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAI, CO3~4ENTS 

ADOPI’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

REQUIRED RESOURCES 

+ This may require additional t~nding as well as perhaps hiring additional HR Admin Staffto help execute this effectively This investment could have 
re1T beneficial long-term benefits for morale and productivity 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

HR will certainly bare to take the lead on this. but it will requite a 
comrnitment from Executive Staffand Senior Staffwho supervise 
employees The Athletics Business ONce (though their circumstances 
were unique) can be used as an example of how this process can work 

÷ 

INI)I~ I|)[ AL![,NI I !I)LI AR| MLN I,~l EAM INVESTI)RS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Reco nition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

~’~ UIRED RESOURCES 

+ This will not require an?,, additional funding 

TL IEFRAME POINT PERSON 

A collahoration of the Ticket Office and IT to set up a way to donate 
tickets to a "pool" and make it available on a rotating basis to better 
utilized unused tickets by a certain date and time Those who remm 
tickets fur redistribution would have piiotity in withdrawir~g tickets 
the system 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)IT|ONAI, COMIM ENI’S 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

~UIREI) RESOURCES 

+ This will not requi~e any additional fundiag 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

i Director of Ad~le6cs empowers himself and the Executive Team to 
clearly, consistently, and deliberately model the desired behaviors 

i identified as well as suppolt the recommendations put forward both in 
word but more hnportandy in deed b;xecudve learn would be mindful of 
body language, how they interact with employees, and encourage 
everyone to help each od~er maintain positive accountability Cread~ e 

i oppo~unities such as video parodies, PSAs, and cartoons can be employed 
i to communicate these effec6vely 

INDIVI DUAL!I[ NIT!DEI’ARTMENT~I’F.AM , INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

REQUII,~EI) I~I~SOURCES 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Executive Team 

INDIVIDUALf[ NIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAL COM3’IENTS 

ADOPI’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Continue) 

REQUIRED RESOUR(?ES 

+ H~is will not require any additional funding 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Awards Committee (as ret’erenced in KISE Awards above) can idemify 
and inventoW the cm~ent Departmental, University and State rewards & 
recognition p~ograms, whicb would be applicable Io Athletics Department 
Staff Atbletics HR and Executive Team members familiar with these 
awards can also assist and o:~r insights on how to fully take advantage of 
these opportunities 

÷ 

INI)I~ ID[ ALIUNI I II)LI AR| [~ILN Ill [.AM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Start) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 

+ This will m~t require any additional funding 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Ideally, the Disney Champions for the Care & Reco~ition Work Team 

wou]d lead the charge for d~e sake oPcontilmity [he I,iaisons and 
Executive Team would provide their support and advocacy in helping the 
shepherd the process Employee ~ olunteers would round out the 
committee for depal~ing Work Team members, a~d others would sel~e as 

sub-committees This is a superb opportunity lb~ contiaued cross- 
departmental engagement 

÷ 

ADDITIONAL CO_~IENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Start) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 

+ This will m~t require an?,, additional funding 

TL IEFRAME POINT PERSON 

The support of the Executive Team is always an asset This would 
primarily be the jurisdiction of Unit Supervisors in consultation wi~h HR 
as to the viability of flex time and/or fl ex place for any given unit and/or 
position 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)IT|ONAI, COMM ENI’S 

ADOP [’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Start) 

~UIREI) RI~SOUR(TES 

+ Some of’the suggested items might entail miaimal out-of=pocket expenses fbr employees The proposed meals can be pot luck style thereby dist*ibuting 
the cost equal]y amongst participants bnt any financial assistance which the de ~ar~ment could p~ ovide wonld be appreciated to off-set expenses |hat said 
lotluck is typically a factor of party size 

TIMEFRAI’~IE POINT PERSON 

Ihe Executive ’|’earn would be responsib]e for hosting ~stop a~d chats" 
and tailgates A Special Event Committee made up of interested 
employees (Social Committee) could handle poduck lunches and happy 
hours Of course, individual units could organize breakfasts or similar 
activities as well 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAI, (?OMM ENI~S 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Start) 

REQUIRED RESOURCES 

+ Ideally, this would nor require any additional fimding It would utilize the full extent of airline/bus sears and hole1 rooms, which are available but not 
necessarily used in the past 

POINT PERSON 

the coordination of Sport Admi ni stra~ors and Coaches to identify viable 
contests and then the availability of seats and rooms Uni~ Supervisors 
would need to be looped in about the potential of staff" members being out 
of the oflSce for travel 

INDIVIDUAL!UNIT!DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Quick-Win Recommendations (Start) 

REQU|RED RESO[ RCES 

+ This will not ~equire any additional t~nding 

Athletics Director and Executive Team would sanction till s department- 
wide efIbrt, but a Special Event Committee would coordinate with Head 
Coaches about possible games when this might so~ of engagement might 
be most i’easible and then schedule staff members accordingl,, 

I N I) I VI D U A I JU N 1 T/DE I:~A I-II’M E NTIT E A M I N VE S’ FORSIOW N E RS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Start) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 

+ Carolina gear from Equipment ($75), True Blue ($5), Disc Assessment ($,40), Welcome Basket ($15), Recommended book ($30) 

TIM EFRAME ~ POINI’ PERSON 
Athletics HR would notify the Chair of the Onboarding Sub-Commitiee 
from the Care & Recognition Committee S/he u, ho would then alert the 
sub-committee members |he sub-committee is comprised of 
representatives from each unit within the department, and each se~-,’es as 
their respective Unit Onboarding Coordinator If it is a new staffmember, 
then tbe Chair would then coordinate with the appropriate Unit 
Onboarding Coordinator If it is a new coach, then the Chair would 
coordinate with the approp6ate Sports Supervisors 

INDI~qDUAL/UNqT/DE P A RTMENT/TE AM INVESTORS/OWNT~RS 

’ADDITIONAL CO~MENTS 

ADOPI’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Start) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 

+ $101,0001year - $50,000 tbr nati~nal con:terence, $20,000 for RISE Speakers series, $20,000 tbr Carolina C~nventi~n, $5,000 for marketing materials, 
$5,000 tbr RISE Fellows Pro.~am, $1,000 for books 

TIMEFRAME 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM 

POINT PERSON 

The Care & Recognition Committee would work with Rick Steinbacher 
and Gals, Sobba about possibilities The Commilee woald t~en 
cormnunicate this to the department newsletter contact (Dana Gelin) and 
inl anet contact t\~r post] ng 

INVESTORS/OWNERS 

AI)I)ITIONAI, COMM ENTS 

ADOPI’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Start) 

~UIRED RESOURCES 

+ This will not require any additional funding but takdng advantage of existing resources on-campus There are close to 50 courses available througrh UNC 
HI< specifically 15 geared towalds ’ Supervisions/Management" Certain courses could be identified a~ part of the required department training (focused 
curriculun~) with certificates going to those who have completed them 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

The Student-Athlete Development Staff has aheady developed the 
structure for this Each service area would have a point 

i person’coordinator: Adviso~T Council, Career Development, Leadership 
Development, Persona] Deve]opraent, and Outreach H~at individual 
would be responsible for service-related programming for both staff and 
student-athletes That said, each lead coordinator might have co- 
coordinator who are responsible for staff and student-athletes separmely 

+ 

INDIVIDU,~.L!UNIT!DEPARTMENTiTE,~.M INVESTORS!O1NNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPI’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Start) 

~UIREI) RESOURCES 

This "~vill not requi~e any additional funding but taking advantage of existing ~esomces on-campus There are c]ose to 50 courses available t]u ough UNC 
HR specifically 15 gea~ ed towards ’Superv-isioni Management" Ceriain corn ses could be identified as part of the ~equi~ ed depariment training (focused 
curriculum ~ with certificates going to those who have completed them 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

Executive Team would need to put the policy in place They would also 
be instrumental in identifying who is would be in the pipeline for 
supervisor!,, positions and thus requiring t*aining Unit Supervisors 
would play a pa~ in the pipeline identification process as wel] in 
addition to tracking the training of their staff merabers 

INDIVIDUAL/LqNqT/DE PARTMENT!TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

’ADDITIONAL CO3~MENTS 

ADOP [’ 



Care & Recognition: Top Long-Term Recommendations (Start) 

REQUIRED RESOURCES 

+ This will not require any additional funding 

TIMEFRAME POINT PERSON 

On the occasion of a new hire, tlR would notit3 the Chair of the 
O boa ding suk -Co maittee fo the (are & Reco~. itio a C o n~t ittee S/he 
would then notify the appropriate member of the Onboarding sub- 
Commit ee who is iesponsible lot communicating existing benefits to the 
new stuff member Consistem reminders to this eft’ec~ can be posted in the 
department newsletter (Dana Gelin) and possibly on department intranet 
:ontact IBD) 

INI)I~ I|)[ AL![,’NI I !I)LI AR| MLN I,Q EAM |NVESTORS/O~"NERS 

ADDITIONAL CO_~IENTS 

ADOP[’ 



Care & Recognition: STOP 

REQUIRED RESOURCES 

+ Ibis wilt not require any additional fundi~g 

+ 

INI)I~ I|)[ AL![,’NI I !I)l.l AR| [V|LN I fl EAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

.4d)DITIONAL CON~IENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: STOP 

REQUIRED RESOURCES 

+ H~is will not require any additional fundi~g 

TL IEFRA~IE POINT PERSON 

INDI~qDUAL/UNqT/DE P A RTMENT/TE,~M INVESTORS/OWNT~RS 

ADDITIONAL CON~IENTS 

ADOPT 



Care & Recognition: STOP 

REQUIRED RESO[ RCES 

+ This will not require any additional funding 

POINTPERSON 

INDIVII)UAL/I ~NIT/DEPART3~E NT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMM]~NTS 

ADOPT 



Internal Communications 

Maslcr Calendar 
S~affDirccto~) and Co~rtact Inf~ 
Paperwo~;k Warehouse 
Job Board 
SociN Forum 

+ Dcpar~llcnt:fl Structure 
+ Protocols 
+ Event Profiles 
+ Onboarding/Conthming N~-owlcdgc 

INDI’V IDL ALiUNITiDEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS/OWNERS 

ADDITIONAI~ COMMENTS 

ABOPT 



Internal Communications 

Priorities    Staff Responsibilities Departmental Protocols I a]kittg 
Points Meeting Minutes    Personnel Cl~mgcs S~affConlact lnfo 

SUGGESTED RESOURCES 

POINT PERSON 

I N I) I VI D U A I J[/N 1 T/DE PA liT M E NTIT E A M INVES’FORS!OW NERS 

ADD|TIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Internal Communications 

[n[brmation we seek to shoe: 
Priorities    Stnff Respo ~siNlities    Departmenlal Proloco]s la]k ng 

Points    Meeting Mimttes    Perso~mel Ctm ~ges    StaffCo~tact Info 

SUGGESTED RESOURCES 

Mandato~3’ and Opt-in Li~se~a’s 
Leadership meeting updates 
Unit Upda*es 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Internal Communications 

[n[brmatiott wc scck to sh~c: 
Prior[lies    Stnff Respo ~siNlities    Departmental Proloco]s la]k ng 

Points    Meeting Mimttes    Pcrso~mel Ctm ~gcs    StaffCo~tact Info 

SUGGESTED RESOURCES 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Internal Communications 

[n[brmation wc scck to sh~c: 
Priorities    Staff Respo ~siNlities    Departmental Proloco]s la]k ng 

Points    Meeting Mimttes    Pcrso~mel Cba ~gcs    StaffCo~tact Info 

SUGGESTED RESOURCES 

Visible Presence of Leadership 
Emphasis on Priorities 
Inclusixeness with lmolved Groups 
Timely Acknowledgemer~t and Feedback 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Internal Communications 

[n[brmatiott wc scck to sh~c: 
Prior[lies    Stnff Respo ~siNlities    Departmental Proloco]s la]k ng 

Points    Meeting Mimttes    Pcrso~mel Ctm ~gcs    StaffCo~tact Info 

SUGGESTED RESOURCES 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 



Internal Communications 

[n[brmatiott wc scck to sh~c: 
Prior[lies    Stnff Respo ~siNlities    Departmental Proloco]s la]k ng 

Points    Meeting Mimttes    Pcrso~mel Changes StaffCol~tact Info 

SUGGESTED RESOURCES 

+ Staff Huddle (~A round the Horn") 
+ Cross-Scctional rmvolvcnlent 
{ Small Teams 

INDIVIDUAL/UNIT/DEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COIVIMENTS 

ADOPT 



Internal Communications 

[n[brmation wc scck to sh~c: 
Prior[lies    Staff Respo ~siNlities    Departmental Proloco]s la]k ng 

Points    Meeting Mimttes    Personnel Cha ~gcs    StaffContact Info 

SUGGESTED RESOURCES 

+ [raining Iable 
+ Social Committcc 
~ Cot~tinuing Education Seminars (skafftaught) 

IND|VIDUALiUNITiDEPARTMENT/TEAM INVESTORS!OWNERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ADOPT 





honors in each of her four seasons, She totaled including 

and added the 

was a member of the DS team that won the 

bythe 

He holds UNC career records for 

fhe 

His                  against Duke last year is the longest     ~ by any Tar Heel in Kenan Stadium history He hauled in a 

caree~-best                   road win over NC StaLe and made                                           in a memorable 

as a Tar Heel and averaged he compiled 

is a uniquely talented ind[v[duai with an infectious personaliW and I enjoyed coaching him," says Tar Heel head 



























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu> 

Thursday,.              12:15 PM 

Vangelder, Marlelle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <tyanmills@unc edu> 

RE: ASAs 

ASA ( ) pdf 

ASA attached. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Thursday,, , 12:14 PM 

TO: Haydon, Joe; file, Vince 

C¢: Strassner, Rachel; Holliday, Corey L; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 

Subject: RE: ASAs 

Mai[e!le A. vanGelder 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9Z9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Thursday, 7:28 AM 
TO: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Co: Strassner, Rachel; Holliday, Corey L; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subjeet: RE: ASAs 

Maiielle and Vh?ce, 

just adde~t 

h~formation for 



From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:31 AM 
TO: Haydon, Joe 
Co: Strassner, Rachel; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: ASAs 
Importance: High 

Thank you, Obviously the ASA’s couldn’t be signed until Friday, but we are prepared to issue them on our end, 

Before Rachel can release the ASA’s to I believe Vince needs to review and approve midyear enrollees f~om an 

Mmielle A. vanGeider 

Associate AtNetic Director 
University of North Carolina 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday,           10:12 AM 
TO: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Strassner, Rachel 
CO: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: ASAs 

Marielle/Rachel/Lance, 

We discussed the ASAs in staff meeting this morning. 

The coaches would like to send out the followin8 ASAs today. These Buys are committed and have all of their 

information on file: 

The Coaches would like to send ASAs to the followin8 Buys once we set all information on file (they are committed to 

Let me know if you have any questions. 



Thanks, 

[~nivc~-siry of No~tt~ C~olh~a 
Phonc: 9~t9.843,2572 
haydon@m~c.cdu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Athletics Grant-In-Aid Agreement 

Student-Athlete Name: Sport: 
UNC PID: 

Period of Award: Academic Year [~ Fall Semester Only    [~ Spring Semester Only 

X 

Explanation of Award: Full in state tuition, fees, room, board and a book scholarship. 

By signing below, the student-athlete named above ("student-athlete") accepts this athletic grant-in-aid agreement 
("agreement") offered by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ("UNC"), and agrees to the following terms and 

conditions: 

This agreement is subject to all rules and regulations set forth by the National Collegiate Athletic Association 

(’NCAA"I and the Atlantic Coast Conference ("ACC"I. 

2. Per this agreement, UNC agrees to award institutional financial aid based on athletics ("athletics aid") to the student- 

athlete for the semester or academic year specified above and in the amount specified above. Under NCAA rules, 

the amount of athletics aid awarded may not exceed tuition, fees, room, board, and required course related books. 

Awarded athletics aid is credited to the student athlete’s account in each applicable semester the student athlete 

is enrolled at UNC. 

3. This agreement is issued only for the semester or academic year specified above and does not cover attendance 

during any summer term. A separate grant in aid agreement must be issued for the student athlete to receive 

athletics aid from UNC for any summer term. 

4. This agreement is contingent upon the student-athlete’s admittance to UNC. If the student-athlete is not admitted 

to UNC, this agreement shall immediately be null and void. 

S. This agreement is issued only for the semester or academic year specified above and does not cover athletics aid for 

a student-athlete with a Sth year of eligibility remaining. Student-athletes may receive athletics aid for a Sth year of 

eligibility only upon approval of UNC’s Department of Athletics. 

6. During the term of this agreement, if the student athlete is not in good standing with the team and sport listed 

above or has suffered a permanent, incapacitating injury or illness, the student-athlete, in lieu of performing 

countable athletically-related activities, may be required to engage in other activities identified by the Department 

of Athletics as a condition of continuing to receive the athletics aid awarded pursuant to this agreement. If the 

student-athlete fails to engage in the other activities identified by the Department of Athletics, UNC may reduce or 

cancel the athletics aid awarded pursuant to this agreement, or may decline to renew this agreement. 

7. The NCAA has established both individual and sports limitations on financial aid. Institutional aid unrelated to 

athletics (e.g., UNC need based aidl and outside financial aid (e.g., merit scholarships, high school scholarships, 

booster club scholarships, civic organization scholarships) may affect these limitations. The student-athlete must 

notify U NC’s Office of Scholarships and Student Aid and the Athletics Compliance Office of any outside financial aid 

that has been awarded to the student athlete or for which the student athlete is eligible, as the receipt of such aid 

by the student-athlete is subject to approval by UNC. The student-athlete may voluntarily accept institutional aid 

unrelated to athletics and relinquish the athletics aid offered in this agreement only if the value of the institutional 

aid unrelated to athletics is equal to or greater than the value of the athletics aid and only if the student athlete 

makes this decision upon his or her own initiative, in which case this agreement shall be rendered null and void. 

8. UNC may reduce or cancel the athletics aid awarded pursuant to this agreement at any time during the period of 

the award if the student athlete: 

a. renders himself or herself ineligible for intercollegiate competition; 

b. fraudulently misrepresents any information on an application, letter of intent, or financial aid agreement; 

c. engages in serious misconduct warranting substantial disciplinary penalty, including misconduct as 

determined by UNC’s regular student disciplinary authority; or 

d. voluntarily (on his or her own initiative) withdraws from his or her sport at any time for personal reasons. 



Student-Athlete Name: Sport: 
UNC PID: 

Period of Award: 

X 

Academic Year ~ Fall Semester Only    ~ Spring Semester Only 

Explanation of Award: Full in-state tuition, fees, room, board and a book scholarship. 

Terms and Conditions from page :1 continued: 

9. UNC may decline to renew this Agreement: 

a. far any reason set forth in paragraph 8 (a) - (d} above; 

b. based on the student athlete’s repeated or egregious violation of stated University, Department of 

Athletics, or team rules or policies; or 

c. if the student-athlete has graduated from UNC, even if he or she has remaining eligibility under NCAA rules. 

L0. In the event that UNC elects to reduce or cancel the athletics aid awarded pursuant to this agreement as described 

in Paragraph 8~ or declines to renew an agreement as described in Paragraph 9~ the student athlete has an 

oppo~unity for a hearing pursuant to the Athletics Grant-In-Aid Review Procedures, a copy of which is available in 

the Athletics Compliance Office. 

11. This agreement and any related National Letter of Intent signed by the student-athlete or on the student-athlete’s 

behalf constitute the entire agreement between the student athlete and UNC concerning the award of athletics aid. 

These documents set forth the sole understanding of UNC and the student-athlete with respect to the amount of 

athletics aid that will be awarded to the student-athlete by UNC, and all other matters addressed in the documents. 

These documents also supersede and replace all prior agreernents, discussions, communications, representations, 

and understandings (whether oral or written) between the student athlete {and the student athlete’s parent(s), 

guardian(s), and any other representative(s}) and UNC (and any of its employees, coaches, staff, representatives, 

and volunteers} concerning the award of athletics aid. These documents and the terms contained in them cannot 

be modified, amended, altered, supplemented, or otherwise changed, except by a written document signed by an 

authorized representative of UNC and by the student-athlete (or, if younger than 18, by the student-athlete’s parent 

or legal guardian}. 

Shirley Oft, Director of Scholarships & Student Aid 

The University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Date Issued 

Date 

Date 

Student-Athlete Signature 

Parent/Legal Guardian Signature 

(required only if singing ~ NLI or if student ~thlete is younger 

thon I8 ye~rs of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             5:20 PM 

Fedora, H Larry <larry fedora@unc edu>; Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc edu>; 
Disch, Dan <dan disch@unc edu>; Gilmore, Keith Louis <ggihnore@email unc edu>; 
HeckendorI; Keith J <heckendo@email unc edu>; Kapilovic, Christopher G 
<ckap@email unc edu>; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr <koenning@email unc edu>; 
Littrell, Seth <sethlittrell@unc edu>; Porter, Larry Demond <ldp693@email unc edu>; 
West, Ronald Eugene <ronwest@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu>; Haydon, Joe 
<haydon@unc edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email unc edu>; Freeman, 
Jason S <jfreeman@email unc edu>; Yaekel, Mark C <yaekel@email unc edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>;                       ~email unc edu>; Hernandez, Luis 
Ill <louh@email unc edu>; Ross, Luke <lukeross@email unc edu>; Boyd, Kenny 
<kennyboyd@unc edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <yjeanbap@email unc edu> 

RE: Eligible for Practice 

xlsx 

Sent: Thursday,           3:20 PM 
To: Fedora, H. Larry; Brewer, Gunter S; Disch, Daniel David (disch@email.unc.edu); Gilmore, Keith Louis; Heckendorf, 
Keith J; Kapilovic, Christopher G; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr (koenning@email.unc.edu); Lit~rell, Seth; Porter, Larry 
Demond; West, Ronald Eugene; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Brewer, Ronald; Haydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu); 
Morelli, David Dominic; Freeman, Jason S (jfreeman@email.unc.edu); Yaekel, Mark C (yaekel@email.unc.edu) 
~:: Cunningham, Bubba (bubbac@email.unc.edu); Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick; Vangelder, Marielle A; 
Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu); Strassner, Rachel; @email.unc.edu); Hernandez, Luis 
III; Ross, Luke; Boyd, Kenny; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: Eligible for Practice 

All, 

gee attached for the list of       players who are officially cleared for practice tomorrow. The guys highlighted in 

green are the 105 and all appear ok with both Sports Medicine and Compliance. 

Ops guys go through the list to make sure the cleared list matches what you are expecting for tomorrow. Coaches 

check to make sure your position group is on the list of guys who are cleared to practice. Equipment guys hold the 

of the guys who aren’t cleared until you get the go ahead. 

Any questions, just let me know. Thanks - let’s do this!! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 



University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-?259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 











May21.2014 

Football ONce 
Kenan FootbaiI C~mer 
CAROLINA CAMPUS 

Cong~atuintinn~ and welcome to The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 1~ am pleased th inform 
you tha~ the approprinte Universib, o~ces have approved yo~ appoN~em to the position of Assistant 
FootbNl Coach (’~Coach") in tbe Dep~emt of At~etins, Lieder the "BPA Non-Facul~, Employment 
Policies of lNC-Chape! Hill," your posNon is classified as lnsm~ctional S~ gory appo~tment is 

Your term of empinyment is for a term of two (2) Fears and five (5) months, beginr~g FeWtlar~ 10, 2014 
and ending J~me 30. 2016, Your initial an~maIiz~=d base salary will be        per year based or_ a l~gulm" 
work scheduin of !.0 DTE mad will be reviewed a~nually, S~*bject to a~proval by the Board of Trustees of 
I~e U~iversity of Noah Carolkna at Chapel Hfli. you will be provided temporary housing Ibr a period of up 
to tl~ree (3) moNbs. The totat monetary value of this arrangement sbag not exceed 

sainry increase or budgetary guidelines issued by UNC General A&rn~istration as well as requhed 
dep~e~tal and campus adm~fisttafive approvals Subject to the above stated legislative and budgeta~Ty 
guidelines and approvals, it is the 2nta~tinn of the Department of Atbletins to addust yo,ar base saIary as 

New Ba~e Sainrg 

December 1, 2014 

Your employmen~ will be subject to the ~’Employment Policies for EPA Non-Faculty Research Staff, 
insPmctional Staff, and Tier II Senior Academic and Adminlsh-atlve O-~cers of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel l~ill" as gelined in those policies as origina~y a@ted and as they may be peAodically 
revised, A copy ofthe polinies ct~rrendy in el~bct is enclosed with this letter and is also avaiiable at any 
time by consuNng Ne Urdversity’s ONce of Human Resources web site (lmune.edu). Under’ c~rmlt 
policy, you w~ll receive 24 days (192 hours) per year of a~.ual (vacation) leave and 12 days (96 hours) per 
year of slck inave for fulbtime service, Both amema*s are prorated ~Pr pm~-fime schedules provided you 
makntain a half-time schedule (.5 FTE) or greater. Up m 30 days (240 hem’s) of minu!! leave will be carded 
forward each calendex year with any, excess balance convm*ed to sick leaw at year end. Sink leave does 
not have a maximum acernal rave. Please note that at the tkme yore" appoint~nem may end, your leave 
payont is determined based on whether you have more or !ess than 24 montks of leave-ea*ning ~erviee wN~ 
local or State goven’anent entities within NoN: Cm oiina. For individuals employed more than 24 t~lOllths 
by such egfitins, payout is up to 240 hours of yota- a~mual leave. For individuals who have be~n employed 
a total or 24 monflls or less. payout is ca!culated as o~e day for each month worked less tb~ total number of 



As provided in the Onivers!W’s Emplopment Policies fbr HPA Non-Facul~’ Employees, yore’ appointment 
may be telr~inated at any time for *’Cause." Cause is defined i~_ Attaclm~ent I to this appo~qtment letter, 

Please be advised tha, as required by NCAA regulations (Bylaw I 1.2.2) and U~:iversivy poIicy, you are 
required to receive prior uq-ir~en approval for all external professional activities for pay, whlct~ inc]udes any 
athletically-related b~come sad benefits from sotn’ces outside the h~sti2ation. 

All materiaIs including, without limitation, recruiting records, team in~brmation, films, m~d/or statistics 
furnished to you by the Universfiy, or developed by you on behalf of the Univm’sity, or at the UrdvCrsily’s 



wdh any o~her Uniwrsity property Ill" propl:rly made avail~Ne to you by the Universi~ flaat is then in yore 

Please Ndicate your ac]~owledgemellt of ~eceipt of thls letter by sigm k~g and dath~g the enclosed copy of 
tk~s le~er, the Con~denfiali~’ Stazeme~t m~d ~he Cerl:i~calion of Eflfical Conduc,,~ Statement a~d retoYning 
tttem to Joyce Dalgielsh h~ fl~e Addeties HR Ol’fice no la~er ~har~ I week from the date of this letter. 

are pIeased with yo’~r a~i!iatlon w~th the Carolfi~a alhletlcs program, 

Acknowledgeme~t by Employee: 



material Chi!ure to perthrm any of~e duties specified in the @poial:ment leRer, as they may 
subsequent!y be amended in the discrefioe of the Department ~f Athletics; 

a violation by the Coach, or l~owing partlclpa~ion by the Coach in a violation, or a violation 
which the Coach condoned, of an NCAA regulation or bylaw, or ~f an ACC regulation or 
bylaw, or of a policy of or applicable to the Idniversity. For purposes of thls Section, whether 
or not a violation has occmzed shall be ~easonably determlr~ed ht the sole dlser~tio~ of th e 
U~fiversiD" after its review of the relevant thc~s and cit,at~matalacea; 

(c) co~vlcfion by the Coach of any f~lony or an?’ crime that involves dishonesty, or behavior by 

(d) a.ny otl:er material breach by fl~e Coach of the terms of this AN’cement or of University 
policy; or 

(e) 

Universi~ policies. 



(® 

relief 

Paymen~ of the mta[ amomlt detennNed pursuant to Sections (b) or (c) shall be made by [~-e Coach, or ~he 
Coach’s designee~ L~ a ]~zmp sum within ni~e~ (90) days a[ier the effhctive date of Coach’s/erminagoI~ of 
tb~s Ago’cement. 

(d) The parties have bargah,_ed for and a94’eed m +2~e liquidated damages provisioI~s set Forlt~ 
ha flals Art acbm~m,_t I_r, giving eonslderatlon m the following: the p~ties aeknoMedge ilm~ 

(e) The Coach shall have tim right to terminate this Ag~eemmlt for 
necesslt~ of Ns payment of the amounts contempIated in Section (b) or (c) above ig~mre 
is a ~ilure by �he Unlversisy m pay or m provide Ibr fl’m paymeI~t on a timely basis of~he 
amo~mts d~ae the Coach ut~der ~lJs AgteemenL and fl~e Univm’sity fails to cure such 
breach wifl,dn ten (10) basiness days of the Coach’s pr~viding wrhen ~m~ice 
Director ~fAthletics mid ChancelIor. 





Friday 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              9:04 AM 

Barlow, Alexis <alexisb@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc edu>; Ciocca, Marlo 
F <ciocca@email unc edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen 
B <eculler@unc edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Duft’y, Kathy B <kduffy@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lar~ay A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineben~, C~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmi0e@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Paine0, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rlck@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, Marie0e A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarner@unc edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc edu>; 
Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>: Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email unc edu> 

W Soccer schedule update 

All, 

The home W Soccer game vs. Virginia Tech on Friday, 

update your schedules accordingly. Thanks!! 

will now start at 4 pm for TV purposes. Please 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 











2014 - CLEMSON Game Travel Party (9/27/14) 
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33 
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52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

72 

PlayersI 
72 

Coaches Strth & Cond Managers Medical 
17 5 14 14 

Brewer, Gunter Hernandez, Lou Freeman, Jason Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Disch, Dan Womack, Zack Morelli, Dominic Boyd, Kenny 

Fedora, Larry Harper, Taylor Yaekel, Mark Ciocca, Mario Dr. 
Gilmore, Keith Haake, Simon Student Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 

Heckendorf, Keith Barham, Quinn Student - GA 
Kapilovic, Chris Student - GA 
Koenning, Vic Student Ross, Luke 

Litrrell, Seth Student Spang, Jeffrey Dr. 
Porter, Larry Student Student 

West, Ron Student Student 

- GA Student Student 
GA Student Student 

- GA Student Student 
- GA - student Student 

SA Student 
- SA 

SA 

Ath Dept Sports Info Ticket Office THSM 
14 3 2 6 

Cunningham, Bubba Best, Kevin Sabo, Tim TBD 

Ille, Vince Hundley, Bobby TBD TBD 

Steinbacher, Rick TBD TBD 
??? TBD 

TBD 

Brewer, Ron TBD 
Browning, Clay 

Cauteruccio, Dino 
Haydon, Joe 

Holliday, Corey 
lannotta, Stephen 

Pommerening, Rory 

Sain, Jordan 
Spurling, James 
Tudryn, Jason 

Academics Police Escort Truck Drivers 
2 1 2 

TBD NCSHP Clodfelter, David 
TBD Wagoner, David 

Chancellor 
0 

Video 
6 

Luke, Chris 
Sanders, Darryl 

Student 
Student 
Student 
Student 

Game Day Headsets 
3 

Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 
Mason, Mitch 

Bus Driver I - Team 

Bus Driver 2 - Team 

Bus Driver 3 - Team 

Bus Driver 4 - Team 

Bus Driver 5 - Equip 

Bi,q Hitters / VIPS 
14 

Big HiRer- 

Big HiRer- 
Big HiRer- 

Big HiRer- 

Big HiRer- 
Big HiRer- 

Big HiRer- 

Big HiRer- 

Smith, Tim 

Wells Fargo 
Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo 
Wells Fargo 

Sobba, Gary 

Wives/Fam i ly 
1 

Not on Friday Flight to GSP 

Not on Saturday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING FRIDAY: 

TOTAL FLYING SATURDAY: 

Total 
128 

28 

2O 

155 TOTAL 
157 176 

000062.1784065.0003.xlsx 3/i0/2015 12:09 AM 



2014 - NOTRE DAME Game Travel Party (10/11/14) 
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60 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

72 

PlayersI 
72 

Coaches Strth & Cond Managers Medical 
17 5 14 14 

Brewer, Gunter Hernandez, Lou Freeman, Jason Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Disch, Dan Womack, Zack Morelli, Dominic Boyd, Kenny 

Fedora, Larry Harper, Taylor Yaekel, Mark Ciocca, Mario Dr. 
Gilmore, Keith Haake, Simon - student Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 

Heckendorf, Keith Barham, Quinn Student - GA 
Kapilovic, Chris Student - GA 
Koenning, Vic Student Ross, Luke 

Litrrell, Seth Student Spang, Jeffrey Dr. 
Porter, Larry Student Student 

West, Ron Student Student 

- GA Student Student 
GA Student Student 

- GA Student Student 
- GA Student Student 

SA Student 
- SA 

SA 

Ath Dept Sports Info Ticket Office THSM 
14 3 2 6 

Cunningham, Bubba Best, Kevin Sabo, Tim TBD 

Ille, Vince Hundley, Bobby TBD TBD 

Steinbacher, Rick TBD TBD 
??? TBD 

TBD 

Brewer, Ron TBD 
Browning, Clay 

Cauteruccio, Dino 
Haydon, Joe 

Holliday, Corey 
lannotta, Stephen 

Pommerening, Rory 

Sain, Jordan 
Spurling, James 
Tudryn, Jason 

Academics Police Escort Truck Drivers Bi,q Hitters /VIPS 
2 1 2 7 

TBD NCSHP Clodfelter, David Big Hitter - 

TBD Wagoner, David Big Hitter - 
Big Hitter - 

Bus Driver I - Team Big Hitter - 

Bus Driver2 - Team Smith, Tim 
Bus Driver 3 - Team 

Bus Driver 4 - Team 

Bus Driver 5 - Equip Chancellor 
0 

? ? ? 
??? 

Video 
6 

Luke, Chris 
Sanders, Darryl 

Student 
Student 
Student 
Student 

Game Day Headsets 
3 

Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 
Mason, Mitch 

Dibbert, Doug 

Dibbert, Doug 

Wives/Fam i ly 
4 

Not on Friday Flight to SBN 
Not on Saturday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING FRIDAY: 

TOTAL FLYING SATURDAY: 

Total 
128 

28 

16 

168 TOTAL 
170 172 

000062.1784065.0003.xlsx 3/i0/2015 12:09 AM 
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2014 - MIAMI Game Travel Party (11/1/14) 
Coaches 

Brewer, Gunter 
Disch, Dan 

Fedora, Larry 

Heckendor[, Keith 
Kapilovic, Chds 
Koenning, Vic 

Litnell, Beth 
Porter, Larry 

West, Ron 
GA 

3A 
GA 

- GA 
SA 
-SA 

SA 

Ath Dept 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Bteinbacher, Rick 
??? 

Brewer, Ron 
Browning, Clay 

Cauteruccio, Dino 
Haydon, Joe ??? 
Holliday, Corey 

lannotta, Stephen 

Pommerening, Rory 

Sain, Jordan 
Spurling, James 
Tudryn, Jason 

Academics 
2 

TBD 
TBD 

Chancellor 
0 

Strth & Cond 
5 

Hernandez, Lou 
Womack, Zack 
Harper, Taylor 

Haake, Simon 
Barham, Quinn 

Managers Medical 

Freeman, Jason Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Morelli, Dominic Boyd, Kenny 

Yaekel, Mark Ciocca, Mario Dr. 
student Jean Baptiste, Yud 

Student GA 
Student - GA 
Student Ross, Luke 
Student Spang, Jeffrey Dr. 

Student Student 
Student Student 

Student Student 
Student Student 
Student Student 
Student Student 
Student 

Video 
6 

Luke, Chris 
Sanders, Darryl 

Stu~nt 

Student 
Student 
Student 

Sports lnfo 
3 

Best, Kevin 
Hundley, Bobby 

TBD 

Ticket Office THSM 
2 6 

Sabo, Tim TBD 
TBD TBD 

TBD 
TBD 
TBD 
TBD 

Game Day Headsets 
3 

Davis, Timothy 

Davis, Walter 

Mason, Mitch 

Police Escort 

NCSHP 

Truck Drivers Big Hitters / VIPS 
2 5 

Clodfelter, David Big Hitter- 
Wagoner, David Big Hitter- 

Big Hitter- 
L3us Driver 1 - Team 

Big Hitler 

Bus Driver 2 Team Rams Club 
Bus Driver 3 Team 

Bus Driver 4 - Team 

Bus Driver 5 Equip 

Wives/Family 
22 

V~r/ve$ Not Able to Attend: 

Not on Friday Flight to MIA 
Not on Saturday Return Flight to RDU 

Not on Either Flight 

TOTAL FLYING FRIDAY: 
TOTAL FLYING SATURDAY: 

184 

186 

Total 
128 

28 

32 

TOTAL 
188 

O00062.1784065.0003.xlsx 3/10/2015 12:09 AM 







We a re in the process of recruiting volunteers for the two tournaments this fall. On behalf of Coach Andrew 5app and Coach Jan M an n, we wanted to extend the 



UNIVERSITY 



REQUEST/RELLASE 
INFORMATION FOR 4 YEAR TRANSFER STUDENT 

TO: Mr. Lance Markc% Dkeet~}r for Compila~’~ee 

INSTITUTION: U~fiversi~, of North Care, finn 
PHONE: 919-843-7259 

FAX: 

FROM: A~dre A Roach, Asst. AD for Compliance 
INSTITIJTION: Saint Augustine’s University 
PHONE: 919-516-4700 
EAX: 919-516-5810 

This is an official request asking fbr permissio~ to talk to          .(.a former studentoathlete) a~ your s      w 
ha~ co~ac~ed our college/university with an interest in tratlst?rring ]br t/~e t\~llowing sport 

]n accorda ice with NCA A Bylaw 13. i. 1.2, do we have pe~Tnission to col/tact the above mentio~ed s{udent--ath[ete? 
Yes Nc’ 

Doesh, our sttuto havea~yobjeeton o hsstudenl-ahletebe ggra~ela excepto to{heNCAAtra sier 
residency req~dremem? NCAA Bylaw (14.5.5.3.9)      YES ........................ NO 

P ease c mp e e t e fi> ow g n~3rma~ o~t to ass~t our ms ~*ut~on ~n de e m n t~g ] e el g b i g. mqd part c pat on status 
f5rtb sst de a dh s’her i a fieatonstbra exceptontotheNCAAreside~cvrequiremer~t. 

~ Was the student recruited to >,our institution?      YES           NO             NLI 
-What was the stude~t’s inilial qua]ig, ing status defined by the NCAA Reg~i1ation 14.37 

Qua lie ........... Partial Qna[if~er ................ 1~ on-q~a li;:ier 

-Da~e(s) student attended your institution: ........................................................ 

-Sport(s) parlicipated: .................................................................................................................. 

-Did the studen~ receive a ny athletic firta ~cial aid? .............................. YES .NO 

-Did the student practice? ............... YES .... 

NO, explain .................................................................................. 

of fi lI-time 

represent 



UN[VERSI1?Y 



REQUEST/RELLASE 
INFORMATION FOR 4 YEAR TRANSFER STUDENT 

TO: Mr. Lance Markc% Dkeet~}r for Compila~’~ee 

INSTITUTION: U~fiversi~, of North Care, finn 
PHONE: 919-843-7259 

FAX: 

FROM: A~dre A Roach, Asst. AD for Compliance 
INSTITIJTION: Saint Augustine’s University 
PHONE: 919-516-4700 
EAX: 919-516-5810 

This is an official request asking fbr permissio~ to talk to         ..(.a former studentoathlete) a~ your s      w 
ha~ co~ac~ed our college/university with an interest in tratlst?rring liar t/~e t\~llowing sport 

]n accorda ice with NCA A Bylaw 13. i. 1.2, do we have pe~Tnission to col/tact the above mentio~ed s{udent--ath[ete? 
Yes Nc’ 

Doesh, our sttuto havea~yobjeeton o hsstudenl-ahletebe ggra~ela excepto to{heNCAAtra sier 
residency req~dremem? NCAA Bylaw (14.5.5.3.9)      YES ........................ NO 

P ease c mp e e t e fi> ow g n~3rma~ o~t to ass~t our ms ~*ut~on ~n de e m n t~g ] e el g b i g. mqd part c pat on status 
f5rtb sst de a dh s’her i a fieatonstbra exceptontotheNCAAreside~cvrequiremer~t. 

~ Was the student recruited to >,our institution?      YES           NO             NLI 
-What was the stude~t’s inilial qua]ig, ing status defined by the NCAA Reg~i1ation 14.37 

Qua lie ........... Partial Qna[if~er ................ 1~ on-q~a li;:ier 

-Da~e(s) student attended your institution: ........................................................ 

-Sport(s) parlicipated: .................................................................................................................. 

-Did the studen~ receive a ny athletic firta ~cial aid? .............................. YES .NO 

-Did the student practice? ............... YES .... 

NO, explain .................................................................................. 

of fi lI-time 

represent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,_              1:45 PM 

Barlow, Alexis <alexisb@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Cameron 
Shoaf <cshoaf@tarheelsports corn>; Ciocca, Matio F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly 
<cldressl@email unc edu>; Duff’y, Kathy B <kduff’y@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larl2¢ A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; Cniggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan <zacsehnon@unc edu>; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc edu>; DiBitetto, Andrew F <afdibite@unc edu> 

Schedule - APPROVED pdf 

All, 

See attached for the Men’s Golf schedule for the upcoming academic year. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 
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0 

Davlsl of 
Weak 

Fri-$un 

Sat-Sun 

MO-Tu 

SA-SU 

SA-Su 

MO-TU 

Su-Tu 

MO-Tu 

SA-SU 

FR-SA 

Fri-Sun 

Th-Sa 

Tu-Sun 

GA Tech 

Tar Heel Inlercollegiate 

Wake Forest 

Duke 

UNCG 

Jacksonville Univ 

Purdue 

San Diego/SDSU 

Mercer/KSU 

Liberty 

ACC 

NCAA Regionals 

NCAA Championship 

Dalton, GA 8am 2 

UNC 8am 1 

Meadows of Dan, VA 8am 2 

Durham 8am 0 

Greensboro, NC 8am 1 

Ponte Vedra, FL 8am 2 

Palmer, PR 8am 2 

San Diego, CA 8am 0 

Greensboro, GA 8am 1 

Lynchburg, VA 8am 1 

New London, NC 8am 2 

TBD 8am 0 

Bradenton, FL 8am 0 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Friday,              1:47 PM 

Barlow, Alexis <alexisb@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Cameron 
Shoaf <cshoaf@tarheelsports corn>; Ciocca, Marlo F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly 
<cldressl@email unc edu>; Duff’y, Kathy B <kduff’y@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larl’y A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan <zacsehnon@unc edu>; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu>; Ducal Chris <ducar@unc edu>; 
Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>: Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email unc edu> 

Schedule update 

All, 

The               game versus Ohio State on           in Chapel Hill, originally scheduled for 1 pm, will now be 

playedat 2pm. Please updateyourschedulesaccordingly. Thanks!! 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



LOCATION 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               3:54 PM 

Barlow, Alexis <alexisb@unc edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Brenner, John F <John Bmnner@unc edu>; Cameron 
Shoaf <cshoff@tarheelsports corn>; Ciocca, Marlo F <ciocca@email unc edu>; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly 
<cldressl@email unc edu>; Duff’y, Kathy B <kduff’y@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Larl~J A 
<athgallo@unc edu>; G~iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc edu>; Hovton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc edu>; Knutson, Yvonne <yknutson@email unc edu>; Lancaster, 
Elizabeth <lizlan@email unc edu>; Lineben?L Cl?~stal Nolan <clineberry@unc edu>; 
Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc edu>; Parnell, lrey 
<tparnell@unc edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email unc edu>; Sehnon, Zachary Ryan <zacsehnon@unc edu>; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rick@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email unc edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmennans@unc edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email unc edu>; Vangelder, 
Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarn er@unc edu> 

Mann, Jan M <janmann@unc edu>; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc edu> 

APPROVED pdf 
Schedule - APPROVED pdf; Schedule- 

All, 

Attached isthe schedule forthe 

know. Thanks!! 

team for the upcoming season. If you have any questions, just let me 

LanceMarkos 
DirectorofCompliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@emafl.unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Proposed Schedule 



THE UNIVERSI’~Y OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Proposed Schedble 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Proposed Schedule 
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THE UNIVERSI’~Y OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Proposed Schedble 



2015 Commitments 
Academic Information 

(Updated on 8/12/14) 

Name 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Sems. Senior Year 
On Classes on Class         CORE SAT-Cr. SAT- SAT- SAT- SAT- ACT- ACT- ACT- ACT- ACT- ACT- ACT- ACT- 

State Pos. File: File I HS GP~A    Rank PGPA GPA Reading Math TOTAL Wdting Essay English Math Reading Science TOTAL Comp. Writing Essay 

LEVEL 1 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

? 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES ? 

YES 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

2 

Hiqh School 

6 

8 

6 

6 

6 

LEVEL 2 

2 

3 

4 

CLASS AVERAGES: 

* Designates Possible Mid-Year Enrollee 

LEVEL 3 

NEED MORE INFORMATION 

MCR Deficient 

JUCO Signees / 4 Year College Transfers 

I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I II I I I I I I I II I 
Prep-School 

I I I I     I     I    I I II    I I I I II I I    I    I I I I II                   I 
List of Other Potential Siqnees: 

6 

6 

6 

6 

NO 

NO 

NO 

II 
NOTES: 

MAR Deficient: Need Chancellor Approval 
(HS GPA < 2.5) 

SAT/ACT TESTS 

MCR Deficient: 



2015 Non-Scholarship Student Athletes 
Academic Information 

(Updated on 8/1/14) 

Name 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2 

3 

4 

CLASS AVERAGES: 

* Designates Mid-Year Enrollee 

High School State Pos. 

# of PRELIM 

6 

SAT - 

HS GPA Math 

NO 

Cla s~s CORE SAT - Cr 
Rank PGPA GPA Reading 

LEVEL 1 

LEVEL2 

LEVEL3 

NEED MORE INFORMATION 

#DIV/0! 

SAT- SAT SAT- ACT- ACT- ACT- ACT- ACT- 

TOTAL Writing Essay Er~Jlish Math Readir~j Science TOTAL 

#DIV/0! I~l~~ #DIV/0! 
11 

MCR Deficient 

- Competitive Admit to UNC (did not need a Football Slot) 

4 Year College Transfers 

NOTES: 



2015 PROSPECTS 
Academic Information 

Other prospects that we are no longer recruiting 

Name 

# 

High School          Rankl 
Sems. Class CORE 

State Pos. OnFile." HS GPA PGPA GPA 

LEVEL 1 

SAT- ACT- 
TOTAL TOTAL Flags STATUS: 

2 Deficiciencies, low ACT, 
Iow GPA. High absensces 

LEVEL 2 
NEED MORE INFORMATION 

#DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 















IqCAA Academic Requirements in order to be eligible to compete in 
games: 
I) Student must maintain a 1.9 GPA entering their fifth and sixth full-time 
semesters (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) and earn 72 degree applicable hours (Bylaw 14.4.3. I.a) 
wi~h a 2.0 cum GPA (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) prior ~o ~he fourth year d enrollment; 
2) Studens muss pass 18 degree applicable hours during she fall and spring terms 
(Bylaw 14.4.3.I.b); 
3) Student must pass 6 degree applicable hours wish a 1.9 cum GPA during fall 
2014 or 6 degree applicable hours during ~he spring semester in which ~he 
s~uden:-a~hle~e has been enrolled full-~ime (Bylaw 14.4.3. ~ .c}; 

if sanction is Suspension for the Fall Semester and happens 
BEFORE the term begins: 
-we could use the Missed Term Exception and prorate nine hours towards 
requirement IL If he earns nine hours in Spring     and maintains the applicable 
GPA requirement referenced in requirement I, he would fulfill all eligibility 
requirements 
-possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching staff 

~f sanction is Suspension for the Fal~ Semester and happens 
AFTER the term begins: 

would be held accountable for the term in regards to NCAA eligibility 
because he began the term full-time. As a result, he would not fulfill requirement 
II and would be ineligible to compete in the spring season. He’d also 
need to complete 18 credits during the spring semester in order to fulfill 
requirement II to be eligible for the fall     semester. 
-possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching staff 

~f sanction is Probation without Exception to Compete for Fall 
Semester: 
-he could not compete in        competitions during the semester 
-possible scholarship implications as deLermined by the coaching staff 



~ICAA Academic Requirements in order to be eligible to compete in 
games: 
I) Student must maintain a 2.0 (SPA entering their seventh and eighth full-time 
semesters (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) and earn 96 degree applicable hours (Bylaw 14.4.3.I.a) 
with a 2.0 cum GPA (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) prior to the fifth year of enrollment; 
2) Student must pass 18 degree applicable hours during the fall and spring terms 
(Bylaw 14.4.3.I.b); 
3) Student must pass 6 degree applicable hours with a 2.0 cure GPA during fall 
2014 or 6 degree applicable hours during the spring semester in which ~he 
studenL-athlete has been enrolled full-time (Bylaw 14.4.3. I .c); 

if sanction is Suspension for the Fall Semester and happens 
BEFORE the term begins: 
-we could use the blissed Term Exception and prorate nine hours towards 
requirement IL If he earns nine hours in Spring     and maintains the applicable 
GPA requirement referenced in requirement I, he would fulfill all eligibili~ 
requirements 
~possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching staff 

If sanction is Suspension for the Fall Semester and happens 
AFTER the term begins: 

would be held accountable for the term in regards to NCAA eligibiliL7 
because he began the term full-time. As a result, he would not fulfill requirement 
II and would be ineligible to compete in the spring season. He’d also 
need to complete 18 credits during the spring semester in order to fulfill 
requirement II to be eligible for the fall     semester. 
-possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching staff 

~f sanction is Probation without Exception to Compete for Fall 
Semester: 
-he could not compete in        competitions during the semester 
-possible scholarship implications as deLermined by the coaching staff 



IqCAA Academic Requirements in order to be eligible to compete in 
games: 
I) Student must maintain a 1.9 GPA entering their fifth and sixth full-time 
semesters (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) and earn 72 degree applicable hours (Bylaw 14.4.3. I.a) 
wi~h a 2.0 cum GPA (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) prior ~o ~he fourth year d enrollment; 
2) Studens muss pass 18 degree applicable hours during she fall and spring terms 
(Bylaw 14.4.3.I.b); 
3) Student must pass 6 degree applicable hours wish a 1.9 cum GPA during fall 
2014 or 6 degree applicable hours during ~he spring semester in which ~he 
s~uden:-a~hle~e has been enrolled full-~ime (Bylaw 14.4.3. ~ .c}; 

if sanction is Suspension for the Fall Semester and happens 
BEFORE the term begins: 
-we could use the Missed Term Exception and prorate nine hours towards 
requirement IL If he earns nine hours in Spring     and maintains the applicable 
GPA requirement referenced in requirement I, he would fulfill all eligibility 
requirements 
-possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching staff 

~f sanction is Suspension for the Fal~ Semester and happens 
AFTER the term begins: 

would be held accountable for the term in regards to NCAA eligibility 
because he began the term full-time. As a result, he would not fulfill requirement 
II and would be ineligible to compete in the spring season. He’d also 
need to complete 18 credits during the spring semester in order to fulfill 
requirement II to be eligible for the fall     semester. 
-possible scholarship implications as determined by ~he coaching staff 

~f sanction is Probation without Exception to Compete for Fall 
Semester: 
-he could not compete in        competitions during the semester 
-possible scholarship implications as deLermined by the coaching staff 



IqCAA Academic Requirements in order to be eligible to compete in 
games: 
I) Student must maintain a 1.9 GPA entering their fifth and sixth full-time 
semesters (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) and earn 72 degree applicable hours (Bylaw 14.4.3. I.a) 
wi~h a 2.0 cum GPA (Bylaw 14.4.3.3) prior ~o ~he fourth year d enrollment; 
2) Studens muss pass 18 degree applicable hours during she fall and spring terms 
(Bylaw 14.4.3.I.b); 
3) Student must pass 6 degree applicable hours wish a 1.9 cum GPA during fall 
2014 or 6 degree applicable hours during ~he spring semester in which ~he 
s~uden:-a~hle~e has been enrolled full-~ime (Bylaw 14.4.3. ~ .c}; 

if sanction is Suspension for the Fall Semester and happens 
BEFORE the term begins: 
-we could use the Missed Term Exception and prorate nine hours towards 
requirement IL If he earns nine hours in Spring     and maintains the applicable 
GPA requirement referenced in requirement I, he would fulfill all eligibility 
requirements 
-possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching staff 

~f sanction is Suspension for the Fal~ Semester and happens 
AFTER the term begins: 

would be held accountable for the term in regards to NCAA eligibility 
because he began the term full-time. As a result, he would not fulfill requirement 
II and would be ineligible to compete in the spring season. He’d also 
need to complete 18 credits during the spring semester in order to fulfill 
requirement II and be eligible for the fall     semester 
-possible scholarship implications as determined by the coaching staff 

~f sanction is Probation without Exception to Compete for Fall 
Semester: 
-he could not compete in        competitions during the semester 
-possible scholarship implications as deLermined by the coaching staff 



Squad List 

Report Date: Academic Year: 

Institution: Sport: 

Name/LD. No. E 

L 

G 

F S 

Status of Student Financial Aid             E    Countable Playe~’~ 
X 
E 
M 

Period Athletic Other Tntal P Full Over- Equi- 
~f grant cntbl, cntbl. T grant all valcnt 
awa~nl amount aid aid amount award 

X 

X 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Change in 
Status 

X 

X 

73 

O0 

.85 

.86 

.60 

.74 

.00 

60 

76 

O0 

O0 

5O 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

Dist. 

vaknt 

award 

.74 



Squad List 

Report Date: 

lnstitutiom 

Name/LD. No. 

G 

F S 

StaSus of SSuden$ 

Period 

FY 

S 

FinancialAid 

Athletic Other Tutal 

grant 

~bl. 

cntbl. 

amount aid 

SO0 SO0 SO0 

$10000 O0 S O0 $10.000 O0 

E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Countable Playe~ Change in 

Status 

$19.14800 00 

$19.14800 X 52 

S19,14800 .00 

S19,14800 .00 CR 

S19,14800 .00 

S19,14800 X .50 

$40.93000 O0 CR 

$40.93000 X 50 R 

$19.14800 X 50 R 

$19.14800 O0 

$19.14800 X 50 

S19,14800 .0O 

S19,14800 .00 

S19,14800 X .56 

$40,93000 X 144 

Dist. 

vah’nt 

award 

52 

.50 

.56 



Squad List 

Rept~ Date: Academic Year: 

lnstitutiom Sport: 

Name/LD. No. E 

L 

G 

F S 

Status of Student FinancialAid E 

X 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Change in 
Status 

Countable Players 

E 

M 

Period Athletic Other Tutal P Full Over- Equi- 

~ff grant ~ntbl. cntbl. T grant all valcnt 

awmxl amount aid aid amount award 

S 00 S 00 S 00 $19.148 00 00 Q 

Dist. 

award 

00 

S 00 S 00 S 00 S 00 00 QR 

S.00 S.00 S00 540,93000 .00 Q 

S.00 S.00 S00 519,14800 .00 

S.00 S.00 S00 $40,930 00 .00 

$8.470.00 S.00 $8,47000 $33,878 76 X .25 R 

S.00 S.00 S00 S19,148 00 .00 

oo 

.oo 

.oo 

.oo 

.25 

.oo 

x 

x 

x 

e 13 F 13 00 0 0 Y FY $34,000 00 S 00 $34.000 00 $40.930 00 X 83 

> 13 F 13 00 0 0 Y FY $30,000 00 S 00 $30.000 00 $40.930 00 X 73 

P [0 F 10 I 00 30 Y S $8,47000 S00 $8.47000 $33.878 00 X 25 

83 

,’3 

25 

Squad-List Totals 35 S443,096.00 S392,592.00 20 11.70 13.20 





Squad List 

Name/LD. No. 

Umversi~ of North C3~olitm, Clmpe[ 

Chapel Hill, NC 

L 

G 

N 

N 

¥ 

Financial Aid 

Total 

cntbl. 

aid 

Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Cou nt able Change in 

~ 4Players 

Status 

Full Equi- Reasnn Date 
grant valent 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

5o 

oo 

5o 

75 

oo 

25 



Squad List 

Reporl Date: Academic Year: 

Name/LD. No. 

Umversi~ of North Ca~olitm, Clmpe[ 

Chapel Hill, NC 

L 

G 

V Y 

V Y 

Financial Aid E Countable 

~ 4Players 

Period Athletic I Other Total P Full Equi- 
of grant 

I ~7~bl. 

cntbl. T grant valent 
auard amnunt 

I 

aid amnunt award 

FS $20.465 00 $1142500 $3189000 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Change in 

Status 

00 0 0 Y S $20.465 00 $ 00 $20,465 00 $40,930 00 50 R 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

5O 

5O 

.00 0.0 Y FY 540,930.00 $00 $40.930.00 $49.930.00 100 

.00 0.0 Y [;y S.00 $00 S.00 $40.930.00 00 R 

.00 0.0 Y S.00 $00 S.00 $.00 00 

.00 0.0 Y FY S.O0 $00 S.O0 $19.148.00 O0 

1.00 2.0 Y [;y S.O0 $00 S.O0 $19.148.00 O0 

3 50 2 0 V FY $40.930 00 $ 00 $40,930 00 $40,930 00 I 00 

I 01) I 0 V F $20.465 00 $ 00 $20,465 00 $40,930 00 50 

00 0 0 N S 00 $ 00 S 00 $ 00 00 

01) I) 0 V FY $40.930 00 $ 00 $40,930 00 $40,930 00 I 00 

w 

I oo 

50 

oo 

oo 

I oo 

Squad-Eist Totals S555,756.48 S520A55.00 12.28 > 13.50 





Squad List 

R c p o r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

Institution: Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Y N 

Y N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid E Countable Players 
X 

E 

M 

Total 
P 

Full lni- Over- Equi- 
cntbl. 

T 
grmR tim all valcnt 

aid amoun! award 

S1%14g 00 S1%14g 00 X I 00 

51%14g 00 51%14g 00 X I 00 

M0,930 00 M0,930 00 X 1.00 

~20,46500 X 5~0,93000 X .00 

$00 M0,930 00 .00 

5~0,930 00 5~0,930 00 X X 1.00 

$00 519,14800 .00 

$00 SI9.14g 00 00 

$ O0 $ O0 O0 

$9.57400 X SI9.14g00 00 

5A0.930 00 5A0.930 00 X I 00 

520.465 00 5A0.930 00 X 50 

59,57400 X 519,14800 .00 

$00 S19,148 00 .00 

$00 ~40,930 00 .00 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

valcnt 

award 



Squad List 

R c p o r t Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid E CountablePlayers 
X 

E 

M 

Total 
F 

Full lni- Over- Equi- 
cntbl. 

T 
grmR tim all valcnt 

aid amoun! award 

$00 S1%14g00 00 

S1%14g00 S1%14g00 X 

$00 519,14800 .OO 

$00 S19,14800 .00 

$00 S19,14800 .00 

$9,57400 X S19,14800 .00 

~40,93000 ~40,93000 ),- 1.00 

$00 SI9.14g00 00 

$9.57400 X SI9.14g00 00 

$00 SI9.14g00 00 

$00 $00 O0 

5A0.93000 5A0.93000 X X 100 

S19,14800 S19,14800 X X 1.00 

$00 S19,14800 .00 

$00 $00 .00 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

valent 



Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid E Countable Players 
X 
E 
M 

Perind Athletic Other Total d Full lni- Over- Equi- 
of grant cntbl, cntbl. T grm~t tial all valcnt 
award mnount aid aid amounl award 

FV S[9~14g00 $00 SI9.14g00 SI9.14g00 X 100 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

1 oo 

1 oo 

s.oo $.oo $oo s19,148 oo .00 R .00 

S.00 $.00 $00 $00 .00 R .00 

~9.574.00 $.00 59,57400 519,14800 X       .50 E .5O 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

$9,574 00 $00 $9.574 00 SI9.14g 00 X 50 W 

S[9,148 00 $00 SI9.14g 00 SI9.14g 00 X 

SAIl,930 00 $ 00 5A0.930 00 5A0.930 00 X I 00 

S19,148 00 $00 SI9.14g 00 SI9.14g 00 X X 100 

S00 $00 $00 SI9.14g 00 00 CR 

50 

1 00 

1 00 

1 00 

00 

Y N 50 0O    Y [Y S19.148.00 $.00 S19,148 00 519,14800 X X 1.00 

N N 00    0O    Y        S ~201465.00 $100 520,46500 X b40,93000 .5O 

Y N 00    i0    Y S.00 $.00 $00 $00 .00 .00 



Squad List 

Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid E Countable Players 
X 
E 
M 

Perind Athletic Other Total d Full lni- Over- Equi- 
of grant cntbl, cntbl. T grm~t tial all valcnt 
award a~nount aid aid amounl award 

Change in 
Status 

S00 $00 $00 SI9.14g00 00    QR 

V N 

Dist. 

award 

00 

1 oo 

.5O 

N 

N 

09 90    N S.00 $.00 $00 519,14800 

1 09 9 0 Y IY t,40.930.00 $.00 5~40,930 00 5~40,930 00 ~,~ 1.00 

O0    i 0    N S.00 $.00 $00 S19,148 00 .00 .00 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

SA0 930 00 $ 00 5A0.930 00 5A0.930 00 X 

SA0 930 00 $ 00 5A0.930 00 5A0.930 00 X 

SA0 930 00 $ 00 5A0.930 00 5A0.930 00 X X 

I 00 1 00 

I 00 1 00 

I 00 R 1 00 

I 00 1 00 

00 R 00 

¥ N 100    00    Y S.00 $100 $00 5~40,930 00 .00 .00 

¥ N 200    i0    Y [Y 5,40.930.00 $.00 5~40,930 00 5~40,930 00 ~,~ 1.00 

N N 00    00    Y S 59.574.00 $.00 59,57400 X 519,14800 .00 Rl .50 



E 
L 

G 

F S 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid 

Total 

cntbl. 
aid 

E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Countable Players Change in 

Full lni- Over- Equi- 
grm~t tial all valcnt 

amount award 

5A0.93000 5A0.93000 X X 100 

$00 $00 O0 

~40,93000 ~40,93000 X 1.0O 

b20,46500 ~40,93000 X .50 G 

~40,93000 ~40,93000 X 1.0O 

~40,93000 ~40,93000 X 1.0O 

~20,46500 X ~40,93000 .0O GY 

SI9.14g00 SI9.14g00 X 

5A0.93000 5A0.93000 X 100 

$9.57400 SI9.14g00 X 50 QR 

SI9.14g00 SI9.14g00 X X 100 R 

$9.57400 SI9.14g00 X 50 WR 

$00 $00 .00 QR 

S19,14800 S19,14800 X X 1.00 

S19,14800 X S19,14800 .00     M 

Status 

Rcasnn Date 

R 

Dist. 

valent 

award 



E 
L 

G 

F S 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid 

Total 

cntbl. 
aid 

E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Countable Players Change in 

Full lni- Over- Equi- 

grm~t tial all valcnt 

amount award 

Status 

valent 

award 



N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted’, 

Countable Players Change in 

Full lni- Ovcr- Equi- 
grm~t tial all valcnt 

amount award 

$ 00 00 QR 

5A0.93000 O0 R 

SI9.14g00 X X 100 R 

Status Dist. 

valcnt 

award 

50 



Squad List 

Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 850 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Y N 

Y N 

N N 

N N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid 

PelJnd Athl¢tic    Other 

E 
X 
E 
M 

Total     F 

CountablePlayers 

Full lni- Over- Equi- 
enrolled rcc’d seas of grant cntbl, cntbl. T grm~t tial all valcnt 
A n y aid at~l award am~mnt aid aid amounl award 

Change in Re~ 
Status Dist. 

vah’nt 



Squad List 

R c p o r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 850 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid E Countable Players 
X 
E 
M 
F Full lni- Over- Equi- 
T grm~t tial all    valcnt 

S00 $00 $00 SI9.14g00 00     R 

Change in Re~; 
Status Dist. 

award 

00 

N N O0 0 0    5" S $20,465 00 $ 00 $20.465 00 5A0.930 00 X 50 R 5O 

S.OO $.OO $00 .00 R .00 

N 

N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

1 oo 

1 oo 

1 oo 

1 oo 

oo * 

Y N 00 01,    Y [Y S19.148.00 $.00 S19,148 00 S19,148 00 X X 1.00 

Y N 

Y N 00    01,    y [Y 5,40.930.00 $.00 ~40,930 00 ~40,930 00 X X 1.00 CR L00 



Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 

Y N 

G 

F S 

StatusofStudent Financial Aid 

Athletic    Other     Total 

$ O0 

E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Full Ini- Over- Equi- 

grm~t tial all valcnt 

amount award 

$ O0 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 850 

Countable Players Change in Re~; 
Status Dist. 

Rcasnn Datc Equi- 

300    I~    5" FV S[9,14800 $00 SI9.14g00 X SI9.14g00 00     M 100 

Y N 

Y N .5O 

Squad-List ’lhtMs S2~38,118.00 $2334,292.00 19 80 73.56 82.50 





Squad List 

Rept~r~ Date: Academic Year: 

Institution: Sport: Um~ersity of North Carolina. 
Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill. NC 

E 
L 

G 

Financial Aid E 

X 

E 

M 

Pcrlnd Athlctic Othcr Total    P 

ff grant cntbl, cntbl. T 
~ward amount aid aid 

Maximum Grants Peonitted: 120 

Countable Players 

Full Over- Equi- 
grant all valent 
amount award 

5f~0.270 00 $ 00 $30,270 00 $30,270 00 X 1 00 

Change in 
Stalu s 

$00 $ 00 $40,930 00 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

1 oo 

O0 

Squad-List ’lbt’als $419,904.00 

$00 $38.934.00 

$00 137.404.00 X 

$00 149.930.00 

$00 140.930.00 

$00 138.934.00 

$ O0 ;37,404 O0 

$ 00 ;38,934 00 

$ 00 ;38,934 00 

$ 00 ;38,934 00 

$00 ;19,14800 

$00 119.148.00 

$382~00.00 

$40.930.00 X 95 

$37.404.00 00 

$40.930.00 X 100 

$40.930.00 X 

$40.930.00 X 95 

$37404 00 X 1 00 

$40,930 00 X 95 

$40,930 00 X 95 

$40,930 00 X 95 

$19,148 00 X 1 00 

$19.148.00 X 1O0 

11 10.75 

95 

100 

100 

100 

95 

1 00 

95 

95 

95 

1 00 

100 

11.75 





Squad List 

University of North Carolina, 
C[mpel Hill 

Chapel Hill. NC 

E Financial Aid 
L 

G 

Any 

Ynur 

N N 

N N 

Athlctic Othcr 
grant 

~bl. 

E 

X 

E 

M 

P 

T 
Tntal 

cntbl. 

aid 

$40.930 O0 ~0.930 00 X I 00 

$40.930 00 ~0.930 00 X I 00 

$30.353 00 $30.353 00 X I 00 

$19.148 00 SI9.14g 00 X 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 130 

Countable Player~ Change in 
Status 

Full    Over- Equi- 
grant all valcnt 
amount award 

CR 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

I oo 

I oo 

I oo 

oo 

I oo 

I oo 

I oo 



Squad List 

Rep~rt Date: 

Institution: Uni~ersi~3, of North Carolina, 
C[mpel Hill 

Chapel Hill. NC 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid 

"lik, rm 1st # yrs #of Rt~ Period 

cnr~flled rec’d seas ~f 

A n y aid util ~ward 

E 

X 

E 

M 

P 

T 
Full Over- Equi- Reason Date 
grant all valent 
amount award 

Y Y $40,930 00 S 00 $40.930 00 ~0.930 00 X I 00 

Squad-List Totals 

~ - Student-athlete’s aht counts in another sport 
+ - Student-athlete has been over-a~arded 

$413.~03.00 $403,929.00 13 13.00 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

I 00 

13.50 

Form completed by: Title: 

Form approved b3: Dale: 

Director o|’ Ath letics or Designee Signat~ ~’e: Date: 

Telephone: Date: 



U ng’ersm" of North CarNina, Chapel Hill 

Chapc~ Hill, NC 

E 
L 
T 
G 

F S 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

N Y 

Status of Studen t 

Squad List 

Financial Aid 

M 

Period 
Athletic I Othcrl Tntal P 

of grant cntbl, cntbl. T 

award amnunt aid aid 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 45 

E Countable Pla3 ers 
X 

E 

FuR Equi- 
grant valent 

amount award 

$40.93000 O0 

$40.93000 O0 

S19,14800 .00 

$40,93000 .00 

S19,14800 .00 

S19,14800 .00 

$40,93000 .00 

$40.93000 O0 

$19.14800 O0 

S 00 00 

$19.14800 O0 

$19.14800 O0 

S19,14800 .0O 

$40,93000 100 

S00 

$40,93000 .0O 

$40,93000 .0O 

Change in Re~. 
Status Dist. 

Reason Date Equi- 

00 



Squad-List Totals 

U ng-ersttv of North Carotina, Chapel Hill 

Chapc~ Hill, NC 

E 
L 
T 
G 

F S 

V Y 

N 

Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y N 

Status of Studen t 

Squad List 

Financial Aid 

M 

Period 
Athletic I Othcrl Tntal P 

of grant cntbl, cntbl. T 

award amnunt aid aid 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Pe~anitted: 45 

E Countable Pla3 ers 
X 

E 

Full Equi- 
grant valent 

amount award 

$40.930 O0 O0 

S 00 00 

S19,148 00 .0O 

S00 .00 

$40,930 00 100 

$40,930 00 100 

S19,148 00 .00 

$19.148 00 00 

S 00 00 

$40.930 O0 O0 

$19.148 00 00 

S 00 00 

Change in Re~. 
Status Dist. 

Reason Date Equi- 

.00 





E 

L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid E Countable Players 
X 

Squad List 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 45 

Change in 
Status 

E 
M 

Tcr~n 1st # yr~ # of Rccr. Period Athletic Other    Tntal    P Full Equi- 

grant valent 

amnunt award 

:40 930 O0 30 

:19 14gO0 50 

Dist. 

vaknt 

award 

72 

Squad-List ’lbt a~ s S139,911.00 S132,809.00 4.50 4.87 





Squad List 

Reporl Date: Academic Year: 

lnstitutiom Sport: 

Name/LD. No. 

Chapel Hill. NC 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid 

Period Athletic Other Total 

award amount aid I 
E C ountable Change in 

E~ Pla3ers 

Stalu s 

P Full Equi- Reasonl Date 

I 
49.930.00 .12 R 

40.930.00 1.00 

40.930.00 .25 

Dist. 

vMent 

award 

07 

07 

27 

07 



Squad List 

Rept~r~ Date: Academic Year: 

lnstitutiom Sport: 

CiD/State: 

Name/I.D. No. 

Chapel Hill. NC 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid 

Period Athletic Other Total 

award amount aid 

FY $2 71700 $00 $2.717 O0 

FY $5,000 O0 $ O0 $5.000 00 

[iy $.00 $.00 S.00 

[iy $13.507.00 $.00 S13,507.00 

[iy $16.372.00 $.00 S16,372.00 

I,y 32.717.00 $.00 $2,717.00 

40,930 O0 07 

40,93000 12 

40.930.00 .00 

40.930.00 .02 

40.930.00 .33 

40.930.00 .40 

40.930.00 .00 

4093000 12 

40,930 O0 20 

07 

02 

33 

40 

20 

69 

49 

33 

37 

07 

37 



Squad List 

Repo~ Date: Academic Year: 

lnstitutiom Sport: 

Chapel Hill. NC 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

Y Y 

Y 

Financial Aid 

Period Athletic Other Total 

award amount aid 

FY $ O0 $ O0 S O0 

$.00 $.00 S.00 

[;y $16.372.00 $.00 S16,372.00 

[iy b6.423.00 $.00 $6,423.00 

FY $1023300 $00 $10.233 00 

Fy $2 71700 $oo $2.717 00 

±,y b6.423.00 $.00 $6,423.00 

±’Y $28.205.00 $.00 528,205.00 

±,y $40.930.00 $.00 $40,930.00 

±,y $12.725.00 $.00 S12,725.00 

40,93000 21 21 

40,930 00 00 00 

49.930.00 .00 QR 00 

49.930.00 .49 40 

40.930.00 .00 00 

40.930.00 .00 00 

19.148.00 .34 34 

40,930 00 25 25 

40,930 00 

40,930 00 

40,930 00 07 07 

40,93000 1 00 1 00 

19.148.00 .34 34 

49.930.00 .69 69 

40.930.00 1.00 

37.404.39 .34 34 



Squad List 

Repor~ Date: Academic Year: 

Institution: Sport: 

Name/LD. No. 

Squad-List Tot a~s 

Unix erstb of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill 

Chaj3¢l Hill. NC 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid Countable Change in 

Period Athletic Other Total 
~ff grm~t cntlfl, cntbl. 
awmnl amount aid aid 

Players 

Full Equi- 
grant valcnt 
amnunt award 

Stalus 

$490,255.00 $476,196.00 12.06 

Dist. 

award 

12.50 

Requh~ed b3 Bylaw 15.5.10.2. File in di~’ector of athletics’ 

Telephone: Date: 



Squad List 

Rep~rt Date: Academic Year: 

Umversi~ of Notch Caroli]m, Chape[ 

Chapel Hill, NC 

E 
L 

Financial Aid 

eeri~)~I Athletic Other Total 

i~f 

I 

grant cnt hi. cntbl. 

a~a rd amount aid aid 

FY $00 $00 

$00 $00 

15 S12,179 00 $00 $12.179.00 

15 ~40,930 00 $00 $49.930.00 

15 ~40,930 00 $00 $49.930.00 

$00 $00 

15 ~40,930 O0 $00 $49.930.00 

FY ~0.930 00 $ 00 $40,930 00 

S SI4.103 00 $00 $14,10300 

FY ~0.930 00 $ 00 $40,930 00 

$00 $00 

FY $2.717 00 $00 $2,717 00 

IY $6,423 00 $00 b~.423.00 

IY $00 $00 $.00 

$00 $00 

IY $80000 $00 $800.00 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 99 

Co u n t able Change in Re~. 

~ 4 Players 

Status Dist. 

Full Equi- Reasnn Date Equi- 
grant valent valent 
amount award award 

$40.930 00 00 R 00 

$19.148 00 00 R 00 

S19,148 00 64 .64 

$40,930 00 100 R 1.00 

$40.930 00 34 R 34 

$40.930 00 I 00 R 1 00 

S19,148 00 34 R .34 

$40,930 00 00 R .OO 

S19,148 00 00 .OO 

S19,148 00 04 .04 



Squad List 

Rep~rl Date: 

lnstitutiom 

Chapel Hill, NC 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid 

Academic Year: 

Spurt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 99 

Co u n t able Change in 

Players Status 

Full Equi- Reasun Date Equi- 

grant valcnt valcnt 

amount award award 

$40.930 00 75 75 

$40.930 00 00 00 

$40,930 00 02 .02 

S19,148 00 00 R .00 

$40,930 00 00 .00 

$40,930 00 100 1.00 

S19,148 00 14 .14 

S O0 O0 R 00 

$40.930 00 00 G 00 

$40.930 00 00 W 00 

$19.148 00 34 J~ 34 

$40.930 00 00 00 

S19,148 00 00 .00 

$40,930 00 75 .75 

S19,148 00 14 .14 

$40,930 00 10 .10 

Re~, . 

Dist. 



Squad List 

Rcpor~ Date: Academic Year: 

Institution: Spnrt: 

Chapel Hill, NC Maximum Grants Permitted: 99 

E 
L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid E Countable Change in 

X Players 

M 

Periad Athletic Other Total P Full Equi- 
of grant cntbl, cntbl. F grant valent 
auard amount aid aid amount award 

Status 

geasnn 

"~" N 4 00    3 0    "~" $ 00 $ 00 $ 00 $40.930 00 00 G 

Squad-List Tot als 

~ - Student-athlete’s aid counts in another sport 
+ - Student-athlete has been over-a~arded 

$362,824.00 $362N24.00 9.88 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

9.88 

Te~ephoHe: Date: 



Maximum 

FinancialAid E Countable 

E~ Pla3ers 

Pvriud Athletic Other Total P Full Equi- 
~f grant 

~bl. 

cntbl. T grant valcnt 

Academic Year: 

Spurt: 

Grants Permitied: 99 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

Rcasun Date Equi- 
valent 
award 

300 30    5" $00     $00 S00 ~0.93000 00    QR 00 

.14 

.00 

.26 

.32 

27 

1 oo 

.00 

.00 



Maximum 

FinancialAid E Countable 

E~ Pla3ers 

I%riud Athletic Other Total P Full Equi- 
~f grant 

~bl. 

cntbl. T grant valcnt 

200 20    5" Fy SgO000     $00 SgO000 SI9.14g00 04 

Academic Year: 

Spurt: 

Grants Permitted: 99 

Change in lle~. 
Status Dist. 

Rcasun Date Equi- 
valent 
award 

.75 

.3O 

.33 

O0 

40 

70 

¸45 .45 



Squad List 

R e p ~ r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

Maximum Grants Permitied: 99 

E 

L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid 

Periud Athletic Other Total 

of grant cntbl, cntbl. 

awarcl amount aid aid 

Countable 

Players 

Full Equi- Reasun 

grant vah’nt 

Change in 

Stalus 

Date 

300 30 5"     Fy ~,97g00 $00    $&97800     SI9.14g00 26 

y "¢ O0 O0 5"     Fy     $30,69700 $00    $30.69700     ~0.93000 75 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

26 

75 

.26 

Squad-List ’lilt Nls $369,240.00 $355,733.00 9.90 10.23 





U Nvet stt~" of North Caro[ilm, CMpel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 

L 

G 

F S 

Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Squad List 

Financial Aid 

Period Athletic Other I Total 
~f grant cntbl.I cntbl. 
award amnunt aid aid 

$188,079.00 S183,292.00 

Acadcmic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 45 

Countable Players Change in Re~. 

Status Dist. 

Full Equi- Rcason Datc Equi- 

grant valcnt valcnt 

$40930 00 90 90 

$19 14g00 00 00 

$.00 00 

$19.148.00 04 .04 

$19.148.00 00 R .00 

$40.930.00 80 .80 

$.00 O0 .00 

;40 930 O0 02 02 

;19,14g O0 O0 E 25 

;40,930 O0 90 90 

;40,930 O0 45 45 

;40,930 O0 02 02 

140.930.00 75 .75 

140.930.00 02 .02 

140.930.00 60 .60 

4.50 4.75 





L 

G 

F S 

FinancialAid 

Athletic Other 

E Countable 

M 

amount award 

Tutal P Full Equi- 
cntbl. T grm~t valent 
aid 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Grants Permitted: 126 

Change in Re~. 
Status Dist. 

Reason Date 

R 

R 

valent 

award 

.22 



Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

ln~tltnlh~n: Ca m]ina Sport: 

L 

G 

FinancialAid 

Athletic Other Tutal 

grant cntbl, cntbl. 

amount aid aid 

$40930 00 S 00 $40.930 00 

SO0 SO0 SO0 

$40.930.00 S.00 540,93000 

S.O0 S.O0 SO0 

S.O0 S.O0 SO0 

S.O0 S.O0 SO0 

S.O0 S.O0 SO0 

$34791 oo Soo 534.791 oo 

Soo Soo Soo 

Soo Soo Soo 

Soo Soo Soo 

Soo Soo Soo 

S.O0 S.O0 SO0 

S.O0 S.O0 SO0 

S.O0 S.O0 SO0 

E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 126 

Countable Change in 
Player~ Status Dist. 

Full Equi- Reason Date Equi- 
grm~t valent valent 

amount award award 

40930 00 1 00 R I 00 

40,930 00 00 R 00 

40.93000 100 1.00 

19.14800 00 R .00 

19.14800 00 R .00 

40.93000 00 Q .00 

$00 O0 .00 

$40930 O0 85 g5 

$ O0 O0 O0 

$19 14g00 00 00 

$40,930 O0 O0 CR O0 

$19,14800 00 00 

$40.93000 00 .00 

$19.14800 00 R .00 

$00 O0 .00 



FinancialAid 

PeriodI Athletic Ot~lilc r o~ grant hi. 

E Countable 

EX 
Pla3 e~’s 

M 

amount award 

Tutal P Full Equi- 
cntbl. T grm~t valent 
aid 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Grants Permitted: 126 

Change in Re~. 
Status Dist. 

Reason Date Equi- 
valent 
award 

o2 

.66 

.18 

25 

35 

76 

.89 



Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 

FinancialAid 

Period[ Athletic 

Other Tutal 
of grant 

~bl. 

cntbl. 
award amount aid 

N Y 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 120 

E Countable 

EX 
Pla)ers 

M 

amount award 

P Full Equi- 
T grmR valcnt 

$40930 O0 O0 

I O0    I 0    N SO0     SO0 SO0 $00 O0 

Change in Re~. 

Status Dist. 

Reason Date Equi- 

valent 

award 

oo 

oo 

N N 

N Y 

.oo 

.52 

N Y 200 2.0 Y     I,y $40.930.00    S.00    540,93000     $40.93000     100    R 

N Y 00 0.0 Y I,y $40.930.00 S.00    $40,93000 $40.93000 

$417,787.00 S417,787.00 12.04 

$427,891.00 $427,891.00 12.57 

12.04 

12.57 





Squad List 

Reporl Date: Academic ¥,’ar: 

Umversity of NotCh Carolina, 
Clmpel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 

L 

G 

F S 

Status of Student Fin an¢ial Aid 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 200 

Countable Change in 
Players Status 

Full Equi- Rcasnn Date Equi- 
grant valcnt valcnt 

amnunt award award 

$40.93000 O0 O0 

$40.93000 O0 O0 

$40,93000 20 .20 

$40,93000 24 .24 

S19,14800 00 

S19,14800 00    QR 

S00 00 

S 00 00 00 

$19.14800 00 QR 00 

$19.148 00 00 MM 14 

$40.93000 93 07 

$19.14800 00 00 

$40,93000 02 .02 

S00 00 .00 

540,93000 26 .26 

540,93000 96 R .27 

Dist. 



Squad List 

Rcpor~ Datc: Academic ¥,’ar: 

Institution: Spnrt: Umverslty of NotCh Carolina 

Chapel Hi][. NC 

Status of Student Fin an¢ial Aid 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 200 

Countable Change in 
Players Status 

Full Equi- Rcasnn Date Equi- 
grant valcnt valcnt 

Dist. 



Squad List 

Reporl Date: Academic Year: 

h~stitution: Spurt: 

Name/LD. No. 

Umversi~y of NotCh Carolina, 

Chapel Hill NC 

L 

G 

Status of Student Financial Aid 

iermlst #yl’S #nflRecr. 
Athletic Other 
grant 

[ ~p~bl. 

Total 

cntbl. 

aid 

$ O0 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 200 

E Countable 

~ 
Players 

amuunt award 

P Full Equi- 
T grant    valcnt 

$40.930 00         00 

S00 $00 $00 $19.14800 00 

Change in Re~ 

Status DiM. 

Reasun Date 

QR 

vah’nt 
award 

00 

00 

S.00 $00 $.00 S19,14800 00 .00 

Squad-List Tul al~ $115,504.00 $190,822.00 5.15 3.12 





Squad List 

Financial Aid E 

X 

E 

M 

Perind Athletic Other TntM P 

nf grant 

cntbl.Md 

cntbl. T 

award amnunt aid 

FY $19 14gO0 SO0 $19 14g00 

Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum GrantsPermitted: 120 

Cou ntable Players Change in Re~; 

FuR Equi- 

grant vMcnt 

amount award 

;43.822.00 100 

:40,930 O0 39 

:40,930 O0 I O0 

:19,148 O0 50 

45 

.00 

.00 

39 

.00 

.76 

.60 

.00 



E 

L 

G 

F S 

Squad List 

Change in 
StaSus 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum GrantsPermitted: 120 

Dist. 
Financial Aid E Countable Players 

X 
E 
M 

Period Athletic Other TotM P Full Equi- 
of grant cntbl, cntbl. T grant vMcnt 
award amount aid aid amount award 

3 00 3 0 ~"     F},      $40,930 00 S 00 $4~$930 00 $40,930 00 I 00 

valcnt 
award 

I 00 

.00 I; 0    N ±¥ $00 S.00 $.00 $19.148.00 00 C 

$20.46500 S.00 $20.465.00 $40.930.00 50 .5O 

2.01) 2 0    Y ±¥ $40.93000 S.00 $40.930.00 $40.930.00 100 

Squad-Lis~ ’lilt ’M s $426,379.00 $426,379.00 11.94 11.94 





Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 

Sport: 

F 

L 

G 

Status of Student 

Tenulst #y~ #~rf Recr. 

A n y aid utfi 

Financial Aid E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 120 

Cou ntable Players Change in 
Status 

Full Over- Equi- Reason Date 
grant all valcnt 
amuunt award 

$40.930 O0 $ O0 $40930 O0 $40930 O0 X 1 O0 

Dist. 

300 30 V F~" $18.34500 $00 $18,34500 $18,34500 X 100 

valcnt 
award 

$40,93000 $00 $49.930.00 $40.930.00 X 100 

301: 3 0 Y I $40,93000 $00 $49.930.00 $40.930.00 X 100 

401: 3 0 Y IY $57,75500 $00 $57.755.00 $57.755.00 

01: 1:0    Y $00     $00 $.00 S.O0 .00 

40.930.00 O0 

40,930 O0 O0 

40,930 O0 O0 

40,930 O0 O0 

19,148 O0 X 1 O0 

40,930 O0 O0 

40.930.00 X 100 

19.148.00 X 

40.930.00 X 



Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

Sport: 

L 

G 

Status of Student 

Tenulst #y~ #~rf Recr. 

A n y aid util 

Financial Aid E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 120 

Cou ntable Players Change in 
Status 

Full Over- Equi- Reason Date 
grant all valcnt 
amuunt award 

$40.930 O0 $ O0 $40930 O0 $40930 O0 X 1 O0 

Dist. 

Equb 

O0 2 0 V FY $40.930 O0 $ O0 $40930 O0 $40930 O0 X 1 O0 

I oo 

I oo 

$00 $00 $.00 S.O0 O0 

$40,93000 $00 $49.930.00 $40.930.00 X 

.00 

Squad-List ’lbt~s S462~289.00 $441,836.00 12 12.00 12.50 





Squad List 

Reporl Date 

lnstitutiom 

Status of Student 

U1fiversity of Ninth Carolina, 
Clmpel Hill 

Chapel Hill. NC 

L 

G 

F S Period 

uf 

l~rm 1st #yrs #of ReCl~ 

Yourem~flled r~c d seas 

Financial Aid 

Athletic Other Total 

Academic Year: 

Spurt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 150 

P Full lOver- Equi- 
F agrl~llltlnt 

I" 

Dist. 

valent 

award 

.00 

.00 

.00 



Squad List 

Academic Year: 

Spurt: 

N N 

N N 

E 

L 

G 

Status of Student Financial Aid E Countable Players 

M 

Pcrlnd Athletic Other Total P Full Over- Equi- 
uf grm~t cntbl, cntbl, 

r 
grant all valent 

award amount aid aid amount award 

$ O0 $ O0 S O0 S O0 O0 

$ O0 $ O0 S O0 540.930 O0 O0 

$.00 $.00 S.O0 SO0 

$.OO $.OO S.OO 540,93000 .OO 

$.00 $.00 S.O0 SO0 

1~ $49.930.00 $.OO 540,930.00 540,93000 X l.OO 

$.00 $.00 S.O0 SO0 .00 

FV $40930 O0 $ O0 540.930 O0 540.930 O0 X I O0 

$ O0 $ O0 S O0 S O0 O0 

$ O0 $ O0 S O0 S O0 O0 

$ O0 $ O0 S O0 S O0 O0 

F $909500 $00 $%09500 X $40.93000 O0 

lk $40.930.00 $.OO 540,930.00 540,93000 X l.OO 

$.00 $.00 S.O0 519,14800 .00 

$.00 $.00 S.O0 $19,148 O0 .00 

1~ $19.148.00 $.00 $19,148.00 $19,148 O0 X 1.00 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 150 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

valent 

award 

22 



Squad List 

Rcporl Date Academic Year: 

Institution: Spnrt: U1Jversity of Ninth Carolina, 
Clmpel Hill 

Chapel Hill. NC 

L 

N N 

G 

F s 

Status of Student Financial Aid 

X 

M 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 150 

Countable Players    Change in 
Status 

Full Over- Equi- Reasnn Date 
grant all valcnt 
amount award 

$ 00 $ 00 S 00 S 00 

valcnt 
award 

00 

$40,930 00 $ 00 $40.930 00 $40.930 00 X I 00 1 oo 

N N .00 

()(I i 1) N $.OO $.OO S.0O S00 .00 

Squad-List Tul al~ $516,769.00 $466,744.00 13 13.00 14.22 





| 
G 

F $ 

Status ~ff Student 

Squad List 

Financial Aid 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 50 

E CountablePlayers Changein 
X 

E 

M 

PcriodlAthletic Other Total P Full 

~ffIgrant cntbl, cntbl. T 

grant 

award amount aid    aid amount 

$00 SO0 $00 $19 14g00 

FY $ O0 S O0 $ O0 $40930 O0 

$00 S.O0 $00 $.00 

$00 S.O0 $00 $.00 

$00 S.O0 $00 $.00 

Ig $00 S.O0 $00 $40.930.00 

Ig $00 S.O0 $00 $19.148.00 

$00 SO0 $00 $00 

$00 SO0 $00 

Stalu s 

valent 

award 

W 

Equi- 
valent 
award 



| 
G 

F $ 

Status of Student 

Squad List 

Financial Aid 

Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 50 

E CountablePlayers Changein 
X 

E 

M 

Pc~iodlAthletic Other Total P 
ofIgrant cntbl, cntbl. T 

award amount aid    aid 

$00     SO0     $00 

Full 

grant 

amnunt 

$1914g00 

Stalu s 

valentEqUi-award 

Rcasnn Date 

oo 

Squad-List Totals 

Equi- 

valent 

award 

00 

$.00 $.00 .00 .00 



Squad List 

Relmrt Date: Academic Year: 

Institution: Spnrt: Utfiversity ol Nm~h Carolina, Clmpel 
Hill 

Cite/State: Chapcl HilLNC 

L 

G 

F S 

O0    0 0 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

Financial Aid E Countable 
X Pla3 ers 

M 

Perind Athletic Other Total P Full Equi- 
uf grm~t cntbl, cntbl. T grm~t valcnt 
award amount aid aid amount award 

FV $37404 00 $ 00 $37.404 00 $37404 00 I 00 

$40930 O0 $ O0 $40.930 O0 $40930 

$.oo $.oo s.oo $.oo .oo    R 

Status Dist. 

Rcasnn Date Equi- 

valent 

award 

1 oo 

1 oo 

200 20    ~ F¥ $4093000     $00     $40.93000 $4093000 I00 1 oo 

Squad-List Totals $219,469.00 S219,469.00 6.00 6.00 





Cit3/State: Ch,apc[ Hill, 

Name/I.D. No. StaSus of SSuden$ Financial Aid 

Period Athlclic Other 
or’ grant 

I=,,l. 
Total 

cntbl. 

aid 

$8.186 O0 

5800 O0 

$80000 

$30,12200 

$25,74800 

$26,60500 

$10.23300 

520.46500 

$37.40400 

$14.32600 

$20.46500 

$2,71700 

S17,27900 

$8,18600 

$9,14000 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum GrantsPennitted: 120 

E 

amount award 

Countable Change in 
X Pla3e~ Status 

E 

M 

P Full Equi- Reason Date 
T 

grant valent 

$40,93000 20 

$19,14800 04 

$40.930.00 .02 

$40.930.00 .74 

$.00 

133.878.75 .7# 

140.930.00 .65 

~40,930 O0 25 

~40,93000 50 

137,404 O0 1 O0 

;40,930 O0 35 

;40,93000 50 

140.930.00 .07 

140.930.00 .42 

140.930.00 .20 

119.148.00 .48 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

20 

.02 

.74 

.00 

.76 

.65 

25 

50 

I oo 

35 

50 

.07 

.30 

.20 

.48 



Squad List 

Acadcmic Year: 

Sport: 

Status of Student Financial Aid 

PcriIId Athl,’lic Other Total 
of grant cntbl, cntbl. 
award amount aid aid 

E Countable 

X Players 

P Full Equi- 
T 

grant valcnt 

amount award 

~40 930 O0 35 

~40,930 O0 50 

140.930.00 .25 

140.930.00 

140.930.00 .30 

140.930.00 

140.930.00 .17 

$ O0 O0 

~40,930 O0 25 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

valcnt 

award 

.53 



Squad List 

Acadcmic Year: 

Sport: 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Status of Student Financial Aid 

PcriIId Athl,’lic Other Total 
of grant cntbl, cntbl. 
award amount aid aid 

E Countable 

P Full Equi- 
T grant valcnt 

amount award 

Change in 
Status 

valcnt 

award 

Squad-List Tnl al~ $470,569.00 $475,569.00 12.12 > 12.00 





L 

G 

1,’ S "IkTmlst #yrs #nf Reef. 

Squad List 

Financial Aid 

Pe~ind Athletic Other Total 
of grant 

I ~lfl. 

cntbl. 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Peianitted: 140 

I 
E Countable Change in 

EX 
Pla3 e~’s Stalu s 

M 

P Full Equi- Reason Date 
T grant valcnt 

amnunt award 

40.930.00 

40.930.00 1.00 

19.148.00 1.00 

19.148.00 .00 E 

$40930 O0 90 

$19148 O0 34 

$40930 00 00 R 

$40930 O0 50 E 

$40.930.00 .33 

$40.930.00 .33 

$19.148.00 .14 

$19.148.00 .00 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

74 

9o 

5o 

33 

33 



Squad List 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

L 

G 

F S 

Financial Aid 

Period Athh, tic Other 

of grant cnthl. 

E Countable 

K Players 
E 

M 

Total P Full Equi- 
cntbl, 

r 
grant valent 

aid amount award 

~40.93(] oo $40930 oo 1 oo 

S 00 S 00 00 

500 5.00 

540,93000 $40.930.00 1.00 

SO0 S.O0 

$6,42300 $19.148.00 .34 

SO0 S.O0 

S2/,.195 O0 $40930 O0 64 

520.465 O0 40,930 O0 50 

$40.930 O0 40,930 O0 1 O0 

$40.930 O0 40,930 O0 1 O0 

$33.961 O0 40,930 O0 83 

S00 40.930.00 

S00 40.930.00 

S00 40.930.00 

520,46500 40.930.00 .50 

Maximum Grants Peonitted: 140 

Change in 

Stalu s 

W 

E 

E 

R 

E 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

1 oo 

oo 

oo 

oo 

34 

oo 

64 

50 

1 oo 

1 oo 

83 

oo 

oo 

oo 



Squad-List ’liWais 

L 

G 

Squad List 

Financial Aid 

Perind Athletic Other 

of grant 

I=,,l. 

8608,408.50 $528,924.50 

Total 

cntbl. 
aid 

$40.930 O0 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

40,930 00 1 00 WR 

40.930.00 .69 

40.930.00 .00 R 

19.148.00 .00 R 

$40930 00 30 

$40,930 00 34 

$40,930 00 00 

14.15 > 

R 

R 

C 

ER 

R 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

1 oo 

29 

69 

1oo 

oo 

oo 

oo 

oo 

3o 

34 

oo 

oo 

oo 

oo 

16.03 





Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

E 

L 

G 

Status of Student 

St, rm 1st # yrs # of Rect: 

A n y aid util 

Your 

Financial Aid E Countable 

X Players 
E 

M 

Periled Athletic Other Total P Full Equi- 
~ff grant cntbl, cntbl. 

T 
grant valent 

award amount aid aid amount award 

FY $3069g O0 $ O0 $30 69g O0 X ~40.930 O0 O0 

FY $19,14g O0 $00 $19,14g O0 S19N4g O0 100 

1 Y $30.69800 $00 $30.698.00 S40,930.00 .75 

IY $24.55800 $00 $24.558.00 $40,930.00 .60 

1 Y $800 O0 $00 $800.00 $40,930.00 .02 

1 Y SgO0 O0 $00 $800.00 $40,930.00 .02 

IY $34.79100 $00 $34.791.00 $40,930.00 .85 

F% $20,465 O0 $ O0 $20,465 O0 $40.930 O0 50 

$00 $00 SO0 SO0 O0 

P, $14,326 O0 $ O0 $14,326 O0 $40.930 O0 35 

F% $24,558 O0 $ O0 $24,558 O0 $40.930 O0 60 

$ O0 $ O0 S O0 $40.930 O0 O0 

1’~ $16.37200 $00 $16.372.00 $40,930.00 .49 

1’~ $14.91000 $00 $14.910.00 S17,542.25 .85 

1’~ $12.72500 $00 $12.725.00 $40,930.00 .31 

Status Dist. 

Reason Date Equi- 
valent 
award 

60 

35 

40 



Status of Student 

#yrs #of Reck: 

aid util 

Period 

Financial Aid 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum GrantsPeonitted: 140 

E Countable Change in Re~. 
X PI a)rers Status Dist. 
E 
M 

Athletic Other Total P Full          I     Equi- Reason Date Equi- 
grant cntbl, cntbl. T grantI    valent valent 
amount aid aid amount award award 



Squad List 

R e p o r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

E 

L 

G 

Status of Student 

St, rm 1st # yrs # of rect: 

A n y aid util 

Your 

Financial Aid E Countable 
X Players 
E 
M 

Period Athletic Other Total P Full Equi- 
~ff grant cntbl, cntbl. T grant valcnt 
award amount aid aid amount award 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

valent 
award 

1 oo 

¸5O 

Y 100 ±1) Iy $10.23300 $00 $10.233.00 $40,930.00 .25 ¸25 

¸8O 

Squad-List ’lilt Ms $561,800.00 $490,172.00 13.40 1S.1S 





Status of Student Financial Aid 

Tt, rmlst #yt] #~f[Recr. 

A n y aid ~til 
Athletic OtherI 

Tntal 

grant    I~jhl. 
cntbl. 

amnunt aid 

~A0.93000 

S00     ~A0.93000 

$327,440.00 $327,440.00 Squad-List Totals 

E 
X 
E 
M 
P 
T 

Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: g0 

Countable Player~ Change in 

Status 

Full Over- Equi- Rcasnn Dat~ Equi- 

grm~t all valcnt valcnt 

amount award award 

~0.930 O0 X I O0 I O0 

~0.930 O0 X I O0 I O0 

~0,930 O0 X 100 1.00 

~0,930 O0 X 100 1.00 

~0,930 O0 X 100 1.00 

~0,930 O0 X 100 1.00 

~0.930 O0 X I O0 I O0 

Dist. 





Squad List 

Academic Year: 

Spnrt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

L 

G 

F S 

Stata s of Sta dent Financial Aid Countable Change in 

Status 

Q 

~ferm 1st # yrs # nf Rec~; 

A n y aid 

Your 

Periud A~hletic Othc~ ~tal 

tff grant ~ntbl. cntbl. 

award amnunt aid aid 

F¥ $00 $00 

$00 $00 

1~ $00 $00 

1~ $10,233 O0 $00 $10.233.00 

$00 $00 

1~ $00 $00 

X Players 
E 
M 

P Full Equi- 
T grant valent 

amount award 

M 

R 

Dist. 

Equi- 
valent 
award 

.25 

.25 



E Stata s of Sta dent 

L 

F S Tvrmlst #yrsi#uf Recl; 

A n y aid util 

Financial Aid 

Athletic Other ~tal 

Academic Year: 

Spurt: 

Maximum Grants Permitted: 

E Countable 
X Players 
E 

M 

P 

T 
Full Equi- 
grant valent 
amount award 

Change in Re~. 
Status Dist. 

valent 

award 

.65 

.70 

.00 

.00 



Squad List 

R c p n r I Acadcmic Year: 

E 

L 

G 

Sta~ s of S~ dent Financial Aid Countable 

Period A~hlctic Dthct 3btal 

[ff grant cntbl, cntbl. 

award amtmnt aid aid 

FY $40.930 O0 $ O0 $4(1930 O0 

FY $00 $00 $00 

$00 $00 

IY $00 $00 

$00 $00 

IY $80000 $00 $800.00 

IY $00 $00 $.00 

F’t $40.930 O0 $ O0 $4() 930 O0 

$00 $00 

F’~ $00 $00 $00 

$00 $00 

$00 $00 

Change in 

X Players Status 
E 

M 

P Full Equi- Rcasnn 
T grant valcnt 

amount award 

4(1930 O0 I O0 

4(1930 O0 O0 

40.930.00 .00 

40.930.00 .0O 

40.930.00 .0O CR 

10.148.00 .04 R 

19.148.00 .OO 

4(1930 O0 I O0 

4() 930 O0 O0 QR 

Date 

Re~, . 

Dist. 

EquP 

valcnt 

Squad-List Tot als S570,067.50 $529A37.50 13.69 14.68 

"lbt Ms fl~ " S610,997.50 $570,367.50 14.69 15.68 





Y 

N 

N 

Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y N 

N N 

N N 

Y N 

E 
L 

G 

Status of Student FinancialAid 

Tet~m 1st ~ yrs # of i Rt~cr. Period Athletic Other    Total 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Pe~anitted: 99 

Countable 

E 
M 

T 
Full Equi- 
grant valent 

amnunt award 

$40.93000 O0 

S O0 O0 Q 

540,93000 1.00 

$40,93000 .00 Q 

S00 .00 QR 

$40,93000 .00 

SIg,14S00 .00 QR 

$40.93000 I00 R 

$40.93000 50 

$19.14800 44 

$40.93000 O0 

$40.93000 00 QR 

$40,930 00 .0O M 

$40,930 00 .00 MM 

$40,930 00 .00 Q 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

vah’nt 

award 

44 



N N 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

E 

L 

G 

Status of Student FinancialAid 

Tet~m 1st ~ yrs # of i R~’cr. Period Athletic Other    Total 

Academic Year: 

Sport: 

Maximum Grants Pe~anitted: 99 

Countable 

E 
M 

T 
Full Equi- 
grant valent 

amnunt award 

$40.93000 O0 

$40.93000 I00 

$40,93000 .0O 

SIg,14S00 .04 R 

$40,93000 1.00 

$40,93000 1.00 R 

$40,93000 1.00 Q 

$40.93000 O0 

$40.93000 O0 

S O0 O0 Q 

$19A4~00 

$40.93000 O0 

$40,93000 .00 R 

SIg,14S00 .00 

$40,93000 .00     R 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

vah’nt 

award 

.00 

.04 



Squad List 

R e p ~ r t Academic Year: 
Date: 

E 
L 

G 

Status of Student FinancialAid 

Perh~d Athletic Other Total 
of grant cntbl, cntbl. 
award amount aid aid 

Countable 
Player’s 

Full Equi- 
grant valcnt 

Change in 
Status Dist. 

S 00 S 00 S 00 $19.14g 00 00 

Date Equi- 
valent 
award 

00 

Y 

Y 

00 R 

.04 QR 

.75 

.00 

.80 

.00 R 

33 

I 00 

oo 

.04 

.75 

.00 

.80 

.00 

33 

I oo 

8qua0-L~St 10ta~s S405,824.00 S364,894.00 9.90 10.90 





















Media Report 

Friday 

August: 3,5, 203,4 



TAI~LE OF CONTENTS 



Summary: 
Mary WNingham breaks down in reaction to the plagiarism allegations pertaining to her thesis. 

Article Lfnk: 

http://paperclassinc.com/confessions of a whistleblower by mary willingham/ 

Prr~duct Link: 

http://www.lulu.com/us/en/shop/jim bergman/a sham a sham is my school a 

sham/paperback/product 21728285.html 



The University of Notre Dame removed four players from its football team in the midst of an 
academic fraud investigation The players allegedly violated Notre Dame’s honor code by 
receiving improper help on classwork. Those removed include starting wide receiver DaVafis 
Daniels, defensive back KeiVarae Russell, defensive lineman Ishaq Williams and reserve 
linebacker Kendall Moore. 

http://www.usatodaycom/story/sports/ncaaf/2014/og/10inotre dame investigates cheating 

Proposed changes to the NCAA golf championship would add a fourth day of stroke play, for 
which the top 15 teams and nine individuals from non-qualifying squads will advance after 54 
holes. The fourth round would determine the individual medalist and the eight teams for match 
play. The Division I Championships and Spods Management Cabinet will consider the proposal 
on Sept 9, and is expected to pass it 

Article L~nk: 

http://goltweek.com/news!2014/aug/14/ncaa golf championship format change 72 holes/ 

The College Football Playoff Commdtee has squared away more details of its selection process. 
The recusal list is done; members under recusal from discussing their affiliated teams are Pat 

Haden (USC), Tom Osborne (Nebraska), Mike Gould (Air Force), Dan Radakovich (Clemson), 
Archie Manning (Mississippi), Condoleezza Rice (Stanford), Oliver Luck (West Virginia), Jeff 
Long (Arkansas) and Barry Alvarez (Wisconsin). Interestingly, Tyrone Willingham, former 
football head coach at Notre Dame, Washington and Stanford, does not remove himself from 
any conversation Full in-person meetings will begin in late October 

Article Link: 

http://www.latimes.cornisports/sportsnow/la sp sn cfb committee 20140814 story.html 



The NCAA’s lobbying costs from April to June is the most it has spent in any calendar year 
since at least 2000. The NCAA is on pace to spend $480,000 on lobbying in 2014- more than 
double what it spent last year. 

Norlander says, "There were plenty of coaches we talked to who think the split is coming, but it’s 
only going to be for football. I’d say at least a quarter of the coaches we talked to think college 
hoops cares so much about the NCAA Tournament that it’s going to remain as is." 

Article Link: 

power-conferences-in-college-hoops-leave-the-ncaa 

See Also: 

rule changes power conferencesi14081317i 

Since the release of the NCAA’s Power 5 autonomy vote, the Mid-American Conference has 
begun to focus on the details of redefining a grantqn-aid to include full cost of attendance. 

Article L~nk: 

http://www.rnlive.com/broncos/index.ssf/2Ot4/OS/rnid american conference establ.html 



Summary: 

The NGAA is encouraging a new classification for for-profit insffiutions. ~ ~e~eased a statemen~ 
say~ng, "For-profit members w~l~ not be permitted to directly participate in the NC~’s 
governance process, neither as voting members at the NCAA Convention nor as institutional 
representabves on commitlees. Their slaff members will, however, be allowed to pa~icipale on 
committees as representatives of their conferen~s." 

Artide L~nk: 
https://www.insidehighereacom/news/2014/OS/14/ncaa hopes create profit classification 

http://www.ncaa.org/about/resourcesimedia center/news/executive committee establishes profit 

classification 

Summary: 

In wake of O’Bannon ruling, industry leaders are discussing ways to improve access to agents 
for student-athletes but are unsure in what ways it will happen Working with the NFL and NBA 
to punish agents who provide illegal benefits and, in turn, shifting liability away from schools, 

could be a starting point. 

(In response to O’Bannon lawsuit) A Connecticut columnist inquires as to the ramifications of 
Judge Wilken’s O’Bannon decision on female athletes Wilken’s decision still leaves female 
athletes waiting for answers regarding the use of their names and likenesses One take on the 
siluation is, "Title IX also guaranlees equality in terms of ’financial assistance.’ That could be 
construed thusly: You compensate a male athlete $5,000 for his image, you compensate a 
female the same for her image, too" 

Article L~nk: 

htlp://www.theday.com/arlide/20140814/SPORT,91/308149426 



S~mmary: 
Attorneys for the NGAA and the plaintiffs in the Ed O’Sannon lawsuit a~ked US Dbtd~t Judge 
Wilken on Thursday ~o clarify her injunction in the case to make dea~ ~hat enhanced benefits to 
football and men’s basketball players could be put in place foF bo~h incoming and returning 
athletes, beginning wdh the 201~q7 school yea~. Su@ benefit offers Could possibly be made 
beginning August 1, 2015 

A Mississipp~ man was found guilty of trying to extort Louisville AD Jurich for $3.5 million in an 
email scheme. The man claimed he could ruin the reputation of the athletic department. The jury 
concluded its deliberations in fewer than 2 hours The man faces two years in jail and a 
$250,000 fine 

Article Lfnk: 

http://www.whasll.com/news/Iocal/Louisville jury convicts Miss man of extortin8 UofL Athletics 

271179081 .hl:ml 



Summary: 
As college sports have become quite the revenue-generating business and a great media 
presence the SID job description changed The SID’s first priority r~ow is protecting a program’s 
brand, leaving athletes caught in the middle The LSU SID and media trainer are working 
together to protect the program’s image and encouraging athletes to become media savvy 
through training. 

Artide Link: 

http://www.lsusportsnet/ViewArticle.dbrnl?Dl~ OEM ID=S200&ATCLID=2095092~,0 

Summary: 
Mizzou Athletics launched a new game day application that allows fans to receive, retweet and 
share social media messages from designaied Mizzou Athletics Twitter accounts It also 
provides parking and in-stadium amenity information when inside Memorial Stadium. The 
application was desigr~ed to help build community among fans while attending Tiger Football 
games. The application enables fans to share their tailgating and in-game locations with friends 
and family through the app regardless of the recipient’s cell phone operating system. 

Article Link: 
http://www:mut!ger s.co m/genre!/08"- 414aac:htm! 



StubHub~ the world s largest ticket marketplace, announced its partnership with University of 

Oregon Athletics to be the program’s official fan-to-fan secondary ticket marketplace This new 
partnership extends StubHub’s collegiate partnership iostel to 38 Along with ticketing software 
leader Paciolan~ the partnership enables badcode integration for University of Oregon Athletics 
ticket holders so that they may seamlessly resell ther t ckets on StubHub The greundbreaking 
technology also provides tickets fhat can be digitally delivered straight to the buyer to be prinfed 
at home In addition, fans have access to streamlined listings to sell unused tickets. 

Article L~nk: 
htt~ ;i/www hera !don!ine comi2(~ 4/08/~ 41(~2328()4/st~bh~Jb-a nnounces: 
padnership html?sp=!100/773/385/ 

http:!ionline.wsj.corn/articleiP R-C0-20140814-912231 .html 

NC State is building a new $17.2 million indoors facility to house a 120-yard football field and 
additional accommodations for the track team The Wolfpack Club privately kinds the new 
facility Florida State and Virginia recently built indoor practice facilities as well 

Artide L~nk: 
http//www.~ewsobserver.corn/20~4~O~/~2/4067425/nc state ded cares new ndoor.html 

Live Cam: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email unc edu> 

Monday, August 18. 2014 7:49 AM 

At~atcr Cthdi <cat~ater@unc edu>: Ballcn, Martina K <mballcn@unc cdu>; Beale, Michael 
<michaelbeale~ajunc edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email unc edu>: Best, Kevin S 

<kbcst@unc edu>; Bethel Bradley Richard <bbcthcl@cmail uric edu>; Biener, Eric 
<beric@email unc edu>: Bingham, Mat3" Ellen <binghamm@email unc edu>: Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton a~unc cdu>: Boxill Jma <JMBOXILL a~cmail uric cdu>; Boyd Stephen L 
<sboyd a~unc cdu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi a~unc edu>: Brown, Michelle 
<mbro~x n3@email unc edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc edu>: Cleat3", Kenneth Eugene 
<kclcat3 @uric cdu>; Culler. Ellen B <ecullcr~gunc edu>; Cunthngham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Duf’~’, Clare E <duf~’ce@email unc edu>; Fells. Chris 
<cfcifs a~unc cdu>: Gallo, Jr, Lan) A <athgallo@unc edu>: Gatz, Grcgot3 <ggg@unc cdu>; 
Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc edu>; Ginny French <ginny@ramsclub corn>: Gisselman, Steve 
<sdgiss@email uric cdu>: Goodmma Kylc <kgoodman@livc uric cdu>; Cn-ecne, Michael 
<greenemt@email unc edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc edu>; Gwaltoey, Clint 
<cgwalmcy@unc edu>; Hemandcz, Erik H <chheman@email uric edu>: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
<nhilton@email unc edu>; Hirth, Christopher J <chirth@email unc edu>; Holliday, Covey L 
<chollida3@unc edu>; Holmma Brian <bdholman a~cmail uric cdu>; Holsonback I~alin 
<kalim’h@live unc edu>; Ille. Vince <ille@unc edu>; Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 
<ojcn~ie@email uric edu>; john@rmnsclub corn; ken@ramsclub corn; Lmac Cricket 
<cricket~ajunc edu>: Lee. Jaimie qiaimielee~a~unc edu>: Lyons. Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email unc edu>: Markos. Lance M <markos@email unc edu>; Martin, Joseph T 
<jnaartinl@cnaail uric cdu>; matt@ramsclub corn: Maxwell Scott <smax~cll@unc cdu> McGee 
Alison Smith <hul3"sz@email unc edu>: Miller. Beth <bethmille(a~unc edu>; Myers. Leslie 
<lesmycrs@cmail uric edu>; Norton Molly <mbnorton@unc edu>; Off K3m N 
<orr@email unc edu>: Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc edu>: Pen3", Clara A 
<caperl3"@unc edu>: Sa~xyer, Korie <kcsm~3"er~a~unc edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy a~cmail uric cdu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shcl[io a~unc cdu>; Sheu, Bca~imnin 
<bsheu@email unc edu>: Spurling, James qispuding@unc edu>: Stratton, Rachel K 
<rkstratt a~email uric cdu>; tim a~ramsclub corn: To~nscnd, Jetm <jto~nscnd a~unc edu>: White 
Austin Lee <austinl~x @live unc edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@email unc edu>: Yount. Tony 
<tonyyount@unc edu>: Zagorin, Lea Jerome <zagorin@live uric edu>: Zambrana I~athc~nc 
<kathyz@email unc edu>; Zwieflein, Chad Nicholas <zwieflein@unc edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

081814docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudcrmilk Center for Excellence 

H~ve a great da3, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Buildhag Enviromnent Technician 
Loudemfilk Center for Excellence 
Work (919) 962-4316 
Cell 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of August 18, 2014 
Date 
8/18 
8/18 
8/18 
8/18 
8/18 
8/19 
8/19 
8/19 
8/20 
8/20 
8/20 
8/20 
8/20 
8/2 I 
8/2 I 
8/21 
8/23 
8/24 

Event 
Leadership Lab 
BZ Event Weekly Meeting 

Team Lunch 
Academic Event 
Morchead Cain Foundation 
Atbletic Dept Staff" Meeting 
UNC Young Life 
Tutor Training Program 
Faculty/Staff Bible Stady 
Lm~ School Orientation Welcome Event 
Tutor Training Program 
Stadent-Athlete Policy Meetings 
Athletes in Action 
Verizon Wireless Tour 
THAH Team Member Orientation 
Student-Athlete Policy Mtgs 
Gullick/Frongello Wedding Reception 
CREED Mentors 

Week of August 25, 2014 
Date 
8/25 

8/26 
8/26 
8/26 

8/26 
8/27 
8/27 

8/30 

Event 
BZ Event Weekly Meeting 
FB Game Week Meeting 
Game Ops Supel~isors Mtg 
Sigma Phi Epsilon BMS Banquet 
Try Something Ncx~ Tuesday 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Atbletes in Action 
UNC FB vs Liberty 

Week of September I, 2014 
Date 

9/2 
9/2 
9/2 
9/3 
9/3 
9/3 
9/5 
9/5 
9/5 
9/5 
9/6 

Event 
BZ Event Weekly Meeting 
FB Game Week Meeting 
Women’s Bible Study 
UNC Young Life 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Carolina Outreach 
Atbletes in Action 
Letter~im~cr’s Reception 
St Jobns Fraternity Alumni Event 
Bubba’s Donor Reception 
Women’s Soccer Alurmfi Event 
UNC FBvs SDSU 

Time 
9:00 AM-9:00 PM 
11:00AM-12:00PM 

3:00-4:00 PM 

4:00-5:00 PM 
5:00-9:00 PM 
7:30-9:30 AM 

5:00-6:30 PM 
6:00-9:30 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 

4:00-6:00 PM 
6:00-9:30 PM 
7:00-9:00 PM 

9:15-10:30 PM 
10:00 AM-12:00 PM 
4:00-9:00 PM 

7:00-9:00 PM 
6:00-10:00 PM 
2:00-6:00 PM 

Time 

9:30-10:30 AM 
4:30-9:30 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 
6:00-7:00 PM 

6:00 PM Kickoff 

Time 

9:30-10:30 AM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
5:00-6:30 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 
7:00-8:00 PM 
7:00-9:15 PM 

5:00-9:00 PM 
6:00-10:00 PM 
7:00-8:00 PM 

8:00-10:00 PM 
8:00 PM Kickoff 

Location 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
North Box 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
1~ Floor Lobby 

Upper Club 
Concourse Club 

Kenm~ Stadium 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Soutb Terrace 
Novtb Terrace 

Upper Chub 
Kenan Stadium 





TUES 

WED 

LOCATION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu> 

Monday, August 18, 2014 10:48 AM 

Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu> 
Iannotta, Stephen <iannotta@email unc edu>; Cauteruccio, Dino 
<dcaut@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

RE: Motor Vehicle Forms 

Need Valid Car Registration either we have not received it OR it is expired: 

Other Questions: 

:Car Color--Auto form says Black, Car Registration says Red)? 

[Purchase Price for 2002 Chew Blazer - $600)? 

has not completed the ACS Auto Forn). 



Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 6:13 PM 

TO: Vangelder, Marielle A 

~ IannotLa, Stephen; Cauteruccio, Dino; Dressier, Carly; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 

Subjert~ RE: Motor Vehicle Forms 

All of the individuals who needed u pdates to their ACS forms to be accu rate have been updated. 

are the only tar registrations we do not have because they have recently 

expired, Those individuals are in the process of connecting with their parents to get those to us asap. 

Please !et me know if you need anlz additional items. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 1:43 PM 

To~ Brewer, Ronald 
@~ Iannotta, Stephen; Cauteruccio, Dino; Dressier, Carly; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Sub~ert: Re: Motor Vehicle Forms 

Good Afternoon Ron- 

Do you have any update on ou r receipt of the missing vehicle registrations and ACS forms? 

We need to receive them as soon as possible. 



Thank you. 

On AuB 1, 2014, at 2:20 PM, "Brewer, Ronald" <brewer33@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afternoon, 

We were able to co[lect a number of registrations during cl~eck-in yesterday and are chipping away on the 

information u £dates some of the student-athletes need to change. As the first couple of days of training 

From: Brewer, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, July 24, 2014 3:45 PM 
TO: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Ce: Dressier, Carly; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Iannot[a, Stephen; Cauteruccio, Dino 
Subject: RE: Motor Vehicle Forms 



From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, July 24, 2014 12:48 PM 
"to: Brewer, Ronald; lannolta, Stephen 

Subject: Motor Vehicle Forms 

Good Afternoon 

Attached, piease find a spreadsheet which details the information provided yesterday by your student- 

athletes on their annual Motor Vehicie forms. 

Could you please ensule that these are addressed? Also please review the list of student-athietes who 

vehicle for the 2014-20:~5 academic year for your assistance. 

In addition, each of your student-athletes has acknowledged that they will notify the Compliance Office 

immediately regarding any changes in their access to a motor vehicle during the academic year. We will 

spreadsheets showing whk:h student-athletes have received parking citations on-campus. Please !~e sure to 

a motor vehicle on their a~ar~uaJ Motor Vehicle forl~l. 

I~ is imperative that we have accurate and complete motor vehicle information on file. Thank you for your 

mvangelder@unc.edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email unc edu> 

Monday, August 18, 2014 10:26 PM 

Fedora, H Lanay <larry fedora@unc edu>; Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc edu>; 
Disch, Dan <dan disch@unc edu>; Gilmore, Keith Louis <ggihnore@email unc edu>; 
HeckendorI; Keith J <heckendo@email unc edu>; Kapilovic, Christopher G 
<ckap@email unc edu>; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr <koenning@email unc edu>; 
Littrell, Seth <sethlittrell@unc edu>; Porter, Larry Demond <ldp693@email unc edu>; 
West, Ronald Eugene <ronwest@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; Brewer, Ronald <brewer33@email unc edu>; Haydon, Joe 
<haydon@unc edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email unc edu>; Freeman, 
Jason S <jfreeman@email unc edu>; Yaekel, Mark C <yaekel@email unc edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc edu>; Strassner, Rachel 
<r4strass@email unc edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email unc edu>; Hemandez, Luis 
Ill <louh@email unc edu>; Ross, Luke <lukeross@email unc edu>; Boyd, Kenny 
<kennyboyd@unc edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <yjeanbap@email unc edu> 

Eligible to Practice - Non-105 

Football xlsx 



Name 

Cleared by NCAA Drug 

Sports    Testing 

PID Medicine Consent Status of All Forms Cleared for Practice 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 
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Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Yes Complete Yes 

Notes 
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Complete 
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Complete 
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Complete 

Complete 
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August19, 2014 

Steve Smith 
~gmail corn 

SENT VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Smth: 

wdte as a folow Lip to my letter dated, August 15. 2014 in order to orovide/ou with additional public records a~’ai able at 

this time. 

The information tha follo~s and the enclosed document are being provided to you in accordanve ~ith the North Carolina 
Public Records Act S~ecifically, the enclosed document consists of Dan Disch’s contract The information being provded 
beow wao ex racled rom existin~ Un wrs i? r~cordo subjecl to d sv ooure under the Norh Carolina Public R~cordo Act 

Keith Giln ore Assistar t Footba I Coach 

Keith Heckendod Assistant Foo~oa I Coach 

Vic Koenning Assistant Foo~oa I Coach 

Seth Littrell Assistar t Footba I Coach 

LarP/Porier Ass stant Footba I Coach 

R~n ~est Assistant Foo~oa I Coach 

[ is Hemandez Head Strength & Conditioning Coach for Football 

Corey }1o liday Associate Athletic Director 

Joe Haydon Director of Football Operations 

Dominic More li Business Operations!Equipmenl Manager 

Ror~’ Pommerening Director of Player Personnel 

Jason Tudryn 



Steve Smith 
August19,2014 
Page 2of2 

his request is s[il beirg processed and we will contact you agair when additonal responsive public [ecoids aie available 

to provide to you The University’s Public Records Policy is awilabe on Ine at http://policies unc edu/polices/public 
recordsl. 

Sincere y, 

Anne M. Sutton, NCCP 
Public Recolds Paralegal 

AMS/dqa 

cc: Regina J Stabile, D rector, Institutional Records and Reporting Compl ance 



















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 20, 2014 I 1:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu> 

My Topics for tomorrow, I I am, Corey’s OffSce 

Scheduling 

Georgia / Chick-fil-a inquiry 

Re-visit UNC C, look at other buy options for 2016 (also look at per game financials) 

in ’18 

Football Credentials & Parking Passes 

Set date for Budget meeting with Dominic 

Mock Game Needs 
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